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LESSONS IN GEOLOGY. I.

INTRODUCTION DIVISIONS OF THE SUBJECT PHYSICAL

GEOLOGY THE GEOLOGICAL SYSTEMS MINERALOGY
AND LITHOLOGY THE SOLAR SYSTEM, ETC. ETC.

THE derivation of the word Geology (717 [ghee], the earth, and

\oyos [log'os], a discourse, or a reasoning) indicates the main

direction of the science. It confines its attention to a description

of the solid crust of tho earth, and to the elucidation of those

forces and causes which have produced tho changes the surface of

our planet has undergone. To aid him in his investigation, the

geologist needs the aid of tho botanist, the zoologist, the chemist,

tho mineralogist, the physicist, and even of the mathematician.

Although the subject looks formidable to the general reader,

it is not only fraught with the deepest interest, but by far its

greatest part may be traversed by common sense. Moreover,

its study commends itself to all, since it requires no expensive

apparatus, nor yet a preparation which all other sciences

demand ere the student can enter on their practice. Young
and old, gifted with observation, may at once become practical

geologists ; and by never passing a stone-heap without an ex-

amination, or never leaving a quarry or gravel-pit unsearched,

they will soon lay the foundation of a geological cabinet, and be

efficient labourers in the extension of geological research.

Every generation of our race has produced men of inquiring

minds, and it is but natural that such men should turn their

research to discover the origin of the world we inhabit, espe-

cially in tho early times when but few channels were opened

along which they were invited to expend the natural vigour of

their intellect ; hence, in the earliest records of eastern nations

we find theories which attempt to account for the existence of

our earth these it ;a unnecessary to dwell' upon.
It is evident that the only sound mode of procedure is to collect

all the information which observation of the various existing

phenomena of nature can give ; to search the crust of the earth

for any facts which the rocks, their position, their character, their

fossil contents, can afford ; to notice the arrangement of conti-

nents and seas, the position and directions of mountain chains,

etc., and from these letters of the geological alphabet to spell

out tho history of our globe.
Tho history of tho progress of geology, like that of any other

science, can furnish many instances of theories built up with-

out any facts for foundations ; but as patient research gradu-

ally amassed information, these erroneous suppositions were

abandoned, and geologists have, from so many warnings, be-

come extremely careful of hazarding opinions. The experiences

by which wo have been taught not to speculate, though interest-

ing and instructive, we cannot record in these pages, as our
limited space requires us to attend to facts and the deductions
which may be reasonably drawn from them.
The division of the subject we propose is tho following :

1. Physical Geology that is, the geological agencies which
have worked the various changes in tho surface of our planet,
both as to their present existence and as to tho traces of their

power which the rocks reveal.

2. The Geological Systems. As we pass through these, we
shall enumerate the fossils the rocks contain, the history of the
animal and vegetable life of our globe, and the localities in

which the members of these systems appear.
3. Mineralogy and Lithology. In our last division wo hope

to describe the composition of the various kinds of rocks, as
well as the physical and chemical properties of tho minerals

they contain.

Before we enter upon the immediate province of geology, it

will bo well to consider our position in the universe, and some-
what of the character of our world as a globe, noticing the most

53 N.E.

plausible of the theories yet produced to account for the con-

struction of our system, and therefore of our earth.

The solar system, of which we are one of the members, consist*

of the sun and eight planets four of which are very much larger
(

than tho earth and a number of very small planets, called aate-

roids, which revolve in the space separating the four exterior and

larger planets from the interior and smaller ones. The position of

the earth is the third from the sun. The earth is accompanied by
a moon, which is not the case with any of the other interior

planets, whilst tho exterior planets are all attended by satellites

Saturn and Uranus by eight, Jupiter by four. All these bodies

revolve round tho sun iu the same direction, and all move within

a narrow belt. The exterior planets are much lighter than the

interior. If the density of water be taken as 1, tho density of

the sun will be about 1}; of Mercury, 9J ; of Venus, 5JJ; of

the Earth, 5^ ; of the Moon, 3 ; of Mars, 3J ; of Jupiter, 1;
of Saturn, ^ ; of Uranus, jgj.

The sun's magnitude is immense, as may be judged by the

fact that if he were a hollow shell, and the earth placed at tho

centre, there would be sufficient room for the moon to revolve,

as she now does, at 240,000 miles from tho earth, and there

would still be some 200,000 miles beyond tho moon ere the shell

of the sun were reached. The planets cannot be said strictly

to revolve round the sun, but the sun and the planets revolve

about the centre of gravity of the system ; and, owing to the

preponderating bulk of the sun, this centre of gravity lies not

far from his own centre.

In searching for a reeord of the process of creation, we

naturally turn our attention to that only Book the human

library contains which did not emanate from the mind of man.
But the Bible was not written as an instructor in physical

science, hence we only find the sacred historian dedicating a few
verses to the subject of " the creation of the world." Yet we
may rest assured that, although the short notice only touches

the prominent points, yet every word is true ; and the more
science has discovered, the more has she proved to be the com-

mentator and unfolder of the great truths contained in those

few words.

A generation since, geologists were looked upon as the oppo-
nents of revealed truth, the friends and abettors of infidels and
atheists ; but now we have learnt not to generalise from too

few facts, but patiently to explore before pronouncing a definite

judgment. The interesting questions,
" the development of

species
" and " the antiquity of man," are to-day in the same

position as the questions of " the universality of the deluge
"

and "tho six periods of creation" at tho close of the last century.
But we know in these days nothing of the rancour with which

the contest was then carried on. Explorers now in every part
of tho world collect information, and every right-minded man
rests assured that in the end Scripture will not be contradicted,

but confirmed.

The chief points in the description of the creation given in

Genesis will be found to be fairly explained by Laplace's nebular

hypothesis, which has been extended to the explanation of the

contour of the earth's surface. Tho first fiat of the creation was,
" Let there be light." Now we are well aware that light is

nothing more than the rapid vibration of an invisible existence

called ether ; so that our word "
light

"
in the expression quoted

must mean "
light-giving matter." This corresponds to the fire-

cloud of the hypothesis. All bodies of our acquaintance are

capable of existing in a state of vapour. The temperature at

which this change of state takes place is so high that the vapours
are luminous. Hence the first fiat of creative power called into

existence all the matter of which tho solar system is composed
in a state of highly luminous vapour. In the expression that
"
the light was divided from the darkness," there seems to be an
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indication that the law of gravitation was imposed upon this

vapour, and it began to revolve round its centre of gravity, thus

collecting itself into a fire-cloud, whose outmost edge stretched

beyond the orbit of our most distant planet. A moment's

thought will decide that the shape it would take would be that

of a watch, providing that the edges were somewhat thinner.

As this fire-cloud revolved in space, which is devoid of heat,

it would rapidly cool. Obedient to the great law, as it cooled

it would contract and become more dense, until its outward edge
had reached so low a temperature that it could no longer
remain in its vapour condition, when it would condense into a

liquid.

The globe of red-hot matter thus produced has since lost all its

heat, and forms the furthest planet of our system. So one after

another the different planets condensed from the vapoury mass.

As might be expected, they did so at intervals, regulated by a law,

named, after its enunciator, "Bode's law." There are several

points in our system which support this theory. The planets and
their moons all move in the same direction. Their orbits are com-

prised in a narrow belt, which represents the thickness of the

cloud. The exterior planets are light, and have many moons
both which peculiarities arj accounted for by the fact that the

cloud would be denser near its centre, and gradually become
more rare towards its outward edge, in the region where these

planets condensed. There yet remains a further confirmation :

the existence of Saturn's ring and the asteroids. It is well

known that matter in rotation, if it be sufficiently pliable, will

assume one of two shapes either a sphere or a ring. The
sphere will not bo perfect, but will flatten at its poles and
bulge out at its equator in proportion to the rapidity of its

motion and the slight cohesion of its matter. The exterior

planets are so elliptical in their shape that, looking at them
through a telescope, the eye is at once struck with the fact.

The earth's equatorial diameter is twenty-six miles longer
than its polar. It has been suggested that this shape may be
due to the denudation of the poles by the continued evaporation
of water in the regions of the tropics and its condensation as
rain at the polar regions. By this means a thickness of thirteen
miles was gradually transported from the poles, and deposited
at the equator. But if this were the case, the earth would still

possess a spherical nucleus. This, however, is disproved by
certain astronomical considerations concerning the motion of

the moon. Hence, the earth must be elliptical from its centre
that is, its shape is due to the action of its rotation when its

mass was pliable.

The ring is the only other shape which fluid in revolution can
assume to be in equilibrium ; but it is remarkable that if a ring
of oil which collects round a wire shape, immersed in a spirit
of the same specific gravity as the oil, be made to revolve by
turning the wire, when a certain speed is attained the ring
suddenly breaks up into innumerable globules.
The existence of the ring of Saturn proves that that planet

must once have been in a fluid condition. The asteroids seem
to have been a ring of much larger dimensions, which, as in the
instance quoted, broke up into many small planets. The view
with which they used to be regarded namely, that they were

fragments of a planet which some internal convulsion had
shattered is now abandoned ; for it can be proved that in this

case the fragments must periodically return to the point from
which they were hurled, which is not the case.

In the lapse of untold ages the various members of our

system condensed from this vapour-cloud, and in process of time
cooled down, until, losing their heat, they ceased to be luminous,
and assumed the appearance with which we are familiar.

The sun is the remnant of this cloud, which was the result of

the Great Being's first command, and no doubt the conden-
sation and contraction are still going on.

But to return to our earth. After our globe had assumed the

liquid condition, the process of cooling would still proceed, and
the consequent contraction. The result of this would be that
the vast ball of molten matter would be covered with a solid crust
or skin. This crust, owing to the greater contraction of liquids
than solids, would wrinkle, and, seeing the earth possessed a
uniform motion, the wrinkles would take a uniform direction :

this direction was from north to south. Whether water was
existing in the atmosphere which enveloped the earth, as

highly rarefied steam or as its constituent gases, oxygen and
hydrogen, in an uncombined state, is a matter of little moment.

For many ages the surface of the earth was too hot to permit
water to rest upon it ; but when the cooling had sufficiently pro-
ceeded to allow of this, then that vast quantity of fluid which
is the blood of the geological life of the world covered the
surface of hard bare rock from pole to pole. But for long ere

this was effected, the water, in a state of condensed vapour,
which forms clouds, must have enwrapped the earth, and the

operation ascribed to the second period of creation was the

making of a firmament which should divide the waters which
were above the earth the clouds from the waters which were
on the surface : meaning to say that the cooling had sufficiently

proceeded to allow the water to remain on the surface, and
clouds to form.

With the dawn of the third era began the operation of a force

which still exists, and to which we shall frequently have to

allude : the heaving up, gradual and slow, of the northern

hemisphere, and the consequent draining off of the waters
towards the southern pole. The ridges, or the crests of the

wrinkles, which had a generally northern direction, being elevated
at their northern extremity, wquld form continents of a triangular

shape, the point of the triangle tending southwards. This ap-

pearance is still perpetuated in North and South America,
Africa, India, etc. A glance at the map of the world will

afford many confirmations of this theory ; making allowance for

the repeated elevations and immersions of the continents, which
would necessarily cause some alteration in their shapes. This

theory bears out the assertion of the sacred record, that the

sun was not made until the fourth day that is, Mercury and
Venus were not until then separated from the mass, and that

luminary which we call the sun produced as he now appears to us.

From this time the various forces which are still existing date

the commencement of their operations. The tides, the ocean

currents, the rivers, the streams, the rain, the atmosphere, all

began their action on the Primary rocks, wearing them down,
and redistributing their particles in homogeneous order along
the ocean bed ; here forming stratified rocks which imbedded
the organic remains of that life which the Author of all life

had so abundantly shed upon the now habitable earth. Whether,
in after years, new facts discovered will cause another theory
to supersede this, remains to be seen. As yet, this is the only

supposition at all tenable. And now, leaving theory, it is our

duty to describe in turn these different agents, to notice their

present action, and to discover traces of their handiwork in the

rocky pages of Nature's book.

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XXXVI.
SIMPLE INTEBEST (continued).

9. Another method of finding the simple interest upon a given
sum for any assigned NUMBER OF DATS.

Let it be required to find the interest on .300 17s. lOd. for

218 days, at 6 per cent, per annum.

218 (Jays is fH of a year.

Hence the answer would be given by simplifying the ex-

pression.
218

365

(30017s. lOd.)

100

In questions where the time given is a number of days, it is

manifest that the divisor 36500 will always occur. For a

reason which will be explained immediately, twice this number,
that is 73000, is a more convenient divisor, so that we must

double the numerator of the fraction.

Now, 12 x 218 (.300 17s. lOd.) = ,787132 12s., so that

.,787132 12s.
the result will be obtained from &

The division by 73000 may be effected as follows :

It will be found that 1 + J + ^ + s&o :

73000

tV 24333J

2433J

243J

100010

Hence, if to any number we add a third of itself, then ^th of

that third, and again Jgth of this last quotient, we shall in faot

have multiplied it by the fraction V^. If then wo further

divide by 100010, we shall have divided the number by 73000.
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If, instead of dividing by 100010, we divide by 100000 (which is

done at ouoo by cutting off 5 decimal places to the right), wo
hall obtain a revolt which will bo very nearly correct, being, in

fact, too great only by nog&nD * tho 8um divided;

for lanaa = ICHIB "*" ISOBKIBBM*

Now. 10 - 0400 farthings, and nujflgoro - roMMfarv - TiraVn.

tuarly,

Hence, to get our result correct to the nearest farthing, we must
from it OTjJgjo of a farthing for every 10 which occurs in

the original dividend. But since this dividend is 100000 times

the result, it will bo the same thing if wo rojoct 1 farthing, for

every JB10 in the result.

Performing, then, this operation upon the above example

s. d.

i) 787132 12

262377 10 8

A) 26237 15 0|
2623 15 6,*T

10-78371 13 2JandiJf.
20

'

15-67433
12

8-09198
4

36795

The operation gives 10 15s. 8d., and therefore, rejecting one

farthing, since the result only contains .10 once, we find the

result correctly to a farthing to be

10 15s. 7jd.

06s. It does not necessarily follow that this method will be

really the most convenient when the interest is to be found for

a number of days. For instance, if the days reduce to a simple
fraction of a year, it will be best to proceed by the ordinary
method. The artifice is explained here as being a useful exer-

cise for the student, and as an ingenious method which it may
bo sometimes useful to employ.

EXERCISE 55.

Find the interest upon :

1. 1456 10s. Od. for 131 days at 5 per cent.

2. 1000 for 201 days at 6 per cent.

3. 1698 14 8 for 189 days at 5 per cent.

4. 1476 8 6 for 20 days at 2J per cent.
5. 847 12 6 from July 8 to Bee. 26, at 5 per cent.

6. 987 18 9 from April 21 to Sept. 24, at 5 per cent.

7. 7597 10 8 from May 6 to Aug. 21, at 5 per cent.

COMPOUND INTEEEST.
10. Where compound interest is reckoned, at the end of one

year the interest is added to the principal. This amount be-

comes the principal for the second year, and the interest upon it

for the second year must be calculated and then added to its

principal, and so on. The difference between the final amount
at tho end of a number of years, and the original principal, is

the compound interest.

EXAMPLE. To find the compound interest for 3 years on
100 at 5 per cent.

At tho end of the 1st year the amount is ... 105
Tho interest of this for the 2nd year is ... 550

KEY TO EXERCISE 54, LESSON XXXV. (VoL II., page 403).
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his famous contemporary. Titian more especially devoted

himself to portrait painting, and held the office of painter by
appointment to the doges, or chief magistrates, of the Venetian

republic. He was patronised by the great emperor Charles V.,

whose portrait he twice painted ;
and it is

said that he accompanied the emperor to

Spain for some years. But the greater

part of his life was spent in Venice

itself, where most of his finest pictures
still remain. The great point of Titian's

work is the exquisite beauty and purity
of his colouring, for which he is gene-

rally considered to rank absolutely first.

There is a grand stateliness and dignity
about his portraits which are to be found
in few others. He has rendered for us

in undying colours the noble heads of the

great Venetian statesmen the proud
and wealthy leaders of a grea-t merchant

oligarchy whose haughty features and

splendid mien exactly suited his gran-
diose and princely style. The austere

faces, the broad and portly yet mag-
nificent figures, the stately robes, the

Italian profusion of velvet and silk, all

seemed as though designed on purpose
for his pencil. Titian's main importance
in the general history of art, indeed,

depends most especially on the fact that

he is the earliest great painter whose
claims rest chiefly upon his portraits,
and not upon devotional works or

idealised figure-pieces. He painted,

however, many pictures in these other

lines, among which the "
Sleeping Venus," in the Dresden

Gallery (familiar in numerous engravings), is perhaps the

best known to most English people. He took a great many
subjects also from classical literature, such as the " Bacchus
and Ariadne," "Venus and Adonis," and "Rape of Ganymede,"
all in our own National Gallery. But he also chose others of

Titian founded a large school of painters at Venice, most of

whom were his own pupils ; and the peculiar richness of colour-

ing which they learned from their master was one of their

distinguishing traits. Among them the most distinguished was

perhaps the painter whom we know as

Tintoretto, and who to some extent com
bined the Koman and Venetian manners,
imitating Titian in colouring and Raffael

and Michel Angelo in composition. He
may thus be considered as one of the
earliest eclectic painters, who form the
next great school that we must briefly

consider.

With the general development of

science, civilisation, and intercourse

which took place during the sixteenth

century, a change began to come over

the spirit of the various small local

schools. Painters no longer spent the

greater part of their time in one city,

but went about from town to town,

studying the masterpieces of their

various predecessors. In this way,
what is known as the eclectic school

took its rise ; its great endeavour being
to combine the diverse excellences of

the acknowledged masters. A large
number of separate circumstances con-

duced to the growth of the eclectic spirit.

Towards the close of the sixteenth cen-

tury, Italy and the world at large were
fast being revolutionised. The mediaeval

system was now thoroughly broken down,,
and the modern system was rapidly

taking its place. Spain had already made her great conquests
in the New World, and the minds of men were filled with visions

of the El Dorado opening before them across the Atlantic.

Portugal had discovered the route to India round the Capev
oi'

Good Hope, and was in the heyday of her colonial greatness.
These new paths of commerce and adventure were opening out

AURORA AND PHCEBUS, WITH THE HOURS. (By Guido Eeni.)

the mediseval devotional sort, such as the "
Martyrdom of St.

Sebastian," the "Assumption of the Virgin," and the "Death
of St. Peter Martyr." These are less happy, as a rule, than

his magnificent representations of his own Venetian contem-

poraries.

new ideas in turn. England was waking up to her Elizabethan
revival, her poetic glories in Shakespeare and Spenser, and her
naval adventures under Drake and Ealeigh. Protestantism had
spread over all Germany and the North, and was even theii

engaged in a life-and-death struggle with Catholicism in Prance.
*
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midst of all this grout upheaval, this wi<l<-ning and

broadening of human thought and interests, art alono c<

remain stationary. It ceaaed to be local, and bogan to bo cos-

mopolitan, aa schools of painting sprung up in ovory part of

Kun.pl-. It was no longer iU'pi<iuli'iit upon th<- building of u

p iri i-MiI.ir fiiilu-'lral or palaco, upon the patronage of a ]>iirti-

cMilar pope or king: it had become u thing of jron<-r;il popular
t and ooncern. All over Europe tin- Mj,' medieval
with their gloomy courts and bare halls, wt-ro giving

place to the stately Italian style of maimionH, with terraced

-, noble porches, broad staircases, long airy galleries,
ami hirgo windows admitting abundance of light and sunsliitu-.

Tln-ir walls wore adorned with portraits of the noble families

mi'l their friends, while their ceilings were covered with I

of graceful and fanciful classical subjects. In such a world an

tliis, art began to assume a more popular form ; it gave up its

severity and austerity. At tho same time, it lost much of its

primitive sincerity ; it learned to appeal to more commonplace
and perhaps even vulgar IVi-lin^. No longer addressing itself

to tho taste of a few educated and cultivated connoisseurs alone,
it sought to catch the public eye by somewhat tricky sentiment
and meretricious beauty. It was from such causes that the

school of the eclectics took its rise.

The most famous of the early eclectics were the family of

Caracoi at Bologna, of whom Ludovico Caracci (born 1555, died

1619) and his cousin Annibale (1560 1G09) are the best known.
Ludovico was a pupil of Tintoretto, and he followed his master
in the attempt to combine tho various good points of the pre-

ceding schools. Annibale studied under Ludovico, and was
afterwards employed upon the Farnese Palace at Rome. Both

painters had much beauty of technical workmanship, but their

works are marked by a certain false sentiment and theatrical

action which please inexperienced judges at first sight, but
which a critical eye recognises as inferior in tone to the closer

fidelity and simplicity of the early Renaissance artists. Tho
classical spirit is very strong in their works, most of which arc

drawn from the old mythology. They are treated, however, in

a rather meretricious manner, with much superficial grace, and
a good deal of posing and posturing. During the eighteenth
century, indeed, when artificiality was rather a recommendation
than otherwise, it was the fashion to talk of the Caracci and
the other eclectics as representing almost tho highest develop-
ment of modern painting. At tho present day, on the other

hand, when the prevalent taste runs rather in the direction

of a revived mediaavalism when the real beauties of the pre-
Raffaelite painters are fully recognised, and when their obvious

shortcomings are too readily overlooked or condoned it has
become the fashion to run down the eclectics to an unmerited

extent, as being mere pretenders or false sentimentalists of a

vulgar sort. It is probable that a just and true criticism would
steer somewhere between these two extremes. It would admit
that the Caracci and their school were wanting in tho highest
mental qualities of the true artist ; that they sacrificed too
much to theatrical effect, and lacked deep spiritual insight ; but
on tho other hand it would frankly recognise tho great merits of

their work in its technical aspect, and the beauty and tender-
ness of many of their pictures.
No one of the eclectics has suffered more in reputation from

this marked revulsion of feeling in modern times than Guido
Reni, undoubtedly the greatest and truest of the eclectic school.

A century since, it was nsual to speak of Guido as occupying
the same rank as Raffael, Michel Angelo, Lionardo, and Titian ;

at tho present day it is usual to speak of him with a mixture of

contempt and dislike, which have in them something almost of

personal bitterness. Yet Guido, with many faults of sentiment
and taste, is certainly one of the painters whose works have
most deeply touched the hearts of thousands upon thousands of

men ; and the exquisite tenderness and grace of some of his

works ought easily to redeem the occasional trickinoss and false

romance of his less pleasing pieces. Guido was a native of

tho Bologna district, and a friend of the Caracci family. His

style has an extraordinary softness and grace of its own, a

delicacy of touch and melting tone of colouring which are to be
found in no other painter. The faces of his women and children
in particular are full of a child-like simplicity and beanty which
are very touching. He loved best to paint female faces, and
those of tho softest and most lovable kind. The Magdalen
was his favourite subject, and perhaps the one in which he

succeeded moat fully. Ho also took many beautiful heads of

women from hia own Human peasantry . In men's figure* he
choao rather auch subjects aa the dead Christ, or other touching
thomea on which he might diaplay hia peculiar tendrne*a ; and
it i* this love for pathetic diaplay which baa raiaed against him
the charge of sentimentality. Hia " Ecce Homo," in the
Dresden Gallery, i familiar to every one in numerous engrav-
ings, while the exquiaite female portrait which bears (errone-

ously) the common title of tho "
Beatrice C'enci

"
in almost

equally well known. The English National Gallery contains a
large number of his works. Oar illustration represents his
" Aurora and Phoebus, with tho Hours," preserved in the

Rospigliosi Palaco, which is generally considered aa hia master-

piece, but which perhaps represents hia peculiar characteristic*

far less strikingly than most of hia other works.
With the eclectic school the peculiar greatness of Italy in

art began to decay. Painting and its sister arts now migrated
westward, as did also trade, manufactures, science, and the

political centre. The discovery of America and of the new
route to India turned away the current of the world from Italy
and the Mediterranean to England, France, Holland, and the
Atlantic. The wealth which used to flow into Venice, Florence,
Genoa, Rome, and the Tuscan cities began to flow into London,
Paris, Antwerp, and Amsterdam. All that was living in

politics, in philosophy, in literature, in thought, followed in the
westward stream. The minds of men took a new direction.

Spain was the first of the nations on the Atlantic sea-board to
feel the change, and to blossom into a abort-lived greatness ;

but the effects of the movement extended rapidly to France,
England, and the Low Countries as well. Hence it is in these
countries that wo must henceforth look for the chief develop-
ment of art. With the great age el Raffael and Michel Angelo,
Italy had reached her culminating point ; with the Caracci and
Guido the deaay had begun to set in ; and from that time
forward the artistic supremacy rapidly deserted Italian soil,
and began to fix itself further to the west.

It is always so in art. Artistic greatness can never live on
without the other kinds of greatness npon which it bases itself.

The painter, the sculptor, and the architect are all products of

their age : they are acted npon by all its thought, all its science,

all its industry, all its wealth. It would be absurd to expect
great painters or great sculptors to arise in the Greece of tho

present day. There is none of the active environment by which
such greatness is begotten. On the other hand, in the Greece
of the age of Pericles, in the Italy of the ago of Raffael, there
were all the necessary elements in abundance. Minor arts were

being carried on everywhere ; churches or temples were being
built ; palaces were being decorated ; wealth was being spent in

encouraging hundreds of the smaller artistic handicrafts. By
such pursuits, men were trained to the kind of occupations from
which families of painters or sculptors arise. For all these

tastes and talents are hereditary, the long result of many ages
of previous culture. With the beginning of the seventeenth

century the scene of civilisation had shifted, and Italy began to

fall behind in the race. Since that time, she has been the great
school for artists, because she still possesses all the greatest
artistic achievements of her best age ; but she has seldom or

never herself again produced an artistic genius of the first order.

LESSONS IN GREEK. XIV.
EEVIEW OF THE THREE DECLENSIONS.

WITH the nouns of the first and second declension, the student,
if he has thoroughly mastered the foregoing lessons, will find no

difficulty in any attempt he may make to construe classical

Greek. It is somewhat different with nouns of the third de-

clension, the discovery of the nominative of which is necessary
in order to consult a Greek lexicon with ease and effect. I

therefore subjoin the following, which will enable him from the

genitive case to find the nominative ; in which form substan-

tives and adjectives appear in dictionaries. I give the genitive,
because the genitive is, as it were, the key to the remaining
oblique cases. Thus, if you meet with avtipa, yon know the

genitive must have two of these letters, namely, tip ; if you meet
with x'Mwl/f *> y<>u know the genitive will have the letters

XMa"'>' if y a meet with /j.t\avts, yon know the genitive will

have the letters ne\av. Now, from the genitive yon may get
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to the nominative, and you may do so by the aid of what has

already been said. But for this you must bear in mind that

the v in f*.f\av, though belonging to the stem, does not appear
in the nominative. In the following table, however, you will

find that a genitive having an v, as in -avos, comes from a noun
in -as ; jiteAas, therefore, is the word which you have to look for

in the lexicon, and /*eAas you find to mean black. Thus, you
see, if the genitive be given, the word is easily ascertained :

Genitive Ending.

-5os, -Bos, -ros .

-705, -(cos, -xS) -KTOS

Nominative Ending.

. -r.

. -.

OS, -7TOS, -CJ)OS

-oos ....
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-TJJ,11. n0o<rri0<i, addn, from wpoffTiBrim, I add;
nderstanding.

\'l. tiovKtpw, having the horns of an ox, from frovxtpui, -u, and
.mil from uut and Ktpa; luvs, lo, from Iu>, -out; TrXovcu, wander-

ings, from TrAovTj, -77$, 17.

14. AATjtfws, truly ; us a\i)0us, very truly.

15. 'HSjffTT?!/, su-fitfut, tho superlative degree of 7781/1, ,

wpo<r<popov, pleasant, from *po<r<f>opos, -ov, suitable to (*pos and
\

16. ApiffTtav, Me 6cs(, that is, noble, from aptcrros, a superlative
of

17. Epo?, -ous, TO, a ttcord; TITpuffmi, wounds, from rtrpuaxu,
I wound.

18. M74(TTOi>, Me greatest, superlative from ntyas, gran.
20. Tupovm, -loos, 77, usurped power, tyranny ; a5i/cias, o/ in-

justice (a privative, and SIKTJ, right, justice).

21. AA.os, -77, -ov, cowardly, A SeiAoy, </U! coward; trpotorns,

ov, o, a betrayer, traitor.

22. EiKovts, images ; ttntav, -ovas, 6, an image.
23. No/uo5, tfte nomads, or wandering tribes, from vopas,

a5os, and that from vt/iw already explained; apiOfiovfftv, they
number, from apiBptw, I number, our arithmetic.

24. EXOUO-CW, having, present participle from xw > -f to*v > it

agrees with ycurrfpa.

25. 'rtyaurros, Fulcan ; xw^ J
> *)>

26. MTjStia, -as, 77, Medea; vvof}\firov<ra, scowling at, from
faro, under, and &\(iru, I look. (Compare the Latin suspicari =
tub, specie.)

27. HBovs, of character, from TO 77801 ; fiao-avos, -ov, 77, a
s<o/ie, test.

28. O<pis, o<pas, o, a serpent; tos, -ov, a dart, sting.
29. Uapvaffffos, Parnassus, & mountain of Phocis, on which

was Delphi ; vvffKios, -ov, overhung with clouds, from aw, with,
and <TKia, a shade.

30. ETTKTTJ^OJ, -ov, distinguished, remarkable, from r, on (here
an intensive), and ffijfua, a sign, whence our semaphore, that is, a
telegraph ; 'EA.IKCUI/, Helicon ; KtOaipwv, Cithceron ; KaAouyuej/oj/,

called, named, participle agreeing with TO, that is opos ; Irtpos,
a, -ov, othei; the other.

33. Ai/axapo-iy, Anacharsis ; eivt, said; rjSovr/s depends on
fioTpvs -, jiu 077, -77$, 77, intoxication ; 077810 (from a, not, and 7781^,

sweet), disgust.
34. EvK\fia, -as, ii, glory, distinction.

35. flKtavos, -ov, o, Oceanus, Ocean considered as a divinity ;

T7j0us, -os, 77, Tethys, a sea-goddess.
36. 2*TOjua, Ifeed on ; Spovos, -ov, 77, dew.
37. KA avdrjs, Cleanthes ; pri, said ; aTratOfvros, -ov, untaught,

uneducated ; pop^r), -r)s, 77, form ; Stcuptpu, I differ.
38. Ovftotfa, I reproach, Anacharsis being reproached ; ^KvOr,s,

a Scythian.
39. Ko\afa, I punish ; tv 98011, Hope? is understood, in the

abode of Hades, in hell ; ffarpair^s, -ov, 6, a satrap or governor
of a province ; trfvr)s, -TITOS, poor ; TTTUXOS, -77, -ov, begging, ol

TTTUXOI, beggars.
40. Fpaia, 7^, old, an old woman, grey-haired.
41. Ativ, that it was necessary, proper ; ava6rifj.a, -TOS, TO, an

offering, public monument, from ava, up, and TiOrim, I place ;

TUV oiKovvruif, of their inhabitants, from oina, I inhabit (com-
pare OIKOS and oiKta). _
KEY TO THE EECAPITULATOEY EXERCISES FEOM THE

GEEEK CLASSICS.
1. One swallow does not make a spring. 2. Time brings all things

to light. 3. Atreus and Thyestea were the sons of Pelops. 4. Many
things happen to men contrary to expectation. 5. Women's ornament
is a (kind) disposition, not jewels. 6. Grasshoppers are said to be
melodious. 7. Ants and bees have a laborious life. 8. Thief knows
thief, and wolf (knows) wolf. 9. It is the use and not the possession
of books that is the means of education. 10. Nature without instruc-
tion is a blind thing, and instruction with nature is a defective thing.
11. Time brings knowledge to old age. 12. Many were the wanderings
of the oow-horned lo. 13. Man saves man, and city city. 14. Very
truly was Epaminondas a hero amongst heroes. 15. An old man has
the sweetest tongue for an old man, a child for a child, and a woman
has a tongue suitable for woman. 16. All the children of the noblest
Persians are educated at the king's court. 17. The sword wounds the
body, but speech wounds the mind. 18. Intellect is the greatest good.
19. Laws are a city's soul. 20. Tyranny is the mother of injustice.
21. The coward is the betrayer of his country. 22. Good men are the
likenesses of deity. 23. Tha nomad Lybians reckon (time) not by

(U/f, but by night*. 24. It ia hard to ipoak to UM tonutch, M it hM
no Mrs. 25. Vulcan WM lame in hi* feet. M. lUdM i* punted M
cowling fiercely at her children. 27. Timo to th tort of men'*
character. 28. BerpeaU have a poiaon in tbeir tooth. 29. Piraawiu
in a great and ihadjr mountain. 30. In Bteotia ara two raaarkabte
mountain*, the one called Helicon, and the other Cithjeron. 31. Tha
Nile ha* all kind* of flihe*. 32. Honour your parent*. 33. AiMiirharito
aid that the vine bore three tranche* ; ono of pleasure, one of intoxi-

cation, and the third of di*go*k 34. Toil i* the parent of glory.
35. Inachu* wa* the *on of Oceanin and Tetby*. 36. GraMhoppen
feed on dew. 37. Cleanthe* u*ed to aay that uneducated men differed
in form only from wild bea*t*. 38. Anachani* being reproached be-
cause he wa* a Scythian, aaid he wo* *o in race but not in ?*>*ractr.
30. In hell the bad are puninhed, (whether) king*, clave*, Mtrap*,
poor, rich, or beggar*. 40. The daughter* of Phorcn* were old women
even from their birth. 41. Zenon used to aay that it wo* right to adorn
cities, not with monuments, but with the virtue* of the inhabitant*.

KEY TO EXEECISES IN LESSONS IN GEEEK. XIII.
(Vol. II., page 390.)

EXERCISE 47. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. Women rejoice in ornament. 2. The Greek* worship Zen*, and

Poseidon, and Apollo, and other gods. 3. Modesty become* womeu.
4. The dogs guard the house. 5. The pilot direct* the ship. 6. The
droppings of water make the rock hollow. 7. It i* a woman'* duty to
watch her home. 8. It is the part of a good wife to keep bonce. 9.

The dice of Jove always throw luckily. 10. Dog* always afford men
aid and pleasure. 11. The evidence of witnesses i* often tnutlen.
12. Carry, my child, the key of the chest. 13. O Zeus, receive the
prayers of the unfortunate man. 14. Castor and Pollux were the saviour*
of ships. 15. Silence brings adornment to woman. 16. The ./Ethio-

pians have dark hair. 17. O woman, preserve your house. 18. We
comb our hair with a comb. 19. .acus keeps the keys of Hade*.

EXERCISE 48. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. Koir^ior TPCTTCI THK Yvfaixa. 2. Ep7OK tan yvvaniitv QiiXarrtiv TH <ua.

3. 4><pov<r< nXeitTijt oiKiat. 4. KXeidcc rut oiiuar ^(porrai -ry /jrrrep*. 5. Text

ADrii/atoir r)<rai< iroXXat vner. 6. Ai< rjaav iroXAoi vaot. 7. Ol iy(flutt

avaKvirrovviv K TOW vJaTor. 8. 'O Ki/jScpvnriir iffunti TJ\ vain. 9. 'H ram
iOvverat lira TCV Kvpcpujrov. 10. l</3c A<a xa< AiroXXufa.

EXERCISE 49. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. To drink much wine is an evil. 2. Kings have large revenue*

3. In Egypt is abundance of corn. 4. The sea is great. 5. Cretans had
great wealth. 6. From a slight joy often arises great anguish. 7. To
gentle words we yield with pleasure. 8. The great gifts of fortune

bring terror. 9. The tempers of many men are gentle. 10. Toil
is a great aid to virtue. 11. Children love gentle fathers and gentle
mothers. 12. Keep up an acquaintance with gentle-hearted men. 13.

The women are gentle. 14. The majority of mankind call Alexander,
King of Macedonia, Great.

EXERCISE 50. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. Airfxov iro\\uv rov oivou. 2. Oi Hanoi x<Jipoi/<7< voXXw rut <Mw. 3.

IIoXui- 6 oivot fi\aiTTfi Tour avBpairovs. 4. Toit /9aaiX(v<ri tiat pc-yaXui

vpoao&ot. 5. 'H wpoeroiot Twi' /9acriX6ui> can ^e-yaXq. 6. AfyiMrror <xe< oXi/

airov. 7. IloXXoit tati sroXur wXoi/ror, 0X170? o vovt. 8. OftftaBe irpacuir

tOeiav. 9. Ta tflij tav fvvaiKiav fail irpaea. 10. KaXXor etrri xpaff tttitoi. 11.

AXefaiJpof, o ^tav MaKC&ovav HaffiXti/r, noXXaxir /ic^ar irpocra^opciXTcu.

EXERCISE 51. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. Speech is a mirror of the mind. 2. Men have intellect as a

master. 3. Cherish a well-disposed friend. 4. Good friends have a
faithful mind. 5. The voyage is uncertain to sailors. 6. Lead a life

with discretion. 7. The mob has no discretion. 8. Do not quarrel
with people. 9. The good are well disposed to the good. 10. Seek
for good friends. 11. The bones of Orestes were in Tegea. 18. The
female servants carry bread in baskets. 13. The gods give both the
fair and foul voyage to sailors. 14. The intellect is the soul's curb.
15. Often the tempers of men reveal their abilities. 16. The speech
of truth is simple. 17. A kind word lessens grief. 18. The cup i*

silver. 19. Death is called a brazen sleep.

EXERCISE 52. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. 'O volt <CTTI didaaxuXor avCpuvov. 2. 'O evvoot (fiiXot Otpawitttat. 3.

Oi fvvoot 411X01 fcpairevoi'Tai. 4. Toir evvooit tivi voXAoi <pt\oi. 5. A<x
TOU avoou. 6. Opt-jov TUV tvvouv <f>i\ai. 7. Kojiif* ^ov ap-rov fv rott icjroit. 8.

ttvjtrt Tour avoovt veaviar. 9. Ol vcaviai avooi ^tv^ovrai. 10. To cnrcXXoir

TTI xpvffovn. 11. Ta KvireXXa af^vpta <TT< xaXa. 12. Btov aft -ry vf. 13.

Mr) pif <ri/v TOIC avooir.

GEOMETRICAL PERSPECTIVE. V.
WE have said in a previous lesson that if we are able to de-

ermine the perspective position of one point, we can of more f

and should these points be considered as the extremities of

straight lines, we can, by drawing lines to unite them, repre-
sent the lines themselves. We repeat this statement for the
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GEOMETRICAL PERSPECTIVE. I

purpose of placing boforo our pupils one or two canes to show how
:i put int. i

|>ia.-i !'', will simplify tho work in

many ipi- nmis which may ap]"'ai- to In- ditHiuilt. Lttt tho pupil
turn t.) 1'nili. I., Ki>f. 7 (Vol. II., p. 225) of course wo presume
that this problem has boon learnt, and, for the sake of practice,
l:iir-t have I" ,n placed at other angles and worked out also

jinil.lfiu contains the kev to tho whole theory of

ground-plan re. Now, if tho pupil consider for a
moment tho prim ![

,!> exemplified in that problem of p"'

'V, ho will see that it is nothing nioro

than tin.inii: tii.- p/-itioim of o and B. For as a straight lino

li.'twi .MI tin- two points in the plan, therefore, when tho

perspective of those two points is determined by drawing a lino

between them, wo shall have tho perspective of the line. In

order that wo may bo fully prepared to go further into tho

subject, wo will take a point only, independent of any line, and

place its plan anywhere beyond the p p, Fig. 27. Let A be the

point. From A draw a lino at any angle with tho P P, and meet-

ing it in a. Find tin- vanishing point of a A, bring down tho

point of contact a perpendicularly, to b, and join 6 v P; a visual

ray from A cutting this lino will give the perspective position of

A at c. Wo will now mako an applica-
tion of this principle, and show how,
with only one vanishing point, wo may
work out a problem which in plan is

composed of a great number of lines,

and none of them parallel with each

other. We will propose a very simple
case (Fig. 28), composed of three lines

a b, b c, and c d. Draw a line a e from
a to the P P, and from the extremities of

each line draw others parallel with ae;
find the v r for

one of these

lines, which will

be tho V P also

for the rest, be-

cause parallel

retiring lines

have the same
V P ; bring down
the points of

contact e, f, g, h,

to B P, tho base
of the picture,
and then join them with the v r.

Upon these last lines respectively
will bo the perspective positions of

the points or extremities of tho lines

abed found by tho visual rays as in

Fig. 27, viz., a' b' c' d'; unite thesu

points by straight lines corresponding
with tho plan, and then will be pro-
duced the perspective view of that represented by the plan. The
pupil must practise this by giving himself a similar combination
of lines, and of greater number. We will add another position of

lino to this figure. A line, a b, is drawn across the arrangement
(Fig. 29). There is no necessity to repeat that which has been

already shown in Fig. 28, so wo will proceed to explain the
method of representing tho line a b. It will be understood
that the perspective of c d is c

1

d' and of e f, e' f. Now
the given line a b crosses these lines in the plan through
in and n; it will be necessary, then, to find the projection of

these points m and n, which will be done if visual rays are

brought down from those points to cut tho perspective lines

c' d' in o, and d f in p ; then, to complete tho problem through
these points o and p, tho line a' b' must be drawn to the extent
each way as determined by visual- rays from the extremities
a and b. These figures may in themselves have no particular
meaning, we merely employ them to illustrate a principle, be-
cause the perspective of any other object of an intelligible
character may be worked out by this method.

Fig. 30 is the plan of a hexagon (see Lessons in Geometry
XIX., Problem LI., Vol. II., page 192), having one of its edges
at an angle of 20 with the p p. We will only give the figure,
and recommend the pupil to work it out ; afterwards he should
mako other regular or irregular polygons for practice also. Re-
member that a regular polygon is one that has all its sides and

Fig. 33.

all its angle* equal; an irregular polygon has nneqoal lides and

unequal an

PIIOIJLKM XII. (Fio. 31). To draw the perspective of a circle.

Diameter of the circle, 4 feet ; height of eye, 5 feet / distance oj

the eye from the p P, 10 feet, and opposite the centre of the circle.

Scale, 4 inch to the foot. Draw tho B P and also the H L 5 feet

above it ; anywhere (at a) draw tho semicircle bed, with a
radius of 2 feot ; from a erect a perpendicular to B r, and from
tho point where this line cuts the L in P 8 describe tho semi-

circle D E 1, E, o E 2, with a radius equal to the distance

of tho eye from the picture plane. About the semicircle

cribo tho rectangle d efb ; draw a e, af, and through the

point -i in tho semicircle cut by tho lines a e and a /, draw tho line*

<j
i ami h k parallel to o c or d e. From the points d, k, a, i, b, draw

lines to tho p 8. Draw a lino from d to D K 2, and also one from
6 to D E 1, and call them distance lines; notice where these lost

lines cut bra and dps, between these intersections tho line

m n must bo drawn. We have now a square in perspective, in

which tho circle is to bo drawn. Through the intersection of

tho distance lines draw o p parallel to m n. With the hand draw

through Che points t, ut p, q, a, r, o, s, to t again, the perspec-
tive circle required. This latter part
of tho process that is, drawing the cir-

cle will be tho most troublesome; as it

does not admit of the use of compasses,
it must be done by the hand only, and
will require much practice to dp it

neatly.
PROBLEM XHI. (Fio. 32) is the

first example of elevations. A row oj

7 rods, perpendicular to the ground, 6

feet hiyh, and 1 foot apart; the plan
55 with the pic-
tureplane. Their
distance apart
must be ar-

ranged in the

plan 1, 2, 3, 4,

5, 6, 7; their

heights most be
set off on the
line of contact,

be; therefore a
line drawn from
c to the v P will

represent their retiring position on
the ground, and a lino from b to the

V P will represent the perspective of

their heights; their widths apart
will be found by the visual rays
drawn from 1, 2, 3, etc., on the plan.

PROBLEM XIV. (Fio. 33). A cube

4 feet edge has one of tte faces at

the P P ; its nearest angle toucheswithan angle of 40
the P P. Draw the plan of the cube abed, making d c

at an angle of 40 with PP. Find the vanishing points of

the sides a d and d c, viz., v p 1 and v P 2. Proceed as in

Prob. VII., Fig. 19, for the extent of the base. For the

elevation, as tho cube touches the p P at d, therefore a per-

pendicular line from d brings down tho point of contact to e,

making the lino d e the line of contact. As all heights are

measured upon the line of contact, therefore the height of

the cube must bo represented by e f equal to d c (as all the

edges of a cube are equal). Draw lines from / and e to eacli

vanishing point ; then tho visual rays from o and c will de-

termine the outer and perpendicular edges of the cube g h and
i k. Again, as parallel retiring lines have the same vanisliing

point (and opposite sides of a cube are parallel), draw a line

from i to V P 1, and another from g to V P 2, where these lines

intersect at m will complete tho upper horizontal face of the

cube, viz., g f r,i i. Mako all these lines dark as in the diagram.
To find the perspective of the centres of any of the faces of

tho cube, it will bo only necessary to draw the diagonals on the

faces of the perspective projection viz., from /to fc and t to e,

or from / to b and g to . If a line is required to be drawn

across the centre of a face, in a horizontal position, the above

i central point must first bo found, and then the line must be
I drawn through this point to the v p of the face respectively.
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LE SAPEUE DE DIX ANS.

SECTION I.

IL y avait (a) en mil fruit cent douze au neuvieme regiment de

ligne,
1 un petit tambour qui n'avait que dix ans.2 C'etait un

enfant de troupe (b) qui s'appelait Frolut de son veritable

nom, 3 mais que les soldats avaient surnomme Bilboquet.
4 En

effet, il avait un corps si long, si maigre et si fluet, surmonte

d'une si grosse tete,
5

qu'il ressemblait assez a 1'objet dont on

lui avait donne le nom;6 Frolut ou Bilboquet, comme vous

voudrez (c), n'etait pas au reste (d) un garqon autrement re-

marquable. Le tambour-maitre lui avait si souvent battu la

mesure sur les epaules
7 avec sa grande canne de jonc, que 1'har-

monie du TO et du fla avait fini par lui entrer dans la tete et

dans les mains. Voila tout. Mais il ne portait pas le bonnet

de police suspendu sur 1'oreille droite,
8 comme les moindres

fifres le faisaient (e) ; il ne savait (f) pas marcher en se dandi-

nant, a I'exemple de ses superieurs,
9 et un jour de paie qu'il

avait voulu laisser pendre son sabre par devant, comme les

elegants du regiment, il s'etait embarrasses les pieds en courant

et etait tombe sur son nez,
10

qu'il s'etait horriblement ecorche,
11

a la grande joie de ses camarades. On riait (g) beaucoup de

lui,
12

qui ne riait de personne.
13 Aussi avait-il dans sea habi-

tudes un fond de sauvagerie et d'eloignement
14 bien rare &

eon age.
15

COLLOQUIAL EXERCISE.

Each question to be answered by the pupil in French. The
reference numbers in the text indicate the replies to the ques-

tions in the Exercises.

1. Quel e'tait le regiment du petit
tambour ?

2. Quel age avait-il ?

3. Comment s'appelait-il ?

4. Comment les soldats 1'avaient-

ils sur nomine" ?

5. Pourquoi 1'avaient-ils sur-

nomme' Bilboquet ?

6. A quoi ressemblait-il ?

7. Quel traitement le tambonr-
maitrelui faisait-il e'prouver?

8. Imitait-il ses camarades dans
la maniere de se coiffer ? (h)

9. Marchait-il comnae ses sup<5-

rieurs ?

10. Que lui otait.il arrive" un jour
de paie ?

11. Quelle avait e'te' la conse"-

quence de sa chute ?

12. Se moquait-on de lui ?

13. Eiait-il des autres ?

14. Qu'avait-il dans ses habi-

tudes ?

15. Ce caractero est-il commun
aux eufants de 1'age du petit
tambour ?

(a) II y avait, there was.

(b) Enfant de troupe, soldier's child.

(c) From uouloir.

(d) Au reste, besides.

NOTES.

1 (e) From/oire.

(/) From sauoir.

(g) From rire.

(h) Se coiffer, to put on his cap.

SECTION II.

Un jour, c'etait le vingt-sept juillet
1 mil huit cent douze, le

general re9oit (a) de 1'Empereur 1'ordre de s'emparer d'une po-
sition 2

qui etait de 1'autre c6te d'un enorme ravin.3 Ce ravin

etait defendu par une batterie de six pieces de canon,
4

qui
enlevait des files entieres de soldats, et pour arriver a 1'endroit

qu'avait designe rEmpereur, il fallait s'emparer de cette bat-

terie.5 A ce moment, le regiment de Bilboquet etait sur le bord
de la Dwina ;

6 car 1'histoire que je vous rapporte s'est passee
dans la fameuse campagne de Bussie.7 Tout a coup, on voit

arriver au grand galop (b) un aide-de-camp du general, qui appor-
tait 1'ordre a deux compagnies de voltigeurs de s'emparer de
cette batterie.8 C'etait une operation hardie 9

oil il y avait a

parier (c) que periraient plus des trois quarts de ceux que 1'on y
envoyait; aussi les voltigeurs, maigre leur intrepidite, se re-

garderent-ils entre eux 10 en secouant la tete et en haussant les

epaules : on en entendit meme quelques-uns et des plus anciens,

qui dirent tout bas en grognant et en montrant les canons
" Est-ce qu'il croit (d), le general, que ces cadets-la (e) crach-

ent (/) des pommes cuites ?
n Ou bien est-ce qu'il a envie

de nous servir en hachis aux Cosaques, qu'il nous envoie (g)

deux cents centre cette redoute ?
" 12

"Soldats!" s'ecria 1'aide-de-camp,
"
c'est 1'ordre de 1'Em-

pereur;" et il repartit au galop.
13

"II fallait (h) done le dire tout de suite,"
14 dit alors un vieux

sergent en assujettissant sa baionnette au bout de son fusil :

"aliens, allons, il ne faut (i) pas faire attendre le Petit Caporal (j) ;

quand il vous a dit de vous faire tuer il n'aime pas qu'on
hesite." 15

COLLOQUIAL EXERCISE.

1. Quel etait le jour du mois ?

2. Quel ordre le general avait-il

3. Oil e'tait la position ?

4. Comment le ravin e'tait-il de-

fendu ?

5. Que fallait-il faire pour arriver

a 1'endroit designd ?

6. Oil e'tait alors le regiment de

Bilboquet ?

7. A. quel endroit cette histoire

s'est-elle passee ?

8. Quel ordre npportait 1'aide-de-

camp ?

(a) From recevmr.

(b) Au grand galop,

(c) II y avait a parier, one might
easily think ; lit., one might
bet.

(d) Est-ce qu'il croit, does he

think f

9. I/operation e"tait-elle dange-
reuse ?

10. Que flrent d'abord les volti-

geurs ?

11. Que dirent-ils en montrant
les canons ?

12. Quel combre envoyait-on
centre la redoute ?

13. Que leur re'pondit 1'aide-de-

camp?
14. Que dit le vieux sergent apres

le depart de 1'aide-de-camp ?

15. Qu'ajouta-t-il en parlant du
Petit Caporal ?

(e) Ces cadets-la, those fellows, i.e.,

the cannons.

(/) Gradient, send forth,

(g) From cnuoyer.

(h) From falloir.

(i) From falloir.

(j) A name given by the soldiers

to the Emperor.

SECTION III.

Cependant il entrait (a) encore quelque hesitation dans la

compagnie,
1 et deja deux fois le capitaine qui commandait avait

donne 1'ordre au tambour-maitre de prendre deux tambours, de
se mettre en avant, et de battre la charge.

2 Celui-ci restait

appuye sur sa grande canne,
3 hochant la tete et peu dispose a

obeir. Pendant ce temps Bilboquet, a cheval (b) sur son

tambour* et les yeux leves sur son chef, sifflait un air de fifre

et battait le pas accelere avec ses doigts.
5 Enfin 1'ordre venait

d'etre (c) donne une troisieme fois au tambour-maitre, et il ne

paraissait (d) pas dispose a obeir,
6
lorsque tout a coup, Bilboquet

se releve, accroche son tambour a son cote, prend ses baguettes,
7

et passant sous le nez (e) du tambour-maitre, il le toise avec

orgueil, lui rend d'un seul mot toutes les injures qu'il avait sur

le coaur, et luit dit,
" Viens (/) done, grand poltron !

" 8

Le tambour-maitre vent (g) lever sa canne,
9 mais deja Bil-

boquet etait a la tete des deux compagnies,
10 battant la charge

comme un enrage (h). Les soldats, a cet aspect, s'avancent

apres lui et courent vers la terrible batterie. 11 Elle decharge
d'un seul coup ses six pieces de canon, et des rangs de nos

braves voltigeurs s'abattent et ne se relevent plus.
12 La fumee,

poussee par le vent, les enveloppe, le fracas du canon les

etourdit ; mais la fumee passe, le bruit cesso un instant, et ils

voient (i) debout, a vingt pas devant eux, 1'intrepide Bilboquet
battant la charge,

13 et ils entendent son tambour,
14 dont le

bruit, tout faible qu'il soit, semble narguer tous ces gros canons

qui viennent (j) de tirer. Les voltigeurs courent toujours, et

toujonrs,
15 devant eux le tambour et son terrible rran rran les

appelle ; enfin une second decharge de la batterie eclate et perce

d'une grele de mitraille les debris acharnes des deux belles com-

pagnies.
16 A ce moment, Bilboquet se retourne et voit qu'il

reste a peine cinquante homines des deux cents qui etaient

partis,
17 et aussitot, comme transporte d'une fureur de ven-

geance, il redouble de fracas :
18 on eut dit (k) vingt tambours

battant a la fois; jamais le tambour-maitre n'avait si hardi-

ment frappe une caisse. Les soldats s'elancent de nouveau

et entrent dans la batterie,
10

Bilboquet le premier, criant &

tue-tete (1) aux Eusses
"Les morceaux en sont bons, les voici;

20
attendez, attendez!

"

COLLOQUIAL EXERCISE.

1. Que remarquait-on ndanmoins
dans la compagnie ?

2. Quel ordre le capitaine avait-

il donne
1

au tambour-maitre ?

3. Que fit celui-ci apres avoir

re9u cet ordre ?

4. Ou e'tait Bilboquet pendant ce

temps la ?

5. Que faisait-il ?

6. Le tambour-maitre paraissait-
il dispose

1

a obdir au troisieme

ordre ?

7. Que fit alors le petit tam-

bour ?

8. Comment apostropha-t-il lo

tambour-maitre ?

9. Que voulut faire le tambour,
maitre ?

10. Ou e'tait alors notre he'ros ?

11. Que firent les soldats en voyant
son intr^pidit^ ?

12. Quel effet produisit la de"-

charge des six pieces de canon ?

13. Que virent les soldats quand la

fume'e fut dissipe'e ?

14. Qu'entendaient-ils malerre' le

bruit du canon ?

15. Que firent alors nos voltigauisP
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16. Quel fut 1'effet d'nne aeoonde

17. Combien d'hommes restait-

11 P

18. Qua fit Bilboquet 4 la rue du

19. Quo flrent alora 1m aoldata t

20. Qua criaalors lo petit tambour?

NOTKS.

(a) II eutniit, there too*.

(b) A chevol, seated aorots.

.ait d'etre, had jtwt bn.
(d) From paraftre.

us le nez, clo to the face;
lit., under the note.

(/) From wnir.

(0)

w
w
(J)

(*)

(t)

From vouiotr.

Enrug<$, madman.
From eoir.

From ceiitr.

On eut dit, one would Itave

thought that; lit., atd.

A tuo-tcte, with aU hw might.

SECTION IV.

Pendant oe temps, Napoleon monte* sur un tertre, regardait
executor oette prise heroYque.

1 A chaquo decharge, il tressaillait

BUT son oheval isabello ; puis, quand les soldats entrerent dans
la batterie, il baissa sa lorgnette on disant (a) tout bas : "Braves

gens!"-
Et dix inillo homines de la garde, qui etaicnt derriere lui,

se mirent (b) ;\ battre des mains et i\ applaudir
3 en criant

"
Bravo, les voltigenrs !

" Et ils s'y oonnaissaient (c), jo
vous assure.

Aussitdt, sur 1'ordre do Napoleon, un aide-do-camp courut (c?)

j use [u' a la batterie 4 et revint (e) au galop.
" Combien sont-ils arrives ?

" & dit 1'empereur.
"
Quarante," re*pondit l'aide-de-camp.

"Quaranto croix domain,"
6 dit 1'empereur en se retournant

vers son major-general.

Veritablement, lo londemain, tout le regiment forma un grand
oerclo autour des rostes des deux compagnies do voltigeurs,

7 et

on appela successivement le nom des quarante braves qui
avaient pris (/) la batterie,

8 et 1'on remit (g) & chacun d'eux la

croix de la Legion-d'Honneur.
9 La ccremonie etait finie, et

tout le monde allait se retirer, lorsqu'uno voix sortit du rang et

fit entendre (h) ces mots,
10
prononces aveo un singulier accent

(i) de surprise
" Et moi ! moi ! je n'ai done rien ?

"

Le general qui distribuait les croix, se retourna et vit

plant/- (j) devant lui notre camarade Bilboquet, les joues rouges
et 1'oeil presqne en larmes. 11

" Toi ?
"

lui dit-il,
"
que demandes-tu ?

"

"Mais, mon general, j'en etais" (k) dit Bilboquet presque en
colt-re;

12 "c'est moi qui battais (I) la charge en avant, c'est moi
qui suis entre le premier."

"
Que veux-tu (TO), mon garden ? on t'a oublie," repondit le

general; "d'ailleurs, ajouta-t-il en conside'rant que c'etait un
enfant, tu es encore bien jeune, on te la donnera quand tu auras
de la barbe au menton ;

13 en attendant, (n) voilit de quoi te

consoler."

En disant (o) ces paroles, le general tendit une piece de vingt
francs 1* au pauvre Bilboquet, qui la regarda sans penser a la

prcndre.
15 II s'etait fait (p) un grand silence autour de lui, et

chacun le considerait attentivement ;

16
lui, demeurait immobile

devant lo general et do grosses larmes roulaient dans ses

yeux.
17 Ceux qui s'etaient le plus moques de lui paraissaient (q)

attendris,
18 et pout-e^ro allait-on elever une reclamation19 en sa

favour, lorsqu'il releva vivement la tete, comme s'il venait de

prendro une grande resolution, et il dit au general" C'est bon, donnez toujours (r), ce sera pour uno autre
fois." 20

Et sans plus de facons, il mit la piece dans sa pocho et s'en
retourna dans son rang en sifflant d'un air delibere et satisfait.21

COLLOQUIAL EXERCISE.

1. Quo faisoit Napoldon pendant
oo temps-la ?

2. Quo fit-il quand les soldats
entrerent dans la batterie ?

3. Quo firent les soldats de sa

garde?
4. Quel ordre Napoldon donna-
t-il a un aide-de-camp ?

5. Quo dit-il a l'aide-do-camp &
Bon retour ?

6. Quel ordre donnn-t-il au

7. Quo fit le regiment le len-

demoin?

15. Bilboqoet prit-il U ptece ? 19. Qu'allait-on falre en aa fa-

16. Begardait-on la petit Urn- veur?
boorf 20. Qua dit-il enfln u ftnt.

17. Qua faiaait-U alora ? ral ?

18. Lea voltigeura ao moqu&ient- 21. Que ftt-il aprea avoir mia
iU do lui ? 1'argent daaa aa pooba t

XOTB8.

(a) From dirt. : (k) J'en tftaia, I vxw on* of tfcm, oj

(b) So mirent, commenced. the nutalwr.

(e) Ila 'y connaiaaaient, the-j

vstrt good judges of tuch thingt.

(d) From courir.

() From rtvenir.

(/) From prendr*.

(0) Remit, presented.

(h) Fit entendre, uttered.

(1) Accent, tone.

(j) PlanW, standing; lit., planUd,

(I) From lattrt.

(m) Qua raox-to, how can / htlp U,
what eon I dot

(n) En attendant, mMMcUU,
(o) From dire,

(p) D aVtait fait, thtrt vat.

(q) From porattre.

(r) Toujouri, noMOtttamiimg t Mfc,

alteay.

8. Qu'appela - 1 - on successive-

ment ?

9. Que donna-t-on a ces braves

gens?
10. Qu'arriva-t-il lorsque la c(5-

r^inonie fut flnio ?

11. Que vit alors le gdndral ?

12. Que rdpondit le petit tam-
bour a la question du gene-
ral ?

13. Que dit le gdnoral, quand il

eut remarqu<5 quo Bilboquet
u'i'-tait qu'un enfant ?

14. Que lui donna-t-il ?

KEY TO EXERCISES TO LESSONS IN FRENCH.
EXERCISE 73 (Vol. I., page 294).

1. Can you do without ink ? 2. We can do without it, we hare
nothing to write. 3. Do vou use your pen ? 4. I am not u*ing it;
do you want it t 5. Will you not draw near the fire ? 6. I am much
obliged to you, I am not cold. 7. Why do thoae young ladiea go from
the window ? 8. They leave it because it is too cold there. 9. Do not
those children apply to you ? 10. They apply to me and to my
brother. 11. At what hour do you awake in the morning ? 12. I

awake generally at a quarter to six. 13. Do you rise aa aoon aa you
awoke ? 14. I rise as soon as I awake. 15. What books do you uae ?

16. I use mine and yours. 17. Do you not use your brother's ? 18.

I use them also. 19. Are the pens which yon use good ? 20. Why
does your friend draw back from the fire ? 21. He draws back becauae
he is too warm. 22. Why does your servant draw near it ? 23. He
draws near it to warm himself. 24. Are you becoming weary of being
here ? 25. I am not weary of it.

EXERCISE 74 (Vol. I., page 294).

1. Vonlez-vous me prcter votre canif ? 2. Je ne puis in'en paaaer,

j'en ai besoiu pour tailler ma plume. 3. Voulez-vous VOUB servir de
mon livre? (Avez-vous besoin de mon livref) 4. J'ai besoin de m'en

servir, voulez-vous me le preter ? 5. De quel conteau M. votre frfcre

se sert-il ? 6. II se sert du couteau de mon pi-re et de la fourchette

<le mon frere. 7. Ne voulez-vous pas VOUB approcher du feu ? 8.

Nous vous sonmies bien obliges, nous avona chaud. 9. Cette demoi-
selle a-t-elle assez chaud ? 10. Elle a tri-s frcid. 11. Dites-lui de

s'approcher du feu. 12. Pourquoi vous eloignez-vous du fen ? 13.

Nous avons trop chand. 14. M. votre frere sVloigne-t-il de la feni-tre ?

15. II s'lloigno de In fcnetre parcequ'il a froid. 16. A qui ce Monsieur
s'adresse-t-il ? 17. II s'adresse a moi et a mon frere. 18. Pourquoi
ne s'adresse-t-il pas a moi ? 19. Parcequ'il a honte de vons parler.

20. Vous eveillez-vous de bonne heure, tous les matins ? 21. Jc
m'oveille de bonne heure, quand je me couche de bonne henre. 22.

Pourquoi VOUB endormez-vous ? 23. Je m'endors porceque je suis

fatigue
1

. 24. Avez-vous peur de VOUB approcher de votre pere ? 25.

Je n'ai pas peur de in'approcher de lui. 26. Pouvez-vous vons passer
de nous ? 27. Nous ue pouvons nous passer de vous, mais nous

pouvons nous passer de votre frere. 28. Avez-vous besoin du cheval

de mon frere ? 29. Non, Monsieur, nous pouvons nous en passer. 30.

Avez-vous 1'intention de VOUB passer d'argent ? 31. VOUB aavez tres

bien que nous ne pouvons nous en passer.

EXERCISE 75 (Vol. I., page 295).

1. Are yon soon going away ? 2. I am going away next week. 3.

Why do you go away ? 4. Because I do not like being here. 5. Do
you like beinff with your aunt better than being here ? 6. I like it

better. 7. Are you not wrong to go away so soon ? 8. I am right to

go away. 9. Do you not rejoice at the misfortunes of others ? 10.

We do not at all rejoice at them. 11. Does that man become angry
with the gardener? 12. He becomes angry with him, because be will

not make haste. 13. Does he get angry very often ? 14. He (reta

angry every moment, he gets angry at nothing. 15. Do you never

make haste ? 16. I always make haste when I have something to do.

17. Do yon not delight in running and playing ? 18. I delight in

playing, and my brother delights in reading. 19. Do you rejoice at

the nrrival of the Turkish ambassador ? 20. I rejoice at it. 21. Do
you not like being in America ? 22. I like being here much better than

being in France. 23. Does not your scholar like being at your fiotue f

24. He likes being with me, but he wishes to return to his father's.

25. Make haste, it is already noon.

EXERCISE 76 (Vol. I., page 295).

1. A quelle heure votre ami s'en va-t-il? 2. H s'en va toua lea

matins i neuf heures. 3. Vous en allex-vous avee Ini ? 4. Je m'en

vnia avec lui, quand j'ai le temps. 5. Voulez-vons vons dfpfcher de
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finir votre lettre. 6. Je me depeche de la finir. 7. Le jardinier se

fache-t-il centre son frere ? 8. II se fache centre lui, quaud il ne se

depeche pas. 9. Depechez-vous, mon ami, il est dix lieures. 10.

Pourquoi ne vous de'pechez-vous pas ? 11. Je me plais a jouer, mais

je ne me plais pas a e^tudier. 12. Vous plaisez-vous chez moi ? 13. Je

m'y plais. 14. Vous rejouissez-vous de 1'arrivee de votre mere ? 15.

Je m'en rejouis. 16. Votre frere n'a-t-il pas tort de s'en aller si tot ?

17. II a raison de s'en aller, il a beaucoup a faire a la niaison. 18.

Vous rejouissez-vous des malheurs d'autrui ? 19. Je ne m'en rejouis

pas. 20. Je me rejouis de votre succes. 21. M. votre frere ne

s'approche-t-il pas du feu ? 22. II s'eloigne du feu, il a trop chaud.

23. Cette demoiselle se fache-t-elle centre vous? 24. Elle se fache d'un

rien (or de rien). 25. Vous plaisez-vous a Paris? 26. Je m'y plais.

27. Pouvez-vous vous passer de moi aujourd'hui? 28. Nous ne

pouvons nous passer de vous, de'pechez-vous de flnir votre ouvrage.

MECHANICS. I.

FOECE : ITS DIRECTION, MAGNITUDE, AND APPLICATION.

THE aim of these Lessons is to make evident to ordinary

intelligent persons, who will take a little trouble, the prin-

ciples of Mechanics to treat that subject in a popular

way, yet so that the reader may form accurate notions about

it, and be enabled to apply it to practice in solving common
problems by calculation. We have much to do, but all

depends on the way of doing it. Study simultaneously with

move towards the magnet, and stick to it, in the very same way
that the stone moves to, and sticks to, the earth until some

person pulls it away by a stronger force. And so likewise does

the electrified ball draw towards itself the small pieces of cork

or feather we place near it. In all these cases, you see, there is,

first, a body, the ball, or bolt, or stone, or iron-filing, or cork ;

secondly, a force applied to it ; and, thirdly, motion produced.
But take now the lamp which hangs from the ceiling. It is

at rest; but the earth, by its attraction, is trying to pull it

down, and down it would come were we to cut the chain or rod

by which it is suspended. Here, then, is force again, but it

produces only tendency to motion. But observe further, that

although the lamp does not move, the chain that holds it is

strained by its weight. And not only is the chain strained, but

so is the ceiling joist to which it is attached; and, as this joist

rests its ends on the walls, this strain is transmitted to the walls

in the form of pressures on them. There is thus tendency to

motion, strain, and pressure produced as the effect of the force

applied by the earth to the lamp, but no motion. And, if any of

you feel a difficulty in believing in those strains, let him suppose,
instead of the lamp, a ton weight of iron suspended from the

ceiling : what will follow ? The chain will snap, or the joist,

or even ceiling, will give way, and down all will come on the

floor. They snap or give way because they are strained, beyond
their strength. So, in like manner, when a train stands at rest

on one of those great iron girder bridges that span our rivers,

these lessons those upon Arithmetic ; for, as we proceed, a
i there is tendency to motion, with strains and pressures ; the

knowledge of the four Common Rules of Arithmetic and of
j
great Earth below pulls at the train to bring it into the water ;

Proportion will be found essential. Any other mathematics you
'

but the bridge resists, bears the pressure of the weight on it,

and is strained throughout
its length besides. A more
familiar instance is the

struggle of two wrestlers.

No one will doubt that in

the contest great force is put
forth by each. For a mo-
ment they are motionless,
like statues ; the forces are

balanced, but the strain on

their muscles is terrific.

There is in each tendency
to motion, caused by the

force put forth by the other,

but as yet no motion. At
last one of the combatants

may require, I shall teach

you as we go along, but the

amount will be small. Ob-
serve : accurate mechanical

conceptions, and the power
of solving mechanical pro-
blems by construction by
rule and compass or calcula-

tion, are the objectsweaim at.

First, then, let us ascertain

what our science treats of.

] believe it may accurately
be described as follows :

MECHANICS is the science

of force applied to a material

body or bodies.

DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING THE APPLICATION OF FORCE.

This let me fully explain. Mechanics is concerned about force
[

prevails ; his force ends in producing motion, and his adversary
that is its great subject. But it considers it only in the con- I falls to the ground.

sequences which follow ita application to a body or bodies which
j

These examples will, I trust, be sufficient to make clear to

must be material. A force may push through an empty point . you the account I have given you of force, namely that it is the

of space ; but, as it can make no impression on that point, ; agency by which motion is produced in a material body, or a

Mechanics does not consider it under such circumstances. The ! tendency to motion with pressures or strains. You will now under-

body to which it is applied may be of any size, even an atom of
j

stand the reason why Mechanics is divided into two branches,

matter, sometimes termed "a material point;" and Mechanics
does inquire what effect forces have on such atoms. But, in

the more common problems, it is concerned about bodies of

visible and tangible magnitude, such as a block of stone, a
beam of timber, a girder of iron, a cannon ball, the earth itself,

the moon, or the sun.

This being clearly understood and agreed on, our next

question is, What is force ? I answer
FORCE is the power, or agent, whatever be its nature, by which

motion is produced in a body, or a tendency to motion accom-

panied by strains or pressures in its parts.
For instance, a blow is given by the bat to the cricket ball,

or a bolt is fired from a cannon : the blow in the one case, and
the exploding gunpowder in the other, furnish forces, the effect

of which is the motion of the ball or bolt. Steam enters the

cylinder of an engine, and away to work goes the machinery
connected with it, moving and printing this POPULAR
EDUCATOR. Here again is force, the elasticity of the steam,
and its effect is motion. A stone is let loose at the top of a

tower, or from a balloon, and it falls to the ground : what
makes it fall ? The great Earth does, which, by its attraction,

pulls the stone towards itself. This attraction is the force

producing the stone's motion. And if any of you doubt, or feel

any difficulty about this, let him take a magnet and put one of

its ends near a few loose iron-filings, scattered over a piece of

Statics and Dynamics. Statics is the branch which treats of

forces which balance each other, and produce only tendencies

to motion with pressures and strains, and is so called from the

Latin word sto, which means "to stand," or "be at rest."

Forces which thus balance one another are said to be in equili-

bria, a Latin expression which denotes the balancing of equal

weights; and it is important that you should keep the expression
in memory, as we shall have frequent occasion to use it. The
ether branch, Dynamics, treats of force or forces which do not

balance.one another, but produce motion, and was so named from

the Greek word Swapis (du'-na-mis), power, under the mistaken

notion that there was more power in force when its effect is

motion, than when it produces strain. This, we have seen, ia

not the case; but the term "Dynamics" may, notwithstanding,
continue to be used without leading to error. The two branches

we may therefore define or describe as follows :

STATICS is the branch of Mechanics in which forces are

considered which equilibrate, or balance one another, producing
tendencies to motion, with strains and pressures.
DYNAMICS is the branch of Mechanics in which forces are

considered which produce motion.

Now it so happens that, of these branches, Statics is tht1

simpler and easier, and more natural for the student to

commence with. Questions about forces which balance each

other are not so complicated as those which involve motion.

paper, and he will see how this is possible. The filings will ' The reason is, that time enters into all problems of motion, but
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not generally into those of equilibrium. Tho speed or .

of a cannon-ini!! must be considered at every varying moment of

its flight ;
I. nt ilio ((trains and pressures among and on the

beams of the roof of a railway station are the same at all

momenta. Time does not affect the latter unless by wear and

tear. With statics, therefore, we commence, and, of course,

with tho simplest class of questions, those which relate to a

force or forces acting on a single point. But here I must turn

back to tho notion of force, and endeavour to fix it with greater

accuracy in your minds. I must show yon how it is said to be

:unl measured to the body it moves or strains ; and this

will best be done under the three following heads :

1. Tho Direction of a Force.

2. Tho Point of Application of a Force.

.:. The Magnitude of a Force.

1. The Direction of a Force. In Mechanics, forces arc assumed
to act in ri-jht lines. The assumption is made for the best of

reasons namely, that of experience. All tho simpler cases of

motion confirm it, and all the more complicated can bo

accounted for by it. A ball foils to the ground in a right line

that which points to the centre of tho earth, whence the force

of attraction which moves it acts. The billiard-ball moves in a

right line ; and tho calculations of the skilful player, which are

based on the supposition that it so moves, are never found to

bo wrong. A ship, with her sails square set and wind aft, moves
in a right line ; and to make it leave that line the steersman

must put tho helm to port or starboard, and by turning the

face of the rudder against the water, cause another force to bo

applied to the ship across the line of its course, and at her stern,

turning her round. It is true that the stone thrown obliquely
into the air moves in a curved path ; but in this case we know
that there are two forces not one only acting on it, namely,
the original impulse, which makes it move in a right line,

and the earth's attraction, which pujls it from that line into a
curved course. Moreover, all the calculations on which are

based the predictions of astronomers as to the places in which
the sun, moon, and planets will be on a certain day, hour, and

minute, are based on this assumption, that forces act in right
lines ; and the predictions invariably prove true. Our first

mechanical axiom may, therefore, on the ground of experience
be assumed to be true namely, that the direction in which a
force acts is that of a right line. Indeed, it is not easy to

conceive bow it could act otherwise.

2. The Point of Application of a Force. The direction of a
force being disposed of, we must fix our ideas as to its point of

application. The rule is, that any point on tho line of its direc-

tion may be considered such ; but this you must understand
with a limitation, or exception, which should not be forgotten.
The point of application can only be on so much of the line of

direction as lies within the body. For instance, suppose a person
to push with an iron rod, which he holds in his hand, at the

point A (as in the diagram), against a block of iron which lies

on a table. Then, clearly A is the point of application of the
force with which he pushes. Let now a hole be drilled through
the block in the direction of the push from A to E, into which the
rod may fit closely but freely ; and also other holes, downwards,
b B, c c, d D, to meet the passage, A E, into which thumbscrews,
b, c, d, are fitted. Let the rod now be passed through the
block so as to emerge at the other side, and clomp it down
firmly by the thumb-screw, b. If it be now pushed against the
block with tho same force as before, it is clear that the force

will be arrested by the thumb-screw, b, at B, and that H will

become its point of. application to the body. So, iu like manner,
may it be applied to c and D, by tightening in succession each
screw, while the others are left loose. In all these oases the
force is tho same, and the direction the some ; but tho points of

application are different. But will the effects in the several
cases bo different ? No ; for tlio portion of tho rod within the

block, and extending from A to any of the points of application,
performs tho same part in transmitting the force from A to the

point within, as the iron which was removed did when the force
was first applied directly at A. Tho removed iron has its place
filled by an equivalent of that metal in rod, and the body is

virtually in its original condition. The force of the hand may
still be considered applied at A, thenco to be transmitted to B,
or c, or D, as we please, by the portion of rod within. The
second case becomes identical with tho first, and the effects,

therefore, must be identical in every respect ; and, nothing

being changed, intensity, direction, nor effect of the force,
it ia clearly indifferent which point we make the point of

application.
Another instance u the raising of weight by rope. Weight

and rope together make one body ; and whether the lifting

power be applied by engine, by hone, or by man, whether it

acts over a pulley or not, every point of the strained rope
may be considered a point of application. Or let the c**e be
that of three strings attached to a ring, and polled in different
directions by three persona. It makes no difference, in
this compound body of ring and strings, whether the bold
taken of the latter be long or abort all their poinU are point*
of application of their respective forces.

We thus aee that, in all cases, we may assume that the point
of application of a force is any point on BO much of it line of

direction as lies within the body. To suppose it applied to a>

point outside would be absurd ; for, aa we have shown, though
a force may act or push through a point of empty apace, it can
make no impression on that point, either in the way of otrain

or motion, and therefore cannot come under the consideration of

Mechanics.
3. The Magnitude of a Force. To find a suitable measure of

I

the intensity or magnitude of a force, we moat alao look to

I experience. It would be very convenient to measure force*
I by comparing them with weights ; but this is not always
practicable, and, even if it were, it would not answer all the

purposes of Mechanics. I may as well, therefore, explain to you
the perfect method, as that is as simple as any other. Experi-
ence teaches that a double force produces a double velocity, a
treble force a treble velocity, and so on, in any body to which it

is applied. But then a difficulty occurs : the same force will

produce different velocities in bodies of different sizes. If it

make a ball of one pound weight move at a certain rate, it will

give double that speed to a half-pound ball, and half to one of

two pounds. As a general rule, the greater the mass of the

body, the less the speed produced. Everybody is familiar with
this fact. We see, then, that if we desire to measure foroea by
the velocities they produce, we must try them on bodies of some
fixed weight or mass. Tried on this particular mass, experience
teaches that that which produces the greater velocity ia the

greater force. Now, the mass of matter which mechanicians

choose for this purpose is that of any substance which ia equal
in weight to a cubic inch of distilled water. That much matter
is designated the Unit of Mass, and for a reason I shall

hereafter more fully explain. Imagine, then, a round ball, Bay
of ivory, whose weight is that of a cubic inch of pure water,
and suppose that several forces are in succession applied to it ;

the velocities they produce will be accurate measures of their

intensities, or of their magnitudes.
But, then, how are the velocities to be ascertained ? Clearly

by the spaces the ball would move over in any given time, say
the unit of time a second on the force being applied to it.

Suppose, then, the unit ivory ball, put on a perfectly smooth

floor, and then suddenly struck by a blow equal to the force yon
want to measure. By some means and there are many which

may be devised manage to ascertain the distance the ball moves
over in one second. That space, or length of line, will be the

measure of tho force ; and if any number of such forces be tried

in the same way and on the same ball, that which causes it to

move over the greater space is the greater force, over a double-

space a double force, and so on.

The final result, then, is that, in considering a force in

Mechanics, we must first suppose drawn within the body a line-

representing its direction. Then, on that line, let any point be

taken for its point of application. Thirdly, on the line of

direction so fixed, let as many inches be measured from the

point of application as, on any scale you agree to nse, represents
the space tho force would cause the unit ivory ball to move over

in one second. Then you have a line which alao in magnitude

represents the force. Or in fewer words
A FORCE is represented, both in magnitude and in direc-

tion, by a finite right line passing through its point of appli-

cation.

If in the above explanations I have succeeded in giving you
clear notions of the aim of Mechanics, and of tho nature and

effects of force, you are prepared for the consideration of

force, or forces, applied to a single point, which will be the

subject of our next Lesson,
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LESSONS IN ITALIAN. I.

INTRODUCTION.

I PROPOSE to teach the grammar, structure, and vocabulary of

the Italian language by a method not commonly adopted by
the learned. A considerable experience in tuition has con-

vinced me that a strict adherence to scientific forms, though
all-important in the cultivation of a language, does not tend to

the advantage of the learner. Writers of practical grammar
err, for the most part, in studying system too much. They
teach grammar as they would the pure mathematics, as if an

abstract science of itself, and not as a practical guide through
the idiomatic intricacies of living languages. Such instructions

may be very scientific in form, but they do not follow nature :

there is no due separation of that which is the foundation, or,

as it were, the skeleton of a language, from those things which
are the ornaments, the delicacies, the accidents, and exceptions
of speech. A language should be taught as anatomy is taught.
We must first thoroughly study the bones, if we would success-

fully trace the intricate ramifications of nerves and arteries.

The learner of a foreign tongue cannot for himself judge of

what is material or immaterial to his sure and rapid progress.
It will be my endeavour to instruct by a colloquial and natural,
rather than a grammatical and purely scientific method.

The Italian language has for a long time been regarded in

this country as a fashionable branch of education. Knowledge
of it has been reckoned an indispensable accomplishment of

cultivated society, but rather, as it would seem to mo, as a
serviceable attendant at Italian picture galleries and operas,
than as a guide to the philosophy of a Dante, the invention of

an Ariosto, or the sagacity of a Machiavelli. The present is

perhaps the first considerable attempt that has been made to

popularise this noble and melodious tongue.
The Italian is the first-born of the old language of Rome,

and owns a strength and beauty worthy of its noble origin.
In cultivation, it is the oldest of European tongues. When
Dante wrote, English, French, and German were comparatively
rude dialects. To Italy the world owes the preservation and

regeneration of learning and the arts ; and its fine soil, the

fertile mother of great spirits of old, has produced to the latest

times men who have enriched every intellectual pursuit alike by
their genius and learning. The language in which they expressed
that infinite variety of thought and sentiment, contains a lite-

rature, the rich mine of which is in foreign countries only known
to solitary and toilsome explorers. The time may not be dis-

tant when the increased intercommunication of nations, and
the progress of popular education, will lay these rich treasures

open to the many.
For its own intrinsic merits, however, as a language, Italian

deserves to be studied by every one who would enjoy the

pleasures of style, inexhaustible in variety : the energy of Dante,
the graphic power of Boccaccio, the lyrical grace of Petrarca,
the refinement of Ariosto, the ornament of Tasso, the satire of

Berni and Aretino, the historical dignity of Guicciardini and
Botta, the point and perspicuity of Machiavelli, the hilarity of

Casti, the music of Metastasio, and the Roman manliness of

Alfieri. And they who would cultivate language for its excel-

lence must seek that of Italy for the ideal beauty of expression.

My method will be a natural, a simple, and, I trust, an easy
one. I shall discard, as much as possible, all the conventional
terms of grammar. I shall not travel by the old beaten path-
way through the parts of speech. My grammatical progress
will imitate the action of the mind in the formation of a sen-

tence, with a due regard to peculiarities of idiom. As a child

first learns the name of a thing, I begin with the noun, as soon
as I have clearly explained the principles of pronunciation ; and
as the child demonstrates its progress in thinking by connecting
an action or suffering with the object named, I shall proceed at
once to the verbs. The verb is the life of a language, and he
who knows the verbs thoroughly has mastered the chief diffi-

culty of his task. The remaining kinds of words will be taught
and discussed in the same natural order.

These lessons will contain, if I may so speak, two grammars.
Presuming that I may find two classes of readers one anxious
for knowledge by the most easy and rapid manner, the other
with more preparation, inclination, and leisure for study I

have so shaped my labour as to combine in a form sufficiently

marked, though not separated, an elementary grammar which

shall give the before-mentioned indispensable foundation and
skeleton ; and a grammatical treatise which shall, with philo-

sophical reasons, satisfactorily explain the ornaments, the

delicacies, the accidents, and exceptions of the language.
As I have said, I shall not divide my grammar into parts of

speech, but into paragraphs. In the paragraphs I shall dis-

tinctly mark the line of separation between the elementary
grammar and the grammatical treatise by the title of " ADDI-
TIONAL REMARKS." The student who only desires to learn the

language sufficiently to enable him to read, speak, and write
with tolerable accuracy, need only attend to the numbered pa/ra~

graphs; but he who would learn the language thoroughly, must
follow me closely and carefully in all I may find occasion to say
in the additional remarks.

Each paragraph will be complete in itself a decided step in
the knowledge of the language. Every principle of the language
will be clearly illustrated by examples, including vocabularies
and exercises.

I have now only to ask the earnest and patient attention of

my pupil readers.

I. ON THE PBONUNCIATION OF ITALIAN.

I shall teach the pronunciation of the Italian language in

more detail than is generally pursued in English tuition. The
profit to be derived from the study of any living language is

much less if we are unable to pronounce it correctly. We can
make little practical use of our theoretical acquirements, if in

communication with those to whom this language is the mother

tongue; we can neither make ourselves understood when we
speak, nor understand when we are spoken to. And besides,
no man, though he may gather the sense, can relish or even

comprehend the beauties or delicacies of great poets, and prose

writers, too, in any language, and more especially in that of

Italy, without an accurate knowledge of the sounds. In reading
such poets as Ariosto or Tasso, the pleasure does not consist

altogether in appreciating the thoughts, or even shades of

thoughts, but in the faculty to enjoy that divine harmony to

which they have attuned the language. One may relish the

beauty of the rose, but if he be deprived of the sense of smell,
he can admire only a lifeless beauty. Such students of the

Italian poets, to use a more homely figure, may read their poetry
with the satisfaction with which one might admire a Turkey
carpet, who has seen the reverse side only. There is no insu-

perable or even very considerable difficulty in mastering Italian

pronunciation ; but a thoughtful attention to some leading

principles, and a student-like diligence, are conditions essential

to success. My thoughtful and industrious pupils will very
soon find that a prolixity in this the very outset of my labours

which might seem trifling, is really most important one of the

fundamental parts of the language.
I am aware that I am writing for the most part for adult

readers ; but let them for a little space forget the dignity of

manhood ; for every learner of a language, be he as old as Cato

was when he learnt Greek, should be regarded as a child learning
to express his thoughts. Indeed, the more he is taught a foreign

tongue as the child his mother's speech, the better for him.

A living language can never be accurately and completely

expressed by signs. They who profess the contrary only mis-

lead the uninformed. But a tolerable approach to accuracy in

fixing pronunciation may be made by letter-signs representing

analogous sounds familiar to the ear in one's own language.
If one has made himself so familiar with the imitated sounds,
as to have acquired a considerable vocal command of the

leading ones, he may very soon accurately and permanently

acquire them, by a few brief communications with an educated

native.

Perhaps the most useful beginning I can make, is to point out

the leading errors which Englishmen commit in pronouncing
Italian. The reason of this is, that men are apt to transfer

involuntarily the peculiarities of their own language to that

which they are studying. The first effort, therefore, in learning

to pronounce Italian, should be to forget your native peculiarities.

In the mastery of the pronunciation of the continental lan-

guages, and particularly of Italian, the Englishman's great

difficulty is in ttie vowels.

The Englishman, perhaps from childhood, has heard no vowel

sounds but those of his own island his four sounds of a, his

four sounds of o, his three sounds of u, his two sounds of c, and
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hia two sounds of i sounds little awayed by rule, and changing

continually. II. bogina Italian, but carrying to the atudy tho

-..ni|.l.'x vocal habit of hia language, it must be some time

Prubcnd and practiae tho simplicity and per-

m i in -i mo of the sound of ono Italian a, one Italian t, one Italian

u, two Italian e'a, and two Italian o'a. Ho therefore pronounces
no vowt-1 pinvly, and wherever ho may move in Italy, hia insular

y will bo instantly recognised by tho facchino of any
inn, from hia inveterate habit of giving to tho Italian a

that most comical of sounds to a Tuscan ear, of a in hat and fat.

in T radi.-al error committed by Englishmen in pro-

nouncing Italian, arises from two opposite principles, which

may be said to bo tho fundamental rules of tho accentuation of

tho languages. In English, every word has its leading, marked,
or strongly accented syllable generally speaking, the root of

the word ; and it follows that while this syllable is distinctly

marked by the voice, the subordinate unaccented syllables fado

away in the utterance into on airy nothingness that can hardly bo

described. It is quite different with Italian. It has its accented

syllables just as in English, but the accent on the one does not

destroy the vocal enunciation of tho others. On the contrary,
full and substantial justice must be done to every syllable, each

being clearly sounded, full and roundly with the vowels, and in

a resonant or vibrating tone with the consonants. The contrast

may bo observed in tho pronunciation of any of the many words
of a kindred sound in both languages derived from the same
classic stock. Take the following :

English. Italian.

Difficulty Dif-fi-col-td.

Voluntarily. Fo-lon-ta-ria-mn-t.

Detestably. De-te-sta-ltil-men-te.

Generously. Ge-ne-ro-sa-men-te.

Indifferently. In-dif-fe-ren-te-men-te.

Repetition. Re-pe-ti-zi-o-ne.

This peculiarity of the English language, it may be remarked,
is the great obstacle which every English poet has encountered

in the effort to naturalise the classic measures of antiquity.
Contrasted with the open limpid vocalisation of Italy, the

pronunciation of the English is to an Italian so obscure or in-

distinct, as very frequently not to be even understood. It

might be presumed that in a word so sonorous as detestabilmente

or volontariamente it would be impossible to miss the true

sounds, yet an Englishman will, generally speaking, so slur over

what'ho would from the analogy of his own language conceive

to be tho subordinate parts of the word, as to be often quite

unintelligible to an Italian.

A third and radical difference between the two languages, as

regards the principles of pronunciation, proceeds from what

may be termed tho vocal mechanism or the physical principles
of enunciation. Shortly stated, the physical difference is this :

in England, they speak from the mouth ; in Italy, from the

chest. The Englishman whispers his words through the palate,

tongue, teeth, or lips ; the Italian throws them out with the

vigour of his lungs. When, therefore, the Englishman attempts
the pronunciation of Italian after his accustomed mode, he con
fines the open sounds of Italy to the limited mechanism of his

hissing or lisping articulation above the throat, and turns Italian

melody into harmonious discord, now a croak, now a hiss.

These are the radical differences and difficulties which my
readers must strive to overcome. This is only to be accom-

plished by a constant recollection of these points of difference

in connection with the rules I am about to state and illustrate,

and by reading aloud, with a clear and distinct voice uttered
from the chest, every Italian word which I may have occasion to

give in the course of the grammar.

HISTORIC SKETCHES. XXVII.

HOW IRELAND BECAME PART OF GREAT BRITAIN.

PART I.

A GLANCE at the map of the United Kingdom will serve to
show that England being inhabited by a powerful people,

numerically superior to the peoples both of Scotland and
Ireland, those two countries must necessarily be in union
with her. Neither of them could rest in security in tho

neighbourhood of so strong a state ; both would in turn be

liable to be objected to, M the lamb was by the wolf in the
fable ; and union* they could secure efficient foreign alliance*,

they muat, sooner or later, fall a prey, as the lamb also did.

For it would bo manifestly intolerable for the strong state
to hare possible enemies so near, opening a way at any time
into tho very heart of her dominion, presenting a ready means
of injury available by the first enemy which chose to 1

the friendship of either Scotland or Ireland ; and it could not
bo but that the strong state should perpetually strive to re-

move, by some means or other, the possibility of harm from
such a source. Union would seem -therefore to be suggested
by the best interests of all concerned. It WM also, politically

considered, a necessity : a matter in which the time of it

coming about was the only doubtful point.
In another paper (" How England and Scotland Became

One," Historic Sketches, No. XVUI.), it was shown how the

necessity for nnion presented itself to the mind of him who
has been called " tho greatest of the Plantagenet*,"

" the

English Justinian," Edward L There, too, was shown, especi-

ally in regard to Scotland, the manner in which the English
king strove to supply his necessity : how, acting according to
his instincts, he tried to dragoon the Scots into union; how
he for a while succeeded, and how finally hia efforts were
frustrated, and he had nothing under the sun for hia warlike
labour. His state policy was a sound one, but his means for

carrying it out were unwisely chosen, and his proud spirit
scorned to apply itself to any other. He would be Caesar or

nothing, and in the course of his time he was both, as re-

garded the rulership of Scotland. How the nnion with Scot-
land was ultimately managed was also pointed out in the
same paper. Let us now turn to the case of the sister

island, and, with a view to see how that came into the onion,
trace the history of the various events that led np to the
desired consummation.
To say that Ireland fell to England by conquest is neither

wholly true nor wholly false. It is wholly false to say that it

was conquered in the sense that Edward I. tried to conquer
Scotland conquered, that is, as a whole, the entire nation

being united under one head for the purpose of resisting a
common invader. It is not only doubtful whether, had the
Irish been united, the Anglo-Normans who went over would
ever have possessed more ground in the country than was
needed to cover their bones, but it is almost certain that tho

subjugation of the island would never have taken place ;

assuredly it would not with the force which actually went
over. Of course, after the precedent set at Hastings, where
the fate of England was decided in one pitched battle, and
in view of the fact that a mob, however numerous, can avail

nothing against the attack of disciplined troops, it is perhaps
presumptuous to say so much ; but we have only to point to

the case of Scotland for justification, and to see how there

the whole strength of England failed to hold in bondage
a united, freedom-loving people, irregular and undisciplined

though they were, in comparison with the followers of the
first soldier of his day. Ireland was not conquered as a whole,
for it never resisted as a whole never acknowledged for the

purposes of the common weal one supreme head or " dictator

whom all men should obey." It is not, therefore, absolutely
true to say that it was conquered, neither is it absolutely
false. It fell like the house that was built upon the sand,
because it had no foundation and was divided against itself.

Bit by bit it was subjugated by force of arms, and accord-

ing to a system of warfare which aimed at preventing a

repetition of resistance by means of extirpation a system
which required the constant presence of a strong military force

in the conquered districts, and which provoked from time to

time those outbursts of national and party anger which the

system has periodically put down with bloodshed and violence.

At no one period in her history has Ireland ever been united

as Scotland was when she successfully resisted the invader ;

at no one time has the sister island been animated by the

Scottish love of freedom, and dogged determination never

to acknowledge a foreign yoke; and certainly, at the time

of the first attempt that was made upon her indepen-

dence, Ireland was split np into rival factions as bitter

and hostile to one another as the worst common enemy could

dositv.

The restless spirit that dwelt in the breast of every Norman
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very early drove the Norman masters of England to seek fresh

adventures, fresh conquests. Before their power in England
was consolidated, before they had had time to push their autho-

rity into the heart of Scotland, they looked greedily across

the water which divided their newly-gotten kingdom from the

kingdoms of Ireland, and they resolved to win in them a set-

tlement as absolute and abiding as that they had obtained

in England. Lust of power, of acquisition, rather than any
far-sighted views of statesmanship, prompted the first invaders

of Ireland to undertake their work, and they entered upon it

in a spirit wholly in accordance with the motives that actuated

them.

The conquest of Ireland was on this wise : It had been

agreed in 1161, after many trials of strength botween the several

Irish princes, that Murtogh O'Lochlin, King of Ulster, should

be recognised as supreme in the island. He was nominally what
was then called a suzerain, as distinguished from a sovereign ;

that is to say, he was feudal lord over his brethren by their own
consent a "

first among equals," but not absolute dominator,

except in his own kingdom of Ulster. The princes who con-

sented to this arrangement were four in number the kings of

Munster, Connaught, Leinster, and Meath, each of whom had
vassals under them more or less troublesome, who made their

sovereignty as permissive a dignity as the four kings made the

dignity of Murtogh O'Lochlin. Of course, a throne resting on
such explosive materials must have been but an anxious place,
not to say an unsafe one. The broils which had only been

temporarily suppressed through the effect of exhaustion in the

combatants, broke out again as soon as strength had been

renewed, and all was commotion in the kingdom of Erin.

Fighting for fighting's sake was sufficient inducement, when all

other causes failed, to make the princes take up arms ; and the

only wonder is how the people subsisted at all in a country
which was ravaged with fire and sword all over on an average
once a year. Domestic peace within the limits of the lesser

kingdoms themselves was a thing unknown ; the vassals were
too nearly equal for jealousy not to show itself in action ; and

combined, they were more than a match for their kings. This
was proved in the case of Murtogh O'Lochlin himself, who
having waged war on one of his vassals in a perfectly barbarous

way, having put out his eyes, and slain his most intimate friends

in cold blood, roused by his acts so great a resistance on the

part of his other subjects, that he was overthrown and killed in

a battle, on the issue of which he had staked his fortune.

On his death in 1166, the nominal sovereignty of Erin passed
to Eoderic O'Connor, King of Connaught, a savage, whose first

act, on coming to his father's throne in Connaught, was to put
out the eyes of his two brothers, lest they should be troublesome
as competitors. He is also famous for having killed with his

own hand an enemy whom he had had loaded with chains, and
who was defenceless through his fetters at the time the king
struck him. Such a man was not likely to have a peaceable
time of it, and his reign proved to be such a turmoil and con-

fusion as to tempt the intervention of a foreign foe.

Dermot Mac-Murchad, King of Leinster, a bloodthirsty and
licentious barbarian, had, during the reign of the late suzerain,
conducted himself so infamously as to excite universal hatred
and disgust against him, except on the part of the suzerains

who were his dear friends and intimates. He had carried on an
adulterous intercourse with the wife of a neighbouring and

friendly prince, Tiernan O'Euarc, the Lord of Breffny, in Con-

naught, an act which caused the direst commotion, and . was
the beginning of sorrows for all Ireland; for it became as

fruitful a source of quarrel as the abduction of Helen from
her husband Menelaus, and was the root of bitterness which

sprang up and finally choked the fair flower of Irish inde-

pendence. So long as O'Lochlin was on the throne this bad
man had a friend, and gloried in his shame shamelessly ; but
with Eoderic O'Connor, though he was what he was, came a

very different ruler. O'Connor was friendly to the lord, of

Breffny, and espoused his cause immediately on coming to the
throne. Under his auspices a rebellion was fomented in Dermot' s

own kingdom of Leinster. Tiernan O'Euarc took the field with
a large force raised in. his own dominions, and recruited by
numerous bands of men whom Dermot' s brutality and tyranny
had embittered against him. In a short time Dermot was driven
to his last covert, and was then obliged to fly for auccour to the

King of England.

Now, at the time he did so, Henry II. was in Normandy,
wholly absorbed in his great struggle between Church and State,
represented by Thomas a Becket and himself ; and it is reason-
able to suppose that he did not at the moment care very much
for the visitor who came to him with such importunate requests
for help in a matter where the King of England's interests were
not concerned. The application of the Irish prince, however,
was not to be rejected summarily; the sound of it recalled to
the mind of the great statesman who then sat on the English
throne a plan he had long ago thought over, but, for want of

opportunity, had lain aside. Eleven years before that is to

say, in 1155 he had obtained from Pope Adrian IV. (the only
Englishman who ever sat in the chair of St. Peter) a Papal bull,

granting him the lordship of Ireland with full possession of the

country, the Pope claiming, and Henry for the nonce admitting,
a right in the Pope to dispose of the whole of Christendom as
lord paramount. At the time of the grant it had not suited

Henry to take the matter in hand ; he had other irons in the

fire, and even now it was highly inconvenient to have to stir

hurriedly in it. Still, a wandering Irish prince driven from his

home, and ready to agree to any conditions so long as he was
restored and his enemies were punished, was not a sight that

presented itself every day ; and the astute mind of Henry saw
at once the advisability of securing a pretext for his interference,
which he would do under guise of helping a neighbouring
potentate to his own. Once in Ireland if with a decent excuse
all the better his plan was never to loosen his hold on it ; to

make it his either by playing off one petty prince against

another, and making the winner recognise him for lord, or else,

if needs must, though he did not want the trouble, by regular

conquest of the island.

Unable to quit Aquitaine, where Dermot found him, and where
certain disputes with the barons, together with the trouble

respecting Becket, detained him, Henry gave the Irish prince
letters recommendatory to the English nobles, and issued this

proclamation in his behalf :

"
Henry, King of England, Duke,

of Normandy and Aquitaine, and Earl of Anjou, to all his liege-

men English, Norman, Welsh, and Scotch and to all the

nations under his dominion, sends greeting. As soon as the

present letters shall come to your hands, know that Dermot,
Prince of Leinster, has been received into the bosom of our grace
and benevolence. Wherefore whosoever, within the ample extent

of our territories, shall be willing to lend aid towards the resto-

ration of this prince, as our faithful and liege subject, let such

person know that we do hereby grant to him, for such purpose,
our licence and favour."

Armed with this proclamation, Dermot came over to England
and hastened to Bristol, where he expected to find those who
would lend a willing hand to his enterprise, thus backed by the

king ; but few of the English nobles had ever heard of him until

the present moment, and fewer still were inclined to risk any-

thing in a cause where the question was between barbarism on
both sides, and where the issue seemed to promise little profit

to assistants. No one who had anything to lose, or who had

anything better with which to occupy himself, would listen to

the Irish prince, who was driven, therefore, to apply to men of

desperate fortunes ; and such men there were then as now, and
as there always will be, ready for anything which holds out

the slightest hope of mending their broken condition. Such a
man was Eichard de Clare, Earl of Pembroke, commonly known
in history as Strongbow. Dermot promised to give him his

daughter Eva in marriage, and to secure him the succession,

after himself, to the throne of Leinster, on condition of his

bringing over an efficient force to Ireland in the following spring.

Strongbow assented, and Dermot was fortunate enough to secure,

in anticipation of his coming, the services of Maurice Fitz-Gerald

and Eobert Fitz-Stephen, brothers, and adventurers by birth

and profession. These agreed to come over as early in the

spring as they could ;
and Dermot having made his prepara-

tions, went secretly to Ireland, and remained concealed there.

A foolish outburst of his, made before his allies could join

him, nearly preved to be his ruin, and brought his old enemy,
Tiernan O'Euarc, and Eoderic O'Connor, titular monarch of Erin,
down upon him. He lay at their mercy, which he experienced on
condition of renouncing for ever his rights in Leinster, except to

a small territory not more than sufficient to support the dignity
of a lesser baron. He accepted the condition, purposing only to

gain time till his English friends should be ready to join him.
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LESSONS IN ARCHITECTURE. X.

ABCHITKAVES, ABCHE8, AND VAULTED BOOFS.

IN oar last louaoii wo attributed tho application, if not the in-

vfiitiuii, of the aroh to tho Romans, and allowed how this

ingenious people employed it in all their great and remarkable

edifices. According to Frontinus, who was appointed the curator

or superintendent of public works by tho Emperor Norva, Borne

>m the city, in the neighbourhood of Palestrina, made
a circuit of nearly a mile, and then pasting through a deep sub-
terranean drain, discharged the main body of its water into th

Campus Martiui, or field of Han, at Itome, whore the a*
sembliea of the people were held for elections, etc. There are
no remains of this aqueduct existing at the present time. The
next was the Anio Vetut or old Aniu aqueduct, constructed about
273 B.C., which received this name because it brought the

THE RUINS OF THE ROMAN AQUEDUCT, ANIO NOVUS.

was supplied by water by nine great aqueducts ; to these ho
added five more, and the number was increased by succeeding

1

emperors to twenty altogether. The arches required in the
construction of these aqueducts may bo more easily conceived
than described. The most remarkable of them may be hero
noticed.

The first was the Aqua Appia, or Appian water, so called

because it was constructed by the censor Appiua Claudius, in

442 A.u.c., that is in the 442nd year from the building of tho

city (Ab Urbe Condita), this being tho year 311 B.C., or before
the birth of Chrisk This aqueduct commenced about seven

54- -N '

waters of the Anio, a tributary of tho Tiber, into the city of

Borne. The commencement of this aqueduct was at tho dis-

tance of 30 miles from the city, and it consisted chiefly of a

winding dram which was carried through an extent of 43 miles.

The third was the Aqua Marcia, so called because it owed its erec-

tion to Qnintus Marcius Bex, about 115 B.C., which originated
in a spring about 60 miles distant from Borne, made a circuit

of three miles, and then, forming a vault of 16 feet in diameter,
ran 60 miles along a series of arcades at the elevation of

70 feet. At certain intervals of this aqueduct vents were
formed for disgorging the collected air, and .it was occasion
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ally interrupted by deep cisterns in which the water was
allowed to settle and deposit its sediment. This water, so

carefully managed, was remarkable for its coolness and salu-

brity, and its clear green colour. The Aqua Tepula, built

126 B.C., and Aqua Julia, constructed by Agrippa, 34 B.C.,

were aqueducts which brought water to the city by two con-

duits passing one above and one under the channel of the same

aqueduct just described. Sixthly, came the Aqua Virgo, also

constructed by Agrippa, who lived under the Emperor Augustus,
who laboured to improve and beautify Eome, and who, ac-

cording to Pliny, constructed in one year 70 pools, 105 foun-

tains, and 130 reservoirs. This aqueduct commenced in a

very copious spring, which rose in the midst of a marsh about

14 miles from the city ; it ran circuitously a distance of about

18 miles, and in its course passed through a tunnel four-fifths of

a mile long. The Aqua Alsietina, now called the Aqua Paola,

was built by Augustus to bring water to the Naumachia, a sheet

of water formed by the same emperor for the representation of

sea-fights. The eighth aqueduct was the Aqua Claudia, which

was begun by Caligula and finished by Claudius, 51 A.D. It

took its rise 30 miles from Eome, forming a subterranean stream

3Q1 miles long, and running 102 miles along the surface of the

ground. This aqueduct was vaulted for the space of 3 miles,

and supported on arcades for the space of 7 miles, being car-

ried along such a high level as to be able to supply all the hilla

of ancient Eome. It was built of hewn stone, and the ruins

furnished the materials for the Aqua Felice, a modern water-

course built by Pope Sixtus V. The Anio Novus or New Anio,
and its branch the Aqua Trajana, were built at a later date,

with the Aqua Antoniana and some others. The Anio Novus
was 62 miles long, and with the Aqua Claudia doubled the

quantity of water hitherto supplied to Eome by the older

aqueducts.
It was in the reign of the Emperor Augustus, who greatly

extended the aqueducts of Eome, that the practice of tunnelling
was commenced ; and other emperors, who followed him, earned

out the same important department of engineering. The

Emperor Trajan particularly exerted himself in the improve-
ment of these aqueducts. Such works were executed in a bold

and original manner ; nothing could damp the skill and enter-

prise of the Eoman architects. They drained lakes, excavated

mines in. the mountains, and elevated valleys by rows of accu-

mulated arcades. The water of the aqueducts was kept cool

by covering it with vaults ; and they were often so spacious

that, according to Procopius, they admitted of a man riding

through them on horseback. The supply of water in Eome
from these wonderful erections was indeed so abundant, that

Strabo says whole rivers of water flowed through the streets of

Eome. Pliny justly considered these aqueducts as the wonder
of the world, for their grandeur, extent, and utility ; and it

seems very surprising to us, when we contemplate the high

pitch to which civil engineering and architecture have risen

among ourselves, that we have no such splendid aqueducts to

supply our modern cities, such as London, with water. Accord-

ing to the enumeration of Frontinus, the nine earlier aqueducts
of Eome delivered every day about 173,000,000 of our im-

perial gallons ; and it is supposed that, when all the aqueducts

together were in operation, upwards of 310,000,000 of imperial

gallons of water were supplied to the ancient city. Now,
reckoning the population of Eome to have been 1,000,000,
which it probably never exceeded, no less than 300 gallons
of water were allowed for the daily use of each inhabitant.

"Barely, indeed, have cities, either ancient or modern, supplied
their inhabitants with such quantities. According to the calcu-

lations of Prony, the French engineer, three aqueducts, the

Aqua Felice, Juliana, and Paulina, with some additional

sources, supply modern Eome with 33,000,000 of imperial gallons
of water in 24 hours. This, divided among a supposed popula-
tion of 150,000, gives about 220 imperial gallons of water for

each inhabitant, being about one-third less than that which
was furnished to the inhabitants when the city was the mistress

of the nations, and at the height of her ancient splendour.
We believe that London is at present far more plentifully

supplied with water than even ancient Eome was, in propor-
tion to her population, and at the period of her greatest

prosperity ;
but we very much doubt whether the quality of

the water supplied to the former would bear comparison with
that supplied to the latter. It seems to us, indeed, that unless

the same method be adopted to bring water into London that
was done in ancient Eome namely, by aqueducts to conduct
it from pure sources at a great distance, and at a very con-
siderable elevation the great desideratum of a constant and
sufficient supply of pure water to the metropolis will never be
obtained.

Aqueducts constructed for the purpose of irrigation, or for

the supply of towns with water, often require architectural and
engineering works as difficult and as important in their con-

struction as canals for inland navigation, or railways for in-

ternal communication. Specimens of Eoman architecture in

these departments were given in our last lesson. Many are
to be found in France. The aqueduct which supplies Nismes
with water is of this description. Such also is the celebrated
Pont du Gard, which is still in good preservation. As a specimen
of modern skill, in that country, may be named the canal which

brings the waters of the Durance down from the Pont de Per-

tius, and conveys them to Marseilles after a passage of about
60 miles, of which nearly 11 are under ground. This canal or

aqueduct passes across several deep valleys, over splendid
aqueducts, such as the Jancourelle, the Valbonette, and the
Valmousse. But the most remarkable specimen of modern
canal architecture, of any that now exists, is the aqueduct of

Eoquefavour on the same canal. This wonderful structure is

about 266 feet above the bottom of the valley over which it is

built. It is composed of three rows of arches placed one above

another, and is about 1,312 feet long. The beauty alone of

this construction is not the most striking feature. The sim-

plicity and elegance of the methods employed in its erection

are especially worthy of admiration. We should like to see the
skill of modern English architects and engineers employed in

bringing the waters of some vast reservoir collected on some

lofty eminence at a distance from the metropolis. Such water,
filtered previous to transmission, and carried by simple gravita-
tion along some splendid aqueduct, would pour into London a
river of pure water, and render the office of the Sanitary Com-
missioners almost a sinecure.

LESSONS IN LATIN. XXVII.
EEGULAK VERBS.-THE SECOND CONJUGATION.

PASSIVE VOICE.

EXAMPLE. Moneor, 2, J am reminded.

Chief Parts : Moneor, inonltus sum, moneri. Characteristic letter, E long,

PRESENT TENSE.

Indicative, Subjunctive. Imperative. Infinitive. Participl*

Sing. MCnfor. Monear. [etor. Monm.
Moncris. Monedris. Monere or mon-
Monetur. Moneatur. Monetor.

Phi. Moncmur. Moncamur.
Moncwiini. Moneamtni. Monemini.
Monentur. Moneantur. Monentor.

IMPERFECT TENSE.

Sing. Monebar. Monerer.

Monebdris(e). MonerCris.

Monebatur. Moneretur.

Pitt. Monebamur. Moneremw.
Moncbamini. Moncremint.

Monebantw. Monercntur.

FIEST FUTURE TENSE.

Sing. Monebor. MonMttm Moiwndtt*

MonebJris(e). -[in-

Monebitur.

Plu. Monebimur.
Monebimini.

Monebuntur.
PERFECT TENSE.

Sing. Monttus sum. Monitus sim. Monitum Monitus

Monitus es. Monitus sis. [ease.

Monitus est. Monitus sit.

Plu. Moniti sumus. Moniti sinius.

MoBtti estis. Moniti sitis.

Moniti sunt. Moniti smt.

PLUPERFECT TEKSE.

Sing. Monitus eram. Monitus essem.

Monitus eras. Monitus esses.

Monitus erat. Monituo esset.

Plu. Moniti eramus.Montliessemus.
Moniti eratis. Momti essetis.

Moniti erant. Moniti essent.
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H1TIIKK T N.Hi:.

Sing. Monitus ero. Plu. Moniti ertmus.

Monitus eris. . Mouiti eritis.

Monifus ont. Moniti cruut.

EXERCISES. According to thin model, form habeor, I am
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you may observe) the commands of your father. 20. I feared I was

displeasing you. 21. Take care to improve the morals and to exercise

the body of the boy. 22. I feared that an enemy was injuring me.

23. The boy feared that his mother was silent. 24. I took care to

improve (that I might improve) the morals and to exercise the body
of the boy. 25. I took care that you should improve the morals and

(that you should) exercise the body of the boy. 26. I took care that

the teacher should improve the morals and exercise the body of the

boy. 27. I fear that you will (may) not come. 28. The husband fears

-that his wife will (may) die. 29. The teacher feared that the scholar

would not obey his words. 30. The bad boy fears that the teacher

will come.

EXEECISB 93. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Ille me monebat. 2. HH regem monebant. 3. Ego vos monerem.
-4. Vos me moneretis. 5. Illi puerum monuerunt. 6. Tu mulierem
znonebas. 7. Ego prseceptorem monebo. 8. Tace. 9. Tacete. 10.

Tacento. 11. Mulier repente tacuit. 12. Cura ut emendes. 13. Cura
tit civium mores emendes. 14. Timeo ne tibi displiceat. 15. Pueri

timebant ne patri displicerent. 16. Omnibus placet. 17. Bonus malis

displicebit. 18. Cur taces? 19. Metuunt ne Caesar patriam vincat.

.20. Bonae sorores timent ut fratres valeant. 21. Valesne ? 22. Timeout
valeas. 23. Si corpus exercueris valebis. 24. Mater timet ut mild

aditus in ccelum patent.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. I.

DEFINITIONS.

.ART. 1. ALGEBRA is a general method of solving problems,
and of investigating the relations of quantities by means of

letters and signs.

The following will afford illustrations of this method of

arriving at the solutions of problems by the use of signs and
letters instead of figures as in arithmetic.

PEOBLBM I. Suppose that a man divided 72 pounds among his

ithree sons in the following manner : To A he gave a certain

number of pounds ; to B he gave three times as many as to A ;

and to C he gave the remainder, which was half as many pounds
-.as A and B received. How many pounds did the donor give to

ach?
To solve this problem arithmetically, the pupil would rea-

son thus : A had a certain part, that is one sliare ; B received

three times as much, or three shares ; but C had half as much
.as A and B ; hence he must have received two shares. By
.adding their respective shares, the sura is six sliares, which, by
ihe conditions of the question, is equal to 72 pounds. If, then,

<> shares are equal to 72 pounds, 1 share is equal to \ of 72,

namely, 12 pounds, which is A's share. B had three times as

many, namely, 36 pounds; and C half as many pounds as both,

namely, 24 pounds.
Now, to solve the same problem by algebra, he would use

letters and signs, thus .

Let x represent A's share ; then by the conditions,

x multiplied by 3, or x X 3 (when X ,
the sign of multipli-

cation, is used instead of the words "multiplied by"), will repre-
sent B's share, and

4r, the sum of the shares of A and B divided by 2, or 4o; -h 2

(when -T-, the sign of division, is used instead of the words
" divided by "), will represent C's sliare.

Now, a; X 3 may be written 3x, and 4-x -r- 2 may be written

2a;; so then adding together the several shares of A, B, and C,

namely, x, 3x, and 2x, and putting +, the sign of addition,
between them, we get K + 3x + 2x, which is equal to 6x ; or

using =, the sign of equality, for the words "is equal to," we

get x + 3x + 2 = 6x. Then 6x = 72, for the whole is 'equal
to all its parts; and la? = 12 pounds, A's share; 3x = 36

pounds, B's share ; and 2x = 24 pounds, C's share.

Proof. Add together the number of pounds received by each,
and the sum will be equal to 72 pounds, the amount divided

between A, B, and C.

In this algebraic solution it will be observed : First, that we
Tepresent the number of pounds which A received by x. Second,
to obtain B's share, we must multiply A's share by 3. This

multiplication is represented by two lines crossing each other like

a capital X. Tliird, to find C's share, we must take half the

sum of A's and B's share. This division is denoted by a line

between two dots. Fourth, the addition of their respective
shares is denoted by another cross formed by an horizontal and
.a perpendicular line. Take another example :

PROBLEM II. A boy wishes to lay out 96 pence for peaches
end oranges, and wants to get an equal number o? each. He

finds that he must give 2 pence for a peach, and 4 pence for

an orange. How many can he buy of each ?

Let x denote the number of each. Now, since the price of one

peach is 2 pence, the price of x peaches will be x X 2 pence, or

2x pence. For the same reason, a; X 4, or 4# pence, will denote
the price of x oranges. Then will 2x + 4, or 6x, be equal to

96 pence by the conditions of that question, and Ix or x (for
when 1 is the co-efficient of a number [See Art. 16 below] it is

always understood, and never expressed) is equal to of 96

pence, namely, 16 pence, and 16 is therefore the number he

bought of each.

2. Quantities in algebra are generally expressed by letters, as

in the preceding problems. Thus b may be put for 2 or 15, or

any other number which we may wish to express. It must not be

inferred, however, that the letter used has no determinate value.

Its value is fixed for the occasion or problem on which it is

employed, and remains unaltered throughout the solution of

that problem. But on a different occasion, or in another problem,
the same letter may be put for any other number. Thus, in

Problem I., x was put for A's share of the money. Its value
was 12 pounds, and remained fixed through the operation. In
Problem II., x was put for the number of each kind of fruit.

Its value was 16, and it remained so throughout the whole of

the calculation.

3. By the term quantity, we mean anything that can be mul~

tiplied, divided, or measured. Thus, length, weight, time, number,
etc., are called quantities.

4. The first letters of the alphabet, a, b, c, etc., are used to

express known quantities ; and the last letters, z, y, x, etc.,

those which are unknown.
5. Known quantities are those whose values are given, or

may be easily inferred from the conditions of the problem
under consideration.

6. Unknown quantities are those whose values are not given,
but required.

7. Sometimes, however, the given quantities, instead of being

expressed by letters, are given in figures.

8. Besides letters and figures, it will also be seen that we use

certain signs or characters in algebra to indicate the relations of

the quantities, or the operations which are to be performed with

them, instead of writing out these relations and operations in

words. Among these are the signs of addition (+), subtraction

( ), equality (=), etc.

9. Addition is represented by two lines (+), one horizontal,

the other perpendicular, forming a cross, which is called plus.

It signifies "more," or "added to." Thus a + b signifies that

b is to be added to a. It is read a plus b, or a added to b, or a

and b.

10. Subtraction is represented by a short horizontal line ( )

which is called minus. Thus, a b signifies that b is to be
" subtracted

" from a ; and the expression (see Art. 22 below)
is read a, minus b, or a less b.

11. The sign + is prefixed to quantities which are considered

as positive or affirmative ;
and the sign to those which are

supposed to be negative. For the nature of this distinction, see

Articles 36 and 37.

12. The sign is generally omitted before the first or leading

quantity, unless it is negative ; then it must always be written.

When no sign is prefixed to a quantity, + is always understood.

Thus a + b is the same as + a + b.

13. Sometimes both + and (the latter being put under

the former, +.) are prefixed to the same letter. The sign is then

said to be ambiguous. Thus a +_ b signifies, that in certain

cases, comprehended in a general solution, b is to be added to a,

and in other cases subtracted from it.

Observation. When all the signs are plus, or all minus, they
are said to be alike; when some are plus and others minus, they
are called unlike.

14. The equality of two quantities, or sets of quantities, is

expressed by two parallel lines, =. Thus a + b = d signifies

that a and b together are equal to d. So 8 + 4 = 16 4 = 10

+ 2=7+2 + 3.

15. When the first of the two quantities compared is greater

than the other, the character => is placed between them. Thus
a > b signifies that a is greater than b.

If the first is less than the other, the character =: is used ;
as

a < b, namely, a is less than b. In both cases, the quantity

towards which the character opens is greater than the other.
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16. A numeral figure is often prefixed to a letter. This is

called a coefficient. It shows how often the quantity expressed
by the letter is to be taken. Thus 26 signifies twice b ; and 9b,
'.) timoH b, or 9 multiplied ii.

The co-efficient may bo either a whole number or fraction.

Tim -

\b is two-thirds of b. When the co-efficient is not ox-

pressed, 1 is always to be understood. Thus a is the same as
to say, once a, or one times.

17. The co-efficient may also be a letter, as well M a figure.

In the quantity mb, m may be considered the co-efficient of b ;

because b is to be token as many times as there are units in m.
If m stands for 6, then mb is six times b. In 3oic, 3 may be con-

1 as the co-efficient of abc ; 3a the co-efficient of be ; or
in' coefficient of c.

18. A simple quantity is either a single letter or number,
or several letters connected together wMiout the signs + or

. Thus a, ab, aid, and 8b, are each of them simple quan-

19. A compound quantity consists of a number of simple
quantities connected by the sign -f- or . Thus a + b, d y,
b - d + 37i, are each compound quantities. The members of

which each is composed are called terms.

20. A simple term is called a monomial ; thus, a, b, c are

ials. If there are two terms in a compound quantity, it

id called a binomial : thus a -f- b and a b are binomials.

The latter term (a b) is also called a residual quantity,
M it expresses the difference of two quantities, or the

remainder after one is taken from the other. A compound
quantity, consisting of three terms, is sometimes called a tri-

nomial; one of four terms, a guadrinomial. A quantity consist-

ing of several terms is, however, generally called a polynomial.
21. When the several members of a compound quantity

are to be subjected to the same operation, they are connected

by a line called a vinculum ( ), or by a parenthesis ( ). Thus
a b + c, or a (b 4-

c), shows that the sum of b and c is to be
subtracted from a. But a b + c signifies that b is to be sub-

tracted from a, and c is to be added to the result.

22. A single letter, or a number of letters, representing any
quantities with their relations, is called an algebraic expression
or formula. Thus a + b + 3d is an algebraic expression.

23. Multiplication is usually denoted by two oblique lines

crossing each other, thus X : hence, a x b is a multiplied into
b

; and 6 x 3 is 6 times 3, or C multiplied into 3. Sometimes
a point is used to indicate multiplication : thus, a . b is the same
as a X b. But the sign of multiplication is more commonly
omitted between simple quantities, and the letters are con-
nected together in the form of a word or syllable : thus, ab is

the same as a . b or a X b
; and bcde is the same as b X c X

d X e. When a compound quantity is to be multiplied, a
vinculum or parenthesis is used, as in the case of subtraction.

Thrm the sum of a and b multiplied into the sum of c and d, is

a + b X c-f d", or (a + b) x (c+ d). And (6 -f 2) X 5 is 8 X 5,

or 40. But 6 + (2 X 5) is 6 + 10, or 16. When the marks of

parenthesis are used, the sign of multiplication is frequently
omitted. Thus (x -f y} (x-y) is (x -f y) X (x y).

24. When two or more quantities are multiplied together,
each of them is called a factor. In the product ab, a is a factor,
and so is b. In the product x X (a -f- m), x is one of the factors,
and (a + m) the other. Hence every co-efficient may be con-
sidered as a factor (Art. 17). In the product 3i/, 3 is a factor
as well as y.

25. A quantity is said to be resolved into factors, when any
factors are taken which, being multiplied together, will pro-
duce the given quantity. Thus Sab may be resolved into the
two factors 3a and b, because 3a x b is Sab. And 5amn may
be resolved into the three factors 5a, and m, and n. And 48
may be resolved into the two factors 2 X 24, or 3 X 16, or
4 X 12, or 6 X 8 ; or into the three factors 2x3x8, or 4x6
X 2, etc.

26. Division is expressed in two ways : (1.) By an horizontal
lino between two dots -h, which shows that the quantity pre-
ceding it is to be divided by that which follows. Thus a -r c,
is a divided by c.

(2.) Division is more commonly expressed in the form of a
fraction, putting the dividend in the place of the numerator,

and the divisor in that of the denominator. Thus- is a
divided by b. b

READINGS IN GERMAN. I.

I RODUCTION.
THE object of learning a modern language u not simply, M in
the case of one that is no longer spoken, to be able to read and
write, but also to speak it. For this pnrpose it is obriooaly
necessary to acquire a knowledge of the pronunciation M well
as the meaning of the word*. Hence we are not surprised at

having received many applications from the readers of our les-

sons in German for some instruction on this subject ; and it U
our intention to publish in the pages of the POPULAR EDUCATOR
a series of German Beading Lessons expressly prepared with a
view to teach the proper pronunciation of the language. These-
lessons will be found much better adapted to answer the pur-
pose than any mere collection of rules, however carefully drawn
up, and however clearly expressed. In no case is the principle,
that example is better than precept, more applicable than in
that of pronunciation, a knowledge of which can only be acquired
by frequent exemplification. Wo have no hesitation in saying.
that the study of our lessons will enable the reader to pronounce
German, if not with absolute perfection, at least so as to be
easily understood by a native, which is, after all, the only prac-
tical object in view.

It is proper to observe, that whilst the lessons are especially
intended to teach pronunciation, they are also calculated to bo-

very useful to our readers as exercises in translation, being easy,
in construction, simple in style, rich in words, and adapted in
substance to persons of all ages. A vocabulary will be appended
to each lesson, containing an explanation of the meaning of

every word in it which has not been previously explained. A*
few words will be explained more than once in the whole coarser
of the vocabularies, it will be necessary for the learner to study
each with great core on its first occurrence, that he may avoid
the inconvenience of having to look through preceding pages
for the meaning.

DIRECTIONS FOR THE USE OF THE INTERLINEAR
PRONUNCIATION.

Pronounce every syllable as in English.
To make a vowel long which otherwise would be short, or

might be either short or long, an apostrophe has been placed
immediately after that vowel. Thus rol will rhyme with doll,
but vo'l will rhyme with whole.

To make a vowel short which otherwise would be long, or
might be either long or short, the short sign or breve has been
placed over that vowel. Thus mild will rhyme with wild, but
mild will rhyme with build. Boot will rhyme with root, but bJdf
will rhyme with put.

ah is long, and sounded as in father ; a is short, and sounded
as in castle.

ey is to be pronounced as in obey.

ai, representing the short sound of t, t
when unaccented and

terminating a syllable, should be pronounced like cy in the
noun sur'-vey. The letters ey could not well be used for this

sound, as they have generally the sound of ee when unac-
cented.

D has no corresponding sound in English ; place the organs as
if to pronounce o long ; keep them exactly in this position,
and then try to pronounce the German or English a. For
the short sound of this vowel place the organs again as if

to pronounce o, and without changing, try to pronounce ef,

el, eck, em, en, ep, er, ess, et, and you will utter the sound
required. The sound which comes nearest to it is the c in
her.

11 has no parallel in English. Pronounce oo in ootf, firmly
maintain this position, and try to pronounce long e in eel ;

the sound uttered will be the one required. For the short

sound, place the organs in a similar position, and without

changing it try to say if, ii, ick, im, in, ip, r, in, it.

For those who have studied French it may be well to re-

mark that the German u has the same sound as the
French u.

ou is always to be sounded as in out, our.'

gh before e and i must be pronounced like g in get, gimlet.

6) has different sounds, according to its position in the worA
In the interlinear pronunciation we shall denote it by

ct>, when it is pronounced like an aspirated fc, or like the
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ch in the Scotch word loch. It has this sound after the

vowels a, o, u, au ; by
"
y," when it is pronounced like an aspirated y. It has

this sound iu all other German words ; by
"k," when it is pronounced like k. It has this sound in

most words derived from the Greek and before s, unless

this s belongs to the next syllable, or is an inflection ;

by-
"sh," when it is pronounced like s?i in English. It has

this sound in words derived from the French.

We shall transcribe g in the same manner, whenever it is

pronounced in one of these ways.

1. 5) a 8 SRotfyfefjIcbcn.

Dass rote'-keyl-c^en.

(Sin 9totb,feb.lcbcn fam in fccr trcnge kc8 93tnter8 an ba8

Ine rote'-keyl-yen kahm in dair shtreng'-ai dess vin'-ters an dass

Senftcr eine3 ftommen SanbmannS, al8 ob e8 gern fyinctn

fen'-ster i'-ness from'men lant'-manss, alss op ess gairn hin-ine'

mod;te. 3>a offnete bet Cankmann fetn Senfter unk nab.tn

moy'-tai. Dah 6f-nai-tai dair lant'-man zine fen'-ster <5<5nt ualirn

bn $uttaulic6.e $b,icrd;cn freunblid; in feine 2Bob.nung. 9tun

dass tsoo'-trou-l'i-ye teer'-yen froint'-liy in zi-nai vo'-n50nk. Noon

Vicftc e bic S3rofamen unb flrumdjen auf, bie son feincm

pick'-tai ess dee bro'-zah-men 65nt kril'm'-yen ouf, dee f5n zi'-nem

$ifcb.e ftelett. 9ucb. fyielten bie flinber be? anbmann8 ba8

tish'-shai fee'-len. Oud; heel'-ten dee k-in'-der dess lant'-manss, dass

SBoglcin lieb unb Wertfi,. Slber al8 nun ber Stubbing toieber in

fo'g'-line leep ooiit veyrt. ah'-ber alss noon dair fru"-link vee'-der in

oa finnb fam unb bie ebufd;c ftd; belaubten, ba offnete

dass lant kahm 8Snt dee gai-bush'-shai ziy bai-laup'-ten, dah of-uai-tai

bcr Sanbmann fetn Scnftet, unb ker Heine aft entflog in baS

dair lant'-inau zine feu'-ster, ooiit dair kli'-uai gast ent-flo'd)' in dass

nafye 2Bdlbc6.cn, unb bauetc fetn Slcft unb fang fein frob,lid;e8

nah'-hal velt'-yen, Sont bou'-ai-tai zine nest tfont zank zine fro'-ll-yess

8icbcb.cn.

leet'-yen.

Unb ftebc, ott ber SBintct ttneberfeb,rte, ba fam ka8 Sotb..

88nt zee'-hai, alss dair vin'-ter vee'-der-keyr-tai, dah kahm dass rote'-

fdjldjjcn abermat8 in bie 2Bob.nung be8 8ankmann unb

keyl-yen ah'-ber-mahlss in dee vo'-n5onk dess lant'-mauss 55nt

fyattc fein 2Beibcb.en mitgebracbt. <Der Sanbmann aber fammt
hat'-tai zine vipe'-yen mit'-gai-bracbt. Dair lant-man ah'-ber zamt

fcinen .fftnkcnt freutcn ftd; fefyr, alS fte kie beibcn 2(;terd;en fa^en,

Ki'-nen kin'-dern froi'-ten ziy zeyr, alss zee dee bi'-denteer'-yenzah'-hen,

tuie ftc au8 ben Harcn 2leuglein sutraulid; um^erfd;auten ;

vee zee ouss dain klah'-ren oig'-line tsoo'-trou-liy 33m-heyr'-sliou'-ten;

unb bie ^ttnbec fagtcn : !Die 9S5getd;en fe^en un8 an, a!8 ob

Ount dee kiu'-der ralid/-ten : Dee fo"-ghel-yen zey'-hen CCnss an, alss op

fie etiuaS fagen tooUten.

zee et'-vass zah'-ghen v51'-ten.

3)a antmortete bcr 9Satet: 2Bcnn fte reken fonnten, fo

Dah aut'-v3r-tai-tai dair fah'-ter : Yen zee rey'-den kon'-ten, zo'

ttjurbcn fte fagcn : 9reunktid;c8 Sutrauen erfeccfct

viir'-den zee zah'-ghen: Froiut'-ll-yes tsoo'-trou-en err-veck'-et

3utraucn, unb Ciebe erjeuget egenliebc '.

tsoo'-trou-en, ociut lee'-bai err-tsoi'-ghet ghey'-ghen-lee'-bai !

VOCABULARY.
9ln, to.

I
-&inein, into (^in,5>a, n. the.

u. red-

breast (rotlj, red ;

Jll)fe, /. throat ;

-d;en, affix, sign of

diminutive).
Srin, a, one.

.ftommen, to come.

1>er, /. dat. the, to

the.

Strcnge, /. severity.

!De8, gen. m. and n. of

the.

ffiinttr, m. winter.

Senftct, n. window. along, towards).
tne8, gen. m. and n.

! 35a, then, there.

of a, of one.

Sromm, pious.

Cankmann, m. coun-

tryman.
9118, as, when.

)b, if, whether.

68, it.

crn, willingly, with

pleasure (crn
tnogen, to like ; !om*

men, understood).

Offnen, to open.

@ein, his.

Unb, and.

SRc^men, to take.

3ntrauftd;, confiding

(trauen, to trust).

3^icr, n. animal.

Sreunbtid;, friendly,
kind (Sreunb, m.

friend; -lid;, affix,

like -ly).

/. dwell-

ing (wo^nen, to

dwell, reside, live).

Stun, now, well.

$iccn, to pick.

>ie, pi. the.

aSrofamen, pi. scraps.

J?rume, /. crumb.

IHuf, up, upon, on.

SHe, relative pronoun
pi. which.

%>on, of, from.

Sifcb, m. table.

Satten, to fall.

2tud;, also.

Jttnk, n. child.
5

i5ogct, m. bird (-lein,

sign ofdiminutives).
Cieb fatten, to love.

2fiert^ batten, to es-

teem, cherish

(fatten, to hold).

21ber, but.

3)er, nom. m. the.

gritting, m. spring.
SB teket,again,pre/ia: re.

ebufcb, n. collective

noun, bushes,

copse (ge-, a prefix,

showing a mass of

things ; SSufd;, TO.

bush).
@tdb. , himself, herself,

itself, themselves.

SBefauben, to cover

with foliage (Caub,

foliage).

small.

afl, m. guest.

ntfliegen, to fly a-

way (ent-, prefix,

away, up, forward) .

>en, ace. m. the.

Sftalje, near.

2Batb, m. forest.

SBauen, to build.

(Singen, to sing.

Stub,lid;, merry (frob,,

glad, cheerful).

Siefc, n. song, hymn,
air.

cb,en, to see, to

look.

,ffeb.ten, to turn.

3lbermal8, again.

2Beibd;en, n. SBeib,

n. mate, female,
wife.

Kit, with ; bringen,

to bring ; ^aben, to

have.

<Sammt, together
with.

Steucn, to enjoy, re-

joice.

@eb,r, very, much.

SSeike, both.

2Bic, how, as, like.

2Iu8, out, out of.

.SUar, clear.

2luge, n. eye (2leuglein,

n. diminutive,
small eye, beauti-

ful eye).

limber, around,
about ; fcbauen, to
look.

Un8, us.

2lnfe6,en, to look at

(an, prep, and pre-

fix, at, to, by).

(rroa8, something,

anything.
SSBoIlen, to wish,want,

be willing.

2lntoorten, to answer

(2lnth)ort, /. an-

swer).

aSater, TO. father.

2Benn, if, when.

<Ste, they, them, she,
her.

Sicken, to speak (9teke,

/. speech).

ftcnnen, to be able,

can.

2Burben, would,
should, sign of
the conditional

mood.

agen, to say.

3utraucn, n. confi-

dence.

vttjccfen, to awake.

Siebe, /. love (Sieben,

to love).

(Sr^cugen, to engender,

beget.

cgen, preposition
and prefix, coun-

ter, against.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GERMAN.
EXERCISE 60 (Vol. I., page 302-).

1. These great beautiful houses are all to let. 2. The one house is

to let, the other to sell. 3. It is not 10 be believed that he has for-

saken us. 4. This book is to be had of Mr. Westermann in Bruns-

wick. 5. Not one single star was to be seen in the whole heavens.

6. How is this long word to be pronounced? 7. Where are the best

boots, shoes, and over-shoes to be found ? 8, The best, which I have

seen, are to be found at my old neighbour N's. 9. The fire burnt so

rapidly that nothing was to be saved in the castle. 10. Nothing valu-

able is to be gained without trouble. 11. This high rock is not to be

climbed. 12. This old house is to be repaired no more. 13. Through
this forest one cannot get. 14. He is neither to be convinced nor to be

persuaded. 15. His behaviour is not at all to be pardoned. 16. "What

is your friend's name ? 17. He is called James. 18. How is this

called in German ? 19. It is called JBvilte (spectacles). 20. The more

perfect a work of art is, that is, the more parts it has, and the more

all these parts contribute to the purpose, the more beautiful it is.

EXERCISE 61 (Vol. I., page 302).

1. 3)te 9lu8fprad;e frcmfcer SBortet tft nur burd) Uebung ju crlernen. 2.

9lid;t8 tfl ob,ne 2Mb,e u erlernen. 3. aSoflfommene litcffcltgfeit ift in

biefer SQBelt nid;t $u ftnben. 4. @ie fprecben fo fcbnell, bap @ie md;t

ju wfteb.cn ftnb. 5. efunbt;eit ift mit elb ntrfjt jtt erfaufen. 6. )ic

SRufye fcer @takt toar kurcb ftrenge 33efel)Ie nidjt fycrjufteUcn. 7. 2Bie

nennen @ie bicfe S3lumen? 8. @te toerben Sulpen genannt. 9. >ie

flugen filler ftnb ju Icben. 10. >er Unterfcbteb jttnfctycn faufen unb

scrfaufen mufj ben @d;ulern ju biefer Beit bcfannt fein. 11. 3>icfe8 33ud;

ift bet kem 33ud;^anbler (5. in Sonkcn ju I;aben. 12. @in iDert^olleS

^unftroerf fann nicJjt o^ne tiiel 3Wu^e gemad;t tocrken. 13. !Dte 3fofc unk

ka aSeilcfjcH toerken toegen U;re8 2Bob.lgeruci) gefdja^t, fcte Sulpe njegcn fce8

lanje i^rer Sarben. 14. 3afcb
ge^t

morgen nad; S3raunfd;iDetg. 15.

J)ie immel oevfunkigen kie crrlid;feit otte8.

EXERCISE 62 (Vol. I., page 302).

1. Where are you sending your servant ? 2. He is ill, he can go no-

where. 3. Do you copy this letter ? 4. I have already copied it. 5. Do

you believe that the bookbinder sends me back my books ? 6. Has

your sister received the flowers which I have bought for her ? 7. The

gardener comes to-morrow, and will bring them with him. 8. When
does John go to school? 9. He goes there to-morrow, and little
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Henry ROM too. 10. Where are the new table* which the joiner
bM made? 11. Hare you Men the beautiful carriage, in which

Mi. <i. has taken hi* wife and children away? 12. When doe* your
|.r>.( li.-r come back from Paris? 13. He baa already been back these

five iliijH. 14. Do you wiuh to take a walk ? 15. No, I hare already
taken u walk round the town.

EXKKCIBH 63 (Vol. I., page 302).

1. <5r roar ini Hegriffe unt mitjutyeilcn, a er gefd;rieben 6,atte, (An er

lourte ttirrb tic Slufunft cinefl 8rcmben unterbrod;en. 2. SBann ift 3$t

Snlulcin d;a)e(ler iiacf) 3ranfreid; abgercift ? 3. <Sie ift corgeftetn abgereift.

1. .'jut fie tic Heine I'iaria imtgenomnien V 5. <S ivirb feh,r fd;nxr fein,

Kin 'i'ctragen mit ten runtfAfcen, ju n>eld;en tt fid) befennt, nbereinftim-

menb ju macb,en. 6. 3b.r, tit tb.r curt grcunte cerfaffen fcabt, fcib feine

^ertraucn* rourtig. 7. ute Srauen ftnb tit reijenbftc JHafft ttr efeU-

fd;aft, fit troften unt, erljcben unfrc <Wcimitl<, bcgriintcn unftt liicf, unt

t)aben ftinc Rafter, alt tic, wcld;e wir tlnien mittHcifcn.

EXERCISE 64 (Vol. I., page 303).

1. We are growing older and older, ami are sooner at our end than,

is agreeable to us. 2. It became so dark that we wore not able to see

our Iiiiuda before oar eyes. 3. At five o'clock it grows dark. 4. Do
you rise early in the morniug? 5. As soou as it is light, I leave my
bed. 6. Shall you still emigrate this year to America ? 7. I intend

it, but I do not think anything will come of it. 8. In the year one

thousand eight hundred and forty-eight, France became a republic.
9. God said, Let it be, and it was. 10. Is your new grammar already
finished ? 11. Not yet, but I hope it will be finished in a fortnight at

the latest.

EXERCISE 65 (Vol. I., page 303).

1. 35it egentoart fenncn n>ir, con ber Sufunft roiffcn ftir nid;t3, unb tyre

fctm 9)2cnfd)en, tcr rufna. tic ,3ufunft ericartcu fann. 2. ilBuvtc Sijre

djnxftcr plo&lirb. franf ? 3. 9tein, fie futylte fcbon acf;t Sage jucor fieftiget

-Ropfa'clj. 4. 28oH.cn ic tin gcleb,rter SDJann n>erbcn? 5. Sajit unt

nad; aufe gefyen, etye et bunfet tvitb. G. Die meiften 2)ienfd;en recrren

franf tuvoh SB

EXERCISE 66 (Vol. I., page 310).

1. How old is this man ? 2. He is not very old. 3. Has ho much
money ? 4. Yes, and he has also many friends and many enemies.

3. Which boy has many apples and pears ? 6. One of the peasant's
sous has many apples, the other has many pears. 7. The one has
much success, the other only grief and anxiety. 8. How much bread
has the baker ? 9. He has very much bread, but only a little

flour. 10. This man has little money, but much intelligence. 11. These
boots are much too large for me, and the shoes are a little too short
for my brother. 12. Will your uncle buy much powder? 13. He will

buy only a little, because he has too little money. 14. Who is that ?

15. It is an old friend of the physician. 16. Who has good water ?

17. The sailor has some. 18. Shall I have some books to-morrow ?

19. You will have some to-day already. 20. Has the peasant much
wheat? 21. He has not much. 22. Has the blacksmith much steel ?

23. He has much. 24. Has he many nails ? 25. He has many.
26. Who has milk ? 27. The peasant has some. 28. Has ho very
much ? 29. He bos. enough. ,

EXERCISE 67 (Vol. I., page 310).

1. 3Bir muffen coifufjtig in ttr 2Bafi,t betienigen fein, tern icir mid;*

tigt 2lnge(tijtn^cittn anccrtrauen. 2. Ditjentgcn, tueld)e ubtt con anttm

tttcn, fint oft fd)(immer aU tic, fctrcn Setter, fie bloRftellen. 3. Sr be<

fannte tie Wcligion, tercn Urfprung gottlid; ift. 4. 2>icfcr na&e btft&t ju

iel Stolj unt
511 njcnicj Sfciji. 5. 5)a ift ter SDJann, turcf) teffen -Sutfc

tr gercttct nmrtt. 6. 2BeJd)e8 gefiet Sfyntn am mtiften? 5)ttfrt ofcer

jene*? JttineS con Seitcn. 7. <3int tic ju Jiebtn, btrtn ?afttr con

Stbcrmaim cerabfd)eut recrtcn? 8. 2Bie cicle Jjute 6at jencr .SnaK-? 9.

Cr ^at trci. 10. SBer ccrfauft 6ier gut* S?rob ? 11. Unfet SBdcfcr

vtrfauft ft^r gutcS 3? rot.

EXERCISE 68 (VoL I., page 311).

1. There is very much fruit this year. 2. It is very beautiful weather

to-day. 3. There are more poor people than rich. 4. It is really a

pleasure to take a walk this morning. 5. Are there also ravenous
beasts in Germany ? 6. There are still many wolves in the mountains.
7. The hostile army is on its return (retreat). 8. Is there anything more
beautiful than the rising of the sun ? 9. It has snowed the whole

day. 10. Are yon going with me this afternoon upon the ice ? 11. No,
it thaws already, and the ice may easily break in. 12. "When it

dawns I shall call for yon for a walk. 13. It has snowed the whole
of the day. 14. Does it rain already ? 15. No, but it will soon begin
to rain. 16. How long has it rained ? 17. It rained till four o'clock.

18. Does it thunder ? 19. Yes, it thunders and lightens, and I fear it

will also bail. 20. Where wen you when it mowed ? 21. I took
belter in St. George

'

Chapel ; for it not only snowed, bat stormed
and hailed. 22. I only tell you what I have heard.

EXEECIBE 00 (Vol. L, page 311).

1. (& fd;itii titftii 'JWotgtn ait ob tt rtgnen (oolite, after nun fdnat

taf SBetttr an fd;un ju rcerttn. 2. lit treigntJe fU$, la j el icgnrte,

at* tie irf;Urt;t begann ;
unb t tonnerte unb bagelu ten gMjra

btnturcb. 3. (J bat tiefen UBmttr geregnet, gebagelt, grfd;neU

grfrvrcn. 4. @o (ar.ge tt regnet, fann id; nid;t abreifen. 5. Qt
lay cirle Srembe in tiefem Waftb,ofe fine. 6. 9t giebt riele Xinge, tic

mir nid;t erfUren fonnen. 7. Sobolb tt tagt, roerte id; txi 3b.nen twrfprtt^m,
urn ju ge^en unb ten ftufgang ter @onne ;u fe^en. 8. ibt tt n>ot)\ ttnat

(4ilete, al< einem Scinte cergeben ? 9. 2BoUen eie morgra mit mit auf

bat (Sit getyen V 10. Dleiii, id; furd;te, bai tt fd)on t^aut, unb tt ttmitc

gefa^vlid; fein, tt ju toagen. 11. 2cbalb ter fflint fid; legt, irt tt

rtgnen. 12. 3n jcter efeUfd;aft gibt tt me^r Xummfi'pfe al iSofenn^tc,
unb incijr Unn>iffente alt

EXERCISE 70 (Vol. I., page 323).

1 . All exhalations and vapours which continually rise from the earth,
collect in the atmosphere, and when they unite, rain, anow, miat,

wind, and every other change of nir results from them. 2. He who
accustoms himself to work 'u his youth need not suffer want in bia old

age. 3. The Ludwig street in Munich is distinguiahed by a row of

splendid palaces. 4. Those persons who praise themaelvea very often

make themselves ridiculous. 5. The sons of Charles the Great were

obliged to practise themselves in arms, in riding, and in swimming.
6. The daring diver ventures to plunge himself in the roaring whirlpool.
7. The envious (man) injures himself more than others. 8. Frederick

the Great often stopped at Potsdam, in the palace of Sanaaouci. 9.

Goodness is its own reward. 10. The believer in affliction appears
as a rock in the sea when the ocean billows rage about him. 11. The

great blue arch which we call heaven, is an immeasurable space, in

which the earth, sun, moon, and innumerable stars move. 12. Thi-

force with which the muscles contract and extend ia very great.

13. Many people addict themselves so passionately to bad habits, that

they consider them necessities of nature. 14. A child in the arms
of its good parents is not afraid ; so the man who ban confidence in

God. 15. The army collected together, and moved toward the river.

16. The enemy encamped around the town. 17. He distinguished
himself from all others by his brave behaviour. 18. He ia afraid of

nobody. 19. He criticises my neighbour's words.

EXERCISE 71 (Vol. L, page 323).

1. 5>er Sungting grAmt ftcb ufrer ten SSerfuft feiner Qltern. .

QJiuttcr toar crfrcut, aU ter S3ricf con meiner @d;wefter ib,r corgetefen wurte.

o. Sic troftctc ftd; mit tern O'etanfen, tap fu batb anfommen wurtc. !

SBerten @ie lange in 3talien ctroeilen? SJlein, tt ift nid;t mein 9BiUe.

5. in ef>vlid;cr SDiann furd;tet nid;t. 6. 2>ie @Iacen baben fid; gegcn

tie oftreid;ifd;e Dteijicruna. emport. 7. 35ie englifd;tn Srumn jeid;net<n

ftd; turd; i&, Sapferfeit in ter Scblacbt r-et SBaterleo auS. 8. !Derjeni.]c

roelcbev fid; uber taS llngtud einei 2lntern freut, certient nid;t tt ffleifall

ter iugent^aften. 9. JCtrienige, n>eld;er fid; argert, aenn ein tSnterer in

feiner egennjart gelobt wirb, ift ein SPJenfcb, njeld;er ni*t certient, geliebt

unb gtefirt ju irerten. 10. Derjenige, welcber fid; frtut, icenn frin

bar geliebt rrirt, ift ein gutmutbigcr SDienfd;.

SECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
THE CRAB.

THE word crab requires no definition, and the animal thus named

is probably known to every reader. Whether the term be de-

rived by abbreviation from the Latin carabus (crabus, crab), or

from a Saxon root signifying to bite or grip, is matter of debate.

The latter origin is, however, the more probable. In this case

one primary meaning can be traced through crab, the crus-

tacean ; crab, the apple, from its biting taste ; and crab, a machine

for lifting or gripping heavy weights. But this short word con-

veys little notion of the animal's structure, and is therefore of

no scientific value. What, then, does the reader say to tho

name Decapod, brachywous crustacean ?
* To many this long

name will at once suggest the peculiar structure of the crab ;

others may feel inclined to regard it aa pedantic. But as the

meaning of the designation is simply this, that the crab ifl a

crustacean with a short tail and ten feet, it is an exact descrip-

tion of tho animal.

Decapod, (n-/ootd; brachyurous, thort-taibd.
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Our notices must be limited to a few only of the more re-

markable species, their singular habits and peculiar structure.

The spider-crabs, so named from the great length of their legs,

are found on many parts of the south, west, and east coasts

of England. The large reddish, spine-backed spider-crab of

Cornwall (Maia squinado) has sometimes the front legs fifteen

inches long. Though little prized ism food, and contemptuously
called "

spiders" by the fishermen, this crustacean was highly
honoured by the ancient Greeks, who deemed it a "

rational

animal," used it as a symbol of wisdom, and sculptured it on
the statue of

" Diana of the Ephesians." Still more was this

{jenus honoured by receiving the name Maia, that of the mother

these fights, claws, limbs, and shells are torn, wrenched, and!

cracked, with a fury and energy to which a battle between two
game-cocks is but play. When a large crab has seized a smaller,
he tears open the shell, and scoops out the flesh of his living

captive. Perhaps, while the conqueror is enjoying his feast, a
still stronger crab will tear open the body of the victor, and feed

upon him. The most singular fact is, that a crab, while thus being
eaten, will actually continue to feed on the victim seized by him-
self. Here appears a total insensibility to suffering. A crab has.

been known to lose seven of its limbs in a fight, and imme-

diately after to begin eating a captured mollusk, as if nothing
particular had happened. These furious battles are probably

THE SHOEE CBAB (CARCINTJ3 M.&SAS).

of Mercury ; and it is probable that the month of May was
named from the same root. Thus the spine-backed spider-crab
is not without a history.
The common edible crabs of the fish-shops (Cancer pagurvs),

though well known, require some notice. They are now chiefly
esteemed as a valuable article of food, but in former days, like

so many a precious simple and decoction now little prized, they
were also employed for therapeutical purposes. Their claws
were ground to powder, the carbonate of lime present in the

shell being turned to account. This species is found on

rocky parts of our coasts, the small animals inhabiting holes

in the cliffs, but the larger and more experienced dwelling in deeper
waters. When caught and kept alone in an aquarium, one of

these crabs may become tame and quite familiar ; but if placed
with others of its race, a series of desperate battles will soon de-

alare the degree to which the ferocity of the crab may extend. In

not so common when the crabs are in their natural state, as

when pent up in a close marine tank.

The small red crab (Carcinus mcenas) sold by the London

costermongers is, of course, to be classed with the edible

kind, though grouped with the portunians, or paddling crabs.

It is easily found a little beneath the sand when the tide

has gone down. One may be kept for several days in moist

sand only ; and if the captor will give his crab a mussel, he

will receive his reward by observing the grave earnestness

with which the crustacean scoops out the flesh with its hand-

like claws. This crab is of a greenish tint when alive ; the

red colour of those on the stalls arises from the oxidation of

the shell when boiled.

The veracity of the common crab renders it an easy prey
to the fisherman, who has only to bait his wicker traps, called

"crab-pots," or "stalkers," with useless or decayed fish, ancl
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ink thorn in a suitable place, when iho eaj;er rriiHtoceans will

noon enter. Readers have, doubtless, noticed in the shops

huge specimens of the edible crab ; these fellows, brought up
i rep waters, have sometimes weighed twelve pounds each,

ups the most remarkable of our British crustaceans is

mil crab (Pagwnu Bernliardua). There is no mistaking
this red and yellow tinted crab, as ho runs along the sand,

dragging with him the wholk or other shell which ho has appro-

priated for his house. Most readers are aware that this family
of crabs is without any shell on the hinder part of the body.
Were this all, we might simply note the fact as a remarkable
i|. -vintion from the unual structure of crustaceans. We should

also infer that the animal's habits wore suited to its peculiar

formation, and that no sense of a deficiency in its covering
would bo felt by the creature. But this is not so; the crab does

feel the absence of its protection, and remedies the want by
seizing on the shells of other animals, and inserting the nnde-

Whcn the hermit grown too large for the shell first appro-
priated, another is ought, and, after repeated trial*, is fitted to
the body. Thus new homes are provided as required.
Of course we need not warn any reader not to place those

crabs in an aquarium containing other marine creatures; the
hermits will kill them all. If, however, a tank can be arranged
for li-rraitH only, the peace will probably be kept for some
time, they having a wholesome respect for each other's pug-
nacity, and acting on the international principle,

"
If yon wish

peace, be ready for war."
The name " hermit " seems to hare been given by those who

fancied a resemblance between each crab in its hell and a
lonely hermit in his cell. In the West Indies these crustacean*
are called

"
soldiers," their thorax case suggesting the notion

of a warrior's breastplate.
The habits of the pea crab (Pinnotheret* pitwn) are not less

remarkable than those of the hermits, and demand a few sen*

1, 2. STAGES IS THE METAMORPHOSIS OF THB SHORE CRAB. 3, 4. STAGES IN THE METAMORPHOSIS OF THE SPIDER CRAB.
6. THE HERMIT CRAB. 7. THE LAND CRAB.

5. THE PEA CRAB.

fended part of its body into the appropriated asylum. If the crab
finds the empty shell of a whelk, or any other of a suitable size

and shape, the naked part of its body is so firmly fixed in the
novel home that it is easily drawn after the animal. If no empty
shell can be found, then the fierce crab seizes a whelk, eats the

victim, and appropriates its house. When one of these hermits
is seen, the fore part of the body is alone visible, the rest being
concealed in the cleverly adapted home. To enable the crab
thus to crouch into a shell it was necessary to deprive it almost

entirely of the two hinder pairs of legs, which are therefore

only rudimentary limbs. The observer may wish to have a

complete view of so strange a crustacean. Let him bo cautious ;

the hermit is sharp in temper, and a pinch from its mandibles
will not be soon forgotten. See how bravely the creature
defends its house ! Shrinking back as far as possible, it draws
In the small claw, bars the entrance with the large one, and
holds this in readiness to seize the enemy. Should the hermit
at last be gripped without damage to fingers, it is even then
a question whether its body will not be torn asunder in the en-

'

deavour to drag it out. This tenacity of hold arises from a

peculiar grasping apparatus on the tail.

tences. These pinnotherians are sometimes not above one-tenth
of an inch long, are of a pale-red colour, and inhabit the sheila

of living mussels. The common edible mussel may often be
found with one of these small pea crabs dwelling very com-

fortably inside the shell, without apparently giving any
annoyance to the mussel. The softness of their carapace com-
pels these Email crustaceans to find so strange a shelter in the
homes of living mollusks. What service the crab renders the
mussel is debated, though the old naturalists were very clear

upon the matter, holding that the tenant gave warning to its

protector of approaching foes, the mussel then closed its shell,
and both were safe.

"
Thus," remarks one writer,

" the little

crab pays a good rent, by saving the life of his landlady."
Sometimes a whole family of pea crabs will be found thus

living with their guardian in the utmost harmony, Some
naturalists, however, hint that the mussel would gladly eject
the intruders if it were possible. Cockles, oysters, and other

mollusks, arc also patronised by the pea crabs.

* Mu*stl j>rofec/ors ; so named from the notion that these small crake
guarded the pinna, or mussel, from the cattle-fish.
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The land crabs (Gecarcinus*) present us with the remarkable
fact of terrestrial animals breathing by gills. Most fish die if

out of the water for a few minutes, but a long submersion in

the sea would actually kill these crabs. The gecarcinians visit

the shore once a year only, for the purpose of depositing their

eggs in the water. During the rest of the year these animals
live in moist holes, in woods and rocky crevices, hiding in the

day, and coming out to feed at night. The land crabs have
a peculiar apparatus near the gills for holding water, so that

the branchiae are always kept moist. The species of gecar-
cinians inhabiting the South Sea Islands, and feeding upon
cocoa-nuts, are said to visit the sea-shore every night to dip
their gills in the water.

The. mountain crab of Jamaica is declared by epicures to

make a most delicious stew when caught at the proper time
and seasoned with lime juice.
We must now make a few remarks on the general structure

and physiology of these Crustacea. Though crabs are classed with

decapods, they have, in strictness, but eight feet, the front pair
of limbs being mandibles, which serve as hands, and are not

intended to aid progression. The well-known sideway motion
of crabs is a necessary result of the peculiar manner in which
the joints of the legs are hinged one to the other. Lost limbs
are usually restored at moulting time, when the crab throws off

its old shell. After a claw has been torn away, the blood ves-

sels and nerves shrink at the point of separation, and from the

hollow thus formed the new limb afterwards grows. A crab

which had lost seven legs in battle, recovered them all about
three months after, when the shell was cast. The new limbs
were perfect in all respects, but somewhat smaller than the

former set.

These repeated castings of so hard a shell, and the extrica-

tion of all the complex limbs from their stony covering, are not
the least remarkable phenomena in a crab's life. When the
animal ceases to increase, these changes doubtless cease; but

during growth several such unclothings must occur. Crabs
have been taken covered with oysters of seven years' growth,
a clear proof that during the whole of that period the shell

had not been cast. These crabs had, of course, ceased grow-
ing. How a creature of so complex a form withdraws its

body from the tightly-fitting shell, leaving the latter, to all ap-
pearance, entire, is a puzzling problem. So completely does
the rejected covering retain its form that an observer might
easily mistake it for another but smaller crab than its late

owner. We say smaller, because the animal after moulting is

always larger than the coat it has just put off.

The operation is by no means a pleasant one, if we may
judge by the symptoms of decided "

illness
" shown by the

crustacean. It ceases to eat, wriggles about, rubs against the

rocks, and acts like a creature " out of sorts." A thin skin is

prepared under the shell before this is thrown off, and the under
coat soon hardens into a new covering* If we take up one of
the shells soon after the moult, we may, with close inspection,

generally detect a crack where the crust was split when the

body was being drawn out.

It has been lately ascertained that the crab undergoes a com-
plete metamorphosis, all the changes having been traced from
the egg to the perfect crab. The first form of the young crus-
tacean is utterly unlike the parent, and was formerly a puzzle to

zoologists, who, while they named it Zoea, could only guess at
its nature. These creatures, after casting their shells, pass into
the second state, in which they bear some resemblance to a
shrimp. From this condition they at length emerge as per-
fect crabs. This metamorphosis has now been proved to occur
in no less than seventeen genera of short-tailed decapods.
The first hint of these transmutations was given by Slabber, a
Dutch naturalist, a hundred years ago; and the truth was
gradually proved by Mr. Vaughan Thompson, Mr. Couch, and
M. Milne-Edwards.
The crab, of course, breathes by gills or branchia3,f as they

are often called. These occupy two cavities in the chest, the
water being admitted to them through a slit in the side of the

thorax, and ejected by an opening near the mouth. The
animal is able to regulate the outflow of water from the gills

by a movable plate which, turning on a pivot, can be opened or
shut at pleasure. By raising the carapace a little, the breath-

* The Greek for land crab. t The Greek for gills.

ing apparatus, consisting of thousands of fine filaments, may
be seen in action.

The crab's heart is placed just under the carapace, and is

simply a strong muscular pouch or ventricle, from which the
blood is sent over the body, and also to the gills, resembling in

this respect the action of the human heart. The blood is mostly
colourless, though sometimes a bluish tint may be noticed.

The nervous system of the crab consists of numerous ganglia
(nervous centres) placed in the abdomen and chest, from which
the fine nerve-threads radiate through the body. The most im-

portant of these nerves are beautifully exhibited in the hermit
crabs dissected by Professor Owen, and now to be seen in. the
museum of the College of Surgeons.
The eyes are compound ;

each consisting of numerous six-

sided tubes, every one of which forms a distinct eye or eyelet.
These organs being placed on short tube-like bodies, retractile

in some species, all such crustaceans are called "
stalk-eyed."

The crab's ears are supposed to be concealed under a plate,
on the lower part of the second antenna. If this plate be re-

moved, a fine membrane will be seen, covering a cavily filled

with a fluid, in wh'ch the nerve of hearing is visible.

The carapace, Ox jhelly covering of the crab, corresponds to

the epidermis, or outer skin, in man, but forms, in reality, the
skeleton of the Crustacea. It generally consists of about

twenty-one flat shelly rings, and is formed of carbonate and

phosphate of lime. The peculiar colom-ing matter is produced
by the inner skin, or corium, and becomes, under the action of

boiling water, of a reddish hue. The lime, phosphorus, carbon,
and other elements forming the shell, are secreted by the

animals from the sea water.

The crab has found a place in heraldry, several old families

having adopted this crustacean among their insignia ; and
even that warlike and chivalrous king, Francis I. of France,
did on one occasion, at least, introduce the animal into his

shield. This, however, is said to have been a satirical allusion

to the hesitating movements of the English army in France,
under the Duke of Suffolk, in 1523.

All crabs discharge a most useful duty, being in fact the

scavengers of the sea, consuming the dead animal matter which
would otherwise do much to corrupt the waters along the coasts.

Thus even the voracity of the crab promotes the well-being of

the natural world, and consequently benefits the human race.

LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. XXVII.
WE now resume and continue the table of latitudes and longi-

tudes of places in the Continent of Europe, commenced in our

last lesson (see page 389, Vol. II.).

TABLE OF LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES OF PLACES IN
EUEOPE.

Name of Place.
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Name of Place.
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smart blow from an inflated bladder containing u few pebble*
ur ilri'-il POOH, lout they should break thoir heads against posts,
or tumble DMT pn-ciinc-cM tin- author is nupposed to bare in-

tended an allusion t<> Sir Isaac Newton, whose absence of mind
was almost a prodigy. Swift told one of his relatives that Sir

Isaac was the worst companion in the world, and that, if you
oaked him a question,

" he would revolve it in a circle in hi*

brain, round, and round, and round, before he could produce an
answer." Yet posterity has not reckoned Newton among the

geniuses of Laputa.
The most venomous and biting satire in the travels of Guiiivi-r

is that contain^! in the fourth and last part, which defloribeH
" a voyage totho country of the Hnuyhnhmns." The creature**

bearing that extraordinary and almost unpronounceable name
are a racu of horsos endowed with reason and with the use of

flpoeoh, in subjection to whom are a race of degenerate human
bfin.^s called Yahoos, addicted to habitual and excessive vice,
and therefore ranking far below the wise and virtuous quadru-
peds. The sarcasm on human nature is terrible especially
where the writer gives you to understand that, after all, his

horrible and disgusting Yahoos are not quite so bad as ordinary
human beings. But the invective is overcharged, and produces
a t'lM-ling of impatience, not so much with the subjects of the
satire as with the satirist. Swift contemplated men and women
through the medium of a distempered mind, which, while it

bronght out all their vices in powerful relief, entirely obscured
the divine thread of goodness which runs through the dark
mass of mortality. Nevertheless, the truth of his picture, as a

partial and incomplete presentment, is not to be denied ; and
tho genius of the work is equally beyond question. Lucian and
K&belais may have furnished Swift with some general hints as
to the management of such fictions ; but the individual con-

ceptions were all his own, and nothing can surpass the wealth
of fancy, the ingenuity of invention, the prodigality of illustra-

tive detail, and the dramatic air of truthfulness, which charac-
terise the whole. One great fault of the work is the excessive
coarseness with which it is often disfigured a coarseness ex-

ceeding even that which was generally sanctioned in the first

half of the eighteenth century. Swift appears to have taken a
morbid pleasure in degrading human nature to the most ignoble
and repulsive levels. That, in the main, he had a moral inten-

tion, can hardly be denied ; but the methods by which he worked
out that intention were often of a most questionable kind.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. XLI.

SECTION XCI. IDIOMS RELATING TO ETRE.

1. The verb 6tre enters into a great many idioms besides
those which we have already mentioned: 6tre en retard, to

be late, to tarry ; 6tre en e"tat, a meme de, to be able to ; etre en
peine de, to be uneasy about ; fitre en vie, to be alive, to live ;

etre en chemin pour, to be on the way to; 6tre au fait, au
courant de, to be familiar with ; 6tre a la veille de, to be on the
eve of; etre de trop, to be unnecessary, to be in the way ; 6tre
bien avec, to be on yood terms u-ith; 6tre brouille" avec, to be

on bad terms with ; etre aux prises avec, to be in open rupture,
quarrel, or battle with; dtre d'avis, to be oj opinion, &c.

2. Etre, as already said [Sect. 47, 5], is used in the sense of

appartenir, to belong. It is also employed in tho sense of to

behove, to become. In the latter sense, it takes generally the

preposition de before another verb :

Est-ce a vons de lui fnire des re- Dow it become you to cast (mate)
proohes ? reproaches upon him?

C'est a vous u parler. It is your turn to speak.

3. Y 6tre is often used for to be at home, to be in :

Votre pore y est-il ? I your father at home T

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.
Ne sommes-nous pas de trop ici ?

Nous ue sommes pas bieu avec DOS
parents.

Nous sommes au courant de tout
cela.

Jo uuia a uu'-uio de satisfaire a sa

demande.
Nous sommes brouilk'a.

Are we not in the way here f

We are not on good terms trith our

relation*.

We are familiar with all that.

I am able to satisfy his demand.

We are not on yood term*, ic are at

variance.

Ma mar e*t a la Teille <U M
marier.

Nous aommea d'aris qua TOU
ailliez lui faire da excuse*.

C n'eat paa a lui de noua re-

prooher notre bonW.
A qui Mt-oe a lire ?

C'est a ma aceur a lire oe matin.

Cette maiaon est a lui et a moi.
Elle eat a moi, elle Mt a lui.

Cea aouliera ue aont paa a nous.
I la appartiennent a notre frere.

lla lui appartieunent.
Monsieur* u'y eat paa.
Madame y eat.

My tutUr it on tkt eve of ker mar-

riage.

It it our opinion tkat you tkould 90
and opoteyitt to kirn.

/( do* not become Mm to rtyroaek
ut vritk ourktndnttt.

Whou turn a it to read f

It U my litter
1

, turn to read Uu
morning .

That ttautt if Mt and mint.
It u mine, it it kit.

Thttt ehoee art not our*.

They belong to our bruthtr.

They belong to him.
The gentUman it not at home.
The lady it in.

EXERCISE 177.

Achet-er, 1. to buy. Grarure, f. engraving. Part-ir, 2. ir. to ttart,

Arriv-er, 1. to arrive. Hote, m. hot. et out.

Correspondunt, corre- Libraire, m. bookteUer. Proprieiain, m. land-

pondent. Mois, m. month. lord.

Cruiiid-re, 4. ir. to fear. Montre, f . watch. Pun-ir, 2. to punitk.
D-evoir, 3. to owe, be Mart, p. p. from Veille, f. eve, day It-

obliged, mourir, to die. fore.

Embarqu-er, (a'), 1. ref.

to embark.

1. Y a-t-il longtemps qne vous etea bronilles? 2. II y a
plus d'un mois qne je suis brouillu avec lui. 3. Votre ami est-

il encore en vie ? 4. Non, Monsieur, U y a dix ana qu'il eat
mort. 5. Votre correspondant est-il en chemin pour Paris ?

6. Je crois qu'il doit etre arrive. 7. Ce jeune homme n'est-il

pas en retard P 8. Oni, Monsieur
;

11 ne vient jamais a tempi-.
9. Cos gravures sont-elles a vous on a votre libraire ? 10.

Elles sont a moi; je viens de les ucheter. 11. Ne craignez-
vous pas d'etre de trop ici ? 12. Nous sommes trop bien avec
uotre h6te pour craindre cela. 13. A qui est-oe a aller chercher
les livres ? 14. C'est a moi a les aller chercher. 15. Est-oe u
VOUB de lo punir, qnand il le merite ? 16. (Test a moi de le

punir, car jo lui tiens lieu de pere. 17. Ces maisons n'appar-
tiennent-elles pas a notre proprictaire ? 18. Elles ne lui appar-
tiennent-pas. 19. Elles sont a notre correspondant. liO. A
qui sont ces lettres ? 21. Elles ne sont point a moi, elles soot
a ma cotisine. 22. Cette montre est a lui. 23. N'etes-von*

point a la veille de partir ponr Londres ? 24. Nous sommes a
la veille de nous embarquer pour Cadix. 25. II y a longtemps
qne nous sommes aux prises.

EXERCISE 178.

1. Are yon able to pay him ? 2. I am not able to pay him :

I have not received my money. 3. Are you on good terms
with your bookseller ? 4. I am not on good terms with him.
5. I am on bad terms with him. G. How long have yon been
on bad terms with him ? 7. It is more than a month. 8. Arc
yon not able to satisfy my friend's demand ? 9. I am able to

satisfy it (d'y satisfaire). 10. Are you on yonr way to Naples ?

11. No, Sir; I am on my way to Rome. 12. Is not your phy-
sician on tho eve of starting for Montpellier ? 13. He ia on the
eve of starting for Paris. 14. Am I in the way here ? 15. No,
Sir ; you are not in the way. 16. Whose turn is it to speak
17. It is my turn to apeak and to read. 18. la it my place
(d moi) to make apologies to him ? 19. It ia your brother's

place to apologise to him. 20. Does it become you to punish
that child P 21. It behoves me to punish him. 22. Do yon
hold the place of a father towards him ? 23. I hold the place
of a father towards him. 24. Is that coat yours P 25. No, Sir,

it is not mine ; it ia my brother's. 26. Have you broken

openly with him ? 27. We have been quarrelling two months.
28. Is not that large house yours ? 29. No, Sir, it ia not mine ;

it is my sister's. 90. Does it become your brother to reproach
him with his kindness P 31. It doea not become him to do it.

32. Whose turn is it to go and fetch the books ? 33. It ia my
place to go and fetch them. 34. Is the gentleman in

No, Sir, the gentleman ia not in ; but the lady (of the house)

* Monsieur, Madame, not followed by a name, are generally
understood to mean the master and mistress of the house, the beads of

the family ; they are so used especially by, and when speaking to, ser-

vants.
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SECTION XCII. SOME PECULIAR IDIOMS.

1. Avancer, retarder, correspond to the English verbs to gain,

to lose, to put forward, to put back, in speaking of a watch or

clock, &c. The preposition de is placed before the word ex-

pressing the variation :

Ma montre retarde d'une demi- My watch is half an hour too slow.

heure.

La inienne avance d'un quart Mine is a, quarter of an hour too

d'heure. fast.

J'ai avance
1

cette pendule d'nne I set that clock half an hour forward.
demi-heure.

Eetardez votre montre de cinq Put your watch five minutes back.

minutes.

2. Mettre [4. ir.] a 1'heure, means to set right, to put right,

to set :

Mettez cette montre a 1'heure. Set that watch right.

3. S'accorder, to agree, is said also of clocks, watches, &c.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Votre montre va-t-elle bien ? ! Does your watch go wett T

Elle retarde d'une demi-heure par I It loses half an hour a day.

jour.
Elle avance d'un quart d'heure par It gains a quarter of an hour a week.

semame.
De combien avance-t-elle ?

j

Hoio much has it gained 1

Je viens de mettre ma montre a
j

I have just set my watch right.

1'heure.

Si votre montre retarde, pourquoi ] If your watch loses, why do you not

ne 1'avancez-vous pas ?

Ma pendule avance ; je viens de la

retarder.

Quelle heure est-il a votre montre ?

Ma pendule soune lea heures et

lea demies.

J'ai oublie de la monter (or re-

set it forward ?

My clock gains ; I have just set it

back.

What o'clock is it by your watch ?

My clock strikes the hour and the

half hour.

I have forgotten to wind it up.

monter).
Votre montre est de'range'e. Four watch is out of order.

II faudra la faire nettoyer. It will be necessary to have it cleaned.

La. sonnerie en est de'range'e.
j

The striking part is out of order.

Votre pendule et ma montre ne
j

Four clock and my watch do not

s'accordent pas. agree.

Les pendules a ressort vont mieux
;
Spring-clocks go tetter than weight-

que les pendules a poicls. clocks.

L'horloge a sonn3 deux heures. ' The clock has struck two.

Aiguille, f. hand.

Arret-er (a'), 1. ref. to

stop.

Balaucier, m. pen-
dulum.

Boite, f . match-cose.

Cadran, m. face, dial.

Cass-er, 1. to break.

Doable, double.

EXERCISE 179.

Droit, e, straight.

Fele
1

, e, cracked.

Juste, right, correct.

Matin, m. morning.

Perfection, f. perfection.

Ressort (grand), m .

main-spring.
Secondes (montre a),

watch with a second-

hand.

Plat, e, flat, thin. Timbre, m. bell of a

RtSgl-er, 1. to regulate. clock.

Repetition (montre a), Vite, quick, quickly.

f. repeater.

1. N'avez-vous pas une montre a repetition? 2. J'ai une
montre d'or a double bolte. 3. Va-t-elle mieux que la

mienne ? 4. Elle ne va pas bien, elle retarde d'nne henre par

jour. 5. Est-ce une montre a secondes ? 6. C'est une montre
a secondes et a cadran d'or. 7. Votre pendule ne sonne-t-elle

pas ? 8. Elie ne sonne plus, le timbre en est casse. 9. Pour-

quoi ces pendules ne s'accordent-elles pas ? 10. Parce que
1'une avance et 1'antre retarde. 11. N'avez-vous point casse le

grand ressort de votre montre ? 12. Je 1'ai casse en la remon-
tant. 13. Votre pendule est-elle juste? 14. Oui, Monsieur;
elle est juste ; je viens de la faire regler. 15. La sonnerie de

cette pendule est-elle derangee ? 16. La sonnerie en est de-

rangee et le timbre en est fele. 17. La petite aiguille de ma
montre plate est casse. 18. Le balancier de votre pendule
n'est pas droit. 19. De combien votre pendule avance-t-elle ?

20. Elle avance de cinq minutes par jour. 21. La perfection
d'une pendule n'est pas d'aller vite, mais d'etre reglee

(DELILLE). 22. Votre montre s'arrete-t-elle souvent ? 23.

Elle s'arrete tous les matins. 24. Votre pendule s'est arretee.

EXEKCISE 180.

1. Does your watch gain or lose ? 2. It does not lose ; it

goes very well. 3. It loses twenty-five minutes a day. 4. Does

your clock gain much ? 5. It gains one hour a week. 6. How
much does your son's gold watch lose ? 7. It loses much ; it

oses one hour in (en) twenty-four (heures). S. I have put it

'orward one hour. 9. I will put it back half an hour. 10.

Does not your clock strike the half-hour ? 11. No, Sir ;
it

only strikes the hour. 12. Have you forgotten to wind up
your repeater? 13. I have forgotten to wind it up, and it has

stopped. 14. Is your silver watch out of order ? 15. It is out
of order, and it will be necessary to have it cleaned. 16. What
o'clock is it by your watch ? 17. It is three o'clock by my
watch ; but it gains. 18. How much does it gain a week ?

19. It gains more than five minutes a day. 20. Is your watch

right? 21. No, Sir; it is not right; it is out of order. 22.

Does your clock strike right ? 23. It does not strike right ;

the striking part is out of order. 24. Have you broken the

hands of your clock ? 25. I have broken the hour hand and
the dial. 26. Has the clock struck three ? 27. It has struck

twelve. 28. It has stopped. 29. Does it stop every morning?
30. It does not stop every morning; it stops every evening.
31. Your watch does not agree with mine ? 32. Have you not
broken the main-spring of your brother's watch ? 33. He has
broken it in winding it up. 34. My brother's watch is right ;

he has had it cleaned and regulated. 35. My sister's watch is

not right ; it requires cleaning.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN FRENCH.

EXERCISE 77 (Vol. I., page 314).

1. Who has told you that ? 2. The barrister has told it to me. 3.

Have you spoken to him of this affair ? 4. I have not yet spoken to

him about it. 5. Have you seen him lately ? 6. I saw him a few

days ago. 7. Did you not write yesterday ? 8. We read and wrote
the whole day. 9. Have you not taken off your gloves and shoes?
10. I have not taken off my gloves, but I have taken off my hat. 11.

Has not the tailor put on his hat ? 12. Yes, Sir, he has put on his

hat. 13. What have you done to that little boy ? 14. I have done

nothing to him. 15. Have you not told him that I am here ? 16. I

have not yet told him of it. 17. What have you studied this morning ?

18. We have studied our lessons, and we have road our books. 19.

Has the minister's gardener planted the pear-tree ? 20. He planted
it more than eight days ago. 21. Have you bought a black cloth

coat ? 22. I have bought one. 23. Have you worn it to-day ? 24. I

have not worn it yet. 25. We have put on our shoes and stockings

this morning.
EXERCISE 78 (Vol. I., page 314).

1. Avez-vous e'tudie' aujourd'hui? 2. Nous n'avons pas le temps
d'e'tudier; nous avons lu une page. 3. N'avez-vous pas e'en*; a mon
frere ? 4. Je ne lui ai pas encore e'crit. 5. L'Allemand n'a-t-il pas

e'crit a ma mere ? 6. II ne lui a pas encore e'en!. 7. Avez-vous dit a

ma mere que j'ai pris ce livre ? 8. Je n'ai pas encore vu votre mere.

9. Qu'avez-vous fait ce matin ? 10. Nous n'avons rien fait. 11. Avez-

vous ote' votre habit ? 12. Je n'ai pas 6t^ mon habit, il fait trop froid.

13. Le libraire a-t-il e'crit a votre frere ? 14. II lui a e'crit il y a long-

temps. 15. Lui a-t-il e'crit il y a un mois ? 16. II lui a e'crit il y a

plus d'un an. 17. Avez-vous plante' un poirier? 18. Nous en avons

plant^ plusieurs. 19. Fait-il trop froid pour planter des arbres ? 20.

II fait trop chaud. 21. Qu'est-ce que le jardinier a fait a votre petit

gar9on ? 22. 11 ne lui a rien fait. 23. Quelqu'un lui a-t-il fait quelque

chose ? (Lui a-t-on fait quelque chose ?) 24. On ne lui a rien fait. 25.

A-t-il quelque chose? 26. II n'a rien. 27. M. votre pere a-t-il mis

son chapeau noir? 28. Non, Monsieur, il n'a pas mis son chapeau

noir. 29. Qu'a dit M. votre fre're ? (or Qu'est-ce que M. votre frere a

dit ?) 30. II n'a rien dit. 31. M1Ie votre sceur vous a-t-elle dit cela ?

32. Elle me 1'a dit. 33. N'avez-vous pas travaille hier? 34. Nous
n'avons pas travaille' hier, nous n'avions rien a faire. 35. Votre petit

garcon n'a rien fait aujourd'hui.

EXERCISE 79 (Vol. L, page 315).

1. Have you brought us our clothes ? 2. We have not yet brought

them. 3. Have you forgotten them ? 4. We have not forgotten them,
but we have not had time to bring them. 5. Why have you not called

the merchants ? 6. I have called them, but they have not heard me.

7. Have you heard that music ? 8. I have heard it. 9. Have you
not seen the pretty flowers which I have brought ? 10. I have seen

them ; to whom have you given them ? II. I have net given them to

anybody, I have kept them for you. 12. Have you examined those

engravings well? 13. I have examined them well. 14. Have you

bought them? 15. I have not bought them. 16. Have you not

received your income ? 17. I have not yet received it. 18. Has the

servant broken these cnpa ? 19. She has broken them. 20. Has she

broken cups on purpose? 21. She has broken none on purpose. 22.

Have you bought bound or sewed (unbound, stitched) books ? 23. I

have bought bound books. 24. Have you said those words to us ?

25. We have said them to you, but you have forgotten them. 26. I

have not forgotten your errand.



LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY.

EXBBCUB 80 (Vol. I., page 315).

1. Avez vous ru me* MUU ? 3. Je ne le ai pas encore TOM. a.

-rTavez-voun apporW CMC litres ? 4. Je M ! ai pM oublUs ; je le a!

blue's obes mon frire. 5. Vote* mere a-t-ell appW vos scBurs ? 6.

Kilo ne Ion a pa* encore appeliies. 7. La domestiqua voui a-t-elle dit

oette nourelle ? 8. Ello m'a dit oette nouTelle. 0. Kilo me 1'a diU.
10. Avoz-rous oublid ma coimuissiou? 11. Nous ne 1'avons pnn
oublit'e ; nous avons oublid yotre argent. 12. Ou avez-voua laiw><

votro bourne? M. Nous 1'avons laissle chez le marcliand. 14. Avez-
vous acheW lea belle* gravures quo j'ai TUOS chez votre libraire? 15.

Je ue lea ai paa roes. 16. Votre mere lea a-t-elle achett'oa ? 17. Ello
uehoM dea livres, maia olio n'a pu acbete de gravures. 18. CetU

petite fllle u-t-ello oasse
1

mea taaaea ? 19. Elle lea a castles exprea.
20. Cotto dame recoit-elle aea revenus tous lea moia? 21. Elle lea

revolt tous lea aix mois. 22. La maison que vous avez achetee eat-

uilo? 23. Je n'ai paa acheM de malaon. 24. Avez-vous refu
uuo lettre de M. votre pore bier? 25. J'ai recu une lettre de lui, il y
a <|tiutre jours. 26. Avez-vous parlo a oes dames? 27. Je leur ai

parlt*. 28. Leur avez-vous donnd des flours 7 29. Je leur en ai donne".

30. Les livres que vous arez aohet^s, sont-ils relies? 31. Non, Mon-
sieur, ils sout brochtte. 32. Avez-vous examine

1

cette maison ? 33.

Je ne 1'ai pas examinee. 34. Votre frere en a examine plusieurs.

EXERCISE 81 (Vol. I., page 316).

1. At what hour did your sister comeP 2. She came at a quarter
to eight. 3. Were those young ladies born in Rouen or in Caen ? 4.

They were born neither in Rouen nor in Caen, they were born in

Strasbourg. 5. Is the watchmaker at home ? 6. No, Sir, he is gone
to his warehouse. 7. HOB he been in Paris this year ? 8. Yes,

Madam, he has been there. 0. Has he bought goods there P 10. He
has bought jewellery there. 11. Did you go to my father? 12. I

went to him. 13. Has your hatter gone out to-day ? 14. He has not
been out, ho is sick. 15. Is the mason at home ? 16. No, Madam,
he is gone out. 17. When did he go out ? 18. He went out an hour

ago. 19. Did your hatter arrive to-day or yesterday? 20. He arrived

yesterday, at four o'clok in the morning. 21. Has our tailor been to
see his father to-day ? 22. He has left for Lyons. 23. Has not my
cousin's goldsmith left for Spain ? 24. No, Sir, he has returned to

Germany. 25. My sister has been at church this morning, and she
went (is gone) to school half an hour ago.

EXERCISE 82 (Vol. I., page 316).
1. Le meclecin est-il a la maison ? 2. Non, Monsieur, il n'est pas a

la maison, il est sorti. 3. Avez-vous sorti ce matin ? 4. Non, Mon-
sieur, je n'ai pas sorti, je suis malade. 5. La petite fllle de votre soeur

est-elle sortie ? 6. Oui, Monsieur, elle est sortie, elle est chez mon
7. A quelle heure le chapelier est-il arrive ? 8. II est arrive

1

hier au soir a neuf heures. 9. Le bijoutier a-t-il e'te' a Paris ou a Lyon
cette onnee ? 10. II a e'te

1

a Paris il y a six mois, mais il est de retour.
11. Avez-vous 6t6 trouver mon frere ou ma soeur ? 12. Je n'ai pas eu
le temps d'aller les trouver. 13. Ou ce monsieur est-il ne? 14. II est

ne en Angleterre, a Exeter ou a Portsmouth. 15. Votre soeur n'est-

elle pas nee a Paris P 16. Non, Monsieur, elle est ne'e a Madrid, eu

Espagne. 17. M'avez-vous dit que M. votre frere avait achetd une
bonne maison ? 18. II a achete' une tres bonne maison a Londres.
19. Savez-vous a quelle heure 1'horloger est arrivd ? 20. H est arrive

ce matin a cinq heures moins un quart. 21. A-t-il apporte' beaucoup
de bijouterie ? 22. II n'a pas apportii beaucoup de bijouterie, mais il

a upporte
1

beaucoup de montres. 23. A-t-il e'te' en France ou en Alle-

magne? 24. II a etc
1

en France, en Allemagne et en Suisse. 25. M llr

votre sceur est-elle a la maison, Monsieur ? 26. Non, Monsieur, elle

est sortie, elle est allde a I'lglise. 27. A-t-elle 6t6 a 1'e'cole, hier ? 28.

Elle a eW a 1'eoole et a l'e*glise. 29. Y est-elle a present ? 30. Non,
Monsieur, elle en est revenue. 31. Le chapelier est-il arrive

1

? 32.

Oui, Monsieur, il est arrive. 33. Quand est-il arrive ? 34. II est

arrive
1

hier, a ueuf heures du matin.

LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY. XIV.
BROMINE.

SYMBOL, Br. -- ATOMIC WEIGHT, 80 DENSITY, 80.

IN many of its properties this element resembles chlorine, but

its affinities are not so strong, since it can be displaced from

its combinations by that gas. It owes its name to
the^Bevere

manner in which it affects the respiratory organs. Bpu>/x* j
8

the Greek for " stench." It never occurs free in nature, but is

found combined with magnesium in sea-water, especially in that

of the Dead Sea. The peculiar smell of sea-weed is due to its

presence. Berthier discovered it in a silver ore from Mexico,

but it is invariably obtained from the
" mother liquor

"
of the

sea. When a solution is evaporated until a film appears on

its surface, it is called the " mother liquid," because as soon as

it cools it will give birth to crystals of the salts in solution.

Preparation. A quantity of sea-water is reduced by evapora

tion; the crystallisable salts, sodium chloride, etc., "crystallise

oat;" into the "bittern" which thus remain a stream of

chlorine is pawed. The chlorine seizes the msgnoaipm, and
eta free the bromine, which give* a reddish-yellow colour to the

liqui'l. The bittern is now shaken with ether, which dissolves

the bromine and floats on the surface ; it U decanted into a glass
vessel ; a little caustic potash being added, potassium bromide U
made. This process is frequently repeated, the same ether being
used. The potassium bromide thus prepared is mixed with black

oxide of manganese and sulphuric acid in a retort ; heat being
applied, bromine distils over. The reaction is thus expressed

2BrK + 2H.SO. + MnO, = 2Br + K.SO. + MnSO. 4- H,O.

It will be noticed that this process U identical with that of

liberating chlorine from common salt.

Properties. Bromine is a liquid of a deep red colour, having
a density of 2-966. It boils at 47 Cent., and evaporates at all

temperatures. Its vapour is a dense red. If swallowed, it

operates as a powerful irritating poison. It bleaches more feebly
than chlorine, but will not support the combustion of a taper.
It combines with many metals forming

" bromides."

Hydrobromic Acid (symbol, HBr ; combining weight, 81 ;

density, 40*5). This compound cannot be made like hydro-
chloric acid from the combination of hydrogen and bromine in

the sun-light, but the elements will combine if passed through
a red-hot porcelain tube. It may also be obtained by decom-

posing' the bromide of phosphorus by water. Thus

PBr, + 4H,O = H.PO. + 5BrH.

The experiment is performed by a tube bent as in Fig. 44. In

the bend P pieces of phosphorus are placed, separated from
each other by fragments of moistened glass. In the bend B is

placed a little bromine, and the tube closed by a cork. On
applying a gentle heat at B, the bromine vapours pass into P.

where the bromide of phosphorus is formed and is decomposed
by the water on the glass. The hydrobromic acid thus produced
passes out from T. It is a colourless gas, and can be liquefied

under strong pressure. Its action on metallic oxides is analogous
to that of hydrochloric acid, forming a bromide of the metal and
water.

COMPOUNDS OF BROMINE WITH OXYGEN.

Hypobromous Acid (Symbol, HBrO). An aqueous solution of

this acid can bo obtained by agitating bromine water with the

oxide of mercury. In distilling the solution, care must be taken

not to raise the temperature above 30 Cent., lest the hypobromoua
acid should be decomposed into bromic acid and free bromine.

The aqueous solution of the acid is light yellow, has a sweetish

taste, and is a powerful bleaching agent.
Bromic Acid (symbol, HBrO8) is formed when chlorine is

passed into bromine water. Thus

Br + 3H.O + 5C1 = 5HC1 + HBrO,.

With bases this acid forms "
bromates," which salts are decom-

posed by heat in the same way as chlorates.

Bromine forms with hydrogen an oily detonating liquid, which
resembles the chloride of nitrogen.

IODINE.

SYMBOL, I COMBINING WEIGHT, 127 DENSITY, 127.

Iodine is found in the sea in really les 3 quantities than bromine,
but it is obtained with more ease, for the sea-weeds store it

in their tissues. When these are burnt, the ash, which is called

kelp, is broken into small fragments, digested with boiling water,

and the solution thus formed is evaporated down until a film

forms on its surface, when it is set aside to crystallise. Sodium

sulphates and carbonates and potassium chloride separate.

The mother liquor is treated with one-eighth of its bulk of

sulphuric acid, and after it has stood to allow the precipitates to

fall, and some of the sulphates to crystallise out, the clear

liquid is mixed with manganese dioxide, and introduced into a
leaden retort. Upon the application of heat, iodine passes into

the receivers and condenses. The reaction is

2NaI + 2H.SO. + TTnO, = Na.SO. +MnSO + 2H.O + 21.

Properties. Iodine is a solid, which crystallises in plates,

having a brilliant metallic lustre ; when a little is heated at the

bottom of a test-tube, beautiful violet vapours are given off,

which condense in the upper part of the tube into the solid

iodine. This colour gives the element its name, iwSrjj being the

Greek for violet.
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Iodine gives off vapour at all temperatures, and must there-

fore be kept in a bottle with a glass stopper, as the vapours
attack cork. The skin and organic bodies are stained by it

yellow. This stain, however, passes away so soon as the iodine

evaporates. It is slightly soluble in water, this liquid being

capable of holding yJ^ of its weight in solution. It is freely

dissolved in alcohol and ether, and a minute piece of iodine im-

parts a rich colour to bisulphide of carbon ;
but the chief liquid em-

ployed for its solution is the solu-

tion of a soluble iodide, such as

potassium iodide.

The most delicate test for iodine

is the intense blue colour it imparts
to starch. However, to effect this,

the iodine must be in an uncom-
bined state. Chlorine water or Fig
nitric acid will always liberate

iodine from its combinations, and therefore, if the presence of an
iodide be suspected, add one or other of these agents to the

solution, and then the starch paste. One part of iodine, dissolved

in a million parts of water, will be made apparent by this test.

Hydriodic Acid (symbol, HI ; combining weight, 128 ; density,

64). This acid is best prepared in a manner similar to that by
which hydrobromic acid was procured namely, by acting on

phosphoric iodide with water, thus

PI, + 3H aO = + SHI.

However, it may be made directly by heating iodine in an atmo-

sphere of hydrogen ; or a solution of this acid may be easily

prepared by suspending iodine in water, and transmitting a

current of sulphuretted hydrogen gas until the brown colour

disappears. Sulphur is deposited, and hydriodic acid formed,
which goes into solution in the water. If this solution be

exposed to the air in sunlight, it gradually absorbs oxygen,
the hydrogen of the acid forming with it water, and the libe-

rated iodine renders the liquid brown. Iodides are formed by re-

placing the hydrogen of the above acid by the metal, according
to its atomicity. When iodides are heated, the iodine goes off,

and an oxide of the metal is formed. Of course, in the case of

the noble metals (An, Ag, Pt, and Hg), the metal remains. The

elements, chlorine and bromine, when acting on iodides, have the

power to remove the iodine, and insert themselves in its place.

Oxides of Iodine. This element

has a greater affinity for oxy-

gon than either of the preceding

halogens; but of its oxides, the

only two which have been studied

are iodic acid and periodic acid.

Iodic acid, or Jiydnc-iodate (sym-
bol, HIO3), corresponds closely to

chloric acid. It is prepared by
the action of strong nitric acid on
iodine. When the iodine has nearly

disappeared, the liquid upon cool-

ing gives crystals of iodic acid.

When iodine is dissolved in

caustic potash or soda, the re-

sult is a mixture of iodide and
iodato of potassium or sodium.
The iodate being much the most
difficult to dissolve, may easily
be separated from the iodide.

Or if, in the course of the pro-

cess, chlorine gas be passed, then no iodide is formed ; thus

I + 6KHO + 5C1 = KIO, + 5KC1 + 3H aO.

When iodates are heated, they behave like chlorates, giving off

oxygen.
Iodic acid is at once decomposed by sulphurous acid. This

provides a test for the presence of sulphur in any combustion.
Soak a piece of paper in a mixture of potassium iodate and

starch-paste, then expose it to the fumea ; if any sulphurous
acid be present, the paper becomes blue. Morphia possesses a
like power, and hence by this test the presence of this powerful
poison may be detected.

Periodic Acid, or Hydric-psriodate (HIO4).
This acid can

only be obtained in combination. Sodium per-iodate (NaIO4)

may be prepared by passing chlorine through a solution

of three atoms of caustic soda, and one atom of sodium
iodate.

Nitric iodide, which is generally supposed to be the ter-iodide of

nitrogen (NI3), is an interesting compound, from the readiness
with which it explodes. Place a little iodine in a capsule, and
pour upon it sufficient ammonia to cover it well. Allow this to

digest for half an hour ; then pour off the supernatant liquid,
and place the brown substance upon pieces of blotting paper -a

little on each paper; leave them
to dry, if by a fire, at some distance
from it. When dry, a shake of
the paper is sufficient to determine
the decomposition with explosion.

Iodine is noted in the medical
world for its great powers of

44. absorption. Glandular swellings

may be removed by it which have
resisted every other means. It is used for this purpose in a solu-

tion, which is made as above described. Its action is greatly ac-

celerated if a few grains of potassium iodide be taken internally
each day. FLUOBINE.

SYMBOL, F ATOMIC WEIGHT, 19.

Hitherto no attempt to isolate this element has been success-

ful. Its affinities are so powerful, and its action on the human
frame so violent, that little is known of it. Its only compound
which occurs in any abundance, is Derbyshire spar, calcium
fluoride (CaF2). Many minerals contain this salt in small

quantities. It is detected in teeth, and even in the blood of

animals. Fluorine is not known to combine with oxygen, nitrogen,

sulphur, or the other halogens.

Hydrofluoric Acid (symbol, HF ; combining weight, 20 ; den-

sity, 10). To prepare this acid, Derbyshire or fluor spar is

reduced to a powder, introduced into a leaden or platinum retort

(Fig. 45), and then mixed with sulphuric acid. Upon the

application of heat, this reaction ensues

H 3SO + CaF a = CaSO, + 2HF.

The bent part of the tube in Fig. 45 is immersed in a freezing

mixture, and here the hydrofluoric acid condenses into a colour-

less liquid.

It is an energetic acid, and has the power of converting
metallic oxides into water and metallic fluorides. Of all chemical

substances, its effect on the skin

is the most painful. It will pro-
duce a sore which exhibits but
small inclination to heal. Its most
characteristic property is its power
to etch on glass. It effects this,

because with silica one of the

constituents of glass it forms a

gaseous product (Si F4), hydrofluo-
silicic acid : thus

SiO, + 4HF == 2H,O + SiF.

To exhibit its effects, a glass

plate is covered with bees'-wax,

upon which fluorine has no action,

and any design traced with a sharp

point in the wax. This is exposed
to the vapour of hydrofluoric acid,

and the parts of the glass exposed
Fig. 45. aro etched ; the glass is

" frosted"

by the vapour; but if the solution

of the acid, which is sold in gutta-percha bottles, be poured on

glass, the glass is eaten away. Any photographic artist will

at once appreciate this fact to enable him to remove the frost-

ing from the back of the glass stereoscopic slides, and thus it

will be possible to take "
prints

" from them.

The halogens form the best defined of natural groups of ele-

ments. Their atomic weights are almost in arithmetical pro-

gression.
F = 19.

Cl = 35-5.

Br = 80.

I = 127.

Chlorine is a gas, bromine a liquid, and iodine a solid. More-

over, bromine, in its affinities, is a mean between chlorine and

iodine, and all form directly, with the metals, salts.
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COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. XI.
I CLASSIFICATION.

ENTOMOLOGY, or the study of insects, haa always been a
fnvourite branch of natural hNtory. '1'ho groat beauty, both of

form an- 1 colouring, to be found in many of the species of thin

class has always commended it to the attention of all who havo

any bent towards such studies. Probably the hues of the

gorget i u Imttcrlly, or the elegance and graceful ao-

( the dragon-fly, have boon the first incitement to many
ti youth to the study of living creatures. Besides these, many
thousands who have no claim to be called naturalists havo
found great pleasure in collecting and preserving insects.

" A
thing of beauty is a joy for ever," and whether the external

of insects, to have expended bar most exquisite workmanship
in the architecture of their superficies, or the boundary between
themselves and the outer world. The character, the capabilities,
mi I tho efficiency of insect* depend mainly on the framework
of thrir external caning. This external caning it the relating
and supporting structure upon which all the soft parta are

built. From this peculiarity of structure it follows that when
an insect is dried when the muscle* havo withered and it*

nervous, nutritive, and reproductive organs have shrivelled

or decayed since they are all internal, not only is it* beauty
left intact, but all tho essential features by which it* habit*

and relationships may be determined are undestroyed. More-

over, it is found that when any class has any great pecu-

liarity, any part specially well developed, the modifications of

v 10.

iriEiiA : 1, CICADA (AN HOMOPTEROUS INSECT); 2, HALTS; 3, HYDHO.SIETI;A. DIPTEHA : i, ASILUS CKABKONIFOKMIS ; 5, EKISTAUS.
LEPIDOPTEKA : 6, EUCLIDIA Mi. HTMENOPTEKA.- 7, APATHUS ; 8, As ICHNEUMON FLY. COLEOPTEBJ. : 9, CICINDELA; 10, GEOTBUPKS.
NEUKOPTEBA : 11, PHUYGANEA. OKTHOPTEKA : 12, MANTIS BELIGIOSA.

stamp of excellence called beauty induces men to examine and

appreciate the other excellences of Nature or not, it is good that

the great God should receive the praise of a thousand joyous
hearts for this alone. The collection and study of insects is

pursued with greater ease than that of any other class. Found
everywhere in almost infinite variety, they offer an unlimited
field in which every lover of Nature can occupy himself. Their

size, ranging as it does between a very few inches in length
down to an almost limitless minuteness, enables them to be

stored, notwithstanding their great multitude, in a space which
is at the command of every one. All these facilities for the
collection and study of insects would, however, be nugatory
if it were not for the peculiarities of their structure. As we
have seen in our last lesson, the great peculiarity and excellence

of insects is the perfection of the organs of relation, as they
are called. By organs of relation is meant the organs through
which the animal acts upon, or is brought into contact with, the
outer world, such as organs of sense, locomotion, and prehen-
sion ; of attack and defence. Hence Nature seems, in the case

55 N.E.

that part furnish the best means of classifying the members
of that class into minor divisions. Thus, the gills of fish, the
breast-bone of birds, and the intra-nterine connection of mother
and offspring in brutes, all of which are peculiar or peculiarly

developed structures, are made use of severally to divide fish,

birds, and brutes into minor sub-divisions. Hence it follows

that though in our insect cabinets we have only the dry and
lifeless husks of insects, yet we have in them a means of com-

paring and classifying insects which probably would not be
much increased if the whole of the organs were preserved.
These advantages have no doubt largely tended to make the

study of entomology popular. A class which can be studied

with any degree of completeness without recourse to the diffi-

cult process of dissection, is sure to receive attention. A simple
lens, or at most a microscope of low power, directed upon the

exterior of a set specimen, is quite sufficient to determine not

only its place in all existing classifications, but even to furnish

all the information on which the reasons for the adoption of

the several systems of classification are based. Nevertheless,
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though all that has been stated is true, though the museums
of Europe contain vast collections gathered from all parts of

the earth, though the class itself is so rich in species that in

it, if anywhere, we might hope to find a complete series which
would throw light on the general principles of classification

yet the arrangement of insects into minor groups is by no
means placed on a satisfactory footing. The external parts
of insects have been examined with a minuteness and described

with a care which strikes the uninitiated with wonder. Not

only the shape of all the plates composing the rings of the

body, and the number and form of the joints of the legs and

antennae, have been made to yield characters for classification,

but even the number and shape of the joints of the appendages
of the mouth-organs, and the direction and number of the

nervures of the wings, together with the shape of the cells

which they circumscribe, have been impressed into the service

of taxonomy. Yet naturalists are far from agreeing in the

arrangement of insects into their larger groups. Some classi-

fiers place all insects under seven groups or orders, and some
are not contented with less than double that number. Con-

cerning the more conspicuous and independent insects there

seems to be a considerable agreement as to classification, and
these are comprised under seven orders. The additional orders

of those who make more orders than seven are made of minute
and generally parasitic insects. These, owing to the peculiarity
of their method of life, constitute what may be called aberrant

groups that is, groups which depart considerably from the

ordinary typical forms of insects. This idea of aberrant forms
will become clearer when we come to describe the several orders.

These aberrant groups of insects have been constituted into new
orders, or included under the older and better established orders

of the more conspicuous insects, according as each classifier

is more prone to dwell on the differences or the resemblances

of animal forms.

Without going into the merits of the several systems, we
shall adhere to that classification by which all insects are

arranged into seven orders, because this system will probably
give to the reader a clearer idea of the different groups of

insects than the ampler system. We have therefore to dis-

tribute the aberrant groups among these seven orders, but in

so doing we shall call attention to them, so that the reader

may not be perplexed when he refers to other systems of

classification.

The class Insecta is well defined by the following characters.

They are animals with well-developed jointed limbs, one pair
of antennas or head-feelers, compound eyes, feelerless upper
jaws (mandibles), a distinct head, a trisegmented thorax, to

which is attached three pairs of legs, and (normally) two pairs
of wings, limbless abdomen, and respiration by tracheae.

The terms used in this classification will be understood by
those who have read the last lesson. The whole definition

is necessary, in order to cut off the insects from all the neigh-

bouring classes. Thus they possess jointed limbs in common
with centipedes, spiders, and crustaceans, but they are by their

character cut off from the worms. Centipedes (Myriapoda)
have one pair of antennae, as insects have, but this peculiarity
severs these classes from the spiders, which have no antennae,
and also from the crustaceans, which have two pairs. On the

other hand, the absence of limbs on the last division of the body,
while it is likewise characteristic of the spiders, completely
separates them from the myriapods and crustaceans. The
possession of two pairs of wings is peculiar to insects, but still

this is not a good distinctive character, because wings are 'not

found in all insects.

Insects as thus defined may be divided into the following
orders, to each of which we affix the ordinal definition :

1. Hemiptera (half-winged). Insects with imperfect meta-

morphosis, free prothorax, and suctorial mouths.
2. Diptera (two-winged). Insects with perfect metamorphosis,

suctorial mouths, membranous naked fore-wings, and aborted

hind-wings.
3. Lepidoptera (scale-winged). Insects with perfect meta-

morphosis, suctorial mouthed organs, and membranous fore

and hind wings, covered with close-set coloured scales.

4. Hymenoplera (membrane-winged). Insects with perfect

metamorphosis, biting jaws, small ring-shaped prothorax, firmly
fastened by its upper part to the succeeding segment, and mem-
branous fore and hind wings, of which the latter are the smaller.

5. Coleoptera (sheath-winged). Insects with perfect meta-

morphosis, biting jaws, free, strongly-developed prothorax, and
hard, horny fore-wings (Elytra).

6. Neuroptera (net-winged). Insects with perfect metamor-
phosis, biting jaws, free prothorax, and membranous fore and
hind wings.

7. Orthoptera (straight-winged). Insects without or with

imperfect metamorphosis, biting jaws, and the first segment of

the thorax united to the second segment.
One thing should be noted in this ordinal arrangement which

otherwise might perplex the student. The Dragon-fly family,
with its nearly allied families of the Ephemeridae (May-flies)
and the Perlidae, are transferred from the Neuroptera to the

1 Orthoptera on account of their having a free prothorax. Now
the dragon-fly was once considered to be the very type of a

neuropterous insect, and it seems probable that Linnaeus
intended that it should be the type of the order he constituted;

nevertheless, it is certain that the dragon-flies and the may-flies
show a nearer relationship to the Orthoptera than the rest of

the so-called Neuroptera.
The Hemiptera are so named from the fact that many of

them have their fore-wings distinctly divided into two parts ;

the anterior and outer half being horny, like the wing-cases
of a beetle, while the inner and hind half is membranous, like

the wing of a bee.

As this peculiarity only belongs to one large division of the

order, some naturalists have given to it the name Rhynchota, or

beaked insects, on account of the long rostrum or sucking
snout which is found in every member of the order.

The order is divided into two tribes, the Homoptera and the

Heteroptera. In the Homoptera (like-winged) the wings are

of the same consistency throughout. One of the largest and
most celebrated of these insects is shown in the illustra-

tion. The insect represented is the female. The male is

larger, and is furnished underneath with two large plates

covering in a musical apparatus, which it plies most vigorously
both during the day and night. The writer took this insect in

Italy, where it abounds, and has been known since classical

times. The ancients called the cicada happy, because it had a
dumb wife. The cochineal insect, the aphides whose periodical

presence in vast multitudes on plants is commonly called a

blight -the Chinese lantern-fly, and the froghopper, all belong
to this sub-order. Lice and bird-lice (Pediculina and Mallo-

phaga) may also be considered to be aberrant families of this sub-

order, though some have made separate orders for each of them.
The Heteroptera (unlike-winged) have wings such as have

been described as giving their name to the Hemiptera. The
insect marked 2 in the illustration may be taken as a type
of this sub-order. The water-scorpion, the water-boatman, and
the hydrometra each represent families of this sub-order. The
last-named is represented in the engraving., It may be seen

skating over the surface of every piece of water in summer and
autumn.
The Diptera may be divided into the flies proper and two

aberrant families. The lowest of these families is well known
to us, being represented by the almost ubiquitous flea. The

mouth-organs of this insect are very different from the genuine

flies, and in the place of wings they have only four scales, which

appear to be quite useless. Nevertheless, they appear from

their metamorphosis, and for other reasons, to be more nearly
allied to the Diptera than to any other order. The Pupipara
is the name given to other insects which are also parasitic and

wingless. These pass the whole of their larva state in the body
of the mother.

The genuine flies may be divided into two great divisions,

one of which, the Brachycera (short-horned), have short antennas

composed of three joints, while the palpi are of one or two joints;

the other sub-order, named Nemocera (thread-horned), have their

whip-like antennae (sometimes beaded) in many joints, while the

maxillary feelers are four or five-jointed. The antennae also

often have fine secondary hairs springing from each joint, which

gives them the appearance of a plume. This, in the common

gnat, is a very pretty object. The common daddy-longlegs

(Tipula) is a good example of this order. Both of the flies in

the illustration belong to the Brachyeera. The hornet-fly is

one of the largest of our British Diptera, and while in flight is

very like the insect from which it derives its specific name.

The Lepidoptera have been variously divided into groups.
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The Bul>">nl. noludes the day-flying butter-

rith kn.>l>in'il uiiii'im.i'. tin- hawk-moth* (Sphingidc), the

thiok-1"
' ""tuma, and the loopers

(Geomt'tn.L.
-

;
wliili- in.- ut.lier Hiili-ont.T, Microlopidoptera,

comprises the pom the bell-moths

rim-ina), and the plume-mothi (Ptero-
i IK- in..;:, in the engraving belongs to the Nooturna,

ami is .-..;;. ! 11 aooount of the pattern of geometrical
tunned by the coloured scales of the wings.

> iir. ill. ;!.(! into the Aculeate, or stinging;
i logons, or insect-eating; and the Phytophagous,

<>r |'l.mi-.Mtiiig, sub-orders. Some speoios of the latter Hub-

!>ut the Aculoata are those which have a per-

: Mini,' loading from a poison-bag. The males <>t

have thirteen joints, and the females twelve joints, to their

antennae. The abdomen is connected with the thorax by a very
thin stalk. The females, or workers, usually feed tho larvas

or grubs, which are walled up in cells. The bee, tho wasp, and
the ant each represent diil'uront families of this order.

In the entomophagous Hymonoptera, tho females are fur-

nished with an ovipositor, placed between two side-plates,

which are usually stretched freely out from the end of the

abdomen, and are often of great length. This complex instru-

ment is mode use of to insert the eggs deep into tho bodies

of the larvae of other insects, in the abdominal cavity of

which the footless larva live parasitically, and there change
into pnpaa. Hence tho enthusiastic lepidopterist who breeds

his moths from caterpillars is often woefully disappointed

by having a brood of ichneumon-flies emerge from the chrysalis,
whose once living tenant they have entirely consumed. No. 8

in the illustration represents an ontomophagous insect. In the

phytophagous Hymenoptera, the abdomen is joined to the thorax

by its whole width, and not by a stalk. These insecta are

called saw-flies, because they are furnished with a double saw
at the end of the body, with which they saw into wood, and
there deposit their young, which, when hatched, are herbivorous.

The beetles (Coleopteraj form a well-defined order, with

scarcely any other approach to other orders among any of their

numerous families ; and none of these families can be called

aberrant that is, they cannot be said to stray far away from
the true beetle typo. By some, the Brachelytra which have
short win<*-cases (as their name implies), under which their

flexible wings are closely doubled up, thus leaving the rings
of the hind part of the body exposed to view are related to

the Forficulidae, an orthopterous order. Certainly there is

much external likeness between the devil's coach-horse and an

earwig, which two insects represent the two families named,
but this is rather a spurious resemblance than a true affinity.
The main divisions of tho beetles have been founded on the
number of the joints of the foot below the tibia. Thus tho
Pentamera have five joints to all their feet; the Hoteromera
have four joints to the feet of the third pair of legs, and five

to the others. The Cryptopentamera have apparently four

joints to all their feet. This appearance is occasioned by the

yreat reduction in size, or, as it might be called, the abortion
of one of the joints of each foot. Tho Trimera, similarly, have

apparently three-jointed feet. Both the beetles in the engraving
belong to the Pentamerous division. The Cicindela is a car-
nivorous beetle, and the Geotrupes is an herbivorous lamellicorn

i.e., the last joints of the antennae are produced into flat,

appressed plates.
The Neuroptera, narrowed by the transference of the dragon-

flies and the may-flies to the Orthoptera, are divided into the

Planipennia in which the hind-wings are like the fore ones,
and not folded and the Trichoptera, in which the wings are

hairy or scaly, and the hind pairs folded. To these divisions,

also, must be added the aberrant sub-order, called Strepsiptera
(screw-winged). The males of these have curious twisted and
aborted organs to represent the fore-wings and widely expanded
hind-wings ; while the females are wingless, and inhabit the
bodies of bees, between the segments of whose abdominal rings

they thrust forth their heads.
The Orthoptera, as defined above, comprise not only the

genuine Orthoptera represented by the cockroaches, walking-
. grasshoppers, and crickets whose main characteristic

is the folding of their broad hind-wings longitudinally, after

tho manner of a lady's fan but also the white ants, the ear-

wigs, and dragon-flies, etc., and also two aberrant groups, called

Physopoda and Thywmura. The earwig* (Dermoptera) are

diHtinguished by their short, leathery, unveined elytra or fore-

wings, which cover the membranous hind-wing*. These Utter
are folded when at rent, first in a longitudinal direction, aim
than 'doubled up transversely, ao an to occupy bat little pane.
When extended, them} membranous wing* are in hpe like the

human ear, hence the name ear-wing, and its corruption ear-

wig. The pincera at the end of the body, the use* of which
are so little known, furnish another character which is conspi-
cuous to all. Two more aberrant Hub-orders, the Corrodentia
;m 1 1'hysopoda (bladder-footed), are of little importance.
Another, called the Thysanura, hi remarkable for having long
bristles at the end of the body, which in the Podura are bent
under the body, and serve as springs to jerk the insect into the
air \\ In MI it wishes to leap, much after the manner of the toy
leaping-frog. These creatures have their bodies covered with

scales, which are so small yet so beautifully symmetrical in

their markings as to make excellent tost objects for the high
powers of a microscope.
The tribe to which the white ants belong in called Orthoptera

socialia, because they live in communities. Although they
belong to quite a different order from the true ants, yet the

popular name is justified by the fact that their habit* are

closely similar to them. It is a singular coincidence that in

both the cases of the true and the white ants there are not

only males and females in the community, bnt also neutral

wingless forms, which, though themselves sterile, are highly
instrumental in presiding over the reproduction and rearing of

the young from the other fertile forms, and also in the defence
of the nest and community. In the case of the Termites, the
neuters are called soldiers, because of their immense jaws,
wherewith they attack all intruders. The larvae and pupae are

active, and do the work of the community. The female ha*

wings which have only a temporary use. When pregnant, sho
is placed in a royal apartment, and fed while she increases) to
an enormous size, preparatory to the production of some
80,000 eggs.
The Praying Mantis is a good example of another family.

The cognomen is applied on account of tho bent fore-legs of

the animal, which are supposed to represent the attitude of

prayer. The mantis, however, uses them to inflict painful
wounds by the aid of the sharp-pointed tibiae. This insect is

an excellent example of the Gressorial Orthoptera. The salta-

torial Orthoptera are well known as grasshoppers and crickets.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. XXVII.
THE LATIN ELEMENT.

IN our last lesson (Vol. II., page 374) we finished onr inquiry
into the influence that the ancient language of the Greeks has
exerted on our tongue, and we now pass on to the Latin element
in the English language.

That element can by the ordinary student be appreciated and

acquired but imperfectly. I will, however, do what I can to aid

him. Had I had tho direction of his studies from the first, I

would have done my best to make him at the beginning master
of the Latin language. As it is, I must content myself with

offering to his diligent attention tho chief Latin roots which
enter into the body of our tongue. Possessed of these, together
with their signification, he will in general be at no loss, even
without the aid of a dictionary, for the meaning of a word of

Latin parentage. Seldom, however, do the words in English
which may be traced bock to tho Latin, come into our tongue
directly from the Roman soil. They have generally passed
throagh intermediate countries.

From the Latin nro formal s.'wral modern languages, namely,
the French, the Italian, the Portuguese, and the Spanish. These
are called the Romance languages, because they are essentially
Roman in their origin. Some say they received the name because

in them the first romances were written ; more probably is it

that tho fictions so called were denominated from the languages
in which they appeared.

It is not immediately from the pnre Latin of the Latin

classics, such as Livy, Cicero. Virtril, Horace, and Tacitus, that

the Romance languages are derived, bnt rather from these so

far as they were found in the vernacular tongue, the spoken
language of *he population in the great centres of intercourse
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and in rural districts. This vernacular tongue would be regarded

by the Roman purists as a corrupted form of the Latin. Cor-

rupt, doubtless, it was, for it contained many words of merely
local prevalence, of low origin, and of no authority. Neverthe-

less, in it were preserved both terms and forms which, being of

a very early origin, like our English dialects, belonged to the

very substance of the language.

Already in the bloom of the Roman power, the Latin language
had received a very large infusion of foreign elements from the

several nations which lay around it as a centre, and over which
it had established its sway the countries which we now term

France, Italy, Spain, and Portugal. Though the original popu-
lation of these wide districts had, in common with the Romans,
a Celtic basis for their language, yet, from locality and diverse

culture, they had each for themselves formed a different tongue ;

and these diversities, when the Roman authority became supreme,
and the Roman language was introduced under the wing of that

authority, readily blended themselves with the more refined

diction of the metropolis and of the great Roman writers.

Causes of diversity did not fail to appear on the establishment,
in a land, of the Roman despotism. Those causes went on in

their operation. At last a new cause, a cause of tremendous

power, came into play the invasion of the northern Barbarians.

The blow broke the Roman empire in pieces. Out of the conse-

quent ruins arose new forms of government the forms of our

present European kingdoms. With the formation of new centres

of political power and social influences, new languages were
formed the French, the Italian, the Spanish, the Portuguese ;

at least, these are the main branches that shot forth from the

old trunk and grew, until in separate literatures they each pro-
duced fruit. Our English was not without an influence from
the general shock ; but chiefly from the Romance languages,
when they had received each its individual form and character,
did the Saxon basis of the English tongue receive additions

and incorporate elements. Latin came to us in the conquering
train of William of Normandy. His Norman-French, a Romance
tongue, like his bold barons, and generally his superior culture,
made war on the old Saxon element of our land, defeated it, took
it prisoner, and went far to make it do its own bidding. So

overpowering was the influence of the court, and so imperious
was the sway of fashion, that the first accents of our English
literature were compelled to take a Gallic shape and tone,

retaining their mother Saxon as best they might, and uttering
the native sounds " with 'bated breath."

The Italian branch of the Romance language inoculated our

English through the medium of the Roman Catholic Church,
whose Latin, of universal prevalence, was a sort of medium,
and as a medium, so a stepping-stone, between the classic purity
of the old Latin language and the new languages of mediaeval

Europe ; and whose forms, ceremonies, officers, laws, and courts
combined to infuse into English a copious and pervading Latin
element.

As the Spaniards and Portuguese made their conquests in

foreign climes, and, becoming masters of the ocean, held com-
merce in their hands, so they, in conducting their maritime and
commercial transactions, gave to all modern languages words

belonging to their tongue, and the names by which, with more
or less accuracy, they denominated the articles of foreign pro-
duce which formed the staple of their trade.

At later periods, too, the Romance languages have exerted an
influence over the English, and left bequests which remained
after the source of that influence had ceased to exist. I, may
instance the reign of the profligate Charles II., when, with a

Portuguese princess for his queen, that monarch, dependent on
French bounty, allowed French writers and French tailors to set

the fashion in England, and the language of high life, and partly
of books, became a mongrel of bad French and worse English.

Abbreviation is one of the forms through which languages
pass in their natural development. By abbreviation has the
Latin passed into the Romance languages. The abbreviation
has not been in the structure of sentences ; for in the structure
of sentences expansion has taken place, and fulness ensued, so
that it is difficult to render by the same number of words a

passa.ge from a Latin classic into a Romance tongue. The ab-
breviation has been in the forms of the words : the inflexions

have been curtailed ; case-endings and person-endings, even to

some extent tense and mood-endings, have been diminished or

done away. The words thus set free from bonds have followed

new impulses of development, and given birth to new modes
of utterance conformably with the progress of bur modern
civilisation ; and even produced new languages, any one of

which would not suffer in comparison with classic Latin.

I have already intimated that the Saxon did not receive any
very large inheritance immediately from the confused mass of

words and tongues which ensued from the social collision of the
North and the South. Yet do we owe to the Romance languages
so much, that I am not at liberty to pass on until I have given
some particulars, the rather that without the facts that ensue, a
knowledge of the English lacks an important element.
Out of an original Latin term two or more English words

were formed, either by some change in the body of the word, or

some change in its termination. Of those newly-coined words,
one will be found to bear a close resemblance to its original ;

another will have departed from it in form and in meaning to a

greater or less extent : the former is the older, probably the

more scholar-like ; the latter is the more recent and the more

popular. I subjoin a few instances, annexing contractions to

show whence the terms have come to us, thus : Fr. shows that

the word is derived directly from the French ; It. from the

Italian ; and Sp. from the Spanish. When the English word
seems to come to us immediately from the Latin the contraction

Lat . is prefixed :

Caput, a head,

Causa, a cause,

Charta, paper,

Clamare, to s?iout,

Commendare, to entrust,

Comparare, to yet together,

Consuetude, custom,

Diviuus, divine,

Dominus, a master,

Dubitare, to doubt,

Dubius, uncertain,

Douum, a gift,

Fr. to blaspheme, blame.
Fr. to calcine, calcination.

Fr. to calculate, calculous

Fr. camp, champaign.
Fr. canal, channel, kennel.

Fr. chant, enchant, canticle.

captain.

Blaspheuiare, to revile,

Calx, limestone,

Calculus, a pebble,

Campus, a plain,

Canalis, a pipe,

{Fr.
chap, chapter, cap,

capital, chief.

Fr. cause, causation, accuse.

Fr. chart, charter.

Fr. claim, exclaim, reclaim.

Sp. commend, recommend.

Sp. compare, prepare.
Fr. costume, custom.

Fr. divine, a divine, a diviner.

{Sp.
don, duenna;

Fr. dominate, dominion.
( It. doubt ;

\ Fr. dubitation.

Lat. dubious, dubiety.

JSp. donation;

(Fr. donative.

( a leading ; ) Fr. duchy ;

tus'

t Med. Lat. a duchy / It. duke, doge.

Factio, a matin;/, Fr. faction, fashion.

Fragilis, easily broken, Fr. fragile, frail.

Gravis, heavy, Fr. grave, gravity, gravitate.

Hospes, a host, Fr. hospital, spital, hospitable.

(It. implicate ;

Imphcare, to fold in,
-j Fr> imply> implicit .

f Sp. ingenious j

Ingenium, geiuus, ^ Fr engine .

Magister, master, Sp. mister, mistress, master.

Major, greater, Fr. major, majority, mayor.
( Fr. operate, operator, operation ;

Opera, worlc,
j It opera

Pietas, piety, Fr. piety, pity.

Potio, drinfc, Fr. potion, poison.

Redimo, to buy off, Fr. redeemed, redemption.

Romanus, Boman, Fr. Roman, Romance.

Securitas, security, Fr. security, surety.

Senior, older, Fr. sire, sir.

Salvo, I save, Fr. save, safe, salutary.

Separo, I put apart, Fr. separate, sever.

Servio, I serve, Fr. serve, servant, serf.

( Sp. 'specie, species ;

Species, a kind,
j Fr special) especially .

Superficies, a surface, Fr. surface, superficies, super-
ficial.

This list pretends to nothing more than to give instances in

which two or more words accrued froia one Latin term. In some

instances it is not easy to determine whether our English word

came immediately from the Latin, or through some one of the

Romance languages. If, however, the facts above set forth are
1

correct in the main, then we learn how much our language has

been enriched by the Romance tongues, and that we are chiefly

under obligations to the French.

Were this the place to enter into a statement and comparison

,
of the words and forms in the Romance languages borrowed
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from tho Latin, wo should bo able to do much to onforoo on our

pm.il ., and as the
.

'

lid I'Y.-nr'i .. tin- Sji.in

inn- do we ilniilit. tiuit tln knowledge of ooinparutivo i>i'

wliidi, than iiij), i* now rapidly H|nv;i'liii;,'

: .isnl world, will ITU long lead to what may Li-

'/'.-. Instead of upending many
years in learning some little Latin and l.-n Qrook, after the

tedious and almost futilo plan of our ancient grammar-schools,
the young will bo led to ntudy languagoa in their natural groups :

i group ; thoShomitio group ; tho Celtic group ;

and in subordinate classes, tho Greek, tho Latin, and the Ger-

nip. With a good knowledge of Latin, which ought not
; a boy above three years, a student, if rightly directed,

c .ul I acquire the French, the Italian, the Spanish, and tho

Portuguese within two years, and at the same time receive great
aid towurd a minute and accurate knowledge of the English,

1 ly if at tho same time ho was studying German together
with its cognate tongues.

IICISES IN COMPOSITION*.

Form each of tho ensuing words into a sentence.

Words with their proper Prepositions.

"\

}

FOllEION KKI'ItKSENTATlVES.

Lat. col, to call.

Lat. cap, to receive.

Sax. car, solicitude.

Lat. carp, to jilitcfc.

Dut. ketz, t3 catch.

Lat. caut, to guard against.

Lat. certus, t

Fr. change, to change.

Fr. charge, to load.

To call on, at, for, on a per
sou ;

at a house,

Capable of,

Care for,

Careful of, for,

Careless of,

Carp at,

Catch at, up,
Caution against,

Certify of,

Change for, with,

Charge on, or against a per-1
sou ; with a thing, j

Report tho following anecdotes to another person, or write out

your own version of them after having read them through care-

fully:
A PARDON AT THE RIGHT MOMENT.

On tho 29th of May, the whole garrison was paraded on the Castle

Hill at Edinburgh, and formed in three sides of a hollow square, facing
inwards. With drums muffled and rolling, while the band played a
solemn dead march, three of the Highland recruits, each stepping
slowly behind his open coffin, were brought by an armed escort down
the winding pathway from the citadel, and placed in the vacant space
of the square, opposite a numerous firing party under the orders of

the provost-marshal. It was a bright and beautiful summer moruinjr,
but there was a dark cloud on every face, for no ceremony is more im-

pressive and terrible than a military execution and on that morning
three soldiers were to die. They were desired to kneel down beside

their open coffins, while the following paper was read by the adjutant-

general :

"
Garrison Orders.

"
Head-Quarters, 6th May, 1779.

" At a general court-martial, held in Edinburgh Castle, on Thursday,
the 6th May, and two following days, whereof Lieut.- Colonel Dundas,
of the llth Dragoons, was president, for the trial of Charles William-

son and Archibald Mac-Ivor, soldiers of the 42nd Regiment, and Robert

Budge, soldier of the 71st Regiment, accused of mutiny, at Leith, on
the 20th April, and instigating others to do the same, the court unani-

mously found the prisoners guilty of mutiny, being a breach of the

1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th articles of war ; and having duly considered
the evil tendency of mutiny and sedition, especially when carried to

such enormous lengths as in the present case, do adjudge you, tho
aforesaid Charles Williamson, Archibald Mac-Ivor, and Robert Budge,
to be shot to death !

"

The poor prisoners remained on their knees while a Highland officer

translated the foregoing into Gaelic. They were all pale and composed
bnt the last, who was suffering from severe wounds received at Leith ;

his countenance was emaciated and ghastly, and he was sinking from
excessive debility. The ir eyes were bound tip ; the officer retired ; the

provost-marshal approached, and ordered his party to load. They
were in the act of taking aim at the prisoners, who were praying
intently in Gaelic, when Sir Adolphus Oughton stepped forward, and,

displaying three pardons, commanded them to "recover arms."
"

Soldiers," said he,
" fn consequence of the distinguished valour

of the Royal Highlanders, to which two of these unfortunate men
belong, His Majesty has been graciously pleased to forgive them
all. , Prisoners ! rise, resume your arms, and re-join your companies."
An officer repeated these words in Gaelic. The scene and the whole

proceedings were so solemn and affecting that the prisoners were
incapable of speech. Raising their bonnets, they endeavoured to ex-

press their gratitu'le by a faint cheer, but their voice* utterly Jailed

.10 by wuukucM and a ix-vuUion of fueling, the
:' HIM 7Ut Kuuk iiroxtnit/t on the ground between the coffins.

" Memorial* of iht CattU of UdiiAur-jh," jj.. ''7-230.

A WHALER IX A KTOttX.

About eleven o'clock. I ventured on dock, and for the flnt time in

my lift: saw what the ocean look* liku in a etonn. I could tee nothing all

round but heaving mountains of water; each succeeding wave eeemed at
if it would swallow up the labouring vessel, but it always appeared to
melt away gently under ua, except when one more rapid, or "

cross."
would send water and spray washing over her decks and high np into
the rigging. Tho motion of the ship was not uncomfortable, being
very different from the short cr. ss-pitchiutf we bad experienced in the
North Sea. I remained on deck about a quarter of an hour, gazins;
about me in silent wonder and admiration, little thinking that the
hitherto harmless waves were upon the very eve of proving their

might over man's puny bolts and beams. Feeling it chilly, I went
below. I had just entered the cabin and taken my seat, when the

ship became motionless, as it were, and seemed to tremble in every
beam. A report, like thunder, mingled with the rending and crash-

ing of timber; sudden and complete darkness, with a rush of
water through the skylight, and the ship thrown on her beam-ends,
showed me what one has to expect occasionally at sea. I scrambled
on deck after the captain, as I best could, scarcely knowing what bad
happened. Here nothing was to be seen but wreck and destruction.
The quarter-deck was literally swept of everything rails and bulwarks,
almost all the stanchions, the binnacle, the compasses, dog's couch
and nothing could be seen of the wheel but the nave. But the worst
was still to come

;
two poor fellows were missing. One had perished

unnoticed ; he must have been killed amongst the wreck, washed over-

board, aud sunk like a stone. Tho other had been seen by the mate
for an instant only floating on the binnacle and just sinking. No

human assistance could have been rendered to them with such & sea

running. Two other poor fellows were rather seriously injured, and
took up my attention for some time. The captain, cool and collected,
soon restored confidence to his men, and, in a short time, had the
wreck cleared away, a long tiller shipped, and the vessel again hove
to. Spare spars were lashed to the stanchions that remained, so
that we had again something like bulwarks, bnt for many a day after*

words the ship had a sadly-damaged and wrecky appearance. Gocdnr't

Arctic Voyage.

HISTORIC SKETCHES. XXVIII.
HOW IRELAND BECAME PART OF GREAT BRITAIN.

PART II.

IN May, 1169, Eobert Fitz-Stephen, accompanied by Kerrey
de Montemarisco, a relative of the Earl of Pembroke, and by
30 knights, 60 men-at-arms, and 300 archers, landed in the
creek Bann. near Wexford, and were the first Anglo-Normans
that had appeared in Ireland as invaders. They were imme-
diately joined by Maurice de Prendergast, a Welsh knight,
with 10 men-at-arms and 60 archers. Dermot, with 500 men,
all he could collect, hastened to meet them, and the united

forces, numbering not more than a thousand men, instantly
marched upon Wexford, which capitulated after making a fair

show of resistance. From Wexford, Dermot took his friends
to Ferns, where they rested three weeks, the Irish princes
taking no steps to molest them, or to delay their progress;
and from Ferns they went on a marauding expedition into

Ossory, to allow of Dermot revenging himself on Mac-Gilla-

Patrick, prince of the district, who had caused the eyes of
Dermot's son to be rooted out. Ossory was ravaged with fire

and eword, the bravest exertions of tho people being of no avail

against disciplined and armour-olad troops.
At Tara, Eoderio O'Connor convened a council of all the Irish

princes, and marched thence with a large but tumultuous army
to Dublin. At Dublin, divisions sprang up among the chiefs,

some of the most powerful of whom withdrew themselves from
the league and went home.
Dermot entrenched himself at Ferns, being assisted by the skill

and science of his Anglo-Norman allies ; and when Boderic came
with forces outnumbering the strangers by about thirty to one,
he found himself unable to act on the offensive against them.
He tried negotiation with Dermot, and with the English com-
mandcrs separately, endeavouring to detach them from each
other by appeals to their respective interests. Bnt the con-
federates compared notes, and the treachery of Boderic returned

edgeways into his own bosom. He was compelled, in spite of

his great army, to make terms with the rebel, to promise him

recognition as sovereign prince of Leinster, and to do the like
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by his heirs afterwards. Dermot was left free to follow his

own inclinations, and he accordingly marched with his allies,

reinforced by Maurice Fitz-Gerald and a small following, to

Dublin, which had thrown off its duty to him, and which was
now made to pay by rivers of blood for its temerity, being only
saved from utter destruction by the wish of Dermot to turn his

arms northward, where the King of Munster was fighting on

unequal terms with O'Connor of Connaught.
Allying himself with the King of Munster, Dermot drove

Roderic back into his own dominions, and finding himself so

strong, resolved to set up a claim to be sovereign of all Erin.

At this juncture Raymond Le Gros, in command of the vanguard
of the Earl of Pembroke, arrived at a place near Waterford, and

being joined by Hervey de Montemarisco, succeeded in estab-

lishing himself in a fort near Waterford. Three months after-

wards the Earl of Pembroke himself, in spite of a positive order

from his king which reached him at Milford Haven as he was
about to embark, and which forbade him to proceed came over

to Waterford with 200 knights and 1,000 archers.

Raymond le Gros joined his master, and the earl, knowing
that if he wanted to justify by success his disregard of King
Henry's orders, he must lose no time in setting to work, gave
orders for an immediate attack on Waterford. The city was
carried by assault, and then Dermot came, and gave the earl

his daughter Eva in marriage then and there.

It were long to trace out step by step the history of the

English campaigns in Ireland, before Henry II. himself came
over and assumed the lordship of the country ; to show how St.

Laurence O'Toole, Archbishop of Dublin, rallied for a time the

numerous Irish princes round the national standard, and how
his exertions were nearly rewarded with the destruction of all

the invaders ; how the English adventurers suffered many things
at the hands of the Irish, and how they saved themselves by the

exhibition of a desperate and splendid courage. It is sufficient

for the present purpose to say that Strongbow, having in the

summer of 1171 gone over to England, and made his peace with

Henry at the price of surrendering to him all sovereign rights
and all the ports and fortresses in Ireland, returned with his

monarch, who, being now free from the disquietude which had
before troubled him, gave his whole attention to achieving the

conquest of Ireland. On St. Luke's Day, the 1 8th October, 1171,

Henry landed at the Crook, near Waterford, with 500 knights and
4,000 men-at-arms. Some show of resistance was made in one
or two places, but it was feeble and useless against the numbers
and discipline of the English troops. Prince after prince gave
in his adhesion, swore fealty to Henry, and was admitted his

liegeman, so that the English monarch's progress was one of

continued triumph ; and when, on Christmas Day, he kept his

court in Dublin, his table was filled with Irish chieftains who
had hitherto maintained a perfectly real independence, only
doubtingly confessing the superiority of the titular Irish king.

There can be little doubt that, if Henry had had time to
consolidate the power he had acquired in Ireland, he would have
settled his grasp on the island with very little trouble ; but

unfortunately, perhaps, for Ireland, he was suddenly recalled in

the spring of 1172, on account of the proceedings taken against
him for his alleged part in the death of Thomas a Becket. On
the 17th of April, 1172, he sailed from Waterford, after having
arranged for the government of his new kingdom, and having
appointed various noblemen of his army to posts of command.
The laws of England were also imposed on the realm of Ireland.
Never before, and perhaps never since, had Ireland enjoyed a

quieter and more contented time than during the six months
after Henry's departure. The strength of the English kept the
Irish from interfering with them, and their far-reaching power
even restrained the Irish from internecine war. The land
breathed again, and all went well till the restless spirit of the

Irish, not enduring the presence of strangers, broke out again
in armed resistance. The fortune of war gave the advantage
now to this side, now to that, and at one time it seemed as if

the work of conquest in Ireland would have to be done all over

again ; but in the end the root which had been planted spread
abundantly, and by a treaty made between Henry and Roderic

O'Connor, it was agreed that the latter should be king over all

Ireland, except about one-third, -which was given to the English
(it was afterwards called the Pale), and that he should do
homage for the same, receiving in return the homage of all the
lesser Irish princes. An arrangement of this sort was fruitful

in disturbances ; the English encroached upon the Irish, the
Irish ever sought to oust the English, and bloodshed, rapine,
and misery were made part of the natural order of things. The
only way, at length, in which the island could be governed, if

held by the English at all, was by means of a military governor,
armed with large discretionary power ; and this system of

government was adopted from the time of Strongbow till quite
modern times, the idea of the ruling power being, not to do
what was best for the interests of the governed, but to secure
the conquest which had been made.
Government conducted on this principle, or rather on this

want of principle, could have but one result discontent with,
and hatred for, the dominant power. Whenever an opportunity
presented itself, whenever the oppression of the government,
or the yet more insufferable insolence of the foreign settlers,
became too unbearable, rebellions broke forth ; and though they
did not succeed in breaking the yoke from off the necks of the

rebels, they involved the country in such confusion as to make
it a thorn and a trouble in the side of England, and English
governors and statesmen, it is to be feared, looked rather to the

plucking out of the thorn than to remedying the causes which
led to that thorn being pricked into her. Here are words written

by Edmund Spenser, the poet, in Elizabeth's time, in his " Views
of the State of Ireland," words which, for their vigour and apt
relation to the case, might have been written at a much
later date :

" There have bin divers good plottes devised, and
wise councels cast already about reformation of that realme ;

but they say it is the fatall destiny of that land, that no pur-

poses whatsoever which are meant for her good wil prosper or

take good effect, which, whether it proceed from the very genius
of the soyle, or influ6*hce of the starres, or that Almighty God
hath not yet appointed the time of her reformation, or that hee

reserveth her in this unquiet state still for some secret scourge,
which shall by her come unto England, it is hard to be knoune,
but yet much to be feared." And thus Spenser answers his

own questions :

"
Surely I suppose this but a vaine conceipt of

simple men which judge things by their effects and not by their

causes : for I would rather thinke the cause of this evill, which

hangeth upon that countrey, to proceed rather of the unsound-

nes of the councels and plots, which you say have bin oftentimes

laid for the reformation, or of faintnes in following and effecting

the same, than of any such fatall course appointed of God, as

you misdeem ;
but it is the manner of men, that when they are

fallen into any absurdity, or their actions succeede not as they

would, they are always readie to impute the blame thereof unto

the heavens, so to excuse their oune follies and imperfections."
The "

good plots and wise counsels" above referred to were
either not appreciated by the Irish, or and this is closer to

the truth they were devised so much in the selfish interests of

the English and so little in the interests of the Irish, that the

latter would have none of them, and, as has been said, they rose

in rebellion on every favourable occasion. Under Henry III.,

under Elizabeth, under James I. and Charles I., their uprisings
were general and most formidable, requiring the whole strength
of England to crush them, though it did not at the same time

crush the almost universal discontent. Not until Oliver Crom-
well himself took the military command in Ireland could that

country ever have been said to be thoroughly subdued ; and the

manner in which he behaved there, following out to the utter-

most the traditionary English policy, is remembered to this day
with dread and a shudder, and the Irish peasant can wish no

worse cnrse to fall upon the head of an enemy than the " curse

of Crnm'll." He marched right through the country, conquering
all before him, scarcely forgiving those who did not resist him,

slaughtering without mercy all who dared to oppose his arms.

Whole garrisons were put to the sword, and Ireland, blinded

with the blood of her children, remained for a while at rest,

unable to move, pressed down by the iron heel of the mighty
warrior who had bound the Kings of England and Scotland

with chains, and their nobles with links of iron. Then came
William III., pursuing into Ireland his father-in-law, outcast

from England, and the land groaned again under the tramp of

armed men and the roar of cannon; but the battle was the

battle of English against English, though on Irish ground, and

brought no good to the country in which it was fought. The
cause of William once triumphant, the old policy of repression
was adopted towards Ireland, and religious heats which had

already been thrown out to a large extent, and which had
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severely embittered the relations between Protestant* and
Komuii Cathulico, grow fiercer, and rendered the struggle more
anil mro desperate.
Not until aftor the lamentable rebellion which took place in

:i.| which was assisted by the French, then struggling
by mi > inflict mortal injuries upon Great Britain,
ili'i ! !i;L.

r li-li statesmen see the propriety and the wisdom of doing
' to Ireland." The immediate political run alt of this

rebellion, which was not put down without much bloodshed both
on tii" tii'I.I and on the scaffold, was the union of Ireland with
the sister kingdom, and this act was consummated, under the

auspices of Mr. Pitt, on the 1st of January, 1801. Before that
date Ireland had borne to England the same sort of relation

that Hungary till lately bore to Austria ; she was a separate

kfafdom, though acknowledging the same king, had a separate
Parliament of two Houses, and was, as far as her own internal

affairs went, distinct from Great Britain. But it was found that
the Parliament was steeped in corruption to the lips, that selfish

interests selfishly advocated were alone represented in it, and
that the few brilliant statesmen, properly so called, whose voices
from time to time were heard in it, were borne down by the
dead weight of those who saw no use in legislating for the real

good of the people.
Mr. Pitt, therefore, in view of this state of things, and recog-

nising that the Irish people had many veritable grievances to
be redressed, determined to bring about a union between the
countries. In the face of much opposition, and under circum-
stances of much public danger, he carried his point, and in

January, 1801, the Irish Parliament, by its own consent, ceased
to exist. Since that time Irish interests have been represented
by 105 members sitting in the imperial House of Commons
at Westminster, and the. peerage of Ireland by 32 representative
peers, including four ecclesiastics, in the House of Lords. Since
that time also Irish interests have been more conscientiously
considered than before, and legislation, of which the distinct

object was to -do justice to Ireland as an integral part of the

empire, has gone forward with a quick hand. There is now no
reason whatever why, in the face of equal laws faithfully ad-
ministered, the kingdom of Ireland should not be as really and
intimately united to the sister kingdom of England, as Scotland
or Wales ; why the memory of old wrongs and old quarrels
should uot be buried for ever, or why the three countries should
not be as inseparable as the leaves on the shamrock, the three-
in-one plant, by which St. Patrick is said to have made plain to
the Irish the mystery of the unity of the Blessed Trinity.

IBELAND ooiUtMiMd.

Insurrection of Tyrone . 1001-2

Settlement of UlaUtr in the

reijn of Jsmus I. . . 1609-12

Massacre of the I'rutcsUuts
in Ulster . . . Itfil

Cromwell enforces

throughout Ireland . . IMfl-M
William III. in Iralaud . . Uft)

QrwU Irish Rebellion

Legislative Union of Oieet
Britain and Ireland Jan. 1, U01

PRINCIPAL OCCURRENCES IN i

LED TO THE UNION OF 6

ENGLAND.
SCOTLAND.

Contention of John Balioland
Edward Bruce for the crown 1291

Edward I., colled in as um-
pire, decides the dispute
in favour of Baliol . . . 1292

Baliol dethroned by Edward I. 1296

Rising of the Scotch uuJer
Sir William Wallace . . 1297

Wallace captured by treachery 1301

Executed at Smithfield,

Aug. 23, 1305
Robert Bruce crowned King-

of Scotland 1306
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3 IX DRAWING.

I'-ilgo we apeak of miut help ua to use the shade tints in auoh a

way that tho muscles and bonoa which give the variety of BUT-

face may bo exactly represented in accordance with the action

and atrungth tho part* exhibit.

The manner of uaing the pencil in ahading has been already
explain, ,! in I ,.-,-,, ii XI I. (Vol. I., page 359). The pupil moat
refer to thia again, and continue the practice. It would be
advisable to procure a ball about the aize of a cricket-ball (thia

kind of boll, indoed, would anawer tho purpoae), whitewash it, and
when dry it will form an excellent model from which the prac-
tice of ahading may be atudiod with advantage ; for the ball

exhibits every degree of light and shade, from the highest light
to the darkest shadow, including the cast shadow upon tho table

or stand upon which it ia placed. Figa. 141, 142, and 143 are

tfivrii t illustrate the course to be pursued. After the outline

haa boon mode, if it should be block or heavy, faint it. A light
out lino ia tho bost to proceed with in the ahading. A black out-

lino upon the edgea of the shadow injurea them very much ; it

deatroya the harmony of tone, and, what ia very objectionable,
the eye is attracted by it. We are obliged to make use of a
line to determine tho extent of the part, and its subdivisions

which contain the extent of tone or colour, and we muat have
no mean consideration of ita importance, but as we proceed with
the work, the line must be absorbed in the ahadows. Nature
shows no black outline but a limit ; we draw the limits by clear

faint lines, and complete the effect by shading. It must be
borne in mind that we have only two means of distinguishing

objects from one another by light and shade, and by colour ; con-

sequently, when Nature begins to use black lines to mark her

boundaries, we may. Mark in slightly, but with great care, the

extent of the broad and cast shadows. In order to understand

clearly the extent of these shadows, and to decide where the
half-tint commences, and the depth and proportion of all other
minor tones, the pupil must look at his copy or model for a
moment or two with half-closed eyes ; he will very soon see the

advantage of doing so, as he will thereby be able to say which
is decided shadow and which are the half-tints, and thus at

once determine the proportion of tone ha is to employ in repre-

senting them. The first stage will be to'fill in the whole of the
broad and cast shadows with one flat even tint, equal in tone to

the reflections, as in Fig. 141 ; afterwards darken the greatest
depth by crossing lines, lifting up the pencil as explained by
Fig. 83, Lesson XII. (Vol. I., page 360) ; then lastly will be the
semitones connecting the high lights and broad shadows, with all

those minor tones found within the limits of the broad light, and
caused by the varied surface of the object (Fig. 142). The stump
mentioned in Lesson X. (Vol. I., page 295) may be used to lay on
a flat and moderate tint over the parts intended for the broad
and cast shadows ; afterwards work over the shadows with the

point in the line manner. The use of the stump must be restricted

to the shadows named until the pupil has acquired confidence in

handling it, and then he will find himself capable of employing
it for the darkest of the minor tones, but in thia he must be

guided by his own judgment, resulting from experience. Per-

haps some of our pupils may be unable readily to procure a

stump ; we will show them how to make one. Cut some thick
coarse grey packing-paper to the shape of Fig. 144, according
to the dimensions there given ; and then roll it closely up, be-

ginning at the broader end, and terminating with a b. If the

stump be well made it will be very hard and tight, ending in a

point at both ends. Put a little gum on the end a b, and press it

down upon tho body of the stump ; it will then be fit for use,
as follows : Take a piece of hard strong paper, and cover a por-
tion of it with a BB pencil until it is quite black ; then rub the end
of the stump on the blackened paper, and tone down the shadows
with it as evenly as possible. Another hint with regard to the
outline. It frequently happens that, by repeated alterations, the
surface of the paper loses its firmness and becomes dirty, so

that, when shading upon it, it is very difficult to make a clean
and bright drawing; therefore finish the outline regardless of

the paper, and trace it upon a clean piece to receive the

shading. The tracing-paper may be made by rubbing a dark
and soft pencil upon half a sheet of foolscap. Place the clean

paper to receive the shaded drawing upon a drawing-board;
npon thia placo the tracing-paper laid upon its face down-
wards ; and lastly, the finished outline upon that ; pin them
down at one end, and then, with a hard point, firmly

press over the outline, which will be printed upon the clean

ahoot from the blackened paper; thin traced outline will then be
ready for Mhading.

Until the pupil has had some coniiiderable practice, be will
find that his greatest difficulty doe* not oonujtt in TftUffg an
even tint, aa ail defect* can be remedied by (tippling that is,

by carefully filling op the lighter or uneven parts with tbe

point only ; but it connate in uniting the extreme lights with
the decided shadows by semitones, which are liable to appear
dirty, and require a very careful and delicate hand to treat
them properly.
To sum up, we have in these lessons taken up the three

leading divisions of art still life, landscape, andfigure and hare
endeavoured to give the necessary instructions which are gene-
rally applicable to all, at the same time paying doe regard to

particulars which belong to and snatain the individual character
of each subject as it comes before ua. Our pupils will have
discovered that the leading principles of art are universal,
that they are not confined to one particular branch to the ex-

clusion of othera ; but from the moment we take up the pencil
to commence tho outline, the essential beginning of every sub-

ject, we start npon principles which are absolute, and which
must have their influence in directing as. This refers to the

drawing or outline preparatory to filling it in with light and
shade or colour. There is no necessity to repeat the cautions
we have given, or the necessary process of execution, when en-

gaged in this most difficult and most important part of the
work. Our efforts should be to acquire a bold and unhesita-

ting manner of drawing ; thia can only be done by a thorough
knowledge of the subject and close observation, combined with

patience and perseverance. A bold, free style is frequently
understood to be a rapid dashing manner, a fatal mistake
in hundreds of cases where study and experience have had
but little influence. Bold drawing is done with few lines and
seemingly little effort, in a quiet, deliberate, and steady manner,
producing a resemblance which is recognised, felt, and admired

by all who are interested in it. Success of this kind is not

altogether the result of manual practice, the mind has the most
to do with it ; the knowledge of things in general, of facts

relating to natural history, manners and customs, and the
character and construction of the object we are representing,
are the greatest means of help we can obtain. A mind thus

thoroughly instructed will have much less difficulty in guiding
the hand than when it is dependent upon manual practice only;
because, if the mind can fully comprehend that which has to be

done, and can within itself see the result, the hand well prac-
tised in the manner of wielding the pencil will at once be guided
by its influence, doubts and speculations will be few, and the

result satisfactory. It is not at all uncommon to meet with the

case of a draughtsman or artist satisfied with a picture, at

which a man with an accomplished mind only smiles. Why is

it? Simply because the painter has depended more npon his

hand than his judgment, or that his mind is incapable of re-

ceiving those more important lessons from Nature which elevate

art and make it valuable. Of course we feel we are addressing
those who cannot remain satisfied with bare imitation, whose
desire is to do something more, and picture the life as well as

the form. The instructions necessary for imitation only are

very simple, and con soon be explained, and we trust we have
not failed to do so; but beyond that point the sources of in-

struction are infinite, as every object has something to reveal

concerning itself, and the artist most not fail to listen to it.

We will conclude with a passage from one of the lectures of

Sir Joshua Eeynolds, delivered to the students at the Royal

Academy :
" There ia one precept," he observes,

" in which I

shall be opposed only by the vain, the ignorant, and the idle.

I am not afraid that I shall repeat it too often. Ton must have
no dependence on your own genius. If yon have talents, in-

dustry will improve them ; if you have moderate abilities,

industry will supply their deficiency. Nothing is denied to

well-directed labour ; nothing is to be obtained without it. Not
to enter into metaphysical discussions on the nature or essence

of genius, I will venture to assert that assiduity, unabated by
difficulties, and a disposition eagerly directed to the object of

ita pursuit, will produce effects similar to those which some call

the result of natural powers. Though a man cannot at all

times, and in all places, paint or draw, yet the mind can pre-

pare itself by laying in proper materials, at all times and in all

places."
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LESSONS IN GERMAN. XXXYIL
SECTION LXXII. PASSIVE VEEBS IN THE SUBJUNCTIVE.

(85.)

VOCABULARY.

2lb'bred;en,tobreak off,

crop, pluck.

Sluf'fattenb, startling,

striking, remark-
able.

Slug'rufen, to call out.

9Uu'gere, n. counte-

nance, exterior.

33efurd)'ten,to fear, ap-

prehend.

JBegna'bigen, to par-

don, favour.

JBeigen, to bite.

Sefa'fcung, /. garri-
son.

JBefle'cbung, /. corrup-

tion, bribery.

6ort^a'go,n.Carthage.

'

fatten, to be of
|

opinion, to deem.

JDar'bteten, to present,
offer.

(5b,ren, to honour, re-

spect, esteem.

(Sin'nefymen. to occupy,
take possession of.

gort'fd)teppen, to drag,

pull alongc

raben, to dig, grub,
ditch.

riednfd), Greek, Hel-
lenic.

$interge'I)en, to de-

ceive, delude.

irfd), TO. stag, hart,
deer.

.Rlagen, to complain,
lament.

fiofen, to solve, un-

riddle.

Ora'fet, n. oracle.

9tdtb,fet,n. riddle,enig-

ma.

@pie(, n. game, play.

Uroja, n. Troy.
Ue'bermag, n. excess,

superfluity.

lle'brigeng, as for the

rest, besides.

SSerfim'bigen, to an-

nounce, predict.

JBermu'tfyen, to sup-

pose, presume,
think.

toorben feicn.

Gr erjafyl'te mir, bap meine 2lb'fi,anb

lungen fiber biefcn e'gcnftanb

feljr getobt' toorben waren.

5)a bie furft'lictye gami'lie ge'gen

todrtig ift, fo cermu'tfyet man, bap

biefen 2lbenb tin grope* (Soncerf

toerbe gege'ben tocrben.

RESUME OF EXAMPLES.

Ct tootlte nictyt ertau'ben, bap jener He would not allow that that

2Wann ge'rufen toerbe. mp.n should be called,

ie fatten cerge'benS gefyofft', bap They had vainly hoped that the

bie cielen flcinen Jper'jcgtljutncr in many little dukedoms would

$Procin'$en ein'getfyeilt toitrben. be divided into provinces.
SKan glaubt, bap bet biefem Icfcten It is supposed that, by this late

turme ciele @cb,iffe cerfcb,la'gen (last) storm, many vessels

have been cast away.
He told (Sect. LXXXII. 1) me

that my dissertations con-

cerning this affair had been

very much lauded.

Since the princely family is

present, it is conjectured
that a great concert will be

given this evening.

3d; tyoffe, bag in furjer 3eit afle I hope that in (a) short time

&in'berniffe von tljm toerben uber all hindrances will have been
toun'ben toorben fein. surmounted by him.

EXERCISE 138.

1. @8 toirb gefagt, bap bet djattfpicfer cine 9Sorflcffung gebe.
= (

ttrirb gefagt, bap eine 3Sorflcflung con bem d>aufpicler gegcben toerbe. 2.

JDer liftacbbar gfaubt, bap bcr J?nabe feine (SItern taufche. = 3)cr Stacfjbar

gtaubt, bap bie Grttern von bem Jtnaben getdufdjt toerben. 3. !Die Jfinbcr

fagten, ber Sager fd)bffe ben irfd) .
= Site -ftinber fagten, bet Jptrfd) tourbe

son bem 3dger gefcfyofjcn. 4. ^an tefitrc^tet, ber unb beige bie Scute.=
9Ran befurctytet, bte Scute toiirben con bem J;wnbe gcbtffen. 5. QJJan cer

inutfyet, bcr Sreunb ^abe ben Srcunb ^tntergangen. = 9Wan ttermutfyct, ber

Sreunb fet om gteunte b,tntevgangen njovtcn. 6. !J)er 2$ater mctnte,

fcaf bte Jt'tnber bag @tiid gcfinclt batten. = er SSater metnte, bag ba

titcf on ben Jltnbcrn gcfptett worben wave. 7. (5r erjabtte mtr, bag

bie 3Jabcb,en bte S3Iumen in fetnem arten abgebrod^en fatten. = @r n~-

a^lte mtr, bag bie 28Iumen in feinem arten on ben 2J}abcJ)en toftren

abgebrccben hjorben. 8. !Der atte olbat rtef au, bap er feinen gelb*

^errn nie cergcffen h)erbe.= !Der afte ofeat rtef au, bag fein

getb^err nie on i^m toerbe ergeffen njevben. 9. te SUutter , fagte,

jte toerbe biefen SRadjmittag im @artcn graben. = 3>ie SJJutter fagte,

tS roerbe biefen SRac^mittag im arten con t^r gegraben wcrten.

10. 3d) mocbte toiffen, ob <Sie t^n wurben gee^rt ^aben.
= 3cf) mixtyte

nnffen, ob er con 3b,nen tourbe geef;rt toorfcen fein. 11. Scb. bae^te

nidfjt anberS, at8 bag er baS @tiet toerbe getoonnen ^abcn. = 3d) bad)te

nid;t anber, at bap baS Spiel on i^m roerbe getoonnen toorben fein. 12.

3)a8 Grafet cerfunbigte i^m, er toerbe ftegon. 13. @r fagte mtr, er toerbe

ton Sebermann getiebt unb geadjtet. 14. r be^auptet, ba JRat^fet fei

burd) i^n gelofl toorben. 15. !Die efd)id>te metbet, bap Sroja con ben

griecf)tfd;en Surflen jerftort toorben fei. 16. @r fagte ib,m, er tourbe feinet

toegen (Sect. LXXIII. 1) *Me8 ju tb,nn berett fein. 17. >er Sreunb be

Hagte fief), bag er fo tocntg con mir befudjt tourbe. 18. 9)Jan fagt, Ungarn

fei burdf) SBefiecftung, nid;t burcf) etoalt ber SBaffen befiegt toorben. 19.

SKein 9tad;bar fagre mir, ba3 2leupere biefeS 3Jianne8 bote ntcbtS 2luffaHcnbc8

bar, aber feine eefe toare gejtcrt burd; eine SWenge treffftcfyer igenfd)aften.

20. 5) atte Sato fc()tog eine iebe 9tebe mit ben SBorten : UebrigcnS fyalte

id; bafur, bag (Sart^ago jerflort toerben mug. 21. SDIan cermutf^et, bie

Seftung fei con ben Seinben etncjenommen toorren, artctn bie 33efafcung toerbe

begnabtgt toorbe-n fein. 22. 5)er Sungting fagte, eS toerbe nod; SStclcS con

ifym getb,an toerben. 23. S)er betriibte JSater glaubt, fein @of>n toerte con

bem erbitterten Seinbe erfcf)offen toorben fein. 24. !Die greunbtn bet;auptete,

bag bag UngludE burdf) bte djutb be3 9lacf;barg fyerbeigefuto toorben todre.

25. S)er 2lttne flagte, bag cr getoaltfam fortgefcbjeppt toorben todre.

EXERCISE 139.

1. It was said that everybody would love those children. = It

was said those children would be loved by everybody. 2. The
teacher believes that the scholars could have learned their exer-

cise. = The teacher believes that the exercise could have been
learned by the scholars. 3. The gardener said he would dig to-

morrow in the garden. = The gardener said it would be dug by
him to-morrow in the garden. 4. We wish that you may love and
esteem your friends.=We wish that your friends may be loved

and esteemed by you. 5. We believed not that we should ever

have been praised by our teachers, and that we should have
satisfied them in everything. 6. It is impossible that you could

have received the intelligence before us, except it might have
been communicated to you by telegraph. 7. How is it possible
that this undertaking could have been finished by you ? 8. We
doubt very much that we can ever be rewarded for our troubles,
and that the promises can ever be fulfilled. 9. How could it be

possible that that people was governed badly, when it had so

wise and good a prince ? 10. The poor slave complained that

he had been forcibly dragged along, and in the excess of his

grief he cried out,
"
Oh, that I had never been born !

"

SECTION LXXIII. IDIOMS OP PREPOSITIONS.

The preposition toegen is often compounded with the genitive
of personal pronouns [ 57. (2)], which in this connection sub-

stitute t or et for the final r
;
as : 2)ietitcttoegen (instead of metneit

toegen), on my account, for my sake (literally, on account of me).

etncttoegen nur bin id; gefontmcn, on his 'account only have I come.

1. The preposition ju is often used after certain verbs (as,

macfjen, toerben, todblen, etc.) to mark the result of an action, or

the end or destination of a thing ; as : @ie boben ifyn jum Setnb

gemad)t, you have made-him (to) an enemy, or, you made an enemy
of him. a8 @i8 toirb yi SBaffer, the ice becomes (to) water, ie

todb,lten ilm $um JJatfcr, they elected him (to the) emperor.
2. SJerbacfyt auf Sctnant Ijabcn, or, Scmanb im ib'erbadjte tyabcn (lite-

rally, to have suspicion upon one, or, to hold one in suspicion)
answers to our " to suspect ;

"
as : 3d) fyabe &erbad;t auf ifm, or,

id) l>abe tfi,n tm 3Serbad;tc, I suspect him, or, I have suspicion of

(upon) him.
VOCABULARY.

Sln'ftciben, to dress,



Li:sso.\s

(h ifl nad; jeb.n Ub,r ju mir gefom' Ho oame to me after ton

men. o'clock. (He IB come to me
after ten o'clock.)

(ft ift njegen fcinec ranJb.eit nid;t On account of bin illness he did

not go. (He w on account
of hu illness not gone.)

EXERCISE 140.

1. SBiffen @ie nid;t, an n>a fur einer flranfbeit 3bre JJcicbJe gefterben

n't Y
-

J. o viel id; >vhiTt iMlv. ift fit an ter 91ujetyrung geftorben. 3.

iMfle fuit in iu-!\-iii 3ab,re an ler (Solera geftorben. 4. SBfij man nid>t,

nxr tic fUK-nicn Jioffcl gefU'l'Uit lut '' 5. 9tein, abcr man bat SSertaebt

au? i-im-ii 'i'l-tienten te ^aufc. G. kJNan batte }ucr<l fine altt '.liifrcilr.

term mi 'in-ttacbte. 7. (Sr bat mid; tin 'iiertacbte, ibn vorfa&lid; beleitigt

ju bal-i-ii. 8. 3d; n>eiji urirflid; nid;t, auf u>en id; mcincn v

-l>ertad;t tverfen,

unt uu'uuif id> ibn fliitytn foil. 9. Slacbtem id; mid> angeflctict, mil

nacbtem id; gefrubfiiteft babcn werte, anil id) ihn bcfud;en. 10. 9lacb

bfin cr 511 UNittag gcfr-cift battc, la* ft tie 3citung. 11. Sftacbtem tr fid;

gcl<aii-t iMtti-, mad;tc cr cincii wiiiergang. 12. Sftacb jeb,n llfyr tei

9lbent>* befucbte er mid; ncd>. 13. St.icb
s

UJitternad;t rocrtcn wit unfcrf

Reife mcitcv fortfcfcen. 14. <5 gicbt 9Rtnfd)en, tt)e(d;e nad; tiefcm I'ckn

fcin uiitcreS ernxirtcn. 15. 3d; frcuc micb feincttuegen mcb,r, al mcinct.

aegen. 16. 3b,retwccn babe id; ti. Wcijc un'crnsmmen. 17. Guret.

Wegen ift ter 'iSater fy betriibt. 18. Unftatnxgcn bvaucb.cn @ie fid; m'cb.t ^u

fcbamcn. 19. 9Hein Srutcr roar feincr felbft nicbt mebt miid;tig. 20.

$afi u errn 91. fclbfl, otcr [fine Srau gcfcfyen ? 21. 3d; babe tbn

fclbft nidjt nur gefeben, font cm aucb gcfpvod;en. 22. (Sin treuer <Soltat

ftirbt liebcr, al tap er jum i'crratfyer roirt.

EXERCISE 141.

1. Are wo obliged to wait for our friend ? 2. No, not on his

account. 3. This man is detested on account of his perfidy.

4. Do not grieve on account of us ! 5. On my account you may
do what you like. 6. My brother died of consumption in the

nineteenth year of his age. 7. Do you know who has stolon

your gold watch ? 8. No, but I am suspicious of that man who
oame to our house yesterday. 9. At first I suspected a servant

of the house. 10. After I had performed my last voyage, I ap-

plied myself to the study of the living languages. 11. After

we had dined, we took an airing on horseback. 12. After he
had breakfasted, he visited his brother-in-law. 13. This lady
wants eighteen ells of muslin for a dress. 14. That youth be-

came a doctor. 15. That speculation made our neighbour a

rich man. 16. He told me he should on his own account speak
to his father.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GERMAN.

EXERCISE 72 (Vol. I., page 324).

1. It is questionable whether we shall have fine weather to-morrow.
2. It la proper to keep holy the Sabbath. 3. It is proper to esteem
older people. 4. One works more joyfully when cue has the conscious-

ness that one is doing something good. 5. It is not proper to decline

the invitation. 6. The really prudent man will labour to adapt him-

self as much as possible to the times. 7. It affords great pleasure
to further what is good. 8. It is proper that every foreigner should

adopt the good, but not the evil customs of a people. 9. This man's
wealth increases visibly. 10. It is not proper for children to be dis-

obedient. 11. It is questionable whether this man has done his duty.
12. It sometimes happens that the considerations connected with a

sportive occurrence are very serious. 13. It often happens that small

circumstances occasion great events. 14. Who has met you this

morning ? 15. My friend the captain has met me. 16. Did anything
disagreeable happen to him on his last journey ? 17. Yes, a great
misfortune befell him. 18. What has happened to you ? 19. Nothing
has happened to me. 20. This punishment serves him right.

EXERCISE 73 (Vol. I., page 324).

1. (5 gcb;&rt fid;, tap .Sinter ibje dltern acbten. 2. fdjicft fid;

Bidjt fur eintn nxifcn 9)Jann, ter Wrnge ju fdgcn. 3. Tie ineiftcn

jungen Scute miinfd;cn grcp in tcr SBclt ju fd;einen. 4. @ie fcUten untcr

alien llmflantcn tic 2Babrb,cit fagen. 5. (5 fragt fid;,
ob mir 3b,re <Sin>

latung annefymcn roerten. 6. G fragt fid;, c>b @ie 9led;t ctcr llnrecbt

Ijaben. 7. <J trigt ficb juweilen ju, tag ter befte SDJcnfcb irvt. 8. 3>ie

{Regierung fcrtcrt (Mcborfam ron ifircn llntcrtbancn. 9. ic '-Hcwlfcrung

SontonS nimmt jcte 3ab,v ungcficuer ni. 10. 2Ncin fritter tvitmete ftd>

mebr ten 2Btffenfd;aften, al tern 'Hcrgmtgen. 11. SBiffen 'Sic, roic n?ctt

3b,t 8reunb 3bnen gcratb.cn b,at? 12. <5r hat 3b.nen geratben ta HI tbun,

ttovon n gtflcru (trad;.

EXKRCISE 74 (Vol. I., page 324).

1. What U that errant yona for P 2. 8b to frttinf water at tfa*

well, wood from tho forest, and moat from tb market. 9. HMM th*

already gone for my truuk at tho railway nUtion ? 4. Ye*. b went
(>,r it <lir. .-i.-tly after abe got up. 5. We tent for a physician for th*
ick man. 9. Ho got me to copy thu letter, and then to carry it to the

post. 7. I neglect nothing to bring your son to a better course. &
Let us not bo deluded by this event. 0. One should suffer the dead to

rest. 10. He kept me waiting, although I was in a hurry. 11. Why did

you not let your little brother come ? 12. Because he was all the

afternoon at school 13. Do you let your children learn French P

11. No, because I consider the Englian language mot* useful. 16. Tb*
major ordered his servant to show me the way to the viQage. 16. The
gentleman whom you ask for bad driven the captain into the country.
17. For whom do you send for the books ? 18. I send for them for

my youngest sister, in order to teach her Italian. 19. He had invited

me to travel with him next week.

EXERCISE 75 (Vol. I., page 324).

1. 9De(cben von ticfcn flcrjten tverten Sic bolen laffen ? 2. 3d) nxrte

fctiicn von eiten bclcn laffen. 3. tap mid; )ufrietcn, icnn id; bin n$t
tob,r. 4. Slur feige oltaten laffen ibjen flnfu$rtr im Stid;e. 5. fflaruin

licpen ie 3b.re fleine d;rocfter nid;t fommen V 6. Sie fcnnte nid;t, tenn

fie war ten ganjen QRcrgen in ter eb. ule. 7. fir bat einen 3ab,narjt bclen

laffen, um einen 3ab,n bcrai iju^ieben. 8. 3Bai (affen 2ie 3br Xicnftmit.

cbcn bclen V 9. 3d; laffe fie Javier unt Xinte bclcn. 10. ifapt unt

menfcblid; banteln. 11. I'afit un tod; nad; ter @d)ule gcb,en. 12. Huft

tint nid;t ten iBeifpielcn ter otUofen folgen.

EXERCISE 76 (Vol. I., page 347).

1. What kind of weather is it to-day ? 2. It is beautiful weather to-

day, but it is somewhat colder than yesterday. 3. What opinion does

he entertain concerning this thing ? 4. His opinion of it is not the

best. 5. My society is for him the most agreeable in the world. 6.

What kind of fish are these ? 7. They are sea-fish. 8. In what kind of

work does he occupy himself ? 9. He occupies himself partly in

writing, partly in reading. 10. What a power music haa over the mind
of man ! 11. What a great delight it is to see the world ! 12. What
a glorious aspect the firmament, with its innumerable stars, presents I

13. Every star in the heavens forms a world of its own. 14. The

really virtuous man devotes every day of his life to laying aside his faults

more and more. 15. Has not every one of your friends such a hat ?

16. No, every one has a different one. 17. Such men are necessary, in

order to save their native land. 18. Have you seen that bund man
who possesses a delicacy of touch, which is astonishing ? 19. Yes,
I have seen him. 20. The giver of such a gift is to be praised.

21. The hardships of such a journey strengthen the body. 22. Such
actions will call forth the admiration of posterity. 23. I have not had

such agreeable hours for a long time. 24. Among the inhabitants

there are many very opulent. 25. Have you not too lived to see

many strange things ? 26. O yes, I have already seen many remark-

able things. 27. Many a brave soldier had to lose his life in the

battle. 28. Has not this author written many good works ? 29. Cer-

tainly, many of them are excellent. 30. Have both friends come to

an understanding about this thing P 31. Yes, in some points they
have agreed with one another. 32. Some English ships were sunk in

this storm. 33. A few prudent men retired from the meeting. 34.

All the inhabitants of the town fled at the enemy's approach. 35.

Many persons pass their whole life in idleness. 36. Was that your
brother who was the whole of yesterday in your society ? 37. No, it

was my nephew, who visits me once every year. 38. What a magni-
tude the earth has, and how much smaller, notwithstanding, is it than

the sun ! 9. What advantages has man over the beaut ? 40. What
bird's feather is this ? 41. If the scholar is industrious, he learns

something.
EXERCISE 77 (Vol. I., page 347).

1. 2JJand)cr debate ift mip"txrftanten worten. 2. O, toal fur 5Iot

bciten begebt ter 2JJcnfd; in feinem Seben ! 3. 3JIU a fur efetlfd>ift

batten Sic Umgang ? 4. SMancb ffeipiger .Raufmann ift turd; eine unset-

fubtige peculation ju runte geriebtet rten. 5. QKancbe 3Mume ift

gtboren, im 'JSerborgenen ju bluben. 6. 3etrt SBlatt, jeter 3n*ig, unt jeter

Srm'cn SBaffer jcugen wn unenttid;er 2Beibett unt SWad;t. 7. 3et*r

mug 3tecb.enfd;aft son ficb felbft geben. 8. Die ganje llmgegent wn Geblenj

ift rpmanttfd).
9. 'Me fmt ob( ju $aufe. 10. Die Unterbalrung mtt

! fold/en aWcnfcben ift belebrent. 11. 3d; b,abe nie von folet einem lln-ilmfe

gcbcrt. 12. <5 ift beute fi-ne SBetter, aber etn?a falter al geftern.

13. 3d; &.abe fd;on mand;e Sreute gebabt. 14. 3d; unfd;e eim'ge Qirrcnen

ju baben. 15. <5r fam etwa* ju fpat.

EXERCISK 78 (Vol. I., page 382).

1. He defended himself with an umbrella instead of a stick. 2. In-

I stead of going with friends, he was always in the society of strangers.

I
3. They had a great chest in the room instead of a bed. 4. In Qer-
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many they are very polite to foreigners. 5. The roots of the forest

were his only nourishment. 6. Water, on this occasion, took the

place of wine. 7. A scholar has taken the place of teacher. 8. They
use pencils instead of pens. 9. Travelling gives me very much plea-
sure. 10. My children have learnt writing and reading of me. 11.

Let us go ; this long waiting is disagreeable to me. 12. They gene-

rally prefer sitting to standing. 13. He learnt to labour in his youth.
14. We learnt to write together. 15. I hate writing; on the contrary,
I like painting so much the more. 16. He understands drawing better

than painting. 17. We heard the bells pealing and the cannons thun-

dering. 18. The howling of the storm, and the wild raging of the

waves, heightened still further the courage of the brave captain and
his crew, instead of depressing it. 19. Thinking God more benevolent
than just, is equivalent to dishonouring him (Gellert). 20. This scho-

lar's inexcusable behaviour vexed the teacher.

LESSON'S IN CHEMISTRY. XY.
SULPHUR AND ITS COMPOUNDS.

SULPHUR: SYMBOL, S ATOMIC WEIGHT, 32 DENSITY OP VAPOUR AT

1,000 CENT., 32.

SULPHUR is a yellow solid which is found mixed with the soil

in many volcanic districts. It also appears in combination with
metals forming a large class of ores named sulphides ; and more-
over it takes some part in animal and vegetable economy, for it

is found in albumen, hair, garlic, etc. The localities from which
the greater part of the sulphur of commerce is procured are the

valleys of Noto and Mazzaro, in Sicily. Here it is mixed with

clays and breccia. Some sulphur is derived from metallic sul-

phides, particularly iron pyrites, FeS2 , but this is liable to

contain arsenic. The pyrites is heated in conical clay tubes,
FeS remains behind, while the other atom of sulphur ia

liberated. The Sicilian sulphur undergoes partial purification
at the mines by being submitted to a rough sublimation that

is, when heated to 490 Cent, the sulphur begins to boil, and to

come off in vapour. This is passed into a chamber in which it

is cooled, the vapour condensing into a fine yellow powder
flowers of sulphur. Sometimes the melted sulphur is run into

wooden moulds, by which it is converted into cane sulphur, or

"brimstone.

Properties. Sulphur is a brittle solid without taste or smell.

When rubbed it emits a peculiar odour, and becomes negatively
electrified. It is a very bad conductor of heat, and when a stick

of brimstone is held in the hand in contact with the ear it

crackles and frequently falls to pieces from the unequal expan-
sion. It is quite insoluble in water, as may be easily seen by
examining a piece of brimstone which has been for years in a
vessel of water from which a lady's lap-dog drinks. The edges
of the roll will be found as sharp as the day when it was first

put into the water. Alcohol and ether have but a slight solvent
action upon it, but the bisulphide of carbon, CS2 ,

dissolves it

freely. Sulphur exists in three modifications. The sulphur
which appears in nature when crystallised, is in rhombic octa-
hedra. This same shape is assumed when the bisulphide of

carbon, which holds sulphur in solution, is evaporated. These
latter crystals, however, are transparent. To procure the second

modification, sulphur is melted, and when it is covered with a film
on cooling, a hole is broken through the crust, and the sulphur
which is still liquid is poured out ; the under surface of the film and
the sides of the crucible will be found covered with long needle-

shaped transparent crystals belonging to the oblique prismatic
form, and having a specific gravity of T98, whereas that of tli3

native sulphur is 2'07. These crystals soon become opaque, and
when touched crumble into powder, the particles of which are
found to be crystals similar to those of native sulphur. Thus
sulphur is

"
dimorphous," or capable of crystallising in two dif-

ferent systems. The third and more remarkable variety is pro-
duced by heat. At 115 sulphur begins to melt, forming a pale
yellow mobile liquid. Upon raising the temperature its colour
becomes darker, and at 250 it is an opaque mass, so viscid as

to be poured from the vessel with difficulty ; 20 higher it again
resumes its fluid condition, and if it be poured into cold water
when in this state, it becomes a soft and plastic mass of an
amber-brown colour, and so tenacious that it can be drawn out
into fine threads. It is in this condition that casts of medals,
etc., are taken for electrotyping. After a lapse of some time it

returns to its yellow colour and solid condition. In passing
from one of these conditions to another, there is invariably a
remarkable alteration, in temperature.

Oxides of Sulphur. All the oxides of sulphur which are known
possess acid properties :

Hydric Sulphite or Sulphurous Acid, H aSO s .

Hydric Sulphate or Sulphuric Acid, H,,SO 4 .

Hydric Hyposulphite or Hyposulphurous Acid, H aS aOs .

Eydric Dithionate or Dithionic Acid, HsS.,0,,.

Hydric Trithionate or Trithionic Acid, H aS 3O .

Hydric Tetrathionate or Tetrathionic Acid, H aSO 8 .

Hydric Pentathionate or Pentathionic. Acid, H 3S 5O .

_
Sulphurous Acid (symbol, SOX, ; combining weight, 64 ; den-

sity, 32). Sulphur burns in oxygen with a lilac-coloured flame,
and the sole product of the combustion is the gas, SO ,

which has a density double that of oxygen, for the gas occu-
pies the same volume as the oxygen from which it is made,
thus :

S + 3 = SO,.
+2 = 2.

The gas may be procured more easily by cautiously heating
in a flask a mixture of 3 parts of sulphur and 4 of manganese
dioxide ; the reaction is thus expressed :

MnO, + S, =MnS + SO 3 .

A third process consists in heating sulphuric acid with copper
or mercury in an ordinary flask

Hg + 2H,SO. = HgSO 4 + 2H aO + SO,.

The gas is well known for its suffocating odour. It cannot

support combustion. Water at Cent, dissolves 68'8 volumes
of the gas, but this solution gradually absorbs oxygen from
the air, and becomes converted into sulphuric acid. By
causing the gas to traverse a tube surrounded by a mixture
of salt and ice, or by submitting it to a pressure of 2 atmo-

spheres, it liquefies into a colourless limpid fluid.

Fig. 46 shows the arrangement. The gas, to purify it, ia

sent through a " wash bottle," w, which contains concentrated

sulphuric acid, by which the gas is dried. The liquefied sul-

phurous acid collects in the tube on the jar s, and is preserved

Fig. 46.

by hermetically sealing its neck. Of course, when exposed to

the air, the liquid evaporates rapidly, and by this means a tem-

perature of 60 Cent, may be obtained. This experiment may
be easily shown by wrapping the bulb of an alchohol thermo-

meter in muslin, and pouring some of the liquid upon it.

Sulphurous acid possesses great bleaching powers, and also

antiseptic properties. If a red rose be held over the fumes of

ignited sulphur its colour will be immediately changed. Chlorine

cannot be used in bleaching silk, wool, and especially straw, as it
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leaves thorn with a yollowiwh tinge. In those oases thui gM U
used. It seems simply to combine with the colouring matter,

thus destroying it. The gM is sometimes used for <

ntation when it is proceeding too rapidly. This is

tli,> manufacture of cider, by burning sulphur orer the

vessel iti whirli the fermentation is proceeding.
>ide (symbol, SO,; combining weight, 80;

,, 40). This substance may bo prepur. I l.y parsing a

re of sulphurous acid gas and oxygon through a tube con-

Hpongy i>latinum heated to 180 Cent. In the pores
of tii.- platinum the sulphurous gas becomes oxidised into SO,,
wiu.-h passes out of the tube in white vapours, and condenses in

vor into fine silky noodles of sulphuric anhydride.
'1'h is substance possesses no acid properties until it combines

iritli water, which it does with violence, forming sulphuric acid.

When the vapour of sulphuric trioxide is passed through a
red-hot tube it is decomposed into 2 volumes of sulpliio dioxide

and 1 of oxygon, thus

SO, = SO, + O.
2 = 2 + 1. .

Nordhausen Sulphuric Acid (H20.2SO.,). At Nordhansen, a
town in Saxony, a fuming acid of the above name and formula

was made by distilling green vitriol, which is iron sulphate,
thus

4 (FeSOJ + H aO = 2SO, + 2Fe,0, -r H
aO.2SO,.

This acid, when heated, gives off sulphuric anhydride, and
leaves British oil of vitriol behind, thus :

H,O.2SO, = SO, + H aO.SO,.

It ia capable of dissolving sulphur, but its great use is to dissolve

indigo, which property gives it its commercial value.

Sulphuric Acid, or Oil of Vitriol (H.,S04). No chemical com-

pound is of such use in the arts and manufactures as this ;

. the commercial prosperity of a country may be very

accurately measured by the quantity of sulphuric acid it con-

sumes.
mode of preparing the acid is to oxidise sulphurous acid

gas, by means of nitric trioxide, thus

SO, + H,O + NaO, - H-.SO. + N-.Oa.

Here it will be seen that the nitric trioxide gives one atom of

its oxygen to the S02 , which thus becomes SOS ; this combines with
an atom of water, forming H2OS03 , which is usually written
HaSO4

. The N20j is now N2 3 , nitric oxide ; but in the presence
of steam this gas is capable of combining with oxygen and
returning to its former state, thus

N,0, + O = N aO j;

and it is again in a condition to oxidise another atom of SO2 .

Thus it appears that the nitric trioxide merely acts as a carrier

of oxygen between the air and the sulphurous acid gas. Theo-

retically, a definite quantity of the trioxido can transform an
indefinite quantity of the sulphurous into sulphuric acid. Prac-

tically, however, this is impossible, for reasons which will be

sufficiently apparent. Fig. 47 shows the arrangement by which
the manufacture of sulphuric acid ia carried on. A chamber made
of wood, sometimes 300 feet long and 15 broad by 15 high, is lined
with sheet lead ; water a few inches in depth covers the bottom ;

at one end there is a furnace in which sulphur is burning,
and the flames of the sulphur heat a crucible containing sodium
nitmto and sulphuric acid, which produce the fumes of nitric

acid ; at the other end is a boiler in which large quantities of

steam are generated, and ejected into the chamber by means of

pipes. There is an opening at F to admit air and produce a
current through the chamber ; sometimes, thoroughly to mix the
various vapours, several partitions divide the chamber, having
their openings alternately at the top and near the floor. The
SO, as soon as formed fails and combines with the water ; this

process generally proceeds until the acid reaches a density of
j

1'50. This is removed from the chamber and boiled in shallow
|

leaden pans; when it reaches a density of 1'750 it corrodes the
j

load, and therefore a further condensation is carried on in pla-
tinum vessels. The oil of vitriol of commerce is generally impure,
containing lead sulphate, as well as sulphates of any bases, lime,
tc., which the water may contain, and if the acid has been
made from iron pyrites, which is the Ciise with all English acid,
it is sure to contain arsenic. To decide if this be the case,

develop hydrogen with the acid, ignite it, and the flame will

bo bluish (March's tost). One of the oxides of nitrogen u
generally present thU may be ascertained by the tent given for
nitric acid.

The presence of other salts may be determined by evapo-

Fig. 47.

rating some of the acid in a platinum crucible ; if any be pre-

sent, they will remain.

Properties. This acid forms sulphates. It ha* a great
affinity for water, of w'lich it can take np fifteen times its

weight if exposed long enough to the atmosphere. In com-

bining with water, the temperature is greatly increased, and the
volume of the mixed liquids is less than the sum of their

volumes. The maximum condensation, 3 per cent., ia reached
when 3 volumes of acid are mixed with 2 of water. The
best test for sulphuric acid is barytic water, or a chloride or
nitrate of barium

; the barium displaces any other base from
its combination with the acid, and forms the insoluble barium
sulphate, which falls in a white powder ; thus

H,SO. + BaO = H,O + BaSO.
The remaining five oxides of sulphur are not of sufficient

interest to require a notice here.

COMPOUNDS OF SULPHUR AND HYDBOOBH.

Sulphuretted Hydrogen, or Hydric Sul2)hide (Symbol, HtS; com-

bining weight, 34; density, 17). This gas is always procured

by treating some metallic sulphide with sulphuric acid. The

sulphide of iron may be conveniently made by heating a rod

of iron, such as that from which nails are made, to a strong red

heat, then touching it with a stick of brimstone; the sulphur
and the iron combine, forming ferric sulphide, FeS. In the

same bottle in which hydrogen or carbonic acid gas was made,

place this sulphide, and add diluted sulphuric acid

FeS + H aSO. = FeSO. -f H, S ;

that is, iron sulphate (green vitriol) and sulphuretted hydrogen
are the results of the reaction.

Properties. It is this gas which imparts to rotten eggs their

offensive odour. In the decomposition of the albumen, the sul-

phur which it contains unites with the hydrogen another of its

constituents producing the gas. When passed through a red-

hot tube, it is decomposed into sulphur and hydrogen ; the

latter having a volume equal to that of the undecomposed gas,

as this equation would indicate :

HSS = H, + S
2=2.

The gas is very poisonous, but when largely diluted with air, it

acts as a very powerful narcotic.

It burns with a feebly luminous flame into water and sulphu-
rous acid, a quantity of sulphur being deposited in the jar from

incomplete combustion. Water, at ordinary temperatures, ab-
sorbs three volumes of the gas, and in this manner it may be

kept for laboratory purposes ; only oxygen must be exclnded,
for otherwise the hydrogen will be separated to form water,
and the sulphur be deposited. This solution reddens litmus,

and is therefore sometimes called hydro-sulphuric acid ; when-
over an oxide of a metal is presented to it, the metal becomes a

sulphide, and the hydrogen of the gas with the oxygen forma

water, thus :

CuO + H,8 = CuS 4- H,O.

From the variety of colours which sulphides exhibit, and their

behaviour under certain circumstances, this gas becomes a valu-

able test agent. By consulting the following table the teats
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will be apparent. Sulphuretted hydrogen liquefies under pres-

sure of 17 atmospheres.

METALS PRECIPITATED BY SULPHURETTED HYDROGEN.

In. an acid solution.

Arsenic, the precipitate is Yellow.

Antimony Orange.
Gold Black Brown.
Platinum
Tin Brown or Yellow.

(The above precipitates dissolve in

ammonia.)
Silver the precipitate is Black.

Mercury
Lead

Copper

The PersulpJiide of Hydrogen (Symbol, HSa;). The exact

amount of sulphur in this compound has not been determined ; it

is obtained by acting on calcium persulphide (CaS5 ) with hydro-
chloric acid. It is a yellow oily liquid, and possesses bleaching

properties.

Bismuth, the precipitate is Brown.
Cadmium Yellow.

In a solution neutralised by am-
monia.

Iron the precii tate is Black.

Uranium
Chromium
Aluminium
Cobalt

Manganese
Nickel
Zinc

Black Brown.
Green.

Colourless.

Black.

Flesh Bed.
Black.

White.

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XXXVII.
DISCOUNT.

11. Discount is the abatement made from a debt in con-

sideration of its being paid before it is due.

If A owes B a sum of money (<500 suppose) which is to be

paid at the end of a given time (say six months), and instead of

waiting until the six months have expired, discharges the debt

now, it is evident that he ought not to pay the whole amount
of the debt ; for B could put out the 500 to interest, and then,
at the expiration of the six months, he would be in possession not

only of the .500, but also of the interest on .500 for that time.

In order that the transaction may be strictly equitable, it is

plain that A ought to pay B such a sum as, put out to interest,

would amount in six months to .500. The sum so paid is, for

an evident reason, called the present worth of the debt ; and the

interest upon it which added to it makes up the amount of the

debt, is the true discount.

The true discount, then, is the interest of the present worth for

the time the debt has to run
; or, what is the same thing, it is the

difference between the amount of the debt and its present worth.

12. In mercantile transactions, where short periods of time

are concerned, it is customary to deduct from the amount due
the interest upon the amount, and not the interest upon the

present worth. This mode of reckoning is manifestly inaccurate,
and it is for this reason that we have used the expression true

discount, meaning thereby to distinguish it from the ordinary
discount of commerce.
The discount upon .105, due one year hence, at 5 per cent.,

is d5, because in 12 months .100 would amount to .105. The
interest on ,105, however, is .5 5s. at the same rate.

N.B. Observe that the difference between the interest and
the true discount is the interest upon the true discount for the

given time.

13. To find the present worth of a given sum at a given rate

per cent., due at the expiration of a given time.

This is exactly the same question as that explained in Art. 7

(Vol. II., page 403), viz., to find what principal will with its

interest amount to the given sum in the given time at the given
rate per cent.

EXAMPLE. Find the present worth of .6812 17s., due
12 years 4 months hence, at 7 per cent.

By the rule (see Art. 7) we have (since the interest of ,100
at 7| per cent, for 12| years is 1\ x 121, or ,if5, i.e., .92 10s.

192J
x (6812 17s.) as the required answer.

6812 17s. = 6812-85.

Therefore present worth is -^ x 681,285 = fi^ff", which, when
reduced, gives 3,539 2s. 10? d.

The discount upon 6812 17s., being the difference between that
um and 3539 2s. 10?d., is 3273 14s. Ifd.

14. To find tlie DISCOUNT upon a given sum, due at the

expiration of a given time, at a given rate per cent.

This may be done by finding the present worth, as in the last

article, and then subtracting it from the amount.

* These are not precipitated as sulphides. The rest of the rnctils

form sulphides soluble in water, and therefore do not give precipitates.

Or the discount may be found independently, as follows :

Find the interest on <100 for the given time, at the given
rate per cent. Multiply the given amount by this interest, and
divide by the number formed by adding this interest to .100.

This will be seen at once, by stating it in the form of a Rule
of Three question.
We will take a particular case.

EXAMPLE. Find the discount upon .1031 17s., due six

months hence, at 3 per cent.

In 6 months 100 would amount to 101?; at 3 per cent.

Hence 1} is the discount on 101} due 6 mouths hence.
Therefore at the same rate per cent., and for the same time, we

shall have as 101} : 1} : : 1031 17s.
1031-85 309-555

The result is 1'5 x ;;jpjr
=

-jTrrz- = 15 5s. very nearly.1U1 O 4U o f

BILLS, ETC.

15. In commercial transactions, when one man engages to pay
another a certain sum of money at the expiration of a certain

time, a document is drawn up, according to an established form,

upon a piece of paper, to which a government stamp of a certain

value is affixed. The value of the stamp varies according to the

amount of the debt, and tables of these stamps are given in

most of our almanacks and pocket-books. Such a document is

called a Bill.

A bill may be either what is called a Promissory Note, which
contains a promise on the part of the undersigned to pay the

money at the end of a certain time ; or it may be a Draft, which
contains a request or order to the debtor to pay. A draft is

also sometimes called a Bill of Exchange.
We give the forms of both kinds :

FORM OF A PROMISSORY NOTE.

783 12s. 6d. sterling.

London, Oct. 5, 18G2.

Six months after date I promise to pay to Mr. Henry Jenkins,
or Order, the sum of seven hundred and eighty-three pounds
twelve shillings and sixpence sterling, value received.

WILLIAM JOHNSON.

FORM OF A DRAFT, BILL OF EXCHANGE, OR ACCEPTANCE.

783 12s. 6d. sterling.

London, Oct. 5, 1862.

Six months after date, pay to my Order seven hundred and

eighty-three pounds twelve shillings and sixpence sterling, value

received.

Mr. William Johnson, )

London. f

Accepted, payable at Messrs. Smith, Payne, Smith, and Co.,

London.
WILLIAM JOHNSON.

HENRY JENKINS.

The above are two different forms by which William Johnson

places himself under the obligation to pay .783 12s. 6d. to

Henry Jenkins at the end of six months.

The draft is called an Acceptance, after William Johnson has

what is called "accepted" the bill that is, written across it

"
Accepted," etc., and signed his name. The acceptance (placed,

in the above example, for convenience at the foot of the bill)

is written across it by the Drawee. The person who makes out

the bill (in this case Henry Jenkins) is called the Drawer. William

Johnson, upon whom the bill is drawn, is called the Drawee,
until he has accepted it, and then he is called the Acceptor.
Sometimes the bill is made out to be paid to a particular person,
who is called the Payee.

16. Such bills, before they become due, are passed about

from hand to hand instead of money. The person in possession
of the bill at any time is called the Holder, and when he pays it

away to another person, he writes his name on the back, which

is called endorsing the bill. The acceptor is always liable to the

holder, who can also recover from the drawer and endorser.

This transference of a bill from one hand to the other is called

negotiating the bill.

It is evident from what we have said about discount that the

value of such a bill continually increases, up to the time at

which the debt is payable, the present worth being manifestly

greater the shorter the time it has to run.

Suppose I take such a bill for .500 to a banker three months

before it is due, and ask him to give me money for it ; he will
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offer to
"

<li-i'(i!mt" it at BO much ; This means
that ho will five mo .-190 for it that it*, .500 less thu interett

lor tin- it 8 por cent. Now it' tin- i.unl.i-r r.-m l>,.rn.w

i to than 8 per cent. (KU :.t.) ho can at

onco 1> ' at 5 por cent. Thin would amount in thn-n

only to i 1. Ho would thus bo a gin

I, by the transaction.

It is on tlii.t principle of discounting a bill at a higher rate of

that at which money can bo borrowed, that bankora
uii.l liill-tlis.'omitiTS make their profits.

17. In calculating the day upon which a bill becomes duo,
n number of days, which varies in different countries,

.-alli-il i>,i* qf (,, ' v, aro added to the time specified. In Great
l!rit:iin. iliivr days is the time allowed. Calendar months are

nM'kou.Ml. Thus a bill drawn on Feb. 15th at three

mont hs becomes actually due on May 18th. If a bill be drawn
on the 29th, 30th, or 31st of a month, and the month in which
it becomes due (not reckoning the days of grace) does not con-

tain 'J'.), 30, or 31 days, as the case may be, then the last day
of the month is taken, and the three days of grace added.

Thus a bill drawn on Jan. 31st at three mouths would (with-
out the days of grace) be due on April 30th, and therefore would
be actually duo on May 3rd.

EXERCISE 57. EXAMPLES IN DISCOUNT, ETC.

Calculate the True Discount upon
1. 45, due 1 year hence, at 5 per cent.

2. 325 10g., due 18 mouths hence, nt 3* per cent.

3. 1000 for 10 months, at 4 per cent.

4. What is the present worth of 450, payable in 6 months, at 6 per
cent.?

5. What is the present worth of 840 ICs. 8Jd., due 3 months hence,
at 3J per cent ?

6. Find the present worth of 819 4s., due 9 months hence, at

Si per cent.

7. Find the difference between the True and the Commercial discount

upon 3500, due 10 months hence, at 6 per cent.

8. Find the discount upon 430, due 18 mouths hence, at 3J per cent.

9. Compare the cash and credit price of the same article ; credit

being given for one year, and simple interest at 4J per cent, per annum
being allowed. Find the cnsh price of articles, the credit price of

which amounts to 114 Is. 7d.

10. The difference between the interest and the true discount for a

certain sum for 2J years at 4j per ceut. is 2 14s. B^.d. ; find the sum.

[Sc N.B., Art. 12, in the preceding page.]

11. If the discount on 567 be 34 14s. 3Jd. at 4} per cent., when is

the sum due ?

12. Two men owe equal debts to a third, both due at the end of

4* years ; the one pays at once the equitable sum ; the other leaves the
amount of the debt in the bank for the benefit of the creditor, who
thus receives sums iu the ratio of 640,000 : 844,561. At what rate is

the interest calculated ?

In the following questions the Mercantile Discount is to be
calculated.

Find the present worth of the following Bills :

13. 235 8s. Ccl., drawn 5th April, at 6 months; discounted 31st

May, at 6 per cent.

11. 240, drawn 16th December, at 3 months; discounted 28th

January, at 3-J per cent.

15. 1000, drawn 31st December, at 4 months ; discounted 2nd

February, at 5 per cent.

16. 1250 10s. 6d., drawn 29th November, at 3 months ; discounted
21st December, at 6 per cent.

17. 850 17s. 6d., drawn 31st July, at 8 months ; discounted 15tn

September, at 4 per cent.

18. 325, drawn 25th October, at 9 months; discounted 15th

January, at 8J per cent.

19. 755 5s. 9d., drawn 17th March, at 3 months ; discounted 31st

May, at 6 per cent.

20. 537 5s. 2d., drawn 29th August, at 3 months; discounted 27th

October, at 3* per cent.

1. 26 2s. 8ld.

2. 33 Os. 9|d.
3. 43 19s. 7id.

1. 55 3s. 4d.
2. 51 2s.

8. 5 12s. 45d. to the
nearest farthing.

EXERCISE 55.

4. 2 Os. 51,1.

5. 19 17s. IJd.

EXERCISE 56.

4. 1 15s. 6JJ'd.
5. 20 10s. 9,VtA.
6. 129 17s. 2>Ad.

6. -21 2s. 2)d.

7. 111 7s. 5d.

7. 51.

8. 195 6s. 3d.

9. I lose 1 4s. 3f.d.

IN BOTANY. XXV i 1.

SECTION LX.-JA8MINACEJE.

Characteriitict : Calyx free; corolla hypogynoaB,
monopetalous, Mirer-shaped, fire to eight partite ; stamens two,
inserted upon the tube of the corolla ; orary two celled, oni- or

bi-ovnlate; ovules collateral, ascendant; fruit a berry or cap-
sule ; seeds erect, dicotyledonous, exalbuminons.
The members of the family Ja*minacc are usually tree*

or shrubs, often climbing, leaves ordinarily opposite, without

stipules; flowers complete ; calyx persistent; corolla imbricated
in aestivation ; anthers attached by their bases ; albumen at
first abundant, but towards maturity reduced to a very fine

membrane ; radicle inferior.

The Jasminacciu aro nearly allied to the Oleaoeae, from which
they, however, differ in certain well-marked characteristics,
such as the number of their sepals and petals, the aestivation
of their corolla, the ascendant ovules, the endocarp never hard,
the erect seeds, and albumen almost absorbed.
The principal region of this natural family is tropical Asia ;

a few species, however, aro indigenous to the Mediterranean

region. The greater number of the Jasminaceae possess a
volatile oil in tho tissue of their corolla, not obtainable by
distillation. Tho so-called oil of jasmine is the product of

stratifying jasmine flowers with some fixed non-odorous oil,

generally oil of ben. This oil, which is used by watchmakers
because it does not freeze so readily as other oils, is expressed
from the ben nut, tho seed of the Moringa pterygosperma,
or winged-seeded horse-radish tree, a tree which grows in

Arabia and India, and the roots of which are used as we
use horse-radish. Tho volatile oil of jasmine, to which allu-

sion has just been made, is obtained chiefly from the flowers

of the Jasminum, qfficinale, or common white jasmine, or

those of the Jasminum grandiflorum, or large-flowered jas-
mine. The last-named is a greenhouse evergreen climber,
and not suitable for culture in the open air, like the common
hardy deciduous climbers.

SECTION LXI. VACCINIACE.2E AND EBICACEJE.
Characteristics : Calyx free or adherent to the ovary ; corolla

inserted upon an annulus or disc, either hypogynons or epigy-
nous, monopetalous or polypetalous, with four or five petals,

regular ; number of stamens equal to that of the lobes of the

corolla, alternating with them, or double their number;
anthers bilocular, usually opening by terminal pores ; ovary
one to five celled, with central placentae ; seeds inverse ;

embryo dicotyledonous, straight, in the axis of a fleshy
albumen.
The plants which compose these two families are united into

one, under the name Ericaceae, by some authors. They are
shrubs or evergreen trees ; the leaves, ordinarily narrow, are
articulated with the stem, and without stipules ; flowers com*

plete ; calyx, four or five partite ; corolla, four or five partite ;

the lobes varying as to depth, sometimes free, imbricated in

aestivation ; ovules pendent or reflexed.

Ericaceae. Corolla hypogynons generally persistent ; ovary
free ; fruit generally capsnlar.

Vacciniacece. Corolla epigynous, caducous ; ovary inferior :

fruit bacciform or drupaceous ; leaves plane.
The Ericacacae or heaths are dispersed over all the globe :

they are especially abundant in the cold regions of the

northern hemisphere, and at the Cape of Good Hope. Somt
species are gregarious, covering immense tracts in western and
central Europe, where their presence indicates the soil to

be unodapted to the culture of cereals. A great number of

species belong to the Mediterranean region. The Vucciniaceae,
which takes its name from the Yaccinium, or whortleberry,

grow for the most part on this side of the Tropic of Cancer,
and in North America, chiefly inhabiting the temperate and
cool regions of the northern hemisphere, especially the ele-

vated mountains and hilly districts of America. Beyond the

Tropic of Capricorn they altogether disappear. Most of the

Ericaceae contain bitter astringent principles, sometimes also a

poisonous balsam. The berries of certain species are edible.

The Vacciniaceae are especially valuable for yielding a refresh-

ing acidulated frnit. Their leaves are slightly astringent. The
Thibaudia macrophylla produces berries which the inhabitants

of Paste, in Columbia, submit to fermentation, and produce
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a sort of wine. The flowera of Thibaudia Quereme are used by
the Peruvians in the composition of an aromatic tincture useful

in toothache.

The rhododendrons, which belong to the family Ericaceae,
are remarkable for their narcotic property. The yellow-
flowered rhododendron (Rhododendron chrysanthum), a shrub

growing in the Alps and Northern Asia, has bitter astringent

leaves, employed occasionally in medicine.

Among the Vacciniaceae, the South American plant Thibaudia

microphylla, a shrub which grows on the Andes in Peru,
deserves to be mentioned. Its leaves con-

tain a powerful narcotic, and if eaten by
cattle they are fatal. Kalmia latifolia, if

swallowed, causes a species of drunkenness
and delirium, vomitings, convulsions, and

frequently death. The intoxicating honey
of the Euxine, so celebrated amongst the
ancients from the date of the retreat of

the ten thousand under the Greek historian

Xenophon, derived its qualities from the

straight in the axis of a fleshy albumen ; stem woody ; leaves

provided with caducous stipules, and ordinarily alternate.

The Celastracese are usually shrubs, sometimes climbing.
Their flowers are regular, axillary, disposed in cymes, small

green, white, or purple in colour. The base of the calyx is

surrounded with a fleshy disc, sometimes adherent to the ovary.
The petals, enlarged towards the base, are inserted upon the
border of the disc; imbricated in aestivation. The ovary is

merged to a varying extent into the disc; ovules reflexed.

Fruit, two to five celled, sometimes dehiscent, cither drupaceous
or samaroidal, or, finally, capsular with
loculicidal dehiscence, or mode of splitting
into the cells. The seeds are usually en-

veloped in a fleshy arillus. Eadicle inferior.

The Celastracese inhabit for the most

partthe sub-tropical regions of the southern

hemisphere ; towards either pole and the

equator they become rare, and none are
found in the two frigid zones. The greater
number of Celastraceie contain bitter

I
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209. THE YELLOW JASMINE (JASMINUM HTJMILE).

210. A SPECIES OF HEATH (ERICA HEK-

BACEA).

flowers of the Azalea pontica and Rhododeii'

dron ponticum.
Most of the species already mentioned are

cultivated in gardens as ornamental shrubs.

The Vacciniacese furnish to horticulture the

Thibaudia and Macleania. Thibaudia pulcher-
rima was originally brought from Northern
India ;

its flowers are disposed in umbels sessile npon the aged
and leafless stems. The corolla of these flowers is tubular,

campanulate, palish-red in colour, verging occasionally towards

greenish-yellow, marked longitudinally and transversely with

lines of deep red.

SECTION LXIL CELASTEACE^, OK SPINDLE-TREES.

Characteristics : Calyx free, of four or five sepals ; corolla peri-

gynous, of four to five petals ; stamens four to five, alternate with

the petals ; ovary two to five celled, cells ordinarily containing

one or two ovules ; ovules ascending ;
fruit capsular or dru-

paceous ;
seeds generally provided with an arillus, or exterior

coating fixed to them at the base only ; embryo dicotyledonous,

211. THE BROAD-LEAVED KALMIA (KALMIA LATI-

FOLIA). 212. THE BOX-LEAVED OI:LASTJB.US

(CELASTRUS BUXIFOLIUS).

and astringent principles, united with others

which are acrid, purgative, and emetic, or

simply stimulant. The fruit of certain species
is fleshy and edible, the seeds of others con-

tain a fixed oil. The Celastrus scandens is

termed by the French Bourreau des arbres

(trees' hangman), because it winds so tightly
around the trunks of trees, that they are strangled. This

species is indigenous to North America. Its bark is emetic.

The Celastrus venenatus, a spring shrub growing at the Cape
of Good Hope, is dangerous on account of the wounds it

causes. The Maytenus macrocarpus is a Peruvian shrub, the
leaves of which are acid. The M. Chilen&is is an efficacious

remedy against the poison oak. The decoction of its leaves is

employed as a wash for application to parts injured by the

former plant. The kat or gat (Catha ednlis) is cultivated

along with coffee in Arabia, and is in great repute amongst the

Arabs as a preventive of sleep. They moreover pretend that

localities where this plant grows are always free from the plague,
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MEGHAN ICS. II.
THE UNIT OF FOECE.- 1 i'UKD TO A POINT.

ll\\iv. hi our first lesson fxjilainud tin- meaning oft! i

." uud shown how a force is uppli.-.! ami measured, we shall

next consider tho simplest khul of meelmnieal prc.l.l.-ia, that (

several applied to a siiujlc point. Before I proceed, however, it

is advisable to fix clearly your notions of the " unit of force."

already laid down the rule, that a force may bo measured

by the number of feet it v.mtld cause the unit ivory bull, qual
in weight to a cubic inch of pure water, to mov over in one

second, when applied to it middi-nly by a blow. If the ball

move over seven feet, the number 7 should bo writti n fr
the force; if over a furlong, the number is COO, the feet in a

furlong. But suppose it moves over exactly one foot, then it is

; hat the numeral 1 should bo written ; and that particular
force is the "one" of forces. And the conclusion to which
we thus ore led is that

THE UNIT OF FORCE is the force which would, if applied

instantaneously to the unit oj mass, make it move over one foot
in une second.

But you can clearly see that the force which could produce
no greater velocity than this in the boll which, instead of being

ivory, wo may take to be a ball of frozen water, a cubic inch

in volume cannot be a very strong force. In fact, it is equal
to a little loss than eight grains of weight, that is, this unit of

force could be balanced by that with which an eight-grain

weight pulls downwards. How this is ascertained I cannot
hero explain to yon, as you would require some little knowledge
of dynamics to understand tho proof. For the present, there-

fore, you must take my statement on credit.

But this unit is evidently too small for practical purposes.
Tho strains in the mechanical powers, the lever, the wheel and

axle, the pulley, etc., and in roofs and bridges, cannot be

calculated in grains, on account of the large numbers we should

have to operate on. A larger unit is therefore necessary, and
tho pound weight exactly answers tho purpose. We can cal-

culate and measure forces in pounds ; or, if the figures in

that case bo too large, wo can calculate them in hundred-

weights, or even in tons. All that is necessary is to keep clearly
in mind what your unit is in your calculation, and to know how
to pass from one unit to another. If, in the same calculation,

you were to use different nnits in different places a pound for

instance, in one, and a hundred-weight in another without

reducing tho one to tho other, the result could, be nothing but
confusion and error.

But how are you to pass from one unit to another ? This is a

nice point in practice, as we shall see in duo time ; but this much
is clear, that, if your unit ba a hundred-weight, you should

multiply all the numbers wliich represent your foro3S by 112

(tho number of pounds in a hundred-weight), and then these

forces \vill be expressed in pounds. If they are already ex-

pressed in pounds, then divide by 112, and you will have them
in hundreds and fractions of a hundred-weight. And so, from

hundred-weights you con pass to tons by dividing by 20, aud
reverse the operation by multiplying by that number. Thus,
we see that "ton,"

" hundred-weight," and "pound," are only
so many different expressions for the same unit namely, the

pound either singly or collectively, and that, therefore, for

practical purposes, we may say that a pound weight is the " unit

of force."

But we cannot leave this subject without determining the
relation between this unit and tho very small one of which I

first made mention. I have asked you to take it on credit that
the latter is nearly eight grains. The more correct value
involves decimals, and is 7 '85 grains nearly, that is, seven

grains and eighty-five parts out of a hundred of one grain.

Hence, since there are 7,000 grains in an avoirdupois pound, if

we divide this number by 7'85, we shall have the number of
these small units (which henceforth we shall call the dynamical
unit), to which one pound weight is equal. The division gives
892 nearly for tho quotient ; and thus we learn how we may
pass from dynamical units to pounds, or from pounds to these
units. The result may be summed up in the following table :

7 '85 Grains make uearly one Dynamical Unit.
892 Dynamical Units mako Hourly one Pound.
112 Pounds make one Hundred-weight.
20 Hundreds make one Ton.

Forces applied to a Point. When a single force is applied

56 N.E.

to any point of a body, If the latter be free, motion will

etume, and the question belongs to Dynamic*. If it be not free,
bat fastened in any way to fixed objects, the force will be
communicated through its substance to the points of support or

connection, which will n-mut, and by resisting cause the body to
sustain strain. For example, suppose a beam of wood is fixed

at one point, round which, as on a pivot, it can torn in any
direction, and that a force is applied to it at some other point.
It is clear that thi* force will poll the beam round towards
itself so far as it can go, that is, until the line of direction of
the force passes through the fixed point. Then this point will

resist, and equilibrium will be produced. The case thus tionomos
one of two forces namely, that applied and the resistance pro-
duced ; and we see thus that a single force can never in Htatict

be the subject of study, without involving the consideration of
other forces which it colls into existence. A statical problem
must be concerned about at least two forces.

If two forces bo applied to a point in the same direction, we
assume in Mechanics, an a self-evident truth, the result of

experience, that their joint effect is the same as that which
would be produced by a single force equal to their sum. If two
men of unequal strength pull on a rope against another man
stronger than either, whc succeeds in balancing their united

strength, wo say, witho.it hesitation, that his force is equal to

the sum of those put forth by the two. When two forces thus
act separately at a point, tho single force to which their joint

power is equal is called the " resultant
"
of these forces. We

therefore say, if two forces act on a point in the same direction,
their resultant is the sum, of these forces. If three act on it,

since two of them are equivalent to one equal to their sum, this

one with the third must be equivalent to a single force equal to

tho sum of the three. And so on, as to more than three, we
may lay it down as a general rule that

The resultant of any number of forces acting on a point in

the same direction, is a single force equal to the sum of the

separate forces.

When two forces act in opposite directions on a point, for the

amo reason as in the former case, we assume that the resultant

is the difference of the two. And this leads us to the moat

general case that can occur of such forces namely, that in

which any number of them are applied to a body along the

same line, some in one direction and others in the opposite
direction. To determine the resultant of all, it is evident that

it is sufficient to take the separate resultants of the opposing

sets, then take the difference of these resultants, and that thin

difference will bo the required restdtant of all, and its direction

that of the greater of tho two separate resultants. Hence the

following rule :

If any number of forces be applied to a body along the same

line, their resultant is the difference between the sums of those

which act in the opposite direction, and its direction is the same
as that of tho greater sum.

For example, if fifteen men pull on a rope against eleven,
and drag them along a road, the resultant of the twenty-six
forces applied to the rope along its length is the difference

between the united powers of the fifteen and of the elevet,

whatever be the particular strength of each man, and ita

direction is that in which the fifteen pull.

But suppose now that two forces only are employed, and that

they are equal and in opposite directions ; what will be tho

result ? They will balance, or be in equilibrium. Now it is some-

times said that the body to which two such forces are applied
at one of its points is in the same condition as if no force had
been applied to it. This is not true, strictly. It is in the same
condition so far as equilibrium is concerned, but not otherwise.

It is not in the same condition as to pressure or strain. The

ro,!!'. wiiich at one moment is lying stretched on the ground, is

not in the same condition it was in a few minutes before, when
two strong men were pulling at opposite ends of it with balanced

strength. In the latter case it is strained along its whole

length every thread on the stretch, ready to snap. Its condi-

tion is very different on the two occasions different in every
circumstance, except that of there being no motion. So, also,

if two equal and opposite pressures are applied to a round ball,

it will be an equilibrium, but the condition of its substance will

be changed. Its particles will be pressed towards one another

inwards ; and. if it bo made of soft or elastic material, ifc form
will bo altered by the flattening effect of th opposing force*
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And this is true, whatever be the magnitude of the ball. It

may be as small as we please, even so small as an atom, or

what is called a " material particle," and yet there will be this

internal compression or straining. Thus we see that even the

"material particle," acted on by two equal and opposite forces,

cannot be said to be in the same condition before and after their

application.
The case of equal and opposite forces presents some other

points of interest, which may well occupy your attention in this

lesson. Suppose, for example, two men pull against each other

with equal strength at the opposite ends of a rope. What will

be the strain on the rope? What will be its amount, considering
that both are pulling ? Most persons at first incline to say that

it is strained by the united strength of both, or by double the

strength of either man. Such is not the case ; the strain is

only equal to the strength of one of the men. What is the

reason of this ? A moment's reflection makes it evident.

Suppose one man only to pull ; the rope follows him, and there

is no strain on it. But the instant the other seizes his end and

pulls, strain begins, caused by his resistance. If he gives a

strong pull, it is great; if a weak, it is slight. But, to put this

in another way, suppose the first man leads, pulling with all his

might, while the other, holding on with less strength, is dragged
after. The rope is strained in this case also. By how much ?

By the less of the two forces. The stronger pull becomes
divided into two parts, one putting both the rope and the

second man in motion, and the other balancing the latter's pull.

It is this second portion which strains the rope, and must be

equal to the strength of the hinder man, while the other, which
causes motion, is the difference of the two pulls or forces. Sup-

pose, lastly, that the two pulls become equal, their difference

becomes nothing, motion ceases, and the men come to a stand-

still. But the strain remains, as before, equal to the hinder

force, which, being equal to that of the leading man, we can

eay it is equal to either of the forces.

Let us next suppose that for one of the men an iron ring,
fastened on a wall, is substituted, to which one end of the rope
is attached. So long as the rope hangs loosely from the ring
there is no strain on it. Let the other man now pull at the far

end, the rope at once is strained, evidently not by the wall, but

by the man's pull. The wall puts forth no more effort to strain

it than it did before ; but simply resists the force communicated
to it through the rope. It is, in fact, a case of a force applied
to the wall through the rope, every point of which may be con-

sidered a point of its application.

Again, take two equal weights attached to the ends of a
cord which passes over a pulley. The strain on the cord which

hangs down at either side is evidently equal to the weight on
that side ; and, since the weights are equal, the strains on both

sides, and therefore all through the cord, are equal to that

weight.
In all these cases the forces were of the nature of a pull,

causing a stretching strain. But the conclusions hold equally

good of pushing forces. If two such, equal to each other, be

applied to a ball at opposite sides in opposite directions, the

compressing strain within the ball will bo equal to only one of

the forces. Or if the ball be pushed against a wall by only
one of them, though the wall resists, the strain will still be the

same equal to the single force. The resistance counts for

nothing. Also, when the two forces are unequal, and motion

ensues, there is a compressing strain equal to the smaller force,
while the motion produced is due to the difference of the forces.

When a man ascends a ladder with a hod of mortar, there are

two such compressing forces acting on his shoulder at the spot
on which the hod rests namely, his own muscular power push-
ing his shoulder upwards, and the weight of the hod and mortar

pushing it down. His ascent is effected by the difference of

these forces, the muscular being the greater ; while the com-

pressing strain is evidently the weight of the loaded hod.
These examples will make clear to yon the principle I have
been explaining; and you will find no difficulty in multiplying
them by thinking of others yourselves.
We now pass to the case of three forces, whose directions are

all different, applied to a point, and producing equilibrium.
Now it is evident, first of all, that the three must pull or push
in the same plane or flat, such as, for instance, the flat surface
of a table ; for if two of them pulled along that surface, while
the third pulled in a slanting direction upwards, this latter forca

should lift the body off the table. Try the experiment with
three strings attached to a ring which lies flat on a table, two
of which are pulled horizontally along the table, and the third
in any direction upwards. The ring will be lifted, and soon the
three strings will come into one plane. I am not here taking
into account the weight of the ring and strings, which are a
fourth force applied to the body. For the sake of simplification,
to enable you to understand the principle, I suppose these to be
so small in comparison to the others as to count for nothing.

Secondly, when three forces applied to a point are in equili-
brium, the resultant of any two of them is equal and opposite
to the third force. This is also evident ; for if it were not, the
resultant of the two and the third force, to which the three are
equivalent, would not be two forces equal, and opposite to each
other, and therefore could not make equilibrium. In the case
of the ring on the table, to which the three strings are attached,
if the direction of the effect of the pulls on two of the strings were
not opposite to that of the third pull, the three would make the
ring move to the side of the table, towards which these two
directions incline. And, furthermore, even if the directions
were opposite, the ring would move, if the effect of the two, or
their resultant, were not equal to the third force. These two
principles may be definitely stated as follows :

1. When three forces applied to a point are in equilibrium,
they are in the same plane.

2. The resultant of any two of three forces in equilibrium at
a point is equal and opposite to the third force.

LESSONS IN GREEK. XV.
EXERCISES FROM THE BOOK OF PROVERBS.

1. Tios o~o<pos tvcppaivfL iraTfpa, vlos 8e afyptaif AUTTTJ TTJ

2. Ilcpta avSpa rairfipo't, xetpes 8e avoptiwv ir\ovTiovffiv. 3.

EuAo-yia Kvpiov eirt Kf<pa\fj SIKO.IOV. 4. Mi/rj/x?} SIKCUUIV fj.fr'

fyKu/jituv (understand tffTi), ovop.a, 5e afff&ovs crfievvvTai. 5.

Micros tytipft vtiKos. 6. 'Os /c x'^ecoj' irpocr<J>fpei ffotpiav, pa/SSip
Tinrrei avSpa aKapSiov. 7. AJ/TJO Sij\uff<ros aTro/caAuirrei /JouAas

tv ffvvtSptia, iriffTos 8e irvori /COUTTTSJ Trpayfiara. 8. Tvvrj ffirovSaia.

ffrt<pavos T(f avSpt. 9. Aoyov aSi/coi/ u.ifffi Si/caios, aae^Tjs t

Sf aio~xwfTai. 10. 2i5?7pos ffi5i\pov owft, avt)p 8e irapo^wei

irpoffaairov tratpov. 11. 'CLcnrtp Spoffos (v a/uijT<j>, /cat itiffirtp ueros

(V Oeptl, OUTWS OVK fffTIV CUppOVl TI/U9J. 12. A.KO.vQo.1 tyVOVTOU fi>

X e 'P' neOvo~fj.ov, SouAeta Se tv x f 'P l
"t<av atppovcuv. 13. 2o<ia KM

tvvoia ayadr) tv irv\ais ffoty<av (understand fifftv)- ffo<poi OVK

(KK\tvovfftv tK ffTouMTos Kvptov. 14. ATrotfj/rjcr/cei cuppcav tv

afj.apTia.is. 15. Mrj xa'Pf 7r ' KCLKOTTOIOIS, /njSe t]\ov a,fj,apTo>\ovs.

16. 4>o^ou TOV &tov, vif, /ecu jSacriAea. 17. Aoyois o~o(piav Tropa^aAAe
ffov ovs, /cat aKovf fu.ov \oyov. 18. EAeTjyUOcri'j'Tj /cat a\rj6tta

<pv\a.Kf) $ariAej. 19. Koa/Mos vfa.via.is o~o<pia, Soa Se Trpfcr^vrfptav
TroAiai. 20. lias avr\p (paivtrai tawrcp Si/caios, KaTfvOvvft 5e

/capSicts Kvptos. 21. A.Ko\affTov oivos, KO.I vfipicrriKov /ueflrj, TTOS 3t

cuppcav Towvrots o~vp.ir\fKfTO.i.

VOCABULARY TO THE PASSAGES FROM THE PROVERBS.

1. EvQpaivia, I rejoice (transitively) ; Auir>7, -ns, rj, grief.

2. riei/ia, -as, y, poverty ; ra-rrftvow, I lower, degrade ; avopttos,

-a, -ov, manly, excellent ; irAourt^w, f make rich (from what noun
is the verb derived ?)

3. Ev\oyia, -as, ij, a Uessing (what are the components of

the noun ?) Kupjor, -on, 6, lord, master, the Lord that is, the

Almighty, in the Old Testament ;
SIKO.IOV for TOV SIKUWV. The

article is often omitted in the Greek version of the Hebrew

Scriptures. This version is called the Septuagint, sometimes
" the Seventy," because said to have been made by that number
of learned Jews in Alexandria in Egypt ; the translation was

completed in the second century before Christ.

4. MVTJ/XTJ, -TJS, fi, memory, the memory ; fyKcau.iov, -ov, TO, praise,

eulogy, our word encomium; affffirjs, -ovs, impious, compare

o-f&o/j.ai, I ivorship ; ff$tvvvu.i, I extinguish; fffifvvvTai, is extin-

guished, that is, destroyed.
5. Micros, -oDs, TO, hatred, connected with /xiereeo, I hate ;

vftKos, -ovs, TO, strife; here is exemplified the remark that the

Seventy are given to the omission of the article, for in Attic

Greek this proposition would be TO piffos tyeipei TO vetKos.

6. 'Os, the relative pronoun he who; xeiAos, -ovs, TO, a lip;

pafiSos, -ov, TJ, a stick, staff; a/cap8jos, -ov (from a, not, and

KapSia, the heart), heartless, senseless.

7. Aiy\uo-ffos (from Sis, twice, and yAwrTo, -ijs, r;, a tongue),
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double longuetl ; awotta\virrw (owo, from, and ca\tnrrc, I hide),

:'i>vt5ptuv, -ov, TO, on assembly, honoe our word
Kiiitlo' -it

j n-fojj, -Tji, ij, a
lirculln, . wiffros hero would in classical Grook b
i 1TI3TUJ.

8. STf^ovor, -ov, 4, a crown, hcnco our proper name, Stephen.
9. AHTX^O/MU, / am wthamed o/, from arxos, -ovs, hater

10. 2i8r;pos, -ou, (5, iron ; o(vcu>, J sharpen ; in irapojuvti, tho

preposition irapa strengthens tho foroo of tbo verb ; rraipoj,

ov, o, a companion, friend.

11. A^?Toy (from eutaw, I bind in bundles), haruest time;
vtTot (from vtw, Lat. plucro, to rain), rain; 6poj, -out, TO,

.ner.

TJ. AKaj/fla, -TJI, ri, a thorn ; <f>u, I produce (Lat. fui, J was),

(f>uon.ai, I am produced, I am born, I spring up ; u.tOvau.os (from

fj.(6v, wine, strong drink), drunken ; atppiav, -ovos (from a, and

(pp-nv), senseless, fools.

13. Evvota, -as, rj, sense (from tv, in, and vovs, the mind);
KV\-IJ, -TJJ, ri, a gate ; tKx\ivu (/c, from, and K\IVU, I bend), I

turn au'iri/.

14. A-rodvijCKu (airo, from, and OVTJO-KW, I die), I die ; a/iapna,

-uj, 7';,
sin ; consult auaprayu', already explained.

15. Xa-ipw, I rejoice ; KO.KOVOIOS, -oy, 6 (KOKOS, evil, aud

woieen, I do), an evil-doer; fa\ou>, I desire, envy; a/xoproiAos

(au-apravta), a sinner.

16. *oojucu, I fear, reverence.

17. riapa/3aAAa) (irapa, near, /3aAAa>, I </irou>), I apply to ;

(Toy, thy, hero the personal pronoun is used for the article,

ordinary Greek giving TO ouy ,- e/xoy, my.
18. EAerj/iocrujTj (from Aeos, jpity), mercy ; hence our word

eleemosynary, which, through the old English almesse, is con-

tracted into alms.

19. npetrjSi/TTjp (our presbyter, whence our priest), an old man;
iroAtoj, -a, -ov, bald, grey ; iroAiai, grey nair.s (understand rpi^ts,

hair).

20. 4>a(po^a(, I appear ; iainy, to himself ; KaTfv6vvo>, I direct,

guide.
21. A/coAao-Tos, -ov (a, not, and /coAa(,'co, J pitnisTi, restrict),

unresfrainabte, riotous; t3pjTJKos, -OP, insulting; ufOrj, -ijs, 77,

drunkenness ; TOIOUTOS, such; TOIOVTOIS, such things; ffvu.ir\fK(a

(ffvv, with, and irAe/cw, I fold), I bind together; ffvu.v\(KtTai, is

cntangrted in, is chained to.

EXERCISES FROM THE NEW TESTAMENT.
1. Ma/capias (understand t<mv) avr/p 6s inrou.tvti Treipaauov.

2. 'EKOCTTOS ire<paeToi uiro TTJJ tSias firiOvfuas. 3. "H tiriOv/j.ta

TtKTti a/j.apnav, rj S au-apria airoKVfi 9a.va.Tov. 4. IIa<ra 8oo"is ayaOri
KO.I TTO.V 5a>p7j/na TfAetoc avudev tffn Ka.Ta.fia.ivov airo TOW ITaTpos
TWV ffMUTwv. 5. Opyt) avopos omaioffwriv &eov ov KaTepya^tTui.
(!. TivtirQf irotTjTat Ao^ou, (cai pr) fiovov aKpoarai. 7. &pr)ffK(ta

Ka.8a.pa. KO.I ap-tavTos irapa TOJ 0<fi ai narpi OUTTJ TTIV, firtffKfirrfffdai

op<pavovs /cai ^P** *'' T
?? #Ai4*ej aiTtff, ao"iriAv taurov Tr/pejv

airo TOU KOfffjLOv. 8. 'H avcadtv ffotpia irpearov fitv ayvrj fffTiv,

(irdTu, ftptjisiKTi, tirifiKr)S, fVTTtiOris, /ueffTTj eAeou /cat Kapircav

aya6d>v, aSiaxpiTos, avviroitpiTos, KCtpiros Of tiinaioffvvris tv ftprjvr)

ffirftptTai rots iroiovcnv ftprjvrjv. 9. Tlodfv TroAe/uoi /cat voOtv

Maxai ef w/uic ; OI/K t^reuflej/, K TWV ^So^oiv vfj.tav, TUV ffTpctTtvo-

HtVdlV fV TOIS fJ.f\(fflV VfJitOV; 10. MoiXOl KO.I fJiOtXO.\lOfS, OVK

otSaTf OTI rj <pi\ia TOU Kofffj.ou tx^pa rov &tov fffnv; 11. 'O0fy
inr(pri(f>avois avTiTafffftrat, Tairnj/ois 8e SiSaxri ^apiv. 12. EI'J

eo-Tjj/ 6 vofioOfTris KOI KpiTrjs, 6 ovva.iJ.evos fftaffai KU.I airoAfffai.

Tne General Epistle of St. James.

VOCABULARY TO THE EXTRACTS FROM THE NEW TESTAMENT.
1. Maxapios, -a, -ov, happy, blessed; inroufvu (into, under, and

utvoi, I remain), I endure ; irtipa<rfj.os, -ov, 6 (irtipafa, I try,

tempt), trial.

2. 'Eicao-Tos, -17, -ov, each, every ; ioios, -a, -ov, one's own.
3. Airo/cveo) (airo, from, and KVW, I conceive, am pregnant), J

bear, I bring forth ; BavaTos, -ov, 6, death.
4. Aoo-<y, -fws, ij, a giving ; 5wp?j/ua, -aTOs, TO, a gift ; rtAtios,

a, -ov, perfect ; avuOtv (a.va.), from above, the termination Qtv

gives the idea of from, compare in Sentence 9, troQtv and
tvTfvBtv ; KaTaflaivv (KO.TO., down, and 0a.iva>, I go), I come
down, tffTi KOT, literally, is coming doum, is constantly coming
down a beautiful description of the constancy of the heavenly
Father's goodness ; (pus, <f>caros, TO, light.

5. Opyri, -ijs, 7; (the root of opfyo/Mu), desire, effort, a strong

emotion, anyer ; otKcuoffurri, -rjr, >';, justice, jiut design* ;

ya((>nat (KOTCL, dn'-.i, tfurroughly, and tpyor, a work), I ocean*

plinh.

.'ift.a.1 (tho old form of yiyvonat, cou.paro yivot, a race,

, / In'c.tme ; iroiTjTtji, -OK, 6, a doer, a maker, hence our

jinit, Ike great maker-, thu 1

/-; axpoar^i, *ov, A, a hearer*

7. 0pr)ffKtia, -at, -,';, lervice, God's tervice, rdiyion} KaBapoi, -a,

-ov, pure ; au.ia.vToi (uiaivw, I tpot), unnpotted ; KM, even, that w,
wrroj, avrn, TO-JTO, tliig ; fvtffKtwTOfiat (twi, over, and ff**wTOfiat,

I turvey) I go to tee, or vixit ; from the aamo root ui oar bithop,
tliat i, an overlooker, a superintendent ; optfmvot, ov, b, our word

orphan ; x"nP3 >
-as > 4> a widow ; 0\<i|ur, -cai, r,, affliction

of tliem, thcii- ; curTtAoi, -ov, unttained (<nr<\oi, a tlain),

. preserve.

8. 'A7oi, -TJ, -ov, chatte, holy ; vptrrov, in thejirtt place, rira,
then, in the second place; ttpriviicos (ttprjvri, peace), peaceful ;

fTiti/cTjr, mild; tvirnOijt (wtiOw, I persuade), easy to be entreated;

HKTTOS, -T>, -ov, full ; o&ioKptTot (a, not, oia, through, itptvu, I di

linguish), without partiality ; avinroKptroi (a, not, the v in inter-

posed between tho two vowels for the sake of euphony ; vwo,

under, and Kptvw, hence our word hypocrite), without hypocrigy ;

ffiretpM, I sow ; TOJ woiouffiv, for those doing, that U, thnte who
do or pursue.

9. TloOtv, whence; tvrtvOfv, thence; vutev, of you, your)

ffTpaTfvofjiai, I war; TWV errpar tvofitvw, which make war;
/j.t\os, -ovs, TO, a limb, member ; fiu.iv, in you.

10. Moixor, -ov, f>, an adulterer; /xoixaAu, -toot, TJ, an adul-

teress; OVK otSaTf, know ye not ? xfya > -<"> ^. hatred.

11. "tirtpvQavos (uirtp, above, hijh, too much, and Qatvu, 1

show), haughty; a.vTiTa.ffffou.a.1 (O.VTI, against, and To<ro-, I set)>

I array myself in opposition to ; Tairtivos, -rj, -ov, low, lowly,

humble; SiStacrt, he gives.

12. No/io0fT7js (vouos, a law, and TtOriut, I place), a lawgiver;
, I am able ; 6 ovvau. tvos, who is able ; ffwfa, I save ;

,
I destroy ; crvtrat and oToAeerat are infinitives governed

by 6

KEY TO EXERCISES PROM THE BOOK OP PROVERBS.
1. A wise son inaketh a glad father, but a foolish son is a grief to

his mother. 2. Poverty briugeth a man low, but the hands of the

diligent make rich. 3. The blessing of the Lord is on the head of the

just. 4. Tbo memory of tho just is preserved with praise, but the
name of the impious is extinguished. 5. Hatred begetteth strife. 6.

He who applieth tho wisdom of his lips striketh tbo senseless man (as)

with a staff. 7. The double-tongued man concealeth his thoughts in

the assembly, but the faithful man couccaleth only his deeds by speech.
8. A virtuous woman is a crown to her husband. 9. The just man
hateth an unjust speech, and even the ungodly man is ashamed of it.

10. As iron sharpeueth iron, so a man sharpeneth the face of his

friend. 11. As dew in harvest time, and as rain in summer, so is

honour to ono who is not indiscreet. 12. Thorns grow up in tho

hand of a drunkard, and slavery in the hand of the foolish. 13.

Wisdom and good senso aro in the gates (i.e., dwellings) of tho wise,

and the wise turn not away from tho mouth of the Lord. 14. Tho
fool perishes in his follies. 15. Rejoice not with them that do evil,

nor emulate sinners. 16. Fear Qod, my son, and the king. 17. Turn
thine ear to tho words of the wise, and hear my word. 18. Mercy and
truth are a king's defence. 19. Wisdom is an ornament to young men,
and hoary hairs are tho glory of old men. 20. Every man appears to him-

self just, bnt the Lord directeth the heart. 21. Wine is a thing that

is ungovernable ; drunkenness is that which begetteth insolence, and

every foolish person is entangled in such things.

KEY TO EXERCISES FROM THE NEW TESTAMENT.
1. Blessed is the man who endureth temptation. 2. Each man it.

tempted by his own lust. 3. Lust produceth sin, and sin bringeth
forth death. 4. Every good gift aud every perfect gift cometh down
from above, the Father of lights. 5. The auger of man worketh not the

righteousness of God. 6. Become doers of the word, and not hearers

only. 7. Pure and undefiled religion before Qod and the Father is

this, to visit the orphans and widows in their affliction, and to keep
himself unspotted from the world. 8. Tho wisdom that is from above

is first pure, then peaceful, just, easily persuaded, full of pity and good
fruits, without partiality, without hypocrisy, and the fruit of righteous-

ness is sown in peace in those that pursue peace. 9. Whence aro war*

and whence are fightings among you, are they not thence even from

your pleasures, which war in your limbs t 10. Ye adulterers and adul-

teresses, know ye not that the friendship of the world is enmity

against Qod? 11. Qod sets himself against the proud, and giveth

grace to the lowly. 12. There is one lawgiver and judge, who is able

to save and destroy.

%* Compare theabove with the translation of the Bible now in us*
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RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
THE CA.T FAMILY.

THE domestic cat is generally a family pet, but not always

deservedly so, for it occasionally plays the thief if there be any
toothsome morsel within sight or smell, and no one there to !

watch it. But notwithstanding this frailty, it is generally so

quiet and unobtrusive, remaining on the hearth for hours with- !

.out once giving any sign of its presence, and, moreover, so
!

useful in keeping down the mice, that few householders like to

.be without one. Far below the dog in vigour and intelligence, I

>it is nevertheless an animal of extreme interest, for it seems
still to have most of the wild instincts of the tribe to which it

belongs.
Just watch Puss while trying to catch that unwary fly which !

has alighted on the floor. With eyes keenly fixed on its
j

intended prey, and nose to the ground, it stealthily advances
to within springing distance, then at one bound it has brought
a paw down on the insect, and in the next instant it is eating
it with apparent relish. Its game generally is of larger kind,
-and not so easily caught. A sparrow, tempted by the crumbs
thrown out of doors, has ventured to come for its humble meal.

While it is busy pecking at these fragments, Puss, who has seen

the bird arrive, is revolving in its feline mind how it may f

encompass the sparrow's destruction. It advances quietly and

very cautiously, under cover of every object that happens to bo
j

nn the way of it and the bird, and when it has reached its last

vantage ground, makes a spring, which is the first intimation :

the bird has received of its presence. For a moment the

sparrow is paralysed, then it shrieks out in terror, while Puss

cruelly carries it away. This game the cat plays at with

greater freedom if it can have access to a neighbouring garden
or orchard. There it will move noiselessly about, ever on the

alert for any game that may turn up. Did you ever see it

capture a mouse ? How it has curled its tail preparatory to

the spring ! And what a savage growl it has uttered when it

lias got the stupefied creature within its grasp ! These are the

qualities tivo cat has in common with the tiger of Indian jungles
and the lion of African deserts, and we find it well fitted for

the work. The cat has very acute hearing, especially for those
rihrill sounds which mice omit, and any approach to such a

aound will instantly take its attention, which is shown by its

turning an oar towards the direction whence it supposes the

sound to have come. Ages of domesticity have not caused it

to lose control over its ear muscles. It is mentioned by Darwin
j

fthat cats which are entirely white and have blue eyes are

generally deaf, but ho further adds that it has been stated by
j

Mr. Tait that this peculiarity is confined to the males. The
domestic cat is easy and graceful in its movements. Pettigrew
tias pointed out as a curious fact in animal locomotion that if

one observes a cat from above when walking, a continuous
wave of movement is observed travelling along the spine from
before backwards, a movement which characterises the walk of

other quadrupeds, and which results from the diagonal order in

-which they lay down their feet when walking. He points out
that this movement closely resembles the crawling of the

serpent and the swimming of the eel. The cat's sight is good, and
appears to be adapted for seeing with a minimum amount of

light in its nocturnal prowlings. Its feet are specially adapted
'both for silently treading along, and also for seizing and tearing
its prey. Observe it when stretching itself against a table-

leg or other upright piece of wood; its claws are then ex-

tended, and frequently leave their marks, to the no small

-.annoyance of the good housewife. Ordinarily the claws are
drawn in, so that if you feel at the under-*urfaee of the foot it

appears quite soft, the doubled-up claw of each toe having a
oft cushion under it ; this it is which makes its tread so noise-

less. The claw is doubled up without any exertion on the part
of the cat, so that when it makes its spring on its prey a special
snuscle is called into play which causes them to be extended.

These are characteristics of the whole family of cats, which
includes the lion, tiger, panther, leopard, ounce, serval, jaguar,
puma, and ocelot, &c., for they have all the noiseless footfall, and
the peculiar claws which are retracted whon running, walking,
or jumping, but protracted when springing on their prey. They
-walk on their toes, and are therefore said to bo digitigrade, as

opposed to plantigrade (from Latin, gradior, I walk, and planta,
^he sole of the foot), a name given to those carnivores which

apply the sole of the foot to the ground like the bear. Their
heads are round ; jaws short and powerful, armed with teeth,
and their tongues like files, rough, with horny papillas directed

backwards, which serve to scrape off the last remains of flesh

from any bone they may be licking. Their long whiskers aro

very sensitive organs of touch, and they have a keen sense cf

smell. The family is a carnivorous or flesh-eating one, and
along with some other families of animals, forms the great order
of carnivora.

The cats i.e., lion, tiger, panther, &c. have, in common with
other carnivora, short intestines, which results from their flesh-

eating habits : a wonderful adaptation of the alimentary
apparatus to the kind of food habitually eaten by these animals.
The shortness of the intestinal canal appears all the more
wonderful when we contrast its length with that of the intestines

possessed by herbivorous animals like the sheep and cow ; thus
in the cat tribe the intestinal tube is not more than three times
the length of the whole body, whereas in many herbivorous
animals it is thirty times as long as the body.
We may now proceed to give a short account of some of the

more important members of the cat, or Felidte family.
The lion has for long been regarded as the "king of beasts,"

as the symbol of courage and strength, and it is perhaps on this

account that more tales have been told of its daring and prowess
than of any other animal, if wo except the dog. How far these

narratives may have been true it is at times difficult to decide,

even if one were disposed to disprove and take away the charm
of stories of the Androcles class. It appears under the most

trying circumstance? to preserve a noble and dignified bearing,
as if conscious of the enormous strength it can put forth when
required, a strength so great that it has been known to carry a
heifer in its mouth as easily as a cat would a rat, and has even

leapt over a fence or ditch with its burden. Some of its traits

are very well shown in the accounts that have been given of it

by travellers of undoubted veracity. Livingstone's experience
was both startling and interesting. He had just fixed on the

valley of Mabotsa in South Africa as a suitable place for

establishing a mission station, when he was informed that

several lions had been destroying the cattle of the natives.

Livingstone at once proceeded to help the people to exterminate

the animals. They were traced to a small wooded hill, which
the natives surrounded, and, with the intention of driving the

lions into a favourable position for firing at, they beat through
the underwood. Livingstone had fired at one of the animals,
and was just reloading, when he was startled by the warning
cry of his comrades, and upon looKing round for the cause, he

saw a lion just in the act of springing on him. He thus

graphically describes the situation :

"
I was upon a little height. He caught my shoulder as he

sprang, and we both came to the ground below together.

Growling horribly close to my ear, he shook me as a terrier

dog does a rat. The shock produced a stupor similar to that

which seems to be felt by a mouse after the first shake of the

cat. It caused a sort of dreaminess, in which there was no

sense of pain nor feeling of terror, though quite conscious of all

that was happening. It was like what patients partially under

the influence of chloroform describe, who see all the operation,

but feel not the knife. This singular condition was not the

result of any mental process. The shake annihilated fear, and

allowed no sense of horror in looking round at the beast. This

peculiar state is probably produced in all animals killed by the

carnivora ; and if so, is a merciful provision by our benevolent

Creator for lessening the pain of death. Turning round to

relieve myself of the weight, as he had one paw on the back of

my head, I saw his eyes directed to Mebalwe, a native school-

master, who was trying to shoot him at a distance of ten or

fifteen yards. His gun, a flint one, missed fire in both barrels ;

the lion immediately left me, and attacking Mebalwe, bit his

thigh. Another man, whose hip I had cured before, after he

had been tossed by a buffalo, attempted to spear the lion while

he was biting Mebalwe ; he left Mebalwe and caught this man

by the shoulder, but at that moment the bullets he had received

took effect, and ho fell down dead." Livingstone on this

occasion got off with one of his bones crunched to splinters, and

with eleven teeth wounds in his arm. Now there is every pro-

bability that if any other animal had been similarly placed to

Livingstone, it would have been instantly despatched. The lion

seems to have an instinctive fear of man, even when it has him
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in itd puw.T nnal honitaten long enough before

taking his hi,, to allow any hunter in tlm neighbourhood to

make a diversion in hi* fuwmr. It -.-Mum attack* man
from intuiiHu hunger. At the sight of

bin in daylight it will halt for a second or two to stare at him
;

it then slowly turns round and 1,-isuivly moves on a few steps ;

: riH to trot, and finally , when it thinks itself unobserved, it

l.i. :in, IH off like a hare. For these roaxoiiH the lion has been
i of as far loss courageous than it was formerly thought

to be. Hut it appears to us that the lion's hesitation in

attacking man, unless pressed by hungor or other circumstances,
detracts in no wise from the estimate that has been formed of

it as a bold animal, but rather tends to show that it possesses

sagacity in addition to its other qualities. The following

in.'i.lcnt, narrated by Burchell, appears to prove its courage and
coolness under extreme danger aud pain, and likewise its dis-

crimination in refusing to fight where the odds against it are

trongth, remained unwove 1 by their noisy

attempts, and kept hU head turned toward* ut. At one
moment, the dogs perceiving bin eye* thus engaged, had ad-
vanced close to hU feet, and teemed as if thy would actually
seizo hold of him ; bat they paid dearly for their iinpudrace,
for without discomposing the majestic and steady attitude in
whirh ho stood fixed, he merely moved hi* paw, and at the next

I beheld two lying dead. In doing this h made to
little exertion that it was scarcely perceptible by what nmnt
they had been killed. Of the time which we bad gained by the
interference of the dogs, not a moment was lott ; we fired upou.
him ; one of the bails went through hit tide just between the-

short ribs, and the blood immediately began to flow ; but the
animal still remained standing in the tame position. We had
now no doubt that be would spring upon us ; every gun wa
instantly reloaded ; but happily we were mistaken, and were not

sorry to see him move quietly away. . . . .\ -.I withstanding.

THE COMMON WILD CAT.

finch as to mean certain death. Burchell and his companions
were travelling through a bush-covered country in S.outh Africa,
when suddenly they camo upon a lion and lioness. The latter

withdrew, but the lion stood his ground. The situation was a

dangerous one, as the animal seemed to be preparing to spring
upon the travellers. Burchell thus describes the affair :

" We were standing on the bank at only the distance of a few

yards from him, most of us being on foot and unarmed, without

any possibility of escaping. I had given up my horse, and was
on foot myself ; but there was no time for fear, and it was use-

less to attempt avoiding him. Poor Tring, a Hottentot woman,
was in great alarm ; she clasped her infant to her bosom, and
screamed out, as if she thought her destruction inevitable,

calling anxiously to those who were nearest the animal,
' Take

care ! take care !

'

In great fear for my safety, she half insisted

upon my moving further off. I. however, stood well upon my
guard, holding my pistol in my hand, with my finger upon the

trigger ; and those who had muskets kept themselves prepared
in the same manner. But at this instant the dogs boldly flew
in between us and the lion, and surrounding him, kept him at

bay by their violent and resolute barking. The courage of these
faithful animals was most admirable ; they advanced up to the
side of the huge beast, and stood making the greatest clamour
in 'aid face, without the least appearance of fear. The lion,

the pain of a wound of which he must soon afterwards hare-

died, ho moved slowly away with a stately and measured step.
There are many varieties of the lion, which differ in size,

colour, and development of mane. It is by slight differences of

this sort that the breeds of Barbary, Senegal, the Cape, Bengal.
and Persia or Arabia are distinguished. Some attain to a length
of ten feet from the muzzle to the root of the toil, but as a rule-

they do not exceed six to seven feet. The lioness is generally
about one-fourth less than the male, and is maneless.

Perhaps the next most important member of the cat family is

the tiger, which closely resembles the domestic cat in form and
actions. It is of about the same height as the lion, but lougei
in the body. It has a handsome yellowish fawn-coloured coat,

striped with brown bands irregularly on the body, bnt with
remarkable regularity on the face, where, as a rule, the striping
is quite symmetrical. Like a great many other animals, it-

has the ventral portion of its coat white. Its toil is ringed
with black.

The tiger is peculiar to Asia and the larger islands of the
Asiatic Archipelago, where its fatal attacks both on man and
l)i-:ist make it very much feared. A tiger has been known tc*

carry off soldiers from the middle of their encampment, and to
spring on a Hindoo amidst all the bustle of an Eastern fair.

Its audacity is unbounded, and so often are its feats attende L
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with success that it has obtained the reputation of being one of

the most bloodthirsty of animals. A tiger hunt is therefore

attended with no small amount of danger, and we are familiar

with accounts of the hair-breadth escapes and thrilling adventures
which Indian sportsmen have encountered in these hunts. Both
the lion and tiger are capable of being tamed and trained,

and one may occasionally see them being put through their per-
formances in travelling menageries. The tiger, which is slenderer

than the lion, is also more active and stealthy in its movements.

Stealing from its den at a convenient hour, it proceeds to some

place where it can hide ; it then springs on the first victim that

presents itself, whether it be man or animal. It is said by some
naturalists to kill not for the mere pleasure of killing, but for

food, not waiting to attack until driven by hunger. The tigress
and lioness both exhibit great affection for their young.
The other members of the cat family, although perhaps of

equal importance to those we have so far described, have not

received so much attention, and we may therefore devote the

remainder of the small space at our disposal to a description of

some of them. Six of them the panther, leopard, ounce, serval,

jaguar, and ocelot, have spotted coats, differing, however, in

the nature and disposal of these spots, as well as in certain

other respects. Thus in the leopard the spots are farther apart
than in the panther. It is not always easy to distinguish, how-

ever, between these two animals, as from their great resem-

blance one has often been taken for the other, whence has

arisen much confusion in the accounts of them. The leopard is

much the larger of the two, some having been measured which
were as much as seven feet four inches long from the tip of the

nose to the root of the tail, while the panther is only about

three feet long measured in the same way. There is also a

structural difference between the two animals, the tail of the

leopard having in it only twenty-two small bones or vertebrsa,

while that of the panther has twenty-eight. The panther is found

in Asia, more particularly in India and Japan, and the leopard
inhabits the whole of Africa as well as part of Asia.

The jaguar has been called the American tiger, and the puma
the American lion, but however much the former may merit the

title of tiger, it would seem that the name of lion is' inappro-

priate whon applied to the puma. For the puma by no means

equals the lion in size and strength, although it is the largest
of American cats. It is more like the lioness in general

appearance, but it does not even come up to this animal in

size, being little, if anything, over four and a half feet long. It

seldom attacks man, but it is very destructive to the native

animals and cattle in its vicinity, killing many of them before

it commences to feed. It is found in Paraguay, Brazil, Guiana,

Mexico, and the United States. The jaguar, measuring close

upon seven feet from the end of the nose to the root of the

tail, nearly equals the tiger in size, and its habits make it as

much feared by the herds of wild animals which graze on the

Pampas of South America. Its spotted markings, irregular in

shape and on a tawny ground, are most numerous on the head,

thighs, legs, and back. It seeks its food in the rivers as well

as on the plains, being a good fisher, as well a mighty hunter.

The serval, ocelot, ounce, lynx, and wild cat all possess the

attributes of the cat family, remorselessly taking the life of

such animals as they elect to feed on. It seems difficult to see

what is the use of all this strife in nature, but we may never-

theless rest assured
" That not a worm is cloven in vain ;

That not a moth with vain desire

Is shrivell'd in a fruitless fire

Or but subserves another's gain."

READINGS IN GERMAN. II.

2. Die ftetne SBoIjttttaterix.
Dee kli'-nai vole'-tey-t ai-riu.

( hxit etn fatter ftrenget SBtntcr. Da fammctte bte

Ess vahr ine kal'-ter shtreng'-er vin'-ter. Dah zam'-mel-tai dee

flctne 3flinna, bte etnjtge od;ter toofjttfyatiger ?Ieltcrn, tie

kli'-nai min'-na, dee ine'-tsl-gai tod/ter vole'-tey-ti-gher el'-tern, dee

.Rrumcfjen unb SBrofamen, tie iibrig blicbcn unb teiuafircte

krtt'm'-yen o3nt bro'-zali-ruen, dee ii"-briy blee'-bon oout bai-vah'-rai-tai

* The different specimens of these vary considerably, tb.2 numbers
ivsn are therefore approximations only.

fte. Dann gtng fte 6,inauS jwetmal am $age auf ben J&of

zee. Dan ghiuk zee hln-ouss' tswi'-mahl am tah'-gai ouf dain ho'f

unb flreuete tie Jtrumctjen f)in, unb bie 'Bogtcin ffoo.cn tyevbet

6?ntshtroi'-ai-taidee kril'm'-yen hln, oont dee fo'g'-line flo'-ghen herr-bi'

unb ptcften fie auf. Dent 3flabd;cn abcr jittertcn tie ante

55nt pick'-ten zee ouf. Daim meyt'-yen ah'-ber tsit'-ter-teu dee hen'-dai

cor 8ro(l in ter bittern Jtdtte. Da betaufdjten fie bte 2lettern

fore fr5st in dair bit'-tern kel'-tai. Dah bai-loush'-ten zee dee el'-tern

unb freuten ftrfj te3 lieblid;en 2In6(icf3 unb fpradjen: SBarunt

oont froi'-ten zty dess leep'-ll-yen an'-blicks <5cSnt shprah'-ctyen: Vah'-r65m

ttjuft bu taS, aJitnna?

toost doo dass, min'-na ?

@8 ift ja 2U(e nut @d>nee unb @t bebecft. antioortetc

Ess ist yah al'-less mit shney 5i5nt ice bai-deckt', ant'-vi5r-tai-tai

QJiinna, bag bie fyten$en nid;t8 fmten fonnen
;

nun ftnb fie

min'-iia, dass dee teer'-yen nlyts ftn'-den kon'-neu; soon zlnt zee

arm, barum futtere id) fie, fo nne tie rcid;en 2flenfd;en bie armen

arm, dah'-r65m fut'-tai-rai Ky zee, zo vee dee ri'-yen man'-shen dee ar'-men

untevftu&en unb ernafyren.

oou'-ter-shtiif'sen Oont err-ney'-ren.

Da fagte ber SBater : 2lber bu fannft fte bod; nidjt afle

Dah zahcty'-tai dair fah'-ter : ah'-ber doo kanst zee dSd) nlyt al'-lai

oetforgen '.

ferr-zor'-ghen I

Die Neine 3flinna antroortetc : B,un benn nictyt affe Winter

Dee kli'-nai iniu'-na ant'-v<5r-tai-tai : Toon den nlyt al'-lai kin'-der

in ber ganjen 2Beft nne id;, fo tote [a. aud; atte retd;cn Ceute

in dair gan-tsen velt vee Iy, zo vee yah oud; al'-lai ri'-yen loi'-tai

bic arntcn cerpffegen ? 35cr 93ater aber btirftc bte

dee ar'-men ferr-pfley'-ghen ? Dair fah'-ter ah'-ber blick'-tai deo

3JJutter teS 9TJagtfcinS an unb fagte : o bu IjcUige Sin.

mdot'-ter dess meyyt'-liues an 33nt zahd;'-tai : o doo hi'-ll-gai ine'-

fait '.

VOCABULARY.fait!

SBoljlt^aterin, /. bene-

factress. (2Bo6.l,

n. good ; adverb,

well, perhaps,

t,/. deed;

!Dem, dative m. and n.

to the.

i. girl, maid.

3ittern, to tremble.

S3 or, with, before.

ter, m. doer, actor ; I Jtdtte, /. cold.

2lrm, poor.

Dartim, therefore

(tar-, instead of ba-,

there).

3d;, I.

Suttcrn, to feed.

-in, affix, to form
feminine nouns ;

tfjatig, doing, ac-

tive, fein, to be.)

28 ar, was.

.Raft, cold.

(Sammetn, to gather.

(5tnjig, only.

od;tcr, /. daughter.
9Ic(tcrn, Sltern, pa-

rents, pi.

itbvtg, over.

JBfctben, to remain,

stay.

35ewa6,ren,to preserve,

keep.
Dann, then.

efien, to go.

OinauS, out.

Sroet, two ; 2flaf, n.

time.

ag, m. day.
^of, m. yard, court,

farm.

trcuen, to strew.

erbct. xip (^er-, here,

hither, indicates

motion towards

the speaker).

33e!aufd;en, to watch, \ @o, so.

listen (be-, prefix, SReid;, rich.

as be in besmear, QJhnfd;, m. man, hu-

makes a verb tran- man being.

sitive). i llntcrftu^en, to as-

Steblid), lovely (-tid;, sist (unter, under
;

affirmative, -ly,
j

@tu^e, /. prop).

-ous, -able, -like). ; Srnaf)rcn, to feed,

5lnb(id:, m. sight support.

(filtcf, m. look; an- Dcd;, yet, however.

blicfen, to look Sftdjt, not.

at).

Sprcdjcn, to speak.

Sffiarum, wherefore

(-um, for, about).

$6,un, to do.

3Du, thou.

Sa8, demonstrative

pronoun, that.

3ft, is.

3a, indeed, yes, truly.

(@ tft ja? is it

not?)

@d;nee, m. snow.

(5t, n. ice.

SBetedfen, to cover.

Dag, conjunction,
that.

, nothing.

>-J5erforgcn, to supply,

provide (Soraen,

to care ; sev-, prtr-

fix, for, before, a-

way, astray).

Denn, then, for.

anj, whole.

SBelt, /. world.

fieute, pi. people.

SSerpflegen, pffegen, to

support, to nurse.

aflutter, /. mother.

3flagb, /. servant,
maid.

JEJetltg, holy.

(Stnfaft, /. simpli-

city.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GERMAN.
EXERCISE 79 (Vol. I., page 382).

1. Die me ju ergrftntcnte 9Wmacf>t ottc. 2. 3d; bin
^ier,

anftatt

mcine SruberS. 3. Da 2Dtterfte(;cn ber 5poten war
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frbrtcflty to* tngtn tbrtl etblatbtlitbe* : .Wort) ift $oltn niefct rtdortn."

4. I>a 8tftn Ubrrcicber 'iMicbtr vmnebrt ten 'iirrflanb. 5. Tfii Himtn

bti}uftct>en ill eme rtniftlirbe tyflicbt. 0. Dtr 9Utfbftl tor dtittn unl

3aljrc*{citeii, mic ta '.1b|"t(cn uub (Jinfetjen tcr .Ronige gtbJ'rt allcin ii-r

iiiori'clning an. 7. (ir mtljeitigt tiefcn ilMann, obnt ibn ju fenntn. 8. Die

(Mtfabr eilvi'te ten !l>i'utl> ter ioltatcn, anflatt ihn $u beugen. 9. Dtr

C^ulcr lernt taS ;ttirbiitn tint JDlaltn con feinem iBrutrr. 10. JDitft

UUeiff ju Ul'cn befonum nur nun

<-ISE 80 (Vol. I., page 383).
1. Hiiro you hoard also that I fell from my horse ? 2. No, I heard

you li.i>l fallen out of the carriage. 3. History mentions that Tilly,

who took Magdeburg in the Thirty Years' War, acted very barbarously.

4. My brother said you had boon much praised. 5. Frenchmen assort

that thoy are tho most educated people in tho world. G. Your sister

thought you had boon in tho town. 7. Englishmen are of opinion
that they are the musters of the sea. 8. This traveller said ho had
been twice at Borne. 9. He hopes ho shall be at Dresden in a week.

10. You fear you have been too slow in acting. 11. We thought you-

were in the country. 12. I think wo should have come to you yester-

day if the weather had been finer. 13. I thought ho had been mindful

of his parents' warning voice. 14. He told me indeed ho was ill, but

many declare it was dissimulation on his part. 15. His relations say
bis prosperity has brought on his misfortune. 16. I heard with re-

gret that you had had tho nervous fever. 17. Being up-stairs (in the

upper room), I did not hoar you call. 18. They say the Hungarian
faithfully defended his country until his death. IS). I heard this young
Frenchman would inherit a great fortune. 20. I believe that many
people will have had their happiness hero on earth.

EXERCISE 81 (Vol. I., page 383).
1. Qftan fngt, bitft -frtrttn fcitn bctrunfcn gtroefen, abtr fit irrtn ficb. 2.

Ulian fagt, tap tcr 5lufcntbalt in 3JariS angcntbmcr fci, ai$ in i!onton. 3.

2Btr fonnttn nicbt glaubcn, tap ticfcS tt?abr fei. 4. 9)ian glaubt aUgcmtin,

ttr Seinb b.abe tit reitjt uberfcbritten. 5. <5r bcfyauptctc, tap tS beffcr

tDvlrt, ju Jpaitfe ju bleibcn, al8 aujugeljtn. 6. 3d; nwHtt, tap tr mit

mtbr Siebe btbanfctlt ttwrtt. 7. dr fagt Sctcrmann, bap it tin ftl;r

retcbcr aftann fcten ;
aber ttsenn u e ftdrtn, fo murttn it nicbt fo fpar

(am fcin. 8. abtn it aucb gcfyort, bap 3br tJreunb wm $rcrtc gefaflcn

fti ? 9. Sttin, abcr id) f)abc gcfyovt, tr fti au3 ttin SBagtn gtfaUcn. 10.

3cb Ijoffe, it w>crtcn in uicrjdm Sagcn bti Sbrcn Crltern fcin. 11. 3d)

jwcifft, tnfi cr fo unbanfbar ftin fann. 12. iEicfer Srcmte fagt, cr fci

in 3nticn, unb auf ftiner Icfcttn SJeift febr franf goccfcn.

EXERCISE 82 (Vol. I., page 402).
1. Do you like to see my brother-in-law ? 2. Yes, I like to eeo

him. 3. Uncle would like to see your drawings. 4. I like to have
friends near at hand. 5. In my youth I was fond of studying, but now
I take no pleasure in it. 6. He is fond of talking of his travels and
what he has met with. 7. If you need the books, I will lend them to

you with all my heart. 8. He does not like to separate himself from
his family. 9. I like a warm room. 10. Can you row us safely over

this stream ? 11. No, we are not able, for this boat is too small. 12.

If you are able to translate these newspapers, do it. 13. As I under-

stand the English language perfectly, I will gladly accept your pro-

posal. 14. If he is able to do the work well, he may come to me ;
but if he

is not able, it would be useless. 15. He did not believe that I was able

to execute all his commands. 16. If thou knowest how to govern all

thy passions, thou art to be envied. 17. My friend Edward was so
weak that he was not able to walk alone, and therefore he asked me to

conduct him. 18. He thought no one was able to write on this rough
paper. 19. He was in want of money yesterday, consequently ho
asked me if I would give him some. 20. It is true, ho already owes
me several dollars ; but as he was in need of the money, I gave him
some. 21. No one is able to go out, because it rains too hard. 22.

He will soon be able to complete his work. 23. Ho cannot keep his

word, and for tho following reasons.

EXERCISE 83 (Vol. I., page 403).
1. 2Btnn tr nid;t im tantt geroefcn ware, tic 9lrbeit jit t6,un, fo ttjurte

tt fit nicbt unttrnommtn babtn. 2. 2Birb tr im tantt fetn, ftin 5>tr

fprccb.cn jn trfuHtn? 3. <Jr ift.tS nicbt im tantc gcftefen. 4. 2Bir foil.

*tn nicbt mtljr crfprtcf)cn, ( njir im tantt finb, ^u rrfiiUtn.

it im tantt, tint bcjfert rflarung son ticfem egcnftanbt abjugtbtn
*

6. 3$ bin t tootyl im tanbt, abcr id) fiabt jtfct ftint 3eit. 7. -&olt ttr

flnabt mcintn tocf gtrn ? 8. SBcnn tr t tljut, fo ift t ungtrn ; id)

Juurbt litbtr fclbft gcbcn. 9. cbtn it 3&rt SBcrroantttn gtrn? 10.

3a, icb. ftbt fit gcrn. 11. SBtnn it titft a3itcbtr noting Ijabcn, fo Itibt

icb, fit 3b.ntn gtrn. 12. (3rr b.attt gtftcrn clt notfjig/tcjtbalb bat tr micb,

bap" id) ifym tintgtS gtbtn moctytt. 13. 3>a @ic fcb.on fo cicl fcfjulttn, fo ift

t imnuj, urn mt^r ju bitten. 14. 2Btr mocfttt nicbt gtrn tie SBunttn

tint franftn Jpcrjtn ^ctlcn !

EXERCISE 84 (Vol. L, page 403).
1. I might have spared myself many an annoyance before now,

if I had been silent instead of contradicting. 2. I should like to know

what you would have dona If 700 had been la my pteot. 3. If misfor-
tune had not viitd ma, I should hardly have com* to tbeae opinion*
4. Ha might have been happy, if h bad known bow to mako UJM of the
oppurtunity. 5. If tho water bad carried UM bridf* away, tb toll-

gatherer would haro been lost. 0. If I had been abb) to OOOM to you I
hould certainly not have remained bare. 7. Great men would never have

appeared, if they bad allowed tbemaelvea to be kept back by Hflf'lt4t
and trouble*. 8. If I bad resolved to attain what I wubed, I aboald
have had to work more diligently and peraoveringly. 9. If be bad
called, I should bare beard him. 10. We will not BO oat, it miybt
rain. 11. If you would communicato to me eoue particular! about
these affairs, you would very much oblige me. 12. It would be mjr

greatest joy to sue all men happy. 13. I must bare been without
sense, if I had engaged myself in these affair*. 14. The chore bar

vanished in the distance ; O how I long to be in my fatherland ! 15. II

ho were on I wish (him), and if be had answered all mjr requirement*,
I should have kept him.

EXERCISE 85 (Vol. I., page 403).

1. SB&rc 3f)r 5rcunb nicbt unroobl gerccrtcn, fo nriirtt tr gcrotji ta Sell

turc^ ftint cgcnnjart wrfifjontrt ^abtn 2. 2Bcnn 2tt fliigtt tolrtn, f

tcurttn it titft ltnanncl;mlicf)fcit ntdjt crfabrcn bat-en. 3. 3d) tviirtt

3b.r cfd)Aft in Drtnung gtbtacljt 6,abtn, nstnn Sit tS mtr gtfagt bltttn.

4. cin Srutcr n>iirtt btfftr tmpfangtn hjorttn ftin, n?tnn tr (Jmpft^IungJ-

britft gcfiabt fyatte. 5. <St murtt btfftrt Srcuntt ^abtn, nxnn re angt-

ncfymct wire. 6. it njiVtcn mchr rbtcitrtgfcitcn gc^abt ^abtn, ivtnn

Sit ttm SlatBt 3^rtr grtuntt nicbt gefolgt rcilrcn. 7. 3<^ icurtt nic^t

ttn geringflcn 3nitift( b. abcn, tap tt 3bnen gtlungtn rearc, ^ Jtten it flujtr

gctuntclt. 8. SBtt tcurtcn nac^ -&c((anb abfcgtln, totnn mic gunfii^cn

SBinb biltttn. 9. Sr urtt fctr trftt unttr unftrn Jtaufltuttn ftin, tttnn tr

gcfttligtr wflrt. 10. SBtnn
\ti)

tit SWadjt gc^abt tfattt, fo reurtt u^ anttrl

gcfyaiitctt ^abcn, btnn icf) tcurtc ntebt fo itl ttult gcbabt fcabtn. 11.

9Ba3 tcurbt tit lucffcligfeit tt SWtnfcbtn ftin, retnn tr ftin lud*

imtncr in ftcb. fclbft fuc^tc? 12. it rourten rtic^tr ftin, totnn it unttr-

nt^mtntcr roarcn. 13. SBtnn icb, metnt SScrft nid;t ccttcrtn B4ttt, wurtt

\fy fie nod) fyaben. 14. (Sr tcurtt nicfjt fo tiiel clt ^abcn, tetnn tr faul

getotfcn mJrt. 15. 3t groffcr tie cbtoittigbtit, ttfto grofftr ift ta

ffitrgnugtn fit ju ubtrnnnten. 16. SBtnn tr nicfjt ubtr tit Brucft geaangen

ttjirc, nmrbe btt 3oHntt ftint SStja^Iung i&ttlangt ^abtn.

EXERCISE 86 (Vol. IL, page 26).

1. Can you not remember the day of my arrival ? 2. O yes, I stfl]

remember it very well. 3. There are many people who are more dis-

posed to remember their bad than their good actions. 4. It was diffi-

cult to convince him of the truth of this narration. 5. It is sometimes

very difficult to believe what wo cannot comprehend. C. It is hard for

the poor but industrious man to be obliged to claim the assistance of

strange people. 7. The English language is more difficult to me than
tho French. 8. With his money, his relations, and his knowledge, it

was not difficult for him to obtain a good as well as an agreeable posi-

tion. 9. Why does your brother learn so much quicker than yon ? 10.

Because he has a better memory, and can retain tho words better. 11.

Can you not remember to whom you have given the books and the

paper i> 12. I cannot remember anything about it. 13. The idler can-

not remember the rules, because he does not thoroughly learn them,
and likes play better than work. 14. Theft is a crime. 15. He placed
a dollar in the poor man's hand. 16. We gladly remember friends at

a distance. 17. Young people sometimes wear epectacles in order to

appear learned.

EXERCISE 87 (Vol. II., page 26).

1. Gmnncrn it
ftcf;

tt Sagt* ttr ?lnfunft 3brc grcuntc* ? 2. 3a, to)

trinncre micf> tc Sage* felir H>obX 3. te mtifitn 3Henfcbfn rrinntm ftcj

fctr Sabrt ibrcr 3ugenb mit '-Btrgnugtn. 4. <$t gitbt tide, bit ftcb ibm

Seibcnfcbaftcn mit cbam crtnntrn. 5. C ift fcbu'tr, allc JRtgtln tina

prad;t ju bcbalttn. 6. <5 if* nic$t fo farcer, tincn tlebrten ?u ubtr-

jeugen, al3 cincn Ungetebjrten. 7. 3ft f fcbnxr, ftcb ttn @*irffalrn trt

8tbcn }u unttmtrftn ? 8. 3a, t ift ftbr fcbmtr ;
abtr tcr tenfentt aHtnft

uberttintct fit. 9. .Ronntn it ftcb nic^t trinnern, xm it metn 3ucb

gclieficn babcn ? 10. 9cetn, icb trinntrt micb tefftn nic^t. 11. Sugtn tfl

tint untc.

EXERCISE 88 (Vol. II., page 27).

1. Ho who does not esteem old people, is not worthy to be esteemed

himself. 2. If a person resolved to notice every speech, he would

have to trouble himself about many things. 3. He was in want of the

means necessary to carry out his plans. 4. Who will take care of

me when I am forsaken? 5. When he repents of his fault*, then

will I, too, think no more of them. 6. I should still need many more

things, if I were not accustomed to dispense with articles which many

people think indispensable. 7. The general mentioned your son as

one of the bravest men in hia regiments. 8. Grant me my petition, O
Lord, and protect me from my enemies. 9. Eemember my petition.

10. Nothing is more insufferable than to wait lonjr for some one, who.

at last, does not come at all. 11. I was anxiously waiting a long tim

for you, when I at last saw yon come. 12. Take pity on tho child
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that runs forsaken in the street. 13. If the prince were grieved
for the people, he would govern differently. 14. But the people will

still reward him for it, and then not spare him. 15. It would be
indeed worth while to travel to California. 1C. I should like to spare
these clothes, if I had others. 17. I wish to die no other death than
the death of decrepitude. 18. Do not forget my words. 19. Forget
the pains that have been endured, but forget not the pleasures enjoyed.
20. If the princes could, they would spare neither the liberty nor any
one right of their people.

EXERCISE 89 (Vol. II., page 27).
1. @te Fflegte ifyveS JGatcrS in fcincm 2Utct unb pffccjte mic$, fca id) ta

Stcmnftcfccr fyatte. 2. Sr fpottcte meiner, unb bemerfte nictyt, nne He

SKcnfctycn iiOet tljn fpirttcten. 3. Jj?at er mein efcfoenf angcnommen? 4.

Slcin, er faijte mir, er kfcurfe ticjcS cfrf;cufcS nidjt. 5. rwft^ncn ie

nid)t fciner ute. 6. >et Scorer barf fcct Sftactyldfjtgfeit unb Unnxifyrfycit

fciner chiller nidjt fdjoncn, fontern map fie ftvcnge vcnucifcn, n>enn er jeiu

Wafyrnimmt. 7. flkrojejit nicfjt tie roarnente Stimme eurcr 6ltern. 8.

ebenfe ke abbat^S. 9. 2Bcr fann einem 2)Jenfcb.en glauben, fcer itfcct

allc fpottelt, unb fccr SebermannS fpottct ? 10. 2Ctr eroavtcteit mit <3eb,n*

fuctyt bte 2lnfunft unfercr greunke. 11. 2Dcnn tu bcinc gcljlcr bercucft, tann

toevbe id) mid) tctncr mit greufcen erinnern. 12. cimffcnl;afte Seute Ijaltcn

Icine eitetn 9leben, nocfi. bruften fte ftcb. mit (Siijcnfd;aftcn, nxfct. e fie nictyt

beftfcen.

EXERCISE 90 (Vol. II., page 62).
1. I am unaccustomed to such work, and should not do it if I were

not in want of money. 2. I am in waut of a great sum of money ; do

help me, I am certainly not unworthy of your assistance. 3. If he
were mindful of m'y kindness, he would not act so. 4. This man is so

bad, that I consider him capable of any action. 5. Do you think the

covetous man can enjoy his life ? 6. I shall really be willing to confess

my deed, only let me go ! 7. The hunter was so sure of his prey, that

he spent the price of the bear's skin in drink, before he had shot him.
8. Let me go now, I am heartily tired of your gossip. 9. Well, if you
are tired of me, I will go. 10. Never will I be guilty of a deed which
would render me unworthy of your friendship. 11. I possess a farm,
but being unaccustomed to working, and unacquainted with agricul-

ture, I am tired of it. 12. One is worthy of the other, but one is also

often unworthy of the other. 13. A king who does not love his people is

unworthy of the throne. 14. Although you suspect me of the deed, still

I cannot confess it, because I have not committed it. 15. If men
were always mindful of death, they would not so often be guilty of

wicked deeds. 16. Help thy neighbour, and ask not if he is worthy of

thy help, when ho is in want of it. 17. I will accompany you, for I am
acquainted with the road, and see you are unacquainted with it.

18. I thank you, sir, I am not in want of your service ; for as I am
tired of walking and weary of riding, I shall remain here. 19. In

America, what does the man do who is not accustomed to any kind of

work ? 20. He must become accustomed to work, and be mindful of

the adage
" He who does not work shall not eat."

! called "primary," or rocks first formed. They are supposed,
as stated in the last lesson, to be the cooled product of the
molten mass of which the earth was composed when it condensed
from the "

fire-cloud." However, it is but right to state that
much diversity of opinion has existed concerning their origin,
whether they ever were fused. This question will be alluded to
in a future lesson on the Primary Rocks.

The products of volcanoes, which are frequently found em-
bedded in stratified rocks, are termed Plutonic, to distinguish

LESSONS IN GEOLOGY. II.

STRATIFIED BOCKS TJNSTRATIFIED ROCKS STRATA DE-
POSITION OF STRATA DIP OF STRATA CLINOMETER.

A VERT casual acquaintance with the appearance of the rocks
which compose the surface of the earth will be sufficient to

induce the observer to divide them into rocks stratified and

unstratified. Stratified rocks as the derivation of the word
indicates (stratum,

" that which is spread out ") have the

appearance of having been laid in layers one above the other.

Sometimes these layers are horizontal and perfectly flat. This
is notably the case in the vast plains of Russia, where some of

the very earliest deposited rocks the Silurians have retained

the position in which they were formed for ages, notwithstanding
the repeated and often violent changes which have in .other

regions affected the earth's crust. Most frequently, however,
the strata exhibit flexures, and are more or less inclined to the
horizon ; in some cases as in the coal measures in the Mendip
Hills, in Somersetshire they are even vertical, and instances

are not wanting in which they have been absolutely turned over.

Abundant evidence is given to show that all rocks exhibiting
stratification have been deposited by aqueous action that is,

that then* particles were once mixed with water, and gradually
sank to the bottom of the sea or lake, where, in process of time,

they became solidified, and appeared on the surface, either by
the draining off of the water or by the elevation of the bed.

Unstratified rocks are those which appear in amorphous masses

(a, without, and morphe, form), that is, which exhibit no marks
of stratification. Granite is a well-known specimen of such
rocks. If excavations on the earth's surface be carried deep
enough, these rocks are invariably reached hence they are

Fig. 1. 1. GUAVEL. '2. SAND. MUD.

them from the members of the primary groups, which do not
seem to have been the result of volcanic action, but are due to
a much more universal agency.
The various positions in which rock strata appear, the mode

in which the all but universal disturbance of strata has occurred ,

and the manner in which igneous rocks primary and Plutonic

have been injected through the strata, as well as the explana-
tion of the technical geological expressions, will be at onco

comprehended by studying the diagrams in this lesson.

The simplest form of deposition of strata is that which is

taking place at the bottom of lakes. Here there are no
disturbing currents, no eddies, no tides, and the only cause
which could in any way modify this uniform distribution of

debris (waste or worn material) brought down by the river would
be the state of the river itself whether it were flooded or not.

The nature of the sediment must entirely be determined by the

mineral character of the rocks of the country drained by the

river. For instance, the colour of the Mississippi is not the

same as that of the Arkansas and Red River. The mud which
the Indus brings down is of a clayey hue, while that of the

Chenab is reddish, and of the Sutlej paler. So that from the

deposit of a river the geological character of the country it

drains may be determined. From the sediment with which the

Nile fertilises Upper Egypt the nature of the distant mountains,
whose melting snows feed the flooding river, is plainly indicated.

The debris carried down by a river may be conveniently
divided into three classes of matter (l)gravel, which is composed
of water-worn pebbles ; (2) sand, which is of the same material as

the pebbles, but in grains ; and (3) mud or silt, which is a further

subdivision so as to render the particles impalpable of such

sediment is clay composed. It is evident that the gravel, being
the heaviest, will be deposited nearest to the embouchure of

the river, the sand would overlie this, while the mud would be
carried far out into the still water, and gradually settle to the

bottom. This is depicted in Fig. 1.

It is evident that upon the occasion of an extraordinary
flood in the river the gravel will be larger, and will be carried

Fig. 2.

further so will the sand, which will be coarser, and will en-

croach on the area hitherto covered only by mud ; thus we
are able to account for those layers of coarse grains which

frequently appear in a sandstone. Let the reader carefully

scrutinise the stones of a wall, and he will at once find many
examples of this. The area of deposition in a lake is neces-

sarily very limited, hence the strata formed cannot be extensive,

but where this process goes on in the sea enormous tracts are

covered with sediment. For example, the waters of the Amazon
colour the ocean for a distance more than 300 miles from land ;

that is, there is a layer of sediment now being deposited which

in after ages may appear as a vast horizontal stratum.

Though all aqueous rocks must when deposited have been

horizontal, yet when uplifted to the surface they submitted to

various kinds of disruptions and displacements, and not only
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so, but the rarfaoe of tho earth need not be uniformly level, even

\V)KT<> tin- strata yet remain in t h.-n- horizontal position. Thus, in

J, thr rivrr, A, has worn down and carried away six layers of

strata, an. I is in tho oat of cutting into tho seventh. A similar

action has denuded tho country to the right of tho hill, c, which is

thus composed of strata still in their original position, and which
itiv found in a corresponding position on tho hill, B. After

<\- (Irmuliition hud hi <<n completed in tho neighbourhood of i>,

an upheaving force tilted tho strata, throwing them out of tlu-ir

position and producing a hill, by very different means from those

to which c owos its existence. The valley formed by tho river

between the hills u and c would be styled a valley of denudation.

When tho subterranean force acts upon strata which has not

room to obey its impulse, the strata become crumpled OH c;i>ily

as the loaves of a book borne down by a weight upon their

edges. This phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 3, whore the

sedimentary strata abut upon tho granite mass A, at u ; tho

contortions are numerous, but many instances no less remark-

Fig. 3.

able are known ; one is well exposed on the Bhine, where
tho Drachenfels wall in the river. At c, the whole series of

strata has bent in accordance with tho pressure, forming a
saddle-back or anticline (anti, opposite, and clino, I bend), be-

cause the strata dip in opposite directions from the summit of

the hill on whoso crest runs the anticlinal line. The Swiss

Jura may be quoted as a specimen of the formation sketched
at c. These mountains are composed of three such anticlines

running in parallel ridges. The valleys between B and c and
c and D would be called valleys of elevation. At D the strata

would be said to outcrop. If the outcrop be a bluff, bold cliff,

it is termed an escarpment. Tho angle which the direction of

the strata makes with the horizontal line is called the dip.
The line of the outcrop is termed the strike, that is, the direction

of the face of the hill as seen from the plain E. It is necessary
also to determine not only the angle of the dip, but the direction

of the dip, which will evidently be at right angles to tho strike ;

that is, if the strike run north and south, then the direction of

the dip will be east and west.

When strata lie evenly upon each other and parallel, they arc

said to be conformable ; but when such an instance as E occurs,
where the overlying strata are not parallel to those beneath, but
have been deposited after the disturbed strata had assumed
their new position, they are then said to be unconformable.

It may easily be imagined that sometimes the strata is too
brittle to permit of a bend such as c, it then breaks on the
crest of the ridge; this cleft becomes water-worn, forming a

valley running along the top of the mountain. An example of

this is also furnished in the Jura range.
The modes in which the unstratified rocks are found asso-

ciated with those of aqueous origin are either in disrupting,

intersiratified, or overlying masses.
In Fig. 4 the strata has been opened at c, and the fissure

Pig. 4.

filled from below with molten rock. This waa much harder
than the stratified rocks around it, whicli succumbed to the
action of wator, and became degraded, leaving the mass of hard
igneous rock standing out of the ground like a wall ; hence such
phenomena are termed dykes. At E is figured a specimen of

ttratybd igneous rock. The molten matter WM ejected
over the floor of the ocean at a time when sediment WM in th
course of deposition, strata accumulated orer thin mac*, and
then another eruption broke through E and ite overlying strata,

pouring out another layer of nnstratined rock; when the whole
was raised from the ocean bed and submitted to tho denuding
action of water, tho hard bod H preserved the softer under*

lying strata; tho water having bat little action on B, left it

exposed, running along the side of the hill an a terrace. It often

happens that several of these igneous layers than appearone above
the other, and for thw reason hare

acquired tho name of trap rocks (from
the Swedish word trapp, a stair).

At v in shown a smaller flavor*,

whose ramifications para through
stratified and unstratified rocks.

Such fissures are usually filled with
mineral ores ; they then are called

lodes (from the Saxon I'ul, a course)
and veins.

The irruption of igneous rock*

necessarily produces dislocation of
Fig. 5.

the strata through which they pass ; when tho angle of the dip
alters, as at A, a fault is the result. But if the continuity of
the strata be broken, as at B, then a slip is said to have been
caused. These faults and slips are of vital importance to the
miner, as sometimes the seam of coal or the metalliferous vein
has slipped practically beyond his reach.

The facts which have now been described are applied to
draw geological sections of countries and localities Li the follow-

ing manner. It is impossible to trace a bed of rock through
the whole of its development ; we meet with it here and there

at the sea-shore in a railway cutting in a quarry, or in
some ravine where a stream of water has worn its way; at
these different points we take its bearings, and then complete
the section from our knowledge of the general flexures which
strata undergo.
The observer must carry with him a compass and a clinometer.

This latter instrument may be a quadrant of cardboard, the edge
of which is divided into 90 degrees. A piece of slight wood is

fastened with a pin to the angle of the cardboard, which is placed
in the direction of the dip of tho strata by the eye ; a plumb-line,
also attached to the pin, will show when tho upper edge of the
clinometer is horizontal. The angle between this upper edge
and the rod is tho dip of the strata. A clinometer is given in

Fig. 5. They may be bought with a compass attached to them
and a spirit level, so made as to fold together into a small space.
Thus provided, the expedition may be commenced. The notes

of the observations are registered, as in Fig. 6. The observer is

Fig. 6.

guided by his compass to walk along the same direction, say
from south to north. Ho finds tho strata at A dipping southwards
at an angle of 25 ; a few miles further, after passing the crest
of a slight eminence, the strata is again exposed at B in a quarry
and here the dip is changed to northwards and tho angle to
30. Again at c an observation is made, where the dip is

southwards, and the angle 20. Hence between B and c the
strata evidently form a basin, tho steeper side being at B. At
D the dip is again northwards at a small angle, when suddenly
at E the angle is greatly increased, while the direction of the

dip remains the same. This could only be accounted for by
supposing that somewhere between D and E the strata had been

dislocated, and a fault produced.
From these observations the section represented may bo

drawn. Tho three parallel lines at A, B, c, etc., indicate the
direction of the strike.
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LESSONS IN ITALIAN. II.

II. PKONUNCIATION OF VOWELS AND CONSONANTS.

I .NOW proceed to explain Italian pronunciation in a method of

recent adoption by some ingenious teachers of Italy, by which

all the combinations of the vowels and consonants, and conse-

quently all the ingredients and component parts of the language,
will pass under the eye of the reader. Let him learn from the

very beginning of his labours to pronounce each syllable of the

following words and tables, and he will soon acquire a correct

method of pronunciation. No word or combination of words

can offer any difficulty to him, because he will have mastered the

component parts of all words in these tables.

The Italian language has five vowels, representing seven

sounds :

I. a, invariably sounded like the English interjection ah.

II. i, invariably sounded like ee in see.

III. u, invariably sounded like oo in too.

IV. 1. e, invariably sounded like ay in say, but with a slight

opening of the mouth only, and with an elevated and
clear tone. It is called, on that account, the close

sound of the vowel.

2. e, invariably sounded something like e in let, set, and
the first e in every, but with a wide opening of the

mouth, and with a deep sound. It is called, on that

account, the open sound of the vowel.

V. 1. o, invariably sounded with a medium sound between o

and oo, which has no equivalent in the English lan-

guage, but which may be easily caught by the ear

from hearing an educated Roman or Tuscan speak.

Perhaps an approximation is the o in bone, hole, and

note, but with a slight opening of the mouth only,

and with an elevated and clear tone. It is called, on
that account, the close sound of the vowel.

2. o, invariably sounded something like o in lord and

orange, but with a wide opening of the mouth, and
with a deep sound. It is called, on that account, the

open sound of the vowel.

The first sound of e and the first of o occur in the majority of

syllables, and may be called the ruling sounds of those two
vowels. No distinguishing sign is used in Italian to mark the

two e's or two o's. Englishmen must have some mark to indi-

cate when c and o are to be sounded with their second or open
sounds. I shall, in these cases, place on e and o this sign *, as

for example, 3, 6.

The pronunciation of what, for the sake of distinction, I shall

denominate the circumflexed sounds of e and o is not uniform

throughout Italy; but as tlie pronunciation of Rome and
Florence is the standard, all departures from it may be reckoned

by our students as provincialisms, which ought to be carefully
avoided.

The Italian consonants, seventeen in number, are divided into

mutes and semi-vowels. Mutes are those that require a vowel
after them to render them pronounceable. Semi-vowels are

those which require a vowel before them to make them pro-
nounceable.

Let me first enumerate the mutes, and show by tables their

combinations with vowels in Italian words. There are ten

mutes :

I. Z>, named in the alphabet, bee.

II. c, named in the alphabet chee, and sounded like, ch in

church before the vowels e and i. Before all other

vowels it is sounded like k in English.
III. d, named in the alphabet dee.

IV. g, named in the alphabet jee, and sounded like g in

ginger before the vowels e and i only. Before all

other vowels it is sounded like g in gang, go, and gull.

V. j, named in the alphabet i (ee) lungo or jota (i conso-

nante), and sound 1 like y in yes only at the com-
mencement of a word or syllable and before a vowel.

At the termination of a word it is no longer a conso-

nant, but must be sounded like a prolonged or

lengthened ee.

VI. p, named in the alphabet pee.

VII. g, named in the alphabet fcoo. It is an auxiliary better,

only used before u with the sound of k.

VIII. t, named in the alphabet tee.

IX. v, named in the alphabet vee (u consonante).
X. z, named in the alphabet tsaita, sounded like tz in

Switzerland, or like dz in adze. These sounds vary
in different parts of Italy. After I, n, and r, it is

generally pronounced like tz in Switzerland. The
same sharp sound occurs in words derived from

Latin, and ending in zia, zio, zione, etc.

I shall mark each word in the following pronouncing tables, and
indeed each word given as an example or illustration, with an

accent, which, being merely arbitrary, used for the occasion to

facilitate the progress of the English learner, and not used in

Italian printing, I denominate the accent of tone. In every
Italian word composed of more than one syllable, there is always
one syllable on which, when we pronounce it, the voice ought to

pause with a marked elevation of tone. This prolongation and
elevation of the voice on the syllable is similar to the transition

of the voice from one tone to another in music, in order to

descend to the level of the original tone from which the voice

was raised. The accent of tone exists more or less in every lan-

guage, but it is more or less sensibly marked in one language
than another, and it is strongly so in Italian ; and on the marked
use of this accent in a great measure depends the harmony of

the language. I shall mark this accent by the acute sign (

'

),

from right to left. It is true that this sign is sometimes printed
in Italian words, but in a very few instances only, which I shall

have occasion to point out hereafter. The grave accent (
*

), from
left to right, is used much more frequently (the rules for its use

will be given hereafter), and for this reason I prefer using, in

order to avoid confusion, the acute accent as the arbitrary mark
or sign of the accent of tone. Two-thirds of the Italian words
have an accent of tone regulated by principles clear and in-

variable ; which it would be inexpedient to lay down now, as

they would not at this stage of our progress be thoroughly

understood, but which I shall take occasion to point out in con-

venient places as I proceed.
One remark more with respect to the vowels e and o. I have

called the first sound of e as ay in say, and the first sound of o

(the medium sound between o and oo, which cannot be adequately
marked by an English equivalent) the ruling sounds of those

vowels. The reason is this : they are heard in all syllables with-

out distinction, whether they have the accent of tone or not ;

while the second sound of e (pronounced with a wider opening of

the mouth and a deeper sound, and something like e in let and

ever) and the second sound of o (also pronounced with a wider

opening of the mouth and a deeper sound, and something like o in

orange and lord), can only be heard in accented syllables, of which

there can be in each word only one. The former sounds, there-

fore, are much more frequent than the latter; because un-

accented syllables are more numerous than those accented.

With regard to the e in unaccented syllables having an Eng-
lish equivalent in ai or ay, I shall have no difficulty in marking
the pronunciation ;

but with regard to o in unaccented syllables,

as there is no equivalent, I should be obliged to use the acute

accent, and thus confuse the reader, who would perhaps be

unable to determine which was the accent of tone in a word and

which the accent marking the peculiar sound of o. I beg it

therefore to be understood once for all, that where I shall have

occasion to use an o in unaccented syllables without any sign

above it, the vowel must invariably have the first sound of o as

above explained. I follow the authority not only of the edu-

cated classes of Florence and Rome, but also that of Celso

Cittadini and the best theoretical writers on Italian pronuncia-

tion.

FIRST PRONOUNCING TABLE,

showing the combination of vowels with mute consonants in

natural order.

Kalian. Pronounced.

Bado biih-do

Bevo bai-vo

Bict b^e-tchai

English.
I take care.

I drink.

Beatrice, a woman's name.

The reader must not forget my previous observation that c

before e and i is sounded like ch in the English word church.

Boce (for wee) bo-tchai Voice, word.

The acute accent over o marks not only the accent of tone,

but also the first sound of o as stated before.

Buco boo-ko Hole.

Ebano e-bah-no Ebony.
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Onoe for all, I moat refer my readers to the opening expla-

nation, whore I stated that there is no English equivalent to

the second, open or ciroumfloxed sound of the , as in the first

KyllabKt of '>/.. For that reason, I have not attempted to

it by an English sound; and have therefore simply
marked it by the circumflex sign. In all cases of the e oircum-

i ho reader must studiously avoid the English sound of

i
, which would only create the greatest confusion. He may
always bear in mind what I have stated, that an approximation

(liruumnexed e is to bo found in the e of the English
'. / and ever; only uttered with a wider opening of tin:

mouth and a deeper sound. The circumfluxed / is invariably
the accent of tone.

uh-lV- t:ii Fir-tree.

Abilt ah.bee-lai Able.

Obolo (Latin, oboltu) 6-bo-lo Farthing.

The reader must bear in mind, Chat this is the second or less

frequent sound of o, something like the English o in the words
and lord, but with a wider opening of the mouth and a

deeper sound. I give it the circumflex mark, because it is the
less common sound. Wherever it occurs in my lessons, it will

invariably denote, as in .the case of the circumflexcd e, the
accent of tone as well as the peculiar sound of the o.

Abuso ah-buo-zo Abuse.

I shall have occasion to speak of the two sounds of s when I

explain the sounds of the semi-vowels.

Babbo (Tuscan) buhb-bo Papa.

It is a fundamental rule of Italian pronunciation that double
consonants must be uttered and vibrated distinctly. This is

jssentially necessary, not only as it augments the beauty and
narks the orthography of words, but as it frequently distin-

guishes words of totally different meaning, but differing only
in spelling by the single consonant instead of the double one ;

as, for example, caro, dear, and ccurro, a car; as I shall have
occasion later more fully to illustrate. Where a or any other
vowel precedes a double consonant, a particular stress must be
laid on that vowel, and its sound must bo shortened. I have
not attempted to indicate that shortening of the sound of

the vowel by any new sign, because a frequent change of sign
only creates confusion, and the true pronunciation is obvious
from the necessity of giving a vibrating clearness to the double
consonants.

Bcbbe (for bevvc) b<5b-bai He drauk.

The English e, whenever it is sounded as in the word get,

corresponds to the shortened sound of the first sound of e (ai).

Gibbi (for gobbi) jib'-bee Hunchbacks.

Tho reader must not forget my previous observation that g
before e and i is soundod as in the English word ginger.

Gobbo gob-bo A hunchback.
Dubbi doob-bee Doubts.
Codo kill-do I fall.

Cecino tchai-tche'e-no A wild swan.
Cito

Coda
Cute

Ducato

JGiccvo

Incido

Ancona

tch^e-to

*<5-dah

kuo-tai

doo-kdh-to
ree-tchui-vo

in-tch5e-do

an-ko-ua

Quickly.
Tail.

Skin.

Dukedom, ducat.

I receive.

I eat.

Anconn.

It is obvious that not only before double consonants not in
the same syllable, but even before one consonant in the same
syllable, a or any vowel must be shortened in the Italian, as

perhaps in any other language. It is therefore unnecessary to
use any sign.

Lacuna
Bacco

Hecco

Pt'cca

Jiocca

Suoco

Dado
Derc
Dito

7>opo
Due*
Edacr

lah-koo-nah

bak-ko
bi-k-ko

plk-kah
bok-kah
sook-ko
dah-do
dai-vo

die-to

do-po
doo-tchai

ai-dah-tchai

Fool, swamp.
Bacchus.
Beak.

Spear.
Mouth.
Juice.

Die for gaming.
I ought, I must.

Finder.

After, afterwards.

General.

Gluttonous.

Adiro

Adore
Adu.no

Kdda.

Iddio

Adduoo
Gain
Gelo

Ctla

G'odo

Gu/o

ah'd6e-ro

oh-du-ro

ab>duo-iio

ahd-dab
M-d*h
Id-d<e-o

ahd-d4o-ko
Oih-dzah

ji-to

Angela

Arnji.ua.

Vigort

Anjuto

Paggi

AdUa. * woman's name.
I piovok* to iBj"
I adore.

I unite. I uwmbte others.
The rior Adda.
ih- Idfed I MabMta
God. [litermture.
I lead to.

Gaza In PatecttM.
Jem (in faieoory,
A walk, trip.
I rtgoioe.

A bornod owl.

A tic. ligament.

Angel.
Inflammation of the throat.

Vigour.

Ingenious, witty.

Page* (attendants).

go-do
goO-fo
2ai-gih*nuti

ahn-jal-lo
;iljn j.'.--:i:ih

vee-gu-rai

ahr-goo-to

pahd-jee

The pronunciation of gg depends on the vowel that follows
the latter g. If that vowel is e or t, the gg' are pronounced
somewhat as if the first g had merely the sound of d ; and the
second g, which goes to the next syllable, like the English j in

jay, only the voice must not paue too long on the d of the

syllablo where the first g c-ccurs ; the stress must be laid on it,

and the voice must glide as quickly as possible to the pro-
nunciation of the second g, which must be very soft. In thfc

way there will be effected a more equal distribution of the sound

j between the two syllables, which will produce the correct sound
of the gg.

GREAT BOOKS.
Xn.-GIL BLAS.

NOVELS of roguery, of which Le Sage's
" Gil Bias

"
is a con-

spicuous example, were at one time much in vogue, and indeed
the taste for such productions underwent a revival at no very
distant date. The Romans had some fictions of this nature, which

probably set the fashion to more modern writers ; but among
the latter the Spaniards have especially distinguished them-
selves. One of the earliest of the Spanish romances of sharping
was that which professed to record the life and adventures of

Lazarillo de Tonnes, written in the early part of the sixteenth

century, probably by Don Diego Hurtodo de Mendoza, though
it has also been attributed to Juan Ortega. This story depicts
with great vividness the state of society in pain at a period
when manners were beginning to be affected by the extraordi-

nary influx of precious metals from the New World ; a state

of powerfully-contrasted wealth and poverty, and of vicissi-

tudes so sudden and extreme that the hidalgo of to-day might
be the beggar of to-morrow, while the beggar might be exalted

to a condition of prosperity. At the close of the same cen-

tury in 1599 Mateo Aleman published his " Guzman de

Alfarache," which exhibits a development of morals even worse
than what is painted by Mendoza. Spain had by that time
been fully debauched by an inflated prosperity, and the country
swarmed with adventurers and swindlers, many of whom were
to be found among the better classes. Qnevedo followed, in

the first half of the seventeenth century, with his
"
History of

Paul the Spanish Sharper, the Pattern of Rogues and Mirror
of Vagabonds." Stories of this kind went by the general name
of Picarescas that is to say, rogues' novels

;
and they divided

I the public favour with romances of chivalry and of so-called

pastoral lifo. Even in
" Don Quixote" we have a little admix-

ture of this element ; but it is subordinate to other matters.

These works were the precursors, and to some extent the

progenitors, of "Gil Bias." The author of that celebrated

fiction, Alain- Rene Le Sago, was a Frenchman, born in 1668,
and living until 1747; but this particular novel exhibits so

close a familiarity with Spanish life, and is so thoroughly im-

bued with the Spanish nature, that some writers declare it

must really have originated beyond the Pyrenees. Natives of

the Peninsula are a little jealous on the point, and seem to

think they have a substantial claim to the parentage of the

Santillano hero; while even Frenchmen (Voltaire among the

number) have been found to take the same view of the case.

The most precise and circumstantial charge against Le Sage
was made by the Jesuit Father Isla, towards the latter end of

last century. He alleged that " Gil Bias
" was originally
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ten i- Spanish, in 1635, but that, the work having been

prohibited by the government, the author fled with a copy of it

to France, and that Le Sage, obtaining possession of this copy,
translated or adapted his own novel from what he found. The

alleged original, however, has never been produced, and it

seems doubtful whether it ever existed. Le Sage was un-

questionably a good Spanish scholar, for he has avowedly
translated several dramas from the language of Cervantes.

But it is not likely that a man of his original genius would

condescend to the contemptible fraud of publishing as his own
what he had in truth derived from another author and another

tongue. It will, perhaps, always excite surprise that one who
does not appear to have travelled in Spain should have painted
the manners of that country with so much liveliness and accu-

racy. Yet, until some clearer evidence of plagiary is forth-

coming, we should not be justified in robbing a great man of

the fame which seems to be his due.

The first and second volumes of
" Gil Bias "

appeared in

1715, the third in 1724, and the fourth and last in 1735. Its

popularity was great, and it has ever since retained one of the

highest places in the literature of France. Few works have
been more widely read. Translations have been made into

nearly all the languages of Europe ; and, although there is no

figure in the work so universally and familiarly known as Don
Quixote or Robinson Crusoe, nor anything so distinctively and

strikingly characteristic, the literary reputation of this Franco-

Spanish novel is illustrious in all civilised lands, and millions

of readers have delighted in its caustic, yet not malignant,
satire upon human life and motives. The English version of

"Gil Bias "
is by Smollett himself a man of genius, somewhat

akin to Le Sage's, though of a coarser fabric ; and with ad-

mirable spirit has he rendered his original. It is pleasant to

be able to record that Le Sage was an amiable and a worthy
man. He knew the evil that is in the world, but was not

depraved by it, nor driven into the practical cynicism of be-

lieving that because many persons are bad, all may be so. Of
the hero of his most celebrated work, Sir Walter Scott observes

that " Gil Bias is naturally disposed towards honesty, though
with a mind unfortunately too ductile to resist the temptations
of opportunity or example. Generous, good-natured, and

humane, he has virtues sufficient to make us love him ; and as

to respect, it is the last thing he asks at his reader's hands."

One of his most prominent characteristics is vanity, which

frequently leads him into awkward dilemmas. Inexperience
deceives him at the outset of his career ; self-love, at a later

date. His good education and pleasing manners introduce him
to a large round of acquaintances, and there is hardly any class

of Spanish society which is not reflected in the sparkling nar-

rative of his adventures. It must be admitted, however, that

the portraiture is not morally pleasing. Thieves, cheats, im-

postors, pretenders, hypocrites, profligates, and dupes, all

engaged in intrigues of a more or less questionable order, are

the dramatis personal of
"
Gil Bias." The author's conception

of life is not actually base, for the distinctions of right and

wrong are not confused by sophisms or by sentimentality ; but
it is ignoble, because it places out of view all the better elements

of human nature all the devotion, the sacrifice, and the suffer-

ing, that this mortal scene discloses. The most objectionable

thing in the school of writers to which Le Sage belonged is the

absence of any sufficient sense of the high tragedies of life,

wherein there is always something deep and sacred. But, as a

gallery of society-pictures, full of animation and character,
"
Gil Bias "

will interest and attract successive generations of

readers to the remotest time ; and the romantic aspects of

the old Spanish nationality lend an additional charm to the

relation.

This romantic element is more particularly observable in the

early chapters of the story, where the hero then a youth of

seventeen is captured by a band of robbers who dwell in a
series of caverns situated in the depths of a wild forest. Here

Captain Rolando and his fellow-brigands lead a jovial sort of

life, attended by an old negro and an equally ancient serving-
woman. The caverns are duly apportioned as distinct sets of

apartments, comprising kitchen, dining-room, bed-rooms, and
stables, with divers connecting passages, fortified against
intrusion by iron grates. It is a little difficult to believe in

such a subterranean world, and Le Sage has thought fit to put
into the month of Captain Rolando an explanation as to how it

came to exist.
" This is not a work of our hands," says he,

" but was made many years ago ; for, after the Moors had got
possession of Grenada, Arragon, and almost the whole of Spain,
the Christians, rather than submit to the yoke of infidels, fled,

and concealed themselves in this country, in Biscay, and in the

Asturias. Fugitives, and dispersed in small numbers, they
lived in mountains and woods ; some lurked in caves, and
others contrived many subterranean abodes, of which number
this is one." Gil Bias is compelled for a time to serve with the

robbers, but he watches for an opportunity, and ultimately es-

capes, in company with a lady whom the brigands have taken

prisoner. It is after this that he figures as a man of the world,

according to the Spanish type of two centuries ago.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. II.

DEFINITIONS (<xmtinid).

27. When four quantities are proportional, the proportion is

expressed by points, in the same manner as in the Rule of Pro-

portion in arithmetic. Thus a : b s : c : d signifies that a has to

b, the same ratio which c has to d. And ab : cd -. : a + m -. b + n,
means that ab is to cd, as the sum of a and in, to the sum of

b and n.

28. Algebraic quantities are said to be like, when they are

expressed by the same letters, and are of the same power ; and
unlike, when the letters are different, or when the same letter is

raised to different powers. Thus ab, Sab, ab, and 6ab, are
like quantities, because the letters are the same in each, although
the signs and co-efficients are different. But 3ci, 3y, 3bx, are

unlike quantities, because the letters are unlike, although there
is no difference in the signs and co-efficients. So x, xx, and xxx,
are unlike quantities, because they are different powers of the

same quantity. (They are usually written x, xs
, and Xs.) And

universally if aiy quantity is repeated as a factor a number of

times in one instance, and a different number of times in another,
the products will be tinlike quantities; thus, cc, cccc, and c, are

unlike quantities. But if the same quantity is repeated as a
factor the same number of times in each instance, the products
are like quantities. Thus, aaa, aaa, aaa, and aaa are like

29. One quantity is said to be a multiple of another, when the
former contains the latter a certain number of times without a
remainder. Thus 10a is a multiple of 2a ; and 24 is a multiple
of 6.

30. One quantity is said to be a measure of another, when the
former is contained in the latter any number of times, without
a remainder. Thus 36 is a measure of 15?) ; and 7 is a measure
of 35.

31. The value of an expression, is the number or quantity for

which the expression stands. Thus the value of 3 + 4 is 7 ; that

of 3X4 is 12; and that of ^ i* -2.

32. The RECIPROCAL of a quantity, is the quotient arising from

dividing A UNIT by that quantity. The reciprocal of a is -; the

reciprocal of a +b is -TTL; * e reciprocal of 4 is
4

-

33. In commencing arithmetic the learner has to study the
method of expressing words by figures, and, vice :.v;v* ". figures by
words ; so in algebra he must first accustom himself to convert
statements made in words into algebraical expressions, and also

to write out algebraical expressions in words. We give two

examples, first of all, of the method of converting statements in

words into algebraical expressions, and follow them by an exercise

to the same. The answers to the examples in this exercise will

be found at tke end of our next lesson.

EXAMPLES. What is the algebraic expression for the follow-

ing statements, in which the letters a, 6, c, etc., may be supposed
to represent any given quantities ?

STATEMENT IN WORDS (1). The product of a, b, and c,

divided by the difference of c and d, is equal to the sum of 6 and
e added to 15 times h. aje
ALGEBRAICAL EXPRESSION (1). -^-j = b + c+ I5h.

STATEMENT IN WORDS (2). The sum of a, 2b, and 3c is

equal to the difference of d and e divided by 10 times the pro-
duct of / and g. ^
ALGEBRAICAL EXPRESSION (2). a + 2b + 3c = ^-^-f-.

Ivjg
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EXERCISE 1.

Give the algebraical expression* for the following
in words :

1. The product of the difference of a and h into the sum of 6. e,

and J, is equal to 37 times m, added to the quotieut of I divided by
the um of 'i aud I.

2. The sum of a and b, i to the quotient of b dirided by e, ai the

product of a into c, is to 12 time* k.

3. The cum of a, b, and c, divided by six time* their product, i equal
to four time* their sum diminished by d.

4. The quotient of 6 divided by the sum of a and b. is equal to 7
timea d, diminished by the quotient of b, divided by 96.

34. We now give an example of the method of writing oat
algebraical expressions in words.

EXAMPLE. What will the following expression become, when
words are substituted for the signs P

AlXJKBRAlCAL EXPRESSION. ~ = abc-6m + -^_.
h + C

STATEMENT IN WORDS. The sum of a and b divided by h, is

equal to the product of a, 6, and c, diminished by 6 times m,
and increased by the quotient of a divided by the sum of a and c.

EXERCISE 2.

Write out the following algebraical expressions in words :

= (a + A) (b - c).

ci

3 -r 16 c) h + dm'

35. At the close of an algebraic process it is often necessary
to restore the numbers for which letters have been substituted
at the beginning. In doing this the sign x must not be omitted
between the numbers, as it generally is between factors expressed
by letters. Thus if a stands for 3, and 6 for 4, the product ab
is not 34, but 3x4, i.e., 12.

EXAMPLE. If a = 1, 6 = 2, c = 3, and d = 4 what is the

numerical value of the expression \- c + ?
b a

Substituting the value given above for each letter, the alge-

braical expression + c + becomes in figures
- + 3 +

2x34 6

j
or-+3 + -or2 + 3 + 6, which is equal to 11.

EXERCISE 3.

Find the values of the following algebraic expressions, sup-
posing a = 3; 6=4; c = 2

; d = 6; m = 8; and n =10 :

ad
1 + a +mn.

b + mm be + n
cd

+
~~3d~

b + ad b + 4f
X

5
+bcw ob~'

Vf 3t>i do
4. bm +

5. cbm + m b
+ 2n.

POSITIVE AND NEOATITS QUANTITIES.

36. A POSITIVE or AFFIRMATIVE quantify is one which is to

be added, and has the sign + prefixed to it. (Art. 11.)
37. A NEGATIVE quantity is one which is required to be SUB-

TRACTED, and has the sign prefixed to it. (Art 10 and 11.)
When several quantities enter into a calculation, it is frequently

necessary that some of them should be added together, while
others are subtracted.

If, for instance, the profits of trade are the subject of calcu-

lation, and the gain is considered positive, the loss win bs

negative; beoauM the latter moat b subtracted from the

former, to determine the clear profit If the sums of a book
account are brought into an algebraic process, the debit and
the credit are distinguished by opposite signs.

38. The terms positive and negative, as need in the mitfao

matics, are merely relative. They imply that there is, either in

the nature of the quantities, or in their circumstances, or in the

purpose* which they are to answer in calculation, some such

opposition as requires that one should be subtracted from the
other. But this opposition is not that of existence and non-

existence, nor cf one thing greater than nothing, and another
kss than nothinj. For in many cases either of the signs may
be, indifferently and at pleasure, applied to the very same
quantity ; that is, the two characters may change place*. In

determining the progress of a ship, for instance, her easting

may be marked + and her westing ; or the westing may
be +, and the easting . All that is necessary is, that the two

signs be prefixed to the quantities, in such a manner as to show
which are to be added, and which subtracted. In different

processes they may be differently applied. On one conation,
a downward motion may be called positive, and on another

occasion negative.
39. In every algebraic calculation, some one of the quantities

must be fixed upon to be considered positive. All other quantities
which will increase this must be positive also. But those which
will tend to diminish it, must be negative. In a mercantile

concern, if the stock be supposed to be positive, the profits will

be positive ; for they increase the stock ; they are to be added
to it. But the losses will bo negative ; for they diminish the

stock ; they are to be subtracted from it

40. A negative quantity is frequently greater than the positive
one with which it is connected. But how, it may be asked, can
the former be subtracted from the latter ? The greater is

certainly not contained in the less : how then can it be taken
out of it ? The answer to this is, that the greater may be

supposed first to exhaust the less, and then to leave a remainder

equal to the difference between the two. If a man has in his

possession 1,000 pounds and has contracted a debt of 1,500;
the hitter subtracted from the former, not only exhausts the

whole of it, but leaves a balance of 500 against him. In com-
mon language, he is 500 pounds worse than nothing.

41. In this way, it frequently happens, in the coarse of an

algebraic process, that a negative quantity is brought to stand

alone. It has the sign of subtraction, without being connected
with any other quantity, from which it is to be subtracted.

This denotes that a previous subtraction has left a remainder,
which is a part of the quantity subtracted. If the latitude of a

ship which is 20 degrees north of the equator is considered

positive, and if she sails south 25 degrees : her motion first

diminishes her latitude, then reduces it to nothing, and finally

gives her 5 degrees of south latitude. The sign prefixed to

the 25 degrees, is retained before the 5, to show that this is

what remains of the southward motion, after balancing the 20

degrees of north latitude.

42. A quantity is sometimes said to be subtracted from 0. By
this is meant, that it belongs to the negative side of 0. But a

quantity is said to be added to 0, when it belongs to the

positive side. Thus, in speaking of the degrees of a thermometer,

0+6 means 6 degrees above ; and 6, 6 degrees below 0.

AXIOMS.

43. An AXIOM is a self-evident proposition.

1. If the same quantity or equal quantities be add<.d to equal

quantities, their sums will be equal.
2. If the same quantity or equal quantities be subtracted

from equal quantities, the remainders will be equal.
3. If equal quantities be multiplied into the same, or equal

quantities, the products will be equal
4. If equal quantities be divided by the same or equal quan-

tities, the quotients will be equal.
5. If the same quantity be both added to and subtracted from

another, the value of the latter will not be altered.

C. If a quantity be both multiplied and divided by another,
the value of the former will not be altered.

7. Quantities which are respectively equal to any other qu

tity, are equal to each other.

8. The whole of a quantity is greater than a part
9. The \chole of a quantity is equal to ail its part*.
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LESSONS IN MUSIC. XIV.
CONSONANCES OP NOTES.

IN addition to the observations on the consonances of DOH, ME,
son in a former lesson, let the following remarks be examined
and tested.

PAH forms a more "perfect" consonance with the key-note
than LAH. (It is more like it, and has a greater number of

coinciding vibrations.) But the consonance of LAH with the

key-note is more soft and pleasing.
The best consonances with FAH are RAT and LAH. The best

notes to sound with LAH are FAH and Don1
.

It may be noticed that when the notes of a consonance are in

their closest position, as DOH 1 with LAH, or LAH with FAH, the

proper mental effect of each is sweetly blended with that of the

other ; but when, by raising or lowering one of them an octave,

they are more distant, as DOH with LAH or LAH1 with FAH, each

produces its own effect with greater distinctness, though still

with good agreement.
Two persons can easily try these experiments by singing the

chord DOH, ME, SOH together, and then "
striking out

"
each into

the separate note previously agreed on. It would be diffi-

cult to contrive any better preparation for the study of

harmony.

EXERCISE 22. THE NORWICH CHANT. KEY 0. M. 66.

"#"



LESSONS IN ARCHITECTURE.

l.KSSONS IN ABCIMTKCTUKE. XT.

ARCADES CUPOLAS DOMES CHURCHES BASILICAS

ROMANESQUE STYLE ARABIC ABCH, ETC.

THE Byzantines, the successors to the arts of the Romans, in

consequence of the transference of the seat of the empire from

Borne to Byzantium (afterwards called Constantinople), fol-

Bomanfl, was very common at the period above mentioned. Tb

pendentircfl, or portions of the vaults suspended ont of the per-

pendicular of the wall* that is, the portion* between the arches

and the dome were of Byzantine invention, and formed a new

and bold application of the arch in building, of which they soon

began to make an improper use In the erection of towerm, bel-

fries, spires, and steeples of erery description. An example of

I

THE CATHOLICON AT ATHENS.

lowed their arched system of architecture, and even extended

it to such a degree in their edifices that the architrave, which
their predecessors had hitherto preserved in the construction of

their temples, was at last almost entirely abandoned. The
Byzantine architects not only used the arcado as tho connecting

1

link from column to column in their erections, but they sur-

mounted their churches with cupolas or domes of an immense
size. This kind of vault, which hod been seldom used by tho

67 N.B.

this application of the arch and vault will be seen in the an.

nexed illustration of the Catholicon at Athens. The first Chris-

tians of the West, in their adoption of tho stylo of architecture

which we have called tho Latin style, substituted the arcade
for the architrave ; but possessing less skill as builders than
those of the East, their innovations terminated at this point.
Tho great basilicas that is, the palatial or royal churches of the
West were edifices covered with plain woodwork, and had only
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vaulted roofs or domes at the extreme or lower end above the

chancel, and sometimes also above the aisles. They had com-

monly in front the accessory buildings, including the baptistery
and the rooms for the catechumens, or those who were preparing
for admission into the church. These adjoining erections were

then separated from the church by an atrium or hall, surrounded

by columns which led from outside to tho door of the church,
which always had a porch, or narthex, as it was called. In the

Interior, two rows of columns divided the edifice into the nave

and the aisles. The nave alone in the ba-

silicas or churches of the primitive Chris-

tians, terminated in a semicircular arch or

choir. At a later period the aisles had
also their choirs ;

it was then that the first

L6
'

[^ story or gallery which was erected upon
__i the aisles disappeared, and the women, for

whom it was reserved, began to occupy
the left side of the building. The different

parts of the Basilica of Parenzo will con-

vey to the mind of the reader the arrange-
ment of the principal parts of the churches

now described.

The exterior of the basilicas was very

simple; but the interior was richly deco-

rated with mosaics, with paintings, and

particularly with splendid marbles, which
were used in great profusion; also with

monoliths, or columns, made of a single

stone, usually stolen from antique edifices,

all of the most magnificent description ;

and the pedestals, capitals, and cornices

were of equally splendid and rich mate-

rials. A good example of the old basilica
PLAN OP THE BASILICA fg the church of St. Agnes at Rome.

OF PARENZO.
rjn

-

e Romanesque stylo was formed from
a. The principal nave. b. the combination of the two former, the

The chancel, c. The Latin and the Byzantine; and in these,
hall, or atrium, d. ^he arcade played the most prominent part.
The baptistry, e.

Arche9) indeed, were multiplied in endless
The steeple, or bel-

variety from the choirs which rose on a
fry. /.The sacristy.

or vestry, h The Clrcular plane, to domes and arched but-

choir. fc'fe. Small tresses, those appendages to buildings

choirs. I. The tri- which were first employed in this style of

cliiiiuin, or supper- architecture. The Romanesque period,
room. however, produced edifices different from

the basilicas, by characters well defined.

Orientation, or building churches east and west, became the

decided rule ; a transverse nave, or transept, changed the ar-

rangement of the interior of churches, and gave them the form
of a cross. The choir or recess, of a semicircular form, was

commonly unique, and spanned the whole width of the edifice,

including the nave and the aisles. Some Romanesque churches,

however, have preserved the three recesses or choirs ; and these

are generally the oldest. The columns were replaced by square

piers, ornamented on each side by a column carrying groined
arches ; and when stone mouldings were introduced at the edges
of the domes, the number of the columns was increased to eight.

The shafts of the four intermediate columns were then dispro-

portionally lengthened, and departing from the proportions
established by antiquity, lost their rational proportion to their

diameter
; the choir alone preserved the isolated columns. In-

dependently of the principal altar, secondary ones were erected,

of which the number was afterwards augmented by those of tho

chapels built round the choir. The exterior of the Romanesque
churches also presented a very different aspect from that of the

basilicas. The belfries, which were at first small, became then

of great importance, and were raised above the porch, or above

the cross aisle. These constructions were very solid, and had
several storeys, partially open, except at top ; and were sur-

mounted by lofty stone spires. At a later period, the abut-

ments, or spur-walls, became insufficient to sustain the thrust of

the great domes, and were then detached from the walls and
transformed into buttresses. Specimens of this kind of edifice

may be seen in the church of Rosheim, in the Department of

the Lower Rhine ; St. Germain-des-Pres, at Paris ; of L'Abbaye-
aux-Hommes, at Caen ; of Bocherville, near Rouen ; and others

in France. In the most of these churches, there is a small gal-

lery over the aisle, like that of St. Gcrmain-des-Prc's at Paris,

which represents the gallery of the early basilicas. The columns
or pillars are united by circular arches, ornamented by archi-

volts in simple profile, and the whole of the edifice is covered
with groined vaulting, and with stone mouldings of the same
description.
At the commencement of the Romanesque period in the West,

the Eastern style of art, the parent of so many architectural

novelties, was developed anew in Asia and Africa, and the Arabs,
who played so prominent a part in the history of this epoch,
covered Arabia and Egypt, and
penetrated the interior of Persia,
with their edifices. The Moorish
branch extended along the northern
side of Africa to the ocean, and
there all that an Eastern imagina-
tion could produce that was fan-

tastical and marvellous, was repro-
duced in their architectural works.

During the most ancient period of

this art the semicircular arch pre-
dominated ; but it soon overstepped
its central point, and the arch be-

coming more than a semicircle,
took the shape nearly of a horse-

shoe. At a later period, the in-

trados, or inner ring of the an;h,was
carved in the manner exhibited in

tho celebrated Mosque of Cordova.
The second period was that of the

pointed arch very ancient speci-
mens of which are found at Cairo.

These monuments or erections are

purely Arabic, such as the Mokias
or Nilometer, and various mosques of that city. In Persia and
in India the same stylo is exhibited, and is always found in con-
nection with the pointed arch, and the same principles are fol-

lowed in the architecture of that country at the present day.
Wo give in the annexed engraving a specimen of tho Arabic
arch. An important question has never yet been answered

respecting the origin of the pointed arch, which was first, as
we have seen, used by the Pelasgians, but which, abandoned
until the Middle Ages, was again taken up by the Arabian and
the Western architects, at an epoch when it is difficult to ascer-

tain whether the East preceded the West in its application, or
whether the reverse was tho case. Whichever was the oase was
of little moment, until it was extended as a complete system of

construction, and became the foundation of the Gothic or ogival

stylo of architecture. It appeared in the West, in the twelfth

century, in several rare edifices, in which it usually occupied the
lower part of the building, as presenting more resistance in

supporting its elevated portions. From this use, first origi-

nating in the demand for solidity, it was extended to all parts
of the building. Thus applied, this new system of architecture
was developed, took its flight, and the thirteenth, fourteenth, and
fifteenth centuries saw its rise, its full vigour, and its decay.
The Gothic churches are in general larger than those of the

Romanesque period, they are disposed in the same way, but their

architecture becomes softer, and the forms more graceful.

SPECIMEN OP THE ARABIC OU
MOORISH ARCH.

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XXXVIII.
EQUATION OP PAYMENTS.

18. THIS is a method by which to find the time at which two

or more debts, due at different times, may be equitably paid by
one payment, equal to the sum of the amounts of the debts.

This time is called the equated time of payment. We will first

take the case of two sums.

The principle upon which the time is calculated is this that

the sum of the present values of the two debts is equal to the

present value of the sum of the amounts of the debts supposed
due at the equated time.

Thus, if 100 were duo nine months hence, and .50 twelve

months hence, at 4 per cent., we must find the present value of

each, and add them together. We must then find the time

in which, at the given rate of interest, the sum so formed

would amount to .150.
EXAMPLE. Find the equated time of payment of 309, due
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nine months hence, and of 4416, due twelve months honoo, at 4
per cent.

1 . Reckoning True Discount.

Present value of 309, due 9 months hence, is . . . . 900
Present value of i'Uti, duo 12 months hence, is

t. of 300 for U months is the wiiao as that of 2,71*) i<>

1 mouth.
> torout of 400 for 13 months is the same as that of 4,800 foi

1 mouth.

Hence tho interest on 4700 (the sum of the present values
for tho equated time must be equal to the interest on
42,700 + 44,800, or 47,500, for one month. Now the time
in whi.-li tho samo interest will bo produced by two differou

sums will be inversely proportional to tho sums ; hence tho

equated timo will be 'flg, or 10 months ;

we see the truth of the following
Rule for finding tJie Equated Time of .two or more Debts due at

,;t times, at a given rate per cent., True Discount being

Find the true present value of each debt, multiply it by its

corresponding timo, and add tho products. Divide the sum ol

tho products by the sum of tho present values.
-. Reckoning Mercantile Discount.

Interest of 309 for 9 months is the same as that of 9 x 309 or
2,781, for 1 month.
That on 416 for 12 months is the same as that of 12 x 416, or

4,992, for 1 mouth.

Hence the interest on 4309 + 4416, or 4725, for tho equated
time must be tho same as that on 42,781 + 44,992, or 47,773,
for one month.
Hence the equated time is '^, or 10'72 months nearly.We get, then, the following
Rule for finding tlie Equated Time of two or more Debts due at

different times, Mercantile Discount being reckoned :

Multiply the amount of each debt by its corresponding time,
and add the products. Divide the sum of the products by the
sum of tho debts.

N.B. When mercantile discount is reckoned (as is the case
in practice), the rate per cent, does not affect the calculation.
Tho times of both debts must of course be expressed in

tho same denomination, and the result will appear in that
denomination.

EXERCISE 58. EQUATION OF PAYMENTS.
1. Find the equated time of 800, payable in 3 ye/irs, and of 1,200,

payable in 4 years, at 5 per cent, simple interest, by reckoning (1)

true, (2) mercantile discount
2. Find the equated time of payment of 201 5s., due 6 months

hence, and of 209, due 18 mouths hence, at 4i per cent., reckoning (1)
true, (2) mercantile discount.

3. Find the equated time of 692, payable in 60 days, and 254,
payable in 96 days.

4. I owe 500, due 50 days hence, and 750, due 100 days hence ;

when should I liquidate the debt equitably by paying down 1,500,
interest being reckoned at 4 per cent, per annum ?

STOCKS, SHARES, BROKERAGE, INSURANCE, ETC.
19. Suppose that I lend a sum of money to the Government

or to a company, on the understanding that I am to receive a
certain fixed annual per-centage upon it (say 3 per cent.), and
that at any timo after this transaction it is found that more
than 3 per cent, can be commonly got for money ; it is clear
that if I sell then my claim upon the Government or company
to another person, ho will not give me so much as I gave. The
name given to money so lent is Stock, and the price given at

any time for 4100 of this stock is the price of stock at that timo.
The Funds are properly tho money raised by the Government,

by taxes, etc., to pay the interest of the debt, but the term
is often applied to the debt itself. Thus, when wo hear that
the Funds are at 90>- it means that 490 5s. must bo paid for
4100 worth of stock, this entitling the purchaser to receive
from the Government the sum of 43 (in the Three per Cents.)
agreed to be paid upon the 4100 originally lent.

Diffnrent names are given to different descriptions of stock,
according to the original conditions of the formation of the
debt. For instance, the Three per Cent. Consols i.e., the Throo
per Cent. Consolidated Annuities, etc.

20. Given the price of Stock, to find the actual Rate per Cent,
received.

EXAMPLB. If the Three per Cento, are at 93J, find the rat*
per cent, of interest received.

For 93 5s. paid, 3 is received yearly.
Henoe. as (8* : 3 : ! 100 rate per cent. received.

t

Therefore = 3 217, the rate per cent.

21. Given the sum invested, and the price of the Stock, tojha
the Income.

EXAMPLE. If 41,200 be invested in the Three per Cento
when they are at 88), find tho income.

Since for every 88} paid, 100 worth of stock is received,
88} paid will produce an annual income of 3.

Hence, as 881 : 3 : : 1,300 : required income.

Therefore tho required income = -^ 47
40 17s. OiW.

22. Given tJie income received from an investment of a given
Sum of Money, tofind the price of the Stock.

EXAMPLE. If .1,200 invested in the Three per Cent*, pro-
duces a yearly income of 440 17s. OJJd., find the price of the
stock.

40 17s. OJ|d. i
JV- of a pound.

Hence } x J$2 ia the number of times 43 is contained in the
income ; that is, it is the number of times 4100 is contained in
the amount of stock bought.

Hence, 41,200 divided by this will give the actual money paid
for each 4100 of stock.

Therefore the required price = - - x 1,200 :

1990 88J.

23. When Government stock is purchased, the transaction is

effected through the agency of a broker, who charges Jth per
cent, upon tho stock bought i.e., 2s. 6d. upon every 4100 of
stock purchased.

Thus, if 4500 worth of stock be purchased when the funds
are at 92, the actual price paid will be (5 x 492) + (5 x 4),
or 4460 12s. 6d. And, similarly, the seller of stock pays his
broker ith per cent, upon the amount of stock sold for him.
This charge is called Brokerage, or Commission. In the examples
we give, however, it need not be reckoned unless it is expressly
mentioned.

24. Exactly the same principles hold with reference to Shares
of any kind. Originally they are fixed at a certain price, and
then, according to the success or failure of the company, and
the probable amount of dividend it will pay, etc., the value of
tho shares fluctuates.

When a share, or 4100 of stock, will sell for the original
price which was paid for it, then the shares are said to bo at
par. When the price is less by a certain amount than the
original price, they are said to bo at so much discount ; and
when tho price is more by a certain amount, they are said to be
at so much premium.

25. EXAMPLE. The income derived from investing a sum in
the Three per Cents, at 90 differs by 41 from that derived from
an equal sum invested in railway shares at 140, paying 5 per
cent, upon the original shares. Find tho sum.

In tho first investment,
90 produces annually 3 ;

Therefore 1
,
or &.

In the second investment,

140 produces annually 5 ;

Therefore 1 rle, or A.
Hence tho difference of income produced by 1 is

-,'f j'j, or K
Hence tho difference of income produced by 420 ia JJ/or 1.*

The answer is therefore 430.

INSURANCE.
2C. By the yearly payment of a certain sum called a Premium

x> an insurance company, a person can secure at his death the

>ayment of a certain larger sum. The document by which the

company binds itself to pay over tho money at the death of the
insurer is called tho Policy of Insurance. Thus, a man of 30, in

ordinary health, by paying about 425 a year to a company, ia

able to "
insure his life

"
for 41,000.

Tho principles which determine tho amount of premium to be
tid depend upon carefully prepared tables of statistics, show-

ng tho average rate of mortality at different ages, and also upon
;he doctrine of chances and annuities, but they are too compli-
ated to be introduced here.

There are various other kinds of insurance, as, for instance
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insurance against loss by accidental fire, where a man pays a

certain per-ceutage upon the value of the property insured.

Farmers can insure their crops against damage by storms.

Owners of vessels can insure them and their cargoes, etc.

EXEKCISE 59. EXAMPLES IN STOCKS, SHAKES,
INSURANCE, ETC.

1. When the Three per Cents, are at 89, find the rate per cent,

received.

2. When the Three and a Half per Cents, are at 92, find the rate per

cent, received.

3. When the Four per Cents, are at 96, find the rate per cent,

received.

4. Three per Cents, are offered at 90J, Five per Cents, at 1505 ; in

which should one invest ?

5. Shares paying an interest of 1 Os. 6d. cost 22J ; what is the rate

per cent, received? What is the rate per cent, received after a

deduction of income tax of 7d. in the pound ?

6. Is it better to invest in the Throe per Cents, at 89 J or the Three

and a Half per Cents, at 98J ?

7. When the Three per Cents, are at 86, fiiid what the Three and a,

Half per Cents, should be at, so that an investment in both should

produce the same income.

8. Find the income derived from investing 2,500 in the Three per

Cents, at 86.

9. Find the income derived from investing 1,000 in the Three per

Cents, at 87f, after deducting an income tax of 7d. in the pound.
10. What must a person have invested in the Three per Cents, at

90*-, if a transfer of ?- of his capital to the Four per Cents, at 115 would

increase his income by 7 ?

11. A person invests 5,187 10s. in the Three per Cents, at 83, and

when the funds have risen to 85 he transfers two-fifths of his capital to

the Four per Cents, at 96 ;
find the alteration in his income.

12. A person sells out of the Three and a Half per Cents, at 92^,

and realises 18,550 ; if he invests two-fifths of the produce in the

Four per Cents, at 96, and the remainder in the Three per Cents, at

90, find the alteration in his income. Find also the alteration in the

per-centage he gets.

13. What is the price of the Three per Cents, when 10,000 will

purchase 11,111 2s. 2jjd. worth of stock ? What will be the annual

income produced ?

14. When the Three per Cents, are at 87-J, what must the Three and
a Quarter per Cents, be at in order that an investment of 1,580 in

the latter may produce an income greater than the same sum invested

in the former by 1 18s. 6Jcl. ?

15. A person buys 500 worth of stock at 98J ; what must he sell at

to gain 21 5s. by the transaction ?

16. Which is the better investment, bank stock paying 10 per cent,

at 319, or Three per Cent. Consols at 96 ?

17. A man invests 4,297 10s. in the Three per Cents, at 95 ; he
sells out one-third of his stock when the funds have fallen to 94,

1,600 worth of stock when they have risen to 96^, and the remainder
at par. What does he gain ?

18. The income derived from a sum invested in the Three per Cents,

at 90J differs from that derived from an equal sum in the Five per
Cents, at 150} by 1. Find the sum.

19. A person finds that if he invest a certain sum in railway shares

paying 6 a share when the 100 share is at 132, he will obtain

10 16s. a-year more for his money than if ho invest in the Three per
Cent. Consols at 93. What sum has he to invest ?

20. A person invests 10,000 in the Three per Cents, at 92-J, and
sells out two-thirds when they have risen 1 per cent, above, and the
remainder when they have fallen 1 per cent, below, the price at which
he bought ; he then invests the proceeds in the Four per Cents, at par.
Find the change in his income.

?1. The net income of an estate, after deducting lOd. in the pound
for income tax and 4 per cent, on the remainder for expenses of col-

lection, is 437. What is the gross rental ?

KEY TO EXERCISE IN LESSON XXXVII. (page 47).
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EXERCISE 182.

1 II is in.! IT. L. resigned hia place? 2. He baa not re-

aigned it. 8. He would resign it if ho went to Germany. 4.

Are yon obliged to resign your place ? 5. 1 am not obliged to

resign it. 6. Has your cousin dislocated his arm 't 7. He has

not dislocated his arm, bnt hia shoulder. 8. Who set it for

;i. Doctor F. aet it for him. 10. Has not your mother

dislocated her wriat ? 11. She has not dislocated her wrist;

is broken her arm. 12. Has the enemy seized the

town? 13. The enemy has seized the town. 14. Will not

some one lay hold of your hat, if you leave it hero? 15.

Some one will lay hold of it. 16. How has your son behaved

this morning? 17. Ho behaved very well. 18. He always
behaves properly. 19. Do you not trouble yourself uselessly

,,x;it) ? 20. I do not trouble myaelf at all (da tout). 21.

Did you expect such treatment from (de la part de) your son ?

22. I did not expect such treatment from him (de sa part).

23. Does that young lady behave well towards her mother ?

24. She behaves well towards everybody. 25. Will you
behave bettor in future ? 26. Wo will bohavo well. 27.

Have you broken your finger (doigt) ? 28. I have broken my
thumb (pouce). 29. Could yon help going to sleep (de dormir) ?

30. We could not help smiling. 31. My sisters could not help

laughing. 32. Why are you uneasy ? 33. Because (parce que)

my son does not bohavo well. 34. Did your father expect to

bo well treated ? 35. He expected to be treated properly.

SECTION XCIV.

1. N'importe, an ellipsis of il n'importe, answers to the

English expression "no -matter" it does not matter, never
I :

Douue/.-uioi uu livre, n'importe Give me a boofc, no matter which.

lequel.

2. Qu'importe ? answers to tho English phrase what matter ?

What does it matter ? When the expression is followed by a

plural subject, tho verb importer is put in the plural :

Que iious important lours mur- What do vie care for their murmurs ?

inures ?

3. N'est-ce pas ? corresponds to the English expressions, is

i>. not 'f is he not 't $c ,
do tliey not ? following an assertion :

II fait froid ; u'est-ce pas ? It is cold; is it not f

4. N'est-ce pas? frequently precedes the assertion, and is

then followed by que :

N'est-ce pas quo votre frere est Four brother is coma, is he not t

arrivo ?

5. Eegarder, to look at, is used in the sense of to concern :

Cola regarde votre frerc. That concerns your brother.

6. En vouloir (3. ir.) a quelqu'un, a quelque chose, means
to have a design, against or upon; a grudge against any one : to

be angry ivith any one on account of something :

II en veut a uotre vie. He has a design against our life.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Pourvu que vous veuiez, n'im-

porte par quel chemin.
Pourvu qu'il le fasse, n'importe
comment.

Apportez-moi quelque chose, n'im-

porte quoi.
J'un mourrai ; n'importe.
11 u'est pas satisfait

; qu'importe ?

II refuse uos presents ; qu'importe ?

Que nous importe cette nffnire ?

IJne vous importe sou arrivee ?

Vous viendrez ; u'est-ce pns ?

NVst-eo pas quo vous yiendrez ?

Est-co que cela me regarde ?

Ccla no regarde personne.

II en veut a nos biens.

II en veut a uos amis.

Cela vous regardc-t-il ?

Provided you come, no matter which

way.
Provided he does if, no matter how.

Bring me something, no matter u-hat.

I shall die through it ; no matter.

He it not satisfied with it ; what
matters it f

He refuses our presents ; tchat does it

mafler f

What do tee cars for that affair t

What is his arrival to us T

You will come ; trill you not .'

Does that concern me .' Is (fiat any-

thing to me t

That concerns nobody. That is no-

body's busine**.

He has a design upon cv:
-

property.
He has a grudge again:*

'
-ir friends.

Is that your business .'

Accord-cr, 1. to jranl.

Approuv-er, 1. to ap-

Auteur, m. author.

Bien, vtry.

Condamn-er, 1. to con- Fen, little.

I. in . I'laiutc, f. complaint.

Deuaande, f. rt<iu*t.

EXKBCIBC 183.

Hjuutrd, m. chant*. Poor-air, 3. ir. to U
Loin./ar. atU.

Moqu or (no), 1. ref. to But;, m. Wood.

feu*/
1 V, from tiler, to ft.

Muruiure, m. murmur. Veloan, m. twlvrf.

Vr-er, 1. to pour, to

ttod.

Vil, e, viU.

1. Que VOUK apportcroi-jo de Londrea ? 2. Apportez-nou
oe quo vous pourrez, n'importe quoi. 3. Lui avez-rotu dit

d'apporter dn velours ? 4. Je lui ai dit d'en apporter, n'importe
de qnelle qualitc. 5. Pourvu que qnelqu'nn viennc, n'importe
qui. 6. Quo m'importe qu'Arnaud m'approuvo ou me con-

damno ? (BOILEAU.) 7. Vons accordo-t-il votre demande ?

8. II refuse ; qu'importe ? 9. Est-il satUfait des effort* que
vous avez faits ? 10. II n'on est pas aatiafait ; qu'importe ?

11. II n'a pas vouln nous rocevoir; peu m'importe. 12. Qu'im-

portent les plaintes et les murmnrea des autenrs, ri le public
s'en moque ? (FEBAUD.) 13. Qu'importe qn'au hazard an
sang vil soit verse ? (RACINE.) 14. Cela vous regarde ; n'cat-

oe pas ? 15. Cela ne mo regarde pas. 16. Cela ne regardo

que moi. 17. Vous lerr avez dit que ces affaires no lea regar-
daient pas; n'est-ce pas? 18. Vous m'en vonlez ; n'est-oe

pas ? N'importe. 19. A qui en vonlez-vons ? 20. Nous n'en

voulons a personne. 21. Nous ne vous en voulona pas. 22.

Vous m'en voudrez ; n'est-ce pas ? 23. En vouler-vona a la Tie

de votre ami ? 24. Je n'en veux pas a sa vie.

EXERCISE 184.

1 . Which way will your brother come ? 2. Provided he
comes to-morrow, it does not matter which way. 3. Will ho

write to your brother ? 4. He will not write to him ; bnt it is

no matter. 5. Will yon not lend mo a book ? 6. Which
book do you wish to have ? 7. No matter which. 8. Shall I

bring you some silk from Paris ? 9. Bring me what you can ;

no matter what. 10. Does that concern your brother? 11.

That does not concern him, but it concerns me. 12. Does be

refuse to write to us ? 13. Ho refuses to (de) write ; but what
does it matter ? 14. Bring me a book, no matter which. 15.

Your brother will come, will he not ? 16. Has he been willing
to receive your brother ? 17. He has refused to receive him,
but no matter. 18. He is pleased, ia he not ? 19. He is not

pleased, but it is no matter. 20. Is that your business ? 21.

It is my business. 22. It is my brother's business. 23. I

have told you that it is nobody's business. 24. Has that man
a design against your father's life ? 25. He has no design

against his life ; bnt he has a design upon his property. 26.

Are you angry with us on that account ? 27. I am not angry
with you for this. 28. Have yon a grudge against my friends P

29. I have no grudge against them. 30. That concerns you,
does it not ? 31. That concerns me. 32. Is that your busi-

ness ? 33. It is very warm this morning ; is it not ?

KEY TO EXERCISES TO LESSONS IN FRENCH.

EXERCISE 83 (Vol. I., page 316).

1. Is the young man gone far.? 2. He is not gone very far, he U
only gone as far as Paris. 3. Your children make too much noise,

why do you not take them away ? 4. They are sick, they cannot walk.

5. How have you brought them here? 6. I brought them in a car-

riage. 7. At what hour do you bring the physician ? 8. I bring him
every day at twelve (noon). 9. How many times a day do you take

your pupils to church? 10. I take them to church twice a day. 11.

How many times have you been there? 12. I have been there several

times. 13. Which way did those travellers come? 11. They came

through Amiens and Rouen. 15. Whence do you bring this news?
16. I bring it from Cologne. 17. Whence have you brought tho*e

suptrb horses? 18. I have brought them from England. 19. If you
leave France, do you intend to take your son with you ? (to talk* airay

your son 7) 20. I intend to take him with me. 21. What have you
brought from France ? 22. We have brought magnificent silk good*,
fine cloths, and Lyons hats. 23. Have you brought your daughter on
foot or on horseback? 24. 1 brought her in a carriage. 25. Your
brothers have brought us books.

EXERCISE 84 (Vol. I., page 317).
1. Combien de temps M. votre tils a-t-il demeure' a Londres? 2. II

y a demeure
1

diz ans. 3. Jusqu'ou le raldecin est-il nil* ? 4. Le
m<5decin est alld jusqu'a Cologne. 5. A-t-il emmen<; son fils avec lui ?

6. II no l"a pas etnmem1
. 7. Comment avez-vous amene vos daoz

petitcs fllles ? 8. J'en ai amene une en voiture, et j'ai porte 1'autre.

9. Est-elle trop petite pour marcher ? 10. Elle n'cct pat trop p*tit
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pour marcher, mais elle est malade. 11. Avez-vous amend votre

cheval ? 12. Nous avons amend deux chevaux. 13. Avez-vous apportd
les livres quo vous m'avez promis ? 14. J'ai oublid <le les apporter.

15. Cette dame a-t-elle amend son fils aind ? 16. Elle a amend tous

ses enfants. 17. Comment sont-ils veuus ? 18. Us sont venus eri

voiture. 19. Par ou M. votre frere est-il venu d'Allemagne? 20. II

est venu par Aix-la-Chapelle et par Bruxelles. 21. Avez-vous 1'inten-

tion de inener votre flls a 1'dcole, cette apres-midi ? 22. Je n'ai pas
I'intiution de 1'y inener, il fait trop froid. 23. Get enfant est-il trop
mal ido pour marcher ? 24. II est trop malade pour marcher, et j'ai

1'iutention de le porter. 25. Pourquoi ne 1'emmenez-vous pas en

voiture ? 26. Mon frere a emmend mon cheval. 27. Avez-vous amend
le rnddecin ? 28. Je ue 1'ai pas amend, il n'y a personne de malade chez

nous. 29. Voulez-vous porter ce livre a 1'dglise ? 30. J'en ai uu

autre, je n'en ai pas besoin. 31. Avez-vous portd ma lettre a la poste?
32. Je 1'ai oublide. 33. Jusqu'a quelle heure avez-vous dcrii ? 34. J'ai

eerit jusqu'a miuuit. 35. D'ou M"es vos seeurs viennent-elles ? 36.

Elles viennent de Paris.

EXERCISE 85 (Vol. I., page 333).
1. To whom did your sisters apply ? 2. They applied to me. 3.

Have they not made a mistake ? 4. They have made a mistake. 5.

Did you perceive your error ? 6. I have not perceived it. 7. Did you
become weary of the country ? 8. We became weary of it. 9. Did
those young ladies become weary of remaining at your house (feel

ennui at your house) ? 10. They did. 11. What did you use for

writing, Madam (Miss) ? 12. I used a gold pen. 13. Did not those

scholars use steel pens ? 14. They used silver pens. 15. Did the

Dutch lady sit down ? 16. She did not sit down. 17. Has a misfor-

tune happened to her ? 18. Nothing has happened to her, she is not

well. 19. Has she not given herself (taken) trouble for nothing ? 20.

Has not that silk sold well ? 21. It has sold very well. 22. Has it

not been flue weather the whole day ? 23. No, Sir, it has rained,

snowed, and hailed. 24. Has nothing happened to the two ladies

whom we have seen this morning ? 25. No, Madam, nothing has

happened to them.

EXERCISE 86 (Vol. I., page 333).
1. A-t-il plu aujourd'hui ? 2. II n'a pas plu, mais il a greld et neigd.

3. Est-il arrivd quelque chose a votre petit garcon ? 4. II ne lui est

rien arrivd, mais il est malade aujourd'hui. 5. Votre soeur s'est-elle

assist; chez vous ? 6. Elle ue s'est pas assise, elle dtait malade. 7.

Ce drap s'est-il bien vendu ? 8. II s'est trea bien vendu, nous 1'avons

tout veudu. 9. Vous etes-vous aper9us de votre erreur ? 10. Nous
nous en sommes apercus. 11. M" 1-'8 vos soeurs ne se sout-elles pas

trotnpdes dans cette affaire ? 12. Elles ne se sont pas trompdes. 13.

Vos cousines ne se sont-elles pas ennuyees a la campagne ? 14. Elles se

sont ennuydes chez mon frere. 15. De quoi vous etes-vous servi pour
ecrire vos themes? 16. Je me suis servi d'une plume d'or, et mon
frere s'est servi d'une plume d'argent. 17. Vous <-tes-vous servi de

mon cauif ? 18. Je m'en suis servi. 19. Quo vous est-il arrivt'- ! 'jo.

II ne m'est rion arrive. 21. Mme votre mere s'est-elle bien porte'e ?

22. Elle ne s'est pas bien portdo. 23. \ o freres se sont-ils applique's

a leurs eludes a 1'e'cole ? 24. Us se sons applique's a leurs Etudes et ils

ont fini leurs Ie9ons. 25. Quel temps a-t-il fait ce matin ? 26. II a

fait ttvs beau temps. 27. Mlle votre scaur s'est-elle dound beaucoup de

peine dans cette affaire ? 28. Elle s'est donue beaucoup de peine pour
rien. 29. Les Hollaudaises se sout-elles promeudes ? 30. Elles se

sont promendes ce matin. 31. Jusqu'ou sont-elles allies ? 32. Elles

sont allees jusque chez M. votre frere. 33. Vous etes-vous donnd la

main ? 34. Nous nous sommes donnd la main. 35. Ces dames se sont

beaucoup flattdes.

EXERCISE 87 (Vol. I., page 333).
1. Is your mother loved by her sister? 2. She is loved by her

brother and by her sister. 3. Are the Italians loved by the French ?

4. Are not your scholars blamed? 5. They are blamed sometimes.

6. Are they often punished ? 7. Thy are seldom punished. 8. By
whom are you punished when you are idle ? 9. I am never punished.
10. Has his conduct been approved? 11. It has been approved by

everybody. 12. It has been approved by his friends. 13. Is that

author esteemed ? 14. He is esteemed by everybody. 15. Is the
1

book-

binder's garden to be sold or to be let? 16. It is said that it is to be

let. 17. Has the joiner had a coat made? 18. He has had two made.

19. Are the coats which you have bought worn out ? 20. They are

worn out; I have had others made. 21. Is it said that our friends

are loved by everybody ? 22. People do not say so, for people do not

believe it. 23. Are the ladies, whom we saw at church last evening,

sisters ? 24. They are not, it is said that they are cousins. 25. It is

said that the officer who is just arrived is called S.

EXERCISE 88 (Vol. I, page 334).

1. Etes-vous blamd ou loud ? 2. Je ne suis ni blamd ni loud. 3.

Votre cousine n'est-elle pas estimde de tout le monde ? 4. Elle n'est

ostimde de persoune. 5. Qu'a-t-on dit de mon frere ? 6. On n'a rien

dit de lui. 7. Savez-vous si la maison de votre frere est a louer ? 8.

On m'a dit qu'elle est a vendre. 9. Un paresseux n'est-il pas a

plfindre ? 10. Le paresseux est a plaindre. 11. Votre flls est-il quel-

quefois puni a 1'ecole ? 12. On le punit toujonrs (il est toujours punt),

quand il est paresseux. 13. Vos dcoliers sont-ils loues, quand ils sout

appliquds p 11. Ils sout loues quand ils sont applique's, et ils sont
blamds quand ils sont paresseux. 15. Cette dame est-elle estimde et

respectde ? 16. Elle est airnde, estimee et respectde de tout le monde.
17. Que vous a-t-on dit ? 18. On nous a dit que M. votro frere est

respectd de tout le monde. 19. Madame, etes-vous la scour de M. S. ?

20. Non, Monsieur, je ne la suis pas. 21. Madame, etes-vous con-

tente de la conduite de votre flls ? 22. Non, Monsieur, je ne le suis

pas, car il est blarnd de tout le monde. 23. Comment ce gros homme
s'appelle-t-il ? 24. On dit qu'il s'appelle H. 25. Comment M. votre

frere s'appelle-t-il ? 26. II s'appelle Jacques, 27. Vous a-t-on dit quo
mon frere est arrive ? 28. On nous 1'a dit. 29. Les marchandises que
votre frere a apportdes, sont-elles a vendre ? 30. Elles ne sont pas a

ver dre. 31. Le relieur s'est-il fait faire un habit ? 32. II s'eu est fait

faiie un. 33. Son autre habit est-il use ? 3-t. L'habit qu'il a achetc
1'annee derniere est use.

LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. XXVIII.
TABLE OF LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES OF PLACES IN

EUROPE.

IN the present lesson we continue and bring to a conclusion our
table of the latitudes and longitudes of places in the Continent
of Europe.

Name of Place.
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GEOMETRICAL PERSPECTIVE. VI.

PROBLEM XV. (Fig. 34). A square pyramid 4 feet side andQ

feet high, one edge of the base at an angle of 60 with the pic-

ture plane, and the nearest angle 1 foot within the picture. The
base of the pyramid must be treated as the square in Problem

X., Fig. 25, Vol. II., page 361 ; after which draw the diagonals in

the perspective projection, namely, a b and c d ; their intersection

will determine the perspective of the centre e, from which erect a

perpendicular e f; this will

be the axis of the pyramid.
From DE 1 draw a line through
the centre of the base to the

picture plane at g, from
which draw the line of con-

tact, and upon it from g set

off the given height of the

pyramid g h. Draw the re-

tiring line from h to DE I
,
and

at the point where this inter-

sects the axis e f will be found
the perspective height of the

pyramid, namely, at i. Draw
lines from the angles a, b, c, d
to i, to represent the inclined

edges of the pyramid ; this

will complete the problem.
If we place the ground plan

beyond the picture plane (Fig.

35) wo must proceed as fol-

lows: Place the plan with

give the perspective height of the pyramid. Complete the in-

clined edges as in Fig. 34. (Observe, we might have drawn e f
not parallel to the side of the square ; in that case we should
have been compelled to find another vanishing point ; therefore
to save extra work we draw ib parallel to the side of the square,
so that we may make use of the VP of that side. Definition

13, Vol. II., page 162.)
PROBLEM XVI. A cone 4 feet diameter and 6 feet high. This

will be done from almostthe same directions as the pyramid. Look
back to Problem XII., Fig.
31, Vol. III., page 9, where we
havethe perspective of a circle.

Now the base of the cone,

being a circle, must be treated
in the same way. To draw
the elevation, draw a perpen-
dicular line, the line of con-

tact from d or b (Fig. 31) ;

mark off upon this line the

given height, and from that

point draw a line to the re-

spective VP ; thus, if the line

of contact is from d, DE2 will

be its VP; a perpendicular
line drawn from the centre of

the circle to cut this vanish-

ing line will be the axis, and
the point of intersection will

mark the apex, from which
draw lines to o and p for the

sides of the cone.

the PP, as required by the question, and produce two of the

parallel sides to the PP, to be continued perpendicularly to the
base of the picture, from which draw the retiring lines to the
VP. Visual rays from each angle of the plan, cutting the retiring

lines, will give the positions of the angles of the square. This
method of using only one VP has been fully explained in Les-

son V. ; we trust the pupil will make himself master of it, as

we shall have to employ it very frequently. For the elevation,

diagonals may be drawn and the subject completed as in

Fig. 34 ; but we will show another way, and draw the diagonals
in the ground plan which give the centre e. Draw e f parallel
to the side of the square, and the perpendicular line/;;, the
line of contact. Upon / g mark the given height of the pyra-
mid g h, and from h draw a line to VP ; a visual ray drawn from
the centre e of the plan, cutting the line from h to the VP, will

PROBLEM XVII. (Fig. 36). A cylinder 4 feet diameter and 8

feet high stands on its end ; the eye is opposite half the height

of the cylinder. In working this problem we prefer placing

the plan beyond the PP, it being necessary to draw a circle for

each end of the cylinder, therefore the same perpendicular lines

drawn from the plan will answer for both. It will be seen that

when these perpendiculars have reached the base of the picture

other lines are drawn from them to the PS, and the circle is

drawn byhand as in Fig. 31, Vol. III., page 9. For the upper circle,

a b is drawn horizontally across the perpendiculars according to

the height of the cylinder, and the same process with regard to

the circle is followed as in the one for the base ; lastly, lines

c, d, drawn tangential to the outer edges of the circles, will give

the sides of the cylinder.

PROBLEM XVIII. (Fig. 37). To draw the perspective represen-
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tation of an incline. A rod 5 feet long ii inclined to the hori-

zon 40". The plan / ih<- rod it 50 with tlie picture plane,
the nearest end 1 foul from it. In this case the vanixhing

point of (> plan of the rod must bo found, and
iinf Unit of the rod itself. Wo intend in a future

lesson to show how the vanishing point for an
inolino may bo found without a plan, giving only
the dimensions and positions, and the method of

osing it ; but for the present turn book to Problem
IV.

, Fig. 1 1 (Vol. II., page 297), where the same sub-

ject is shown in orthographic projection ; the rod

is there placed at a given angle with the ground,

ay, and perpendiculars are drawn from the ex-

tremities between
which the lino a b,

-

the plan, is drawn.
Now we muat first

project the rod or-

thographically in or-

der to determine the

plan preparatory to

drawing it perspec-

tively. An indefinite

lino a b must bo
drawn at an angle of

50 with the picture

plane ; c is the point
where the rod touches
the ground, draw c e

5 feet long at an

angle of 40 with
a 6 ; draw e d per-

pendicularly to a b ;

c d will then be tlui

plan of the rod ; com-

plete the perspective

representation of c d,

which will be / g (see

Fig. 7, Lesson II.,

Vol. II., page 225).
This last observation

refers to the perspec-
tive only of the plan ;

we must now repre-
sent the rod in its

inclined position. As
one end of the rod is

on the ground, and
the other above it,

our attention must be
directed to the ele-

vated end, because
the lower end is al-

ready found in g. It

must be evident, on

turning once more to

Fig. 7, that the line

f g is the perspective
of the line d c ; and
since the line d c is

the plan of the given
line e c, therefore e

must be perpendicu-

larly over d. The
question now comes
to this : how far above d ? We answer, the

length of d e, which must be set off on the
lino of contact, namely, h i. From i draw a
lino to the VP, and the point m where tho lino

from i to VP cuts the visual ray from d will

determine the position of the upper end of the
rod ; join m g, which will bo the perspective

representation of the rod.

PROBLEM XIX. (Fip. 39). A square board
is inclined to the horizon at an angle of 48** ; one edge is hori-

zontal, (lie plan nf the inclined edge of the board is 50 ivith the

picture plane ; length of side 6 feet. Tho scale may be either
4 feet or 2 feet to the inoii. (We give tho pupil the choice, and

observe thatM his knowledge and ""nlHftK* InnioMti he should,
when ho repeat* the problems, take other ancle* and other
oales of proportion. This kind of repetition will be of great

service to him.) We mart fiwt show the ortho-

graphic projection of the board (Fig. 38), and
then apply it to the perspective projection. When
the board is horizontal, or laid upon the ground,
the plan will be a square, abed; but if we raise
the side a c, allowing the edge b d to remain upon
the ground, it would then be inclined to the horwrn
as represented by the tine or edge of the board,
e f; drop a perpendicular from/, then the

plan is projected by a! b tf d. Observe, if the

edge of the board
were still farther ele-

vated, the plan would
become narrower,
that w, a! c" would

approach b d. When
the board becomes

perpendicular to the

ground, then the plan
would be a line only
(see the observations

made upon the circle,

Figs.lOandll.Lesson

III.,VoLII.,page297).
We will now proceed
with the perspective

projection of the
board as given in the

question ; it is there

stated that the edge

of the board is in-

clined at 50 tri/ft

the ff ; therefore

draw on indefinite

line d e at that angle,
make d b equal to the

length of a side, and
at a right angle with
d e; this is the edge
upon which it rests,

and is horizontal ;

draw b h parallel to

d e ; draw b f at an

angle of 48 with
b h, and make it

equal to b d; from

/ draw perpendicu-

larly to b h the line

/ o' c", we shall then

have in the parallelo-

gram a' d b d the

plan of the board
at the given inclina-

tion. The angle d
of the board touches

the picture plane,
therefore d is a point
of contact ; also the

line 6 a' is produced
to the picture plane
at m ; d u and m a

are lines of contact

upon each of which the height of the incli-

nation of the board a'f is set off as o p and
u p; from the points p, p draw linos to the VP.

Visual rays cutting these lines will give the

npper angles of the board, r * ; u t s r will

be the perspective view of the board.

After this, we recommend the pupil to apply
the same directions and angles of inclination

in representing an equilateral triangle, making
the edge equal to d b at 40 with the PP ; bf, the inclination, will

be equal to a perpendicular from the centre of tho base to the

opposite angle, placed in tho plan half way between c" o'. To find

the perpendicular, the triangle most be separately constructed.
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LESSONS IN LATIN. XXVIII.
REGULAR VERBS. THE THIRD CONJUGATION.

PASSIVE VOICE.

EXAMPLE. Legor, 3, 1 am read.

Chief Parts : LSgor. lectus sum, I6gi. Characteristic letter, E s7iort.

PRESENT TENSE.

Indicative. Subjunctive. Imperative. Infinitive. Participle.

Sing. LBgor. Legar. [Iggttor. L6gi.

LegeYis.

Legttur.

Plu. Legimur.
Legimini.

Leguntur.

Legdris.

Legatur. Legitor.

Legamur. [IfigJmfoior.

Legamini. L6gim?ni or

Legantur. Leguntor.

Lectum Legendu*.

[iri.

IMPERFECT TENSE.

Sing. Legiibar. Legerer.

Legebdris (e). Legereris.

Legebatur. Legeretur.

Pitt. Legebamur. Legeremwr.

Legebamini. Legeremini.

Legebantur. Lagerentur.

FIRST FUTURE TENSE.

Sing. LSgor.

Legeris (c).

Legetur.
Plu. Legemur.

Legemini.

Legentur.
PERFECT TENSE.

Sing. Lectus sum. Lectus sim. Lectum Lectus.
Lectus es. Lectus sis. [esse.
Lectus est. Lectus sit.

Plu. Lecti sumus. Lecti simus.

Lecti estis. Lecti sitis.

Lecti sunt. Lecti siut.

PLrPEEFECT TENSE.

Sing. Lectus eram. Lectus essem.

Lectus eras. Lectus esses.

Lectus erat. Lectus esset.

.Phi. Lecti eramus. Lecti essemus.

Lecti eratis. Lecti essetis.

Lecti erant. Lecti essent.

SECOND FUTURE TENSE.

Sing. Lectus ero.

Lectus eris.

Lectus erit.

Phi. Lecti erlmus.

Lecti eritis.

Lecti erunt.

Instances.-^-In this way conjugate in full, agor, agi, actum

esse, I am dnven ; regor, regi, rectum esse, I am ruled ; and

divider, dividi, divisum esse, I am, divided. By conjugating verbs

in full after the models given in our lessons, the self-teacher

will gain facility in recognising and determining the different

tenses of the different moods of Latin verbs of the four con-

jugations, both in the active and passive voice, at sight. The
vocabularies given in the different lessons will supply the student
with abundant examples for practice.

VOCABULARY.

crant quum milites a duce e castris in aciem educti sunt. 10. Metue-
bamus ne urbs ab hostibus obsidione cincta esset. 11. Deus pie
colitor. 12. Leges divinse ne contemnuntor. 13. Sapientes semper
ratione regi student. 14. Pueri probe excolendi sunt. 15. Ne vinci
tor cupiditatibus. 16. Non eris dives nisi divitiee a te contempts
erunt. 17. Contemnens voluptates, diliggris. 18. Quoad literis honos
erit, Grseci et Latini scriptores in scholis legentur.

EXERCISE 99. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. My mind will be cultivated. 2. My brother's mind has been cul-

tivated. 3. If thy mind is well cultivated, thou wilt be loved. 4.

Riches are despised by the wise. 5. Riches will be despised by me.
(?. Riches will have been despised by my father. 7. Let riches be
despised by thee, my son. 8. He strives (studet) to be governed by
reason. 9. The boy must be well cultivated. 10. Let the boy be well
cultivated. 11. I have taken care that pleasures should be despised
by my children. 12. The Latin writers are read in my school. 13. If
thou livest well, thou wilt be loved by good men. 14. I fear riches
will (may) not be despised by thee. 15. Many wars have been carried
on by the English. 16. The city was burnt by the enemies.

THE FOURTH CONJUGATION.
ACTIVE VOICE.

EXAMPLE. Audio, 4, I hear.

Chief Parts: Audio, audivi, auditum, audlre. Characteristic letter, I long,

PRESENT TENSE.

Indicative. Subjunctive. Imperative. Infinitive. Participle.

Sing. Audio. Audtam. [audtto. Audtrc. Audiois.
Audis. Audios. Audi or

Audit. Audiat. Audito.

Plu. Andlmus. Audidmus. [auditote.

Auditis. Audiatis. Audtte or
Audlunt. Audiant. Audiunto.

IMPERFECT TENSE.

Sing. Audiebam. Audtrem.
Audiebas. Audires.

Audtebat. Audiret.

Plu. Audiebdmus. AudmJmus.
Audiebatis. Audiretis.

Audiebant. Audirent.

FIRST FUTURE TENSE.

Sing. Audifim.

Audies.

Audit.
Plu. Audiemun.

Audietis.

Audient.

Sing. Audlui.

Audi(u)tsti.
Audiuit.

Plu. Audtrimus.

Audi(i))lstis.

PERFECT TEtTSE.

Audl(u)eVim.

Audi(i))en's.

Audi(i))erit.

AudifDjeVlmus.

Audi(v)ritts.

Auditfiruin, Auditums,

[esse.

Audi()isse.

Audi (v)erunt. Audi(i))erint.

PLUPERFECT TENSE.

Sing. Audl(t!)2rom. Audi(i>)tssem.

Audi(v)eras. Audi()isses.
Audt(u)erat. ii.udi(D)isset.

Plu. Audi(r) eramus. Audi(v)tssemrts.

Audi(t>)eratis, Audi\Djissetis.

Audi(u)erant. Audi(t))issent.

SECOND FUTURE TENSE,

Conspicio, conspicere,
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Obedio, 4, I obv. go-

1
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Milites urbem combusserunt. 13. Literas legi, quas scripsisti. 14.

Metuo ne hostes urbem obsidione cincturi sint. 15. Corrige ilium

pueruiu. 16. Praeceptor curabit ut discipulos corrigat. 17. Narra

mihi, quid patri dixeris. 18. Cupiditates coerceto. 19. Cupiditates

coercero debemus. 20. Puer coercens cupiditates arnatur. 21. Streuue

anifflum cole, mi fill.

THE HISTORY OF ART.
XIII. THE FLEMISH AND SPANISH SCHOOLS.

THE progress achieved in the sixteenth century broke down the

comparative isolation of the various European countries. Up
to the beginning of that time there had been but little inter-

national life ;
each people saw hardly anything of the habits

and manners of its neighbours. Hence Art diffused itself but

slowly, and while painting in Italy had risen to its greatest

heights, it hardly existed as a separate art among the northern

nations at all. The matrimonial arrangements, however, which

culminated in the conjunction of the Empire, the Low Countries,

and Spain, in the hands of Charles V., rapidly brought about a

new state of things. Spain, Italy, and Flanders became almost

like one kingdom ; and new arts and a new literature began to

spread over the entire united empire. It was partly through this

circumstance, and partly through the commercial changes
which turned the Atlantic into the great highway of trade, that

the Western nations now began to enter into the glorious heri-

tage of Italian art.

Flanders was the country where the effects of this silent

revolution were first seen. Already during the middle ages a

certain careful and painstaking style of pictorial art had arisen

in the Low Countries, suitable to the solid, slow, and deliberate

habits of that branch of the Teutonic race. Among the

wealthy burghers of Antwerp, Ghent, and Brussels the Liver-

pools and Manchesters of the West a taste for a congenial type
of workmanship had naturally developed itself ; and with the

first flush of the Renaissance spirit it bore fruit in the earliest

great Flemish painter, Quentin Matsys. Like so many other

artists of his time, Matsys had been originally a handicrafts-

man tradition says a blacksmith, but that is probably only a

graphic way of saying that he started by being a decorative

worker in metal, as Ghirlandajo and many other Italian

painters also did about the same time. He was born at Antwerp,
the centre of Flemish commercial life, in 1460 ; and his style to

the last retained evident traces of the minute and patient train-

ing ho had received in his original trade. His paintings are like

miniatures in their detailed treatment, and they are realistic in

the extreme. Matsys did not usually choose for his subject any
ideal or idealised model : he took some old man or woman from

the mass of common humanity around him by preference a

wrinkled and care-worn face and reproduced it with almost

startling fidelity on his panels. Such naive treatment and care-

ful finish exactly suited the homely class of patrons for whom
he worked ; and it struck the key-note of the method to be

adopted by the later Dutch school. The importance of Qnentin

Matsys is rather that of a point in the history of the evolution

of art than that of a really great master.

A century later, after being carried on by a number of lesser

artists of some note, the Flemish school culminated in the

person of Peter Paul Eubens. This great and powerful, but

very coarse painter was born in Westphalia in 1577 ; but he
was brought up at Antwerp, and received all his earliest artistic

ideas in the Flemish city. Studying first under the local

painter Van Veen, who had learnt at Home from Zucchero,
Eubens determined to complete his artistic training in Italy,

where he was deeply influenced by the works of Titian. Indeed,
all the art of the period may be affiliated more or less directly

upon the Venetian school. He also visited Spain, one among
the many proofs how much the imperial connection was binding
all Europe together into a continuous whole. Returning to

Antwerp, Rubens became painter by appointment to the Arch-
duke Albert, the stern Spanish Governor of the Provinces ; and
later on he went to Paris, where, by order of Marie de Medicis,
he painted the great, but disappointing, series of works repre-

senting the life of Henri IV. of France, now in the gallery of

the Louvre. These well-known pictures represent Rubens at

his worst
; they consist for the most part of large and coarse

figures the women especially being large and vulgar-looking
in the extreme boldly and vigorously painted in an effective

broad style. Animalism is the great fault of Rubens' s work :

he represents the strong homely Flemish nature somewhat
corrupted rather than refined by sensuous Italian influences.

Meeting the Duke of Buckingham in Paris, Rubens was induced
to visit England, and was knighted by Charles I., for whom he

painted some of his best-known pictures. Rubens had a rapid,

dashing style, and worked with almost careless haste ; but
his wonderful power of hand still kept his work from ever

degenerating into anything slipshod. His merits are all those of

execution, his defects those of taste and character. He was a

coarse-minded man, but a great painter. His famous " Dessent
from the Cross

"
at Antwerp shows his workmanship perhaps

at its best, though even this, with all its power, is singularly

wanting in the tenderness and pathos which we expect in the

treatment of such a solemn subject.

Vandyck, a pupil of Rubens, born at Antwerp in 1599, was
the last great painter of the Flemish school. Like his master,
he visited Italy, and studied colouring from the works of Titian.

He devoted himself entirely to portrait painting, and he far sur-

passes in this department any other of the great masters, except

perhaps Titian himself, and possibly Rembrandt. Charles I.

was the earliest English king who effectively patronised the

fine arts, and he invited Vandyck, as ho had invited Rubens, to

his court. Vandyck's best portraits are those of Charles I.

himself and his children, and all his greatest works are still pre-
served in England a point which marks the gradual westward
advance of the artistic spirit, for up to the seventeenth cen-

tury England was a mere cypher in art. His style accords

well with that of the Court which he served ; there is in it

much of the grace, the delicacy, and the hauteur of the Cavaliers

and their ladies, and the costume of the time is indeed most
familiar to us as handed down in his pictures. Vandyck died in

London in 1641.

The Spanish school is closely connected with the Flemish on
the one hand, and with the Roman on the other. Even before

the intimate intercourse between Italy and Spain, brought
about by the common sovereignty of Charles V., a succession of

native artists had arisen in the Peninsula, whose works, how-

ever, are very little known beyond the Pyrenees. But under
the great Castilian and Austrian dynasty, the influence of

Italian art naturally spread into Spain. Velasquez, the earliest

Spanish painter whose works have obtained any great note out-

side the Peninsula itself, was born at Seville in 1599, the same

year as Vandyck, and studied at first under local masters. The
influence of the Moorish tone is strong in his works, as in all

those of the Spanish school ; it throws over his painting a certain

subtle kind of sense for colour, which is wanting to most
northern artists. Invited to Madrid, then almost a foreign

city for a Seville man, he executed portraits of Philip IV. and
his suite, and became painter by appointment to the Court. He
next visited Italy, having previously become acquainted with

Rubens at Madrid ; and while there he spent a year at Rome,
studying the great works of Raffael and Michel Angelo, in the

Vatican and the Sistine Chapel, besides going to Naples and
elsewhere. No painter was ever more universal in his choice of

subjects than Velasquez. He excelled especially in portraits ;

but he was also fond of animal painting, and his landscapes and
historical pieces are almost equally good in their way. Unfor-

tunately, in order to see Velasquez at his best it is necessary
to visit Madrid, as very few of his pictures have ever left

the Spanish galleries. We have a few examples in England,
however, amongst them three in the National Gallery. Velasquez
died in 1660.

The Spanish school finally culminated in the person of

Bartolomeo Esteban Murillo. Like Velasquez, Murillo (1618-

1682) was born under the shadow of the great cathedral of

Seville, and brought up among the semi-Moorish architecture of

the southern city. He came, as so often happens, of a family
of painters, and received his first artistic education in the studio

of his uncle. In his youth he went to the capital, and there

was encouraged by Velasquez, whose pupil he became. Later

on in life he returned to Seville, where he worked till his death.

Murillo's work is the most intensely Spanish and individualist

of any Peninsular painter's. He had great delicacy of touch
and a certain air of inspiration which ca.nnot fail to touch the

beholder. The intense faith and strong idealism of the Spanish
nature speak out in every line. His treatment of colour was

remarkably mellow and harmonious, and his devotional works
*
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hare a kind of indescribable elevation which HUMOR them almont

above tho reach of i-ritiiuMin. Hi i til img* have travel led out.-

> ido Sjciin fur mom than i.-* tlic' a-i- \utli thoHO of Velasquez.

Among the moat celebrated are tho "
AHsnmption of tho Virgin,"

and tho " Immaculate Conception," now in the Louvre, and tho

IVi'ditfiil Son," at Stafford House. A considerable number of

his works are to be found in England ; tho National Gallery

With him the Spanish school sank into comparative
<<>. The momentary connection with the Kcupire hiul

brought Spain for a whilu out ..f it - normal inoUtion behind
the Pyrenees, and the wealth of the now world had routed

fresh life for a century in the decaying kingdom. But she soon

relapsed when left to herself, and sank in art, u she sank in

literature, science, and philosophy. The ago ot Cervantes and

TIIE vnioix AND CHILD. (By Murillo.)

possesses three, including the "
Holy Family," one of his best

examples. Somo of his pictures are taken from the common
low life of Madrid or Seville, treated, however, in a peculiar

lofty style, which deprives them of all their grossness. Such is

the magnificent "Beggar Boy," in the Louvre, a figure which no
artist except Murillo would ever have ventured to choose for a

model, but which his singular powers of treatment have made
into a wonderful picture. While painting a "St. Catherine"
in tho Capuchin church at Cadiz, Murillo fell from the scaffold-

ing, and died from the effects of his injuries.

Lope de la Vega, of Velasquez and Murillo, was the only age
when Spain over contributed anything to the general elements
of life and progress in Europe. As in every other case, the

period of artistic greatness coincides, in Spain with the period
of commercial, political, and literary greatness. When the

general life of the country sank to the dull round of Spanish
thought and Spanish interests, the artistic movement sank with

it. It waa in the living and progressive northern countries in

England, France, Holland, and Germany that art waa hence-

forth to make her greatest advances.
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HEADINGS IN GERMAN. III.

3. 2) te Gnarienoget*en.
Dee ka-nah'-ree-en-fo'-ghel-yen.

Sin Metne3 9JMb*en, Stamens Saroftna, Batte ein

Ine kli'-ness meyt'-yen, nah'-menss Ca-ro-lee'-na, hat'-tai ine

atfertiebfteS <5anarienogel*en. 3)a8 6,ier*en fang sent

al'-ler-leep'-stess ka-nah'-ree-en-fo'-ghel-y'en. Dass teer'-yen zank foin

frufjen SKcrgen bi an ben 2lbenb, unb ttxtr fefcr f*on

fru"-hen mor'-ghen biss an dain ah'-bend, 55nt valir zeyr sho'n

golbgetb mtt f*tt>arjetn Sub*cn. Carolina abcr gat i$m

golt'-gailb mit shwar'-tsem hoip'-yeu. Ca-ro-lee'-na ah'-ber gahp eem

511 effcn aamcn unb fufylenbeS JTraut, aud; jitroeUen etn

tsoo ess'-sen zah'-men oont ku''-len-dess krout, oud; tsoo-vi'-len ine

turfmen Surfer unb tftgtid; frifd;e3 SBaffer.

shtttck'-yeu tsoock'-ker oont teyy'-lly frish'-shess vass'-ser.

2lber ^lofcttd; begann ba8 83ogef*en ju trauetn, unb einc3

Ah'-ber plots'-liy bai-gauu' dass fo'-ghel-yen tsoo trou'-ern, 08nt i'-nes

SJZcrgcnS, at3 (Carolina iljm SSaffer bringen toottte, lag tS

mor'-ghens, ols Ca-ro-lee'-na eem vass'-ser bring'-en voll'-tai, lahd; ess

tott im .Rafig.

toat irn key'-fiy.

Sa erfyob bie .JMeine tin lauteS 2Be6,Kagen um ba

Dah err-hope' dee kli'-nai ine lou'-tesa vey'-klah-ghen cu5m dass

geUebtc f;ier unb teinte feljr. JDie SOhtttcc tc 2)iab*en

gai-leep'-tai teer oi5ut vine'-tai zeyr. Deo mo3t'-ter dess meyt'-yenss

aber gtng Tnn unb faufte etn antercS, ba3 no* fdnmer
ah'-ber ghiuk hiu uont kauf-tai iue an'-dai-ress, dass noch sho'-ner

n>ar an Sarbcn unb ebcn fo Jicblid; fang tote jencg, unb tfyat

vahr an far'-beu oont ey'-ben zo leep'-lly zank vee yey'-ness, Mnt taht

tt in ben JIaftg.

ess in doiu key'- fly.

21f(ctn tag anagbtctn hjeincte no* tauter, al e ba neite

Al-line' dass meyyt'-line vi'-nai-tai ntfcfy lou'-ter, alss cs dass noi'-ai

!i>ijgctc^en fa^. I)a wunberte ftty bic SWutter fefir unb

fo'-ghel-yen zah. Dah v53n'-der-tai zly dee m5ot'-ter zeyr 58nt

fprai$ : SKcin lte!Je Jtinb, trarum lueinefl bu no*, unb tift fo

shprahcfy : Mine lee'-bess klnt, vah'-r55m vi'-nest doo n3cf)> "^nt ^i8* z

fe^r fcetrufet? Deine S^riliicn njerbcn ba geficrfccne

zeyr bai-tril'pt' ? Di'-nai trey'-nen veyr'-den dass gai-shtdr'-bai-nai

9SogeI*en m*t in fca8 Se6cn rufen, unb I;ier ^afl bu ja ein

fo'-ghel-yen nlyt in dass Icy'-ben roo'-fen, Oont here hast doo yah iue

anbre$, ba nt*t f*tccl;ter ifl benn jene^. 3)a fprac^ ba

an'-dress, dass ulyt shley'-ter ist den yey'-uess. Dah shprahcfy dass

^ttnb: 2lc() lieoe -Kutter, i* ^a6c Unrc*t gegen baJ

klnt: Ad; lee'bai m53t'-ter, Ky hah'-ba} o3n'-reyt ghey'-ghen dass

33)icr*eH ge^anbctt, unb nid;t af(e an t^m gitfian, ma8 tc()

teer'-yeu goi-han'-delt, CSfiut nlyt al'-less an eem gai-tahn, vass ly

fottte unb fonnte.

zOll'-tai S3nt kon'-tai.

Siete Stna, anthjortete bie SJiutter, bu I;aft fein ja

Lee'-bai lee'-nah, ant'-v<5r-tai-tai dee m3t5t'-ter, doo hast zine yah

forgfattig gecflcgt. 2lcf; nein, crtfbcrtc baS .Rinb, ify ^abe

zory'-fel-tly gai-pfleyyt'. Ac^ nine, err-vee'-der-tai dass kint, ly hah'-bai

Aod) fur? ttcr fetnem Xobe ein @turf*cn 3ucfer, tag bu

n8d) koorts fore zi'-nein to"-dai ine shtiick'-yen tsook'-ker, dass doo

ntir fur taffetbe gaBft, t^m nt*t gebra..)t, fonbern felfcfl

tneer fii'r dass-zel'-bai gahpst, eem nlyt gai-bra*t', zon'-dern zelpst

gegeffen. @o fprac^ ba8 2JIabcf>en mtt 6etrub"tcm -^erjcn.

gai-ghess'-sen. Zo shprahcf) dass meyt'-yen mit bai-tril'p'-tem herr'-tsen.

S5te aJJutter aber la*ette nt*t ubcr tie ^(agen bcS

Dee muot'-ter ah'-ber ley'-yel-tai nlyt u"-ber dee klah'-ghen dess

2Wab*enS, tenn fte erfannte tuo^t unb weljrte tie I)etlige

meyt'-yenss, den zee err-kaii'-tai vole ooat ferr-eyr'-tai dee hi'-l'f-gai

ttmme ber Sftatur in tern -^erjen be? .ffinteg. 2ld()
!

shtim'-niai dair na-toor' in daim herr'-tsen dess kln'-dess. Ac^ !

fagte fte, nne mag tern unbanfbaren Jlinbe ju Q)httf)e

zahd)'-tai zee, vee mahc^ daim oon'-dank-bah-ren kln'-dai tsoo moo'-tai

fein am rabe ter (Sltcrn.

t'u)H am grali'-bai dair el'-tcm.

Sanartcn, canary (not
used alone).

aSogelcfjcn, n. little

bird.

Sftame, m. name.

2l(kr[tcbft,mostlovely.

S^iercfjcn, n. little

creature.

SSon, of, from.

5ru^, early.

3)?orgen, m. morn-

ing.

S3i, tiU.

2lbenb, m. evening.

*im, beautiful.

elb, yellow.

aiJtt, with.

black.

n. tuft

, /. cap).

cbcn, to give.

3I;m, to him (it).

3u, to.

(Jffcn, to eat.

Saamcn, m. seed.

Jlufyten, to cool.

Jlraut, n. herb.

3uroei(en, sometimes.

@tiirf, n. piece.

3ifcr, TO. sugar.

Srifcty, fresh.

'-IBaffcr, n. water.

^to^li*, suddenly.
Srauern, to grieve,

mourn.

Stegen, to lie.

Zott, dead.

m. cage.

VOCABULARY.

:,
to raise, lift

up.
Sattt, aloud.

3BcbHagin, n. lamen-
nation ; \>. n. to

lament (-fftage, /.

complaint,lauient.

2Be^, n. woe).
SBeinett, to weep.
Um, for, about, a-

round.

J?aufen, to buy.
2lnter, other.

9lo*, yet, still.

garOe, /. colour, dye,

paint.
Gben fo, just so.

3cncr, jcue, [cncS, that.

Sfjun, to put, to do.

2U(etn, but, alone.

??eu. new.

8icf> icutikem, to won-
der. -

Sieb, dear.

u bift, thou art.

SBctrubt, sad (betriiben,

.to afflict).

2)ein, thy.

Sfyrfinc, /. tear.

SWufen, to call.

SBevben, to become,

sign of the future

tense, shall, will
;

sign of the passive

voice, to be, to be

doing.
(Sterbcn, to die.

8eben, n. life.

<S*te*t, f*(e*ter, bad,
worse.

21*, oh, alas.

anbeln, to act.

llnvc*t, wrong.
Itn, prefix, un-, not.

2i}ai>( what.

@oUen, to be obliged,
shall.

@etn, feiner, genitive,

of it, of him.

@orgf<Utig, carefully.

Sftetn, no.

Snutetevn, to reply.

Jlutj, short, -ly.

Sob, m. death.

2JHt. dative, to me.

Siir, for.

iDaffetbc, the same.

cittern, but.

clbft, myself, your-

self, etc.

erj, n. heart.

Sii*eln, to smile.

Uber, at, over.

rfennen, to recognise.

aOofjt, indeed, well.

Siere^cen, tc honour

(@t)rc, /. honour).
ttinme, /. voice.

2)?ogcn, may.
3u aUut^e fein, feel.

(OKutf), m. courage,

mind).
SDanfbar, grateful

(-bar, affix, produc-
tive of, able).

tab, n. grave.

KEY TO EXEECISE3 IN LESSONS IN GERMAN.

EXERCISE 91 (Vol. II., page 63).

1. 2lmerifa Ijat einen goltencn 33otcn fiir tenjenigcn, n)ct*er etneS -ant

n>erfS funtig ift. 2. 3)er eijige ift ii]tenn.iftittlicb gegcn ta Stcnb 2ln

tcrer. 3. S)ie 3ta(tener, )vet*e fid; in einijen Sprosiiijen gegen cfter

rcid;tfd;c Untcrtvitrfung cifyubcn, vuaven unctngeccnf il;rcr d;iuiid;e. 4.

3d; antrtc tc3 -orcn einer fo tangcn 9lete mute. 5. Seter 2lJeitfd) ift

feine Slotcfi genjtp, abcr Stiemanb ift ftetg bcffelben etngetenf. 6. SBennbu

te Santld'ciw fo gcirofmt tuarcft wte id;, iouvtc|1 tu ntcbt in ter tatt blcr=

ben. 7. SJicmalS n>i(( id; mid; cuter Sfjat fd;u(ttg ma*en, n>eld;e mid;

3I;ver Srenntfcfjaft unrourtig mad;t. 8. !Ecr SJJenfd;, mc(d;er ein gemiffen^

tyafteS Scbcn gefitf;rt f;at, unb ten 23efcl)kn feincS cunffenS gefolgt ift, fiivd;tet

ten lot ni*t
; tod; ter 33ofe, unetngetenf feiner Sfyatcn, unb benjupt feiner

SScrbrectycn, furd;tct ten Job unb tie 3ufnnft. 9. 9)Zan*er ter eineg S>er

bre*cn8 angef(agt \jor fcincn 9ltd;tcrn ftetft, ift fid; ciner ftcineni cl;u(

beroupt, al bie, weld;e i(;n rtd;tcn.

EXERCISE 92 (Vol. II., page 63).

1. It would be agreeable to me if I could find a man who was attached
to me. 2. Even if you are related to me, yet your behaviour does not
seem to me at all becoming ; and I should think you yourself might
perceive that people to whom your behaviour is known are not favour-

able to you. 3. My father remembers the last dearth very well. 4,

That path is dangerous to the wanderer. 5. Be obliging to thy neigh-

bour, obedient to thy superiors, then will they be well disposed, and ho
be favourable to you. 6. Is the money promised to you certain ? 7.

As the prince is not like-minded with the people, and the people are in-

different to the prince, it makes governing difficult to the former, and
hinders the prosperity of the latter. 8. The stars are favourable to

me; my undertaking will be easy to me. 9. If bugs are not injm-ious
to men, yet they are troublesome to them. 10. I am very glad that I

can be useful to you in this affair. 11. Your praise was very flattering
to my friend. 12. To become good is difficult to the vicious, because

they generally remain true to their inclinations. 13. Many a weak
man is superior in mind to the strong man. 14. What difference is

there between saying,
" One man is unlike to the other," and

" One man
is dissimilar to the other ?

"
15. How stands the game ? 16. Very

unfavourably to me. 17. Though it is disagreeable to me, I must de-

clare to you that your talk is insufferable to me. 18. Who likes to admit
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the principle, time " He who in not vubmiiwivo to hi* king U uutruo to
lua fathurlumi r-

"
19. I ahull uevor tor**t h.,w wu. h ;

- '. Not every ouo who U rulutod to me is aUo wuU-plasinff to
u iml oouoenui me, I consider akoM a matter of importance.

KXKRCISB 93 (Vol. II., page 63).

1. 2Btr fann tincm Jlinte fttnb ftiit ? 2. 3(1 rt 3l)ii(n gcacOm, ctntn

pajietsjamj $u inactieu Y 3. 3>icft ifl 3l>m (Scfodtu i^atli^. 4.

3fCfri!Mini u\u- thin ,ica>wen. 5. tttne <ju% X&at if* ott au:

0. * n i: 0>ewel;itl;nun fcfjr tyndd), tern cr ac

abjjtnciijt ttm 9tauc$eu unb abfyolb tcm !trinn. 7. 28a mic anae^ctt,
lap iit> mir uuc$ anjclegtn fcin. 8. 3rtcm fcenftnttn OHanne jft tS banni*
Kir, t.iji f fur finen Siirftcn nit^t Itittyt ifl, fin 35otf fid) enif&ftt 511 niacfttn.

!>. Wit 'iu-v.imivjcn will i$ 30fn befjiilflul; fein, eine MiiflcMuna ju crl)aU
ten. 10. 3ci ttincn <5ltmt gef.Uliq, il;rcin 'JSUUit gcfjorfam. Mint wcr
tfn ftc m gcntuit nut tciiirm (Wliicfc giinfH.j Km. 11. Malted ilC.iffcr

ttiiifcn ift ciiicni crl'ttjtcu^orpcrfitAtlicf). 12. a qSfcrt ifl tin gdebrigtJ
liner unt fancm 'rcivu gdiovfani. 13. UDenn c* 30ntn an encbin ifl,

fonimcn ito morjtn fflJitMg ju mir. 1 t. T.cr 4?un& ifl fcincm J&mnt

felgfam unt trcu. 15. (Sc u>ar cjciitiijt ft.i; fcincit greuiilcu

ju ma$cn.

EXERCISE 94 (Vol. II., page 94).

1. In oldeu times, when a mighty man was hostile to another, he de-
I'liin . ! war against him. 2. From all places which belonged to him, this

mighty man collected those men who adhered to him. 3. After they had
assented to his purpose, they engaged to assist him, and to follow him to
the war. 4. Such a mighty lord was Henry the Lion, Duke of Bavaria,
to whom belonged large territories, and whom thousands of warriors

obeyed. 5. Yet the crown of an omperor always floated before his eyes.
6. The ducal coronet was not sufficient for him. 7. He trusted to his
own power, uutl defied the emperor. 8. The emperor summoned him
to submit to his orders, and threatened him with outlawry. 9. Yet the

duke, who resembled a lion, valued neither reason nor advice. 10. As he
till then had overcome all his enemies, he believed himself to be a match
for everybody. 11. He resisted the demand to render an honourtothe
emperor, which was due to him. 12. The emperor, who for some time
wished the duke ill, and on account of his pride was angry with him,
anticipated him, and waged war against him. 13. The warlike expedi-
tion was not unsuccessful for the emperor. 14. The duke could not
withstand the hostile power, and was defeated by the emperor in the
battle. 15. He was obliged to flee to England, and only his family and
a few of his friends followed him. 16. Here he resigned all hope, and
execrated pride as the cause of his misery. 17. According to your
wish, I will help you in looking for the horse which you have lost.

18. One very easily obeys a noble master, who convinces while he
commands us. 19. I do not relish this roast meat.

LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY. XVI.
SELENIUM-TELLURIUM-PHOSPHORUS.

SELENIUM : SYMBOL, SK COMBINING WEIGHT, 79'5 DENSITY, 79'5.

THIS rare element was discovered by Berzelius in the refuse of
a sulphuric acid manufactory, at Fahlun, in Sweden. It is not
found free in nature, and the source from which it is usually
obtained is the mineral clausthalite, in which it is combined
with lead although the selenidos of iron, copper, and silver are
the most abundant.

Preparation. Some clausthalite is reduced to a fine powder
and fused with three times its weight of saltpetre, by this means
tho .inide (PbSe) becomes sclenate (PbSeO4). The mass is

now digested in water, acidulated with a little hydrochloric acid
to neutralise any of the alkali of the nitre which may remain,
and the liquid evaporated down to a small bulk. A current of

sulphurous acid throws down the reduced selenium as a red,

flocculent, amorphous powder, the sulphurous acid becoming
sulphuric.

Properties. It is chiefly remarkable for its close resemblance
to sulphur. It may be obtained, like that element, in the three
forms amorphous, vitreous, and crystalline. When the powder
of the precipitate above alluded to is dried, and submitted to a

temperature a little below that of boiling water, it begins to

soften, and a few degrees higher it melts ; upon cooling, it forms
a brittle solid, with a glassy fracture. Its colour is deep brown ;

it possesses neither taste nor smell; is insoluble in water, and
refuses to conduct either heat or electricity : and yet its lustre is

metallic. Sulphuric acid is capable of dissolving it, and is

rendered green ; but when diluted the selenium falls unaltered.

Bisulphide of carbon, at its boiling point, can hold in solution

l.per cent, of this element, and upon evaporation tho selenium

is deposited in crystals. In this form tto specific gravity u 4-5,
whereas in the vitreou* ntte it WM 4*7.

A third modification, oorrenponding to tlw vucid state of

sulphur, U obtained by sustaining the temperature of the
selenium at 90C. for tome hour*: it then suddenly rises to
1GOC. If it now be cooled, its specific ^rarity is found to be
4-8, iU fracture hut become granular, like cast iron, and iU
colour changed to bluish-grey. When thrown upon a hot coal

reddiuh vapoura are given off, which are characterised by their

peculiar Hmell that of horseradish. It burns in the air with a
bright blue flame, and two well-defined oxides selenio dioxide

( SeOj) and selenio trioxide (8eOa) are known.
BeLenic dioxide, or Heleniout Acid (8eOf ; combining weight,

111-5), is usually prepared by oxidising selenium by means
of nitric acid. Tho excess of the nitric acid is expelled by heat,
and the white selenioua anhydroxido remains. At a temperature
near low red heat it will sublime in a yellow vapour, which on
condensing forma beautiful white acicular (needle-like) crystals.
These are deliquescent that is, they absorb moisture from the

atmosphere becoming Bclenioua acid, which forms with bases
the class of salts called selenites, which are all recognised by
emitting the horseradish odour, when heated on charcoal in
the blowpipe flame.

Selenic Add (H2SeO4 /. This acid is produced if, in the pro-
cess which has been given for procuring selenium, sulphuretted
hydrogen be used, instead of sulphurous acid. Thus

PbSeO. -h H,S = H.SeO. + PbS.

By filtering, the lead sulphide is separated ; and by evaporating
tho liquid until its specific gravity is 2 '6, selemc acid u
obtained. When heated this acid gives off oxygen, and becomes-
selenious acid ; it forms with bases selenates, which are tsomor-

phous with their corresponding sulphates, that is, they crystal-
lise in tho same form.

Seleniuretted Hydrogen (symbol, H4Se; combining weight,
81'5 ; density, 4075). This gas is obtained exactly as sul-

phuretted hydrogen, that is, by the action of an acid on a
selenide. Its odour is even more offensive than that of ita

sulphur correspondent.
TELLURIUM : SYMBOL, TE COMBINING WEIGHT, 129 DENSITY, 129.

The classes of every natural kingdom seem to gradate into each
other. That is, between every great division we find individuals

which partake of the characteristics of each class. Tellurium

occupies this position between the metals and metalloids,

whilst, from its rather high specific gravity, 6'5, some chemists
are inclined to rank it with the metals; yet, from its close

analogy to selenium and sulphur, others prefer to consider it

as a metalloid. It is a rare substance, sometimes found native
in the mines of Hungary and Transylvania, but generally it is

combined with gold, silver, bismuth, or copper. It possesses a
high metallic lustre, and resembles bismuth in appearance. A
high temperature converts it into a yellow vapour, which con-
denses in drops and flexible needles ; it is a feeble conductor of

heat and electricity. When strongly heated in the air it takes

fire, and burns with a blue flame, edged with green, into

Tellurous Dioxide (TeOa), which with water forms tellurous

acid (H2Te(X). Its acid properties are feeble, and it possesses
a bitter metallic taste.

Telluric Acid (HsTe04)
is the combination of telluric trioxide

and water. This trioxido is produced when the element, or a
tellnrite, is heated with saltpetre. Tho process is similar to that

by which selenic acid was procured.
Telluretted Hydrogen (H4Te) is procured by the action of

hydrochloric acid on an alloy of tellurium with zinc or tin. It

is a colourless gas, having the same smell as sulphuretted
hydrogen. It acts upon solutions of metallic salts similarly to

that gas, precipitating their tellurides.

It is usual to group oxygen, sulphur, selenium, and tellurium

together, since they each unite with two atoms of hydrogen.
The last three elements, as in the case of the three halogens,
exhibit a remarkable gradation, their combining weights, their

specific gravities, their melting and boiling points, being almost
in arithmetical progression that is, in everything selenium is a
mean between sulphur and tellurium.

PHOSPHORUS : SYMBOL, P COMBINING WEIGHT, 31 DENSITY, 62.

The density of the vapour of phosphorus is an exception to

the rule hitherto strictly regarded, for, instead of being the
same as its atomic weight, it is just double, or 62, and there-

fore the volume occupied by an atom of phosphorus is only
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4, that of the preceding elements being 1. The great affinity

phosphorus exhibits for oxygen precludes the possibility of its

being found free in nature. It chiefly exists in combination

with lime, as phosphate of lime (calcium phosphate, Ca32POJ,
which is found in bones, and in the seeds of plants. The origin

of calcium phosphate is traced to a constituent of some of the

granitic rocks the mineral apatite from the disintegration of

which the soil has become possessed of this necessary ingre-

dient of all seed-producing soils.

Preparation. Bone earth which is obtained by calcining
bones is composed of | phosphate of lime and ^ carbonate of

lime ; this is treated with diluted sulphuric acid, and kept at

100C for twenty-four hours. By this means all the carbonate of

lime becomes sulphate, and the phosphate is deprived of two
molecules of lime, which are replaced by two of water. Thus

3CaOP aO. + 2H
aSO t = 2(CaSOJ + Ca02H aOP.,O li

.

This last salt is called the superphosphate of lime. Being soluble

it is easily separated from the calcium sulphate. Evaporating
down the solution to a syrup, a quarter of its weight of charcoal

is added, and the whole transferred to an iron retort. The neck

of the retort dips into water. On applying heat, bubbles of

carbonic oxide escape, and phosphorus, as a yellow wax-like

substance, distils into the water, the reaction being thus ex-

pressed :

3(CaO2H.,OP.)
O 5 ) + IOC = 10CO + GH^O + 3CaO P aO, + 4P.

Properties. It is sold in sticks, which are clear and colourless

when the substance is new. Its specific gravity is T83. It

oxidises at all temperatures above 0C, emitting a faint "
phos-

phorescent" light, giving off white fumes, which are phosphoric

acid(P2 5). It melts at 45C, and boils at 290C. It is extremely
inflammable, and must be handled with the greatest care, as

much under water as possible. Carbonic disulphido dissolves it

readily : from this solution it can be obtained in crystals. When
heated in an atmosphere of H, or CO2 ,

to a temperature of

240C, it assumes its "amorphous" condition, which is a
dark red powder. This is more easily made by melting the

phosphorus with a trace of iodine. In this condition it is not

nearly so inflammable, need not be kept under water, and is not
soluble in carbonic disulphide.

Matches. The great use of phosphorus is in the manufacture
of lucifer matches. The ordinary ones are composed of a
mixture of phosphorus, potassium chlorate, glue, and red leadj
the stick is first dipped in parafin, and then into the above paste.

Bryant and May's safety matches, which strike only on the

lid, are made of sulphide of antimony, potassium chlorate, and

powdered glass. The lid is smeared with red amorphous
phosphorus, and ignition only takes place when the potassium
chlorate and phosphorus are rubbed together. By using the

above mixture, it is found unnecessary to dip the stick in

parafin, as it will catch fire from the ignited composition. This
action of phosphorus and potassium chlorate may be shown by
powdering a few grains of the salt, adding a piece of red phos-
phorus about the size of a pea, then very carefully folding it

up in paper ; upon striking it a moderate blow with a stick, a
somewhat violent explosion will ensue. Phosphorus is poison-
ous

; it has a singular action on the jaw-bone, which decays away :

this is said not to be the case with the amorphous variety.

Phosplwric Anhydride (symbol, P2O5 ) is a white powder, formed
when phosphorus is burnt in oxygen, or dry air. It is very
deliquescent, combining with three atoms of water, forming
the hydrated acid (3H2OP2OS), which may be considered as, two
molecules of H3PO4 .

PhospJwric Add. The anhydride is capable of forming three

acids, by taking three different proportions of water. Consider-

ing the water as a base, the acids are named
Monobasic =

II^OP.^,..
Bibasic = 2H,OP aO 5 .

Tribasic = 3H 3OP,,O 5 .

Sometimes the first is called "metaphosphoric acid," and the
second <:

pyrophosphoric acid," because it is got from the third

by heat.

The Monobasic is obtained by evaporating dilute phosphoric
acid to a syrup, and subjecting this to a low red heat.

The Tribasic is procured by boiling for twenty minutes a
solution in water of "

glacial phosphoric acid." This latter is

formed when the hydrate (2H2P04) is exposed to a red heat in

a platinum dish. The tribasic acid may be got in a crystalline

form by evaporating its solution. If, now, these crystals ba
melted by heat, and the temperature maintained for some time
at 212C, one atom of the basic water will be expelled, and the
bibasic acid remains. These three kinds may, when in solution,
be thus distinguished
The monobasic is the only one which will precipitate a solution

of albumen.
The bibasic gives a white precipitate with nitrate of silver.

The tribasic a yellow precipitate with the same salt.

By replacing the atoms of water in these acids by various

bases, corresponding salts may be obtained. Sometimes the
water atoms are replaced by different bases. Thus

H,0

is microcosmic salt, which is miich used with the blowpipe.
This process may be thus exhibited

H-.cn
H=0 VP aO 5 ,

HOj
Now replace one of the II by its equivalent of Na, and another

by its equivalent (NH4) ammonium, so that we have

H)
HVPO.
H)

Na

PJwsplwrous Acid (P2 3) is obtained by burr.ing phosphorus
in a limited supply of air. It is bibasic, forming phosphites.
When raised to a high heat it is resolved into phosphoric acid,
and the gas next to be considered.

4P2 3
+ 3H

3O = 3P
3O 5 + 2PH,.

Phosphurelted Hydrogen (PH3). When a few pieces of phos-
phorus are heated in a strong solution of potash, bubbles of

this gas are emitted, which, as they rise from the water into
which the delivery tube is dipped, take fire. As the combustion
is simultaneous at all points of bubble, a ring of white vapour
of phosphoric acid is formed. This very beautiful experiment is

arranged as in Fig. 48. The flask must be nearly full of the

solution.

Phosphuretted hydrogen is not spontaneously inflammable

when pure, but this property is due to the presence of a minute

quantity of a liquid, whose composition is supposed to be PH2 .

It is this gas which sets fire to the bubble of marsh gas, forming

the ignis fatuus.

PJwsplwrous Chloride (PC13).
Clear phosphorus burns with a

pale blue flame in dry chlorine, forming this compound. It is

capable of decomposing water and other oxides, the chlorine

combining with the hydrogen, or the metal and the phosphorus

forming a phosphite (H3PO3).

Phosphoric Chloride (PC1S )
is produced by a further action of

chlorine on phosphorous chloride. With bromine two similar

compounds are formed; with iodine the beautiful crystalline

P2I4 ,
and with sulphur three well characterised sulphides P.fi,

P2S3 ,
P2

S6 are produced.
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THE FOOT OF THE
HOUSE-FLY (MAGNI-

FIED).

EECREATIVi: NATTKAL HISTORY,
:. iiiifs:: l-M.v.

As the family of insect* to which tho house-fly belongs
n above one hundred spec. i. limit

oiiruU.-ntu.il, in thin jniper, to that bii/./iii.^ and t< ..

ss .luring the sultry days of summer.
on house-fly (Afuaca domestica) may seem too well

known t rc.|!iii-c any description. But thoro aro many v.

:in:itiun, something to wonder at in this <li)>:

Tim win},'-* an. 1
|> >wer of flight claim our consideration

first. Those who closely w:it--h will often bo Kiiqiri^ed at tho

manner in which tho fly moves through tho air with its bock
Is. Of course when the insect

darts from a tablo to tho ceiling it must

perform a kind of somersault in tho air.

Tho feet, which were downwards on tho

tablo, must be turned uppermost to grasp
tho ceiling. The motion is so rapid and so

unexpected that not one case in a thousand

may attract our notice. A keen watchful-

iie.--.s will also enable us to observe that this

insect can fly forwards or backwards with,

apparently, equal ease. The rate of its

motion is about twenty miles an hour, so

that a fly can compete, for some time at

least, with an ordinary railway train.

Some may here ask whether tte " buzz "

of the fly is produced by tho rapid vibration

of the wings against the air. This may, in

some cases, bo the cause of so peculiar a

sound, but no decisive answer can, with
our present knowledge, bo given to the question. The fly

is rightly called a two-winged insect, but the apparent rudi-

ments of a second pair can be easily seen, just behind the truo

wings. These singular organs aro called powers, from a sup-

position that they enable the fly to balance itself during its

rapid somersaults in tho air. These little thread-like filaments,
with the knob on the top of each, may remind some of the

j

balancing-poles used by dancers on tho tight-rope. If the com-
mon notion respecting tho use of tho poisers bo correct, we shall

readily admit that the fly is well fitted for its evolutions, pos-

sessing both a moving and balancing apparatus.
The feet of tho fly have long presented a puzzling problem to

naturalists, and some persons may even now doubt whether tho

action of these organs is yet clearly understood. Tho problem
is to explain how the fly can suspend itself from a ceiling or
walk up a smooth pane of glass. The " sucker

"
theory was

long popular, and we. believed, with little questioning, that tho

1

fly's feet were supplied with a kind of air-pump, by which a
vacuum was produced under the feet, enabling them to cling to

glass much in the same manner that a boy's
toy sucker adheres to a stone. Let no reader

prepare himself to listen to a new theory on
tho subject ; we must content ourselves with

describing the successive views which have
been advocated, and then stating that now
held by those who have most closely studied
these fine and complex structures. Our
readers will bear in mind that very high and
clear microscopic powers, great patience, and
numerous observations are necessary for a

satisfactory examination of such minute

" a smoky substance "
noted by him on gbuis, and which be

tin. i/;. itlcw" in clinging to no mooth
(surface. Wo* thix "

smoky substance
"
the fluid observed by

Power, or won it uimply tho corroded face of too glans ? There
in no doubt that glass does undergo a decomposition, which

working opticians call
" tho sweating." The worn and irregular

surface thus produced would aid an insect in clinging. Leuwen-
hock, tho patient and profound Dutch naturalist, employed
his iin]>ro\e<| microscopes in examining the "

bristles
"

detected

by Dr. Hooke. Lenwenhook saw them clearly, and thought
that tho end of each resembled a hook. This conjecture has
In i-n rerifii <1

; tho extremity of each "bristle" is cnrred, and
so presents a hooked form. Dr. Derham, the friend of Hooke,
and editor of Bay's works,
turned, for a time, from his

experiments on pendulums and
observations on tho solar spots,
to investigate tho structure of

a fly's foot. His researches

led him to adopt a notion re-

KemUing tho sucker theory.
Ho suggested that flies clung
to smooth surfaces by what
lie vaguely calls their "skinny
palms." Derham may have
had in his mind tho adhesive
fluid of Mr. Power and the
"
smoky substance

"
of Hooke,

while ho himself may have in-

distinctly noted what aro now
called

" tho flaps
" on tho foot.

By combining all these, Der-
ham might have got his notion
of an adhesive cr "

skinny
palm." GilbertWhite, though
an acute observer of Nature,
was not likely to go deeply
into microscopic investigations.

THE TBUWK or THE Hocsz-n-t

(XAGNU-IBD).

In 1664, Mr. Power, after long scrutiny of
the fly's feet, suggested that the insect clung
to surfaces by its hooked claws, and also by
the aid of a fluid poured from tubes on tho
feet. He saw two powers at work ; a grip-
ping machine in tho claws, and an adhesive action in the gummy
liquid. Three years later, in 1667, the Gresham professor,
mathematician, and naturalist, Dr. Eobert Hooke, described in
his "

Micrographia
"

the "small bristles" on the " soles
"

of
the fly's feet. He called them " tenters

"
(holders), and counted

ten on each foot, thus giving to this small insect sixty holding
instruments. But Hooke goes on to describe what he terms

THE ETE OF THE HOUSE-FIT

(MAGNIFIED).

Diptera, a Greek word signifying
" two wings."

58y.E.

He therefore adopted tho "
sharp hooked nails

"
of Dr. Hooke,

the "
skinny palms

"
of Derham, and the sucker theory as

explanatory of tho whole matter. White, however, clearly
admitted tho action of two powers in the fly's foot, one for sus-

pension, the other for producing a vacuum. Have we advanced
beyond this in certainty of knowledge ? Mr. John Blackwall, in

1830, described three conclusions to which ha hod been led. He
detected an expansion at tho end of each hair or "

tenter," re-

sembling a little pad or cushion, but denied tho existence of any
vacuum-producer or air-pump structure. Some persons reminded
him that each hair, with its expanded tip, might really be a

separate sucker. This conclusion he refused to admit, alleging
it to bo unsupported by proofs. Here, then, was a distinct

denial, by an acute microscopic observer, of

tho sucker theory, accompanied, however, by
a clear statement that the end of each hair

on the fly's foot possesses a peculiar expansion,

looking as if it mu=t have some special work
to perform. Mr. Blackwall also arrived at a
third conclusion that a fly in walking along a

pane of glass leaves behind certain marks, as

if a fluid had been poured out at particular

points. He thus agrees with tho observations

of Power, Hooko, Derham, and White. The
examination was still carried on by naturalists,

with tho aid of the best microscopes. In 1841,
Mr. E. Newman called attention to the almost
inconceivable number of tho "

bristles."

Hooke had estimated the whole number of the
" tenters

" on the six feet at sixty ; Mr.
Newman declares they are " almost infinite."

This observer also saw that a liquid was poured out from some

part of tho complex structure. This fluid has been subjected
to chemical analysis, but no remarkable element has been dis-

covered. Water and oils appear to be the constituents, so that

it is similar to the ordinary matter given off by the pores of

tin- human skin.

Mr. Hopworth, in 1854, observed that "the flaps" of the

fly's feet were trumpet-shaped, or resembling the form of a boy's
sucker when supporting a heavy stone. This gentleman also
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noticed the marks left on glass by
" the flaps," but denied the

existence of an adhesive fluid in sufficient quantity to support
the weight of a fly. He advocated the sucker theory, giving no
less than 12,000 suction tubes on one foot of a common fly. If

this statement should stand the test of examinations, we shall

then have in one small insect 72,000 suction machines. It may
give some readers a clearer view of the minute scrutinies now
paade into insect structure when we state that the expanded
edge of a fly's foot, called 'the flap," has been found to be only

Eobr>th of an inch in thickness.

Mr. Tyrrell and Mr. West have devoted much time to the
examination of these "

flaps," and the following are the principal
results : Two distinct sets of hairs are found on the foot of a

fly ; one, called "tenents," rise from the inner side of the flap,

and are employed to grip smooth surfaces ; the other series are

called "
guard hairs," their office being to protect the fine hooked

tips of the " tenents
" from injury by friction. We must observe

here that house-flies are not the only insects furnished with such
a double system of hairs most beetles are similarly supplied.
The fly's apparatus for walking and holding on may be thus

summed up : -On a rough surface the insect appears to use its

claws only ; on glass, or on a ceiling, three processes are brought
into action first, the "almost infinite" number of hairs are

pressed down on the smooth surface ; a peculiar movement of

the bristles then expels all tlie, air from between or beneath the

hair-like cushion ; lastly, a fluid is poured out round the base of

the entire hair-pad, and the expelled air is thus prevented from

entering. A vacuum is in this manner secured and maintained
so long as may be necessary. When the fly wishes to move, the

flap, firmly pressed down on the glass, must be first raised, and
this is accomplished by the hooked claws which lift up the thin

edges of the hair-pad, and thus let in the air and destroy the

vacuum. The movement of the claws in this process is very
peculiar. Some notion of it may thus be gained : Let a
reader suppose that a sucker is fixed to the tip of his little

finger, and that this sucker becomes fastened to a table by
atmospheric pressure ; let him also imagine the tip of hia

thumb to be armed with a number of fine hooks. He will be
able to lift the edges of the little finger sucker by these thumb
hooks, and thus the air will be admitted under the sucker. Some-
what after this fashion does the fly loosen its foot from a surface

of glass.

The insect requires all its force thus to move the feet nimbly.
When benumbed by cold or weakened by other causes, the fly

remains fixed to one place, unable to lift its feet from the

surface. Feeble or diseased flies may sometimes be seen vio-

lently struggling to extricate themselves. This was observed

by White, who describes the insects as "
labouring along and

lugging their feet in windows, as if they stuck fast to the glass."
Mr. West has endeavoured to estimate the exact amount of the

forces which enable a fly to adhere to glass. He found that

one-half the insect's weight is supported by the atmospheric
pressure on the feet when the vacuum has been produced. One-
fourth of the weight is upheld by the grip of the " tenent

"

hairs, and the remaining fourth part by the fluid emitted from
the flaps. As a common house-fly weighs about half a grain,
the supporting force exerted by each of the six feet will amount
to one-twelfth of a grain only, and this force 'is distributed

among three powers the atmospheric pressure, the " tenent
"

hairs, and the sustaining fluid. Each of these forces would have
to support the ^th of a grain only, assuming the weight to be

equally distributed throughout.
WT

e have devoted thus much of this paper to the investi-

gations of eminent men into the structure of a fiy's foot, with
two objects in view to induce some readers to make a more
constant use of the microscope in their studies, and to deepen
the conviction that there is nothing really little in the works of

an infinite mind.

The antennce of the fly, or feelers, as some call them, must
not detain us long, but we cannot pass over some peculiarities
of structure in these organs. The third point in the antennae of

the blue-bottle fly (Musca vomitoria) is pierced with exceed-

ingly fine apertures, the diameter of each being only 50^th of

an inch. So numerous are these openings that both antennas

are estimated to contain 17,000. The mouth of each tube is

protected by a fine curtain-like membrane, behind which a
minute sac full of fluid can be seen. Some naturalists regard
this singular system of apertures and sat 5 as forming the ear

of the fly. This can, however, only rank at present as a clever

supposition, which subsequent discoveries may prove to be true.

The proboscis or trunk of the fly consists of many suction

tubes, admirably fitted for pumping up the fluids on which the
insect feeds. This trunk would admit of a much longer
description than our space allows ; we must, however, remind
the reader that a fly's proboscis really contains tongue, jaws,
and lips, all modified and combined in one organ. The tongue
is a net-work of fine tubes ; two fine hooks are visible near the

tip, one on each side, and the extremity is furnished with a
series of most delicate vessels, through which the food passes
up to the more fleshy parts of the tongue. An elaborate system
of exceedingly minute muscles draws out and retracts the tongue,
and aids in rolling up the whole trunk when the insect has
finished its meal. As nothing but a fluid can ascend the fine

tubes, it might be supposed that no fly could dine off a solid

lump of sugar. But the insect is able to dissolve such a sub-
stance by a liquid poured from the trunk, and thus the liquefied,

sugar is easily drawn up the suction vessels.

The eyes of a fly are very large when compared with the size
of the head. If one of these compound eyes be examined under
a glass with a linear magnifying power of 100, the organ will

be found to consist of many thousand tubes, each fixed in a six-

sided case. Every one of these eyelets appears to be a perfect
simple eye, resembling in all essentials that of man. Dr. Hooko
gave the number of eyelets in each eye at 7,000, and Dr. Car-

penter estimates them at 4,000. Thus, at the lowest compu-
tation, a house-fly possesses 8,000 separate organs of vision.

Few insects seem to lead a happier life than this nimble little

creature. But its days are not always free from trouble ; a,

disease of a peculiar character attacks the fly, producing a
white eruption on the body, suggesting the idea of insect

leprosy. The fly is also infested by little parasitic animals,
which some enthusiastic naturalists have carefully figured and
described.

Many persons may ask, what special service do flies perform
in the system of Nature ? Their particular office appears to be
the rapid consumption of those dead and minute animals whoso

decaying myriads would, otherwise, soon poison the air. It was
a remark of Linnaeus, that three flies would consume a dead
horse sooner than a lion could. He, doubtless, included the

families of the three flies, then he was certainly right. A single

fly will sometimes produce 20,000 larvaa, each of which in a l'u\v

days may be the parent of another 20,000, and thus tho

descendants of three flies would soon devour an animal much
larger than a horse.

Our readers will see, in the preceding remarks, that even a

common house-fly can offer to a student of Nature many marvels

of structure, and numerous proofs of an infinite intelligence in

the almost invisible organs of the meanest creatures.

HEADINGS IN FRENCH. II.

LE SAPEUE DE DIX ANS.
SECTION V.

A PARTIE de ce jour, on ne se moqua (a) plus autant du petit

Bilboquet,
1 mais il n'en devint (6) pas pour cela plus commu-

nicatif ; au contraire, il semblait rouler dans sa tete quelquo
fameux projet, et, au lieu do (c) depenser son argent avec ses-

camarades, comme ceux-ci s'y attendaient, il le serra soigneusc-

ment.2

Quelque temps apres, les troupes francaises entrerent a

Smolensk,
3 victorieuses et pleines d'ardeur; Bilboquet en etait,

et le jour memo de 1'arrivee, il alia se proinener (d) dans la

ville,
1
paraissant tres-content de presque tous les visages qu'il

rencontrait ;" il les considerait d'un air riant 6 et semblait les

examiner comme un amateur qui choisit des marchandises. II

faut (e) vous dire cependant, qu'il ne regardait ainsi que les

paysans qui portaient (/) de grandes barbes. 7 Elles etait-nt

sans doute tres-longues et tres-fournies (g), mais d'un roux si

laid, qu'apres un moment d'examen Bilboquet tournait la teto

et allait plus loin. Enfin, en allant ainsi, notre tambour arriva

au quartier des Juifs. 8 Les Juifs a Smolensk, comme dans

toute la Pologne et la Eussie, vendent toutes sortes d'objets
9

et ont un quartier particulier.
10 Des que Bilboquet y (h) fut

entrc, ce fut pour lui un veritable ravissement :
u

imaginez-vous

les plus belles barbes du monde, noires comme de 1'ebene ;
12

car la nation juivo toute dispersee qu'elle est, parmi les autres
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nations, a garde la teinto brone do sa peau et le noir eclat de MB
. v.

13 Voili <lom- i.oquot onchanto. Enfin il *<>

decide, ot ontro dans uno petite boutiquo
14 oil BO trouvait un

mil magnifiquoment barbu. 14 Le marohand s'approoho
.i domando liutnblement on mauvaia frani/aia

" Qu UH, mon potit Monsieur P" I0

" Jo voux (t) ta barbo," repondit cavalierement Bilboquet.
17

. barbo!" dit lo marohand stupcfait;
" voua vooloz (j)

" Je to dis, vaincu, quo jo venx ta barbo," roprend lo vain-

quour Bupcrbo en posant la main sur son Babro ; "maia no orois

pan quo jo veuillo (k) to la volur :''
J

tiuua, (/) voila un napoleon,
tu mo rondraa mon resto" (m).

COLLOQUIAL KXEBCI8E.

1. X portir de co jour, comment
traita-t-ou notro hdros ?

2. Quo flt-il do son argent P

3. Quo flreut les troupes fruuvaises

quelque temps apr. s f

4. Que fit lo i-otit tambour le jour
de son arrivoo P

5. De quoi piinvissoit-il content ?

6. De quelle maniero considdrait-

il le visage des habitants ?

7. Quolles pcrsonnes regurdait-il

particulierement ?

8. Enfin ou orriva-t-il ?

9. Que vciidout les Juifs a Smo-
lensk P

10. N'ont-ils pas UH quaxtier par-
ticulier P

(a) They did not laugh any more.

(b) From devenir.

(c) Au lieu de, instead of.

(d) II alia so promenor, he went
to take a walk.

(e) H faut vous dire, I must tell

you.

(/) From porter.

11. Dos quo Bilboquet y fut entrd,

qu'dprouva-t-il ?

12. Quelle dtoit la couleur de lours

barbos?
13. Quelle est la teinto qu'a gardco

la nation juive?
14. Quand il eut decidd, quo Ct-

il?

15. Qui s'y trouvait-il ?

16. Qui lui dit le marchand ?

17. Que lui rdpondit lo petit tam-
bour?

18. Que lui repondit le mar-
chand ?

19. Quelle fut la reponse du petit
tambour ?

(g) Thick, bushy.

(h) Y, tlicre.

(i) I wont.

(j) Vous voulez rire, you are

jofcinj.

(Je) Je veuille, subj., from wuloir.

(I) Tiens, take, here.

(m) Mon restc, my change.

SECTION VI.

Le pauvre marchand voulut faire entendre (a) raison 1 au

petit Bilboquet, mais il etait entete comme un cheval aveugle,
2

et il s'engagea (6) une dispute qui attira bientot quelques
soldats. Ila entrerent pour s'informer du motif de la querelle,
et ila trouverent 1'idee du tambour si dr61e,

3
qu'ils obligerent

10 pauvre Juif k lui ceder sa barbe,
4 et 1'un d'eux, Gascon et

pcrraquier du regiment, tira des rasoirs de sa poche, se mit (c)

a raser le malheureux marehand 6 et remit (d) solennellement le

tout & Bilboquet qui 1'emporta (e) en triomphe.
6 En arrivant

au regiment, il la fit (/) coudre par le tailleur sur un morceau
do peau d'un tambour creve,

7 et sans rien dire de son dessein,
11 la mit au fond de son sac.8 On en causa (g) pendant quelques

jours,
9 mais il fallut (h) bient6t penser a autre chose. On se

remit en (i) marche, ot on ne pensait plus au petit Bilboquet,

quand on arriva a Moscou.
Alors il arriva d'affreux malheurs, le froid et la devastation

priverent Farmee francaiso de toutes ses ressources,
10 la famine

1'atteignit (j), et bientot il fallut se retirer & travers nn pays
desert et des neiges sans fin. 11 Je ne veux pas vous faire un
tableau de cet horrible deeastre ; c'est uno chose trop vaste et

trop cpouvantable
12 a la fois, pour que je vous en parlo dans

cette histoire; qu'il (k) vous suffise (1) de savoir que chacun
s'en retournait comme il pouvait,

13 et que c'est & peine s'il (m)
reatait quolques regiments reunis en corps d'armee et obeissant (n)
aux pi'neranx. Celui de Bilboquet etait de ce nombre. II etait

de Tamere-garde,
14

qui empechait des milliers de Cosaques, qui
auivaient la retraite de I'armee,

14 de massacrer les malheureux
soldats isoles.

Un jour, ils venaient de (o) franchir une petite riviere, et,

pour retarder la poureuite des ennemis, on avait essay6 do faire

sauter (p) deux arches d'un pont de bois qn'on venait de tra-

verser ;

16 maia lea tonneaux de poudre avaient ete poses si pre-

oipitamment, 17 que 1'explosion ne produisit (g) que pou d'effet:

les arches furent cependant demantibulees, mais toute la char-

pente appuyait encore sur une grosse poutre qui la (r) retenait,
18

et qui, si les ennemis fussent arrives, eut bientot permis do
reconstruiro le pont.

1*

1. Le marohand chercha-t-il 4
lo diMuader P

2. Pourquoi lie pat-il lui faire

entcndro raluon t

8. Comment lea toldato trou-

vi-rent-iln 1'ldce du tambour ?

4. Que flrent-ils P

5. Que fit le perruquier da regi-
ment?

6. Le tambour parut-il content de
a prise P

7. Quo fit-il de oetto barbe en
orrivaut ?

8. Ou la plftca-t-il ensuito P

9. Parla-t-on longtemps de cette

aventure ?

10. Qu'urriva-t-il a 1'armde fran-

caise apres eon entree a
Moscou P

H. Que fut elle bientot oUfffe da
fjdreP

12. Pourquoi 1'auteur aa veot-U

point faire le tableau de cet hor-

rible dfeutre ?

13. Que Buffit-il de wvoirf
14. Oik e trooTait le rtfgioMn* d

Jiiil,...,,,. :. :

15. Que faiiaient le* Comqae* t

16. Qu'avait-on <uo.j6 de fain

apri-n avoir po^ la riviere ?

17. Pourquoi Tezplouon u'urait-

elle pas en bcaucoup d'eflet ?

18. Pourquoi la charpento du poot
ue toinUiit-t-llo pas P

19. Qu'eut-co que lee ennemia
aunuent pu faire, B"il eteieat

arriveaP

NOTI.S.

(a) Faire entendre raison au

petit B., induce liMa S. to

listen to reason.

(b) II s'engagea une dispute,
an altercation commenced.

(c) From se mettre.

(d) Remit, delivered.

(e) Carried it.

(/) Fit coudre, had it sewed,

(g) Causa, talked, spoke,

(h) From falloir.

On Be remit en morche, Ou
march van returned.

From atteindre,

Qu'il, lt it.

From suffire.

S'il restait, if there remained,

Obeissant, obeying.
Ils venaient de, they had just.

Faire sauter, blow itp.

From produire.
La retenait, supported it.

KEY TO EXEECISES IN LESSONS IN FRENCH.

EXEKCISB 89 (Vol. I., page 334).

1. Do not your boots fit well ? 2. They do not fit me well, they
pinch me too much. 3. Are they too narrow? 4. They are too
narrow and too short, they hurt me. 5. Is the shoemaker gone away !

6. He is not yet gone away. 7. At what hour did your sister's com-
panions go away ? 8. They went away about sir iu the afternoon. 9.

Is the coat which you hold, yours or your brother's ? 10. It is

neither his nor mine, it is my brother-in-law's. 11. Does it fit him
well ? 12. It fits him very well, and becomes him well. 13. Whero
has he had it made? 14. He had it made in France or in Ger-
many. 15. Whose books ore those which your sister reads? 16.

They are mine.

EXERCISE 90 (Vol. I., page 334).

1. Vos amis sen sont-ils ullo.s ? 2. Ils ne s'en sout pas encore allds,
ils sont encore ici. 3. A quello heure Mrac votre mere s'en est-ello

alle ? 4. Elle s'en est alltie (est partie) ce matin de bonne heure. 5.

Votre petite scaur s'en est-elle all^e tard ? 6. Elle s'en est allee trop
tot. 7. La robe neuve de Mile votre soeur lui sied-clle ? 8. Elle ne
lui sied pas. 9. Pourquoi ne lui sied-clle pas ? 10. Les coulenrs
fonce'es ne lui sident jamais. 11. Les couleurs claires sicent-ellcs a

1'dpouse de M. votre frore ? 12. Elles lui sident fort Hen. 13. Vos
bottes neuves sont-elles trop elroites ou trop larges ? 14. Elles ne
sont ni trop etroites ui trop larges, elles vont tres bien. 15. Le gilet
de votre frere lui va-t-il bieu ? 16. II lui va bien, mais il ue lui sied

pas. 17. Les couleurs claires ne lui sieeut jamais.

EXERCISE 91 (Vol. I., page 342).

1. What is it necessary to do to-day ? 2. To-day it is necessary to.

work. 3. Has it been necessary to work much, to finish the work in

time ? 4. It has been necessary to work the whole day. 5. When
must we (is it necessary to) write to our friend ? 6. It is accessary to
write to him to-day. 7. Must I go to my father ? 8. You must go
to him, he wishes to speak to you. 9. Does he need (want) anything?
10. He needs books, pens, and ink. 11. Does he not need money
also ? 12. He needs much to pay his debts. 13. Do you need any-
thing more P 14. I need nothing more, I have all that I need. 15.

Must not your sister have paper ? 16. She needs no more. 17. What
must be sent to the surgeon ? 18. Money must be sent him, he has

great need of it 19. Has the milliner all that she needs P 20. She
has not all that she needs. 21. How much must you have ? (do you
need, require?) 22. I must have five francs. 23. Do you not need
more ? 24. I need no more. 25. What must he have for his trouble ?

26. He asks for (charges) one franc twenty-five centimes.

EXERCISE 92 (Vol. I., page 342).

1. Que nous faut-il faire ? 2. II vous faut apporter votre livre, et

appreudro votre lefon. 3. Faut-il dcrire a HI. votre favre aujonrd'hui ?
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4. II ne faut pas lui e"crire. 5. A-t-il fallu parler a M. votre pere?
6. II a fallu lui parler. 7. Faut-il aller a D. aujourd'hui ? 8. II faut

y aller. 9. Me faut-il aller trouver M lle votre sceur ? 10. II vous
faut aller la trouver, elle d<5sire vous parler. 11. Combien d'argent
faut-il a votre frere ? 12. II lui faut dix francs cinquaute centimes.
13. Couibien de livres faut-il a M"e votre soeur ? 14. II lui faut

beaucoup do livres, elle lit beaucoup. 15. Que voulez-vous euvoyer
au chirurgieu? 16. II nous faut lui envoyer notre cheval; le sieii est
malade. 17. Ne lui faut-il pas du papier ? 18. II lui en faut, il a des
lettres a e"crire. 19. Lui eu faut-il beaucoup ? 20. II lui en faut vine

main. 21. Vous faut-il encore) quelque chose ? 22. II me faut encore
quelque chose. 23. II ne me faut plus rien. 24. Vous faut-il cent
francs ? 25. II me faut dix dollars. 26. Que faut-il au chirurgien ?

27. II lui faut de 1'argent pour payer ses dettes. 28. Le tailleur a-t-il

tout ce qu'il lui faut ? 29. II n'a pas tout ce qu'il lui faut. 30. La
moclisto a re<;u tout ce qu'il lui faut. 31. Que vous faut-il pour votre
peine ? 32. Combien vous faut-il ? 33. Combien nous faut-il ? 34.

Que me faut-il faire ? 35. II vous faut e"crire uue lettre. 36. Que lui
faut-il dcrire ? 37. II lui faut e"crire quatre pages. 38. II lui faut aller
a 1'dglise.

EXERCISE 93 (Vol. I., page 356).

1. Does it become you to reproach us with our neglect? 2. It
becomes me to reproach you when you deserve it. 3. Does it suit you
to go to my brother ? 4. It does not suit me to go to him, I have
something else to do. 5. How much may that field be worth ? 6. It

may be worth about twenty thousand francs. 7. Are you better than
your brother ? 8. My brother is much better than I. 9. Is not thafi

knife worth more than yours? 30. Mine is better, it is worth more.
11. How much is your watch worth ? 12. It is not worth much, it

does not go well. 13. How much is the merchant worth ? 14. I

cannot tell you exactly ; he is worth about a hundred thousand francs.
15. Is it not better to remain here than to go to market ? 16. It is

better to go to market. 17. Is your gold chain worth more thau
mine ? 18. It is worth quite as much. 19. It is not worth much, it is

broken. 20. Is that worth fifty francs ? 21. It is worth at the most
two francs. 22. Have you asked the merchant what that is worth ?

23. I have not asked him. 24. He assures me that it is worth about
one hundred francs.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. III.

ADDITION.

EXAMPLES. (1.) John has x marbles and gains b marbles more.
How many marbles has he in all ?

In this example we wish to add x marbles to 6 marbles. But
addition in algebra is denoted by the sign +. Hence x + & is

the answer, i.e., John has the sum of * marbles added to b

marbles.

(2.) What is the sum of 35 pounds added to the sum of c

pounds and / pounds ?

By algebraic notation, 3b + c + / pounds is the answer.
44. The learner may be curious to know Iwiu many marbles

there are in x -f- b marbles ; and Iww many pounds in 36 + c + /
pounds. This depends upon the number each letter stands for.
But the questions do not decide what this number is. It is not
the object, in adding them, to ascertain the specific value of x

and b, or 36, c, and /; but we find an algebraic expression, which
will represent their sum or amount. This process is called

addition. Hence
45. ADDITION in algebra may be defined, the connecting of

several quantities with their signs into one expression .

46. Quantities may be added, by writing them one after another,
witlwut altering their signs.

N.B. A quantity to which no sign is prefixed is always to
be considered positive, that is, the sign + is understood [Art.

12].

EXAMPLE. What is the sum of a + m, b 8, and 2h 3m
+ d? a + m + b 8 + 2h 3m + d. Ans.

47. It is immaterial in what order the terms or letters are

arranged, If you add 6 and 3 and 9, the amount is the same,
whether you put the 6, the 3, or the 9 first namely, 18. But it

is frequently more convenient, and therefore customary, to arrange
the letters in alphabetical order.

48. It often happens that the expression denoting the sum or
amount may be simplified by reducing several terms to one.

Thus, the expression 2a + 7a -f- 4a may be abridged by uniting
the three terms into one. Thus, 2a added to 7a makes 9a, and
4a added to 9a makes 13a, that is, 2a + 7a + 4a = 13a.

There are two cases in which reductions can be made.
49. Case 1. When the quantities are aVJte, and the signs

alike, as + 46 + 56, or 4y 3y, etc. Find the sum of the
co-efficients, annex the common letter or letters, and prefix the
common sign.

EXAMPLES. (1.) What is the sum of 3a, 4a, and 6a?
Here, 3a -f 4a + 6a = 13a. Ans.

(2.) 3xy (3.) 76 + xy (4.) ry + 3abh
(5.) cdxy + 3mg

7xy 86 + 3xy 3ry + abh 2cdxy + mg
xy 26 + 2xy Gry + 4>abh 5cdxy + 7mg

2xy 66 + 5xy 2ry + abh Icdxy + 8mg

13xy 23b + llxy 12ry +9abh IScdxy +
50. The mode of proceeding is the same when all the signs

are.
EXAMPLES. (1.) What is the sum of - 36c,

-
be, and 56c?

Here 3bc be 5bc = 96c.

(2.)
- ax (3.)

- 2a6 - my (4.)
- 3ach - 8bdy

Sax ab 3my - ach bdy
2ax 7a6 8my 5ach 7bdy

Gax I0abI2my 9a,ch IGbdy
51. Case 2. When the quantities are alike, but the signs

unlike, that is, only one of each, as + 96 and 66 ;

Take tfa less co-efficient from the greater; to the difference
annex the common letter or letters, and prefix tlie sign of the

greater co-efficient.

Suppose a man's loss is .500, and his gain .2,000. The
algebraic notation is 500 -f 2,000, i.e., .500 is to be sub-

tracted from his stock, and .2,000 added to it. But it will be
the same in effect, and the expression will be greatly abridged,
if we add the difference between .500 and .2,000 viz., .1,500
to his stock.

EXAMPLES. (1.) What is the sum of 16a6 and Tab?
Ans. 9a&.

(2.) (3.) (4.) (5.) (6.)

To +46 56c 2hm dy + 6m 3h dos

Add 66 76c 9hm 4dy m 5h + 4dx

26 26c 7hm 3dy -f 5m 8h + 3dx

52. If several positive and several negative quantities are to

be reduced to one term, first reduce those which are positive,
and next those which are negative, to one term, and then pro-
ceed as in Art. 51.

EXAMPLES. (1.) Reduce 136 + 66 + 6 46 56 76, to

one term.

Here, 136 + 66 + 6 = 206
; and 46 56 - 76 = 166 ;

Whence 206 166 = 46. Ans.

(2.) Add 3xy xy + 2xy Txy + 4xy 9xy + 7xy Gxy.

Here, 3xy + 2xy + 4&y + 7xy = IGxy.

And, xy 7xy Vxy 6xy 23a;y ;

Whence, IGxy 23xy = Ixy. Ans.

(3.) Add 3ad Gad + ad + Tad 2ad + Qad Sad 4ad.

Here, 3ad + ad + "lad+ Qad = 20acZ ;

And, 6ad 2ad Sad 4ad = 20ad
;

Whence 20ad 20ac? = 0. Ans.

(4.) Add 2a6m abm + 7a6m 3a6i + 7a6m.

Here, 2a6m + 7a6m + 7a6m = 16a6m ;

And, abm 3a6m = 4a6m ;

Whence, IGabm 4a6m = I2abm. Ans.

(5.) Add axy Taxy + 8axy any 8ojxy + 9axy.

Here, axy + 8axy + Qaxy = 18axy ;

And, 7'axy axy 8axy = IGaxy ;

Whence, IQaxy IGaxy = 2axy. Ans.

53. If two equal quantities have contrary signs, they destroy
each other, that is, the results of their addition is 0, and they

may be cancelled. Thus + 66 66 = 0. And (3 X 6) 18
= 0, so 7&c 76c= 0.

54. If the letters, or quantities in the several terms to be added,
are TINLIKE, they can only be placed after each other, ivith their

proper signs (Art. 46).
EXAMPLES. -(1.) If 46, Gy, 3x, 177i, 5d, and 6, be added,

their sum will be 46 6y + 3x + 177& 5d + 6.

(2.) Add aa, aaa, to xx, xxx, and xxxx.

Different letters, and different powers of the same letter, can

no more be united in the same term, than pounds and guineas
can be added, so as to make a single sum. Six guineas and four

pounds are neither ten guineas nor ten pounds ; therefore the

sum of the above = aa + &&<* + xx + xxx + xxx -

55. From the foregoing principles we derive the following
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GENERAL ROLE rou ADDITION.

Write down the quantities to la added without altering their

tigns, placing tho$e that are alike under each other ; and uniic

tuch terms at are simii<n:

( )t licrwiae. Write the quantities to be added one after another,

jmttiny the sign + between them, and then simplify the expression

l>\j incorporating like quantities.
1 . If any of tho quantities bo in brockets and tho sign

-f be before the brackets, tho brackets may bo removed without

altering tho result.

Hv brockets is meant tho vinculnm or parenthesis, already

explained [Art. 21], This is ono of tho most important things
in tho study of Algebra ; its use is unlimited. If quantities
be included in any manner between brackets or parentheses,

they must be treated as a single quontity, that is, tho result of

the operation of the signs within tho brackets is to bo used
instead of tho quantities themselves, as a general rale. If tho

signs of tho quan ties within tho brackets be either plus or

minus, or a combination of both, and if a factor be outside tho

bracket, each of tho quantities within may bo multiplied by
that factor, preserving their signs, and the product will be the

Biimo as if the result were multiplied by that factor. Thus,
x (a -\- b c)

= ax -\- bx ex ; or, if a. + 6 c = e ; then
a (a -\- b c)

= ex. Conversely, if tho result of the quantities
within tho brackets bo multiplied by any factor, tho result will

b3 tho same as if each of the quantities were multiplied by that

factor. Thus, if a + 6 c = e; then, ex = (a + b c) x =
ax -|- bx ex. If several factors be employed, the same results

will tako place. Thus, axy -f- bxy cxy = xy ( a -J- b c)
=

(a -f- b c) xy ; and mbcd nbcd -f- pbcd = bed (m n -f- p) =
(m n + p) bed ; and pxyz -\- qxyz rxyz = xyz (p + q r) =
(p+ q r) xyz. Expressions of this kind may be varied in-

definitely.

Note 2. If tho sign be before the brackets, they cannot be
removed without vitiating the result, until the signs of all the

terms within the brackets be changed, viz., + into , and con-

Tersely.
EXAMPLE. To She 6d + 26 3y, add 36c -f x 3d

+ bg, and 2d + y +3x + b.

These may be arranged thus : 3&c 6eZ + 26 3y
3bc 3d + x+ bg

2d+ b+ y+3x
And the sum will be 7d -|-36 2y +4x + bg

EXERCISE 4.

Add together the following quantities-^-

1. ob + 8, to cd - 3, and Sab - 4m + 2.

2. x + 3y - dx, to 7 - * - 8 + Jim,.

3. abtrv 3* + bm, to y x + 7, and 5x 6y + 9.

4. 3am + 6 7xy - 8, to lOxy 9 + Sam.
5. 6ahy + 7d 1 + inxy, to Sahy 7d + 17 nury.
6 7ad - 7i + 8ory

- ad, to 5ad + h - 7*y.
7. 2by - Sax + 2a, to 36* - by + a.

8. ax + by - xy, to - by + 2ry + So*.

9. 41cd/ - 10-ry
- 18b, to 7xy + 24b + 3cd/.

10. 862?- 17xy + 18a, to 4ax - Sbx + 63cx.

11. 3at> - 6be + 4cd - 7xy, to 17mn -f 18/g
- 2a*.

12. - 42abc + lOabd, to SOabc + 15abd + 5xyz.
13. ax - y+

6 - d/ + 44, to 4d/ - 20 +-3a* + 75y.
14. 45<z - lOb + 4cd/, to 82b - 4cdf + lOa - 46.

15. 12 (a + b) + 3 (a + b), to 2 (a + b)
- 10 (a + b).

L6. xy (a + b) + 3xy (a + b), to 2xy (a + b) - 4ry (a + b).
17. ax + aa, * + xxx, 4aa + 2z + ax, and SJ.T.C.

18. y - yy + xy, 2xx + lOyy, to 4ry + 6y - 8*r.
19. oaa + 4aoa, to 1- aa -.Uaaa + 8aaa.
20. 12yyyy - 10i-jr, to 20xjc - Syyyy + 2xx + 3yyyy.
21. 4 (x

-
y)
-

13, to (a + b)
- 16 (z

-
y)
- 7 (

a + b).
22. a (x + y)

-
6y, to 40 (a

-
b) + 8a (* + y)

- 36 (a
-

b).
23. lOazy + ITbcd - aa-y, to Gary - Ubcd.
24. - x + y + 6x (a

-
b)
-

7x, to IGy
- 15* (a

-
b) + 25*.

25. - 4 (x + y) + 16 (x + y), to 15nbc - 10 (* + y).
26. Sabo - 6*y + run, a + 6abc + 14y - llo + 6mw, to 15ry

- 17abo
loa -abo + xy

- 3mn + abc.

5S7. a (* + y)
- 3b (* + y)-4a (x + y)

- 4 (*+ y)- (x + y),to 4b (* + y)+ 7a(x + y)+5(x + y) + 6b(x + y).

Note. As the expressions xa (square x), y
3
(cube y), etc., are

nsed for the first time in the following exercises, the learner is
referred to Art. 28 :

2o - So* -

- 2* - * - 1, and

83. Jc*, a'x, y', */, and 3b/.
29. a* - 2a'6 - 3a* + 2t, 3d

* b. and 5<i
3 - 4o6 - at1 + 3W.

80. *-** - a + 1, Z^
- ifl + Z* - 8.

31. -a-fb+c + d, a-b + c + d, a + b-c-fd, tmda+b+o-d,
-

2b, 2b - 3c, 3o - 4d, 4d - 5, and 5 -
Of.

83. v* + 2yz - 3yj, 2y + 2/z + Syt*, and 3-j*
-

4'j*z
-

2y**.

34. or* + bx\ b* - ex1, and c*3 + d*.
35. m** nz, tu* pz, and 2* *.

KEY TO EXEBCISES IN LESSONS IN ALOEBBA.

EXERCISE 1.
i.

1. (a 7i)
x

(b + c + d)
= 37m

2. a + b :
-

: : ac : 12/L
c

_ a + b + c

^ = 4 (a + I + c) d.
Sake

EXERCISE 2.

1. The product of a and b increased by the quotient of 3 time* Ik

minus c, divided by the sum of x and y, is equal to the product of d b/
a increased by the sum of b and c, and diminished by the quotient ut

h divided by the sum of 6 and b.

2. If a be added to 7 times the sum of h and *, and from this sum,
the quotient of c less 6 times d, divided by the sum of twice a and 4,

be subtracted, the remainder will be equal to the sum of a and It,

multiplied by the difference of b and c.

3. The difference of a and b, is to the product of a and c, as the
difference of d and 4, divided by m, is to 3 multiplied by the sum of

h, d, and y.

4. If the quotient of the difference between a and h, divided by the

sum of 3, and b less c, be addod to the quotient of the sum of d and
the product of a and b, divided by twice m, the whole will be equal to

the quotient of b times a multiplied by tho sum of d and /, divided by
a times m, lessened by the quotient of c times d divided by h increased

by d times m.

EXERCISE 3.

1.

2.
4 + 80

2x6

; + 8 x 10 =
(4 x 2) + 10 _
3x0

~

80 = 92.

81

a 4+J3x6) +(4x2x8) ^4+(4x2xlO) :=iJ
-

i o x 4, J

= f + 64-7 = 68.

44x8+ (
3 x 4) + (3 x 6) (3 x 4 x 10) -(6x2) _ 12 + 18

5. (3 x 4 x 8) + !-2-f + (2 x 10)
= 96 + ? + 20 = 118.

o 4 4

6. (3 + 2) x (10 8) + - 3 = 5 x 2 +
*

3 =

7.
3 x (6

10-6
- TT = 24.

10 (4 x 2)

(3
x 2) + (5 x 8) (4 x 6-4) x (3-2) 6 + 40 +

'

72 x 10J + 3 ~~^ = i*^"-
(24 4) x 1 _ 46 20 _

* ;nr T + i~ 4,

10
'

20+ 3

I 8 +
10

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. XXVIII.
LATIN STEMS.

WE are about to lay before the student a large portion of the
roots of tho Latin language. In the study of them, he may
become acquainted with the treasures of the Roman literature,
and the tone and strength of the Roman mind. These lessons do
not indeed, lie on the surface. Nevertheless, they are to be learnt

by care and diligence. For this purpose, the learner should
impress on his mind the preceding remarks, and remembering
that a language is the mirror of a nation's mind, accustom
himself to see and contemplate the Romans in their worda
those unerring tokens of thought, those mental miniatures.
Of course it is only so much of the Latin vocabulary as exists

in English that I shall set forth in these pages. The Latin
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words found in English exist almost
% exclusively in combination.



LESSONS IN ENGLISH. n
" The subject of th J present cbaptor will be the offunco of homicide,

: its Muvurul Btugei u( (,'iiilt, nn

aggnivutiiiu which utU-ud

.

in ita corresponding Saxon term, man-

i, ill-notes the general act of man-killing, leaving it to bo
i \viu-thi -r the killing was or was not murder, that is, pro-

ted Lillin^. Unpremeditated man-killing is generally
trruiril iii.in.-luu^hter, as contradistinguished from murder. It

nt imi, that not one of these words, homicide, man-
.. in-killing, murder (Ger. mord, murder; Fr. mort,

and Lat. mort, death), convoys in itself the idea of

malice aforethought."
<d is a scientific word, and, like most of our scientific

may have come to us from the Greek ;
for the Greek

the root of the Latin ciim>, and is similar to it in import.
A .liniavl lecture is a discourse on a disease, delivered by the

1. l--i.loof the patient. A clinical convert is one that is con-

>n hia death-bed. In the early history of the churches,

those were called clinici or clinical, who, wishing to have all

llii-ir sins washed away at once, postponed baptism till their

tl.viiu,' hour. See Gibson's remarks on the delay of baptism by
Constantino, miscalled the Great.

" Horror stalks around
Wild staring, and his sad concomitant

Despair, of abject look." Philip.
"

I persuaded her to take, as hot as she could well drink it, every

morning, a full draught of tlie decoction of centaury boiled in beer or

ale." Bayle.

Cordial, of Latin origin, has a corresponding word from the

Saxon, that is, lit'arty. This is by no means a solitary case, as

will appear from the ensuing list :

Latin.

Timid

Velocity
Effeminate

Edifice

Paucity

Saxon,

fearful,

swiftness,

womanish,

building,
fewness.

.Latin.

Altitude
Annual

Aqueous
Auditor

Sowm.

height,

yearly,

watery,
hearer.

In incorporate, animadvert, and other words, the student is

expected to make use of the information which ho has already
had supplied to him regarding prepositions in combination, as

well as regarding prefixes and suffixes.

"
Cremation, burning, is applied particularly to the ancient custom

of destroying corpses by fire. The Chinois, without cremation or urnal
interment of their bodies, make use of trees and much burning, while

they plant a pine-tree by their grave." Brown,
" Urn Burial."

Capillary signifies that which is like hair ; hence it is applied
to the small vessels of the body, as the ramifications (branches)
of the arteries,

" the capillaries ;

"
also to tubes ; and attraction

in tubes as fine as hair, is called "
capillary attraction."

" A strict and succinct style is that where you can take away nothing
without losse, and that losse to be manifest." Ben Jonson.

" To translate him line for line is impossible, because the Latin is

naturally a more succinct language than either the Italian, Spanish,
French, or even the English ; which by reason of its monosyllables, is

far the most compendious of them." Dryden.

The idea in succinct, girded, is taken from the custom prevalent
among the ancient Greeks and Romans of gathering up and
binding around the waist their long flowing robes, when they
were about to apply to any manual occupation. Compare
Jsa. viiL 9 ; John xiii. 4, 5.

EXERCISES IN COMPOSITION.
Words with their proper Prepositions to be formed into sentences.

WORDS. FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES.
Clear of, clarus, bright, distinct.

Coalesce with, coalesce, i grow together.
Coincide with, cum, in, cado, I fall in icifTi.

Commune with, communis, common.
Commit to, cum, mitto, I send with.

Communicate to, communico, I communicate.
Compare to (in respect to)

quality),

Compare with (by way off
comPar . T compare, match.

illustration), )

EXERCISE IN PARSING.
Some have termed the "

Song of Solomon, or the Canticles," a
Hebrew Epithalamiuin. Tha rage for autographs seems to have in a

measure subtided. Tha autograph* of the writers of the New Testa-

ment are not known to exist. The word apology sometime* signifac

defence rather than excute. The former is the older moaning of the
term. The monuments of Egypt are covered with hieroglyphics.
The hieroglyphics of Egypt have for the most part been at bnurtb

deciphered. Exodus is the name borne by the second book in the

Bible. This name was given to the book because it recounts the

departure of the children of Israel out of the land of Egypt.

To endeavour to improve yourself in composition, report the

following anecdote, as before, to a child or to s claM of
children :

ESCAPE OF THE DUKE OF ALBANY.

Kin? James III. of Scotland, after his marriage with Margaret
Priucess of Denmark, having disgusted his proud nobility by patro-
nising and receiving into favour many persons of inferior rank, deep
and dangerous intrigues wore formed against him. By these miuious
and upstart couusellors be was speedily made aware that his broth--

Alexander, Duke of Albany, and John, Earl of Mar were forming
conspiracies against him, and that the former aimed at nothing less

thau wresting 'the sceptre from his hand a fact which bos since been

proved by authentic documents. In 1482, Albany was committed to
the Costlo of Edinburgh, where he was kept a close prisoner by those
who knew that his accession to power would assuredly be their

destruction. He had not been long in durance until be formed and
matured a plan of escape, which, with desperate courage, he executed
in the following manner. Terrified by the mysterious fate of Mar,
and aware that his day of trial was approaching, some of Albany's
numerous friends iu France or Scotland contrived means to acquaint
him that a small vessel, laden with Gascon wine, lay in the roadstead of

Lcith, by which he might escape if he made an effort. The tower in

which ho was confined was probably Datiid'a, for we are informed that
it

" arose from the northern verge of the rock on which the castle is

founded, where the height of the precipice seemed to bar all possi-

bility of escape." He had but one attendant (styled his chamber-

chield) left to wait upon him, and to this trusty follower alone he
revealed his intention. From the French vessel he received two small
runlets or barrels of wine, which luckily the castle-guard permitted to
be carried into his apartment untosted and unexamined. On opening
them in private the duke found that they contained Malvoisie, and,
what was of more importance, a strong rope and a waxen roll inclosing
an anonymous letter, urging him to lose no time in attempting to

escape, as the king's millions had determined he should die ere the

momnc's sunset ; and the billet ended by an assurance that the boats
of the French vessel should await him at the shore of Leith. The
first point to be gained woe to lull the suspicious of the captain of the

guard, for which purpose the duke invited him to supper, and by
pressing him and three of his soldiers to drink freely of the Malvoisie,
succeeded in partially intoxicating them. After gaming and drink-

ing until the hour grew late, Albany found the moment for action had
come. Bushing upon the captain he snatched a long dagger from his

baldrick, and buried it repeatedly in his breast ; then, quick as thought,
he dispatched the intoxicated soldiers iii the same manner, and, in

token of his hostility and contempt (with the assistance of his

chamber-chield), he savagely threw the bodies on the great fire that
blazed in the stone fire-place of the tower ; and there in their armour
they broiled and sweltered like tortoises in iron shells. Having
secured the keys of the doors, they locked them as they retired, and

stealthily hurried to the wall, which they prepared to descend at the
most retired part. The chamber-chield lowered himself first over the

beetling crag, which is two hundred feet in height, but the cord

proving too short, it slipped suddenly through his hands, he fell to

the bottom, and there lay senseless. We may imagine how the heart
of the blood-stained Albany must have beat at this terrible crisis!

Every moment was fraught with danger, and his death or life were

hanging by a hair. Bushing back to his apartment in the tower, he
tore the sheets from his bed, twisted them into a rope, lengthened
the cord, looped it around an embrasure, and, lowering himself over
the rampart, and the rugged rocks it overlooked, reached the bottom
in safetj'. There he found his attendant stretched on the ground,
with his thigh-bone broken. Unwilling to leave behind him, to the

mercy of his enemies, one who had been so faithful, Albany, with a
sentiment of gratitude which seems almost incompatible with his pre-
vious ferocity, lifted him on his shoulders, and, being a man of gigantic
stature and uncommon strength, carried him thus with ease to Leith,
where they embarked without delay ; and setting sail before the

rising sun brightened the German sea, cast anchor under the towers
of Duiibar, the patrimonial castle of Albany. During the whole

night nothing was known of his escape; but daylight revealed the

rope nii'l twisted sheets hanging over the northern ramparts ; there

was immediately given un alarm, which the dreadful stench in !).>-. i.l's

tower must have increased. His flight was discovered, and the half-

consumed corpses were found in the fire-place of his chamber.

Enraged and confounded, James III. refused to credit the intelli-

gence until ho had examined the place in person. Memorials of tin

Castle of Edinburgh, pp. 52-55.
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LESSONS
SECTION LXIII.

IN BOTANY. XXVIII.

AMPELIDEJE, OR VITACE^I, THE VINE
FAMILY.

Characteristics: Calyx free; petals four to five inserted upon
the border of a hypogynous, or siib-perigynous disc ; aestivation

valvate ; stamens five, opposite to the petals ; ovary two, three,

or six celled ; ovules ascendant, erect, or reflexed ; berry two
to six celled ; ovule dicotyledonous, straight, very minute, lying
at the base of a hard albumen ; stem ligneous ; leaves palmi-

lobed, digitate, or pinnate.
Tho Ampelidece or Vitacece are generally trees or shrubs

sphere vines are planted, and arrive at perfection at the Cape of
Good Hope, on the coasts of Chili, at the embouchure of the
Rio de la Plata, and in Australia. It is, however, the south
of France which must be regarded as the especial land of the
vine.

The greater number of the Vitacece contain acids of various
kinds distributed throughout all parts of the plant, and in
various proportions; sometimes in the pure condition, some-
times mixed with other principles. In the berry of certain

species is found a kind of sugar named by chemists glucose,
otherwise known as grape sugar. It is in consequence of the
presence of this sugar that the juice of the berries when ex-

supplied for the most part with tendrils, containing an abund-
j pressed ferment and give rise to wine, a drink which we have

ance of aqueous juice, and having contorted knotty branches. I scriptural authority for saying "rejoices the heart of man."

\

The lower leaves are opposite, the upper ones alternate ; stipules

very small, sometimes absent. The flowers are minute, greenish
in colour, arranged in a multifloral panicle or a corymbiform

cyme. Calyx very small, obscurely dentated, and nearly entire,,

surrounded by a disc, on which the petals and stamens are

borne. The corolla is polypetalous, or almost polypetalous ;

style very short, stigma terminating
in a flattened head. Seeds contained

in a horny shell ; radicle inferior.

The Vitacece inhabit all the inter-

tropical region, and especially that

of Asia. Beyond the tropics they
are rare, more especially the Tropic
of Capricorn. None are found indi-

genous to Europe ; and if wild vines

are found in the forests of this con-

tinent, the plant is to be regarded
us having escaped from domesticity.
The true country of the vine seems

to be Mingrelia and Georgia, be-

tween the mountains of the Cau-

casus, Ararat, and Taurus. The
most ancient traditions mention tho
vine as having been made use of

by man, the culture of which.may
be said to be coeval with the advent
of man upon the globe.

If we examine geographically the

culture of the vine as at present

circumscribed, we shall find the

northern limit of the region to bo
bounded on the western coast of

Europe by the embouchure
.
of the

Loire. This limit, stretching away
to the east, approaches still further

towards the north until it attains

the fifty-first parallel of latitude at

the confluence of the Rhine and
Moselle. Vines which grow to the

north of this limit no longer furnish

wine, and scarcely yield decent vine-

gar. The culture of the vine suc-

ceeds in the valleys of the Rhine and Danube. In Hungary
it does not prosper north of the forty-ninth degree of north
latitude ; and in Central Russia it stretches along the northern
coast of the Caspian under the forty-eighth parallel. This

limit, if viewed in its ensemble, corresponds with an arc, the
extremities of which rest westward on the forty-seventh, east-

ward on the forty-eighth parallel, and the curve of which rises

as high as the fifty-first degree of north latitude. This
curvature is explained by the fact that more heat in given time
is furnished to plants growing inland than to those which

grow near the sea-coast. Passing on from the Caspian Sea
towards the East, we see that the vine is not unknown in

Bokhara and Northern Persia; but on the southern declivity
i>f the Himalaya Range it becomes rare, and altogether dis-

appears in the valley of the Indus and the maritime region of

Persia. South of the twenty-ninth degree of north latitude it

requires to be protected against the ardour of the sun. Under
the tropics the vine is sometimes planted in gardens. It

grows rapidly, but the fruits always wither before arriving
at perfection. In North America the vine is not cultivated

beyond the thirty-eighth degree, but many delicious kinds of

wine are made in the United States. In the southern hemi-

213. THE CORINTH GRAPE.

The general theory of wine-making is as follows: The ripe
berries contain glucose, much water, a fermentive principle,
mucus, tannic, malic, and nitric acids, and bitartrate of potash
(cream of tartar), in addition to many other salts and colour-

ing matters. The grapes are crushed by the naked feet of
workmen in largo cisterns of wood or stone. On the expiration

of a certain time, fermentation
commences amongst the various

principles of the grape ; the mass
becomes hot, owing to certain chemi-
cal compositions and decompositions
which are taking place ; sugar be-

comes changed into alcohol and car-

bonic acid, and the liquor becomes

inebriating. A scum now rises, which
is nothing more than the partially

decomposed ferment, and collects in

a thick crust. After the lapse of a
few more days fermentation ceases.

The wine is now formed, and only
requires to be cleared. Red wino
owes its colour to tho presence of a
blue resinoid principle resident in the

pellicle of the fruit. The free acids

contained in wine cause this blue

colour to change to red. This prin-

ciple, insoluble in water, is soluble

in alchohol, and therefore colours tho

wine in proportion as the alcoholic

fermentation has become developed.

Taking advantage of these prin-

ciples, nothing is more common than
the preparation of white wine from
dark grapes ; all that is necessary to

effect the result being the removal of

the expressed juice from the grape
husks before alcoholic fermentation

has set in.

The preparation of sparkling wines
is effected by bottling the juice before

fermentation has quite ceased. In
this way a portion of carbonic acid,

which would have escaped under other circumstances, is forcibly

retained and dissolved in the wine.

When grapes are dried they constitute raisins. Tho drying

process is either conducted in the sun or artificially. Raisins of

Malaga, of Damascus, and of Corinth (currants), are all sun-

dried. Valencia and all other raisins are dried by artificial

means. The native American representatives of the vine, Vitis

vulpina and Vitis labrusca, are but poor substitutes for the

species of the Old World, the berries being harsh tasted and

sharp in flavour ; nevertheless, the American native grape is

not altogether despicable, although it has gained the name of
"
fox-grape," from its sourness.

The varieties of the common vine now known are far too

numerous for enumeration. Perhaps of all these varieties th

ono possessing most interest is tho little Zante or Corinth grape,
which yields our so-called currants a corruption, by the way,
of Corinths. Strange to say, this grape, it' planted very far away
from the Grecian Archipelago, ceases to yield the peculiar grape,
but degenerates, and furnishes grapes of ordinary size and
character. A representation of tho Corinth grape is subjoined

(Fig. 213). These grapes are extensively cultivated in Zante
and others of the Ionian Islands for exportation.
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SECTION LXIV.-ARALIACE.S, OE IVT WOBT8.

Characteristics: Calyx iiiHi.-ivnt. 1" tin- c.vury ; petals five or

. ii|Miii mi i |ii_cynou8 disc, sessile ;
\ulvular in aesti-

viitimi; stamens b . iththo petalH, in number equal to

the latter, and alternate with thorn, or double

thi-ir niiml" . sitVrior, thrco or moro

fi'lli-il, i-dU iiiiinviil id- ; ovnlrM pendent, ro-

eg ,-.|nnl in number t<> tin' crlU,

(listuirt <>r rciluT.'iit ;
Iruit liiirriform, dry, or

: Mct'd invi-rsi', dicot ylrdnnous ; embryo
null ill tin- t>:isi) of a fleshy ull.uin.-n;

irior.

'Hi,. Ar >t- < ,r ji'iierally possess a woody
-item, and have for the most part alternate

i;>ul:ito leaves. Flowers regular, <

Lir, uiiil'c'liforous, or in raonraes.

Araliacecs are inhabitants of tropical

and temperate regions of both hemispheres.
This natural order has a certain resemblance

to the Umbelliferce, both in general aspect
and chemical qualities. In Araliaceae, however,

fonr, alternate with the petal* ; ovary inferior, two-ceDad, eeD*

uniovnlar ; ovules pendent, rcflexod ; tyle eimplo ;
fruit bo-

cato, two or throe colled ; need* inverted ; embryo dicotylado-

HOUB, straight in the axis of a fleshy albumen ; radicle superior.

The Cornacffa are generally tree* or shrubs

with opposite, wmple, ex-stipulate leaves;

flowers disposed in a capitulnm, umbel, or

corymb. The Cornacem are allied with the

CaprifoliaceaSf from which, however, they

may bo distinguished by th< ir free petals.

They are also allied with Araliaceae, brat

differ in their two-celled ovary and opposite

loaves.

Tho Cornaceo! inhabit the temperate and
cool regions of the northern hemisphere.
Certain members of the order possess in theii

bark a peculiar bitter principle termed cor-

mine, also an astringent matter. Some pro-
duce cdiblo fruits and oily seeds. The greater
number possess a wood of great hardness.

The cornel-tree (Cornus mascula) is generally

814. THE GRAPE VINE (VITIS VINIFEEA). 215. THE
COMMON IVY IHEDEUA. HELIX;.

the aromatic resinous principles are masked by
astringent and bitter matters.

The common ivy needs no description as to

general appearance. Its leaves, when bruised,
are aromatic, and their juice, incorporated with fatty matter,
constitutes a good application to bums. The ginseng (Panax
Schinseng) grows in Tortary, China, and Nepaul. Its root con-
tains a bitter, an acrid, and a saccharine matter. The plant
enjoys in Asia an immense reputation as a tonic, and sells for
three times its weight in silver. Panax quinquefoUum grows
in North America ; its root is collected and sold to the Chinese
as a substitute for the real ginseng. The Aralia nudicaulis,
a North American plant, is celebrated as a sudorific, and its

roots are used for the purpose of adulterating sarsaparilla.
SECTION LXV. CORNACEJE, OR CORNELS.

Characteristics: Calyx adherent to the ovary; petals four,
inserted upon an epigynous disc, valvate in aestivation ; stamens

21G. THE KACEME- FLOWERING ARALIA (iRALJA BACK-

MOSA). 217. THE DOGWOOD (CORNUS SANGUINEA .

diffused over most parts of the world. The
irnus sanguinea (Fig. 217) produces bitter

and nauseous fruits, but the seed yields an oil

U83ful for illumination and the fabrication of,

soap. The Benthamiafragifera, or strawberry-fruited Benthamia,
is a shrub of Nepaul and Japan, now generally cultivated in Euro-

pean gardens. The name fragifera, is given to this plant on ac-

count of its bearing a fruit similar in general appearance to &
strawberry. The Cornus florida is a North American shrub. It

possesses an astringent bark, and is employed as a substitute for

quinine by American medical practitioners. The Aucuba Japonitxt,

or variegated laurel, is a Japanese evergreen, with shining,

opposite, coriaceous leaves, and dioecious, small axillary

flowers, disposed in panicles. Ovary adherent, nnilocnlar,
uniovulate ; ovule pendent, reflexed. Fruit, a scarlet berry.
This shrub, which is full of ramifications and very elegant, is a
well-known garden ornament.
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LESSONS IN GERMAN. XXXVIII.

SECTION LXXIV. IDIOMATIC PHRASES (continued).

Jlifyt toafjr? is it not true (literally, not true?), answers to our

phrases, "isn't it?" " wasn't it?" " don't they?" etc., after an

assertion ; as : @8 ift falte8 SBetter, ntcijt n>ab,r ? it is cold weather,

is it not ? @ie fennen tfut, nicfjt nmfyr? you know him, do you not ?

Sometimes ntcf>t tt>ab,r precedes the assertion, as : 3tid)t roafyr, <Ste

(tnb mute, you are tired, are you not ?

1. Slufroartcn (compounded of the particle auf and toarten ( 90)

signifies to wait upon, to serve, and governs the dative. 3d;

ir-arte 3l)nen auf, I wait upon you. 2>arf kf> 3imcn mit einer Saffe 6,ee

iiufiuartcn ? may I serve you with a cup o tea ? 3d) baufe Sfynen,

sometimes abbreviated to 3d) banfe, means in addition to our-
" I

thank you," also, "No, I thank you," according to the significa-

tion intended to be given. 3d; bin fo fret (literally, I am so free)

or 3d; bttte, is the usual equivalent to our "
if you please." 3$

macfie if;m meine 2hifiartung, I wait upon him (literally.,
make

my waiting upon him). SBarten, when followed oy the preposition

auf, signifies
" to wait for ;

"
as : 3$ tuarte auf i^n, I am waiting

for him.

2. often (see 83 [6] Remark [13]), with an infinitive, la

often answered, in English, by the infinitive only, preceded by

the preposition
" to ;

"
as : 3$ Weip ntcfjt, roa id; tljun foU, I do

not know what to do.

3. ytifyt jum 2Borte, or, $u 2Borte fommen, signifies, literally, not

to come to the word, or to words ; that is, not to be able to speak.

Ulacf;en, n. Aix-la-

Chapelle.

tfln'flagcr, m. accuser,

impleader.

Sluf'warten. (SeeE.I.

above.)

23efd)u('bigung,/. accu-

sation, imputation
S3ier, n. beer, ale.

<fi,ocola'be, /. choco-

late.

VOCABULARY.

(5'benfafl8, also, too,

likewise.

@rntfd)ul'bigung, / ex-

cuse, apology.
flettner, m. waiter,

bar-keeper.

JJronuitj, /. corona-

tion.

Drbncn, to regulate,
order.

Saffe, /. cup, dish.

Umfonft', in vain,

vainly.

9Sergc'ben8, in vain,

vainly.

SBergnugt', cheerful,

merry, delightful.

SScrtre'tcr, m. repre-

sentative.

SBitcrfafy'rcn, to hap-

pen, befall.

Sunge, /. tongue.

RESUME OF EXAMPLES.

3T;r -err Cater ifl ftanf, nidjt n>alir ? 5Tour father is sick, isn't he ?

3d; tuat'tete cine tunbe auf @te, I waited an hour for you ;
then

bann giitg id), unb martyte bent

grembcn meine 2luf'artung.

<5r macfjte mid; barauf auf'merffam,

bag bie 3cit scrbci' war.

(Sft ttjuftte nirbt, n>a8 er tfyun foKte.

I went and waited upon

(called upon) the stranger.

He reminded me (made me
observant) that the time was

past.

^ .,, ,., .,-.. ,
Se did not know what to do.

<>ie mcificn 2)}onar'd)en laffen intern (The) most monarchs allow their

Sffittten freien Sauf. wills free scope (course).

C>er Sarm lieji mid; ntd;t jum 2Borte The noise did not permit me to

fommcn. be understood. (R. 3 above.)

EXERCISE 142.

1. 8 tuat cine fd;one tunbe, ntd;t njafyr, mein Sreunb ? 2. 3a, ba8

tear e8, unb nid;t fo balb tterbe id; ftc mgejfen. 3. 9tid)t matyr, ber

Sftacfjbar roar ebenfaU8 auf bent Scfte ? 4. 3a, er tear bort, unb fefjf rcr>

gnitgt. 5. Sticfjt tt>aljr, e8 ift fd>on fetir fpat ? 6. Stein, cS ifl nod) ^iem>

ttcf; fru^. 7. 91'ifyt luafir, e ift ntdf)t 2lHc al;r, nja bte Seute fagen ?

8. Sletn, ntd)t SldeS barf man S^nen (jtaubcn. 9. 3d) l^abe fd;on etnc

@tunte auf i^n gciuartet, unb immer lafit er ftd) nod; ntdfjt fe^en. 10.

2Bir roarten auf ben aufroartcntcn J?eHner. 11. SBenn @ie e ertauben,

tr-erbe id) Sfinen ^eutc 9tad;mittag metne Mufroavtung madden. 12. arf

id; 3ljncn mit einer Saffc S^ee ober ^affce aufnjarten? 13. 3d; banfe

fur Sljce, abcr id; bin fo fret, etne Xaffe -ftaffce ansunc^men.
14. S3et ber

flronung ber beutfd;cn Jtatfcr ;u 2lad;cn irartetcn bic amvefenben Surftcn

auf. 15. Umfonfi ^abe tcf; t^n barauf aufmerffam gemad)t; er fotgt nur

fetnem Jlopfe. 16. 3?cr Scorer macbte bic @d;u(er barauf aufmerffam,

tote njoM unb gut ott 9lf(c8 in ber SBelt gcorbnet ^abe. 17. S)cr 5Rtd;tcr

fragtc tb,n sergcbenS, njarum er btefcS a3erbrcd;cn begangcn t;abe ;
ber 2In

gefd;utbigtc B,atte md;t barauf ;u antnxTten. 18. 3cf) Ijabe baS @d>rciben

r^atten ;
attein id; wcifj nid;t, n)aS id) barauf anttuortcn fo((. 19. 3d;

tt>ufjte fcfjon, was id; barauf antwortcn hntrbe, luenn tdf) an S^rer tette

todre. 20. 2)te SKanncr, con bcnen @te fprccfjen, finb eben nidbt bte beflen

SSertreter bc SanbeS. 21. 3d; Uefj metner 3ungc frcten Sauf, unb erjat;(te

6a mtr totberfa^rcne llnred>t. 22. (Sr Hefi feiner iKebe freien Sauf, unb

fagte in feiner Segcifterung 3tcf)r, a(8 er fyatte t^un fotten. 23. 35er 2ln

flager (ieg ben 2lngeflagten ntd;t ;u SBorte fommen, fonbem futyr tmmet

mit fetnen 23cfd;u[bigungeit fort, ofjne auf bte ntfcljulttgungen 511 !)orcn.

24. 3)er Sarin itbertonte bic Stimme be SRcbenben, unb licfj i^n ntd;t ju

SBorte fommen.

EXERCISE 143.

1. Your friend whom we saw the day before yesterday it

sick, is he not ? 2. It was an agreeable evening, was it not, my
Friend ? 3. Yes, it was ; and I shall never forget the pleasure
we had. 4. Your brother was also there, was he not ? 5. It is

yet early, is it not ? 6. No, it is very late, and we must go.

7. I have waited already an hour for my friend, but still he has

not come. 8. I am waiting for our servant. 9. Do not wait

for him, I have just sent him out. 10. After T arrived in Lon-

don, I went directly and waited upon my friend, for whom I had
letters of recommendation. 11. May I serve you with a cup of

chocolate ? 12. No, I thank you. 13. Will you not visit us

before you go to the Continent ? 14. Yes, I shall pay you a

visit. 15. May I help you to a glass of ale ? 1C. I thank you,
I never drink ?.t. 17- I have heard the news, but I do not know
what to say to it. IS. You speak French and German, do you
not?

SECTION LXXV. IDIOMS RELATING TO VERBS.

djmerjen, to pain, is used like the corresponding English
word ; as : 25cr ebanfe fdjmcrjt mid;, the thought pains me. 5)te

2Dunbe fctymerjt ifm, the wound pains him.

1. SBeb, (pain), joined with tfyun (to do, to make), forms the

phrase 2BcI; tfyun, to pain, to grieve (literally, to make, or cause

pain) ; as : 35a3 tfyut mtr ttieft, ,
that grieves me (it causes me pain),

(h- I;at bem tfinbe wet; gctfyan, he has hurt the child. . 2)ic anb tfiut

ifjm nx6,, the hand pains him. >a fltnb tyat fid; toelj getfyan, the

child has hurt itself.

2. Setb tfyun (literally, to make, or cause pain) is employed to

denote mental sufferings ;
sorrow ; as : @S ttyut ttym leib, bafi ev e8

getfyan f)at, he is sorry that he has done it. 8 tfyut mtr leib, tyn

nict)t gefcfyen ju tyafrm, I am sorry not to have seen him.

3. gel)(en, to fail, to miss, to lack, is often used impersonally ;

as : 6'8 feljlt il)m an SSerftaub, he was lacking in understanding.

So, also, 2Ba8 fefytt bem 3anne ? what ails the man ? 28a fefc,tt

3b,nen, what ails you, or, what is the matter with you ?

VOCABULARY.

3JJcibcn, to avoid,
;

93crfen'nen, to mis-

shun, to abstain take, to take for

from. another.

2lb'h5etd;en, to deviate.

2I'berma(S, again, once

more.

SBcgeg'nen, to encoun-

ter, meet.

>ing, n. a thing.

(Srrrocr'ben, to earn,

get, obtain.

gel)('get;cn, to go

wrong, to miss the

way.
ereu'en, to cause to

repent.

ott'loftgfcit,/.wicked-

ness.

inju'fiigen, to add to,

to join, adjoin.

Setb. (SeeR.2,above.)

iftie'berfdjtagen, to de- JBetfbjnmf, out

cut

of

ofject, discourage,
j

humour,
dishearten. tune.

SPfab, m. path. SSolfSfteb, n. national

@agen, to say, tell. song.

@d;eiben, to part from SSor'fattcn, to happen,
another. to come to pass.

@d;mer5cn.(Seeabove) , SSot'ftctyttg, careful.

@ee'lenrul;c, /. tran-
i SGafyl, /. choice,

quillity, peace of SBd). (See E. 1,

mind. above.)

(gtreit, m. contest, Sufric'bcnfyett, /. con-

contention, tentedness.

Sugenb, /. virtue.
'

Su'fugen, to cause, to

Itn'fcfyutbtg, innocent. inflict.

RESUME OP EXAMPLES.

(58 ftet nid)t8 son S3cbeu'tung or. Nothing important happened.

8 fcfcmerjt nid;t8 (anger unb defer Nothing pains longer and more

ol8 ba8 !8cn)upt'fein, fcine ( 135.

4.) Sugenb in ^or'^ctten ergeu'.

bet ju (;aben.

@agen @ie mir, ma8 Sfinen fefitt, unb

roa8 bic llr'farfje Sfircr Xfjrancn ift.

deeply, than the conscious-

ness of having spent one's

(his) youth in folly.

Tell me what ails you, and what
is the cause of your tears.

feft,
It mir an ebutb', ba8 nbe I lack patience to await the end

metner Seiben ab'$u\Dttrten.
of my suffering's.

Grin Sobftrud;* ben id; mir nicfjt ju'* A eulogium that I cannot np-

eignen fann, tfiut mir n>ef)cr, a(8 propriate, pains me more tlnm

ein cerbien'ter 'JSertuetS'. a merited reproof.

SWir tb,ut ba8 fd;on ice^, a8 anbern That already pains me which

nut tetb t^ut.
makes others only sorry.

EXERCISE 144.

1. 8 fd;merjt micf>, fo wit 3ftenfd;cn ungtucffidj 511 feficn. 2. ie

2Bunbe f$htetjt i|n mit ;ebem Siage mc^r. 3. S<* fcbmerjt nicfjtS urefit
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a\t von Ctiittn vtrfannt ju ftin, bmn Sitbe uitt Vlittuna. man ficft gtrn

ernxrbfit moittt. 4. (it tbut mir Uit, tint bdmia.t <u babcn. 5. fccbti-

bin unt- i'iritm tbut n>eb, fagt ein altea tr art. 6. $>tr

:t mir loch. 7. C< thut mir in tcr Srclt nwb, ibm nirfit b.tlftn ;u

fi'itntn. 8. SBa* ftf;lt!ir, mciu Srtunb, roarum fo traurig? 9. < ftb,U

miv HMii-r nicbt*, aU tap id) tin ii'tnia. vtrftiinmt bin. 10. inb Sie

fr.uif y 11. ,\.i M> Inn un lutni,] unioobl. lli. 'JBa feb.lt 3l)iieit? 13.

11. in- fuit reirb nut ana.tftb.cn, unt U\i

i, ma ftblt 3bntn ? 15. <S feblt mir sicf, ,,3ufritten'

b,tit iint Stdtnrubc
"

1<>. '.'Ill (Sect. XL. 6) mtint Srcuntt, tit vn>

fVriH'K-n Kitten, }ii fi'inmtn, luartn ta, nur (Sintr ftblte. 17. 9lUt 'JMtnfcbtn

ftMrn. 18. 2)icin '.yruter tft abtrmaf* fttyl gtgangen ; flatt in mcin -&au8,

ift fr in ba mcine 9}acbbar gcfcmmtn. 19. tint 2Bortt gtrtiiteti ibn,

unt tr vtrfvracb. ticfdbcn nit foicbtr fagen ju a>oflen. 20. 211* tiefeS sor.

fid, luar icb uubt ju -$aufe. 21. !iefcr treit fid in ttr SRabe mtintr

SSi'liming vor. liil. 3c5 babe fctm bereitt tfagttn nur nocb roenig bjiijit-

jufiia.cn. 23. Qiefem cfrbcnfe fugtc fte/in ftcinc* Sritfcben binju. 24. tft

fugte mir ivrfa^li^ tu-f.<5 I'cit ju ; tcjibalb fann icb ibm nicbt vtrjtibtn.

EXERCISE 145.

1. It pains a father to hear of the wickedness of his son. 2.

Nothing pains more than to be accused innocently. 3. It paiur.

me that so many persons have been found killed by the last

storm. 4. I am sorry that you did not find me at home. 5.

The wound which the soldier received in the contest pains him.

6. What ails you, my friend ? 7. Oh, nothing particularly. 8.

You look very ill, what is the matter with you ? 9. I am not

well, I have hurt myself. 10. He has fallen out of the window.
11. This boy lacks understanding. 12. You have been offended

by me ; I am sorry, for I esteem you much. 13. You dare not
lack courage to encounter the contest with your enemy. 14. I

lack patience to await the result of this matter.

SECTION LXXVL IDIOMS OP VARIOUS KINDS.
>amit (therewith) is often to be rendered by

" in order to, in

order that, so that," etc., as : 3cb mup eilen, bamit icb nicbt ju fpat

anK'tnmc, I must hasten, in order not to arrive too late. 3cb
nn'Ute bitten, tap" Sit ba t^attn, bamit icb ti nicbt tbun muptt (ettcrt),
I would beg you to do that, in order that I might not be obliged
to do it.

1. Scittem = since, since then, since the or that time ; as :

cittern fie in 3)cutfcb(anb mar, fpricbt fte nicbtS al3 JDeutfd;, since she
was in Germany, she speaks nothing but German, cittern tft cr

glucflicb, since then (or that time) he is happy.
2. cfafligft, an adverb in the superlative degree, from the ad-

jective gefaUig, pleasing, agreeable, answers to our phrase "please,
if you please;" as : 2Bot(en it mir gefattigft* fagen, h>iettid llf;r e

Icr Cnffl ft^tc ftinen ^ut auf unb The uncle put on his hat and
i tint n i'f.nitrl inn cloak (huujf hi* cloak round).

(Sr cut bcim mit for'genttr Sttlt, He hatiteiu homo with anxioiu
tamit' n bit 3rif) ntcftt vtrftb'U soul in onlcr that he may not
(*cbilltrj. nuu the appointed time.

EXIBCISI 146.

1. titttm icft birr angtfommtn bin, bat ficb fcbon OTam^t* rrrignct.
2. (Stitttm er bttft Xbat btgangtn bat, fcbtint alltr gritte mm ibm gf
micbtn u fein. 3. Stitttm tr fort tft, babt icb ftine rtcbt frobe Stunt*
mt^t. 4. @tit bieftt 3t bat man nici^t* witttr uon i^nt gtb&n. 5.
2fit mtintm jtbnttn 3abrt babt icb ta tlttrlicbt ^au< ctrlafftn. 6. 0ctt
gtfltrn befinbt icb mtcb nubt ganj too^l. 7. tit tern Jott frintr (Htm
irrt tr obnt -Stimatb in btr 8rtmtt umbtr. 8. Seitttm tt $ur (Jrftnntnif

feintr felbfl gtfommtn ift, ift er ein gan anttrtr fDItnfcb geworttn. 9.

ffr jog flcb in atttr tfcbiinbigftit an. 10. 3n btt (Sik wgaf er ftine

titftl anjujitbtn, unb ttltt in ten qjantofftln fort. 11. etnt Irifcer

hsaren gan burcbnipt, be^balb muptt tr ftcb anter anjieb/n. 12. (Jr fefcte

bicfen 9)iorgtn ftintn -ut nicbt auf, fonttrn ftint 9Jlu(>t. 13. $tr <DUnet

^ngte feinem trrn nicbt, mie gttcobnlicb, btn SWanttl um, fonbern er nxirf tyn
ftcb felbtc um. 14. trgtfftn fit nit^t, 3brtn <DJanttl umjuljangen, tt tft

febr fait unb fturmtfcb. 15. ^angtn Sit mir gtfciUigfl mttntn QRanttl

um, unb ftfctn Sit mir mtintn ut auf, btnn icb babt fcbon metne tufen

5J}t(j^anbfcf)ubt angejogtn. 16. <r ftieg auf btn $i>cbfttn iBaura, tamit er

ben Jtonig ftbtn fonnt. 17. Gr ar ftbr tiftg, bamit er bte SSbfabrt brt

%ofra>ag/a* nicbt wrfaumtn mwbtt. 18. (5r trjabltt mir titfrt, bamit ieb mit
tin Seifpiel baran ntbmtn mixfett. 19. Der Scbuler tntfcbuftigtt fttb bamit,

bap tr ftint 3tit gebabt battt, ftint 3lufgabt ju Itrnen. 20. 3n groftn
Staatcn mufftn ^untcrtt bungern, bamit (Jintr prafft unb fcbmtlgt:

3ebntaufenbt merben gttrfirft unb in ttn ilob gefagt, tamit ein gefconttr

3^or cter 2Btiftr ftine ^bantafitn aufubrt.

EXERCISE 147.

1. Will you please to give me a cup of coffee or tea ? 2.

Since yesterday I have felt myself not quite well. 3. Since he
quitted his parental house we have not heard anything of him,
4. Since the twelfth year of my age I have not visited my native
land. 5. Since he received the intelligence, he has had no
peace. 6. In order that my friend may not come in vain, I
shall stop at home. 7. I have not seen my friend since he
arrived from Germany. 8. Instead of putting on his boots, he
went out in his slippers. 9. Tell your friend, if you please, he
may visit us at any time. 10. Why does he not take advantage
of his youth, in order to acquire the knowledge he wants ? 11.
How have you been since I saw you last ? 12. Finish your exer-

cise, if you have not yet finished it, then you will not be punished
by your master.

win juu pugneq to ieu me wnau time ic is ( laJeoen ste mtr

gefafiigft metnen Jjut, please to give me my hat.
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Uebcr WaS fink @ie fo bofe? At what are you so angry ?

3d; fyabe ervn Si. co'rigeS Satyr I have become acquainted with

Icnnen gctcrnt'. Mr. K. (during) the past year.

SBotten @ie mid; in kiefe efett'fd;aft Will you introduce me to this

etn'fuljren ? company ?

3d; will ie mcinen Sefann'tcn or' I will introduce you to my ac-

ftellcn. quaintances.

3d; toift @ic mit meincn Srcunken I will make you acquainted
befannt' mactyen. with my friends.

SRetn ^Setter petite ken tfatfer cor. My cousin represented (perso-

nated) the emperor,
ein 33ruker fteflte tnir cor, tap eS His brother represented to me
unrecfjt fei.

that it was wrong.

EXERCISE 148.

1. @ ift mir ltd), kap id) ie tyicr antreffe ; icf; fyabe Stynen 2Birf;tige8

tnitjutljeilen. 2. ( tft mir lieb, ie fo wofyl ju fcfyen. 3. ware mir

lieb, te bafb wicker ju fefyen. 4. r ifi bofe itbcr kaS SBetragen fetneS

Steffen. 5. Crr ifl bofe iibcr fcaS 2luSblcibcn fetncS ofyneS. 6. ie tft

befe fiber fief; felbft. 7. !er Sreunfc tear bofe auf mid;, aber id; tyabe ilm

wicker befanfttgt. 8. !Dte Gutter ifl bofe auf il;r eigenftnntge Mim. 9.

3d; bin bofe auf ifm, Weil er mid; bcleifctgt tyat. 10. Stnnm ie crrn

SI. ? 11. 3a, id; b,be ifm lcte SBocbe in kern $aufe 3b,rer grau ante

fennen geternt. 12. 3d; lerne ifjn mtt jekem Sage mcfjr fennen. 13.

2JJan ternt Sefcermann el;cr fennen, aW ftd; felbft. 14. 3Q3o fink ie mit

ticfcm J?crrn befannt geworben? 15. 2Btr fennen un son Sugenb auf,

imk lerncn un3 mit jcfccm Sage mefor fennen. 16. .ilcnnen ie Srau

kin S3.? 17. Sftein, abcr id; fyoffe nod; mit ib,r befannt ju werben. 18.

>tcfcr SDfann Wtrb burd; fcinc trcffucb.cn 2Bcvfe ba(k befannt werben. 19.

err 3^. ftellte mid; kiefer Santilic sor. 20. gr wurke fcer cfefJfcbaft

fcurd; fcinen Skufccr corgcftellt. 21. !DaS 2leupcre kicfeS aanne flellt

nicf;tS or. 22. >tefer cbaufrieler ftcllte Jtart XII. cor. 23. S)urd;

wen nntrkcn ie eingefiifirt ? 24. 3d; cerkanfe (Sect. XLIII. 6) ttcfe

f;re ker 9ltd;te fcc reidjcn Jtaufmannc*. 25. 2)er Sreunk fu(;rte micf; in

kte efe((fd;aft ein. 26. 35er Sran^ofe fut;rte ktefe neue QKoke ein. 27.

JDer ct;mugg(er fu^rt cerbotene 2Daaren ein.

EXERCISE 149.

1. It would be very agreeable to me if you could leave mo to

myself. 2. It was very satisfactory to me to see my brother

well. 3. I am very glad to hear that your undertaking has suc-

ceeded. 4. He is angry at the conduct of his brother. 5. My
brother introduced me to Mr. G. 6. Has your sister already
become acquainted with my brother ? 7. Yes, she became ac-

quainted with him at the last concert. 8. Do you know why
your brother is so angry ? 9. He is angry at me, because I

laughed at him. 10. The actor personated Henry IV. very well.

11. That government has introduced good laws. 12. This

fashion has been introduced by the French. 13. The import of

wine from France is very great.

orderly life. 9. But I remind you of his actions in the last war, ot

which he may justly boast. 10. Eejoice at his acquittal, and vouchsafe
him your friendship. 11. Do not scoff at him because he was in tho

dungeon, but rather pity him and think of his sufferings. 12. Let
every one who laughs at him be ashamed of his own behaviour." 13.

All present rejoiced at this speech, and they instantaneously released
the accused man of his fetters. 14. Teach us thy way, O Lord ! and
deprive us not of thy grace. 15. I intend to visit a watering-place
next summer. 16. I cannot by any means be of opinion that one
should not indulge in reposa after dinner. 17. He who rejoices at

life should also remember death. 18. When General Tilly had con-

quered the town of Magdeburg, he laughed at the supplicants who be-

sought him to commiserate them.

EXERCISE 97 (Vol. II., page 95).

1. 3n frufyeren 3citen fonntcn fcie Seute nidjt lefen, ciet weniger fcfjretben

2. 3d; bin S&McnS, tm nacfjftcn ommer kte SBatcr ^ombuvg unt>

fiaubacf; 511 bcfud;en. 3. 2US Sutnng 9PI;Uiw, -iliinig kcr Sranjofen, feinent

Xfyrone entfagt tyatte, ging er mit fciner ganjen gamine nad> Gnatanb. 4.

(Sinige Jvontge fjabcn tocnig Urfactye, ftd; ifyrer Sfcgtcrur.g w rut;men. 5.

JMfer .Ravi V. entfagte feincr Jtrcne unk ging in ein Atoftar. 6. ge

5temt eincm QJJanne bcffcr, auf fcine ^ankfungcn auftnetffam 511 fctn, al8 fid;

fciner 5s()tgfeiten ju riifymen. 7. 3d; toevte mid; fitter meiner efd;aftc

enttekigen, unb ein ru(;igc8 Ccben gentcfkn. 8. @r freute fief;
kcr

grcifpred;ung ker ltnfd;ulktgen, unk witrkigte fte fccr grojjten 8vcunk[d;aft, 9,

!Dte gcinke fturmten kie takt, unk laefjten ker 8(etjcnkcn, weld;e fie baten,,

fid; tf^rer ju crbarmen.

EXERCISE 98 (Vol. II., page 118).

1. The old Saxons abjured their gods after Charles the Great

had completely vanquished them. 2. Whilst he foreswore this deed

with a false oath, he denied the immortality of the soul. 3. Hia

wickedness is perceptible in his eyes. 4. I have not given up the

hope of again seeing my relations. 5. I had ordered my servant

to call me as soon as you came. 6. When 1 heard myself called, I

turned back immediately. 7. If I were to imitate you, I should soon

have no more money. 8. It has often happened to him already, that

he looked for his spectacles and had them upon his nose. 9. The Idng

passes through this town to-day. 10. Steer thy ship through the

raging waves, courageous pilot. 11. A judicious father checks the rude

behaviour of his children in time. 12. I seldom have money, but

always debts ;
I wish I only knew how to check this inconvenience.

13. For what does it profit a man if he gain the whole world and lose

his own soul ? 14. His strength assisted (him) to endure these suffer-

ings. 15. The cock tasted of the dishes. 1C. It cost me liberty and

fatherland. 17. It cost him his first-born son. 18. He assured me of

the truth of this circumstance. 19. They secured the thief. 20. One
should seek to imitate good manners.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GERMAN.
EXERCISE 95 (Vol. II., page 94).

1. 3d; fcf;mcid;te mir, bap" te micf; mtt ctnem SBefucf; bcefjren toerken.

2. @r toitrke mir gennp fdjafcen, n>enn er mir bctfommen fonnte. 3. >cr

tern kcr offnung teudjtct kcm 2ftenfd;en fetbfl in fccr kufterften Srtactyt.
4.

3d; tocrbe meinem Svettnke betftcfyen fur bie ^ulfe, wetdje er mir geleiftet

$at. 5. >er Scorer tyat mir gcfagt, cr fct mit feinen @cf;u(ern jufriekcn ;

fte feien ffeijng, unk famen alien feinen 28unfd;cn jutior. 6. 3d; fenne

feinen, toelcfyer ken Setkenfcfyaften 2lnfccrer fo fct;mctd;clt, al er. 7. G'8

Wdre ju wunfcf;cn, fcap" Sekermann ken Slrmen bcifteljen mod;te. 8.

@d;meicfj(e fccincn .Kinfccrn ntcljt ju uiet. 9. 9cavohon fammclte kie beflen

fcner encrale um ftcb. 10. SRad;tcm cr fcenfclben fetn SSorfyaben 'mtt

getf;ertt f)atte, erbote^ fte ftd; ifym bei}uilet;cn. 11. @r traute feiner

etgencn OJlacf;t, ubcrjog uropa mtt fetnfcltcljen Sruppen, unk trofcte jefcer

efaf;r. 12. ctner eigencn 2Tieinttng nact;it>ar fetne Oftacfyt unumfd;ranft,
unb er oefcacljte ntd;t ber cfjwterigfetten, wctd)e tt;n umgaben.

EXERCISE 96 (Vol. II., page 95).

1. I suppose you still remember the young man who was accused

of robbery last year. 2. He was accused of having robbed a rich

cattle-dealer of his money on the highway. 3. But they could not

convict him of this crime. 4. He had already given up all hope of an

acquittal, and abandoned the idea of being declared innocent. 5.

The judge, however, relieved him of all anxiety. 6. After he had
told the accused man to be of good heart and cast away all sorrow, he

eaicl,
" I am fully of opinion that they cannot charge this young man

with the robbery. 7. For it is not every one who is ashamed of beg-

ging, and destitute of all means, that becomes a robber. 8. I can

speak highly of his behaviour, for he has always been addicted to an

MECHANICS. III.

FORCES APPLIED TO A SINGLE POINT PARALLELOGRAM
OF FORCES, ETC.

FROM the principles stated in our second lesson, it is evident

that in order to ascertain when three forces applied to a point
are in equilibrium, it is necessary first to discover what the

resultant of any two of them is. If you find that the resultant

is opposite to and equal to the third force, then you are certain

of equilibrium. Before seeing how the resultant of two forcea

may be found, let us examine the single instance in which, with-

out looking for a resultant, we can say that three forces are in

equilibrium; that is, when three forces are all equal, and make

equal angles with each other.

Take, for instance, three equal weights, attached to three

strings, two of them much longer than the third, which are tied

together in a knot at their other ends. If the two longer strings

with their attached weights are now thrown over two pulleys in

the same plane, one of the pulleys being even higher up than

the other, and the third string and weight is allowed to hang
down in the middle, we shall have a case of three equal forces

applied to a point. There are the two outside weights acting

over the pulley, and drawing the knot obliquely to either side3

and the middle weight pulling it downwards. What position

will the strings settle themselves into F Evidently so that the

angles between the strings may be equal ; for no reason in the

world can be given why they should be unequal. Whatever reason

could be assigned for supposing one of these angles greater than

the other, that same reason should make that other angle

greater than the first. The angles, therefore, must be equal.

We have next to consider how the resultant of two, a,nd

thence of any number of forces, applied to a single point may
be found. Tou will keep in mind that by a '"'

single point
"

I
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mean a point
"
in a body ;

" aud that will save me always
ii'lding tin- I:ittr words when I use the former. Of

forces applied to "a inali'riul point" arc included in tho

: inn, and thoso you will find to be of groat importance.

j.iint offoot of two or more forces so applied is termed
fln-ir

'
"
no wo name tho separate forcesof whii-h it in

the effect its components. There are thus two operation*, tho

a of Forces, and tho Resolution of Forces, with which
i y bo concerned : by tho former wo denote the putting to-

gether, compounding, or finding tho resultant of any number of

forces, and by the latter the separating, or resolving, of any
given force into the two or more to which it may bo considered

equivalent. Tho Composition wo first consider ; but this re-

quires a short digression on tho nature of a parallelogram.
A parallelogram is a four-sided figure whose pairs of opposite

wdes and opposite angleo are equal. In tho odjoining figure, A u < i >

is a parallelogram, if tho

side A B is equal to D c,

and also B c to A D. Tho
two cross lines, A c and
B D, are called tho "

dia-

gonals of the parallelo-

gram." Now, if you ex-

amine the two triangles,

A B c, A D c, which are
Fig. 1.

on opposite sides of the diagonal, A c, you will see reason for

lu'lii'ving that they must be equal to each other. They are,
in fact, the same triangle on opposite sides of that line

; for

they have A c for a common side, and the two other pairs of

sides are equal, namely, A B equal to D c, and A D to B c ; and you
cannot out of three straight lines make two different triangles.

Now, the point to which I am trying to lead you, and which

you will soon find of importance, is that, since these triangles
are equal in fact, one and the same triangle in two positions
their angles must bo equal to each other. Hence we arrive at
the following important properties of a parallelogram :

1. That tho opposite angles, ABC aud ADC, are equal, also
the opposite angles, BAD aud BCD.

2. That either diagonal makes equal angles with the pairs of

opposite sides, A B D equal to c D B, and A D B equal to c B D.

It is on account of this latter property the figure is called
"
parallelogram." The opposite sides are not only equal, but

parallel, on account of their making equal angles with either

diagonal. However, keep in mind that these angles are equal,
for this knowledge is necessary to your properly understanding
what we next come to, namely

THE PARALLELOGRAM OF FORCES.

The forces in our cuts and diagrams being represented, as

agreed on, by lines, and their directions by arrow-heads attached
to their remote ends, this principle may be stated as follows :

If two forces applied to a point are represented in magnitude
and direction by two straight lines, their resultant is represented
in magnitude and direction by the diagonal passing through
that point of the parallelogram of which these lines are two
adjoining sides.

In Fig. 2 let o P, o Q be the two forces, and draw from p and Q
tho two dotted lines parallel to them which meet in R, then the
dotted diagonal, o R, of the parallelogram thus formed is tho
resultant, both in magnitude and direction, of o p and o Q.

Now, I shall not here

give you the strict ma-
thematical proof of this

proposition ; it is too

complicated, and involves
so much close reasoning,
that to force it on a

Pi 2 <* student in the begin-
ning of a treatise on me-

chanics would be to throw an unnecessary difficulty in his way.
The best course is to defer it until you have become more
accustomed to mechanical reasoning, and then return to it. In
the meantime you can satisfy yourselves that it is true by a
reference to tho two following experiments, one derived from
equilibrium, tho other from motion.
Pint Experiment. Let three weights, u v w, be attached to

three cords, as in Fig. 3, which are knotted together at o ; and
let two of the cords, longer than tho third, with their at-

Fig. 3.

t*ohed weight*, be thrown over two pulley*, f Q, which more
frooly in tliu i-am> piano round axles fattened into a wall or
upright board. Arrange, then, tho weight* and oordi until

r.|ii:lii,riii!n in produced. It w evident, from the principle stated
at tho close of tho hut Won, that the force, w, mtut be equal
and opposite to the resultant of u and v, acting over the

pulleys at o. Now, take on
tho cord o r, a length o A,

equal in im-in-- to the num-
ber of pounds in u, and on
o Q another, o B, equal to

tho pounds in v, and then
draw the parallels, A R and
B R, to O P and o Q, meeting
in R ; o R will then be the

resultant of u and v, if the

principle of the parallelogram
of forces be true. It should,

therefore, be opposite in di-

rection to the force w, and
the number of inches in it

should be equal to tho num-
ber of pounds in w. Now,
on trial it is found that o B
is opposite to w, that is to say, that it points vertically

upwards in the plomb-line ; and it is also found that the number
of inches in its length is that of the pounds in w.

Second Experiment. Let us suppose that a parallelogram
o A R B is described anyhow on a perfectly smooth horizontal

table, and that at the point o, two springs are fitted so that one
of them, on being let go, would make tho unit ivory ball move
over o A in the same time that the other would make it move over

o B. It is evident that tho lines o A and o B would then represent
those forces. Furthermore, it should follow, if the principle of

the parallelogram of forces be true, that, when both springs are

let go together so as together to strike the ball, it should move
over the dia-

gonal o R of

the parallelo-

gram in the

same time as

the ball moved
over o A and
OB whenstruck
s e paratoly.
Now, this is

what, on trial,

exactly hap- Fig. 4.

pens. The ball does move over the diagonal, and moves over
it in the same time that it previously moved over the sides.

This it could not do if the resultant of two forces was not repre-
sented in magnitude and direction by the diagonal. Instruments
are fitted up for lecture-rooms by which the experiment can be
made, and the result always is as I have stated.

Taking the principle, then, as established, let us observe its

consequences. You are given two forces, acting at a point, and
you want their resultant. Make, you will immediately say, a

parallelogram of tho two forces, and the diagonal is the required
line. Not so fast ; yon need not describe the whole of that

figure, a part will suffice. Now, if from the end A of o A, you
draw A R parallel and
equal to o B, it is clear

you do not want to draw
B R at all. A R gives you
the far end of the result-

ant, and all you have to

do then is to join R with

O, and your object is o . B

gained. Thus your paral-
gf '

lelogram of forces suddenly becomes a triangle of forces ; and
you may lay this down as your rule in future for compounding
two forces.

Draw from the extremity of one of the forces a line equal,
and parallel to, the other force; and the third side of the

triangle so formed by joining the end of this line with the point
of application is the resultant.

There is great advantage in this substitution of tho triangle
for the parallelogram, for it saves the drawing of unnecessary
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lines, which, as you will see, when many forces have to be com-

pounded, would cause much confusion in your figures.

Let us apply this principle now to compound any number of

forces acting on a point. Let there be five, and that will illus-

trate the rule as well as a thousand could. Suppose forces, o A,

o B, o c, o D, o E, ap-

plied to the point, O. By
the triangular rule, if I

N draw A R equal and
\ parallel to O B, the line

x
v joining O with R is the

_OB O resultant of the first two
""*'

forces. I shall not actu-

ally draw this line, O R ;

let us suppose it drawn.
Fig. 6. Now, if I compound this

resultant with o c, I have
the resultant of three of

the forces. But that, by
the same rule, is got by drawing from R a line R R! equal
and parallel to o c. The line o R is this resultant of three.

Again we shall not draw it. The resultant of this and o D,

for the same reason, would be o R 2 , got by drawing R, R
S

parallel and equal to O D, and, lastly, the resultant of this

and o E would be o R 3, the line, R 2 R 3, being equal and

parallel to o E. We have thus exhausted all the forces,

and evidently O R
3 is the resultant of the whole five. There

was here no confusing ourselves with parallelograms ; all wo
had to do was to draw line after lino, one attached to the

other, carefully observing to keep their magnitudes and direc-

tions aright. A kind of unfinislied polygon was thus formed, and
the line o R

S ,
which closes up the polygon, joining the last point

R
3, with the point of application, is the resultant in magnitude

a^d in direction. Thus you have made another step in advance,
and arrived at the Polygon of Forces. You have learned how,

by the mere careful drawing of lines, to determine the resultant

of any number of forces. All you require is paper and pencil,

a rule, compasses, a scale, and a pair of parallel rulers.

Now, there is one point about this polygon I wish you
carefully to note. You will observe that the arrows on its

sides, representing the directions of the forces you have com-

pounded, all point from left to right, as you go round the figure,

turning it with you so as to bring each side in succession to the

top. The resultant, however, points in the opposite direction,

from right to left, when that side is uppermost. This is as it

should be ; the direction of the resultant, as you go round the

'figure, must be opposite to those of the components. The use of

this you will see in the next lesson.

Now, let us suppose that, in determining the resultant after

this method, as we come to the end of the operation, the end,
R3 ,

of the last line, R2 R3, chanced to coincide with, or fall upon
the point of application, o. The polygon would close of itself

without any joining line ; what is the meaning of this ? It

means that there is no resultant ; the line, o R3,
is nothing, and

therefore the resultant is nothing, and the forces produce equili-

brium. What a valuable result we have arrived at ! A method

by which we can, by rule and compass, tell at once whether any
number of forces make equilibrium at a point or not. All we
have to do is to describe the polygon of forces, and if it closes

up of itself, there is equilibrium ; if it does not, there cannot be

equilibrium, and the resultant is in magnitude the side which is

necessary to close the figure.

Deferring the further expansion of this subject for a short

time, I shall now turn back and apply these principles to a few
elementary examples.

First Example. Three equal forces act at a point in different

directions what condition should they fulfil in order to be in

equilibrium ? Get your ruler and compass, and commence

constructing the figure by which their resultant may be found.

From the end of one of the forces you are to draw a line equal
and parallel to the second equal force, and from the end of that

another line, equal and parallel to the third. You will thus

have three lines strung together, all equal to each other. But
if the forces are in equilibrium, the end of the last line must
fall on the point of application, that is to say, the polygon of

forces must close up, and form a triangle. Your construction
will then give you a triangle of three equal sides, commonly
called an equilateral, triangle. But such a triangle must have

all its angles equal ; also the angles between the sides of the

triangle, or of the polygon of forces, are the angles between the
forces themselves, since they are parallel to these forces. This
is evident from the properties, 1 and 2, of the parallelogram
referred to above ; therefore, in the case we are considering, the
three equal forces must act at equal angles, as I showed other,

wise must be the case at the close of the last lesson.

Second Example. Let a weight hang from the ceiling by
means of two cords of unequal length, as in Fig. 7. It is

evidently at rest. Whatever be the forces called into action,

they produce equilibrium. Is there nothing further to ascertain?
There is ; it may be desirable to know by how much each cord
is strained. Our assurance that the cords will support the

weight depends on this knowledge. Let p and Q be the two

points of support of the strings which meet at o. Now, what-
ever be the strains on the cords, O P, O Q, they make equilibrium
with w, the weight. Therefore, if we suppose a length, o A, of

o P to represent the strain R,

on O P, and from A draw a

line, A R, parallel to o Q,

equal to the strain, O B,
on o Q, then, since the three

forces are in equilibrium,
the line, R o, closing up the

triangle must be equal to,

and be in the direction as,

the third force, or weight, w.-

This, then, tells us what to

do. Measure on o R upward
as many inches as there are

pounds in w ; and from R
then draw R A parallel to

the cord o Q to meet the cord o A. The number of inches to
o A will represent in pounds the strain on o p, and those on
R A the strain on o Q. All, therefore, that we desire to know ia

determined.

Third Example. A horse pulls a roller up a smooth inclined

plane or slope ;
what is the force he must exert when he just

keeps the roller at rest ? And by how much does the roller

press on the plane ?

Let the horse pull in any direction, o A. Then there will be
three forces acting on the roller ; namely, its own weight right
downwards, the horse's pull, and the resistance of the plane or

slope, perpendicular to itself. There must be this third force,
for the other two,
not being opposite
to each other, can-

not make equili-

brium. The roller

is somehow sup-

ported by the plane;
and that it cannot
be unless by its re-

sistance
; and a

plane cannot resist

except perpendicu-

larly to itself. This

third force, you
thus see, must be
taken perpendicular to the piano. It is represented in the

figure by o B. Now apply the polygon of forces. Let o c

represent the weight of the roller, and from c suppose a

line, C R, drawn equal and parallel to o A, the horse's pull.

Then, since there is equilibrium, the polygon of forces should

close up and become a triangle that is, the line joining is

with O should be the pressure, and therefore should be per-

pendicular to the plane. What then are we to do ? Take
c, equal in inches to the number of pounds in the roller,

draw then from c a line C R parallel to the horse's pull, to

meet the line drawn from the centre o of the roller perpen-

dicularly to the plane ; c li so determined will in inches tc! 1

the pounds in the house's pull, and O R the amount by which
the roller presses the plane. You can easily see from this thL
as the slope increases the pull will increase and the pressure

diminish. This is what naturally we should expect. The plane
1 have supposed to be smooth ; for, where there is friction

against the roller caused by roughness in itself or in the plane, or

i in both, the question is much altered, as ic due time y" -will see.
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TH TWI8TBD POLYGON.

Th method of finding tho resultant of several forces

her they act all in the same plane, or

i thorn upwards or downwards from it in different

us, K>.r x:iini>lo, five forces, represented by tl.

o A, o B, o c, o D, o E, in Fig. 9, are thus applied to a ii'.int,

o of a body on tho floor of a room ; two of them, o A, o D, along

the floor in t ,vu different directions ; another, o B, pointing to a

it wall; a fourth, o C, to tho cross on the

a steeple, soon through tho open window ; and tho fifth

i:, obliquely downwards, pressing tho body against
or. On constructing, in such a case, tho polygon of

we should have the figure as represented in perspective

one of whoso sides, o A, is on the floor, while the others,

i

,. i:, R,, and R, Rs ,
are in tho air. A figure of this kind

. tl ii ln-i-.ted polygon, as though its sides had been all

- ;imo plane, but, by a twist, some of them had
been pulled from it. Yon can
see that, since such a polygon
cannot bo drawn on paper, so

as to have the magnitudes of

its sides and angles there ac-

curately represented, it can be
of no practical use in finding
resultants. You might make
one by fastening five rods of

tlio proper lengths together at

tho proper angles, but tho

structure would probably break
down before you arrived at

your resultant, and at the best

the operation would be very
troublesome. Calculation alone

can help in such cases ; but
the " twisted polygon

"
has tho educational value of giving the

student mechanical ideas.

EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE.

1. Three forces act on a point o A, equal to 3 pounds, o B to 5, and
o c to 7. The second lies between the other two, making with o A an

angle of SO degrees, and with o c 45 degrees. Find the pounds in the
't ant, and the angle it makes with tho least force o A.

2. A roller of a hundred-weight is supported on an incline, the

gradient of which is one foot in two, by a force which acts along its

slope. Find tho magnitude of this force and the pressure of the roller

on the plane.
3. From two points on a ceiling, five feet apart, a sixty-pound

weight is suspended by two strong cords, which meet at the point of

suspension. The lengths of the cords are three and four feet respec-
tively. Find the magnitudes of the forces by which they are strained.

4. Three weights of three, four, and five pounds are attached to
three cords, which are knotted together at their other ends. The
two cords bearing the lesser weights are thrown over two pulleys
fastened at a distance of 10 feet from each other, and at the same
height, into a wall, the greatest weight hanging between them. Find
the position in which the cords und weights will settle into equi-
librium.

You will observe that these problems are to be done by rule

and compass, etc. We have not yet come to the more effective

method of solving them by calculation. The geometric way,
however, of drawing and measuring is the best for giving you
accurate ideas of the subject, and therefore indispensable
in the first stages. The lines you must carefully lay
down by a ruler, and the angles by a circular protractor,

keeping in mind, as to the latter, that in every right

angle there are ninety degrees. The distances representing the
forces you must take from an ordinary scale ; and observe, as
to this, that you need not make in every case your drawings so

large that a whole inch be given to every pound of force. You
may allow a quarter of an inch to each pound, or hundredweight,
or ton, or even a tenth, if the numbers be large. All that is ne-

cessary is to keep the proportion of your figures right, whether
they be on a largo or a small scale, as is done in mapping or

drawing plans of buildings. For the above examples a scale
of a quarter of an inch for each . pound will be quite sufficient.

Perhaps for the third example tenths of an inch will best answer.
In another lesson the answers to these problems will be

given.

LESSONS IN CHI. -XVIL

9f>

'J.'.'-THJ: METALS.
BOUON (.SYMBOL, B; COMBINING AVtioHT, 11).

BORON and silicon are often classed with carbon, for each of

those elementa is capable of being produced in three states

amorphous, crystalline, and crystallised.

lenient boron is procured by the action of Bodium oa
borocio acid, thus

B,O. + 6Na 3N,0 + 2B.

Thus obtained it in a dull greenish powder, slightly soluble in

water, from which solution it is precipitated unchanged by sal-

ammoniac. It does not oxidise in tho air, but readily with nitric

acid. At a very high heat it takes fire, burning into boracic

acid (B,0,).
Tho other two kinds of boron are exhibited by ita action on

melted aluminum.
The crystals of boron are as hard as tho diamond.
Boracic Acid (B2OS). At Monte Cerboli and Monte Eotondo,

in Tuscany, exist "
fumeroles," that is, jets of steam escaping

from tho ground. This steam is mixed with sulphuretted
hydrogen, but holds in solution free boracic acid. The vapour
is directed into email lagoons, where it is condensed, and upon
evaporating the water crude boracic acid is obtained, which is.

the chief source of tho borax of commerce. This acid combined
with soda is found in tho tincal from Thibet, and a borate of lime
and magnesia exists on the west coast of South America.

Boracic acid imparts a green tint to the flame of alcohol. Its

great value lies in the fact that it imparts to its salts ready
fusibility ; hence in tho manufacture of porcelain and in metal*

lurgy borax is used as a flux.

The crude boracic acid, procured as above, is really the

hydric borate or 3H2OB2O3, which is usually written HSBOS.

Borax is the biborate of soda.

Boric Chloride (BC1 3) is obtained by passing dry chlorine

through a red-hot porcelain tube containing a mixture of boracic

acid and charcoal. It is a gas which condenses into a mobile

liquid below 18 Cent. It is decomposed by contact with water,
thus BC1}

_
HJBO, + 3IIC1.

Boric Fluoride (BF3)
is procured by heating fluor spar and

boracic acid. It is a gas which combines with water, thus

BF, + 3HaO = 3H,F BO,,

forming hydro-fluo-borio acid.

Boric Sulphide (B8S,) is produced when boron is burnt m
sulphur.

Boric Nitride (BN). Like titanium, boron combines with nitro-

gen at a red heat, forming a white powder, which has a "
greasy

"

feel. When melted with potash it becomes ammonia and boracio

acid, thus

2BN + 3(H 9OK:,O)
= 3K,O + B,O, + 2NH,,

and when heated in a current of steam it is resolved into

ammonium borate.

SILICON (SYMBOL, Si; COMBINING WEIGHT, 28).

In combination with oxygen as silica, this element is one of

the chief components of the earth's crust. It may be isolated

by submitting a mixture of equal weights of potassium and tho

flnosilicate of that metal to a red heat in a platinum crucible.

Silicon and potassium fluoride are the result, and the latter w
washed out by water.

Thus obtained, it is a brown amorphous powder. When
heated in oxygen it becomes silicic acid.

No acid affects it except hydro-fluoric, by which action the

terfluoride of silicon is formed, as was noticed, in the etching

of glass.
The "

graphitoid
"
and crystal forms of silicon have been ob-

tained.

Silicic Acid (SiOa , silica, or sflex). It corresponds in its com-

position to carbonic dioxide (C02). It is found pure in quarts,

when it appears as rock crystal ; it is nearly pure in flint,

chalcedony, agate, opal, etc., and it constitutes the main ingre-

dient of all sandstones. Silex can only be fused by the oxy-

hydrogen blow-pipe. Water has no action on it ; but with

steam at a high temperature, it seems to be dissolved. This

accounts for the concretions of silex in the throats of furnaces.

. r, it can be rendered soluble- If rock crystal be heated

to redness, and then suddenly cooled in water, it can be easily
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reduced to powder in an agate mortar. An alkaline silicate

is formed when this powder is heated with three times its weight
of sodium or potassium carbonate. If this be added to an
excess of diluted hydrochloric acid, the acid combines with the

metal, and although the silica is thus ejected from its combina-

tion, it does not precipitate ; but if heat be now applied, when
the solution has reached a certain point of concentration, the

silex is again rendered insoluble, and becomes a gelatinous mass.

By still continuing' the heat until much of the water is driven

off, then the chloride of the metal may be washed out, and the

pure silex again remains in its insoluble form. When rendered

anhydrous, it is a white, light powder.
All spring or well waters contain silica, either in a free state

or in solution as an alkaline silicate, and by this means it enters

into many vegetable and animal organisms.
Silicon Chloride (SiClJ. As the corresponding boron com-

pound, this is got by heating silica mixed with carbon in a cur-

rent of chlorine. It is a liquid, and has the same remarkable

action with water as the boron chloride, being decomposed into

hydrochloric acid and silicic acid.

Silicic Fluoride (SiF4) is the gas by the formation of which,
with hydrofluoric acid, the etching of glass is effected.

There is also a sulphide of silicon, which is a solid. When
thrown into water it decomposes, sulphuretted hydrogen

escapes, and soluble silicic acid is taken up by the water.

METALS.

GENERAL PROPERTIES, ETC., OP METALS.

It was stated in an early lesson that the distinction between

a metalloid and a metal was not very decided. Perhaps the

definition of a "
metal," which will be finally adopted, will be

that it is
" a body which, when in solution, is carried with an

electric current which traverses that solution ;

" but on referring

to the analysis of water by the voltameter, it will be noticed

that hydrogen passes ivith the current ; hence it is necessary, if

this definition be adopted, to class that gas among the metals.

There is no reason for doubting that if hydrogen could be con-

densed into a solid it would exhibit metallic lustre and the

other properties common to all metals.

The chief properties which characterise metals are

Metallic Lustre. This lustre, however, ia not peculiar to the

class, for it is shared by iodine and graphite.

Moreover, if most metal? bo procured in a state of fine sub-

division they are lustreless. This is prominently tho case with

gold, which, when painted on china, in a chemical solution, and

then burnt, comes out of the furnace dull green, and the well-

known lustre of gold does not appear until the painted portions

have been burnished.

Opacity. Metals are usually considered opaque, but this is

not absolutely true, for gold, if not more than
auiJ

'

ulHJ
th of an inch

thick, permits green light to pass through it, and other metals

exhibit a similar imperfect opacity when reduced to very thin

leaves.

Hardness. Steel, which is a compound of carbon and iron, is

the hardest of the metals, and the rest pass through every degree
down to potassium, which may be moulded by the fingers as if

it were putty. The hardness of a metal may be greatly in-

creased if its temperature be raised to a certain point and then

suddenly cooled by plunging it into water. Many of the hard

metals are sufficiently elastic to be sonorous when struck.

Brittleness and tenacity are closely connected. Many of the

metals, such as bismuth, antimony, arsenic, are so brittle as to

admit of being pounded in a mortar, and many, such as steel,

iron, copper, can be made brittle by suddenly reducing their

temperature. Others, again, exhibit this quality only at certain

temperatures : for instance, zinc, which cannot be bent without

danger of cracking, is readily worked at a temperature of about

115 Cent. ; and on the other hand, brass an alloy of zinc and

copper becomes brittle as it approaches a red heat.

Tenacity is the property which gives to metals their power of

supporting a strain. Iron possesses it in the most eminent

degree, hence the great value of this metal.

Malleability and Ihtctility. Possessing the one property, the

metal may be beaten or rolled into very thin leaves ; with the

other, it admits of being drawn into wire. Gold, silver, copper,

and platinum are very malleable. Gold may be beaten out into

leaves so thin that 280,000 only make an inch. These metals,

and iron, are the five which are notably ductile. Wollaston, by

placing a wire of platinum in the axis of a bar of silver, and then
in the usual way that is, by drawing it through holes in a
steel plate procured a very fine wire, the centre of which was
one much finer of platinum. By dissolving the silver away with

nitric acid, this was exposed, and found to be ^o^th of an inch

in diameter. The foregoing qualities are greatly dependent on
tho texture of the metal, and the dissolving texture is greatly
affected by the manipulations which the metal undergoes in its

reduction from the ore. Thus cast-iron is brittle, so is hard
steel ; yet steel is capable of being made into watch-springs,
and iron can be drawn into very fine wire.

Specific Gravity is the relation which the weight of a body
bears to the weight of an equal volume of water. The metals

differ greatly in their specific gravities :

Platinum, 2T5. Silver, 10'53. Arsenic, 5'96.

Osmium, 2T4. Bismuth, 979. Aluminum, 2'56.

Indium, 21'1. Copper, 8'95. Magnesium, 174.

Gold, 19-34. Cobalt, 8"95. Sodium, 0'972.

Mercury, 13'59. Iron, 7'8t. Potassium, 0'865.

Lead, 11'36. Tin, 7'29. Lithium, 0'593.

Zinc, 7-14.

The lightest metals are the most easily attacked by oxygen.

Fusibility. The following table gives the "
melting points

"

of the chief metals :

Mercury, 394'Cent. Tin, 228. Copper, 1091.

Potassium, 58f>. Lead, 325". Gold, 1102".

Sodium, 976'. Zinc, 412. Cast-iron, 1530.

I Silver. 1023.
while platinum requires the intense heat of the oxy-hydrogen
blow-pipe.

Volatility is the property which some metals exhibit of going
off in vapour at certain temperatures. Mercury, arsenic, tellu-

rium, zinc, cadmium, potassium, sodium, can all be distilled from

their compounds.
Alloys. When metals enter into combination,

"
alloys

"
are

formed. The union is now generally considered to be
" chemical." The various alloys will bo treated of under their

metals. An "
amalgam

"
is an alloy in which one of the metala

is mercury.
The Appearance of Metals in the Earth's Crust. Gold, pla-

tinum, silver, mercury, and copper are found " native
"

that is,

in an uncombined form ; but tho last-named three ara also found

as ores. Next to silica, metallic oxides are most widely distri-

buted in nature. Lime is the oxide of calcium. The tint of the

sandstones is due to the oxide of iron. Tho granite rocks con-

tain many oxides, while the waters of the ocean are rendered

briny with their salts. But the metals which we require in

iargo quantities we seek from masses of their ores, which are

found in mineral veins. It often appears that the older rocks

have, in the convulsions of Nature, been rent into fissures.

When these openings have not been filled up from below

with molten basalt, trap, etc., thus forming dykes, they have

been filled up with metallic ores, which seem to have been

usually deposited from above. These constitute
" lodes." The

lodes of a neighbourhood generally run in the same direction,

and, strange to say, if this direction be altered, the ore gene-

rally alters its character, and frequently its chemical constitu-

tion. This and other reasons have led to the belief that

electricity has been the chief agent in depositing metallic veins.

It sometimes happens, as in the case of the iron beds in our

own country, that the ore ia found in strata, occupying the

position of a layer of rock.

DIVISIONS OP THE METALS.

1. Metals of tlie Alkalies:

Potassium.
|

Sodium. |

Lithium.

2. Metals of the Alkaline Earths.

Barium. I Calcium.

Strontium. Magnesium.

3. Metals of the Earths.

Aluminum.
Glucinum.
Zirconium.
Thorinum.
Yttrium.

Erbium.
Terbium.
Cerium.
Lanthanum.

Didymium.

4. The Metals Proper.

The last division is subdivided into classes of metala which

exhibit certain similar features.



TCHING FROM NAT I

SKlllviilNC FROM NATURE.!
MATERIALS CHOICE OF ffl KTO.

IN our Lessons in Drawing, to bo fuim<l in tho previous
of tin- have endeavoured to place

our pHpiN tln> griirrul principles which belong to and

ar upiilirjil.lt> to tho practice of drawing from tho flat (that is,

. and also those principles which guido us in drawing
\Vo now undertake a more direct application of

: : n.-tiou then iu given, for the pnrposo of introducing oar

pupils to that V.TV interesting and delightful praeti'-'- "!'

draw ing, usually termed "sketching from nature;" wo mean

l>y this, tho taking up a few simple materials and seeking our

subjects out of doors. The phrase
"
sketching from nature"

is a very convenient one, and is generally understood, therefore

whether it U coxier or more difficult depend* upon the inclination

of tho mind, th. practical experience, or, spooking more exactly,

the kind of experience tho pupil has been accustomed to. If the

grammar of tho art baa been well learned, the pupil will find

that a very considerable amount of tho knowledge he luu

1 whilst drawing from the fiat will bo of the greatest
service when drawing from nature.

We have frequently met with portrait painters who have had

to make duplicates of their pictures, and who have said they
would much rather paint them again from the sitter than copy
them from the original picture : only those who have experienced
it can fully understand how much more feeling and life can be

imparted to tho work when nature is tho guide, than when they
have to depend npon tho limited expression of a copy. So with

landscape: wo have frequently been more pleased with the

f . V ffififr. \

Fig. 1.

we will retain it, although we prefer tho expression
"
drawing

from nature," as it implies greater care and attention to details

than tho term sketching in its usual sense. A loose habit of

drawing may bo called sketching, and if this were all that is

understood by it, tho practice would be a dangerous one for a

beginner ; but as we have already given sufficient cautions upon
this point in tho lessons upon Drawing, we will only repeat One

piece of advice and pass on "Learn to draw first; sketch

afterwards." In tho course of these lessons we shall find it

necessary occasionally to refer back to the lessons in Drawing
-Irc'ady given, as our object is to apply practically tho principles
which have been there stated. How many times has tho ques-
tion been asked,

" Do you draw '(" And what is the reply in

tho great majority of cases ?
"
Yes, but only from copies ; I

have never attempted to do anything from nature, having always
considered it so much more difficult." Now, there are those
who maintain the reverse, namely, that drawing from nature is

easier than copying pictures. Certainly tho former is much
more pleasant, and more satisfactory, as all must acknowledge ;

59 N.E.

"
original sketch," taken upon tho spot, than with the finished

picture painted from it in tho studio at home. Although tho
"
original sketch

" was not BO highly finished as the picture,

yet it had tho stamp of nature and freshness upon it, which

could best bo caught from tho scene itself, and which it is diffi-

cult to impart at second hand. As the eye of the student

becomes more and more accustomed to Nature, and keener to

detect and appreciate her beauties, ho will discover much of

which a common observer has but an imperfect perception ; to

the latter, a landscape is the same to-day as it was yesterday,
ho can only see trees, buildings, and other objects abstractedly

through ono and tho same medium ; while the eye of tho artist

is continually discovering something fresh, perhaps principally
cjni-ii'd by the successive changes of light, or from the positions
of objects in relation to each other, and their contrasts in both

colour and form. The tree before him in the morning may
ci-rtainly be tho same that ho sees in tho evening, but how very
different is the effect, and what a multitude of details with all

i their beauties, which were imperceptible in the morning, art
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brought out by the change of light. We have no doubt that

many of our pupils, when they have conquered their early diffi-

culties, will discover with pleasure and surprise that drawing
from nature haa a charm about it which cannot be realised by
copying only.
The necessary materials are simple : A block, that is, a solid

mass of paper composed of several layers bound together only
at the edges, so that when a drawing is completed we have only
to slip a penknife between it and the next paper, pass it round,
remove the drawing, and underneath will be found another sur-

face like the one already filled, ready for use. The kind of paper
for pencil drawing ought not to be very rough, a slight grain will

assist the pencil to mark freely, but on very rough paper it is

impossible to give a very high finish to the work ; rough papers
are better adapted for colours. A few pencils, H, HB, and B, and
a portable sketching stool, will be all that is requisite for our

first essay. Being now prepared, let us suppose that we are on
our way in search of a subject, and in the meantime we will

make a few observations which especially apply to beginners.
No one who has been accustomed to copy pictures only, can

altogether comprehend what a very different thing it is to draw
from nature until he has made the attempt, when he will discover

there are several reasons for the difference. One is, that all the

objects in the picture are reduced for him, probably to the

exact size ho wishes to make them ; another is, the outline upon
the paper haa a more definite effect than the general form in

nature, which admits of no actual boundary line, but presents

only the mass discoverable from other objects by colour, and

light and shade ; another reason is, that objects in nature

advance or recede from one another, whilst in a picture they are

all arranged upon one plane or surface ; and thus we are led to

acknowledge the necessity of knowing something both of lineal

and aerial perspective. It is true many depend upon the eye
alone for the proportions of the retiring parts as they recede,
and consequently are liable to make frequent and serious mis-

takes, which a little acquaintance with perspective would

prevent; but we intend to take up this part of our subject

again.
Wo will now pass on to another consideration with reference

to the choice of subject for the first attempt of a beginner.
Wo well know the feelings with which most beginners go out

for the first time to draw from nature ; their enthusiasm
would persuade them to attempt great things ; nothing short of

some extensive prospect, hill and dale, woods, rivers, buildings
in short, a whole country side. Upon this point we wish to

caution our pupils. It is one of the first and greatest mistakes

which young painters make when they begin to draw from
nature ; nearly all, without exception, sit down to take some
extensive view, without a question as to its composition, and
without any inquiry whether they will bo able to go through
with it. The principal reason they give for their choice is "the

beauty of the scene." Wo knew a case some years ago of a

young student in the Royal Academy, who copied in the painting
school an elaborate landscape by an old master; succeeding

beyond his expectations, he felt a strong desire to paint a picture
from nature, having now, as he thought, acquired sufficient

power to justify the attempt. Accordingly, he went to the top
of Highgate Hill, and commenced a picture of the entire pros-

pect looking northward ; he worked hard for several days, but
found he was alternately painting in and rubbing out; the

constant changes of sunshine and shade, as they passed over the

landscape, perfectly bewildered him, and the result was that
he gave it up quite disheartened. He resolved, however,
to show the little he had done to the late Mr. Constable (the
painter of "The Corn-field" in the National Gallery), and ask
his advice. Mr. Constable looked first at the picture and then
at the youth, and in a quiet way, though with unmistakable

meaning, said,
" My young friend, go and draw a gate-post,

and when you have done that draw two posts, and go on till

you can manage a dozen; afterwards add a cottage, then a

tree, and proceed in this way until you have power to do

something more elaborate before you think of painting
such a subject as this. You have made precisely the same
mistake that I made when I was your age ; you have begun at

the wrong end."

The above excellent advice needs very little comment from
as. It is exceedingly valuable, and forcibly suggests the folly
of rushing headlong into a multitude of difficulties from which

there is no escape, but at the cost of much discouragement.
All must acknowledge that, whatever may be the extent of tho

subject they propose to draw, it is essentially composed of several

particular objects, each of which requires a separate and careful

study. Now the first question every one must ask himself
should be,

" Can I copy any one of these objects, independently
of tho rest?

"
If he cannot, let us assure him it would be use-

less to attempt the whole together. All who have reached any
eminence in the art have found from experience the advantage
of overcoming tho difficulties connected with single objects first.

Our pupils will clearly see from these remarks that the simpler
the subject the better for a first trial, so that as their strength
and confidence increase they will find themselves capable of

enlarging their subjects, of entering more closely into their

numerous details, and as they proceed a proportionate amount
of increasing satisfaction will be gained, and the art itself will

become more and more interesting.

Fig. 1 will give some idea of tho class of subject for a first

attempt, and the manner of treating it, which need not be much
beyond a carefully arranged and cleanly drawn outline; the
shadows might be slightly marked in by a few parallel lines

under the projecting parts, down the shadowed sides of the posts,
to define and to bring forward the branch of a tree. In this

simple arrangement of a few posts and weeds, there are no

important retiring lines, consequently there will be no necessity
for vanishing points, a subject for our consideration in another
lesson. The distance of the station point, or the position of

the draughtsman from an object of this class and extent, might
be about a dozen or fourteen yards, because at that distance all

contained within its outer limits will bo considerably within an

angle of 60. See " Lessons in Drawing," Fig. 25, and tho remarks

upon it (Vol. I., page 72). Subjects of the class we have selected

are very common : a stile, a bridge over a brook, and many more
of the same kind, are to bo found almost everywhere. Wo have

just said that the drawing need not be more than a carefully

arranged outline. If for some time tho pupil will confine him-

self to outline, and use no more shadow than is necessary to

assist in making the form clear and intelligible, it will be an

advantage, because it is doing one thing at a time, and he is

not overpowering himself with difficulties; besides, shading
bad outlines is a waste of time, as shading cannot improve the

drawing, nor can it be successfully practised without tho power
of correct drawing, as it is only a,n additional help to represent
tho form marked out by the outline. There are other important
considerations to be attended to. Tho pupil must remember,
when he is seated, that the few moments before he puts his

pencil on the paper are very important. First, he must decide

how much of tho subject he intends to draw ; that being deter-

mined, he must fix upon the centre of tho subject to bo arranged
in the centre of his paper, and as in most cases the eye will bo

considerably below tho centre, there will then bo sufficient room
for the sky above, and the foreground below the object. Pro-

bably a single trial will induce him to make this a general rule

until experience has taught him to arrange this matter for

himself according to his position and tho nature of the subject
he is drawing. The next piece of advice we would give him
before ho begins, is to fix his whole attention upon what he

is about to draw
;
he must examine not only of what it is com-

posed, but he must attentively observe how the several parts
are arranged with regard to each other, and what are the rules

and principles he has at command for his purpose. As he is

about to draw it as it appears to him, without attempting any
effect which does not strictly belong to it, he must take up one

principle at a time ; the first will be form this refers, in the first

instance, to the shape and character of the subject as a whole ;

then the position of the parts relative to each other; all

important particulars must bo carefully examined, his eye and
his mind must become familiar with everything ;

this will

strengthen his confidence, so that when ho begins to draw, tho

acquaintance he has made with his subject will bo of the greatest
value. In practice, it is quite allowable to determine the

relative heights of the parts with one another by placing the

pencil horizontally before the eye, having its edge on a level

with any particular point, and by looking along tho remain-

ing portion of tho pencil when thus placed, the pupil will be

able to see at once which other portions are on the same level,

which are above, and which below ; he must notice where lines

if produced would cut other lines already drawn, and also whe
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LESSONS IN AIMTHMKTIO. XXXIX.
AVI:I:A(;I:S. MIXHI;I:S IN CERTAIN
I'LoroK'l i

'

piii-tinT-; li.tM- iiivr>lrd ililfi'tvnt sums in ;ui under-

taking, it is niiiuiiV-'t that tho profits or losses munt lie divided

: linii in iirojHirtiim to tin: capital each has invested in

. if tho capital of each has been in OHO for tho same
time.

Tim method by which tho share of each is determined in thin

case is called l':ilowship. It w manifestly tho Homo as

that given in Lessons in Arithmetic, XX., on Ratio and Propor-
\rts. 7, 8 (Vol. I., page 343), whore a given number is

divided in proportion to certain others.

EXAMPLE. A, B, and C put into a business .300, J3500,

and .800 respectively. At the end of a year they have gained
JC I"". What is tho share of each ?

Wo have to divide 400 in the proportion of 300, 500, 800, or, what
is the same thing, iu tho proportion 3, 5, 8.

According to Lessons in Arithmetic XX, Art. 7, since 3 + 5 -t- 8 =
16, we divide 400 into 16 equal parts, each of which is 25.

Tha respective shares of A, B, and C will be 75, 125, and 200.

2. If tho sum invested by each partner is not used for the

eamo period of tirno, so that wo have to take into account not

only each sum, but tho time during which it is employed, tho

case is called one of Double or Compound Fellowship.
EXAMPLE. A, B, and C contribute to a business as follows :

A puts in .1,200 for three months, B .1,000 for six months,
and C .800 for twelve months. How must they divide a profit

of .800 ?

A's 1,200 for 3 months is the same as 3 x 1,200, or 3,600 for 1

month.
B's 1,000 for C mouths is tho same as 6 x 1,000, or 6,000 for 1

mouth.
C's 800 for 12 mouths is tho same as 12 x 800, or 9,600 for 1

mouth.
Hence the shares must be in the proportion of 3,600, 6,000, 9,600 ;

{.., of 3, 5, 8.

Henco, proceeding as in Simple Fellowship, the shares will be

respectively

ft800, T*r800, , s 800 ; that is, 150, 250, 400.

This example sufficiently explains the following
Rule for Compound Fellowship.

Multiply each capital by the number of units of time for

which it is employed ; the shares will be in the proportions of

these products, and will be determined as in a case of Simple
Fellowship.

EXERCISE 60.

1. A traveller divided 80s. among 4 beggars in such a mam.jr that
as often us tho first received 10s., the second received 9s., tho third 8s.,

and tho fourth 7s. What did each receive ?

2. A, B, and C engage in business, putting in respectively 3,500,

5,000, and 6,000. What would be the share of each out of a profit
of 1,000?

3. A, B, and C contribute respectively to a speculation 160, 240,
and 4#0, and they gain 264. What will be the share of each ?

4. A, B, C, and D embark in a business, and put in respectively
2,000 for 6 months, 1,500 for 9 months, 1,000 for 12 months, and
750 for 15 months. If at the end of 15 months the profits are found

to be 1,000, how must they bo divided ?

5. A and B form a partnership for a year. A contributes 5,000,
to which at the end of 6 months ho adds 1,000 more ; B contributes

6,000, and at the end of 9 months withdraws 2,000 from the busi-

ness. How must they divide a profit of 1,500 at the end of the year?
6. A, B, and C form a partnership ; A contributing 1,000, B 2,000,

and C 3,000. After 9 months C withdraws, and after 3 months more
D is admitted to the partnership, contributing 1,500. At the end
of 18 months, the partnership being dissolved, the profits aro found
to be 900. How must they be equitably divided ?

d lines
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imagine, cannot properly be included among the highest pro-
ductions of genius. Yet this particular work has so distinctive

a place in the poetic literature of England, and is so associated

in the general mind with the achievements of the national

intellect, that it was difficult to omit it. Perhaps the best

of Thomson's poems is "The Castle of Indolence," where the

imitation of Spenser's manner sometimes passes beyond mere

imitation, and reproduces, if only by reflection, the rich and

many-coloured splendour of " The Faery Queene." But the

most popular work of Thomson is undoubtedly that which
describes the appearances of Nature at the four leading periods
of the year.
The style, in itself, is not of the best. It abounds too much

in that species of phraseology which our ancestors termed
"
poetic diction," and which Wordsworth, in his reforming

zeal, denounced as thrusting out of view the simple truth

of things. For the original of that style, we must look to

a very great man indeed. The blank verse of Thomson, and
the general character of his construction in these poems,
is Miltonic, but Miltonic by an aggravation of whatever was
most academic and self-conscious in the " Paradise Lost."
That much of "The Seasons" is inflated, pedantic, and

pretentious, with artificial inversions, cumbrous elaborations
of expression, and a method of delivery which too often over-

lays the thought with the mere literary art of ceremonious

presentation, is not to be denied ; yet it is none the less true
that the poetic feeling is frequently genuine and subtle. It is

curious to observe how the poet will labour round and round an
idea through a long array of lines, without doing much more
than accumulating a heap of sonorous words ; and then, by
some happy instinct, will suddenly plunge down upon the precise

image that was wanted to produce the desired effect. A passage
in the poem on Spring will sufficiently illustrate this combina-
tion of weakness and strength :

"
Hence, in old dusky time, a deluge came,
When the deep-cleft, disparting orb, that arch'd
The central waters round, impetuous rush'd,
With universal burst, into the gulf,
And o'er the high-piled hills of fractured earth
Wide dash'd the waves in undulation vast

;

Till, from the centre to the streaming clouds,
A shoreless ocean tumbled round the globe."

The prevailing character of this description is verbose ; it is

only in the last line that the poet really feels his subject.

Thomson, however, was often very felicitous in his phrase-
ology; for instance, in such expressions as "The ceaseless

winds blow ice," or
" The deep-fermenting tempest, brcw'd
In the grim evening sky."

The poet is at his best when he writes from his own natural
observation of the universe, and abstains from the superficial
vein of moralising which he seems to have considered neces-

sary. After all drawbacks have been made, many will ratify
the criticism of Johnson, that " The reader wonders that he
never saw before what Thomson shows him, and that he never

yet felt what Thomson impresses."

LESSONS IN BOOKKEEPING. XIX.
FOREIGN TRADE.

HAVING allowed our students time to study the principles and

practice of Bookkeeping as applicable to the transactions of

Home Trade, wo now proceed to lay before them a series of

transactions in Foreign Trade, and afterwards to show them
how to enter these transactions into the proper books, as we
have done in our preceding lessons in reference to Home Trade.

The following Memoranda of Transactions are to be entered in

the same manner as before : 1st. All Receipts and Payments of

Cash in the Cash Book. Here, however, the transactions with
the Bank are to be entered along with the Cash transactions in

business ; but they are not recorded in the Memoranda, because

they would take up a quantity of unnecessary space, and the

student can easily judge for himself how much money must be
drawn from the Bank each day for the Payments, or how
much should be lodged in the Bank from the Receipts. For
this purpose, of course, he will make the proper entries in the

separate columns appointed for the Bank transactions as shown
in the Cash Book under the head of Home Trade. This process

renders it unnecessary for ttie merchant to keep a separate
Bank account or Bank Book ; and it shows by the balances at

the end of the month, or of any other period when they are

taken, how the Bank and Business Cash transactions operate as

a check on each other, the difference between these balances

being always the amount of cash in hand.
2nd. All Drafts and Remittances of Bills are entered in the

Bills Receivable Book, and all Acceptances of Bills in the Bills

Payable Book. In these two books, the columns for the various

particulars relating to the Bills are more numerous than those
shown in the Bill Books under the head of Home Trade. The
student will, of course, be directed by the titles of these columns
to insert every particular in its proper place. 3rd. The particu-
lars of all the other transactions relating to the Foreign Trade
are entered in the Day Book ; but many of these particulars are

copied from other books usually kept in a merchant's counting-
house ; viz., the Invoice Book, the Account Sales Book, the Ac-
count Cmrent Bool, the Insurance Book, etc.

MEMORANDA OF TRANSACTIONS.
July 1st, 1881.

Inventory of the Assets and Liabilities of the House of White,
Smith, and Company, Merchants, London, as per Balance Sheet of

Ledger B.

ASSETS.
Cash in the Union Bank 2550

Exchequer Bills 5310

Bills Receivable 7300 15

Three per Cents. Stock 6000 at 90 per Cent. . . 5400

Debentures 513

Ship Victoria, our i share 3000

Adventure in Scotch Linen ...... 2167

Richard O'Brien and Co., Dublin 3530 12

Peter Hutchinson and Co., Liverpool .... 1350 10

Thomas Brown and Co., Falmouth .... 970 10

32391 17 10

LIABILITIES.

Bills Payable 2350 10

Insurance, premiums due . ..... 1880 15

Nathan Herschell, Barbadoes 1370 5

John Henderson, Berbice 720 5

Samuel Morley, London 960 15

Schofield, Halse, and Co., Jamaica .... 1150 10

Fox, Tennaut, and Co., Liverpool . . - . . 320 15

8753 15

4th.

Effected by Andrew Lloyd, an insurance on 7 hhds.

of Sugar, valued at 25 per hhd., from Berbice to

London, at 3 per cent., the amount of premium being

Policy duty

550
10 6

5 15 G

4th.

Effected on account of Nathan Herschell, Barbadoes, the

foregoing Insurance :

Premium and Policy on 175 . . . . . 5 15 6

Commission, on do., at \ per cent. . . . . 17 6

6 13

6th.

Received of David Anderson for freight per ship Victoria 175 3

8th.

Effected by Andrew Lloyd, an Insurance on 700, on 20

tierces of Coffee, valued at 35 per tierce, from Berbice

to London, at 2i per cent, premium .... 17 10

Policy . 1 16

8th.

19 G 9

Effected on account of John Henderson, Berbice the

foregoing Insurance :

Premium and Policy on 700 ..... 19 j 9

Commission on do., at ^ per cent. . . . . . 3 10

12th.

Paid Bill No. 101, Robert Simpson .

18th.

Received in Cash for Bill No. 551 on Richard Sykes

29th.

Took out of Cash for Petty Cash. ...

2S 13 9

. 1145 10 C

. 1200

, 10
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236 5
2

268 7

August 1st.

Purchased Goods of the following persons i

Of Samuel Morley, 9 bales tow Osnaburgs .

Tuelou and Co., 3 cases of Hata .

2nd.

x, Teuuont, and Co. the balance of their account 320 15

3rd.

Purchased Goods of the following persons :

..ilium Phillips, shoes, amounting to . . . 2781511
,, James Parker, linen tick 42
Mathesou and Co., platillas 328 8 4
Thomas Barker, lint Osuaburgs . . . . 367 10

4th.

Received of Thomas Brown and Co., balance of account

5th.

Effected by Andrew Lloyd, on Insurance on 1500 on
Suudry Goods, from London to Jamaica, at 2 per cent,

premium .........
Policy

7th.

1016 11 3

970 10

30

3 18

33 18 9

Shipped on board the Dreadnought, for Jamaica, on ac-

count and risk of Schofield, Halse, and Co., as per
Invoice Book, fol. 1 :

Sundry goods, amounting to 1284 18

51 8

66 15

33 18

7 10

Charges of shipping, etc.

Commission, 5 per cent., on goods and charges
Insurance on 1500, and policy . .

Commission on do. at i per cent. . . .

.1444 10

60

60

3

10th.

Bought of B. Hastie and Co., of Liverpool, 60 barrels of

Herrings, at 20s. each, including Insurance and ship-
ping charges ..... .

12th.

Shipped at Liverpool, on board the Fury, for Barbadoes,
on account and risk of Eichard Sykes, planter there,
as per Invoice Book, fol. 2 : 60 barrels of Herrings,
amounting to .........

Commission on do. at 5 per cent. .....
63

14th.

Bought of James Oswald and Co. , London, 6 bales lint

Osuaburgs, amounting to . . . . . 240

16th.

Bought of the following persons, viz. t

Of Tuelon and Co., 3 boxes of hats, amounting to . 33 10

William Phillips, 6 trunks of shoes, do. . 256 15 6

W. Silver and Co., 1 cask of nails, do . 87 10

,, Thomas Barker, 9 bales tow Osnaburgs, do . 250 16 6

W. Smith and Co., 6 trunks printed muslins . 675 12

19th.

Effected by Andrew Lloyd, au Insurance on 2550, on
Plantation Stores, from London to Jamaica, at 2 per
cent, premium 51

Policy . 6 10

57 10

21st.

apped on board the Eainbow, for Jamaica, on account
and risk of Johu Eoberts, planter there, as per Invoice

Book, fol. 2 :

Plantation Stores amounting to ..... 1544

Scotch Linen, 4 coses, do.

Charges of Shipping, etc

Commission, L'.l per cent., on goods and charges
Insurance on 2550, and policy . . .

Commission on do., at J per cent. .

808 6

21

59 7

57 10

12 15

2503 2

23rd.

Accepted a Bill drawn by B. Hastio and Co., of Liverpool,
dated August 13, No. 140, payable to Williams and Co.,

London, due November 16th 60

Mb.

Accepted three Bill* drawn by Nathan HericheH, of

Burbadoe*, dated July 1st, vis. >

No. 1 II, payable to Roberta and Co., due Nov. 4th . 500

If. do. Thonuu ttilcy, , . jx> Q

143, do. H. Green and Co., Ix.-c. ;ih . 000

29th.

Received Drawback on Sugar per tho Britain . . . 115 8

30th.

Paid for freight, etc., of goods per the Dreadnought . 38 10 6

31st.

Paid duties and fee* on goodi, per the Rainbow . . 3 12 6

3Ut.
Took out of Cash for Petty Cosh 12 10

September lit.

Received payment of Peter Hutchiusou and CO.'B draft

at sight on G. Barclay 152 10

2nd.

Paid for duties and fees on goods per the Dreadnought . 12 17 6

3rd.

Accepted three Bills drawn by John Henderson, Berbioe,
dated July 16th, viz. :

No. 144, payable to Barnett and Co., due Nov. 19th . 200

,, 145, Davis and Co., . 200

146, T. Gurney, Dec. 19th. . 300

5th.

Paid for freight, etc., of goods per the Eainbow . . 18 7 6

6th.

Eeceived of Eichard O'Brien and Co., of Dublin, the fol-

lowing Eemittances in Bills, viz. :

No. 610, dated Aug. 1, on KennarJ and Co., at 3 months 1000

611, 5, J. Harris 2 580

612, 7, W. Melville, 3 876 16

8th.

Discounted at the Banker's, Larchin and Co.'s Bill, due
Nov. 8th 730 10

Paid for Discount on ditto, for 2 months . . . 618
9th.

Disposed of the remaining 8 coses of Scotch Linen to
Dawson and Hancock, merchants, London, for . . 1750

10th.

Accepted 3 Bills drawn by John Henderson, Berbice,
dated August 1st :

No. 147, payable to J. Wilson, due at 3 months . . 200

1-18, do. T. Carr, 200

149, do. S. Curtis, . . 200

12th.

Paid Samuel Morley his Bill of Parcels.... 236 5
Eeceived discount at 5 per cent, on do. . . . . 11 16 3
Paid Tuelou and Co. their Bill of Parcels . . . 3J j u

Eeceived discount at 2j per cent, ou do. . . . 16

15th.
Paid William Phillips his Bill of Parcels . . . 278 15 11
Eeceived discount at 5 per cent, on do. . . . 13 19
Paid James Parker his Bill of Parcels . . . . 42
Eeceived discount at 5 per cent, on do 220
Paid Matheson and Co. their Bill of Parcels . . . 328 5 4
Eeceived discount at 5 per cent, on do. . . . 16 8 3
Paid Thomas Barker his Bill of Parcels.... 367 10
Eeceived discount at 5 per cent, on do. . . . . 18 7 6

17th.

Paid Bill No. 129, E. Adamson 905

20th.

Eeceived payment of Eichard O'Brien and Co.'s draft at

sight on Coutts and Co 500

21st.

Eeceived for 3000 of Three per Cents, stock, sold at 94j
per cent 2846 5

23rd.

Paid freight of Sugar per the Ballarat .... 23 15 4

25th.

Paid duties and fees on sugar per the Ballara'j . . 107 8 7

27th.

Eeceived for Exchequer Bills transferred . . . 1512 7 6

29th.

Paid James Oswald and Co. their Bill of Parcels . . 240
Eeceived discount at 5 per cent, on do 12

30th.

Took out of Cash for Petty Cash 15
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fellow, (fn-ut blockhead, etc.; tcolpire in mturmo, pronounced

k<>!-iV-nii inrmal.rr-mo, to chisel in marble; con, poca fatica,

i

, ,-kuli fah-Uw-kah, with little fatigue. This w
iy tin- tiiii-t (.roimiN-iation, booaUHO it in tho girnim of

irfi>, us in the classical tongues, particularly

m Hui't.-n lint transition, <" passing over, from QUO word

to iiuotli.T, an. I iit'ti-u from one eyllablo to the other, by changes

'!-on:inH.
/

:.. /; /, naiiii'd in tho alphabet erre (pronounced or-ra). R,

\\hrn it is I'ollow.-il liy a i-oiisoniint, must bo vibrated with u

than in Knglish ; and it is on tho other hand

, vowel ; as, carta, pronounced kahrr-ta, paper,

and soft in oara, pronounced kah-rah, di-ar.

I,M! in tlir alphabet cssc (pronounced s-sai). This

consonant ha- considerable variations, and is one of tho most

ilitHcult to
i throughout correctly, for even in Italy

there are variations.

A strictly correct and irreproachable pronunciation of this

consonant can only bo acquired by closely marking its utterance

in all its shades by Italians who speak purely. Speaking

generally, there arc two leading sounds. One is a sharp, hissing

s iiinil, as in the English words sing, sieve; the other is a much
milder sound, as in tho English words cheese, ease, please, etc.

The following general rules will be sufficient for the guidance

of the learner at present : the different exceptions to them will

be stated more fully hereafter :

First, the sharp sound of this consonant may be said to bo

the ruling sound, because it is heard in tho greater number of

syllables and words. I shall invariably mark it by the single

letter s; and wherever this is used, the reader will remember

that it represents tho sharp, hissing sound of the letter, thus

avoiding multiplicity of signs, which would be caused by using

ss. It has always the sharp, hissing sound in the beginning of

a word before a vowel ; as, for example, sale, pronounced sah-

lai, salt ; sole, S(5-lai, the sun ; sempre, sem-prai, always ; subito,

Koo-boo-to, suddenly. It has also the sharp, hissing sound

before the consonants c, f, p, q, and t ; as, for example, in

S.-K'/CO, skahl-tro, shrewd; sforzo, sf6r-tzo, compulsion; crespo,

Kr.ii-spo, crisp; pasqua, pah-skwah, Easter; pasto, pah-sto, a

meal. It has also tho sharp and hissing sound after the con-

sonants I, ?i, and r, and I may say a pre-eminently hard and

hissing sound in this case; as, for example, falso, fahl-so,

false; carso, kdrr-so, course; arso, ahrr-so, burnt; forsc, fdrr-

*ai, perhaps ; pianse, peeahn'-sai, he wept ; vinse, vin-sai, he

vanquished. In Rome, the sharpness of the s after I, n, and r

is generally so very audible, that it almost amounts to the

utterance of a ts, as if the examples just given were written

with the hard e pronounced with the English sound in the

word Switzcr ; which, however, with all respect for the Eternal

City and the " bocca Romano," I must pronounce to be a pro-

vincialism.

Secondly, the milder sound of tho s occurs generally when
it is placed between two vowels. As the nearest possible ap-

proach to it, I shall follow the practice of Mr. Walker in his

English pronouncing dictionary, and mark it with a z : for

example, avviso, ahv-vee-zo, opinion; guisa, gwee-za, guise

manner; tesoro, tai-zo-ro, treasure; usura, oo-zd-rah, usury

sposa, sp6-za, bride ; accusa, ahk-kdo-zah, accusation ; miseria

mee-zS-reeah, misery ; misura, mee-zdo-rah, measure ; and main

other words, which might be cited as examples.
This rule is subject to several exceptions, tho most importan

of which I must state here.

Many Italian adjectives end in oso and osa, and whenever

before these terminations there is a vowel, the terminational s

has the sharp, hissing sound; as, for example, glorioso, pro-

nounced glo-reed-so, glorious ; virtuoso, virr-tood-so, virtuous

tortuoso, torr-tood-so, tortuous.

There are many compound words in Italian having tho par
tides dis and mis, and before consonants the final s of those

particles must have the sharp, hissing sound ; as, for example

<ii.--i")sizione, pronounced dis-po-zoo-tsoed-nai, disposition; dis

i'ii, dis-mee-zdo-rah, excess (the reader will note in thi

two foregoing words, that tho s of the particle dis has th

hissing sound, while tho next s, placed between two vowels

follows the general rule, and has the mild sound) ; dispiacenza,

dis-peeah-tchen-tsah, displeasure; discreditare, dis-krai-dee-

tah-rai, to discredit.

In the greatest part of compound words, where * begins the

yllul.lc, it has the sharp, hissing sound ; as, for example, pro-

./iiiv, pro-Hai-gweo-rai, continue; riaolvere, ree-sol-vui-rai, to

lissolvo ; prettumcre, prai-soo-inai-rai, to presume ; ritunjere,

roo-sdrr-jai-rai, to rise again; tratuttantiato, trah-soo-staho-

oeea-to, transubstantiated.

There are other exceptions which I shall take occasion to

mint, out us examples occur.

Further, s has tho mild sound when it immediately precedes
the consonants b, d, g, I, m, n, r, v; as, for example, tbarra,

pronounced zbahrr-rah, bar, barrier; disdire^ dis-dee-rai, to

retract ; tguardo, zgwahrr-do, look ; slontanwre, zlon-tah-nah-rai,

o remove ; smania, zmah-neeah, madness ; snervare, znorr-vuh-

rai, to unnerve ; sradicare, zrah-doe-kah-rai, to eradicate ; tvvlto,

zvel-to, lively, clover, nimble, easy. I have stated that tho

>articles dis and mis before consonants have tho sharp, hinsing

lound. There is no deviation from this rule, and these particles

retain the sharp, hissing sound even before the last-mentioned

consonants: for example, disbandire, pronounced dis-bahn-

dee-rai, to banish ; disdire, dis-dee-rai, to retract ; disgomijrare,

dis-gom-brah-rai, to empty ; disleale, dis-laiah-lai, disloyal ;

dismettere, dis-met-tai-rai, to dislocate an arm, to dismiss (an

affair) ; disneroare, dis-nerr-vah-rai, to unnerve; disradicare,

dis-rah-dee-kah-rai, to eradicate ; disvenire, dis-vai-nee-rai, to

swoon ; misgradito, mis-grah-dee-to, disagreeable ; misleale, mi-

.aiah-lai, disloyal ; misvenire, mis-vai-nee-rai, to swoon.

When ss is between two vowels, it does not follow the rule

of the single s, but must be sounded with a sharp, hissing

sound; as, for example, fosso, pronounced f6s-so, a ditch, a

canal ; rosso, roVso, red ; posso, pds-so, I can.

LESSONS IN MUSIC. XV.
PROCESS TO BE ADOPTED IN STUDYING THE EXERCISES

IN THESE LESSONS.

WHILE our pupils are continuing the study of FAH and LAE in

connection with the following exercises, we shall touch on a

few incidental topics of information that our pupils should

carefully note for their guidance in studying and practising our

exercises.

1. It will contribute to the confidence of our pupils, and to

their hopes of some day singing at sight, to remember that

every tune, with the exception of " minor "
tunes to bo men-

tioned hereafter, and some few others, begins on DOH, ME, or

SOH ; so that having taken the key-note from your tuning-

fork, and struck the chord, you are sure to be in possession of

the right note to begin with. You will also find that the accom-

panying
"
parts" of a tune (adapted to lower voices) commence

always on some note of this " common chord."

2. For tho sake of the thorough workers, those who are so

diligently following the course in which we are guiding them, it

will be well to remind our pupils of the process through which

they must pass in connection with each exercise, and of the

reasons for each step of that process. Every exercise should

first be

a. LEARNT BY PATTERN from the MODULATOR. This will

cultivate the ear and voice generally. It will teach the par-

ticular tune along with a pictorial representation of its intervals,

and will accustom the mind more and more to that beautiful

language of interval, which, by giving a distinct and uniform

syllabic name to each interval of the scale, enables us, by the

ever renewed association of tho syllable with the sound, to sing

with increasing ease and confidence. The " second part
"

should be learnt in the same manner as though it were a

separate exercise before it is sung with tho "
air." The exer-

cise should next be
b. SOL-FAED from tho book. This will give scope for a more

accurate observance of measure, as indicated by tho accent

marks, and allow tho "
parts

"
of a tune to be sung together.

It also strengthens tho association between the syllables and

their proper intervals. But lest the syllables of a tune should

come to be sung by mere "rote" tho pupil having no mental

picture of their relative position on the modulator it TviU be

found advisable to require each exercise to be

c. POINTED on the MODULATOR from memory. This will

complete the knowledge of the tune, and greatly increase its

teaching power. Every pupil should do this in his private
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practice, and should be ready to do it at the teacher's call,

before the class. But the sol-fa syllables, though invaluable

as the mnemonics and interpreters of interval, and likely

to be always useful in learning new tunes, and in studying
the difficulties or beauties of particular passages, are only
instruments for accomplishing the higher purposes of music.

The learner must acquire the power of perceiving the musical
"
property

"
of a note, and of producing it, in connection

with any syllable. With this view, the pupil should not

shrink from the mental effort of pointing each exercise. This

will make the perception of the characters and intervals of

notes more perfectly mental, and independent of syllabic asso-

ciations. It will also introduce the use of slurs each utter-

ance corresponding with a syllable of the verse, and not, as

before, with every note of the music. But the highest attain-

ment ia reached when, the tune itself being perfectly mastered,
it is

d. SUNG TO SUITABLE WORDS. This exercise should not

commence until the words themselves are thoroughly under-

stood, enjoyed, and loved ; and then it should bo performed
with careful regard to EXPRESSION. Thus the pupil is intro-

duced to a new study, most elevating and ennobling to the

mind, which he will pursue in sympathetic converse with his

teacher.

It is not necessary that the pupil should thus make the
fullest use of one exercise before he passes to the next. It

would be better that, at every season of practice, each of tha
above employments should have place some new exercise being
taught by pattern, a previous one sol-faed from books and pointed
on the modulator, and an earlier one still "numbered " and sung
to words. The pupil should keep a record of progress, both on
the book and separately, showing to what extent each exercise

has been used. On the book each exercise would be marked
with the letters above used in connection with each employment

a indicating that the exercise had only been learnt by pattern
a, b, that it had also been sol-faed from the book, etc. A

separate entry might be made in this wise :

"
May 6, Ex. 20, a ;

19, b, c; 18, di 13, 14, 15, d."

EXERCISE 25. OLD ENGLAND'S HEART. KEY G. M. 112.

The Words from " Ballads for the Times," by Martin Farquhar Tupper. Tune, OLD ENGLISH.

-0-8 -

1
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J (H I KiitfLunl'a h.'iirt with Uuitiag nervM,
It i.illn-i |.,|- Hi.- tln-dUO]

orre*

I ny: I.M i: h'"ii <;.! M.oNB.
, Hound enough,

.ml eereuo ;

.
tnii- iiml tough,

All'l
' KM.

d'tluurl! Ay, <:<>d U praiud,
That thuM, in patriot pride,

A> i i<e mbwd
Alov! tho titoriiijr tide.

'TIS BAJTK KNOUiiH AMU BOUND KMOUUH,
IT THKILLS THE HEAKT TO > I

A MAN'H A BIT or EXUUBH tmirr,
AD TBUE FBOM HEAD TO HEEL.

AYlu 11 you como to sing thin tune to words, bo careful to seal into tho Bcntiment of the word* of the song, forgetting
B tho LOUD and soft phrases, as indicated by tho capi- yourself and your hearers in tho thoughts and feelings you utter,
ml itulioa. But a hotter way still is to throw your own and aing accordingly.

EXERCISE 26. CROSSCOMBE. KEY C. M. 80.

The Words from " Ballads for the Times," by Martin Farquhar Tupper. Tune, OLD ENGLISH.

j,

r-g- ^ -,-T= nq^-7^
j

s-r-
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HEADINGS IN FEENCH. III.

LE SAPEUR DE DIX ANS.
SECTION VII.

LE general qui commandait, voyant (a) que le salut d'une partie

de 1'armee dependait de la destruction de ce pont,
1 voulut en-

voyer quelques sapeurs pour abattre cette poutre et entrainer (6)

lereste de la charpente ;'-'
mais au moment ou ils s'appretaient

a s'embarquer, 1'ennemi arrive de 1'autre cote do la riviere,
3 et

commence un feu si terrible de coups de fusil, qu'il ne parais-

sait (c) pas probable qu'aucun sapeur put (d) arriver vivant

jusqu'a la fatale poutre.
4 Aussi allait-on se retirer en se defen-

dant,
5
lorsquo tout a coup on voit s'elancer un soldat dans la

riviere,
6 une hacho sur 1'epaule ; il plonge et reparait bient6t,

7

et a (e) sa grando barbe8 on recommit que c'est un sapeur qui

se devoue au salut de tons. Tout lo regiment attentif lo suit (/)

des yeux
9 tandis qu'il nage et que les ennemis font (<;) bouillonner

1'eau autour de lui d'uno grelo de balles ;

lu mais le bravo sapeur

n'en (h) avance pas moins vigourcusement. Enfin il arrive

apres des efforts inou'is, monte sur le pied de la pile,
11

et, en

auelques coups do hachc, abat (i) le resto de la poutre qui de

loin semblait enorme, mais qui etait aux trois quarts brisee.

Aussitot la charpente des deux arches s'abime dans la riviere,
1 *

1'eau jaillit en 1'air avec un fracas terrible, et 1'on ne voit plus

le brave sapeur. Mais tout a coup, parmi les debris qui sur-

nagent(j), on 1'apercoit se dirigeant (fc)
vers la rive. 13 Tout lo

monde s'y elanco rempli d'admiration et de joio;
14 car malgro

tant do inalheurs, on ctait joyeux de voir fairo do si nobles

actions ; on tend des perches au nageur, on 1' excite, on Ten-

courage; lo general lui-memo s'approche jusqu'au bord de 1'eau,

et n'est pas peu etonne de voir sortir Bilboquet avec uno grando
barbe noire pendue au menton. 15

"Qu'est-ce que cela?" s'ecrie-t-il, "et quo signifio cette mas-

carade ?
" 1S

" C'est moi," (1) dit le tambour,
"
c'est Bilboquet,

17 a qui vous

Avez promis qu'on lui donnerait la croix, quand il aurait de la

barbe au menton. En voici une qui est fameuse, j'espere.
18

.

. . Allez, allez(m), jo n'y ai rion epargno; il y en a pour(n)
votro argent, et vos vingt francs y ont passe."

Le general demeura stupefait do tant do courage et de finesse

a la fois.
1<J II prit (o) la main a Bilboquet, commo s'il cut etc

un hommo et lui donna sur-le-champ la croix que lui-meme por-
tait i\ sa boutonniere,

20 et qu'il avait gagneo aussi, a force do

bravoure et do services. Depuis ce temps, les anciens du regi-

ment saluaient Bilboquet avec amitie,
21 et le tambour-maitre no

lui donna plus de coups de canne.

E. MARCO DE SAINT-HILAIRE.

COLLOQUIAL
1. La destruction du pont (5tait-

elle n^ccssaire ?

2. Qu'est-ce que le ge'ne'ral voulut

faire ?

3. Que se passa-t-il lorsque les

sapeurs allaient s'embarquer ?

4. Qu'est-ce qui ne paraissait pas

probable ?

5. Qu'allait-on faire alors ?

6. Que vit-on tout a coup ?

7. Que fit ce soliat ?

8. A quoi le reconnut-on pour un

sapeur ?

9. Le rdgiment le regardait-il ?

10. Que faisaient les ennemis pen-
dant ce temps-la ?

11. Arriva-t-il enfin au pont ;

EXERCISE.

12. Que so passa-t-il aussitot

13. Que vit-on parmi les ddbris

qui surnageaieut ?

14. Que s'empressa-t-ou de faire

alors?

15. Pourquoi le ge'ne'ral fut-il sur-

pris?
16. Que dit-il au petit tambour ?

17. Que r<?pondit Bilboquet ?

18. Que dit-il en montrant sa.

barbe?
19. Quel sentiment le ge'ne'ral

e"prouva-t-il ?

20. Comment re'compensa - 1 - on
notre heros ?

21. De quelle maniere fut-il traite
1

apres, par les anciens du regiment?

(0) From voir.

(1) Entrainer, tfcrow clown.

(c) From paraitre.

(d) From pouvoir,

(ef A, by.

(/) From suivre.

(g) From/aire.
(h) En, on that account.

(i) From abattre.

(j) Surnagent, float.

(k) Se dirigeant vers, swimming
towards.

(I) C'est moi, It is I.

(m) Allez, allez, I assure you ; liter-

ally. 90, go-

(n) II y en a pour votre argent,
there is the worth of your money.

(o) From prendre.

Ou, paisibles, comme eux, vecurent (5) leurs parents.
Ces epoux, partageant (c) les doux soins du menage,
Cultivaient leur jardin, recueillaicnt (d) leurs moissonsj 3

Et le soir, dans Tote soupant sous lo feuillage,
Dans 1'hiver devant leurs (e) tisons,

4

Ils prechaient a leurs fils lavertu, la sagesso;
5

Leur parlaient du bonheur qu'ils (/) procurent toujours.
J

Le pere par un conto egayait ses discours,
La mure par une caresse.7

L'aine do ces enfants, ne(gf) grave, studious,
Lisait (h) et meditait sans cesse ;

8

Le cadet, vif, h'ger, mais plein de gentillesse,

Sautait, riait(i) toujours, ne se plaisait(j) qu'aux jeux.
9

Un soir, selon 1'usage, a cote de leur pere,
Assis pres d'une table ou s'appuyait la mere,
L'aine lisait Rollin :

10 le cadet, peu soigneux (fc)

D'apprendre les hauts faits (I) des Remains ou dea Partliea.

Employait tout son art, toutes ses facultes,
A joindre, a soutenir par les quatre c6tes

Un fragile chateau do cartes. 11

II n'en respirait pas (m) d'attention, de pour.
Tout a coup voici lo lecteur

Qui s'interrompt (n) ;

"
Papa," dit-il,

"
daignc m'instruirc

Pourquoi certains guerriers sont nomines conquerants.
Et d'autres fondateurs d'empire :

Ces dcax noms sont-ils differents P
" 12

Le pere meditait une reponse sage,
13

Lorsque son fils cadet, transporte de plaisir,

Apres tant de travail, d'avoir pu (o) parvenir
A placer son second etage,

14

S'ecrie : "II est fini !

" 15 Son frere murmurant,
Se fache, (p) et d'un seul coup detruit (q) son long ouvrage ;

l(i

Et voila le cadet pleurant.
"Mon fils," repond alors le pere,
" Le fondateur c'est votrc frere,

Et vous etes lo conquerant." 17 FLORIAN.

COLLOQUIAL
1. Combien de personues y avait-

il dans cette fainillo ?

2. Quelle dtait lour babitation ?

3. Quclles etaient les occupations
de ces e'poux ?

4. Oil soupaient-ils dans I'6t6 et

dans 1'hiver ?

5. Que recommandaient-ils a leurs

enfants ?

6. De quoi leur parlaient-ils ?

7. De quelle maniure ^gayaient-

ils leur conversation ?

8. Quel tait le caractere de

I'aind ?

9. Le cadet ressemblait-il a 1'aine ?

(a) Coulaient, sjient.

(b) From vivre.

(c) Partageant, from

sharing.

(d) From recueittir.

(e) Leurs tisons, theirfire; literally,

fire-brands.

(/) The ils is here a poetical li-

cence ; the pronoun should be

clles, as it relates to vertu and

sagesse, which are feminine.

(g) No1

, by nature ; literally, born ;

from naitre.

EXERCISES.

10. Quo faisait l'a}uc, uu soir a

cot<; de son pere ?

11. De quoi le cadet s'occupait-
il alors ?

12. Quelle question I'aind fit-il a

sou pere ?

13. Le pere lui rdpondit-il sur-le-

chanip ?

14. De quoi le cadet dtait-il

joyeux ?

15. Que dit-il ?

16. Que fit alors 1'aine" ?

17. Quelle fut enfin la rdpouse du

pcrc ?

(h) From lire.

(i) From rire.

(j) Se plaisait, delighted.

(k) Soigneux, desirous.

(1) Faits, deeds.

(m) II n'en respirait pas, he hardly
ventured to breathe,

(n) From interrompre.

(o) Prom pouvoir.

(p) Se fache, gets angrv.

(<j) From ddtrttire.

LE CHATEAU DE CARTES.
UN bon mari, sa femme, et deux jolis enfants,

1

Coulaient (a) en paix leurs jours dans le simple ermitage
2

KEY TO EXEECISES IN LESSONS IN FEENCH.
EXERCISE 94 (Vol. I., pago 356).

1. Combien ma maisou vaut-elle ? (Combien vaut, ma maison ?) 2.

Elle vaut une vingtaine de mille francs. 3. Ce cheval-la vaut-il autant

que celui-ci ? 4. Ce cheval-ci vaut deux cents dollars, et celui-la trois

cents. 5. Cela vaut-il la peine d'dcrire a M. votre frere ? 6. Caia

n'en vaut pas la peine. 7. Cela vaut-il la peine de sortir, quand on i.'a

pas envie de se promener ? 8. Cela n'eu vaut pas la peine. 9. Vous
convient-il d'e'crire demain a inon frere ? 10. II ne me convient pas de

lui e"crire. 11. Vous sied-il de me reprocher ma negligence ? 12. II

me sied de vous blamer, quaud vous le rne'ritez. 13. De combien cat

homme est-il riche ? 14. Je ne puis vous le dire au juste ; (il
est riclie)

d'une cinquantaine de mille francs. 15. Ce drap est-il bon ? 16. Non,
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Motmiour, 11 no Taut rien. 17. Votro fusil vaut-il autuiit quo le niton P

ilavantoge. 19. Voules>voiu aller oboe mon
r

. i'.n autn- chose a faire. -1. V.mt-il mieux

inarchd de bonna li.-mv ipii- t.u-.l ? '^. 11 vuut mioux y uller

Albion votro choral peut-il valoir P 21. II no

ax. 25. Votro inontro ettt-olle ineil-

. i;u.< : -J<i. KII.I 110 Taut pa* grond'chose, olio no Ta pa*.
i.Mix francs P 28. II en vaut un, uu plan. 'JO.

re scour oombiea vaut oe livro ? 30. Je no lo

hu ui )ias ili-iii:iii'l<
;

. ::l. OIL* MM- f.mt il f:iiru? 32. 11 VOUS fuut parlor

:, M. \, i :. Lui fuut-il do 1'argent? 31. II lui en f.i

...In sou riii-vii! P 36. II 1'a vuudu, main il no v

nil.

KBCIHB 95 (Vol. I., pago 356).

1. What has boon taken from yon ? 2. My books, my pencils, and

my pi-nknifo have been takou from me. 3. Do you know who has

t:iki>u tli.-:n from you? 4. I do not know him who has taken them

from mo, but I know that ho lives hore. 5. Have you asked for your
>.. 1 h:i\o asked my cousin tot thorn. 7. Hat ho returned

them to you ? 8. Ho has paid mo for thorn. 9. Has much fruit been

stolen from you this year? 10. Vegetables have boon stolon from m
,

l.ut no fruit has boon stolen from me. 11. Have you paid the peasant
for your hat ? 12. I have not paid him for it, I havo paid the hatter

for it. 13. Whom haTO you asked for information ? 14. I huvo asked

the traveller. 15. Do you know who has just knocked at the door?

1(5. It is Mr. L., who is asking for you. 17. For whom havo you
asked? 18. I asked for your brother. 19. Has your brother paid ull

his debts ? 20. He has not paid them yet, because he has iiot received

his income. 21. Have you paid him for what you bought of him ? 22.

1 have paid him for it. 23. Have you not paid them your rent ? 24.

1 have paid it to them. 25. They have paid us for our house.

EXERCISE 96 (Vol. L, pago 356).

1. Avcz-vous payd votro propridtairo ? 2. Je lui ai payd mon loyer.

Ii. Lui avcz-vous payd les fenetres quo vous avez cassees ? 4. Je les

lui ui payers. 5. Le chapelier a-t-il payd tous ses chapeaux? 6. II ne
les a pas payds, il les a achetds a credit. 7. Payez-vous tous les jours
ce quo vous dovez ? 8. Je payo mon boucher toutes les somaiues. 9.

Lui avez-vous payd sa viande ? 10. Jo la lui ai payee. 11. Qui ave/.-

vous douiaude, co matin ? 12. J'ai deinando M. votro frere. 13. Pour-

quoi n'avcz-vous pas demande mon pere ? 14. Jo sais quo M. votre

pore est en Augleterre. 15. A-t-on payd ses chapeaux au chapelier ?

1C. On les lui a payds. 17. Vous a-t-on pris votre argent? 18. Oa
m'a void mon chapeau. 19. Avez-vous demande votre argent a votre
fivro ? 20. Jo le lui ai dcmaudd, nmis il ne pout me le rendre. 21.

N'a-t-il pas d'argent ? 22. II vient do payer toutes ses dettes, et il n'a

pas d'argeut de resto. 23. Avez-vous dcmaudd de 1'argent a M. votre

prre ? 24. Jo no lui en ai pas domandd, je sais qu'il n'en a pas. 25.

Chez quel libroire avez-vous acheto vos livres ? 26. Je les ai achetds

chez votre libraire. 27. Avez-vous tort do payer vos dettes ? 28. J'ai

ruison do les payer. 29. Qui me demande? 30. Le mddecin vous
demande. 31. Qui frappe ? 32. Votre cordonnior frappe.

EXERCISE 97 (Vol. L, page 370).

1. Did the banker receive much money last week ? 2. He received

much. 3. As soon as you perceived your brother, did you not speak
to him ? 4. As soon as I perceived him, I spoke to him. 5. Have
you worn your now clothes already ? 6. I have not yet worn them.
7. When ho gave you money yesterday, did you thank him ? 8. I

thanked him, and begged him to thank you. 9. Have you found your
books ? 10. I have not found them yet. 11. When you came to sco

us, did you not finish your affairs with my father ? 12. I finished

them then, and paid him. 13. Have you not seen your eldest sister

during your stay in Lyons ? 14. I have not seen her. 15. Did you
not go to bed too soon last night ? 16. I went to bed late. 17. At
what hour did you rise this morning ? 13. I rose at five o'clock ; I

generally rise early. 19. Did you not seek to escape from your prison
lost year ? 20. I have never tried to escape. 21. Have you sold your
property ? 22. I have not sold it. 23. What have you given to the
soldier

'

24. I havo given him nothing. 25. During his stay at I !.,

we gave him all that he wished.

EXERCISE 98 (Vol. L, page 370).

1. Quo recfttes-vous la semaiue derniero ? 2. Nous resumes cin-

quoute francs de votre ami, et viugt-cinq de votre frere. 3. Menates-
vous votre fils a 1'dgliso hier ? 4. Je ne 1'y incuai pas. 5. Quo per-
ditea-vous 1'anuee derniero ? 6. Nous perditnes uotre argent, nos
ha'oillomeuts et nos chevaux. 7. Les avez-vous cherchds P 8. Je les

;ii rlirrchds, nmis je no les ai pas trouvds. 9. Parla-t-on de votro frere

hier ? 10. On parla de lui et de vous. 11. Qu'est-ce quo le mddecin
vous a donnd ? (or Quo vous a donnd le mddecin ?) 12. II ne m'a rien

donnd. 13. A quclle heure votre sceur so leva-t-elle hier ? 14. Elle so

leva a cinq lieu res. 15. Vous etes-voua levds de bonne heure co

matin ? 16. Nous nous soinnics leves a six heures et deinie. 17. Votro
cousin a-t-il vendu toutes ses proprietds P 18. II ue les a pas vendues,
il les a ('.ounoes a sa sceur ainde. 19. Le voyageur vous a-t-il racontd

twfl aventures ? 20. II me log a racontdes. 21. Get homme a-t-il

olwreud a parler a votro p&r* ? 22. II a ohmh< a lui parU-r. 23. L j

profeaseur a-t-il purlu de votr* frcre, pendant SOB agour ohez TOUS f

24. II a parW de lui. 26. Votw ami a-t-il portd *>a habit Mruf t M.
II no 1'a pu encore portd. 27. Avez-voun rumt-rcto oti

Je 1'ai remercid. 29. Qu'aTez-Totu douud a votro aour uine t 30. Je
ne lui ai rien donnd, je n'ai rien i ha dounw. 31. Qtiand M. votr*

frere Toua donna un livre, I'auiic rciaUM-vou* ? 32.

I 1 n vkt pa* tard. il n'et

quo bix heuroH. 35. Fait-il bt-uu toinpn, ou uiauvuui touip* ? 36. Il

fait trcs beau tempi.

KBCI8E 99 (Vol. I., page 871).

1. Did our scholars become weary of waiting BO long yesterday ? 2.

They were obliged to wait 10 loug that, at but, they lout patience. 3. Did

you not receive your relation kindly, when he came to see you? 4. I

received him as well us I could. 5. Did you not read your I

letter, the day before yesterday ? 6. I read it, and sent it to my
undo. 7. Did you not run to the assistance of your brother, a* toon

as you saw him in danger ? 8. I hastened to succour him. 9. Have

you not hastened to coma ? 10. We have battened. 11. As noon as

you bad perceived my brother, did you not inform me of his arrival ?

12. I informed you of it. 13. At what hour did yonr lister come to-

day ? 14. She came at noon (twelve). 15. Did your companion! come
yesterday to beg you to accompany them '/ 1C. They came to ee me,
but they left mo without speaking to me of their journey. 17. Did

you not paint a picture last year ? 18. I painted an historical picture.

19. Has the Italian painter finished his portrait ! 20. He finished it

yesterday. 21. He has finished it this morning. 22. As soon ai I

had received this news, I sent for the notary. 23. Has that young
man taken leave of his father ? 21. He has taken leave of him. 25.

He took leave of him yesterday.

EXERCISE 100 (Vol. L, page 371).

1. Le notaire vous accompagna-t-il hier ? 2. II m'aceompagna JIUK

ques chez M. votre frere. 3. Votre compagnon prit-il congd de vous

hier ? 4. II a pris conge de moi ce matin. 5. Liites-vous hier le livre

que je vous ai pri-te ? 6. Je le lus uvaut-hier. 7. A quello heure la

peintre est-il vciui co matin ? 8. II est vena A neuf heures et deinie.

9. A-t-il flui lo portrait de M. votre pero ? 10. II peiguit hi.

la journdo, mais le portrait n'est pas encore fini. 11. Ne courutes-vous

pas au secours do votre pi-re, quaud vous lo vites en danger? 12. Je
me hatai de le secourir. 13. Que fltes-vous quand vous arrivates ? 14.

Aussitot que je fus arrivd, j'envoyai chercher mon frere. 15. Meuites-

vous votre so3ur eu Allemagne 1'anuee deruiore ? 16. Je 1'y ai menee
cette nuuee. 17. Menates-vous vos eufants a 1'dcole hier? 18. Je lea

mouai chez mou frere. 19. Peignez-vous un tableau d'histoire? 20.

Je peignis un tableau d'histoire 1'annde derniere. 21. M 11 '' votre soeur

vous a-t-elle prid de 1'accompagner ? 22. Elle m'a prid de 1'accom-

pagncr. 23. Euvoyates-vous chercher lo notaire, anssitot que vous

refutes des uouvelles de M. votre pere ? 24. Je 1'envoyai chercher.

25. Quand le notaire a-t-il pris congd de vous ? 26. II a pris congd de
moi ce matin a neuf heures. 27. Le pharmacien (apothicaire is rartl-j

used now) a-t-il fini sa lettre ? 28. II ne 1'a pas encore finie. 29. Ne
futes-voua pas dtonnd hier de voir cette dame ? 30. Je ne fus pas
dtonnd de la voir. 31. Vous ddpechAtes-vous de lire votre livre liier

au soir ? 32. Je me ddpechai de le lire. 33. L'avez-vous fini ? 34.

Je ne 1'ai pas encore fini.

EXERCISE 101 (Vol. L, pago 372).

1 . Of whom were you speaking this morning, when I came to you f

2. My cousin was speaking of her brother, and I was speaking of mine.

3. Did you not like beef better than mutton, formerly ? 4. I used to

like beef, but I never liked mutton. 5. Did you not (UM to) sell many
books when you lived in Paris P 6. I sold many, because I was a book-

seller. 7. Has the bookseller sold many pencils this morning ? 8. He
has sold many pencils to-day. 9. Did you (its* lo) sell much parch-

ment, when you were a bookseller ? 10. I used to sell very little. 11.

Did your brother (use to) wear a green coat when he lived in London ?

12. Ho wore a browu coat and black slippers. 13. What were yon
seeking ? 14. I was looking for my book. 15. How long had you lost

it ? 16. I had lost it since yesterday. 17. Have you found it again P

18.1 had found it again, but I have lost it again (atuw). 19. Did that baker

use to furnish you with good bread ? 20. He used to furnish us with

gome excellent (bread). 21. Did you often punish your scholars t 22.

I used to punish them, when they deserved it. 23. Where were you
this morning, when I was looking for you P 21. I was in my room.
25. I was finishing my exercise.

EXERCISE 102 (Vol. I., page 372).

1. Qui dtait chez vous ce matin ? 2. Mon ami O. y dtait, et il

vous cherchait. 3. Avez-vous parld a mon pere hier ? 4. Je lui

parlais, quaud ou ui'apporta votre Littre. 5. M. votre pere portait-il

uu chapeau blauc, quand il deuieuni.it a Loudres ? 6. II portait un
chapeau noir, et mou frere portait un habit noir. 7. Chantiez-voua

quand mou pero est arrivd .' 8. Non, Monsieur, .i finissais mon
theme. 9. Avez-vous perdu votre crayon, ce matin ? 10. Jo 1'avaii

perdu, et je le eherchnis quand vous ni'uvez parld. 11. Vous aimiez la

lecture; M 11" votre aosur 1'aituait-elle aussi ? 12. Elle 1'aimait auaat
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13. Quelle chanson chantiez-vous ce matin ? 14. Je chantais une

chanson italienne. 15. Avez-vous eu peur de me parler ? 16. Je n'ai

jamais eu peur de vous parler. 17. Avez-vous apporW mon livre? 18.

Je ne 1'ai pas apporte\

EXERCISE 103 (Vol. I., page 394).

1. Why did you not write more quickly this morning ? 2. Because

I was afraid of making mistakes. 3. Were you not afraid of offending

that lady ? 4. I feared to offend her, but I could not do otherwise.

5. What were you painting this morning ? 6. I was painting an his-

torical picture. 7. What was your dyer dyeing ? 8. He was dyeing

cloth, silk, and linen. 9. What colour was he dyeing them ? 10. He
was dyeing the cloth black, and the silk and linen green. 11. Were

you conducting the young Pole to school, when I met you ? 12. I was

conducting my eldest son to church. 13. What were you reading ?

14. I was reading hooks %vhich I had just bought. 15. Did you not

know that that gentleman is dead ? 16. I had forgotten it. 17. How
much was the watch which you broke worth ? 18. It was worth at

least two hundred francs. 19. Was it not better to remain here than

to go hunting ? 20. It was much better to go to school. 21. What
was yottr friend saying to you? 22. He was telling me that his

brother is back from Spain. 23. Did you not (use to) go hunting

every day when you were living in the country ? 24. I often went

fishing, 25. My brother went to school every day when he was here.

LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY. XVIII.
CLASS I. METALS OP THE ALKALIES.

POTASSIUM.

SYMBOL, K ATOMIC WEIGHT, 39'1 SPECIFIC GRAVITY, 0'865 MELTING

POINT, 62-5.

SIB HUMPHRY DAVY, in 1807, included this metal in the list

of brilliant discoveries which he made by means of the electro-

lytic action of the galvanic current. He slightly moistened

Some hydrate of potash, in order to render it a conductor, and

then applied it to the poles of a strong battery. At the nega-

tive wire the metal potassium appeared.
The preparation of the metal may be conducted with much

less expense by either of the following processes :

1. Melted potassic hydrate is allowed to run over iron turn-

ings in a bent gun-barrel, which is raised to a considerable

temperature in a charcoal furnace. The iron deprives the

potash of its oxygen, and the metal potassium passes over in

vapour, which is condensed in naphtha.
2. The present mode of procuring the metal, however, was

invented by Curandau. It consists in intimately mixing G9

parts of potassic carbonate and 12 parts of carbon. This

mixture is heated in a crucible, and then the porous mass is

broken into small pieces and introduced into an iron retort,

which is submitted to a high heat.

KjOCO,+ 2C = SCO + 2K

explains the action and intimates that the mixture is entirely

converted into carbonic oxide and potassium. The delivery tube

from the retort projects a few inches out of the furnace, and

dips into a receiver of naphtha, which is kept cool by being sur-

rounded by water.

Properties. At ordinary temperatures potassium is a soft

metal. When cut, it is found to be of a white colour. It has

great affinity for oxygen, and will at a red-heat deprive almost

any gas of that element. As we have seen, it can even decom-

pose water, the heat evolved in the action being sufficient to set

fire to the escaping hydrogen, the flame of which is tinged by
the beautiful purple colour which is characteristic of the "

potash
flame."

Potash is the widely-diffused oxide of potassium. It takes

its name from the fact that it is obtained from the " ashes
"

of

the wood with which the "pot" has been boiled. Plants have

the power of abstracting potash from the soil. It is a con-

stituent of granite rocks, from which all soils are originally

derived. The wood-ashes when washed have their potash dis-

solved by the water, and upon evaporating this solution "Pearl-

ash" is obtained, which is really not potash, but an impure
carbonate of potash, and forms one of the sources from which

our potassium and its salts are derived.

Potassic Hydrate, or " Caustic Potash "
(HKO). If thin slices

of potassium be exposed to dry oxygen, Potassium Monoxide

(K20) is formed a white, brittle substance. It absorbs moisture

with avidity, forming potassic hydrate (HKO), in which it will

be seen that one atom of K has been replaced by one of H.

The usual method of obtaining this compound is by boiling

one part of potassium carbonate with twelve parts of water,

and adding slaked lime made from two-third parts of quick-

lime. The reaction is

K aOCO.,+ H3OCaO = 2 (HKO) -f CaOCO,.

The calcium carbonate (chalk) sinks to the bottom, while the

clear liquid is decanted and evaporated without contact with the

air. The residue may be cast into sticks, but the fusion should

be carried on in silver vessels.

It deserves the name " caustic
" from its severe action oa

animal tissues.

Potassium Carbonate (K2OCO2). This is imported from the

forests of Eussia and America in large quantities as pot-ashes or

pearl-ashes.
To render it pure it is calcined like potassio hydrate. It is

a strong alkali, and if exposed long enough to the air, absorbs

moisture and becomes an oily liquid. By passing a current of

carbonic dioxide through a solution of this salt, one of the

atoms of K may be replaced by one of H, forming hydric potas-

sium carbonate
-^ |

OC02 . This salt is not so soluble as the

carbonate, and is almost neutral, having no effect on reddened

litmus paper.
Potassium Nitrate, Nitre, or Saltpetre (KN03) is found as an

efflorescence upon the soil in certain districts in the East Indies.

The soil favourable to its production is of a loose limy nature,

mixed with decomposing felspar, which contains potash, and of

necessity there must be present more or less organic matter.

The process by which the salt is produced is called
"
nitrifica-

tion," and is little understood. It is supposed that the decom-

posing organic matter which contains nitrogen gives off ammonia ;

that this ammonia becomes oxidised into nitric acid, which with

the potash forms nitre. In Sweden, the farmers have " nitre

plantations," that is, they throw all the refuse of their farms, etc.,

into a heap, which they continually turn to expose it to the air.

After three years, the bed is lixiviated, or washed with water.

To this water pearl-ash is added, by which the nitrates of lime

and magnesia are decomposed, and the nitrate of potash formed.

Upon evaporation the nitre crystallises out, the insoluble car-

bonates having fallen.

Saltpetre contains nearly one-half its weight of oxygen, with

which it readily parts when in contact with carbon. To this

property it owes its commercial value, it being the chief ingre-

dient of

Gunpowder, a compound which is said to have been discovered

about 1336 by a certain Cordelier monk of Breslau, named
Berthold Schwartz. This is unlikely, for the Arabians and

Chinese had used an explosive substance for many centuries,

and even Eoger Bacon, who died about 1294, in his treatise
" De Nullitato Magiss," gives a receipt for making a kind of

gunpowder. Our English powder consists of 75 parts of nitre, 15

of charcoal, and 10 of sulphur. The process of manufacture

carried on at the Government mills at Waltham Abbey is the

following :

The ingredients are with great care procured perfectly pure.

The charcoal is that of alder-wood ;
the proper proportion of

each to make a "charge" of 52 Ibs. is taken and ground

separately into impalpable powder. The powders are then

mixed, and water is added to make them into a paste ; this is

placed beneath two broad wheels fixed on the same axle, one of

which rolls within the other, on a smooth iron plate. By this
"
incorporating mill

"
the ingredients are thoroughly mixed, and

the paste is then submitted to a pressure of 70 tons on the

square inch; the "press cake" thus produced rings, when struck,

like a piece of metal. This cake is next broken by spiked

rollers, and the grains sifted on sheets of parchment, perforated

with different sized holes ; these being placed one above the other,

the large grains are delivered into their proper receptacle from

the top sieve, the finest grains being found on the lowest. The

powder in this condition is of a dull leaden colour, and is glazed

by being placed in a barrel which revolves very rapidly on its

axis ; the grains polish each other by mutual friction ; occasion-

ally a little black-lead is added. This latter process renders

the powder less liable to contract damp.
When ignited the following reaction occurs :

2KNO 3
+ 3C + S = K

a
S + 3CO a

+ 2N ;

that is, the solid becomes entirely gae, with the exception of the
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Kt8 (potassium milphido), which in disn!pated in smoke.
Those products of the combustion occupy, at t rnpora-
turo of tho oxplouion, about 1,400 tim

powder.
^fulminant is a mixture of 3 parts of nitre, 2 potamiium

carbonate, and 1 Bulphur, \\liich, when heated on an iron Bhovol
until fuaion takes place, explodes violently.

a other Bolts which potash makes with every acid Potas-
sium I'lili'i-titi- (K('lO 8)iH tho most important. It is procured
by Hubtnittiiig a mixture of potaHsium carbonate and uluked

lime, inoistenod, to tho action of chlorine gas ; tho chlorate
formed is separated by lixiviation and crystallisation.

.-ii combines with tho halogens and sulphur, when
heated with them, forming many salts of great medicinal
value.

All the salts of potassium, if introduced on a platinum wire
into tho redui'ltiy flame of tho blowpipe, impart to tho flamo a
purple tiii'.rc: and with bichloride of platinum, a concentrated
solution containing potash gives a yellow precipitate.

SODIUM.

SYMBOL, Na COMBINING WEIGHT, 23 SPECIFIC GRAVITY, 0'97

MELTING POINT, 98.

Tho discovery of sodium was immediate upon that of potassium.
The metal is obtained from sodium carbonate by an analogous
method to that which produces potassium ; it distils over with
carbonic oxide, with which, unlike potassium, it does not
combine.

Sodium is now prepared in largo quantities, for it is used in
the extrication of magnesium and aluminum from their salts.

When thrown on water it decomposes it, but the action, unless
the water bo thickened by starch paste, is not sufficiently
violent to ignite the escaping hydrogen.

Its compounds are widely distributed in Nature. Indeed,
the "

spectrum analysis
" would indicate that the presence of

sodium, in some form, is all but universal. The sea is its great
repository, its waters containing 3 per cent, of sodium chloride,
or common salt.

Tin' (hide of Sodium, or "caustic
" soda (Na20), may bo pro-

cured in a manner analogous to that which gave potash, and
the same is the case with the hydrate that is, by tho action
of milk of lime on carbonate of soda.

Sodium Nitrate (NaNO
?
), or Chili Saltpetre, is found in that

country in large quantities. Indeed, tho natives of Chili aud
Peru build their houses of blocks of tho salt. It cannot be
used in the manufacture of gunpowder, for it is deliquescent ;

however, it is of indirect use, for nitre may be made from it.

Sodium. Chloride (NaCl) may be procured from tho sea by
evaporation, but is generally supplied by salt mines, the prin-
cipal of which are in Cheshire, Poland, and Spain. The Polish
mine of Wieliczka is a mass of salt 500 miles in length, 20
in breadth, and at least 1,200 feet thick, a quantity suffi-

cient to supply the culinary demands of the world for ages.
Salt when crystallised is rock salt, or sal gem; the crystals
are cubic.

Sodium Sulphate (Na2S04 + 10 H
2O), or Glauber Salt, is re-

markably efflorescent; that is, it gives off its water and
crumbles to powder. It has a saline bitter taste, and is used
as a medicinal purgative.

Its preparation will be referred to in the making of
Sodium Carbonate (Na4OCOa), which constitutes the most

important of chemical manufactures. It is used in the manu-
facture of glass and soap, in calico printing, in softening hard
waters, and in the preparation of all tho other salts of soda.

Formerly it was procured, as potash is still, from the ash of
certain plants, but this has been superseded by its manu-
facture from the chloride.
The process consists of two stages :

1. The Salt-caJce Process. A charge of five or six cwt. of
salt is thrown into a shallow cast-iron pan, about 9 feet in
diameter, and 12 inches deep at the centre. Tho lid of this
pan has two openings ; through one an equal weight of sul-

phuric acid is introduced. The following reaction occurs when
heat is applied :

H,SO. + NaCl = HNaSO, + HC1.
The hydrosodio sulphate remains, and the hydrochloric acid
passes through the other opening to the bottom of a vertical
flue, which is packed with pieces of coke, over which water is

allowed constantly to trickle ; thin water absorbs the gas, and is

the souroo of tho hydrochloric ; when the action
becomes sluggish, tho hydrosodic >;ulphato is raked out and ex-

posed to a higher heat in :.
- of brick-work, the fluo

from which also vcrti--:il flu.-. Jjy this means tho
atom of hydrogen which is associated with the sodio salt is

driven off, thus

HNuSO4 + NaCl = Na.SO. + HCL
This sodium Bulphato which in the result of this process is
known as salt-calif.

2. Soda-ash Process. The Bait-cake is ground up with an
equal weight of chalk (CaOCO.) and half its weight of coal.
Tho mixture is then submitted to tho heat of a "

roverberatory
'

furnace that is, it is spread on a hearth, over which the flam*
of the furnace passes. The mixture melts, and these two reao
tiona take place :

1. Na,SO. +40 = Na,8 + 4CO.
2. Na,S + CaOCO, = Na.OCO, + CaS.

The calcium sulphide and the other impurities being insoluble,
the sodium carbonate, or soda-ash, is washed out. Soda
crystals, used in washing, are got by saturating a solution with
soda-ash, and allowing it to crystallise.
The Bicarbonate of Soda, which is used in effervescing drinks,

ia H f OCOj, and is made by exposing soda crystals to the

action of carbonic acid.

Sodium Hyposulphide (Na2OHsOS1O2 + 4H 20) has tho power
of dissolving some silver salts ; hence its employment in photo-
graphy. Sodium is an element of these salts :

Sodium phosphate = Na,HPO + 12H,O.
Microcosmic Salt = NaNH.HPO,.
Borax = NaaB 4O, + 10H

aO.

The other sodium salts are of less importance.

LITHIUM.

SYMBOL, Li. COMBINING WEIGHT, 7 SPECIFIC GRAVITY, 0'59
MELTING POINT, 180.

Lithium is the lightest of the metals. The spectrum analysis
declares it is widely distributed. By this means it has been
detected in most waters, in milk, and in tobacco. Lithium
chloride imparts to flame a brilliant crimson tinge. Tho metal
itself is obtained by decomposing this salt by means of the
galvanic current.

Lithia (Li2O) stands between tho alkalies and the alkaline
earths.

AMMONIUM (NH4) has been noticed.
RUIIDIUM and CAESIUM owe their discovery to the spectrum

analysis. Eubidium takes its name from tho red line its

compounds form in the spectrum. Cfcsinm gives two blue
lines. These metals closely resemble potassium. Their salts
are widely distributed, but in very small quantities. As yet
they have no commercial and but little chemical interest.

LESSONS IN GREEK. XVI.
COMPABISON OP ADJECTIVES.

SUPERLATIVE (from super, above, beyond, and latus, carried) is

in grammar applied to adjectives when they are in that form
which signifies the greatest degree or amount of tho quality
described by them. The degree below, or an inferior degree of
the quality, is called the comparative; and the simple state
of the adjective is named the positive: for example, street is

the positive, s\ceet-er the comparative, and sweet-est the super-
lative.

The Greek language has two forms of comparison. The first,
and by far the most common, adds to the positive -repus, -rtpd,

-rtpov for tho comparative, and -raros, -rarrj, -rarov for the super-
lative ; tho second adds for the comparative -luv, -lay, cr -oif, -or,

and for the superlative -IOTOJ, -nrrij, -urrov. Tho terminations

-or, -d, -ov, etc., respectively point out the masculine, the femi-

nine, and the neuter gender.
As in Latin and English, the superlative in Greek denotes

either the highest degree of a quality, or a very high degree.
Instead of these ordinary forms tho comparative may be

indicated by /j.a\\ov, more, and the superlative by ftaAtora, inosty

put before the adjective.
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Let us consider tho forms of comparison of adjectives.
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Compounds of xaPlf interpose , as

Pos. 7TixopiT, -i. Gim. Trixp<T-v, p

VOCABULA

TTJ, -TJ, 77, ^Etna.
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British Islands the average is about 36 inches ; but even in our
small island the difference of the rain-fall in neighbouring locali-

ties is very remarkable : for instance, at Whitehaven, in Cum-
berland, there fell, in 1849, 32 inches ;

while in the Vale of

Borrowdale, only 15 miles distant, the fall was 142 inches

almost four times the amount. This is due to the position of

the valley ; it is traversed by the prevailing winds, which come
loaded with moisture from the sea. The mountains condense
this moisture, and the valley receives the rain.

The most remarkable instance of this combination of local

causes is perhaps found in the case of the Khasia Hills, which
form the southern side of the valley
of the Brahmapootra, just as it

enters the delta of the Ganges.
These mountains are some 4,000 or

5,000 feet high, and their south
flank looks over the delta towards
the Bay of Bengal. When the south

monsoon blows, it traverses the

river-flats, and arrives at the foot of

the Khasias loaded with moisture.

Impinging upon the mountains, it is

driven upwards ; it rises into colder

regions, and to a height at which
the air is greatly rarefied. Now,
when air is rarified, it acquires a

greater power of containing heat, and

consequently it absorbs its own sen-

sible heat, and thus its temperature
falls. From the combination of FIG. 7. BAIN-PRINTS AND WORM-TRACKS IN CARBONIFEROUS the excavation.

these causes the monsoon delivers

up its moisture, and as much as

600 inches of rain fall on the south flank of the Khasias yearly.
The denuding effect of this vast quantity of water is greatly
enhanced by the fact that it almost all falls in the six months
in which the monsoons blow. In many tropical countries the

fall averages 200 inches. Just as there are combinations of local

circumstances which produce unusual rain-falls, so there are

regions where the opposite effect is the result. Rainless regions
are found generally in the centres of vast continents. Ere the

winds reach these localities they have been dried, the moisture

they carried having been condensed by mountains which inter-

vened between the seas and the centre of the continent. There
is a strip of coast-line in Chili and Peru where no rain fall*, for

the prevailing winds deposit their moisture on the opposite
flank of the Andes, and when they reach the countries to the

loeward they are dry. No rain has fallen hero for years, as may
be proved by the fact that houses are built of

"
Chili saltpetre,"

or sodium nitrate, which is a salt soluble in water ; hence the
existence of the structures is a testimony to the rainless cli-

mate. Considering that every drop of rain does a geological
work it either carries down a grain of sand to a lower level, or

Boaks into the soil, loosening it for the action of the next

ehower it may be conceived what a vast and universal work
is being carried on by drops of rain. If it required proof that

the surface of the earth had always been subject to the action

of rain, we should find it in

the frequent discovery of rain-

prints in some of the oldest sys-
tems. Many specimens of these

interesting remains have been
found in rocks of the Carbonife-

rous period. During the age in

which the coal-fields were depo-
sited, the atmosphere to encourage tho rapid growth of the

dense vegetation which characterised that epoch must have
been highly charged with moisture, and, as a consequence of this,

showers of rain must have been of constant occurrence.

Pig. 7 shows a slab exhibiting rain-prints and worm-tracks,
discovered in the carboniferous green slate in Nova Scotia.

Si?.- Charles Lyell has most satisfactorily explained the pre-
sence of these rain-prints. His observations were made on the

shores of the Bay of Fundy, where the tide rises higher than

any other place in the world more than 70 feet. The exten-

r>ive mud-flats are left dry for the period between the high tides.

If a shower fall while the mud is yet soft, an impression is

made, which the hot sun bakes into an enduring cast, so that

GREEN SLATE.

effaced, but a layer of mud is deposited upon them. In process
of time this becomes rock, and when split the rain-prints are

exhibited, faithfully registering the fact of the shower, and

frequently showing the direction of the wind, by the cavity
formed by the drop being deeper on that side to which the drop
was driven.

Springs. Not satisfied with the work done as individuals, the

rain-drops seek to combine their power, and collecting in cavi-

ties in the hills, and in the more porous rocks, form springs
which permanently feed rivers. Although the degrading action

of springs cannot be compared to that of rivers, yet it is by no
means despicable; their action is

continuous, and every spring wears
for itself a valley, of greater or less

size, according to the length of time
it has flowed, the quantity of water
it discharges, and the nature of the
rock from which it issues.

The origin of one class of springs
will be at once conceived by watch-

ing a child dig a hole on the sea-

beach. The retiring tide has left

the sand saturated with water, which
drains into the hole and soon fills it.

This is precisely tho case with porous
rocks soaked with rain-water. If a
well be sunk down to tho base of such
a rock, where a less porous stratum
underlies it, water will soon rise in

Now suppose there

St. PauPs.

Fia. 8. IDEAL SECTION OF LONDON BASIN. AA, CHALK ; BB, CLAY

c, GRAVEL ; a, SURFACE WELL ; H, ARTESIAN WELL.

exist some fissure in the rock,
we have at once a natural well

;

and as soon as an outlet is found, which is at a lower level

than the surface of the water, a spring will be the result.

Springs will be plentiful at the outcrop of a layer of clay, or

some other deposit impervious to moisture, above which lies a

porous rock, such as chalk or sandstone, which will retain tho

rain. Tho reason why there is not an issue of water from tho

whole line of the outcrop of the impermeable strata is that tho

water follows the valleys formed by the inequalities of the sur-

face of the strata, so that where a spring does occur we may
conclude that that is the end of a valley of which the spring

may be conceived to be the river. In this instance tho valley
made the river, and not the river the valley.

Artesian wells have thrown some interesting light on the

underground system of waterworks. Those wells or borings
are made by an auger generally about four inches in diameter.

When rock is reached, it is triturated by an iron rod, and tho

debris removed by the auger. The sides of tho "boro are pro-

tected by sinking iron pipes. The boring is continued until a

porous stratum is reached. The Artesian wells in the neigh-
bourhood of London are sunk to reach the chalk, and are about

320 feet deep, and they yield some 15,000,000 gallons a day ;

but the water does not rise so high in the well as it used,

proving that the chalk reservoir is not inexhaustible.

There is a well at Grenelle, near Paris, 1,800 feet deep.

Frequently, in the course of

the boring, a subterranean cavity
is tapped, from which the water

rises with great force. At

Tours, when the depth of 364

feet was reached, there was r,

sudden rise of water, whicii

brought up with it a quantity of

sand, shells, branches of thorns, seeds, etc., and there was rea-

son to believe that these came from some of the valleys of Au-

vergne, 150 miles distant, proving a cavernous connection

between the two places.

Fig. 8 represents an ideal section of the London basin:

a is a " surface well ;" H, an Artesian well. The water from a

looks sparkling, and is more refreshing than from H
;
and is dele-

terious just in proportion as these qualities recommend it, for

they are due to organic matter and nitrates, which the rain

gathers as it comes into contact with decomposing animal matter

on the surface; whereas the water from H enters the chalk

strata, A A, far out in the country.
Artesian wells derive their name from Artois, in France,

when the next high tide covers the flat the rain-prints are not
j

where they were first sunk.
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LESSONS IN ARCHITECTURE. XII.

GOTHIC ABCHITBCTUBK.

IN our last lesson wo spoke of tlio rise, decline, and fall of

Oothio iiivhit. .; ure. Its origin, liko that of some other stylos,
. so correctly ascertained as

to remli . ic il details of much
interest. It is certain that it began to

bo employed in ecclesiastical edifices

about the timo that tho Goths wore
. ly, and had been overcome,

in tlii-ir turn, by tho nations which super-
si-ilril !': Komans. This system of

architecture, as wo have already said,

was practised during tho Middle Ages,
and continued in use till the sixteenth

y, when it was supplanted by tho
I of tho Roman stylo. It was then

i Gothic from tho architects and
workmen who were supposed to have
been engaged in tho planning and erect-

ing the edifices which bear this name.;
and it was held in contempt by tho fol-

lowers of Palladio, in Italy, and of Jones,
in England. Tho Gothic architecture

differs essentially from the Greek, both
in construction and appearance. In tho

latter tho arrangement of tho materials

depended on their strength in masses,
which required only to be put together
in simple and elegant forms. In tho

former, on the contrary, small stones and
other materials, which would have been
deemed useless by a Greek architect,
wore employed in the construction of edi-

fices of equal strength, and sometimes
even of greater magnificence than tho

ancient temples ; for they depended as to

their stability, not on tho vertical pres-
sure of columns, or the strength of lintels

from pillar to pillar, but on tho correct

adjustment of tho bearings and thrusts

of different arches operating in various

directions. Moreover, the Gothic style
is easily distinguished from both the

Greek and the Roman styles by its slen-

der shafts and clustered pillars, its circu-

lar, pointed, or angular arches and groins,
its spires and pinnacles, and its decorations,

which excel tho latter in variety, number,
and minuteness.

Among tho theories which have been pro-

posed to account for the origin of this style,

we may mention an ingenious one which has

been suggested by Sir James Hall, in his
"
Essay on the Origin, Principles, and His-

tory of Gothic Architecture." Ho conceives

that tho forms of this style may have been
derived from tho imitation of a rustic dwell-

ing, constructed in the following manner:
Thrust two rows of posts into the ground
opposite to each other, at an interval equal
to that between the posts in the rows them-

selves, each post rising to the height of

about three intervals. Apply to each post a
set of slender rods of willow, thrusting them
into the ground at its base, and tying them
in two places, one a little above the ground,
and the other within about a third port of

the height, leaving them loose from this

point upwards, so that they may bo freely
used in any direction. The rods may be three

in number to each of the outside corner

posts, and five to each of tho others, all being
plowed BO as to cover the inside of the posts, and give it the

appearance of a bundle of rods. It will be easy now to form
the skeleton of a thatched roof. For this purpose lot a rod
from each of two opposite posts be bent at its loose top, so that

60 N.E.

CHUECH OF ST. UTIEUJJB DU MONT, PARIS.

WINDOW OF 13ru CEN-
TURY.

CATHEDEAL OF NOTRE DAME, PARIS.

they may crow each othr, which giro* u* the form of a pointed
arch ; and the sarno being done throughout tho whole extent of

tho two opposite rows, an horizontal rod, or ridge bar, being
at tho samu timo placed along tho point* of crooning, we
have tho appearance of a Gothic arcade. Two rods from each

post in the same row are now to be
treated in like manner, BO u to form
similar arches in both rows, and these

aro also to be connected by ridge ban
crossing the longitudinal one. Having
now employed two rod* of each corner

post, and throe of each intermediate

one, there still remain one in the former,
and two in the hitter, which may be dis-

posed of by causing them to pass diago-

nally from tho corners of each rectangle,
not crossing as in the former oases, but

applied side by side, so as to form a con-

tinued hoop or semicircle. In this man-
ner all the rods are occupied, and a frame
is produced capable of supporting thatch

or other covering. From tho imitation

of a dwelling so constructed the three

leading characters of Gothic architecture

may be traced, namely, tho pointed arch,
the clustered column, and the branching
roof. On principles similar to these the

ingenious author endeavours to account
for the peculiarities of the Gothic win-

dows, doors, spires, etc. But it is much to be doubted whether

any theory so simple and ingenious as the preceding will account

for the origin of a style which emanated from tho numerous and
varied applications of tho

arch, whether semi-circular or

pointed, whether composed of

segments of circles crossing
each other, or of other curves

corresponding to Hogarth's
celebrated line of beauty,
which was evidently traced

by him in the ogeo or cyma
(Greek Kvpa, kn'-ma, a wave)
of the ancient Greek and
Roman architecture, as well

as in the Gothic. This curve
is in the form of tho letter S without its top and bottom ap-

pendages, thus c/3.

In the churches of the Middle Ages, there were to be seen,
as indicated in the preceding theory, endless

groups of small columns, immense domes,
complicated buttresses, lofty roofs, with bell

turrets, and other appurtenances. The finest

examples in Europe of the Gothic, or ogival

style of architecture, are the great catho

drals of Notre Dame at Paris, Bourges,
Amiens, Chartres, Rouen, and Rheims. This

style, as we have observed, at first pure and

simple, and formed of regular curves, be-

came so distorted at the close of the short

period of its existence, as to lose its very
nature, and it then led to the invention ot

all the extravagant productions which arose

from compound arches, which were only a

degradation of the original style, and which
soon caused its abandonment. It would be

impossible to exhibit, in diagrams, the in-

numerable details in architecture and of

sculpture which the beautiful edifices of the

Middle Ages present, all characterisedby the

nso of the pointed arch. We give, however,
two specimens of the rich ornamentation
which crowded the windows and capitals
of the columns in the Gothic churches of

tho thirteenth and fifteenth centuries. In

the sixteenth century, the Greek and Roman arts and architec-

ture returned, but only by such a gradual transition, that for a

length of timo the pointed arch was employed in the construction

of domes, and cf some other important parts of the edifice, of

WINDOW OF IOTH CKNTCRT.
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which the churches of St. Eustache, and of St. fitienne du Mont,
at Paris, are examples. In castles built at this period of the

.Renaissance, such as those of Ecouen and of Gaillon, the chapel
was Gothic, whilst the rest was classical. The ancient archi-

tecture has extended its power over the civilised world, from the
Renaissance period to the middle part of the present century,
when a reaction took place in favour of the Gothic style of

architecture, especially for ecclesiastical buildings.
The severe study of the monuments of Greece and Italy in

modern times, tends to preserve and extend the taste for the
ancient orders of architecture, as being more durable in their

effects, more easy . in their construction, and more economical
in their expenditure, than the Gothic style. The recent desire
to restore the architectural monuments of the Gothic period,
has led to an extraordinary study of its ancient examples, and
has produced in some enthusiastic minds a wish to substitute
this style of architecture for those which have regulated the

splendid edifices of Europe for three centuries. Without

attempting to depreciate a style which is considered particularly

adapted to religious edifices, it is difficult to imagine that it will

prevail, for any lengthened period, over those orders of architec-

ture which, by their strength and solidity as well as massive

elegance, far surpass their resuscitated rival.

In one of the annexed engravings, the reader will find a

representation of one of the finest examples of the true Gothic

style of architecture already mentioned, viz., the Church of Notre
Dame, at Paris. This metropolitan church of the French capital
is said to have been built on the ruins of a heathen temple, and
to have been founded during the first ages of Christianity. Its

reconstruction was begun by Maurice Sully, in 11G3, and the

first stone was laid by Pope Alexander III. Jean de Chille?,
master of works, undertook the south front in 1257 ; the north
front was constructed in 1312, by means raised by the knight-

templars. Charles VII., in 1447, gave considerable sums for the

completion of this cathedral. The first stone of the great altar

was laid in 1669, by Cardinal Noailles; and the choir, then begun
from the designs of Mansarde, was only finished in 1714. The
celebrated bell of Notre Dame, the largest in France, is placed
in the south tower; it was founded in 1685, and set up by
Louis XIV. The cathedral was restored during the reign of

Napoleon III., the massive iron railing by which it is sur-

rounded being completed in 1868.

In this lesson is also given a representation of one of the

finest examples of those churches which belong to the transi-

tion period mentioned above, namely, the Church of St. Etienne
du Mont. This church was known by the same name in 1221.

It was reconstructed about 1517 ; but the aisle and the south

chapel were built in 1588. The western parts were only finished

under Charles IX. The communion chapel was built in 1606,
and Margaret of Valois, first wife of Henri IV., laid the first

stone of the front. These circumstances explain the mixture
of the Gothic style with that of the Kenaissance which is

found in this church. It is the only church in Paris furnished
with a gallery; and is decorated with very remarkable windows,
the work of Pinagrier, a celebrated artist of the sixteenth

Century.

LESSONS IN ERENCK. XLIII.

SECTION XCV. IDIOMS RELATING TO MONDE,
GENS, ETC.

1. THE word monde, world, is often used in French in a re-

stricted sense. It has then the meaning of people, company,
retinue, servants, &c. :

Y avait-il beaucoup de monde a Were there many people at church ?

1'^glise ?

Se mettaut a la tete de son Placing himself at the head of his

monde, il ouvrit lui-meme la people, he himself opened the door.

porte. VOLTAIRE.

2. The word gens also means people, and is of the masculine

gender ; but, by a singular anomaly, the adjectives which pre-
cede gens are put in the feminine, while those which follow it

must be in the masculine gender :

Ce sont les meilleures gens da They are the best people in the world.

monde.
Ces gens sont fort dangere<*u Those people are very Jangerout.

2. The words tout, tsl, quel, certain, not preceding imme-
aiacsl;* the word gens, are put in the masculine, except when
the word coming between is an adjective having a different
termination in the two genders :

Tous ces gens-la e"taient-ils chre- Were all those people Christians ?

tiens ? PASCAL.
Tous ces gens-la sont sottement All those people are foolishly in-

inge'nieux. J. J. ROUSSEAU, genious.

4. The words tout, tel, quel, certain, are put in the feminine
when they precede immediately the word gens, or are separated
from it by an adjective having a different termination in the
feminine :

Quelles gens etes-vous ? Quelles TFhat people are you 1 What is your
sout vos affaires ? RACINE. business 1

Quelles bonnes gens ! TFhat good people 1

However, when tout, although immediately preceding gens,
refers to a noun masculine and not to gens, it is used in the
masculine :

Ces moines, tOUS gens de saute
1

Those monies, all of them men of
robuste. robust health.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Apres s'etre fait craindre de tout
le monde, il craignit tout le

moude aussi. FLKCHIEE.
II dit du inal de tout le monde.
Tout le monde le dit.

Avez-vous amend beaucoup de
monde ?

Le monde n'est pas encore arrive
1

.

II n'y avait pas grand moude.
II y a du monde avec lui.

II a congddiiJ tout son monde.

Ce capitaine a tout son monde.
Voila de sottes gens.
II s'arrete chez les premieres

bonnes gens qu'il trouve.

BOISTE.
II y a a la ville, coinme ailleurs,

de fort sottes gens, des gens
fades, oisifs, de'soccupe's.

LA BBUYEEE.

Quels braves gens !

Quelles viles et me'cb.antes gens !

After having inspired everybody witli

fear, he feared everybody.

He slanders everybody.

Everybody says so.

Have you brought many people ?

The company is not yet come.

There were not many people there.

There is some person loith him.
He has discharged all his servants

(people).

That captain has all his crew.

Those are foolish people.

He stops with the first good people
that he finds.

There are in the city, as elsewhere,

very silly people, tedious, idle, un-

employed people.

What worthy people .'

What vile and wicked people.

Accommod-er (s'), 1.

ref. to put up with,
to agree with.

Attend-re, 4. to await,
to ea^ject.

Bord (a), on board.

Carnpagne, f. country.

De'niel-er, 1. to settle,

arrange.
Des que, as soon as.

EXERCISE 185.

Equipage, m. crew.

EVeill-er, 1. to au-afce.

Gens de lettres, men
of letters.

Gens d'epee, military
men.

Gens de robe, lawyers.

Patron, m. patron
saint.

Perd-re, 4. to lose.

Eassembl-er, 1. to bring

together.

Reven-ir, 2. ir, to re-

turn.

Salon, m. drawing-
room.

Serv-ir, 2. ir. to serve.

Terre, f. land, shore.

Voyag-er, 1. [ 49] to

travel.

1. Avez-vous rassemble beaucoup de monde chez vous?
2. II n'est venu que peu de monde. 3. A quelle henre

servira-t-on le diner aujourd'hui ? 4. On le servira des que
notre monde sera venu. 5. Le capitaine a-t-il tout son equipage
a bord ? 6. Non, Monsieur, il a envoye du monde a terre. 7.

Vos gens se levent-ils de bonne heure P 8. II faut que tous les

jours j'eveille tout mon monde (MOLIERE). 9. Les Moscovitea

perdirent trois fois plus de monde que les Suedois (VOLTAIRE).
10. Ou est Madame votre mere? 11. Elle est dans le salon,

il y a du monde avec elle (company). 12. Tout le monde peut

voyager comme moi (X. DE MAISTEE). 13. Ainsi va le monde.

14. Elle attend pour quitter le monde, que le monde 1'ait

quittee (FLECHIER). 15. Vos gens sont-ils revenus de la cam-

pagne ? 16. Nous attendons nos gens anjourd'hui. 17. Y
a-t-il ici une societe de gens de lettres ? 18. Non, Monsieur;
il n'y a qu'nne societe de gens de robe. 19. Connaissez-vous

ces braves gens P 20. Je crois que ce sont des gens d'epee.

21. Tels sont les gens aujourd'hui. 22. Telles gens, tels

patrons (LA BRUYERE). 23. Tous mes gens sont malades. 24.

II faut savoir s'accommodtr de toutes gens (L'ACADEMIE). 25.

Que pouvez-vous avoir a demeler avec de telles gens ?
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EXIBCIBE 186.

1. Arc thero many people at your brother's ? 2. There are

there. >>. it young man slander

\rryl'il\ l. 11" sliunltTH nobody. 5. Have you brought

n:iny people with yu '< (5. Wo have brought but few people
, la there company with your mother P 8. '11

110 company with her. 9. Who haa told you that P 10. .

nys BO. 11. Is the company come? 12. The company
i.s not yet como. 13. Has your mother discharged two servants

i domeatiques) ? 14. She has discharged all her people. 15.

Do you know those people P 16. I know them very well ;

10 very worthy people. 17. When he travels, he stops

always with good people. 18. Are there foolish people here P

I'.i There are foolish people everywhere (partout). 20. Do you
awake your people every morning ? 21. Yes, Sir ; I must
awake them every day. 22. What can your brother have to

settle with those people P 23. They are the best people in the

world. 24. Were there many people at church this morning ?

25. There were not many people there. 26. Are your people
ill? 27. Yes, Sir; all my people are ill. 28. There is

here a society of learned men. 29. There are in Paris several

societies of lawyers. 30. What worthy people ! 31. What
good people ! 32. Do you expect your people to-day ? 33.

We expect them this evening. 34. So goes the world. 35.

Has your captain all hie crew P 36. He has all his crew on
board.

SECTION XCVL IDIOMS RELATING TO EN,
ENTENDBE, ETC.

1. When property or possession is affirmed of things inani-

mate, the relation of possession is expressed by the relative

pronoun en when the thing possessed is not in the same clause

as the inanimate possessor [92 (5)] :

Voila un bel arbro j le fruit on est That is a fine tree ; its fruit is excel-

excollont. tent.

2. When, however, the inanimate possessor and the thing pos-
sessed are in the same clause, the possessive adjective is used

[92, (4)]:-

Cet arbre a perdu son fruit. That tree has lost its fruit.

3. Entendre, to hear, is used in the sense of to understand.

It is also used reflectively. It means then, to be understood, to

understand one's self, or one another, or to agree with one an-

other. It means also, to be expert in anything. In this latter

sense it take a before its object, which may be replaced by the

pronoun y :

Comment entendez-vous cela ?

Cela s'entend.

11 s'euteucl aux affaires.

How do you understand that 1

That is understood.

He is eepert in business.

14.
Se faire entendre corresponds to the English, to make one's

self understood, to make one's self heard :

Nous uous soinmes fait entendre. We made ourselves understood, or

heard.

5. Taire [4. ir.] means, to conceal, to keep to one's self. Se

taire, ref., to be silent.

Taisez-vous. Taisons-nous. Se silent (hold yow tongue).
us be silent.

Tell him to be silent.

Let

Dites-lui do so taire.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

L'auteur d'uii bieufuit est

qui en recoit lea plus

celui

doux
fruits. DUCLOS.

Votre jardin eat magnifiquo; lea

arbres en sont superbes.
La vie a nee plaisirs et ses pciiies.

L'etude a ses cbarmes.
Entendez-vous bien le latin ?

Cet avoud n'entoud lien aux
affaires.

II ne s'y enteud pas.
Je lui ai donn<5 a entendre qu'il

<5tait de trop ici.

Qu'eutendez-vous par la ?

II y avait tnnt de bruit, quo nous

The author of a good deed is the one

u>ho receives its sweetest fruits.

Your garden is magnificent ; its trees

are very beautiful.

Life IMS its pleasures and its troubles.

Study has its charms.
Do you understand Latin veil 7

That attorney has no fcnoicledye of
business.

He is not expert in this.

I gave him to understand that he was
in the way here.

What do you. mean by that 1

There teas so much noise, that we

Taisec le premier, 00 quo vou
voulez qu'ou tuie.

Pourquoi ne votui taiaez-voa* pu P

Nou* I'UTOUK fait tttiru.

Keep to yowneV tkatwktik you vouU
tr i*h other* to Jcwp Mertt.

. ..- <jou not tiemt 1

We made him hold M*
(silenced him).

EXERCISE 187.

Maud*, t sbeve.

Mcl-cr, 1. to mix.

Muct, to, dumb,
Pays, m. country.

liaison, f. reason.

RluM-ir, 2, io succeed.

AgrriSment, m. plea- Chirurgica, m. *ur-

ture. ;,- '.

Avuutoge, m. adta/i- Coutxmt-ir, 2. ir. to

toy*, content.

Basque, f. skirt of a Court, e, short.

coat. Force, f. force, povcer.

Brave, worthy. Fort, very.

1 . Est-ce un habit neuf quo votro fils porte P 2. C'est un habit

neuf, lo drap en eat tres fin. 3. Le* nianches n'en Bont-elles

pas trop oourtes P 4. Je crois quo les manches en sont trop
courtes et les basques trop longues. 5. La campagne n'a-t-ello

pas ses avantages ? 6. J'aiiue la campagno ; j'en conaais les

avantages. 7. Paris a ses agrements. 8. J'aimo Paris ; j'en

connais les agrements. 9. Ce chirurgien s'entend-il a la

medecine? 10. D n'y entend rien du tout. 11. Entendez-
vous la medecine 'c

1

12. Je ne m'y entcnds pas. 13. Je ne
1'entends pas. 14. Je n'y entends rien. 15. Avez-vons
reussi & vous faire entendre P 16. Nous n'y avons pas reoaei.

17. Mon voisin est un brave honime, et je m'entendu fort bien

avec lui. 18. Faire ta.ire certaincs gens est nn plus grand
miracle que de faire parler les inuets (BALZAC). 19. Savez-Toua

de quel pays est cet hommc P 20. II tait son pays ct sa nais-

sance. 21. Par la force de la raison, elle apprit 1'art do parler
et de se taire (FLECHIER). 22. Voulez-vous vous taire, imper-

tinente, vous venez toujonrs meler vos impertinences a toutes

choses (MOLIEEE). 23. Qui se tait consent (PfiOVEBB).

EXERCISE 188.

1. Have you a very good garden ? 2. We hare a very large

one, but its soil (terre, f.) is not good. 3. Is your brother's

coat new ? 4. He has a new coat, but its sleeves are too short.

5. Are not its skirts too long ? 6. No, Sir ; its skirts are too

short. 7. Have yon not heard that preacher (pre"dicateur) ?

8. There was so much noise, that I could not hear him. 9.

Does not the country have its pleasures ? 10. The country
has its pleasures. 1 1 . Does not your brother hike the city ?

12. Ho likes the country ; he knows its pleasures. 13. What
does your brother mean by that ? 14. He means what he says.
15. Is your father expert in business ? 16. My fatber has no

knowledge of business. 17. Does that young man understand

English well ? 18. He understands French and English very
well. 19. Do yon agree well with your partner ? 20. My
partner is an honest man [ 86] ; I agree very well with him.

21. Does that young man conceal his age? 22. He conceals

his age and his country. 23. Does your father understand
medicine P 24. He does not understand it. 25. He has no

knowledge of it. 26. Bo silent, my child. 27. Tell that child

to be silent. 28. Silence gives consent. 29. Will yen not be

silent ? 30. What have yon given him to understand ? 31. We
gave him to understand that study has its charms. 32. Have

yon silenced him? 33. Yes, Sir; we silenced him. 34. Tell

hhn to be silent. 35. I have already (dej&) told him to be silent.

36. Let us be silent.

a'avous pu nous fairo entendre. : could not mafco ourselves heard.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN FRENCH.
EXERCISE 104 (Vol. I., page 394).

1. Aviez-vous peur, ce matin, quaud vous etes veuu chez nous? 2.

J'avais peur. 3. De quoi aviez-vous penr ? 4. J'avais peur du cheval.

5. Votre ami n'avait- il pas peur de tomber? 6. II n'avait pas peur do

totnber, mais il oraignait de se troinper. 7. Conduisiez-vous votre fils

alVcile? 8. Je le conduisais a 1'^cole. 9. De quelle coulenr lo teiu-

turier teignait-il la sole ? 10. II eu teignait en rouge et en vert. 11.

Teignuit-il sa toilo en iioir on en vert ? 12. II ne la tei'.-nait ni en noir

ni en vert, il la teignait en rose. 10. Qu'est-ce quo lo mousieur lisait ?

(Que lisott le monsieur f) 14. H lisait une lettre qu'il venait du reee-

Toir. 15. Aviez-vous froid quand voua etes venu ici? 16. J'avais

froid, faim et aoif. 17. N'avier-vous pas honte de votre conduit*?

18. J'en avais honte. 19. Ou alliez-vona quaud je vous rencontrai ?

20. J'allais chez vous. 21. Conduisiez-vous la voituie de M. votre

ftvro ? 22. Je conduisais la mienne. 23. Ecrivies-vous i mou pi-re

ou a moi ? 24. J'ocrivais a I'ami de votre cousin.

EXEECISE 105 (Vol. I., page 405)
1 . Did you not know where tho musician was gone ? 2. I knew

that he was gone to Paris. 3. Had you not been told that your
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brother is dead ? 4. I had been told that lie was dangerously sick. 5.

Did you not generally go to bed as soou as you had finished your lessons ?

6. As soon as I had finished them, I used to go to the play. 7. As
soon as you had finished your lessons last evening, what did you do ?

8. As soon as I had finished them, I went to the ball. 9. Had uot
that little girl a wish to sleep ? 10. Sho had more wish to sleep than
to study. 11. What had you done witii your hook when I asked you
(or it? 12. I had mislaid it. 13. I had forgotten it in the garden.
14. Why was your watch stopped ? 15 Because I hud forgotten to
wind it up. 16. Had not the watchmaker wound it up ? 17. He had
forgotten to do it. 18. Had you not lost your purse ? 19. I had lost

it, but I have found it again. 20. Had your cousin left ? 21. He had
not left yet. 22. Was he out ? 23. He was out with my mother. 24.

Whither was he gone ? 25. He was gone to my brother's, who had
invited him to dinner.

EXERCISE 106 (Vol. I., page 405).
1. N'aviez-vous pas eu 1'intention de parler a moil frere ? 2. J'avais

eu 1'iuteution de lui parler, inais il 6ta.it parti. 3. Mlle votre soeur so

coucha-t-elle, hier au soir, aussitot qu'elle eut lu son livre ? 4. Elle
se coucha aussitot qu'elle 1'eut lu. 5. Vous avait-on dit que votre
eo3ur e'tait malade ? 6. On m'avait dit qu'elle avait 6t6 dangereuse-
ment malade. 7. Saviez-vous ce que vous aviez fait de votre plume ?

8. Je savais que je 1'avais e'gare'e. 9. Combien de vos livres avez-vous

e'gare's ? 10. J'en avais egare cinq, mais niou frere les a retrouve's. 11.

Oil les aviez-vous laisses ? 12. Je les avais laisses dans lejardin. 13.

La montre de votre frure e'tait-elle arrete'e ? 11. Elle e'tait arrete'e. 15.

Pourquoi e'tait-elle arrcte"e ? 16. II avait oublid do la reinouter.

17. N'avait-il pas perdu sa clef ? 18. II ne 1'avait pas perdue. 19. Le
teinturier e'tait-il parti ? 20. II n"e'tait pas encore parti, il avait 1'iu-

tentioa de partir a cinq heures. 21. Lui aviez-vous parld, quautl

j'arrivai hier ? 22. Je lui avais parle
1

. 23. Lui aviez-vous dit que rna

sosur est ici ? 24 Je le lui avais dit. 25. Est-il encore ici ? 26. NOD,
Monsieur, il est parti ; il a parti ce matin a six heures.

EXERCISE 107 (Vol. I., page 405).
1. Where were your relations last year? 2. They were in England.

3. Where did the gentlemen remain who accompanied you this

morning? 4. They remained at the house of their partners. 5.

What were your friends reading when you left them ? 6. They were

reading the news which they had just received. 7. What does your
father say ? 8. He says nothing. 9. How old is that gentleman ?

10. He is nearly fifty years old. 11. How old are your children ?

12. The eldest is ten years old, and the youngest six. 13. Have you
asked that gentleman for your gold chain ? 14. I have asked him for

it. 15. Have you returned to the clerk the money which he had lent

you? 16. I have returned it to him. 17. Had you a wish to send
the locksmith your keys? 18. I had a wish to send them to him, for

they are broken. 19. Was it worth tho while to send those bottles

to the inukeeper ? 20. It was worth the while to send them to him,
for he had none. 21. Have you asked your father for napkiud ? 22.

I would not ask him for any.

EXERCISE 108 (Vol. I., page 405).
1. Que vous disait le serrurier ? 2. II me disait qu'il a apporte

ma clef. 3. Combien de lettres avez-vous porte'es a la poste ? 4.

J'en ai ports sept : trois pour vous, et quatre pour mon pere. 5. Oil

est le monsieur qui a apportd cette lettre ? 6. II demeure chez mon
pure; voulez-vous lui parler? 7. Je voulais lui envoyer une lettre

que j'ai apporte'e d'Angleterre. 8. Avez-vous rendu a cet homme
1'argent qu'il vous avait prete' ? 9. Je le lui ai rendu. 10. Aviez-

vous envie d'envoyer a M. votre frere la clef de votre chambre ?

11. J'avais envie de la lui envoyer. 12. Cela valait-il la peine de
donuer ce livre a M. votre frere ? 13. Cela valait la peine de le

lui donner, car il en avait hesoin. 14. Cela valait-il la peine d'en-

voyer ces bouteilles au pharmacien ? 15. Cela valait la peine de

les lui envoyer. 16. Ou est le proprie'taire ? 17. II est en Angle-
terre. 18. Combien d'enfants a le serrurier ? 19. II en a dix. 20.

Combien de livres a le me'decin? 21. II a cinq cents volumes. 22.

Avez-vous donne" cette lettre au monsieur ? 23. J'ai oubli de la lui

douner.

EXERCISE 109 (Vol. I., page 406).
1. How long has Mr. L. lived in Paris? 2. He has been living

there ten years. 3. Has he not lived in Lyons ? 4. He lived there

formerly. 5. Can you tell me where the captain's son is ? 6. He has

been in England one year. 7. Do you know where Mr. B. lives ? 8.

He lived formerly in Eouen ;
I do not know where he lives now.

9. Have you been here long? 10. We have been here more than two
months. 11. How long have you had this orchard ? 12. We have
had it a year. 13. Do you know how far it is from Paris to Vienna ?

14. It is three hundred and six leagues from Paris to Vienna, and two
hundred leagues from Vienna to Copenhagen. 15. Has the company
been here long ? 16. It has been here more than two hours. 17. Is

it long since you read this bill ? 18. It is more than three hours ago
that I read it. 19. Has not your sister been reading more than half

an hour ? 20. She has been reading so long, that she is tired of it.

21. Have you been waiting long for this piece of music ? 22. I have

been waiting for it more than a year.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. IV.

SUBTRACTION.

56. SUBTRACTION is the finding of the difference between any two

quantities or collections of quantities.

EXAMPLES. (1.) Charles has 5a pears, and James has 3a

pears. How many more pears has Charles than James ?

In this example, we wish to take 3a pears from 5a pears.
But subtraction is denoted by the sign . Hence the expres-
sion 5a 3a pears represents the answer. But 5a 3a = 2a

pears ; which is the answer.

(2.) A gentleman owns a house valued at ,4,500, but he is in

debt <800. How much is he worth ?

Hero wo have .4,500 <800 = .3,700. Ans.

57. Let us now attend to the principle upon which these

operations are performed. Let us suppose that you open a
book account with your neighbour, and that when cast up, the

debtor side, which is considered positive, is <500, and the credit

side, which is considered negative, is .300. On balancing the

account, you find that he owes you .500 .300 = 200. Now,
if you take <50 from the positive or debtor side, it will have the

same effect on the balance, as if you added .50 to the negative

or credit side ;
and on the other hand, if you take <50 from

the negative or credit side, it mil have the same effect on

the balance, as if you added .50 to the positive or debtor

side.

58. In like manner, if, in the expression 12a 5a, you take

Sa from 12a, it will have the same effect on the expression, as

if you added 3a to 5a, and retained the negative sign in the sum ;

thus, 9a 5a is the same as l2a 8a. Again, if in the expres-

sion 12a 5a, you take Sa from 5a, and retain the negative sign

in the difference, it will have the same effect on the expression,

as if you added 3o, to 12a ; thus, 12o. 2a, is the same as

15a 5a.

59. Hence universally, talcing away a positive quantity from an

algebraic expression is the same in effect as adding an equal

negative quantity; and taking away a negative quantity is the

same as adding an equal positive one.

60. Upon this principle is founded the following

GENERAL RULE FOR SUBTRACTION.

Change the signs of all the quantities to be subtracted, i.e., of

the subtrahend, or suppose them to be changed from + to
,
and

from to + ; then if the quantities are ALIKE, unite the terms

as in addition (Arts. 49, 50) ; but if the quantities are UNLIKE,
write the terms of tlie subtrahend after those of the minuend.

(Art. 54).

Otherwise. Put the quantity to be subtracted in brackets,

and write it after the quantity from which it is to be subtracted,

with the sign between them; then apply the Eules of

Addition. EXAMPLES.

(1.) Prom 6a + 96, take 3a + 46.

Here, change the signs of the subtrahend, but not those of the

minuend, thus :

Qa + 9J> 3a 46. Next reduce these terms, by Art. 52,

and you
1 have the answer, 3a + 5b.

(2.) From 166 (3.) 14da (4.) 28 (5.) 166 (6.) Uda
Take 126 6da 16 126 6da

8da46Answer, 46 8da 12

(7.) 166 (8.) 126 (9.) 6da (10.) 16 (11.) 126 (12.) Gda

286 166 Uda 28 166 14da

126 46 8da + 12 + 46 + 8da

(13.) + 166 (14.) + 14da (15.) 28 (16.) 166 (17.) Uda
_ 126 Gda +16 + 126 + 6da

+ 286 + 20da 44 286

(18.) From 8a6, take 6xy. Ans. Sab 6an/.

(19.) From 6aay (20.) Waaxx
Take ITay 2Qax

Answer, 6aay \1ay IGaaxx 20a

(21.) 6dd + 3d 4>ddd

Wdc + 2dddd+ 4>dy

6dd + 3d 4(M<2 lOdc 2dcWt!
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(2.) From
Take

Answer 2h

(5.) (6.)

3a6m xy 17 + 4aa>

7a6m + Gary 20 ax

til. 1 examples, it will bo neon that tho di/erenc
between a potiitive and a negative quantity may bo greater than

( the two quantities. In a thermometer, tho difference

between 28 degree* above zero, and 16 degrees below, in 44

degree*. The difference between gaining 1,000 pounds in trade,

sing 500 pounds, is equivalent to 1,500 pounds.
^traction may bo proved, as in arithmetic, by

adding the remainder to tho subtrahend. Tho sum ought to be

equal to the* minuend, upon tho obvious principle, that the dif-

ference of two quantities added to one of them, is equal to the

MPLE8. (1.) From 2xy 1, subtract m/ + 7.

Operation. Proof.

Here, Minuend 2xy 1 Add xy -f- 7 Subtrahend,
Subtrahend xy -f- 7 To 3xy 8 Remainder.

Remainder Sxy 8 2xy 1 Minuend.

h+ 3bx (3.) hy ah (4.) nil 76y
3h 96 5hy 6a7i 5nd by

hy + 5a/i 4?ul Gby

(7.) (8.)

ax + 76 3a7i + axy
4ax + 156 7a/i + axy

10a6m Try + 3 -f 5ax -f- 5a 86 -f 10a7i

63. When there are several terms alike in the subtrahend,

they may bo united and their sum bo used. Thus,

EXAMPLES. (1.) From 06, subtract 3om + am + 7am

-+ 2am -f- 6am.
Hero 06 Sam am 7am 2am 6am = ab 19am.

Ansiver.

(2.) From y, subtract a + a + a + a. Ans. y 4a.

(3.) From ax be+ 3ax+ Tbc, subtract 46c 2ax -f- 6c+ 4ax.

Answer. 2ax -j- be.

(4.) From ad -f 3dc bx, subtract 3acl -f fix dc -f ad.

Answer. 4dc 8bx Sad.

64. The sign , placed before the marks of parenthesis which

include a number of quantities, requires that, when these marks
are removed, the signs of all the quantities thus included should

be changed. Thus a (6 c + d) siprnifies that the quantities

5 c and + d are to be subtracted from. a. Remove the

pnrrvf!' expression will then become a 6 -\-c d,

an expression which has exactly the same meaning as the

former.

EXAMPLE. From xy -f- d, take Tad xy -f- d + hm. Here,

ay -\- d (7aeZ xy -f- d + hm) Tad+ 2xy hm. Answer.

65. On the other hand, when a number of quantities are to be
introduced within the marks of parenthesis, with immediately

preceding it, their signs must bo changed. Thus, m + 6

dx + 37i= (m 6-f- dx 3/t).

EXERCISE 5.

1. From 6ob + 7xy + 18d/g, take 3xy + 4ob + 8df,j.

2. From - 35o* - 21ab - 37m, take - 30m - 15ab - lOaz.

3. From 9ay + 19bx + 22bc, take 12ay + 31bc + 50b*.

4. From 8zy
- lOab + 6d, take 12ab + lOd + 24a-y.

5. From 7a + 6* + df + x<jz, take 3* - 4o - 3d/- 17*yz.
6. From 18bc - xy + 22gh, take 41*y

-
gh + be.

7. From 21az + y + ac ay, take 4a be + * yz dc.

8. From 21* + 40zy
-

13a, take 42 + lOab - 5bc.

9. From 5xy, take 2ab + 30ab + ab 4ab.

10. From Sax + 16ai/, take 4ax ay + Sax + 4ay.
11. From o + b, take -(c + d-f+g-h- xy).

12. From 7ob + lOry
-

7ad, take - (6ob
-

12iry + ad).
13. Introduce the following quantities within a parenthesis with

immediately preceding, without altering their value ; viz., a + b

- c -d +/ + gh.
11. Also, ab cdx + df x - y + ghf be + xyz.

15. From 4 + Cbbb, take 3xx + 4bbb.

16. From 20yy
-

2>j
+ 12ooa, take 15[/y -2>j

- IZaaa.

17. From - 8 (a + b) + 10 (x + y), take 2 (a + b)
- 6 (* + y).

18. From 4 (a + b)
- 1G (x

-
y), take 17 (a + b) + 36 (x

-
y).

19. From 2a aa + bo, take o 4aa 6ba.

20. From xx + Sx - xxx, take 2* + 3r* + lOxxx.

21. From 18 - 25ab + 20* + 3y, take 3* + 3<j
- 25ob + 1.

22. From 6 (a
-

y)
- 17 (a + y), take 3 (o + y)

- 7 (o
-

y).

23. From ax xy my 6, take 6ax 6xy ay + 46 7d/.

24. From GCa -
4b, take 20a - b - 30o - 16a - 3b + 5a.

7.
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sense of the word, those who were committed to their spiritual

care. Stephen Langton had the address to gather up into his

hand, and to direct the force of the men of the sword, the men
who alone were capable of forcing concessions from the king,
and he used his power to obtain for all free men privileges which

hitherto had existed, if at all, by sufferance. Magna Charta

provided protection for the persons and property of all free

men, and established the right of free men to be exempt from
all taxation which had not originated with, or been agreed to

by themselves. It also provided for a Court of Common Pleas,
wherein all suits of a civil nature between subject and subject
were heard and determined ; it forbade the infliction of ruinous

fines for misdemeanours, and it laid the foundation of that

fabric of political and social freedom which the exertions and
wisdom of succeeding generations have reared in England.
One thing, however, it failed to do. It did not give the people,
not even the recognised freemen, admission or representation at

the National Council, neither did it guard laymen against the

tyranny of churchmen, nor make the churchmen give any
security for their good behaviour. For this second matter,

Henry II., some years previously, had tried to assert once and
for ever the supremacy of the State over the Church ; but by
the wicked blunder of the murder of Thomas a Becket his

purpose was thwarted.

The omission of the framers of the Great Charter to procure
representative authority for the people was probably inten-

tional ; the barons and great tenants of the crown could not
brook the notion of any but their peers being associated with
them in council. But half a century later, in 1265, it was
found impossible to exclude any longer from some political
status those who contributed so largely to the burdens of the

country. Simon de Montfort, Earl of Leicester, acting on
behalf of liberty and of the English people, summoned in his

king's name the first Parliament, in which counties and the

large towns were represented by delegates chosen by the free-

holders ; and though, under the circumstances stated in

Sketch VI., it was subsequently attempted to repudiate the

idea of representation, the ruling powers found it absolutely

necessary, not only to recognise what had been done, but
to systematise representation, and finally to erect into one
of the permanent institutions of the land a House of Commons,
acting in concert with, but independent of, the House of

Lords.

In Sketch VII. was shown the effect of wilfully keeping the

people in ignorance, and of a system of legislation by which
even the nominally free labourers were reduced to a condition
of slavery. The rising of the labourers in the reign of

Eichard II. was the natural outcome of the relation in which

employer and employed had stood to one another since the

Conquest ; and though in its immediate result it fell far

short of the good aimed at by the Commons, and even brought
down upon the rebels a temporary aggravation of their lot,

it gained for those most concerned the attention and good-
will of a section of the House of Commons, which was then

daily increasing in power and importance. It showed, more-

over, what strength there was in that great multitude known
as the people, and wise statesmen laid the knowledge to heart,
and utilised it later for the benefit of the masses and of the
nation. They relied upon it, with success, for carrying out the

grand idea first practised, if not originated, by Simon de Mont-
fort, of governing the nation by the nation, and not by a
minute section of it ; they used it to back up their pretensions
to make the House of Commons master in England, a position
the House actually did occupy under the very king whose per-
sonal courage so much contributed to the overthrow of Wat
Tyler and his . followers ; they used it in the succeeding ages,
down to comparatively modern times, in order to build up and
strengthen that fabric of constitutional liberty which has been
the growth of many centuries, which has been the subject of

many struggles, even of civil war, but which secures to those
under it all the liberty possible in the freest republic, without

imposing upon them the inconveniences which seem to be in-

separable from that form of government.
Our next sketch is from a period which seems to be common

to all nations whatever, a period of active bigotry and super-
stition, when those who had spiritual charge of Christ's chil-

dren in the land deemed it to be their duty to eradicate all

differences of opinion in religious matters by a free use of the

halter and fagots. The check which Henry II. tried to place
on the clergy when he offered the Constitutions of Clarendon
for their assent, was not only thrown utterly away, but the
recoil of that famous piece of State artillery seemed only to

make itself felt about the time the House of Lancaster came
to the throne. A flaw in the title to the Crown the clergy
agreed to wink at in consideration of recognition being ac-

corded to them for all their claims ; they procured the passing
of the first Statute of Heresy, under which they burned and
destroyed a great number of people, ostensibly with the object
of saving their souls by the sacrifice of their bodies. The cir-

cumstances under which the first martyr for freedom of con-
science William Sautre suffered are depicted in the sketch

bearing his name. He was the first of a long line of successors
at the stake, some of them enthusiasts' of the aggressive or
demonstrative kind, some of them including among their num-
ber the gentlest and softest-hearted believers of their day.
Though open persecution for conscience' sake virtually ceased
with James I., the power to persecute was not taken away
from the law till the reign of Charles II., when the infamous
writ de hceretico comhurendo was formally abolished.

In the two sketches of Sir Eichard Grenville and Sir Walter

Ealeigh, the object was to pourtray, as far as might be done
in so limited a space, the men of action who made England's
arm felt in the cause of political and religious liberty all over
the world during the reign of Queen Elizabeth. The spirit
which actuated these men was of the old heroic kind. They
willingly renounced a life of ease and pleasure, the sweet in-

fluences of home-life, the sunshine of the court, and the society
of the most elegant and most brilliant men of the period, in

order to pursue their ideal, the overthrow of the two incar-

nations, as it seemed to them, of royal and priestly despotism
Spain and the Eoman Catholic religion. To this end they

worked ever, Sir Eichard Grenville representing the rougher
and more uncompromising specimen of English dogged-
ness of purpose ; Sir Walter Ealeigh representing in addition

the refined man of learning, the elegant courtier, the thought-
ful founder of colonies, the man of science, and the speculator.
What such men achieved, how they worked, fought, lived and

died, constitute a large portion of the history of Elizabeth's

reign. Space failed to allow of mention of more than these
two. Had it not dono so, it would have been our pleasant task
to declare the wisdom, the valour, the devotedness, and the suc-

cess of those many other splendid ornaments of the Elizabethan

age, when the danger of England, and incidentally of all Pro-
testant Europe, was greater from the assaults of foreign and
domestic foes than it ever was before or ever has been since.

It was due, under God's providence, to the marvellous array
of individual power, focussed, as it were, into a common space,
of which the Queen was the centre, that England and her

brethren on the Continent came out of the struggle with Spain
and the Papacy stronger for the war. Nothing short of a great
self-sacrifice, entire, perhaps even exaggerated loyalty, and a

responsible apprehension of the greatness of the interests at

stake, could have effected this ; and such qualities were pos-
sessed by the typical men whose sketches we have tried to

draw Sir Eichard Grenville, who died rather than surrender,
at the Azores ; and Sir Walter Ealeigh, whom a master,
all unworthy of so noble a subject, put to death in Palace

Yard by way of peace-offering to the offended majesty of

Spain.
Three of the next four sketches deal with the troublous era

in English history known as that of the Great Eebellion. It

was impossible not to take the sketches from several points of

view, in order to give a better general idea of the whole subject.
The three we have taken "

King Charles's Veto on Emigration,"
" Charles I., when the Commons cried 'Privilege !

' " and " The
Protector of the Commonwealth,'' are intended to give some
idea of the state of England and of her politics at the great
crises of her domestic sickness. In the first was shown the

state of England when Charles I. began, with the advice of evil

counsellors, that governmental system of "
thorough," which

had for its sole aim and object the elevation of the kingly

power at the expense of all the constitutional powers that

were equally valid with it. The almost blind way in which
the king rushed headlong upon his fate is likewise foreshadowed ;

and in the second sketch of the three is shown both the height
to which the idea of royalism had risen, and the temper in

*
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wlii.-li th" Kntfli-li iiatinii. tlinn faithfully represented by it*

\pectod and then rrsiutcd the en-

winch :il. "liiii-iii Bee-mod disposed to make upon
All tlui constitutional meuna known to the

peoplo : n-i.-.l in tlio hope of bringing the king to reason,

au<l t hi'ii-i. itiou of these was the occasion of some
i was supposed that an open rapture between King and
uient might be avoided, until Charles himself opened

the way to nnoonstitutionalism by deserting London, which
iarod to be unsafe for him to live in, and unfurling

th.' i-.'val Maii<l;inl ut Nottingham, on which occasion ho
It hat the quarrel must bo referred to the arbitrament

of t he sword, and set forward accordingly upon the path of

Mood.
Tin1 third sketch of the series shows the character and quali-

t lie man who succeeded Charles in the government
:if th,- kingdom, and is intended to set forth both the good and
evil ut' tin' Lord Protector's rule. That both were manifested

there cannot be any doubt, and much of the evil was derived

from tho action rendered absolutely necessary by the excep-
tional state of things, by the demand for severe repressive mea-

i

sures in the presence of numerous and never-ending plots for

tin- subversion of the Government, and by the need which tho

new Government had constantly to assert itself. In the sketch

an attempt was made to show not only the character of the

Protector's government, but the character of the Protector

himself, tho cares he suffered, the weight of responsibility he

vmliiivd, and the depressing sense he entertained of the uttor

hopelessness of what he was doing. The manner of his death
was also mentioned, and one side of a contrast was established

to show how different was the political influence of England
and her place among the nations during the time of the

Commonwealth, and the time which immediately succeeded it.

Following the sketch entitled "
King Charles's Veto on

Emigration," came, in order of date, an account of
" How

England became possessed of India." Herein we told the

story of the growth of the East India Company, bound up as it

was with the achievements of Robert Clive and of Warren
Hastings, the first Governor-General of India. How the powers
of the Company were transferred to the Crown ;

how the Queen
of England was proclaimed Sovereign of Great Britain and the

Colonies (including India) in 1858, and Empress of India in

1876 ; how the Sepoy mutiny broke out and was quelled all

these things we have narrated at some length.
The restoration of the Honse of Stuart is said by some to

have been allowed, in order to convince the nation of the utter

impossibility of suffering its princes to sit upon the English
throne. That Charles II. and his friends conducted themselves

in a manner to forfeit the good opinion of all patriotic and

right-minded men, and that this misconduct had its counter-

part in every department of the State, are matters of general

history ; all that could be done here was to give one notable

instance in which the Stuart influencepermeated to andcorrupted
even the fountains of justice, and made the public tribunals

a mockery and a byeword. The story of the Bloody Assize was
added to show the entire hopelessness of the Stuart regime,
and to explain the reasons which in 1688 led the English legis-

lature to declare that King James II.
" had broken the original

contract between king and people, and that the throne of Great
Britain was vacant."

The very worst and most questionable incident in tho life of

William III. the massacre of Glencoe has been made the

subject of a sketch in order that the man might appear as he

really was, even under such unfavourable circumstances, a dis-

interested hero. The slur of the massacre has been cast upon
the king, whose minister presumed upon his position to gratify
a private, local malice, and to do a large amount of veritable

evil in the belief that good would result from it ; but how
little William himself had to do with the matter has been

shown, we trust, in our sketch of the business. We have for-

borne to take, as wo might easily have done, a sketch from

parts of his life when he would have appeared solely as a bene-
ficent man, who had renounced the first position in his own
country, and the pleasures of independence, in order to do good
as the leader of a country which looked to him as its only pos-
sible chief, but yet rewarded him for his devotion by delibe-

rately stamping on all his most cherished plans, and thwarting
all his private personal wishes.

In Sketches XVIR., XIX., XXVTI., and XXVIII., it wa
shown when and by what means Ireland and Scotland became
parts of tho empire, tho deliberate policy by which Edward I.

was guided in hi.s obstinate endeavour* to subjugate Scotland,
an. I the almost accidental circumstance*) under which the
disunited chiefs in Ireland allowed their country to fall a prey
to the rapacity and desperation of a few Anglo-Norman
adventurers. An attempt was also made to do justice to the
efforts of those who at various times endeavoured to win back

independence for their respective countries, and it was detailed
how the struggle, continued down to comparatively modern
times, was ended by union, arranged on terns agreed to by
both sides.

In Sketches XX. and XXI. (Vol. II., pages 218 and 253) are
detailed the efforts made by the House of Stuart to re-enter

into authority in the kingdom; there, too, is described the
result of their last attempt to take the kingdom by violence,
and the determination with which the bulk of the English
nation declared for the House of Hanover and Protestant
succession.

Tho disgraceful circumstances under which Admiral Byng
was offered up as a sacrifice to appease the populace for the
national disasters which came thick and fast during a portion
of the reign of George II., are set forth in Sketch XXIL
(Vol. II., page 285), while in Sketch XXIV. the origin of the

United States is briefly narrated. The remaining three papers
which conclude the series of Sketches from English History
describe the Gordon riots, or the attempts which ignorant
and misguided men made to overthrow the oppressive govern-
ment of George III. in so far as it affected the working class ;

the dagger scene in the Honse of Commons, when Mr. Burke
warned the House and the nation of the rock towards which
the policy of Mr. Fox, which was the policy of the French

Revolution, was guiding the vessel of the State ; and the

meaning of the interest which the people took in the case of the

demagogue Wilkes, the man whom, as stated in the sketch, the

Earl of Chatham appropriately described as " the blasphemer
of his God, and the libeller of his king."

These sketches include subjects from the earliest period of

English constitutional history, and those taken from periods im-

mediately anterior to the great war of England and her allies

with the apostles of the French Revolution. In succeeding
articles we hope to present a few characteristic sketches

showing some of the great incidents in ancient history and
the life of Continental nations in modern times.

LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. XXIX.
ASIA.

Position on the Earth's Surface. Asia, the cradle of the

human race, and the original seat of the Garden of Eden, lies

within the northern and eastern hemispheres, and to the east

and south-east of Europe. The greater part of this continent

lies within the north temperate zone ; the exceptions being part

of Siberia, which lies within the north frigid zone, and parts of

Arabia, Hindostan, Further India, and China, which lie within

the torrid zone.

Boundaries. Asia is bounded on the north by the Arctic Ocean ;

on the south by the Indian Ocean and tho Chinese Sea ; on the

east by the Pacific Ocean ;
and on the west by the Ural Moun-

tains, Ural River, Caspian Sea, Mount Caucasus, Black Sea,

Sea of Marmora, the Mediterranean Sea, the Isthmus of Suez,

which connects it with Africa, and the Red Sea or Arabian Gulf.

Extent, Length, Breadth, etc. This continent extends from

lat. 78 25' N., to lat. 1 20' S. ; and from long. 26 4' E., to

long. 170 W. This shows that a very small portion of this

continent lies in the western half of the northern hemisphere.

Its length, from the Strait of Bab-el-Mandeb, at the entrance to

the Red Sea, to Behring Strait, between Asia and North America,
is about 7,000 miles, measured across the continent in a straight

line, as the crow flies. Its breadth, from Cape Severe, also

called Cape Tchelinskin, and North East Cape, in Siberia, in a

straight line from north to south, almost identical with the

102nd meridian of east longitude, to Cape Romania, at the

extremity of the Malay Peninsula, is about 5.250 miles. This

continent is connected with that of Africa, at the Isthmus
_of

Suez, which is about 80 miles wide. The surface of Asia, in-
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ol inline; its islands, is reckoned by some to contain about
iuiaro miles, and its population to be about

; if these approximations bo somewhat near the

truth, thi'tv will bo, on an average, about 42 inhabitants to every

squa.ru mile of thin division of tho world; but much of it con-

tains vast deserts, destitute both of useful vegetation and
human population. Tims, in Siberia, which is reckoned by
some to contain about 5,500,000 square miles, tho population,

according to a recent estimate, was scarcely moro than 4,000,000

inhabitants; which allows only four inhabitants to every 54

.-,|u:ir.' miles. On the other hand, China Proper contains about

l,7in),itihi ..[uaro miles, while tho population is about 370,000,000

inhabitants; and this estimate allows about 217 inhabitants to

iaro mile! The linear extent of tho coast lino of the

continent of Asia is reckoned by some at 35,000 miles, while

by others it is estimated at only 30,000 miles.

< us and I/K//S of Asia, on the west and the south, form
an important feature of its natural divisions. The Bed Sea and
the Persian Gulf may be called inland seas. The Bed Sea, so

famous in sacred history, otherwise called the Arabian Gulf,
with its two arms, tho Gulf of Suez and tho Gulf of Akabah, over i

the former of which the Israelites crossed on dry ground, is

about 1,500 milos long, its breadth varying from 100 to 200

miles, except in the gulfs at its northern extremity, and its

surface being about 200,000 square miles. The two arms above
mentioned are so called from the names of the towns at their

northern extremities
;
these arms inclose between them tho desert

region called the peninsula of Sinai, in which tho forty years'

wanderings of the tribes of Israel wero performed fit emblem
of the wanderings of human life in this lower world. The
entrance to tho Red Sea is by the Strait of Bab-el-Mandeb,
about seventeen milos wide. This sea opens out at this strait,

through the Gulf of Aden, into the Arabian Sea, which washes
the western shores of India, tho southern shores of Arabia, and
terminates in the entrance to the Persian Gulf, at the Strait of

Ormuz, through tho Gulf or Sea of Oman. The Persian Gulf

contains about 95,000 square miles. The Bay of Bengal, whose
waters wash the eastern shores of Hindostan or India, and the

western shores of the peninsula of Further India, is an arm of

the Indian Ocean. The part of this bay which washes the shores

of the British province of Pegu, in Further India, is called tho

Gulf of Martaban. To tho east of tho Indian Ocean lies the

Oriental Archipelago, studded with the East India Islands. To
the north of this lies the Chinese Sea, with the gulfs of Siarn

and Tonquin.
The channel between the Malay Peninsula and the Island of

Sumatra is called tho Strait of Malacca. Between the islands

of Sumatra and Java is tho Strait of Sunda, these islands

being called tho Sunda Isles. From the Chinese Sea to the

Tong Hai, or Eastern Sea, the passage is through the Strait of

Formosa ; north of tho last-named sea lies the Yellow Sea, whoso
waters wash the eastern shores of China Proper ; the north-west

part of the Yellow Sea being called the Gulf of Pe-che-lee, amd
the northern part the Gulf of Leao-tong. Between the penin-
sula of Corea and the islands of Japan lies the Sea of Japan,
the north part of which is called the Gulf of Tartary. North
of this gulf lies the Sea of Okhotsk, or Kurile Sea, which washes
the western shores of the peninsula of Kamtschatka. On the
other side of this peninsula is the Sea of Kamtschatka, or

Behring Sea, bounded on the south by the Aleutian Isles. All
these seas and gulfs, from tho Strait of Malacca to Behring
Strait, between Asia and America, are branches or arms of tho
North Pacific Ocean. Behring Strait, which is reckoned by
some writers to be only 52 miles broad at the narrowest part,

separates the Arctic Ocean from the Pacific. In the former,
there are some gulfs which run into tho northern parts of

Siberia, namely, the Kara Gulf or Sea, with its arms, the Gulfs
of Obi and Yeniseisk.

Tho islands which lie around Asia are of the highest import-
unco both to that continent and to the continent of Europe, to
which they principally bolon?, as colonial possessions in the east
of European nations. But, although we mention these islands
at the present time, in consequence of their proximity to the
mainland of the Asiatic continent, it must be remembered that,
with a few exceptions, the islands that we are about to name
aro included in the division of the earth named Oceania. The
islands that strictly belong to Asia are named in the summary
of islands at the end of this lesson.

Tho East Indies, otherwise called tho islands of the Oriental,

Eastern, or Asiatio Archipelago, have been long famous for th<-ir

produce ; and situated under the line of tho equator, or within
the torrid zone, they yield such as cannot be found in more

temperate climes. Tho Sunda Isles, with Sumatra and Java,
with others, lie to tho south of the peninsula of Further India

(which, uith Hindostan, is often included under the general
name of the East Indies) ; the length of Sumatra is about 1,100

miles, and its breadth about 160 miles it contains a surface of

about 130,000 square miles ; tho length of Java is about 600
miles, and its breadth 100 miles it contains a surface of about

52,000 square miles. The inland of Borneo, which lies to the
east of Sumatra, and to the north of Java, is about 850 miles

long, and about 700 miles broad, and contains about 300,000

square miles. This island is the largest island in the world.

The island of Celebes is about 500 miles long, and about 150
miles broad, and contains about 72,000 square miles.

The equator crosses each of these three islands nearly at the

middle of each. Next follow the Molucca Islands, called, from
their products, the Spice Islands, including Amboyna, 32 miles

long, by 12 miles broad, and containing about 282 square miles ;

then the Philippine Islands, north of these, including Luzon and
Mindanao ; the former about 400 miles long, and about 100
miles broad, with a surface of about 56,000 square miles ; and
the latter about 300 miles long, and about 108 miles broad.

North of the Philippines is tho island of Formosa, belonging to

China; and thoLoo-choo Islands, north-east of Formosa, subject
to China. North and north-east of these islands are the Japan
Islands, of which the largest is Niphon, about 800 miles long,
and 100 broad ; the next, Jesso, or Yesso, about 280 miles long,
and 200 miles broad ; next, Kiusiu, about 150 miles long, and
120 miles broad ; and the next Sikoke, about 90 miles long, and
50 broad. These islands include a surface, of about 265,000

square miles, and form an important appendage to the continent

of Asia. The other islands on the west of Asia, and in the
North Pacific Ocean, are of small size and importance. In the

northern ocean there are a few islands, of which very little is

known. South of India are the Andaman and Nicobar Isles, in

the Bay of Bengal, and the important island of Ceylon, south-

east of tho peninsula of Hindostan, with an area of about 23,500

square miles, and a population of about 1,500,000 a fine

appanage of the British crown ; it is separated from the penin-
sula of India by the Gulf of Manaar, and the strait called Palk

Strait. On the other side of Cape Comorin, the most southern

point of India, lie the Laccadive and Maldive Islands, south-

west of the Malabar coast.

SUHMABY or BOUNDARIES.

NOKTH. - The Arctic Ocean.

SOUTH. The Indian Ocean and
Chinese Sea.

EAST. The Pacific Ocean.

WEST. Ural Mountains, Ural

Eiver, Caspian Sea, Caucasus

Mountains, Black Sea, Sea of

Marmora, Mediterranean Sea,

Isthmus of Suez, and the Bed
Sea.

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL SEAS AND
Guus.

Black Sea, N. of Turkey. [Minor.
Sea of Marmora, X.W. of Asia

JEgean Sea or Archipelago, W. of

Asia Minor.

Levant, W. of Syria.
Ked Sea, W. of Arabia.

Gulf of Aden, S. of Arabia.

Persian Gulf, E. of Arabia.

Gulf of Oman, S. of Beloochistan.

Arabian Sea, S.W. of India, or

HimloRtan.

Gulf of Mauaar, E. of Ceylon.
Indian Ocean, S. of India.

Bay of Bengal, S.E. of India.

Gulf of Martaban, S. of Pegu.
Chinese Sea, S. of China.

Gulf of Siam, S. of Further India.

Gulf of Tonquin, E. of Further
India.

Yellow Sea, E. of China.

Sea of Japan, W. of Japan.
Sea of Okhotsk, S. of Siberia.

Sea of Kamtschatka, E. of Siberia.

Behring Sea, N.E. of Asia.

Kara Sea, or Gulf of Kara, N.W.
of Siberia.

Gulf of Obi, N.W. of Siberia.

Gulf of Yeniseisk, N.W. of Siberia.

STRAITS.

Bab-el-Mandeb, S. of Red Sea.

Ormuz, E. of Persian Gulf.

Polk Strait, N. of Ceylon.
Strait of Malacca, W. of Malaya.
Sunda Strait, S.E. of Sumatra.

Behring Strait, E. of Siberia.

ISLANDS.

Rhodes, Scio, Mitylene, in the

Archipelago.

Cyprus, in the Levant.

Laccadives, W. of Hindostan.

Maldives, S. of Laccadives.

Ceylon, S. of Hiudostan.
Andaman Islands, Bay of Bengal.
Nicobar Islands, S. of Andaman

Islands.

Hainan, S. of China.

Formosa, E. of China.

Loo-choo, N.E. of Formosa.

Japan Isles, E. of Corea.

Kurile Islands, N. of Japan.
Sughalien, Sea of Okhotsk.
New Siberia, or the Liakhov Is-

lands, Arctic Ocean.
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LESSONS IK LATIK XXIX.
THE FOUR CONJUGATIONS.

SOME verbs of the third conjugation seem to partake of quali-

ties of the verbs of the fourth. In the present tense the stem with

the parta formed from it is strengthened by the vowel i, and so

partly corresponds to the forms of the fourth conjugation. The

i, however, disappears before a consonant. I give a specimen
in capio, 3, I take.

ACTIVE VOICE.

Indicative.

Sing. Caplo.

Capis.

Caplt.
Plu. Capimus.

Caprtis.

Sing. Capiebam.
etc.

Sing. Capiam.
Copies, etc.

PRESENT TENSE.

Subjunctive. Imperative. Infinitive. Participle.

Capiam. Capere.

Capias. Cape, capito.

Capiat. Capito.

Capiamus. [tote.

Capiatis. Capite, capi-

Copiant. Capiunto.

IMPERFECT TENSE.

Caperem.
etc.

FIRST FUTURE TENSE.

PASSIVE VOICE.
PRESENT TENSE.

Sing. Captor. Capiar. [tor.

CapSris. Capiaris. Capere, capl-

Capltur. Capiatur. Capltor.

Plu. Capimur. Captamur. [piminor.

Capimini. Capiamini. Capituini, ca-

Capittntur. Capiantur. Capiuntor.

IMPERFECT TENSE.

Sing. Capiebar. Caperer.
etc. etc.

FIRST FUTURE TENSE.

Sing. Capiar.

Capieris, etc.

Thus conjugate cupio, 3, I wish, desire ; facio, 3, I do, make ;

fodio, 3, 1 dig ; jacio, 3, I throw ; pario, 3, I bring forth ; rapio, 3,

I plunder; sapio, 3, 1 taste, etc. ; dico, 3. I say; duco, 3, I lead;

facio, I do or make; fero, 3, J bear. The 2nd person singular of

the imperatives of the last four verbs are respectively die, due,

fac, fer.

Let it be again remarked that the participles in -us are de-

clined like adjectives in -MS, thus :

Amatus, -a, -um. Docturus, -a, -um.

Amati, -SB, -i. Docturi, -SB, -i.

Amato, -SB, -o. Docturo, -ffi, -o.

Amatum, -am, -um, etc. Docturimi, -am, -um, etc.

In all instances they must agreo with their nouns. So also

must the infinitive passive of the past tense, as erudiiwm esse,

erudifam esse ; erudiios esse, to have been instructed, the parti-

ciple changing as the noun changes.
The participle future in -rus is frequently used after a verb

denoting motion, to point out the object or design ; as, veniunt

expugnaturi urbem, they come with a view to capture the city.

Besides the conjugations now set forth, there is another re-

cognised by grammarians. This is called the Periphrastic Con-

jugation. It is called periphrastic (Greek, irepi, per'-i, about;
and tppaffis, phra'-sis, a speech), because it is a kind of circumlo-

cution ; the changes of idea not being expressed by additions

to the stem, as in the ordinary conjugations, but by two sepa-
rate words. Thus such a conjugation or form is made by the

participles and the several tenses of the verb esse, to be ; for

example
Amans, atnaturus, amatus, amaudus.

Sum, eram, ero, fui, fueram, fuero.

I supply the meanings of these forms :

Amans sum, I am loving ; the action proceeding and incomplete.
Amaturus sum, I am about to love ; an intended and immediately

future action.

Amatus sum, I "have been loved; completed action; passive voice.

Amandus sum, I ought to be loved ; action denoting necessity in time
to come.

I have here limited myself to the present tense sum ; changes
of import are introduced by the other tenses of the verb, corre-

sponding to the signification of those tenses.

The neuter of the participle in -dus, commonly, but incor-

rectly, termed the nominative of the gerund, has an impersonal

meaning ; as, legendum est, it is to be read ; that is, reading must
be done by some one. The subject of the action is indicated by
pronouns in the dative case ; thus :

Mihi amanduin est, I must love.

Tibi amandum est, thou must love.

Ei amandum est, he must love.

Nobis ainauduin est, we must love.

Fobis amandum est, you must love.

Illis amandum est, t7iey must love.

The participle present has often a causal force, or assigns the
reason of the action expressed in the sentence. It must some-
times be rendered into English as if it were a verb in the indi-

cative mood ; and sometimes as if it were an infinitive. Use

only can make these peculiarities quite clear and easy.
The participle present and the participle perfect passive are

used with a noun in the ablative case, forming what is called
" the ablative absolute" (ab and solutus, disconnected, indepen-
dent ; that is, in construction).

'

Observe that the Romans employed the second person sin-

gular when they spoke of or to a single person. Consequently,
you must translate you as if it were thou, in the English-Latin
exercises, except when more persons than one are obviously in-

tended.

VOCABULARY.

Augustine, -arum, 1, a '

narrow way, narrow

limits.

Appropinquo, 1, I ap-

proach.

De, of, from, over.

Detrimeutum, -i, n.,

injury.

Ex, out of, after.

Ex labore sudanti, to

one sweating from
j

the effect of labour.

Lenio, 4, I soothe.

Exprobro, 1, 1 reproach
with.

Non supplicanti, with-

out his entreating it.

Orbis terrarum, the

world.

Pectus, -Oris, n., the

breast (E. B. pecto-

ral).

Persona, -se, 1, a mask,
a character.

Potio, -onis, f., drinfc-

iwj or draught.

Publici juris factu-

est, loos established.

Eecupero, 1, J regain.

Eeporto, 1, f carry off,

obtain.

Ees-publica, rei-publi-

CSB, the state (a com-

pound word, of

which both parts
are declined).

Teter, -ra, -rum, foul,

vile.

EXERCISE 104. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. Amici mei una domo capi uon possunt. 2. Die nobis qua conso-

latione asger amici animus lenitus sit. 3. Non capiunt angusti pec-
toris tui tautain persoriam. 4. Nee te orbis terrarum capiet. 5. Ca-

piendus est mihi cibus. 6. Tibi docendum est. 7. Docens pueroe,
valde anmbCris. 8. Die cur puer punitus sit. 9. Bellum cepit finem.

10. Vide ne quid detrimenti respublica capiat. 11. Die mihi quid tibi

a sorore scriptum sit. 12. Nullum vitium tetrius est quam avaritia,

proBsertim in principibus rempublicam gerentibus. 13. Cogitantes cse-

lestia, hsec nostra ut exigua contemnimus. 14. Odiosum est genus
hominum officia exprobrantium. 15. Ex labore sudanti frigidss aquae

potio est perniciosa 16. Vir bonus viro bono non supplicanti succur-

rit. 17. CiconioB in alienas terras inigraturse in unum locum congre-

gantur. 18. Ingens hominum multitude in urbem congregatur, ludoa

publicos spectatura. 19. Omnes dolores, patienter tolerati, minus
acerbi sunt. 20. Dux dimittit milites ob eximiam virtutem laudatos.

21. Multi juvenes in prima pueritia a parentibus male educati, in per-

niciem ruunt. 22. Eegnante Xerxe (abl. abs.), Greeci de Persia

splendidissimam victoriarn reportaverunt. 23. Inter boiios viros et

Deum amicitia est, conciliante natura (abl. abs.). 24. Appropin-

quante hiSuae, niultss aves mitiores regiones petunt. 25. Eecuperata

pace, artes efflorescunt. 26. Eegibus exterminatis, Eomani liberam

rempublicam fundaverunt. 27. Terra mutata, mores hominum non
mutantur. 28. Legibus divinis sancte observatis, vita nostra beata

erit.

EXERCISE 105. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. True friends can be received in a small house. 2. The narrow

limits of this house will not receive so great a character. 3. Tell me
what your father has said to you. 4. Bear the water to thy mother.

5. Avarice in parents who govern their houses is a great evil. 6. Ava-

rice blotted out, evil is blotted out. 7. Thinking of his native

country, the soldier lost his life. 8. To one who is in fear (fearing),

a friend is a great solace. 9. The state being disturbed, who can be

happy? 10. A large multitude of men have come to drink wine.

11. The soldiers being praised, were dismissed. 12. In the reign of

Victoria (Victoria reigning, abl. abs.), the POPULAR EDUCATOR (Edu-
cator Popular i's) was established. 13. The book being changed, vou do

not change your thoughts.

DEPONENT VEEBS.
I have already explained to you the meaning of the term de-

ponent in the phrase Deponent Verbs. Deponent verbs are

passive in form, but active in signification. I have already

informed you that there are deponent verbs in each of the

four conjugations. Under the guidance of this information you
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might possibly find your course sufficiently plain. But I know
that li'iirin-rs often havo a good deal of difficulty with these

:-l>.s mid I shall thorcforo go into some detail in

oonnootion with them.

Bemcmber, then, that deponent verbs with a passive form
havo an active moaning. Take care that in construing you are
not misled by the form. Take care not to confound passive

\vith deponent 'verbs. The exercises you are about to

through will assist you in these precautions, if yon perform
thorn carefully.

Taking the conjugations in the order in which they stand in

the preceding exercises, I begin with hortor, / encourage, of th
>njnj,'ation. Now before you go over the parts of the

verb observe the meanings carefully, an presented in the follow

ing paradigm or example. Particularly notice that hortatu
sum means I have encouraged; andhortatus, having encouraged
These deponent verbs have properly no participles with a pas-
sive signification ; accordingly, hortans is encouraging ; horta-

turus, on the point of encouraging ; and hortatus, having (not

being) encouraged.

DEPONENT VERBS. FIRST CONJUGATION.
EXAMPLE. Hortor, / encourage.

Indicative.

Sing. Hortor, I en-

courage, etc.

Hortaris.

Hortatnr.
Plu. Hortamur.

Hortamini.

Hortazitur.

PRESENT TENSE.

Subjunctive. Imperative. Infinitive. Participle*

Horter.Jmay Hortari, to Hortans,
encourage, etc. encourage, encourag-

Hortoris. Hortare, hor- ing.

tator, en-

courage tTiou,

etc.

Hortetur. Hortator.
Hortomur.
Hortemini. Hortamini,

hortaminor.
Hortentur. Hortantor.

IMPERFECT TENSB.

Sing. Hortabar, I en- Hortarer, I

couraged, tc. might encou-

rage, etc.

Hortabaris. Hortareris.
Hortabatur. Hortaretur.

flu. Hortabamur. Hortaremur.
Hortabamini. Hortarotnini.
Hortabantur. Hortarentur.

IIESX FUTURE TENSE.
Sing. Hortabor, I

shall encou-

rage, etc.

HortabCris.

Hortabltur.
Plu. Hortablmnr.

Hortabimini.

Hortabuntur.

PERFECT TENSE.
Sing. Hortatus sum, Hortatus sim,

I have encou- I may have

raged, etc. encouraged, etc.

Hortatus cs. Hortatus sis.

Hortatus cst. Hortatus sit.

Plu. Hortati sumus. Hortati simus.
Hortati estis. Hortati eitis.

Hortati sunt. Hortati sint.

Hortatu- Hortatu-
rum esse, rus, about

tobe about to encou-

to encou- rage,

rage.

Hortatus,
having en-

couraged.

Sing. Hortatuseram,
I had encou-

raged, etc.

Hortatus eras.

Hortatus erat.

Plu. Hortati era-

mus.
Hortati eratis.

Hortati erant.

Sing. Hortatus ero, I
snail have en-

couraged, etc.

Hortatus eris.

Hortat.ns erit.

Plu. Hortati erimus.
Hortati oritis.

Hortati erunt.

PLUPERFECT TENSE.
Hortatus es-

sem.Imi'gfit
have encou-

raged, etc.

Hortatus esses.

Hortatus esset.

Hortati esse-

miis.

Hortati essetis.

Hortati essent.

SECOND FUTURE TEMSB.

OBKCVDS.
Cun. HorUndi, of encouraging.
Itat. Jinrtuiulo, to encouraging.
Ace. Hortuuduui, to encourage.
Ab. Hortaudo, by encouraging.

1. Hortatum, to cncourayt.

'tu, to U encouraged.

After this manner, form (write in Ml, putting th English to
every single part) arb'itror, 1, / am of opinion, I account /
imitor, 1, I imitate; comitor, 1, / accomj>any ; aspernor, 1, I
despise; dominor, 1, I rule, tway ; mercor, 1, I purchase.

Lot me remind you of the fact that the participles here, M in
all other cues, undergo such changes as are necessary to pot
them in concord with their nouns in number, case, and gender :

thus, hortatus in the singular becomes hortati in the plural ;

and hortatus in the masculine becomes for the feminine hortata,
and for the neuter hortatum. So the infinitive hortatum vtm
may stand thus with a masculine noun in the accusative case,
but with a feminine noun in that case it must become hortatam
esse.

VOCABULARY.
Admirer, 1, I admire.

Contemplor, 1, 1 survey.

Conor, 1, I attempt.

Consigno, 1, I consign,
record (Lat. signum).

Demum, adv., then at

length, then for the

first time.

Interpreter, 1, I give
the meaning of (E. R.

Propulso, 1, I drive

ava>j.

Pulchritude, -mis, I,
beauty.

Somnium, -i, n., a
dream.interpreter) .

EXERCISE 106. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. Quis non admiretur splendorem, pnlchritudinemque virtutisT

2. Dux militc-s liortatus est ut hostinm aciem perturbare conarentur.
3. Jam hostes urbem oppugnare conati sunt, quum repente a ciribos
propulsati sunt. 4. Turn demum beatns eris quum aspernatus eris
voluptatem. 5. Contemplamini praeclara virtutis exempla qute in his-
toria consicrnata sunt. 6. Venio te comitatum in hortum. 7. Somnia
difflcilia sunt interpretatu. 8. Socrates totius mundi se incolam et
civem arbitrabatur. 9. Disce libens. 10. Quid dulcius est quam dis-
cere multa ? 11. Discentem comitantur opes, comitantur honores.
12. Homo improbus aliquando cum dolore flagitia sua recordabitur.

EXEBCISE 107. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. I have admired the beauty of the women. 2. They encouraged

the man. 3. The king will encourage his forces to drive away the
enemy. 4. The father accounted the son wicked. 5. Who will in-
terpret the signs ? 6. Then, for the first time, wilt thou interpret
the signs of God when thou art (ghalt be) wise and good. 7. The
examples of virtue are easily to be interpreted. 8. He was accom-
panying me in the garden when thou earnest. 9. I go to accompany
my father. 10. My father has come to accompany me into the pro-
vince. 11. Honours will accompany the good and the wise. 12. Boys,
learn being willing (trillingly), and you will be admired.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN LATIN.
EXERCISE 98. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. My father takes care that I am strenuously cultivated. 2. I
take care that the boy is weU cultivated. 3. The father took care
that the boy was well cultivated. 4. I take pains, that I may be loved
by thee. 5. The conspiracy of Catiline was detected by Cicero.
6. Three most frightful wars have been carried on between the Romans
and Carthaginians. 7. Labour and pleasure have been joined together
by a certain natural relationship. 8. Many cities have been bnrnt by
the enemies. 9. Scarcely had the enemies been beheld, when the
soldiers were led out of the camp, in line of bottle, by their general.
10. We feared that the city had been blockaded by the enemies!
11. Let God be religiously worshipped. 12. Let not the laws of God
be despised. 13. Wise men always strive to be governed by reason.
14. Boys must be well cultivated. 15. Be not conquered by your
desires. 16. You will not be rich unless riches (shall) have been
despised by you. 17. Despising pleasures, yon are loved. 18. So long
as there is honour in learning, the Greek and Latin writers will be
read in schools.

EXERCISE 99. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Meus animus excoletur. 2. Frutris mei animus exctiltus est.

3. Si animus excultns erit tu diligeris. 4. Divitise ab sapientibus
contemnuntur. 5. Divitiao a me contemnentur. 6. Divitise a patre
contempt erunt. 7. DivitisB ate, mi fili, contemnuntor. 8. Rntione
regi studet. 9. Puer probe cxcolendus est. 10. Pner probe excolitor.
LI. Cur mihi fuit ut voluptates a liberis meis contemnerentur.
12. Latini scriptores in schola mod leguntur. 13. Si bene vives, tn a
jonis dilijjfris. 14. Metuo ut divitijc a te contemnantur. 15. Unite
bella ab Anglis gcsta sunt. 16. Urbs ab hostibus cotnbusta est.

EXERCISE 100. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. The soldiers hungered and thirsted during the whole day.

!. Nature has clothed the eyes with very thin membranes. 3. Why
>ave you adorned and clothed the walls of your house with chaplet* t
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4. You had pleased your teachers, because you had always obeyed

their commands. 5. Scarcely had our soldiers fortified the camp
when Csesar formed a line of battle. 6. We shall not sleep until

(before tliat) we have finished our business. 7. When the soldiers

have fortified the camp, they will prepare for the fight. 8. Take care,

boys, that you do not chatter. 9. The laws of the Spartans have tins

object, to instruct (that they may instruct) the youth in labours.

10. No one doubted that you had always taken care of the boys.

11. Tell me, by what consolation you have soothed the troubled mind

of your friend. 12. I know not why you have punished the boy.

13. I did not doubt that you had kept my precepts in memory. 14.

Do not chatter, daughters. 15. I come to ask you to walk (tJwt you

may walk) with me. 16. The soldiers ought to guard the city. 17.

Wisdom is the art of seeing. 18. We must obay the precepts of

virtue. 19. The art of sailing is most useful.

EXERCISE 101. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Sitierunt. 2. Esuriam. 3. Prseceptis meis non obedies. 4.

Pueri garriunt. 5. Patri non obedierunt. 6. Nescio cur patri non

obediverint. 7. Nemo dubitat quin boni pueri patri obediant. 8. Verba

mea memoria custodivit. 9. Curse mihi erit ut verba mea memoria

custodias. 10. Veniunt urbem muniturn. 11. Ars scribendi utilis est.

12. Domus suee parietes coronis ornant. 13. Non prius doriniam

quam negotia finivero. 14. Negotia finivistine ? 15. Puerum punie-

bat, quum scholam intrabam.

EXEKCISE 102. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. The father takes care that his son is well instructed. 2.

The father took care that his son was well instructed. 3. The citi-

zens fear that the camp is fortified by the enemies before the city.

4. The eyes have been clothed with very thin membranes. 5. When
the king was entering the city, the houses of all the citizens were

clothed and adorned with chaplets and flowers. 6. We shall not sleep

until (before that) your business is (shall have been) finished. 7. As

soon as the camp is (shall have been) fortified, the soldiars will pre-

pare for the fight. 8. We feared that the city had been blockaded by

the enemies. 9. Let the wicked be punished. 10. A good scholar

strives to be instructed in the knowledge of letters. 11. The city,

having been blockaded, ia punished by many evils. 12. A cultivated

man not only benefits himself but others also. 13. Boys must bo

diligently instructed.

EXEKCISE 103. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Custodiuntur. 2. Urbs custoditur. 3. Urbs custodietur. 4.

Urbs custodita est. 5. Curo ut urbs custodiatur 6. Nemo dubi-

tat quin urbs bene custodiatur. 7. Gives urbem custodire debent.

8. Cur cives non urbem custodiunt ? 9. Nescio cur cives non urbem
custodiant. 10. Metuo ut cives urbam custodiant. 11. Ad pugnain
se expedierunt. 12. Domus parietes floribus vestiti sunt.

MECHANICS. IV.

FORCES APPLIED TO TWO POINTS PARALLEL FORCES.

THREE cases of forces applied to two points present themselves
for consideration. 1. When the lines of direction of the two
forces meet within the body. 2. When they meet without. 3.

When the two forces are parallel to each other.

First Case. This is easily disposed of. When two forces

meet within a body, the point of meeting may be taken as the

point of application of both forces, which can there be com-

pounded into one ; and the case thus becomes that of a single

force applied to a single point.
Second Case. Here also the two forces may be reduced to

one ; but as their directions meet outside the body, it is neces-

sary to show that their effect is the same as though the point
of meeting was a real point of application. This, in a future

lesson, can be demonstrated by a perfect proof ; but, in the mean-
time, the following considerations will satisfy you that it is true.

Let A p and B Q be the two forces applied to the points A and
B (as in Fig. 10), and o the outside point in which their direc-

tions meet. Also, let o R be the direc-

tion which their resultant would take were
the body extended to o and the forces

there applied. Suppose now that, in order
to extend it, a round bar of iron of uni-

form thickness is firmly soldered to it, so

as to include the line o R within its sub-

stance. The body being thus extended,
o may be considered a point of applica-

rig. 10.

tion of both forces, which we may conceive to be transferred
to it by two thin but strong wires, O A, o B, the mass of

which is so small that it may be neglected in comparison
with that of the body. The forces A p and B Q then evidently

become one force, acting along O R on rod and body together,
and producing the same effect on both as though they acted
at A and B. But the effect taken separately of the resultant on
o K, and therefore of A r and B Q, is evidently the same

namely, a pressure along its length. Their effects, therefore,

on the body itself taken separately must be the same ; and o,

although outside, may be considered a point of application.
The two forces are reducible to one applied to the body at any
point on the line O u within the body.

TWO PARALLEL FORCES.

TJiird Case. The resultant single force can be determined in

this case also by the parallelogram of forces, but the proof given

by the greatest mechanician of antiquity -Archimedes of Syra-
cuse is, with a slight alteration, much preferable, on account

of its simplicity. I shall first take r _,__ o.

two equal parallel forces, which act

in the same direction. Let A and B

(Fig. 11) be the points of applica-

tion, and their directions those of

the arrow-heads P and Q. Suppose,
moreover, that in magnitude they are

each one pound, or ounce, or ton say
one pound. Now, in the first place, the resultant, whatever
it be, must pass through the middle point of A B. The best

reason I can give you for this is, that the resultant cannot,
since the forces be equal, be nearer to one tha'j to the other.

If it were a tenth of an inch nearer to A, it should be also a
tenth nearer to B.

Now, in order to find its magnitude and direction, let us sup-

pose that two other forces, A c, B D, each equal to a pound, are

applied to the body along the line A B in opposite directions.

These being equal, and therefore of themselves balancing each

other, can neither add to nor take from the effect of A P and
B Q, which may consequently be considered equivalent to the

four forces, A p, B Q, A c, B D. Let the two at A be now

compounded into one, acting in some direction between them

(I care not which), and let the same be done with the two at B.

Now produce these resultant directions backwards, until they
meet at c, and transfer the resultants themselves to that point.

Now resolve them back into their original components, and

you have two pounds, o c, and o D, acting against each other

parallel to A B, and two separate pounds pulling from o down-
wards parallel to A p and B Q. The two former cancel each

other, and there remain two pounds acting parallel to A P.

Hence we can say, that

1. If two equal parallel forces act on a body in the same

direction, their resultant is parallel to either, and bisects, or

divides equally, the line joining their points of application.
2. The resultant is in magnitude equal to their sum, or to

twice either force.

As an example to illustrate, take two equally strong horses

pulling a carriage ; two equal forces are applied to the splinter-

bar, which give one force equal to double the strength of either

horse acting at its middle point. When the carriage is backed,
these forces are applied in the opposite direction directly to the

centre through the pole.

We are now in a position to find the resultart of any two

parallel forces, the first step towards which is to determine the

resultant of any number of equal ones applied to a body at

equal distances along a line. The number may be either odd or

even. We shall consider each separately. First, take odd ;

and let it be seven, as in Fig. 12. Now, supposing each to be

one pound, if we take the middle one, which is evidently at the

middle of the line A B, we find that

there are three pounds on either

side of it acting in pairs at equal
distances from M. The resultant

of the nearest pair gives, as proved

above, two pounds at M ; the next i_.

pair also give two, and so does the

third. These make six pounds of resultant at M, which, with the

single one already there, are seven pounds the sum of all the

forces for resultant. Were the number thirteen the conclusion

would be the same. There would be six on either side of the

middle one, and you would have a resultant of thirteen pounds ;

and the same holds good of any other odd number you select,

be it large or small.

13)



MECHANICS.

Now, suppose we hare an !>or of such forces, say
>. counting : inwards tint

iniiMlc, there will l>.i mi ihc middle of tho

B will In- in the middle n( i middle

i-.tir <>t' forces. Wliat I. i u'( Tho in ifostwo

pounds at t, < , ..oes tho next
M ^\ outside, and so tho next; and

~~7 111 2 7 /
tnere aro oviJently thus six

/ l_s pounds of resultant at tho cen-
** tro of A B. Tako any other even
F'K- l3- number, and tho result is tho

same; and thus, for both odd
and even numbers, wo arrive at this conclusion : Tho resultant
of any number of equal parallel forces acting on a body at equal
distances along a line, is equal to their sum, and bisects tho
line joining tho points of application of tho extreme forces.
An instance of this is tho working of a hand fire-engine.

Suppose seven men at tho lever on either side, that is, fourteen
hands on each lever ; supposing tho men to bo equally arranged
and of equal strength, this makes fourteen equal forces applied
at equal distances, the resultant of which is the muscular power
of seven acting at tho centre on either side.

Now we shall, without difficulty, find the resultant of two
unequal parallel forces. As before, let A and B be their points
of application, and let us first suppose that they act in the tame
direction. Measuring the forces by pounds, or ounces, or even
grains, there are three cases which may occur. The number,
eay of pounds, in the forces may be both even, or both odd, or
one odd and the other even. 1. We shall take "both even "

first,
and, for simplification sake, let them be six at A and four at B.
Divide now the line A B into ten equal parts, that is, into as many
parts as four and six together make. Extend also A B on either
aide, as represented (Fig 14) by the dotted lines, and measure
oif on the extensions any number of portions you, please, each

equal to one of th-

?..
r

..r-7N subdivisions of A B.

/

T

I I 4 7y Beginning at A, sup-
+ pose you applyapound
V force at the end of the

first subdivision to the

right, another pound
at the end of the third,

another at that of the fifth, and so on until you come to B.
lou wi,l find then that there will be a pound at the end of the

rt division from B. Put pounds now at the end of the first
division from A on the dotted line, on the third, and on the fifth
and do the same on the dotted line from B, on the first and third
Junt all the pounds you have ; they are ten, five inside and five

Calling the points occupied by the extreme pounds
1 Q, the resultant of these ten, so distributed at equal
mces, must pass through the middle, M, of P Q, and be ten

)unds, by the principle last established. But if we take
separately the three outside and the three inside A, they make six
pounds acting at A. Also the two pair on either side of B make
four pounds at B. The ton pounds at M must therefore produce
the same effect on the body as the six at A and the four at B
and therefore must be the resultant of these forces ; that is to
say, the resultant is the sum of the components.

But count now the number of subdivisions on either side,from M to A and B. There are four on tho side of A and six on
B'S side that is to say, the resultant cuts tho line A B in the
proportion of the numbers 4 and 6, with this peculiarity, how-
ever, that the smaller number is on the side of the greater force.
This is what we might expect, for the resultant ought naturallyto tend towards the greater, on account of its preponderance.When a line is cut in this way, the smaller portion being on the
side of the greater number of pounds, it is said to be cut
inversely as the two numbers that is, in the contrary order.

. Now let us take the case of two odd numbers
; let them be

9 and 7. It is evident that if we put another 9 pounds at A,and i at B, the resultant of this second 9 and 7 should in every
respect agree and coincide with that of tho first, and that the
resultant of the four should be the sum of two nines and two
sevens. But the double S) at A is 18 pounds, and the double 7
at B 14 pounds. Tho case, therefore, becomes one of even num-
bers, and the line A B, as proved above, must be cut by the
resultant in the inverse proportion of 18 to 14. But to divide
a line so that there-way bo 18 parts one side and 14 on the

Fig. 15.

other becomes, by throwing every two of the subdivision* into

one, tho same thing a dividing it so that 9 may be on one side
and 7 on the other. In this case then, also, A B is divided

inversely as the forces.

3. When the numbers are one odd and the other even, say 4
and 7, tho result is tho same. By doubling each force you get
8 and 14 pounds, both even numbers ; the line A B is divided by
the resultant inversely as 14 to 8, which is the same as 7 to 4
inversely as tho forces.

We have supposed in all these cases that the forces con-
tained an exact round number of pounds ; bat what should we
do if there were fractions of a pound in either or in both ? I

say, reduce the forces to ounces, and work by round numbers in
ounces. If there were fractions of ounces, work in grains.
You con thus still secure round numbers, and the above proof*
will hold good. But what are

you to do if there are fractions

of grains ? Work them by
tenths, or hundredth, or thou-

sandth parts of grains, or byeven
far smaller fractions, and you
will still have round numbers,
and you can say that the result-

ant cuts A B inversely as these

numbers, however great they be,
and therefore inversely as the forces. To trouble yon about
smaller fractions would only get you into a cloud of metaphysics
for no practical purpose.

I have proved this important principle only for particular
even numbers, 6 and 4, but you will find that the reasoning will

be the same whatever bo the even numbers you choose. The
rule simply is to divide the line A B into as many equal parts as
there are pounds in both forces, and then to distribute all the

pounds at A in two batches on either side of that point, and to
do the same at B with the pounds there acting, observing to

place tho pounds as you go from A or B in any direction, at the

first, third, fifth, and so forth, points of division.

You are now in a position to find the resultant of three or

more parallel forces acting, say, at the

points A, B, c, D, as in Fig. 15. First

join A with B, and cut it inversely as the

forceswhich are there applied : next join the

point x so found with c, and cut the join-

ing line at Y inversely as the sum of the two
first forces to that at c; join this again
with D, and cut it inversely as the three

first forces to that of D
;
and so proceed

until you have exhausted all the forces.

The point z last found is that through
which the resultant of all passes, and is

called the centre ofparallel forces.

Suppose, for example, that the centre was required in the case

of parallel forces of 1,2, 3, and 4 pounds applied to the four

corners of a square board, A, B, c, D (Fig. 16). First divide AI
into three parts, and take two next to A and one to B. The

point x so found is the parallel centre for these two forces.

Join X now with c, and cut x c into six parts (the sum of 1, 2,

and 3), and take three next to c and three to X. The centre Y
so found, which evidently will be the middle of c x, is the centre

of the three. Now join T with D, and divide Y D into ten parts

(the sum of 1, 2, 3, and 4), and take four next Y and six next
D. This last point, z, is the centre of all the given forces. Try
your own hands now on the following Examples, and in the next
lesson we shall have for subject the centre of gravity, which is a
centre of parallel forces.

Examples.
1. Three equal parallel forces act at tho corners of a triangle ; find

the centre through which their resultant passes.

2. A force of a pound is applied to one end of a beam, of three at

the other, and of two at the middle ; find the centre of these forces,

they being
1

parallel to each other.

3. A weight of one pound and three-quarters hangs from one em", of

a rod which is two feet in length, and of three and a-half from the
other

;
find tho magnitude of the resultant, and the centre of parallel

forces.

4. A door is seven feet high and three feet wide, and the centres o*

its hinges are distant one foot from its ends. A force of twenty-three

pounds ic applied along its upper edge, pulling it off its hinges, and
one of thirty-seven along the lower. Find the strains on the hinges.

Fig. 16.
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READINGS IN GERMAN. IV.

4. 3)er SKorgentraum.
Dair m6r'-ghen-troum.

Sin ftetner flnabe, SftamenS Seopotb, lam be 2Rorgen

Ine kli'-ner knah'-bai, nah'-menss ley'-o-polt, kahm dess mor'-ghenss

tyernteber auS fetnem @d;Iaffammcrtetn unb toetnte bittertid;,

herr-nee'-der ouss zi'-nem shlahf'-kem-mer-line 66nt vine'-tai bit'ter-Uy,

dfo bap" u)m bte S^tdnen uber bte SBangen ttefen. @ein SSater

ttl'-zo dass eem dee trey'-nen u''-ber dee vang'-en lee'-fen. Zine fah'-ter

aber unb feme Gutter traten beftuqt t)tnju, benn fie

ah'-ber oont zi'-nai m66t'-ter trah'-ten bai-shturtst' hin-tsoo', den zee

metnten, e fet bem Jttnbe ein grofcS llebet begegnet, ober

mine'-ten, ess zi daim kln'-dai ine gro'-ssess ii"-bel bai-geyg'-net, o'-der

e fet franf unb emlpftnbc ^efttge c^merjen unb SJeifen im

ess zi krank 86nt em-pfln'-dai hef-tt-gai shmerr'-tsen 66nt ri'-ssen im

J&aupt ober in ben ticbern. Unb fte fragten bag Jltnb, unb

houpt o'-der in dain glee'-dern. 55nt zee frahd/-ten dass kmt, 68nt

fyradben : tebe tftnb, reaS feljtet bir, tter I)at bir 'mat ju

ehprah'-djen : Lee'-bess kmt, vass fey'-let deer, veyr hat deer vass tsoo

Setbe getljan ? 2)a tljat baS tftnb feinen Qftunb auf unb fpracb :

li'-dai gai-tahn' ? Dah taht dass kmt zi'-nen m68nt ouf 86nt shprahd; :

21d; id; tyatte corner jttwlf nieblid;e ttieipe
cfjafdjen,

unb

ac$ Iy hat'-tai fore-heyr' tswolf neet'-lly-yai vi'-ssai sheyf-y'en, 68nt

fie gingen um mid; fyer unb tecften mir bie anb, unb id;

zee ghing'-en 66m mly heyr 86nt leck'-ten meer dee hant, 65nt ly

fag unter tb,nen mit einem Jjirtenftab. 2lber nun ftnb

zahss 56n'-ter ee'-nen mit i'-nem birr'*-ten-shtahp. Ah'-ber noon zint

fte afle fort unb id) ttetjj ntcbt, too fte geblieben. 2lt er

zee al'-lai fSrt 86nt Iy vice nlyt, vo zee gai-blee'-ben. Alss eyr

biefeS gcfagt 6,atte, begann er con neuem bittcrtid; ju

dee'-zess gai-zahd;t' hat'-tai, bai-gan' eyr f5n noi'-em bit'-ter-liy tsoo

teeinen.

vi'-nen.

3)a merften bie Sttern bie -sHotty beS tftnbeS unb bap" e

Dah merrk'-ten dee el'-tern dee note dess km'-dess 66nt dass ess

tin raum getoefen, unb fte tadjelten unter etnanber tyetnt.

ine troum gai-vey'-zen, 66nt zee ley'-yel-ten 68n'-ter ine-an'-der hime'-

lid;. er SSatcr aber fyrad; : SBtr Iddjcln \vol)l, 3JJutter, unb

Uy. Dair fah'-ter ah'-ber shprahd; : Veer ley'-yeln vole, m68t'-ter, 55nt

bod; ftnb nnfre @euf$er unb unfer Itnmutb, eft bte Styrdnen

d6cfy zint 85n'-zrai zoif-tser 58nt 86n'-zer 86n'-moot 6ft dee trey'-nen

be? JtinbeS, unb unfer 2Biinfd;en unb SSertangen, gtetctyet tt

dess km'-dess, 86nt 66n'-zer vun'-shen 85nt ferr-lang'-en, gli'-yet ess

ntd;t oftmat tyotttfS Xraumen?

nlyt 5ft'-mahlss p61'-leess troi'-men?

^Polity aber n>ar nod; tmtncr fe^r betrubt um bte jtootf

P61'-lee ah'-ber vahr n6cj) im'-mer zeyr bai-trii'pt' 65m dee tswolf

5>en. a beratfyfdjtagten bte Sltern ernftttd;, h>a ju

sheyf'-yen. Dah bai-raht'-shlahd;-ten dee el'-tern errnst'-Wy, vass tsoo

t^un fet, unb ber SSater erfyob ftd; unb fprad; : SPott^, tc^

toon zi, 68nt dair fah'-ter err-hope' zly 66nt shprahd; : P5r-lee, Ij

njttl ge^en unb betne @d;dfd;cn fud;en. llnb er gtng unb

vill ghey'-hen 58nt di'-nai sheyf-yen zoo'-d;en. oont eyr ghink 66nt

faufte ein Samm unb brad;te c8 unb ftcltte e fo, ba

kouf-tai ine lam 85nt brad;'-tai ess 58nt shtell'-tai ess zo, dass

ber tfnabe eS fa^. 55a toarb ber JInabe fe^r erfreut unb

lair knah'-bai ess zah. Dah vart dair knah'-bai zeyr err-froi't' 68nt

lief B,tnju unb B,erjte ba Sammdjen unb fprad; : 3a, baS

leef hin-tsoo' 68nt herrts'-tai dass lem'-yen oont shprahd; : Yah, dass

tft e, ba ift e ! ebenfo fafe e au8 ! unb er tt>ar fef;r

ist ess, dass ist ess ! ey'-ben-zo zah ess ouss ! o5nt eyr vahr zeyr

crfrut, aber son ben eilf anbern Sdmmern fagtc er nid;t?

err-froit', ah'-ber fon dain elf an'-dern lem'-mern zahd)'-tai eyr nlyts

unb begetyrte t|rer ntd;t.

65nt bai-gheyr'-tai ee'-rer nlyt.

Like ir in mirror.

JDa Iad;elte ber SSater abcrntaW unb fagte ju
Dah ley'-yel-tai dair fah'-ter ah'-ber-mahlss 65nt zahcp'-tai tsoo

ber 3Jlutter: 3n Xrciumen unb S^rancn gteid;cit mir rofsen

dair moot'-ter : In troi'-men 65nt trey'-nen gli'-yen veer gro'-ssen

too^t bem Keinen polity. 2JJod)ten n>ir aud; nur in enunfam
vole daim kli'-nen pol'-lee. Moy'-ten veer oud; noor in gai-nii'y'-zahm-

feit unb befd;eibener Sreube an bem Jltetnen unb SCBcntgen
kite oont bai-shi'-dai-ner froi'-dai an daim kli'-nen 86nt vey'-nJ-gher

dfynltcfe fetn.

eem eyn'-lly zine.

VOCABULAKT.

Heb, n. limb.

was,

meet,

large,

mean.
S fei, there

there had.

SSegcgnen, to

happen,
rop, great,

big.

llebet, n. evil.

>bcr, or.

< fet, it was, it

were.

.ftranf, sick,

ntpfinben, to feel.

fteftig, violent.

@d;merj, TO. pain.

(d;merjen,to pain,

Sraum, TO. dream.

.finabc, TO. boy. Sragcn, to ask.

fflteber, down, nether.

@cb,taf, m. sleep.

hammer, /. chamber.

SBttterttd;, bitterly.

2ltfo, so. 3u Sctte t^un, to do

SBange, /. cheek. harm.

Saufcn, to run. Sluft^un, to open.
Sreten, to step.

j

2Runb, m. mouth.

SSefturjt, perplexed,
j

33orfi,cr, before.

3)ieinen, to think, to 3i6tf, twelve.

Sltcbttcf), pretty.

2Beip, white.

@d;af, n. sheep.

Sccfen, to lick.

Sigcn, to sit.

llntcr, among, under.

Sfyncn, dative of fie,

to them, them.

irtc, TO. shepherd.
tab, m. staff.

Sort, away, forth.

2Btffcn, to know.

2Bo, where.

@r, he.

Sttefcr, btefe, biefeS, this.

SJJcrfcn, to perceive,
to notice.

2Btr, we.

;
eufjer, TO. sigh.

smart.)

SRctpen, n. tearing SRot^/.distress, need,

(acute pains), v.a. ett)efen h;ar, had
to tear. been.

:,
n. head, chief, i SJeimltd;, secretly.

gefytcn, to ail, miss,
j

llnmutt;, m. gloom.
fail, lack. >ft, often.

SBcr, interrogative , SLBiinfcben, to wish; n.

pronoun, who. wishing.

aSertangen, to demand;
n. longing, de-

mand.

tctd;en, to resemble.

((eid;, alike.)

Smmer, always.

23erat6,fd;tagen, to con-

sul.t.

rnfttid;, seriously.

@nd;cn, to look for,

to seek.

Samm, n. lamb.

tcflen, to place, to

put.

drfrcut, rejoiced.

erjcn, to caress.

8lttSfeljen, to look.

@t(f, eleven.

JBcge^ren, to demand.

eniigfamfeit, /. con-

tentment. (enug,
enough.)

33efd;etben, modest.

Sreube, /. joy.

SSenig, little.

jtlmttd;, like, resem-

bling.

KEY TO EXEECISES IN LESSONS IN GEEMAN.

EXERCISE 99 (Vol. II., page 118).

1. Sefirt Sure .Stnber gute tttcn nad;5ua^men. 2. @r a^mt fetnem

SSater in atten feinen eh)ot)nt;eiten nad;. 3. SSernunftige Sttern ftcuern

bem unartigen 23etragen tf;rer J?tnber bei 3citen. 4. @teure mut^tg ba8

cfctff burd; bie icogcnbe @ee. 5. begegncte ifim oft, bap er fetn 33ud;

fud;tc unb e in fetncr !Tafd;e fanb. 6. 2>te @d;iffe, icetdfjenad; Sluftralten

ge^en, muffen ben Slequator Jjaffircn. 7. @te fottten ba8 SSeifptet 3t;reS

SrubcrJ nadj^ua^men fitd;en. 8. 3d; fe^e feine llnfcbutb in fetnem 33etra>

gen. 9. Stte Unfierbttd;fett ber eete Icugnen ift fo ciet atS ott abfcbaioren.

10. ie ^otijci erftd;erte ficfi be S5tebe8. 11. St^me ftet8 ta utc nad;,

aber nte ba8 S36fe.

EXEECISE 100 (Vol. II., page 118).

1. The prince who ill-treats his people is called a tyrant. 2. He
asks me about things which I cannot tell him. 3. Call me what you

like, but not a traitor. 4. Those people must be called hypocrites who

speak fair but act basely. 5. They have christened the princess Louisa. <

6. I did not ask him for this out of curiosity. 7. Attila, King of the

Huns, called himself the scourge of God. 8 I call him a friend who
does not remind me of my excellencies, but affectionately of my errors.

9. He calls all those who are not with him, enemies and rebels. 10.

The teacher called the scholar a lazy boy. 11. I asked him his name
in vain. 12. I do not deserve that the people should call me a traitor. ''

13. I give you this Iceepsake as a testimony of my love and respect.

14. How gladly do parents pardon their children the faults that have

been committed, when they heartily repent of them. 15. He narrated

to me the history of his life several times. 16. They pardoned me my
wrong, and held out their hands to me in proof of their reconciliation.

17. It is well for the man on whom nature bestows a healthy mind and
a clear understanding ; but still better for hiip on whom it has be-

stowed a humble and modest heart.
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EXKRCIBK 101 (Vol. II., page 119).

1. SNcntcr Icbtic Idcmd^ tit JJunfl }u rcgifrtn. 2. 3Man feirt tyn

tiffe Vvai^e Uljtcii i .|.iiujciilKit ijttbt bem QNenfdjcn tic befit

Vetyit mi ti: .Uitunft. 4. 3n fciiitm lt(jtcii i<ritfc fcbiitb a mu
tUciiuihii ... Die 9ttK$e K'llttn nut Srtuttn ten Strmtii tin Sfienige*

cm ilunit UiN-rtluiK mitilu-tkii (I. (St jcigtc mir tic 5d>onb,ctt ter

!){\Uur. 7. 3(t wrtraute ifym ta eb,timniji in tcr '.'Ibftdjt r.:t, feint '-Utr.

uiit Ju-iu- ju crprobcii. 8. Qtorgep njirt Don fcinem tigcntn

tin 'iHTtati'cc ftint 'ijutcrlantc* tjcnaimt. 9. &r ftyalt mid;

tinen Jhi'ien, u irf> mul; lucigertc, ttn (itrunlfil&cn ju folgcn, rodc^e mil

nicinen yKi.jumjen nu1;t ubtrcinfiimmtn. 10. !>cr 5J}ovulat (ftucatcr
"

.!>e, franjififc^t. unt tcutfd;e vrad)t auf tic lcic^tt|1c 2Beife.

11. 1'icin (ikgncr rcic^tc mir tit -fcanb jum Sttcjicn fcintt !B|yb,nung.

EXERCISE 102 (Vol. II., page 119).

1. The children could not go out fora walk on account of the bad
r. 2. On this side of the river there is a beautiful country-house.

3. lie doea it for the Bake of the honour. 4. Within the town hunger
and despair prevail. 5. Beyond the mountain there is a beautiful

vulli-y. 6. By virtue of his office he arrested the thief. 7. According
to his letter we expect him to-day. 8. Along the stream stand many
poplar trees. 9. He drew him up by means of a rope. 10. He came
into this house by means of a false key. 11. Above the bridge stands

a cross. 12. Instead of coffee he drinks water. 13. In spite of the

heavy rain, he takes a walk. 14. Below this village lies a beautiful

meadow. 15. Notwithstanding his father's prohibition, he went to

the theatre. 16. I saw a large bird near this forest. 17. He can assist

the poor' by means of his riches. 18. He looked very pale lately

(during the lost time) . 19. The rich inhabitants fly on account of the

war. 20. He returned in consequence of his promise.

EXEECISE 103 (Vol. II., page 119).

1. Srofc ftintr sBcrwantten t^at tr cS. 2. 3c$ fcefanb mtcty ganj glucf.

lief; unter tern niebrigen I>acfce jcneS CanbmanncS. 3. 2lHrf unter tcr

@onne ifl tcr '^crautcrung untcriwrfen. 4. 2BaS fjattcn ie jum 9c\:cb*

tifty auper 3ttctoncn unb Stauben ? 5. >ie armen 2luantcrcr fyoffen,

ienfcjt tc 2Nccrc8 bcfjer ju tcben 6. <r bctyarrte trofc attcS 2Bibcr(ianbc8.
7. $ie aflier nafymcn tfjren muljcwu'cn 3Rarf$ ldng tcr ecfuflc. 8.

<J ifl unter btr 2Burt ein: t^rltc^cn 3NanncS. 9. recntoic$ ifl inner.

$atf> funf afleUcn wn Sonton. 10. <2cinc8 ?lltcr tuegcn fctlte cr gefcfc. ont

toerben. 11. J?raft fcincr cburt ift cr ciit Gtetmann.

RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
THE EAT AND MOUSE.

THE rat and mouse are common animals, too common indeed
to need much minute description, for they are found nearly

j

wherever man has settled, from the Faroe Isles in the North to

the Falklands in the South, and on many an island in the
torrid zone, and, like him, they are good colonisers. This is

pre-eminently the case with the rat. And just as it has hap-
pened in the history of man that a weak human race has had
to give way before a stronger, and in the end has been nearly
exterminated, so likewise has it been in the progress of rat

colonisation. The parallel is a striking one, and even the

savage sees it. The Maori looks forward with gloomy fore-

boding to the time when his race shall become extinct ; when
the beauties of New Zealand shall be alone for the eyes of

emigrants from the Western Hemisphere, and, like a philoso-
pher, he perceives that he has companions in misfortune, for
hos not the black rat, on which his fathers dined, been almost
exterminated by the detestable brown rat from Europe ? What
has happened in New Zealand has happened in other countries,
in our own for example, where the old English rat, or black

rat, has been displaced in a good many localities by the brown
rat. Many will have been the encounters the black rat has had
with its all-conquering rival. But when the interests of nearly- i

allied animals like these clash, quarter is seldom given. It is a
fierce struggle for existence, and the fittest survives. The
brown rat has so far proved itself the fittest, for it has con-

quered several other species throughout Europe, parts of North
America, in New Zealand, as we have already seen, and
recently in Formosa, as well as on the mainland of China. Mr.
Swinhoe has described the two latter cases, and attributes the

victory of the brown rat over the large Mus Coninya to its

superior cunning. The habitual exercise of all its faculties in

avoiding extirpation by man may have developed this cunning,
but on the other hand it may be that its success over its

fellow-HpecicH has been duo to a superior cunning
before it came aMociated with man.
The brown rat (Mu decumcmut) is also called the Norway

It ia not known for certain where it first came from. It is

not a native of our country, and some nuppose that it came
originally from the Levant, and that it was first landed in

Ireland by ships trading in provinions to Gibraltar. It may
have come, as Pennant thinks, from the East Indies. Bnt
wherever it originally camo from, it is now widely distributed

over the earth's surface, and it rides, an unwelcome voyager,
in our ships on every sea. Hence, wherever man opens out
now commercial fields, there it soon settles, and holds absolute

sway over its kind. They live and thrive on board ship to an

alarming extent, and must owe their introduction to many
countries to having been delivered there with parts of cargoes.
Its first appearance in England is said to have occurred about
the middle of the last century. But where is it not to be found

now P It is a ferocious animal, and this, coupled with a certain

degree of intelligence, generally directed against the interests

of man, makes it a pest wherever it has chosen to take up its

abode.

So far as food is concerned, it will subsist on corn, seeds, and
the fodder provided for our beasts of burden, but it appears to

have a decided preference for animal food. They have exhibited

their voracity at the horse slaughter-houses of Montfaucon,
near Paris, in an alarming manner. The carcases of horses

slaughtered during the day-time, sometimes to the number of

thirty-five, have been picked to the bone in the course of a

single night.
In a well known poem, Southey has given us an example of

the voracity of the rat in the fearful end which befel the wicked

Bishop Hatto. It was a time of famine in Mayenoe, and the

starving poor importuned the Bishop to give them food from
his well-stored granaries. To get rid of them, he invited them
to his large barn, and when it was as full as it could hold of

women and children, he made fast the door, and set the barn on
fire. In the morning, after a good night's sleep, he found upon
entering his hall, that the rats had eaten up his picture out of

its frame. A messenger next came to tell him that the rats

had eaten up all the corn that was stored in his granaries. He
was then obliged to fly before them for fear of being devoured,
and he took refuge in his tower on the Bhine. Here, however,
the rats found him,

" And in at the windows, and in at the door,
And through the walls helter-skelter they pour,
And down from the ceiling, and up through the floor,

From the right and the left, from behind and before,
Prom within and without, from above and below,
And all at once to the bishop they go.

"
They have whetted their teeth against the stones,
And now they pick the bishop's bones ;

They gnawed the flesh from every limb,

For they were sent to do judgment on him."

On the testimony of Mr. Robert Stevenson we have a more
modern instance of their determined ferocity and voracity, in

the death of a collier who met with Bishop Hatto's fate. It

is thus recorded by Professor Bell :

" In a coal-pit, in which

many horses were employed, the rats which fed upon the fodder

provided for the horses had accumulated in great multitudes.

It was customary in holiday times to bring to the surface the

horses and fodder, and to close the pit for the time. On one

occasion when the holiday had extended to ten days or a fort-

night, during which the rats had been deprived of food, on

reopening the pit, the first man who descended was attacked by
the starving multitude, and speedily killed and devoured."

There can be no doubt, after a consideration of the facts we
have laid before tho reader, that the rat is possessed of a fair

share of intelligence, and this appears to be further proved by
another order of well-attested facts. A plumber having been

called in to examine into the cause of leakage of water-pipes

under the flooring of a house, found a hole gnawed in the

leaden pipes, which had been made by the rats. There could

be no mistake about the agent, as the marks of the rat's incisors

were to be seen on tho lead as clear as an engraving. The hole

had evidently been made for drinking purposes, and here the rats

had collected to quench their thirst. The question arises.

What led them to find out that there was water in the pipes ?
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It has been argued that it was a process of reasoning in a

practical fashion. Thus the rats may have heard a trickling
noise which they judged was produced by water, and as they
were in want of pure water, they forthwith commenced to bite

their way through the lead piping for it.

The brown rat breeds several times during the year, having
ten to fourteen young ones in a litter. It has comparatively
short ears

; its throat and belly are of a dirty white, and the

upper part of its body of a light brown. It is about nine

inches long.
The black rat (Mus rattus), or old English rat, is smaller

than its inveterate enemy, and appears less energetic from the
fact of its having been displaced so universally by it. The
black rat has comparatively larger ears than the brown rat, and
its upper surface is of a brownish-black colour, while its under
surface is of a dark ash colour. It is about seven inches long.
It is supposed to have come

originally from Southern
Asia.

Eats of all colours

black, brown, and white
are supposed to be polyga-
mous. Nevertheless, the

males in a colony, accord-

ing to many observers, ex-

ceed the females in number.
Mr. F. Buckland found this

to be the case with a large
number of white rats that

he brought up.

They are exceedingly
destructive animals, and
their rapid multiplication
makes them an enemy the

farmer has good reason to

fear. Their known delight
in certain strong scents,
such as the oils of rhodium,
carraway, and aniseed is

often taken advantage of

to destroy them. A rag,
which has not been in con-

tact with the human body,
is impregnated with one of

these substances, and laid

as if by accident in some
place to which they have
access. When they have
become accustomed to the

place they are further

enticed by bits of tallow,

&c., and finally poisoned
bait is laid in sufficient

quantity to poison all the
rats that frequent the

locality.

The common mouse (Mus musculus) belongs to the same
family of gnawing animals, or rodents, as the rat. It is a pretty
little animal, as the reader will have seen in the occasional

glimpses he may have caught of it when it has been sur-

prised in some predatory exploit ; and no doubt he has often

likewise seen it when a prisoner within a cage of wire little

over a foot long and a few inches wide. Tempted by the bit of

cheese within the cage, it ventured in, and upon biting the

dainty morsel, heard a sudden snapping sound which sent a
thrill of fear throughout its little body. It madly rushed to
the entrance to find it closed. It hastily *an all round, but not
a single place of exit could it find ; it was surrounded by strong
wire bars. I am sure the reader pitied it.

The mouse is associated with man as much as the rat, and
has accompanied him to nearly all climes. It haunts our houses,
and takes up its abode in the rick-yards, where it is very
destructive. It is not surprising, therefore, that it has figured
in the literature of all countries as the subject of both poem
and fable.

The peculiar shrill noise which it makes will immediately
cause its natural enemy, the cat, to prick its ears, and be on
the alert for what it doubtless considers its legitimate prey.

HARVEST MICE.

Some mice have also been known to vary the pitch of the note

they emitted in such a manner as to earn the name of singing
mice. Specimens of such mice have often been exhibited, but

imposture has been commonly suspected. A well-known

observer, however, has placed on record what was heard with
his own ears of the performance of an American species of

mouse, the Hesperomys cognatus, belonging to a genus distinct

from that of the English mouse. Mr. Lockwood, the observer

referred to, says that in one of the two chief songs that were

sung by his imprisoned mouse,
" the last bar would frequently

be prolonged to two or three ; and she would sometimes change
from C sharp and D to C natural and D, then warble on these
two notes awhile, and wind up with a quick chirp on C sharp
and D. The distinctness between the semitones was very
marked, and easily appreciable to a good ear."

There are two kinds of British mice which do not live in

houses, the long-tailed field

mouse (Mus sylvaticus) and
the harvest mouse (Mus
minutus). They dwell in

fields and gardens.
The long-tailed field

mouse is about four inches

long, of a yellowish-brown
colour above and whitish
beneath. Its tail is as

long as its body, and
brown above and white
beneath. It burrows under
the ground, or utilises de-
serted mole-runs, laying
up there a considerable
store of grain and seeds
for winter use. It does
not confine itself exclu-

sively to a vegetable diet,

however, as it will devour
smaller and weaker animals
than itself in times of

scarcity. The short-eared

owl is one of the most
efficient agents of its de-

struction.

The harvest mouse is a
tiny little creature, so

light, weighing about the

sixth part of an ounce,
that it can run up corn
stalks with the same faci-

lity as a monkey would run

up a palm tree. It feeds
on grain of various kinds,
worms, flies, and other in-

sects. When full grown ita

body is about two and a

quarter inches long, and its

tail is nearly of the same length. It is of a reddish-brown
colour on its upper surface and pure white below.
The harvest mouse has one of the prettiest nests devised

by a mammal, and, in making it, exhibits considerable con-

structive skill, which is further improved as the little architect

grows older. A bird's nest is a truly admirable piece of work,
and Hurdis has eulogised it in some fine lines which are equally
applicable to the work of the harvest mouse, for we may say
of this little animal that it has no tool to work with, no knife

to fix, no bodkin to insert, yet its work is nicely finished, and
it would take a long apprenticeship to make such another. The
building, indeed, bears considerable resemblance to the nests

of the Tomtit. The interior of the nest is padded with all sorts

of soft vegetable substances, and the exterior is of the shape
and size of a goose's egg, and is formed of interwoven slit grass.
Each blade of grass is carefully divided lengthwise by the

mouse's teeth into six or eight filaments, and these are crossed

and intertwined so as to produce a firm exterior. The nest ia

generally at a height of a foot and a half to three feet above
the ground. In winter, the harvest mouse takes refuge in corn

or hay-ricks, or scratches out a burrow, which it lines with

wool, hair, or other soft substances.
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Thu nitrate and chloride are both soluble in water, and are

used by pyrotechnists to impart to their fire* the splendid
crimson colour. The favourite red fire is a mixture of forty

part* of Btrontium nitrate, seven of potassium chlorate, thirteen
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BAKIUM.

SYMBOL, B COMBIMINO WEIUUT, 187.

OK thin metal in a free state but little is known. It may be

got by tho action of electricity on fused barytio chloride, tho

negative wire dipping into a globule of mercury, which in in tho

fused salt, and with which tho lilM-rutcd barium forma an

.'.n. Tho mercury being driven off by hoat, barium is

n.l as a powder. Thin process must bo conducted in an

atmosphere not containing oxygen.
;ln (BaO) is best obtained by decomposing barium nitrate

by hoat. It is a grey, porous ma, which combines energeti-

cally with water, forming tho hydrate BaO,H.,O. This com-

pound is to some extent soluble in water, which then forms

barytio water, and offers a delicate test for carbonic and sul-

phuric acids, barium carbonate and sulphate being white in-

soluble powders, which fall as precipitates. When barytic

water is evaporated, crystals of this composition are deposited

BaO.U.O + 8H 30.

Barytic Peroxide (BaOa) has twice been alluded

to. It ia produced when baryta is heated to a red

heat in an atmosphere containing oxygen.
Barium Chloride (BaCl a ) is obtained by dis-

solving barium carbonate in hydrochloric acid.

It may be obtained in crystals containing two
atoms of water of crystallisation. A solution of

this salt is a usual test for sulphuric acid, with

which it forms a white precipitate insoluble in

nitric acid.

Barium Sulphate (BaS04), or Heavy Spar, is

the principal native mineral of baryta. From
its high specific gravity, 4'59, the element has

taken ita name (fiapvs, heavy). It occurs in

veins in mountain limestone. It is utterly in-

soluble in water and all acids except boiling sul-

phuric acid. It is used as a permanent white by
water-colour artists, and is the chief adulterate

of white lead.

Barium Carbonate (BaCO,), or Witlierile, is

abundantly found in the lead mines in tho north

of England. At a high heat it will part with
its carbonic acid, leaving barytes (BaO).

of sulphur, and four of sulphide of antimony ; but the greatest

caution inunt be used in ita preparation.

CALCIUM.

SYMBOL, Ca COXBIXIVO WKIOHT, 40 SPECIXIC GRAVITY. I'M.

This metal may be got by the decomposition of its chloride by
the galvanic current. It is of a light-yellowish colour, rather

softer than lead, melts at a red heat, and is malleable. The
salts of this metal occupy a prominent place in the composition
of the earth's crust.

Calcium Oxide (Lime), CaO. This, the only oxide, is obtained

by heating to redness any carbonate of lime. This process
is usually carried on in a lime-kiln, which is an egg-shaped
cavity, with a fire-grate at the bottom. Chalk or limestone is

flung into the kiln, and the fire kept burning for three days and

nights. The carbonic acid is driven off, and lime

left. In this condition it is said to be quicklime.
\V hen water is added to it, the two chemically
combine, forming

Slaked Lime, or the Hydrate of Lime (CaO,H,O).
During this process great heat is evolved, which

has often proved sufficient to set fire to carts or

ships laden with quicklime. Quicklime is soluble

in 700 parts of cold water, forming lime water.

When the hydrate of lime is mechanically diffused

through water, milk of lime is produced.
Mortars and Cements. Slaked lime, when

mixed with water, becomes a solid as it dries,

but in this state it cracks and falls to pieces.
Tho addition of sand is found to remedy this ;

hence ordinary mortar is prepared by mixing
into a paste one part of lime and three parts of

tolerably fine sand. The hardening of mortar is

scarcely understood. However, it is mainly due
to the absorption of carbonic acid from the air,

tho lime thus returning into its original state of

carbonate. There is also some action between
the sand and tho lime, in which a silicate of

lime is formed.

When lime contains from 20 to 30 per cent, of

Barium Nitrate (Ba2NO3) may bo prepared by J?IG. 40. a, QUARTZ CRYSTALS; finely-divided silica or clay, it possesses the pro-

dissolving the carbonate in nitric acid. b, FLUOR SPAR ; c, CALC
Barium Sulphide (BaS) is obtained by heating SPAR.

finely-ground coal mixed with barium sulphate.
A solution of this salt dissolves sulphur, forming BaSs (barium
penta-sulphide). If cuprio oxide be added to a solution of the

sulphide, tho copper takes the sulphur, leaving the hydrate of

baryta in solution.

There are some other salts of less moment. All the salts

of barium are colourless, and those which are soluble are

powerful poisons. They are all recognised by giving tho heavy
white precipitate with sulphuric acid. They tinge the alcohol
Same yellow, and the spectrum of barium is characterised by
green lines. Barium is distinguished from strontium by yield-

ing no immediate precipitate with oxalic acid. After some
time, however, tufts of acicular crystals of barium oxalato are

deposited.
STRONTIUM.

SYMBOL, Sr COMBINING WEIGHT, 87'5.

Strontium closely resembles barium, but is found in much
loss quantity. The metal may be procured in tho same way
as barium, and is found to be malleable, possessing a pale-

yellow colour. Its chief sources are tho sulphate (celcsline) and
the carbonate (strontianite).

Strontia (SrO) is obtained by heating tho nitrate. It slakes
with water like baryta. There is no peroxide of strontia.

Strontium Sulphate (SrSOJ owes its mineralogical name of
celestine to the delicate blue tint which many of its specimens
possess. It is frequently found with heavy spar. It is slightly
soluble in water, which solution is capable of precipitating
barytic salts.
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perty of hardening under water. The cause of

the solidification of this, an hydraulic mortar,

appears to be the formation of a compound with
silica and alumina, which is insoluble in water.

Roman Cement is one of these hydraulic mortars, and is a

porous, volcanic material, originally obtained at Puzzuoli, near

Naples. It is now chiefly prepared from nodules of septaria,
which are dug out of beds of clay in the valley of the Thames,
on the coast of Yorkshire, and in other localities.

Portland Cement is made from clay obtained in the valley of

the Medway, four parta of which are mixed with one part of

chalk, and these thoroughly ground together with water ; the

mixture ia then dried and burnt, the mass ia again ground,
and when mixed with water, forma a cement of great hardness.

It derives its name from the fact that when dried it resembles

Portland stone.

Calcium Carbonate (CaCOs) appears aa chalk, limestone,

marble, and coral. It also composes the shells of animals,

eggs, etc. When crystalline, it is known as calc spar, and, if

transparent, aa Iceland spar. The crystals are rhombohedrons
of the hexagonal system, by which it ia readily distinguished
from quartz and from fluor-spar. In Fig. 49, a represents a
cluster of quartz crystals, which are six-sided pyramids termi-

nating in prisms ; b are crystals of fluor-spar, which are cubes,

all the angles being right angles ; c represents a crystal of calo

spar, which ia a rhombohedron.
Iceland Spar possesses the property of double refraction

that is, when a ray of light traverses it in any save one direc-

tion, the ray is divided into two. The phenomenon is exhibited

by the parallel horizontal linos in Fig. 49c.
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There is a form of calc spar, called aragonite, which appears
in six-sided prisms ; hence carbonate of lime is said to be

dimorphous. In the lesson on "Water," it was said that

although carbonate of limo is insoluble in pure water, yet if

any carbonic acid be present, the water becomes capable of hold-

ing this salt in solution, rendering the water hard. By using

such water, thick crusts become deposited in boilers. This evil,

however, may be obviated by the addition of a little sal-

ammoniac to the water. By a double decomposition, soluble

calcium chloride and volatile ammonium carbonate are formed

CaCO, + 2NH.C1 = CaCl> + 2 (NH 4) CO,.

Calcium Sulphate (CaSOJ is found combined with two mole-

cules of water, as gypsum or plaster of Paris. When trans-

parent it is named selenite. When heated to 130, it decrepitates

on giving up its water of crystallisation. When this powder

(plaster of Paris) is made into a paste, the mixture " sets
"

in a

few moments. Stucco is plaster of Paris mixed with a solution

of size.

Calcium Chloride (CaCl2) is formed when marble is dissolved

in hydrochloric acid. When crystallised it contains six atoms

of water. When heated it parts with four of these atoms, and

the porous mass which remains, exhibiting a great avidity for

moisture, is used in the laboratory for drying gases.

Bleaching Powder has been before treated of.

Calcium Fluoride (CaF2), or Fluor-spar, the Blue-John of

the Derbyshire miners, crystallises in cubes (Fig. 496). Its

colour varies. Eose colour is the most rare, and purple the

most common. It is sometimes used as a flux to reduce

metals ; hence its name.
Calcium Phosphate (3Ca2P04 )

forms
jj
of the bones of animals,

and is the source from which phosphorus is derived.

Calcium Sulphide may be formed by the action of sulphu-
retted hydrogen on red-hot lime. It is not soluble in water, but

is gradually decomposed by it. Thus

2CaS + 2H 3O = CaH 2 + CaH,S a .

When milk of lime and flowers of sulphur are boiled together,
a yellow solution is obtained, which consists of calcium penta-

sulphide (CaSs) and calcium hyposulphite (CaO,S,O.). There

are other salts of lime of less moment.

MAGNESIUM.

SYMBOL, Mg COMBINING WEIGHT, 24 SPECIFIC GRAVITY, 17-t.

Magnesium is closely allied to zinc and cadmium, but is gene-

rally placed in this class, sihce its oxide has an alkaline reaction.

Its salts occur in the sea ; but dolomite, or magnesium limestone,
contains 35 per cent, of the carbonate. The metal may be pre-

pared by heating together the chloride with sodium. Sodium
chloride is formed whilst metallic magnesium distils into the

receiver. It is a white metal, fuses at a low red-heat, and
burns into MgO with great brilliancy at a higher temperature.
The magnesium light is so rich in "

actinic
"

rays, that it is

used instead of sun-light for photographic printing.

Magnesia (MgO), the only oxide of the metal, is usually pro-
cured by heating the carbonate as in the case of lime. Like
that substance it forms an hydrate, but without an elevation of

temperature.

Magnesium Chloride (MgCl 2) is obtained for the manufacture
of the metal by dissolving one part of magnesia in hydro-
chloric acid, and adding three parts of sal-ammoniac in solution,
then evaporating to dryness. By igniting this in a covered

crucible, magnesium chloride alone is left.

Magnesium Sulphate (MgSO4)
is known by the name of Epsom

Salts, since it occurs abundantly in the springs at Epsom. It

is made in large quantities from sea-water, to which it imparts
the bitter taste of all the soluble salts of this metal.

Magnesium Carbonate (MgC03) is found native as a mineral,
called magnesite. The common magnesia of the shops is pre-

pared by boiling magnesium sulphate and a solution of sodium
carbonate. It is sparingly soluble in water ; but if the water
contain carbonic acid, it can take up a large quantity of the

salt, forming
1 " fluid magnesia."

Combined with silica, magnesia is found in many minerals.

Soap-stone, meerschaum are hydrated silicates of magnesia.
Serpentine, hornblende also contain magnesia. All the conv

pounds of magnesia may be recognised by the fact that they
acquire a pink tinge when heated with the nitrate of cobalt in

the blow-pipe flame.

HISTORIC SKETCHES. XXX.
THE PERSIAN POWEB.

THE book of the prophet Daniel would alone be sufficient to

make one desire to know more of Persian history than is given
in the Bible. Full of interest, indeed, is the story of thia

ancient kingdom and of its people.
The very remote history of Persia is involved in much

obscurity. The country was most probably, in spite of semi-

independence, attached to a neighbouring empire, and certainly
in the year 900 B.C. we find it forming an integral part of the

Assyrian dominions, and when these fell to pieces Persia did not

become free, but was incorporated in the kingdom of Media.

The union was not a happy one, and the Persians sought every

opportunity to break it off. They found themselves in the

position of thralls to men of a civilisation inferior to their own,
bound down strictly to religious rules and observances with

which they had no sympathy. Even when they had succeeded

in inoculating the minds of their masters with their own

religion, the magi, the priest-rulers of Media, took upon them-

selves the administration of the priestly duties, and asserted in

the most tender places the right of the strongest to dominate.

The religion of the Persians was that which their own prophet
or philosopher, Zoroaster, had taught them more than a thousand

years before the birth of Christ. It had in the course of that

time become corrupted, insomuch that the original belief in one

supreme God had become almost lost. Upon a comparatively

pure system all sorts of gross superstitions, borrowed from the

nations with whom the Persians had to do, were engrafted,

until the worship of the sun, moon, and stars, became a leading

feature of the religion. Fire, as symbolising the light of the

world, was worshipped by the disciples of Zoroaster, who did

not however omit, as their descendants did, the adoration of

Him who was symbolised by the fire.

Zoroaster was the first, we might also say the last, who
endeavoured to reconcile in his creed the existence of moral
and physical evil with the attributes of a beneficent Creator

and Governor of the world. " The first and original Being, in

whom or by whom the universe exists, is denominated in the

writings of Zoroaster, Time without bounds." . . . "From
either the blind or intelligent operation of this infinite Time,
which bears but too near an affinity with the chaos of the

Greeks, the two secondary but active principles of the universe

were from all eternity produced, Ormuzd and Ahriman, each of

them possessed of the powers of creation, but each disposed, by
his invariable nature, to exercise them with different designs.
The principle of good is eternally absorbed in light ; the prin-

ciple of evil eternally buried in darkness. The wise benevolence
of Ormuzd formed man capable of virtue, and abundantly pro-
vided his fair habitation with the materials of happiness. By
his vigilant providence, the motion of the planets, the order of

the seasons, and the temperate mixture of the elements are

preserved. But the malice of Ahriman has long pierced
Ormuzd's eggs, or, in other words, has violated the harmony of

his works. Since that fatal irruption, the most minute particles
of good and evil are alternately intermingled and agitated

together; the rankest poisons spring up amidst the most salu-

tary plants ; deluges, earthquakes, and conflagrations attest the

conflict of nature ; and the little world of man is perpetually
shaken by sin and misfortune. While the rest of human kind

are led away captive in the chains of their infernal enemy, the

faithful Persian alone reserves his religious adoration for his

friend and protector Ormuzd, and fights under his banner of

light in the full confidence that he shall in the last day share

the glory of his triumph. At that decisive period, the

enlightened wisdom of goodness will render the power of

Ormuzd superior to the furious malice of his rival. Ahriman
and his followers, disarmed and subdued, will sink into their

native darkness ; and virtue will maintain the eternal peace and

harmony of the universe."

The simplicity of the Persian worship is vouched for by
Herodotus ; indeed, it seems to have impressed ail who came in

contact with it.
" That people," says the Greek historian,

"
rejects the use of temples, of altars, and of statues ; and

smiles at the folly of those nations who imagine that the pods
are sprung from, or bear any affinity with, the human nature.

The tops of the highest mountains are the places chosen for

sacrifices. Hymns and prayers are the principal worship ; the
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supreme God, who fills the wide circle of the heaven, in the
I to whom they are addressed."

The Median kingdom was not of long duration. Itno'f ori-

ginally a province of the Assyrian empire, it shook off the foreign
"ii that empire collapsed, and sprang almost immediately

in, importance. Allied with the rising power of the Babylonians,
it pavo tin- finishing strokes to Assyrian existence, and included
v. niaii its bonlfi-H the smaller but still strong province of Persia.

: iiout the exercise of much cruelty, and the exhibition <.!'

;i !' roeity which betokened the barbarian, were the Persians

Hiilxlucd; and it ia probable that at no time won the conntry
-i'm|ilctely under subjection, unless it might bo in the plains
iiiul lowlands, the warrior caste and the princes preserving in

the highlands the spirit and even the form of independence.
The Medea were almost afraid they had good reason to bo so

of the acquisition they had made. They saw in the superior
intellects and greater knowledge of their subjects tho signs of a

power that might one day prove fatal to their rule, and they
endeavoured by all the means at tueir disposal to conciliate

them, though not till after they had made irreconcilable ene-

mies of them. The Persians temporised, waited for their

opportunity, and never ceased, while yielding nominal allegiance
to tho Medo, to look forward to tho day when tho tables should
be turned, and when the one pure religion and the one Aryan
(noble) race should bo acknowledged as supreme.

So powerful had they become, and so threatening had grown
the position of external enemies in tho time of Astyages (called
Ahosuerus in tho book of Daniel), who reigned in Media about
565 B.C., that tho Modes thought it advisable to conciliate the
Persians in every possible way. Astyagef ^ave his daughter to

bo married to Cambyses, ono of the chief of Persian princes,
and a member of the royal house. The issue of this marriage
was Cyrus, immortal in human history, and specially famous as
tho saviour of his conntry, tho man who made the Medes
exchange with the Persians the supremacy on the throne. This

young man, seeing as ho grew up the exact position of things,
and ever mindful of what his countrymen had suffered at

Median hands in the old time, conceived the scheme of over-

throwing tho dynasty and of seating a Persian upon the throne
of the two kingdoms. Though scarcely arrived at maturity, ho
went through tho land, inflaming the minds of the Persians

by tho remembrance of ancient wrongs ; and making an oppor-

tunity, he unfurled his standard and marched against his grand-
father Astyages, who was overthrown and flung into prison.

Cyaxares II., a kinsman of Cyrus, was seated on the throne,
while Cyrus pursued both against the Medes and Babylonians a
aeries of brilliant conquests whicb made the Persian arms
supreme in Asia. The Babylonian power he completely sub-

verted, giving it the coup de grace when he captured the city of

Babylon under circumstances which must be familiar to all

readers of the Old Testament. " Belshazzar the king made a
great feast to a thousand of his lords, and drank wine before
the thousand." Relying on the enormous strength of the city
walls and on the power of his army, contemptuous of tho host
of former subjects who had come to invade him, and careless in

his supposed security, the Babylonian king took no military
precaution to guard against tho enemy that was encamped
before his gates. Cyrus, recognising the great strength of tho

defences, gave them the go-by, unwilling to hurl his men to
certain death when no advantage could be derived from tho
sacrifice. Whilst tho Babylonians revelled and drank, whilst
on their walls were appearing those dreadful and mysterious
characters which none could decipher save tho prophet of God,
the Perso-Median troops were diverting the course of the river

which ran through tho city into a canal that had been dug for

it, and which drained the river-bed. Along the bed tho men of

Cyrus marched, and coming into the terror-stricken city found
no resistance worth speaking about. Prom point to point they
went till they came to the royal palace, where Belshazzar was
giving a dinner to a thousand of his lords. What happened
there all must know. Even as the words of interpretation wore
being uttered by the prophet Daniel, the Persian warriors rushed
into the hall ; vain was tho desperate resistance of the guards,
useless the valour with which Belshazzar himself and his com-

panions at the feast drew their swords and stood at bay. In a
few minutes tho place was won ; the prophecy, which even yet
was discernible npon the wall, was dreadfully fulfilled ; and tho

Babylonian kingdom, having been weighed in the balance and

found wanting, was then and there given over to the Mede* mud
Fenians. Tho end had come.

" CrownlcM and soeptr*lM BeUbazzar lay,
A robo of purple round u form of

Cyras, under tho direction of Inn uncle, Cyaxares II., who had
accompanied tho army, took military possession of the famon:;

city, and having made it as strong as possible went back to

Persia, laden with the almost fabulous wealth which raooewiT*

Babylonian kings, notably Nebuchadnezzar, had accumulated.

Cyaxares, anxious to secure the benefits of so fine a city, and
glad of an opportunity which gave him, a Persian, the mean*
of eradicating from tho Median mind that there was any actual

necessity for governing from their capital, moved the seat of his

government to Babylon, a situation which also afforded a better

base for those military operations which he contemplated against
several other of the Eastern monarchies. Soon after this removal
occurred the remarkable incident chronicled in the book of the

prophet Daniel. The Persian king, called in the prophet's

writings Darius, a title common to all the Median princes, and

meaning simply
" the king," began to persecute the priesthood

which he found in Babylon. The Persians, as the worshippers
of one God, and as followers of tho simple and pore faith of

Zoroaster, were extremely averse to the complicated and de-

grading superstitions which were common in all the countries

around them. It had been tho most galling part of their

bondage to the Mede, that they had to submit to the interference

of a powerful priesthood, which dominated to the exclusion of

all that was noble and admirable in tho national mind, and
which sought only to establish its own power at tho expense of

whatever else might come in its way. Cyrus and Cyaxarea, for

the latter now associated his nephew in the government which

that nephew had originally handed over to him, never lost an

opportunity of showing their contempt and hatred for profes-
sional priesthoods and for the superstitions they taught. In

Babylon they found a superstition and a priesthood worse than
those of the Median magi. They determined, both as a matter
of policy and of morals, to insult the power which held the

people in awe, a power which, as they well knew, might at any
time cause an insurrectionary spirit to spring up among the

people, and which from their hearts they despised as being
based upon imposture, ignorance, and falsehood. Among the

prisoners at Babylon was a man, one out of thousands, to whom
the Persian princes were drawn at once by the force of a
religious and intellectual sympathy, as well as by his personal
merits. Daniel, the prophet of the one God, the man who had
dared even Belshazzar' s wrath in testifying against the wicked-

ness of Babylon, and in asserting the only adorable Jehovah,
was tho man whom Cyaxares singled out to help him in govern-

ing the new kingdom and in overthrowing the priesthood. The
Persian and the Hebrew worshipped ono God, though in different

ways ; and though the latter deemed it essential to proper wor-

ship that the service of God should bo splendid and served by
an exclusive priesthood, while tho former held simplicity of

worship without the intervention of priests to bo tho more

acceptable sacrifice, yet the conditions under which the two
met in Babylon prevented any clashing in this regard. Danfel

was an exile, a fugitive, singing the Lord's song in a strange

land, remote from Jerusalem, "where God ought to be wor-

shipped," away from the possibility of partaking in those cere-

monies and ritualistic performances which the Jews had been

taught to look upon as so well-pieasing to God. Whatever he

may have longed for, ho could not at Babylon either celebrate

or partake in any ceremonial of Jewish worship which miglit

affront his new master. His prayers, his way of making his

wants known to God, and his mode of worship, must have beerf

as simple and unaffected as those of Cyrus himself. Ho was
an alien, it is true ; but so were tho Persian princes themselves

aliens, not only among the Babylonians whom they had con-

quered, but also among the Medes by whose arms they had

conquered. Herein was another bond of union. So Daniel was

promoted to honour, apparently to the rank of grand vizier,

in the Persian court. Cyrus was gone on military expeditions
which took him to Egypt and to Syria ; Cyaxares ruled alone,

with tho help of such assistance as tho Hebrew prophet gave.
We may reasonably suppose that some popular outburst of

'feeling on account of tho priesthood, some fanatical piece cf

enthusiasm of the priests themselves, led him in a moment of
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contemptuous auger to issue the famous decree that " whosoever

shall ask a petition of any God or man for thirty days," save

of the king, should be cast into the den of lions. The sequel
is well known ; the sorrow of Darius when he found where the

punishment fell ; the endeavours he made "
till the going down

of the sun, to deliver him ;

"
the envious insistance of the

Madian and Persian princes upon the law of the Medes and
Persians which altereth not ;

and how " the king commanded,
and they brought Daniel, and cast him into the den of lions."

The religious sympathy between the king and his great subject,

the common belief they had in the might and goodness of a

God who was King of kings and Lord of lords, was distinctly

and clearly shown in the speech of Darius :

"
Thy God whom

thou servest continually, he will deliver thee."

Soon after the delivery of Daniel from the lions' den,

Oyaxares, who was sixty-two years old at the time of the capture
of Babylon, died, and was succeeded in the sovereignty by
Cyrus, B.C. 534. Cyrus, who had carried the Persian arms to

tho borders of Egypt, and but for the need of his army for

refreshment might have done as his successors did to that

country, devoted several years to consolidating at home the

power he had won. Among tho very first of his governmental
acts was the issue of a decree that the Jews whom Nebuchad-

nezzar had brought into captivity should be free to return to

their native land and to rebuild tho walls of Jerusalem. This

magnanimous act was duo not only to gratitude for the help ho

had received from Daniel, but to an appreciation of the value

which the Jewish civilisation had boon to the half-barbarous

^oople with which it had been so long in contact ; it was tho

generous act of a truly liberal mind, which could agree to forego
tho manifest advantages of the Jews' presence out of deference

to a belief that their compulsory residence in the land of their

whilom conquerors was an oppressive -and undesirable thing.

For seven years he ruled with much satisfaction to his people
and with glory to himself, and is said then to have been slain

with a large number of his warriors in an expedition against
the Scythians.

>

Cambyses succeeding in tho year B.C. 529, invaded Egypt,
overran it, and, inheriting the rancour of Cyrus against tho

sacerdotal castes, almost annihilated the Egyptian priesthood,
at the same time that he restrained the priesthood in other

parts of his dominions. Trying to penetrate too far into the

African continent, ho met with some grievous disasters, and
returned home to find that, though he had put his own brother

to death to prevent his being troublesome, there was a usurper
in the field who claimed the crown. He died of an accidental

wound from his own sword, and the usurper, a nominee of tho

magi and of the old Median party, was destroyed by tho Per-

sians, who raised Darius Hystaspes, one of their own nobles, to

the throne. Darius carried out the old policy of Cyrus and

Cyaxares so far as the home government was concerned, and
crushed severely all attempts on the part of the Babylonians to

regain their freedom. His foreign wars were carried on by
himself in person, and were extended across the Danube into

Scythia, where Cyrus had been killed, into Greece, and beyond
the confines of India. It was the nascent period of the Greek
dominion. Even on the return of Darius from his Scythian

campaign, which nearly proved as fatal to himself as Cyrus'

expedition into Scythia had been to him, the Greeks, under
some of their ablest early generals, ventured to cross swords
with him, and found, though defeated, that they had hopo of

learning from him how to conquer. The policy of the Greeks
was to splifr up so overshadowing a power as that wielded by
the Persian king, and they used every opportunity of carrying
out this policy. Wars frequent and bloody were the conse-

quence, and the strength of Persia, crippled as it was by
Miltiades at Marathon (B.C. 4DO), was gradually undermined.

AJ tho inferior civilisations had given way to the Persian, so

that was now to give way to the superior civilisation of tho

Greeks. Prodigious as the efforts of Xerxes, tne successor of

Darius, were, enormous as were the cost and equipment of his

fleeta and armies, they failed to make an impression upon the

rock-founded states of Greece. Xerxes himself, after collecting
such armies as had never before been heard of, after three years

spent in preparations against the inevitable, returned home
covered with disgrace ; and the army he had left to cover his

retreat, and to make a show of military dignity in retiring, was

completely destroyed at the battle of Platica.

From that time the Persian power toppled on the brink of
ruin. Artaxerxes, the successor of Xerxes, who was murdered
by his guards, for a few years revived the fading splendour of
the empire ; but he likewise in the end passed under the waters
of adversity, and was compelled to sign treaties which Cyrua
would not have touched with the tip of his sword. Another
hundred years of fitful existence, and then the end came.
Alexander of Macedon, gathering the reins of all Greek govern-
ment into his own hands, was the incarnation of all that was
strongest and wisest in the counsels of nations. At Issus and
Arbela he completed the work which Miltiades began; and
three hundred and thirty years before Christ, the Persian power,
which had been all but universal, was laid low by those who in

turn, succumbed to the Latin race they once affected to despise.

LESSONS IN BOOKKEEPING. XX.

FOREIGN TRADE (continued).

October 1st.

Paid for Dock Dues, etc., on Sugar per the Ballarat . .5 19 6

2nd.

Paid Tuelon and Co. their Bill of Parcels . . . 33 10

Received discount at 2j per cent, on do. . . . 16 9

Paid William Phillips his Bill of Parcels . . 256 15 6

Received discount at 5 per cent, on do. . . . 12 16 9

Paid Thomas Barker his Bill of Parcels . . . 250 16 6

Received discount at 5 per cent, on do. . . . . 12 10 10

3rd.

Received of Peter Hutchinson and Co., of Liverpool, the

following Remittances in Bills :

No. 613, dated Aug. 12 on T. Salomons, due Oct. 15 . 100

614, J. Sidney, . 150

615, 18 L. Dixon, 21 . 120 7 6

616, W. Turner, . 170

617, 20 B. Hoole, 23 . 200

618, D. Hughes . 140

4th.

Paid W. Silver and Co. their Bill of Parcels . . . 87 10

Received discount at -.V per cent, on do. . . . 239
4th.

Received in Cash for Bill No. 560, on N. Johnson . . 1260

5th.

Accepted a Bill drawn this day by W. Smith and Co., No.

150, payable to J. Masterman and Co. at 4 months . 675 12

Gth.

Received of John Roberts, of Jamaica, the following
Remittances in Bills :

No. 619, dated Aug. 20th, on R. Payne, at 3 months . 200

620, T. Bevan, 200

621, N. Allison, 200

622, Sept. 1st. S. Stone, 350

623, B. Hulrne, 400

624, W.Alexander . 576 10

8th.

Sold per William Knight and Co., at public sale, 7 hhds.

of Sugar per the Ballarat, net 78 cwt., at 60s. . . 231

Due too them for Brokerage at 1 per cent. . . . 269
8th.

Received in Cash for Bill No. 611, J. Harris . . . 580

10th.

Paid for freight of Coffee per the Wellington . . 42 15

llth.

Received in Cash for Bill No. 561, on W. Benson. . 1000

12th.

Paid for duties and fees on Coffee per Wellington . . 3 4 6

12th.

Accepted a Bill drawn by Schofield, Halse, and Co., of

Jamaica, dated 30th July, 1881, No. 151, payable to W.
Bright, London, at 90 days' sight .... 175 10

14th.

Paid dock dues, etc., on Coffee, per Wellington . . 12 11 1

15th.

Received cash for Bill No. 613, on T. Salomons . . 100

Do. do. 614, J. Sidney . . . 150

16th.

Accepted a Bill drawn by Fox, Tennant, and Co., dated

Liverpool, 7th Oct., 1881, No. 152, payable to J. Halifax,

London, at 15 days' date 73 15

18th.

Accepted a Bill drawn by R. Heathfield, on account of T.

Ellis and Sons, dated Liverpool, 15th Oct., 1881, No.

153, payable to S. Cattley, London, at one month . 132 10

*
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3'th.

Sold per William Knight and Co., at public sale, 14 tierces

.if t'l.tl'-,-, pi r Wellington,
-J. ut 121s. (W

Discount 1 per cent

21t.

402 17

4 12

MM
130

170

Beoeived Cash for Bill No. 615, on L. Dixou .

Da do. 010, W. Turner.
22nd.

Sold P.T William Knight and Co., at public sole, tierces

of Coffee per Wellington,
Net cwt. :U . 1 : 19, at 120s. per cwt. . . . 194

tierce, net cwt. 4 : 1 : 17, at 117s. per cwt. . . 'J.'

Discount 1 per cent.

220 4 4

_2_4
218 4
6 16 7

73 15

1 7 C

200

140

1500 i

200

200

200 o

60

100

Dno to them brokerage on 683 3 1, at 1 per cent.

22nd.
Paid Bill No. 152, J. Halifax ......

23rd.
Paid public sole charges on Coffee per Wellington .

23rd.
Keceived in Cash for Bill No. 617, on B. Hoole

Do. do. 618, D. Hughes .

Do. do. 562, Gibbs and Co.

2ith.

Beceived of Schofield, Halse, and Co., of Jamaica, tho
following Remittances in Bills :

No. 625, dated Aug. 4, on K. Kirkman, at 3 months
.. 626, ,, 4, T. Griffiths, ,,3 .

.. 627. 4, ,, N. White, 3 .

25th.
Beceived of Kichard Sykes, of Barbadoes, the following

Remittances in Bills :

No. 628, dated Sept. 6th, on W. Currie, at 3 months
. 629, 6th, J. Overton, 3

2Gth.
Keceived from Peter Hutchinson and Co., a Bill drawn
by R. Farrar, Belfast, No. 630, dated Oct. 18th, on W.
O'Calloghan, Dublin, to the order of S. Richards, at 2
mouths ......... ,350

28th.

Beceived from Richard O'Brien and Co., a Bill drawn by
D. Anderson, Cork, No. 631, dated Oct. 21st, on T.
Clmrriiigton, London, to the order of W. Whitmore,
at 1 month...... . . . 135

29th.
Took out of Cash for Petty Cash ..... 20

November 1st.

Received from Thomas Brown and Co., a Bill drawn by
T. Chandler, Falinouth, No. 632, dated Oct. 24th, ouW Coles, Plymouth, to the order of J. Noyes, at 2
months ......... 260

4th.
Paid Bill No. 141, Robarts and Co. . . 500 o

142, Thomas Riley ..... 200

4th.
Received in Cash for Bill No. 610, Kennard and Co. . 1000

4th.
Paid Bill No. 147, J. Wilson ...... 200

148, T. Carr ...... 200
149, S. Curtis ...... 200

7th.
Received in Cosh for Bill No. 625, R. Kirkman . . 200 C

> ., 626, T. Griffiths . . 200

627, N. White . . . 200

8th.
Received of William Kuight and Co. their proceeds of

Sugar, per the Ballarat ..... 234
Paid their Brokerage ou ditto ... "

2 6 9

9th.
Beceived in Cash for Bill No. 564, on R. Brett . . 980

.. ,, 565, W. Wrogg . .' 630 5

10th.
Received in Cosh for Bill No. 612, W. Melville . . 876 15

12th.
Paid iu Cash for Premiums of Insurance due since June

laat .......... .1880 15
llth.

Received for 3,000 of Three per Cents, stock, sold at 95 1

". 2876 5

.. 60

17tb.
Beoeived for Exchequer UilU transferred

1 il..

Paid Bill No. 153, 8. Cattley
19th.

1'uiJ Kill No. HI. Hani, tt and Co
145, Duvi* and Co

/.'j.vjo 9

'1?2 10

Beceived of W. Knight and Co. their proceed* of Coffee,
per the Wellington
Paid them for Brokerage on ditto ....

Md.
Received in Cash for Bill No. 610, R. Payne .

-*>, T. Ik-van .

>, 621, N. Allison .

Mth.
Keceived in Cash for Bill No. 631, T. Charriugton .

21th.

Hade np the account sales of Sugar per the Ballarat, as

per A. S. B. fol. 1:

The Insurance, etc., being ......
The Brokerage paid Kuight and Co. ....
The charges for Duty, ac
The Commission on 23 1 at 2 per cent.

The net proceeds due to Nuthuu Herschcl), Esq.

30th.

Made up the account sales of Coffee per the Wellington,
as per A. 8. B. fol. 2 :

The Insurance, etc., being ......
The Brokerage paid Knight and Co. ....
The charges for Duty, etc. .....
The Commission ou 670 at 2.V per cent.

The net proceeds clue to John Henderson, Esq. . .

200
300

C7<j 5 c

I If 9

200 C
200

200 C

135

13

2 G fa

137 3 5
4 13 4

83 3 6

234

22 1 9

6 10 7

59 18 1

16 18

569 10 1

16th.
Paid Bill No. KO, E. Hastie and Co.

676 5

30th.

Took out of Cash for Petty Cash ..... 10

December 1st.

Received for Drawback on Goods per the Tigris . . 215 12
2nd.

Received from Dawson aud Hancock for Scotch Linen . 1750
3rd.

Received for Drawback on Goods per the Racer . . 182
4th.

Received in Cash for Bill No. 622, S. Stone . . . 350
,. 623, B. Hulme . . . 400

> .. ,. ., 624, W. Alexander . . 576 10
4th.

Paid Bill No. 143, H. Green and Co. . . 000
9th.

Received in Cash for Bill No. 628, W. Currie . . . 60
> >, ,, 629, J. Overtoil. . . 100

10th.

Received for freight of Goods per the Victoria . . 300
15th.

Received for Interest on Exchequer Bills . . . 500
19th.

Paid Bill No. 146, T. Gumey...... 300
21s*.

Received in Cash for Bill No. 630, W. O'Callaghan. . 350
24th.

Paid Andrew Lloyd balance of account.... 116 11
26th.

Received for Exchequer Bills transferred . . . 1297 12 6

26tb.
Beceived of T. Ellis and Sons ..... 132 10

2Gth.
Paid Samuel Morley balance of account. . . . 960 15

26th.
Received of Fox, Tennaufr, and Co. balance of account . 73 15

27th.

Received in Cash for Bill No. 632, W. Coles . . 260
:>7th.

Paid Thomas Brown and Co. balance of account . . 200
'-'7th.

Paid Peter Hutchiusou and Co. balance of account . 32 7 6
28th.

Received of Richard O'Brien and Co. balance of account l38 17

30th.
Took out of Cash for Petty Cash ..... 20

:nst.

Due to Schofield, Hulse, and Co. for Interest, less post-
ages, etc.......... 13 10

31st.

lieccived in Cash for Interest on our deposits . . 116 11 3
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" There in oao kind of *joti*t which in very common iu the

mean tboM empty, conceited fellows, who rujiti.ii im suyiuKH "i th. ir

nwu, or omo of thoir particular frmu.lii, nuvtT.il ii-.iU wlnrli w

ni. and which every one who has cuuvun>< .

world hua heard u hm..lr<-,i time* over." Spectator.
"

If ;i pawnbroker receives plate or jewels as a pledge or security for

the repayment of money luut thereon, on a day curtain, hu has them

rpou mi fxprtiSH coutruct or condition to restore thorn, if thu pledger

pcrformi) his purt by redeeming them in due time." Hlackttoiu.
" A jiiHt, though terrible, judgment of Ood upon theso piny-hunters

and
)>nij>Jiuiii:r* of his holy day." Pryntw.

n.-what allied to this (blasphemy), though in an inferior degree,
-.a tlic otl'eiii-e of profane and common swearing." Uluck*tunt.

" Win u "no tossed his weaver's beam, and thu other carried the

gates of Gaza, they performed thoir prodigious feats by tenJur/UamiU,
.:.'!i'.-r thin a cobweb, undiscernible with a microscope." Starch,

< of Nature."

Definite and definitive are synonymous, that is, words which
como near in meaning to each other ;

I say near in meaninj, for

there are few pairs of words that have exactly tho same force.

D'-jinitc, and definitive, as coming from finis, an end, agree in

that they both put an end to a matter : a definite answer puts
an end to your question by speaking so clearly, and so exactly,
as to leave no room for its repetition ; but a definitive answer

puts an end to tho matter in issue as well as to the question.

By a definite answer I leave you in no doubt as to my meaning ;

and by a definitive answer I put a negative on your proposal.
Honest men, and clear-minded men give definite answers ; men
who have como to a final conclusion pronounce a definitive

judgment.
"
They never have suffered, and never will suffer, the fixed estate of

the church to bo converted into a pension, to depend on the treasury,
and to be delayed, withheld, or perhaps to be extinguished, by Jincal

difficulties." Burke, "French K*rolution."
" And all their landes, goodes, and possessions were confiscate and

aeased to ye kynge's vse (use)." Hall, "Richard III."
" There are other subterraneous juts and channels, fissures and

passages through which many times tho waters make their way."
Derham,

"
Physico-Theology."

To refuse comes immediately from the French refuser. But
whence the French ? From refutare, says Richardson ; and

certainly refutare, both in good and in middle-aged Latin,

primarily signifies to put down, put back, refuse, and only deri-

vatively to prove logically ivrong. But this view makes to refuse
and to refute the same in origin. Besides, the t and s are not

exchangeable. It seems less incorrect to derive refuse from re

and fundo (fusus, fusion), which thus means a pouring or handing
back. Refuse, the noun, signifying rubbish, comes from the same
root, only it takes its special import from a custom which pre-
vailed in some cathedral and collegiate churches, according to

which those who held the benefices were required to put together
every year into a common treasury, for the common use, some
portion of their income. That portion was seldom the best, and
hence tho refusio, as the Latin name for the common contri-

bution was, refuse in English, came to have a bad character,
and to be nearly equivalent to our rubbish. Rubbish, or in an
older form of the word, rubbage, is that which was rubbed off

(Latin, detritus), as refuse is that which is poured or thrown
back.

EXERCISES IN COMPOSITION.

Historical Theme :
" The Mission of Moses to Pharaoh."

WORDS WITH THEIR PROPER PREPOSITIONS.
Words. Foreign Representatives.

Compelled to, pello, I driv.

Compliance with, plica, a fold.

Composed of, compouo, I place together.
Concede to, cedo, I yield.

Conceive of, concipio, I take together.
Concerned at, for, concerner, to regard.
Concur with, in, curro, I run.

Condemn to, duiniiuin, injury.
Condescend to, descendo, I go down.
Conduce to, duco, / lead.

Confer on, fero, I bear.

Study and endeavour to reproduce tho following jjem from
the German of Krummacher :

THE SEVEN CHILDREN.

Early in the morning, as tho day began to dawn, the devout father
of a family arose with his wife from the couch, and thanked God for
the day, and for their refreshing slumber.

But the glow of morniuic 'oc-an-d into tho little chamber wbar taeir

seven children lay in their beds asleep.
'1 h. ii they gased at tin; children one by one, and the mother Mid,

"
They are seven iu number ; alas ! it will be hard for us to find them

Thus sighed the mother, for them was a famine in the land.

But the father smiled, and said,
"
8oe, do they not lie there, all the

seven ? And they have all rud cheeks, and the beams of the morning
stream over them, so that they appear lovelier than ever, like seven

blooming rose*. Mother, that shows us that lie who create* the

morning and sends us sleep, is true and unchangeable."
As they stepped from tho chamber, they saw at the door fourteen

shoes in a row, growing smaller and smaller, two by two, a pair tot
each child. The mother gazed at thorn, and when she saw that they
were so many, she wept.
But the father said,

"
Mother, why dost thou weep T Have not all

the seven received sound and active feet ? Why, then, should we be
anxious about that which covers them ? If the children hare con-
fidence in us, should we not have confidence in Him who can do more
than we can comprehend ?

"
See, bis sun rises ! Come, then, like it let as begin oar day's

work with a cheerful countenance."
Thus they spoke and toiled at their labours, and God blessed the

work of their bands, and they had enough and to spare, they and their

seven children ; for faith gives strength and courage, and love elevates

the soul.

LESSONS IN BOTANY. XXIX.
SECTION LXVL HAMAMELIDACEJE, OE WITCH-HAZELS.

Characteristics : Calyx tubular, adherent to the ovary ; limb

four to five partite ; petals absent, or inserted upon the calyx,
and alternating with its divisions ; stamens indefinite in the

apetalous genera, in the petaliferous genera double the number
of the petals, some sterile, and opposite to the petals, others

fertile and alternate; anthers square or semi- circular ; ovary
half inferior, two-celled, cells uni- or multi-ovnlate ; ovules

pendent, reflexed ;
two styles, two stigmata, both distinct ;

capsule septicidal, having one-seeded cells.

The members of this natural order are trees or shrubs, ordi-

narily covered with hair arranged in the form of stars. Leaves

alternate, petiolate, simple, bi-stipulate. Flowers almost sessile,

disposed in panicles, capitula, or spikes, often monoecious.

The few species composing this natural order are dispersed
over North America, Japan, China, India, Madagascar, and the

Cape. The Virginian hamamelis (Hamamelis Virginica) is a
shrub having yellow fasciculated flowers, the ovary of which does

not ripen until the second year. It is cultivated in gardens for

the sake of its oily farinaceous seeds ; the decoction of its bark
and leaves is charged with tannlc bitter principles and a peculiar
volatile oil. The alder-leaved fothergillia (Fothergillia alnifolia)

is a shrub, a native of Carolina, but cultivated in Europe. Its

inflorescence is a spike composed of white and odoriferous

flowers. Its fruits discharge their seeds with a considerable

noise. The Rhodoleia Championi (Fig. 218) is a small tree dis-

covered in China by Captain Champion, in the forests which
surround Canton. It is cultivated with facility in the open air

of European countries. The leaves of this tree are persistent,
its flowers grouped in five, are surrounded with roseate bracts,
which might be almost taken for a petaloid floral envelope.

SECTION LXVII. PHILADELPHACE.E. OK SYRINGAS.
Characteristics : Calyx adherent to the ovary, valvate in aesti-

vation ; petals equal in number to the divisions of tho calyx,
with contorted aestivation ; stamens, a multiple number of that

of the petals ; ovary, three or many celled ; placenta central,

multi-ovulate ; ovules pendent, imbricate, reflexed ; capsule,
four to ten-celled, many seeded; seeds enveloped in a loose

testa ; embryo dicotyledonous, straight, in the axis of a fleshy

albumen, the length of which it equals. The members of this

natural order are shrubs, having simple opposite leaves without

stipules. Their flowers are complete, regular, white, odoriferous,

disposed either in cymes or panicles.

The Philadelphus coronarius, or garland syringa (Fig. 220), i

indigenous to Central Europe, and a frequent garden ornament.

Its flowers are very odorous, and were formerly held in esteem as a
medicine. They contain a volatile oil sometimes employed as an

agent for tho adulteration of oil of jasmine. The Deutzia scabra,

or rough-leaved deutzia, is a native of Japan, now cultivated in

:
botanic gardens. The Japanese employ the inner bark of this

(

tree as a plaster ; its leaves are employed to impart a polish te
i wood.
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SECTION LXVIII. CEPHALOTACE^E.

The genus Ccphalotus, which Labillardiere placed amongst
the Rosaceoe, and which other authors have annexed to the Saxi-

frages, is considered by Dr. Lindley as being likely to be ulti-

mately classed by botanists as a sub-family of the natural order

Ranunculaceae, or Crowfoots.

It is constituted by certain perennial plants of Australia,

having a abort subterraneous stem, and leaves united in a tuft,

and offering two distinct forms ; one form plane, oval oblong,

the other situated a little below the preceding, composed of a

petiole dilated into a pair of labiate expansions, the lower one

being large, hollowed out like a cup, the upper one smaller, flat,

and serving as a cover. The flowers are white and small ; the

calyx is free, six-partite, petaloid, valvate in aestivation, corolla

absent. The twelve stamens are inserted upon the border of

the tube of the calyx. The six ovaries are sessile upon a plane

receptacle, alternate with the sepals, uni-locular. uni- or bi-

ovulate. Ovules erect, reflesed. Fruit composed of sL: achaenia,

arid soils, and remain fresh by reason of the humidity they
absorb from the air as well as the soil. Nearly all the moia-

ture thus absorbed is retained, because the surface of theso

plants allows but little transudation, very few stomata or

evaporating pores existing in its structure. All the Crassu-

lacece abound in a slightly saline aqueous juice containing malic

acid. On account of these constituents, the Crassulacece have

acquired some celebrity as medicinal agents. A few species are

edible. The purple stonecrop (Sedum Telephium), the white

stonecrop (Sedum album), and the yellow stonecrop (Scduv:,

reflexum), as well as the house-leek (Sedum sempervivum) ,
are

frequently employed for stimulating wounds ; the Mediterranean
CrassuZc possess similar qualities. The acrid ctonecrop (Sedum
acre), a plant which grows in sunny planes in England, contains

an acrid principle, in virtue of which it is rubefacient, or causes

a redness of the skin when externally applied, purgative and
emetic when administered interna'ly. The root of the rose-

I poented stonecrop (Sedum Rhodiola), so called from the circuit;-

stfcnco of its diffusing an odour similar to that of a rose. v:as

218. CHAMPION'S RHODOLriv (KHODOLEIA CHAMPIOXI). 219. COJIE-BI;AI::NG UEDOEHOG THISTLE (ECHINOCACTUS PECTINIFEBCS),

which open on their inner edge. Cotyledon small, straight, at

the base of a fleshy albumen. One species, the Ccphalotus

follicularis, or New Holland pitcher plant (Fig. 225, 226), has

been some years introduced into European gardens.

SECTION LXIX. CRASSULACE-S:, OR HOUSE-LEEKS.

Characteristics : Sepals free ; petals in number equal to

them, free or coherent at the base, imbricated in aestivation ;

stamens inserted with the petals and ordinarily adherent to

them ; their number equal to or double that of the petals ;

carpels free or attached to an axis, each furnished with a scale

at its base, and pluri-ovulate ; ovules horizontal or pendent ;

follicles ordinarily free ; iihiscence ventral, sometimes com-

bined into a capsule, in which case the dehiscence is dorsal ;

embryo dicotyledonous, straight, occupying the axis of a small

fleshy albumen.
The Crassulacew are in some cases subligneous herbs, more

or less charged with juicy matter ; leaves ordinarily simple, de-

prived of stipules ; flowers terminal, corymbous, or in cymes,
or agglomerated, occasionally solitary (Fig. 221, 224).

The Crassulacece grow in the warmer parts of the temperate

regions of the Eastern Hemisphere. They thrive in the most

formerly used by medical practitioners and herbalists as a
sedative. The Greenlanders boil tlia vegetable, and eat it aa

a pot-herb.
The leaves of Bryophyllumcalycinum, a species of house-leek,

a native of the East Indies, present a very curious physiological

phenomenon, the germs of this plant growing at the extremity
of the leaf-nerves. A single leaf laid on a damp surface will

throw out young plants all round its margin.

. SECTION LXX. MESEMBEYACE^, OR FICOIDS.

Characteristics : Tubular calyx consolidated with the ovary ;

petals indefinite, inserted on the calyx ; ovary many-celled, pla-
centa applied to the midrib of the carpels or axile ; ovules

numerous, curved ; stigmas sessile ; capsule multi-valvular ;

seed dicotyledonous ; embryo surrounding a farinaceous

albumen.
The members of this natural order are herbs or small shrubs,

and are chiefly natives of the Cape of Good Hope. Their leaves

are fleshy, their flowers axillary or terminal, solitary, or disposed
in the form of a cymous corymb. Capsule at first fleshy, then

almost woody ; opening in a stellate manner. Epicarp thick

and coriaceous, peoarated from the endocarp, which latter is
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persistent under the form of doable membranous triangular leaf*
liko appendage*.
Many species of this natural order are cultivated for the beauty

of their flowers ; tome, too, are unoful. The succulent loaves
contain many salts, especially oxalate of lime; some are sapid
and saccharine. The ice-plant (Meaemlryanthcniuin cryital-

whirl, in a very common growth in the Canary Inland*
rmd the Mediterranean region, ia charged with gelatinous

below, and thus forming an elongated tube ; stamen* numerous,
multi-serial, inserted upon the base of the ccroila; ovary inferior,
unilocular ; placentas parietal, mnlti-ovular ; berry pulpy ; seeds

numerous, dicotyledonous ; embryo straight or curved ; albumen
absent or scarcely visible.

The Cactaceas are American plant* ; they are ligneous and
fleshy ; their stem is branched or simple by the rappreasion of
buds ; cylindrical, fluted, flat, or globular (Fig. 219), covered

220. THE OAKLAND RYKINOA (PHILADELPHUS CORONARIUS). 221. STONECROP (8EDUM). 222. PURPLB MESEMBRYAKTHEMUM (XXSEXBBT4
THEMUX FULCIDUM). 223. SICKLE-SHAPED MKSKMIIRYASTHEMUM (MESEMBRYANTHEMUM FALCIFOUME). 221. SCARLET CRASSULA (CRAS-
BULA COCCINXA). 225. NEW HOLLAND PITCHER PLANT (CEPHAI.OTUS FOLLICULARIS). 226. BLOSSOM OF NEW HOLLAXD PITCHEB PLANT.

vesicles, which canso it to appear, whsn shining in the sun's

rays, as if covered with a crest of hoar-frost. The inhabitants

of the Canary Islands burn ';his plant for the purpose of ex-

tracting,- coda from its ashes. The fruit of the Hottentot fig-

marigold (Mesembryanthemum edule) is eaten as food by the

Hottentots. Mesem&ryinthemum fulgidiim is a favourite object
of culture on account of the extreme beauty of its deep purple
flowars (Fig. 222). Another species is figured in Fig. 223.

SECTION LXXI. CACTACE.E, OE INDIAN FIGS.

Characteristics : Calyx adherent to the ovary ; with pluri-serial,

petaloid limb, indistinguishable from the corolla ; petals nume-

rous, pluri-serial, imbricated in aestivation, inserted upon the

Bummit of the calycinal tube, sometimes free, sometimes coherent

with teat-like tubercles, the ropreaentativas of abortive branches.
The leaves are generally absent, or at most indicated by a small
cuhhion-like excrescence lying beneath a bud ; sometimes per-
fect, plane and petiolate, as in the case of Pereskia, the Barba-
does gooseberry ; the buds situated in the axilUe of the abortive
leaves are of two orders, the inferior ones are covered with
spines, whilst the superior ones are developed in branches or in
flowers.

The berries of many of the Cactus tribe are employed in medi-
cine as a remedy for bilious affections. The Opuntia vulgaris,
or prickly pear, has long been naturalised in the Mediterranean
regions ; also the Nopal plant, or Opuntia cochinellifera. Upon
these plants thrive the valuable cochineal insect, from which
carmine and carmine lake are extracted.
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LESSONS IN GERMAN. XXXIX.
SECTION LXXVIII. VAEIOUS IDIOMATIC PHEASES

(continued,).

5)et d;(ag,
" the blow, the stroke

"
(commonly connected with

tufyren), often denotes palsy, apoplexy ; as : <r ift von tent djlag

gcrub,rt niorten, he has been struck with the palsy. @r Ijatte etnen

2lnfalt om d;(age, he had an apoplectic fit.

1. 2lbgel;en
=. to go away, to leave ; as: 5)et 3ug ift fcfyon abge*

gangen, the train has already left (started). @3 gefyt gut ab= it

sells well ; as : 2)er 2Q3ein gefyt gut ab, the wine sells well (goes off

well).

2. (r (apt fid; nicfjtg abgefyen = he lets nothing (advantageous) go
from him, that is, he stints himself in nothing.

3. 3e nadjbem= ever after, or according as ; as : 3e nadjbetn id;

Dhtfic fyabc, n>erte id; @ie befud;en, as, or according as I have leisure

I will visit you, etc.

4. (StnfaUen signifies literally, to fall in, or into ; hence, to fall

down, or to ruin, to decay, etc. With the dative it signifies, to

come into the mind, to occur ; as : (Jg tft mir nie eingefatten, fo

tttoag ju tfyun, it never occurred to me to do such a thing.
5. So fern, or in fo fern= in so far as, if, in case; as: 3d;

trlaube tS tir, in fo fern tt on mir abfydngt, I will permit it, so far aa

it depends upon me. 3n fo fern e8 tie 3cit etlaubt, if, or in case the

time permit, etc.

6. 2lngel)cn, used intransitively, signifies, to begin ; as : 3)er

ctte8bienft in 3>eutfcblanb gef;t gerodfynHd; be8 OJJcrgen urn ncun Ub,r an,

the church-service in Germany generally commences in the morn-

ing at nine o'clock. Used transitively, it signifies,
" to concern,

to be of consequence ;" as: Sa8 gefyt tfm an, that is his concern,
or that concerns him. Sa3 geb, t mid; nidjtS an, that does not con-

cern me (is of no consequence to me).

VOCABULARY.
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EXERCISE 152.

1. Gfr bringt feine .kit mil !)ii<tytttl)un ;u (
03. 2). 2. <5r

trn grciiten i licit fcincr 3ugenfe ouf ten pmnaficn ( 19) unt Union ft*

tdten feine* i'antrt ju. 3. tie mettle ;Uit bringt ec mit nufclofen '.Be

;iugen )U. 4. 'i ; iele iDJenfd;cii bringen ilire 3cit ntit Gjfen, Srinfen

: lafcn ju. 5. liinem jeien 'JNcufcbcit, tcr nuc ein mitifcl

Ijat, geljt nicbtJ fiber fcin
l

i>aterlanc unb ubcr tie Uik'Mf.iInt tcffclbcn.

6. (J gefct nicbt* fiber tie Wube ter eele, unto lat JBewjufitfein, feine

'iff it gctlMii 511 luben. 7. (Srr fagte, feine grijfitf 8rcute unt fein

irbaj feien fane Winter, unb nicbt* gcfye ib.m uber fciefetbcn. 8.

(3 tn iVatroft fagte, tt gefye tym uirbt* uber ein $feift$tn. 9. Dem
('Hfu1uiuliia.cn ill jn>ar '-Biele* einerlei

;
roer aber fagt, e fei ibm VHle<

irt tin yiigner. 10. 2Ba* man serfprocbcn b.at, foil nun batten,

einerlei, ob 9}acb.tf>ei( oter SBorttjcil barau* entftebt. 11. Dem (Soltaten

tntii) ini Jliiege 2lUe eini fein. 12. (Sin renter SMann fcb.icft ficb getultig
in allc !i>erb.dltnifje ;

e ifl ifym 9lllc ein, iua cr tfyut, nicbt aber, nit
a tt tb.ut. 13. cit tern Sote feiner Winter ifl itym 9Ule ein

;
er

if! gleictygultig gegen feine Umgcbitng, unb unbefummert um fccn ang

^fcb.dfte. 14. Sin jctcr SDJcnfcb tyat feinen freien SBillen; tep.

fyalb gcbt tt micb nicbt* an, n>ie er feine 3eit ccrmentet. 15. 3cb rcifte

fiber 9tetttrtam unt Vent on nacb Slmcrifa. 16. Der Sreunfc ging foeben

uber tie <3trajie. 17. Der arme Jlnabe taucrtc ifm, tcp^atb nafjm er U;n

)U ftcb in <ein -au, unb lirji ilnn cine ovtcntltcfie (Srjiel;ung gebtn. 18.

3Ben fca JBie^ nicbt tauert, um> er unbarmfjerjig gegen kaffetbe t|t, fcen

taucrt auc^ ein 9ttenfcb ntopt.

EXERCISE 153.

1. Many people pass their time in idleness. 2. He spent the

greatest part of his life in foreign countries. 3. Any man who
has a touch of honour, renounces no duties which will benefit

mankind. 4. He says his greatest treasure was God, and the
whole world is as nothing compared to Him. 5. This man said,
it were all the same to him whether his undertakings were suc-

cessful or not. 6. How many sorts of wine have you ? 7. I

have three sorts, you may choose which you like. 8. I go every
day twice over London Bridge. 9. Many go to Germany by way
of Ostend. 10. I shall probably spend one month in Bonn. 11.

My neighbour has three different kinds of ducks in his pond ;

they are very beautiful. 12. We have three sorts of roses grow-
ing in our garden. 13. When I am hungry, it is the same to
me whether I have venison or a piece of beef before me. 14. He
bought ribbons of three sorts of colours.

SECTION LXXX. VARIOUS IDIOMATIC PHEASES
(continued).

SSerfaffen, when used roflexively, signifies,
" to depend upon, to

rely upon;" as: 3cb er(a[fe micty auf 36. r 2Qcrt, I depend upon your
word (I leave myself upon your word).

1. 'Jlbb^dngen, likewise, signifies, "to depend upon, to be depen-
dent upon ;

"
as : S &.dngt von Umftdnten ab, it depends upon

circumstances. Thence is derived the adjective abfydngig, depen-
dent; as: Sr fufirt ein abf^ngigea ?eben, he leads a dependent life.

Die ^crcinigten taaten evflarten fid) alS ein unabb.vlngigeS SSolf, the
Dnited States declared themselves (as) an independent people.

216'Mngen. (See 1,'

above.)

Slb'^lngig, dependent. |

93etin'gung, f. condi-

tion, stipulation,
j

Darcin'iuilltgen.to con-
sent.

Qfntjmei'en, to fall out,

disunite, quarrel. |

8d'6.igfeit, /. ability,
i

Solge, /. sequel, con-

sequence.

VOCABULARY.

Srucbt, /. fruit.

eber'ten, to behave.

emdcf-'licfo, comfort-

able, easy.

era'fce, exactly.

era'tfyen, to turn out,
succeed.

inau',out,outthere.
j

&inau'etlen, to hasten
out.

inau'loerfen,tothrow
out.

ftana'rienooge(, m. ca-

nary-bird.

Deffnen, to open.
Umftanb, i. circum-

stance.

Un'abtyangtg, indepen-
dent.

SScrfcbmft'^en, to dis-

dain, despise.

SBoIil'nieincn, to mean
well, wish well.

3u't ringlicb.obtrubi ve.

3cf; fann nicbt barctn'milligen.
<5r

nril'ligte unwrjug'licb barein'

OF EXAMPLES.

Dtefe Seute fWIen

n>Jlren.

<J nnterfafirt' un in unfcrm Seben

( 15. 2. d.) maneb.eS liict unt
manctet llnglucl.

I cannot agree to it.

He agreed (consented) to it un-

hesitatingly.
, al ob fte on These people act (place them-

selves) as if they were out of

their senses.

There happens to us in our lives

(many a) much happiness and

many a misfortune.

(it witcrfdfyrt'

al er v.rticn'

Dtr Sogel ifl jum Senfler

gefly'gcn.

Die greunte entjtoei'ten fl4).

Die ifl ein tcinobfl.

meb.r (ibre, There happen* to many a on*
more honour than he de-

serve*.

The bird has flown oat of the

window.
The friends quarrelled (sepa-

rated themselves).

(The) plums are a stone fruit.

I;alteii uurte.

9)Jan foil nie el;er in

ie wlie'jjen ficb tarauf', tap et fein They relied upon his keeping
hiti promise.

cine Catbe One should never assent to

thing before one ha.* well con-
sidered it (the same).

Ifl it not as though thin people
would make me a Gad '(

cin'nndigen, alt b\ man fciefcl'be

n>oM ubalegt' bat.

3fl tt md)t, alt ob tiefe* Solf

jum otte macjie ? (ScipiUer.)

EXERCISE 154.

1. Diefe* 3a6.r ifl fca Obfl, fowie alle Sruc^te, tto^l getet^en. 2.

Diefer Caum trdgt jebe 3a^r ftbr ie(t frucfttf . 3. in* alfc Sruefcte Obfl ?

4. 92ein, nid>t nUe, fontern nur folcbe, bie
( 65. 2) an Saumen wac^fen.

5. Diefer junge Ottann verfdgt ftcb )u triel auf feine ft>em>antten unb )u

loenig auf feine eigenen 9ab,igfeiten. 6. ffr vetlapt ftc^ tarauf, tap ir ibn

tie ndcfcfle SDi^e befucben. 7. (&t verliep ftcb tarauf, tap ibm @ott b,elfen

iBerte. 8. 2Ber ftcfy ju we! auf 'JIntere werUlpt, fann leid;t getaufcbt nxrtcn.

9. 3cb ^alte (Sect. LXVIII. 2) Diet auf metne Sreunte. 10. firr ^dlt
met auf ein gemacb.licbeS Ceben. 11. Diefer 3Wann b,dlt ju ciet son fu$
unb fcincr Jttug^eit, reep^atb er ben 9Jat$ wo^tmeinenler Sreunte serfebmdb.t

12. SRur unter ticfer iBetingung fann ic^ taretntoiUigen. 13. 3cb. witlige

barein, in fo fern (Sect. LXXVIII. 5) e feine ubten Sotgcn ^at. 14.

Grr njittigte fcaretn, o^ne mit alien cb.tt>terigfetten btfannt ju fein. 15.

DtefeS Jttnb t^ut gerate, alS ob e ^ter ju Jjaufe wdre. 16. Der 3J?atrofe

ftc((te ftcft, al ob er von Sinnen lodre. 17. (Er gebertet ficb, alt ob i^m
ka3 gropte Unrecbt witerfa^ren mdre. 18. Diefer SJJann ftellt fu^, alt o&

cr beleibigt tudre. 19. Sr ftellt ftcb rtie ein Stim wn funf 3a^ren. 20.

Der Sftacbbar n?arf fcen 3ufcringlicb.en jur Satire binau*. 21. Der Jtnabe

eilte jur j^ure I;inau, al3 icft tiefelbe offnete. 22. 3ur Ib^ure ^inauS, na
ftcb cntjwett ! (6t^e.) 23. (Hi tydngt gan$ on fcen Umftdnten ab, cb icb

fdjcn nctcbftc 3a^r nacb Slmcrifa reife oter nicbt. 24. (5 ^dngt feb;r wn
fcen Umftdnben ab, tt>a er t^un mirt. 25. Sin fo ab^dngtgrt Seben tu
sSauern in Deutfcblanb fu^rcn, ein eben fo unabtydngigei fu^ren fte in 2lme.

rifa. 26. @anj uttabfiaiuji.j cermag fein iDJenfc^ auf Srfcen ju trercen.

EXERCISE 155.

1. Last year the fruit did not turn out well. 2. This tree

yield fruits but seldom. 3. This young gentleman relies too

much upon his abilities. 4. No, he does not rely too much
upon his abilities, but he knows it is not well to be dependent
upon those of others. 5. I rely upon you that you will visit mo
next week. 6. Do exactly as if you were at home. 7. The
criminal acted as if he were out of his senses. 8. This man
acts exactly as a child. 9. Where is your canary-bird ? It is

flown out of the window. 10. How can I assent to a thing
which is against my inclination ? 11. Whoever quarrels shall

be expelled the house. 12. It depends upon circumstances

whether I shall go to my friends. 13. Every man strives to

bo independent. 14. Depend upon it that I shall not help you
again.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GERMAN.

EXERCISE 104 (Vol. H., page 155).

1. For this reason I left my fatherland. 2. Ho had saved nothing

except his bare life. 3. Several soldiers lost their lives in the battle.

4. Our troops advanced towards the enemy. 5. Opposite the friend

sat the preacher. G. The confederates came together in the night

upon the Eutli, conformably to agreement. 7. After the fall of Car-

thage, the Roman empire hastened more and more towards its disso-

lution. 8. Next to the general comes the colonel. 9. I hare invited

Mr. N. with his children to dinner. 10. We shall visit you, with our

friend, the first opportunity. 11. The Indian goes a-hunting with bow
and arrow. 12. There have not been similar scenes since the Thirty
Years' War. 13. You may ask everything of me. 14. Looking to-

wards heaven, the sick man expired. 15. Next to him stood the king.
16. Against the wish of his father he entered the army.

EXERCISE 105 (Vol. H., page 155).

1. 3cb faljre fort, gemap meiner frubern eroobnbeit. 2. QKein 8ttun>

ging meinem Seinte entgegen. 3. SWir geoenuber fafj meine QRutter, neben

nieinem Obeim. 4. 3cb ritt tun$ fcen 9Jarf. 5. 5r frdgt na$ meiner

@tJn>efler. 6. Seit irb tort war, babe i<$ ntcbt* mebr von ter -5acb,t gf>

Vert. 7. 20) bafc iyn feit aeftern nie^t gtfeh*n. 8. 3cb, b.ab ten Stiff
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nad; fetnem -fcaufe gefdjicft. 9. <r ging au8 fccm Simmer. 10. 3$ n>ar

bet meincm fflruber. 11. S)ie ifl gegen ba

EXERCISE 106 (Vol. II., page 156).

1. We cannot get through this forest. 2. I received these letters

this morning through a kind acquaintance. 3. Along the river they
saw the enemy's glittering arms. 4. One should be ready to sacri-

fice everything for a friend. 5. For this behaviour the father

punished the boy. 6. They directed the cannons against the town. 7.

You are not now nearly so frank towards me as was the case formerly.
8. The enemy shot all the prisoners without exception. 9. Without
the father's interposition, the children might have caused a great mis-

fortune. 10. Without doubt my friend will arrive here to-day. 11. In
order not to increase the mother's fear still more, he did not tell her
the truth in all respects. 12. Maria Theresa, empress of Austria,

waged war for seven years with Frederick the Second, king of Prussia,
about the possession of Silesia. 13. For this disease there is no
medicine.

GEOMETRICAL PERSPECTIVE. VII.

PROBLEM XX. (Fig. 40). Upon the board of tlie last question

(see Vol. III., page 73) describe a circle, the circumference touch-

ing tlie edges.

Fig. 39, Problem XIX., must be repeated: then upon / b de-

scribe a semicircle, and about the semicircle the parallelogram
/ h g b ; from z, the centre, draw x h, z g ; through the points
where these last lines cut the circumference draw lines parallel
to / h or b g, to i, Tt ; next, through the points t, z, k, draw

straight lines parallel to/ a' c or b d; draw the diagonals a' d,
c' b, which intersect the parallel lines dropped from the incline

k z i; the points of intersection numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

will bo those through which the plan of the inclined circle must
be drawn.

Before proceeding with the perspective delineation of the board
and circle, as shown in the lower part of Fig. 40, we must detain

the pupil whilst we examine the principles upon which the plan
of the inclined circle is represented. The explanation given
with Figs. 38 and 39 will be sufficient to clear all difficulties

with respect to the board only. As the circle is lying on the

board or inclined plane, the end or profile of which is / b, we
must ascertain the wliereabouts of Hie points through which the

circle is drawn upon the incline. Let the pupil draw a square
upon a separate piece of paper, and describe within it a circle,

then hold the paper at an angle with the horizon, the inclined

edge being opposite the eye, he will first see how from an in-

clined line we can represent the whole of a square, as illustrated

by Figs. 38 and 39 ; but in this case we have the addition of a
circle within the square, therefore the points through which the

circle is drawn must be brought to the edge of the inclined

square represented by the line / b (Fig. 40) ; a semicircle

will be sufficient to help us in this, as the opposite portions of

the circle and the several points through which it passes

correspond; therefore the method of construction above given
will enable us to produce upon the plan of the board the plan
of the circle also.

To proceed with the perspective representation, let the pupil
draw visual rays from all the points in c' d and a' b, to cut
the respective sides of the perspective projection of the square ;

draw lines between the corresponding points on the opposite
sides of the perspective square, and also the diagonal lines of the

square : the points through which the circle is to be drawn by
hand will be those which are found to answer to the same in the

ground plan.
PROBLEM XXI. (Fig. 41). A truncated pyramid has a square

base of 1*5 inch side, the top is of 1 inch side, the lieight 2
-5 inches.

Give a perspective representation of the pyramid resting on a hori-

zontal plane with the plan of the picture inclined to one of the

edges of the base at an angle of 15. The line of sight to be f of
the height of the pyramid.

After placing the line c D (an edge of the base) at the given

angle, 15 with the PP, draw the plan according to the instruc-

tions given in ProblemVI. (Vol. II., page 297). Here is an instance

where the use of one VP only will be absolutely necessary ;

there are two sets of retiring lines, viz., c D and its parallels,

and c B and its parallels ; if we were obliged to determine
the VP for c D and its parallels, we should find by drawing
from the station point a parallel to c D that the VP would be
at a very considerable and inconvenient distance out of the

paper ; therefore produce the parallels to c B, viz., A D, a d and

b c, to the PP in the points E F G ; determine the VP for these
lines only, and follow the instructions given with reference to

Figs. 27, 28, and 29 (Vol. III., page 9) in drawing the perspective
of the base ; the points of contact E and C will be the points to
be brought down to E' and c' for the base. The lines of contact
from F and G must also be brought down to the base of the

picture upon which to measure the height ofthe pyramid F'M and
G' N. Divide F' M or G' N into three equal parts, and through
the second from the base draw the line of sight parallel with
the PP. Find the VP, to which draw lines from the points of
contact E' and c' ; these lines cut by visual rays from D and B ir*

the plan will decide the extent of the base in h i and k. For the

top lines must be drawn from M and N to the VP, and cut by
visual rays from the plan of the top, as was done with the base ;

draw the inclined edges m h, n i and ok; this will complete the

subject.
PROBLEM XXII. (Fig. 42). Supposing an equilateral triangle,

having its side 2'5 inches, to be the base of a pyramid 2'5 inches

high, draw a perspective representation of the pyramid. Assume
one side of the base to be inclined at an angle of 20 with tlie

picture plane, the nearest edge of the pyramid to be i inch from
the picture plane, and tlie observer's eye to be 5 inches from the pic-
ture plane, and 1'5 inch above the Iwrizontal plane on which the

pyramid stands, and opposite a point 2 inches to the left of the

angle of the pyramid nearest the picture plane. (From a Military
Examination Paper.)
Draw a line, A x, at an angle of 20 with the PP, determine

the point B | inch from the PP, and make A B equal 2'5 inches,

upon which describe an equilateral triangle, the base of the

pyramid. The centre of the triangle must be found by bisecting
two of the angles (or by bisecting two of the sides, because the

figure is a regular one, having equal angles and equal sides) ; the
intersection of the bisecting lines will be the centre at G, which
is the plan of tlie apex of the pyramid. Produce the line c G to

D, and draw from A and B parallel lines to meet the PP in E and
F. From E, D and F draw perpendicular lines to the base of the

picture BP. Place the station point (SP), and draw the HL
according to the given distance stated in the question ; find the
VP for D G c, which will also be the VP for the other parallel
lines drawn from the plan to the PP: visual rays drawn from
A, B, c, and cutting other lines drawn from H i K to the VP, will

at their intersections give the perspective positions of the several

angles of the triangle, which must be completed by straight
lines forming these angles. Thus far there is no particular
difference in the rule for drawing the perspective of the base from
the one given for the last problem and several others gone before ;

but we wish especially to draw the attention of our pupils as to

which of the lines of contact E H, D I, or F K must be the one

upon which the elevation or height of the pyramid is to be set off.

It will be easily understood, when we consider that the vertex

of the pyramid is over the centre of the base, that the line of contact

connected with the centre must be tlie one, viz., D i. Therefore

upon D i mark the height of the pyramid, viz., i L
; from L draw

a line to the VP, and a visual ray from G cutting this line in M
will give the position of the vertex of the pyramid. Draw from
M lines to meet the angles at the base, which will complete the

representation required. Suppose the three inclined faces had
not been equal, and that the plan of the vertex had been at g,

then g d must be drawn parallel to G D, the line of contact

brought down, and from the height measured to t a line drawn to

the VP, and the visual ray from g to cut this line, to find the

vertex from which intersection the edges drawn to the angles at

the base as before will represent the pyramid.

Suppose the solid to be a regular tetrahedron, that is, a figure
with four equal faces, each face would then be an equilateral

triangle ; the height in this case would have to be found. This

obliges us to have recourse to geometrical or orthographic pro-

jection. Upon a little reflection the pupil will see that the dis-

tance of the vertex from the ground will be less than the length
of the edge of the pyramid ; first, because a straight line drawn
from an angle of the equilateral triangle to the centre of the

opposite side is less than the side ; and again, it would be further

reduced because the triangular face is inclined. Now, how much
the height may be less than the edge can be determined by
the following mode of proceeding : Let ABC (Fig. 43) be the

plan of the pyramid at the base, and D the plan of the vertex.

Now it is understood that all the faces of this solid are equal,

and that they are equilateral triangles. Again, we have the full
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extent of each of the triangles represented by that of the plan

ABC, there'iore we know the length of the edges of the inclined

triangles, of which A B D is the plan of one, B D c of the second,
and A D C of the third. Of course the vertex of the pyramid
will be perpendicularly above its plan in the centre D, therefore

we must rabat the perpendicular, that is, turn it down upon the

paper, and thus form the right angle B D E. From B with the

distance B A or B C cut the perpendicular D E in E, join B E,

which will represent the rabatted and inclined edge of the py-

ramid, whilst D E will represent the height of the pyramid. We
may, perhaps, make it clearer in this way : that as the line

B D must be the plan of an inclined edge of the triangle A B D, of

which B D is the plan, and because B E, the rabatted edge, is

equal to B A, and D E perpendicular to D B, therefore D E must
be equal to the height of E, the vertex from the ground. To

represent the elevation draw B B', A A', and c c', at right angles
with x y (the axis of the plane of projection), produce D D' to

any length and make D' E' equal to D E ;
draw from E' lines

to B', A', and c', which will represent the vertical projection or

elevation of the pyramid. To draw the plan, and ascertain the

height of the pyramid by the rabatment of the right-angled tri-

angle B r> E, will be all that is necessary to prepare the subject
for the perspective representation. We have added the ortho-

graphic elevation, trusting it may assist the pupil to understand
that the height is not equal to one of the edges.
To proceed with the perspective elevation, draw the plan as in

Pig. 42, find its height by Fig. 43, and set off that height from
I to L (Fig. 42). For the rest proceed as in Fig. 42. We will

give another question similar in character to the last problem,
for the pupil to work out by himself, without any accompanying
explanation except the figure.
PROBLEM XXIII. (Fig. 44). Give a perspective view of a regular

pyramid on an hexagonal base, the height of tlie pyramid being

equal to three times the length of one of the edges of its base.

Assume that it is seen from a point to the right of it, and at a

height above the horizontal plane equal to * tlie lieight of tlie

pyramid.
We will merely add that as no definite scale is given with the

above problem, the pupil can please himself as to the size, only he
must take care to observe the proportions mentioned. The ex-

pression
" the horizontal plane

" means the ground upon which
it stands. The question is taken from one of the Military
Examination Papers.

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XL.
AVERAGES, ETC.

3. THE Average, or Mean, of any set of numbers is the number
obtained by dividing their sum by the number of different quan-
tities forming the set. It is that number which, if placed in

the position of each of the quantities forming the set, will,

when added together, give the same result as the original quan-
tities, when treated in the same manner.
EXAMPLE 1. A man spends, in seven successive years, the

following sums : .200, .250, .300, .320, .180, .330, 210.

What is his average or mean annual expenditure during that

time ?

. 200 + 250 + 300 + 320 + 180 + 330 + 210
The answer is =

,

which is
255-?-.

If he spent <255| every year, ho would in seven years have

spent the same sum as he actually spent in that time.

EXAMPLE 2. Out of 20 men, 6 die at 25 years of age, 3 at

30, 4 at 35, and 7 at 40. What is the average duration of

their lives ?

The total number of years they live is

(6
x 25) + (3 x 30) + (4 x 35) + (7 x 40),

which is 660 years.
Hence the average required is -n.-, or 33 years. Answer.

4. EXAMPLE. How may a mixture of tea at 3s. 3d. a pound
and tea at 4s. 9d. a pound be made so as to produce a mixture

worth 4s. 6d. a pound ?

We shall call 4s. 6d. the average price.

The tea at 3s. 3d. a pound is Is. 3d. a pound cheaper than the
mixture ;

The tea at 4s. 9d. a pound is 3d. a pouad dearer than the mixture.

It is evident that the amount by which the cost of the number of

pounds of the first kind is less than the cost of the same num-

ber at the average price, must be equal to the amount by which
the cost of the number of pounds of the second kind exceeds
the cost of the same number at the average price. Hence,

Number of first kind x 15d. = number of second kind x 3d.
Hence the required number of pounds are in the ratio of 3 : 15, or

1 : 5, i.e., inversely, as the difference of the prices from the ave-

rage price.

Hence, any pairs of numbers of pounds in this ratio will form a
mixture of the required kind.

5. When there are more than two quantities at different prices,
which are to be mixed ?

This kind of question can be solved by the same principles.
Separating the quantities to be mixed into two sets, one

cheaper and the other dearer than the average price, we must
evidently have the sum of tho quantities which are cheaper
than the average, multiplied each by tho amount by which its

price is less than the average price, equal to the sum of the

quantities which are dearer, multiplied each by the amount by
which its price is greater than the average price.

There is one difference, however, in this case and that of only
two ingredients. In the latter, the ingredients must be mixed
in one given ratio ; in the former, an infinite number of numbers
can be found, so that ingredients mixed proportionately to them
will satisfy the required condition.

6. EXAMPLE. How may teas at 3s. 6d., 4s., and 4s. 6d. a

pound respectively, be mixed so as to form a mixture worth
4s. 2d. a pound ?

Here the first two are less than the average price, and the last is

greater ; and the differences are 8d., 2d., and 4d. respectively.

Therefore,
No. of Ibs. of first x 8d. + no. of Ibs. of second x 2d. = no. of Ibs.

of third x 4d.

Take, then, any number of pounds of the first and any num-
ber of pounds of the second, at pleasure. We can then deter-

mine what number of pounds of the third must be mixed with

these, so as to satisfy the required condition. As the simplest

case, suppose we take 1 pound of each of the first two kinds.

Then we have

Number of pounds of the third x 4d. = 8d. + 2d. = lOd. ; or,

number of pounds of the third = V = 2-J-.

Now 1 : 1 : f are in the proportion of 2:2:5.
Heuce 2 pounds of the first, 2 pounds of the second, and 5 pounds of

the third will form a mixture worth 4s. 2d. a pound.

7. EXAMPLE. How may wines at 15s., 18s. 6d., 20s., 26s.,

and 30s. a gallon respectively, be mixed so as to form a mixture

worth 24s. a gallon ?

The first three are in defect, the differences being 9s., 5s. 6d., and 4s,

respectively ;
and the last two are in excess, the differences being

2s. and Cs.

Taking 1 gal. of each of the first four kinds, we must have

9 + 54 + 4 = 2 + no. of gals, of last x C.

jjence will give the number of gallons of the last kind,

which, mixed with one gallon of each of the others, will produce
a mixture worth 24s. a gallon.

This reduces to V :

Honce 4 gallons of each of the first four kinds mixed with 11 gallons

of the last will fulfil the required condition.

8. These examples will sufficiently explain tho following

Rule for determining a proportion of Ingredients at Different

Prices, to form a Mixture at a Given Price.

Divide the differences from the average price into two sets

those which are in excess, and those which are in defect.

(1.) When there are only 3 ingredients.

Add together the two differences which are of the same kind,

and divide this sum by the third difference. This will give tho

quantity of the last, which must be mixed with one unit of each

of the former.

(2.) When there are more than 3 ingredients.

Add one set together, and subtract from the result the sum of

the other set with one difference omitted. This result, divided

by the omitted difference, will give the quantity of this last,

which must be mixed with one unit of each of tho former.

EXERCISE 61.

1. Find the average of 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.

2. Find the average of 25, 34, 19, 0, 12, and 5.

3. Find the average of 11|, 4J-, 93jj, 0, 3'625, and 41.

4. A master pays his labourers as follows : 20 receive 7s. a weelt,
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15 receive 12s. a week, aud 10 receive IBs. a week. What U the ave-
. .1 .1 i. il.. Mirer's wayea ?

i ..i .i property pays 3 per cout. ; Jth 4 por cent., Jth 5 per
cent., .1 .:'i-r li per cent. What in the average per-oentage

0. Thu populations of 4 parishes are 4,530, 3,250, 1,200, and 850 re-

pectiv. they have increased respectively 5, 10, 16, aud 20

par cent., flud the average population of the 4 parishes ; find also

the average increase per cent.

': How may throe kinds of coffee at Is., Is. 4d., and SB. a pound
%ed, so iia to produce a coffee worth Is. 6d. a pound?

;i.l away in which sugar at 2|<1 , "!., "/!., and -Id. a pound
may be mixed, so that the mixture will U> worth 1 IDs. Id. a cwt.

9. A vintner mixes wiuo at 15s., 20s., and 24s. a gallon respectively,
-.11 i i..- proportions 5:3: 1. What must ho sell the mixture at to gain

-tit. 't

I How may spirits at 15s., 16s., 17s., and 22s. a gallon respec-

tively be mixed with water so that the mixture may be worth (1)

10s. (2) 18a. a gallon ?

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XXXIX.

EXERCISE 60.

1. 23 ',s., 21 As., ISJJs.,

2. i-Hlii. i;:(Ur., 4-U
X -18, 7-', 1U.

4. 246A. 276H, 246 A, 230?J.
5. 750 each.

6. 180, 360, 270, 90.

READINGS IN FRENCH. IV.

MDLLE. DE LAJOLAIS.

SECTION I.

LA galerie quo devait (a) travorser 1'Empereur, pour Be rendre

au conseil,
1 etait une vasto piece longue, eclairee par des croisees

paralleles,* les unes ayant vue (b) BUT la cour d'entree, les autres

sur los jardins.* Neuf heures venaient de (c) sonner, et peu a

peu les deux c&tes de cetto galorie BO remplirent de (d) monde, 4

le eurieux, de solliciteurs, des officiers de service, des gens (e)

Ue la maison. Farmi tout ce mondo deux femmcs so faisaient

remarquer,
4 la premiere par sa beaute, et 1'air gracieux avec

lequel elle accueillait (/) les saluts respectueux de tous ceux

qui passaient pres d'elle ;

6 ot la seconde par son extreme

jeunease,
7
par la paleur qni donnait a sa beaute un caractere

oxtraordinaire, et par ses beaux chevoux blonds 8 tombant en
boucles nombreuses sur ses epaules.

" Allons (g), du courage !

"
disait (h) la premiere a la seconde,

9

'du courage!"
" Je ne vous quittorai pas," disait encore la premiere. Puis,

pour donner plus de poids a ses paroles, sa main allait chercher
la main de la jeune fille et la serrait avec amitie.*

Lo regard le plus expressif et le plus triste repondait a cette

favour; 11 et incontinent les beaux yenx de 1'enfant se retour-

naient versla porte
12
par laquelle devait (i) parattre 1'Empereur.

Toute cette ame jeune, aimante, exaltee, sembkit avoir passe
dans ses yeux ; tout le reste de son corps paraissait(j) inanime.

Deux heures se passerent ainsi
;

Is deux heures d'attente, de

peincs, d'angoisses, et, pendant ces deux heures, ni 1'une ni

1'autre de ces enfants n'avait bouge.
La plus jeune, tenant (k) les yeux attaches sur cette porte

fermee, attendait qn'elle s'ouvrit pour respirer,
14 pour vivre;

1'autre no dotournait pas les yeux de dessus sa compagne.
15

Le plus profond silence regnait dans cette galerio ; on n'en-

tendait quo la respiration plus ou moins agitee do tout co

monde, 18
qui attendait aussi.

Enfin onzo heures sonnent, lea deux battants do la porto

s'onvrent,
17 et un huissier annonce I'Emporeur.

1 *

Plusieurs personnes paraissent (?) a la fois.
"
Lequel ?" demande Maria dans la plus vive anxiete.

" Le seul qni ait (m) son chapeau snr la t6te,"
19 lui repond

Tivement Hortense.
La jeuno fille n'en ecoute pas davantage ; ne voyant (n)

plus qn'un seul etre dans touto cette foulo qui 1'environnait, elle

sort(o) des rangs, s'elanco aux pieds do celui qu'on lui a

,'- s'ecrie : "Grace! grace!" et joint les mains avec force

en les levant vers le ciel.'-'
1

COLLOQUIAL EXERCISE.
1. Tourquoi 1'Empereur devait-il

travenex la galerio ?

~. Comuient dtait cette

4. Que vit-on lorsque neuf lieures

furent sonndes ?

gale-
|

5. Quo remarquait-on parmi tout
'''' '.' co mondo?
Sur qiioi lee fenetres avaient- 6. Par qnoi se faisait remarquer
clles vuc ? la premiere ?

7. X quo! pouvait-oD distinguer
la K.-, -..ii.l. ';

8. De quelle couleur <taient ses
chnveux ?

9. Que disait la premiere a la plus
jeune ?

10. Que faisait-elle pour donuer

plus de poids a ses paroles ?

11. De quelle manic-re 1'enfant

rdpondait-elle a cette favour ?

12. De quel coW HO touruoiuut les

yeux de I'eufuut?

(a) Devait, VM.
(b) Ayant vue, looking tmcardt.

(c) Venaient de sonner, had jolt
truck.

(d) De, with.

() Qens de la maison, attendant*

of the household.

(/) From accueillir. [up /

(3) Allons, du courage ! come,cher

13. Combtoo d temps let detix
femmes attondirmWOw ?

14. Qu'attoadaitUjenMfllle?
15. Que faisait alom 1'autre?
16. Entendait-ou du bruit dan* la

galerie?
17. Qu'arriva-t-il a onze bores?
18. Qu'annonca 1'hutMicr ?

19. Comment Hortense dasigoa-
t-elle 1'Empereur?

20. Quefltalorsla jeanefllle?
21. Que fit-ell* en a'ecriant.
"Grace! grace?"

(h)

(i)

( j )

(k)

From dirt.

Devait, vo< to.

From paraltn.

Tenant, ketjring ;

(I) See note j.

(m) From awKr.

(n) From woir.

(o) From tortif.

from t*nr.

SECTION II.

A ces cris, a cette action imprevne, 1'Empereur s'arrote en
froncant les sourcils. 1

" Encore !

"
s'ecrie-t-il d'un ton d'impatience,

"
j'avais pour-

tant dit quo je ne voulais plus de ces scenes-la !

" J

Et croisant ses bras sur sa poitrine, il voulut passer outre (a)."
Sire !" cria la jeune fille, a laquelle la position de son pere

donnait une energie au-dessus de son age, "jo vous en conjure,
ecoutez-moi !

3 Au nom de votre mere, Sire, econtez-moi ! au
nom de votre pere, accordez-moi la grace du mien ! C'est mon
pere, Sire ; il aura (b) ete entraine, seduit ; pardonnez-lui ! Oh !

Sire, vous tenez la vie de mon pere, la mienne dans vos mains.

Ayez pitie d'une malheureuse enfant qui vons demande la Tie
de son pere. Sire ! Sire ! grace . . . pitie . . . pardon

"

"
Laissez-moi, Mademoiselle," dit I'Empereur, la repoussant

assez (c) rndement.4

Mais, sans se laisser intimider (il y allait (d) d'une existence

trop chere),
5 Mdlle. de Lajolais, se trainant BUT les dalles (e) de

marbre de la galerie, criait avec angoisse
" Oh ! pitie, pitie, Sire ! . . . grace ! . . . pour mon pero ! Oh !

jetez au moins un regard sur moi, Sire !" 6

II y arait (/) quelque chose de si dechirant (g) dans cette
voix d'enfant demandant la vie de son pere, qne 1'Empereur
s'arreta malgre lui, et regarda celle qni 1'implorait avec tant (h)
d'instance.7

Mdlle. do Lajolais etait fort bien, mais, dans ce moment, sa
beauto tenait (i) de 1'ange. Blanche comme nn cygne, la
douleur donnait a ses traits un caractere energique et passionne ;*

ses beaux cheveux blonds ruisselaient (./) sur ses epaules; sea

petites mains, crispees par la fievre, avaient fini par (t) saisir

une des mains de 1'Empereur,
9 et lui communiquaient leur

chaleur brulante. Agenouillee, le visage baigne de larmes,
levant ses grands yenx bleus vers celui duquel elle semblait
attendre la vie ou la mort,

10 elle ne pouvait plus ni parlor,
ni pleurer, ni respirer.

" N'etes-vous pas Mdlle. de Lajolais ? "" lui deuianda I'Em-

pereur.
Sans repondre, Maria pressa la main de I'Empereur avec

plus de force. 1*

II reprit (I) avec soverite,
" Savez-vons qne c'est la seconde

fois quo votre pere se rend coupable d'un crime envers 1'fitat,
Mademoiselle ?

" IJ

" Je le sais" (m), repondit Mdlle. do Lajolais, avec la plug
grande ingenuite* ;

" mais la premiere fois il etait innocent,
Sire." 14

"
Mais, cette fois, il ne 1'est (n) pas," repliqna Bonaparte.

15

"Aussi c'est sa grace que je vous demande, Sire," reprit
Maria,

"
grace, ou je monrrai (o) devant vous."

L'Empereur, ne pouvant plus maitriser 16 son emotion, ee
buissa vers elle en lui disant

" Eh ! bien, oui, Mademoiselle, oui, je vons Paccorde. Mais,
relovez-vous." 17

Et, lui jetant un sourire d'enconragement et de bonte, il

de"gagea ses mains tenues (p) toujoura avoc force" et s'eloigna
vivement.
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COLLOQUIAL EXERCISE.

1. Que fit 1'Empereur en enten-

dant cds cris ?

2. Que dit-il d'un ton d'impatience ?

3. Quelles paroles e"nergiques la

jeune fllle adressa-t-elle a Bona-

parte?
4. Que dit I'Empereur et que fit-il ?

5. Pourquoi Mdlle. de Lajolais ne
se laissa-t-elle pas intimider ?

6. Qu'ajouta-t-elle en se trainant

sur lea dalles de marbre ?

7. Que fit alors I'Empereur ?

8. Quel caractere la douleur don-
nait-elle aux traits de Maria ?

(a) Passer outre, to go on, to proceed.

(6) Aura, has without doubt, pro-

bably.

{) Assez rudement, with some ab-

ruptness.

(d) II y alliiit, etc., so precious a

life was in danger, at stake.

(e) Dalles, floor; literally, flat

stones.

(/) II y avait, there was.

(g) De"chirant, heart-rending.

9. Oil e'taient les mains de Ten-

fant?

10. Que faisait-elle aux pieds de

Napoleon ?

11. Que lui demanda-t-il alors?

12. Quelle reponse lui fit Maria ?

13. Que lui dit Napoleon, rela-

tivement a son pere ?

14. Que repondit-elle ?

15. Que re"pliqua Bonaparte ?

16. L'Empereur semblait-il emu?
17. Que dit-il ?

18. Que fit-il avant de s'eloigner ?

(h) Avec tant d'instance, so ear-

nestly.

(i) Tenait, resembled that.

( j ) From ruisseler.

(k) Fini par, mechanically, uncon-

sciously ; literally, at last.

( I
) From reprendre.

(m) From savotr.

(n) L", so.

(o) From mourir.

(p) Tenues, held; from tenir.

KEY TO EXERCISES TO LESSONS IN FEENCH.

EXERCISE 110 (Vol. I., page 406).

1. Ne savez-vous pas oil demeure mon pere? 2. Je sais ou il

demeure, mais je n'ai pas le temps d'aller chez lui aujourd'hui. 3.

Combien de temps y a-t-il que le medecin demeure a Paris ? 4. II y a

<lix ans qu'il y demeure. 5. Combieu de temps a-t-il demeure" en

Angleterre? 6. II a demeure en Angleterre six aus et demi. 7.

Pouvez-vous me dire oil demeure le serrurier? 8. II demeure chez
inon frere. 9. Y a-t-il long-temps que vous attendez ce livre ? 10. II

y a plus d'un an que je 1'atteuds. 11. Coinjieu de temps y a-t-il que
M. votre fils apprend le grec? 12. II y o deux ans qu'il 1'apprend.
13. Combien de temps y a-t-il que M. votre frere a ce verger ? 14. II

y a plus de six mois qu'il 1'a. 15. Combieo (de lieues) y a-t-il de Paris

a Lyon? 16. II y a cent seize lieues de Paris a Lyon. 17. Y a-t-il

plus loin de Lyon a Geneve que de Lyon a Turin ? 18. II y a plus loin

de Lyon a Turin que de Lyon a Geneve. 19. Combien de temps votre

pere a-t-il demeure en Allemagne? 20. II a demeunS deux ans en

Allemagne, et six mois en Augleterre. 21. Combien de temps avez-

vous demount a Rome? 22. Nous y avons demeuri- plus d'un an. 23.

Y a-t-il plus d'un an que vous apprenez 1'allemand ? 24. II y a plus
de quatre aus que je 1'appreuda.

EXERCISE 111 (Vol. II., page 10).

1. Has not that man changed his conduct ? 2. He has changed his

conduct. 3. Has not that large house changed masters ? 4. It has

changed masters; Captain G. has just bought it. 5. You are wet,

why do you not change your cloak ? 6. Because I have no other. 7.

Does not your cousin often change her mind ? 8. She very often

changes it. 9. During the combat, did not that young soldier change
countenance ? 10. He did not change countenance. 11. Should not
that invalid have a change of air ? 12. The physician recommends
him to go to another country. 13. Where is your grey horse ? 14. I

have it no longer, I exchanged it for a white one. 15. With whom
have you exchanged it ? 16. I exchanged it with the young man who
lived here last month. 17. Can the merchant change this forty-franc

piece for me ? 18. He cannot change it for you, he has no change.
19. Have you the change for a guinea ? 20. How many shillings are

there in a guinea ? 21. There are twenty-one. 22. Is not your .little

boy late in coming in again ? 23. He is very long. 24. Do you not

Vong to go to Italy ? 25. I long to go thither.

EXERCISE 112 (Vol. II., page 10).

1. Pourquoi ne changez-vous pas d'habit ? 2. Pour une tres bonne

raison, parceque je n'en ai pas d'autre. 3. Votre pere a-t-il change" de

maison? 4. Non, Monsieur, mais nous avons intention de le faire

domain. 5. Get enfant a-t-il change
1

de conduite ? 6. II a change
1

de

conduite, il est tres sage maintenant. 7. Votre frere n'avait-il pas

peur, n'a-t-il pas change de visage ? 8. II a change
1

de visage, mais il

n'avait pas peur. 9. N'avez-vous pas change
1

de chambre ? 10. Je n'ai

pas chang^ de chambre, ma chambre est tres commode. 11. Ne vous
tarde-t-il pas d'etre en France ? 12. II me tarde d'y etre. 13. Mme
votre mere ne tarde-t-elle pas trop ? 14. Elle tarde bien a venir. 15.

Avez-vous change" la piece de quarante francs ? 16. Je ne 1'ai pas
encore changee. 17. Pourquoi ne 1'avez-vous pas changed ? 18. Parce

qua Totre pere n'a pas de monnnie. 19. Avez-vous la monnaie d'une

gnine'e ? 20. Non, Monsieur, je u'ai que douze schellings. 21. Combien
de cents y a-t-il dans un dollar? 22. II y en a cent. 23. Avec qui
avez-vous change* votre cheval ? 24. Je 1'ai change" avec mon frere.

25. Je 1'ai change" contre (or pour) un blanc.

EXERCISE 113 (Vol. II., page 10).

1. Is it necessary to have a passport to travel in France ? 2. It is

necessary to have one. 3. Do the English provide themselves with

passports to travel in England? 4. A passport is not needed in

England. 5. Do you like travelling on railroads ? 6. I would rather

travel on railroads than on common roads. 7. Have you brought
your master-keys? 8. I have no master-keys, I have only common
keys. 9. Did your brother come in a steamboat ? 10. He came in a

sailing-boat. 11. Have you a four-horse carriage? 32. No, Sir, we
have only a one-horse gig. 13. Has your brother built a steam-mill ?

14. He has had two mills built, a wind-mill and a water-mill. 15. Has
your companion engaged a fencing-master ? 16. No, Sir, he has

already a drawing-master and a dancing-master. 17. How many bed-

rooms have you? 18. We have two. 19. Have you a bottle of wine ?

20. No, Sir, but I have a wine-bottle. 21. Do you see the owls ? 22.

No, but I see the bats. 23. I have a four-wheel carriage.

EXERCISE 114 (Vol. II., page 10).

1. M. votre pere est-il en Angleterre ? 2. Non, Monsieur, il est en
France avec mon frere. 3. Ont-ils pris des passeports ? 4. Oui,

Monsieur, ils en ont pris deux. 5. Faut-il avoir un passeport pour
voyager en Arne'rique ? 6. Non, Monsieur, mais il faut en avoir un

pour voyager en Italie. 7. Y a-t-il un bateau a vapeur de Calais a

Douvres? 8. II y en a plusieurs. 9. Y a-t-il un chemin de fer de

Paris a Bruxelles ? 10. II y en a un de Paris a Bruxelles, et un de

Paris a Tours. 11. M. votre frere a-t-il achete" un moulin a veut ?

12. Non, Monsieur, mais il a fait batir un moulin a vapeur. 13. Y a-

t-il beaucoup de moulins a veut en Ame"rique ? 14. Nou, Monsieur,
mais il y a beaucoup de moulins a eau et a vapeur. 15. Votre cousin

apprend-il le dessiu? 16. II ne 1'apprend pas, il ne peut trouver uu
maitre de dessin. 17. Le maitre d'armes est-il dans la salle a manger ?

18. Non, Monsieur, il est dans le salon. 19. Votre cousin est-il dans

sa chambre a coucher? 20. Non, Monsieur, il est sorti. 21. Combien
de chambres y a-t-il dans votre maison? 22. Cinq: une cuisine, une
salle a manger, un salon et deux chambres a coucher. 23. Y a-t-il des

chats-huauts ici ? 24. Oui, Monsieur, et des chauves-souris aussi.

25. Avez-vous vu ces chefs-d'oauvre ? 26. Oui, Monsieur, je les ai

vus. 27. Les avez-vous envoyes au chef-lieu du de"partement ? 28. Je
les y ai envoyes. 29. Avez-vous un cabriolet a deux chevaux ? 30.

J'eu ai uu a quatre chevaux. 31. M. votre frere a-t-il une voiture a

deux roues ? 32. II a une voiture a deux places.

EXERCISE 115 (Vol. II., page 42).

1. Will you lead your children to school? 2. I will take them to

school and to church. 3. Will the gardener bring vegetables to

market ? 4. He will bring some there. 5. Where will you take that

horse ? 6. I will take it to the stable. 7. Will you feed it ? 8. I

will give it hay and oats. 9. Will you give it water ? 10. I will take

it to the watering-place. 11. Will you pay what you owe? 12. Will

you not take a walk ? 13. I will take a walk this afternoon. 14. Will

you take a walk or a ride ? 15. I will take a ride, and my sister will

take a drive. 16. Will you walk much in your journey to Paris ? 17.

We will not walk at all. 18. Will you not call the pedlar ? 19. I

shall not call him. 20. Will you not buy that villa? 21. We will buy
it if we can. 22. Will it not freeze this night? 23. I do not think

so, it is too warm. 24. Will you not sow all the wheat which you

(will) harvest? 25. I shall only sow a part of it; I shall sell the

remainder. 26. I will seal my letters and (I will) carry them to the

post-office.

EXERCISE 116 (Vol. II., page 42).

1. Le monsieur n'appellera-t-il pas ses enfants ? 2. II appellera ses

enfants et ceux de sa sceur. 3. N'amenerez-vous pas vos enfants ? 4.

Je ne puis les amener. 5. Ne voulez-vous pas vous prouiener a cheval

cet apres-midi ? 6. Nous nous prome'nerons en voiture demain. 7.

N'acheterez-vous pas les chevaux de mon pere ? 8. Je lie les acheterai

pas, je n'ai pas d'argent. 9. N'appellerez-vous pas le colporteur ? 10.

Je ne veux pas 1'appeler, je ne veux rien acheter. 11. Payerez-vous le

tailleur? 12. Je lui payerai mon habit. 13. Ne gelera-t-il pas demain?

14. II gelera demain ; il fait tres froid. 15. Ne semerez-vous pas de

1'avoine dans ce champ? 16. Je n'y semerai pas d'avoine; j'y sercerai

du ble". 17. Menerez-vous votre sceur a 1'ecole ? 18. Je 1'y menerai

cet apres
- midi. 19. Ne menerez-vous pas votre fils au marche ? 20.

Je ne 1'y menerai pas. 21. Le jardinier ce menera-t-il pas son cheval

a 1'abreuvoir? 22. II 1'y menera. 23. Donnerez-vous de 1'avoine a

votre cheval? 24. Je lui donnerai du foin. 25. Amenerez-vous votre

fils ? 26. Je 1'amenerai demain. 27. Amenera-t-il son cheval ? 28.

II amenera son cheval et sa voiture. 29. Pourquoi portez-vous ce petit

enfant ? 30. II est trop malade pour marcher. 31. M. votre frere

vendra-t-il ses proprie"tes ? 32. II n'en vendra qu'uue partie. 33.

Votre domestique ne portera-t-il pas la lettre a la poste ? 34. Je la

cachetterai et je la lui donnerai. 35. Donnerez-vous a manger a mon
cheval ? 36. Je lui donnerai a manger et a boire (d boira t d manger).
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Till: NEWT AND SALAMANDER.

MAKY of our readers inn im-ntly *''" tin common newt,

M iiliiiii.unt iii ditches, pools, brooks, and D

\\ h.th. r iho animal may have been the groat wutiT-m-w:

i, M. ,1 n.'wt), measuring six inches in length, <u- the.

small water-mtwt (7Vi,'.-/i ^".m-tutim, or speckled newt), not more
tlmu half that .-i/.o, tho observer must have paused a moment
to mark tho motions of tho creature. Both belong to the once

i salamander family; but no land salamander id found

in lirituin, their proper homes being in central and southern

Kurope. Tho whole family is closely allied to the frogs and

toads, and has, both in ancient aud modern times, excited tho

;it trillion of naturalists. Our observations must bo principally
(-n tho British newts, which, the render will remember, are often

called salamanders.

No one can mistake tho

largo English water-newt

forany other reptile. Tho
orango tint aud black

spots on tho under part
of the body ; the sides

speckled with white dots ;

the overhanging upper
lip ; the body covered

with little wart-like tu-

bercles ; all givo the

animal a peculiar appear-
ance. The crest along
tho back of the mole is

seen in tho spring only,
when the animal assumes
its brightest tints and
exhibits the greatest ac-

tivity. Some of the

foreign newts are much
larger than our British

kinds. The species found
in the waters of tho Al-

Icghany and Ohio rivers

is two feet long, being
ealled in some parts the
'fish salamander," in

ithera the "
ground

puppy," or young alli-

gator.
The newts are, in

some respects, peculiarly
formed. Though belong-

ing to the great division

of vertebrated animals,

they cannot be said to

possess true ribs. An
inspection of a skeleton

will show the rudiments
of these bones, looking
us if the ribs had begun
to grow and were then

suddenly checked in their

development. The vertebrae of the tail are very numerous,

thirty-six having been counted in the tail of tho small newt, and
nearly the same number in that of the large water-eft. These
numerous joints probably facilitate tho rapid vibratory move-
ments of the organ characteristic of this reptile, especially in

spring. The bones of the fore-leg have a striking resemblance
to a miniature human arm. The two bones the radius, to

which the hand is united, and the ulna, linked to the upper
arm at the elbow joint are both visible in the newt. Thus
tho grand unity of structure, so remarkable in the vertebrated

animals, is clearly to bo traced through all the links which
connect the highest forms with the lowest. One plan is seen
amidst all the diversities. The legs of the newt, though
small, are used in combination with the tail to support the
animal in a remarkable way on the surface of the water.
These reptiles may often be seen floating on tho surface
of a pool, with BO little motion that they appear dead. The
legs are extended on the water, the feet spread out, and tho

62 *&

toil tremulously vibrated. The creature thiu float* as easily as if

it were a piece of wood. The newU are then, generally, looking
out for a dinner. No sooner does some small ^fiim^.1 come near ,

than it is seized with a ferocity which we should not hare ex-

pected to find in these timid reptiles. The tadpole of the frog
ith no mercy, and indeed tho large newt, when hungry,

will swallow its relative, the small water-eft, without hesitation.
The teeth of these reptiles, though fine, are sharp and numerous,
looking like a saw of minute points. Some foreign species,
closely allied to our newts, possess above three hundred of these
needle-like teeth. Few persons looking at a newt as it swims
in a ditch would suppose that such an insignificant creature has
been the subject of study and experiments by some of th

greatest physiologists and anatomists. A deep mystery of life

was the problem to be solved ; and in spite of all the labours of
men like Spalanzani, Dumeril, Bonnet, Von Siebald, and Owen,

the solution has not been
made. The legs of newts
have been repeatedly am-

putated, and have grown
again. The limb when
thus reproduced has been

again cut off, and again
has it been formed. la

one case the same leg
was thus amputated and
thus re-formed four times
in succession. The toil

has shownagainandagain
the same mysterious vital

energy, fonninggradually
new bones, new nerves,
and new muscles. These
fresh limbs were not al-

ways reproduced exactly
in their original form and

perfection. Sometimes a

claw would be deficient,

sometimes redundant.

The eye was completely
removed from a newt; iu

a year a perfectly-formed
new eye was reproduced.
No part of the complex
organ of vision was want-

ing, no part distorted.

The above experiment*
show a singular power
of reproducing destroyed

organs ; the following
illustrates an extraordi-

nary degree of vital

energy. M. Dnmeril cut

cff all that part of a
newt's head which con-

tains the eyes, nostrils,

ears and tongue, and
then placed the creature

in water at the bottom
of a jar. Fresh water

1 was supplied every day, and the animal's motions were care-

fully watched for about three months. The newt oame to

tho top of the water at first, as if to breathe ; its movements

;

were slow, as if perplexed by its novel condition, but the crea-

tor,- continued to live, and retained all the vital energies un-

impaired. Tho wounded part healed, new flesh was formed,

and the hole made by the scissors in cutting off the head was

completely closed within three months. How did the animal

breathe? Probably through the skin, which thus discharged
the office of o lung. How long the newt would have lived, and
whether any reproduction of the lost head might have ensued,
must be left doubtful. The reptfle, having been left in charge
of a fresh attendant, died from inattention, not being supplied
with fresh water. Tho above experiments were made in the

spring, when the newt's vital energies are most active and most
able to recover from the shock which such mutilation must give,

! even to a reptile's system.
A series of observations were carried on by the naturalist-

THE TRITON CR1STATUS, OR LARGE WATEtt-NEWT.
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Husconi, in order to trace all the steps by which a water-newt

advances from the egg to its perfect state. The egg was noted

on the 23rd of April, when it was deposited by the parent on a

leaf, and the daily changes were watched under the microscope
until the 6th of May, when the young newt was hatched. The
water was kept all the time at a temperature of about 70 of

Fahrenheit's thermometer. Want of space prevents us from

describing all the steps in the development of the animal, but

many readers can conduct a similar series of observations for

themselves. We will, however, note a few of the more im-

portant stages in the advance. In five days the head, gills, fore-

feet, and tail were first seen in the egg ; in four days more the

beating of the heart was noticed ; in another day the little crea-

ture moved in the egg ; and on the 5th of May the eyes were

clearly seen. On the next day the struggles of the imprisoned

reptile broke its shell, and the newt was hatched. The
second set of observations now began, by which the progress of

the animal was noted through all the tadpole stages to the fully-

developed animal. The little fish-like reptile secured itself by two
hook-like appendages to a leaf, and then seemed to go to sleep
for a day or two. On the 18th of May, twelve days after the

hatching, the newt measured about half an inch long ; the toes

of the fore-feet were formed, the gills appeared ; the tadpole was
able to swim actively, and even to catch aquatic insects. On the

28th of May it had grown to the length of an inch ; the hind-

legs appeared, and the toes of the fore-leg were nearly perfect.
On the 18th of June the tadpole reached its final stage, and then

began to change into the newt. The gills were gradually ob-

literated, the lungs formed, the ear-holes closed, and on the 27th
of July the reptile took the complete form of a water-newt.

We must now pause to describe the ingenious method by
which the eft* secures the safety of her eggs, and shows herself

to be a clever mechanic. She selects a leaf of some water-plant,

deposits a single egg upon the under-side of the leaf, then with
her feet bends the leaf back, so that it forms a case or box for

the egg. But the leaf, thus doubled back, would soon straighten

.igain, and leave the egg unprotected. To prevent this, the
newt pours out a gummy fluid from her body, and glues the bent

part of the leaf to the other or lower portion. Thus a pro-

tecting receptacle is formed for the egg, where it is hatched in

security. The mode in which this leaf-nest is formed, and the

exact order in which all the stages of the work proceed, may
almost lead some to suspect that the newt " must be able

to reason." These bent and doubled leaves may often be seen

in places where efts abound, and by breaking three or four off

and putting them into a jar, with water not lower in tempera-
ture than 65 Fahrenheit, the reader may watch all the stages of

a newt's life.

We must now make a few remarks on the eft's relative, the

once dreaded salamander. Never was an animal so hated with
so little reason. The salamander proper (Salamandra maculosa)
resembles the newts in form, but it dwells on the land, loving
cool holes under old walls, and the roots of trees. One quality

universally ascribed to this reptile was its power of living in the

fire. It was one of "the best proved facts" in natural history
that the salamander was the " lord of fire." Francis I. of

France showed his belief in the marvellous tale b7 adopting for

his device a salamander in the flames, thereby hinting to his foes

that he, like that fearful reptile, was indestructible. The wild

belief in some countries was that if a fire should ever be allowed

to continue burning for seven years, a salamander would be pro-
duced from such flames. This superstition, however, was not

the cause of the intense hate borne towards the salamander, but
it invested the animal with a dread mysteriousness. How could

such a notion continue through so many ages, when tne matter

might have been easily tested by throwing a salamander on the

fire ? People are not willing to put their superstitions to the

test, and there was one slight foundation of fact on which the

whole monstrous pile of error was raised. The salamander can

pour out a little watery fluid from its skin when excited, and on
some occasions this fluid may have damped for a moment the
flame of some fire, on which the animal may have been cast.

The poor salamander was also believed to have the deadly power
of poisoning, not only the whole fruit of a tree on which it might
creep, but the vegetation of a large district. Even innocent cows
were not safe from the malicious reptile, which sometimes

* Headers will remember that the animal ia called both eft and newt.

sucked their milk, robbing them and the irritated farmer by one
felonious act. The bite of the creature was deemed so deadly
that a proverb expressed the fears of men and the helplessness
of the physician.

" If a salamander bites you, put on your
shroud," was the doleful counsel given to the luckless wight
who might have been scratched by the tiny teeth of this animal.

Could no good, then, be obtained from the horrid creature ?

Yes ; the heart, worn round the neck, would preserve the wearer
from perils by fire ! The chemists of old times professed to be
able to turn the salamander to a wondrous use. The mode of

operation and the expected results may thus be stated : Catch
one of the reptiles, put it in a crucible on a fire, pour quicksilver
over the roasting animal ; then, if all went well, the metal would
be turned into gold ! But one caution was essential : the ope-
rator must be a man of pure mind and heart, or no treasure

would appear. The universal failure of the experiments speaks
little in favour of the moral condition of the old chemists.

The reader will see, from the preceding remarks, how ignorance
has filled the minds of men with abject dread of nature. War
against the animal kingdom was the result. It is not the least

advantage of natural history that it has dispelled most of these

delusions, while it discloses innumerable wonders of structure,

and remarkable instances of animal ingenuity.

LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY. XX.
CLASS III. THE METALS OF THE EAKTHS.

IN the third class of metals are those whose oxides have not

such marked basic properties as either of the preceding classes,

and they are therefore denominated inetals of the earths, not

alkaline earths. They are ten in number aluminum, glucinum,

zirconium, thorinum, yttrium, erbium, terbium, cerium, lan-

thanum, and didymium. None of the group present sufficient

interest to require our attention except

ALUMINUM Or ALUMINIUM.

SYMBOL, Al COMBINING WEIGHT, 27'4 SPECIFIC GEAVITT, 2'6.

This metal may be obtained by decomposing its chloride by
the galvanic current ; but, as in the case of magnesium, an

easier method is found to bo by the agency of sodium. The

chloride, melted into vapour, is caused to pass over melted

sodium ; this latter metal appropriates the chlorine of the salt,

and the aluminum is deposited. It is a bluish-white metal,

remarkable for its lightness. It does not readily oxidise when

exposed to air. These properties have recommended it for tho

making of ornamental trinkets. It is capable of being drawn
out into wire and rolled into plates. When struck it gives a

clear musical note. It is but little affected by nitric, but dis-

solves with rapidity in hydrochloric acid, giving off hydrogen,
and forming the chloride ; thus

2A1 + CHC1 = AljCl. + CH.

Hence the metal is Triatomic. It promises to become of somo

value in making alloys. Ten of aluminum and ninety of copper

produce an alloy of great strength and elasticity tho " Alu-

minum bronze." Its appearance is very like gold.

Alumina (A1 2O3) is the only oxide. It appears almost pure,

and in a crystalline state, in the precious stones corundum,

ruby, sapphire. Emery is another form of this substance. It

is also present in considerable quantities in clay, being originally

derived from the decomposition of felspar. For commercial

purposes it is got by treating a solution of soda-alum with

hydrochloric acid, which is evaporated to dryness and heated ;

the mass is then washed with water, and alumina remains. Its

chief use is in dyeing ; it possesses the property of combining

with certain organic colouring matters, and forming insoluble

pigments termed lalces. Most colouring matters will not re-

main in the fibre of the material ; when this is the case, the

cloth, etc., is soaked in a preparation of alumina, and then

dipped into a bath of the dye. By this means an insoluble

compound is formed in the fibre of the material, and the sub-

stance is dyed "fast." The sesquioxides of iron and chromium,

and the oxide of tin, are mordants as well as alumina.

Aluminum Chloride (A12C18). The process which would at

once suggest itself for obtaining this salt namely, of acting

on alumina with hydrochloric acid does not admit of being

practised, for -on evaporating, and heating the acid is driven off.

The method devised by Oersted is therefore used. Alumina
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IB mixed with powdered charcoal, and made into a panto with

oil or starch ; thu mass is subdivided into pelleta ; these are placed

in a tuli.- i.t [ii.n-i-hun, \vhi-h is heated in a charcoal furnace,

and a cum at i ohlorino ia passed through it. The aluminum

riilnriil" ndeusoa in a cool receiver. The chemical action is

\proBsed

Al.O. + 3C + 6C1 = A1.C1. + 3CO.

Aluminum Sulpliate (A1,3SO4) is made for the use of the

<ly.-r in luru'i' 'iiuuitities in the north of England. Clay, which

has been roasted, is acted upon by half its weight of sulphuric
:i.-i.!. At \Vhitby, however, this addition of acid in unnecessary.
Tin- alum schist contains iron pyrites and in the slow roasting

Home of the sulphur of this compound becomes sulphuric acid.

Water i* iuMuil, and the clear liquid is drawn off; the iron it

i* precipitated as Prussian blue by sodium ferro-

On evaporation, tlu'n flexible scales of the salt are

obtained.

Alimis are double salts formed by aluminum sulphates and an

alkaline sulphate ; thus common alum is AlaKs4SO4 + 24H2O,

ih:it i*, it is a compound of A123SO4 and K4SOt (potassium sul-

phate) with twenty-four molecules of water of crystallisation,

tt is found native in volcanic neighbourhoods, where the sul-

phuric acid from the volcano has combined with the potash and

alumina in lava to produce it. At the Whitby Alum Works
the iron is not precipitated as Prussian blue. In the roasting it

becomes green vitriol (sulphate of iron). To the clear liquid,

which contains aluminum sulphate and iron sulphate, a solution

of potassium chloride is added. The iron sulphate now becomes
iron chloride, and the potassium sulphate with the aluminum

sulphate form alum. This is separated by crystallisation, and

sent to market.

Soda Alum, or Ammonia Alum, may be made by using the

salts of those alkalies, instead of the potassium salt, in the above

process.
The sesquioxides of iron, chrome, and manganese are capable of

taking the place of alumina, with its compounds ; hence they are

said to be isomorphous with alumina. When they do this in

alum, iron alum., chrome alum, or manganese alum is produced.

Clay is aluminum silicate, and is the result of the decomposition
of felspar, one of the constituents of the primary rocks. When
clay is got directly from the felspar, it is called kaolin, or

porcelain clay.

Clay, when it absorbs water, becomes soft and plastic, offering
the best of mediums by which the tender rootlets of plants can
take up the potash, ammonia, etc., necessary for their growth.
The clay used for making bricks must have a largo proportion
of silica in its composition.
The following table will at once show the difference of the

various clays :
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and ductile, but at 200 it becomes so brittle as to b jar pound-

ing in a mortar. At a bright red heat it melts nnd volatilises,

and its vapour burns with a bright yellowish flame into the

oxide.

Zinc can decompose both steam and carbonic acid at a red

heat, and, as we have seen, is dissolved in sulphuric, nitric, and

hydrochloric acids, giving off hydrogen and forming the corre-

sponding salt. With nitric acid, however, the action is varied

with the strength of the acid and the temperature ; nitric oxide,

nitrous oxide, nitrogen, or ammonia being given off according to

circumstances.

Zinc precipitates all metals less oxidisable than itself from
their solutions ; but a strong boiling solution of potash dissolves

it, hydrogen being liberated and an oxide of zinc formed,
which is dissolved by the alkali. When exposed to the air, it

becomes covered by a firmly-adhering coat of oxide, which pro-
tects the metal beneath from any further action of the air

;

hence it is used to galvanise iron, which is effected by plunging
a sheet of iron, perfectly clean, into a bath of molten, zinc,

covered by sal-ammoniac ; the zinc readily adheres to the iron.

It forms many useful alloys. Brass is the most important,

consisting of two parts of copper and one of zinc. German
Silver is brass whitened by the addition of a little nickel.

Zinc Sulphate, or White Vitriol (ZnSOJ, appears, when a
solution of zinc in sulphuric acid is evaporated, as colourless

four-sided acicular prisms.
Zinc Sulphide (ZnS) is precipitated as a white gelatinous

mass when sulphuretted hydrogen passes through a solution of

zinc sulphate. The presence of a mineral acid prevents the

precipitation.
Zinc Chloride (ZnCU) is largely used as an antiseptic, as

"Burnett's Disinfecting Fluid." It is easily obtained by dis-

solving the metal in hydrochloric acid.

The salts of zinc are distinguished by giving no precipitate
with sulphuretted hydrogen in acid solutions. They yield a

white precipitate, with potash, soda, or ammonia, which is

soluble in excess of the alkali.

If placed on charcoal in the blow-pipe flame, when moistened
with cobalt nitrate, a green residuum remains, which is not

fusible.

LESSONS IN ITALIAN. IV.
III. THE SEMI-VOWELS (continued).

I HAVE not yet spoken of the letter H. It is named in the

alphabet acca (pronounced ah'k-kah). According to its alpha-
betical sound, and because its two syllables are substantially

one, only placed inversely, it might be classed as a semi-vowel ;

but as it is only an auxiliary letter to modify the sounds of c

and g, as I shall have occasion to explain fully hereafter, it is a
mere soundless, written sign, not a letter. It also serves to dis-

tinguish the words ho, I have, from o, or ; hai, thou hast, from

o/i, dative plural of the article ; ha, he has, from a, the proposi-
tion "to" ; and 7i.an.no, they have, from anno, the year. This dis-

tinction is, however, only for the eye, for, in pronouncing, the h
is quite mute ;

and some purists, headed by Metastasio, instead

of an li, put the grave accent in those first four words.

The Italian has no aspirates, which essentially distinguishes
it from the leading languages of Europe. Only in the middle,

and at the end of some few interjections, a kind of aspiration
i.s heard, which is only produced by the prolongation of the

sound of the vowel, or of the transition of the voice from one
vowel to another principally, however, by a more emphatic
emotion by which such interjections are thrown out ; as. for

example, ah ! ahi ! deh ! ahime ! eh ! oh ! ehi ! ohi ! ohime ! doh !

In the early period of the language, the Italians wrote all

words manifestly of Latin origin with an initial h; as, for

example, habile, now abile; hinno, now in.no; hora, now ora;

historia, now istoria. This insignificance of the h has given
rise to some proverbial expressions : as,

"
Quesia cose, non vale

uri acca,"
"
this is not worth an h," or, as an Englishman would

say,
" not worth a fig, or a farthing ;" or,

" Non m' imporla, un'

acca,"
"
I don't care an h for it," or, as an Englishman would

say,
"
I don't care a straw for it ;" or " Non ne saper un' acca,,"

" not to know an h of something;" or, as is often said in Eng-
land,

" an iota of it." When an Italian has to pronounce the

h in another language, it is only with the greatest difficulty he

oan master it.

To complete my remarks on the alphabet, I must now say
something of the letters K, W, X, and Y, important letters in

English, but which do not occur in Italian.

Instead of fe, the Italians use before consonants, and before
the vowels o, o, and u, the letter c; and before the vowels e
and i, ch. For example, instead of Kalend, the Italians write
Calende.

The English letter w does not occur at all in Italian.

The letter X, which represents, properly speaking, a compound
sound (ks), is unknown in pure Italian words, and the English
sound is never heard. In words of foreign origin, which would
have this sound in English, the Italians place an s or ss, or c ;

as for the word example (from the Latin exemplum), the Italians

write essempio ; for extreme (from Latin extremus), they write

estremo; for Xenophon, Senofonte; for Xerxes, Serse ; for Alex-

ander, Alessandro. The letter c replaces the x in words which
are the compounds of the prefix ex, when c follows it

; for

example, for excellent they write eccellente; for excess, eccesso,

etc. Custom has, however, sanctioned the use of the a; in a few
words of Greek origin, for Xantippe and Xanto (Xanthus, the

river in Asia Minor) are just so written in Italian. They are

nevertheless pronounced as if they were written Santippe and
Santo. (The latter word has retained the x principally that it

might not be confounded in writing with the word Santo, a

saint.)
The letter y is always replaced in Italian by i; as, for ex-

ample, for physics (physical science), the Italians say Jisica; for

stygian, stigio.

SECOND PRONOUNCING TABLE,

Showing the combination of Vowels with Semi-Vowels vn
Natural Order.

That my pupil readers may thoroughly exercise themselves in

pronunciation, in order to give a complete illustration of the

junction of vowels and semi-vowels in natural order, I have

selected words of two syllables, in which the first syllable of

the first word is the same as the concluding syllable of the

second.

Italian. Pronounced. English.

Fsre fe-rai Beasts.

Reft rai-fai Thread.

Foce fo-tchai Mouth (of a river).

Ce/o tche-fo A monkey.
Fugo foo-go I put to flight.

Gufo goo-fo A horned owl.

The vowel u in Italian, as a final letter, is only to be found

in monosyllables ; as, tu, thou ; fu, was ; or in those words that

have the grave accent on the last syllable ; as virtu, virtue ;

Corfu, Corfu. I am therefore compelled, by the use of the word

gufo, and others to follow, to depart from the strict system.

Logo lah-go Lake.

Gola go-lah Throat.

Leso lai-zo Hurt.

Sole so-lai Sun.

Lice le"e-tchai It is permitted.

Cieli tohe-lee The heavens.

Lode 16-dai Praise.

Delo de-lo Delus.

Lume loo-mai Light.

Mule moo-lai Mules.

Maro mah-ro "Wild basil.

liomu ro-mah Rome.
Mese mai-zai Mouth.

Seme sai-mai Seed.

Mira mee-rah The sight in artillery, aim.

Kami rah-mee Branches.

Modo mo-do Manner, mode.

Domo do-mo Tamed.

Muro moo-ro Wall.

Kumo roo-mo I reconsider.

Nave nah-vai Ship.

Vena vai-nah Vein.

Nera nai-rah Negress.

Rane rah-nai Frogs.

Nice nee-tchai Berenice, a woman's name.

Ceni tchai-nee Thou suppest.

Nome no-mai Name.

Meno mai-no Less.

Nuca noo-kah Nape of the neck.

Cuna. koo-nah Cradle.

Rado rah-do Thin, rare
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Dora
Ju -r

8r
Jiui,.

Dori

Boba
Jfaro

riirui

4-rni

,1 . P-.1

I>ur

Sura

COM

roo-dui

doo-rui

.,!,. r.li

rih-uh
Ai-ko

ko-sai

He gild*.

Hurreudert (cf towns).
Sir.

I laugh.
Thou gildeft.

Property, victual*, merchandise,
A cheat. [robe.
Eude.
Durations.

Sarah.

Erased.
With himself.

Things.

This is the plural of eosa, thing (pronounced kd-sah), one of

those exceptional words where tho must bo pronounced with a

sharp, hissing sound, though it is placed between two vowels.

This exception should be imprinted on the reader's memory,
because, as is obvious from its meaning, the word is of the most

frequent occurrence.

Sire st'e-rai Formerly Sir, now Sire.

Reto rai-zo Ecndered.
Soma so-nmh Burden.

mah-zo Tom.
bef-fiih-rai To scoff.

of-fiii-zo Offended.

s.'if-fi e-tchai Soft, flexible, supple.

sof-fo-go I suffocate.

soof-foo-zo Wetted.
ko-rahl-lo Coral.

vee-Wl-lo Calf.

kah-vfl-io I nnnoy, quibble.
sah-tol-lo Satisfied, satiated, tired.

kah-tool-lo Catullus.

tchai-ndhm-mo We supped.
dee-lem-mah Dilemma (logicaf).
ai-niin-iii:ili Enigma. [chin.
som-iuom-mo A blow with the fist under the
ahf-foom-mo I smoke (meat).
in-gahn-no Deceit.

ahn-ti-u-nah Yard (of a ship).
ai-rfn-nee The Furies.

ah-rou-mi Aarou.
ah-loon-no Alumnus, pupil.

kah-pahr-rah Earnest money.
aht-Wrr-ro I knock down.
boo-tirr-ro Butter.

ree-korr-ro I recur.

ah-dz6or-ro Azure.
ahb-bahs-so Low.
os-sos-so Possessed, bored, dunned.
ahf-ffs-so Affixed.

in-d6s-so Upon the back.

con-koos-so Moved, shaken, contrite.

Soffice

So/Togo

Sufuso
Corolla

ViMla
Cavillo

Satollo

Catullo

Cennmma
Dilemma
Enimma
Sommommo
Affummo

JJrinni

Aronne
.Ihmno

Coporra
Attcrro

Butirro

Ricorro

Azzwro
Abbasso

Orsesgo

Affitso

Indosso

Concitsso

GREAT BOOKS.
XIV.-THE VICAE OF WAKEFIELD.

NOVELS at the present day have become a species of manufac-
ture. The demand for them is so vast, and so constantly in-

creasing, that it may almost be said they are produced to order,
and the wonder is, not that so many are worthless, but that so
much ability should be exhibited in the composition of a consider-
able number every year. At the beginning of last century,
the novel, as we now understand it, was unknown in England.
Defoe was the first to produce those popular fictions which are
such powerful agents either for good or evil ; but the stories of

Defoe do not exactly answer to the idea of the novel, as a
picture of society and manners in the general, without reference
to class portraiture, or the definite inculcation of morals.

Fielding is usually regarded as "the father of the English
novel;" yet his "Joseph Andrews" was preceded by Richard-
son's

"
Pamela,'' of which it was in some degree a burlesque.

But Richardson, as Sir Walter Scott has observed, never
succeeded in freeing himself from the trammels of the French
romance ; he therefore, in this matter, gives place to Fielding.
By the middle of the eighteenth century, however,

" the novel
"

was an accepted form of literary art. In " The Vicar of Wake-
field," Goldsmith adopted a method which he found ready-made
to his hand, but used it with so much art, wit, and invention,
that his story has become a classic.

Before writing "The Vicar of Wakefield," Goldsmith had
employed himself in other departments of letters. His life

altogether bod been strange and varied. He had studied

iiH-ilicino on the Continent, travelling about from city to rity in

a hlnftlesH way, and upending in dissipation what little money
ho could earn. He had served an usher at a school at Peckham
had been a chemist's assistant, a physician with little or no

practice, and a reader at Richardson's printing-office ; and had

finally taken to authorship the usual refuge for the destitute

when a man has abilities and sometimes when he ha* none.

This was about 1758, at which time Goldsmith was thirty years
of age. Thenceforward, until his death in 1774, when he wan
not much beyond forty-five, his life was that of a toiling

literary man, whose talents were almost equally divided between
mere joba for the booksellers, and the production of works,
both in poetry and prose, which have proved their title to

immortality. His lax habits, and his entire want of worldly

knowledge and practical sense, kept him continually in diffi-

culties, while his amiable nature, with its alloy of harmles*

vanity, endeared him to his friends. There are few pleasanter

figures among the men of that time than Oliver Goldsmith ;

but it is impossible to regard him with any great respect.
It can be readily understood that a life of such varied

experiences peculiarly qualified Goldsmith to shine as a
novelist ; yet the only novel ho ever produced was " The Vicar
of Wakefield." That celebrated work was written in 17C'2,

and an interesting anecdote is told with respect to it. Dr.

Johnson, always the faithful and attached friend of Goldsmith,
one morning received a message from him, saying that he wan
in great distress, and begging him to call as soon as he was
able. As the case was too obviously cne of money, Johnson

immediately sent him a guinea, and himself repaired soot,

afterwards to the needy author's lodgings. His landlady had
arrested him for rent, and he was in a violent passion ; but ho
had already changed the guinea for a bottle of Madeira.
Johnson began to talk about his prospects, and the most
feasible means for getting out of the existing difficulty.

Goldsmith said he had a novel ready for the press, and put it

in tho hands of his friend, who looked into it, and saw at once
the cleverness with which it was written. Telling the landlady
he would soon return, he went to Newberry, the publisher, and

persuaded him to purchase the manuscript for J860. Newberry,
however, seems to have been in no hurry to print it, and it was
not until 1766 that it appeared. Thus did " The Vicar of

Wakefield
" come into the world. It had Goldsmith for ite

author, and Johnson for its patron.
This delightful story of old English country life is secure of

a permanent place in our national literature ; but it may be

doubted whether it is read as much by the present generation
as it was even fifty years ago. The highly-wrought and stimu-

lating character of modern fiction has put us out of taste for

the quiet and somewhat prim manner of Goldsmith's novel.

People say it is old-fashioned, and so indeed it is ; at the same
tine, it is not sufficiently antiquated to have acquired the

pictureaqueness which belongs to the Middle Ages, or to tho

reign of Elizabeth. To the ordinary modern reader, it is a little

discouraging to find a novelist prefacing his story by such sen-

tences as these :

" The hero in this piece unites in himself the

three greatest characters upon earth : he is a priest, a husband-

man, and the father of a family. He is drawn as ready to

teach, and ready tj obey as simple in affluence, and majestic
in adversity. In this age of opulence and refinement, how can
such a character please ? Such as are fond of high life will

turn with disdain from the simplicity of his country fireside',"

Ac. It is not to be denied that a good deal x>f
" The Vicar of

Wakefield "
is couched in this style, and it is a styie no longer

relished by English people. We have grown distrustful of

the didactic, and require a vivid drama of life, passion, and

action, which shall be left to work out its own moral, if, indeed,
we seek a moral at all. This distrust of formal moralising, so

characteristic of our age, is doubtless at the bottom of the

increasing reluctance of readers to do more than admire
Goldsmith's great production at a distance. An injustice is

thus committed, and the public lose the delight and instruction

of a work of genius which has a truth of its own. despite the

few conventionalities with which it is overlaid. The charm of
" The Vicar of Wakefield

" has been felt and acknowledged by
thousands, and it is a charm that will not de^ay. The humour
is of the finest kind ; the observation of life, broad, general,
and tolerant ; the criticism of human motives, such as one
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might expect from a man who had seen a great deal of the

world, yet who had retained his geniality and his benevolence.

The story of Dr. Primrose and his family has furnished many
commonplaces to the language ; and Hazlitt has remarked

that we are the better for the well-known allusion to the

guinea which the two Miss Primroses kept unchanged in their

pockets, for being told about the picture of the vicar's family
and that of the Flamborough family, the latter all painted with

oranges in their hands, and for the adventure of the gross of

green spectacles. Another of the charms which even the least

critical perceive in "The Vicar of Wakefield" is the beauty of

the style. On analysis, this proves to be a curious compound
of Addison and Johnson; yet the two elements are mingled
with an art which belongs to Goldsmith himself. The some-

what forced and self-conscious simplicity of the vicar reminds

us of Sir Roger de Coverley ; his axiomatic sentences are mani-

festly caught from the Rambler.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. Y.
MULTIPLICATION.

'

66. EXAMPLES. (1.) What will 4 oranges cost at x pence
each ?

Here we say, if one orange costs x pence, 4 oranges will cost

4 times as much ; they will therefore cost 4c pence ; and this is

the answer.

(2.) How much can a man earn in 5 months at a. pounds per
month ? Reasoning as before, we have a X 5 = 5a pounds for

the answer.

Now 4# is equal iox-\-x-\-x-^-x; and 5a = a-}-a+ a-j-a-f-a.
67. Hence the repeated addition of a quantity to itself is called

MULTIPLICATION. From this definition of multiplication, it is

manifest that the product is a quantity of the same kind as the

multiplicand,
68. It is plain, therefore, that multiplying by a ivhole number

is toMng the multiplicand as many times as there are units in the

multiplier. Thus multiplying a by 1, is taking the multiplicand

once, as a.

Multiplying a by 2, is taking the multiplicand twice, as

a -f- a, etc.

69. On the other hand, multiplying by a FRACTION is taking a
'

certain PORTION of the multiplicand as many times as there are
'

like portions of a unit in the multiplier. Thus :

Multiplying a by |,
is taking i of the multiplicand once,

a*
Jo.
Multiplying a by , is taking of the multiplicand twice, as

7,
a + \a -

70. Multiplying two or more letters togetJier, is writing them,

one after the other, either with or unthout the sign of multipli-
cation between them [see Art. 23> page 21]. Thus b multiplied
into c is b X c, or b . c, or be ; and the product of x into y, into

z, is x X y X a, or x . y . z, or, as it is more commonly written,

xyz. Also the product of am into xy is amxy ; and of abc into

xyz, is abcxyz.
71. There will be no difference as to the result in whatsoever

order the letters are arranged. Thus the product of ba is the

same as that of ab ; and 3 times 5 is equal to 5 times 3. In

like manner, the product of a, b, and c, is abc, cab, bac, or cba.

It is more convenient, however, to place the letters in alpha-
betical order.

72. When the letters have numerical CO-EFFICIENTS, these

must be multiplied together, and prefixed to tlie product of the

letters.

EXAMPLES. (1.) Multiply 3a into 26.

Here the answer is Gab. For if a into b is ab, then 3 times a
into b is evidently Sab and if, instead of multiplying by b, we

multiply by twice b, the product must be twice as great, that is

2 X Sab, which is Gab.

(2.) Multiply 12% (3.) 3dh (4.) 2ad (5.) 76d7i (6.) Say
By 2rx my 13ghm x 8mx

factors are to be multiplied, the product will be the same in

whatsver order the operation is performed.
74. If the multiplicand be a compound quantity, each of its

terms must be multiplied into the multiplier. Thus the product
of b -f- c + d into a, is ab + ac -f- ad. For the whole of the

multiplicand is to be taken as many times as there are units in

the multiplier.
EXAMPLES.

(1.) Multiply d + Zxy (2.) 2h + m (3.) 3hl + 1 (4.) 2hm+ 3

By 36 Gd>j my 46

Product: 36d-t-6&ai/ I2dhy+ 6dmy 3hlmy + my 8bhm+12b
75. It must be carefully observed that the preceding instances

are not to be confounded with those in which several factors are

connected by the sign X ,
or by a point. In the latter case, the

multiplier is to be written before the other factors without being

repeated. The product of b X d into a, is ab X d, and not

a6 X ad
;

for b X d is bd, and this into a is abd [Art. 70].
The expression b X d is not to be considered like b -f- d, a com-

pound quantity consisting of two terms. Different terms a're

always separated by + or [Art. 19]. The product of

b X h X m X y into a, is a X b X h X m X y, or abhmy. But
6 -j- h -f- m + y into a. is ab -f- ah -f- am + ay.

76. If both the factors are compound quantities, each term vn.

the multiplier must be multiplied into each term in tlie multipli-
cand. Thus (a -\- b) into (c + d) is ac + ad -f- &c + id. For the

units in the multiplier a + b, are equal to the units in a, added
to the units in b. Therefore the product produced by a must
be added to the product produced by b. Whence, the product
of c + d into a + b, is ac -f- ad -f- be -}- bd.

For the product of c + d into a is ac -\- ad ; and the product
of c + d into 6 is be + bd [Art. 75] ; therefore the product of

c -f- d into a -f- b is ac + ad -\- be + bd.

EXAMPLES.

(1.) Multiply 3x + d (2.) 4ay + 26

By 2a + hm 3c + rx

Product:

(3.) Multiply

By

-\- dhm 12acy+ 66c + 4cmn/ + 2brx

a + 1 (4.) 26 -f- 7

3x + 4 6d + 1

Product : 24shrxy 3dhmy 2Gadghm fbdhx 24*amxy

73. If either of the factors consist of figures only, these must
be multiplied into the co-efficient of the other factor, and the

letters annexed. Thus 3ab into 4, is 12a6 ; 36 into 2x, is 72x ;

and 24 into hy, is 247ii/.

From the preceding rules we have the general one, that when

Product: 3ax + 3x -(- 4a -f 4 126d + 42d + 26 + 7.

(5.) Multiply d + rx + h by 6m -f 4 + 7y. Ans. 6dm + Gmrx

+ 6hm + 4d + 4)-a; + 47i + Idy + 7rxy + "7hy.

(6.) Multiply 7 + 66 + ad by 3r + 4 + 27i. Ans. 21r + 186r

+ 3adr + 28 + 246 + 4ad + 14h, + I2bh + 2adh.

77. When several terms in the product are alilce, it will be

expedient to set one under the otlier, and then unite them by the

rules for reduction in addition, as in the following examples :

(1.) Multiply 6 + a

By 6 + a

66 -f- ab

+ ab + aa

Product : 66 + 2a6 + aa

(2.) 6 + c + 2

b + c + 3

bb + bc + 26

+ be + cc -f 2c

+ 36+3c+6
66 -f- 26c + 56 + cc + 5c+ 6

(3.) Multiply a + y + 1

By 36 + 2x + 7

3a6 + 3by + 36

+ 2ax + 2xy + 2x

+ 7a

Product : 3a6 + 36y + 36 + 2cw; + 2xy -f 2x -f 7a + 7y f 7

(4.) Multiply 3a + d -f 4 by 2a + 3d + I. Ans. 6a2 + Had
+ Ha+3cl2 +-13d+4.

(5.) Multiply 6 + cd -f 2 by 36 + 4ccl + 7. Ans. 362 -f 76cd

+ 136 +4c2d2 + 15cd + 14.

(6.) Multiply 36 + 2x -j- h by a X d X 2x. Ans. Gabdx+ 4adr8

-f Zadhx.

78. It is plain that when the multiplier and multiplicand

consist of any quantity, repeated as a factor, this factor will be

repeated in the product as many times as it is in the multiplier

and multiplicand together.

EXAMPLE. Multiply a X a X a

By a, X a

Product : axaxaxaxa= aaaaa, or a3.
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Here a ia repeated three times as a factor in tho multiplicand,

and twi.-c in tin- multiplier ; hence, it is repeated Jive times in

tho prt'iluc:, :m<l i - cull, d the fifth power of a.

EXAMPLKH. (1.) What if) tho product of 6666 by 666? Ant.

11,1,1,1,1,1,. or /.'.

What is the product of aa x aaa x aaaa by aaa X aaaa ?

AUK. aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa, or a1
*.

7'.i. It is also plain, from Art. 73, that the numeral co-eficienit

of several factors should be brought together and made into

tor by multiplication. Thus to multiply 2a X 36 by
4a X 5'', k'ivcs tho product of 2a X 36 x 4a X 56, or 120aa66;

For tho co-efficients are factors [Art. 24], and it is immaterial in

iiese are arranged. Therefore 2a X 36 X 4a X 56

= ''y3x4x5XttXaX6x6 = 120aa66.

MPLES. (1.) What is the product of 3x X 4r X 5y by

2i/ X 4: y Ans. 48Qxf<j'j~.

What is the product of 3a X 46h by 5m X Cy ? Ans.

'<u/.

(.'{.) What is tho product of 46 X Gd by 2x + 1 ? Ans.

48bcb + 246(1.

80. The product of two or more powers of the same quantity i.-

expresscd by irritiny tlmt quantity with an index equal to the SUM

of the indices of the proposed powers. Thus tho product of as

and a* is a* ; and the continual product of xs
,
x4

, and x* is a:
1
*.

So likewise the product of xm and xn is xm -j- ", and that of x and
n is xn+ '

; and, on the same principle, the product of xm n

and xn is xm . The reason of this is evident from Art. 79. Thus
a2 and a* are the same as aa and aaa ; the product of which is

aaaaa or a* ; tho index 5 being tho sum of the indices 2 and 3,

the numbers which show how often a is used as a factor in tho

given powers.
EXAMPLES. (1.) What is the product of a2 and a* ? Ans. a7

.

(2.) Find the continued product of a2
, ab, anda46* ? Ans. a76J .

(3.) Find tho continued product of x1
, x*t/, z*y

s
, and xy

4
.

Ails, x i/

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN ALGEBRA.
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You can now understand how it is that a piece of card or thin

board may be supported on the point of a rod, wire, or needle.

All that is necessary is to bring the point under the centre of

gravity of the board ; then, the resultant of all the forces by
which its several parts are pulled downwards passing through
that centre, will be resisted by the rod, and there will be equili-

brium ; the card will be balanced.

Another consequence follows. Let the body be of any shape,

regular or irregular ; and suppose that, having determined its

centre of gravity, we fix or support that point in some way so

that the body may freely turn round it, as on a pivot, in every
direction. Then, since, as I have shown, the centre of gravity

cannot change as the body turns round, whatever position I

place it in, the centre remains supported, and the resultant

weight, G p, passing through it, will be resistsd by its supports,

and the body will be in equilibrium, as in Fig. 18, where G is the

supported centre of gravity.

Now suppose that instead of this centre we make the body

pivot round some other one of its points, o (as in Fig. 19). Then,
if I place it so in the position o A B, that the centre of gra-

vity, G, may lie exactly under o, as a plumb-line would hang,
the weight acting along the line, o o, may be taken to have o

for its point of application, by which, as it is fixed, it will be

resisted. In such case there will be equilibrium, o being under

Fig. 18. Fig. 19.

O. And so, also, if o wore exactly p.^ove o, as in o c D, in the

vertical lino produced upwards, the weight would press down-
wards on o, and bo there resisted. But if I put it in any other

position, O E F, where a will not bo cither above or below o,

the weight acting downwards, in the direction G P, will not bo

opposite to the line o G of resistance of o, and there cannot be

equilibrium. There are thus two positions in which the body
may be at rest, both on the vertical line through o ; but one in

the lowest position it can attain and the other in the highest.
We thus learn that

1. If a body be suspended by or supported at its centre of

gravity, it will be at rest, whatever be the position in which it is

placed.
2. If the body be suspended by or supported at any other

point, it will be at rest when the

centre of gravity is in its highest
or lowest possible position on the

vertical line through the point of

suspension or support.
If two points A, B (Fig. 20), are

fixed, all the points of the line A B are

fixed, but the body is free to turn

round that line ; and if in that case

the centre of gravity is somewhere
on A B, as G, it also is fixed, and the

weight there concentrated will be
borne by the two points of support, A B, divided between
them in two portions inversely proportional to their distances,

A G, B G, from the centre of gravity. The body will, therefore,

be in equilibrium in every position into which it can be turned

round the line A B. But if, when two points are fixed, this

centre is not on the line A B, it is free to move round it. There

Fig. 20.

are, therefore, two positions, a
lt
G2,

in a plane vertically passing
through this line one below, the other above, in which it may
rest, and the result is similar to that stated in the above pro-

positions. Familiar examples of this are furnished by all pieces
of machinery in which bodies move round fixed axles, such as
the fly-wheel of a steam-engine, or the smaller wheels round
which the bands pass, which set the printing presses at work in

the machine-room all the points along the line which runs down
the centre of the axle are at rest. A trap-door, which opens both
downwards and upwards, is another instance ;

in that case the

centre of gravity is under or above the axle-line of the hinges
when the door hangs in equilibrium.
But bodies may be kept in equilibrium in other ways than that

of fixing points within their substance. A horse poised in the

air, as it is about to be lifted into a transport ship, by a roj

which descends from the top of a crane and is attached to a belt

which goes round his body, is an Instance. Here the centre

of gravity of the lifted animal is under the point of support
and on the line of direction of the rope which transmits itt*

weight to the crane above. But observe, in this case, there is

only one position of equilibrium namely, the lowest. The rope
not being rigid, you cannot wheel the horse half round, heels up
in the air (Fig. 21) until he reaches the highest position the

chain would allow him to reach, and make his weight thence

press downwards on the crane. To do this a rigid bar should!

take the place of the rope.
But bodies are most commonly kept at rest by being sup-

ported from below by the

earth, either on the

ground itself, or on some

floor, table, etc. What
conditions will secure

a steady equilibrium ?

First, there must be some
base or bottom to the

body on which it may
rest, such as the bottom
of a teapot or candle-

stick. Secondly, it must
be broad enough to keep
the body steady, to pre-
vent its upsetting or

rocking. A candlestick

resting on the socket

into which the candle is

put, would soon over-

turn, and the slightest touch would set an egg rocking.

Now, in order to ascertain the equilibrium and stability of

bodies so placed, let us suppose two of the forms in Fig. 22

to rest on a level table, touching it on the two perfectly flat

bases x Y z, x, Y, z,, there represented. Let G be the centre of

gravity of that to the right, and G P the perpendicular to the

table through that point. Let, moreover, G! and G, p, b-; the

corresponding centre and perpendicular of the body to the left.

Now, since the table, by its resistance distributed equally over

the base X Y z of the first body, prevents its moving down-

wards, and this resistance at every point is perpendicular to-

the floor, these resistances, taken together, are a system of

parallel forces, and have a parallel centre somewhere in that

base. Let this centre be o. Join now o p ; and, as the same

reasoning holds good of

the body to the left, let

O, P, be the corresponding
line in it. Moreover, let

x, Xj, be the points in

which the lines O p, o, P,

cut the circumference, or

boundary of tho bases-

x Y z, x, Y, z,. The body
to the right is thus acted
on by two forces ; the re-

sistance at o upwards
supporting it, and the weight at G pulling downwards. But,
as the point p falls, in this case, outside tho base x Y z, there
is nothing to prevent the body obeying it by turning over on
its edge at x.

But, in the other case, where PJ is within tho base, the weight
at G, tends to make the body fall inwards, turning on its edge

Fig. 21.
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Fig. 23.

at X,. But then, thoro is tho resistance of tho table at o,, acting

upwards to prevent that motion ; and consequently the body
rrm:um :tt rr-t, or i.i in equilibrium.

this hUiloinriit holds equally good when tho piano on
which the body rests ia slop, d t,i- inrlin.-d to tin- hori/.onUl

piano; us is rvid.-nt from Fig. 23, whore tho cylindrical body
on HID slope A it must upset if o i* folia outside tho base x Y z.

Wo may, tlHTrfoiv, fondudo generally both aa to hori/ontul
and inclincd planes that a body will rest in equilibrium on u

l>huio, if tho vortical lino, passing
through its crnlro of gravity, moots
tho piano within tho base. If it

meets it outsido tho base, the body
will overturn.

Between these two, it should be
observed that there is an interme-
diate case, in which tho perpendicu-
lar meets tho piano neither within
nor without tho base, but on its

circumference. When thia happens,
tho body ia equally disposed to
stand or upset ; but, in fact, it will

overturn ; for in, such an unsteady
position the slightest touch or shako
would send it over. It is a case of unstable equilibrium.

In interpreting and applying this principle to practice, you
must be on your guard as to the meaning of the word " base ;

"

else you may imagine some day you have discovered that a body
does not upset when tho vertical from the centre of gravity
falls outside the base. Suppose the base to be bent inwarda
into a horse-shoe form, as in the cone, a (Fig. 24), or into the
form of the semi-circular wall, I, in which latter case tho centre

of gravity is with-

out the substance

of the body ; then
the point p is on
the floor, outside

the spaces along
which the bodies
are in contact with
it. Still, neither

body will ups-ct ; for

the advanced spurs
Fig. 24. of the bases at Tf

and z will act aa

props, and in order to upset they must turn over the lino
T z joining them. This shows that the real base includes
all the open space within T z; and you learn that, when-
ever tho base of contact bends inwards, yon must measure
the base of support from one projecting point to another
all round, making no account whatever of the inward bends.
A common table touches the floor only at four points, and a
round table at three ; but in both the base of support is

all the space within the oblong or triangle got by joining these

points.

There ia another class of cases to be noticed, those which are
round all over their surface like a ball, or egg, or sea-shore

pebble, and have no flat bases + rest on that is, which can be
supported at only one point of their surface ; or, where there are
hollows on them, along a line of points surrounding the hollow.
This latter case we
need not consider, for

such bodies rest, like

those we have already
examined, so far as tho
hollows are concerned =?--

(as in d, Fig. 25), on
wide bases.

Confining attention,

therefore, to cases in
which thera aro no Fig. 25.

hollows, or the surface
is convex all round, if you place such a body, say an oval,
in tho position represented it a (Fig. 25), the perpendicular,o p, from its centre of gravity, G, on the plane will fall out-
Bide ita base, or point of support, o, and it will roll over
until, after rocking for a few turns, it settles into the position
o, in which a is above o. Now move it further from thia until

it roaches tho position c, in which again a will be over the

point of support, o ; and again yon will have a pouible equi-
librium, that JH, ponhiblo in imagination, for tho body it supported
from below. But actually to produce equilibrium in thU caso U
tho celebrated problem of Columbus, which that great narigator
solved after BO summary a fa "mteady i* It, that the

body drops immediately into the poxition '/.

Of this unsteady, or unstable equilibrium, we shall hare more
in tho next lesson ; my object hero ia to point out the fact thtt
in both positions, I and c, the line a o ia perpendicular to the

surface of the body. It in evidently perpendicular to the plane
on which the oval rests ; but, since the hitter's surface touches,
or coincides at o, with that plane, u O must be perpendicular
also to that surface. Hence wo learn that, whatever be the

number of points at which a convex body can rest, steady or

unsteady, on a horizontal plane, for every one of these points
the lines connecting them with the centre of gravity must pierce
its surface at right angles ; or

The number of positions of equilibrium of a convex body,
supported on a horizontal plane, is equal to that of the perpen-
diculars to its surface which can bo drawn from its centre of

gravity.
A few instances in illustration of the principles explained in

this lesson will now be useful. When a man stands upright, the
base by which he is supported ia ao much ground under him as

is covered by his feet, together with the space between them.

If he widens that space to left and right, he makes himself more

steady as to being thrown sideways, but ia more easily cast on
his face. If he puts ono foot before the other, he become*
steadier at front and back, but less so to his sides. A two-

wheeled gig, or Hansom, to bo properly balanced, should have

its centre of gravity over tho lino joining the points at which
the wheels touch the ground. If it be in advance of that line,

it will throw a weight on tho horse's back
;

if behind it, the gig
will upset backwards should the

belly-band break.

A body may be made to roll up
an incline by loading it at one
side. Take a round ball of cork,

for instance, and put some lead

into a hollow scooped out near its

surface, closing the hole so as to

leave the ball perfectly round.

The centre of gravity will then

no longer be at the centre of the

ball, but to one side, let it be at

o (in a, Fig. 26). Put the ball now on the incline, with the

leaded side looking up the slope ; the perpendicular o P will

meet the incline above o, and the ball will continue to roll

upwards until the centre of gravity, o, comes over the point oi

support.
This experiment may be tried in another form without the

use of the lead, by simply scooping a hollow on one side, or as

in the following example: Get a round cylinder of cork a

common bottle cork and scoop out its substance on one side,

as represented at 6, Fig. 26, preserving carefully the roundness

of the two circular faces at its ends. Put this cylinder on the

incline, with the scooped part facing down the slope, and you
will find that it will also run upwards, as did the ball. The
reason of thia yon will easily discover, but one word of caution

may be given : be careful, in making the experiment, that the

incline be not great.
The following are other common instances of the principles

enunciated, which you can try aa

EXAMPLES FOE PRACTICE.

1. A man walking up a hill stoops forward; why ? And why, also,

when coming down, does he leau backward ?

2. A person rising from a cbair leans his body forwards, and drawi

his feet close to the chair ; why ?

3. Carrying a bucket of water with one hand, be leans to the side

opposite.

4. Why does a corpulent person generally hold bis head up and

throw his shoulders backward ?

5. A horso and rider are more apt to fall coming down a hill than

on the level road ; why ?

6. An omnibus, or conch, is safer for trarelling irhen it is well filled

inside, than when outside.

Fig. 26.
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ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONS IN LESSON III.

Polygon of Forces.

1. The resultant is a little over 13 Ibs., aud makes an angle of nearly

45^ degrees with the force o A.

2. The force which supports the roller on the slope is 56 Ibs., and
the pressure 97 Ibs. nearly.

3. The strain on the three-foot cord is 48 Ibs., and on the four-foot

cord 36 Ibs.

4. The point of meeting of the three cords is below the pulleys, at
the distance of six feet from the top of that over which the 4 Ib. weight
hangs, and of 8 feet from the top of the other pulley.

LESSON'S IN GREEK. XVII.

COMPARISON OP ADJECTIVES (continued).

ADJECTIVES IN -IWV (or -wv) AND -IffTOS.

THESE forms are taken by rjSvs, sweet, and Taxvs, swift, the
termination -vs being removed ; raxvs, however, has in the

comparative BaTTtav (Qafffftav is another form of the same word),
thus :

Positive. Comparative. Superlative.

fiS-vs. 6, r) riS-iuv. TO ^5-ioj/. rjS-nrros.

Tax-vs. QaTTtav. &O.TTOV, Tax-iffTos.

The other adjectives in -vs as (3apvs, heavy ; 0a6vs, deep ;

Ppaxvs, slwrt ; Saffvs, thick ; tvpvs, bread; ofus, sharp; irptfffivs.

old; UKVS, swift take the forma in -Ttpos, -TOTOS, thus :

Positive. Comparative. Superlative.
6 padv;. TO &a6v. f)a6v-Ttpos. $a6v-Taros.

The forms uav and icrros are taken also by two adjectives ending
in -pos, namely, aiffxpos, hateful, shameful, and fx^pos, hostile;
the termination -os being cut off ; as

Positive.

aiffxpos. 6,

AAAoi, -at, -o, others.

Ztaov, TO, a living

being, an animal.

Kcupos, -on, 6, season,
time generally.

AOMTOS, -rj, -ov, the re-

mainder, the rest.

Comparative.

aiffx-uov- TO aiffx-iov.

VOCABULARY.

MeTaeptpca, I bear

away, change.
Ol axparets, the in-

temperate.

OO-/UTJ, -TJS, rj, smell.

Otpis, 6, a

Superlative.

axo'x-iO'TOs.

Tlapfx, I afford,
communicate ;

(middle voice),

yield, give.

Tlpaypa, -OTOS, TO, a

deed, thing.

serpent.

EXERCISE 57. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. 'O f3a.6vTa.Tos virvos rjSiffTos tffTiv. 2. IIoAAa avOr) r]SiffTi]v

offfj.fi!> iraptxtTai. 3. OvStv QaTTov tffTi TJJJ ^/3rjs. 4. TTJJ/

a.iff-)(i.aTT\v Sov\iav ol axparcts Sov\tvovffiv. 5. TlavTwv fjStffTov

tffTiv f) <pi\ia. 6. OuSej' aiffxiov tffTiv rj aAAo u.tv tv vtf x"">
aAAo 8t \tyetv (to think one thing and say another). 7. O
oeptis TOIS \oiirots faots 6x0<o~Toj tiffiv. 8. OvStv Tea avOpanria

exOiov fffriv ij o avQpeavos. 9. Tax'o-ra o Kaipos ufTaeptpti TO.

irpayfjiaTU.

EXERCISE 58. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. Nothing is sweeter than deep sleep. 2. Sleep is very

sweet. 3. Nothing is more disgraceful than slavery. 4. Slavery
is a very bitter thing. 5. Horses are very swift. 6. Nothing
is more hostile (unfriendly) than bad advice. 7. It is shameful
to think one thing and say another. 8. Bad men think one thing
and say another. 9. Nothing is sweeter than a faithful friend.

A number of adjectives not being reducible to either of these

forms, are called irregular. I subjoin a list of

ADJECTIVES OF IRREGULAR COMPARISON.
1. 070605, good afitiviav, N. au.(ivov apiffTos, -ij, -ov.

(3f\TlffTOS

KpUTlffTOS
\taffTOS

2. KO.KOS, bad

rjTTeav (yffffcav), inferior ^KKTTO (adv.)
3. /coAos, beautiful Ka\\uav /caAAio-ros ,,

4. oA7e'os, painful aXytivoTtpos a\yeivoraTos
aXyuav a\yiffTos

5. fj.aKpos, long fj.aKpoTtpos

fJUKpOTUTOS, -7J; *OV.

oKiytffTos

patav

TT\fl<TTOS

6. fj.iKpos, small

7. oAryos, few
8. fJ.fyas, great
9. iroAt/s, much

10. paSios, easy
11. irtireav, ripe
12. irieav, fat iriOTfpos TTIOTOTOS

Several adjectives which express the idea of order or succession

appear in the comparative and superlative only, since from their

import they cannot denote an absolute quality, and may bo used

only in comparison. Their root will be found in a preposition,
or adverb of place ;

for example

ADJECTIVES WITHOUT A POSITIVE.

From irpo, before, irpoTtpos, prior, irpaiTos, first.

From avea, up, apcorepos, upper, a^ajraros, upmost.
From inrtp, over, inrepTtpos, higher, vrrepraTos, highest.
From UTTO, under vffTtpos, posterior, UO-TOTOS, most behind.
From e, from, tffxaTos, last, most

from, most remote.
From irKriffiov, near, in irATjo-joiTeposjnearer, ir\i]ffiaiTaTos, near-

Homer 7TATJO-405, estf.

From irpoffea, forwards, irpoffiaTtpos, further, irpoffeaTaTos, furthest,

more in advance,

VOCABULARY.

E/j.<pvTos, -ov, in-
I MaAoicos, -ri,-ov, soft.

born. VitTpov, -ov, TO, mea/

Eviorf, sometimes.

EVTVXTJS, -ts, fortu-

nate.

Avaynaios, -a, -ov

necessary.

AvayKr], -ijs, rj, neces

sity.

a, -os, rj

absence of govern- i H, 17, either, or.

ment, anarchy.
TtiTiav, -ovos, 6, a

neighbour.

EAet0pos, -o, -ov,

free.

l&ijpia, -as, ^, Spain.

lo-x^co, I am strong.

Kt\(vea, I order.

KoAoKsia, -os, i],

flattery.

sure, moderation.

2co)7rra>, I jeer.

^Tfpyea, I love, I am
satisfied with, I

put up with.

2u/xj8oi>Aos, -ou, o, an
adviser.

sound-mindedness.

'Cls, with a superlative, adds strength to it, as quam in Latin ;

for example, ws TOX'O-TOS, quam celerrimus, as swift as possible.

EXERCISE 59. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. Ot>x o (.a.KpoTa.Tos fitos apiffTos tffTiv, a\\a o ffirovoatOTaTos.

2. MfTpov tin vafftv apiffTov (understand tffTiv). 3. Tvia^ai T<av

yepaiTtpuv afitivovs fiffiv. 4. 2vfjifiov\os ovStis tffTt fiiKTuav

Xpovov. 5. H \tye ffiyris KpetTTOva, rj ffiyrfv ex. 6. Aei

KpaTlffTOV fffTl TO aff<pa\0~TaTOI'. 7. 2/CC07TT6IJ, CO \CfffTf. 8.

Bt\TlOViaV KUKIOVS tVlOTt fVTVXfO~TfpOl flfflf. 9. OVK fffTl \VTT1JS

Xtipov av8p(etr(f KaKOv. 10. KoAa/cea reav a\\<av airavTuv KO.KGJV

XfipiffTOv fffTiv. 11. Avrjp p.a\a.Kos TT\V ^v\t]v (as to his soul,

mind) KO.I (even) xplMiTai).' T\TTUIV. 12. Tais yvvaiiv ft ff<a(ppoffvj/ri

KX\\iffTr) aptTri tffTiv. 13. OVK tffTi KTi)/j.a n.a\\iov <j>i\ov. 14.

'H SouAcia Tea f\tvdtpif> aKyiffTi\ tffTiv. 15. 'H o5os pn/jKiffTTj tffTiv.

16. 'O KpoKoSti\os e| eAaxio"TOu yiyveTai ntyiffTos. 17. 'H yr)

t\aTTcav tffTi TOV i]\iov. 18. 3,Tfpye Kai TO. /ueta>. 19. OXiyiffTOi

avOpiairoi fvfiai/j.ovts tiffiv. 20. OvStis vo/jios i:rxvel At6(COJ/ T77 S

. 21. Mixpa KepSrt TroAAa/cis fjiti^ovas P\a&as (pepei. 22.

s futi^ov OVK tffTi KUKOV. 23. 'O TroAfjUOS ir\eiffTa /ca/ca

24. Efji<f>vTos tffTi TOIS avQptairois r\ TOV ir\eiovos tiri6v(j.ia.

25. Tvvi) tffO\r) ir\tiffTO. ayada Tea OIKC? (ptpet. 26. Ta ava.yKa.ia

TOV fiiov <pspt ws faffTa, (as easily as you can). 27. To Kf\tvttv

paov tffTi TOV trpaTTtiv. 28. Of TTJS o-0(p?js Kapiroj irtiraiTaToi eifft.

29. Ev TOI TOV iraTpos Kijirif ol Trjs oju,7reAou jSorpurs irriraiTtpoi

titriv, 7) fv Tea TOV ytiTovos. 30. Iflripia Tpt<pei irioTUTa irpofiaTa.

EXERCISE 60. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1 . There is nothing better than a very diligent life. 2. The

opinion of the ancients is very good. 3. Time is the best

adviser. 4. The safest is the best. 5. Grief is a very great

evil. 6. Nothing is worse than flattery. 7. The intemperate
man is the slave of pleasures. 8. Women have nothing more
beautiful than wisdom. 9. To a free man nothing is worse than

slavery. 10. The crocodile is very long. 11. The son is less

than the father. 12. The bad often have more property than

the good. 13. War brings very great evils. 14. It is easy to

command, it is hard to obey. 15. We enjoy most (superlative

neut. of rjovs) the ripest fruits. 16. My father's sheep are

fatter than those of (the article TO) hia neighbour.
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i:AL VIEW OF THE TERMINATION or A 1. 1 KCTITM.
In order to assist you in mastering tho subject, I here put

together tho different terminations of adjectives. I add those
of the participles, because tho participle and tho adjective are
declined alike ; remember that both adjective and participle are
also declined like nouns of tho somo terminations. You will

also call to mind that adjectives are divided into throe classes :

1, tliorto of three terminations ; 2, those of two terminations; 3,

those of one termination.

1. ADJECTIVES OF THREE TERMINATIONS.
& 7) TO

1. -oj, -rj, Nom. cryaOos, aya07j, ayaOov, good,
-oi/. Gen. 070601;, ayaBrfi, ayaOou.

N. Plu. 070601, 070601, 07060.
Gen. ayaBuv, ayaOwv, ayaOuv.
Nom. O78oos, oySorj, 07800^, eight.
Cr. Plu. 07800?*', ovSoaJi', oyfiowv,
Nom. yptKpo/j.fvos, ypa(pofj.u>ri, ypacpopcvov, written.
G. Plu. ypa$>o/Afi>iin>, ypa<pofnviav, ypa<po/4fvit>i/.

os, -a. -a*. Nom. 8icaios. &IKOIO, SIKOIOV, just.
Gen. Si/caiou, StKaias, Sucatov.

G. Plu. oiKattcv, fiiKatuy, 8t/catwi/.

Nom. ex^poy, tx^pti, fvQpov, hostile.

Gen. &x0pois, *X^Pa*> cyBpov.
Nom. adpooy, a0poa, afy>oov,crowded,dense
Gen. adpoou. a0poar, aOpoov.
G. Pin. aQpotav, a6poa>p, aOpocav.

ContradedTSom. xPv<rf0*i XPu<rea xP"o"f<**' )

MI-.OS, xpwous, XP"<"7, xpvrovv, ]
Solden -

-to, -coy* Gen. xpvffov, ypvffTis, T(pv<rov.

N Plu vouffot v -r

Nom. fpefos. tpfea, fpeeov, )
> woollv

fptovs, pf, fpeovv, )
"'V-

Gen. fpeuv, fpeas
1

, fpfov,

2. in -vy, Nom. y\vKvs, y\victta, y\vKv, sweet.

a, v. Gen. 7Aictoy, 7Aieejay, 7Aueos.
G. Plu. y\vitt<av, y\vKtttav, y\\>Ktu>v.

3. vn -uy, Nom. SftKvus, 8* iKw<ra., SfiKwy, showing.
-v<ra,-vv. Gen. StiKvuvrus, SetKi/i/o-r/s, SfttcvvvTos.

Nom. <pvs, <pv(ra, <fvv, born, arisen.
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(2) CASH BOOK
CASH ACCOUNT (continued).

(2)

i:i:CEIPT8.
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READINGS IN GERMAK V.



LKSSONS IX

that thon art HO torrowful to-day ? 10. Thi* cloak becomes ue bettor

than HUH. . 11. A clouk ueeduot becoiux well, if it only keep* one warm.
IJ Hew docH thib coat become nits? 1:). Tho waintcout bfcouiti* you I

ih. in tl ...a. 1 1. '1 lii'ne glove*, I imagine, do not tit you. 15. Tue*e
|

will in in.- I..-I.I.T, Ix-rjuiie thuy are *ouiuwhut larger. 10. Thi* dre**

lit* tl .-..-II 17. Hoe* thin or that cap become me U-f

. t BCOUIH your slipper* do not lit you well. 19. Tbey only buy
wln.;i !..,.. in.- thorn well. 2O. To whom doe* this house be-

. ! . It belong* either to her or to him. 22. To whom do thono

glove* belong P 23. They belong to this lady. 21. To which girl doe*

this veil belong ? 25. To which *hip do them tailor* belong P 26.

WMOSO mules aro these ? 27. They belong to me. 28. Whole hat is

this ou thu tublo ? 29. It is either mine or hi*.

EXERCISE 111 (Vol. II., page 180).

1. ffieffen Wixf til tiefer an ter2Bant>V 2. CJ ijl entroeter fcer meintge

oter ter teinige. 8. 3ene -Oerren gefyen jeten lag baten. 4. jtimncn *te

mir fiiijcn, uxm ttefe !lh|U<len geljoren? 5. @o iel id; lueiji. gcfyiiren fie

fctm Doctor. G. Vln n>cm tfl fycute i>lad;t tic JReifye ju nxufoen ? 7. 3>ie

8feib,e tit an mir 8. Die 9lei$e fommt jefct an mid;. 9. Dcr St. 3Harfu

*.l>la|}
in 'i'cnctig ifl fo rein uitt jicrliit, t>i|i (" einem grujien aale gleidjt.

10. Tie a$elle b,at an cflalt unt WIT fie V'lchnlidjfcit mil ttr emfe.

11. a tteben te SMenfdien g(cid>t etnem <Sd;iffe, n?eldK auf wogenter

See gclit. 12 Jfficm geb,iren alle ticft fdjimen $ilttr V 13. it gcb,i>ren

sneincin greunte, tern SDialtc. 14. Tie 'Abnlidjftit jnnfd>en ifym unfc feincr

<2d>u>cflcT i|l fehr nuffadtnt. 15. !Dtr Vlrjt bat ten QJieticiner tfyn nacfj

tciu 2aale ju bcgleiten. 16. 2>et djneiter fiat eben ten neucn SRod unb

tiefl)iii&twn 3)Jarfu gefdjicft. 17. Tie cflalt war ten SBlicfen turd;

einen groficit Wantel entjogen. 18. 2Bo ftnb meine 2)Jcrgenfd;ul)e ? 19.

[ue uiefit ftolj iiber ter Seftung. 20. Tct Dealer roirb morgen ein

neuefl i*iit ju malen anfangen.

EXEBCISB 112 (Vol. II., page 222).

1. The concert announced in thu newspaper will not take place this

evening. 2. Will you grant my petition ? 3. I will grant it, if you
are more careful from this time forth. 4. Humility shows itself in

true love of one's neighbours. 5. From this time forth the country
became more aud more charming. 6. Henceforth we shall be con-

touted. 7. Hence it was that so many undertakings failed. 8. Henco
he seized the opportunity to remonstrate witli him. 9. You are your-

iu fault in that matter, you cannot therefore complain. 10.

Charles alwu.vs leurus assiduously, for that reason his teachers praise
'jiin. 11. You need not be angry because I have used your pen. 12.

The diligent scholar overcomes the difficulties which every foreign

language involves. 13. Joseph the Second was an enlightened prince
nnd the father of his people ; for that reason, people still always speak
of him with great respect. 14. He went up to the sumu:it of the moun-
tain. 15. Will you not wait till you have an answer ? 16. No, I cannot
wait any longer. 17. As he would not stay till I had written my letter,

I could not but suppose that he would not do me that favour. 18.

Alexander conquered many nations at the beginning of his reign, and
thus commenced his career with warlike actions. 19. According to

this intelligence ho may therefore .hop ; to see once more his father.

20. I shall punctually attend to everything for you, therefore be

under no uneasiness. 21. He was not at home, consequently I could
not deliver the letter to him myself. 22. After the colonel had hoisted

his standard, the soldiers formed around it. 23. Is Mr. N. well ? 24.

Yes, he is remarkably well.

EXERCISE 113 (Vol. II., page 222).

1. (Sictt tt aud) tin Tenfmal te uttenbera, tcS (Srftntert fcer S?ucf><

trurfcrfunfl ? 2. 3a, e giebt teren jnjei ;
ta eine bcfintet ftcf) in 'JJIain^

ta antere in Strajiburg. 3. iebt tt unartige Winter in Slirer djule ?

4. O ja, e giebt teren xriele. 5. Tiefe 9Jeife gcbeten um jene Suffer. 6.

Tie Secrttiiung teS erjog con SCeUinoton fant* am adjtjefinten Sliwember

1852 Statt. 7. 3n ter '-Serfammding, roeldje geftern St.itt fant, fpradjen

einiijc Sterner mit nrcjjer SBegeiflerung. 8. l<on jener 3eit an ftrebte er

nod? grcjicrtm 9Jubme. 9. ffir ergriff tie erfte elegenbeit, feinen 'J3ruter

son te SGafyrfieit fciner 2iufagen }u ubcrjeu^en. 10. !8i fyeute fiatte id)

feine ^Introort t>on itjm er^nlten. 11. Ter JRegen ^at un bi auf tie aut

turd;n4fit, te^alb toerten loir unfere fUeift bi petite Mbetit wrfdjieben.

12. 3n fru^eren 3eiten fanten meb,r SBunter unb 3cid;en Statt. al in ter

(efcigen 3eit.

EXERCISE 114 (Vol. II., page 246).

1. A spiritual enjoyment is more durable than a sensual one. 2.

The avaricious man never obtains so much as he wishes to have. 3.

The higher one gets in the upper regions, the colder it becomes. 4.

The more one party hated him, the more the other loved him. 5. The
higher Napoleon rose, the more ambitious he became. 6. The adjacent
river affords thn neighbouring inhabitants many advantages. 7. How
much of your property have you lost ? 8. I have lost more than half.

9. What d-.y of the month do you set out from here ? 10. My depar-
ture is fixed for the twelfth of this month. 11. What dny of the
month will your brother come here ? 12. I expected him three days

ago. 13. A year ago I wa* till in OOITOJUIT. 14. A tow yun ago UM
mo*t learned and able men had their rogldeooe* la Weimar. 15. Iron
in uioro UMiful than gold and uilver, although the rain* of (fold and
ilver i* greater. 16. The whole multitude wa* of on* opinion. 17.

They *poke of nothing but the future. IB. I wrote toy friend only
few word*. 19. Around the whole town were none bat cruel enetuiei

encamped. 20. Force alone could be effective here. 21. AKJmtfh
be ha* nothing but pain and toil, jet be i* always of a uL*nful di*-

pocition.

LESSONS IN GEOLOGY. IV.

SPRINGS. BIVEKS, ETC.

Inisrmittent Springs. Perhaps one of the mort curious phe-
nomena exhibited by springs is that where the waters of a

spring disappear, and after a lapse of time the flow recom-

mences, continuing with nnabating force until it suddenly
ceases in due time appearing again. This car only be ac-

counted for upon the supposition that the water collects in

some subterranean cavern, the outlet to which springs from
near the bottom, and traverses the rock in the form of a siphon ;

when the water has risen in the reservoir to the lerel of the

bend of the siphon-channel, the spring begins to run, and con-

tinues its flow until tht cavern is emptied.
The spring will then remain dry until such time as the lerel

of the water reaches the same height again. This phenomenon
is explained in Fig. 9.

There is a spring of this description near Caterham ; peri-

odically it discharges a large volume of water, which flows for

two or three months ; the South-Eastern Railway crosses its

course at Caterham Junction. The writer of these pages was
told that the spring began its flow when the water in the quar-
ries at Godstone had risen to a certain height. If this be the

case, in the chalk hills of the neighbourhood there must be an
enormous cavern, which has at least two outlets. The one at

Caterham is the extremity of a siphon-like fissure ; while in

excavating the Godstone quarry, another fissure, which com-
municated with the cavern, was opened.

Mineral Springs are those whose waters are charged to an
unusual extent with various soluble salts. When lime is present
in water, it is rendered soluble by the presence of carbonic

aoid gas. On exposure to the air, or when heated, the gas is

driven off, and the water, being unable longer to keep in so-

lution the lime, deposits it thus forming a limestone rock.

One of those springs near Clermont, in Auvergne, has formed

an incrustration of white concretionary limestone, 240 feet in

length, and sixteen feet thick. The action of such springs in

transporting the matter of the rock through which they pass
is well illustrated by sections of water-pipes frequently seen

in geological museums in which the encrusting of the limestone

has all but completely filled up the pipe.

There is a noted mineral spring at San Filippo, in Tuscany,
from which a deposit of a foot in thickness can be obtained in

a month ; hence we aro not surprised to find that the spring
has formed on the side of the mountain a deposit a mile and a

quarter in length, a third. of a mile in breadth, and often 250

feet thick.

Limestone thus deposited from mineral springs bears the

technical name of Travertin. Should the waters of a spring

charged with sulphuric acid pass through a limestone rock,

they will become charged with gypsum or sulphate of lime,

which is deposited along the course which the waters take.

Many springs of this nature are known ; for example, those of

Baden, near Vienna, the thermal waters of Aix, in Savoy, and

many of the Iceland springs. The hot springs of the island of

St. Michael, in the Azores, and also some of the Iceland springs,

deposit silica the matter of which flint is composed. Such an

incrustation is termed siliceous sinter.

The importance of mineral springs is not to be measured

merely by the deposits they make ; but in their passage through
rocks they loosen the fabric of the rock by washing out one or

more of its constituents. Snch chemical action wo shall notice

under " Fossilisation."

JZtt'ers. Rivers, although they are not the first cause? of the

valleys through which they run, yet in all owes they deepen
tho valleys. It is evident that to induce a flow of water, tnere

must be, to begin with, a fall and a hollow which may act aa a

channel. This preparation for the existence of the river may
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have been due to volcanic upheaval of the horizontal strata, or

to the eroding action of the sea ere the continent was raised

out of the water. This latter action may be seen at work upon
any mud-flat, when the tide has receded. The surface of the
flat is intersected by innumerable channels which drain off the
water. These channels are not obliterated by the next tide,
but rather deepened, and in time become decided undulations.
When the mud-flat is permanently raised beyond the reach

of the tidal waters, then these irregularities of the surface

become water-courses, which erode their respective valleys.
In speaking of the eroding and transporting power of water,

we must bear in mind that all earths and stones lose one-third of

their weight when immersed in water. The mechanical force of

water depends upon its velocity, and it increases as the sixth

power of that velojity that is to say, if the velocity be doubled,
the motive power becomes sixty-four times greater ; if trebled,
the transporting force is increased by 729 times. This will

readily account for the masses of rock which are known to have
been transported by floods. Frequently bridges are borne
down by a swollen river, and the blocks of which breakwaters
were composed removed many yards by the force of a storm;
but the great work carriad on by rivers is not by the spasmodic
efforts of a flood, but by the continued load of mud which they
carry down to the sea.

This being well nigh the most important of geological agents,
we shall first consider its simplest case -when a river enters a
lake in the basin of which it deposits the mineral matter it

holds in suspension.
An admirable instance is offered to

us in the Lake of Geneva. At the

upper end of the lake the Rhone enters

discoloured by mud ; but, when it

leaves the lake, its waters are a trans-

parent blue the mud has been de-

posited in the lake. As this has been

going on for centuries, we may expect
to find some evidence of the work of

the river. This is given us in the

alluvial tract which stretches from |
the head of the lake for some six or I ^^L ~

seven miles. It is a marshy plain, I

higher than the level of the water, and |
occupying what once was the bed of

"~
- ^^^^^g

the lake. If this state of things con- Fit

tinue, the Rhone will entirely fill up
the lake. The rate of the advance of the delta may be gathered
from the fact that the Roman town, Portus Valesia, which stood
on the margin of the lake, is now more than a mile and a half

.inland, the river having added to its delta this quantity in about

eight centuries. By soundings it is found that the mud deposit
roaches some two miles from the river's mouth.
The great difference between a lacustrine and a marine delta

will be found in the fossils preserved ; in the one will be the

remains of such animals and plants as lived in the river and
the country it drained ; in the other will be found a prepon-
derance of the fossils of marine life.

Almost every river enters the sea through a delta ; that is,

its main stream divides into two or more channels, thus making
a triangular island, approaching to the shape of the Greek

capital A (delta). A glance at a map of the world will furnish

many instances of this.

Egypt, from the vast antiquity of its history and monuments,
offers peculiar opportunities for the measurement of fluvial

depositions. The Nile as Herodotus observed has probably
made Egypt by filling up an arm of the Mediterranean. It

must have commenced its work at an age very remote, for the rate

of its deposition seems to be three and a half inches a century.
This is gathered from the accumulation of mud around the

base of the obelisk at Heliopolis, and the pedestal of the
statue of Rameses at Memphis. This colossal image, according
to Lepsius, was built 1361 years B.C. Between that time to

the year 1850, nine feet four inches of mud has been deposited,
which gives a mean increase of three and a half inches a cen-

tury. A boring was made in the immediate neighbourhood,
and at a depth of thirty-two feet a piece of burnt brick was
found, upon which discovery it was asserted that man inhabited
the Nile valley 13,496 vears ago a conclusion in which no un-

biassed mind will acquiesce, seeing it is based upon the fact that

the Nile, whose waters come down loaded with loam, only deposits
about ith of an inch of mud in a season ! We shall allude to this
and similar questions in a chapter on " The Antiquity of Man."
The deposition made by rivers has not only an effect in forming-

deltas, but also tends to elevate their own channels ; so that at
the present time the inundating waters of the Nile reach further
and are reclaiming more of the desert than ever they did.

This is remarkably exhibited in the case of the Po and the

Adige. Slowly traversing the flat plain of Lombardy, the Po
deposits much of the sediment it carries in its own channel,
before its waters reach the sea. The effect of this is to raise

the water-course above the surrounding country; frequently
its banks have given way, causing terrible destruction, and tho
river has found for itself a new channel.
To diminish the probability of these inundations, each suc-

ceeding spring the bed of the river is dredged, and the mud
added to the banks. The consequence is that the rivers run
like aqueducts, much above the level of the plain. At Ferrara,
the surface of the Po is higher than the roofs of the houses ;

but at the same time this has the effect of narrowing the river's

channel, thus enabling the waters to carry more of the sediment
to the sea ; so that the delta now gains seventy metres a year ;

whereas, 200 years ago, it seems only to have been increased

by an annual addition of a third of this quantity.
The increase of the delta is rendered evident by the fact that

the town of Adria, which gave its name to the gulf, was a sea-

port in the tims of Augustus now it is twenty Italian miles

from the coast. Pome indication of

the thickness of this alluvial deposit
was given by boring an Artesian well

at Venice. At a depth of 400 feet the

same kind of matter was brought up as

that which is now in course of depo-
sition.

Tho delta of the Mississippi has an
areaof 12,300 square miles. The river

brings down f^thof its weight of solid

matter, or more than 6,000,000,000
cubic feet annually ; yet such is the

vast size of the delta, that Sir Charles

Lyell computes it has been in the

course of formation for 33,500 years.
'- - "- " - ~~^ The Ganges performs even a greater

g^ work of transportation. In the four

rainy mouths, at 500 miles from it

mouth, it was found to bear seawards 577 cubiifeet of solid matter
a second! Its annual discharge has been computed to be

6,368,077,440 cubic feet an amount of matter equal in weight to

sixty Great Pyramids of Egypt, although the base of that immense

pile covers eleven acres, and its apex is 500 feet above the level

of the plain. Such a deposit, if accumulated upon Ireland, would
raise the surface of the whole island one foot in 144 years.

Yet even this does not measure the deposition which is going
on in the upper part of the Bay of Bengal ; for the Brahma-

pootra, in all probability, contributes as much as the Ganges
to the sedimentary accumulation. The instances which we
have cited are not singular, for every river bears down to the

ocean an amount of matter in proportion to the volume of water
it discharges, and the nature of the country which it drains.

The construction of a delta depends very much upon the

position of the river's mouth. If the point of its embouchure
be swept by an ocean current, the sediment has no time to

settle, but is carried out to sea, where it gradually subside*

along the path of the current, while its lighter particles tint the

water for thousands of miles. This is the case with the Amazon,
the Rio do la Plata, the rivers of Britain and Western Europe.

Every oceanic current has a colour peculiar to itself, imparted to

it by the foreign matter which it carries ; this it deposits perhaps
on the opposite side of the globe to that where it was eroded.

This mighty agent is so universal in its action, so gradual, and

yet so continuous, that its work can only thus be seen in its re-

sults ; but let the observer who watches the course of the rivulet

gradually widen who sees the river undermine its bank, and

time after time the overhanging fragments carried away by the

j

stream remember that the same never-ceasing agent is doing the

same work in every streamlet and every river in the world ; and
he will cease to wonder that it is possible that the masses of sedi-

mentary strata owe their existence to the power of running water.
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COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. XII.

CEUSTACEA.

IN the last four lessons we have been tracing upwards the pro-

gressive modifications which occur among thoxo animals which
have bcou called Articulata on account of thrir joind <1 .'\i. m.,1

skeleton, and Homoganyliata from thuir repeated uml Htinilar

nervout manses. It will be observed that after leaving the in-

I.

prepared and educated for iU final and fully developed stage.
It would be almost as false to call these insect* aquatic as to

peak of the condition of the higher *nim*U in their state before
birth as if it were the final one. In some eases, however, as we
have seen, the perfect insect is found in water; but even io

these oases the creatures have rather invaded the watery domain
than been born to it. Thus the water-beetles rise in the night
ami lly from pool to pool, and while underwater must frequently

1. LOBSTER WITH ONE SIDE or THE CARAPACE REMOVED TO SHOW THE GILL-CHAMBER, LEGS AND LIMBS REPRESENTED AS IF cm SHORT.
II. LOBSTER REPRESENTED AS IF CUT THROUGH A LITTLE ON THE NEAR SIDE or THE MID-LINE, ONLY CEPHALO-THORAX REPRESENTED.
III. LEG OF LOBSTER, WITH FLAP AND GILLS. IV. PUAWN (CRANGON) AND ITS SEPARATE PARTS DETACHED. V. CTCLOPS WITH KGG-POUCHM.

Eef. to Nos. in Pigs. I. 1, ovary ; 2, liver; 3, gills ; 4, flabellum. II. 1, jaw; 2, throat; 3, stomach; 4, intestine; 5, liver; 6, heart, with slite

to receive venous blood ; 7, artery to head ; 8, artery to stomach ; 9, artery to near lobe of liver ; 10, artery to upper part of tail ; 11, sternal

artery dividing below into 12, sternal abdominal artery ; 13, foot and gill artery. III. 3, 3, gills; 4, flap. IV. 1, eye; 2, 3, antenna;;
4 9, foot jaws ;

10 14, walking limbs.

definitely elongated diffuse and limbless animals known as worms,
wo have all along been describing creatures whose life is passed
in the air. We have, as it were, seen the articulate typo pro-
ceed from its sprawling procumbent condition, gather itself

together, put forth limbs, and endue itself with armour, perfect
its organs of sense, enter upon the domain of the air, and finally
take wing, and vie with the swiftest bird in precision and power
of flight. All these animals from the Julus upwards are formed
for life in the refined and rare medium of the atmosphere. It is

true there are some apparent exceptions to this rule. Thus the

larva state of many insects is passed in water. This, how-

ever, is an immature state, during which the animal is being

*63 N.E.

protrude their tails into the air and breathe through the spira-

cles there situated. The water-scorpion (nepa) and boatman

(notonecta), though they do not often emerge from the streams in

which they live, nevertheless continually resort to the surface

for air. The former carries a supply of air in the groove which
lies between the down-turned edges of its broad, shield-like

upper integument and the abdominal surface of its body, while

the latter has the faculty of investing itself with a coating of

air in some mysterious way, and carrying it down into the

depths below. These semi-aquatic creatures breathe air by the

same system of trachea as other insects do, and, moreover, their

mode of life is exceptional to the class. Aa a rule, insects
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tenant the atmosphere. Many are constantly on the wing, and

they are known as the class of animals that give vivacity to

the still summer air. It maybe further stated that while some
larvae of insects inhabit, and some mature forms are found living

(though not breathing) in water, all are excluded from the salt

water of the ocean. If, therefore, there were no other repre-
eentatives of the higher forms of articulates than the classes

Myriapoda, Insecta, and Arachnida, this great sub-kingdomwould
be unrepresented in the vast domain of the salt water. The
shores, sand, and mud of the sea-bottom might be the home of

inert and crawling worms ; but its limpid mobile waves would
be given up exclusively to fish and sea-snails, star-fish, and sea-

jellies. It has pleased the great God, who, we have reason to

believe, delights in the variety of forms of animal life, that this

shall not be the case. Hence we have in the Crustacea a very

large class of articulates whose natural home is the salt water.

We must, however, here guard ourselves from misleading by
stating that marine existence is characteristic of the Crustacea

as a class. Many individuals and whole families of them live

ashore. Nevertheless, just as insects are made for the air, so

are these creatures created for aquatic life. Their manner of

breathing is always after the aquatic type. Lest this last sen-

tence should not be understood, we must recur again to what
has been said about the function of breathing a function which
is necessary to almost every animal. This function consists in

gaining oxygen or vital air, as it has been well called, for the

uses of the system, and in giving up carbonic anhydride, which
is the final product of the combination of the oxygen with the

constantly changing materials of which the body is composed.
Now since oxygen is one-fifth of the air, this gas is readily ob-

tained from the air. We have but to expose a delicate moist
membrane to air, and it absorbs the oxygen at once. Since a
delicate membrane is best protected by being covered, it is suf-

ficient that an animal have an internal bag to which the air is

admitted and sometimes changed. Owing to the readiness with
which gases diffuse themselves through one another, carbonic

anhydride, or the spent product, readily passes off while the

oxygen gains admission. In water, however, it is different.

The thing required namely, oxygen is just the same ; but
this is only slightly soluble in water, hence water has always
but a very small proportion of this vital element ; moreover, the

water offers more resistance to the passing off of the spent gas.
Hence it follows that much more water must be constantly ap-

plied to the breathing organ to get the requisite amount of

oxygen, and the carbonic anhydride must be carried away by a

current, and not left to diffuse itself. If a water-animal breathed

by internal bags, these bags must be emptied completely by the

most rapid and violent contractions, and even then provision
would have to be made to keep the orifice clear of effete pro-
ducts by passing a current over it. Such an animal would be
in the condition of a vessel which has sprung a leak, all of

whoso crew must work at the pumps for dear life. As a matter
of fact, the economy of nature does not admit of such a state of

things, and so all water-animals either breathe through the

whole skin or parts of the surface are protruded into the water

around, and thus the liquids of the body become aerated. Such

protrusions of delicate membrane, containing a circulatory fluid,

are called gills ; and our crustaceans are distinguished from in-

sects by breathing by gills, when they have any breathing
organs at all, instead of by a trachea! system. The Crustacea
form a class which seem to run parallel with the insects. The
highest of them may dispute with these last the palm as to com-

plication of structure, while the lowest stretch downward 'almost

to the Protozoa. If, as we have suggested in a former lesson

(Vol. II., page 311), the crustacean type is to be traced up from
the Protozoa, not through the Annuloida and the Annelida, but

directly through the Kotatoria, it is certainly singular that they
should have so many points of similarity to insects ; as, for in-

stance, in the nature of their integument, their definite joints,
and the character of their limbs, jaws, eyes, antenna?, and all

the organs of sense. Some may think that insects and crus-

taceans have arrived at a similar conformation by different

routes. These would say, Given that you have an articulate

animal well developed for locomotion, it must assume some such
form as is common to the insect and lobster. This statement,

however, scarcely carries conviction to the mind.

We will now give a description of one of the higher and
more typical crustaceans, such as a lobster, crab, or prawn, and

then point out some of the modifications of this type. These
creatures are in common speech called shell-fish, but this name
is a bad one ; for they are not fish, nor can their investment be
called a shell, the word shell being more properly applied to the
external secretions of the Mollusca. There is, however, one point
of similarity in these two kinds of shell namely, that the earthy
salt, carbonate of lime, forms the hard deposit in both cases.
This salt, which is the same as chalk, limestone, and Iceland

spar, is the one which seems to be the most easily employed by
invertebrates to strengthen those tissues which it is necessary
should be rendered hard and inflexible for the purposes of the
animal. This chalky induration is no doubt taken into the

system while dissolved, and circulates with othei constituenta
of the nutritive fluids, and only assumes its hard, stony, and
solid form when it has reached the integument of the crustacean,
and is there laid up in its cells. When once laid down, how-
ever, it seems to be but little liable to be re-dissolved and car-
ried away again, as the organic substances of the tissues are.

Probably the lime is absorbed while in some form more soluble
than the carbonate, and only becomes the less soluble carbonate

by becoming combined with the carbonic anhydride (C02), which,
as we have seen, is a continual waste product of the system.
The reason for this supposition is derived from the fact that
when the animal is growing within its stiff hard shell, instead
of the earthy particles being partially dissolved and re-arranged
with the deposit of more of such particles in the interstices,
the whole shell is cast off with the layer of skin which encloses

it, and the whole has to be reproduced from below. The whole

integument or outer coating of the crustacean is the same as
that of the insect. There is the constantly vital inner layer
permeated by the blood. Over this is a layer of pigment which

gives the colouring to the animal, and which often exudes

colouring matter which penetrates the whole of the shell which
lies above it ; and lastly, there is the external epidermal layer in

which the shell is deposited. This last, with its involved chalk

substance, is often of great thickness, and the chalk is laid down
in closely applied rods or columns, which lie perpendicular to

the exterior of the animal. This epidermis corresponds to our
scarf-skin. In its physical character it partakes of the nature
of this and of horn. Chemically it is different from either of

these, as it burns quietly to a white ash, without either melting
or swelling up as horn does. Moreover, caustic potash (KHO)
will not melt it, nor will nitric acid (HN03) colour it yellow, as

our epidermis is dissolved and coloured yellow by these several

substances. This outer epidermis of the higher Crustacea, which
is so thick and hard in some parts, also passes as a thin film

over other parts, clothing the whole body and even extending
inwards into the alimentary canal. So that when the creature

casts off its old coat to allow it to grow, the old slough presents
the perfect shape of the living animal, and the coat of the

stomach with its internal teeth are also found in connection with

the rest. Thus truth is stranger than the wildest fiction.

Baron Munchausen, when he could deal in no other way with an

enraged wolf, thrust his hand down his throat, and turned him
inside out like an old glove ; but even Baron Munchausen would
have been taken aback if after having done so he found the

wolf none the worse. This exuviation, as it is called, is effected

in the larger Crustacea by means of a transverse split which

occurs between the great dorsal shield and the succeeding

parts of the body. Through this the creature escapes, with-

drawing all its limbs from their cases, and when they arc so

large and thick at their terminal joints (as the pincers of the

crab are) as to prevent their extrication through the proximal

joint-casings, these last split up, and so complete denudation is

effected. The fresh skin formed below is at first quite soft and

flexible, and the fierce truculent crab, with its formidable toothed

and strong pincers, becomes for the time a poor defenceless

coward, compelled to skulk about among the stones and chinks

of the rocks to avoid enemies which a few days before and a few

days after it would defy. If the reader will refer to the second

lesson of this series, he will find a detailed description of the

divisions of the lobster's body and the limbs which are attached

to them. It is needless to repeat this description. There are a

vast number of species of Crustacea, and the variations in the

number of segments, and the number, position, and shape of the

limbs, is almost endless. Another species, the common prawn,
with the disarticulated appendages of the first fourteen segments
of the body, or those which are included under the great shield
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of the back, and called in the aggregate oephalo-thorax, is given
llutration. in comparing the segmentation of Crustacea

with iiiHoota, it ia thought that the oephalo-thorax, with it*

i oyoa, two pairs of antenna, foot-jaws, and walking legs,
!i<is not only to the head and thorax, but also v.

it of the abdomen of insect*. In aooorduuoe with thiH

>t ion, the part which succeed H to thin, and whirh in tin-

prav. a ia a largo muscular tail, is called the post-abdomen. AH
haa been before remarked, the post-abdomen haw limbs, which in

not tho caao with insects or spiders. The position of the prin-

cipal internal organs would bear oat tho conclusion that tho

part corresponding to the front part of tho abdomen of insects

lies under this great shield. Under it lie the whole of the

stomach, generative organs, large liver, and heart, the main por-
tions of which all lie in the limbless after-part of tho insect.

Tho mouth opens under tho animal, and it is so covered with the

great number of pairs of jaws, with their flaps and fringes which

guard it, that it is difficult to disclose it. Tho throat leads up-
wards into a capacious oval or cubical stomach, whose walls are
stiff and strong. It is lined internally with a pile of stiff hairs

directed backward, and has at its hind part, from which the in-

testine proceeds straight to the tail, three strong teeth which
masticate tho food. This tooth apparatus is worked by muscles
which run from tho outer wall of the stomach to the shelly sides

of tho body. These muscles are under the control of the animal,
and are worked at will. Such an arrangement is very rare, as

in most cases the working of tho stomach is quite out of the

control of tho creature to which it belongs.
Tho circulatory system is more definite, compact, and perfect

than that found in insects. The heart, instead of being long
and divided into chambers, is an oval bag which sends vessels

forward to the eye, head, antennae, and stomach, sideways to tho
two large lobes of the liver, and downwards through a great
trunk which divides into two ; one running to the gills and legs,
and the other backward to the tail. The blood from the gills

finds its way into spaces lying immediately under the shell,

which all communicate with one another, and the largest com-
municates with the heart by slits in the sfde of that organ. This

higher and better developed blood system is rendered neces-

sary by tho breathing organs being confined to certain definite

parts the gills. In those Crustacea where there are no gills,

the circulatory system is not so perfect. The gills are organs
which sprout from above the basal joints of the walking legs.
In the lobster there are several to each leg. They consist of a

tapering triangular stem upon which a vast number of little

tubular projections are set. These are of thin membrane, and
are supplied internally with blood from an artery which mounts
the stem, diminishing as it ascends, while tho aerated blood is

discharged into a vein, which also lies in the stem and enlarges
as it descends. Although these organs are essentially gills or
outward extensions of the integument, yet they are too delicate

to be exposed to the casualties of the outer world. They are

therefore included under the dorsal shield. In the lower orders,

however, they are exposed and attached to the members of

other segments of the body. The gills are thus included in a
chamber under tho shield. It is of course essential that a free

stream of water should pass over them, and to effect this there
are two orifices which form the entrance and exit of the water.

The entrance lies forward on the side of tho mouth, and it has

covering it a large flap from the second pair of maxillae or foot-

jaws, which is continually worked so as to drive the water in-

wards. The exit is a long slit behind and below the chamber.
Aeration is maintained not only thus bnt by mechanical means
within the chamber ; for at the top of each leg there is, besides

the gills, a long, stiff, leaf-like projection, which passes up be-

tween the gills, and as the animal walks this stiff flabellum

squeezes the gills, and so renews both the water without and tho

blood within them. The position of these gills and flabellum

will bo seen in tho illustration.

The nervous system is like that of the whole of the homogan-
gliata, but the degree in which the chain of double nerve-knots
is dissevered and gathered together varies vastly. Sixty pairs
of ganglia are found in one species, and in the crab all except
tho brain, which is situated above tho mouth, and supplies
nerves to the organs of sense, are gathered into one nervous ring.
The eyes of these higher Crustacea are on the same plan as

those of insects. They are, however, set upon jointed movable
stems. A discussion of the claims which certain organs in the

antenuo of the lobster have to bo considered the nose and ear,
will be fonnd in the lesson* concerning those organs of "unit
The enormously long antennae of some of these ore*tares which
are well supplied with nerves must be efficient organ* of sense
in tho denae dark waters of the ocean.

The preceding remarks only apply to those higher fy'H^ of
the Crustacea included under the class Deoapoda. We will now
very briefly notice the remaining orders, which contain "."im^u
of very different structure.

Amphipoda. The eyes of these are not stalked, bnt their

surface ia on the same level as the rest of the body. The first

joint of tho thorax is made fast to the head, but the two follow-

ing as well as all tho abdominal segment* are free. Only the
first pair of limbs are transformed into foot-jaws. The gills are
in the form of membraneous plates, set on the middle thoracic

segments. These are never covered in by the shell, but are

freely exposed.
The example of this order, which tho reader will moat likely

have fallen in with, is the sand-hopper, which is found in countk-Ha

multitudes at tho edge of the sea. The liveliness of these

animals is remarkable, as they are constantly turning somer-
saults backwards, and in BO doing, jerk themselves violently
into the air.

Isopoda. These are segmented like the foregoing, and their

gills are like them, but they are set, not on the middle, but the

tail segments of the body. The woodlioe (Oniscidca), which,
when touched, roll themselves into a perfect ball, are good ex-

amples of this order.

Pcecilopoda. These have their backs covered with two
shields, one behind the other, which extend on each side far

beyond the body which lies beneath them. They have also a

hard, sharp tail-piece, which is made use of by the savages of

the Moluccas to form the spear.

Branchiopoda. These Crustacea have one to three pairs of

jaws. Their thorax is undeveloped, and with a variable num-
ber of abdominal segments to which gill-feet are attached.

Frequently the body of these is covered by a shell. The cypria,
which is found in almost every pool of water, belongs to this

order. The shells of these are often beautifully marked, and as

they are found preserved in geological strata, they have been

very useful in determining the nature of those strata. Thus,
wherever a cypris is found, it is considered certain that the earth

was deposited from fresh water ; and the nature of their mark-

ings is so distinct, that the different species are easily distin-

guished by the shell alone.

Entomostraca. These have a well-developed cephalo-thorax.

Their abdominal feet are split into two portions, and they are

without distinct organs of respiration. To this order belongs
the cyclops thus named on account of its centrally situated

single eye. Many also of those shapeless parasites which cling
to the gills, eyes, and mouths of fishes, are classed with the

Entomostraca.

Cirripedia. In these, the two sexes are combined in one indi-

vidual. They are fixed animals, and have a mantle which is

furnished with plates of carbonate of lime, like the bivalve

shells of molluscs. These are the barnacles. They were long

thought to bo molluscs, but have all the essential features of

true Crustacea.

We have found it convenient to descend in the scale while

describing these orders ; but it must not be forgotten that tho

order should be reversed in a tabular classification. Thus :

1. Cirripedia (cirrus, a, tendril; pedes, feet), animals with

tendril-like feet.

2. Entomostraca (trrona, insect ; offrpaKov, shell), shelled in-

sects.

3. Branchiopoda (branchiae, gills; TOUI, foot), gill-footed

animals.

4. Pcecilopoda (irotKi\os, varied; irovs, foot), animals with

variously-shaped feet.

5. Isopoda (iffos, like ; wovj, foot), with like (thoracic) feet.

6. Amphipoda (a/j.<pt, both; irous, foot), animals with both

kinds of feet on the thorax, i.e., with walking feet and gill feet.

7. Decapoda (otica, ten ; -KOVS, foot), animals with ten walking

legs.

Another order called Trilobites inhabited our globe at that

very remote period when the primary strata were deposited ; not

one of them have survived that period. Their remains are,

however, found in great multitudes, and the number of species
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was large. From these remains we learn that they had a head

and tail shield with free segments in between. Their eyes

were compound. They could roll themselves into a ball like

woodlice. It wonld seem that they serve to connect many
existing orders, having some affinity for the Oniscides and also

for the Pcecilopoda and Entomostraca.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. XLIV.

SECTION XCVII. THE PKESENT PABTICIPLE. THE VERBAL
ADJECTIVE.

1. THE present participle is invariable, and ends always in

ant. It expresses action, not situation. It cannot be rendered

into English by an adjective, but should be expressed by the

participle present or any other tense preceded by a relative pro-

noun. The present participle may have an object [ 66 (1)].

Ces hommes, preVoyant le danger, Those men, foreseeing the danger,

s'eufuirent. fled.

2. The part of the verb used after the preposition en, is

always the present participle :

Eu e"crivaut, en lisaut. In writing, in reading.

3. When the word ending in ant is used to express the quali-

ties, properties, or moral or physical situation of a noun, it is a

verbal adjective, and assumes in its termination the gender and

cumber of the noun which it qualifies. It must in this case be

rendered into English by an adjective [ 66 (2)] :

Ces hommes soiit preVoyants. Those men are cautious, provident.

4. The verbs entendre, to hear; faire, to cause, to make;
laisser, to let, &c., followed by another verb completing their

meaning, are not in French separated from that verb. In the

corresponding sentences in English, the two verbs are usually

separated by other words :

J'ai laisse tomber mon couteau. I have let my knife fall (dropped) .

J'ai eutendu dire cela. I have heard that said.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

. Je connais des personnes dormant
d'un sommeil si profoud, que le

bruit de la foudre ne les re>eil-

leroit pas. BESCHER.
Lea eanx dormantes soiit ineil-

leures pour les chevaux que les

eaux vires. BUFPON.
Nona avons trouve cette femine

mourante.
Cette femme luouraut dans la

crainte de Dieu, ne craignait

point la mort.

On est heureux en se contentant

de peu.
Avez-vous laissiS passer ce voleur ?

Je 1'ai laiss(S passer.

Pourquoi avez-vous fait faire un
habit ?

Je n'ai pas fait faire d'habit.

J'ai laiase" tomber quelque chose.

Lui avez-vous entendu dire cela ?

Je le lui ai entendu dire.

Jo 1'ai entendu dire.

Je 1'ai eutendu dire a ma scaur.

I Imow persona, sleeping (who sleep)

so profoundly, that the noise of
thunder would not awake them.

Sleeping (still) waters are better for
horse* than running waters.

We found that woman dying.

That tcoman, dying in the fear of

God, did not fear death.

One is happy in contenting one'* self

with little.

Have you let that thief pass ?

I let him pass.

Why have you had a coat made ?

I have had no coat made.
I let something fall.

Have you heard him say that f

I heard him say it.

I heard it said.

1 heard my sister say it.

Appliqu-er (a'), 1. ref.

to apply one's self.

Besoin, m. want.

Chaugeineut, m. alter-

ation.

fimouss-er, 1. to blunt.

Empech-er, 1. to pre-

vent.

EXERCISE 189.

Essay-er, 1. to try. PreVenant, e, obliging.

Hat-er (se), 1. ref. to Preveu-ir, 2. ir, to anti-

hasten. oipate.

Lecture, f. reading. Rep<t-er, 1. to repeat.

Obligeant, e, obliging. Suivant, e, following.

Plai-re, 4. ir. to please. Suiv-re, 4. ir. to follow.

Pleuv-oir. 3. ir. to rain. Voyant, e, bright, showy.

Pointe, f. point.

1. Ma cousine est-elle aussi obligeante que la v6tre ? 2. Elle

est aussi obligeante, et bien plus charmante que In mienne. 3.

Vos enfanta sont-ils prevenants ? 4. Mes enfants, prevenant
tous mes besoins, ne me laissent rien a desirer. 5. Lisez bien

aj/tentivement les pages snivantes. 6. Ces demoiselles, suivant

1'exemple de lenr mere, s'appliquent a la lecture. 7. Les couleurs

voyantes ne me plaisent point. 8. Mes scenrs, voyant qu'il

allait pleuvoir, se haterent de revenir. 9. Qu'avez-vous laisse

tomber ? 10. J'ai laisse tomber ma plume ; la pointe en est

emoussee. 11. Les avez-vous fait parler ? 12. Je les ai fait

parlor, mais avec difficulte. 13. Avez-vons fait faire des chango-
ments dans votre maison ? 14. J'y en ai fait faire. 15. Oil en

avez-vous fait faire ? 16. J'en ai fait faire a la salle a manger
et au salon. 17. Avez-vous laisse passer cet homme ? 18. Je

n'ai pas essaye de 1'en empfecher. 19. A qui (whom) avez-vous

entendu dire cela ? 20. Je 1'ai entendu dire a mon pere. 21.

Je le lui ai entendu repeter. 22. II vous 1'a entendu dire. 23.

II vous a vu faire cela. 24. II vons 1'a TU faire. 25. Je 1'ai

vu passer.
EXERCISE 190.

1. Are still waters good for horses ? 2. Buffon says that

they are better for horses than running waters. 3. Are your
sisters cautious ? 4. They are not very cautious. 5. My
sisters, foreseeing that it was going to rain, brought their um-
brellas. 6. What have you let fall ? 7. I have let my knife

and book fall. 8. Do very bright colours please your brother ?

9. Very bright colours do not please him. 10. Have you read

the following pages ? 11. Have you seen the dying woman ?

12. Your sister, dying in the fear of God, was very happy.
13. Your sister, following your example, applies herself to

study. 14. Have you made them read ? 15. I have made
them read and write. 16. I made my brother write. 17. I

have had a book bound (relier). 18. Has your father had
alterations made in his house ? 19. He has had some made in

it. 20. In which room has he had some made ? 21. He has

had some made in my brother's room. 22. Whom have you
heard say that ? 23. I heard my sister say it. 24. Have
you heard him say that ? 25. I have not heard him say it.

26. Have you seen my father pass ? 27. I have not seen him

pass. 28. I have heard him speak. 29. Make him speak.
30. Let it fall. 31. Do not let it fall. 32. What has your
brother dropped? 33. He has dropped nothing. 34. Whom
have you heard say that ? 35. I heard your brother say it.

36. I have heard you repeat it. 37. We have seen you do
that.

SECTION XCVIII.-THE PEESENT PARTICIPLE (continued).

1. French present participles are never employed substan-

tively to express an action. English present participles, when
so used, are rendered in French a, by nouns ; 6, by infinitives

used substantively ; c, by verbs in a personal mood* :

a. Gaming is a terrible passion. Le J6U est une passion terrible.

b. Stating is a wholesome exercise. Patiner est un exercice salutaire.

b. Sleeping is necessanj to health. Lodormirest ndcessaire a la sante.

c. They came in without my seeing Us eutrerent saus que je les visse.

them.

2. When the English present participle has an object, and is

subject of to be, it is generally expressed in French by an in-

finitive preceded by de, the French sentence being introduced

by 6tre with il or ce as impersonal subjectf :

Doing that well is meritorious. II est meritoire de bien faire cela.

Loving his parents is a good son's C'est le devoir d'an bon fils d'aimer

duty. ses parents.

3. Used with a verb, a French present participle may refer

to the subject or to the object. When the French present

participle refers to the subject it may be preceded by the pre-

position en :

He spoke to me while he was writing. H me parlait tout en ecrivant.

Being tired, I will go to bed directly. Etant fatigue
1

, je vais me coucher.

But when the French present participle refers to the object
of the verb to which it is joined, the preposition en must
never be placed before it ; in this case a verb in the infinitive

or in a personal mood must replace the present participle :

I see her working. Je la vois travailler.

She perceived a child coming towards Elle apercut un enfant qui venait
her. a elle.

4. Many French present participles are used as nouns in re-

ference to persons and things :

* The second verb is used in a personal mood when it has another

subject than the first.

t As to the use of 11 est, and of C'est, see Eule 1, Section 82.

J The preposition en is the only one which governs the present par-

ticiple ; all the others require the present or the past tense of the infini-

tive.



LESSONS IN FRENCH.

There are many Protestant* in H y a beaaooap do protestant* en
trance. France.

1'our tm h<u lutt hit ihuttlt-cock. Votre fila a perdu ion volant.

5. When an English present participle follows the verb to be,
it in translated into French in the same touso as to be is in

,
bat to be ia left oat :

Tour father U speaking to a gtntlt- Votre pi-re parle a un monsieur.
man.

However, to be may be expressed in French, bat the English
2><irti<-ii>le ia replaced by an infinitive preceded by the proposi-
tion a

;
this form frequently occurs in French in familiar con-

versation and letter-writing :

His sister will be singing at that 8a n<mir sera a chanter a cette
time. li.-ur.' l:i.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Pithing is a pleasant pastime.

Travelling is instructive

I like her speaking.
Th prisoner tlijtped away without

their teeing him.

Obeying him it necessary.

Complying with tlte laws is every
citizen*! duty.

She too* laughing while the was speak-

ing to me.

Wishing to see you soon, I shatt start

to-morrow.

Do you hear him singing ?

He descried three men coming to-

wards him.

The edge of a knife.

There were Jifty thousand comba-
tants.

I should be working if I were not ill.

He was \rriting to you, when he

received your note.

La poche est un posse-temps agrd-
able.

Voyager est instructif.

J'aime son parler.
Le prisonnier s'ttahappa sans qu'ils

le Tisseut.

II est ne"ce8snire de lui obrir.

C'est lo devoir do tout citoyen
d'observer leg lois.

Kilo riait tout en me parlant.

Di'sinuit vous voir bientot, je par-
tirai deinaiii.

L'entendez-vous chanter ?

II aper9ut trois botnuies qni ven-

aient a lui.

Le trenchant d'un coutean.
II y avait cinquante inillc couibut-

tunts.

Je travaillerais si je nYtuis pas
nmlade.

II 6ta.it a vous e"crire, quand il

re9ut votre billet.

EXERCISE 191.

Appris (from appren-
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EXERCISE 120 (Vol. H, page 74).

1. Ne liriez-vous pas si vous aviez le temps ? 2. Je lirais deux
heures, tous les jours, si j'avais le temps. 3. Quel habit mettrait M.
votre frore, s'il allait a I'tJglise? 4. II mettrait un habit noir. 5.

Mettriez-vous un chapeau noir ? 6. Je mettrais un chapeau de paille,
s'il faisait chaud. 7. Ne vous approcheriez vous pas du feu, si vous
aviee froid? 8. Nous nous en approcherions. 9. N'oteriez-vous pas
votre habit ? 10. Je I'oterais, s'il e'tait mouilW. 11. Iriez-vous chez
mon pore, e'il vous invitait ? 12. J'irais chez lui et chez M. votre

frere, s'ils m'invitaient. 13. Mettriez-vous vos bottes, si elles etaient
niouilldes ? 14. Si ellea etaient mouille'es, je ne les mettrais pas. 15.

Combien d'argent vous faudrait-il, si vous alliez en Angleterre ? 16. II

nous faudrait trois mille francs. 17. Ne vous porteriez-vous pas
mieux, si vous demeuriez a la campagne ? 18. Je ne me porterais pas
juieux. 19. Ne vaudrait-il pas mieux e'crire a votre frere ? 20. II

vaudrait mieux lui e'crire. 21. Liriez-vous le livre, si je vous le pretais ?

22. Je le lirais ccrtainement. 23. Si vous e'tiez a sa place, iriez-vous a
1'^cole ? 24. Si j'etais a sa place j'irais. 25. Si vous e'tiez a ma place,
lui e'cririez-vous ? 26. Je lui e'crirais tous les jours. 27. Ml'"-' votre sceur
se tromperait-elle ? 28. Elle ne se tromperait pas, elle est tres atten-
tive. 29. Si vous voua leviez tous les matins a cinq heures, vous por-
teriez-vous mieux ? 30. Je ne me porterais pas mieux. 31. Aimeriez-
vous mieux aller a pied ? 32. J'aimerais mieux aller a cheval. 33. Ne
vous assieriez vous pas ? 34. Je m'assierais, si j'dtais fatigud.

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XLI.
EXCHANGE.

1. THE value of a fixed sum of the money of one country expressed
in that of another, when this value is calculated by a comparison
of the weight and fineness of the coins of the two countries, is

called the Par of Exchange. When for this fixed sum the
correct equivalent in money of the other country, calculated on
this supposition, can be obtained, the exchange is said to be at

par. The exchange, however, between any two countries fluc-

tuates from various causes.

The Course of Exchange is the variable sum of the money of

one country which happens at a particular time to be equivalent
to a fixed sum of the money of another country. Thus, for 1

sterling at one time, 25'15 francs, at another 25*20 francs, may be

obtained, according to the course of exchange between England
and France.

2. If A owes a correspondent in Berlin, for instance, .500,
he might pay his debt by transmitting the value in coin or
bullion. But this would bo both cumbersome and expensive.
If, then, he can find a person, B, who has money owing to him
in Berlin, B can draw a bill upon his debtor in Berlin, and sell

it to A, who then transmits it to his own correspondent in

Berlin. Such bills of exchange are the means by which money
transactions between different countries are conducted. The
price of such bills will fluctuate according to the demand there

may be for them at the time. .The flxcess of their price over the
sum they represent can clearly never exceed the amount of the
cost of carriage and money value of the risk incurred in for-

warding the same sum in specie or bullion.

3. The Arbitration of Exchange is the process of fixing the rate
or course of exchange between two places, by means of a com-

parison of the exchange between them and one or more inter-

vening places. Thus a debt in Paris may be paid by means of

a bill on Berlin, which is to be again replaced by one on Ham-
burg, and that, finally, by one from thence upon Paris. The
arbitration is said to be simple when there is only one inter-

mediate place, compound when there are more.
The subject of exchange, however, is too complicated for us to

go into more than very superficially.
For information we refer our readers to Kelly's

'" Universal
Cambist."
A large number of questions in exchange can be worked out by

the aid of the principles already laid down. Before proceeding
to treat of them, we shall explain a method called the Chain
Rule.

THE CHAIN RULE.

4. If the equivalent of any amount of one quantity is given
in terms of another, that in terms of a third, and so on, it is

required to find the equivalent of a certain amount of the first

quantity in terms of the last.

EXAMPLE 1. 40 Ibs. Troy of standard gold are coined into
1869 sovereigns, and standard gold contains 11 parts in 12 fine

gold. Calculate the value of the money which can be coined
out of 1 oz. of fine gold.

no's x 12 = weight of one sovereign in ounces.
This contains H x T*fa x 12 ounces of fine gold, which (neglecting

the value of the alloy) are worth JE1.

11 x 40
Therefore, as oz. : 1 : : 1 oz. : value of 1 oz.

440) 1869 (4 4s. ll^d.-Answer.
1760

109
20

2180
1760

420
12

5040
4840

200

5. A convenient way of arranging the operation in questions of

this kind is called the Chain Rule. It is especially useful in all

questions connected with Exchange, and is the method generally
used by merchants.

Write down the quantity of which the equivalent is required
at the head of a column, as in the working given below. This

quantity is generally called the Term of Demand.
Draw a sloping line from it to the left, at the extremity of

which write down in a second column a quantity of the same
kind as the first. Opposite to this place in the first column its

equivalent in value of another quantity, and so on.

1 oz. fine gold

12 oz. standard gold

li! oz. 1 pound Troy

1869 sovereigns

11 x 12 x 40 12 x 1869.

12 x 1869
The answer is

11 x 12 x 40
= 4 4s.

Thus, in the example already given, 1 oz. of fine gold is

the term of demand. 11 oz. fine gold are equivalent to 12 oz.

standard gold, 12 oz. standard gold are equivalent to 1 pound
Troy standard gold, and 40 pounds Troy standard gold are

equivalent to 1869 sovereigns ; the last term in the right hand
column being arranged to be sovereigns, because the answer is

required in sovereigns.

Multiply together all the numbers in the longer column, and
divide by the product of the numbers in the other column. This

will give the equivalent of the term of demand in terms of the

quantity standing lowest in the longer column (in the above

example, sovereigns).
N.B. The sloping lines connect quantities of the same kind ;

the horizontal lines, quantities of equivalent value.

6. The reason of the truth of this rule may be gathered from

observing that in reality we multiply the term of demand by a

succession of fractions which respectively express the value of

one unit of a quantity in terms of the succeeding quantity.

Thus we multiply the term of demand, which is 1 oz. fine gold,

by if, the number of ounces of standard gold equivalent to 1 oz.

of fine gold. This gives us the amount of standard gold equi-

valent to 1 oz. of fine gold. We next multiply by A, which

expresses the same quantity in pounds Troy, and next by i
^~,

which is the equivalent of 1 pound Troy of standard gold in

sovereigns.
For a more detailed explanation of the rule we refer our

readers to Peacock's "
Algebra, Vol. I., Arts. 346 353.

We give some additional examples worked out. The reader

should carefully in each case examine the reason for the process
in the way indicated above.

EXAMPLE 2. If 7 Ibs. of rice be worth 2 Ibs. of currants,
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Slba. of currant* 1 Ib. of hope, 5 lbn. of hops 2 Ibs. of tobacco

lit 4a. per Ib, what in tho value of 1 Ib. of rioo P

1 Ib. rioo.

2 Ib*. currants.

105 16

shillings = ild. - Hfd. Answer.

EXAMPLE 3. A certain book is to contain 5 sheets of paper,
md 4000 copies are to be printed. Supposing a ream of paper
to weigh 24 Ibs., what would be the saving upon the expense of

publishing tho work, owing to a reduction of the price of the

paper Id. per pound f

4000 copies.

5 sheets.

24 x 20

24 Ibs.

Id. reduction.

4000x 5 x 24

4
d. = lOOOd. = 4 3s. 40.

EXAMPLE 4. Find the course of exchange between London
and Paris i.e., the number of francs equivalent to 1 from
the following data :

Tho market price of standard gold in London is 78s. per oz.,
and the premium on gold in Paris is 8 francs per thousand.

The Mint price of a kilogramme -(32'154 oz.) of pure gold in
Paris is 3434'44 francs.

1

20s.

I oz. standard gold.

II oz. flue gold.

2'154

1000<

3431 '44 francs, mint price.

1008 francs (with premium) .

06s. Fixed Number. In the above operation, the only
variable quantities are the 78s. expressing the price of gold in
London at the time, and tho 1008 francs indicating the amount
of premium upon gold in Paris at the time.

If we omit these two terms, we get an invariable ratio

3434-44 x 11 x 20

Thu being determined, we need only multiply it by the ratio

of tho two variable quantities, to determine the course of ex-

change in any given case.

Thu invariable ratio is called the Fixed Number, and it of

important practical two in the regulation of <

KEY TO EXERCISES IN ARITHMETIC. -XJj.

1. 5.

8. 15}.
3. 25{.

4. 11 J hilling*.

5. 4/u per cent.

ElEBCISE 61.

7. 3 lt. of the first

two to 4 of the

iMt.
8. Equal quantities

of each.

9. 21s. 2M.

10. (1) 1 K*U. of each
of the spirit* to 3

galls, of water.

(2) 6 galls, of the
hut to 1 galL of

each of tho othm
and of tho water

SKETCHING FROM NATURE. II.

RETIRING LINES-POINT OP SIGHT, ETC.

IF our pupils win carefully follow tho advice we gave them in

the last lesson, and at first strictly confine their attention to

very simple subjects, they will soon find themselves in a position
to attempt with confidence something more advanced, which
will include much that will make a demand upon their know-

ledge and experience in perspective. When we consider the

infinite variety of the positions of lines, and the relations they
bear to each other, so many difficulties arise, that we must

naturally look about us for assistance altogether independent of

mere manual practice, of which no amount of experience, how-
ever large it may be, can satisfactorily help us, and therefor*

wo must have recourse to perspective. In our very first attempts
tlie one great difficulty presents itself, viz., how to draw the lines

which retire ; here is the starting point from which every rule

proceeds, and this difficulty every one will discover immediately
he sits down to draw from nature. Objects parallel with our

position, or with the picture plane, like the posts in Fig. 1, have
no retiring lines the lines which represent them are either hori-

zontal or perpendicular ; if horizontal, they are drawn across

the picture, and those which are perpendicular in the object are

drawn so. Therefore, with proper attention to the positions and

proportions of these lines, exercises of this kind will be found

very easy ; but when we come to lines in other positions with

regard to the picture plane, those which retire that is, go away
from us, like the lines cf a railway when viewed from the top of

a bridge other considerations present themselves ; lines of this

class may retire either horizontally, or at an inclination. Those
of our pupils who are accompanying us through the course of
" Geometrical Perspective" given in these pages, will not have
to be told that there are established rules to aid us in drawing
these lines according to the position in which they may be

placed; they will bo satisfied upon this point, and they will have
discovered that by working out these problems their practice in

drawing them is rendered easier, and they will have found the

result to be satisfactory. We have said before, there is no
necessity, even if it were possible, to go through all the

geometrical rules that can be applied to the subject when
drawing from nature; but wo do assert that it is necessary
to know them, because, from having practised them upon subjects
under given conditions, we can satisfactorily account for the

position of every line we draw, let them be placed as they may.
There arc many who take great delight in drawing from nature,
who affirm that perspective is a science not at all necessary to

them, although they allow that it is essentially so for architects.

This is a mistake, which may be coupled with another, into which

they frequently fall, viz., that "it is too difficult to learn."

They contend that "
if the eye is properly educated, nothing

more is required." This vague expression is one we have heard

very often, and, of course, many who use it have no definite

idea of what they mean by it. We ask such, what they wish
us to understand by the " education of the eye?" The eye is

not an instrument like the hand, which must have some con-

siderable and practical experience in order to carry out the

intentions; tho eye has no practical duty to perform, it is simply
the medium through which is conveyed to the mind the form,

positions, and proportions of the objects to be represented; and
since positions and proportions are not arbitrary, it follows that

some kind of education is necessary to guide our judgment and

practice in dealing with them : in other words, the mind must
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be prepared by some process to receive the full impression of

everything connected with the object as it stands, or under any
condition in which it may be placed, and to recognise details

and peculiarities which, without a previous preparation, we
should inevitably pass over, totally ignorant of their existence.

it comes to our rescue when doubts arise, all of which can be

satisfactorily disposed of by a knowledge of perspective. With-
out this knowledge, how very discouraging it is when wo at-

tempt to draw some large buildings, or a number of them
together, to find that we have no principles to guide us, hoping

We maintain that a little scientific education reveals facts which

would otherwise be lost upon us. Consequently, we assert that

the surest and shortest way to " educate the eye
"

is to educate

the understanding, and one of the most effectual means for

accomplishing this is the study of geometrical perspective.

Experience in this branch of science strengthens our judgment
with regard to the true positions of lines, and, more than that,

the drawing may be right in the end, but labouring all the
while in the greatest uncertainty, and dreading, at the same
time, that should our work come under the inspection of an
educated artist, he may detect many faults that might easily
have been avoided if we had previously studied the grammar of

the art. We do not say this to discourage, quite the reverse ;

we wish to prove the necessity of the course of study we recom-
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mend ; it in short and easy, and wo may remark, for tho encou-

ragement of the timi-l, HUTU IK no nood to carry it to the extent

required by architect*. AH we proceed with our lessons, our

pupiU will easily find out for theuiHulvoH how much is requisite,

because, according to tho clan* of subjoot we are drawing,
occasions will present themselves which will make it necessary
for ua to rrfiT to those rules which are applicable to the cam,
and moot of which will bo found already given in tho previous

page* of tho POPULAR EDUCATOR.
We will now direct tho attention of our pupils to Fig. 2,

which ia nothing more than an arrangement of straight lines in

various </iY- r/i./u.s, each of which, whatever tho direction may
be, is subject to Home especial rule for its treatment. The view

we have selected (and wo call it a

view, because we wish to talk about
it to our pupils aa though we were

actually out of doors in front of

it) is as practical and simple in wo
could soloct : it is taken from a
email street in one of our Yorkshire

towns. Wo have just said,
"

it is

an arrangement of straight lines in

various directions." Now lines in

the positions of those which com-

pose our subject arc so common,
that there will scarcely bo found an
out-door scone which does not con-

tain them; therefore the observa-

tions we are about to make will be

found not only applicable to thou-

sands of a similar description, but
to numerous others of a much more
ambitious character. If we were

drawing the interior of a cathedral,
we should have to repeat all that wo
have to say here, with as much
more as might be rendered neces-

sary by the different positions of

other lines found in the cathedral.

Our pupils must now refer back to

Lesson III. (Vol. I., page 71), and read

again the fixed principles relating to

retiring lines and planes, as we are

about to show how they may assist

ns to understand and draw the lines

of the houses before us. The in-

structions we speak of referred more

immediately to drawing from copies ;

wo will now make them applicable
to drawing from nature ; and if they
have been clearly understood in the

former case, we have an easy task

before us. Let us suppose that wo
are seated opposite the end of the

street, at about twenty or thirty

yards from the nearest building,
and that we hare looked it over
before we begin, and ascertained

which linos retire from, and which
are parallel with our position, and
have particularly observed tho

general arrangement and the cha-

racter of the details. Wo must first determine the line of

sight, or as it is sometimes called, the horizontal line, HL ; by
holding the pencil horizontally before tho eye, and noting tho

places where it cuts the lines of the subject, it will bo seen in

our view to cross the door on the right hand at about one-third

from the top. This is a very necessary step to take at the com-

mencement, and must not be omitted, when we know that all

h orizontal retiring lines have their vanishing points on the line of

ight. Our next consideration will be, if we find that half of

the subject upwards is above the eye (that is, the HL), and the
other half below it, then tho HL will be drawn across the
middle of the paper; if the HL is placed as in the view be-

fore us, at about two-thirds from the top of the subject, then
the line must bo drawn at two-thirds of tho distance from the

top to the bottom of the paper. Afterwards we must determine
the position of the point of sight : this is always opposite the eye

P8
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LESSONS IN LATIN. XXX.
CONSTRUCTION DEPONENT VERBS (continued).

I AM about to use the words construction and construed, and
will first explain them. Construction (from cum, with, and

struo, I pile) refers primarily to the putting together of the

parts of a building. Hence, in application to composition, it

is the putting together of the parts of a sentence. But that

putting together in Latin depends on the usages of Latin

authors. Those usages we ascertain from their works. Ac-

cordingly, a statement of those usages gives the construction,
or the proper way of putting words together, in any given case.

The construction of hortor is the particular kind of words
which it takes in connection with itself, and the conditions

under which they are to appear. Thus, hortor requires its

object to be in the accusative case. Consequently, we say that

hortor is construed with the accusative. This is the appli-

cation of the word with which we have to do. Another appli-
cation is, that when to construe is used in the sense to translate,

translation, or putting the sense of a passage from one language
into another, is called construing, because, in order to translate,

you must first ascertain what words are to be taken together, and
know how, and according towhat rule, they depend on one another.

It is the office of Syntax to give systematic instructions in

construction. But the way may be smoothed, and the advan-

tages of repetition gained, if we begin now to supply individual

instances.
CONSTRUCTION OF " HORTOR."

Aliquem ; aliquem ad, in aliquid ; ut, ne, with the subjunctive ;

de aliqua re, aliquid ; with the infinitive.

The terms and forms here employed must be explained. This

explanation will serve once for all. Aliquem means that hortor

takes an accusative case as its object : for example, hortor

aliquem, I encourage some one : aliquem ad aliquid means that,

if occasion require, you construe liortor thus : hortor aliquem
ad virtutem, I encourage some one to (strive after) virtue. Where
observe that aliquid is added to show that an accusative case

must come after the preposition ad. Again, aliquem in aliquid

means that you may use in instead of ad : for example, hortor

te in prselinm, J encourage thee towards (for) the Jight. The ut,

and ne mean that with Jwrtor these particles are employed, of

course, in their proper moaning
1

,
and that they require the

verb which is dependent on them to be in the subjunctive
mood. The rest of the " Construction

"
will now be readily

understood, and I place before you instances.

Hortor with the accusative of the person (aliquem) :

"
Hffic eo spectant ut te horter et suadeam." Caesar.

Literal Translation :
" These things thither look that thee I may

encourage and persuade."
Idiomatic Translation :" I say these things in order to encourage

and persuade thee."

Hortor with ad or in, accusative of the thing :

"
Multffi res ad hoc consilium Gftllos hortabantur." Cicero.

Lit. Trans. :
" Many things to this counsel Gauls encouraged."

Id. Trans. .
" Many things encouraged the Gauls to take this course."

"
Etparibus Messapum in prselia dictis hortatur." Virgil.

Lit. Trans. :
" And with equal Messapus to battle words he en-

courages."
Id. Trans. :" And with similar words he encourages Messapus to

battle."

This sentence affords an example of the way in which a literal

translation may be converted into an idiomatic (correct English)

translation, by merely altering the position of the words'. In

place, paribus and dictis are wide apart. In matters of this

kind, the Latin language gave its writers great latitude. Of
this latitude the poets made a free use, as is seen in the line

before us. While paribus and dictis are wide apart in place,

they in sense go together; and in making an idiomatic trans-

lation, you must put them together. In order to exhibit this to

you, I will indicate, by figures, the order in which the words
must be taken.16 34572
Et paribus Messapum in preelia dictis hortatur.12 567 34
These two lines of figures intimate that you may construe the

words in either of two ways ; as

1.
" Arid he encourages Messapus to battle with such words."

2.
" And with such words he encourages Messapus to battle."

You now have before your eyes an English instance of in-

version. In the second of these translations with such words is

placed early in the sentence, whereas in the first they stand at
its close. The first sentence is therefore said to be an inverted

sentence, or to have an inversion in it. In English the latitude
of inversion is small. It is great in Latin, as is exemplified in
the distance at which the adjective paribus stands from the
noun dictis which it qualifies.

'If you will compare together my literal translations and my
idiomatic translations, you will ascertain that in the second
there is often a departure from the construction observed in
the first. The construction observed in the first is necessitated

by the construction of the Latin : were not the former strictly
to follow in form and order the latter, it would not answer the

purpose I have in view ; namely, first, to show you in English
words Latin sentences rendered exactly as they are, or as

nearly as may be ; and secondly, to lead you, by your com-

paring the two together, to see how the idioms of the two
languages differ. You never can put Latin into English, or

English into Latin, with correctness, until you know the pecu-
liarities of the Latin and English idioms, and know also how
the one stands relatively to the other. In some cases you
will find the idioms of the two languages similar, in others

they differ greatly. When the difference is great, great is the

difficulty of making a good translation. You will be much
assisted in the attempt if you follow the plan I here follow ;

that is, first make a literal translation, and then make an
idiomatic translation. Be sure you compare the two carefully

together, and mark how they agree and how they differ. In

making the idiomatic translation, observe this rule : keep to the

Latin construction as nearly as the English idiom will allow ;

depart not from the Latin construction unnecessarily ; a good
translation has two qualities, it is idiomatic, it is close to the

original. I now take up the remainder of the construction of

hortor.

Hortor with the de and the ablative :

" Maudat ut Libonem de concilianda pace hortetur." Ccesar.

Literal Translation :
" He gives orders that he may encourage Libo

concerning conciliating peace."
Idiomatic Translation :

" He directs him to put Maulius on obtain-

ing peace."

Hortor with ut and ne :

"
Ille illam hortabitur ut eat, ut properet." Terence.

Lit. Trans. :
" He her will exhort that she may go, that she may

hasten."

Id. Trans. : "He will exhort her to go, to hasten."
" Hortatur ne sui in perpetuum liberandi occasionem dimittant."

Ccesar.

Lit. Trans. -." He exhorts that not of themselves in perpetuity of

liberating opportunity they may lose."

Id. Trans. :
" He exhorts (them) not to lose an opportunity of gain-

ing perpetual liberty."

Hortor with an accusative of the person and of the thing,

two accusatives ; or simply with an accusative of the thing :

" Sin tu (quod te jamdudum hortor) exieris." Cicero.

Lit. Trans. :" But if thou (what thee now a long while I advise)

shalt go out."

Id. Trans. :
" But if, as I have now long advised thee, thou shalt

quit the city."

"Me miseram ! Cupio non persuadere quod hortor." Ovid.

Lit. Trans. :
" Me wretched ! I desire not to persuade what I

advise."

Id. Trans. .
" Wretch that I am ! I desire not to succeed in the

advice I give."

Hortor takes also an infinitive mood :

" Dedit oscula nato, hortaturque sequi." Ovid.

Lit. Trans. :
" He gave kisses to (his) son, and exhorts (him) to

follow."

Id. Trans. .

" He kissed his son, and exhorts him to follow."

If you look back on these translations, you will find that

I have rendered hortor by different words : as, encourage,

advise, exhort. These words, however, resemble each other in

signification. They all agree in the root-meaning of the verb

hortor ;
which root-meaning is, I stir up some one to some deed,

I impel, urge. Thus agreeing, the one or the other may be

employed according as the English idiom, a regard to pro-

priety, a regard to sound, or as your own taste may suggest ;

but observe that whatever word you prefer, it must, at least, in
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your literal translations, agree in ita oaaential import with tho
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THE UNIVERSITIES.-
OXFORD.-^I.

-L

THE advantages offered by the University of Oxford are avail-
able to two classes of persons namely, those who do, and
those who do not, become members of it. A practical account
of the University, written from a popular point of view, natu-
rally embraces the following heads :

I. Advantages offered, to Unmatriculated Persons.
The Local, Middle-Class, or Non-Gremial Examinations.

II. Advantages and Conditions of the University Curriculum.
i. The course open to students described in the University

statutes as non ascripti, more commonly known as unattached
students.

ii. Private halls.

iii. Collegiate education.

I. THE LOCAL EXAMINATIONS.
These Examinations, which were instituted by a statute

passed, after much discussion and careful revision, in 1858,
have for their object the award of certificates of merit to such
candidates, of either sex, as satisfy their requirements, which
may serve as some introduction and recommendation for their
holders on entering into trade, mercantile pursuits, or other
avocations in life. There are two classes in these examinations

one for senior, and one for junior candidates. For the seniors
there is no limit of age ; but successful candidates under nine-
teen receive certificates conferring the title of Associate of Arts,
while successful candidates over nineteen receive pass certifi-

cates only. Junior candidates must be under sixteen years of

age. There are also higher examinations, restricted to women.
The subjects in the last papers obtainable arc given in

parentheses when necessary, as a fair sample of the average
examination. The subjects vary, but the leading principles of
the examination remain unchanged.

BEGULATION8 FOB JUNIOR CANDIDATES.
The 1st day of July is the limit which determines the

eligibility of junior candidates of either sex for admission.
For the convenience of candidates two examinations are

usually held, one in June and one in July.

(i.) Preliminary Subjects.

Every candidate will be required to satisfy the examiners in
1. Beading aloud a passage from some English author. 2.

Writing from Dictation. 3. English Grammar and Composi-
tion, including passages for parsing, paraphrase, and explana-
tion ; together with a short English Composition. 4. Arithmetic :

Numeration, the first Four liules, simple and compound, Re-
duction, Vulgar and Decimal Fractions, and the single Rule of
Three. The quality of the handwriting and the spelling will
be taken into account.

(ii.) Optional Subjects.
In addition to the above necessary subjects, without proficiency

in all of which no certificate will bo awarded, candidates will be
required to satisfy the examiners in three at least of the follow-

ing nine subjects, namely : 1. Religious Knowledge. 2. English.
3. Latin. 4. Greek. 5. French. 6. German. 7. Mathe-
matics. 8. Mechanics and Mechanism. 9. Chemistry. No
candidate will be examined in more than six of these. All can-
didates must be examined in at least one of the divisions of Re-
ligious Knowledge, unless their parents or guardians object to
this part of the Examination.

1. Beligious Knowledge. (a) The First Book of Kings ;

(6) the Gospel according to St. John, or the Gospel according
to St. Matthew

; (c) the Acts, i. xii. ;* (d) the Catechism.
Opportunity will be given for showing knowledge of the

Greek Text of the New Testament.
No candidate will pass in Religious Knowledge who does not

satisfy the examiners in two of these divisions. No candidate
will be examined in more than three.

2. English. (a) The Outlines of Greek History from 510 404
B.C., with special questions on the Persian War, and the Out-
lines of Roman History from 509 242 B.C., with special ques-
tions on the First Punic War ; (6) the Outlines of English His-
tory from the Norman Conquest to the Battle of Waterloo, with
special questions on the period from 1603 1643

; (c) Shake-
speare's

" Julius Caesar ;

"
(cl) Physical, Political, and Commer-

* The books given in (a), (b), and (c) vary from year to year.

cial Geography. An Outline Map of some special country will
also be given to be filled up.
No candidate will pass in English who does not satisfy the

examiners in two of the four divisions (a), (6), (c), (d). No
candidate will be examined in more than three of them, or be
allowed to take (a) and (6) together.

3. Latin. Passages will be given from a prose and a verse
author (as, for example, Caesar,

"
Bell. Gall." iii., iv., and Ho-

race,
" Odes "

iii.) for translation into English, with gram-
matical and general questions. Candidates may take either of
the two authors, but no candidate will be examined in both.
An easy passage from some other Latin author will be set for

translation into English. A few easy English sentences to illus-

trate common Latin constructions, and a short passage from
some English writer will be given for translation into Latin.

4. Greek. Passages will be given from a prose and a verse
author (as, for example, Xenophon,

"
Cyropsedia," iv., and

Homer,
"
Iliad

"
i.) for translation into English, with gram-

matical and general questions. Candidates may take either
of the two authors, but no candidate will be examined in both.
An easy passage from some other Greek author will be set for

translation into English.
5. French. A passage will be given from a standard French

author (Quinet's
"
Lettres a sa Mere ") for translation into

English, with grammatical and general questions. A passage
from a French newspaper will be set for translation into Eng-
lish, and English sentences for translation into French.

6. German. A passage will be given from a standard German
author (Schiller's

"
Historische Skizzen '') for translation into

English, with grammatical and general questions. A passage
from a German newspaper will be set for translation into

English, and English sentences for translation into German.
7. Mathematics. No candidate will pass in this subject who

does not show a fair knowledge of Euclid, Books i. and ii., and
of Algebra to Simple Equations, including Addition, Subtrac-

tion, Multiplication, Division, Greatest Common Measure, Least
Common Multiple, Fractions, Extraction of Square Root, and
Simple Equations containing one or two unknown quantities
and problems producing snch equations.

Questions will also be set in the following subjects : (1)

Higher Arithmetic; (2) Euclid, Books iii., iv., vi. ; (3) Quad-
ratic Equations, Progressions, and Proportions ; (4) Plane Trigo-
nometry, including Solution of Triangles, and the use of Loga-
rithms ; (5) Mensuration. No credit will be given for a slight

knowledge of any of these subjects. The answers should be illus-

trated by diagrams, where these can be introduced. Euclid's
axioms will be required, and no proof of any proposition will

be admitted which assumes the proof of anything not proved in

preceding propositions of Euclid.

8. Mechanics and Mechanism. The questions will be of an
elementary character, extending, in Statics, to the Composition
and Resolution of Forces, the determination of the Centre of

Gravity in simple cases, and the Mechanical Powers ; in Dyna-
mics, to Impact and Collision, the Motion of Falling Bodies, and
Attwood's Machine ; in Hydrostatics, to the Pressure of Fluids,
acd the ordinary Hydrostatioal and Pneumatical Instruments.
The answers should be illustrated by diagrams, where these

can be introduced.

9. Chemistry, including the elementary facts of Chemistry, as

illustrated by the following elements and their combinations:

Oxygen, Hydrogen, Nitrogen, Carbon, Chlorine, Iodine, Sulphur,
Phosphorus, Potassium, Sodium, Calcium, Iron.

There will also be a practical examination in the analysis of

simple salts (consisting of one acid and one base). Candidates
must satisfy the examiners in the practical examination in order
to pass in this subject.

(iii.) Candidates may also offer themselves for examination in

1. a. Drawing from the Flat.

b. Drawing from the Solid, with light and shade.

2. Music. Questions will be set on Notation, Intervals.

Scales, Time, and Rhythm, Signs and Marks of Expression, the

Common Chord and its inversions, the Dominant Seventh and
its inversions. A short and simple figured bass may be given to

be harmonised in accordance with elementary rules.

The results of the examination held in June and of that held in

July are combined, and the names of all the successful candidates

are published in one list, arranged in three divisions ;
those in the
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first and second divisions aro placed in order of merit ; those in

tin' third divUion in numerical order under the several centres.

Certificates are issued to the aucccanful candidates, specifying
the subject* in which they satisfied the examiners, ami th

division in wlu.-li th.-ir numiM are placed. Lists are published
of th.t candidutuii who dUfcLogoUh thoniBolvea in each of the

subjects from 1 to 9 inclusive, provided that they also obtain

certificates. The namoa aro arranged in order of merit.

REGULATIONS TOR SENIOR CANDIDATES.

Pomona of either BOX will be admitted without limit of age
to the examination of senior candidates. Successful candidates

born on or after July 1st, 1867, will receive certificates confer-

ring the titlo of Associate of Arts. Successful candidates born
before that date will receive posa certificates.

(i.) Preliminary Subjects.

Every candidate will be required to satisfy the examiners in :

1. Knglish Grammar, Analysis, and Composition. 2. Arith-

metic. The quality of the handwriting and the spoiling will be

taken into account.

fii.) Optional Subjects.
The examination will comprise the following sections :

(a) Religious Knowledge ; (b) English ; (c) Languages ; (d)

Mathematics ; (e) Natural Science ; (/) Drawing ; (g) Music.

Every candidate will be required to satisfy the examiners in

two at least of the sections (a), (6), (c), (d), (e), but if both (a)

and (b) are offered they will also be required to satisfy the

examiners in either (c), (d), or (e). No candidate will be ex-

amined in more than five of the sections (a), (6), (c), (d), (e), (/),

(g)
* All candidates must be examined in one at least of the

divisions of Religious Knowledge, unless in the case of candi-

dates born on or after July 1st, 1865, their parents or guardians

object to this part of the examination, or in the case of candi-

dates born before that date, the candidates themselves so object.

Section A. Religious Knowledge.
1. The First Book of Kings. 2. The Gospel according to St.

John, or the Gospel according to St. Matthew. 3. The Acts,
i. xii. 4. The Epistle to the Galatians and the First and
Second Epistles to the Thessalonians. f 5. The Catechism, the

Morning and Evening Services, and the Litany and the outlines

of the History of the Book of Common Prayer.

Opportunity will be given for showing knowledge of the Greek
text of the New Testament. No candidate will pass in Religious

Knowledge who does not satisfy the examiners in two of these

divisions. No candidate will be examined in more than three.

Section B. English.
1 The outlines of Greek History from 510 404 B.C., with

special questions on the Persian War, and the outlines of Roman
History from 509 242 B.C., with special questions on the First

Punic War.
2. English History, from 1603 1648, and the outlines of the

History of English Literature during the same period, together
with the general outlines of English History from the Norman
Conquest to the Battle of Waterloo.

3. Shakespeare's "Julius Cassar," and Johnson's "Lives of

Pope and Dryden."f
4. Physical, Political, and Commercial Geography. An out-

line map of one of the following will also be given to be filled up
viz (1) England and Wales; (2) Scotland; (3) India; (4)

Egypt, Syria, and Asia Minor ; or (5) North America.
5. The elements of Political Economy.
No candidate will pass in this section who does not show a

fair knowledge of two of these five divisions. No candidate will

be examined in more than three of them, or be allowed to offer

1 and 2, or 4 and 5, together.

Section C. Languages.
1. Latin. 2. Greek. 3. French. 4. German. 5. Italian.

No candidate will pass in this section who does not show a
fair knowledge of one of these languages. No candidate will be
examined in more than four of them. French and Italian may
not be taken together.

Candidates who offer Latin will be examined in Livy, Book vi.,

and Horace,
" Od." ii., iii.,tand those who offer Greek, in Xen.,

* Candidates may not offer both French and Italian ; or both Music
and Physics ; or both Greek and Botuuy, Zoology, or Geology.
f The books given vary from year to year.

"
Cyropaedia," iv., v., or in Thncydidea, Book vii., and Kuripides,

" Alceatw." In other language! no books are prescribed.
In each of the fire language* questions on Grammar will be

Bet, and passage* will be given both from unprepared booki for

translation into English, and of English for translation into

Latin, French, German, or Italian, aa the case may be.

Section D. Mathematics.
Pure Mathematics to Algebraical Geometry, inclusive, Me-

chanics (including Mechanism), and Hydrostatic*.
No candidate will paaa in thin section who does not show a

fair knowledge of four books of Euclid, and of Algebra to the

end of Quadratic Equations, comprising Addition, Subtraction,

Multiplication, and Division of Algebraical Quantities (includ-

ing simple irrational quantities expressed by radical signs or

fractional indices;, Greatest Common Measure and Least Com-
mon Multiple, Fractions, Extraction of Square Boot, Simple

Equations, containing one or two unknown quantities, Quadratic

Equations containing one unknown quantity, questions pro-

ducing such equations, and the simplest properties of Ratio and

Proportion. The answers should be illustrated by diagrams,
where these can be introduced.

Euclid's axioms will be required, and no proof of any proposi-
tion will be admitted which assumes the proof of anything not

proved in preceding propositions of Euclid. .

Section E. Natural Science.

1. Physics. (a) The elementary properties of matter in its

solid, fluid, and gaseous forms ; density, mass, gravity, weight,

specific gravity and inertia ; composition of two forces ; centre

of gravity ; pressure of fluids ; laws of motion ; construction and

use of simple mechanical, hydrostatical, and hydraulic machines.

(6) Elements of Heat, (c) Elements of Electricity and Magne-
tism. No candidate will pass in this subject who does not show
a fair knowledge of (a), and of either (b) or (c). No candidate

will be examined in (6) and (c) together. Physics and Music

may not be taken together.
2. Chemistry, including the facts and general principles of

Chemical Science. There will be a practical examination in

the elements of Analysis. Candidates must satisfy the exami-

ners in the practical examination, in order to pass.
3. (a) Botany, including Elementary Vegetable Physiology

and the types of the chief divisions of the Vegetable Kingdom ;

(b) Zoology, including Elementary Animal Physiology and the

types of the Animal sub-kingdoms , (c) Geology and Mineralogy.
No candidate may offer more than one of these subjects (o),

(b), or (c). No part of 3 may be taken with Greek.

No candidate will pass in this section who does not show a
fair knowledge of one at least of the divisions 1, 2, 3. In all

cases a practical acquaintance with the subject-matter will be

indispensable. The answers should be illustrated by diagrams
and drawings, where theae can be introduced.

Section F. Drawing.
1. Drawing from the solid, with light and shade. 2. Drawing

in perspective. 3. Drawing in colour from a natural object.
4. Drawing from memory.
No candidate will pass in this section who does not satisfy the

examiners in drawing from the solid.

Section G. Music.

In addition to a thorough knowledge of the subjects prescribed
for Junior candidates, the Seniors must show an acquaintance
with the chords of the Added Ninth and Minor Ninth and their

inversions, and must be able to harmonise a figured bass, intro-

ducing these chords. They may be called upon to add three

parts to a given melody.

The results of the examination held in June and of that held

in July will be combined.
The names of all the successful candidates born on or after

July 1st, 1867, will be published in one list, arranged in three

divisions, the first and second divisions in order of merit, the

third in numerical order under the aeveral centres. Lists of

those who distinguish themselves will also be published for each

of the sections A, B, C, D, E, F, G, arranged in two divisions.

The names in each first division will be placed in order of merit ;

those in each second division alphabetically.

Certificates, signed by the Vice-Chancellor, will be issued to

the successful candidates, conferring the title of Associate in

Arts, and specifying the subjects in which they satisfied the

**
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examiners, and the division or divisions in which their names are

placed. The names of all the successful candidates born before

July 1st, 1867, will be published in a separate list, arranged in

numerical order under the several centres, and pass certificates,

signed by the Vice-Chancellor, will be issued to them, specifying
the subjects in which they satisfied the examiners.

Those candidates who show sufficient merit in translations

from Latin and Greek authors, in Grammar, in Latin Prose Com-

position, and in Mathematics, to be excused from Responsions.

may receive a certificate from the delegates to that effect.

Candidates will be examined in Oxford, and in such other

places as the delegates may from time to time appoint.
For examination in Oxford, and for list of local secretaries,

application should be made to the secretary to the delegacy at

Oxford. Every candidate is required to pay a fee of 20s.

HIGHER EXAMINATION FOR WOMEN.
This consists of a First Examination and a Second Examina-

tion, both of which cannot be taken in one year. The first

examination is held in June and December, the second in

June only. No candidate is admitted to the Second Exami-
nation unless she has passsd the First Examination, or some
other accepted by the delegates as equivalent. Among these

equivalent examinations are the Matriculation Examination at

London ; the Cambridge Higher Local Examination, if candidate

has passed in Group C, and in two languages of Group B ; Oxford
Senior Local Examinations, if candidate has passed in Section D,
and, with special recommendation of examiners, in two languages
of Section C.

In the First Examination candidates must satisfy the

examiners in

i. Any two of the following Languages (a) Latin ; (In)

Greek ; (c) French or Italian ; (d) German,
ii. Arithmetic.

iii. (a) Euclid (first two books) ; or Algebra to Simple
Equations, inclusive.

The Second Examination consists of a Pass Examination and
an Examination for Honours.
The Pass Examination comprises the following sections :

a. Two Languages (as in First Examination). l>. Ancient

History (Greek and Roman), c. Modern History, d. Mathe-
matics, e. Physical Science. (Physics and Chemistry ; but

Elementary Biology and Geology may be offered in addition.)

/. Logic and Political Economy.
Candidates will not satisfy the delegates unless they pass, at

the same examination, in Section a and in at least one of the

other sections, but can didates who have so passed may offer any of

the other sections at a subsequent examination. No candidate
is examined in more than two sections at any one examination.

The examination for Honours includes the following eight

sections, but no candidate is examined in more than one of these

sections at the same examination: 1. English; 2. Latin

and Greek ; 3. Modern Languages (German, French, Italian,

and Spanish) ;
4. Mathematics, Pare and Mixed ; 5. Ancient

History, with Latin and Greek texts
; 6. Modern History,

with original texts ; 7. Mental and Moral Philosophy ; 8. Phy-
sical Science.

The fee payable for the First or Preliminary Examination is

2 ; and 2 10s. for the Pass Examination. For the Honours
Examination the fees are from 10s. to 2 10s. per subject. All

further particulars may be obtained from the Secretary to the

Delegacy for Local Examinations, Oxford.

LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. XXX.
ASIA (continued).

THE Peninsulas of Asia are : Arabia, which lies between the

Eed Sea and the Persian Gulf ; Asia Minor, between the Black

Sea and the Mediterranean Sea ; India, or Hindostan, between

the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal ; the Eastern Peninsula,
or Further India, and its branch, the Malay Peninsula, between
that bay and the Chinese Sea ; Corea, between the Yellow Sea
and the Sea of Japan ; and Kamtschatka, between the Sea of

Okhotsk and Behring Sea. The Isthmus which unites Malacca,
or the Malay Peninsula, to the Eastern or Indo-Chinese Penin-

sula, is called the Isthmus of Kraw.
The Capes of Asia are : In Asia Minor, Cape Baba, near the

ruins of Troy, and Cape Anamour, in south of Asia Minor j Capo

Andrea, in Cyprus, and Cape Beyrout, or Beirut, in Syria. In
Arabia, Cape Amran, near Aden, Cape Fartak, and Cape Bas-
al-Had, the most eastern point of that peninsula ; in Southern
India, or the Western Peninsula, Cape Comorin, the most
southern point of Hindostan ; and Point Calimere, on the Coro.
mandel coast. In the Eastern Peninsula, Cape Negrais, on the
coast of Ava ; Point Romania, in the south of Malacca, or the

Malay Peninsula ; Cape Cambodia, and Cape Padaran, projecting
into the Gulf of Siam and the Chinese Sea

;
on the eastern coast

of China, the promontory of Shantung ; in Kamtschatka, Cape
Lopatka ; and at Behring Strait, the East Cape. The principal
cape in the Arctic Ocean is Cape Severe Vostochnoi, or N.E. Cape.

In Asia there are many vast Lakes which deserve and have
received the name of seas. Of these, the principal is the Caspian
Sea, between Russia and Turkestan, said to be more than 700
miles long ;

it covers a surface of about 140,000 square miles, and
varies in depth from 12 feet on its northern shores, to 150 feet
on its other shores ; being about 2,800 feet deep in the middle.
This inland sea is salt, but less so than the great ocean which
surrounds the continent ; it lies in a basin whose surface is lower
than that of the sea in general, having been ascertained to be
about 83 feet lower than that of the Black Sea. The Sea of

Aral, in Turkestan, is about 300 miles long ; it covers a surface
of about 23,000 square miles, being shallow aud slightly salt

this lake is 117 feet above the level of the Caspian Sea. The
Lake Baikal, in Siberia, is about 350 miles long, and varies from
35 to 60 miles in breadth

; it covers a surface of about 25,000
square miles, and is raised about 1,400 feet above the level of

the sea ; its waters are fresh, and abound in fish. Other lakes
of smaller size, but still occupying a large surface, are : Balkash
or Tengiz, in the south of Russia in Asia ; Zurrah, in Afghan-
istan

; Tengri-Nor, in Chinese Thibet ; Baktegan, in Persia
;
the

Dead Sea or Lake Asphaltites, in Palestine ; and many others

in this vast continent. The most elevated piece of water on the

earth's surface is Lake Sir-i-kol, one of the principal sources of

the Amoo-Daria or Oxus, in the Bolor-Tagh Mountains.
Asia contains the most extensive plateau or table-land to be

found on the surface of the globe. It lies generally between
the parallels of 30 and 50 north latitude, and between the
meridians of 70 and 120 east longitude ;

its length is about

2,500 miles, and its breadth varies from 1,200 to 1,400 miles.

Its mean elevation above the level of the sea is about 2,000 feet.

The plateau of Mongolia is about 3,000 feet in elevation ; and
the loftiest parts of the plateau of Thibet reach the amazing
altitude of 16,000 feet. Between these plateaus lies the Great

Sandy Desert of Tartary, called Gobi (desert) or Shamo (sea of

sand), having an average elevation of 2,500 feet above the level

of the sea. The plateaus of Persia and Afghanistan are of less

elevation than those of Thibet ; the former being, on an average,

3,500 feet high, and the latter 6,000 feet high. The high table-

land of Armenia, upon which the ark of Noah is said to have

rested, is about 6,000 feet in elevation ; and that of Asia Minor

varies from 6,000 to 3,000 feet. In India, to the south of the

great table-land region, are the plateaus of Malwa, the Deccan,
and Mysore; the two former being each 2,000 feet, and the latter

3,000 feet in elevation above the level of the sea. The table-

land of Arabia, which was formerly supposed to be one vast

desert in the interior, has an average height of 3,500 feet.

The great plains and lowlands of Asia form a balance and coun-

terpart to the mountains and table-lands of that continent. , The

plain of Siberia in the north extends from the foot of the Uraliau

mountains, between the shores of the Arctic Ocean and the

bottom of the great Altaian range of mountains, to the most
eastern extremity of the continent. The plain of Independent

Tartary extends from Siberia, on the south-west, to the high
table-land of Persia, including the Sea of Aral. The plain of

China, which extends 500 miles inland from the East and

Yellow Seas, is well watered and cultivated, and very populous ;

the plains of Further India partake of the same character ; and

the plain of Hindostan, which divider, the plateaus of Southern

India from the Himalaya Mountains, is the land of rice, sugar,

indigo, and cotton. The great mid-river plain of India, the space

between the Indus and the Ganges, includes the preceding fertile

tract, the great Indian Desert, and the plain of Sinde or Scinde,

which, embracing the lower course of the Indus, is very fertile.

The plains of Mesopotamia (in the middle between the rivers),

now called Al-jezifah, and Babylonia, now called Irak-Arabi,

include the greater part of the countries watered by the rivers
* *
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TipriH and Euphrates. The so-called Mesopotamia^ or northern

: atlu r barren ; but tho southern or Babylonian plain,

tilling to the Fenian Gulf, in much moro productive, and
;i riv supported a much larger population than at present.

\ -ia are to be found tho loftiest mountains on the surface

of the globe, aa well aa vast plateaus and immense deserts.

tain systems of Asia diverge and extend in all

directions from a great mountain mass or knot, which atands

in the centre of the continent, and rises above the lofty table-

l.ni'l of 1'aiuir to a height of 19,000 feet above tho level of the

i. This range, which forms part of the natural boundary lino

i. ftween Turkestan or Independent Tartary, and Chinese Turkes-

tan, is called the Uolor-Tagh Mountains.

From tho northern extremity of this abort but lofty range,
the Thian-Shan Mountains run in a north-oast direction between
1 nilependent Tartary and Chinese Tartary, sending out a long
branch to the east towards Mongolia. The culminating peak of

tin-so mountains is Tangri-Khan, 21,000 feet in height. Tho

range also contains two lofty volcanoes, Po-shan and Ho-tcheou.

At tho northern extremity of the main branch of the Thian-

Shan Mountains stands the Lake Sir-i-kol, encircled along its

northern shore by tho Ala-Tan range. This range is prolonged in

a north-easterly direction to tho eastern extremity of Asia, under

the names of the Altai, Sayansk, Yablonoi, Stanovoi, and Aldan
Mountains. The culminating point of this Icng chain of moun-

tains, whose different portions are distinguished by the names
that have just been enumerated, is Mount Katunsk, a peak of

tho Altai Mountains, which is 12,790 feet above tho sea-level. A
branch of the Aldan Mountains extends southwards through the

peninsula of Kamtschatka, in which are several lofty volcanoes.

The highest of these is Kliutchevskaja, 15,765 feet in height.
The remaining mountains of importance in Eussia in Asia are

the Orulgan Mountains, on tho east of the river Lena and the

Baikal Mountains, to the west of Lake Baikal.

Returning to the central mountain mass of Asia, the Bolor-

Tagh Mountains, we find the Knen-Lun Mountains branching
out in an easterly direction from its southern extremity, and

separating Chinese Tartary from Thibet. This is succeeded by
the Pe-ling range, between the rivers Hoang-ho and Yang-tse-

kiaug, in China, which sends out many spurs and branches to

the north and south, namely, tho In-shan and Khin-gan Moun-
tains, in Mongolia, and tho Yun-ling range, between China and

j

Thibet, and Nan-ling range, in the south of China.

Again, going back to the Bolor-Tagh Mountains, we find the

Himalaya Mountains trending in a south-east direction from its

southern extremity, and separating Hindostan from Thibet. In '

this range are the loftiest peaks on the world's surface, the

principal being Dhawalagiri, in Nepaul, 28,080 feet high; Kun-
chinjunga, in tho little state of Sikhim, between Nepaul and I

Bhotan, 28,150 feet high; and Gaurisankar or Mount Everest, i

between Thibet and Nepaul, 29,002 feet high. The Karakorum
Mountains, in Thibet, form a sort of offset of tho Himalaya i

range to the east, having Dapsang, 28,280 feet high, as the

culminating point. In Burmah are the mountains of Aracan, ',

while Further India is traversed by ranges running parallel to
[

.. the courses of its great rivers, and extending along the whole

', longth of the Malay Peninsula. These last-named ranges are

of no great height, Tidi-bang-sa, in the Malay Peninsula, 6,560
feet in height, being their culminating point. The Vindhya
Mountains traverse the centre of tho peninsula of Hindostan in

'

a direction almost east and west, while the sides of the peninsula
elope to tho sea in ranges parallel to the coast, and called, from
their position, the Eastern and Western Ghauts.
Once moro reverting to the Bolor-Tagh Mountains, wo see the

Hlndoo-Koosh Mountains, branching from the southern extre-

mity of this central mass in a south-west direction, dividing
ludependent Tartary from Cashmere, in the north of Hindostan,
and Afghanistan, and extending far into the interior of this

last-named country; the Suliman Mountains, a branch of tho

Hindoo-Koosh Mountains, extending first to the east and then
to the south, separating Afghanistan and Beloochistan from

Hindostan, or tho peninsula of India.

Extending through the north of Persia, from tho Hindoo-
Koosh Mountains towards the west, aro the Poropamisan Moun-
tains and Elburz range, the former having its culminating point
in Koh-i-baba, 16,000 feet high, and the latter in Mount Dema-
vend, about 21,500 feet above the sea-level. Through the

western and southern districts of Persia stretch the Zagros

MonntaiiiH, or mountain* of KurdUtan, in a direction parallel
wr.ii the Euphrates and Tigris, and forming the north-out limit

of the great plain through which thott river* run.

Lastly, couHidering the Ural Mountain! and the Caucasus

range to be common to Europe and Asia, M they form part
of the line of demarcation between these continent*, there are-

yet remaining to be named, M Asiatic mountain range*, the
mountains of Armenia, culminating in Mount Ararat, 17,112
feet in height, and lying south of the Caucasus, between the
Black and Caspian Seas; Taurus and Anti-Taurus, in Asis>

Minor, culminating in Argish Dagh, 13,197 feet high ; and the
Lebanon Mountains, running along the coast of Syria and Pales*
tine as far aa the peninsula of Sinai, and culminating in Mount
Hermon, which ia in the north of Palestine, and 9,375 feet

above the sea-level.

Of tho mountains in the islands of Asia, the most worthy of

notice are Fusi-yama or the mountain Fusi, an active rolcano,
in the island of Niphon, Japan, to the west of tho capital,
Yeddo or Jeddo; and the mountains in the south of Ceylon,
which culminate in the peak of Podrotallagalla, about 8,280 feet

above tho level of tho sea.

The rivers of Asia exceed in magnitude and extent any of the
rivers of Europe, and are themselves only surpassed by those of
America. These large rivers have their sources in the mountains
which border tho immense plateaus already described, and they
flow through tho plains northward, eastward, and southward,
into the surrounding oceans. In the Altai Mountains rise the

large rivers, Obi, Yenisei, and Lena, which, after traversing the

plains of Siberia for the respective direct lengths of about 1,800,

1,950, and 1,300 miles, fall into the Arctic Ocean. The Obi is

said to drain a surface of 925,000 square miles. In tho ir.oan-

tains of China, and the Chinese empire, rise the Amour, or

Sagalien, which, after a course of about 1,250 miles, falls into

the Sea of Okhotsk ; the Hoang-ho, or Yellow Eiver, which,
after a course of about 1,150 miles, falls into the Yellow Sea ;

the Yang-tze-kiang, or Kiang-ku, which, after a course of about

1,800 miles, falls into the same sea; and the Choo-Kiang, or
river of Canton, which, after a course of about 580 miles, falls into

the Chinese Sea. In the eastern peninsula run the rivers called

the Song-ha, the Mo-kiang or Camboja, the Meinam, the Salween
or Saluen, and the Irrawaddy ; these fall respectively into tho

Gulf of Tonquin, the Chinese Sea, the Gulf of Siam, and (the two

last-named) the Gulf of Martaban. Hindostan is watered in tho

north-east by the Ganges, which rises in the southern slope of

tho Himalaya Mountains, and after. a course of about 1,000

miles, falls into the Bay of Bengal ; this river is navigable to about

half its distance from its mouth, that is, up to the point where it

receives the waters of the Jumna. At Calcutta, where it falls

into the sea, it forms a vast delta, called the Sunderbunds, and the

navigable branch for large vessels is here called the Hooghly.
Near the mouth, this river receives tho waters of the Eiver

Sanpoo, or Brahmapootra, which rises in an opposite direction.

Hindostan, again, is watered in the north-west by the Indus, a
river which gives its name to all India, and which, rising also in

the Himalaya Mountains, but on the northern side, at an ele-

vation of about 15,000 feet, passes round its western extremity,
and then runs a south-westerly course of about 1,950 miles, falling

into the Arabian Sea by a delta near Tattah. About 350 miles

from its mouth, this river receives the waters of five rivers, the

Jelnm, the Chenab, the Eavee, the Beas, and the Sutlej ; hence

the name of tho country is the Punjab (that is, the ./ire rivers).

This river is navigable for large steamers at the distance just

mentioned, and for smaller vessels about 350 miles higher. The

Tigris and Euphrates, which rise in Armenia, and flow through
the plains of Mesopotamia (the one after a course of nearly 800

miles, and tho other after a course of about 900 miles), unite in

the river called Shat-el-Arab, and fall into the Persian Gulf at

Basra or Basora. In Asia Minor flowa the Kizil-Innak (the

ancient Halys), through a course of about 400 miles, and falls

into the Black Sea. The Caspian Sea receives the waters of the

Eiver Kur, after a course of about 500 miles. Tho sea of Aral

receives the waters of tho Amoo-Daria or Jihon (tho ancient

Oants), after a course of about 880 miles ; and of tho Syr-Daria

(the ancient Jew-arks), after a course of more than 720 miles.

Such are the most striking physical peculiarities of the great
continent of Asia.

We append to this lesson a map of India, showing the penin-

sulas of Hindostan and Further India or India beyond the
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INDIA.
Scale oOffles

Ganges, which includes Burmah, Siam, Malacca, Cochin China,
etc. The position of the three chief peaks of the Himalayas are
indicated in this map.

SUMMARY OF PENINSULAS,
MOUNTAINS, AND

PENINSULAS.
Asia Minor, in Turkey.
Arabia, E. of Eed Sea.

India, S.E. of the Indus.

Malacca, or Malay Peninsula, S.

of Siam.

Corea, E. of Yellow Sea.

Kamtschatka, E. of Siberia.

ISTHMUSES.

Suez, N. of Red Sea.

Kraw, N. of Malay Peninsula.

CAPES.

Baba, Asia Minor.

Ras-al-Had, S.E. of Arabia.

Comorin, S. of India.

Dondrah Head, S. of Ceylon.

Negrais, S.W. of Pegu.
Romania, S. of Malay Peninsula.

Caniboja, S. of Anam.
King, E. of Japan (Niphon I.)

Lopatka, S. of Kamtschatka.
East Cape, E. of Siberia.

Severe Vostochnoi, or North-East

Cape, N. of Siberia.

ISTHMUSES, CAPES, LAKES,
RIVERS OF ASIA.

LAKES.

Caspian Sea.

Sea of Aral, Turkestan.
Lake Baikal, S. of Russia.

Balkash, S. of Russia.

Tengri-Nor, Chinese Thibet.

Baktejan, Persia.

Dead Sea, Palestine.

Sir-i-kol, Bolor-Tagh Mountains.

MOUNTAINS.

Bolor-Tagh Mountains, Central
Asia.

Thian-Shan Mountains, Indepen-
dent and Chinese Tartary.

Ala-Tan Range, Southern Russia
in Asia.

Altai Mountains, between Russia
in Asia and Mongolia.

Sayansk Mountains, E. of Altai

Mountains.
Yabloiioi Mountains, in Eastern

Russia in Asia.

Stanovoi Mountains, in Eastern
Russia, in Asia.

Aldan Mountains, in Eastern
Russia in Asia and Kam-
tschatka.

Orulgau Mountains, E. of the

Lena.

Baikal Mountains, W. of Lake
Baikal.

Kuen-Lun Mountains, between
Chinese Tartary and Thibet.

Pe-ling Ransje, in China (Central) .

In-shan Mountains, Mongolia.
Khin-gan Mountains, Mongolia.
Yun-ling Range, between China

and Thibet.

Nan-ling Range, in S. of China.

Himalaya Mountains, N.E. frontier

of Hindostan.
Karakorum Mountains, Thibet.

Mountains of Aracau, Burmah.
Viudhva Mountains, Central Hin-

dostan.

Eastern and Western Ghauts, Pe-

ninsula of Hindostan (coast).

Hindoo-Koosh Mountains, between
Cashmere (Hindostan) and

Afghanistan.
Suliman Mountains, W. frontier of

Hindostan.

Paropamisan Mountains, N. of

Persia.

Elburz Range, N. of Persia.

Zagros Mountains, or Mountains
of Kurdistan, in S.W. of

Persia.

Mountains of Armenia, in N.E. of

Turkey in Asia.

Taurus and Anti-Taurus Ranges,
in Asia Minor.

Lebanon Mountains, in Syria and
Palestine.

RIVEKS.

Obi, Arctic Ocean.

Yenisei, Arctic Ocean.

Lena, Arctic Ocean.

Amour, Sea of Okhotsk.

Hoang-ho, Yellow Sea.

Yang-tze-kiancr, Yellow Sea.

Choo-Kiang, China Sea,

Ma-kiang, China Sea.

Meinam, Gulf of Siam.

Salweeu, Gulf of Martatan.

Irrawaddy, Gulf of Martaban,

Ganges, Bay of Bengal.

Indus, Indian Ocean.

Euphrates, ) Shat-el-Arab, Persian

Tigris, J Gulf.

Orontes, Mediterranean Sea.

Kizil-Irmak, Mediterranean Sea.

Kur, Caspian Sea.

Amoo-Daria, Sea of Aral.

Syr-Daria, Sea of Aral.
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LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY. XXI
METALS ,,td.

CADMIUM.

SYMBOL, Cd COMBINING \VI.L. m, l!J Sr> . me GRAVITY, 87.

AT the commencement of the distillation of zinc, a brown smoke
n Been to issue from the crucible; this ia the oxide of

fuiltnium. The metal in rare. It reaembleH tin in appearance,
so soft M to leave a mark upon paper. It melta at

:;.' (,),(., and ia volatile. Though generally found asso-

.vith sine, it la easily separated from that metal by sol-

hydrogen, which precipitates from an acid solution the
\ellu\v sulphide of cadmium, which ia used as a paint.

l'!i. n.tliilf of ra.lmium ia used for iodising collodion for the use

M photographer.
COBALT.

SYMBOL, Co COM HIKING WKIGHT, 587 SPECIFIC ORAVITT, 8'5.

This metal is found associated with arsenic, nickel, manga-
nese, iron, ami cop-

per, in uiv.s more or

IMI complicated. it

litti.'iiltoi ex-

traction. It i

to be of a light-red

colour, requiring a

high temperature
fusion. It

possesses great te-

and exhi-

bits magnetic pro-

perties. It is readily
1 by nitric

acid, and even by
exposure to the air.

It owes its commer-
cial value to the bril-

liant colours which
the salts of cobalt

It forms
two oxides, namely,
the protoxide (CoO),
and the sesquioxide

(CogOs). The former
is soluble in acid.

The concentrated

solution is of a beau-

tiful blue, but when
diluted, pink. This

oxide will also com-
bine with bases.

With the hydrate of

potash it forms a
blue compound; with

magnesium nitrate,

a pink. Thenard's
blue is its combina-
tion with alumina; and with the oxide of tin is formed Einman's
green. However, cobalt chiefly finds its way into commerce as

matt, which is blue glass coloured by this oxide. It is chiefly
manufactured in Saxony. The ore which, besides cobalt, con-
tains several metals in combination with sulphur and arsenic, is

roasted sufficiently to cause the cobalt to become oxide. This
.is effected at a temperature too low to disturb the other combi-
nations in the ore. Four parts of this roasted ore, with ten
of quartz and four of potassium carbonate, ore slowly melted in
a furnace. The cobaltic oxide combines with the fused sili-

cate of potash, and a blue glass is formed. The other con-
stituents of the ore fall to the bottom of the crucible, and make
that brittle, metallic mas, called speiss, from which nickel is

extracted. The blue glass is poured out into cold water, by
which it splits into fragments, which are afterwards ground
between granite stones under water. The water is allowed to
flow out, as the grinding proceeds, into depositing vessels,
each being filled by the overflow of the- one above it. It will be
ovidi-nt that the finest powder will be found in that vessel
furthest from the mill. Smalt is used in the manufacture of

paper-hangings, and to some extent by laundresses, to correct

64 N.E

FIG. 50. SECTION OF A BLAST FUBNACE.

and neutralise the yellow which tinge* linen. The salt* of
cobalt aro of little other interest When crystallised they are
red ; when anhydroua, blue. Their solution*, when concentrated,
aro blue, and on being diluted, pans through red to pink. When
a cold red solution ia heated, it becomes blue again.
The presence of cobalt is easily detected by the interwo bin*

it imparts to a bead of borax in the blow-pipe flame. A isola-

tion of its salts with potaah become* blue, and by an exoe* of
the alkali, pink. Ammonia has the same effect, but the

;

tato ia readily dissolved in an excess of the liquid.

NICKEL.

SYMBOL, Ni COMBHUMG WEIGHT, 587 Sracinc G*ATITT, fr5,

Nickel ia a white, silver-like motal ; hard, yet ductile. It*

magnetic properties are more marked than those of cobalt,
to which metal it presents a very remarkable analogy. -Nickel
is extracted either from the speiaa mentioned above, or from tlie

ore Icupfcrnickel ,
in which it ia combined with araenic. It in

chiefly of value on account of its property of whitening brass,
thus producingpocik-

fong or German sil-

ver. Like cobalt, it

forma two oxides :

NiO, the protoxide,
the salts of which
are green, and when
anhydrous, yellow ;

and Ni.O,, the aes-

quioxide, of which
no salts are known.
The hydrated pro-
toxide ia thrown
down as an apple-

green powder, when
to any of the salts

of nickel caustic

potash is added.

Ammonia has the

same effect, but
when added in ex-

cess dissolves the

precipitate, render-

ingthe solutionblue.
With sulphuretted

hydrogen nickel be-

haves as cobalt. A
bead of borax,
touched with nickel,

becomes a reddish-

yellow glass, which

pales as it cools.

In the reducing
flame, greyish par
tides of the reduced

metal are dissemi-

nated through the

bead. Kupfornickel,
the ore from which nickel is usually obtained, is found prin-

cipally in Saxony, and, in small quantities, in Cornwall.

MANGANESE.

SYMBOL, Mn COMBINING WEIGHT, 55 SPECIFIC GRAVITY, 8*0.

The metal itself is reduced from its oxide by charcoal at a

very high temperature. It is of a greyish colour, feebly mag-

netic, hard enough to scratch steel. It soon crumbles to a

brown powder in the air, and has the power to decompose water

at ordinary temperatures ; hence it has no commercial value,

save that it is useful as an alloy with iron. A small per-centage

of manganese renders that metal both harder and more elastic.

Matiganous Oxide (MnO). By heating the carbonate, the

carbonic acid gas is driven off, and this oxide remains as a green

powder. It is a very powerful base, and rapidly combines with

oxygen, forming a brown powder. It makes with mineral acids

well-marked salts, which give pink solutions, from which an

alkali will throw it down again, as a white hydrate, which be-

comes brown on exposure to the air.

The Sesquioxide (MntOs) has been noticed as capable of form-

ing an alum. It appears in nature as braunite. Its salts are
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unstable. When their solutions are boiled, the corresponding
manganous salt is formed.

Binoxide, Deutoxide, or Peroxide (Mn02), ia the pyrolusite of

the mineralogist, the "manganese" of commerce. It is used
in the laboratory in the preparation of oxygen and chlorine.

When heated, it gives off one-third of its oxygen, and becomes
the red oxide

3MuO
2
= (Mu 2 3,MnO) + O

a
.

When heated with strong sulphuric acid, half its oxygen comes

off, thus
MnO 3 + H.,80*

= MnSO 4 + HaO + O.

The commercial value of this black oxide depends upon the pro-

portion of chlorine which it will liberate from hydrochloric acid,

and this again is dependent on the quantity of oxygen pre-

sent, which is over and above that requisite to make the ore a

protoxide, for pyrolusite and psilomelane are never pure deut-

oxide. This is estimated on the principle that black oxide

of manganese is decomposed in the presence of free sulphuric
and oxalic acids. The oxygen which is liberated as the salt

becomes a protosulphate (MnO,SO.,), attacks the oxalic acid,

causing it to become carbonic acid, thus

C aO 3 + O = 2CO 3 .

By allowing this CO2 to pass through a weighed potash tube,
its quantity may be estimated, and therefore that of the

binoxide in the sample of ore.

Manganic (H2MnO+ ) and Permanganic Acid (Hs
Mn2 8).

When equal weights of caustic potash and manganese peroxide
in fine powder are fused together, a bright-green mass is formed ;

this is potassium manganate. It forms a dark-green solution,

which, when diluted, slowly passes through purple to a claret

uolour, and hydrated manganic dioxide is found to be deposited.
The cause of this is that the manganate absorbed oxygen,
becoming a permanganate. Owing to these changes of colour,
it has acquired the name of mineral chameleon. A solution

of potassium permanganate readily oxidises organic matter ;

hence it ia used as a disinfecting agent, as Candy's Fluid. The
presence OL manganese is easily detected by

" Cram's test." Add
to the suspected body a little dilute nitric acid, and a little

peroxide of lead ; if any manganese be present, the red colour

of permanganic acid will be produced. A bead of borax becomes
violet if manganese be present in the oxidising flame of the

blow-pipe, but the colour is lost in the reducing flame. With
carbonate of soda, the salts of this metal give a bluish-green
opaque bead in the blow-pipe flame.

IRON.

SYMBOL, Fe COMBINING WEIGHT, 56 SPECIFIC GRAVITY, 7'8.

This, the most important of all the metals, is never found

native, except in " meteoric stones." Its ores are plentiful, and

widely diversified. The chief are

Magnetic Iron Ore, Loadstone (Pe2O3,FeO). It occurs in the
Swedish mountains, and in North America. Most of the cele-

brated Swedish iron is from this ore. It is found in masses in

the primary rocks ; and therefore, coal being absent, wood ia

used in its reduction, which fact contributes to the fine quality
of the metal it yields. The Iron Sand, found in India and New
Zealand, belongs to this class of ore. It is the only ore of iron

which occurs in any quantity capable of magnetism, and is

magnetised by the influence of the earth's magnetism in its

original state ; hence the properties of the loadstona.

Specular Iron Ore (Fe2O3).
This is found in Elba, Eussia,

and Sweden, and gives iron of a fine quality.
Red Haematite is another form of the peroxide. It is some-

times found massive, but generally as fibrous, crystallised
nodules, which, from their colour and smooth mammillary sur-

face, have obtained for this ore the name of the "
kidney ore."

It is seldom smelted alone, but generally with the clay ore.

Brown Haematite is another variety of the peroxide, which is

found in later deposits known as pea-iron ore.

Spathic Iron Ore is a carbonate of the metal, and so also is

the great source of English iron

The Clay Iron Ore. This is found in bands Jn the coal

deposits. It contains about 30 per cent, of the metal, the rest
of its bulk being clay, lime, and magnesia.
The Bog Iron Ore contains phosphate of iron, and, as its name

indicates, is found in alluvial tracts.

Iron Pyrites (FeS 2 ), though very abundant, is never worked
for iron, but for sulphur.

REDUCTION OF IRON FROM THE CLAY IKON ORE. We
may conveniently divide this operation into four stages .

1. Roasting. The ore, mixed with coal, is piled in large

heaps, and a fire is kindled to the windward, which gradually
extends through the mass. This heat expels all moisture and
carbonic acid gas. The " calcined ore

"
is left in a porous state,

containing iron as an oxide. This process requires montha
for its completion.

2. Smelting. The blast furnace is a structure, as in Fig. 50 r

about fifty feet high. It is built of solid masonry, and lined

with fire-bricks. The lower part of the cone contracts into the

crucible, E F. Below the tuyeres, or blast-pipes, the furnace
terminates in the hearth G, where the melted metal collects pre-

viously to being drawn off
; M is the tymp stone, over which the

slag runs down, and thus leaves the furnace ; T and F are the

tuyeres. At the lowest point of the furnace is the tap-hole by
>vhich the metal is drawn off. The calcined ore contains chiefly
o,vidc of iron, silica, and clay. No amount of heat will separate
these infusible bodies from the iron ; hence it is necessary to add
lime in order that a fusible slag may be found. Thus the fur-

nace is charged with alternate layers of coal, limestone, and ore.

The air which forms the blast is driven by fans, and caused to-

pass through heated tubes, so that when it issues from the tuyeres
its temperature is about 350 Cent. If cold air were used, it

would seriously detract from the heat of the furnace, for as
much as sie tons of air pass through in an hour. The oxygen of

tho blast at once combines with the carbon of the fuel in that

part of the furnace called the "boshes," i>, and becomes car-

bonic acid gas ; ascending a little higher in the furnace this gas
as in an ordinary fire takes an atom of carbon, becoming-

carbonic oxide, which, mixed with nitrogen and carburetted

hydrogen, rises through the furnace. In the presence of these-

gases, tho iron in the ore becomes reduced, but the tempe-
rature at that part of the furnace is not sufficient to melt the

iron, or make the silica and lime fuse together. But when the

charge sinks down into tho crucible, the fusion of the slag is

determined, and the iron, which is in a finely-divided state, com-

bines with the carbon, and fusee into the ciniiide of iron, known
as cast-iron. This falls to the bottom of the crucible, and the

slag, which is five or six times the bulk of the iron, swims

upon it, and preserves it from the action of the air of the

blasts. Aa the slag accumulates, it rises to the level of the

tyuip stone, over which it flows to N, where it is received into an

iron box, and is thus removed. The iron is drawn from the

furnace once in twelve hours, and run into sand-moulds, and
finds its way to the market as pig-irmi. A blast-furnace-

continues in action for six or eight years uninterruptedly.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. XL.
SECT. LXXXI. VARIOUS IDIOMATIC PHRASES (continued).

9?UI)t?, or irictyt tnfur fonnen, signifies
" not to be in fault, or to-

blame," as : 3d) fann nirfjtS t-afiiv, it is not my fault, or I cannot

help it (literally, I cannot, or can nothing therefore). @t faim

nictytS fcafut, tap ft fo arm tft, he cannot help it that is, he is not

to blame that he is so poor. So also interrogatively ; as : Jlaim

tic SBclt etn?a tafur, taji fid; fin griper @cift in ein fd;lcd;tcS JUcit

uftffcrft ? (3JaOencr) is the world to blame, that a great soul con-

ceals itself in a plain dress ? that is, >ie 28ctt fann nid;t tafiiv.

Jln'gcbcn, to give, spe-

cify.

Sln'firciujung, /. exer-

tion, effort, labour.

S3ctett', ready.

3ctuf, in. calling, vo-

cation.

SBcvu'fiigen, to quiet.

SBcfttm'mcn, to fix, de-

termine.

3? a fur', therefore, for

it.

3)anf, m. thanks, ac-

knowledgment.
Qrrtet'tcn, to save, res-

cue, deliver.

Surest, /. fear, dread. :

VOCABULARY.
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BZAKPUCH.

tafur', t.iw id; meiit

:r wrlo'fcu lube

">r, 511 fcbnell),

unb (die a>-:<t r..td< (or, ju lang-

f.nn).

Vat nun nifiti .MIIIIIUT in Oitnitivj

gebr

."in : ";, 3d;mcubUt bat

a fciiKit main-en ivreuiit.

Hit giebt 'i'idf, tii- a,l.uibcn, tap in

t.n iiu-ifi.T. (V.ilU-it n Wiicf otei

Un.ilit;f cinc4 '.Ui'cmdKn soni ,!u

f.ill ab'bt\na,e.

2ie nu>M, niein Jpcrr. tint em-

tn 2'.c mid; gutta,ft jbrcv

It in nut my fault that I hftYe

lotit my IIP

This watch gees too fast, and
that (one) goes too Blow.

Has ray room been put in

order?
In thu ranks of his flatterers he

has not a true frit-mi.

There are many who believe

that, in (the) most cases, the
fortune or misfortune of a
man depends on chance.

Farewell, Sir, and please re-

member mo kindly to your
lady.

EXERCISE 156.

fi:iiK'ii nidus tafur, taji Sic fo unglucflid; ftnt. 2. Grr fonnte

tafur, taji er ticfe (MlaS jerbrad;. 3. 3d; fann nicbt tafur gebcn, al

mcincn !>anf. 4. "Die (Wriiiife tafur ir-crte id; angcben, wenn e wlangt
:i>ormt follte. 5. flonm-it Sic mir fagcn (Sect. LXXXII. 1), Wie wl
llbr (S,-ft. XXIV. 9) tt iftV 6. 9iein, bcnn meinc llbr ift ftcben gcblic.
ben. 7. Stcbt 3brc lll'ir fcbon langc? 8. 3a, bcinabe cine Stunte. 9.

Picnic Uhr gc!<t ;u fcbnell, fte gebt bcinabe cine balbc Stunte t>or. 10. 2)ie

llbr mt'mtt orcunte* gebt fttnf 'Dlinuten cor. 11. Seben Sic Wobl, unt

wrgcffcn Sic nicbt, mid; bait ttnetcv $u bcfitcbcn. 12. ficbcn Sic n-obl,

mein Jjjcrr \ 13. SBamt wollcn wir jufammen Jjcrrn 91. bcjucben ? 14.

<J ban.jt ga:t} von 3(men ab (Sect. LXXX. 1) hiclrbe 3cit @ie taju
bcftimmen wodcn, td> bin

311 jctcr 3ctt bcreit, mitjugc&cn. 15. ( bftngt
Ai'ticn ab, ticfe Samilie 311 crrcttcn otcr 511 wrtcrbcn. 16. >cr

RtUjttac arbcttet in fcinein (M.mcn tint fudu tcnfclbcn in Drtnung jit

bringeit. 17. 43ct allcr '.?lnftrcna,u;t] briitgt er ttefe Sacbe nid;t in >rt

nun.j. 18. r fud;tc mid? in tic 9icifi.e feiner .fiamcratcn 311 briugcn.
19. ($9 bctlt fcbwcr (Sect. XLV. 2), einen unortcntlirben S)icnfd;cn an

Cmutna, 311 genn-bitcn. 20. 9?ad; vielcr JDiftfic bat cr tie iKccbnung in

Cmiung gcbra.iu. -_'l. i8cr an tern gujic cine* ftcilcn !8crae6 ftebes

bleibt, unb au8 8ur*t oor Vlnftrcnguna, tcnfclbcn 311 crflimmtn unterlafit,

unb licbcr auf tie fd;one 7lu8ftcbt ccqirbtct, tcr jcigt tamit an, tafi cr cin

Sd;>D>id;ling unb einc folcben cnuffe unwcrtf) ift, unt wcr au eigner
cbult in tcr Wittc feiner geiftigen 5?lu*biltuna flcben bleibt, unt ben fupcn

.Ccrn tcr SBeiSbeit entbcfircn will, wcit cine raul;c unt barte Sd;ale tcnfelben

untfdjliept, tct 3ciijt ebcitfaUa nid)t nur feme llnwurttgfcit, tenfelben ju
geniepen, an fsntcrn aud;, wie wenig cr ben 33cruf unb tie $flicbt tc

UJienfd;cn, a!4 tinci geiftigcit iU5cfeit8, crfannt bat.

EXERCISE 157.

1. It is not my fault that you have had the mishap. 2. You
are not to blame that the servant has broken the plate. 3. He
could not give me anything- for it, except his thanks. 4. He
could not help it, he only spoke the truth. 5. Is the coachman
to blame that the carriage was upset ? 6. No, he is not to be
blamed, for the horses could not bo quieted. 7. Can you tell

me what time it is ? 8. No, my watch goes too slow. 9. To
lix the hour of my departure depends upon my parents. 10.

Farewell, Madam -, please do not forget to remember me to your
parents. 11. It depends upon you what time you will fix to
visit your friends : I shall always be ready to accompany you.
12. Fortune and misfortune, life and death, poverty and riches,
all depend on the will of God.

SECTION LXXXII.-VABIOUS IDIOMATIC PHKASES
(contin

Sicf> vvrlh'bcn (to understand one's self), with auf, signifies "to
l/o a judgo of, to be skilled in ;

"
as : r wrftebt fid; auf ?lllc, he

is skilled in everything.
<&i TxrfK-bt ftcb. (literally, it understands itself that is, it is un-

derstood, is self-evident) answers to our phrase
" of course," or

;

as a matter of course;" as : <Si wrftcbt fid;, or tt vcrjicbt fid; ton
felbft, taji lib, mcincn (yttcrn gcbord;cn mup, of course, or as a matter
of course. I must obey my parents. The word naturlidi, natu-

rally, is often used in the same manner; as : Slaturlid; mup c fo

Km, of course it must be so.

1. Sagc:i answers to the English
"
say" or "

tell ;" to tell or
narrate, however, is often expressed in German by crjrtblcn; as:
21>a3 faotc er ? what did he say ? 2Ba* bat cr 3bncn gefagt ? what
has he to)d, or said to you ? 2) oltc 2)Jatrcfc crjabUc etnc rubvcnic

cfcbicbte, the old sailor told, or related a morin; (affecting)
.-t<,rv.

2. Sort is often expressed in English by
"
gone, off," etc. ;

as : 3(1 rr fd;on langc fort hjn he already been gone long ?

3. fet trnn, tap = unless, except, etc.; as: Tcr SHenfty fanr

ilueflid; fein, tt fci tenn, ta& rr tugeniNft fri, man cannot
In- truly happy unless he be virtuous. 2Dabtltdt, tral-rltdv id; fag.-
lir : <S fci tcnn, tap" 3ernant wn 97euem geboren wrrte, fann cr lal tRtiQ
Wottrt ntd;t feben, Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a man b*
born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God.

VOCABULARY.

4jin'fommen, to come, Sebcrj, m. jest, sport.
get to. Stt-rcn, to trouble-

$arf, m. park. disturb.

9lmualt, m. attorney,
defender.

a3abncn, to open (as
a path), facilitate.

<5ntc, n. end.

govt'gcben, to go
away.

, /. plant, ve-

gctuble.

Scbcin, m. shine, digol. lavish, pro
light. fuse.

SUM^ or EXAMPLES.

Sic, wie wcit Sic in ter Do yon know how far yon have

2iirfi|d;, Turkuh.

$crfd;iwn'lcrifd;, pro-

Sarbc ju geben babcn ''.

Cinen wie langen ( 120. 4) Spa=

3tcr'ritt babcn Sic gcmad;t' ?

(S$ ccrflc^t' fid; on felbfl, tag ein

faulcr Scljiilcr feine 8ort'fd;rittc

tnad;tn fann

to go in the matter * (how (at

yon are at liberty to go.)
How long a (pleasure) ride have

you taken i

It is self-evideiir: that a lazy
scholar can make no pro-
gress.

icfcr StauVuer t>erflel;t' ftd; auf This Italian is a judge of music.

crv 9)i. ifl b.cutc SDJcrgcn fovt nad; Mr. M. left (is off) this morning
2)tovc ttiuc'rifa for North America.

So weit er aud; fern bjcr wobnt, unt However far he resides from
fo langc id; and; ?u gcben babe, fo

bcfu'cbc id; ibn tcnnod; attc 5age.

i^in' cilen ftc fo fcbnel! ?

here, and however great a dis-

tance I have to walk, I never-

theless visit him every day.
Whither are yon hastening ao

rapidly
'-

I am going to the dentist.

Well, be it (the thing) aa it

may, I shall not forgive him
unless he ask my pardon.

3d? gcbe 511 tern 3afm'ar}tc.
ie Sacbe fci nun, mie fte reotte, id;

rocrte ibjn nicbt wrjct'bcn, tt fet

tenn, tap cr mid; urn (Sntfebul'*

tigung bitte.

EXERCISE 158.

1. 3>cr !Dicb ifi feine a<crbrcd;cn uberfubtt ttorten, unt tt

ftcb wn felbft, tap er beftraft rocrten >rirt. 2. <ci i'atcr ift feit I-eut

iliorgen fort unt bi* je$t nod; nid;t wietcr jitriicfdefcbrt. 3. JaS JBud; ift

fort, unt feiner tiefer <cbuter rciU ( 83. 8, Remark) teifjen, wo tt ^tr-

gcfontnten ift. 4. SKcinc Sieffcn ftnt fortgcgangcn, o^nc ju fagcn, wcb'.n

fie gingcn. 5. Itnfcr bft ifl alle. (Sect. XL. 3). 6. ?lud; nocb f

siclcS clt Jinn af(e, n,'cnn man ccrfcbnxntcrifd; ift. 7. 5)cr turrifdx

JJaifcr oliman II. fagtc furj for feincm Xcte: ,2Rcinc Jtrafte fint ju
Snte, nir!;t abcr mctit aJiutb." 8. 5Bic wctt gebcn Sic frajicrcn? 9. 3$
gcbe, bis

\<fy
mute tccrtc, gctuobnltd; bi an (Sect. LVIL, Note) ten 5Barf

10. SWcin Srcunt njeiR rccljt gut, n>tc rocit cr in ticfcr Sacbe ju gel-en bat

11. SOJan nttit! felbft tin Sdier^c unffcn, tvie n.'eit man ju gcben bat ; tenn

aud; im d;erjc fann man bcleittgcn. 12. 2Be gebcn @te bin? 13. 3
gede 311 mcincm ?lnn>a(t. 14. SBie mcit baben ie ?u geben V 15. S3

an baS (Sntc tcr <tatt. 16. SBtc langc babcn Sic ju geben? 17. Ucbcr

cine Stttnte. 18. @incn mie tuettcn Srajicrgang baben Sic gcma^it'-
19. 3d? bin bi* in tcr 9iabe tc* gluffrt gctvcfcn. 20. Cinen n>ic langen

Spa^icrjjang babcn Sic gcmacbt ? 21. 3cb bin iiber cine balbc vstunte

frajtrren g:gangen. 22. SDBie lange ftnb Sic au tern ^aufc gcnvfcnY
23. 3d; war trcivtcrtcl Stunten au4 temfelbcn. 24. SBaren <ie nxi
von tcntfclbcn entfernt ? 25. 3cb bin bcinabc cine balbc Stuttte writ MB
tcmfclben entfern: gcroefen. 26. 3d; boffe eud; wieterjufcben, fci tt nun
in tiefer, otcr fci tt in jener SBelt. 27. er (Wcfangene meinte, rt f

nun lange gcnttg, taji er ten manncn Sd;cin ter Sonne unt tie frifd;e 8nft

babe entbebrcn ntuffcn. 28. 3d; fann morgtn nicbt ju tir Fontmen, rt fri

tenn, taw mein ^rutcr bi* tabin wietcr ganj gefunb tturte. 29. 3d; fann

bcute unmoglid; ttefcn sBrief becntigen, tt hi tenn, tap i* ttefcn Slatfmtttaa

wcniaer gefii-rt toertc. 30. C wirb Sl.cmant in tie Statt cingclaffcn, tt

fei tcnn, tap er eincn $aj $abr

EXERCISE 159.

1. Toll me if that is your own horse? 2. That farmer told

me many things about agriculture. 3. I shai. not go out to-day
unless necessity compels me. 4. You will not enter the king-
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dom of heaven unless you acknowledge the blessings of God. 5.

My brother went off yesterday, and we have heard nothing of
him. 6. It is self-evident that without nourishment man, ani-

mals, and plants cannot exist. 7. My knife is gone, and none
of the children know where it is. 8. Our money is all gone. 9. I

know very well how far I have to go in this matter. 10. Where
do you go to? 11. I am going to my brother. 12. How far
have you to go ? 13. Just to the park. 14. What distance
have you to go? 15. About three quarters of a mile. 16. He
believed the time had now arrived to open his own path through
life.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GERMAN.
EXERCISE 115 (Vol. II., page 246).

1. 3ft 3?r Crater fo uorftrfjtuj ate 36,r Oitfct ? 2. C?r ift nu-fit fo m-
ifcfjttg, ate mcin O.ifel. 3. SRtmm, meter me!;r iu\1? monger ate tie

Sftetf; erfortert. 4. Obfrfton er ein fdjoncS Santgut befigt, fo mid
tcf;

ben

nod? etiten Sfteil tcS mnnigen an iftn abtreten. 5. Sic tljaten nicb.t8, ai*

ikf> itber if)r le^teS Una.liicf bcfl.igen. 6. 3c&. fafc, Dltcmant- in tern Saal
a(S ten bltnten ^feiier. 7. > lander er bet t&m blieb, tefto ungetulti.vv
mttrte er. 8. en mianclftcn mirt 3 fir Sreunt on fyter abrcifcn V y.

Seine X'lbreife tft auf ten YMeqebnten nadiftcn iViMtatS feftgefc^t. 10. 21- ir

mollen tiefen iikg geden, 11111 ue I'.intfdjaft in ter 9tal)c 511 feben. 11.

flttcibte ate Sroblictyfett mar tn tcr gan^en lyaimiie. 12. Slur (i'in 'JBunf.ii

blieb ti'iu tibrta.. 13. Siientanb ift unferer ute fo miirttg, ate ter Sreunc
metnce fritters.

EECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
THE BAT.

OFTEN in the summer twilight you may have seen a <1ark-

looking object, apparently about the size of a sparrow, flitting

hither and thither in the most erratic fashion. Such a strange-

looking creature did it appear that one might have fancied it

waa some old-world inhabitant of strange form, like those

figured in books on geology, which had wakened up after a

sleep of ages to have a look round once more on the present
state of things. It waa a bat. Upon questioning the rustic

wise-acre concerning it, you wore probably told that it was
neither bird nor beast, but a sort of cross between them, being
bird-like in possessing the power of flight, and also like many
a four-footed beast in having a fur, and jaws provided with
teeth. Here, however, his fund of information was exhausted.

He might be thoroughly acquainted with the habits and haunts

of birds, also able to imitate their peculiar notes, but concerning
the bat he knew next to nothing.
And indeed, the peculiar habits of the bat preclude that

amount of observation which has been given to moat other

animals. Hidden entirely from us during the winter months,
and only seen in warmer weather in the dusky evenings, it is

only natural that our store of facts concerning it should be a

small one. It was a puzzle to the ancients, for they did not

know exactly where to place it in their classifications of the ani-

mal kingdom. And, apparently in some doubt, Pliny describes it

neither tinder the head of beast nor bird, but gives it a small

chapter to itself, wherein he observes :

" Among the winged
animals, the only one that brings forth its young alive, ia the

bat
; it is the only one, too, that has wings formed of a mem-

brane. This is also the only winged creature that feeds its

young with milk from the breast." No difficulty is experienced

nowadays in giving the bat a precise place among the o.ther

members of the animal kingdom. Since it suckles its young,
it belongs to the Mammalia, and bats of all sorts are included

in the order of Chiroptera, or hand- winged animals. Why
the order to which bats belong should be termed Chiroptera,
or hand-winged, is pretty evident from a cursory examination of

one of these curious creatures. When its arms and fingers
are stretched out, a web-like membrane is seen to extend

between each finger, and from arm to leg, and from leg to

tail. Hence from the first finger to the tip of the tail on each
side there is a membrane which acts as a wing, and as a

most important portion of this wing-like structure is formed

by the long bony fingers of each hand, the bat may very appro-

priately be termed hand-winged. The skeleton of the bat is

slightly different from that of other Mammals, and this mainly
arises from their different mode of progression. For example,
there ia the same difference between the breaat-bone of a bat

and the breast-bone of a mammal which walks, as there is
between the breast-bone of a flying bird and that of an ostrich.
As we have pointed out in the paper on the ostrich family, its

breast-bone is keel-less, while that of a flying bird has a keel
or ridge projecting from it to form a firm base of attachment
for the wing muscles. Similarly, the breast-bone of a bat has
a projecting ridge, and is very unlike the breast-bone of a
man, for example, which is a plane elongated plate of bone.
The humerus is short and powerful. The shoulder-joint ia

universal in its nature, so that the action of the bat's wing ia

particularly free.

The bat flies for lengthened periods with ease. The Mar-
gined Fruit Bats of India will fly for thirty or forty miles away
from their haunts, and return the same night, making up a
distance of eighty miles. And when one reflects that in their
search for guavas they pass over higli hills and through winding
passes to the very places where they grow, it is apparent that
they possess a high order of instinct. This is also shown in
other ways. Speaking of some captive bats, Mr. Bell says :

-

" One of them displayed, in its search for a means of exit, an
ability which was quite extraordinary. It literally flew into

every part of the room, and behind and under everything, even
under a book case standing against a wall, although there was
scarcely a apace of three inches between it and the floor."

When brought up in captivity, they will display a certain
amount of affection for the person who tends them. Young
African Fruit Bats, which have been born at the Zoological
Gardens, have displayed their affection for their keeper by
mounting upon his shoulder and even licking his face in the
same way as a dog.
The bat is not blind as some have supposed. It can see

quite well, and it would appear that its other senses are so
well developed that, when it has been deprived of its sight, it

would avoid objects which were in its way, and find out
retreats that one would have thought were hidden from it in
its sightless condicion. We know how a human being, who
has been blind for years, may, by the cultivation of his remain-

ing senses, perform feats that would be impossible to a blind-
folded individual possessing eye-sight, and the similar power
of sightless perception possessed by the bat may have been
acquired by the necessity there has been for it and its ances-
tors to constantly find their way about in the dark. Certainly
the experiments of Spallanzani. de Jurine and others, who
experimented on some bats which had lost their eyesight,
go to prove that these creatures can find their way about
without their eyes as marvellously as a man who has been
born blind. Some knowledge of this ability of theirs may have
given rise to the misleading proverbial expression : "As blind
as a bat." Some bata are fruit eaters, and others live on
insects. The bats found in this country are insectivorous.

During the winter, when food is scarce, they have a long sleep,
and in this hybernating condition they may occasionally be
seen suspended from the roofs of dark caverns, deserted attics,

belfries, &c., holding on by the claws of their hind feet, with
their heads downwards.

This winter sleep i? a curious phenomenon. One has a

difficulty in aeeing how life can be sustained for months during
the coldest part of the year, without the sleeping animal re-

ceiving any food. The eight to ten hours' sleep which man
geta, once every twenty-four hours, will bear no comparison
with the long periods that hybernating animals, like the bat,
take up, because a person would experience very little incon-
venience if compelled, in the waking state, to go without food
for the same length of time as he slept. If, however, a hyber-
nating animal were compelled to go without food, in the waking
state, for only a part of the time it takes up in sleeping during
the winter months, it would die. The hybernating condition

must therefore be widely different from cbe waking state : there

must be much less waste of force, and all the vital functions must
be at their lowest ebb. The temperature of the body, which ia

a mark of the silent combustion going on, will be lower than at

other times, and the flow of the blood through the vessels will

be much slower. This has been proved experimentally. Mr.
Cornish found, upon applying a thermometer to a torpid bat,

that it stood at 36, only 4 above the freezing point of water,
and the heart beat just sixty times per minute. Upon waken-

ing it up, the beats of the heart increased to one hundred per

minute, and the heat of the body rose two degrees. It is
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therefore apparent, that during l,\ n.-n. . .t.il prooesse*

proceed very slowly, and that iln-n- i* a minimum of want*. It

:Mer i.f iMiriiiii-i interest that Imliiiii Fakir*, under tho

o of opiates or of Indian hem;., liavo remained in a state

nix weeks. Tin pi the nearest approach
t<> hybernntiori in man. Bata are capable of retaining life for a

Jon-,' tilim in tin- torpid state. It is Maid tlmt :i t.'Tpid bat was
found in a family vault, which waa opened in Norwich in 1800,

in>r dosed for 32 years. Hybernation corresponds
to sloep in it il return, and in the bat it is

'loop as in certain other animals, for, on the occurrence of

very In yi in winter, il. the.- t'.>rth in <|ne-t <(' insects.

Many kind* t' K.st live in th Hriti-h Islands. The mont
ii one, found in nearly every part of the country, is the

the day there sleeping in bat fashion head downward*, Mid
.luwi of tli.- hind feat to sum* object wnd

then setting forth at night moth hunting. The ooloor of the
fur appears to vary with the age of the individual, as in the
oase with many othr animals ; it U usually of a reddish ot

greyish-brown tint, the hairs being blackish at the baa*.
Tii.- ',."., li.a, or Noctule (Vape/uyo lutttula) which was

first noticod in this country by White-, of Selbome fame, i* not
to common as the Pipistrelle. It in a sociable bat, flocks of
them repairing to the same hiding place, generally the hollow

tn-e in preference to a building. It in

a high ttier, and in its journeying*) through the air generally
proceeds in straight lines, emitting all the while sharp and
shrill cried. It feeds on insects, and has a special liking for

THE PIPJSTKELLE, OK COMMON BAT.

Pipistrelle, or Flittermouse (Vesperugo pipistrellus). Ita winter

sleep is a comparatively short one, as it does not retire until

winter has well set in, and it is on the wing again as early as

the middle of March. It lives on gnats, midges, and other
small insects. Its ears are about two-thirds the length of the

head, with a tragas or cartilaginous eminence at the external

entrance of the ear, not quite half as long as that organ. Its

body is a reddish-brown colour above and of a paler tint

beneath. It can run, walk, and climb with considerable fa-

cility. It is not very particular as to where it resides, being at

home in the crevices of old brick walls, under the roofs of

houses, and in fact nearly in any ruinous place and position
where it is not likely to be interfered with.

Another common British kind is the Long-eared Bat (Plecotus

auritus), so called because of the abnormal length of the ears,
which are nearly seven-eighths the length of the head and

body, being usually a little over an inch and a half long. It

takes its nightly wanderings in search of moths, which form its

chief food
; and, when on the wing, its shrill cries in the silence

of the night, as it flits overhead, may be easily told from those
of any other kind of bat. It resides principally in church
towers and in the roofs of tiled hou es in the country, passing

cockchafers. Its head and body are about three inches in

length, and the expanded wings about fourteen inches across.

The ears are shorter than the head, and each tragus is about
one-third the length of an ear. The far is reddish-brown.
The facial aspect of some bats is rendered very remarkable

by the presence of what are termed nose-leaves. This is the
case with the Horse-shoe bats, which chiefly inhabit warm
countries. The Greater Horse-shoe Bat (Rhinolophus jerrum-

equinuw), which is sometimes found in our southern counties,
has a membranous appendage attached to the nose, roughly
speaking, in the form of three leaves. It is the horse-shoe

shape of the two lower leaves which gives rise to the name of

this genus. The base of the third leaf rests in the concavity of

the horse-shoe, and tapers to a point on a level with the fore-

head. The ears of the Greater Horse-shoe Bat are large,
broad at the base, pointed at the top, and turned outwards.

They are of the same colour as the nose-leaves, pale brown.
Another bat of the same genus as the preceding is about half

an inch shorter, and is known as the Lesser Horse-shoe Bat

(Rhinolophus hippnsidercs). It is found in our islands, and
was formerly looked upon upon as an under-grown Greater

Horse-shoe bat. There are some slight differences between
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the two kinds which appear to warrant naturalists in keeping

them separate as two species.

The other British bats are seldom seen, therefore we need

not describe them here, but we may, in conclusion, say a few

words respecting the blood-sucking proclivity for which certain

foreign bats are noted. The Desmodus (Desmodii* nifus) which

lives" in the warmer parts of South America, from Chili to

Guiana, is one of these blood-suckers. It is about four inches

in length, and fifteen to sixteen across the expanded wings.

The fur varies in colour from ashy-brown to brown. It appears

to have teeth specially adapted for cutting away the surface of

the skin, so that a great number of vessels may be cut through,

which then yield up a quantity of blood to the sucking Desmo-

dont. Its stomach is also peculiarly constructed, for instead

of being small, round, and compact, as in insectivorous bats, it

is long and tubular. The portion of the stomach on one side

of the gullet appears like a continuation of the intestine, as

there is no constriction separating the two, and on the otiier

side it is enormously developed, forming an elongated and

convoluted reservoir for the blood abstracted from other

animals. It will be noted therefore that the Desmodus and

other bats of the same genus are specially fitted up for

this blood-sucking business, and a great plague they prove
to the horses and cattle in their neighbourhood, which, after

having been troubled with a nocturnal visit, are generally

covered with blood in the morning. With regard to their

biting people, they appear, like the flea, to exhibit a marked

preference for certain individuals, some persons being very
much annoyed by them, and others being scarcely ever mo-

lested.

LESSONS IN MUSIC. XVI.
EXEECISES ON FAH AND LAH.

EXERCISE 27. FULL MANY A SHAFT. KEY G.

(A Bound for Three Voices.)

M. 6G.

HHr "m
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from the original ground-plan

arose, another and more charac-

teristic design being adopted.
The form of the basilica fre-

quently gave place to that

which was the accepted symbol
of the Christian religion, and
instead of the plain parallelo-

gram, the figure of the cross

gradually became used, in one

or other of its variations. Nor
did this involve a very great
alteration of the custom pre-

viously in vogue. The basilicce

frequently had entrances at the

side, and merely by the throw-

ing out of these entrances to

the right and to the left, the

Christian symbol was at once

developed. The plan was avail-

able, and probably sometimes

adopted, with regard to buildings

already in existence, as it made
them suitably distinctive in

character and removed them
from heathen associations. But
it also commended itself at once

for future adoption ; and from
the early times of which we are

speaking down to the present

day, it has continued to prevail
as one great characteristic of

the architecture of the Christian

Church.
We come, then, here to the second stage in its early history,

when one or other of the forms known as the Latin and the

Greek cross whichever might be most convenient in planning

SAXON TOWER AT EARI/S BARTON, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.

the Byzantine style. In this

style we still find as a chief
feature the Roman arch applied
in a variety of ways, the dome-
itself being simply this arch,
in a perfect form, used as the

crowning work of the structure.

Where it was used, the church
itself generally took the form
of the Greek cross, which was
better calculated to support the

weight of the cupola. On the
other hand, in the architecture
of the West, where the flat

square tower, afterwards deve-

loped into the steeple, prevailed
as the finishing-point, the ori-

ginal form of the Latin cross
was retained, and this is there-

fore the general characteristic-

of the ground-plan of the
churches of Western Europe.
The nations of the West gra-

dually departed from the Ro-

manesque style of architecture,
and struck out for themselves a
manner and style of their own,
which, although it still con-
tained some of the Romanesque
features, was nevertheless dif-

ferent in character, and gra-

dually became more and more
so. In this way the great style
known as the Gothic developed

itself between the sixth century and the twelfth, when it became
well defined and generally adopted. Whilst it was attaining its

full development, there arose those magnificent cathedrals, min-
a particular edifice was usually employed in a building de- sters, and abbeys, of which our own land, as well as France and
signed for Christian

worship. We shall

find these forms
in the most elabo-

rate structures
of which Christian

architecture can
boast.

As time wore on,

the exterior of these

cruciform churches

became adornedwith
a dome, a tower, or

a steeple, at the

point where th e lines
of the cross inter-

sect each other. The
dome, however, was
the characteristic of

the architecture of

Eastern Europe,
which acquired the

name Byzantine
from its having been
carried to great per-
fection in Byzan-
tium (or Constanti-

nople), the capital
of the Eastern Em-
pire. The church of

St. Sophia, which
was built in its pre-

sent form early in

the sixth century,
and converted into

a mosque after the

capture of Constan-

tinopleby the Turks,
was and is the most

perfect example of NORMAN DOORWAY, HAILES CHURCH, NORFOLK.

Germany, possesses-
so many noble ex-

amples. The wealth-

lavished on their

construction, the

grandeur of their

design, with the pa-
tient skill bestowed.
on all parts of the

workmanship, as
well as its enduring
character, are strik-

ing proofs of the

spirit of reverential

piety which existed;

in what is now con-

sidered a compa-
ratively barbarous-

age.
The term Gothic,

as applied to the
architecture of the
Middle Ages, was
first used as one of

reproach or con-

tempt, synonymous:
with barbarous, by
the architects who,,
in the sixteenth

century, commenced'
a revival (known as
the Renaissance) of

the classical styles,
and their adapta-
tion to modern uses.

But it has long lost

this signification,

a more discriminat-

ing criticism having

produced a better
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ui'pr<viation of this grand u.edia>val style, and it* peculiar fitness

or the religious purposes for which it WM chiefly designed.
Wo uiumot li'-r.- |i;mso to traoe its progress from iU earlier

laments, and in the different i-ountn.'s in which it made its

way. v ' iko it up mi it- int.r.>diii'ti.ui into our own
l.iii.l. \\ !.: it followed tin- riiiii- and primitive Saxon and the

in . pi.li.-hi-l .Y"/-<i<"ii Htyloa. Each of these styles was in its

character Romanesque, the aroh of Roman shape being the
in l)i. th. Tin' Saxon churches were generally very

i *'invfly uny remains of them are now
;ln- ff\v unquestioned relics of this age

is the tower at Earl's Barton, Northamptonshire, of whi.-li v.,-

give a represcnta-
i..M. onii.- N.T-

man stone edition.

however, very many
lu'iiuuful relics are

preserved, ami by
these we arc made

fully acquainted
with both tli' inte-

rior ami the exte-

rior character of

their buildings.
The Norman style

may be dated from
the Conquest in

10J6, continuing till

towards the close

of the following cen-

tury, and it is there-

fore sometimes
called the twelfth

century style. We
have alluded to its

Romanesque feature

of the round arch,
which in Norman
churches was
supported on short

and stout pillars,

and generally re-

peated from end to

end of the building.
A fine example exists

in the interior of

the abbey at Mal-

vern, and others

may be met in por-
tions of our older

cathedrals. The
walla of the churches
were thick and sub-

stantial, with small

windows, and with-

out much adorn-

ment, except in the

doorways, which
were elaborately or-

namented. An ex-

ample, from Hailoa

Church, Norfolk, is

given in our engraving, and in this the semi-circular archea and
their zigzag mouldings, peculiarly characteristic of the Norman
style, are well illustrated. The square flat tower crowning the

edifice was also a not uncommon feature in the Norman period.
Towards the close of the twelfth century a wide departure

from the Norman style was introduced from the central pro-
vinces of France, where it is believed to have originated. It

consisted chiefly in the substitution of a pointed arch for the

old rounded form; and this style, now known as the Gothic,
cade so immediately into acceptance for church architecture,
that in a few years after its introduction the Norman style had
fallen almost entirely into disuse. The first period of Gothic
architecture in this country is known as the Early English, and,
as it lasted from about the year 1185 to 1280, it is generally
known as the style of the thirteenth century. At first there

was, as it were, a struggle for predominance between the round

INTERIOR OP THE TEMPLE CHURCH, LONDON.

and the pointed styles, and occasionally, in buildings of what is

termed the Transition period, both arches were used in the same
edifice. A fine example of thin onion is found in the rotunda of

the Temple Church, in London, from which oar illustration of
the Gothic 01 pointed arch ia taken. The Gothic arch, it will be
seen, occupies the chief position in the utructure. The Norman
or Romanesque arch, atill tuted, but declining, occupies only a
subordinate position in the upper portion of the building.
The pointed arch was so picturesque in effect, and gave such

an entirely now and more suitable character to edifice* for

religious worship, that, as we hare said, but a very little time

elapsed before the Norman style was entirely superseded by
this earlier develop-
ment of the Gothic.
With the round
arch, the short and
heavy pillars on
which it had rested
now disappeared,
and were substi-

tuted by tall and
slender columns.
The aules were
thrown up to a
greater height;
loftier and more im-

pressive vistas were
thus produced ; the
small and thick-set

Norman windows
gave place to others,

long and narrow,
and pointed like the
Gothic arch itself;

and the mouldings
introduced for orna-

ment took a more
refined and graceful
form.

The Early Eng-
lish form of Gothic
architecture was
succeeded in the

thirteenth century

by the Decorated

style, which pre-
vailed throughout
the fourteenth cen-

tury. In this, as

the name implies,
the ornamentation
was more profuse,
and it was also more

graceful. It is, per-

haps, the finest pe-

riod of Gothic archi-

tecture in this coun-

try, as the style,
while rich in beauty,
had not become toe

florid, is it did at a
lut -r date. Hence

the term "pure Gothic" is sometimes applied to the architec-

ture of this period.
The Decorated style of the fourteenth century was succeeded

by the Perpendicular period, which endured through the fif-

teenth century and a portion of the sixteenth. The tracery of

the doors and windows now consisted chiefly of perpendicular
lines, the pointed arches of the doorways often being inserted
in square compartments. The ornaments introduced in this

period are more varied but less tasteful than in the Decorated

style. But the fine open wooden roofs which are found in some
of the Perpendicular churches, and the still more striking stone

roofs of Henry VII.'s Chapel at Westminster and King's College

Chapel at Cambridge both belonging to this period most

always challenge admiration. A description of the chief details

characteristic of the different styles, and of the various internal

features of a church, will form the subject of another paper.
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LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. VI.

MULTIPLICATION (continued) .

RULE FOE SIGNS IN THE PRODUCT.

1. THE rule is that + into + produces + ; into + gives

; + into gives ; and into -
gives + ; or, in words,

plus multiplied by plus gives plus ; minus by plus gives minus

plus by minus gives minus; and minus by minus givea pins;
that is, if the signs of the factors are ALIKE, tlie sign of the pro-
duct will be plus, or affirmative; 'but if the signs of thefactors are

UNLIKE, the sign of the product will be minus, or negative.
82. The first case, viz., that of + into +, needs no expla-

nation, being the same as that of ordinary numbers.
83. The second case is into +, that is, the multiplicand is

negative, and the multiplier positive. Thus, a- into + 4 is

4a. For the repetitions in the multiplicand are a a a
a = 4a.

EXAMPLES.-
-(1). Multiply 2a m

By 37i + x
(2.) h 3d + 4

Product : 6ah 3hm+ 2ax mx 2hy - 6dy -f 8y

(3.) Multiply

By
a 2 7d x

36 + h

Product : Sab 66 2lbcl 3bx + ah 2h 7dh - hx.

84. In the two preceding cases, the positive sign prefixed to

the multiplier shows that the repetitions of the multiplicand
are to bo added- to the other quantities with which the multi-

plier is connected. But in the two remaining cases, the negative
.sign prefixed to the multiplier indicates that the sum of the

repetitions of the multiplicand are to be subtracted- from the
other quantities. This subtraction is performed at the time of

multiplying, by making the sign of the product opposite to that
of the multiplicand. Thus + a into 4 is 4a. For the

.repetitions of the multiplicand are, -\-a-\-a-\-a-\-a -f- 4a.

But this sum is to be subtracted from the other quantities with
-which the multiplier is connected. It will then become 4ft

[Art. 58]. Thus in the expression b (4 X a) it is manifest
that 4 X a is to be subtracted from 6. Now 4 X a is 4a, that

-.is, -j- 4a. But to subtract this from b, the sign + must be

changed into . So that b (4 X a) is b 4a. And a X 4
is therefore 4a..

Again, suppose the multiplicand is a, and the multiplier

16 4). As (6 4) is equal to 2, the product will be equal to

J2a. This is less than the product of 6 into a. To obtain, then,
the product of the compound multiplier (G 4) into a, wo must
subtract the product of the negative part from that of the

.positive part. Thus, multiplying a by 6 4 is the same as

multiplying a, by 2. And the product of the former, viz., 6a
4a, is the same as the product of the latter, viz., 2a. But if

the multiplier be (6 + 4), the two products must be added.

Thus, multiplying a by G + 4, is the same as multiplying a

by 10. And the product of the former, viz., 6a-\-4a, is the
same as the product of the latter, viz., 10a.

This shows at once the difference between multiplying by a

positive factor, and multiplying by a negative one. In the
.former case, the sum of the repetitions of the multiplicand is

to be added to, in the latter it is to be subtracted from, the
.other quantities with which the multiplier is connected.

.EXAMPLES. (1.) Multiply a -f b

By b x

Product : ab -\- bz ax bx.

(2.) Multiply
By

3dy + lix -\- 2

mr ab

Product i 3dmry -\- hmrx + 2mr Sabdy abhx 2ab.

(3.) Multiply 3h + 3

By ad 6

Product .- 3adh -f Sad 18h 18.

85. If two negatives be multiplied together, the product will

be affirmative : 4 X a = + 4a. In this case, as in the

preceding, the repetitions of the multiplicand are to be subtracted,
because the multiplier lias the negative sign. These repe-
.iations, if the multiplicand is a, and the multiplier 4, are

a a a a = 4a. But this is to be subtracted by
changing the sign. It then becomes + 4a.

Suppose a is multiplied by (6 4). As 6 4=2, the

product is evidently twice the multiplicand, that is, 2a. But
if we multiply a into 6 and 4 separately, a into 6 is

6, and a into 4 is 4a [Art. 83]. As in the multi-

plier, 4 is to be subtracted from 6 ; so, in the product, 4a
must be subtracted from 6a. Now, 4a becomes by sub-
traction -f- 4a. The whole product then is 6a + 4a, which is

equal to 2a. Or thus, multiplying a by 6 4, is the
same as multiplying a by 2 ; and the product of the former,
viz., 6a + 4a, is equal to the product of the latter, viz., 2a.

Hence the general rule may be thus stated: When quant:!/:':;
are multiplied by a positive term, their signs are retained in the

product ; but ivhen by a negative one, they are changed.
86. It is often considered a great mystery that the product

of two negatives should be affirmative. But it amounts to

nothing more than this, that the subtraetion of a negative
quantity is equivalent to the addition of an affirmative one

[Arts. 58, 59], and therefore that the repeated subtraction of a

negative quantity is equivalent to the repeated addition of an
affirmative one. So, taking off from a man's hands a debt of

ten pounds every month, is adding ten pounds a month to the
value of his property.

EXAMPLES/ (1.) Multiply a 4 into Bb 6. Answer. 3ab
I2b Ga + 24.

(2.) Multiply Sad ah 7 into 4 dy Jir. Answer. 1 2ad
4ah 28 3adz

y + adhy -f- 7dy 3adhr -f- ali,-r -f- 7hr.

(3.) Multiply 2hy + 3m 1 into 4tl 2x + 3. Answer. 8dhy
+ 12dm 4cJ 4-lix-y Gmx + 2x -f 6hy + Qut, 3.

87. Positive and negative terms may frequently balance each

other, so as to disappear in the product. [Art. 53.]

(1.) Multiply

By

EXAMPLES.

(2.) mm yy
mm -)- yy

bb +mn
Product : aa * bb. mmmm

(3.) Multiply aa -f ab + bb

By a b

aaa -j- Gab -f- abb

aab abb- bub

yyyy

yyyy-

aaa * * bbb.

88. For many purposes it is sufficient merely to indicate the

multiplication of compound quantities, without actually multi-

plying the several terms. Thus [Art. 23], the product of

a + b c into h + m -f- y, is (a + b c) X (h -j- m -f- y).

EXAMPLES. (1.) What is the product of a -f m into h + x
and d + y ? Answer, (a + m) (h -j- x) (d -f- y).

By this method of representing multiplication, a,n important
advantage is often gained, in preserving the factors distinct
from each other. When the several terms are multiplied in

form, the expression is said to be expanded.

(2.) What does (a + b) x (c + d) become when expanded 9

Answer, ac + ad + be + bd.

89. With a given multiplicand, the less the multiplier, the
less will be the product. If, then, the multiplier be reduced
to nothing, the product will be nothing. Thus a X = 0. And
if be one of any number of fellow-factors, the product of the
whole will be nothing.
EXAMPLES. (1.) What is the product of ab X c X 3d X 0?

Answer. 0.

(2.) And (a + b) X (c + c?) X (h m) X ? Answer. 0.

(3.) Multiply 1 -f x -f x" + x3
-\- x* f v- by 1 x + a;

2
. Ans.

I + K2 + W3 + X* + K5 + .T
7

.

(4.) Multiply 1 + x + z~ + x3 + x* -f ;<;* by 1 x -f- a;
2 x3

+ a4 x5
. Ans. 1 + x- -f a-

4
a;
6

a-
8 a110 .

(5.) Multiply a + 2b + c by a c. An*, a2 + 2ab 2bc c-.

(G.) Find the continual product of xy 1, xz 1, and yz 1.

Ans. x^ipz" x^yz xy
zz w/s2 -f- xy + a?z + yz 1.

(7.) Find the continual product of x'2 -f- yz, y-+ xz, and z2+ xy.
Ans. 2xzy'

2z* + x3
y
3

-{- x3z3 -f- y
3z3 + xyz* + xyx* + x*yz.
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(8.) Multiply a -f 1 + <? ab ac be by a + b -f r.

.

J + /--f-c
s 3aic.

thi- i.riiu-i].l.-i explained in Articles C6 to 89 wo derive

lowing general rule for multiplication :

MI. RULE. Multiply tlw letters and co-efficients of ca

'i-iind l"j tin /liters and co-efficients of each '

'/i/i/iVi- ; cm/
i>i--ji.i

In each term of tlie product the sign

,-inciple, (luit l&e siyns produce -)- ,
an"

,' similar.

otlirrv. i.-r. M' '

jini't i if tin' multiplicand by eoery

pwt uf lie ' the results as in addition.

ILXERCISE 6.

1 . Sal X 3oi/.

2. n H x un - '.

8. flta + * x v" - P.

5. a x tfl.

0. z*y* x 3~>y.

7. t
s - 3** + :t.

8. 1 - 2* + 3* - -!J3 x 1 + r.

9. *a + 2oz + a* x ^ 2a.c + a.
10. - 3z.

11. Multiply a -i- 3b - 2 into 4a - Cb - 4.

12. Multiply -hil x x x 2 into 3my - 1 + h.

13. Multiply (Tuft
-

y) x -i into 4z x 3 x 5 x d.

14. Multiply (6<ib
- Jid + 1)

x 2 into (8 + 4x - 1) x d.

15. Multiply 3ay + y
-

-i + h into (a + *)
x (7i + y).

16. Multiply Co* - (4h
-

d) iuto (b + 1) x (h + 1).

17. Required the continual product of a + b-fc, a + b + e,al
* c, and a + 6 c.

18. Find the product of x* - \? + z3 - v* x ** + i/
- & -

,-.

19. Find the continual product of 2r y, 2x + y, and -U- + -y

s
.

20. Multiply a + b into a + b into a + b.

21. Multiply x + y into x y into * + y.

22. Multiply 4 (x + y) into 3a into Cb into 3.

23. Multiply 3 (a + b + c + d) into xyz.

24. Multiply rx + ry -i-
i/ij into a-

-
y.

25. Multiply aaa, bbb into ana, + l>bb.

26. Multiply aa ax + xx into a + a-.

27. Multiply i/yy nyij T ncy <wa into y + a.

28. Multiply 15o + 20bb into 3a - 4bb.

29. Multiply 3a (x + i/)
x 4 into <i + b.

30. Multiply aa + 2ab + bb into a + b into a + b.

31. Find tho product of x - 2r< + ar' x 4.1-
4 + M$ - Gx".

32. Find the product of 5y"
-

7>/*
-

S;,
3 + 3y + y x 7y

-
8.

33. Find the product of a3 2a* + 3 x a' + 2a -
::.

34. Find the product of t>*
- 4ars + GaV - 4as u + a* x & - Sac2 + 3a2r

-a.
33. Find the product of xa - a'.c + 2a x ** ax + 2u*.

36. Find the continual product of x 1, x + 2, .t + 4, and x 5.

37. Multiply 1 - x + ** - a3 + x* - c5 by 1 + .r + x1.

of the people for whom they painted. Holland in not a land of

any natural sublimity in any way : it ha* no great mountain*,
no vast rocks, no waterfall*, no forest*, and no magnificent

scenery of any sort. Thus, in the matter of landscape, Dntch
painters have been necessarily restricted to the ordinary flat

and somewhat dull feature* of the country aa seen

Quaint old towns, with tall, brick-fronted houses ; canal

THE HISTORY OF ART.
XIV. THE BUTCH SCHOOL.

HOLLAND is the land of toilsome and painstaking labour, the

masterpiece of man's victory over the brute forces of nature.
The soil itself in many places has been won from the sea by a
laborious system of dykes and ramparts ;

and it is only pre-
served for its inhabitants by ceaseless and unremitting watch-
fulness. All the mental characteristics of the Dutch have been
begotten by the peculiar circumstances under which they live.

The care they have to exercise in merely keeping out the ever-

oncroaching sea ; the pains they require in pumping and draining
their land ; the minute patience needed in merely guarding and
cultivating their soil all these things have reacted generation
after generation on the national mind, and have made the Dutch
the most frugal, industrious, and ingenious nation in Europe.
The same causes have led to a general spread of wealth and
well-being throughout the masses in Holland : everybody is

fairly well off, and everybody lives in a style of much comfort
and ease, and even in some simple luxury. Hence Dutch art
has always taken a peculiarly democratic and domestic turn.
It has grown up among the people themselves, not among a
small aristocratic class; and it has busied itself about the
subjects in which the people as a whole feel a personal interest.

All Dutch painting is very minute, painstaking, and careful
of detail. The artists have been trained in a school of life

whore they learnt to do everything with much exactness. Their
subjects have been defined for them to a great extent by the
nature of the country, and to a great extent also by the nature

with tall poplars, and overlooked by stately yet homely :

sions ; flat fields and roads, with little comical Dutch churches ;

everything trim and neat and quiet, with a certain formal

prettiness of its own, but no pretence to grandeur in any way
thin is what we get in the ordinary landscape painting of the
Netherlands. Historical i>i>:tur<-H of the usual grandiose type
are also almost unknown ; for Holland has had little history of

the common sort, and what history it has had has not been of a

very pictorial character.

Again, the style of art demanded by the Dntch people wa*
one of a peculiarly domestic and somewhat undignified kiu< :

..

The comfortable and wealthy burghers of the great towns re-

quired their own portraits and those of their motherly wives t

be painted for them heavy and rather coarse-looking heads,
rendered with perfect fidelity and very little attempt at flattery

by truthful and minutely-accurate artists. Besides these, they
liked to see their houses and their tulip-gardens put on canvan
for them, the familiar streets of their own clean and bright

cities, the peaceful canals and long avenues of their country
resorts. They appreciated also the little half-humorous scenes

of everyday life, rendered in a style of careful caricature or

(grotesque exaggeration an apple-woman in the market-place,
a group of boys playing in the street, a rural merry-making,
a couple of old tavern cronies sitting over their foaming mugs
at the village inn. But beyond such themes their artiste seldom
ventured. Dutch art, in fact, is the product of essentially

commonplace feeling, and produced for commonplace mind.-,

though often elevated by the extremely high character of its

technical execution into the very first rank of artistic pro-
duction.

The Flemish painters, Teniers, father and son, may be con-

I

sidered as a connecting link between the Dutch school and its

j

southern predecessors. The elder Teniers was an Antwerp
man, and studied under Kubens, but his own style was quite

Movel, and exhibits strikingly the gradual transformation of art

from its older sacred associations to its modern and purely
aesthetic purpose. He painted chiefly scenes of low We, such
as village fairs and merry-makings, with a profusion of big,

jolly, beer-drinking boors and stout Flemish house-wives'

carousing and junketing in true careless low Dntch fashion.

His humour is inimitable, but it is also mixed up with much
gross animalistic coarseness. The younger Teniers for the

most part followed his father, but his technique is more finished,

and he spent more pains upon his rustic pictures.
In Holland proper that is to say, in the northern part of the

United Provinces a native school of painting had begun to

develop itself, at Leyden and elsewhere, from the middle of the

fifteenth century, and even at an early period it produced some

painters of repute, such as Aartgen. It was not till the be-

ginning of the seventeenth century, however, that Dntch art

began to reach its culminating point. The greatest name

among the Dutch painters is unquestionably that of Rembrandt,
who nevertheless has fewer of the characteristic marks of the

school than any other. Rembrandt was born at Leyden, the

metropolis of art and culture for tho whole of the Netherlands,
in 1606. He was a painter, engraver, and etcher ; but he wa

entirely home-taught, and his merits and defects are peculiarly
his own. He particularly devoted himself to portrait painting,
in which he excelled. His treatment of light and shade is

unique, and though it shows much mannerism, and is not

wholly true to nature as ordinarily seen, it yet marks out his

strong individuality of touch. Rembrandt delighted in massive

depths of shadow, throwing up the face or other main portions
of hi.s work into a high relief of brilliant light. As a rule, his

background is rendered in the most sombre and heavy shade,

while a powerful beam is cast upon the principal part of the

picture. The effect is one of a somewhat lurid but grandiose

character, while at the same time the gloom of the whole work
often almost oppresses one by its powerful suggestiveneas.
Rembrandt's colouring is also peculiarly sober ; he never in-

dulges in tbe bright tones of many southern painters, but i
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to exhibit a sort of reserve, or quiet, self-contained power over
j

Philosopher," which also forms one of cmr illustrations, shows
hia distribution of hues. Energy and force of character is the

|
his characteristics less markedly, perhaps, but it has great

distinguishing mark of Rembrandt's style : at times he is
j

depth and earnestness, with a certain sturdy simplicity of treat,-

almost coarse in his bold delineations, but he is always saved I ment which is essentially Rembrandtesque. Rembrandt's
from such faults as those of Rubens by the innate delicacy of etchings are almost as famous as his paintings, and the British.

his perceptions. The man's very face, which may be seen in
;

Museum contains a large collection of them. He died in 1669.

THE PHILOSOPHER. (B'j Rembrandt.)

his own portrait, here engraved, gives us the keynote to his

artistic character. There is in it much strong force, together
with a certain air of originality, bordering on bravado ;

and yet
underneath the apparent coarseness of its flat Dutch features

1 irks a great deal of real refinement, especially observable in

the mouth and lower part of the face. Rembrandt was rather
"

>nd of painting his own portrait, and, indeed, the subject
. nited his vigorous pencil far better than many of the stout and

complacent Dutch burgomasters, upon whose heads he spent

perforce too much of his time. The portrait known as " The

Albert Cuyp, another great Dutch painter, was a contem-

porary of Rembrandt. He was born at Dort in 1606, the same

year as his great countryman, and gave himself up mainly to

landscape art. As a colourist he stands amongst the first rank,

and his management of light is peculiarly brilliant. He van-

one of the few painters who have really succeeded in 'Spainting

air." Cows and other animals generally form part of his land-

scapes, which are usually of a very soft and mellow character.

His pieces are usually very Dutch in subject, representing-

gentle plains, intersected by water, and sometimes with a fev?
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of

figureo intornpersed. He was also fond of hunting scenes and
.''e. Like raont other Datoh artists, Cuyp paint

mir.nto oare and ac-

curacy, and most of

his pieces are finished

in execution to an un-

usual degree.

Philip Wonvcn
Haarlem
was also a <lis-

representa-
tive of the I "ut.lt

school. Ho had, how-

ever, far moro versa-

tility than most of his

contempt. riri.--. ;m.'. he

was distinguished by a

great deal of verve and
a comparatively (lush-

ing style. Landscape
was tho central point
of Wouvermans' art,

but he also painted

many boar-hunts and
other similar sporting

scenes, besides several

battle pieces. About
the same time lived

tho two Vanderveldes,
father and son, who
devoted themselves to

7 n urine painting, and
who have left on canvas
for us the cumbrous
old men-of-war of the

period of Charles II.

Both of them settled in

England, where most
of their sea pieces are

still to be found. Per-

haps, however, the

most typical of all

the Dutch school of HEMHRANDT.

painters was Gerard

Douw, of Leyden (1613-1675), a pupil of Rembrandt, and

probably the second in rank after that great master amongst all

the artists of

the Nether-
lands. His pic-

tures are usu-

ally small, but

they have the

characteristic
Dutch elabora-

tion carried to

the very high-
est degree, and
are marvels of

minute patience
and careful
finish.

"
They i

showed house-
hold incidents,

mostly of a

culinary kind,
and expressed,
in a quiet unos-
tentatious way,
domestic pence,
or even j>i< ty,

which procured
for their au-

thor, even in

his own time,
both wealth and

LANDSCAPE. (By Cuyp.)

Rnyfldael, of Haarlem, a distinguished landscape paii.ter,

ly celebrated for his waterfalls, cannot be pawed over,
eren in no rapid a

ketch; and hi* pupil,
Hobbema (1638-1687),
who also devoted him-

self to landscape, wu
likewise characteristic-

ally Dutch in his treat*

ment. Hobbema, al-

though one of the firxt

of Dutch landscape
painters, remained al-

most unknown among
his countrymen for

nearly a hundred years,
and England seems to

have been the first to

recognise his merit.

Flower-painting and
still life were always
favourite Dutch sub-

jects, often treated

with all the careful and

painstaking detail of

a miniature. One of the

first to devote himself

exclusively to flower-

painting was David de
Heem (1603-1674), who
was followed by his son,
Cornelius de Heem.
Other notable painters
were Maria Van Oster-

wyck (1630-1693), and
Jan Van Huysum
(1682-1749). The de-

tail and finish in this

last painter's works
were remarkable. The
two Weenixes, also,

father and son, espe-

cially excelled in paint-

ing flowers and still

life. The elder Weenix was celebrated for his pictures of

birds, the younger for his admirable representations of dead

game. Indeed,
the seventeenth

century in Hol-

land is rich

throughout in

the names of

distinguished
artists, all be-

longing to a
school narrow-

ly limited in

point of style,
it is true,
but marked
throughout by
a very high cha-

racter of exe

cution. There
is little origi-

nality, and still

less spirit or

ideality, in

Dutch art, but
there are the

very best quali-
ties of hand
and eye. A
trifle mechani-
cal in design,

reputation." One of the largest and most important of his few the painters of the Netherlands are yet minutely and patiently
sacred subjects is the blind Tobit going to meet his son, a accurate in their delineition of nature j and it is such workman-
picture which is in the possession of Lord Arundel. s<hip that gives so high a value to the works of their best age.
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-y.READINGS IJST FRENCH.
MDLLE. DE LAJOLAIS.

SECTION III.

LE saisissement de la joio fut plus dangereux pour Mdlle. do

Lajolais que la douleur. 1 La pauvre enfant tomba lourdement
et sans connaissance (a) sur le marbre de la galerie.

2

Grace aux soins de 1'imperatrice, de la Princesse Hoi-tense
et de leurs dames, Mdllo. de Lajolais reprit bientot connais-
sance (b). "Mon pere, mon pere!" murinura-t-elle aussit6t

et raide,
11 tenait (a) les yeux fixes sur le cliemin qu'elle avait

encore a parcourir (b) son regard semblait vouloir devorer la

distance ;

3 sa poitrine haletait, comme si c'etait elle. au lieu des

chcvaux, qui trainat (c) le carosse, et elle etait pale, si pale, que

qu'elle put (c) parler.
annoncer sa grace/

" Oh ! que je sois (d) la premiere a lui

Et se levant, elle voulut s'echapper des bras qui la rete-

r.aient ;

4 mais trop faible pour tant d'emotions diverses, elle y
retomba sans force.

" Bien ne presse maintenant, Mademoiselle," dit une des

dames ;

"
prenes (e) un pen de repos et de nourriture ; vous

ircz (/) une heuro plus tard."-5

" Une heure plus tard !

"
so reeria Maria ;

" vous voulez que
jo retarde d'tinc heuro 1'annonco do la vie a un homme con-

uamne a mort,
6 surtout quand cet homme est mon pere. Oh ! i

t:

Madame," ajouta-t-elle, se tournant vers rimperatrice, "laissez-
Sl

, ,,.

moi partir' de grace (3) ; songez que c'est mon pere: qu'il a sa
Mais M " de Lavaletto le detrompa bientot;

10
voyant que

mais inutilement, elle ne les entendait pas.
4 Quand la voiture

s'arreta, ello s'elan^a par-dessus le marchepied
5 avant que M.

de Lavaletto eut eu le temps de lui offrir la main pour de-

scendre, et ne pouvant (d) articuler que co mot, "Vite, vite!"

Elle parcourait les longs corridors de la prison.
6
pn'eedant le

geolier et ses guides, et repetant toujours, "Vite, vite !

"
Arrivee

a la porto du caehot, il fallut bien qu'elle attendit (e) que (/) lo

geolier en eut ouvert la serrure,' et tire deux enormes verrous ;

mais a peine (g) la porte eut-elle cede (h), que, se precipitant dans

Finterieur, elle alia tombcr dans les bras do son pere,* en criant,
"
Papa, 1'Empereur ... la vie . . . grace." . . . Elle ne put

achever : sa voix se perdait en longs (i) cris, chaque parole com-
mencee finissait par un sanglot.
Le general de Lajolais crut (j) un instant qu'on venait le

le conduire a la mort,
11 et quo sa fille ayant

is, avait tout brave pour lui faire

grace, et qu'il no le sait (7t) pas encore."

'Soit (i), mon enfant," lui repondit 1'excellente Josephine;
" mais vous ne pouvez aller seule a ea prison."

8

" Je suis bien venue seule a votre chateau,"
9

repondit-elle
vivement (j).

"Que (k) votre majeste nous permette d'accompagner Mdlle.

de Lajolais,"
10 demanderent a la fois plusieurs officiers ct aides-

Maria vaincuo (m) par 1'emotion ne pouvait articuler un son, il

prit la parole :

"
L'Empereur vous accorde votre grace, general," lui dit-il,

"
et vous la devez au courage et a la teridrasse de votre fille." 11

Puis avec une emotion dont il ne pouvait se defondro, il

ra;:onta au general de Lajolais tout ce que sa fille avait fait

pour lui. 12

Oh ! combien elle etait heureuse cette jeune fille !
13 combicn

de-camp do 1'Empereur, que
1'actipn

pourtant bien natureile de
co moment compensait et bien au-dela, tout ce qu'elle avait

Mdlle. de Lajolais avait rcmplis d'admiration.
" M. do Lavalette* me rendra ce service,"

11 dit 1'impuratrice,

souriant (I) gracieusement a i'un d'eux ;

" ainsi quo Monsieur

(designant un aide-de-camp de service). Vous vous servirez(m)

soufl'ert jnsqu'alors ; souffert ! avait-elle reellement souffert ?

Elle ne s'en souvenait (n) plus. Toutea ses souffrances s'etaient

effacees (o)
1J devant son pere qui la serrait avec transport

ses bras. II faut avoir souitert soi-meme,
15

il faut avoir ete
d'une

_de
mes voitures ;

lj
allez, Messieurs, je vous confie Mdlle.

J

s^par(5 deg autoura de ses jours (p), et avoir tremble pour lour
de Lajolais.' V j0j pOur comprendre tout ce que co moment de reunion avait

Bien qu'c'puisee de fatigue, do besoin et d'emotion, Maria

refusa de prendre et nourriture et rcpos.
Ifi Ello voiilut elle-

ineme voir atteler los chr.vanx, presser les gens,
17 et EO se tint

en place (n) que lorsqu'clie ct ses conducteurs furont installes

sur les coussins de la voiture. 13

COLLOQUIAL EXERCISE.

1. La jeune fille put-elle n'sistcr
i 10. Quelle demande

il taut do joie ?

2. Oil tomba la pauvre enfant ?

o. Que dit-elle aussitot qu'elle put
parler ?

4. Quo voulut-elle faire en se re-

levant ?

5. Que lui dit une des danies ?

'!. Que repoiulit-elle a cetto dame?
7. Que dit-elle alors a 1'inipcra-

trice ?

8. Que lui repondit la bonne Jo-

sephine ?

les officiera

adresserent-ils u 1'impcratrice ?

11. Que dit Josephine en parlant
do M. de Lavalette ?

12. Le general (^tait-il allie" a la

famille de Josephine ? (See foot-

note.)
13. Par qui fut-il sauv^ en 1815.

14. Comment le sauva-t-elle ?

15. De quelle voiture devait-ou se

servir ?

1C. Maria prit - elle du repos
alors ?

de saint (</), do delicieux, d'ineffable.

E. MAECO DE SAINT-HILAIRE.

COLLOQUIAL EXEKCISE

1. La voiture transporta-t-elle
Maria rapidenient ?

2. Que faisait-elle pendant tout le

tr.ijet ?

3. Ou son regard se portait-il ?

4. Entendait-elle ce qu'on lui

disait ?

5. Que fit-elle quand la voitijre

s'urrota ?

6. Entra-t-elle dans les corridors

de la prison ?

7. Ne lui fallut-il pas attendre a

la porte du caehot ?

8. Que fit-elle quand la porte fut

ouverte ?

9. Que crut d'abord le gifucral?
10. Par qui fut-il d^trouipf- ?

11. Quo lui dit-il alors M. de La-
valette ?

1-. Que lui raconta-t-il ensuite ?

13. Que dit 1'auteur, du boiilieur

de la jeune fille ?

14. Ses souffraiices (5t,:uent-elles

presentes a son esprit ?

15. Que faut-il pour comprendre
le plaisir d'une telle reunion ?

9. Qu'ajouta vivement Mdlle. de
i
17. Quo fit-elle ?

Lajolais? 1
18. Quand se tint-elle en place ?

fa) Sans connaissauce, senseless.

.b) Eeprit !)i3utot connaissance,
soon recovered ; from reprendre.

;o) Prom pouvoir.

(d) Que je sois, let ine be.

(e) Prom prendre.

(/) From alhr.

(g) De grace, I beseech you.

(li) From aacoir.

(i) Soit, be it so.

(j) Vivemeut, Itastily.

(It) Que, witt ; literally, let. ,

(1) From sourirc.

(m) Vous vous servirez.ijouu'ill use.

(?i) Ne se tint en place, did not

rest; literally, did ?iot fcce]) herself

in one place.

SECTION IV.

Alors la voiture partit au galop de six bons chevaux: elle

franchit avec une rapidite incroyable la distance qui separait
Saint-Cloud de la prison.

1 Pendant tout le trajet, Maria, droite

* Le general Lavalette avait epouse une ni^'ce de 1'imporatrice.
1 "

Condamno a mort en 1815, il fut sauve par le gvnereux devouement de
sa fornme,

13
qui s'introduisit dans sa prison, et changea de vetetuents

avec lui.
14

(a) Tenait, kept.

(b) Parcourir, to perform.

(c) From trainer.

(d) From poitroiY.

(e) II fallut bieu qu'elle attendit,

she ires obliged to icait.

(/) Que, that,

(g) A peiue, scarcely.

(h) Cedo, been opened; literally,

yielded, given way.

NOTES.

(t) Longs, prolonged.

(j) From crorrc.

(/) Chercher, to tal;e.

(!) Faire ses adieux, bid him adieu.

(m) Vaincue, overcome; from vain-

ere.

(n) Souvenait, from se souren ir.

(o) S'ctaieut effacees, wci'e forgot-

ten; literally, obliterated.

C i>) Auteurs de ses jours, parents.

(a) De saint, of Iwly.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN FRENCH.
EXERCISE 121 (Vol. II., page 74).

1. When will you have a house built ? 2. I shall have one built

next year, if I receive my money. 3. HJ.VC you boiled that leg of
mutton ? 4. I have roasted it. 5. Has the cook warmed your broth ?

6. He has not warmed it yet, but he will do it by and by. 7. Have

you not sent for books ? 8. We have not (sent for any), but we have

sent for engravings. 9. Have you not frightened those little girls ?

10. We have frightened them. 11. Will you pay attention to your
work ? 12. I shall pay attention to it. 13. Have you hurt that little

girl ? 14. I have not hurt her. 15. Have you not hurt that dog ?

16. I have hurt it. 17. Where have you hurt your son ? 18. I have
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hurt IUH arm ,unl Imncl. in. Hiivo \ mi imi hurt lit* foot* 20. I have
hurt Ills Hliotilili-r. -I. \Vli.uii h:in tli.it iii. <* u hm' v

_'_'. Id- Jin*

hurt iiolxxh I hint jour toot? Jl You M.-J ,|,.
-I ,,n my

foot aud lin !]. j-lmiildiT, uriii, wrikt, uml li in<!

hurt :

K 122 (Vol. II., page 7

1. Fere/ -von* raooouiiuixlur votro habit? 2. Jo 110 10 feral pu
raooonimuiU-r. ::. M. votio fr-re no fcra-t-il pas peindru ia malion ?

1. II U ten |
..'! r.itiuri' i>rnrh;iiiii. 5. No feruz-vouo pua fuiru mi

liabit '.' <'..' UN ua si j'uviiih iU< 1'iirKuut. 7. AyeE-TOU8
fait Ulal .!<> hn :i, fiiit. niul, ju lui iii marclirf sur )o

pled. 0. Le bras lui fuit-il uml? 10. Oui, Monsieur, I'.i ...:.-, i. l>r.> <

i :.!,: mil. II. Votro file no fcni-t-il pas attentiou a

sou travail ? I-
1

. II y feru attentiou, il n'u riou autro clioeo a faire.
* L inuiu on au coucle? 14. Vout m'ave/. fait

uml mix doixtu. 15. Votre cuisinior suit il fuiro la cuisine? Hi. II

Knit fuirc Li ouibiue. 17. Le cuisiuior n-t-il fnit rotir co gigot de
II 1'u fait bouillir. 10. Ne 1'u-t-il pas fait chauffer?

20. II u'a pus ou le temps do lo fuire chauffer. 21. Lo nu;dociu u-t-il

fait renir des gravures? '.'2. II a fait venir dos livros. 23. Lui avez-
vous fait uml an co\\<\<- ? _ J. Jo lie lui ai pas fait mal au coude, maia
u la main. 25. Ne VOUH ai-je pus fait tnul aux doigts ? 26. Vous
ru'avez fait mal au poignet. 27. Oil avoz-vous fait mal ii votro file?

28. Je ne lui ai pus fait inal. 29. Le cuisiuior ferait-il bouillir cotto

viamle, s'il avait le temps? 30. II ne la fernit pas bouillir, il la ferait

rotir. 31. Quaud fera-t-il chauffer votre bouillon ? 32. II le fera
chauffer tout ii 1'beure, s'il a le temps. 33. Si vous m'aviez marchd
sur lo pied, ne ni'aurioz-vous pns fait inal ? 34. Je vous aurais fait

mal, certainemeut, si jo vous avais uiarclu' sur le pied.

EXERCISE 123 (Vol. II., page 106).
1. Would you be glad to become acquainted with that gentleman ?

2. I should bo very glad of it. 3. Does that horse go a league in a

quarter of an hour? 4. He went a league this inoruiug in twelve
minutes. 5. Have you asked them questions ? 6. I have (asked them.

some). 7. What questions have you asked them? 8. I have asked
thorn if they had made purchases. 9. Do your pupils improve in
their studies ? 10. They do not improve much, they seldom come to
school. 11. If you were at home, would you pretend to sleep ? 12. I

should not certainly pretend to sleep. 13. Why do you not let in tbnt

beggar? 14. My mother bos just given him alms. 15, Does the
merchant use his credit? 10. He uses it. 17. Of what food does
that sick man make use? 18. He makes use of rice and broth. 19.

Are you doing your best to succeed ? 20. I am doing my best. 21.

Have you let in those children, or have you made them go out? 22. I
left them where they were. 23. Have we kept you waiting? 24. You
have kept us waiting several hours. 25. If you kept those ladies

\vaitiaij, they would be angry.

IN BOTANY. XXX.
SECTION LXXII. GEOSSULAEIACE^E, OR CURRANT-WORTS.

Characteristics : Calyx tubular, adherent, prolonged to a

varying extent above the ovary; petals inserted upon tha

throat of the calyx, equal in number to the divisions of tin

latter ; aestivation imbricated ; stamens equal in number to tho

petals and alternate with the latter ; ovary inferior and one-
celled ; placenta usually two, parietal or attached to the
valves ; ovules horizontal, reflexed ; berry pulpy ; seeds angu-
lar, dicotyledonous ; embryo straight in the base of an almost
corneous albumen.

Member.* of this natnr.il order arc sometimes armed with

spines situated beiow the leaf ; the leaves are alternate or fasci-

culated ; limb palmi-lobed ; petiole dilated. The flowefs are dis-

posed in axillary racemes in the species which are deprived of

.spines ; they are solitary or few in number in the spine-bearing

species. The berry is surrrounded by the persistent tube of the

calyx. The seeds have a gelatinous testa, in which a long raphe,
or cord running between the outer and inner coverings of tho

seed, ramifies. Tho endopleura is adherent to the jJbumen.

The Orossulariaceae are for the most part inhabitants of the

temperate and cool regions of tho northern hemisphere. Tho

genus Ribes constitutes nearly all the family to which it imparts
the distinctive name. Its species contain in their herbaceous

portion a resinous aromatic principle. Their fruit is filled with

a saccharine mucilage in combination with malic and citric acids,

and occasionally astringent matters. Tho white currant (Riles

?-'</n-"i(i) variety, an illustration of which is given in Fig. 227,

affords a good example of the genus.

Goosebeviy and currant trees are so well known that any pro-

longed description of them would bo useless. They are amongst
the most delicious of cultivated fruit, and furnish no bad sub-

stituto for tho vino as a wine-making material.

SECTION LXXI1I. ONAORACK/E, OB ONAOBADB.

"teristict : Calyx adherent ; petal* two to four, eqaal
in niiiiil.er to tho diviaioio* of tho calyx ; contorted in Mtivo-

ti m ; HtameiiH equal in number to tho petal*, or double; ovary
. two to four loculur ; ovules reflexed ; fruit captolar or

bacciform, two or fo'ir-colled ; seed* winged, cr with a toft of

. seed dicotyledonous, exalbuminou*.

Tin' !:i.-nil<T8 of this natural order potMM leave* without

stipules ;
flower* sometime.* axillary and solitary, sometimes

in tho form of a corymb or spike. They are chiefly cxtra-

!, and belong for tho most part to tho northern tern-

lone.

Two '<!, or willow herb, and Circcea, or en-

. le, are mucilaginous. The ancients believed

tint, tin- ;i iucuu-1 infu-irm of Epil" i*tifoHum had the

property of taming wil.l animals, and that its vinous tincture

was exhilarent when administered to human beings, ft.

biennis, or biennial evening primrose, and (Enothera tnavolen*,

or sweet-scented evening primrose, originally natives of North

America, but now cultivated, like many of their congeners, in

our gardens, possess a saccharine root, which is sometimes

used as an article of food.

Fuchsias are elegant shrubs, indigenous to New Zealand and

South America, now common enough in our gardens. They are

remarkable for the beauty of their foliage, their petaloid calyx,

and their convolute corolla.

The berries of certain New Zealand species yield an agreeable

perfume.

SECTION LXXIV. ANACARDIACE/E, OB TEREBINTHS.

Characteristics : Flowers ordinarily dioecious by abortion ;

calyx free, or rarely adherent to the ovary ; petals inserted upon
a pc'rigynous disc, or else upon a short stipes, equal in number
to the divisions of the calyx ; sometimes absent ; imbricated in

aestivation ; stamens equal in number to the petals, and alter-

nate with them, or in double or multiple number ; carpels ordi-

narily reduced to one unilocular ;
or four to five distinct, one

alone being fertile ; ovule single, ascending, ordinarily free,

curved or half-reflexed ; fruit drupaceous or dry; seed dicotyle-

donous, exalbuminous, curved ; stem woody ; juice gummy or

milky ; leaves alternate and without stipules.

The Anacardiaceas owe their properties to a resinous juice
which in certain species resembles pine turpentine ; in the

greater number of species, however, this resinous principle in

mixed with certain acrid matters, which, on contact with the

air, become black, and impart to the secretion very stimulating,
sometimes venomous, properties. The bitter and astringent

principles which some individuals of this natural order contain

in their bark and wood modify the action of the stimulating
matter. The fruit of certain species is fleshy, abundant in

sugar and free acids ; sometimes edible. The seeds contain a

fixed oil.

The Pistacia Lentiscus, or mastic tree (Fig. 228), a plant culti-

vated in the Grecian Archipelago, and the Pistacia atlantica,
A native of the Mauritius, are valuable for their product
mastic. This substance, employed by ourselves as the basis of

saver.il varnishes, is largely used by Orientals as a masticatory,
whence its name. By these persons it is believed to purify the

breath. The Pistacia Terebinthus, or turpentine tree, grows
I spontaneously in the whole Mediterranean region. From its

trunk flows a limpid adhesive juice, yeflowish-blne In colour,

i and of a penetrating odour, something between that of citron

I and fennel. Its taste is balsamic, exempt from bitterness and

acridity. This substance, known as Scio turpentine, is rarely

pure, and chemistry is unequal to detect the fraud. Its seeds,

formerly employed in passive haemorrhages and dysentery, are

at present held in but little repute. The Pistacia vera, or

true pistachia tree, originally a native of Persia and Syria, ia

now grown in the whole Mediterranean region ; its oily seeds,

under the name of green almonds, are very agreeable in taste,

and are employed by druggists in France as the basis of certain

emulsions.

The mango (Mwnrrlfcra Indica) is a tree originally of Asia,

but it is now cultivated in many tropical regions for the sake

of its fruit. This is very agreeable in taste, but it must
be sparingly partaken of, or much constitutional disorder

results.

In exchange for the mango which America has received from
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Asia, the latter continent and Africa have derived from America

the cashew-tree (Anacardium occidentale, Fig. 229). It is indi-

; genous to Central America and the West India Islands ; its nut,

small and reniform, termed the cashew, grows at the summit of

-a fleshy peduncle, like a large pear in

general appearance. The pericarp
contains a caustic oil ; the seed is

almond-tasted; the peduncle, named
the cashew apple, is acidulous, saccha-

rine, and a little acrid, but neverthe-

less agreeable. From the epicarp a

Blistering ointment is sometimes pre-

pared, and the entire fruit is useful in

certain diseases. Cashew gum exudes

from the trunk of the tree, but it is

applied to no useful purpose.
The Anacardium Indicum is a native

of the East Indies. Its immature seeds

.yield a glutinous matter resembling

birdlime, from which the celebrated

Chinese varnish is prepared.

black when exposed to the air, and which, after being dis-

solved in a drying oil, constitutes the celebrated black Japanese
varnish. The Rhus radicans and Rhus Toxicodendron are botfc

natives of North America, and but slightly distinguishable from
each other. When the period of

flowering arrives, both these plants
secrete an abundant quantity of milky
juice, which turns black in contact

with the air. This juice is so exceed-

ingly acrid, that if a person sits in the
shade of one of the poison sumachs,
his skin becomes violently inflamed,

reddens, swells, and is covered with

piistules. The leaves of this sumach
are recommended in paralysis, dar-

trous affections of the skin, and even

consumption.
There are certain species of Schinus

which emit noxious effluvia. The
Schinus molle furnishes a mastic
which is slightly purgative. Its bark

'27. THE WHITE CURRANT (llIBES RUBRUMl

VARIETY. 228. THE MASTIC TREE

(PISTACIA LENTISCUS).

The sumachs possess various properties.
Fustic sumach (Rhus Cotinus, Fig. 230) ia

indigenous in eastern Europe ; its bark,

slightly aromatic and very astringent, is

considered by some as a good substitute

for that of Cinchona ; its leaves are also

employed in medicine, and from its wood
a yellow dye-stuff is extracted. The Cur-

rier's sumach (Rhus coriaria) is a native

of the Mediterranean region. Its acid

fruits are used by the Turks as a condi-

ment ; its leaves and young shoots are

employed by curriers and dyers. The
fruit and flowers of the Rims typhina, Rhus glabra, and Rhus
degans, all natives of North America, are employed as condi-

ments. The Jamaica sumach (Rhus metopii) secretes a purga-
iive gum resin from its bark. The Rhus vernix, or varnish

umach, is a Japanese shrub, from the stem of which is ob-

by incision, a milky juiee, which thickens and turns

229. THE CASHEW-NUT TREE (ANACARDIUM OC-

CIDENTALE). 230. THE FUSTIC SUMACH

(HHUS COTINUS).

and leaves are aromatic, and its drupe is

saccharine. The Dv.vaua dependens is a
little tree, a native of Chili, the infusion

of the seeds of which are stomachic,

diuretic, and anti-hysteric ; moreover, an

intoxicating drink named chicha is pre-

pared from them. The decoction of its

bark and the gum secreted by the tree

are balsamic and healing when applied
to wounds. The species of the genus

Spondias are not without interest. The

Spondias purpvreo, or purple-fruited

hog-plum, of the West Indies, has drupea
of an acidulated saccharine taste, very agreeable as food. The

drupes of /Spoil lias lutea, or yellow-fruited hog-plum, are

smaller, but more useful, being employed as a medicine. The

congener of the two spreading species is cultivated in the

Friendly and Society Islands. Its fruit is very agreeable and

wholesome, almost rivalling in delicacy the pine-apple-
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LESSONS IN GKol.txlY. V.

I IIK ACTION OF THE OCEAN.

THE watt'M of the ocean are never tranquil ; thoir surface U
< action of the winds, and U therefore in constant

tli- ti.lal wave affect* the lowest depth i
; whilst por-

uianvnt currents traverse almost every sea.

ii of waves. Every ono who has stood on the sea-shore

and watched tin- breakers roll in and dash themselves to spray

ugiiinst th.' cliffs, must have felt that the wearing action of

water on the coast must be considerable. On shores which

are bounded by chalk cliffs, the eea margin is rendered milky

J.y |.:irt. .;,- t tho chalk which the waves have separated from
the rocks. This destroying action of the waves is visible on

\. rv coast. Whore the sea-barrier is a hard and resisting

rock, frequently cliffs stand out of the water some distance

from the shore, indicating the place to which the mainland for-

merly stretched. Example* of this are of frequent occurrence

along the Scottish coast and the west coast of England. If the

sea-board be of a soft species of deposit, the action is of course

much more rapid. Thus on the coast of Yorkshire, from Brid-

lington to Spurn, some thirty-six miles, the waves erode 2J yards

annually, so that the sea has encroached two milos since the

time of the Romans. Many old maps of Yorkshire indicate that

villages stood whore now the waves hold undisputed possession,
and ports mentioned in bygone history are no longer to be
found.

The same destruction is taking place on the coasts of Norfolk
and Suffolk. The seaport towns are being driven back by the

encroaching waters. The sites they occupied years ago now form
thoir harbours. Between Cromor and Mundesley, according to

the Ordnance Survey of 1838, the cliff has receded at the rate

of fourteen feet a year.
On the same coast, as in Yorkshire, many villages are only

historical remembrances. The church tower of Eccles is still

seen rising out of the sea-sand, but all other remnants of the

village have long since succumbed to the action of the waves,
or have been covered with the sand-hills which move along that

coast. Dunwich, on the Suffolk coast, offers another remarkable
instance of the destruction of the sea. What is now a small

village was once a large and flourishing seaport ; records of the
town are preserved even from Domesday-book, from which we
gather that the sea must have encroached on the land to the

distance of several miles.

The Goodwn Sands are from three to seven miles distant from
the Kentish coast, nearly opposite Ramsgate. Tradition relates

that they were once the estates of the Earl Godwin. This is so

far confirmed, that when in 1817 the Trinity Board proposed to

erect a lighthouse on the sands, and for that purpose made
several borings, they found that the shoals were not all com-

posed of sand, but after a few feet of sand blue clay was
reached, and finally chalk. If this be the case and there is no
reason for doubting the tradition some idea may be had of

the eroding power of the waves. The same record of devas-

tation may be written of all the south coast, and for a detailed

description the reader is referred to chapter xx. of "
LyelTs

Principles of Geology," and to the local histories of towns which
are built along these shores. All coast lines are thus acted

upon, the destructive operations being carried on with more
or less activity, accordingly as the coast is low, the sea-cliffs of

soft material, or of hard rock. We are not now considering the

gains of the sea, or we might allude to the many terrible inun-

dations which the histories of Holland and the adjacent low-

lying countries chronicle, of vast tracts of land suddenly swept
over by the sea, to the destruction of hundreds of villages, their

inhabitants, and their cattle. It is true the persevering industry
of the Dutch has raised dykes against their great enemy, and by
enclosing many of the meers with such walls, and then pumping
out their water, they have reclaimed from the devastator much
of his prey. This is not our object. We only mention the
action of the waves as they erode the shores they wash ; the

particles of matter they thus mix with their waters are swept
away by currents, and in tranquil spots, or along the path of

the current, the sediment reaches the bottom, and there forma a
new deposit.
Of the various oceanic currents we shall first speak of

The tides. All bodies attract each other; the power of the

force exerted depending upon the weight of the bodies and
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tin -ir distance from each other. The weight of any body is, in

fact, the force with which the earth attract* that body to itself.

The celestial bodies are all chained together by this force of

attraction. The son and the moon both exert an attractive in-

fluence on the earth, inducing our planet to approach to them ;

this attraction being counterbalanced by the centrifugal fore*,
we describe a curve, which is the resultant of those two force*.

Hut the surface of the earth consist* of fluid and solid; the

former, owing to it* mobility, exhibit* a greater tendency to

obey the attractive influence, and therefore rues to meet the
sun or the moon.
The sun, on account of his enormous bulk, exercise* a much

greater attractive force on the earth than the moon, but the
solar tide is much less than the lunar tide, for this reason that
the moon, being nearer the earth, attract* the surface of the sea
far more than its solid bed, and therefore the water rise* in a
heap underneath the satellite. The sun, on the other hand,
being so distant, exerts nearly as much force on the surface a*
on the ocean-bed beneath, and therefore lifts np the water but

very little. Identically the same effect is produced on that part
of the earth most distant from the sun or moon, only in this

case the ocean-bed is drawn towards those bodies more rapidly
than the water, which is, in fact, left behind.

When the sun and moon are either in conjunction or oppo-
sition that is, when the line joining them passes in the neigh-
bourhood of, or directly through, the earth then their attrac-

tive forces being united, the tidal wave will be at a maximum,
forming

"
spring tides." If they be in "

quadrature" that is,

if the lines drawn from their centres to the earth's centre form
a right angle then the tides will be at a minimum, or "

neap
tide" will result. It will be evident, then, that if the earth

were a world of waters, each tidal wave would pass com-

pletely round the earth in twenty-four hours. The existence of

continents materially modifies its transit, and it is driven from

its course, and consequently retarded.

The great tidal wave takes its rise in the Antarctic Ocean.

As it traverses the ocean the water is not raised more than

a few feet; but when it enters a shallow sea, or an estuary, where
the tide finds itself in a sort of funnel, then the rise is some-

times as much as seventy feet, as is the case in the Bay of

Fundy. The wave is not a wave of transmission, but one of

motion, and if the particles of water were destitute of all co-

hesion or friction among themselves, they would only rise and
fall into the same place after the attraction had passed. A
wave of this nature is illustrated by throwing a stone into a

pond ;
the wavelets expand from the point of disturbance, but

do not carry to the shore anything which floats on the surface

of the water, such bodies only rising as it were to allow the

wave to pass beneath them ; this proves that the water had

only an upward and downward movement as it formed the

wave. We shall allude to this wave of motion in speaking of

earthquakes. In mid-ocean the water under tidal influence

moves only about twelve miles, but when the wave from

a deep sea acts on the water of a shallow sea, or an estuary,

then the tides are high. Local causes have great effect on the

tides, so that at two seaports not many miles distant a difference

of many feet is found in the high-water mark. For example, at

the extremity of the Wash, between Norfolk and Lincolnshire,

the tide rises twenty-four feet, at Lowestoft only seven or

eight, at Cromer sixteen.

The rapidity of the flow is sometimes very great. It is said

that in the Solway Frith the rising tide can overtake a man on

horseback. As these tidal waves beat against the shores of

every continent and island in the world, except those which

bound inland seas, twice in each day, the wearing action on the

shores must be immense; the ebb tide carries out the eroded

matter, which is either deposited in the deep sea or swept away
by currents, to subside at a distance.

Cm-rents. It is impossible to draw the limit which bounds the

effect that ocean currents have in the re-distribution of the

material of the earth's surface. We cannot conceive that vast

volumes of water traverse the oceans without taking a very
active part in geological work. Of their direct action on the

bed of the seas through which they pass, we know little or

nothing ; at present they are chiefly looked upon as means oi

transportation.
The system of ocean currents may be thus described : The

trade winds, as is known, are caused by the heated air rising
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in the equatorial regions, and the cold and more dense air flow-

ing in from the poles to supply its place. As this sweeps the

surface of the Antarctic Ocean it sets the water in motion, in

the direction of the wind, producing what is called a drift

current; but when once a large body of fluid is set in motion it

exhibits little disposition to return to its tranquil state, and if it

be acted upon by encouraging causes, a permanent current is

produced. When the great Antarctic drift current, which is

about 1,400 miles broad, abuts upon the west coast of South

America, its waters are divided : one branch bends southwards,
and sweeps round Cape Horn; the other flows northwards along
the coast, until the projecting shoulder of Peru gives it a

westerly direction, and it leaves the land and traverses the

Pacific along the equator as the equatorial current ; finally, it is

lost among the East India islands.

A drift current appears off the west coast of Australia, going

northwards, until it reaches a latitude of 15 degrees south,

when it turns at right angles across the Indian Ocean. It is

separated by the island of Madagascar : one branch takes a

northerly direction, washing the coasts of Africa, Arabia, and
India ; the other branch, passing round the Cape of Good Hope,
sets in northward as the Atlantic current ; like the other two,
near the equator it takes a westerly bend, crossing the Atlantic

Ocean ; striking against the angle of South America, one stream

follows the coast of Brazil, the other sweeps round the Gulf of

Mexico, passes the south of Florida, follows the coast line of

the United States, re-crosses the Atlantic at 40 degrees north

latitude, and pours its warm waters on the coasts of the British

Islands and Norway. Besides these main systems of currents,

there are several smaller and less important branches. Yet we
have said enough to show that the waters of the ocean are in

continual circulation, carrying the material eroded on one

coast to distant areas of deposition. A remarkable proof of the

capability of the gulf-stream to transport material is related by
General Sabine. In 1822 he was on the coast of Africa, near

Cape Lopez, when a vessel was wrecked ; the following year he

visited Hammerfest, in Norway, near the North Cape, and while

he was there casks belonging to the same vessel were cast on
shore. They must have crossed the Atlantic south of the

equator, navigated the Gulf of Mexico, passed through the West
Indies, rounded Cape Sable, re-crossed the Atlantic, the North

Sea, and finally landed on the very north of Europe !

The great banks which exist and are carefully mapped are

due to the accumulation of drifted matter ; they are formed in

tranquil places where the burden carried by the waters can be

deposited. Off the Northumberland coast is the Dogger bank,
which is 200 miles long, and sometimes sixty broad.

In many areas the trawling-nets of the fishermen bring up
broken shells and other similar debris, which have been brought
together by some current. There can be little doubt but these

materials arrange themselves according to certain circumstances,
and when a storm disturbs the bank and causes a new order of

deposition, an arrangement of strata would result, which, if

consolidated, would bear a great resemblance to a class of rocks
called the Norfolk and Suffolk Crags.
Between the coasts of Suffolk and the Netherlands oysters

have been dragged up which were adhering to the bones of

extinct elephants ; and if these had been borne so far from the
land by the water, specimens of existing animals must also be
embedded in the strata in process of formation far out at sea.

Our knowledge of the depositions going on at the bottom of the
seas is necessarily very limited. All we can be sure of is, that
the matter with which the waters of the sea becomes charged is

deposited somewhere, and the deposition must be more or less

homogeneous that is, particles of the same specific gravity, and
of much the same size, will reach the bottom about the same
time. It has often been proved that near the shore the bottom
of a sea not swept by a current is covered with gravel or

shingle; further out the deposit gradually becomes finer; and
at last, in deep water, the sounding leads bring up fine mud.
Matter in a state of great sub-division, we know, requires a long
time before it sinks to the bottom ; for instance, barium sul-

phate is one of the heaviest of minerals, and yet when it is pre-

cipitated from a solution of baryta, some hours are required
before the water is perfectly free from particles of the salt, so

that the very fine particles may not reach the ocean-bed until

they have been carried a great distance from the place where

they entered the water.

We have thus rapidly reviewed the part which water plays in

the degrading of existing land and the re-distribution of material

upon the ocean-bed. The power thus employed is never-ceasing,
and it is universal, and is capable of producing any alteration in

the shape of continents and islands if sufficient time be allowed
for its action. When we remember that our records of actual

facts, sufficiently surprising in themselves, only extend back a
few hundred years, what may we not ascribe to aqueous action

in time not measured by years, but by ages ?

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC.-XLII.
THE CHAIN ETJLE (continued).

EXAMPLE 5. 2COOO copies of a perfny paper weigh a quarter of

a ton, and a reduction in the price of paper increases the profit

by 4i per cent. What is the reduction per pound on paper ?

1 lb. paper.

112

100

1 cwt.

20000 copies.

1J- profit.

112 x 5 x 100 20000 x 4J.

Answer. l.^d. per pound.

N.B. Notice that evidently factors which are common to

both columns may be cancelled.

EXAMPLE 6. A Bavarian gulden is equivalent to 60 kreutzers.

When the exchange in London is 25 francs 20 cents, what shall

I gain or lose per cent, by talcing French gold instead of English.

to Bavaria, the exchange there being 11 gulden 40 kreutzers for

an English sovereign, and 9 gulden 20 kreutzers for a French.

napoleon ?

100.

25'20 francs.

9J gulden.

Anaixer. 108, which is 8 per cent. gain.

EXAMPLE 7. 1 kilogramme (15432 grains) of French standard

gold, fine, is coined into 155 napoleons. Find the par of

exchange between London and Paris, by comparing the gold

coinage of the two countries.

1 English sovereign.

1869 40 Ibs. Troy.

lilts, fine gold.

10 Ibs. French standard gold./
1 <- ; 5760 grains.

15432 :,
1 kilogramme.

3100 francs.

Answer. 25 fr. 22 o. for 1.
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EXAMPLE 8. If the par of exchange, calculated from the

comparison of tho silver ooinago of England and Franco, bo 125

franca, iiml tho price of English standard silver.

1 kilogramme of French standard silver, -f,, fine, is coined into 200 franc*.

English standard silver In IS fine.

1 oz. English standard silver.

37 oz. fine silver.

10 oz. French standard.

480 grains.

15432 1 kilogramme.

200 francs.

25- 20 shillings.

Answer. 5s. Ijd. nearly.

EXAMPLE 9. Suppose the exchange between London and
Amsterdam to be 12 florins 15 cents, for .1 ; between Amster-
dam and Lisbon 8 florins for 3 mil-reis ; between Lisbon and
Paris 18 reis for 1 franc. What is the arbitrated price between
London and Paris ?

1 pound sterling.

12-15 florins.

3 mil-reis.

100 reis.

1 franc.

Answer. 25 fr. 31c. nearly.

EXERCISE 62.

EXAMPLES TO BE WORKED BY THE CHAIN RULE.

1. A man spends 500 a year ; how much does he spend a week ?

2. Reduce 5 10s. 6}d. to farthings.
3. The value of 33 bushels, at 1 4s. a quarter.
4. A man travels a certain distance in 15 days, at the rate of 27 miles

tt day ; how long will he he in doing the journey if he travel 45 miles a

lay?
5. A dealer barters tea, at 3s. 4d. a pound, for 3 cwt. 2 qrs. of sugar,

it 7d. a pound ; how much tea does he give ?

6. A bar of gold, weighing 210 oz., sells for 3 16s. an ounce ; what
;s the value of 14 ingots, each weighing 41b. 7 oz. ?

7. 14 yards cost 2 guineas ; what must 176 yards be sold for to gain
s. 6d. per ell?

8. What is the value of a bill on St. Petersburg for 1836 roubles 10

i-opecks, exchange at lOd. per rouble ? (1 rouble = ICO copecks.)
9. Find the relation between the French metre and the Rhenish

toot ; the French metre being 39718 inches, and 37 English feet being
qual to 36 Rhenish feet.

10. How much sugar, at 8d. per lb., must be given for 20 cwt. of

tobacco, at 3 a cwt. ?

11. A ton of coals costs a guinea; how "many chaldrons (27$ cwt.)
can be bought for 50 ?

12. I shipped for America 70 hhds. whisky, and 22 cases Irish

linen, each case containing 44 pieces ; the whisky sold for 2j dollars
>er gal., and the linen 4} dollars per piece; how many barrels of

flour, at 4j dollars per barrel, ought I to have received in return ?

13. A merchant sells in Bordeaux 2500 yards English printed goods,
it the rate of 4 francs for 1^ yards; how many yards of French silk,
it 6s. 3d. per yard, ought he to receive in exchange, exchange being at
-!5 fr. 50 c. for 1 ?

14. 80 hhds. of porter are sent to India, and sold for 50 sicca rupees
per hhd. ; how much sugar, at 1 15s. per cwt., can be bought with
the proceeds, supposing a rupee to be equal to 2s. 6d. ?

15. A dish of lead ore weighs 60 Ibs., and yields, when smelted, 80

per cent, of load, which U sold at 1% per ton ; bow many dishes of

ore must bo suwlted to yield lead worth 4150 f

Hi. A block of stone, containing 60 cub. ft., weighs 10} feet to the
ton ; what is the value, at 5s. 6d. per cub. foot, of mother block of the

same weight, which weighs 14 cnb. ft. to the ton ?

17. A merchant sells 400 yards, which cost L5s., at a gain of 10 per
cent ; how much French wine could he purchase with the mono/, at

10 fr. 20 o. per gallon, exchange being 25 fr. 30 c. ?

18. What would paper cost, at Is. 3d. per quire, necessary to print
500 copies of a work, in 12 volumes duodecimo, each volume contain-

ing 230 pages ?

10. Find the number of grains of pure gold in a French napoleon
, flue, having given that 155 are coined out of 1 kilogramme (2?
pounds avoirdupois).

20. If an imperial gallon contains 277*274 cable inches, and 6 wine

gallons are equal to 5 imperial gallons, and 59 ale gallons to 73
wiue gallons, find how many cubic inches there are i an ale gallon.

21. In Bremen, 5 schwaren = 1 grote, 72 grotes = 1 rix-dollar ; if the

exchange is 6 dollars 13 grotes for 1, find the value of a dollar in

English money.
22. In China, 1 toel = 10 mace = 100 candareens = 1000 cash ; a tac-1

being 6s. 8d., find the equivalent of 15 7s. 6d. in Chinese currency.
23. In India, 5 tolas = 1 chittak, 16 chittak = 1 seer, 40 seers = 1

maund = 180 pounds Troy ; find in avoirdupois weight the equivalent
of 2 maunds 25 seers 12 chittaks 3 tolas.

24. If 1175 Dutch florins are given for 25 francs, 383 florins for

437 Hamburg marks, 68j marks for 32 roubles, and 94 roubles for 15,

find how many Dutch florins would be given for 1.

25. Reduce 532 thalers 25 groschen to English currency, the ex-

change being at 6 th. 22} gros. (1 thaler = 30 gros.).

26. Reduce 21 13s. (id. to Prussian money, at the same rate.

27. Reduce 532 13s. 6d. to French money, at the rate of 25 francs
20 cents, for 1.

28. Reduce 93 16s. to Austrian money, the exchange being 10

silver florins 2 kreutzers for 1.

29. If Austrian silver is at 20 per cent, premium, find the equivalent
of the same sum in Austrian paper.

30. If an American dollar weighs 412} groins -fa fine, and English
standard silver be JJ fine, find the par of exchange between London
and America, English standard silver being 5s. 2d. an ounce.

31. 10 grammes of French standard gold -fa fine are worth 31 francs.

Supposing an English sovereign, of which 1869 are coined out of a

pound Troy, to be worth 25'17 francs, deduce the English weight cor-

responding to a kilogramme.
32. If English standard gold sells at 78s. per ounce, and another

coinage is worth 72s., find the fineness of the latter.

33. Standard silver being at 5s. 2d. per ounce, and Spanish dollars

being quoted at 5s. 6d. per ounce, find the fineness of tho latter.

34. 1 kilogramme of standard French gold \*j fine is coined into 155

napoleons. Into how many sovereigns could it be coined if it were

i' fine, each napoleon being 20 francs, and 1 being equivalent to

25 francs ?

35. In Prussia, 14 thalers are coined from a Cologne mark of fine

silver, weighing 3609 grains ; find the par of exchange between London
and Berlin, English standard silver being 5s. 2d. an ounce, 1 thaler =
30 groschen, and Co shillings being coined from a pound Troy of

standard silver.

36. If 20 Austrian florins are coined from a Cologne mark of fine

silver, find the par of exchange, English standard silver being 5s. 2d,

an ounce.

37. If 24} florins are coined from the Cologne mark of fine silver,

calculate the par of exchange at the same rato for English silver.

38. If 27 thalers are equal in value to 100 francs, and exchange
between London and Berlin is 6 thalers 18 groschen, find the arbitrated

rate between London and Paris.

39. 3-1 Hamburg marks (specie) are coined from the Cologne mark of

fine silver ; calculate the par of exchange between London and Ham-
burg. (1 mark = 16 schillings, 1 schilling

= 12 pfennings.)

40. Calculate the fixed numbers in each of the five preceding

questions.
41. If tho exchange between London and Berlin be 6 thalers 22}

groschen for 1 sterling ; between Berlin and Paris 5 thalers 8 groechen
for 20 francs, what is the arbitrated rate between London and Paris ?

42. If the exchange between London and Paris be 25 francs 20 cents,

fo- 1 sterling ; between Paris and Amsterdam, 57 florins 20 cents, for

120 francs; between Amsterdam and Lisbon, 3 mil- reis for 8 florins; find

the arbitrated rate between London and Lisbon. (100 reis = 1 mil-reis.)

43. When the exchange on Paris is 25*50 francs; between Paris and

Amsterdam, 45} florins for 100 francs ; and between Amsterdam and

Lisbon, 320 reis for a florin; what is the arbitrated rate between London
and Lisbon ?

44. Given the following quotations of exchange j-

London on Amsterdam
Madrid . .

,, Paris . .

Amsterdam on London
Paris . .

9 norms 98 cents, for 1 sterling.

47d. for 1 dollar.

25 francs 40 cents, for 1 sterling.

9 florins 90 cents, for 1 sterling.

7 florins 75 cents, for 20 francs.
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Amsterdam on Madrid.
Paris on London . .

Madrid . .

Amsterdam
Madrid on London . .

Amsterdam
Paris

1 florin 90 cents, for 1 dollar.

25 francs 20 cents, for 1 sterling.

5 francs 5 cents, for 1 dollar.

7 florins 70 cents, for 20 francs.

4s. for 1 dollar.

1 florin 80 cents, for 1 dollar.

5 francs for 1 dollar.

If London has a sum to receive in Madrid, find which of the follow-

ing methods will be most advantageous :

1. Let London draw on Amsterdam, Amsterdam on Paris, and let

Madrid remit to Paris.

2. Let London draw on Paris, directing Paris to draw on

Amsterdam, and Madrid to remit to Amsterdam.
3. Let London draw on Madrid, and remit the bill to Paris to

be negotiated; and let the returns be made in a bill on
Amsterdam.

4. Let London draw on Amsterdam, Amsterdam on Paris, and
Paris on Madrid.

5. Let Madrid remit to Paris, Paris to Amsterdam, and Amster-
dam to London.

45. "When in Paris standard gold is at 1 per mille premium, and the

exchange on London is 25'30 francs, if standard gold in London be

reckoned at the Mint price of 3 17s. lOjd. per ounce, find how much
dearer pure gold is in Paris than in London.

LESSONS IN" MUSIC. XVII.
EXAMINATION OF THE NOTES TE AND BAT.

WE have now to complete our study of the "scale of all

nations and all times "
by examining the seventh note (TE) and

the second (BAT).
1. These are the only notes of the scale which do not sound

well with the key-note. They are its dissonances. It is gene-

rally confessed by teachers of singing that BAT and TE are the

most difficult,
" the most artificial," notes of the scale. This is

especially noticeable, in uncultivated voices, on the note TE in

ascending the scale, and on RAT in descending. We have
mentioned the difficulties connected with these notes that
the pupil may understand why they are placed last in the
order of illustration. It was necessary to make him familiar

with the simpler and easier notes of the scale before he
advanced to any characteristic or difficult use of these two.
Our pupils will also see the mistake of the ordinary methods
of developing the voice, by practising it at once on the scale of

successive degrees, instead of the cJiord of easily recognised
intervals, to which the more difficult notes may be afterwards
added.

2. The note TE, when heard at length, and after the ear has
been filled with the other notes of the scale, inspires the mind
with a feeling of suspense accompanied with a strong desire for
its resolution in the key-note. For this reason, it is generally
called the "leading note" leading the ear to the key-note.
To prove this, let the pupil sing the notes of the scale either

up or down, and try whether the ear can be satisfied by rest-

ing on TE.

3. The note BAT, when heard in similar circumstances, excites
a feeling of suspense almost as strong as TE, but does not so

decidedly indicate its resting note. The ear is pleased by its

rising to the third of the scale (ME), but more satisfied by its

falling on the key-note. Try the well-known Gregorian Tone
with these two endings :

-?- 1-
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Tho Words by Robert Burns Anglicised.
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HEADINGS IN FUENCH. VI.

LE VIEUX AEBEE ET LE JAEDINIEB.
UN jardinier dans son jardin
Avait un vieux arbre sterile ;

'

C'etait un grand poirier
2
qui jadis fut fertile ;

Mais il avait vieilli ; (a) tel est notre destin !

Le jardinier ingrat veut 1'abattre un matin.3

Le voila qui prend (b) sa cognee ;

Au premier coup 1'arbre lui dit i

"
Eespecte mon grand age, et souviens-toi (c) du fruit

4

Que je t'ai donne chaque annee.

La mort va me saisir, je n'ai plus qu'un ii;3tant ;

N'assassine pas un mourant

Qui fut ton bienfaitour."
" Je te coupe avec peine,"

Eepond le jardinier ;

" mais j'ai besoin de bois." 5

Alors, gazouillant a la fois,

De rossignols une centaine

S'ecrie: "Epargne-le, nous n'avons plus que lui;
6

Lorsque ta fernme vient s'asseoir sous son ombrage,
Nous la rejouissons par notre doux ramage ;

7

Elle est seule souvent, nous charmons son ennui." (d)

Le jardinier les chasse, et rit (e) de leur requete ;

8

II frappe un second coup.
9 D'abeilles un essaim (f^

Sort, aussitot du tronc,
10 en lui disant: "Arrete;

Ecoute-nous, homme inhumain :
u

Si tu nous laisses cet asile,

Chaque jour nous te donnerona

tTn miel dclicieux dont tu peux (g) a la ville

Porter et vendre les rayons (h) ;

Cela te touche-t-il ?" " J'en pleure de tendresse,
12 "

Eepond 1'avare jardinier :

"Eh! que ne dois-je (i) pas a ce pauvre poirier
13

Qui m'a nourri dans ma jeunesse ?

Ma femme quelquefois vient (j) ouir ces oiseaux l4

C'en est assez pour moi ; qu'ils (fc) chantent en repos.

Et vous qui daignerez augmenter mon aisance,

Je veux pour vous de fleurs semer tout ce canton." Is

Cela dit, il s'en(I) va 16 sur de sa recompense,
Et laisse vivre le vieux tronc.

Comptez (m) sur la reconnaissance l7

Quand 1'interet vous en repond. FLORIAN.

COLLOQUIAL EXERCISE.

1. Qu'est-ce que le jardinier avait
|

10. Qu'arriva-t-il aussitot ?

dans son jardin ?

2. Quelle espece d'arbre e'tait-ce ?

3. Que voulait faire le jardinier 'I

4. Que lui dit 1'arbre au premier

coup de cognee ?

5. Que lui rdpoudit le jardinier ?

6. Que lui dirent les rossiguols ?

7. Qu'ajouterent-ils en parlant de

sa femme ?

8. Le jardinier se laissa-t-il per-
suader par les rossignols ?

9. Que fait-il encore ?

NOTES.

11. Que dirent les abeilles au jar-

dinier ?

12. Que leur repondit notre

homine ?

13. Qu'ajouta-t-il a I'dgard du

poirier ?

14. Parla-t-il encore des oiseaux ?

15. Que promit-il aux abeilles ?

16. Que fit-il ensuite ?

17. Comment notre ami Florian

termine-t-il sa fable ?

(a) Vieilli, grorcn old.

(b) Le voila qui prend, he seizes ;

from jn-endre.

(c) From se souvenir.

(d) Ennui, tediousness, weariness.

(e) Prom rire.

(/) D'abeilles un essaim. (This
is a poetical inversion.)

(g) From youvoir.

(h) Bayons, combs,

(i) Prom devoir,

(j ) From venir.

(k) Qu'ils, let them.

(I) Va,/rom aller.

(m) From compter, to count, to

rely upon.

UN BIENFAIT N'EST JAMAIS PEEDU.
SECTION I.

TANDIS que la Louisiane faisait (a) encore partie des colonies

de la France,
1
plusieurs families francaises fonderent des eta-

blissements dans ce beau pays.
2 Sur la lisiere d'une vaste

foret,
3 traversee par un des fleuves nombreux qui arrosent cette

region, etait alle s'etablir un ancien negociant a qui on avait

concede (b) un vaste territoire 1 a defricher. Possesseur de

moyens assez considerables,
5

actif, laborieux, M. Derambert

s'etait bientot vu a la tete d'un domaine fort etendu.6 Ces

terrains, naguere encore incultes et sauvages, se couvraient (c)

maintenant de riches moissons de riz, ds mais et de froment.7

M. Derambert avait une femme et trois jolis enfants, deux

et une fille ;

s ces enfants faisaient leur joie, leur bon
heur. Auguste avait (d) huit ans, Fanny sept, et le plus jeune,

le petit Alfred, en avait quatre a peine.
9 Tous les trois s'aim-

aient entre eux avec une tendresse egale ; tout etait common,
peines, plaisirs.

Leur promenade favorite etait un petit vallon 10 situe a quel-

ques pas de la maison de leur pere. La, un chataignier d'une

grosseur prodigieuse etalait (e) son epais feuillage,
11 et ils pou-

vaient, h, 1'ombre que projetaient ses rameaux, se livrer a leurs

jeux, sans avoir a redouter les rayons d'un soleil trop ardent.

Un jour, qu'assis (/) au pied du chataignier, Auguste et Fanny
tressaient, pour leur petit frere, des nattes 12 avec des brins de

joncs qu'il allait cueillir tout joyeux, leurs oreilles furent tout a

coup frappees par des hurlements plaintifs
13

qui paraissaient (g)

venir de la foret. Bientot apres, en effet, ils apercurent un

magnifique chien de Terre-Neuve 14
qui se dirigeait (h) vers eux

en se trainant avec peine. Chaque fois qu'il posait a terre une

de ses pattes de devant, il poussait un cri de douleur. 15 Les

enfants coururent (i) vers lui ; le pauvre animal s'arreta a leur

approche, les regarda d'un air piteux et caressant. 18 Puis

tendant vers eux sa patte ensanglantee il semblait leur dire :

" Secourez-moi." n

Les enfants le comprircnt (j). Fanny 1'attira doucement au

pied du chataignier,
18 Auguste courut puiser de 1'eau a la fon-

taine,
19 tandis qu'Alfred, tenant (k) a la main un roseau, chassait

les moustiques
20

qui venaient pour s'attacher a la plaie du

blesse. Une fois tous ces preparatifs acheves, Fanny souleva

doucement la patte du chien, examina son mal et apercut une

grosse epine
21

qui s'etait enfoncee (I) entre les griffes.

COLLOQUIAL
1. A quelle ^poque cette Mstoire

commence-t-elle ?

2. Qu'avaient fait plusieurs fa-

milies franfaises ?

3. Ou un ancien negotiant s'^tait-

il <5tabli ?

4. Que lui avait-on conc6d6 ?

5. Que posse'dait-il ?

6. Quelle avait e'to' la recompense
de 1'iudustrie de M. Deram-
bert?

7. Quelschangementsremarquait-
on dans ces terres naguere
sauvages ?

8. Combien d'enfants M. Ddram-
bert avait-il ?

9. Quel etait leur age ?

10. Quelle e'tait leur promenade
favorite ?

(a) From faire.

(b) Concdd<5, granted.

(c) From couvrir.

(d) Avait huit ans, was eight years

old.

(e) talait, displayed.

(/) Assis, seated.

EXERCISE.

11. Quel arbre y trouvait-on ?

12. Que faisaient un jour, Auguste
et Fanny au pied du cha-

taignier?
13 . Qu'entendirent-ils tout a coup ?

14. Qu'aper9urent-ils ensuite ?

15. Que faisait le chien en posaut
a terre une de ses pattes de

devant ?

16. Que fit le chien a leur ap-

proche ?

17. Que semblait-il leur dire ?

18. Que fit alors Fanny ?

19. Oil Auguste courut-il ?

20. Et Alfred, que faisait-il ?

21. Que vit (m) Fanny en exami-

nant la patte du chien ?

(g) From parattre.

(h) Se dirigeait, came.

(i) From courir,

( j ) From comprendre,

(k) From tenir.

(I) S'etait enfoncee, Twdpenetrated.

(m) From voir.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN FEENCH.

EXERCISE 124 (Vol. II., page 106).

1. Cet enfant fait-il semblant de lire ? 2. II fait sernblant de lire.

3. Ce monsieur ne fait-il pas semblant de dortnir ? 4. II ne fait pas

semblant de dormir, il dort reelleuient. 5. Voulez-vous faire un tour

de promeuade ce matin ? 6. Je le ferais avec plaisir, si j'avnis le

temps. 7. Avez-vous fait connaissance avec le mt^deciu ? 8. Je n'ai

pas encore fait connaissance avec lui. 9. Combieu de questions avez-

vous faites a 1'enfant? 10. Je lui ai fait beaucoup de questions, li.

Lui avez-vous demand^ s'il avait e'tudie' sa lefoii? J2. Je lie le lui ai

pas demand^. 13. Cotte petite fille ne fera-t-elle pas sou possible pour

apprendre sa Ie9on ? 14. Elle fera son possible pour 1'apprendre. 15.

De quelle nourriture faites-vous usage quand vous etes malade ? 16.

Nous faisons usage de pain et de riz. 17. Avez-vous oublie de faire

vos adieux a Mme votre mere ? 18. Je ne 1'avais pas oublitS, j'avais

1'iutention d'aller chez elle cette apres-midi. 19. Avec qui avez-vous

fait connaissance? 20. Avec le libraire. 21. Ne faites-vous pas

attendre ces dames ? 22. Je ne les fais pas attendre, elles ne sout pas

pretes. 23. Est-ce que je vous fais attendre ? 24. Vous ne me faites

pas attendre. 25. Avez-vous laisse' vos enfants dans votre chambre ?

26. Je ne 1'ai pas fait. 27. Les avez-vous fait sortir ? 28. Je ne les

*
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ai pan fait sortir, je lea ai Uvisols oil ill rftaienk 99. ATOS-TOIU (ait den

oini.l.-tt.-N os i pas fait, Je n'si put d'argent.

lomeotique u-t-il fuit du foil <luu* ma chatubro ? 32. II en u

4-vous Totre poHbiblo pour vuuir domain ? 84.

mou possible pour venir do bouuu liuuro. 35. Noun flmea bier quartnto
lieuos en Mice beurei.

EXBBCISK 125 (Vol. II., page 106).

1. Why does that workman pretend to be nick ? 2. Ho pretend* to

bo sick because he but uo wish to work. 3. Doe* not that student

play tbe learuod man ? 4. He does not play the 1( .mi.-.l MI.UI, he plays

the fool. 5. Does it become that young man to p!uy the inaat

vomes nobody to pliiy tli-- impertinent. 7. Does that matter?

is of no consequence whatever. 9. Can that concern those

risers? 10. That does not concern them at all. 11. Are you
not very much grieved (vexed) at that ? 12. We are Tory sorry for it,

but we cannot help it. 13. Has not your partner become a jeweller?

14. No, Sir, he has turned puiutor. 15. Has not that mechanic turned

glazier? Hi. He has become u turner, and his brother has become a

17. Has not the milliner lm<l her huir cut? 18. She bos had

19. Do you not rise as soon as it is daylight ? 20. Yes, Sir, I

riso very early. 21. Is it not moonlight? 22. It is very light, but it

is not moonlight. 23.' Is the living good in America? 24. Tho living

is good in America, provisions (there) are cheap.

EXERCISE 126 (Vol. U., page 106).

1. Ce monsieur ne fait-il pas le savant ? 2. II fait le seignenr et le

fou a la fois. 3. Ce garcon ne fait-il pas le malade ? 4. II fait le

m:il;ule, il u'a pas envie d'etudier ses lemons. 5. Quand vous n'avez pas
envio de travailler, faites-vous le malade? 6. Je ne fais jamais le

malade. 7. Fait-il de la boue aujourd'hui ? 8. II ne fait pas de boue,
il fait de la poussiere. 9. Fera-t-il clair de lune ce soir ? 10. II ne fern

pas clair de lune, il fora tres obscur. 11. Fait-il bon ici ? 12. II y
fait tres bon. 13. Fait-il trop cbaud ou trop froid ? 14. II ue fait ici

ni trop chaud ni trop froid. 15. Vous ferez-vous couper les cheveux ?

16. Je me suis fait couper les cheveux hier matin. 17. Ne voulez-voua

pas aller a la maison ? il commence a so faire tard. 18. Ne fait-il pas
tres obscur debars ? 19. .11 ne fait pas obscur, il fait clair de lune. 20.

Le vitrier ue s'est-il pas fait orfevre ? 21. II ne s'est pas fait orfevre,

il s'est fait soldat. 22. Cela fait-il quelque chose a M. votre frere ?

23. Cela ne lui fait rien. 24. N'otes-vous pas fache de cela ? 25. J'eu

Buis filchd, mais je ne puis qu'y faire. 26. Pourquoi vous faites-vous

raser ? 27. Force quo je ne puis me raser moi-meme. 28. N'avez-

vous pas fait mal a ces enfants ? 29. Jo ne leur ai pas fait mol. 30.

Vous etes-vous fait mal au bras ? 31. Non, Monsieur, mais je me suis

fait mal a la tete. 32. M 1|L' votre scenr ne s'est-elle pas fait mal a la

main? 33. Elle s'est fait mal a la main, et ma mere s'est fait mal an

coude. 34. Ne vous etes-vous pas fait mal a la tete? 35. Je ne me
suis pas fait mal a la tete, mais je me suis fait mal a la main.

GREAT BOOKS.
XV.-GOETHE'S " FAUST.".

FEW legends have had a greater and wider popularity than that
of Dr. Fauatus, the wicked magician, who, for a few years of

unrestrained indulgence, bartered his soul to the Prince of

Darkness. The story is of German origin, and appears to havo

sprang up towards the latter end of the sixteenth century. By
some writers, the legendary Fanstus has been identified with
the celebrated inventor of printing, and this is probably the

usual impression ; but the misconception arose in comparatively
modern times. Nevertheless, there is a real personality at the
back of this imaginary figure. Faust was a friend of Para-
celsus and Cornelius Agrippa, and is mentioned by Melancthon,
Luther, and other writers of the same period, as a learned
man and scientific inquirer. In those days of general ignorance,
such men were often regarded as necromancers and dealers in

unholy lore ; and it would seem that Faust, so far from par-
ticipating in the religious zeal awakened by the Reformation,
allowed himself a certain freedom in the discussion of theological

dogmas, which shocked the more strictly disposed. A atory
based on the supposed life of the sorcerer was published in

Germany in 1587, and a ballad on the same subject appeared in

England in the following year. The fiction became popular
at once, and something like a Faustus literature speedily arose.

The old English tale of "Dr. Faustus" is a wild and extra-

vagant notion, compounded of supernatural adventure, pic-

turesque description, scholastic learning, and ribald buffoonery ;

sometimes really poetic and impressive, at others mean, vulgar,
and foolish to the last degree. The date of its publication is

uncertain, but it could not have been long after the issue of the

German work already mentioned. It doubtless furnished to

the old English dramatist, Christopher Marlowe, bis play on
the same subject, which wan first acted in 1589 or 1590 : a

very unequal and ill-ordered production, often flat and worth-

loss, but occasionally revealing a depth and intensity of pension
which .Shakespeare could hardly hare surpassed. In our own
days, we havo had two musical production* by celebrated com-

posers on this attractive subject ; and Retzseh, the German
artist, has familiarised us with the figures of Faust and

Mepbistopheles, of Margaret and Valentine, and with tbe other
characters of the wondrous story.
But undoubtedly the chief modern creator of the character

of Fauat is Goethe, of whose great drama Betzsch's designs
are the fitting illustrations, and the works of Gounod and
Berlioz are the lyrical exponents. The First Part of Goethe's

principal work was published in 1806, and the conclusion

did not appear until a later date ; but the subject had en-

gaged the author's attention for many years, and some

portions were written as early as 1774 and 1775. The
various scenes were remodelled in 1797, and the poem, as it

now stands, was completed in 1801. The "Faust" of Goethe
is the old mediaeval legend, interpreted in a philosophising

spirit that is altogether modern. Marlowe had painted his

hero after a coarse and easily-apprehended fashion. Faustus,
as presented by him, is simply a student who, weary with the

ordinary results of knowledge, sells himself to the Tempter
for worldly riches, for the gratification of sensual desires,
and for the pride of exalting his power, by extraordinary

arts, above all the potentates of the world. Many of his

actions consist of the most ridiculous practical jokes, such
as any conjuror at a fair could perform ; and, from these ho

passes to the enjoyments of a commonplace debauchee. In
the conception of Goethe, Faust is a far higher being. Ho
is a man tormented with a consuming desire for absolute

knowledge with the ambition of raising himself to the level

and the nature of a god. It is only when he has discovered

the vanity of Knowledge that he enters into a compact with

Mephistopheles for the obtaining of Happiness. But the

pursuit of happiness for its own sake, and as the sole object
of life, is always demoralising, and Faust soon enters on a
career of vice. The general course of the story the sorrows

of Margaret, the slaughter of Valentine, and the other incidents

of the drama need not be here related. These things are

incapable of summary treatment, and depend for their power
on the peculiar art with which the poet has unfolded and illus-

trated the leading ideas by which his mind was possessed.
This extraordinary work was not long in producing its effect

in Germany. It seized at once on the popular mind and on
the higher intellect, and no poem has been made the subject of

a larger amount of comment, except the " Divina Commedia "

of Dante. Touching on the character of Mephistopheles,
Thomas Carlyle has said that he " comes before us, not arrayed
in the terrors of Cocytus and Phlegethon, but with natural,
indelible deformity of wickedness. He is the Devil, not of

superstition, but of knowledge. Such a combination of perfect

understanding with perfect selfishness, of logical life with moral

death, so universal a denier both in heart and head, is un-

doubtedly a child of Darkness, an emissary of the primeval
Nothing, and may stand, in his merely spiritual deformity, at

once potent, dangerous, and contemptible, as the best and only
genuine Devil of these latter times." This combination of

knowledge with selfishness, of intellectual power with a disre-

gard of moral responsibility, of boundless curiosity with de-

fective conscience, is indeed one of the least encouraging
symptoms of our age ; and Goethe has anticipated it in tho

character of Mephistopheles. The Tempter in " Faust "
is a

Deing absolutely perfect in his badness. He has no hesitation,
no revulsion of feeling, no remorse, no sorrow for the better

life which ho denies and outrages, no aspiration except towards
illimitable evil, no despair of any higher ends. Tet some critics

have doubted the propriety of this conception. Hallam has

observed that " there is an awful melancholy about Marlowe's

Mephistopheles, perhaps more expressive than the malignant
mirth of that fiend in the renowned work of Goethe ;

" and
Charles Lamb (whose intensely English feeling, however, put
him out of sympathy with most foreign productions) regarded
the German poem as a mere vulgar melodrama in comparison
with the Elizabethan play. The determination of this point
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must rest very much, with the individual reader's conception of

the diabolical nature.

The next important character to Faust himself and Mephis-
topheles is Margaret, or Gretchen, as she is sometimes called.

Of this peasant-girl, the late Mr. G. H. Lewes, the English
biographer of Goethe, has remarked that "

Shakespeare himself

has drawn no such portrait ;
no such peculiar union of passion,

simplicity, homeliness, and witchery."
The moral character of Goethe's drama will always be a

subject of dispute. Some regard it as containing the noblest

lessons ; others bring against it the charges of irreverence,

scepticism, and laxity. What may most truly be affirmed is,

that it is a vast and varied picture of human life, reaching up-
wards into the heavens, and downwards into the infernal depths.

MECHANICS. VI.

FINDING CENTRES OF GRAVITY.

IN the last lesson it was shown that every mass of matter has a
centre of gravity, but we did not inquire how such centres are

found in bodies of known shapes. To that part of our subject
we now proceed.
As a general rule, the problem requires high mathematics for

its solution ; but there are some cases in which the centre can

be discovered without much difficulty. I take, first, the practical
method by suspension, which gives it exactly whenever the body
is of a uniform thickness, such as a deal board, or card, or piece
of paper. The two opposite faces should be equal and alike,

tho edges being either perpendicular or square to them, or run-

ning off at the same slope. In all such cases it is evident

that the centre of gravity is within the substance of the

board half-way across between the faces. If, therefore, we
can find the point on either face under which it lies, by
boring straight in half-way at that point, the required centre

is reached.

But how find the outside point ? Let the board be of any
irregular shape, as at a (Fig. 27), and bore two holes through it

perpendicularly at

any two points, near
its edge, o and Q.

Put a straight iron

rod now through o,

and on the rod, by
a small ring, hang
a plumb line, o A,
close to the board.

Put rod, line, and
board now across

two supports, so ar-

ra"nged that the rod

may be horizontal.

The board having
settled to rest, the

centre of gravity will, as I showed in the last lesson, be some-
where behind the plumb-line. Chalk now, or mark with a

pencil, the course, o A, of this line on the board. Perform the

same operation with the hole Q, pencilling in like manner the
line Q B. What now have we ? Two lines, behind both of

which the centre of gravity lies ; whence we infer that their

intersection, Q, is the point required.
But the method in part applies to bodies which have not

parallel faces like boards, or are not cut perpendicularly, or at

the same slope across at their edges ; but in such cases the

sought centre is not midway across. All that is necessary is

that there should be one flat face on it, as in that represented at

b (Fig. 27). You can still determine the point a, behind which
the centre of gravity lies, by boring two passages at O and Q,

perpendicularly to the face, into its substance, suspending and

marking the lines o A, Q B, as before. The centre of gravity will

still be behind the point G ; but where, or how far in, is another

question, the answer to which depends on the shape of the body.
If the board which above first occupied our attention be sup-

posed to become very thin to be cardboard, or even paper
the body becomes almost all surface, and the point G and the

centre of gravity nearly coincide. Practically, they become

identical ;
and the operation is sometimes spoken of as " the

finding of the centre of gravity of an area or surface." In

strictness, a surface cannot have a centre of gravity, for (see
Lesson I. on Geometry) it has no thickness, and therefore can
have no weight, no force, no centre of force. But, for all that,
the inquiry is useful. We may agree, for mechanical purposes,
that a surface should have such a centre

;
and the best course

for that purpose is to give it a thickness the smallest we can

conceive, namely, that of one particle or atom. Imagine, then,
a triangle, or polygon, or circle, one atom thick ; and let us

agree that, when we find its centre of gravity, we have the

centre of gravity of an " area
"

or "
surface." Also let it be

understood that the centre of gravity of a line, straight or

curved, means that point for such a line of atoms.

TO FIND CENTRES OF GRAVITY BY CONSTRUCTION.

This is done by the rule for finding the centre of parallel

forces, given in Lesson IV. (page 125). We shall commence
with the most general case, namely :

1. To find the common Centre of Gravity </f any number of

Bodies, the separate Centres and Weights of which are given.
The masses may be anyhow placed, but the operation is the
same whether they are all on the same plane, as in the case of

the balls on the ground, in Fig. 27, or whether some are in that

plane, some above, and some below. Let them be four in number
and on the same plane, their centres being A, B, c, D ; then four

parallel forces, the weights, act at these centres : what has to

be done ? Join first A with B, and cut the joining line at x in-

versely as the weights at these points. Next connect x and c,

and cut c x at Y inversely as the two first weights to that at o.

Lastly, Y being joined to D, divide D Y at z inversely, as the

weights of the three balls already used are to that of the

fourth, D. This last point, z, is the required common centre of

gravity.
You observe that the joining and cutting of the lines is in no

way influenced by, or dependent on, the bodies being on the

same or in different planes, neither is it dependent upon their

number. How many soever they be, the operation is the same.

Note, also, that a common centre of gravity can be outside the

bodies of which it is the centre.

2. To find the Centre of Gravity of a Eight Line. A mechanical

right line being, as we have agreed, a line of atoms of equal
size and weight, the case is that which we have considered in

Lesson IV., of a number of equal parallel forces acting at equal
distances from each other, along a right line. The resultant

passes through the middle point of that line ; hence the centre

of gravity of a right line is its middle point.
This enables us to find the centre of gravity of a uniform rod.

By
"
uniform," I mean such that the cross sections are of the

same size
andform - A, ^ b

throughout
its length.
Such a body
may be con-

sidered a
collection of

equal mecha-
nical right
lines placed ^jjj^
side by side,

their ends

being made
flat or level.

As the cen-

tre of each
line is in its

middle, the centre of the whole bundle is in the cross section

at the rod's middle. And observe that this holds good of

all other bodies, besides mere rods, which can be considered

made up of equal parallel lines, such as of a cylinder or uniform

pillar, or of a beam of timber, or of a cubical block of stone ;

the centres of gravity will be in the cross sections at their

middle points. And it makes no difference whether the flat

ends of the cylinder, pillar, beam, or block are perpendicular to

the lines of which it is supposed to be composed, as in c and e

(Fig. 28), or oblique to them, as at d and / (Fig. 29) ; the

centre of gravity is still in the middle cross section parallel to

Fig. 28.
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the flat end*. Moreover, an all bodies o shaped may be con-

M.I. !. I a collection of areas, one atom thick, piled on top of

each other, either perpendicularly or with a slope, like cards, or

a pile of sovereigns, the centre of gravity of each must lie also

on the line joining the centres of gravity of the two area* which
form thoir ends. The centre itself, therefore, is the point in

which this lino pierces the middle cross section, as at e and e

(Fijr. 'IB), in the cylinder and cube. Bat this requires as to be

able to find the centre of gravity of such areas, of which take

first the triangle.

15. To find the Centre of Gravity ofa Triangle. This we do by
considering the triangle made up, as in the triangle a, in Fig. 30,

of lines an atom thick, all parallel to the side A B. The centre

of gravity of each line is at its middle point. If, therefore,

I can satisfy you that the middles of all the lines are on the

line c M, which joins the vertex c with the middle M of A B,

the centre for the whole triangle is somewhere on that line.

I have, then, to prove that

cH bisects, or divides into

two equal parts, every line

parallel to A B. Suppose,
now, that I cut c M into

three equal parts, ex, xy,

y M, as in the triangle 6, in

Fig 30, and draw paral-
lels to A B at the two

points of section inside,

meeting A c and B c each
in two points from which

parallels to c M are drawn,

meeting A B in four points,
two on each side of M.

Pi 29 Now, since c M is equally

divided, and the white

figures inside are parallelograms, it is evident that the line

parallel to c M marked a, b, on each side, are equal to each other,

and to c x, the third part of c M. Hence the three small shaded

triangles next to AC are equal to each other,and have equalangles.
Their three sides parallel to A B are therefore equal, which shows
that A M is cut by the parallels to c M into three equal parts. For
the same reason B M is cut into three equal parts ; and since

A M is equal to B H, the six parts into which A B is divided are

equal to each other. You thus see that the first parallel above
A B is made of parts, two on either side of c M, equal to the

parts below, and is therefore bisected by c M. The next above
is also evidently bisected, being composed of two parts, one

on either side. Now, if I divide c M into five parts instead of

three, I have four other parallels also bisected by c M ;
if into 7

or any other number, it is the same I can fill the whole triangle
with parallels to A B bisected each by the line c M. The centre

of gravity of the triangle is therefore on c M.

But by a similar reasoning it can be shown that this centre

of gravity must be in A L (in triangle a, Fig. 30) bisecting A c.

Hence we have for rule that, in order to find the centre of

gravity of a triangle, we
must join any two of its

vertices with the middle

points of the sides opposite
to them, and that the in-

tersection a of the joining
lines is the required point.
This centre o is distant

from M one-third of c M,
and from L one-third of A L.

The centre of gravity of

a parallelogram can now
be shown to be the inter-

secting of its diagonals

AC, BD (see e, Fig. 30);

for, since the diagonals
bisect each other, the line

B D is the bisector of the common side A c of both the triangles,
ABC and A c D. The centre of each, therefore, is on that

line, and therefore the common centre of both that is, the
centre of the parallelogram. But, by the same reason, con-

sidering the parallelogram made of the two triangles on B D,
the centre is on A c. Being thus on both diagonals, it is at

their intersection,

Fig. 30.

Fig. 31.

4. To find the Centre of Gravity of a Polygon. Let A B c D
(Fig. 31) be the polygon, and from the angle A draw the dotted
lines A c, A D to the remote angles and D. The polygon it

thus oat np into three triangle*. Let o, H, and K be the centre*
of gravity of these latter figure* ; there are thus three bodie*
whose centre*, o, u, and K, are known, and whose mn*o* are the
three areas of the three triangle*.

Suppose now that you had calcu-

lated these areas, and had them
written down in number*. Then

join o with H and cat a H at z
inversely as the numberi eipress-

ing the areas of the triangle* ABC,
ADC. Connect x now with K,
and cat K x at Y inversely, as the

quadrilateral ABC D to the triangle
A E D ; the point Y is the required
centre. If the polygon had more
sides than are in Fig. 31, the

process is the same, and most be
continued until all the triangles into which it i* neoe**ary to
divide the polygon have been gone over.

5. To find the Centre of Gravity of the Circumference of a
Circle. Let the circumference be taken to be a carved line of

atoms, as in a, in Fig. 32, to the right ; and through the centre
o of the circle let any line, A o B, be drawn passing through two
of them, one on either side. Since these two are of equal weight,
and equally distant from a, their common centre of gravity is

the middle of A B, that is, the point o. So, likewise, going
round the figure, the centre of gravity of every opposite pair of

atoms is o, and therefore o is the common centre of all, or of
the circumference.

The centre of gravity of a ring is thus seen to be the centre

of the circle in which it is formed, for the ring may be con-

sidered a bundle of circles an atom thick, bound together, one
above and around the other, so as to have for common centre of

gravity the centre of
the central circle. A
The centre of gra-

vity of the area of

a circle is also the

centre of figure of

the circle, for the
area may be con-
sidered as made up
of a number of cir-

cles of atoms, lying
one inside the other, and having the same centre, Q, which, by
the above, is therefore their common centre of gravity.
The centre of gravity of a hollow sphere may, in like manner,

be proved, by drawing lines through o to the atoms on its sur-

face, to be the centre of figure of the sphere ; and a solid sphere

may be considered as consisting of a number of these hollow

ones inside one another.

Fig. 32.

ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONS IN LESSON IV.

Parallel Forces.

1. The required parallel centre in this case is on the line joining any
vertex of the triangle with the middle point of the side opposite, at a

distance of two-thirds of that Hue from the vertex, or one-third from

the side.

2. The required centre is distant one-third of the length of the beam
from the end at which the three-pound force acts.

3. The required centre is 8 inches distant from the end of the rod

at which the three-and-a-half pound weight acts.

4. The strain on the upper hinge is 20 Ibs. 3 oz. nearly, and on the

lower 39 Ibs. 13 oz. In doing this question the student most first find

the centre of parallel forces for the 23 Ibs. and 37 Ibs. This point will

be found by cutting the 7 feet of height of door into 60 parts (the sum
of 23 nnd 37). and counting off 23 of these from the bottom. The
resultant then acts at the end of the 23rd subdirision. But as the

hinges bear the drag of this force, it is dirided between them in the

inverse proportion of their distances from this point. Diride then the

60 Ibs. into two part*, which hare this proportion, and the above

strains will be found. It is better to do thi question by arithnttically

calculating the position of the point and magnitudes of statins. The
strain caused by the weight of the door is not here taken into coo-

Bideration.
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LESSONS IN ITALIAN. V.

IV. THE DIPHTHONGS.
I HAVE now to speak of the diphthongs ; but before entering

into details I may remark that these letters differ materially

from the English, inasmuch as the two vowels forming a diph-

thong do not entirely merge into one sound, but are in Italian

more or less distinctly heard, though only pronounced by one

opening of the mouth, and with one emission of the air or

voice, which gives them the value of one sound. This broad and

general characteristic, however, prevails among all Italian diph-

thongs, that there must be a ruling sound, requiring a greater

stress of the voice and more distinctness of utterance, which

ruling sound is at one time on the first, at another on the second

of the two vowels. In those diphthongs where the second of the

two vowels is the ruling sound, the voice glides more rapidly

from the first vowel to the second, and is, as it were, absorbed

by it. The second is on that account heard with greater dis-

tinctness, and such diphthongs present more of a united sound ;

while in those diphthongs where the first of the two vowels is the

ruling sound, the second is somewhat more distinctly heard

than the first vowel of those diphthongs, which approach to a

united sound, though shortly and quickly trailed along, as it

were, by the first.

The second kind or class may be termed, on this account, the

separated diphthongs; the first class the united diphthongs though
I must caution the reader not to understand these words in their

strictly literal sense ; because, as stated before, in all Italian

diphthongs the two vowels are more or less distinctly heard.

United diphthongs are, for example :

ia, as in fiato (feeah-to), breath ; Uada (beeah-dah), corn ;

piano (peeah-no), even, slow.

ie, as in lieto (leee-to), cheerful ; bieco (beee-ko), squinting;

priego (preee-go), request, prayer.

io, as in fiore (feed-rai), flower ; piove (pee6-vai), it rains ;

brioso (bree-d-so), lively; chioma (kee6-mah), head of

hair.

iu, as in piu (peedo), more ; fiume (feedo-mai), a river ;

schiuma (skeedo-mah), foam, scum.

ua, as in guasto (gwah-sto), destruction ; qua (kwah), here,

hither; quale (kwah-lai), who.

ue, as in guerra (gwerr-rah), war ; Guelfo (gwel-fo), a

Guelph; questo (kwai-sto), this.

ui, as in guisa (gwee-zah), guise, manner ; Guido (gwee-do),

Guy; qui (kwee), here.

MO, as in cuore (koo6-rai), heart ; suono (sooo-no), sound ;

uomo (ooo-mo), man.

Separated diphthongs are, for example :

ae, as in aere (ahai-rai), air, gas ; aerimante (ahai-ree-mahn-

tai), one who predicts by the air, or by aeromancy.
ai, as in laido (lahee-do), ugly; maisi (mahee-see), yes, in-

deed.

ao, as in Paolo (paho-lo), Paul.

au, as in aura (ahoo-rah), a soft breeze ;
lauro (lahoo-ro),

laurel ; fraude (frahoo-dai), deceit ; fauna (fahoo-no),

fawn; causa (kahoo-zah), a cause (at law), affair.

I have classed au as a separated diphthong where the first

vowel is the ruling sound. There are, however, words contain-

ing that diphthong, in which u, the second, is the ruling sound :

thus, paura (pahdo-rah), fear ;
baule (bahdo-lai), portmanteau ;

Saulle (sahdo-lai), Saul. But even in this class of words a and
u must be distinctly heard ; a, as the first of the vowels, cannot
be glided over rapidly and absorbed by the u, as would be the

case if a united diphthong. The diphthong au must, therefore,

always be classed among the separated diphthongs.

eo, as" in Eolo (eo-lo), Eolus.

eu, as in Europa (aioo-ro-pah), Europe ; feudo (feoo-do), a
feud or feoff ; Seleuco (sai-leoo-ko), Seleucus.

The vowel i before any other vowel, and the vowel u before

o, as they occur in the united diphthongs, make in the pronuncia-
tion of Italian precisely the same impression as a grave or dia-

tonic note in music, slightly but distinctly touched, to glide
over to the second ruling vowel. They are very easy transitions,
and carry with them a particular charm, giving to the sound a

certain roundness and fulness, thus contributing greatly, by
the frequency of the diphthongs in which they occur, to the
musical character of the Italian tongue.

It must be noted that there are vowels which come together

in words, but are, nevertheless, not diphthongs ; as, for example,

coagulare (ko-ah-goo-lah-rai), to coagulate ; coerente (ko-ai-ren-

tai), coherent ; caos (kah-os), chaos; coincidere (ko-in-tchee-dai-rai),

coincide ; raunare (rah-oo-nah-rai), to assemble ; aempiere (ah-

em-peeai-rai), to satisfy, fill; reale (rai-ah-lai), royal, real, loyal;

riunire (ree-oo-nee-rai), to reunite ; viola (vee-o-lah), he violates ;

viottolo (vee-dt-to-lo), narrow passage or way, roundabout way ;

Dione (dee-d-nai), Dion; Tiziano (tee-tsee-ah-no), Titian ; Teodoro

(tai-o-do-ro), Theodore ; riesco (ree-e-sko), I succeed ; reato (rai-

ah-to), guilt or sin ; paese (pah-ai-zai), country ; reina (rai-ee-

nah), queen ;
leone (lai-d-nai), lion ;

mansueto (mahn-soo-e-to),

tame, gentle, mild.

The reader will have remarked that I have, in the above ex-

amples, separated the two vowels which come together into syl-

lables, thereby showing that they are not diphthongs, though

they may appear to be such. Indeed, if those sounds were diph-

thongs, it is obvious that they could not be used as separate

syllables, as they must in Italian spelling, though the poets, by
their special licence, generally use them as one syllable.

Some grammarians are of opinion that in cases of the coali-

tion of three and sometimes four vowels in the Italian language,
those vowels form one syllable uttered with one and the same
emission of the voice ; and they term the coalition of three

vowels a triphthong, and the coalition of four a quadriphthong, if

I may so express it. They have been, perhaps, led into that

belief by the example of the poets, who in the middle of a verse

use the triphthongs like one syllable. It is certainly allowable

for Italian poets to count two or three syllables, being mere

vowels, as one ; but it would be strange to found grammar on

poetical licences, which are, strictly speaking, exceptions to

grammatical rule. The following examples, generally cited as

triphthongs, are spelt like words of two syllables, though, as I

have already observed, the poets use them in the middle of a

verse like words of one syllable ; and this is reason enough why
they should not be considered triphthongs, i.e., coalitions of

three vowels forming one sound and one syllable ; as, miei

(meee-ee), my (pi.) ; tuoi (tooo-ee), thy (pi.) ;
suoi (soo6-ee), his

(pi.); 3wai(gwah-ee), waitings; bwoi(booo-ee),oxen; imoi(vooo-ee),
thou wilt ; puoi (poo6-ee), thou canst ; appiuolo (ahp-pee-oo6-lo),

a kind of apple tree; cedriuolo (tchai-ciree-ooo-lo), a cucumber;
mariuolo (mah-ree-ooo-lo), a sharper ; vetriulo (vai-tree-oo6-lo),

vitriol.

Examples of the so-called quadriphthongs will be given and

commented on as they occur.

THIRD PRONOUNCING TABLE.

Showing Words with Towels in Coalition.

1. Words the same with regard to their letters, but different

with regard to their syllables :

English.
Nurse.

Power, dominion.

A tutor, foster-father.

Bailiff, steward, president.
A kiss, I kiss.

A northern aspect.
He bores a hole, he lies.

A lie.

Impious.
He filled.

A polished stone.

Smooth, sleek.

Violet.

He violates.

Italian. Pronounced

Balta bah-leeah

Balia bah-lde-ah

Balio bah-leeo

Balio bah-lde-o

.Bacio bah-tcho*

Bacio bah-tchde-o

Bugia, boo-jah

Bugia boo-jde-ah

Empia dm-peeah
Empia (for emptva) em-pde-ab.
Liscia lee-shde-ah

.Liscia Ide-shah

Fiola veeo-lah

Fiola vde-o-lah

2. Words nearly the same as respects letters, but different

with regard to syllables :

Soffia sof-feeah He blows.

Sofia so-fde-ah, Sophia, a woman's name.

Malvagfo mahl-vah-jo Wicked.

Mal-oagia mahl-vah-gde-ah Malmsey wine.

Primizia pree-mde-tsee-ah Firstlings of fruit or

animals in sacrifice.

Pn'mazia pree-nmh-tsde-ah Primacy.
Erbaria er-bah-rde-ah Vegetable market.

Erbario er-bah-reeo Herbal.

* For the sake of adhering to system, I am obliged here to antici-

pate the use of some combinations I have not yet explained, but which.

will be fully explained in the next lesson ; as, for example, cio, gia,

scia, etc.
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3. General exercises in diphthongs >

Aere ihai-rai Air, gum.
!'' pah-ii-zai Country.
Laido lihoe-do Ugly.
C'uiiio kah-t<e-no Coin.

'I 'pniio trihee-no The trot of bone*.
Troino trah-^e-no Sledge.
;.;... Wo-nui-ah A line.

M... M-de-ah Li. .1.

Idtt ee-de-ai 1,1. MM.

Lin* We-naiai LinM.
Sn s*-ee Six.

"M.-i o-nuS-ee Woes, sorrows.
7. .!,, lai-d-uai Lion.
/"'' Aoo-ro East wiud.
Cretwa krui-oo-zah Creusa, a woman'! name.
7fi,i,U beeah-dah Corn.
J'l'.ma dec-ih-nuh Diana,
Cilo tche-lo Heaven, horizon, the air.

Lieto lec-i'-to Cheerful.
;W'> paho-lo Paul,

fahoono Fiiwu.

Paura pah-(Jo-r ah Fear.

I have stated that au is, strictly speaking, a diphthong ; but

principally in those words where the accent of tone falls on the
second of the Towels that compose it. It makes in its pro-
nunciation the impression as if it were no diphthong at all,

because each of the vowels is distinctly separated in pronuncia-
tion. On that account, I have ventured to place it amongst
these words, with vowels in coalition, that are not diphthongs.

Gt'ooe j6-vai Jove, Jupiter.
Di'o d^e-o God.
Giuda joo-dah Judas.
Xiuto lee-<5o-to Late.
Ot'bo Oee-bo Fie !

Annoi ahu-no-ee Thou annoyest.
Qpnsi kwah-zee Almost, a.s it were.
Duals doo-ah-lai Dual.

Quete kwe-to Quiet, calm.
Duello doo-61-lo Duel, fray.
Fluido flooee-do Fluid.

Luigi loo-e'e-jee Lewis.

Luogo loo-6-go Space, spot, locality.

FOURTH PRONOUNCING TABLE.

For Additional Exercise in Hie Vowels.

1. Words that contain a, e, i, o, or repeated u .

Italian. Pronounced. English.

Calafatata kah-lah-fah-tahtah Calked.
Abbacinata ahb-bah-tchce-nih-tah Dazzled.
Accanalata. ahk-kah-nah-lah-tab. Channelled (column).
Sala.ma.ndra, sah-lah-mahn-drah Salamander.
Abbraciava ahb-brah-tchah-vah I kindled.
Cavalcava kah-vahl-kah-voh I rode.
Persevererete per-sai-vai-rai-rdi-tai You will persevere.
Dependentemente dai-pen-den-tai-me"n-tai Dependency.
Pretenderete prai-ten-dai-rai-tai You will pretend.
Eccellentementa et-tchel-len-tai-m^n-tai Excellently.
Insipidissimi in-see-pee-dis-see-mee Most insipid.
Vtcintssimi vee-tchee-nis-see-mee Very near or vicinal.
ImmiciMtmi ee-nee-mee-tchis-see-mee Very hostile or inimical.

Kirifici niee-nte-fee-tchee Wonderful, miraculous.
Distintissimi dee-stin-tis-see-mee Very clear or distinct.

Difficilissimi dif-fee-tchee-lis-see-mee Very difficult.

Odoroo o-do-ro-so Fragraut, odorous.
Doloroso do-lo-ro-so Painful, dolorous.

Pomocotogno* po-mo-ko-ton-nyo Quince.
TumuUuo too-m6ol-too-o I excito a tumult.
TJsufruttua oo-zoo-froot-too-o I have temporary use of.

2. Words comprising five vowels :

Affettuori ahf-fot-too-6-si Kind, affectionate.
Communicate kom-moo-nec-koh-rol To communicate.
Dolicatuiro dai-lee-kah-too-tso Over-refined, delicate.
Entusiasmo en-too-zee-ah-zmo Enthusiasm.
.Fulmtnotore fool-inec-nah-t6-rai Ono who fulminates.
Lvsingheranno loo-zin-gai-rahn-no They will flatter.

Procurofrvce pro-koo-rah-tre'e.tchai A solicitor's wife.

RepuUicano rai-poo-blee-kah-no Bepublican.
Saluberrimo sab-loo-brr-reo-mo Very whclesome.
Speculator* epai-koo-lah-t<5-reo Thinkers, spcculatcrs.
Suioritnara soo-bor-doe-nah-rii To subordinate.
Suptrlativo 6oo-pcr-lah-ti5c-vD Highest, s'.ncrhtiVD.

* Tie sound of the gn will be explained in another lesson.

(JKOMKTK1CAL J'KUSl'Ki
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J'l V K. -VIII.

PBOBLEM XXIV. (Fig. 45). Draw the pcnpectwe view of 9

flight of three itept, each 4 feet long, 1 foot wide, and 9 inchei

hvjh ; ttutir front making an angle of 40 with the picture plane.
The distance of the eye of the obterver from the picture plane it

6 feet, from the plane to the nearest jtoint of the

The height of the eye 4'Hfeet. Scale at pleatwe.
From a in tho picture plane, draw the line o l, at 40 with

pp. From c, 1 foot within the PP, make c b equal to the length
of the steps, and c d equal to the width of the three stops
divided in e and /. The height* to be marked presently on the
line of contact. There will be no difficulty in drawing tho rest
of the plan. Place the station point HP, draw the base of
tho picture, and the UL three feet and a half above the base,
and find the vanishing point. Bring down visual rays from
tho ends of the steps at both extremities of the plan. Produce
d c to h, and g b to k for points of contact, and bring them
down perpendicularly for lines of contact. From the base i on
i h mark the heights of the three steps one above the other,
and also from m, on m k, numbered on both lines 1, 2, 3, and
from each of these divisions draw retiring lines to the vp,
which, being cut by the visual rays, will give the respective
points upon which to draw tho ends of the steps, marked again
c, e, f, and d ; their fronts and edges extend between the cor-

responding visual rays drawn from the g b end of the plan.
PROBLEM XXV. (Fig. 46). A rectangular block of masonry

24 feet long, 20 feet high, and 16 feet broad, is pierced by an arch
springing at a height of 10 feet, and of semi-circular form, with a
span of 12 feet. Let the point of view be on one side of it* centre.
Distance within the picture plane 2 feet. Height of eye 8 feet.
Station point from the picture plane 26 feet. Scale 5 feet to the
inch.

We will first draw the perspective view of the arch when
the front is parallel with tho picture plane. If the pupil has
not a scale of inches divided into fifths, he can easily construct
one in this manner : Draw a line, say 6 inches long, to

represent 30 feet, and divide it into three equal parts ; divide
the first division into ten parts, which will represent single
feet, and the main divisions will represent tens of feet.

Number it similarly to the scales given in Lesson I., VoL II.,

page 161.

Draw the PP, and two feet beyond, and parallel with it, draw
the line a b equal to 24 feet ; a c 6 feet, and c d 12 feet.

Draw a e equal to 16 feet, and complete the rest of the plan as
shown in the figure. Place the point/a little to the right of
the centre, and draw the line / 8P, making g SP equal to 26
feet. Draw the line BP (base of the picture) anywhere below
the PP, allowing sufficient room for the elevation between the
base of the picture and the plan above, also the horizontal line

8 feet from BP. Draw visual rays from a, c, d, b, h, i, and
bring them down perpendicularly from the PP. Draw a fc per-
pendicularly to the PP, for the line of contact or measuring line

for the heights ; mark the PS (point of sight) and draw km from k
towards PS, stopping at the VR from o. Draw TO n parallel
to BP, which will be the perspective front of the base of the

building. The visual rays from c and d will determine the
width of the arch o p. Make the distance k r for the height
equal to 20 feet. Draw rs from r as was done from k, and draw
s t for the top of the building. At , ten feet from k, draw
u y towards the PS, and also y v w ; bisect v tc; from x as a
centre being brought down from q, draw the semicircle v w;
the front of the building will then be completed. For the
other end of the arch which spans h i of the plan, draw lines
v I, w z, from v and w to PS, meeting the visual rays from h
and i in J and z ; join I and t, and either bisect it, or draw a
line from x to PS, which, cutting I z, will give the centre point
from which the interior or further end of the arch must be
drawn with a radius from tike centre to I or z. For the base
of the interior of the archway draw lines from o and p,
towards PS, cutting the visual rays from h and i ; join these

points by a line parallel to BP
; this will complete the per-

spective elevation.

Fig. 47. We will now draw the same subject at an angle wiih
our position. Let the angle of the front of the building be 24
with tht pp. The other conditions at before.
Draw a o at an angle of 24 with PP, and complete the plan

upon a b, as in the last figure. We will use one vp, as in Fig*.
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40, 41, 45, and some other*. We trust, after all that haa been
said upon tho method of drawing an object with tho use of one
VP, tin- pupil will have no dillicull y in first drawing the per-

apeotive of tho block. Tho principal diiiiculty will ho with the

uroh, to draw whioh wo shall have to repeat tho same principles
which were employed for the circle on the board (Problem X \ ,

Fig. 40, page 140) ; therefore, in order to get tho necessary point*
throui'h wliii-h the arch ia to be drawn by hand, wo moat rabat
the semicircle. From c as a centre draw tho arc / h g ; draw
.//it- parallel to / g, and the semi-diagonals c d and c e

through the points where these last lines intersect the arc .-

draw linos parallel to f d to meet the front of the plan of the

building in i and k; visual rays must bo drawn from g, k, c, v,f.
From the spring of the arch marked on the line of contact at m,
make m n equal to / d ; the visual ray from c the centre will

produce the points o and p ; draw the semi-diagonals p r and
p s; where those lost lines intersect the visual rays from i and
k, will give the points through which the arch ton must be
drawn by hand. We have not entered into the other part
of the work, as wo have no doubt that our pupils will be able
to do it from the experience they have gained in the solution
of previous problems.
PROBLEM XXVI. (Fig. 48). Give a perspective view of a

door-frame, a six-panelled door, partly open, tlie door-frame being
parallel to the plane of the picture, and the line of sight two-thirds

of the height of the door. (From the Military Examination
Papers.)

Thoro are very few conditions given. The door is said to be
partly open, therefore it may be placed at any angle at pleasure ;

the wall and door-frame may be placed at any distance from
the PP, but they must be parallel to the PP ; the proportions of
the door and frame are discretionary. This is one of those
problems which are frequently given at public examinations
with very few working conditions. It gives us an opportunity
for advising all who may at any time have to compete in these
examinations to use some definite scale in the construction ; it

will probably save a great deal of confusion and much un-

certainty. There will be much in the drawing of this subject
that has occurred before, all of which we shall pass over to
avoid unnecessary repetition of former instructions. In the
plan it must be observed that the width of the door a b
must be made equal to a c tho space within the frame. The
division of a b for the plans of the stiles and panels must be
proportionally divided, and those proportions must be set off
on o d. (See Lessons in Geometry, Problem XVI., Vol. I.,

page 209.) There are three lines of contact
, the first is from

a b produced to the PP. Upon this line of contact all the
perpendicular measurements of the stiles and panels are
arranged. The second line of contact is from the back of the
door produced to the PP. This is for the purpose of arriving
at the pei-spective thickness of the door

; therefore from the
bases of these two lines of contact at e retiring lines are drawn
to the VP ; these retiring lines cutting visual rays drawn from
the end of the door a in the plan, will give the perspective
thickness of the door. The principal retiring lines are those of
the top and bottom of the door, and the horizontal edges of
the panels, all drawn from tho perpendicular measurements
above stated. The third line of contact is g h ; f g being
ruade parallel to a 6 for the sake of the advantage of the same
VP ; a line drawn from the base of g h towards the VP, cuttinga VR from /, gives the position of the base of the frame i k.
The width of the frame across the top is obtained thus :

n o being the height of the opening of the door, a line must
be drawn from n to m at an angle of 135 with n o ; con-
sequently, after m r is drawn, m n will be found to bisect the
right angler mi; therefore, the visual rays from the plan of
the frame at c cutting the line m n will produce tho points inm n from which to draw the mouldings both horizontally and
perpendicularly ; PS will be the VP for the interior edge of the
frame, as shown in the line drawn from o. The great advan-
tage of using several lines of contact will be seen when
working the details. We allude to this for the purpose of
observing that it is advisable to draw these lines of contact
from produced lines of the plan all parallel with each other,
so that one vanishing point may be used for all ; otherwise, if

they are not parallel, other vanishing points will have to be
found, because every retiring line must have its own vanishing
point.

LESSONS IN GREEK. XVIIL
ADVERBS AND TUEIB FORMATION.

UNDER the name of adverb* we indicate tfaoM indeclinable
words whioh denote the relation* of time and place, or the
relations of way and manner; aa *, there ; wv, now; aAr,

Adverbs of manner are formed from adjective*, by <Tfaiy
ui to the pure atom of the adjective. As a practical rule, 700
may take this

The termination -vv of the Genitive Plural of the Adjective it

changed into ut ; for example :

Adjective. Genitive Plural. Adverb.

<t>t\os, loving, <f>i\<tit>, (f>i\ui, lovingly.
KoAor, beautiful, na\u>v, KoAus, beautifully
airAof'f, simple, airKuv, air\u>t, simply.
iras, all, iravruv, iramtas, altogether.
(Tutppui/, wise, irwtypovwif, fftixppovuH, wiaely.
TOXUJ, swift, -raxfwv, raxi, swiftly.
M7, great, fj.fya\ui', nfya\us, greatly.
a\7j07)s, true, aKyOtav, aArj&us, truly.

vyOijs, accustomed, ffvvrjQwv, trumjOut, according to
custom.

The terminations -6n>
, -Oi, and -8t form adverbs by being added

to nouns, pronouns, and verbs, to signify relations of place ; thna
6( denotes from a place (whence) ; $i, at a place (where) ; and 8

,

to a place (whither) -. for example, ovpavodti>,from heaven; ovpavoOi,
in heaven ; ovpavovof, to heaven. With pronouns 5t becomes att

thus a\\off(, to some other place ; so with tuti, there, as ncutrt,
thither. In the plural of the substantives in -at, -o-8 passes
into -e, as Aflijj/o^E for AOyvcurSf , from A9i)vcu, -<av, the city
Athens.

Adverbs of place terminate in -, as avu, above ; Ka.ru, below ;

o>, without ; fffw, within. There are many adverbs which are

obviously cases of nouns or pronouns, as (airtv7;i (so in Latin,
derepente), suddenly; irov, somewhere; &TTOV, ov, wfiere; avrov,
on the spot, exactly here or exactly there ; ovtiafnov, nowhere : these
adverbs are all genitives.

Accusatives are also common, as itpwiiv, at the dawn ; poKpav,
a long way ; trtpav, beyond a place, whence the country along
the east side of the Jordan had the name of Peraea, that is, the
land beyond ; Swptav, gratis, gratuitously ; ffi\n.tpov, to~day (Lat.
hodie) ; avpwi to-morrow (Lat. eras).

COMPARISON OF ADVERBS.

Adverbs of manner have commonly no peculiar adverbial

termination, but employ in the comparative the neuter singular,
and in the superlative the neuter plural, of the corresponding
adjectives. The same fact may be stated thus, namely, that
the neuter singular of comparatives may be used adverbially,
that is, with an adverbial signification ; and that the neuter

plural of superlatives may be used with an adverbial signification,
for example :

From Comparative. Superlative.

(ffo<pos), wisely, aoqxartpov, <ro^xarara.

(<ra(pi}s), clearly, acuptompov, ffatfxyrara.

Xapifvrus (xapttis), charmingly, x"-Pl(^^ fpov, xaPl<rraTa-

(v$aifj.ov(es (fvSaifj.<av), happily, fvoai/j.ovf<rr(poy, fvSaiuofttrrara.

atffxfxas (a <rxpos), shamefully, ai^x^ov, aurxttrTo.
f)Sf<as (7j8us), pleasantly, ijSioy, jjSitrra.

raxftas (raxvs), swiftly, Oarroy, Taxrra.

Adverbs of place in -o> retain that termination in the com-
parative and superlative.

Comparah't*. Superlative.

avai, above, avta-rtpta, avu-Tarts.

KOTO), below, Karui-Tfpoi, Karto-Tarw.

The comparative and superlative of moat other adverbs of

place end in -w, as

Comparative. Sujvrlah'er.

iffpa, beyond, ircpatTcpw, (none).

TT)\OU, at a distance, T^Kortpw, rrj\orarta.

fKas, at a distance, fKacrrtpa, (Kcurraru.

ryyvs, near, cyyintpe:, tyjvrttrtt.

Some adverbs have a reciprocal relation to each other. The
simple forms stand as relatives. By prefixing T to the relatives,
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you make direct interrogatives. Put 6 before the ir, and you
convert the direct into indirect interrogatives, and indirect

relatives. Prefix r instead of IT, and then you obtain demon-
stratives ; as

Simple Rel. Direct Intcrrog. Indirect I. and R. Demonstratives.

77, whither, irrj, whither ? OTTTJ, TTJ, there, thither.

TIVIKO., when, TTTJJ/I/CO, at what time ? 6irr]viKa, TTjyi

i>6ev, whence, iroQev, whence ? diroQev, roQev, thence.

ol, whither, iroi, whither ? bitoi.

dre, when, irore, when ? (more, rare, then.

o'u>, where, TTOV, where? 6-rrov.

ws, as, ir<as, how ? birws, reos, so.

Of these forms ol, ToOcv, and rois are found only in the

poets, and consequently are not to be ordinarily used in prose

composition.

EXERCISES FROM THE CLASSICS. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. Tlav ro o~K\ripov xa\ir(t>s juoAaTTerat. 2. 'O ovpavos

%a\Kovs O~TI TO. e|w. 3. EAe-yev 6 Bias, arv^rj fivai TOV aTvxiav

fiij (pepovTa. 4. 'H <ptAo(To<pta 8t8a<r/cei, on Set /UTJT' fv rats

finrpayiais irfpi^apfls virapxetv, /urjr' ev rais opyats ireptiraflets

Kai 07jptco8ets. 5. Hois r) adapter-rot, t\ ajueAets, TJ irAeoj/e/crat, 77

atriffToi, r) a/cparets apflpcoirot Svvavrai cptAot yiyvfff6ai ; 6. 'O

irAouros /cat TO e/cros ayaBct XWPIS apfTrjs avu<pf\ri fieri TOU

fX vfft - 7. Tts opvis ev(pcavoTpa effriv arjoovos ; 8. At Seurepat
ira>s (ppovrtSes ffcxptarepai. 9. Aapewv /cat TlapvcraTiSos yiyvovrai
iratSes Svo l

irpe<r/3uTepos fifv ApTa|epr)s, vetvrepos 8e Kvpos. 10.

rWat/ces avSpcav <pi\oirev6to~Tfpoi eicrt. 11. To aSiKfiv KO.KI.OI> ecm
rov aSiKftffdai. 12. 'O A-yrjfftAaos irept TOV /j.eya\ov /3a<nAea>j

enrfv, Tt yap f/j.ov /j.ficav e/cetvos, ei
/J.TI

/cat St/catorepos ; 13.

Zr/vtav opcav TOV @eo(ppao~TOv eirt Tea TroAAous fXftv /J-aOrjTas

6av/j.ao/j.fvov, 6 e/cetpou juep xPOJ i
e(

?
)r)> /*eifwr, <M* 8e

O~V/J.(p(aVOTfpOS. 14. 2o$OS 2oC/>0/cAlJS, EvptlriSTJS ffO<p<aTpOS,

avSpltlf 8e TTOfTU/J' 2a)KpOTTJS ffOtyoiTOTOS. 15. 'H (JLfXlTTa <$>VfflK<aS

fv TOIS avdffft f^avtvpiffKei TO \tioTaTof /xeAt KCCI xPr>ffriKtaTa-'rov.

16. IIovTes, a oriffTavTai, paffTa. Te KOI rax'O'Ta /cat /caAAicrTa /cat

^Sttrro epyafoj/Tat. 17. KoAcos /cat acSpetwy e/catrra irotet. 18.

fi Aerrvdyr/s, /caAwx, e<p?j, eTroujtras, irpotnrwv. 19. Tous aAt<r-

Ko^tvovs, us KaKcas K\frrrovTas TifjuapowTat. 20. ASTjAo^ etrrt

etre jSeArtoi/ etre KO.KIOI/ etrrat. 21. ITais /caAAtov TJ evcrel3effTepoi>
8eovs ; 22. 2co/cpaT7js i3a' /Mfipaniov ir\ov<nov /cat

VOCABULABT.

1. 2/cA77poj, -a, -oy, (!)*;/, hard; TTO.V TO. The article is fre-

quently used in Greek when it must be omitted in English, as
in general propositions ; /uaAarTojuat, J am softened.

2. Ta e|w, m regard to the things witJwut, that is, on its

exterior.

3. Toy /XT? cpep., taat ho who could not bear misfortune.
4. Eti7rpo7ta, -as, i), prosperity, literally, well-doing, from eu

and trpaTTtiv, I do, I am in a certain condition, as in our phrase," How do you do ?
"

irept^opTjs, very joyful, irept gives the idea
of much or excess ; opyri, -TJS, rj, anger, here used for adversity,
considered as a consequence of the anger of the gods; Treptrra0jjs,

es, suffering greatly, acutely sensible to suffering ; BripuaSrjs, -es,
like the animals, low, downcast.

5. AxapiffTos, -TJ, -ov, ungrateful; ojiieATjs, -es, neglectful;
ir\eoveKT7)s, avaricious; airiffTos, unfaithful.

6. EKTOS, adv. ivitJiout; Ta e/cr. ay. external goods, advan-
tages; av<a<pf\r)s, -es, useless; x^P15

' wpart from; TOIS e^oi/crt, to

those who have (them), that is, their possessors.
8. ricos, how, somehow, some way, in a measure ; the adverb

restricts or qualifies the statement.
9. Aapetou /cat Ilapus. These genitives depend on TratSes ; we

should say, D. and P., have two sons.

10. f'tAoirei'07js, -es, fond of mourning ; irevOos, -ous, TO, grief,
lamentation.

11. To 08. The infinitive mood with the article is often

equivalent to a noun in English : to injure another is worse than
to suffer an injury.

12. 'O fj.eya\ou )3acrtAea)s, the great king, that is, the Icing of

Persia, who was the great king to the Greeks; e/cetj/os, he,
that one.

13. 'Opwv, seeing, pros. part, from opaw ; eirt T&>, etc., in con-

sequence of having many disciples ; xP s > our chorus, here cZass,

audience; o-v/j-Qcwos, -ov, agreeing, harmonious; 6 eftos, mine;
literally, the mine.

14. Ai/5p. iravT. crofywT. etc. The superlative governs a

genitive ; thus we say in English, "the fairest of women."
15. &v(riKcas, naturally, by natural impulse ; Aetos, -a, -ov, soft,

mild, sweet ; xprjcn-t/cos, -r/, -ov, useful.
18. EiroiTjffas (from irotfiv), thou hast done; irpotLirwv, in fore-

telling (that).

19. Tons a\iffK. the captives; a^io-Kfiv, to take, capture;
/cAeirTetv, to rob; Tt/ua>peojuat, I punish.

20. Eo-rai, it will be, future of etfat.

21. Tt/ucpTj, could he honour ? Ti/xace, I honour.

22. Metpa/ctov, a young man ; avSpairoSoi', -ov, TO, a slave.

EXERCISE 61. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. Wise men seek not external advantages. 2. Women suffer

very much in adversity. 3. An intemperate man cannot become
a faithful friend. 4. The nightingale is the sweetest (in

voice) of birds. 5. Girls are more given to sorrow than women.
6. The wisest (man) is greatest. 7. I am admired for having
much wealth. 8. How can men admire me for having much
wealth ? 9. My brother is wise, my father is wiser, the philo-
sopher is wisest. 10. Children naturally love their parents.
11. Fight, O citizens, well and bravely for (irept) your (the)

city.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GKEEK. XVII.

EXERCISE 57. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. The deepest sleep is the sweetest. 2. Many flowers yield a very

sweet smell. 3. Nothing is swifter than youth. 4. The incontinent
serve a most vile servitude. 5. Friendship is the sweetest of all

things. 6. Nothing is more disgraceful than to have one thing iu the
mind but to say another thing. 7. Serpents are most odious to all

other animals. 8. Nothing is more hateful to man than man. 9.

Swiftly does time bear things away with it.

EXERCISE 58. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. Oviev ti&iov co-Til' j flaBvt virvot. 2. 'Hoioros (tniv virvot. 3. OuSfv

ax'ov t"Ti THC oouXciac. 4. OfuTatov eo-Ti ooi/Xcia. 5. 'lirirot ttai Tax'O'Toi.

6. OuAev x"'" ffTiv n fiov\n KaKri. 7. \ta\iov tOTiv aXXa /utv Xe^civ, aXXa
Ac ev

-rip
via exfv. 8. Oi irovripoi aXXa /ncc tv

T(p vif CXCIK, aXXa if Xcfeiv.

EXERCISE 59, GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. The longest life is not the best, but the most virtuous. 2.

Moderation is the best in all things. 3. The judgments of the more
aged are the better. 4. No counsellor is better than time. 5. Either
utter things better than silence or keep silence. 6. That which is

most secure is always the best. 7. You jeer, O excellent friend. 8. At
times cowards are more fortunate than brave men. 9. There is no
worse evil to mau than grief. 10. Flattery is the worst of all the other

evils. 11. A man soft in soul, and even capable of bribery. 12. Pru-

dence is the fairest virtue for women. 13. There is no nobler posses-
sion than a friend. 14. Slavery is most painful to a free man. 15. The
way is very long. 16. The crocodile grows very big from being very
little. 17. The earth is less than the sun. 18. Be content even with less.

19. Very few men are happy. 20. No law is stronger than necessity. 21.

Small gains often produce greater damage. 22. No evil is greater than

anarchy. 23. War brings very many evils. 24. A desire for more is

natural to man. 25. A good woman brings to her house very many
?ood things. 26. Bear the necessities of life as easily as possible. 27.

To order is easier than to do. 28. The fruits of wisdom are very ripe.

29. The branches of the vine in my father's garden are riper than in

my neighbour's garden. 30. Iberia rears very fat sheep.

EXERCISE 60. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. OvAev fte\Tiov wpa/mieoi/ (3iov. 2. 'H 3ofa Tiav TraXuswv cor< KpaTJOTa. 3.

O xpovop ttr-ri crup/3ouXoc apiffTOf. 4. To aa<pu\etrTa.Tov can KpaTiffTOV. 5. 'H

\virn fTTi KCLKOV iitfiinov. 6. Ouocv cent %etpiov r\ KoXaKCia. 7. 'O aKparrif Tatt

'jooi/at? oouAvi. 8. TvvaiSi COTtv ovdev Ka\tov T*K ao^iap. 9. Ty cXevOeptp

)uoci e<TT( Kaiuov Tfir oouXcias. 10. 'O KpOKodciXov /i)icia'Tor TT(. 11. *O iior

IClMV TOU JTaTpOf. 12. Tfllf KUKUtC CUT! JToXXaKlf TfXflOVOL f] TOtt dfatioi?. 13.

loXcyuor ipfpet TroXXa xaxa. 14. To juei/ KcXeueiv e<m padiov, TO oe 7re<-

?C<7#CU KTXVpOV. 15. Ol KapTTOl TTCTTCKTaTOJ 7JI fjdiCTTOt. 16. Ta ITpO^OTO

TOU jraTpor ffJiov furi iriOTepa r) Ta TOU 7rX)<r(ou.

HISTORIC SKETCHES. XXXI.
ANCIENT EGYPT.

THE interest attaching to Egypt and the Egyptians cannot fail

to be great, not only for the strictly historical student, but for

every one who has read the Old Testament Scriptures. To
the historical student the history of Egypt must be especially

interesting, seeing that the civilisation of Egypt was the proto-
*
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all tint groat historical civilisations in the world ; and
.11 inlliifiii'. .<..,, |uont, Egypt

made tboir impressions npon tho whole of the known
'!'.. the : i ;.-r of the Biblo narrative must have come many
11 prompting to learn more than is there given about thatsingn-

hoso history, when it touches that of tho Jews, if

it vivid exactness, bat in barely, if at ull, told

when it h;is in. reference to the chosen people. "Now thero

up a now king over Egypt, which knew not Joseph," in tho

only information given in tho Bible concerning a whole period
iv .luring which tho country was conquered from with-

out, and an entirely new race of people took the mastery.
Thero was no need, if we may presume to say so, to give more
information for the purposes of the Mosaic history, the object
there being to contrast the treatment of Israel at one period
with tho treatment at another, in order to show tho necessity

as for bringing them out of tho land of Egypt, oven with
a mighty hand and a stretched-ont arm. But the student may
reasonably inquire what were the circumstances under which
the whole policy of the Egyptians towards the Israelites became
se changed ; that whereas at one time a large province was
allotted to the strangers, and every encouragement was given
for them to live happily in the land, at another time tho hand
of every man was against them, and they were made to endure

v in tho country where their fathers had been princes.
.Materials for an account of ancient Egypt are extremely few,

for an historic sketch almost as scanty. The Bible furnishes by
far the greatest number of serviceable links in the chain, but
these are not enough to enable us to dispense with further
information. Such further information has been obtained by
moans of traditions, by the records of other nations upon which
the Egyptians set their mark, and by the histories engraven
in hieroglyphics upon the walls and statues of the Egyptian
palaces and tombs. These hieroglyphics have, by dint of long
and industrious perseverance, been so far deciphered, that if no
grammar has been educiblo from them, it has yet been possible
to frame a system of interpretation applicable to hieroglyphics
generally, and so to read those sermons in stones which the
ancient Egyptians carved for the instruction of those that
should come after. By this assistance it has been possible to
decide npon the locus in quo of many an historical event : battles,

changes of dynasty, manners and customs, mode of government ;

and the advent of national blessings and calamities are thus
chronicled. Prominent facts stand out in relief against the
blank wall of time, and serve as marks by which to trace the
march of the people from their origin to their historical grave.

Originally it appears that Egypt was divided into a number
of small states, whereof Memphis was the most powerful. The
Pharaohs, of whom Abraham heard and whom he visited,

reigned there and were powerful princes, obeyed by a numerous

aristocracy, and by a large and thriving population, skilled in

all tho arts by which nations grow rich. Whether they ever

reigned over the whole country is questionable, but it is certain

they commanded it either in sovereignty or by alliances, and that

their word was law throughout Egypt. The people were ex-

cellent agriculturists, and seem early to have taken advantage
of the river's overflow to get extra corn crops out of the ground
annually inundated ; they were also good mechanicians, elegant

architects, and truly wonderful builders. In the sciences of

mathematics and astronomy they were more learned than any of

their contemporaries, except perhaps tho Chinese ; and their

pursuits generally wore those of a people more wedded *o tho

arta of peace and civilisation than to thoso of war. Indeed,

they appear to have been almost too indifferent to the science

and practice of war, for on their borders to the south were the

4vo Ethiopians, ever ready to take advantage of tho

weakness or unreadiness of an enemy ; and on the west were
those children of the desert, tho wandering shepherd tribes,

who availed themselves of every opportunity to assail their

wealthy and tempting neighbours. It must not be supposed,
however, that the Egyptians were altogether neglectful of the

art of ensuring peace by preparing for war. They had a very

complete and very efficient military system, and their arms, both
offensive and defensive, were superior to those of all the sur-

rounding nations; their war-horses used for chariots rather

than for cavalry purposes wore of the finest breed, and great
care was taken to maintain the breed unsullied. In tho use of

chariots drawn by two horses, and manned bf a charioteer,

who drove and al.-o protected his companion with a shield, and

by a warrior, the Egyptian* were specially famous. Their skill

in archery was proverbial, and tho exaotnco* of their drill, and
tho oompoctnoH* of their battalions, were subject* of universal

admiration. Tho idea of military glory wan embodied in the
rule of caste which placed a warrior second oily to the priest in

tho social and political scale ; and in the earlier and middle

periods of Egyptian history, this idea found practical expression
in expeditions against native rival states, and against foreign
foes. Excellence in peaceful arts and sciences was, up to a cer-

tain time, found to be compatible with proficiency in war ; and
it was not till tho Egyptians, yielding to the enervating influence*
of luxury and of climate, reposed for their security upon too

dread of their renown, rather than upon present strength, that
their enemies ventured to find out in what parts they were
vulnerable. The decline of the military power of the original

Egyptians, if such a term may be applied to people who are

supposed to have had their origin in a branch of the Hindoo

family, began to bo marked some little time before the advent
of Joseph into tho country. The Hyksos, or wandering shep-
herd tribes, had made several successful raids from their deserts

into the land of plenty ; and though driven out with the strong
hand, it was only by efforts which taxed the strength of the

government, while the marauders carried back with them into

their deserts the memory of a country rich in all the wealth of

nature and art, and peopled by a race in whom prosperity was
beginning to develop ita weakening influence. The people also

who in times of distress came to Egypt to supply their wants
saw at onco the wealth and the " nakedness of the land," and
noted what they saw as a fact to be treasured up against the

time when they could use it to their own advantage.
It was perfectly natural, therefore, that the Egyptians, con-

scious of the bait they wore to men who had nothing to lose and

everything to gain by a war, should, with tho further conscious-

ness of their own growing inability to defend themselves, have
been particularly jealous of the prying eyes of strangers. It was
this jealousy which gave Joseph a pretext for feigning anger
against his brethren. " Ye are spies !

" " To spy out the naked-

ness of the land are ye come down," was the very language an

Egyptian ruler might reasonably have used to strangers who
had come from the dreaded country of the wanderers, and who
might, impelled by hunger for

" the corn in Egypt," or moved

by the inhospitable character of their own home, return in num-

bers, and accomplish the subjection which the Egyptians were

beginning to fear. The same jealousy, had no rule of caste

supplemented it, would have made the Hebrews, equally with

other shepherds,
" an abomination unto the Egyptians," even

to preventing the Egyptians from eating at the same table with

them.
This dread of evil to come out of the desert was not mis-

placed. The natural tendency of a nomad population, which
has increased so that the wandering space at ita disposal is

insufficient for its wants, is to pour over the frontiers of the

nearest civilisation, to wage war upon it, and finally to over-

come it, or to be absorbed within it. The wise king who ruled

Egypt in Joseph's time seems to have apprehended this rule,

and knowing that ere long he might expect to see ita application
to the desert men and Egypt, took the statesmanlike precaution
of offering upon the frontier a home to the best of tho wanderers

men who, besides being warlike, and able therefore to bear the

brunt of first attacks, were intellectually and morally far in

advance of all their compeers, and might, as Joseph had done,
" inform his princes

" and " teach hia senators wisdom."

Hence the settlement in tho land of Goshen. Tho Israelites

emigrated en masse to the land that flowed with milk and honey,
and the Egyptians enjoyed the benefit of their presence, both as

warders against invasion from tho west, and as the possessors of

a civilisation hardly inferior to their own. Tho wisdom of the

government made every provision for tho encouragement of

the Israelites in their new homo, even causing a jealousy to

spring up in tho breasts of the Egyptians against them ; the

new-comers taught tho people many now and desirable things,

and tho first blows of invasion fell upon them instead of upon
the native population. For many years all went well with the

two peoples, who lived together in unity, though, of course, in that

distinctiveness which was characteristic of both of them, but

especially of tho Hebrews, who then, aa now, were " a peculiar

people," separated by indelible natural marks from all the rest
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of mankind. Then there "arose a Pharaoh who knew not

Joseph." The Hyksos, or shepherd kings of the vast districts

on the west of Egypt, gathering their forces, took an oppor-

tunity, and came upon their enemies like a thunder-clap. Vain
was the interposition of the Israelites between the desired land

and its assailants ; vain was the military system, perfect as it

was supposed to be, of the great Egyptian monarchy. The half-

savages of the deserts were an overmatch for the refined soldiers

of the kingdom, and the old civilisation went down before the

mighty onset of the invaders like chaff before the wind. The
ancient dynasty of the wise Pharaohs, who had ruled equitably
and striven to do right, was ended ; a shepherd chief, indeed an
abomination to the Egyptians, was seated on the Egyptian
throne, and a rule was established at once subversive of the

Israelitish and old Egyptian brotherhood. The Pharaoh who
"knew not Joseph" that is to say, who was not bound by the

ties which knit Joseph's descendants (for Joseph had been dead

Long years before) to the Egyptians governed tyrannically over

both peoples alike, bruising both of them in pieces, like a

potter's vessel. The Egyptians proper, being the more nume-

rous, and the more necessary to the conquerors, fared better

than the Israelites, who were doubtless looked upon as deserters

from the cause of the wandering tribes, and were punished as

traitors who had made common cause with the enemy. They
were particularly oppressed, they were set on labour not only

derogatory in itself, but hard beyond compare, and even
insulted in every possible way both as regarded their nation and

religion. From having been the friends of princes they became
the slaves of servants, and were forced to endure in a strange
land all the miseries and indignities of the most servile peoples.
Under the late rule their religion, though regarded with jealousy
and dislike by the priesthood, had been liberally tolerated, and
"'in the land of Goshen, where the children of Israel dwelt,"
had been allowed to be the prevailing faith. But now things
were altogether different. With difficulty could the descendants
of Abraham preserve their distinctiveness ; it was almost

impossible for them to worship God according to the rites which
tradition bade them observe ; their labour was incessant, the

severity of their taskmasters was unremitting, and no amount
of zeal, no amount of submissiveness, served to bring an amelio-

ration of their condition. The new masters were insensible to

pity ; careless whether or not they destroyed the Israelites as a

population ; anxious only, while their own rule lasted, to get as

much work as possible out of the wretched folk. Many of

the people died under the unwonted burdens laid upon them,
others took to heart the deep teaching of adversity, and

acknowledging the hand of God in the afflictions which were
sent upon them, chastened their minds and purified their hearts,
and became gradually fitted for the great change which was
thereafter to come to them under the guidance and apostleship
of Moses. What that change was, how it was wrought, and
the effect it has had upon the whole world since that time, will

be traced in the historic sketch of the Jewish nation which it is

proposed to make one of the present series of papers. Enough
here to know that soon after the departure of the Israelites by
the mighty hand and stretched-out arm of the God of Israel,
the power of the shepherd kings waned and drooped, and was

ultimately overthrown by a well-planned insurrection of the

Egyptians.
The people rising again from their ashes, in which had lived

their "wonted fires," grew more powerful than before the

conquest by the Hyksos. The King of Thebes extended his

empire over all Lower Egypt, annexed the greater part of

Nubia, and having driven the Hyksos into fortresses, finally

compelled them to surrender, and did to the defenders according
to the universal, cruel custom of the Egyptians. Although it

happened that the Hyksos again made head, and, bringing in

reinforcements from the desert, drove the reigning king from
his throne, they never more made serious havoc with the

Egyptians, and were themselves finally driven out by the aid

of an Ethiopian army. Then came an era of great glory for

the Egyptians. Sesostris (Rameses the Great) united all the

Egyptian states under one king, and developing the resources

of the land, grew mighty and flourished. His conquests
extended from the extreme south of Ethiopia into Persia and
Greece. Large portions of eastern Arabia acknowledged him,
and it is said that he even made preparations for the conquest
<rf India, by means of his fleets, which were built on the Eed

Sea, and passed out through the Straits of Bab-el-mandeb. Men
of all colours and of all nations were among his prisoners, and
he had the wisdom to profit by what his enemies could teach
him, and to establish at home the arts and manufactures which
his captives knew. Although uncertain, it appears probable,
that the conquests of Sesostris, extending to Syria a-nd Pales-

tine, took place during the wanderings of the Israelites in the
desert ; and if so, by weakening native princes whose territories

were not retained, must materially have assisted their occupa-
tion of the promised land.

After Sesostris came many weak princes, relieved now and
again by the presence of some strong men ; but for three hundred
years after the death of the great conqueror little is known of

Egyptian history, the Scripture record making scarcely any
mention of it. About a thousand years before Christ, Shishak,
King of Egypt, made war upon Palestine, and was one of the
first scourges sent by the Almighty upon Israel to bring them
back to a knowledge of Him whom they so systematically
deserted ; but the power of Egypt was broken by many distant

expeditions, and after Shishak's reign declined rapidly. The
throne was accessible to whoever was strong and bold enough
to seize it even strangers occupied it ; and the manifest weak-
ness of the once mighty empire attracted the greedy attention
of those who were on the look-out for conquests. In the year
713 B.C., Sennacherib, King of Assyria, then one of the mightiest
princes on the earth, invaded Egypt with an army which, but
for a pestilence which struck down thousands of the troops,
must easily have conquered the whole land

; but the sickness
was such that the Assyrian army had to turn back, and going
up to Jerusalem died there. After this the Egyptians as a
nation may be said to have become extinct, so large was the

admixture of foreign blood and foreign institutions. Soldiers

were brought in from without, and men of no known country
became kings. Some of the kings Pharaoh-Necho, for example,
B.C. 616 infused the energy and strong will of a new man into

the administration, and for a while caused Egypt to shine forth

with even more than pristine splendour. His fleets scoured the

Mediterranean and Red Seas, and pushed into Indian waters ;

and it is asserted that an expedition, fitted out at his cost, sailed

down the east coast of Africa, discovered and rounded the Cape
of Good Hope, and returned home after an absence of three

years, by way of the Atlantic and the Straits of Gibraltar.

But Egypt had had its day as an empire, and was doomed
to fall under the advance of newer civilisations. Cyrus the
Persian struck the first great blow at her, and Cambyses, his

son and successor, effected her subjugation, put all her chief

nobles to an ignominious death, and compelled her wretched

king to drink poison. The Persians, who had a religious hatred

as well as the contempt of conquerors for the Egyptians, op-

pressed the people almost worse than the Egyptians had done

by the Hebrews many centuries before. The temples were

defiled, the sacred animals were slain and eaten, and the priests

of Egypt hateful to the Persians, who detested all priests

whatever were made to bear almost unendurable oppression.
The history of Egypt, therefore, during the whole period of the

Persian occupation, is a record of constant desperate rebellions,

fiercely and pitilessly repressed ; and this state of things con-

tinued until the overthrow of the Persian power in Asia by
Alexander the Great. He, in the year 332 B.C., entered the

country, wrested it from the Persians, and built the city of

Alexandria and established the great library there. Upon his

death the empire he had founded fell quickly to pieces, and the

several members of his dominions came into the hands of who-

ever could seize them. Egypt once more passed under native

rule, and became again famous in history under the Ptolemies,

whose line, ending in Cleopatra, lasted two hundred years, and
then succumbed to the overshadowing power of the Romans.
In the year 30 B.C., and under the auspices of Augustus Caesar,

Egypt became a Roman province. What part she played in

after history how she was the seat of one of the chief

Christian churches how monachism began there how Chris-

tians devoid of the spirit of Christ behaved unchristianly, and

becoming unworthy were swept away by the tide of Saracenic

conquest how Saracens yielded in the end to Turks all these

things are matters of history, and may possibly be related in

other papers ; but the limits proposed for the present subject
do not allow of extension of treatment, and the sketch remains,

therefore, essentially one of the history of purely ancient Egypt.
*
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COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. XIII.
AKACHNIDA.

THE typo of this class, and that which gives it its name, ia tho

common spider. According to Greek mythology, Arachno wan
,/lit.T of a famous Lydian purple-dyer. She BO excelled

in weaving that she challenged the great Athena, goddess of all

less needlessly destructive of these creatures, which are neither

ugly nor uninteresting, it is worth repeating. Th unfortunate
Arachno still weaves bier inimitable fabrics, and still hangs BUS*

pi -ii-li <! from our ceilings, while tho omnipotent housemaid,
goddess of this lower sphere, still rends her web, and drives the

weaver to despair. The little metamorphosed Lydian dyer's

daughter excites a childish disgust, which is handed down from

I. EPEIEA QUADRATA, A COMMON BRITISH SPIDER. II. UNDER-SIDE or CEPHALO-THORAX OP AOELENA. III. FBOHT OF CEPHALO-TBORAX OP
WALCKENABRA ACITMINATA, WITH ITS EYES MOUNTED ON A WATCH TOWER. IV. DITTO OP EPEIRA. V. CEPHALO-THORAX OP MTQALB,
SHOWINQ THE RELATION OP THE NERVOUS AND ALIMENTARY SYSTEMS. VI. DIAGRAM OP SECTION OP SPIDER, SHOWING ITS BLOOD-VASCULAS

SYSTEM. VII. PYCNOOONIUM LITTORALE. VIII. IXODES (Doo-TicK). IX. SCORPION.

Ret. to Nos. in Figs. II. 1, mandible, or antennarv jaw ; 2, maxilla ; 2', its palp ; 3, labrum ; 4, breastplate ; 5, origin of legs. V. 1, brain ; 2.

thoracic ganglion with the cut ends of the nerves of the legs ; 3, optic nerves ; 4, mandibular nerves ; 5, mouth ; 6, commencement of

stomach. VI. 1, Four-chambered heart ; 2, lung. IX. 1, oephalo-thoracic shield succeeded by the abdominal segment ; 2, mandible ; 3,

maxilla, with its piucor-liko palp ; 4, 5, 6, 7. legs ; 8, comb-like orgaiu on the sternum of the tenth segment ; 9, telson. or sting.

the arts, to compote with her. To display her skill she wove a

piece of tapestry representing the loves of the gods, which was
so faultless that Athena herself could not find a flaw in the de-

.si^n or execution. Not to be baffled, the goddess did what so

many mortals do when surpassed by others she tore the master-

piece to fragments. Arachne, in despair, essayed to hang her-
j

self ; but Athena, more in anger than in kindness, changed the

rope into a cobweb, and Arachne into a spider. If this legend
should induce any one to be a little more considerate, or a little

66 N.E.

generation to generation ; but if any one will substitute a reason*

able examination for an unreasonable avoidance, he will find that

beautiful which he preconceived was ugly, and that interesting

which he misjudged as repulsive. In those dark ages when

superior wisdom and virtue were more certain to bring to their

possessors hopeless imprisonment than the greatest crimes,

many a solitary prisoner of refined and appreciative nature has

waited to see the little Arachne descend from the roof of his

cell with aa much impatience as any lover beneath the casement
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of his love. Since the spinning faculty is that which is most

intimately connected with our idea of a spider, it was extremely
natural that the old Greeks should make the spider represent a

woman. Despite its false fame of ugliness, we, who call single

ladies spinsters, naturally associate the spinder, or spider, with

them. Unfortunately for the reputation both of spiders and

women, we cannot stop short in admiration of the art displayed
in the construction of the web, but the mind runs on to the

design and uses for which the art is employed. These designs
are to ensnare and to destroy. Hence deceit and cruelty, the

vices of the weak, have been attributed to spiders. The bitterest

satirists of the fair sex have found in the spider a simile which

has pointed their invective from the earliest ages of literature.

Thus, in one of the most famous tragedies of J^schylus, when
the chorus find Agamemnon slain in his bath by his deceitful

wife Clytasmnestra, they exclaim

"
Keiffai S'apaxcTjs ei> iKpaff^an Ta>8'

a<re/3ei Qava.ru> fiiov e/cTn/ecoj'."

("Thou in the female spider's toils art lying,

And breathest forth, thy life, dishonoured dying.")

Since the spider is the type of the class, we shall first call

attention to the character which it possesses in common with

the whole class Arachnida ; then proceed to describe the struc-

ture of the common spader in detail ; and finally notice the varia-

tions of this type in the different divisions of this class, such as

scorpions, mites, etc.

The Arachnida are articulated animals, whose bodies consist

of a longitudinal series of segments like those of insects. This

segmentation into rings is, however, often less marked than in

insects, and in the true spiders, which have a smooth soft integu-

ment, the divisions are rather inferred, from tracing them in allied

forms or in the embryonic state, as they become more and more

obliterated, than from any indication of their actual presence in

the adult animal. In all cases they are distinguished from in-

sects by having no marked division between the head and thorax.

Both these divisions are combined, as in the higher crustaceans,

into one piece, called the cephalo-thorax. In the mites a still

further amalgamation of the divisions of the body into one

globate bag occurs, which represents at once head, thorax, and
abdomen. Where there is a constriction between the thorax

and abdomen, so that one can be distinguished from the other,

the limbs are wholly confined to the thorax. This distinctive

feature cuts them off from the Myriapoda and Crustacea. The
Arachnida never possess wings, and instead of the three pairs of

legs of insects, they have four pairs. These limbs are all jointed,

but they are built upon a somewhat different type to those of

insects, as we shall find when we come to describe them more

minutely.

They have no antennae for the purposes of touch. These,

however, are probably represented by the great poison-jaws.
These jaws are so utterly different in form and function from
the feelers of insects that it is only by a careful examination,
combined with a good deal of speculative reasoning, that they
have been identified with them. Thus the absence of antenna

(in the proper sense) is a good distinctive character. Other

jaws, situated further back, are possessed by the Arachnida, the

most distinctive feature of these being the usually enormous

development of the palps which correspond to the flagra or fla-

bella of the crustacean limbs. These palps are so elongated
and jointed in the spiders that they would be taken for legs by
an ordinary observer, and hence spiders appear to have ten in-

stead of eight legs. In scorpions these maxillary palps are

larger than any of the other limbs, and will be described here-

after. The eyes of the Arachnida are, when they are present,

always simple and few in number eight, six, four, and two

being the common numbers found. They never have a multi-

tude of hexagonal or quadrate ocelli grouped into one organ as

insects have. The method of breathing is very various in the

class, the lowest having their juices oxygenated through the

skin, others having trachese like insects, while the highest have

what are called lungs, or, more properly, pulmonibranchiae, to

be described hereafter. The sexes are usually distinct, the

females exceeding the males in size. With the exception of the

Pantopoda (or Pycnogonidse), a doubtful order, allied to the

Crustacea, none of the Arachnida are marine in their habitat.

Some of the lower orders inhabit fresh water, as, for instance, the

little scarlet water-spider. The major part live in and breathe air.

We will now take a common spider as the example of the

class, so that we may go into detail without misleading the
reader by the idea that the description will apply to other
members of the class.

The cephalo-thorax is a somewhat flattened segment. Its

integument is of a harder consistence than that of the abdomen.
The upper plate is called the shield, and the lower the breast-

plate or sternum. Between the edges of these two, along the
sides of the body, spring the legs. The shield is wider than the

breastplate, and overlaps it, so that while the bases of the legs
are well seen from below they are not seen from above. The
shield is usually narrower in front, and wide* and heart-shaped,
or rounded, behind. It is raised into a conical protuberance at

the fore part, and on this the eyes are set. Two lines of depres-
sion run on each side of the cone, and from these other lines run
off to the spaces between the legs, while a marked dent is often

seen at the middle of the hind part. The breastplate is often

rounded, or heart-shaped, with the apex backward, or in the

form of an escutcheon. The box of the cephalo-thorax contains

the stomach, main nervous masses, and the muscles of the limbs.

The eyes in the common spider are eight in number, in two
transverse lines of four each. They are, however, in the various

species very differently situated, and of different relative size.

Their relative position, number (two, six, or eight), and size are

much depended on to distinguish the genera. Sometimes they
are mounted on a pyramid, or elevated watch-tower, which risea

from the shield in a very grotesque manner. The mandibles

spring from under the truncated front of the shield, and are

directed downwards. They are of two joints, the thick descend-

ing basal joint having attached to the outer part of its end a
hooked claw, which works on a joint, so that the point of it can

play from the side towards its fellow on the other side. When
the claw is completely flexed, it lies in a groove 'which runs

along the far edge of the rear joint. This groove has its two
walls generally armed with points or teeth. The maxillae, or

under-jaws, consist of two plates, the inner edges of which are

in motion approximated or removed from one another. Their

edges and upper surfaces are often studded with small spines.
From the base and outside of these plates arise the long-jointed

palps, which in the female end in claws like the legs. In the

male a very complex organ is found, which can be doubled up
into a rounded fist, by which the adult male can be readily dis-

tinguished from the female. The lower lip, or labrum, is of

various shapes, but usually quadrate. The legs are seven-

jointed. The first joint is called the coxa, or haunch ; the

second, the trochanter ; the third, the femur. These last two
form the thigh, and to this point the legs are like those of in-

sects. The tibia, or shank, which is whole in the insect, is in

spiders of two pieces ; while the foot, instead of being in five

small bead-like joints, is of two pieces only, and they are of the

same thickness as the joints which precede them. The last

joint has two, three, or more movable curved claws which are

often toothed like a comb. On the under-side of both joints
there are sometimes found pads, hairs, or spines, which can
be opposed to the claws, and so form an effective hand for

weaving.
The abdomen is a globular or oval bag. It often overhangs

the thorax in front. Its walls are very flexible and elastic, as

is necessary, in that at certain seasons it is distended with eggs.

It contains the major part of the fat and liver masses, the organs
of generation, and the web-secreting glands. It is attached to

the front segment by a very narrow stalk. Through this thin

stalk, however, prolongations of almost all the organs of the

body are carried. Thus the alimentary canal and the small

hinder continuation of the nervous cord pass from the cephalo-

thorax to the abdomen, and the blood-system is continued for-

ward from the latter to the former. If the spider be placed on

its back, two plates, with a slit on the inner side of each of

them, will be seen. These plates cover the breathing cavities,

or pulmonibranchiae, as they and their contents are called. Be-

tween them is the opening of the generative organs. The anus

is at the extreme end of the abdomen, and immediately below

it are the palp-like jointed protuberances through which the silk

of the web is forced or drawn. These are in three or four pairs,

and they are perforated at the ends with many small pores, to

the number estimated at 1,000. We trust the reader has

now a pretty clear idea of the outer form of the spider ; and he

cannot do better than verify the description by catching a spider,
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killing it in hot water, and then examining it with a Coddington

Wo procoed to describe the internal organs in detail. Tho
mouth, sitimtrd I : \M-CH the jaws, loada to a throat which runs a

nhort v..i . l.iirkward, thon bonds sharply upward, and then again
:DIU tho ouUido of thin

.u-il il.'xiblo horizontal portion, which opens into a globu-

lar stoumi-h h.'hind, muscles run to the inner wall of tho shield,

uii<l thus provide tho means of sucking up juices. The lower

oval and depressed portion of the stomach sends from each of

its sides fivo tabes, which bend upwards, and then enter an

iiinmlar second stomach, which is situated above tho other. A
solid mass lies between tho stomachs, and to this a musclo is

attached, which posses through tho central hole of the upper

riiitf-liko port ion, to bo attached to the dorsal shield above.

This musole not only suspends the stomach, but, by contracting

and relaxing, causoa the lower sac to work liko a bellows, and
so stirs its contents, driving them through the side tubes into

the upper stomach, and thia favours tho functions of digestion

and absorption. Almost the whole nutritive process is carried

on in the stomach, for only a narrow prolongation of it is carried

into the abdomen ; and although this receives ducts from tho

liver-fat masses, yet it runs as a short straight narrow tubo to

tho vent. Just before the exit, the intestine dilates into a

roundish cavity, which is called the cloaca, and receives two

ducts, one on each Hide, which arc thought to be excreting

organs to remove the azotised products of the breaking down of

the tissues of tho body. The ducts, three or four in number on
each side, which enter the abdominal portion of the alimentary
canal, proceed from the large masses of fatty substance which
is collected into a mass of vesicles on either side of tho bag-liko
hind segment. Those masses may, therefore, represent the

liver, but they no doubt also act as a store of nutriment laid up
in tho body. This arrangement would seom to be necessary on
account of the precarious nature of the supply of food. These

creatures, having to lie in wait for their prey, must bo able to

play a waiting game ; and they manifest, by their fierceness

when a stray victim falls into their toils, that they appreciate an

opportunity which may be long before it is repeated.
A heart shaped liko that of insects lies immediately under the

skin of the back of tho abdomen. It is divided into four chambers,
placed in a longitudinal series, and propels the blood forwards.

It is contained in a loose membraneous investment, which is

called the pericardium. This is a reservoir of the blood received

from the system, and it passes from this outer court of tho

heart into its four compartments, through small valvular holes,
one to each compartment. The large vessel given off in front

passes into the cophalo-thorax, and there divides into threo

pairs of vessels. The top pair goes to the eyes and mouth
organs, the middle pair to tho stomach, and the lowest pair to

the legs. The blood from these is collected again, and flows

through a long central vessel running along tho floor of the body
right to the spinnerets, giving off vessels to the skin viscera,
and also sending part of its supply of blood to the pulmonary
sacs. After being distributed through the pulmonibranchiae, the
blood is collected into a number of vessels which run from
these along the sides of tho body, mounting upwards, and dis-

charging themselves into the pericardium. The lung-bags con-

tain a number of fine leaves which lie close together like tho
leaves of a book, and in these the blood is aerated.
The nervous system in the spider is so concentrated as almost

to lose its homogaiujliate character. A small double ganglion
rests on the top of the throat, and sends cords to the eyes and
jaws. This is connected by two cords, one on each side of tho

throat, to a large nervous star-shaped mass, which lies on the
floor of the cephalo-thorax, and sends nerves to the legs, while
from its hind part a thicker cord passes into the abdomen, and
there splits into a number of small nerves which go to all parts of

the viscera. Tho great star-shaped mass represents the whole
chain of double ganglions, shortened, and compressed into one.
It will be seen that this arrangement is very much liko that of

the nervous system of the short-tailed Crustacea, or crabs.
The glands of special secretion are of two kinds. Tho poison-

glands lie in the cophalo-thorax, one on each side of tho throat,
and in tho upper part of the mandibles. A duct from each

gland passes to the point of tho fang, and it conveys a liquid
which acts as a rapid poison to insects.

The silk-secreting organs found in the abdomen consist of a

great number of tube*, on which rounded clusters of follicles

ore found. These hare also dilations in their course. All the

tube* end in the spinneret, and the substance they Merete i*

Hticky liquid which is squeezed through the open pore* at the

ends of tho external organs. It would teem that not only all

the threads of each spinneret run together, but that all the
strands so formed from all the spinnerets ore united into one
cord. As the thread is evolved, the spider usually grasps it

with ito two hind feet, which may be either to consolidate it or

to draw it out. The Hticky secretion of the web dries on ex-

posure to the air. Perhaps, however, in the singular web of the
Ciniflo tho separate strands are not blended, for the web has
this peculiarity tho lines are composed of one stout thread,

encompassed by thinner lax lines, which twist in all directions.

All the spiders appear to bo silk-spinners, but they do not all

apply their arts to the fabrication of snares. Fully one-half of

them confine their weaving to the construction of cocoons for

their eggs, or for lining or making tubes and tunnels into which

they can retreat. Tho little Salticus, which, dressed in a harle-

quin suit, courses over the upright walls that the hot summer
sun shines upon, springs on its prey, first securing itself by a
thread lest it should fall. Those spiders which spin snares, do
so according to very different methods. The Agelenidai spin

loose, irregular webs over foliage, etc., that communicate with
tubes in which the spider lies concealed. The Linyphiidas

spin horizontal webs, and stand clinging to their under-sides,
back downwards. The chief of all spinners arc the Epeiridce.
These spin vertical webs whose lines are all in one plane. The
outer framework of these webs is necessarily irregular, because

this is determined by the support on which it rests, but all

within this is beautifully symmetrical. Lines radiating from a
common centre pass to tho cords of the frame, and on these K
sustained a close-set spiral line, which runs continuously from
centre to circumference, being attached to each radius as it

passes them. These lines are very elastic, and will bear a good
deal of strain. It is a peculiarity of theee lines that they have
on them, at regular intervals, beads of viscid matter, which
does not dry in tho air like the silk. A clew runs from the

web to tho neighbouring retreat where the spider hides ; and
this would seem to answer the double purpose of informing the

spider when tho snare is shaken by an entangled insect, and of

affording it a way whereby at once to rush upon its victim.

When tho insect is powerful tho spider will wait till both ends

of tho body are attached to the web, and then, striding over it,

it will hold the cords of attachment tense with its wide hind-

legs, touch tho insect with its spinnerets, fix a thread to it, and
then set it rapidly revolving with its fore-legs, until the insect is

completely enswathed in silk, like a mummy. The watch-box

of the spider is usually under some leaf, but often it constructs

a dome of silk to protect it from tho rain, etc. A most remark-

able instance of an animal formed for air-breathing, all of whose
relatives live in air, having invaded tho water, is found in the

Argyroneta aquatica, which makes a dome under water, and then

carries down air, which it places under its diving-bell.

The scorpion is the type of another group of Arachnida.

This creature is much more elongated than the spider, and ita

segmentation is very much more distinct, the segmentation of the

abdomen furnishing its distinguishing characteristic. The tho-

racic shield, which is supposed to represent the dorsal half, is of

ciprht rings. About the centre of this are seen two eyes, one on

each side, and close to the mid-line, while at the front outer

angles groups of simple eyes are found. All the jaws and limbs

are supposed to belong to these coalesced segments. Tho next

eight segments of the back are as wide as tho cephalo-thorax,
while the succeeding six are very narrow, and capable of moving
on one another by definite joints in an up-and-down direction.

Tho last segment has a hooked spine with its point directed

downwards. This is the instrument of attack, and it contains a

gland from which poison is ejected in the wound it makes. Thus
tho sting, instead of being in the antennal jaw at the head end,

ns in tho spider, is placed in the very hind-joint of the scorpion.

Tho bases of tho legs almost obliterate the under-segments or

sterna of tho fore-part of tho body, but tho succeeding ones are

well represented, and through four of them the slits which lead

into the eight pulmonibranchiae are cut. Between the black

horny back and front pieces of these segments is a white flexible

membrane. In tho six tail-pieces the top and bottom ports ore

united immovably together. The nature of the limbs is best
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seen in the illustration. The small forceps in front would seem

to correspond with the mandibles of spiders, and the large and

long pincers to the maxillary palps, while the four pairs of suc-

ceeding legs represent the legs of spiders and the hind walking-

legs of decapod crustaceans. Thus it would appear that the

hind foot-jaws and first pair of walking-legs of crustaceans are

absent. The stomach in the scorpion is much simpler than in

the spider, and there is scarcely any distinction of parts. The
heart has eight segments, and the hind one, not being situated

further back than the broad part of the body, sends the blood

backward by a vessel to the tail. Besides the ventral vessel, a

sub-ganglionic or portal vessel exists, which drives the blood to

the lungs. Perhaps the course of the blood can be gathered
from the rough diagram below. It would take too long to de-

scribe it here. The nervous system consists of seven double

ganglia besides the brain.

The mites have a smooth bag-like body, with a small head

united with it. They breathe through tracheso, whose entrance-

orifices are situated on the under-side of the body. Some,

however, have two exit-holes for the tracheal system, one on

each side of the mouth, through which they expel the air

derived through the other openings. The nervous system in

these is said to consist of only one ganglion. These creatures

often live on the bodies of other animals. The shard beetle has

almost always a multitude of them clinging to its body in the

grooves between the segments of its body underneath. The

organs of the mouth in these are usually converted into sucking

snouts, with points directed outwards, so as to secure the hold

of the creature.

Two other orders of very low grade would seem to indicate

that the spiders are related to the articulate type directly

through the worms. In one of these the body is completely
like a worm. These are internal parasites. The other order

is represented by a creature which inhabits the skin-follicles of

the human face, generally fixing on the nose as its habitat.

This starts in life with a worm-like form, and gradually shortens

into a mite-like animal. The orders are defined as follows :

1. Pantopoda. Arachnida, with the cephalo-thorax segmented
into four pieces ; a rudimentary abdomen, and long many-
jointed legs ;

without true organs of respiration.

2. Linguatulina. Wormlike Arachnida, having the habits of

intestinal worms ; with sexes distinct, and no apparent organs
of respiration.

3. Tardigrada. Hermaphrodite Arachnida, with stumpy legs,

and without organs of respiration.
4. Acarina. Arachnida, with biting or sucking mouths ; an

unjointed abdomen united to the cephalo-thorax j second feeler-

jaws foot-shaped, with a tracheal system.
5. Araneina. Arachnida, with biting jaws, stalked unseg-

mented abdomen ; second pair of feeler-jaws shaped like feet,

and with combined lungs and tracheae.

6. Arthrogastra. Arachnida, with a distinctly jointed abdo-

men, breathing by pulmonibranchiae.

LESSONS IN LATIK XXXI.
DEPONENT VEEBS (continued).

IN our last lesson the learner was furnished with a model of a

deponent verb of the second conjugation and a list of verbs to

be written out according to the example given. This should be

done frequently, in the case of all the parts of speech in Latin

that suffer declension, if the student desire to become thoroughly

familiar with their formation. He should also write out from

memory our remarks on the construction of hortor, vereor, etc.,

correcting his work by comparison with the original.

Cito, quickly.

Confiteor, 2, confessus

sum, I admit, con/ess

(E. E. confession).

Cunctus, -a, -um, all

unitedly, in oppo-
sition to omiiis,

which is, all sere-

rally.

Denuo (de novo), anew,

again, lately.

DetrSho, 3, 1 take au-ay.

Exemplar, -aris, n., a

pattern, model.

Irnpetro, 1, 1 obtain.

Imploro, 1, I entreat

VOCABULARY.
Inanis, -e, empty (E. E.

inanity).

Informo, 1, I instruct.

Inopia, -83, f., toant.

Intueor, 2, I loofc on,

contemplate (E. E.

intuition).

Liberaliter, freely.

Malitia, -te, f., badness,

baseness, malice.

Medeor, 2 (no perfect),
I Tieal, with the da-

tive; 'that is, the ob-

ject of this verbmust
be in the dative case.

Mereor, I deserve, etc.,

Nego, 1, I deny.

Nondum, not as yet.

Penitus, thoroughly.

Preesidium, -i, n., pro-

tection, support, as-

sistance.

Profiteer, 2, professus

sum, I pro/ess, pro-
mise (E. E. pro-

fession) .

Eeor,2 (reri.ratus sum) ,

Jamo/opinion, think.

Trado.tradere, tradidi,

traditum, 3, I Tiand-

dou'n, I give up (E . E..

tradition).

Venia, -ss, f., pardon,

leave, permission.

(E.E. implore; ploro, is followed by de, as

I weep). de aliqua re.

Observe that the conjunction quum requires its verb to be in*

the subjunctive mood, when it denotes a cause or reason, and is

rendered by since or although ; quum is then said to have a-

causal force.

EXERCISE 110. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. Vix peccatum tuum fassus eras, quum pater tui misertus est. 2..

Jam to errasse confessus eras, quum denuo negasti. 3. Nondum
vestrum auxilium imploraveramus, quum jam id nobis professi estis..

4. Vix inopiam nostrani fassi eramus, quum liberalissitne vestrum prffi-

sidium nobis polliciti estis. 5. Magna vis est philosophies quuui
medetur animis, et inanes sollicitudines detrahit. 6. Artes inagnum
nobis prsebent presidium, quum seipsee per se tuentur singulee. 7.

Prfficlare de patria merentur prseceptores, quum juventutem bonarum
literarum studiis informant. 8. Quum philosophia animis medetur ei

totos nos penitusque tradere debemus. 9. Ornnes miserebautur vestri,.

quum non propter nmlitiarn sed propter fortunam in miseriis essetis.

10. Quum milites pericula vererentur, non audebant cum hostibus con-

fligere. 11. Avarus, quum sit divitissimus, non fatebitur se satis habere.

12. Miserere nostri ; medemini, O cives, inopi nostree. 13. Suum
quisque tuetor fllium. 14. Nemo, cunctam intuens terram, de divina

providentia dubitabit. 15. Cives, hostes urbem oppugnaturos rati, eoe

acriter propulsare studuerunt. 16. Venio meum presidium tibi pollici-

turus. 17. Adolescentis officium est majores natu vereri. 18. Omnibus
modis vos inopise civium inederi debetis. 19. Quis nescit te prseclare

de republica meritum esse ? 20. Spero te mei miserturum esse.

EXERCISE 111. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. They confessed their sins. 2. They will confess their sins. 3..

Will they have confessed their sins ? 4. He will not confess his sins.

5. My sister has confessed her sins. 6. The young men deny that they
will confess their sins (ace. case and infinit. fut. ; drop the that ;

"deny that they will," is equal to say they will not, that is, refuse). 7.

Eeligion heals men's minds. 8. True religion only can heal men's

minds. 9. Eeligion has always healed the minds of the pious. 10.

Pity me, my father. 11. O God, pity us. 12. O God, pity all men.

13. Let every husband guard his wife. 14. The young men, thinking
the soldiers about to attack their homes, slew themselves in fear (being

a/raid). 15. The arts severally protect artists (artificers). 16. Do the

arts protect each other? 17. The arts have protected, do protect

(present tense), and will protect artists. 18. Look at the heaven,,

and thou wilt fear God. 19. Contemplating virtue, men become wise.

20. He has served the republic well (deserved well of the republic, de-

republica). 21. The queen will serve the republic well. 22. The
soldiers served their country well. 23. I am not able to serve my
home well. 24. He contemplates a model of virtue. 25. He con-

fesses his sins, and obtains pardon. 26. They have confessed their

sins, and obtained pardon. 27. Since you have confessed your sins,

you will obtain pardon.

Vereor denotes the reverence which arises from a sense of

one's own infirmity, as compared with the high attributes of the

object who calls forth the sentiment. Vereor, accordingly, is

the root of reverence. Vereri denotes the feeling of children

towards a parent. But when the sentiment of self-abasement

rises into a fear of some evil from a superior power, or an

oppressive consciousness of superior power over you, then the

sentiment is expressed by metuo.

CONSTRUCTION OF " VEREOR."

Accusative of object; with ne; ne non; non and ne; with itt;

infinitive as an object.

Note. Vereor ne is used of things you do not desire.

Vereor ut is used of things you do desire.
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Acetuutivt of objtct .
" Metuebaut eum servi, verebautur liberi."

Literal TraNflation .

" Feared him slaves, reverenced childreu."
itio Translation;

" Hu slave* feared, his cluldreu rarexenoed
hilll."

With .

"Voreor no quasi prooipientls case vidoatur oratio men." Cicero.

:
-" I fear lest an if of one eujoiuiug to be may appear

i my."
aw.." I fear lest my speech may appear like the speech of a

master."

With ne non:
""

Vcritiis ne hostium iinpetum sustinere nou posset." Castar.
i ran*. .

"
Fearing lest of the enemies the attack to endure not

could."

Id. Trans. :" Fearing he should not be able to endure the attack of
the enemy."

With non ne :

*' Non vereor ne aucupari tuam gratiain videar." Cicero.

Lit. Trans.:" I do not fear lest to court thy favour I may appear."
Id. Trans. .-

"
I do not fear of appearing to court thy favour."

With ut .

"
Ilia duo vereor ut tibi passim concedere." Cicero.

Lit. Trans. ."These two things I fear that to thee I may be able to
concede."

Id. Trans. ;
"
I foar I cannot concede these two things to thee."

Infinitive as an object :

" Hei mihi ! vereor dicere." Terence.
Lit. Trans. .-

" Alas to me ! I fear to say."
fd. Tran. :

" Alas ! I fear to say."

VOCABULARY.

Incipio,3, /begin (E.B. Redditce sunt, have been

incipient). delivered.

Intelligo.S.fundmtanft'] Valeo, 2, / am strong,

Introeo, 4, I enter.

Ne ipsi quidem, not

even they themselves.

Similar diversities would be found between toy two other Ian*

goage* that you might oomparo together.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN LATIN.
EXBRCIUI 108. LATIN-EMOLIUH.

1. Sabinus having encouraged his (troops), give* the signal. 8.
Your benefits exhort me to obey your command. 8. CsMar exhorted
bis soldiers to (strive after) glory. 4. They encouraged them to be-
come friends (toward* joining frivvbhip). 5. I exhort you again and
again concerning the same thine* on which I have exhorted you in a
former letter. 6. We will not cease to advise Pompey to shuu
dishonour. 7. He exhorts them not to fail in courage. 8. I

fearful, advised shameful flight. 9. I, indeed, cease not to

EXERCISE 109. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Magister ad diligentiam discipulos hortari non dcsinit.

ter discipulos ad diligentiam bortabatur. 3. Mogister dUdpuios ad
diligentiam hortatus, omnibus oscula dedit. 4. Sapientia tua me hor-
tatur ut imperio tuo paream. 5. Hortabitur eos in amicitiam juogen-
dam. 6. Pater tuus te iisdem de rebus hortatur, quibus ego fratrea.
meum hortabor. 7. Hortor te ne auimo dencias. 8. Sororem tuam
hortati simt, ue animo deficiat. 9. Pudendam fugom hortabor nun-
quam. 10. fiellum hortari non desinit.

Cognosce, 3, I know.
xcido (ex and ccedo),
I cut off or down.

xi>leo,2,r fiU up,satis/y

(E. B. expletive).

lucedo, 3, I walk, walk
abroad. Becedo, 3, I return.

I avail, prevail (E, B.

valid).

Veteranus, -i, m.,
veteran soldier.

EXERCISE 112. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. Quid veteranos non vereinur? uain timer! se ne ipsi quidem

volunt. 2. Veremur vos, Eomaui, et si ita vultis, etiam timetnus. 3.
Ne ilia vereatur introire in alienam dornum. 4. Vereor magis me
amoris causa hoc ornatu iiicedere. 5. De Carthagine non ante vereri
desinam, quam illam excisam esse cogaovero. 6. Vereor ut Dolla-
bella satis nobis prodesse possit. 7. Accepi tuas literas, quibus intel-
lexi te vereri ne superiores mihi redditae non essent. 8. Ne ejus
supplicio Divitiaci animum offenderet, verebatur. 9. Vereor, si res

explicare iucipiam, non vitam ejus enarrare, sed historian! videar scri-
. 10. Non vereor ne scribendo te expleani. 11. Non vereor nequid

tiuiide, nequid stulte facias. 12. Non vereor ue me vita niodestia
parum valitura sit coutra falsos rumorus.

EXERCISE 113. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. They venerate their parents, and fear the king. 2. Tyrants aro

feared. 3. They will fear tyrants. 4. I shall fear my parents. 5. I
do not fear that I shall fill (satis/y) you with words. 6. You fear to
.enter the enemy's camp. 7. I fear that I read without profit; they
fear for (de) their country, lest it be destroyed. 8. I fear my mother
will come. 9. Why do you fear that your mother will come ? 10.
Because I am acting (I act) against her commands. 11. They fear
that their uncle is dead. 12. I fear that the wrath of God will fall oil
this city. 13. Thy life will prevail against calumny. 14. Do not fear
that thy life will not prevail against the calumiiy of bad men. 15.
Thou fearest that I am unable to do thee good. 16. Fear not that I
shall do any foolish thing (Latin, anything /oolis/ili/). 17. My brother
does not fear that I shall do any foolish thing.

It is very difficult to give in English an exact counterpart of
some Latin forms. You will constantly have to make some
little allowance for difference of idiom, though the sound scholar
only can judge in particular instances whether a latitude is
allowable or not.

In the preceding English-Latin Exercise I have written,
" I

do not fear that I shall satisfy you with words." Here, and in
other parts of the exercise, the future "shall" and "will" are
used in the English when the subjunctive present is required in
the Latin. The subjunctive present could not be used in the
English with a proper regard to idiom ; nor could the future
indicative be employed in the Latin. You have here one of
those diversities of idiom with which you must become well
acquainted, if you wish to be master of the Latin language,

j
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WESTERN SIBHSIA.
Governments.

Tobolsk.

Tomsk.

diief Totoiis.

Tobolsk.
Tomsk.

Governments.

Semipolatiusk.
Turkestan.

Cliicf Towns.

Semipolatiusk.

In addition to these must be named the territory south of

the Caucasus, belonging to Russia, commonly called Trans-

caucasia. Of the above, the province or government of

Amoorskaja comprises the territory lately acquired by Eussia

from the Chinese Empire; while the new government of

Turkestan, divided into the provinces of Semiretchensk and Syr-

Daria, includes the Kirghiz Steppes and the districts lately
annexed in the north of Independent Tartary.
The Chinese Empire is divided into three parts : China

Proper, in the south-east ; Mongolia or Chinese Tartary, in the

north ; and Tibet, or Thibet, in the south-west. The capitals
of tnese great divisions are respectively Pekin, Ourga, and

Lassa, but Pekin is the metropolis and chief seat of government
of the entire empire. The island of Hong-Kong, at the mouth
of the Canton River, is a British dependency. Its chief town
is Victoria. Macao, also in the Canton River, belongs to the

Portuguese. The Chinese ports open to British commerce are

Canton, Swatow, Foo-chow, Amoy, and Shanghae.
Turkestan, or Independent Tartary, is broken up into a

number of petty states, called khanates, the majority of which
are being gradually absorbed by Russia. Of these Bokhara,
with its chief town of the same name, is the most important,
but it is after all little more than a vassal state of the Russian

Empire.
The principal divisions of Turkey in Asia are Asia Minor, of

which Smyrna is the capital, in the north-west ; Syria and
Palestine (chief towns, Damascus, Aleppo, and Jerusalem), in

the south-west ; Turkish Armenia (chief town, Trebizond), in

the north-east; and Mesopotamia (chief towns, Bagdad and
Diarbekr), in the south-east.

Arabia, like Turkestan, is divided into a number of states,
some independent, and comprising a number of small districts,

subject to Arab chieftains, as Yemen, Hadramaut, Lachsa, and
Nejd ; and others nominally tributary to a foreign ruler, as
Arabia Petrsea, and Hedjaz, which are considered as subject to

Turkey ; and Oman, which is under the control of the Imam of

Muscat. In Hedjaz are the towns Mecca and Medina, famous,
the former for being the birth-place, the latter the burial-place
of Mahomet, the founder of the Mahometan religion. In
Yemen, on the Red Sea, is Mocha, which gives its name to the
delicious coffee grown in the surrounding districts ; and at its

southern extremity Aden, a British seaport, taken from the
Arabs in 1839, and serving as a convenient coal depdt for
steamers plying between India and Suez, at the north-western

extremity of the Red Sea.

Persia is divided into a number of provinces, of which it is

difficult to give a list that may be relied on for correctness.
Part of the country is occupied by wandering tribes under
sheikhs, who are nearly independent, but pay a yearly tribute
to the sovereign or shah of Persia, who maintains a standing
army, equipped and disciplined after the European fashion.
The principal sub-divisions of Afghanistan are Cabool, Can-

dahar, and Herat, each taking its name from its chief town.
Seistan, a district in the western part of the country, is occupied
by a number of semi-independent tribes, who are supposed to
be under the control of the ruler of Herat. Beloochistan is

divided into a number of provinces, each governed by its
own chief. Those forming the western half of the country are
independent, but those in the east owe a nominal allegiance to
the Khan of Kelat, the most powerful of the petty princes of
Beloochistan.

The greater part of the peninsula of Hindostan consists of

tsrritory absolutely belonging to the British Empire, and states

governed by native princes under British protection. The only
states that are really independent of British control are as
follows : Cashmere, in the north ; and Nepaul and Bhotan, on
vhe north-east frontier, forming for the most part the southern

slopes of the great Himalaya range. The remainder is divided
into five districts called presidencies, each under a lieutenant-

governor, except the presidency of Bengal, the presidency
immediately under the control of the Viceroy of India, to whom
the lieutenant-governors of the remaining provinces are subject.

The five presidencies are those of Bengal, North-West Pro-
vinces, Punjaub, Bombay, and Madras.

Sikhim.
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9lm flbent, al tie Sinter in ka d>laffammerleiu gingen,

Am uh'-brut, aim dee kln'-Uer in dau hlahf'-kern'-mer-liu* giug'-*a,

fraa.te ti-r 'initer: Stun tr*ie b,aben turf; tie ffyi'nm SlepfeJ

buh<t>'-tui duir fah'-tor : Noon vee hah'-btm oiy dee ibd'-nen ep'-fel

gefd;niuft y -fcerrlid;, litter SSater, fagte let fleltefle.

. . ut ; ll.ii Uy, ! bor fah'-tor, zaheb/-tal dair d'-tui-ntiii.

<S tfl cine fd)C>ne tlrud>t, fo fauerlid; unb fo fanft von

M iat i'-uui Bh'-uui

;.i(f. 3d; babe

gai-Hlmiack'. ly huh'-bai meer dam ghtino zory'-zahm bai-vahrt',

unt trill mir taraut einen 3?aum erjieb.cn.

Wut vill me i-r iluh-rouss' i'-uou bourn err-tsee'-hen.

zo zoi'-er-lly Wut zo zauft full

mir ten tein forgfam beroafjrt,

fagte ter 33ater, baS 6.eipt b.aub.a(terifd; aurf;

liruhf! zahcfc'-tai doir fah'-tor, dass hi'st houso'-hel-tai-rish oud)

fiir tie 3itfumt geforgt, wit t tern I'antmann gtjiemt.

ftt'r dee tsoo'-kufluft gni-rOryt', Tee ess dem luut'-uian gai-tseemt'.

3d; $abe tie OJJeinige fogteid; aufgegeffen, ritf ber

ly bali'-bui dec mi'-nl-gai zo-gli'y" ouf'-gai-gheBs'-sen, reef dair

Sftngfle, unb ten tein fortgenjcrftn, unb tie SKutttr b.at

yOnk'-stai, &5nt dain sbtme fort"-goi-vJ5r'-fen, OCnt dee nioOt'-ter hat

mir tie $alfte son ttr Sbrigen gegcbcn. D ! ta fcbmecfte

meer dee helf-tai f3n dair ee'-rl-ghen gai-ghey'-ben. Oh ! dass shnieck'-tai

fo fiip unb }trfc$miljt eintm im fDJuntc.

zo ztt'ss Mut tser-shmiltsx' i'-nem im mOOu'-dai.

3tun, fagte ter 93atcr, bu bafl jttmt ntc^t fe^r Hug,

Noon, zah4>'-tai daic fab'-ter, doo hast tsvabr nly't zeyr klooct),

abtr twty natur(ic^) unb nac^ !intlid)cr SBtife gtf;antctt.

ah'-ber d5<J> na-tii'r'-Hy Mnt nahdt) kirit'-lly'-y'er vi'-zai gai-bau'-delt.

gur tit Jtlu^eit ifl aucf) nod) SRaum gtnug im Scbcn.

Fil'r dee klood;'-hite ist oufy no4> roum gai-nood;' im ley'-ben.

5>a bcgann ter gmeite @o^n : 3d; ^abe ten Stein, ten

Dab bai-gan' dair tsvi'-tai zo'ii : ly bab'-bai daiu sbtine, deyn

bet Heine S3ruber ferttuarf, gcfammctt unb aufqeflopft.

dair kli'-nai broo'-der fJSrt'-varf, gai-zam'-melt CCnt ouf'-gai-klopft.

ff War ein Stern barin, ber fd;tnerfte fo fu n>ie eine

Ess vahr ine kerrn da-riu, deyr schuieck'-tai zo zu'ss vce i'-nai

3Jup ;
aber mctne SpftrRd; ^be id; wrfauft, unb fo iel

nO<5ss; ah'-ber mi'-nai pflrr'-zly bab'-bai ly ferr-kouft', f xnt zo feel

elb tafiir er^atten, bap id;, ttenn id; nad; bcr tatt fomme,

gelt da-ftt'r' err-hol'-ten, dass ly, ven Jy nabd; dair sbtat kSm'-mci,

too^t jnjolf bafur faufen fann.

Tole tsvolf da-fuV kou'-fen kail.

Dtr 9Sattt fd;uttelte ben Ss/pf unb fagte : JJIug ifl ba
Dair fah'-ter sliUt'-tel-tai dain ktfpf 6i5nt zahd;'-toi: klood; ist dass

teoB.1, aber fintlid; unb naturlid; ift e nid;t. SeWa^re bid;

vole, ah'-ber klnt'-lly 63nt no-til'r'-lly ist ess nlyt. Bai-vah'-rai dly

bet feimmet, bafj tu fcin Jtaufmann njcrtcfl.

dair him'-mel, dass doo kine koiif-mau veyr'-dest.

Unb bu, ^bntunb? fragte ber 93ater. llnbefangcn unb
65nt doo, ed'-mOCnt? frahd;'-tai dair fah'-ter. C5n'-bai-fang'-en fnt

offen anttBortete bmunb : 3d; ^abe meine $farfid; bent
6f-fen ant'-vdr-tai-tai ed'-m5Cnt : Jy hah'-bai mi'-nai pfirr'-zly daim

@o^n unfer 9iad;bat, tern franfcn ccrg, ter ba gicber
zo'n 55n'-zerss nacjj'-bahrss, daim kran'-ken gai-ory", deyr dass fee'-ber

^at, gebrad;t. fft toofltt fie nid;t ncl;mcn. Da ^ab id; fte

hat, gai-brad;^. Eyr T611'-tai zee nlyt ney'-men. Dab bahb ly zee

ifjm auf ba SSett gclegt unb bin b,ineggegangen.
eem ouf dass bet gai-leyyt' 5Cnt bin bin-vey"-gai-gang'-en.

5Run, fagtt ber SSattr, trer ^at tcnn mcfit ben befltn e.

Noon, zabd;'-tai dair fah'-ter, veyr hat den role dain best'-en gai-

brnud) von feiner 5?firfid; gemad;t?
brouc^)' f5n zi'-ner pflrr'-zly gai-mac^)t' ?

>a riefcn fte atlt ttci : a ^at SPruter Sbmunb getljan !

Dab ree'-fen zee al'-lai dry : dass hat broo'-der ed'-rnMnt goi-tobn' !

tmunb afrer fd;tuicg flil(, unb tie SWuttcr umarmte i^n
Ed'-mooiit ah'-ber shveey shtill, Ciont dee muiSt'-ter uum-arm'-tai een

wit einet il^rant im 2luge.
mit i'-ner trey'-noi im ou'-gol.

Sflrfl^e, /. peach,
tatt, /. town, city.

Kunf, fire,

ajtan, ono ; French,
"on."

grurf;t, /. fruit

Crfl, first.

el;aU', therefore.

l^lo.

3ii'tl)U(f), reddish.

i'acf e, /. cheek.

3art, tender, delicate.

JCffaum, m. down.

U3crtl)eileii, to distri-

butc.divide. (Jbtil,

m. shore, part.)

SSier, four.

6rnaltcn, to obtain,
to receive, to pre-
aerve.

6ud;, you, to yon.

d;nu'cfen, to taste.

J&errlid;, glorious, -ly.

2lltc|l, eldest. ('.'lit,

old.)

@duerlid;,tart. (Sauer,

sour.)

@anft soft, mild.

efd;macf, m. taste.

<tcin, m. stone.

orgfani, carefully.

(fain, affix, -some,

-ful.)

33aum, m. tree.

VOOAIIULABT.

, to bring np,
to odncftte.

il'ras, bravo, good.
Da* b/ipt grforgt fur

. . ., that may
be called, to take

care of ...
(fyftfien, tobe called,

command.)
4auff>tUterif$, econo-

mically, (fallen,

to hold, to keep.)
Sufunft, /. future.

ejiemen, to behove.

ajieintge, ter, tie, ta4,

mine.

@og(eid;,immediately.

3ung, young.
SBerfen, tothrow; fort,

away.
dlfte, /. half.

36rige, ler, lie, ta,

hers, theirs, yours.
up, Hweet.

djmeljen, to melt ;

jer, prcfix,io pieces,

indicating separa-
tion.

3ar, it is true, in-

deed.

(ug, shrewd, clever.

fyeit, offix, corresponds
with -ness, -head,
-hood.

, /.

Ofaum, m. room.
"

. :: .

'.lufJlcpfen, to open.
(auf, preposition
and prefix, open,
op, upon, on.)

Ann, m. kerneL

Wui /. nut.

4'erfauftn, to c-ll.

elt, n. money.
atart>, to, after.

3d>uttcln, to nhake.

Aerf, m. head.

STCatur /. nature.

tmmel, m. heaven.

Jtaufmann, m. mer-
chant. (JJiinn, m.
man [Lat. :~''r.])

5?efan.;en, embar-

r:i- --'I.

Dffen, open, -ly.

>J2arf;lur, m. neigh-
bour.

Sieber, n. fever.

egen, to put, place.

innxg, wtg, away.
Webraud;, m. use, cus-

tom.

ITrei, three.

JiJrutcr, m. brother.

d;tceigen,tobe silent.

Umarmen, to embrace.

C?lrm, m. arm.)

LESSONS IN ARCHITECTURE. XIV.
CHURCH ARCHITECTURE. II.

IN our previous paper we have traced the rise of church archi-

tecture from its earliest commencement, in the style of the

civil architecture of the Romans, to its elaborate development
in the various forms cf the Gothic. The illustrations already

given will have afforded our readers an idea of the general
features of the chief styles in use in this country in earlier

times. We have now to mention some of the details which
characterise the architecture of the several periods, and to

glance at the internal arrangements of our church buildings
when church architecture had reached its highest stages.

First, as to the materials used. There is no doubt that in

our earliest churches, as in those of the Continent, fragments
of Roman masonry were turned largely to account. Thia

masonry generally consisted of stone or flint embedded in

mortar, and bound at frequent intervals with layers of red

tiles. Walls of this character, the remains of old Roman work,
are found in various parts of Uritain. In some of the very
oldest of our churches materials identical in their nature are

discovered, but without the regular courses of tiles observed

in the Roman masonry. An instance of this is found in the

restored church within the walls of Dover Castle, believed

to have been built about the year C50. Close by it stand the

remains of a tower undoubtedly Roman, in which the charac-

teristic tile-courses are distinctly visible.

Many of the ancient churches of Kent and elsewhere in

England are built of flint embedded in concrete, forming par-

ticularly solid and durable walls, which have stood and are

likely to stand for ages. One of the oldest of these churches

is St. Martin's, at Canterbury, which is believed to have been

rebuilt in the twelfth or thirteenth century with the materials

of a more ancient structure perhaps the very earliest erected

in Britain.

Some of the Anglo-Saxon churches were built of rubble,

bound together at the angles with hewn stone, as in the caso

of the tower at Earl's Barton. The Normans largely used

the same materials, but also employed small stones cemented

together by mortar, which was poured in hot, and used larger

blocks of stone for more important buildings. Sometimes
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narrow stones were placed in regular courses, at an angle of

about 45 degrees, the stone in each layer sloping in a different

direction ;
and to this mode of building the name of "

herring-

bone work "
has been applied.

In the reign of Henry I. more attention began to be paid to

the external appearance of the

walls, which were now often built

of stones squared or smoothed
on the outer surface, and finely

jointed together.
With the introduction and de-

velopment of Gothic architecture,
the softer stone called freeston9

came to be more and more em-

ployed to supplement the brick

or hard stone used as the chief

material of the fabric. The use
of freestone was rendered both

necessary and advantageous by
the more regular and refined or-

namentation which the Gothic

style introduced; and by degrees
the Middle-age builders moulded
it to the freest expression of

their ideas, whether those ideas

were purely beautiful or simply
grotesque and fantastic.

The solid masonry of the Anglo-
Saxon and Norman walls required
little or no external support, but
the lighter character of the walls

in Gothic buildings led to the de-

velopment of the buttress. The
early Norman buttresses were flat

projections from the outer wall.

As Gothic structures came in

vogue, these projections were carried farther out, and sometimes
rose tier above tier, until the highest and narrowest range termi-

nated in a pinnacle. Moreover, when the upper storey of the

building was much narrower than the base, it was supported
by a buttress of its own, which rose from the buttress of the

lower storey in the form of the segment of an arch. To these

NORHAN BUTTRESS.

marks of the various periods of Gothic architecture. In the
Norman buildings they were small and deeply recessed, while

they presented the characteristic form of the semi-circular or

segmental arch. The pointed or lancet-shaped window came
in with the Gothic style being, in fact, an adaptation of the

Gothic arch although at first,

like the Norman windows, it was

extremely narrow. The defect in

the admission of an imperfect
light was remedied by placing
two or three of such windows
side by side, thus forming one
more useful in character and

imposing in appearance. The

glazing of church windows ap-

pears to have been introduced in

the seventh century. The use of

painted or stained glass came in

with Gothic architecture, its pur-

pose being to subdue and mellow

the greater light admitted by the

Gothic windows. The lancet-

shaped windows of the "Early

English
"

style are illustrated in

the first cut below. But these

plain -windows were often ac-

companied, in large buildings,

by others of a circular shape,
known as ' Catherine Wheel "

windows, which were highly orna-

mented.
The general plainness and

simplicity of the Early English

period gave place, in the " Deco-

rated" style, to a refined and

elegant manner of ornamentation.

Among other peculiarities, the window was widened, and its

upper portion was filled with geometrical tracery, varied in

character, and often of great beauty. A good example of the

windows of the " Decorated Gothic
"

period is included in our

engravings.
The "

Perpendicular
"
style shows less purity of taste, but ia

GOTHIC AND FLYING BUTTRESSES.

' EARLY ENGLISH " WINDOWS. ' DECORATED GOTHIC " WINDOW. " PEBPENDICULAE GOTHIC" WINDOW.

offshoots of the lower buttress the name of "
flying

"
buttresses

is applied, and they may be observed in many of our principal
church edifices, such as Westminster Abbey. The earlier and
the later forms of the buttress are shown in the illustrations on
this page.
The windows are the most striking and distinguishing external

frequently productive of very rich effect. Our cut represents
one of the most elegant of the windows of this period. The

mullions, or divisions between the window-lights, here run

up in perpendicular sections, instead of, as in the preceding

style, branching off into geometrical figures ; and this is one

of the distinguishing features which have caused the name
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of "Perpendicular" to be given to the architecture of this

period.
An additional characteristic of the different styles will bo

found in the nature of the smaller details

of ornamentation, such as the figures in-

troduced in mouldings, etc. We give

examples of the " tooth onuunent "
of the

Early English Period, the four-leaved

flower of the Decorated style, and the
" Tudor flower

"
of that known as the Per-

pendicular. In the latter we see a dege-
neration into fanciful and extravagant
forms, which, extending to all features

alike, by degrees vitiated the Gothic style,

and did much to bring it into disrepute at

u lat.T date.

We now come to the internal arrange-
ment of churches, which was not affected

materially by the introduction of the

Gothic style. We
have alluded in our .itfPPT^
first paper to the

early adoption of

the form of the

cross, and its gene-
ral prevalence in

the ground-plan of

church buildings ;

and this necessarily
ORNAMENT or THE " DECORATED GOTHIC.

' EARLY ENGLISH" ORNAMENT.

gave a certain de-

gree of uniformity
in general design. We may take, as an example of general I shippers are assembled when not

ground-plan, one of our oldest religious edifices of importance, occupy the main body of the edifice i.e., the nave and its

the collegiate church of Wimborne Minster, in Dorset, believed

larger church buildings, nob M that of Wimborne Minster, are

termed the owlet. Westward of the nave is usually placed the

it entrance, frequently surmounted by a tower. (See plan,

A.) Other entrances are situated on the

south or the north aide, according to con-

venience of access, M in B.

The form of the cross is given by the

arms thrown out from the nave, unuall}
at a distance of about two-thirds of the

length of the edifice. These arms, ran*

ning north and south, are called the fam-

septt, and the chief tower or steeple of

the building usually surmounts this inter*

H<.-ction of its two principal lines.

The continuation of the building pa-
rallel with the nave, and eastward of the

transepts, is chiefly occupied by the chan-

cel, whereinthe altar occupies the mostpro-
minent place. The chancel in the plan has

its aisles, like the

nave ; and its cen-

tral portion west-

ward is occupied

by the choir. This

space, as the name
implies, is devoted

in part to the cho-

listers, but is often

large enough to be
used as a chapel,
in which the wor-

Bufficiently numerous to

" PERPENDICULAR GOTHIC" ORNAMENT.

to have been founded in the eighth century, and which bears in

* A + W "TOWER *

B NT PORCH +

C * VESTRY

aisles.

The chancel is the most richly-decorated portion of the interior

P PULPIT
* L. LECTERN

GROUITD-PLAB OF WIMBORNE MINSTER, DORSET.

its architectural features a combination of the Saxon, the

Norman, and the Gothic, as different portions were erected at
different times.

The body of the church throughout the greater portion of its

length is called the nave, and the side passages found in the

of the edifice. The altar, which occupies its extreme end, is often

lavishly embellished, and in Continental churches and cathe-
drals the masterpieces of the greatest painters frequently adorn
this portion of the building. The flooring of that part of the
chancel which contains and adjoins the altar is usually raised
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and railed off, while sometimes this part is separated from the

rest of the building by a handsome carved screen. In parish
churches the chancel, consisting only of the central portion
here marked in the ground-plan, often terminates in a semi-

circular recess called the apse, which is occupied by the altar.

The lectern (L in the plan), situated almost in the centre of

the transept in this instance, as in some others, is the place
from which the lessons are read ; and the letter P marks the

position of the pulpit. It must, however, be noticed that in

cathedrals, where the service is almost invariably performed in

the chapel (the position of which is marked in our present

ground-plan by the "choir"), the pulpit and lectern are often

placed in the chancel, near the spot marked thus +.
The division marked C, which to a certain extent mars the

symmetrical arrangement of the ground-plan, is for convenience'

sake commonly occupied either, as in this case, by the vestry,

or by a chapter-house. Here, also, are frequently found the

cloisters, or covered ways which in olden times were used for

the purpose of exercise by the persons engaged in the service cf

the church.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. VII.

DIVISION.

ART. 91. (1.) A man divided 48 apples among 6 boys. How
many did each receive ?

Here, if 6 boys receive 4-8x apples, it is manifest that 1 boy
will receive a of 48x apples ; but | of 48 = 8x apples ; for

48x -f- 6 = 8x. Whence 8;c apples is the answer.

(2.) If 8 hats cost 24a shillings, what will 1 hat cost ?

Here, reasoning as before, 1 hat will cost | of 24a shillings,

but 24a -T- 8 = 3a ; therefore 3a shillings is the answer.

The process followed in these examples is called DIVISION. It

consists in finding liow many times one quantity contains another,
and is the reverse of multiplication. The quantity to be divided

is called the dividend ; the given factor, the divisor ; and that

which is required, the quotient.

92. DIVISION, therefore, is finding a quotient, which multiplied
into the divisor will produce the dividend. As the product of

the divisor and quotient is equal to the dividend, the quotient

may be found by resolving the dividend into two such factors,
that one of them shall be the divisor. The other will, of course,
be the quotient.

Suppose, for instance, that dbd is to be divided by a. The
factors a. and bd will produce the dividend. The first of these,

being a divisor, may be set aside as the one factor. The other

factor is the quotient.

93. When the divisor therefore is found as a factor in the

dividend, the division is performed by cancelling this factor.

EXAMPLES. (1.) Divide ex by c. Ans. x.

(2.) Divide dh by d. Ans. h.

(3.) Divide drx by dr. Ans. x.

(4.) Divide limy by hm. Ans. y.

(5.) Divide dhxy by dy. Ans. hx.

94. PROOF. Multiply the divisor aid the quotient together,
and the product will be equal to the dividend, if the ivork is right.

Thus ax -4- a gives the quotient x. Proof. Here x X a gives
bhe dividend ax.

95. If a letter is repeated in the dividend, care must be taken
that the factor which is rejected be only equal to the divisor.

EXAMPLES. (1.) Divide aab by a. Ans. ab.

(2.) Divide bbx by b. Ans. bx.

(3.) Divide aadddx by ad. Ans. addx.

(4.) Divide aammyy by amy. Ans. amy.
(5.) Divide aaaxxxh by aaxx. Ans. axh.

(6.) Divide yyy by yy. Ans. y.

In such instances as the preceding, it is obvious that we are

not to reject every letter in the dividend which is the same with
one in the divisor.

96. If the dividend consists of any factors whatever, expunging
one of them is dividing by that factor.

EXAMPLES. (1.) Divide a (b -\- d) by a. Ans. b -j- d.

(2.) Divide a (b +d) by b + d. Ans. a.

(3.) Divide (b + x) (c + d) by b -f x. Ans. c -f d.

(4.) Divide (6 + y) x (d h) x by d h. Ans. (b -f- y) x.

97. If there are numeral co-efficients prefixed to the letters, the

co-efficients of the dividend must be divided by the co-efficients qf
the divisor.

EXAMPLES. (1.) Divide Gab by 2b. Ans. 3a.

(2.) Divide IGdxy by 4dx. Ans. 4>y.

(3.) Divide 25d7w by dh. Ans. 25r.

(4.) Divide I2xy by 3. Ans. 4on/.

(5.) Divide 34:drx by 34. Ans. drx.

(6.) Divide 20/wn by m. Ans. 2Qh.

98. When a simple factor is multiplied into a compound one,
the former enters into every term of the latter. [Art. 76.] Thus
a into b -f- d, is ab -f- ad. Such a product is easily resolved again
into its original factors. Thus ab -f- ad = a X (6 -f- d).

EXAMPLES. (1.) Resolve ab + ac -|- ah into its factors.

Here ab + ac + ah = a X (b + c -f- h). Ans.

(2.) Eesolve c9n + c*dx + czy
2 into its factors. Ans. c2 X

(n + dx + y
2
) or c2 (n + dx + y*).

(3.) Eesolve bd + Wed? + btfd into its several factors. Ans.

bd (1 + bed + c2).

(4.) What are the factors of amh -f- amx -f- amy ? Ans. am
+ y).

(5.) What are the factors of 4acl + 8ah 4- 12am -i- 4ay ? Ans.

In these examples, if the whole quantity be divided by one of tho

factors, according to Art. 96, the quotient will bo the other factor.

Divide (ab -f- ad) by a.

Here ab + ad -f- a = b + d. Ans.

Divide ab + o-d by b -f- d.

Here (ab -J- ad) 4- (b +d) = a. Ans.

Hence, if the divisor is contained in every term of a compound
dividend, it must be cancelled in each.

(6.) Divide ab + ac by a. Ans. b + c.

(7.) Divide bdh + bdy by b. Ans. dh + dy.

(8.) Divide aah-+- ay by a. Ans. ah + y.

. (9.) Divide drx + dhx -f- dxy by dx. Ans. r -J- h + y.

(10.) Divide Gab + I2ac by 3a. Ans. 2b + 4c.

(11.) Divide IQdry + IGd by 2d. Ans. 5ry + 8.

(12.) Divide 12hx + 8 by 4. Ans. 3hx + 2.

(13.) Divide 35dm + 14ifc by 7cZ. Ans. 5m + 2x.

99. On the other hand, if a compound expression, containing any
factor in every term, be divided by the other quantities connected

by their signs, the quotient will be that factor. [See Art. 98.]

EXAMPLES. (1.) Divide ab + ac + ah by b + c + h. Ans. a.

(2.) Divide amh + amx + amy by h + * + y- Ans. am.

(3.) Divide 4ab + Say by b + 2y. Ans. 4a.

(4.) Divide ahm + ahy by m + y. Ans. ah.

100. In division, as well as in multiplication, the caution must
be observed, not to confound terms with factors. [See Art. 76.]

EXAMPLES. (1.) Divide (ab + ac) by a.

Here (ab + ac) -j- a = b + c by Art. 98.

(2.) Divide (ab X ac) by a.

Here (ab X ac) -j- a = aabc -f- a = abc by Art. 95.

(3.) What is the quotient of (ab -f ac)
-~

(b + c) ?
'

Ans. a.

(4.) What is the quotient of ab X ac-j- (b X c) ? Ans. aa.

BULB FOR SIGNS IN THE QUOTIENT.

101. In division, the same rule is to be observed respecting
the signs as in multiplication; that is, if the divisor and

dividend are both positive, or both negative, the quotient must
bo positive : if one is positive and the other negative, the

quotient must be negative. [Art. 82.]
This is manifest from the consideration that the product of

the divisor and quotient must be the same as the dividend.

For if + aX+b = + ab, then + ab --(- b = + a;
If a X + b = ab, then ab --\-b= a;
If + a X b = ab, then ab-- b = +

And if a X b = -j- ab, then+ ab-- b = a.

EXAMPLES.
:(1.) Divide abx by a. Ans. b.

(2.) Divide 8a Way by 2a. Ans. 5y 4.

(3.) Divide 3aa; 6ay by 3a. Ans. x 2y.

(4.) Divide 6am X dh by 2a. Ans. 3mdh.

102. If the letters of the divisor are not to bo found in the

dividend, the division is expressed by writing tJie divisor under the

dividend in the form of a vulgar fraction.
NOTE. This is a method of denoting division, rather than an
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actual performing of tho operation. But the purpoaea of division

may 1: answered by these fractional expression*;

for aa tlu-y uro of tho, aame nature with other vulgar fractious,

.i.tractod, multiplied, or divided.

ilxAMPLEB. (1.) Divide xy by a.

. /

Here, <ry -r a = .

a

(2.) Divide (d x) by h.

, d IT x d
) -. ft = r

= r
tit n

And hero it may bo observed that if tho signs of all tho

terms of a fraction bo changed both in the numerator and de-

be + be
nominator, its valuo will not bo altered ; for

be be
6

103. If some of tho letters in tho divisor are in each term of

the dividend, tho fractional expression may be rendered more

simple, by rejecting equal factors from the numerator and
denominator.

EXAMPLE. Divide ab by ac. Aiis.
c

These reductions are made upon the principle that a given
divisor is contained in a given dividend, just as many times as

double the divisor is contained in double the dividend ; triple the

divisor in triple tho dividend, and so on.

104. If the divisor is in some of the terms of the dividend,

but not in all, those which contain the divisor may bo divided

as in Art. 93, and the others set down in tho form of a

fraction.

EXAMPLE. Divide ab + d by a.

105. The quotient of any quantity divided by itself or its

equal, is evidently unity or 1. Thus -= 1, -= 1, -p-
=

1, etc.
a x abc

106. If the dividend is greater than the divisor, the quotient
must be greater than a unit : but if the dividend is less than the

divisor, the quotient must be less than a unit.

EXERCISE 7.

Perform tho following exercises in division.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. XLV.
SECTION XCIX. [ 130, 131.]- PRACTICAL SUMMARY OF THE

RULES OP THB PAST PAKTICIM.,

THE participle paat ia VABIABLK under any of the following
conditions :

1. When employed an an adjective; in which COM it agrees
in gender and number with the noon which it qualifies, alter
which it is always placed* :

Dei livrea imprimeu. Printed book*.

Cos femmes pai&iaaent blen Thou women appear very dejeeUd.
abattuei.

2. When used in the formation of the teases of passive verbs ;

when it always agrees with the subject :

Kilos Bont bien revues de tout lo

moude.
Thty art well revived by ntrybody.

3. When employed in forming the compound tenses of neater
verbs having dtre as an auxiliary ; in which instance, as in the

preceding case, it agrees with the subject :

Votre sceur est partie ce matin. Four titter vent away thit morning.

4. When employed in forming the tenses of active verbs

having avoir as an auxiliary ; in which connection it agrees not
with the subject, but with the direct object, provided that object

precedes the auxiliary :

Los maisons qua nous avons The house* which ire Jiare bought.

achetees.

5. When used along with etre in the formation of the com-

pound tenses of pronominal reflective verbs, wherein the reflec-

tive pronoun is the direct object ; in which position it agrees
with that pronoun or direct object :

Ces dames se sont flatties. Those lodiea have flattered themtelvm.

6. When used along with 6tre (aa in Eule 5) in tho forma-

tion of the compound tenses of reciprocal and reflective verbs,
in which the reflective pronoun is not the direct, but the in-

direct object ; in which event it agrees with the direct object,

provided (as in Bnle 4) that object precedes the auxiliary :

Les histoires qu'ils se sont racon- The stone* which thy related to each

txSes. other.

1. dlix by dy.
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11. When a past participle has for direct object the adverbial

phrase le peu, it agrees with the following noun, when le peu
means a small quantity :

Le peu de fortune que j'ai acquise The little fortune I have acquired is

me suffit. enough for me.

12. The past participles coute and valu only agree when
taken in a figurative sense :

Je ne regrette pas les peines que I do not regret the trouble that worfc

cet ouvrage m'a coutees. has cost me.
Les honneurs que sa conduite lui The honours his conduct procured

a value. him.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Vous avez des livres bien relids.

Vos fllles sont estimees.

Ces terres sont bien laboure'es.

Mes voisines sont tombees d'ac-

cord.

Elles sont venues nous trouver.

Xa victoire que nous avons rem-

Les champs que TOUS avez

labourer.

Vous vous etes repentis de votre

faute.

-Elle s'est souvenue de sa pro-
messe.

Les soldats que j'ai vus passer.
Les musiciennes que j'ai enten-

dues jouer.
L'indiscretion que nous nous

somuies reproche'e.
"Les evdnemeuts qu'elles se sont

racontes.

TJes fruits que j'en ai recus.

Plus il a eu d'amis, plus il en a

trompe's.
IJe peu de patience qu'il a montree

a suffi pour le faire re'ussir.

Quels avantages vous a valus les

peiues qu'il vous a coutees P

Foil have well-bound boots.

Four daughters are esteemed.

Those lands are well ploughed.

My neighbours have come to an under-

standing.

They came to us.

The victory which we have gained.

The fields which you have ploughed.

You have repented of your fault.

She remembered her promise.

The soldiers whom I saw passing.

The musical ladies tchom I heard

playing.
The indiscretion with which ice re-

proached one another.

The events which they related to one

another.

The fruits which I received from it.

The more friends he has had, the

more he has deceived.

The little patience he showed has

sufficed to make him succeed.

What advantages have ijou derived

from the troubles he has given you '!

EXERCISE 193.

A 1'ordinaire, as usual. Fleur, f. flower. Beproch-er (ee), 1. ref.

.Avert-ir, 2. to warn. Malade, sicfc person. to reprooc?i one's self.

Boue, f. mud. Merveille (a), wonder- Eire, 4. ir. to laugh.

Ooutume (de), usually, fully, perfectly. Serieux, se, serious.

usual. Parven-ir, 2. ir. to sue- Souri-re, 4. ir. to smile.

Cueill-ir, 2. to gather. ceed. Suivant, accordhig to.

Dechiffr-er, 1. to deci- Plus tot, sooner, ear- Tomb-er, 1. to fall.

pher. Her. Trouv-er, to find.

Decourag-er, 1. to dis- Port-er (se), 1. to be, Vol-er, 1. to steal.

courage. to do.

1. Cette demoiselle ne se trouve-t-elle pas bien fatiguee ? 2.

Elle est fatiguee et decouragee. 3. Votre sceur est-elle allee a

1'eglise suivant sa coutume ? 4. Ma mere et ma sceur y sont

allees. 5. Votre soeur est-elle revenue plus tot que de coutume ?

6. Elle est revenue plus tard qua 1'ordinaire. 7. Cette pauvre
malade est-elle tombee ? S. Elle est tombee dans la boue. 9.

Ma mere est-elle parvenue a dechiffrer ma lettre ? 10. Elle

n'y est pas parvenue. 11. Quelles fleurs avez-vous cueillies ?

12. Les fleurs que j'ai trouvees sont plus belles que celles que
vons m'avez envoyees. 13. Votre cousine ne s'est-elle pas
bien portee ? 14. Elle s'est portee a merveille. 15. De quel
livre vous etes-vous servie, Mademoiselle? 16. Je me-suis

servie du votre. 17. Nous nous sommes servie des notres. 18.

Quelles fautes votre fils s'est-il reprochees ? 19. Les fautes

qti'il s'est reprochees ne sont pas serieuses. 20. Les avez-vous

vus rire ? 21. Je les ai vus sourire. 22. Les avez-vons vus

Toler des fruits? 23. Je les ai vus voler des pommes. 24.

Les avez-vous avertis de leurs fautes ? 25. Je les en ai avertis.

26. Je ne les en ai pas avertis.
i

EXERCISE 194.

1. Are your books well bound ? 2. The}' are well bound, and
:

well printed. 3. Did not your little girl find herself dis-

couraged ? 4. She found herself tired, but not discouraged.
5. Have your sisters come to an understanding ? 6. They have

not come to an understanding. 7. My brothers have come to

an understanding. 8. Who came to you ? 9. Your friends

came to us. 10. Is not your sister gone to church? 11. My 1

sister is gone to church as usual. 12. Did your sister return
sooner than usual ? 13. My sister returned later than usual.

14. Are the fields which you have ploughed large ? 15. The
fields which I have bought are very large. 16. Where are the

gentlemen whom you saw pass ? 17. The ladies whom I heard

sing are in their room. 18. Did your poor sister fall ? 19.

Did that poor sick woman fall in the mud ? 20. Did your
sister succeed in reading that book P 21. She succeeded iu

reading it. 22. Have you warned your sisters of their danger ?

23. I have warned them of it. 24. I have not warned them of

it. 25. What pen has your mother used ? 26. She has used
mine. 27. Have not those young ladies used my book ? 28.

They have not used it. 29. Has your mother been well ? 30.

She has been perfectly well. 31. Has she remembered her

promise ? 32. She has remembered it. 33. Have you seen

those boys laugh ? 34. I have seen them smile. 35. Have

you seen them play ? 36. I have heard them play.

SECTION C. [ 130, 131.] PRACTICAL SUMMARY OF THE
EULES OF THE PAST PARTICIPLE. II.

The participle past is INVARIABLE :

1. In active verbs, when the direct regimen follows the par-

ticiple :

Mes nieces onte'tudie' leurs lecons. My nieces have studied their lessons.

Elles ont neglige^ leurs etudes. They have neglected their studies.

2. In neuter verbs conjugated with avoir :

Mes cousiues ont disparu. My cousins have disappeared.

Les ciuqheures qu'elles ont dormi. The five hours which they have slept.

In the latter sentence, the word pendant is understood after

heures :

Les cinq heures pendant lesguelles The five hours during which they

elles out dormi. slept.

3. In impersonal verbs, whether conjugated with 6tre or with

avoir :

Les cbaleurs qu'il a fait cette The heat there has been, this year.

annee.

II est arriv^ bien des malheurs.
'

Many mis/ortunes have happened.

4. In reflective or pronominal verbs, of which the second

pronoun is an indirect object, when no direct object pre-

cedes :

She proposed to herself to leave.

She has burnt her fingers.

Elle s'est propose^ de partir.
Elle s'est brulo les doigts.

5. When the participle precedes an infinitive, and is preceded

by a direct object, which is not the actor, but the object acted

upon.* In this case the infinitive is generally rendered in

English by the passive voice :

Les chansons que j'ai entendu The songs which I heard (being) sung.

chanter.

6. When the direct object preceding a participle is not the

object of this participle, but of a verb following :

La regie que je vous ai couseille The rule -which I advised you to

d'dtudier. study.

7. The past participle of faire, fait, followed by an infinitive,

is always invariable :

Je les ai fait raccommoder. I have had them mended.

8. After the pronoun en, when no direct object precedes ;

and, when joined to an adverb of quantity, the latter follows the

auxiliary or the past participle :

Vous a-t-on donn des fleurs ? Have they given you flowers 1

On rn'en a douue. They have given me some.

II n'avait plus de livres, mais il en He had no more books, but he has

& beaucoup achete'. bought many.
Nous n'avions plus de chiens, mais We had no more dogs, but we have

nous en avons achete^ plusieurs. bought several.

* It follows from this rule, and No. 9, Section 99, that the agree-

ment or non-agreement of the past participle, followed by an iufiintive,

considerably modifies the meaning of a sentence ; e.g. : Je les ai

laisses puuir, with the participle agreeing with les, means, I allowed

them to punish; whilst je les ai laisse punir, with the participle not

agreeing with les, means I alloioed them to be pu?iished ; that is literally,

I allou-ed (somebody understood) to jmnish them,. Students should bear

this in mind when they translate French into English, or vice versa.
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9. The put participles, coute and valu, taken in thoir literal

sense ; the pant participles du,* voulu,* and pu, at the end of a

sentence, when there in ^-rtitood, never agree:

Lot mlllo (runes quo co oheral m'a
, il ue lot* a janiois Tain.

Noun avouB fait touiet leu <1<5-

umrchuH quo nous uvou pu.
Ik n'out pM rempli let devoirs

lu'ils auraient da.

Ill out obteuu toutes lei graces
' Ollt TOUlu.

That hone wot never worth th

thousand franc* it co*t me.
We took all th* step* tee could (fake).

Thi; have not fulfilled the duties

they ought (to have fulfilled) .

They hate obtained all the favour*

they tcinhed (to obtain).

10. A past participle preceded and followed by que, or be-

tween quo and qui ;
a past participle having for object le peu,

meaning luck, absence, never agrees :

re quo vous avez exigd que
rive.

Lea marchaudises que j'avais era

<iui m'etaiout expedites, ne Bout

pas metne commandoes.
Le peu do patience qu'il a eu 1'a

empechd de rdussir.

The letter you required mt to write.

The goods which I thought had been

forwarded to me are not even

ordered.

Ilia lock of patience prevented his

being successful.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Elles nous out donnd de bons con-
seils.

Elles uous en out doum1
.

Les trois lieues qu'il a couru.
Lea annces que oes Edifices ont
dun:

.

La belle jourue'e qu'il a fait bier !

C'est la plus belle fete qu'il y ait

eu.

II s'est prdsente" deux de vos amis.
Ces demoiselles se sont nui.

Les Asiatiques se sont fait une
espi-ce d'art de 1'education de
l'i;

lt
;phant. BUFFON.

Elle s'est imaging qu'elle pourrait
ivussir.

Les fruits que j'ai vn voler.

Les soldats blesses que j'ai vn

porter.
La chanson que j'ui entendu

chanter.

Les pomines que jo vous ai dd-

tVu'lu de manger.
Je les ai fait partir.
Elles m'ont apport<5 dcs oranges.
Elles rn'en ont apporte.
Je regrette les quinze francs que

ce cachet m'a coutd.

II ue les a jamais valu.

Je lui ai rendu tous les services

que j'ai pu.
Les marchandises que j'ai su que

vous aviez recues.

Voila la lettre que j'ai cru qui
vous dtait parvenue.

Le peu de Constance qu'il a montre
1'a fait echouer.

They have given us good adtn'ce.

They have given us some.
The three leagues which he ran.

The years that those edifices have

lasted.

What a beautiful day it was yester-

day !

It is the finest feast that there has
leen.

There appeared two of your friends.
Those young ladies have injured one

anotlier.

The Asiatics have made the educa-

tion of the elephant a kind of art.

She conceived the idea that she might
succeed.

The fruits which I saw being stolen.

The wounded soldiers whom I saw

(being) carried.

The song which I heard sung.

The apples which I forbade you to

eat.

I obliged them to leave.

They have brought me oranges.

They have brought me some.
I regret t?ie fifteen francs this seal

cost me.
It was never worth it.

I have done him, all the services I

could.

The goods which I knew you had
received.

Here is the letter which I thought had
reached you.

The lack of constancy he showed
caused him to fail.

Auberge, f. inn.

Bien, m. good.

Derui-er, ere, last.

Disparait-re, 4. ir. to

disappear.

Dorm-ir, 2. to sleep.

EXERCISE 195.

Enterr-er, 1. to bury.

Habill-er, 1. to dress.

Jou-er, 1. to play.
Lion d'or, m. Golden

Lion.

Mort, e, dead.

Piece, f. piece.

Bacont-er, 1. to relate.

Eeven-ir, 2. ir. to re-

turn.

Soieries, silk goods.

1. Quelle auberge vous a-t-on recommandee ? 2. On m'a
recommande 1'auborgo da Lion d'or. 3. Quelles nonvelles
avez-vous apportees ? 4. J'ai apporte des iiouvelles agreables.
5. Vos voisines sont-elles babillecs ? 6. Elles ne sont pas cn-

* When there is no infinitive understood, the past participles du
and VOUlu agree with their direct object :

J'ai pufin re?u la somine qu'ils I have at last received the sum they
in' out due si longtemps. hod been owing to me so long.

Je lui ai doune toutes les sommes I have given him all the svnu he

qu'il a voulues. wanted.

core habillees. 7. Ont-elles bien dormi la noit dernier* ? a
Ellen n'ont pan bien dormi. 9. Quaml oont-ellei arrives f

10. Elles Hont arrivcei & quatre henre* et demie. 11. Ont-ellei
ili.nni pint* de cinq beurea P 12. Les six henres qn 'elles out
dormi lour ont fait beancoup de bien. 13. Vos ioenr* se sont-
elles amusees ? 14. En jooant elles e sont fait mal MI bras.
15. Se sont-elles raconto notre conversation P 16. Ell** se 1*
sont racontee. 17. Vos amies ont-elles disparu P 18. Elles
n'ont pas disparu ; elles sont revenues chez elles. 19. Le*
soldats qne vous avez vu partir sent-Us revenus '< 20. Ds sont
morts ; je les ai vu enterrer. 21. Ne les avez-voos pa* fait

etudier P 22. Je les ai fait lire. 23. Avez-vous apporte des
soieries P 24. Je n'en ai pas apporte. 25. Les soieries que j'en
ai apportees sont snperbes.

EXEECISE 196.

1. Have you not recommended my nieces? 2. I have re-
commended them. 3. Have you brought me good oranges ?

4. I have brought you some. 5. Have yon given any to my
two daughters? 6. I have given them some. 7. I would
have given them some if I had had many. 8. Have yon not
neglected your studies ? 9. I have not neglected them ; I

never neglect them. 10. The years which that church has

lasted, speak in favour (enfaveur) of the architect. 11. The
ten miles which he ha run, have fatigued him. 12. Have
your sisters injured each other? 13. They have flattered

themselves. 14. Did my friends present themselves ? 15. There
came three of your sisters. 16. What did they imagine 'f

17. She conceived the idea of reading Tasso (Le Tosse). 18.

Have you seen them (m.) steal my apples ? 19. I saw them
steal your peaches. 20. Have you heard them (f.) sing? 21.
I have heard them sing. 22. The songs which I heard sung
are not new. 23. I found in your room the books which I had
forbidden you to take. 24. The peaches which I have forbidden

you to eat are not ripe (mures). 25. Have you seen those
soldiers P 26. I saw them pass last week. 27. I saw them
carried to the hospital (d I'hopital) this morning. 28. Have
you brought oranges from France ? 29. I brought some. 30.
The oranges which I brought from it (en) are good. 31. Have
yon brought silk goods ? 32. I have brought some. 33. I
have brought none.

SECTION CL THE PAST PARTICIPLE USED SUB-
STAXTIVELY.

1. Like present participles, French past participles are used

substantively in reference to persons and inanimate object*.
In the latter case they are of either gender, but most of them
feminine ; in the former they assume the gender indicated by
their meaning :

Les vaincus furent traites avec

respect.
Sa pretendue est richc.

On vient d'apporter le mort.
Mes protegees sont In.

Donnez-moi uu recu de cet argent.
A la tombee de la iiuit.

Ce sont de belles pensees.
Ces faits sout bien connus.

The conquered were respectfully
treated.

Hi* future wife is rich.

They have just brought the dead i

The ladies I patronise are htre.

Give me a receipt for that money.
At nightfall.

These are beautiful thoughts.
Those facts are veil tnoic*.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

Ce parvenu est fort importun.
Les deux nmriees sout fort belles.

Apres la bataille on porta secours
aui blesses.

Les exilees supportaient leur sort

avec fermete'.

Le fini d'uu tableau.

La crue de la riviere.

This upstart i* rery troublesome.

The two brides are btauiiful.

After the battle they attended tik*

vounded.
The exiled ladies bore t*> /ale with,

firmnet*.
The finish of a picture.
flu rite of the rieer.

II a posse* la iiuit dans les tranches.
,

He spent the nijht m th trtucfc**

II a deux coupes. He has (ico broughams.

EXERCISE 197.

Arro'te', arrested. Enterra, buried.

Arriv^e, f. etrrival. Etonna, astonished.

Bientot, soon. Fort, adv. ten/.

Champ do bataille, m. Gardees, guarded.

battle-field. Interessante, interest- Tiroir, m. dracr.

Condauiue, m. oeurtcf. inj. Trouverez, will find.

Couvert, covered.

On, they.

Parut (from panitre),

appeared.

Pn'tendu, adj. sham.
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1. Le champ de bataille etait convert de morts. 2. Le pre-

tendu general fut bient6t arrete. 3. L'arrivee du ministre

nous etonna. 4. C'est un fait bien connu. 5. Les tranchces

etaient bien gardees. 6. On enterra la morte immediatemeiit.

7. Le condamne parut. 8. Mes petites protegees sont fort

interessantes. 9. Vous trouverez leurs re^us dans votre tiroir.

EXERCISE 198.

Broken, casse. Fire, feu, m. Still, encore.

Doctor, docteur, m. In spite, malgrd. Turned out, mis a la

Do you Icnow, connais- No (before a noun), porte.

sez-vous. pas de. Were lying, gisaient.

Enemy, eunemi, m. Opened, ouvrirent. Work, ouvrage, m.

1. They opened the trench in spite of the enemy's fire. 2.

You will find beautiful thoughts in that work. 3. His

brougham is broken. 4. These facts astonished us. 5. The
sham doctor was soon turned out. 6. The dead and wounded
were still lying on the battle-field. 7. Do you know that

upstart ? 8. Have you seen the bride f 9. The exiled ladies

had no fortune.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN FRENCH.

EXERCISE 127 (Vol. IL, page 107).

1. Has that young man a sore throat ? 2. Yes, Sir, he has had a

sore throat for two days. 3. Have you often the headache ? 4. I

have the headache almost every day. 5. Have you not a sore arm ?

<J. I have a sore arm and a sore hand. 7. Has your sister the earache ?

8. Yee, Madam, she has the earache and the toothache. 9. Is not your
head cold ? 10. No, Sir, but my fingers are cold. 11. Is not your face

cold? 12. No, Sir, it is not cold. 13. Has that gentleman an aquiline

uose ? 14. He has an aquiline nose and a large mouth. 15. Has that

young lady handsome teeth ? 16. She has handsome teeth and hand-

some eyes. 17. Has that little boy small feet ? 18. He has small feet

and large hands. 19. Has not your niece blue eyes ? 20. No, Sir, she

has black eyes. 21. Have your scholars hurt their faces ? 22. They
have hurt their chest. 23. Have your daughters a good memory ? 24.

They have an excellent memory. 25. Those Italian ladies have not a

fresh complexion.

EXERCISE 128 (Vol. LL, page 107).

1. Qu'avez-vous a la main ? 2. II y a dix jours quo j'ai mal a la

main. 3. M. votre frere a-t-il mal aux doigts ? 4. II a mal aux doigts

eta la main. 5. Qu'est-ce que M. votre frere a a la main ? 6. II a une

plume a la main. 7. Votre petit garyon a-t-il mal a la gorge ? 8. II a

mal a la gorge. 9. Votre soeur abide u'a-t-elle pas mal aux dents ? 10.

Elle n'a pas mal aux dents, mais elle a mal au doigt. 11. Pourquoi le

soldnt ne marche-t-il pas ? 12. II ne peut marcher, il a mal au pied.

13. N'avez-vous pas mal aux pieds ? 14. Je n'ai pas mal aux pieds. 15.

Si vous aviez mal aux doigts e"cririez-vous ? 16. Si j'avais mal aux

doigts je n'e'crirais pas. 17. Si votre frere avait mal a la tete, e'tiulierait-

ilsaleyon? 18. II n'dtudierait pas sa leeon, s'il avait mal a la tete.

19. Ce monsieur n'a-t-il pas des douleurs a la poitrine ? 20. II a des

douleurs a la poitriue et au cote
1

. 21. Votre petite fille a-t-elle les yeux
noirs ou bleus ? 22. Elle a les yeux noirs et le teint frais. 23. M Ilc

votre fille n'a-t-elle pas mal aux dents ? 24. Elle a mal aux dents et a

1'oreille. 25. N'avez-vous pas froid aux mains et aux pieds ? 26. J'ai

froid aux mains, mais j'ai chaud aux pieds. 27. Ces dames n'ont-elles

pas le nez aquilin ? 28. Elles ont le uez aquilin, et le teint beau. 29

j^lle votre soeur a-t-elle les mains grandes ? 30. Non, Monsieur, ma
sceur a les mains petites. 31. Ces petites filles ne se sont-elles pas fail

mal a la tete. 32. Elles ne se sont pas fait mal a la tete, elles se soul

fait mal au visage. 33. Ce petit garyon a les cheveux noirs.

EXERCISE 129 (Vol. II. , page 108).

1. Is not your niece going to be married ? 2. She will be marriec

next year. 3. Whom will she marry ? 4. She will marry General

M.'s eldest son. 5. Do you know who has married that couple ? 6.

The archbishop of Paris has married them. 7. Has he not also

married Miss L. ? 8. He has married her with Mr. G. 9. Whom
has your young lady (daughter) married ? 10. She has married Mr
L., captain in the 25th regiment of infantry. 11. Is not that old man
wrong to marry ? 12. He is not wrong to be married, but he is wrong
to marry that young lady. 13. When are those princesses going to be

married ? 14. They will be married next month. 15. Who will niarrj

them ? 16. The bishop of Arras will marry them. 17. Whom an

they to marry ? 18. The elder is to marry Mr. W., and the younge
Mr. G. 19. Has not captain G. married a relation of yours ? 20

Yes, Sir, he has married a cousin of mine. 21. Who is that young

lady ? 22. She is a sister of mine. 23. Have you not a book o

mine ? 24. I have a book of yours and a pen of yours. 25. I have

just spoken to one of your sisters.

EXERCISE 130 (Vol. II., page 108).

1. M. votre frere va-t-il dpouser Mllc L. ? 2. Oui, Monsieur, nous
,vons beau lui parler, il veut 1'dpouser. 3. M. votre pere ne mariera-

t-il pas votre sceur avec M. G. ? 4. Nou, Monsieur, il la mariera ayeo
VI. L. 5. Le capitaine H. est-il marie

1

? 6. Non, Monsieur, il n'est

ms encore marid, mais il se mariera 1'anue'o prochaine. 7. Qui a-t-il

'intention d'e'pouser? 8. II a 1'intention d'e'pouser une de mes
lousiues, qui est chez mon frere. 9. Qui les mariera ? 10. Mon
:rere aine a 1'intention de les marier. 11. Votre plus jeune sceur est-

elle mariee ? 12. Non, Monsieur, elle n'est pas mariee. 13. Va-t-ello

se marier ? 14. Elle se mariera quand ello sera assez age'e. 15. Qui
M. le colonel J. a-t-il epouse ? 16. II a e'pouse uue de mes sceurs. 17.

ombien de temps y a-t-il qu'ils sont mane's ? 18. II y a deux ar.s

qu'ils sont mane's. 19. Cette demoiselle n'a-t-elle pas tort de se

marier ? 20. Elle a tort de se marier, elle est trop jeune. 21. Qui a

marie M. le general S. et Mlle N. ? 22. L'eveque d'Arras les a mane's.

23. L'arebeveque d'York n'a-t-il pas marie
1

ces e'poux ? 24. L'archeveque
de Paris les a inaries. 25. Votre tante ne se mariera-t-elle pas ? 26.

Elle ne se mariera pas. 27. M110 votre soeur n'est-elle pas a la maison ?

28. Non, Monsieur, elle est chez une de mes tautes. 29. 31. votre

frere est-il chez vous ? 30. Non, Monsieur, il est avec uu de mes

parents. 31. Est-il marie' ? 32. II n'est pas marid. 33. Le capitaine

H. est-il marie" ? 34. II s'est marie la semaine derniere. 35. II a

Spouse" M'le H.

EXERCISE 131 (Vol. II., page 138).

1. Is your house large ? 2. It is fifty feet long and twenty-five feet

wide. 3. How long is your garden? 4. It is twenty-five metres in

length and twelve in breadth. 5. How large is this book? 6. It is

eighteen inches long, thirteen wide, and three inches thick. 7. Is your
house longer than this ? 8. It is longer by two feet. 9. How deep is

this well? 10. How high is tbat steeple? (What is the height of iliat

i 11. It is three hundred and fifty-three feet high. 12. How
tall is that officer ? 13. He is tall. 14. How much taller than his

brother is that Scotchman ? 15. He is taller by the whole head. 16.

Are you not much taller than I ? 17. I am three inches taller than

you. 18. How much is that stuff sold a metre? 19. It is sold three

francs a metre. 20. Does not brown sugar sell dear ? 21. It sells

cheap. 22. How many letters do you write a week ? 23. I only write

six a week. 24. How much do you pay a week for your rent ? 25. I

pay only ten francs a week.

EECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.

TORTOISES AND TURTLES.

FEW animals seem more sluggish than the common land tortoise.

In truth, all its motions are, as Gilbert White says,
" ridicu-

lously slow," and its most active pace is but a hobble. But

all this gravity of movement is not peculiar to all the members

of this extensive order. The marsh, river, and sea species are

very active in their motions, and make long journeys with the

greatest ease, turtles having been found at sea more than 2,000

miles from land. Some of the huge land-tortoises of tropical

isles do actually manage to travel at the rate of four miles

a day. No trifling journey either for an animal with such

crutch-like legs, and so heavy that six men are required to lift

one from the ground. Let no one suppose that such limbs

are a defect ; all this slowness of movement is evidently a

result of the remarkable structure which distinguishes these

animals. The reader will see this in a few minutes ; in the

meantime let us pause to note how this absence of rapid move-

ment is compensated. An animal requires the gift of speed in

two cases only either to escape from foes or to pursue its

prey. But tortoises need not run from their enemies, most

having an impregnable fortress in which they may bid defiance

to nearly every animal. When the tortoise has shut itself up
within the shell, even the hungry tiger can only grate his teeth

in vain against the solid armour. The boa-constrictor may,

indeed, swallow the reptile, shell and all, but this is an extreme

case. The most remarkable defensive armour is that of the box-

tortoise (pyxis), the under-shell of which is furnished with a

movable plate, and this being drawn up by powerful muscles, com-

pletely closes the opening through which the reptile's head and

fore-feet have been withdrawn. The hind-feet and tail are pro-

tected by the overlapping shell behind. While danger remains,

the besieged tortoise has only to remain quiet and patient,

keeping its box firmly closed. The animal oannot be starved

into a surrender, as it can fast for months without suffering

much. When the foe retires, the shelly trap-door is let down,
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upon which tho head and foet are again thrust out, and the

has time to dine. Creatnrea furnished with

Hiirh :i defence liave no need for rapid flight, and therefore the

unnecessary power is withhold.

of our reader* are probably aware that the upper shell

tortoise is called the carapace and tho under tho plastron.
i singular structures demand a few notices. Tho ribs of

ire really outside the body, tho carapace being com-

posed of eight pairs of flat ribs, which thus form an expanded
bony covering. The spaces botwoon tho ribs aro filled up by
tough shelly platen, forming so rigid a shield that some
naturalist declared the wheel of a heavily-laden wagon might

pass over the wholo without breaking any of tho plates. Tho
will now see why tho ribs are placed outsido the body.

Tim problem was, to form an invulnerable covering with tho

i uoonvenionoo to the animal. Had the ribs remained
within tho body, and a heavy case been placed on the outsido,

tho tortoise would have boon terribly over-weighted. This has

been avoided by making tho ribs themselves serve for tho pro-

tecting-shiold, while they still perform their usual work in the

animal's system. Tho plastron, or breastplate, is formed on
the same general plan, consisting of nine bony plates, eight

being arranged in pairs. Tho unprotected spaces, seen be-

tween the various parts of the shield in young and fresh-water

tortoises, are gradually filled with bone as the animals grow.
The "sutures," which join tho ribs of the carapace, resemble

very much, especially in young turtles, the lines of union

between the eight bones of an infant's head. In a few turtles,

and in the species called
" soft tortoises," some parts of tho

shield consist only of plates of cartilage, which connect tho bony
portions together.
The tortoise is far too peaceable to bo a military teacher, but

the readers of Roman history will not fail to remember tho

famous formation of a column of infantry called " a tortoise,"
a name evidently suggested by the buckler of tho animal.

When a column of men advanced to tho walls of a hostile town,
the troops sheltered themselves from the showers of stones and
darts by firmly interlacing their shields. An iron roof was thus

raised over the heads of the assaulting column. Tho manoeuvre
was not inaptly described as " the making of a tortoise."

The carapace and plastron are not tho only peculiarities of

structure which call for notice. Tho position of the shoulder-

blade (scapula) is truly remarkable. The reader who will place
his hand behind either of his shoulders will feel that the bone
rests upon tho ribs, but as these aro outside the body of the
tortoise it follows that the shoulder-blade must be inside tho
ribs. Thus an anatomist might describe tho animal as " turned
inside out," if he rogard the position of tho ribs ; or " outside

in," if he consider only the singular place of the shoulder-blade.

These peculiarities of structure strongly influence tho motions
of the tortoise, but do not deviate from the unity of plan seen
in vertebratod animals. Tho ribs and shonlder-blade are not

absent, but wonderfully modified to suit the peculiar wants of

the animal.

The stomach of the turtle seems as if specially fitted to con-
vert coarse masses of sea-weed into that delicious fat so prized
by the epicure. Vast, indeed, seems the distance between the

reptile feeding on a mass of tangled weed at the bottom of the
sea and the brilliant illumination of a great civic banquet hall.

There the tureens of turtle-soup contain the results of tho

strange animal chemistry which has changed sea-weeds into
that which delights every guest. The muscular coat of tho
stomach in the turtle is so admirably adapted to digest the
coarsest vegetable fibre, that the Royal College of Surgeons
have not deemed it beneath the dignity of science to preserve
specimens of such a digestive apparatus in their museum. In
truth, the bill, tongue, gullet, and stomach are all adapted for
a digestive work of the highest order.
We should have supposed that reptiles which sometimes weigh

above 1,500 pounds must not only have good digestion but also
a most perfect circulating system, to convey the rich blood to

every part. So far from this being the cose, it is ascertained
that some of tho blood which has goue round the body, and is

therefore vitiated, does not pass through the lungs to undergo
the purifying process. It is actually sent round again in its

deteriorated state, and the turtles do not die of consumption,
but produce the richest food for human epicures. This is

another puzzling peculiarity in the structure of these creatures.

The brain and nervous system of the tortoue hre received
much attention from physiologists ; the reason tor this will

soon bo understood. When such men as the famous John
Hunter, Cuviur, Professor Owen, and other great anatomist*,
make the brain and nerres of a tortoise their special study, we
may be sure some deep problem awaits solution. Perhaps we
shall best suggest the object sought in all these investigations
by stating in a few words the experiments of the Italian natu-

ralist, liedi. We have nothing here to do with the question
whether such anatomical studies on living animals can be justi-
fied. Our space will not allow of the discussion of such a topic,
and wo must, therefore, simply take the facts as they are pre-
sented. The first experiment was performed on a common
tortoise, tho skull of which Bedi opened, and removed the whole
of the brain. Not satisfied with the mere extraction of the

general moss, he actually scraped and washed out the cavity, so
that no particle of nervous matter might remain. The Earl of
Stratford would have called this part of the process "thorough."
Some readers may suppose that the immediate death of the
tortoise was tho result. No such thing ; the creature simply
closed its eyes, and then gently moved about as if nothing very
important had happened. Muscular power clearly remained,
nor were there any signs of suffering. The vital energies were
unaffected, for so rapidly did the healing process go on that the
wound in tho skull was co/ered with new skin in the short space
of three days. The operation was performed in November,
and the animal lived and moved about until the 15th of May.
When this tortoise was examined after death, no signs of the
formation of any new brain appeared. The experiment was re-

peated upon other tortoises, both land and fresh-water, and also
on a turtle. The results were by no means uniform. Some of

tho brainless reptiles were able to move about with ease, others
lost the power of locomotion ; some lived for a considerable time
after tho operation, others died in about a week. Bedi next
went a step further by cutting off tho head of a tortoise alto-

gether, and noting the results. The animal managed to live

without its head for twenty-three days, and retained the power
of moving the limbs, but not of walking about. Two tortoises

which had lost their heads in a similar manner, preserved so
much vital energy that their hearts continued to beat and the
blood to circulate for twelve days after decapitation ! All these
facts demonstrate that life is not destroyed in the tortoise by
the mere loss of brain or head. We admit that these and other

experiments have not brought us to a clearer insight into the

mystery called life: the problem is still unsolved. We see

plainly enough, however, that in these reptiles life is not alto-

gether dependent on the brain, as vital action continues long
after the brain has gone.
The eye of tho tortoise might be described at great length,

but want of space compels us to be very brief on this topic.
The possession of three eyelids is common in birds, but we
should not have expected to find such a defensive organisation
in these slow-moving reptiles. Each eye has also two tear-

glands, the object of the small one called the Harderian gland
being to provide the third eyelid with the fluid necessary to

give facility to its horizontal motion across the eye.
The tortoise family cannot rank very high among the animals

useful to man. They supply food to a few tropical tribes, who
use the huge carapaces of the larger species for vessels, and
even for canoes. Some may remind us of the beautiful tortoise-

shell furnished by one species of turtle ; but pretty or even

elegant combs and ornaments do not, after all, materially in-

fluence the happiness of man. These reptiles appear to possess
a fair share of animal intelligence. Even the slow common
tortoise learns to recognise those who pet it ; but it is chiefly

among the large tropical species that "cleverness" is found.

Many of the volcanic islands near the equator swarm with giant

tortoises, which are said to find out the remote mountain

springs when tho ingenuity of tho natives is entirely at fault.

We must admit, too, that the turtles show what may be called

"judgment" in selecting and forming the nests for their eggs.
These are not mere holes in the sand ; the reptile constructs

covering over her eggs thin enough to allow the heat of the sun
to enter, and yet sufficiently solid to protect the contents of the

nest from the chilling damps of night. The mere position of the

nests is a matter of importance, for if not placed above high-
water mark, tho first tide would sweep away the eggs. Let no
reader smile incredulously if we venture to allow some degree
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of <;

self-knowledge
"

to the turtles. The animals are certainly

conscious of one weak point in their organisation that if flung

on the back the recovery of the right position is almost an

impossibility unless the tide should reach them. When two
turtles are engaged in battle, each endeavours to throw his foe

on the back, as if quite aware of the helplessness of a rival

English Channel the seamen said that " Lord Nelson " was in

a bad way and likely to die. The turtle was therefore thrown
into its own element, in the hope that it might revive. Two
years and more passed away, when the former owners of " Lord
Nelson " were amazed to hear that he had been again caught at

Ascension Island. It seemed almost beyond belief that the

when in that position. Probably, then, these animals are not so

stupid as some may suppose. There are, indeed, naturalists

who contend that the turtles, at least, are really clever, and are
|

never tired of quoting the case of the one which found its way
back to its native haunts through thousands of miles. As some
readers may not have met with the incident, we will give the

'

facts as reported. A ship carried away some turtles from !

Ascension Island, in the South Atlantic Ocean. One became i

the pet of the sailors, who named it Lord Nelson, and marked
|

the carapace with a hot iron. As the ship was beating up the i

turtle had found its way back through such an expanse of ocean.

The marks made by the hot iron seemed, however, to place his

"lordship's" identity beyond a doubt. 'Mr. Jesse evidently

believes the turtle did really find its way back.

Many interesting topics connected with tortoises have been

unavoidably passed over, and we are now compelled to conclude

this paper. We may easily infer from the above brief remarks,
that there is not an animal on the land or in the waters which

does not disclose to an inquirer some fresh glimpse of endless

diversity in structure, combined with beautiful unity in plan.
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SKETCHING FROM NATURE. IIL
OBJECTS WITH BETIKINQ SIDES. ETC.

'I'm: instructions wo gavo in the last leason referred to the

tr.-:i inn-lit of a Hubjoct when placed in a parallel position with

ourselves, or with the picture plane; we then endeavoured to

how that we muat bo guided by the rules of parallel porspeo-

may form with the picture plane or with our position. Now,
before we begin to make our drawing of the rabjeet we are

supposed to hare before us, we must direct the attention of oar

pupils to a few remark* respecting the relation there exists

between the object itself and the picture they are about to

make of it. We undertake this, hoping it will give them
clear idea of what we mean by the expression "our position,'*

Fig. 4.

live, when intending to draw an object in this position. It will

be unnecessary to say more upon this subject, beyond recom-

inriiilmg our pupils to turn back to
" Lessons in Drawing,"

Vol. I., page 73, Figs. 27a, 28, to 31. The remarks we there

made, in conjunction with all that we have recently explained,

as it is so essentially necessary to understand this term
in connection with angular perspective. In considering this

there is one condition which we doubt not will be admitted by
all that the outline of a subject, let it be composed of houses,

trees, or anything else, ought to be so correct in the drawing

Fig. 5. WEXHAM, SLOUGH.

will, we have no doubt, make the process sufficiently clear to
the student.

Having given these directions, we will now suppose ourselves
to be placed before a subject having an angle presented to

us; in other words, all its sides retiring. In this case we must
be guided solely by the rules of angular perspective. Here,
once more we advise our pupils to refer to the instructions

upon Angular Perspective in
" Lessons in Drawing," No. V.,

Vol. I., page 136. After this there will be no difficulty in under-

standing that a building in parallel perspective can have but
one position ; whilst one in angular perspective may have many,
according to the angle of inclination the side of the building

67 N.E.

that if we held the paper up before us, between the objects and
the eye (supposing the paper to be transparent), we should find

that each line in the drawing would! coincide with the corre-

sponding line of the object. To do this exactly, or even to

make an approximation to it, would indeed prove the ability
of the draughtsman to be very great ; and although to some
of our pupils this view of the question may seem somewhat
strange, yet a little consideration will quickly put aside all

doubts that may arise as to the reasonableness of it ; and
if the meaning it conveys be rightly understood, we shall hare

got over half the difficulty in comprehending the Tne*"i"g of

the term " our position."
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When we are drawing any subject from nature, we are sup-

posed to be standing on an imaginary line which goes off directly

on our right hand and on our left, and therefore neither

advances nor retreats in its direction. Having thus placed

ourselves, we must look directly before us ; consequently, the

way we are looking, which we will call the direction of sight,

will form right angles with this imaginary line upon which we
are supposed to stand. Now this imaginary line indicates our

position, and if we were engaged in tracing a landscape from

nature upon a piece of glass (which would be the picture plane),

that glass or picture would necessarily be placed parallel to this

imaginary line that marks our position : therefore whatever line

in nature is found to be perpendicular to the picture plane
would be perpendicular to the line ofposition also ;

and similarly,

any line of the object which formed an angle with the one,

would in like manner form an angle with the other. To most
of our pupils this will no doubt be sufficiently clear, but as we
wish to make it evident to all, if possible, we ask them to turn

to Figs. 5 and 6, Lesson II. in Geometrical Perspective, Vol. II.,

page 225, which will illustrate our remarks. It will be seen how
the picture plane is situated with regard to the eye, E. It is

parallel with our position when we stand before it and look

directly towards it, and when a line from the eye E to the surface

of the picture will form right angles with the picture plane,

as the line E PS with HL. Well, then, admitting this to bo
the case, we can understand that if a line in the object is so

placed that each end is equidistant from the picture plane

(that is, parallel with it), we have nothing more to do than

draw it across the paper; it has no vanishing point; but

when the line has one end nearer to the eye than the other,

it then retires and is at an angle both with our position and
the picture plane : all lines similar to this must have their vanish-

ing points.
After the above remarks, we now come to the object of the

present lesson, namely, to give some general directions to our

pupils how they are to proceed when they are drawing retiring
lines from nature.

The rule in Geometrical Perspective for finding a vanishing

point is,
" Draw a line from the station point parallel to the

ground plan as far as the picture plane." When drawing from

nature, our practice must be founded upon this regulation when
we desire to determine the vanishing points for the retiring
lines of buildings or other regular objects at whatever angle

they may appear before us ; all of which can very easily be

done without the necessity of making a plan of the subject,
even were that possible. We recommend the practice of a few

very simple problems in Geometrical Perspective ; for we can

testify how much this branch of art prepares the mind of tho

student of nature to perceive facts which might otherwise be
lost to him. It gives him confidence in placing his lines, and
the proportions of the whole and parts of objects, so that when
a doubt arises he has a means at hand to dispel it; therefore wo
urge those of our pupils whose only desire is to draw from
nature without having any intention to pursue any branch of art

in which geometrical drawing is indispensable, not to neglect
the advantages a little geometrical knowledge affords, as we
know from long experience how it imparts a readiness and

certainty in drawing lines which in thousands of hands would
run wild without its guidance. Upon the same principle we
should, in Geometrical Perspective,

" draw a line from the station

point parallel with the ground plan:" so in like manner the

student, when standing before his subject, should hold up his

arm horizontally and parallel with the retiring side of the build-

ing he is about to draw, and if he then looks in the direction of

his arm he will find he is pointing to the vanishing point, which

probably may be marked by some conspicuous object in the

distance, perhaps a particular tree or cottage, which he must
fix as a vanishing point. He must then hold up his pencil at

arm's length, and horizontally between his eye and the build-

ing, and measure its length on the pencil, then see how many
of these lengths will be repeated between the end of the build-

ing and the object which had been previously marked as the

vanishing point. We will suppose it is repeated twice : he
must then commence by drawing the horizontal line, and then
decide upon the size of the building, or the space he intends it to

occupy in his drawing ; say from a to b (Fig. 4). Repeat that

space twice on the HL, first to c and then to e, which will be
the vanishing point for all the parallel and horizontal retiring

lines upon that side of the building. The same practice must
be observed for the retiring end of the building : the arm must
be extended in a parallel direction to it, the point fixed upon,
and the building measured on the pencil as before, and the
distance repeated till it reaches the object the arm pointed at.

(See Fig. 4, where it is repeated once and a half, first at d and
the half at /, the object pointed at.) If we place ourselves
further away from the building, its measured length would be
repeated oftener to reach the VP. For an explanation of this

see the remarks upon Fig. 39,
" Lessons in Drawing," Vol. I.,

page 137. Another method, or substitute for holding out the arm
to find the VP, is to place the pencil or a long ruler between
the eye and upon or coinciding with the retiring lines. Those
lines which are above the eye or HL will incline downwards,
those below the eye will incline upwards, all meeting at the
same vanishing point. (See "Lessons in Drawing," No. IIIn
Vol. I., page 72, explanation of the VP.) Suppose we are about
to draw tho church (Fig. 5). As we are obliged to sit near to

it, we are compelled to make the point of sight at a in order
to bring the whole subject within the angle of vision, 60,
and consequently make it a case of angular perspective. If we
could have sat further away from it, we might have made it a
case of parallel perspective, and have fixed the point of sight
at the VP of the end of the building. Under the present cir-

cumstances, if we hold out the arm parallel to the end of tho

building, we shall be pointing to the tree as the VP ; this

would be the vanishing point also for the parallel retiring lines

of the porch. The ridge of the roof and all lines parallel with
it would retire in the other direction, but being at a very small

angle with tho picture plane or with our position, they would
meet the horizontal line at some distance out of the picture, so

that it would be impossible to place the vanishing point within
the paper ; therefore we must hold up the pencil horizontally
between the eye and the roof, like the line b c, by which we
ascertain the proportion of the inclination.

It is a very difficult task to give a written explanation of all

that is to be observed when drawing from nature. The broad,

practical rules we have laid down we know to be simple in

themselves, and we have endeavoured to make our explana-
tions equally so, hoping very few of our pupils will fail to

understand them, as we have written under a supposition that
the problems in Geometrical Perspective in these pages have
been studied, because through a knowledge of them many and

great difficulties will be rendered easy and our explanations

intelligible. If the eye only is to be depended upon, as
some maintain, what need is there for any assistance at all,

either from written instructions or from tho lips of a master ?

As we have said before, there is not a line in nature but is

subject to some especial rule for its representation ; and unless

the rule has been the guide for placing it, without fail that rule

will become its judge to condemn it.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. XLI.
SECTION LXXXIIL IDIOMATIC PHRASES (continued).

93ctenfcn tragcn (to bear or have hesitation) may be rendered
" to hesitate, to doubt;" as : 3cf> tragc SSebcnfen, c gu tfjun, I hesi-

tate to do it. Sr trug Sctenfen, e3 mtr anjiiBcrtrauen, he hesitated

to entrust it to me.

1. 35 er compounded with verbs commonly expresses the idea

of away, a loss, wrong, etc. ( 97, 3. 4.) ; as : Sretben, to drive ;

scrtm&en, to drive away. @pteten, to play; erftnefat, to lose at

play. Scitcn, to guide; crlctten, to misguide (to guide wrong) ;

as . sjyie fcfyned fietfltefjt cine frotye, gliicfltcfye titnte, how quickly a

joyful, happy hour passes away. 3c$ tyo&e mtc$ ser^&rt, I have

heard wrong (misunderstood), etc. Certain uses, however, of

this and many others of the same class ( 95, etc.) are best illus-

trated by examples ; thus, fcfyen signifies to see, and erfc^cn, to

provide. Segen, to lay; and scrtegcn, to mislay: also, figuratively,

to furnish, and hence to publish (a book), that is, to furnish the

necessary means for producing the book, etc.

2. QScr frequently answers to our "on;" as: 3BaS ge^t Ijiei'

or ? what is going on here ?

VOCABULARY.

2(eu'pcrung, /. ut-

terance, expres-
sion.

TO. requisi- 1 SMflatb, n. billiards,

tion, claim, de- S3fafen, to blow,

mand. sound.
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SPuifbant la, m. book- arfe, /. harp.
HclliT, stationer. > urn, n. horn.

(irra tl'fii, to guess,
'

3nfiniment', tt.instrn-

llivill". Ill'-lll.

/. self-corn- Jtlatier', n. horpsi-

mond, oounte-
j

chord, piano,
nonce. Atonic', /. game.

Slote, /. flute. :

i>e, /. redness, red.

("'CI-K. / violin. cb,acb. , n. chess.

.iiitfcit, /. skil- d;ad;matt', check-

fulness, olever-

Spieler, w. player.

dtimmuiuj, /. dispo-
:;, frame of

iiiin. I, humour.
it unknown.

a>erlaq.'bud>bantlung,/.

jiulili-lim.'-tirm.

iBcrle'gen. (See above,
B. 1.)

2Befime'gen,whorofore,

mated. for what reason.

Sob,ncben, n. little son.

RKSUMK OF EXAMPLES.

-A-fanb'te trug S3cben'fen, alien The ambassador
tcj Wini ftcr-3 ai traucn.

Ditfet a9ucb'b,anbler a

fammt'licb.c 2Bctfe wtlegt'.

3d; 6,abe mrine Scbluffcl serfegt'.

hesitated to

confide in all the words of

the minister.

This bookseller has published
the collected works of

Goethe.
I hare mislaid my keys.

Dcr junijc I'latni fonnte bet biefer The young man may get into

Brage in !i>cr(c'genbeit fommen.

!ficfor crr loitl Jtecjcl mit ib,m ftne

len
;

allein' er fat gro'pere 8u(l,

eine ^vittie' Sillarb ju macben.

difficulty by this question.
This gentleman wishes to play

ten-pins with him, but he has

(a) greater desire to take a

game of billiards.

SRein 99ruber fpiclt ba? gcrtepia'no, My brother plays the piano,
bdift (friclt) tic glotc, unb ser- blows (plays) the flute, and

fteb,t bie Jrommcl ju fcblagen understands beating (strik-

(rubjen). ing) the drum,

jjielt 3br gr.lulein @d;eftcr it' Does your sister play any in-

genb ein 3nftrument'? strument?
ie fticltc etnmal' aitf bet uitat're, She played upon the guitar

jefct aber fpiclt fte nicb. t meb,t once, but now she plays upon
barauf'. it no more.

Dicfcr $crr blilft baS 2Datbb,otn feb,r This gentleman blows the

fd;on. bugle horn very well.

3d; errietb/ ben 7lu'genblicf, n>a ib,n I divined in an instant what

fo aupet gaffung gebtacb,t' b,atte. had brought him thus out of

(his) self-possession.

EXERCISE 160.

1. (ft trug 33ebenfen, bem gremben bie goltcne Ub,r anutertratten. 2.

Der 93atcr trug Scbcnfcn, 2llle ju glauben, toaS tb^m fcin cljn eqafjltc.

3. 2Cct ju ttiel 2}cbcnfen ttagt, geicinnt ttjcnig. 4. ie b,icltcn tb,n fut

etnen orbentlicb.cn 3ftenfcben. 5. 3cb. tytelt ib,n fur ben aSutgetmeiftcr biefer

Stabt. 6. SBir b,ielten ifjn fur etwaJ ganj 2lnbere. 7. Der junge

SBucbljanbler b,at ein neucS SBet! cerlegt. 8. 3fl bic neue tammatif be

errn iR. fd;on setlegt njorbcn? 9. @it tft fo eben in bet SSctlagSbud;.

bantlung be8 ^emt 9t. erfd;icnen. 10. 3d; bin feb,r in 9Serlegenb,eit, ttsafl

id; in biefer @ad;e tb,un foH. 11. Die SKutter tfl in SSerlegenbett, toeil fte

ben Stamen ber trafie sergeffen b,at. 12. @r tft in QSerlegenbcit, h>ob,er er

bie tb,m feb,lenbcn jtoanjig Xbaler neb,mcn foil. 13. @ic ift in SSetlegen.

^eit fiber ba pli^lidje Srfd;einen eineS llnbefannten. 14. 2BoUcn ftit

eine ij}artte c^acb ober SBillarb fpiclcn ? 15. 3d; ncb,me licber eine fpartie

cbad; an, ba bei biefem piele nteb,t bet SSetflanb, al bie cfcbirflicfifcit

tit V'lnfptud; genrntmcn toitb. 16. pielcn @ic cbarb gern (Sect.XLIII.
1) '? 17. O, ja ;

nut b,abe tcb ju roenig elegcnb,cit, e ju fpiclcn, n>efi

tcegen id; bei gutcn pielern feb,t oft fd;ad;matt n?etbe. 18. piclcn

ie cin Snflrunieitt ? 19. 3a, id; fpiele JJlaoiet, unb J)abe fcit einigcn

Sagen angcfangen, eige ju fpielen. 20. piclcn @ic eige licber, al

fllautct? 21. Sflcin, icb fpicle ba cine Snftruntcnt fo gcrn, hue ba

anbcrc. 22. 33lafcn Sic bic glcte ? 23. Slein, abcr id; b,abc or, ba ^&orn

blafen ju lerncn. 24. 9Bie lange blafen ie gli'tc ? 25. eit ungeffib,r

tincm 3Ncnate. 26. 3d; b,^be jene $apiere wtlcgt ; id; ttcip ni*t, mo fte

ju ftnben ftnb. 27. Die cbrocflet bat il;re -anbfd;ube unb ib,t 2?ud; vtr.

legt. 28. Den fonfl fo tu^igen OWann btad;tc cin fold;e SBcttagen gan}
auget gaffung, unb fcinc futjcn ?lntn>orten unb bie 9Jotb,c fciner SBangen
ttcjjcn erratbcn, n;a in fcinent Smtern sorging. 29. 3d; errictb augen-

blicflid; bie Urfad;e, bic biefe timmung in bcm cmutbe mcincJ greunbe*

b,erprgerufen b,atte, unb licp e aud; Jenen ertatb,en, bamit et tftd;tiiiet in

feinen 5leuperungen fcin med;te.

EXERCISE 161.
1. Ho hesitated to entrust hia attorney with the affair. 2.

The mother hesitated to believe everything that her daughter
told her. 3. I have mislaid your book, and am therefore in

much trouble. 4. The child deceived ita
v

teacher, and he there-

fore hesitated to believe him again. 5. He played at billiards,

and lost all his money. 6. Will yon play a game at chess with
me ? 7. No, I prefer a game at billiard*, fur I do not know
much about chess. 8. Do yon play any instrument ? 9. Yes,
I play the horpHichord, and I think of learning the violin. 10.

In your sister skilful at the piano P 11. No, but she is excellent
at the harp. 12. At that question he lost all tiolf-command, and
knew not how to answer. 13. Mr. C. in London will publish
the history of the kings of England shortly.

SECTION LXXXIV.-IDIOMATIC PHBASES (continued).

!Ke(bt (right) and linf (left) ore often used with jttr ; as : 3ut
:,

air Vinfen, for at ber red;ten anb, to the right hand; ui tet

linfen $anb, to the left hand.
1. efallen, literally, to fall, or happen (acceptably), that is,

to be pleasing, or agreeable ; as : Diefe* iBud; gefallt mtr, this

book pleases me. efallen laffen = to submit to, "to put np
with ;

"
as : 3cb. fann mit biefe S9eb.anblung nid;t gefallen laffen, I can-

not submit to this treatment that is, cannot let this treatment
please me.

VOCABULARY.

et'genfpiel, n. violin-

mnaic.

uitar're, /. guitar.
2 icb, n. song, air.

post,2luf'fleHen, to

draw up.

33clci'bigung,/. offence,

injury.

39cfd;(ic'pen, to con-

clude, resolve, de-

termine.

gcu'erglocfe,

bell,

efyo'rig,

proper.

/. fire-

Buitablc,

Sinf,ad/. (See above.)
?inf, adv. to the

left.

SWojart, Mozart.

Statur'lid;, natural,

naturally.

JRcd;t, adj. (See

above.)

Wed;t, ado. to the

right.

ti(l'fcb.ttKigen, to be

silent, to hold
one's peace.

llnterfu'dpung, /. exa-

mination.

Unteroer'fen, to sub-

ject, submit.

SSernjun'berung, /. as-

tonishment, sur-

prise.

EESUUE OF EXAMPLES.

ift @d;abe, bap bci siclen 3Rcn.

fd;cn bie guten 2ln'lagcn unb

Salen'te nid;t bcffet au6'gebilbet

wcrben.

8 ijt cfjabc, bap et nid;t ba at.

Da ift mit gan} ted;t.

Dem ftommen !Tobi'a jat 2llle

rccbt, a8 ott itbcr i^n set-

Ijang'te.

Sin 35crlcum'tet mufj e? ftd; ge

fal'len laffen, on feinen 9te'btn

mcnfrf;en crad;'tct ju nxrbcn.

3n bcm tubd;en biefer armcn al

ten gtau fafj air 9iccb.tcn bie

97ct^ unb ur fiinfcn ba Slenb.

9Jecbt fteljt man bie @d;afe auf bet

SSiefe weiben, unb lints bic 3tcgen
an bem S3ergc flcttern.

iDJorgcn fiber adjt Sage rcifcn nrit

t>on ^iet ab.

(Jr beglei'tete feinen efang' mit ber

$arfe.

Die SSeglei'tung bicfeS @tucfe ifl

son bem betuftm'ten -Rarl 3)}ati'a

con SIBcbct.

llntct folcbcn Um'flanben njurbe ba3

9Serfptcd;'en natuv'licb. gcbto'd;en.

It is (a) pity that with many
men (the) good endowments
and talents are not better

developed.
It is (a) pity that he was not

there.

That just suits me (is just as

I'd have it). That serves me
right.

To the devout Tobias all was
right that God ordained con-

cerning him.
A calumniator must submit to

be despised by his fellow
men.

In the little room of this poor
old woman sat distress at

the right hand, and wretched-
ness at the left.

At the right are seen the sheep
pasturing in the meadow, and
at the left the goats clamber-

ing upon the mountain.
A week from to-morrow we de-

part (hence) from here.

He accompanied his song with
the harp.

The accompaniment of this

piece is by the celebrated

Charles Maria von Weber.
Under such circumstances the

promise was of course broken.

EXERCISE 162.

1. Gr8 ift Sdjabc, bap -Sic nicfct cine Stunbe fruber gefommen ftnt. 2.

ef rote ibr toollt, mk tfl 2l(le recbt. 3. aKir ift 'flflrt w$t, a

tii- 'i'l-rfammlunij befiMcffcn bat. 4. fir mupte fid; biefe 33eleibtgung ftifl*

fdimcigenb gefallen laffen. 5. <5r mupte ftcb ic(e* gefallen iaftcn, oa< er

ftcb untet anbern i>crbaltniffen nicbt biittc gefallen laffen. 6. Sie mujit;

t9 ftd) gefallen laffen, mleiimbet ircrbcn ju fein. 7. 3ur 9lcd)ten ban:::

loir ba ebttge, unb jut 8tn!en ben glup. 8. S?ed;t unb linfJ warta

fcinbltd'c Srupftn aufgeftellt. 9. 3b,t burft h?cbet jur SRccbten, ::

Jinfcn rcn biefem 5lVge abrceidjen. 10. SBer ift *ulc (Sect. LIX.

2) an biefem Ilnglfictc? 11. llnfer 0lacbbar ifl @d;ulb baran. 18. 5>G

@eb.u(ct ifl @cb,ulb batan, bafi et befttaft irb. 13. aBit felbft fcit
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<3d)utb baran gemefen. 14. Qftorgen uber ad;t <age fommt etn >ampf

fdjjtff"
von ften)3)orf an. 15. Sftorgen ubcr werjefjn Sage hrirb e tn

Satyr, tap id) ilm gefeljen tyabe. 16. eftetn w>r acftt agen tft fetn SSater

geftorben. 17. >a8 j[unge 2)Jabd;en foglettete tfyren efang mit ber

uttarrc. 18. 3)et gtcunb begtettetc mit bcm Sortejnano ba8 etgenfptet

beS StatienetS. 19. 35ie Segteitung biefec Sieber tft Bon 3ftojart. 20.

SSieteS luiirbe un8 naturttd; erfcbetnen, iocnn nnr e eincr gefyorigen IJnter*

fud;ung untertoerfen wotlten. 21. 2Btt fanben e8 fel;t natiirltd;, bap er

geftern ntcbt fam. 22. @tn naturttcfteS retgmji erregt feine SSermun*

berung. 23. aben @te tyetrte SRorgen bie Seuergtocfen geljort ? 24.

9k.;iirtid; (Sect. LXXXIL), benn id; war felbft bet bent Seuer. 25. <

ifl naturttd;, bap nnr fterben mujfen. 26. 3d; begtette meine jungen

Sreunbe nad; aufe.

EXERCISE 163.

1. It is a pity that your friend did not arrive half an hour

earlier. 2. I must submit to whatever my father resolves on.

3. John's new book pleases me much. 4. One must submit in

this life to many things. 5. I would not submit to it, if I were

in your place. 6. To the right hand we had the river, and to

the left hand the mountainous forest. 7. Eight and left we
saw nothing but enemies' troops. 8. This day week we go to

Berlin. 9. To-morrow fortnight my brother will arrive here.

10. A week ago yesterday a ship sailed for Australia. 11.

Three days ago we had unexpectedly great pleasure. 12. It is

a pity that the talents of this young artist are not better deve-

loped. 13. Your sister accompanied me with the harp, and

sang to the piano of my friend. 14. It is quite natural that

everybody must die. 15. The accompaniment of this piece is

by Handel.

SECTION LXXXV. DATIVE OF PKONOUNS, ETC.

The dative of the personal pronoun of the first and second

vjjerson (seldom translatable) is often employed in familiar style,

to intimate in a wholly indefinite manner a participation or in-

terest on the part of the speaker or the person addressed ; as :

3d; lobe mit ben .ffnaben, I praise (for myself) the boy. ef;e mir

iud)t auf8 (5t3, do not go upon the ice. 3n ber blut'gcn @d;tad;t bet

Sit^en ritt cr Sud; unter be8 geuerS Sttfccn auf unb nteber mit fufytcm 33tut

,(Sd)tC(er), in the bloody battle of Lutzen he rode amid the light-

nings of the firing, up and down in cool blood.

1. JDationlaitfcn= to run off, to run away ; as: G't ift bet 3iad;t

unb Sfabel bason gctaufcn, he has run away by night and fog.

<T)urd;get;en has sometimes a like signification ; as : 35et >ienct

tft mit bent etbc butcfygegangen, the servant has run away with the

money.
VOCABULARY.

2ln'inerfen,to perceive.
;

9leu'giertg,inquisitive, I totting, /. disturb-

aScnnr'ttyung, /. enter- 1 curious. ance.

tainment, recep- ! Slettung, /. deliver- Um'feben, to look

tion. ance. about.

SmmtUch, friendly. @d)eu, shy, skittish. 9Serbrie'p~en, to grieve,

e'mcn, to become,
j

omit', consequently, vex, trouble.

beseem. I therefore.

RESUME OF

'S)a aitcn mad;t mtt fetn 9Ser

gnii'gen.

3d) merfe eS Sljnen an, bap" <Ste

nicbt jufrte'ben ftnb.

>a tft etne cerbrtep'ttcbe <Sad;e.

>te JRebe 6,at bte Su'tyoret ttetbtof.

fen.

r ift bavon' getau'fen.

@ct)en @te ftd; nad; einet 2Bo6,nung

um?

@ gejtemt' mtt ntd;t, bem reife ju

tt)tberfpred;'en.

Scl) tyabe ttyn nte mtt ttgenb einem

SBorte betet'btgt.

Scv Sdbjorn mad;te 2ltexan'bet bem

top"en met SSetbtufi'.

36) tobe mir jenen Sty'renmann.

EXAMPLES.

Dancing affords me no plea-

sure.

I perceive (Sect. LI. <teb,t man,

etc.) that you are not con-

tented.

That is a vexatious affair (or

business).
The speech (has) displeased the

auditors.

He has run away.
Are you looking about (you)

for a residence (boarding

place) ?

It does not become me to con-

tradict the aged man.
I have never offended him by a

single word.

Sudden passion caused Alexan-

der the Great much sorrow.

I praise that man of honour.

EXERCISE 164.

1 aSietcn SKenfdjen fcf>emt e8 etn SScrgnugen ju mad;en, 2lnbere u be.

ictbiflen. 2. 3d; rnettte a ifm an, bag et ftd; betetbigt fu^tte. 3. Ct

belctbtgte nid;t nut rntcf), fonbetn aud; metnen D^etm. 4. 3)tefe @ad;e
mit fd)o:t met 9Serbrup gcmad;t. 5. 2)et iingetat^ene @ob,n mad;t

bem SSater met SSerbtup. 6. @S serbtiept ben Sefjrer, eigenftnnige @d;uter

511 ^aben. 7. JDiefe 9lete cetbrop mandje Slumefenben. 8. 3)et et<

broffcne -Rnabe Hep feine Qtrbeit ttegen. 9. 3 verbtop ben gteunb, bap"

id; i^m feine SSriefe nidbt beantwovtete. 10. 3d; uevbanfe ifim meine 3tet

tung. 11. @omtt Berbanfe id; ifim nfldjft ott 2ltte. 12. SBenn e

ntdjt batb anbetS h)trb, fo taufe id; bauon. 13. S3et fotcfien teigntffen

mod)te man bacon laufen. 14. J)em JTnaben ift fctn ftetner -unb baon=

getaufen. 15. :35em !Rtd;tet gejtemt eS, nad; ber ltrfad;e btefet toning

ju fragen. 16. @ gejtemt mir, iibet btefe ad;e ju fdjmetgen. 17. 2)et

Sieugicnge ^flegt ftd; nad; jebet -ftletm'gfett untjufe^en. 18. 3d; gtng in bte

tabt, urn mid; cin njentg barin untjufct;en. 19. 9)Jein Sreunb nntl ftd; nad;
etnet anbetn 2Bol)nung umfc^cn. 20. 3d) tobe mir bie atten 3etten. 21.

3d; tobe mir bie fd;onen Btmmcr unb bie freunbtid;e S3eh)irt^ting. 22. S)ie

*Pferbe wurben fd;eu, unb gtngen mtt unS burd;.

EXERCISE 165.

1. It does not become a child to contradict its parents. 2.

I went to the town for the purpose of looking about. 3. I ad-

mire these beautiful apartments and their pleasant situation.

4. The thief ran away with the money before it was possible to

overtake Mm. 5. He ran away for fear they should take Mm
in the act. 6. It is a' vexatious affair that he has lost my
money. 7. I perceive that this little present pleases you. 8. I

perceive that he has not spoken the truth. 9. Are you looking
about for your father ? 10. No, I am looking for my friends.

11. I praise these intelligent scholars. 12. Do not fall, little

child. 13. My brother shoots a bird from a tree at eighty paces.

THE UNIVERSITIES. II.

OXFORD. II.

II. Advantages and Conditions of the University Curriculum.

i. The course open to students, described in the University
statutes as non ascripti, more commonly known as non-

collegiate students,

ii. Private halls,

iii. Collegiate education.

I. UNATTACHED STUDENTS.

Of the three conditions under which students can now matri-

culate in the University of Oxford, that of
" unattached students

is at once the most recent in point of time, and the most

popular as regards its requirements. By this it is not intended

to be inferred that the majority of the undergraduates cf Oxford

are unattached students, but that the condition is the most

independent, and the most likely to commend itself to those

who seek a university course rather for its educational than for

its social advantages. For this reason it is treated of first in

the second chapter on the advantages offered by the University

of Oxford. Its difference from the mode of passing through

the University, which was without option till within the last

few years, being only social, and the exercises and examinations

required for degrees being the same for all the three classes of

students, all the information that is common to all the three

classes is given under this head ; only that which is peculiar

to the other classes being placed under the divisions respectively

allotted to them.

The statute which provides for the admission to the Unm
independently of any college or hall, was passed in the summer

of the year 1868, the Rev. Francis Knyvett Leighton, D.D.,

Warden of All Souls College, being Vice-Chancellor at_theti
The delegacy appointed under the statute for the special super-

vision of students of this class consists of the Vice-Chancellor,

the Proctors, the Controller of Lodging Houses, a Censor, and

six members of Convocation holding office for six years, of

whom two are elected by Congregation, two by the Hebdomadal

Council, and two are nominated by the Vice-Chancellor and

Proctors subject to the approval of Convocation. The Censor

is specially charged with the care and supervision of the con-

duct and studies of the non-collegiate students. Students

of this class are, of course, like all other junior members of

the University, also subject to Proctorial authority. Such

students keep terms by residing in Oxford, either with their

parents or in lodgings which have been duly licensed. Persons

who desire to be admitted to the University as unattached

students must apply to the delegates, who will supply them
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with particulars of licensed lodging-houses, from which they
can make a selection for their residence according to their

means ; and the delegates must be satisfied that the candi-

dates are of good character, that they have the consent of

tin'ir parents or guardians to live in lodging**, and that they
are of sufficient attainments in the statutablo studies of the

University.

ty-fivo students were admitted in the first instance

mulcr these conditions; many more have since been mutricu-

uid tho number on the books of the University averages
about throe hundred. In addition to these (all of whom are

andtrgndaatea), more than a hundred and thirty with tho

degree of B.A. or of M.A. are fully-privileged graduate mem-
bers of the University. Such fruits of a system which is still

in its youth can scarcely be considered otherwise than pro-

mising and encouraging.
Tho subjects of tho examination for matriculation are as

follow :

1. Throe books of Homer or one Greek play.

2. Throe booka cither of Virgil's "JJnetd," or of tho "Odes"
of Horace.

3. Translation from English into Latin.

4. The elements of Greek and Latin Grammar.
5. Arithmetic, including Fractions, Decimals, and Proportion.
6. Euclid, books i. and ii. ; or Algebra, as far as Simple Equa-

tions inclusive.

Each candidate must forward to the delegates (under cover

to one of the censors, of whom any preliminary inquiries may
be made with a view to matriculation) at least one week before

the day appointed for tho examination :

1. A testimonial of good conduct and character.

2. A certificate that his parents or guardians consent to his

residence in lodgings.

When a candidate has satisfied the delegates in the examina-

tion, he will be matriculated by the Vice-Chancellor as an

unattached student of tho University, and ho can then begin at

once to keep his terms.

The fees and dues to be paid by unattached students are,

npon matriculation, .5, and subsequently of ! 10s. per annnm
for twelve terms. This last-named sum is paid (in consideration

of the greatly reduced expenses of unattached students in other

respects, and of the special privileges which are extended to

them to compensate for tho advantages which they are without,
as not being members of any college or hall) in lieu of the

ordinary
"
University dues "

of ,1 per annum paid by all other

graduate and undergraduate, resident and non-resident members
of the University. (After the twelfth term this payment is re-

duced to the normal .1 per annum.) These payments entitle

them to the advice and supervision of the censors, and to all

the University advantages which are tho privilege of under-

graduates.

The following fees are also charged :

8. <I.

f Respousions 'A

n . . ,, ) The First Public Examination . 1 10
On entering the name for< The Second Public Elamiuation x

(.The Final School 10

It has been found that the expenses of unattached students

for board, lodging, and tuition, have in somo few instances been

brought as low as -fi-io per annum during residence ; so that

under these conditions, a student who is consistently economical

may now obtain his degrees, including all expenses, for less than

JB150, whereas a degree was seldom obtained under the old

collegiate system for less than an average of J?l,000.

Twelve terms must bo kept in residence by every student

before he can take tho degree of B.A. ; and twenty-six for

none of which, after the B.A. degree, any residence is required
for the degree of M.A., which can be taken on the first day of

tho twenty-seventh term, or on any subsequent day on which

degrees are conferred.

There are four terms in tho academical year, viz : Michael-

mas, Lent (or Hilary), Easter, and Trinity (or Act) Terms. As
regards the requirements of the University, Michaelmas and

Hilary Terms are kept by a residence of six weeks in each ;

Easter and Trinity Terms, either by three weeks' residence in

each, or by forty-eight days' residence in the two terms jointly.
But as each college, so the delegates of tho ncn ascripti. may

alter the condition* of residence from time to time, so that th*

conditions just mentioned be complied with.

Under the statute " Do Scholarinm ResidentiA," no student
can reside in any lodgings which hare not been duly licensed.

[It may bo well to state in this place that this provision applies
to collegiate and aularian students (some of tho senior of whom
are always in lodgings) as well as to the nun ateripti.']

Tho following means of education are open to unattached
students :

1. All professorial or public lectures. [A list of these lectures

is published at tho commencement of each term, and posted on
a notice-board in the schools' quadrangle, and in other places.]

2. Tho University Museum, with the lectures, etc., in Physical
Science. [Information may be obtained at the Museum.]

3. The Bodleian Library and the Radcliffe Beading Boom
(the Camera) are open to all undergraduates. [Application,
with recommendation from a M.A., to be made to tho

Librarian.]
4. The Taylorian Library of Foreign Literature, the Taylorian

Galleries, and the Art School, are open to all undergraduates
under due restrictions.

In addition to these advantages which are provided by the

larger body of the University, the following colleges and halls

University, Balliol, Oriel, Queen's, Christ Church, St. Mary
Hall, and St. Edmund Hall have opened their lectures on

certain conditions, at a varying but uniformly moderate cost,

to such unattached students as may be recommended by the

censors for such assistance.

Fees.

The fees payable by all members of the University before

admission to degrees are as follow: Degree of B.A.,
7 10s.; degree of B. Mus., 5; degree of M.A., .12;

degree of B.C.L. or B.M., 6 10s.; degree of B.D., .14;
degree of D.C.L., D.M., or D.D., 40

; degree of D. Mus.,
10.
The sum of .1 per annum is also to be paid for University

dues by all persons of the degree of M.A. or of any higher

degrees who wish to remain on the Register of Convocation, and
to retain membership of the University and the right of voting.
This annual payment may be compounded for by a single pay-
ment determined by a scale drawn up according to the age of

tho compounder. Every one so desiring to retain the member-

ship and privileges of tho University, whether resident or non-

resident, must also retain his name on the books of some

college or hall, or of the delegates of the non ascripti, for which
also a small annual payment is required, which varies slightly

according to the customs of the several societies. These pay-
ments are mentioned in this place in order not to have occasion

again to refer to fiscal matters.

Exercises and Examinations for Degrees.

Students in the University of Oxford are required to pass
three distinct examinations, viz. : (1) Responsions before the

Masters of the Schools (commonly known as the "
Little-go ") ;

(2) the First Public Examination before the Moderators

(commonly known as " Moderations ") ; and (3) the Second
Public Examination before the Public Examiners (commonly
known as the "

Great-go "). In this last examination there are

five Schools, called the Schools of Literce Humaniores, Scientict

MatliematiccB et Physicce, Scientia Naturalis, Jurisprudents et

Historia Moderna, and S. Theologia.

1. Responsions.

This examination is held three times in each year, printed
notices being circulated of the times at which one of the

Proctors will receive the names of candidates and the list of

subjects in which they wish to be examined. Similar notice is

givon of all tho University examinations. Each candidate for

Responsions is required, in order to obtain his Testamur, to

satisfy the Masters of the Schools, partly in writing, partly
vtvd vocc, in Latin and Greek Grammar ; the translation of n

passage from some English writer into Latin Prose ; Arithmetic,
as far as Square Root inclusive ; and either the first two hooks
of Euclid, or Algebra as far as Simple Equations inclusive.

These subjects of examination never vary. In addition, each

candidate must offer a portion of one Latin or one Greek author.

A selection may be made from any of the several authors

mentioned below, and a similar amount would bo expected
from any other authors.
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In Greek.

Homer. Any five consecutive books.

One of the Dramatists. Any two plays. (Those offered are

most usually selected from the "
Hecuba,"

"
Alcestis," and

"Medea "of Euripides; or from the "Ajax,"
"
Philoctetes,"

and "Antigone" of Sophocles.)

Xenophon's Anabasis. Any four consecutive books.

Herodotus. Any two consecutive books in vol. i., or any
three consecutive books in vol. ii.

Thucydides. Any two consecutive books,

In Latin.

Virgil. The "
Georgics ;

"
or any five consecutive books of

the "JEneid;
"

or the "Bucolics" with any three consecutive

books of the " .ZEneid."

Horace. Any three books of the " Odes "
(the

"
Epodes

"

counting as a Book of the " Odes "
), and

" De Arte Poetica ;

"

or the
"
Satires," with " De Arte Poetica ;

"
or the "Epistles,"

with " De Arte Poetica."

Juvenal. The whole, except
"
Satires

"
ii., vi., and ix.

Cicero. "Philippics," i. to iii. ; or "De Senectute
" and

" De Amicitia;" or four of the Orations against Catiline, with

Pro Archia.

2, First Public Examination.

This examination is held twice a year. Every candidate who
passes it must have entered his name on the Proctor' 8 list as

previously to Responsions, producing at the same time his

Testamur for Responsions, and mupt satisfy the Moderators in

Latin and Greek Grammar : in either Logic or the elements of

Geometry and Algebra ; the four Gospels in Greek
; and trans-

lation from English into Latin prose. These subjects never

vary ; and the examination, as in the case of Responsions, is

partly in writing, partly viva voce. Such students as are not
members of the Church of England may substitute for the four

Gospels a Greek author equivalent in extent. In addition to

the fixed subjects, each candidate must offer a portion of three

Latin and Greek authors at least, of which one at least must
be a portion of a historical or a philosophical work, and neither

of which may be the same with either of the two offered for

Responsions, excepting in other parts of the same authors.

Candidates, unless offering themselves for the honour examina-

tion, must choose their three books from a list of poets and
orators which is issued every year in Easter Term.

Among the authors offered to candidates from which to make
their selection, are the following. Portions only of each author
are usually required, both in the Pass and Class Schools, which
are duly specified :

Greek. Latin.

Sophocles. Virgil.
Demosthenes. Horace.

Xenophon. Juvenal.

Homer. Cicero.

Plato. Livy.
Herodotus. Tacitus.

Thucydides.
Aristotle.

The following additional books are mostly offered by candi-
dates for honours only :

Greek. Latin.

^Eschylus. Lucretius.

Aristophanes. Terence.

Pindar. Plautus.

Theocritus. Catullus, with Propertius.

Candidates for honours may make up their lists from either

or both of the above lists, but may not offer a larger number
of historians than of orators.

Accurate critical and philological scholarship, Greek as well

as Latin, Prose Composition and Versification, both in Latin
and Greek, with a view not only to accuracy but elegance, are

also required in candidates for honours. For the highest
honours Logic is indispensable. Honours are also awarded in

Mathematics as well as in Classics, the examination being con-

fined to Pure Mathematics ; but no honours, either classical

or mathematical, can be awarded earlier in the University course
than the fifth, or later than the eighth term from matriculation

inclusive. A Testamur, similar to that given at Responsions,
is awarded to all who satisfy the Moderators, the names of the

successful candidates for honours being divided into three
classes (both in the Classical and Mathematical Schools;, the
names in each class being arranged alphabetically. The names
of those who satisfy the Moderators in the Pass Schools are
also printed in alphabetical order.

3. Second Public Examination.
This examination is held twice in every year, notice being

given of the approach of the time in a similar manner to that
adopted previously to the other examinations, and students
enter their names before the Proctor as before, producing their
Testamur for the First Public Examination. The examination,
as before, is conducted partly in vrriting, partly viva voce. As
a general rule, every candidate is required to satisfy the
Examiners both in the Classical School, and also in some one of
the four other schools above mentioned. There are some con-
ditions under which some variations from this rule are per-
missible, but, as it is the latter part of the University course
which is now under consideration, there is no occasion to dwell

upon minor details, full particulars of which will be readily
mastered as the student becomes familiarised to Oxford, and
to its privileges and requirements. It will therefore be sufficient

in this place to state general rules, passing by exceptions and
occasional variations.

In the Classical School (Liter<K Humaniores) every candidate to
obtain the Testamur, except those who are candidates for honours
in the Theological School, must satisfy the Examiners in

Divinity, and in one Latin and one Greek author at most.
The term "

Divinity
"

comprises the four Gospels and the
Acts of the Apostles in Greek, the whole range of Bible History,
the Thirty-nine Articles, and the Evidences of Religion. Of
the two authors, one must be a philosopher, the otheran historian,
and neither may be the same with either of the two which the
candidate brought in for Responsions, unless he now offers as

many as four authors. Candidates, unless offering themselves
for the honour examination, must choose their two books from
a list of philosophers and historians which is issued every year
in Easter Term.

Among the authors usually offered to candidates from which
to make their selection, are the following. As before, only
specified portions are required :

Greek. Latin.

Plato. Cicero.

Aristotle. Livy.
Herodotus. Tacitus.

Thucydides.

Candidates for honours only mostly offer Bacon's " Novnm
Organon," and Bishop Butler's "

Sermons," or "
Analogy," as

additional books.

Candidates for honours may make up their lists from either

or both of the above lists. Logic, also, is indispensable for

either the first or second class in the honour list. The examina-
tion in Ancient History includes Chronology, Geography, and

Antiquities ; and Latin and Greek Composition is also within

its range.
In the Mathematical School every candidate, to obtain the

Testamur, must satisfy the examiners in the first six books of

Euclid, or in the first part of Algebra. The examination for

honours comprises the whole range of Mixed as well as Pure
Mathematics ; Mechanics, including Dynamics of Material

Systems, Hydro-mechanics, Optics, and Astronomy, being

usually offered by candidates for the highest honours.

In the School of Law and Modern History, the pass subjects
consist of either English History to the end of the reign of

Henry VIII., and that part of English Law which relates to

Things Real : or English History from the accession of Henry
VIII. to the death of William III., and that part of English
Law which relates to Persons and Things Personal. These are

the subjects most commonly in use (Lingard's
"
History of Eng-

land
" and Stephen's "Blackstone" being the usual text-books),

but some variations are allowed. The honour examinations

extend over a far wider range of subjects.
There are also Honour Schools of Jurisprudence and Theology,

each embracing high subjects in its own branch of learning,

particulars of which may readily be learned when the student

has passed the earlier examinations.

In the School of Natural Science the pass subjects consist of

Mechanical Philosophy, Chemistry, and Physiology. Every
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<Mii.lhi.if.-, i" ..l.t.iin thu '!' ,t,< m ,i r
, must Hatify tho examiners

niches of Natural Science, as well

an in i" !:.-.- dependent on Mochani-

oal i'hil<>-,o|>hy, whirh iin-linlim Mechanics, Hydrostatics, Pnou.

i, l.i.'ht, ll.at, Klrrtririty, and Magnetism. Tho
1-1 1'iinod on the above subjects,

. im.ru L-xtousivo knowledge than the pass-

!i of thoao Bohools a Testamur is awarded to pass-men
-i-iiiou aliko ; tho names of tho olaas-inun being printed

;il|.h;i!..'t irally in four classes ; the namoa of those who only

mitisfy tin- examiners withont taking honours being addeil in a

r.ite division, also alphabetically arranged.
the degree of M.A. no examination is required. For

degrees in Divinity, Law, Medicine, and Music, special exorcises

must In- performed, examinations passed, and requirement*
satisfu-.l. particulars of which can bo obtained from tho Pro-

fessors of the respective faculties, and from tho Registrar of

the University, tho Rev. E. T. Turner, M.A., Fellow and Tutor

of Brasenose College, whoso official residence is at tho Old

Clarendon, in Broad Street, and whose courtesy in affording
information is well known to all who have any acquaintance
with Oxford. n PKIVATE ^^

There are two other ways of going through tho University of

Oxford than ly entering it as- an unattached student. The first

of these is by matriculating at a private hall, of which there
are now but two, known as Charsley's Hall and Turrell's Hall,
so named according to the statute De Aulis Privatis, after the
licensed master who presides over thorn namely, Mr. W. II.

Charsley, M.A., and the Rev. H. J. Turrell.

Several other private halls have existed since the statute

above referred to was passed, but all have been short-lived,
and Mr. Charsley is tho only master who has achieved any
great success as the head of such an institution. An annual

payment of 80 covers all expenses for fees, board, lodging,
and tuition.

III. COLLEGIATE LIFE.

There are in the University twenty-one colleges and three

halls, besides tho private halls already mentioned, the chief

difference between these respective sets of societies being that
the colleges are corporate bodies, each endowed to support a body
of Fellows ; while the halls have no such endowment. In the

colleges tho tutors arc mostly appointed by the Head out of

the body of Fellows ; in the halls the Principals are respon-
sible for the tuition. With these differences in their consti-

tution, the education, discipline, and duties of tho students are

the same in both colleges and halls ; they lead a ccpnobitic life ;

dinner is served daily in tho common hall
; and divine service

celebrated morning and evening in the chapel.
But for all students without exception collegiate, aularian,

and unattached the duties, discipline, examinations, and other
exercises for degrees, and responsibility to the University as a

body, are identical. The usual chapel rule in tho colleges and
halls is to attend once each week-day (in the morning as a rule),
and twice on Sunday. In some few colleges week-day atten-
dance at chapel has been dispensed with for students who
prefer to answer a "roll-call" at an early hour to show that

they are not spending their time inactively.

Tho colleges are as follows :

University. Queen's. Brasenose. Jesus College.
Balliol. New College. Corpus Christi. Wadham.
Merton. Lincoln. Christ Church. Pembroke.
Exeter. All Souls. Trinity. Worcester.
Oriel. Magdalen. St. John's. Keble.

Hertford.
The three halls are

St. Mary Hall. St. Edmund Hall.
New Inn Hall.

A largo and very important addition to tho collegiate system
of the University was made in 1871 by tho admission of Keble
College (incorporated by Royal Charter on June 6th, 1870) to
the privileges mentioned in the University Statutes, Tit. II.,
Sect, vi., on new Foundations for Academical Study and Edu-
cation. The college was built as a memorial to the late Rev.
John Keble, M.A., formerly Professor of Poetry in the Uni-
versity. It was "founded and constituted with tho especial

object and intent of providing persona desirous of acade-

mical education, and willing to lire economically, with a college
,

;

..-r living and high culture of the mind may be

combined with Christian training, based upon the princi-

the Church of England." The college is governed

by a Warden and Council, and the whole charge of the disci-

I internal administration is by the charter rested in

the Warden. This form of government is the chief point of

difference between Keble College and the other collegiate
- of the University. Tho quadrangle u spacious, and

tho buildings extensive ; and the chapel, for the erection at

which no less than 25,000 was given by a single benefactor,
is reputed to be one of the noblest places of worship in the

it.y. A fixed charge of 27 per Term (counting Easter
UP! Act Terms for this purpose as one) covers every expense,

including the use of furnished rooms, board, University and

College dues, tuition, and servants. A few necessary smaller

items, which cannot bo included in a fixed charge, are provided

according to a fixed tariff, but are not allowed to exceed 3

l>.;r T.Tin. All expenses within the college walls are thus

brought within the limit of 90 per annum. The college has

on its books the following members (the Archbishop of Canter-

bury being its visitor), tho Warden, the Council of Twelve

Members, six Tutors, tho Bursar, four Exhibitioners, and a
numerous list of Graduates and Commoners. It has also

several Benefices in its patronage.
In most of the old colleges both scholarships and fellowships

are now open to public competition, the latter being the more
free of the two from local restrictions. In New College, Christ

Church, and St. John's, a strong connection still subsists be-

tween these societies respectively and the schools of Winchester,

Westminster, and Merchant Taylors, in a corresponding order.

Exeter has still a connection with Devonshire and the Channel

Islands ; Queen's with the North of England ; Brasenose with

Hereford, Marlborough, and Manchester, and (by its rich

Hulmeian foundation) with certain other parts of Lancashire ;

Jesus College with Wales ;
Pembroke with Abingdon School

and the Channel Islands ; and Worcester with certain parts of

Worcestershire ; but a large number of scholarships and exhi-

bitions are now open to the most unrestricted competition.
Few scholarships are now worth less than .80 per annum ;

many as much as and more than JE100 ; and any economical

student who can add 20 or 30 a year to the income of a

scholarship, can go through the University in comfort and

respectability. Scholars are usually expected to be candidates

for honours ;
and any one who has tho ability to procure

election to a scholarship can only be prevented from offering

himself for honours either by failing health or idleness. For
the former cause, allowance will be readily made. The latter,

or failure in the schools (vulgo, plucking), may terminate the

tenure of a scholarship. Several of the halls have scholarships
or exhibitions as helps to economical men ; but they are, for

the most part, of less value than in the colleges. It must also

be mentioned that of the halls, two viz., St. Mary Hall and

St. Edmund Hall offer special advantages to students who are

resolutely determined to live according to a strict rule of

economy. At the same time every reasonable comfort, joined

to the social advantages of the ccenobitic life, is secured by

membership of any one of these societies. But whatever tempta-
tions to extravagance the normal collegiate life may present,

any one can, with entire comfort, bring his annual battel bills

including room-rent, tuition, kitchen and buttery expenses, i.e.,

all necessary food and drink (except wine and luxuries), coal,

and washing within 90 ;
while in some of the halls stricter

frugality has reduced this sum to J660. It is hoped that these

few facts may servo to prove that Oxford has not yet come to

the condition of being no longer a place for " tho poor scholar."

If the mind be firmly set upon the acquisition of knowledge,

it can still obtain facilities at Oxford at a moderate cost.

LESSONS IN BOTANY. XXXI.
.SECTION LXXV.-AUEANTIACRS, OB CITBON-WOETS.

Characteristics : Calyx free, monosepalous ; petals hypogynous,

free, or almost free, in number equal to the parts of the calyx,

with which they are alternate ; imbricated in aestivation ; stamens

in number double or in multiples of the number of the petals,
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distinct, monadelphous, or polyadelphous ; filaments ordinarily ,

flat and uni-serial ; style simple ; stigma capitular ; berry with

thick rind and pulpy endocarp ; seeds provided with a raphe,
and frequently containing numerous embryos ; embryo dico-

tyledonous, exalbuminous, straight ; radicle superior.
The Aurantiacece are for the most part natives of tropical Asia,

but they are now distributed over all parts of the globe where !

the temperature is sufficiently high to allow of their culture.

Their leaves are alternate, without stipules, often with the

blade jointed to the flattened petiole flowers, solitary or in

corymbs. The bark, the leaves, calyx, petals, filaments, and

epicarp, are all supplied with vesicles containing volatile oil.

This beautiful family is, chemically, remarkable for its vola-

tile oil and aromatic bitter constituents, and its free acids

(principally malic and citric). The citron (Citrus) is the prin-

cipal genus of the family. The orange (Citrus

Aurantium), originally a native of the East

Indies, is now cultivated in almost all tropical
and warm temperate countries. In France, how-

ever, it requires protection during the winter.

ovary in the form of a cup ; ovary generally from two to five-

celled, some plants of the genus having as many as ten or
twelve cells ; style single ; ovules, one, two, or four in each cell

attached to axile placentas ; fruit succulent or capsular, with
loculicidal dehiscence ; seeds few in number. The Meliacece
are trees or shrubs, natives for the most part of the tropics.

They contain acrid and bitter astringent principles, by virtue of

which they are tonic and stimulating. The Melia Azederach

(Fig. 232) is a tree growing in Persia and Syria, sometimes
called the Margosa tree, but which has been naturalised in

Mediterranean Europe and North America. It has febrifugal

properties.

SECTION LXXVIL MALPIGHIACE.3E, OR MALPIGHIADS.

Characteristics: Calyx free, five-partite, each division ordinarily
furnished with two glands at the base ; petals

five, either inserted upon the receptacle or upon
a hypogynous or sub-perigynous disc, clawed, im-

bricated in aestivation; stamens double in number
to the petals, sometimes all of them fertile, in

231. THE LEMON-TREE (CITRUS LIMONUM). 232. THE
MARGOSA (MELIA AZEDERACH). 233. MALPHIGIA
VOLCBILIS.

The citron (dims medico) is the most useful species of the genus ;

its berry, sometimes termed the bitter orange, is not edible, but
from it are extracted many delicious perfumes, and its pulp
makes an excellent confection. It is from the flowers of this

species that chemists obtain the essence of neroli. All its

various parts are in point of fact more aromatic than similar

parts of the orange-tree. The lime (Citrus Limetta), and the
lemon (Citrus Limonum), are members of the genus Citrus ;

all yeld, from almost every part of their substance, an odorous
volatile oil. The celebrated Eau de Cologne is nothing more
than a solution of volatile oils extracted from many genera of

Aurantiaceae and dissolved in alcohol.

The citron was not introduced into Europe until subsequently
to the period of Alexander the Great's Asiatic conquests. It is

a native of Persia and Mesopotamia.
'

SECTION LXXVL MELIACE^;, OR MELIADS.
Characteristics: Leaves usually alternate, simple, or pinnate,

and without stipules ; flowers generally symmetrical, ar-

ranged either in a panicle, corymb, cynie, or spike ; the calyx
and corolla having three, four, or five divisions ; stamens mona-
delphous, and twice as many in number as the petals, with ses-

sile anthers ; disc hypogynous, and sometimes surrounding the

other cases partly sterile ; filaments ordinarily coherent at

their base ; ovary composed of three carpels, rarely two, either

incorporated with the axis or free at the summit, giving rise

to three or two uni-ovnlate cells ; ovule reflexed, attached to a

long funicnlus, ascending by its free extremity ; fruit composed
of two or three carpels ordinarily samaroidal ; seeds inverted,

dicotyledonous, exalbuminous, rarely straight, cotyledons

ordinarily bent on themselves ; radicle superior.
The Malpighiacece are usually trees or shrubs, for the most

part covered with hairs, which sometimes degenerate into

prickles, though not invariably. The leaves are ordinarily

opposite, simple, devoid of stipules. Inflorescence, a cyme or

corymb. This order takes its name from the Malpighia, or

Barbadoes cherry, so called after Professor Malpighi of Pisa.

This plant is nearly allied to the Galphimia, another of the

same family, whose name, as the reader may see, is the word
"
Malpighia

"
transposed.

SECTION LXXVIII. ACERACE.E, OR MAPLES.
Characteristics : Calyx free, with four or five divisions, cadu-

cous ; petals four or five, alternate with the sepals inserted upon a

hypogynous disc, sometimes absent ; aestivation imbricate ; sta-

mens four to twelve, ordinarily eight; ovary free, composed of two
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carpels, biloonlar and perpendicularly compressed at the line of

junction; ovules double in each coll, pendant or carved; fruit

samaroidal; seoddicotyledonouB.exalbuminous.ootyledonB irregu-

larly contorted; radiolo descending
1

.

The Aceraceaa are trees with

opposite potiolate ox-stipulate

leaves, having regular, often poly-

gamous flowers arranged in

iirt. They all possess a
sacoharine, limpid, or lactiferous

which flows from the plant
after incision. One species, Acer

in inn, or sugar maple, is

-" i i>-h in sugar that considerable

iinantities are extracted in Canada
mid other parts of North America.
The sugar is identical with that
obtained from the cane, but it has
a certain flavour which renders
it less palatable than cane-sugar.

(Fig. 2:
1
. t. )

the horse-chestnut, which is used in Switzerland for feeding
sheep. The genus Nephclium, and the Bapindu* Mponarta or
Indian soaptree of .the West Indies, belong to this family. The

seeds of all the soapwort*, espe-
cially the last named, contain sv

saponaceous principle, which in

the case of the Kapindug taponaria,
is turned to account in washing
linen in the Weat Indies.

SECTION LUX.-HYFERI-
CACEJE, OK TUTSANS.

Characterittict: Calyx free ;

sepals four or five, joined together
to a variable extent ; contorted in

aestivation ; stamens indefinite,

free, monadelphons or polyadel-
phous ; ovary three to five-celled

or uni-locular ; junction incom-

plete ; ovules numerous, reflezed

or curved ; fruit capsular or bao

234. THE PLANE -MAPLE (ACER PLATA-

NOIDES). 235. THE PERFORATED HYPE-
BICUM, OB ST. JOHN'S WORT (HYPERICUM
PERFORATUM).

SECTION LXXIX. SAPINDACE.2E,
OB SOAPWOETS.

Characteristics: Calyx free; petals

hypogynons, four or five unequal,
free, imbricated ; stamens five to ten,
inserted upon a fleshy or glandular
disc ; ovary three-celled, bi-ovulate ;

ovules curved ; capsule coriaceous,

frequently by abortion uni-locular ;

seed dicotyledonous, exalbuminous ;

stem ligneous ; leaves opposite or alternate ; flowers arranged
in a terminal panicle.
One of the most noticeable of the large trees belonging to this

family is the jEsculus Hippocastanum, or common horse-chestnut.
The bark of this tree contains a peculiar febrifugal principle
called sesculin. In France starch is extracted from the seed of

236

236. THE COCOA (THEOBROXA CACAO). 837.

COCOA FRUIT OPENED TO SHOW SEEDS.
THE PRINCKLT CAROLINEA (CARO-

LINEA PRIHCEPS).

ciform ; seed dicotyledonous, exalbo-

minous ; stem ligneous or herbaceous ;

leaves opposite or verticillate, simple

entire, ordinarily punctuated with pel-

lucid glands; flowers regular.arranged
in a panicle or cyme. This family is

sometimes called the St. John's wort

family ; it includes all the St. John's

worts, many of which are grown in

shrubberies, and are remarkable fox

their brilliant yellow blossoms.
The Hypericaceas are distributed over the hot and temperate

regions of the globe, more especially of the northern hemisphere,
Ail the ligneous species are intertropical.
Almost all contain, in addition to a volatile oil, resinous and

balsamic juices which flow abundantly from the ligneous species.
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and which in the herbaceous ones may be found in the pellucid

glands with which the leaves are studded. The tutsan

(Androscemum officinale) is a native plant formerly employed in

medicine, but now fallen into desuetude. Tho Hypericum per-

foratum (Fig. 235) is so called in consequence of the sieve-like

appearance of its leaves, dependent on the number of trans-

parent glandular points scattered over their surfaces.

SECTION LXXXI. TERNSTR03MIACE.3: OE CAMELLIACEJE.
Characteristics : Leaves alternate, generally ex-stipulate ;

sepals and petals of flowers for the most part imbricated in

isstivation; stamens hypogynous, many often combined with

adnate or versatile anthers ; ovary superior ; styles filiform ;

seeds dicotyledonous, exalbumiaous, few in number, or solitary,

attached to axile placentas.
The most important member of this family is the tea shrub

(Then). The virtues of tea depend on a combination of an

astringent with a peculiar nitrogenised principle termed theine,

also in part to a volatile oil.

Two centuries have not yet elapsed since tea was first intro-

duced to Europe as an article of drink. Everybody is aware
that two kinds of tea exist black and green tea. Both are

produced by the same plant, and the difference between the

two results from peculiarities of manufacture. Several attempts
have been made to naturalise the tea shrub in Europe, but

invariably without success.

The beautiful camellia (Camellia Japonica), with its white
and rose-coloured blossoms and dark, glossy green leaves, is a

member of this family. It was originally brought from Japan,
and takes its name from a Moravian Jesuit, Camellus.

SECTION LXXXIL TILIACEJE, OR LINDEN-BLOOMS.
Characteristics: Sepals five, caducous ; valvate in aestivation;

petals inserted upon a hypogynous disc, four or five or sometimes
absent ; imbricate in aestivation, often supplied at their base

with a scaly appendage ; stamens double in number or a mul-

tiple of that of the petals, all fertile, or the external ones

sterile, free or polyadelphous at the base ; ovary two to ten-

celled; ovules reflexod ; fruit capsular or indehiscent, coriaceous

or fleshy ; often only one-celled ; seed dicotyledonous ; embryo
straight in the axis of a fleshy albumen ; stem ligneous ; leaves

ordinarily alternate, stipulate ; flowers regular, solitary, or ia

cymes or corymbs.
The Tiliacea} for the most part are inhabitants of the tropical

zone ; they contain an abundant mucilage mingled with astrin-

gent and resinous matters. The flower of certain species con-

tains a volatile oil ; others possess a fleshy sapid fruit and
edible stems. The seeds of most species are oily. The lindens

are generally diffused, and in much estimation on account of

the beauty of their foliage and the sweet aromatic odour of

their flowers. The bark is fibrous, and sometimes turned to

account in the manufacture of cordage. The wood, .easily

Worked, is in repute amongst turners and sculptors. The
flowers, much sought after by bees, contain an abundance of

volatile oil, sugar, mucilage, gum, and tannic acid ; their

infusion is anti-spasmodic and diuretic. The oily seeds are

occasionally employed as a substitute for cocoa. For an

example of the leaves and blossoms of the common lime or

linden-tree (Tilia europcea), see Lessons in Drawing, Vol. II.,

page 9.

SECTION LXXXIII. BttTTNEKIACE^, OR BtiTTNERIADS.

Characteristics : Calyx four or five-partite ; petals five,

hypogynous or absent; aestivation valvate or contorted; stamens
in some species equal in number to the petals and opposite to

them, in other species double or multiple this number ; filaments

ordinarily joined in the form of a cupola, tube, or column,
anthers two-celled ; ovary four to ten-celled, uni-, bi-, or pluri-
ovulate ; ovules ordinarily ascendant, reflexed ; fruit generally
a capsule ; seed albuminous or exalbuminous ; stem ordinarily

woody, covered with radiating or bifurcated hairs ; leaves

alternate, simple, stipulate ; flowers regular, arranged in pani-

cles, spikes, or glomerules.
These plants contain an abundant mucilage, to which is

generally added a bitter, astringent, extractive matter. Tha
fruit of many species is saccharine ; the seeds contain, a fixed

oil. The most celebrated plant of this natural order is the
cocoa-tree (Theolroma Cacao, Fig. 236), a South American tree,
the cultivation of which, however, has now extended to Africa
and Asia.

In the midst of its bitter, pulpy fruit are found the seeds,
which, when roasted, constitute the cocoa of commerce.

SECTION LXXXIV. STERCULIACE^E, OR STERCULIADS.
Characteristics : Calyx four or five-partite ; petals hypogynous

five, imbricated in aestivation, often absent ; stamens indefinite,

monadelphous ; anthers two-celled, extrorse ; stem ligneous,
covered with radiating hairs ; leaves alternate, simple, or digi-
tate ; flowers solitary, or in cymes or panicles.

Many species of Sterculiacece are cultivated in Europe. Pre-
eminent amongst these is the baobab, which remains a small
shrub in our greenhouses, but which, in its own country, grows
to an enormous size. The Pachira insignis, a tree of Central

America, has digitate leaves, elongated flowers of a bright-red
colour, the petals of which are spread out at their summits.
The Pachira aquatica, or Carolinea princeps (Fig. 237), is a

plant which bears very large and elegant flowers, the petals
of which are yellow on their upper surface, green below, the
stamens have red filaments and yellow anthers. The Bombax, or
silk cotton-tree, so called from the woolly haira which surround
the seed, as in the cotton-plant, is a member of this family.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. XXXII.
LATIN STEMS (continued).

LANGUAGE, in one point of view, is a silent record of human
errors. If we believed language, we should have still to believe

that the sun rises and sets ; that upwards and downwards
denote fixed relations, and that heaven is upwards alike at mid-

night and mid-day; that good humour and bad humour are the

offspring of certain liquids (Latin, humor, moisture) in the

material frame ; that temper and distemper were the results of

the due or undue mingling of these diverse liquids ; that a

jovial man was born under the planet Jupiter (genitive case,

Jovis), the emblem of a jolly god ; that a man of saturnine dis-

position owed his dull moroseness to his evil genius, Saturn ;

and that a mercurial fellow jumped about and frisked away
because he had in him too much of the pagan god Mercury, the

swift-footed messenger of Olympus. However, men suffer dis-

asters (from the Latin, dis, not, bad ; astrum, a star) without

imputing the blame to their stars ; though many are still under

the vulgar delusion that our lot here depends on good luck and
bad luck. Portents and prodigies in the skies and on the

earth are words which show how men were once alarmed by any
unusual phenomenon. Even so late as the reign of Charles II.

Englishmen had faith in portents. During the plague, the

vision of a flaming sword, reaching from Westminster to the

Tower of London, seemed nightly to be present to the excited

fancy of many of the residents in the metropolis, like the

meteor-sword that hung over Jerusalem during the siege. The

appearance of a comet some months before had caused super-

stitious feelings of alarm in the weak-minded, and by such

persons it was regarded with scarcely less terror than that with

which the Anglo-Saxons had beheld the comet which visited

our hemisphere in the year 1066, on the eve of the Norman
invasion.

However, these false fears and vulgar errors are rapidly dis-

appearing. Lunacy is preserved amongst us in the close em-

brace of Westminster Hall, but we hence cease to believe that

mental alienation is caused by the moon (Latin, luna, moon) ;

and if we still in good Saxon speak of the moon-stricken, we do

so as- we speak of star-gazers, without ascribing any influence

to the heavenly bodies.

One or two additional instances of the depravation of words

may be given.
The term officious is used in a bad sense ; an officious man is

constantly interfering with what does not concern him. But in

the root of the word there is nothing questionable or offensive.

Officium, in Latin, signifies duty. According to its derivation,

an officious man is simply a man who attends to his duty. But

even so pure a virtue may be carried to excess. Excessive and

perverted the attention does become if it i3 outward rather

than inward, more apparent than real if duty is a pretext or

an excuse. A misunderstood sense of duty prompts even the

sincere to meddle, and in meddling they become officious. I

subjoin two instances : in the first, officious is used in a good

sense ; in the second, it is used in a bad sense :
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" Yet not to earth are those bright luminaries
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with the Creator, deduces from that connection men's obliga-

tions : first, to God, from whom they are ; and next, to each

other, whom for God's will, and God's sake, they are to love

and serve.

Delusion and illusion, though much alike both in derivation

and import, yet differ somewhat. The common idea is that of

misleading. By delusions others mislead and cheat us; by
illusions we mislead and cheat ourselves. Delusions are sub-

stantial shows, presented in order to mislead; illusions are

dreams and fancies which arise in an ill-regulated mind; the

former are mostly dishonest, the latter are always weak ; the

former are preconcerted, the latter are spontaneous.

PABSING AND COMPOSITION.

For your exercise in parsing and composition take the ensu-

ing letter of Mrs. Barbauld. Give an account of every part

of it as well as you can. Convert it into simple sentences;

and having studied it carefully, close the book and write down
from memory all you recollect of it. Then correct your copy

by the original. Having done so, write a letter to a friend, if

possible, on similar topics. July 2g( J803.

" I am glad to find that you have spent the spring so pleasantly.

But when you say you made the excursion instead of coming to Lon-

don, you forget that you might have passed the latter end of a London

winter in town after enjoying the natural spring in the country. We
have been spending a week at Richmond, in the delightful shades of

Ham walks and Twickenham meadows. I never saw so many flower-

ing limes and weeping willows as in that neighbourhood. They say,

you know, that Pope's famous willow was the first in the country ;

and it seems to corroborate it, that there are so many in the vicinity.

Under the shade of the trees we read Southey 's 'Amadis,' which I

suppose you are also reading. As all Englishmen are now to turn

knights-errant, and fight against the great giant and monster, Buona-

parte, the publication seems very reasonable. Pray are you an

alarmist ? One hardly knows whether to be frightened or diverted

on seeing people assembled at a dinner-table, appearing to enjoy ex-

tremely the fare and the company, and saying all the while, with a

most smiling and placid countenance, that the French are to land in a

fortnight, and that London is to be sacked and plundered for three

days and then they talk of going to watering-places. I am sure we
do not believe in the danger we pretend to believe in ; and I am sure

that none of us can even form an idea how we should feel if we were

forced to believe it. I wish I could lose, in the quiet walks of litera-

ture, all thoughts of the present state of the political horizon. My
brother is going to publish

' Letters to a Young Lady on English

Poetry.' He is indefatigable.
' I wish you were half as diligent,'

say you.
' Amen !

'

say I. Love to Eliza and Laura, and thank the

former for her note. I shall always be glad to hear from either of

them. How delightful must be the soft beatings of a heart entering
into the world for the first time, every surrounding object new, fresh,

and fair all smiling within and without ! Long may every sweet
illusion continue that promotes happiness, and ill befall the rough hand
that would destroy them !

"

THE HISTORY OF ART.
XV.-THE FRENCH SCHOOLS.

WITH the westward march of culture and civilisation, art at

last began to fix its chief home in France. The early Bourbon

kings had encouraged Flemish and Italian painters, and the

native French artists soon learnt to follow in the steps of the

foreign workers who came to them from beyond the borders.

In France, art has always taken a more light and popular turn

than elsewhere. Celtic fancy, and a certain meretricious love of

passing subjects and small motives, has characterised most of

the French schools. Devotional art is rarer there than in Italy
and Flanders, domestic art than in England and Holland.

Painting has rather gone in the general direction of the French

temperament, towards light and gay subjects, or towards the

glorification of the national heroes and the national arms.

Instead of religion we get France; instead of home we get

society and life. These are the key-notes of all French art,

from the earliest to the latest times.

One of the first French painters to gain a European reputa-
tion was Nicolas Poussin, a Norman, born at the close of the

sixteenth century. He studied at Home, and came back to be

appointed a court painter by Louis XIII. After a short time

however, he returned to Rome, where he spent the remainder oi

his life. Poussin had a great taste for a revived form of classi-

cal antiquity, and did much towards bringing about that love

for a spurious classicalism which marku the seventeenth anc

ighteenth centuries. His subjects are chiefly mythological,
and he delighted in such forms as nymphs, satyrs, fauns, and
other sylvan deities. It is worth remarking, too, that in him
;he taste for landscape is clearly seen ; he abandoned pure
figure-painting, and made most of his backgrounds more or less

distinctly rural. Many of his pieces are Bacchanalian, and strike

thus early the characteristically French note. Poussin died in

1665.

Landscape painting reached its first full development in a far

more famous contemporary of Poussin' s. Claude of Lorraine

^1600-1682) can only perhaps be reckoned as a Frenchman by
*

iourtesy, yet he stands in such intimate connexion with the

French schools, that he can hardly be omitted from considera-

tion here. Claude studied at Eome, where he passed the greater

part of his life, and his landscapes are mostly very Italian in

character. They are marked by a great limpidity, and an

exquisite clearness, which seems almost unnatural to those who
know nature only in her gloomier northern dress. The slow

development of landscape from earlier forms of art is very well

illustrated in Claude's work. He was almost the first painter,
at least in the south, who ventured to depend upon scenery
alone for his effects ; and even he intersperses numerous figures
in his landscape, apparently fearing to let it stand alone upon
its own merits. In fact, this style of painting grew gradually
out of figure pieces, by the constant dwarfing of the figures,

and the fixing of attention upon the background. We can thus
trace historically a slow change from the pure figure-painting
of the mediaeval Italians to the pure landscape of our own times.

Our illustration of
" The Mill

"
a very characteristic Claude

with a foreground of figures and cattle, and a long aerial per-

spective of Italian scenery, admirably exemplifies the intermediate

stage. Most of Claude's pictures, in fact, though really painted

entirely for the sake of the background, are called by names

implying figure-painting or historical treatment, such as the
' ; Embarcation of St. Ursula,"

" The Queen of Sheba," and so

forth. Landscape art was as yet afraid to trust itself wholly
on its own merits, and preferred to represent itself as a variety
of the older and more familiar style. Claude still remains in

many respects unrivalled for his dreamy colouring and his

mastery of perspective.

During the whole of the great Bourbon period, a succession

of court painters lived at Paris, most of whom traced back
their artistic pedigree directly to Poussin and his contemporaries.

Philippe de Champagne (1602-1674), a Fleming settled in France,
has left numerous fine works at the Sorbonne, the Luxembourg
(now removed), and elsewhere. Charles Lebrun (1618-1690),
also a pupil of Poussin, was another of these court-made

painters, and he has handed down to us many memorials of the

great reign of Louis XIV., of whose Academy he was the first

president. During this period, when all life in France was

hardening down into set conventional forms, with the monarchy
for universal centre, art followed in the general stream, and

gave itself up almost entirely to representing the victories of

Louis, or the famous beauties of his court. There is no time
when it had so little of freshness or spontaneity when it fell

so completely into a vicious circle of artificial traditions. Hence
the works of this epoch, though often remarkable for technical

excellence, have seldom attained any general reputation ; and
most of them are to be found in official buildings, or in the

palaces of Versailles and the Louvre. Lesueur is one of the

few painters of this school who are now remembered outside the

purely artistic world ; and even he is by no means to be placed
in the first rank. The family of Coypel, four of whom were dis-

tinguished in their own day, are now almost neglected : their

gaudy colouring and mere glitter were in the taste of the

Versailles world, but are better fitted for monstrosities like

Sevres pottery than for genuine art. In Antoine Watteau

(1684 1721) this taste for a fanciful artificiality reached, per-

haps, its culminating point. Watteau had been originally a
theatrical scene-painter, and the habits he had acquired in this

humble branch of art stuck to him through life. He painted

very artificial rural scenes fetes cliampetres, with rustic

shepherdesses in a sort of travesty of court-dress ; little thea-

trical ladies, in Louis XIV. costume, holding impossible crooks
in their hands, and making love to courtly swains, while appa-

rently tending a flock of remarkably polite and white-fleeced

sheep. This sham rural sentiment and pretended simplicity
was of a piece with the prevailing taste of the Bourbon ^ourt
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with tho poetry of tho minor versifiers, and the artificial pretti-

ness of the fashionable boautien. J. B. Gruuzo i
1

was one of tho few more original painters of the later Bourbon

period. Hia works are often of a domestic character, and in

apite of a certain meretricious tendency, which has caused him
to be much docried of late yearn, they are often really touching
and tender in sentiment. The "Broken Pitcher," ongravi.nl

many times, ia a popular favourite in England, and exbibitH

Oreuce at once at his beat and worst. Taken as a whole, tho

times of Louis XV. and Louia XVI. in Franco coincided with a

gonerul decrease in artistic productivity ; for art, like every
other department of human work, declined with the universal

decay of the French monarchy in its later stages.

the false classical spirit of which he was almost the taut, and
certainly the chilliest, exponent. Almost all of the subject*
are taken from the ancient mythology, but a few represent
scenes in the life of Napoleon. His namesake, Jean Pierre

David, generally known from his birthplace, for distinction's

sake, as David d' Angers, was a sculptor of great power and real

genius. Though almost equally classical in taste, hu line of
art fitted in better with the then prevailing style, and as time

passed on he grew gradually more modern, with most of his

contemporaries.
The rise and progress of the modern romantic French school

lies almost beyond the scope of this series. After the fall

of Napoleon wider modern views began deeply to influence the

THE MILL. (By Claude.)

With tho great Revolution, an immense change set in, in art
as in other things. Nevertheless, the artistic revelation came
much more slowly than the social and literary revolutions. For
awhile, France was almost too much engaged in war to find

leisure for aesthetic pursuits ; and when she settled down again,
the influence of Napoleon was strongly exerted in favour of a
certain hard, cold, academic classicalism. Indeed, the revolu-
tion had brought classical ideas and even classical costumes
into favour, and the school of David (17481825) was strongly
marked by the prevailing tendency. His works have, for the
most part, a great elegance of form and much power of technical

expression ; but they are frigid in tho extreme, wholly lacking
in life and spirit, and as dead as marble. David carefully
endeavoured to restore what he conceived to be Greek ideas in

painting ; and as Greek art is now mainly known to us from its

statuary, his results were such as are suitable to the sculptor's
craft, but quite unfitted for pictorial representation. Tame
and lifeless as they are, however, David's heroic pieces have a
singular elegance of composition, and he has probably suffered
somewhat at the present day in the universal reaction against

minds of Frenchmen, and a more natural realistic style, ye*
tinged with idealism of the romantic sort, became usual in art

as in literature. In the record of this change, the great name
of Eugene Delacroix (1799 1863), the most fiery and imagina-
tive of modern painters, stands in the very first rank. He was,
in fact, the leader of the romanticist revolution in art, as Victor

Hugo was in literature. Paul Delaroche, his great contempo-
rary and rival (1797 1856), stood half-way between the two
schools, with a decided tendency towards romanticism. The
wonderful battle-pieces of the Vernets must also be mentioned,
instinct as they are with vivid life and realism. It is impossible
to find room for more than the names of Ary Soheffer, Corot,

Millet, Ge'rAme, and others. Indeed, within tho present century,
France has rapidly risen to be the real home of art, and it now
leads the entire artistic movement of the world. At the present

day, its living painters are the greatest masters of technique
who have ever lived, and its art, though marred by many faults

of sentiment and much underlying sensnousness of feeling, is

still the widest, finest, and most varied in type that the world

has ever possessed.
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READINGS IN FRENCH. VII.

UN BIENFAIT N'EST JAMAIS PEKDU.
SECTION II.

FANNY arracha 1'epine, non sans peine, lava le sang qui conlait

de la blessure ;

'

puis, prenant son mouchoir, elle en fit (a) un

bandage avec lequel elle enveloppa la patte du patient,
2
qui, se

sentant soulage, lechait le cou et les mains de sa petite bien-

faitrice,
3 en faisant entendre un grognement de plaisir ; puis il

se coucha (b) a ses pieds
4
jusqu'au moment ou les enfants se

disposerent a regagner 1'habitation. Quand ils se remirent (c)

en route, il alia se placer & c6te" de Fanny,
5 en fixant sur elle

des yeux expressifs et qui semblaient 1'interroger. Elle lui fit

eigne de la suivre.6 Alors, oubliant sa blessure, faisant (d) un
bond de plaisir, 1'animal forma cortege (e) a la petite troupe,

7

qui ne tarda pas a rentrer dans la cour de 1'habitation.

A peine avaient-ils franchi la barriere, que le chien prit (/) sa

course et se precipita vers un groope
8 rassemble autour d'une

sorte de marchand ambulant (g) qui, ayant ouvert plusieurs

ballots, etalait ses marchandises devant les personnes qui se

trouvaient la,
9 en les invitant a faire quelques acquisitions. Le

marchand poussa un cri de joie :

" Enfin te voil& (h) retrouve, mon brave Moustache,"
10 s'ecria-

t-il en flattant (i) le chien.

Alors il se mit (j) a raconter, qu'en traversant la foret, son

chien s'etait elance a la poursuite d'un animal sauvage,
11

qu'il

ne s'etait aperQu quo long-temps apres de sa disparition, qu'alors

il 1'avait vainement appele ;
Moustache n'etait pas revenu. II

avait alors suppose, qu'entraino par son ardour, son chien s'etait

cgare,
12 ou bien encore, qu'ayant attaque quelque bete feroce, il

avait succombe dans la lutte.
" Je ne m'etais pas tout i\ fait 13 trompe," (k) ajouta-t-il, "car je

vois que Moustache a etc blesse. Mais qui done a eu la bonte

de le secourir, de panser sa blessure ?" 14 s'ecria-t-il en aperce-

vant le mouchoir qui enveloppait la patte do Moustache.

A ces mots, le chien, comme s'il eut compris (1) ce que venait

de dire son maitro, se mit a courir au-devant des trois enfants lo

qui se dirigeaient de ce c6te, et se placant pres de Fanny,
16

il ne

la quitta pas d'un instant, qu'elle ne fut arrivee a 1'endroit ou

se trouvait le marchand. 17

COLLOQUIAL
1. Que fit Fanny apres avoir ar-

rache' 1'epine ?

2. Que fit-elle de son mouchoir ?

3. Comment le chien marqua-t-il
sa reconnaissance ?

4. Oil se coucha-t-il eusuite ?

5. Que fit le chien de Terre-

Neuve, quaud ils se remirent
en route ?

6. Quel signe lui fit alors Fanny ?

7. Que fit le chien sur le cheuiin

de 1'habitation ?

8. Ou. courut-il apres avoir franchi

la barriere ?

EXERCISE.

9. Que faisait le marchand am-
bulant ?

10. Que dit son maitre en voyant
le chieu ?

11. Que raconta le marchand ?

12. Qu'avait-il suppose' ?

13. Qu'ajouta-il ensuite?

14. Que demanda-t-il en aperce-
vant le mouchoir ?

15. Comment le chien sembla-t-il

repoudre a 1 \ question de son
maitre ?

16. Ou ce placa-t-il ?

17. Quand quitta-t-il Fanny ?

(a) From/oire.
(b) Se coucha, laid down.

(c) From remettre.

(d) From/aire.
(e) Forma cortege, escorted.

(/) From prendre.

NOTES.

(g) Marchand ambulant, itinerant

(h) Te voila, "here you are. [pedlar.

(i) Flattant, caressing.

(j) II se mit, lie commenced.

(k) Trompd, mistaken.

(I) From comprendre.

SECTION III.

Alors, remnant la queue et regardant tour a tour Fanny et

son maitre, Moustache sembla la designer comme celle qui lui

avait donne ses soins.1 Le marchand apprit (a) alors des enfants

ce qui s'etait passe;
2 le pauvre homme ne savait (6) comment

leur ternoigner sa reconnaissance,
3 car dans ses longnes courses,

Moustache etait non-seulement pour lui un compagnon de route,
4

e' etait un veritable ami, un brave defenseur qui 1'avait preserve
de mille dangers. H voulait mettre a la disposition des enfants

toute sa petite cargaison;
5 mais M. Derambert s'opposa a ce

qu'il fit aucun sacrifice onereux;
6

seulement, comme il vit (c)

que ce refus 1'affligeait, il permit a ses enfants d'accepter quel-

ques jouets de pen de valeur. 7 Le lendemain, le marchand

partit en demandant a M. Derambert la permission de revenir

dans quelque temps visitor son habitation,
8 ce qui lui fut accorde

de grand ccaur.

Trois mois a peine s'etaient ecoules (d) depuis cetto epoque,

lorsqu'unjour Alfred, s'etantmis (e) a la poursuite d'un papillon,
s'ecarta sans qu'on fit attention a sa disparition.

9 Sur les dix

heures du matin, heure a laquelle les trois enfants avaient
1'habitude d'aller a la vallee dejeuner a 1'ombre du chataignier,
on fut tres-surpris de ne le point voir avec Auguste et Fanny.

10

On 1'appela, on le chercha de tous cotes ;

n bientot tout le

monde fut sur pied. Alfred ne parut (/) pas. Le pere et la

mere, tous les domestiques parcoururent en vain los alentours ;'
2

ils n'en decouvrirent aucune trace ;

13
desesperes de cet evene-

ment, ils se partagerent en plusieurs bandes ;
14 ils allerent aveo

leurs voisins, qu'ils avertirent du malheur qui leur etait arrive,
a la decouverte, et ils s'enfoncerent dans la foret qu'ils batti-

rent (g) en tout sens avec la plus scrupuleuse attention. 15 Mille

fois ils appelerent 1'enfant par son nom, ils n'en re9urent aucune

reponse.
16

Cependant, les dernieres lueurs du jour n'eclairaient

plus que faiblement les recherches, 17 et rien encore n'etait venu
calmer les inquietudes de M. et de Mme. Derambert : les ap-

proches de la nuit redoublerent leurs alarmes. 18 Dans leur

desespoir, ils ne voulurent jamaia consentir a retourner dans
leur domicile. 19 Ils allumerent des torches de resine et firent (h)

retentir les bois, les vallees, du nom cheri d'Alfred.20

"Alfred, mon Alfred ! oil es-tu?" s'ecriait la mere de 1'ac-

cent de voix le plus dechirant ;
mais c'etait en vain. Je

n'essaierai (i) pas non plus de vous peindre le desespoir d'Au-

guste et do Fanny
21

pleurant, sanglotant. Le chataignier, le

ruisseau, les frais bocages qu'ils parcouraient ensemble ne pre-

sentaient aucune trace d'Alfred.

COLLOQTTIAL EXERCISE.

1. Que fit le chien en regardant 11.

Fanny ? 12.

2. Qu'apprit le marchand, des

enfants ? 13.

3. Le pauvre homme paraissait- 14.

il <$inu ? 15.

4. Pourquoi e"tait-il si reconnais- 16.

sant?

5. Que voulait-il donner p.nx en- 17.

fants ? 18.

6. A quoi M. Derambert s'op-

posa-t-il ?

7. Que permit-il a ses enfants 19.

d'accepter ?

8. Que deuianda a M. Ddrambert 20.

le marchand, a son depart ? 21.

9. Qu'arriva-t-il trois mois apres ?

10. A quelle heure s'apercut-on de

1'absence du petit Alfred ?

NOTES.

Que fit-on alors?

Ou allerent le pere, la mere et

tous les domestiques ?

Trouverent-ils le petit gar9on ?

Comment firent-ils ensuite ?

Examinerent-ils bien la foret ?

Leurrecherche eut-elle quelque
succes ?

Quelle heure e'tait-il alors ?

Quel fut l'eflet des approchas
de la nuit, sur les parents de
1'enfant ?

Voulureut - ils rentrer chez
eux?
Que firent-ils ensuite ?

Auguste et Fanny parta-

geaient-ils le chagrin de leurs

parents ?

(a) From apprendre.

(b) From sauoir.

(o) From voir.

(d) S'dtaient e'coule's, had elapsed.

(e) From, mettre.

(/) From paraitre.

(g) From battre.

(h) Firent, caused ; from faire.

(i) From essayer.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN FRENCH.
EXEKCISE 132 (Vol. n., page 138).

1. Quelle grandeur a le jardin de M. votre pere ? 2. II a vingt-cinq

yards de longueur et dix de largenr. 3. La maison de votre cousin

est-elle grande ? 4. Elle a cinquante-six pieds de longueur et quarante
de largeur. 5. Votre maison est-elle plus grande que fa mieune ? 6.

Elle est plus grand que la votre de dix pieds. 7. Savez-vous quelle'

profondeur a ce puits ? 8. II a vingfc-cinq pieds de profondeur, et six

de largeur. 9. Combien ce drap se vend-il le metre ? 10. II se vend
seize francs le metre. 11. Combien recevez-vous par semaine poui
votre travail ? 12. Je reyois cinquante francs par semaiue pour mon
travail. 13. Combien votre ami paye-t-il par mois pour sa pension ?

14. II paye soixante-dix francs par mois. 15. Etes-vous plus grand
que votre cousiu ? 16. Je suis plus grand que lui de toute la tete. 17.

Votre neveu n'est-il pas plus grand que votre fils ? 18. II est plus
grand que mon fils, de trois pouces. 19. De quelle grandeur est cette

chambre ? 20. Elle a soixante pieds de long (longueur) sur quarante de

large (largeur). 21. De quelle taille est M. '-otre frere ? 22. II est de
haute taille (grand), il est plus grand que moi. 23. Combien de livres

lisez-vous par semaine ? 24. Je lis dix volumes par semaine. 25.

Combien le beurre se vend-il la livre ? 26. Le beurre se veud deiix

francs la livre. 27. Savez-vous combien votre fils gagne par jour ? 28.

II gagne autant que le votre ;
il gagne dix francs par jour. 29. Com-

bien cette soie vaut-elle le metre ? 30. Elle vaut six francs le metre.

31. Notre ami est de taille moyenne. 32. Allez-vous a I'e'glise deux

fois par jour ? 33. Je vais a I'dglise une fois par jour. 34. Votre fils

va-t-il a la poste tous les jours ? 35. II y va six fois par jour.
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liCiSE 133 (Vol. II., page I

1. Huvo you forbidden tbat man to set bin foot inido your house?
2. I bare forbidden him. 3. Hare you sheltered those things from
the rain ? 4. I bare sheltered them from the rain and wind. 5. Have

i minted your brother with that affair ? 6. I bare not acquainted
bim with it. 7. Have you not enabled him to study? 8. I liavo

. him to instruct himself if he wishes to do it. 9. Will you
1-ut that aside? 10. I am going to put it in tbo sun. 11. WouM not

y.mr in, ud couio iu ? 12. lie would not alight. 13. lias not your
mi hia apron wrong side out ? 14. No, Sir, ho bas put it on

; "Hi . 15. Have you not put tbat giddy person out of doors ?

.-dint the door iu bis face. 17. At what hour do you sit

down to table ? 18. As soon as the clotb is laid. 10. Does that man
dress wall ? 80. Ho always dresses after the English or tbe Italian

fashion. 21. Did not those children commence weeping ? 22. Instead

of beginning to weep they began to laugh. 23. Why do yon not
commence writing? 24. It is time to sit down to table. 25. Are
those Sicilian ladies]well dressed? 26. They are exceedingly well dressed.

EXERCISE 134 (Vol. II., page 139).
1. Le monsieur a-t-il mis pied a torre co matin? 2. Non, Monsieur,

il n'a pas voulu mettre pied a terre, il n'avait pas le temps. 3. Avez-

TOUS mis oet insolent a la porte? 4. Non, Monsieur, inais j>; lui ai

d&endu de remottro lo pied cbez moi. 5. Avez-vous mis ces pctits
enfants a 1'ubri de la pluie ? 6. Je les ai mis a 1'abri de la pluie et du
vent. 7. Avez-vous mis votre fils a im" me d'apprendre la mldecine .'

8. Je 1'ai mis a mi'ino d'appreudre la m<5decine, s'il desire la faire. 9.

Avez-vous mis votro habit a 1'envera ? 10. Je ne 1'ai pas mis a 1'cnvcrs,

je 1'ai mis a 1'endroit. 11. Vous 6tes-vous mis en colere ? 12. Non,
Monsieur, je no me suis pas mis en colere. 13. Vous rtes-vous mis a

table, bier a quatre heures ? 14. Nous nous sommcs mis a table a six

lioures. 15. Avez-vous 1'intention de vous mettre en pension ? 16.

J'ai 1'iutention de me mettre en pension chez M. L. 17. Quand vous

mettez-vous en voyage (route) ? 18. Nous nous mettons en route de-

inaiu matin. 19. Votre fils s'est il mis a rire ? 20. Non, Monsieur, il

s'est mis a pleurer. 21. Fourquoi ne vous mettez-vous pas a travailler

rage) ? 22. Parceque je vais me mettre a lire. 23. Cette dame
se metelle a 1'anglaise ? 24. Elle se met a 1'italienne. 25. Ces dames
sont-elles bien mises ? 26. Elles sont mises a merveille. 27. Ne
voulez-vous pas vous mettre a 1'ombre? 28. Je me mettroi au soleil,

j'ai tres frbid. 29. Votre babit est-il a 1'envers ? 30. Non, Monsieur,
il est a 1'endroit. 31. Est-ce la 1'endroit de ce drap ? 32. C'est

1'envers. 33. N'etes-vous pas mis a 1'anglaise ? 34. Je suis mis a

1'italienne. 35. Vous etes bien mis.

EXEECISE 135 (Vol. II., page 171).
1. Send for tbe physician, your little boy is sick. 2. We have

already sent for bim. 3. You do not want your pencil, lend it to me.

4. I cannot lend it to you, I am using it. 5. Give it to me, or lend it

to me. 6. I have promised it to your teacher. 7. If yon have not

said it to him, tell him of it as soon as possible. 8. Bo not tell him
of it yet. 9. Speak to him about it the next time you see him. 10.

Have patience, my friend, your father will not be long coming. 11. Obey
your instructor. 12. I always obey him. 13. Give him a good part of

it. 14. I have already given him more than two-thirds of it. 15.

Have you carried that key to the locksmith ? 16. I have forgotten to

give it to him. 17. Take it to him, without fail, this afternoon. 18.

Have the goodness to tell me where Mr. G. lives. 19. Take the first

street on the left, he lives in the second house on the right. 20. Come,
young ladies, let us make baste. 21. Take them thither as soon as

possible. 22. Do not bring them back to me. 23. Send them back

to me to-morrow. 24. Let us carry them thither. 25. Let us not

carry them thither. 26. Lend thorn to bim, but do not give them
to bim.

EXERCISE 136 (Vol. IL, page 171).
1. Donnez un livre au jeune homme. 2. Je lui en ai deja donnt? un,

et il ne le lit pas. 3. Pretez-le-lui, si vous ne voulez pas le lui donner.

4. Je ne veux pas le lui preter. 5. Ddpfichez-vous, Mesdemoiselles, il

est dhc heures. 6. Veuillez me donner une plume. 7. J'en ai doiiue

nne a M. votre frere. 8. Obdissez a votre pere et parlez a votre soeur.

i. N'c nverrez-vous pas chercher la lettre ? 10. Je 1'enverrai chercher.

11. Envoyez la chercher aussitot quo possible. 12. Ne le faites pas,

inais ^crivez a mon cousin. 13. Aliens, mes enfants, apprenee votre

lecon. 14. Donnez-lui-en, ou lui en pretez (or pretez-lui-en). 15. Ne
vous dtSpechez pas, nous avons le temps. 16. Ayez patience, mon
enfant, le marchand viendra bientot. 17. Envoyez-le-lui, si vous ne

pouvez le lui donner. 18. ficrivez-lui, sans faute, cette apres-midi.

19. Je lui ^crirais si j'avais le temps. 20. Prenons la premiere rue a

gauche. 21. Prenez la deuxicme rue a droite. 22. Faites attention a

ce que dit votre frere. 23. Disons la ve'rite'. 24. Lisons ce livre

Bujourd'hui. 25. Payez vos dettes aussitot que possible. 26. OWis-

sons a notre pre"cepteur. 27. Portez-lui la clef. 28. Eapportez-moi
les livres que je vons ai pretes. 29. Ne me les rapportez pas, lisez-les.

30. Prenons patience, nons aurons bientot de I'argent. 31. Parlons-

leur, Us sont chez mon pere. 32. Dites-leur que j'ai 1'intention de leur

(Scrire domain matin. 33. Allez a 1'eglise cette apres-midi. 31. Eap-

portez-moi mes lettres. 35. Ne les y portez pas, mais apportez-les-
moi aussitot que possible

LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY. XXI J.

METALS PROPER-toniinwd.

IRON continued.

8. Refining. Although
"
pig-iron" in used for casting, it is

unable to be worked at the forge, and before it oao become
"
wronght-iron

"
it mart pass through two processes, in which

all extraneous matter is removed. Thefinery into which tbe pig-
iron if next introduced is a furnace, or forge, on the hearth of

which it IB melted, but not in contact with the combustible

iiKiH'-r, which in usually coke ; a doable row of blast-pipe* urge
the heated air, etc., from the burning coke over the hearth on
which the pi^-iron is placed, and that it in melted. Fig. 51
will afford an easy explanation of this proceHB. The iron is

melted on the hearth, A, which is made of iron platen, which are

kept cool by air being allowed to circulate freely around them.

The fire is fed with coko through the door, D, and the iron is

introduced by a Ride door in the wall, which has been taken

away to exhibit this section ; B are two of the blast-pipes ; r it

the floss-hole, out ofwhich the slag, which floats on the melted iron,

escapes as it rises over the partition. The following analyses
will at once show the effect the refinery has on the cast-iron :

Carbon. Silicon.

Pig Iron . . 3-0 + 4'5

Eeflned Iron. 17 + 0'5

Phosphorus. Iron.

0.2 + 92'3 = 100-0.

0"0 + 97"8 = 100"0.

The carbon and phosphorus are burnt out. Some of the iron

is oxidised, and this, with the silicon, forms a fusible slag, and
comes away through the floss-hole. The melted iron is run off

into flat cakes about three or four inches thick, and is suddenly
cooled by throwing water upon it. It has now lost the coarse

grain of the pig-iron, and its colour is a silvery white.

4. Puddling is the last process by which the remaining silicon

and carbon are separated from the iron. The refined iron is

broken into pieces, and again melted in a reverberatory furnace,

similar to the one drawn in Fig. 51. The melted mass is stirred

with iron rods, upon the end of which it agglomerates, forming
blooms. The rod is drawn from the furnace with this maw of

white-hot molten paste adhering to it, and although it weighs
gome three-quarters of a hundred-weight, yet with the greatest

ease and rapidity one or two men drag it to the shingling press,

where a huge hammer descends upon it; again and again the

pressman turns it under the blow of the hammer, which squeezes
out the impurities, and welds the metal into a plate of

"
wrought-

iron."

As fully as our space will permit, we have described the

operation of reducing iron from the ore ; but it must be re-

membered that the quality of the iron is affected by the least

change in the fuel, the lime, or the quantity of air driven by
the blasts, and that at every point of the process experience has

suggested certain improvements, to understand which a work
on metallurgy must be consulted.

Steel is a carbide of iron; it contains from 1'3 to 1'7 per cent.

of carbon. The usual mode of manufacturing steel ia to pack
bars of wrought-iron in boxes of brickwork, with cementpowder,
which is a mixture of soot and salt. The boxes are so arranged
that theycan be elevated to a temperature whichwill melt copper,

and can be maintained at that point for six or eight days ; thus

carbon is introduced into the iron. It will be evident that the

exterior of the bar will be more highly carburetted than the

interior; hence the bars are melted in crucibles and cast into

ingots, forming the cos^-steel of which cutlery is made. Seeing

that there is 3 per cent, of carbon in pig-iron, and none in

wrought-iron, it is plain that if the process were stopped just at

that point when the metal was combined with 1'5 of carbon we
should have steel. Upon this principle Mr. Bessemer founded

his process of making steel ; he forces a quantity of air into the

bottom of a cylinder full of melted "
pig-iron," and thus burn*

out the carbon; the process is arrested just when the proper

quantity of carbon remains to form steel. Bessemer's steel is

largely used for rails of railways, and has almost entirely sup-

planted the use of wronght-iron, where hardness is required.

When steel is touched with a drop of nitric acid a grey spot

appears, the acid dissolving the iron, and the carbon remaining.

Iron forms with oxygen three distinct oxides ferrous oxide

(FeO), ferric oxide or sesquioxide (Fe,Os), magnetic oxide,

which is a compound of these (FeO.Fe/),), and ferric acid

(H.,Fe04).
Tho first can ncrer be obtained, for its great affinity for
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oxygen causes it to unite with that element and become the

next higher oxide ;
but in a hydrated form it is precipitated

from any ferrous solution by potash.
Ferric oxide (Fe2O3) appears crystallised in nature as specular

iron ore, and amorphous as red haematite. It may be prepared

artificially by precipitation from a solution of ferric sulphate or

chloride by ammonia, and heating the precipitate. Both the

above oxides are bases for corresponding salts.

Ferrous sulphate (FeSO4 -f 7H2O) is copperas or green vitriol;

it is the result of the action of sulphuric acid on metallic iron.

If it be permitted to absorb oxygen it changes colour, and

becomes partially Ferric sulphate (Fe23S04). Green vitriol is

used with astringent matters as a black dye. With gallic acid

it forms ink.

Ferrous chloride (Fe2Cl). When iron is acted upon by hydro-
chloric acid, and solution evaporated, green crystals of this salt,

containing four molecules of water of crystallisation, are formed.

Ferric chloride (Fe 2Cla) is produced when hydrochloric acid

acts upon ferric oxide.

Ferric acid has never been prepared, it is very unstable ; but
if nitre and ferric oxide be fused together, potassium ferrate

(K2FeO4)
is formed. This metal forms many other salts, but

they are of no great interest.

The ferrous or protoxide salts give green solutions ; with

alkalies they yield white precipitates, and a light-blue colour

with potassium ferro-cyanide, which rapidly becomes dark. If

their solution be slightly acid, sulphuretted hydrogen has no

effect upon them.

Ferric or peroxide salts are of a reddish-brown colour, and
such is the colour of their

precipitate with the various

alkalies.

Potassium sulpho-cyanide
in neutral solutions gives a

thick precipitate of a dark-

red colour, similar to that

of blood. Potassium ferro-

cyanide affords a copious pre-

cipitate of a rich dark-blue

oolour.

It should be said lhat

under the action of the blow-

pipe both classes of salts

act alike, namely, with them
a borax bead becomes green
in the reducing flame, which
all but loses its colour when it is exposed to the oxidising flame.

TITANIUM.

SYMBOL, Ti COMBINING WEIGHT, 50.

This is a rare metal, generally associated with iron. They
appear together in Rutile, and it would seem that a minute quan-

tity of titanium is disseminated through the clay iron ore ; for

in the cindery coating of the crucible of a smelting furnace,
after many years' work, there appear beautiful cubic crystals of

a red metallic substance, which are found to be a compound of

nitrogen and titanium. Though this metal is found with iron,

it bears a close analogy to

TIN.

SYMBOL, Sn COMBINING WEIGHT, 118 SPECIFIC GRAVITY, 7'3.

The only ore of tin of importance is tin-stone, which is the
tinoxide of the metal (SnO2); it is by no means widely dis-

tributed, only being worked in three or four localities. The
mines of Cornwall furnished the Romans with their supply,
and still yield 6,000 tons annually. The island of Banca, in

the East Indies, is almost a block of very pure ore. Mexico
also possesses tin mines. When a stream of water wears away
the rock through which a vein of tin passes, the ore is found
water-worn in the bed of the stream. This is the most valuable

ore, and goes by the name of stream-tin. The reduction of the
metal is easily accomplished, since the washed and pure ore has

only to be submitted to heat in a reverberatory furnace, mixed
with coal and a little lime. The ore gives up its oxygen to the

coal, and the lime, with some silica, which is unavoidably pre-

sent, forms a fusible slag. The metal sinks to the bottom of

the furnace, and the slag swims on its surface.

Tin is a white brilliant metal, capable of being beaten out
Into "foil," and sufficiently duotile to allow of its being drawn

Fig. 51. SECTION OF KEFISIHG FUKNACE.

out into wire. When bent it emits a "
crackling

"
noise. It

melts at 235 Cent., and can be volatilised, though with difficulty.
The air has but little effect on it ; but when heated to a high

temperature it combines with oxygen, burning brilliantly into a
white powder, stannic oxide (SnO2).

It is chiefly used in commerce as a covering to sheets of iron.

The best iron is used, and by a series of processes is rendered

chemically clean ; the sheet is then immersed in melted tin, and an
alloy is formed at the surface of the iron. The sheet is dipped
a second time and the superfluous metal allowed to drain off.

If the surface of a sheet of tin be sponged with a mixture of
two parts nitric acid, two of hydrochloric, and four of water,
the crystalline appearance known as moiree metallique is pro-
duced. The plate must be gently heated before the application
of the acid, and quickly plunged into water and varnished.
Different effects may be produced by using coloured varnishes.

Alloys of Tin. Britannia metal is equal parts of brass, tin,

antimony, and bismuth. Pewter is 4 parts of tin and 1 of

lead. Solder is 2 parts of tin and 1 of lead. Bell metal is 78
of copper and 22 of tin. Gun metal is 90 of copper and 10 of
tin. Bronze contains less tin than gun metal, and usually 3 or

4 per cent, of zinc. Speculum metal, which admits of a high
polish, and is used for the mirrors of reflecting telescopes, con-
sists of 2 parts of copper and 1 of tin. For silvering mirrors,
an amalgam of tin and mercury is employed. A sheet of tin-

foil is laid on a level marble slab, and covered by clean mercury ;

the superfluous quicksilver runs into a groove cut in the stone
round its edge. When the mercury remains on tho foil in a

layer of the thickness of half-a-crown, a perfectly dry and clean

sheet of glass is carefully
slid over the mercury, be-

ginning at one end of the

slab by dipping the edge of

the glass beneath the sur-

face of the quicksilver thus
all air-bubbles are excluded ;

the glass is coveted with
flannel and weighted, the slab

being inclined to allow the

mercury to drain off. This
inclination is increased until,

in a month, the glass is ver-

tical, and is then in a fit con-

dition to frame.

Tin forms two oxides :

Stannous oxide (SnO) is

prepared as a white hydrate, by precipitation from a solution

of stannous chloride by an alkaline carbonate. When moist

it absorbs oxygen, and becomes
Stannic oxide (SnO 2),

which is found as tin-stone. It may be

artificially prepared by the action of nitric acid on tin, or by
adding an alkali to a solution of a stannic salt. It is remark-

able, that when prepared in the former way it is insoluble in

hydrochloric acid, whereas, in the latter case, it is readily
soluble.

When tin is treated with nitric acid, a white crystalline in-

soluble mass is formed
Metastannic add, which, when heated to 100 Cent., parts

with some of its water and becomes

Putty powder, which is much used in making enamels. These
oxides of tin are of great use to the dyer as mordants.

Bisulphide of tin (SnS2) is mosaic gold, a powder which closely

resembles the precious metal, and is used in decoration.

The purple of Oassius appears when stannous chloride (SnCl3)
is added to a solution of chloride of gold.

TUNGSTEN.

SYMBOL, W COMBINING WEIGHT, 184.

This metal, combined with iron, occurs in the mineral wolfram.
It has been lately discovered that a little of it in steel greatly
increases the hardness of that substance.

Tungstic acid (W03) is obtained as a yellow powder when
native tungstate of lime, scheelite, is treated with nitric acid;
with sodium, the tungstate of soda is formed, which is mixed
with starch, and used by the laundress to render muslins, etc.,

uninflammable.

Molybdenum and Vanadium are closely allied to tungsten, butj

as yet, have no commercial value.
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LESSONS IN GEOLOGY. VI.

VOLCANOES-IGNEOUS AGENCY.

THB universal action of water in to level. If the world continue

for tln< requisite number of ages, and if no other cause interfere

jvith tin- di'tfrading and filling up whidi is carried on by
riiii-ilrii>, rivur, or ocean current, in duo time our

world will be a level plain. This, however, can never

be the case, for there exists a force which constantly

opposes the action of water. The Creator " hath not the

one over against the other," and hero, as in every domain
of Nature, is a finely adjusted balance the aqueous

agency on the one hand, and the igneous agency on the

other ; the one wearing down, the other elevating; the

OIK* tilling up and making the surface even, the other dis-

rupting and throwing the existing arrangement into dis-

order.

The action of heat is exerted in three ways (1) in

volcanoes, (2) earthquakes, and (3) the gradual upheaving
or subsiding of portions of the earth's crust. We are

not able to trace the action of heat so certainly as that

of water, for the simple reason that wo can watch the

one from first to last ; whereas we can only study the

effects of thermal action, and thence attempt to divine

the causes.

Wherever there is room for speculation, no lack of

speculators has been found ; and upon almost every

question upon which a doubt could exist and there are

many in this part of the subject the geological world has

been divided. We shall notice the prominent points of

the various controversies as we discuss the subjects as

they present themselves.

1. Volcanoes. We shall find that rocks which owe ^
their origin to igneous action may be safely divided

into plutonic and volcanic rocks. In the former class 8

are arranged all rocks of the primary formations, such
as granites, etc., which are the offspring of a much more general
And widely extended action than those igneous rocks which date

from a much later period. These rocks, which ore found within

limited ranges, have been ejected from a crater, that is, a hole

is formed from the surface to the bowels of the earth beneath,

.up which is thrown molten
lava and ashes, or scoria:.

This matter is cast up and
falls around the opening,

forming a hillock, the top of

which is a cup-like forma-

tion, at whose base is the
mouth of the volcano. A
.mountain thus entirely
formed of material ejected
from the centre of action be-

.neath, is called a crater of

.eruption. However, another
method of construction of a
volcanic mountain can be

imagined, where some violent

upheaving force lifts up the

surface into a bubble-like

mound ; the apex, being natu-

xally the weakest part, gives

way, and from the opening
thus formed the internal fires

belch forth, and the eruption

proceeds, the walls of the

bubble falling down from the

mountain. A volcano thus

produced is styled a crater of
elevation. These two theories

.have been energetically sup-

ported by eminent geologists.

Scrope, Provost, and Lyell are

adherents of the eruption theory, whilst Humboldt, Elie do Beau-

mont, Dufrenoy, and others, maintain the theory of elevation,

We shall find that there is some truth in each theory, but that

no volcano owes its origin entirely to elevation or eruption, both

processes having taken port in the erection of the mountain.
It is supposed that all the volcanoes in the world are members

68 NE.

10.

of four groups. The Andes, which edge the western shore of

the American continent, present in their chain many active, and
numerous extinct, burning mountain!. Thin is the beet <faflyi
volcanic group. A second in recognised as compruing the

Aleutian Islands, Japan, the Moluccas, and the volcanoes of the

East Indies. The third group includes those of the
Pacific Archipelago ; while the fourth is represented M
stretching from Central Asia to the Azores, and include*

the volcanoes of the Greek islands, and those of Southern

Italy.
A remarkable fact will at once strike the observant

reader, namely, that all volcanoes are in the immediate

neighbourhood of the sea.

There is no exception to this rule. In Central Asia
there is said to be a volcano on the north declivity of

the Thian-Shan Mountains, but its last eruption is referred

to the seventh century. There are not wanting evidence*

that in that part of Asia large bodies of water existed,

and even now the largo lake Issik-Kul is in the neigh*
bourhood of the quiescent mountain. This apparent ne-

cessity of being m immediate proximity to water, caused
Bischoff to propound a theory, which is generally ac-

cepted: that the immediate cause of volcanic action is

duo to the fact that water percolates through fissures in

the surface down to the hot regions beneath; here it is

mode steam at a high pressure, and thus forces for itself

a passage through the superincumbent crust, urging with

it molten matter, and the debris caused in the upheaval
of the strata, to produce a vent. Whether water be a

requisite to volcanic action or not, one thing is certain,

that no volcano can exist without heat.

Many geologists hold that the centre of the earth is

still composed of molten matter, and that the lines traced

by the volcano-chains mark the direction of vast fissures

in the earth's crust up which, by the pressure of steam, the

lava is forced. A grave objection at once appears to the

acceptance of this assumption. If this bo the case, according
to the laws of hydrostatics, the pressure exerted at one point

by the expanding steam must be felt by the whole liquid mass,
for liquids transmit pressures equally in all directions ; hence

the same force which throws into action one volcano, must also

cause all the neighbouring
cones to erupt. This argu-
ment finds a remarkable ex-

ample in one of the Sand-
wich Islands. Manna Loa is

a volcano frequently active ;

there is a crater near its sum-

mit, 10,000 feet above the

level of the ocean ; 6,000 feet

up one flank is another crater,

Kilauea. It often happens,
that while Loa is in action,
the lava in Kilauea is molten,

yet undisturbed. It seems
an inevitable conclusion, that

if these craters both derive

their lava from the same re-

servoir, the force which pro-

pels the molten matter to the

higher crater must cause a

jet of lava to be thrown from
Kilauea to a similar height.
That simultaneous dis-

turbances would take place
in each crater, if their ducts

led to the same reservoir,

may be fairly inferred from
the fact, that we have nu-

merous accounts of volcanic

action occurring at the same
moment at many distant

points: for example, a severe earthquake visited Chili in 1835;
at the same moment the shock was felt over a wide area ; the

two volcanoes, Yantales and Osorno, burst into action ; and at

Juan Fernandez, 720 miles distant, a submarine eruption took

place. Thus the commotion in some deep-seated reservoir

affected a tract of country 900 mile Ictjr rnd 600 broad.

11.
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It has long been a theory pertinaciously adhered to, that the

centre of the earth is now in a state of molten incandescence,
and that all volcanoes derive their igneous action from the heated

centre. In conjunction with the existence of burning moun-

tains, another fact is adduced, which appears to give great

weight to the supposition. It is generally found that in

descending the crust of the earth the temperature increases.

Numerous observations in mines and artesian wells ha ire been

made, and it is concluded that in England the thermometer
rises 1 Fahr. for every 55 feet descended.

The reader must not suppose that this increase is at all

uniform; indeed, Kupffer, from very extensive comparisons,
infers that the increase is 1 Fahr. for every 37 feet, while

Cordier gives the same augment of temperature for 45 feet.

English geologists, from experiments made in this country,
incline to the first-mentioned figure. Admitting that the

temperature increases because we descend nearer to the heated

nucleus, these differences might be reconciled by taking into

consideration local causes, such as the conducting power for heat

of the rock in which the mine or well was sunk which would

materially affect the observation the proximity of the ocean,
and other causes. But cases are recorded where the same mine
has altered its temperature very considerably : for example, the

Oatfield Mine, in Cornwall, 182 fathoms deep, had a temperature
of 77 Fahr. while the mine was working. After the abandon-
ment of the working's the temperature was reduced in a few
months to 66. In many months after, the equilibrium reached

was almost that of the mean temperature of the surface.

54 Fahr.

'It is clear that if the original high temperature were due to

the central fire, the mere abandonment of the mine could not

have reduced it. Presuming the increase of temperature, as we
descend, be due to the approach of the central heat, at a depth
of twenty-five miles a temperature sufficient to fuse such rocks

as basalt and porphyry must exist.

The holders of this theory must, therefore, be prepared to

admit that our globe has a crust of solid matter, whose thick-

ness is represented in Fig. 10, by the breadth of the line c B;
that is, if A B be the radius of the earth, 4,000 miles, the thick-

ness of the curved line, ^ of this, will represent the solid crust,
all beneath being in a state of molten matter at a high tempera-
ture. This vast quantity of liquid cannot remain at rest, but
must be traversed by currents, which would cause the tempera-
ture of the whole to be equalised ; and it cannot be supposed
that the mere shell would not be broken up and fused, and still

more difficult is it to admit that it is possible that the proximity
of such a mass at such a temperature would not affect the heat

of the earth's crust, which it certainly does not. The answer

given to these objections is, that we do not know the behaviour
of solids under the influence of a high heat, and at the same
time submitted to a great pressure ; pressure may retard fusion,
and that although at a high temperature, yet the rocks may not
be molten ; but the point of fusion must be reached a few miles

further down, and therefore the objection is not removed. It is

also urged that the earth's crust is a good non-conductor of heat,
and instances of lava currents are adduced where the surface is

solidified and tolerably good, and a few inches below the matter
is still molten; but the cases are not parallel, the molten lava
is only a dull red, and is at rest ; moreover, in due time it will

cool, whereas the temperature of the earth has not altered since

the days of Hipparchus, who chronicled certain eclipses. Cal-

culation has found that the times of those eclipses are correct,
which proves that the length of the day has not altered for 2,000

years, that is, the rotation of the earth has not increased, which
it must have done had the earth cooled, for then it would have
contracted.

The late Mr. Hopkins attempted to calculate the thickness of

the earth's crust from the influence which the moon exerts upon
the earth, causing what is called the processional motion of the
earth's pole. He found that, assuming the earth to be a fluid

nucleus enclosed by a solid shell, it was necessary that this

should be at least 800 miles thick to cause the calculation to

agree with observation.

The heat in mines, etc., can be well accounted for, without
this "central heat theory," by chemical action. Freshly exposed
surfaces, especially metallic lodes, are vigorously acted on by
the oxygen of the air; heat is thus developed. This will account
for an abandoned mine cooling down to the ordinary temperature

when the chemical action was exhausted. Moreover, we must
remember that air in a condensed state acquires a lower specific

heat, that is, its capacity for containing heat is decreased; hence
an increment of heat will have a much greater effect in increas-

ing the temperature at the bottom of a mine than on the surface.
In the case of well-waters, the chemical action is induced by the

gases they hold in solution acting upon the rocks through which

they percolate, and on the sides of the subterranean reservoirs

in which they collect. Sir Humphry Davy, Daubeny, and others,
ascribe even volcanic heat to chemical action. The discoverer of
the metals of the alkalies, potassium and sodium, supposed that at
the base of burning mountains were vast deposits of these metals ;

that when water found its way to the metal it became decomposed,
the metal retaining the oxygen, and the hydrogen being liberated,
flamed out of the crater. The enormous scale of volcanic action,

however, precludes the acceptance of this theory, and we must
look for another cause of volcanic heat. Probably electricity
has much to do with it ; we know that electric currents traverse
mineral lodes, and the Aurora Borealis proves that enormous
quantities of electricity are in motion in and about the earth.

If a powerful current were condensed by any cause, and forced
to pass through a limited space, it would fuse the rock and
supply the great necessary for the existence of a volcano. We
have given a mere outline of these theories, and but very few of
the facts by which they are supported. We refer the reader for

further information to Lyell's
"
Principles of Geology," Daubeny

on "
Volcanoes," and Scrope's

" Central France." There are
225 active volcanoes, or rather volcanoes which have been
known to erupt within the las'u 150 years. The most remark-
able European volcanoes are Vesuvius, Etna, Stromboli, one of
the Lipari group, Santorin in the Greek Archipelago, and Hecla,
in Iceland.

The products of volcanoes are of two kinds, lava and ashes.

They are not always ejected at once. In the great eruption of

Vesuvius, A.D. 79, when Herculaneuin and Pompeii were buried,
the mountain belched forth nothing but ashes, which so com-

pletely covered the doomed cities that their very site was un-

known for ages. The first authentic account of a lava current
from Vesuvius is in the year 1036.

Of the quantity of matter ejected by Vesuvius in the eruption
of 79, history tells us that a shower of sand, lapilli, and pumice
fell for eight days. Very few of the inhabitants perished in

the overwhelming of their cities. The skeletons of two soldiers

in the barracks of Pompeii were found chained to the stocks, and
in the cellars in a villa in the suburbs of the city seventeen
skeletons were discovered. The form of a Roman lady, with
an infant in her arms, was imprinted in the rock, but nothing
but the bones remained, which a chain of gold encircled, and
the rings still adorned the fleshless fingers. Herculaneum is

buried deeper than Pompeii, but was discovered first by the

sinking of a well in 1713, which came down upon the theatre.

An illustration of the height to which a volcano can eject ashes

was afforded by one of the Mexican mountains in 1835, ashes

from which fell in Jamaica, 700 miles distant, and must have
been in the air four days.

In illustration of the rivers of lava which are poured out from
the craters, we may quote the instance given by the Eev. T.

Coan, of an eruption of Mauna Loa :

" From this yawning
fissure, from two to thirty yards wide, the molten flood rushed
out and spread laterally for four or five miles, filling ravines,

flowing over plains, covering all from 10 to 200 feet deep a
lava current, including windings, seventy miles long."
The nature of volcanic rocks will be treated of in another

place.
Before leaving this part of our subject, we must allude to the

peculiar phenomenon exhibited in the Geysers, in Iceland.

Whatever part steam may play in a volcanic eruption, there

is no doubt but that the Geysers owe their action to its

agency. The springs are thirty miles from the crater of Hecla:

they are springs of hot water, which rise through a bed of lava

with such force as to play in the air to a height of 200 feet for

five or six minutes, then the column of water subsides into the

basin, which is like a volcanic crater, and is in communication
with a cavern beneath. The pipe of the Great Geyser descends

perpendicularly 78 feet, and is from 8 to 10 feet in diameter.

The eruption commences with a distant rumbling noise, which

comes nearer, the water in the pool becomes agitated, and at

length rises in a jet, with clouds of vapour and a loud explosion.
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It U remarkable that an eruption can bo caused in some of tho

springs by throwing stone* into their pipes.
The e\i>l:iii:itic>ii of their iK'tinu will be given by conHulting

Fig. 11. Tho water percolates through the rook, and collects in

the cavern. Horo it is heated by tho volcanic fires ; on account
of the length of tho pipe tho water in the cavern U under great

pressure, and henoe its boiling point will be several degrees
above 2112 Fahr. When sullicient steam accumulates in the

cavern it ejects the water from tho pipe, and thus tho liquid in

the reservoir being relieved of its pressure generates a largo

quantity of steam suddenly, producing the eruption. When a
stone in thrown into the pipe it disturbs the water, affecting tho

pressure, and giving an opportunity for more steam to be formed,
which gives rise to the eruption.

7. Da
D a s a

READINGS IN GERMAN. VII.

Slngebinbr
a n"- g a i - b i n' - d a 1.

?UJ nun ter eburt8tag fce SSatert tyerbeifam, ba

Alss noon dair gai-lxMrts'-tux^ dess fah'-terss herr-by'-kahm, dub

fammelteu fcie mi iungften Winter SDlumen, tie ollerfd;on<

zam'-mel-ten dee dry yimk'-steu klu'-der bloo'-men, doe al'-ler-sho'n'-

ften unb ganj Ijeimlid;, link ffod;ten fie, fcafi e tcr SSater nid;t

sten &5nt gauts himo'-lly, Wut flud;'-teu zee, doss ess dair fah'-ter nlyt

fab, jiim fdioncn Jxranjc tint fonnten tie gan$e 9lad;t fciti

zah, tsMui sho'-nen kran'-tsai &>nt kun'-ten dee gan'-tse nad;t kine

'.'liujc jutlum.

ou'-gai tsoo'-toon.

2lla fcer ag em>ad;te, gingen fit atte trci in ka J?m
Alss dair tacty err-vad?'-tai, giug'-en zee al'-lai dry in dass kcm'-

nierlcin nut blofien gujid;cn, tap e ker SBater nicfjt Ijcre,

tner-liue mit blo'-ssen fil'ss'-yen, dass ess dair fah'-ter nJyt ho'-rai,

unb trugcn ten JBlumenfranj afle trei, unb Icgten ib,n

56nt troo'-gheu dain bloo'-men-kruiits al'-lai dry, &3nt leyy'-ten een

auf fce SBatert SBett ganj leife, fcafj eS ker SSater nid;t
ouf dess fah'-terss bet gauts li'-zai, dass ess dair fah'-ter nlyt

mcrfe. Der SSater merfte tt n>ob(, abet er ttyat, alt

merr'-kai. Dair fah'-ter merrk'-tai ess vole, ah'-ber eyr taht, alss

06 er fctyfkfe.

Cp eyr shlee'-fai.

link nit eS nun 3ftora.cn toar, fca fam ter SSater unb
6Snt alss ess noon mCr'-ghen vahr, dah kahm dair fah'-ter flont

Battc ken fd;oncn 33(umcnfranj unb fagte : 2Bo fink kie

hat'-tai dain sho'-nen bloo'-men-krants 3<5nt zahd;'-tai : Vo zlnt dee

(Sngetein, kie mid; belrJlnjet b;aben in ker IJlacfct, fca id;

eng'-ai-h'ne, dee mly bai-kren'-tset hah'-ben in dair nacfyt, dah ly

fd>tief! llnb kie Jtinber famen unb Ijtngen an i^m, fujjten
shleef ! C<3nt dee kln'-der kah'-men OOnt hiug'-en an eem, kdss'-ten

ten Sater unb luaren o(t greufce.

dain fah'-ter Mnt vah'-ren f311 froi'-dai.

JDa fam ein 5Kann, ein cte, ker brad;te ein feineS
Dah kahm ino man, ine bo'-tai, deyr bracfy'-tai ine fi'-ness

runte8 gaglein mit SReifen; tarinnen h?ar fctycner 2Bein von
rSSn'-dess fess'-line mit ri'-fen; da-rin'-neu vahr sho'-ner vine fSn

5od;^eim, ta ^erj fccS SSaterf u erfreuen. Do h>ar

Ho'<^'-hime, dass herrts dess fah'-terss tsoo err-froi'-en. Dah vahr

fcer SSatcr erfrcuct, al er fall, ka^ ker ftttefle o^n e

dair fali'-ter err-froi'-et, alss eyr zah, dass dair el'-tai-stai zone ess

gefenket, unfc kie Winter tanjten unt ten SSater unb ba

gai-zen'-det, Wnt dee kln'-der tants'-ten 66m. dain fah'-ter 68nt dass

fess'-line.

ttat ter SSatet an ken ifc$ unb fanb ein fein

ty'
traht dair fah'-ter an dain tish 5Cnt fant ine fine

grope* Stott, karauf tear etn fc^oner unb frommer efang
gro'-cess blat, dah-rouf vahr ine sho'-ner Sflnt frim'-mer gai-sank'

son tern gtueiten o^ne, kcr au fcer ftremke ^eimgefommen
Kn daitn tsvi'-ten zo'-nai, deyr ouss dair frem'-dai hime'-gui-kom-men
h>ar. Unb al ker 93ater e Ia, fca layette er unb tie

vahr. 83nt alss dair fah'-tor ess lahss, dah ley'-yel-tai eyr Mnt dee

S^rinen petcn auf fca 33(att. 3)a faben tie krei ^(cinen ken

trey'-nen fee'-len ouf dass blat. Dah zah'-en dee dry kli'-nen dain

93ater an unb fagten: Sieber SSater, nid;t hjabr? n?tr !cnnen
fah'-ter an Mnt zahd;'-ten: Lee'-ber fah'-ter, nlyt vahr 1 vaer kon'-nen

n<xt) nic^tl gtben unb md)t ftrtigra, mic ffnt ruQ fo HeUi :

nod; n>yU ghey'-Usn Mat ulyU forr'-ti-ifUc-u, veer zlnt ucX^ zo kliuo I

Da natjm ter tBater aUe trci, tal 'Aa^lar: unt tic bcit<n

Dah iiahiu dair fah'-ter al'-lai dry, daM nwyyt'-lioa Mot dM bi'-den

iBubtn, unb trucfte fie an fein ^erj tint faqu : O y-
boo'-ben, Mnt dnlck'-tai ree an zinc herrt Mot cab(^'>tti : O gai>

fcenfet
nid^t,

tap eure abc geringer fei in meinen 5ug.
den'-ket nlyt, dass oi'-ral gah'-bol gui-riiig'-er zl in uii'-aen ou'-gbvn.

Itlopfen tod; eure fleinen -^erUfin fo gut trie fcic

Klop'-fen dod; oi'-nl kli'-nen lierrU'-line ro goo't vee do*

unb mein SSater^r] fur eud; aUe.

Mat mine fah"-ter-herrU' fu'r oiy af-lai.

Sngebinbe, n. keep- j

sake, (anbinfcen, to

bind, attach.)

(tyeburt, /. birth.

Slume, /. flower.

8(ed;ten, to twist,

twine.

.Rranj, m. wreath.

3utb,un, to shut, close.

Srrcac^en, to awake.

(m.id;en, to be a-

wake, to watch.)

83(of, bare, merely.
5>cren, to hear.

Jiragen, to bear, carry.

?eife, softly.

@nge(, m. angel.

VOCABULARY.
Sefrinjen, to cover

with wreaths.

Jtuffen, to kiss. (4up,
m. kiss.)

3Scn, full

Scte, m. messenger.
Sap, n. cask, barrel.

SReif, m. hoop.
SEBein, m. wine.

, n. name of

a place,fromwhich
Rhine wine was
called Hock.

Xanjen, to dance.

efang,m.song,hymn.
33(att, n. leaf, sheet

of paper.

cint, home.
2lu ker Sremte, from

abroad. (Sreml, /.

foreign parts.)

8efen, to read.

2Ba^r,
true.

Sertigen, to prepare,
make.

ready.)

aJuie, m. boy, lad.

knave.

Druden, to press.

Qkfcenfen, to think, re-

member.
to tliink.)

abe, /. gift.

Oering, trifling.

8. Der ^ungrige Slraber.
Dair h58ng'-rl -gai a'-ra-ber.

in 2lraber war wrirrt in ker SBufte. 3wti lag* fatte

Ine a'-ra-ber vahr ferr-irrt' in dair vu"-atai. Tsvi tah'-gai hat'-tai

er nid;t ju effen unb mar in efaftr, -&unger ju fier-

eyr nlyts tsoo ess'-sen 3C5nt vahr in gai-fahr', hMng'-ers tsoo shterr'-

ben, al er enkli^) eine son ken SBaffergruben antraf, ait

ben, alss eyr ent'-lly i'-nai Kn dain vass'-ser-groo'-ben an'-trahf, an.

benen kie 9?eifcnten if're Jtamccle trdnfen. -Vicr fa$ er

dey'-nen dee ri'-zen-den ee'-rai ka-mey'-lai treng'-ken. Here zah eyr

auf fcem ante eincn fleinen leternen acf lieqen. @ott fti

ouf daim zan'-dai i'-nen kli'-nen ley'-der-nen znck lee'-ghen. G5t zi

gefobt, fagte er, alt er ifm atifbob unt anfublte ;
bal

gai-lo'pt', zahc^'-tai eyr, alss eyr een onf'-hope Mut an'-fiX'l-tai ; dass

fmb, gtaube id;, Datteln ofcer Sluffe ;
ttiic roilt ic^ mid; an i6,ntn

zlnt, glou'-bai ly, dat'-teln o'-der nttss'-sai; vee vill ly mly an ee'-nen

erquirfcn unb fafren. 3n ticfer fiitlcn -^offnuna, cffnete

err-quick'-ken 55nt lah'-ben. In dee'-zer za''-ssen h3f-nWnk of-nai-tai

er ben acf, fafc, n?a8 er ent&ielt unt ricf veil Iraurigfeit

eyr dain zack, zah vass eyr ent-heelt' Mnt reef foil trou'-rty-kite

au8 : Sid;, e fink nur Spcrten.

ouss : ad>, ess zlnt noor perr'-len.

VOCABUXART.

ilrdnfen, to give to

drink.

Sefccrn, leather, of

leather.

Soben, to praise.

2lufb.eten, to lift up.

3lnfub,len, to feel.

J&ungrig, hungry.

id; wrirren, to stray,

to lose one's self.

2Bufte, /. desert.

efab,r, /. danger.

Cnklid;, at last.

rube, /. pit.

2lntreffen,to find,meet.

JReifenbe, m.
ler.

travel-

05tauben, to believe.

Dattel, /. date.

Grqutcfen, to refresh.

Sabtn, to comfort.

Jpoffnung, /. hope.

(brffen, to hope, to

wish.)
Gnthalten. to contain,

hold, to keep from.

SSoU, full (of).

Xraurigfeit,/. sadness.

(-feit, affix, -ness.)

e, /. pearl.

"KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN OEBMAN.
EXERCISE 116 (Vol. II., page 247).

1 . I am nineteen years old, and in my twenty-third year I shall go
with my father to England. 2. My eldest brother had invited twenty-
five persons, among whom nearly half were married. 3. The company
left us at a quarter to twelve. 4. Columbus discovered America in

the year 1492. 5. A dozen contains twelve (pieces), and a pound con-

tains thirty half ounces (German measure) . 6. Wo bought three casks

of oil, two pairs of shoes, and seven yards of cloth. 7. Thousands of

Germans emigrate to America. 8. I have sold a hundred pens for

half a dollar. 9. Shakespeare's biru.^.. is the twenty-third of April.
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10. Louis the Fourteenth was a lover of the fine arts and sciences. 11.

The emperor died at twenty minutes past eleven. 12. I have been only
twice in America, but the fourth time in England. 13. The Germans
have had war with the Trench at different times. 14. The numbers
four and nine have won threefold. 15. The battle of Waterloo was on

the eighteenth of June, 1815. 16. Do you know how old that man is ?

17. He is sixty years old. 18. This handsome horse is three years old,

and that larger one is six. 19. What wine is this ? 20. It is of the

vintage of 1834. 21. I pay five per cent, interest for this capital. 22.

Are there stags in this forest ? 23. Yes, the huntsman shot one, six-

teen years old, the day before yesterday.

EXERCISE 117 (Vol. II., page 247).

1. SKein SSruber fyat I)unbert aSitctyer, unb metn >ntet, bar *ptofeffor, Ijat

mcfyr aU taufenb. 2. @r jianb gcroijfmlkfy uin fydb fettyS beS 3)icrgen auf,

unb arbeitcte MS bra wertet auf elf. 3. 3cty tyabe ftebcn 3Wonat: bet tfym

jugcbractyt. 4. 3c$ fyabe $oti !Du$enb gebern unb fteben 23ud) papier wr*

fattft. 5. 23ie -^atftc etneS afen af er ju feinem SriMuct 6. 2Hefe3

jcbiMie $ferb tft funf 3a6.re alt. 7. >et britte S^ett biefe ctbe* getyort

mir. 8. 3cf> cergab Sfynen ctnmat. 9. @ic tfyaten e jweimal. 10.

3)iefc8 @tuct entf)att ungefdljr jicet unb jicanjtg tlen 11. 3Mne

4Defler ftarb in tfyrem fccfjSje^nten Saljre. 12. aufenbe fkrben tin

Safyrc 1852 in $o(en an bet GHjolera. 13. 3)te Slafcfye ju>et unb bretjjiger

(3Bcin) anrb fur einen Staler oerfauft. 14. SWetne cfyroefhr faufte brei

KUcn JBanb. 15. 9lom tourbe wn JRemutuS fte&en unbert unb jtoct unb

funfjtg Safyre cor SI;rifli eburt gegrunbet.

EXERCISE 118 (Vol. II., page 282).

1. Even the victors praised the valour of the conquered. 2. The
song touched even the most inflexible hearts. 3. The strains of music
reached even our ears. 4. Even here the children's joyful laughing
can be heard. 5. How can one demand of others what he will not do
himself ? 6. One ought to esteem himself. 7. The weed grows by
itself, without our sowing and attending to it. 8. Even poverty shall

not hinder me from acting honestly. 9. If you also forsake me, then
T have no longer a friend. 10. Oh that that time were already arrived !

11. Although he has a rough exterior, nevertheless he has a tender
heart. 12. If you do this also, I will reward you well. 13. However
many there are of you, I will enter into a contest with each of you. 14.

However much Henry works, nevertheless he accomplishes nothing.
15. However much he spoke, nevertheless they did not hear him. 16.

Whatever may happen, I shall remain faithful to him. 17. Whatever
kind of news arrives, they do not become disheartened. 18. Whatever
my friend begins, he has no success. 19. Whatever it may be, nobody
shall hear it. 20. He has not even money enough to buy bread. 21.

Wo must love everybody, even our enemies. 22. Even upon these con-

ditions I cannot accept your proposal. 23. He could select even from
all the books the most beautiful one.

LESSONS IN ITALIAN. VI.
V. PRONUNCIATION OP THE LETTERS C, G, S, IN COM-

BINATION WITH OTHER LETTERS.
IT is necessary that I should now explain with some degree of

minuteness certain peculiarities of the most frequent occurrence,
and consequently of the highest importance in the pronuncia-
tion of the letters c, g, and s, when they enter into certain com-
binations with other letters.

With regard to the letters c and g, I have already stated and
illustrated by examples in the first pronouncing table, that when
c and g are placed before the vowels a, o, and u, c is sounded
like k, and g like the English g in the words game, go, and gull.
But suppose that it should be necessary in the declension of

nouns, the conjugation of verbs, etc., to give to the c and g
before the vowels e and i the same sound that c and g have
before a, o, and u; it is obvious that some sign must be used to
mark that pronunciation of the c and g, and avoid confusion.
This sign is no other than the letter h, which, as has been re-

marked, is a mere soundless, written sign, and on that account

pre-eminently suited to the purpose. In this way we arrive at
the combinations ch and gh ; and from what has been said it is

obvious that the sound of ch before e and i can be no other
than the sound of It; and the sound of gh before e and i, that
of g in the English words game, go, and gull. And, indeed,
it is a fundamental rule of Italian grammar, that whenever a
grammatical necessity arises in the inflections or terminational

changes of a word for retaining the sound of the c which in the
root is sounded like k, and the sound of g which in the root
is sounded like g in game, go, and gull, before the vowels e and i;

h must be placed between c and g and the vowels e and i, and
the combinations thus resulting will be che, chi, and ghe, ghi
(pronounced kai or ke, kee; gsd or jrhe, ghee). For example,

banche (pronounced bahn-kai), banks, offices ; stecchi (stek-kee;,

thorns, prickles ; Tedeschi (tai-dai-skee), Germans; Turchi (todrr-

kee), Turks; oclie (6-kai), geese; vecchio (vek-keeo), an old man;
perche (per-kai), why; fianchi (feeahn-kee), flanks, sides; Ghe-

rardo (gai-rahrr-do), Gerard; ghetto (ghet-to), a Jewry; ghirlanda

(ghirr-lahn-dah), garland ; ghibellino (ghi-bel-lee-no), Ghibellin
;

alberghi (ahl-berr-ghee), hotels ; maghe (mah-gai), sorceresses ;

impieghi (im-peee-ghee), employments.
But suppose a necessity arises for giving to the letter c before

a, o, and u the sound of c in the word church, and to g before

a, u, and o the sound of g in ginger. Evidently a sign must be
used to indicate that, or else c would be sounded like k, and g
like g in game. Now this sign is the vowel i. In common
conversation this i is scarcely heard, serving the purpose only
of a mere soundless written sign ; but in the more measured or

studied pronunciation of the pulpit, the stage, public assem-

blies, and even frequently in the conversation of cultivated

persons, the i is slightly touched in the enunciation, while the

voice rapidly glides to the pronunciation of the vowels a, o,

and u. Hence another fundamental rule of Italian, which goes
side by side with the one above stated, that whenever a neces-

sity arises for giving to the c before a, o, and u the compressed
sound of c in the English word church, and to g before a, o, and
u the compressed sound of g in ginger, the letter i (an auxiliary

letter in this case) must be placed between c and the vowels a,

o, and u, and between g and the vowels <i, o, and at; and the

combinations thus arising will be da, do, du, and gia, gio, giu,

(pronounced tchah, tcho, tchoo, and jah, jo, joo). For example,
ciascuno (tchah-skdo-no), everybody; ciancia (tchahn-tchah),

foolery; do (tch6), that, what; doe (tchoe), that is to say;

bracdo (braht-tcho), arm ; duffo (tchdof-fo), I catch, I snap ;

durma (tchdorr-mah), a mob, a crew of galley-slaves ; giallo

(jahl-lo), yellow; giorno (jdrr-no), day; giudice (jdo-dee-tchai),

judge; giustizia (joo-stee-tzeeah), justice; giubilo (jdo-bee-lo),

joy jubilee.

When c follows the letter s, thus forming the combination sc,

and when at the same time it precedes the vowels a, o, and u,

or the consonants I and. r, it will be clearly apparent that the c

in this case will follow the general rule, and be sounded like k;

as sea, sco, sou, scla, etc., scri, etc. (pronounced skah, sko, skoo,

sklah, etc., skree, etc.). When, however, the combination sc

immediately precedes the vowels e and i, the sound of the c is

less compressed than without the s before itj and sc in such

cases is sounded like sh in English words. The combinations

see and sd will therefore be pronounced shai, or she, and shoe.

But when c, with an s before it and with e or i to follow, is to

retain the sound of k just as before a, o, and u, recourse is had

to the same auxiliary letter h to indicate the preservation of the

sound of c like k ; and the combinations sche and schi are pro-

nounced skai, or ske, and skee. When, on the other hand, c

with an s before it, and with the vowels a, o, and at to follow, is

to be pronounced not like skah, sko, skoo, but like sh, recourse

must be had to the letter i, which is interposed between sc and

a, o, and u, just as in those cases where, as we have seen, c

standing by itself is to have the compressed sound of c in

church before a, o, and u ; and the combinations thus arising,

sda, sdo, and sdu, will be pronounced shah, sho, and shoo.

The previous observation holds good in this case likewise, that

in more studied pronunciation the letter i is in these combina-

tions slightly touched, though the voice must rapidly glide to

the enunciation of the vowels a, o, and u. Examples : Scarpa

(skahrr-pah), shoe; scoppiare (skop-peeah-rai), to burst, crack;

scuffia (skdof-feeah), a woman's cap ; schema (skerr-no), mockery;

schifare (skee-fah-rai), to avoid, to have an aversion forj scio-

mare (sklah-mah-rai), to exclaim; scrivere (skree-vai-rai), to write;

scelto (shel-to), selected; scevro (shai-vro), separated; sciame

(shah-mai), a swarm of bees; coscio. (ko-shah), thigh; sdolto

(sh61-to), ungirded ; sciocco (shok-ko), stupid ;
asdutto (ah-shdot.

to), dry.
The combinations gl, gn, and some others, I shall explain by

notes, as they occur in the next pronouncing table, which

illustrates several combinations of the letters c, g, and s.

FIFTH PRONOUNCING TABLE,

1. Che, Chi, Qhe, Ghi.

Italian. Pronounced. English.

Cheto kai-to Quiet.
China ke'e-no Descent, bent
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Qhtllo

Arckinude

Foyhtrd
gfcino

gh<St-to

ghto-ro
rah-kA-lal

ahrr-keo-m6.dai

vo-gai.rih

bui-Kh.i-.no

Ljh
Layhi

fde-kee

Jewry.
Dormouse.
Rachel.

Archimedes.
H will row.

Biggin, a child's cap.
8ea-clTes.

Fig-trees.

Leagues, alliances.

I.;il..s.

prai-gheee-rah Prayer, desire,

sin-gheeo-tso Sob, sigh, hiccough.

Itth-ghee

2. CTiia, Chie, Ohio, Chiu.

I have explained the combination chi to bo sounded like keo.

Wh.'ii one of the five vowels follows this syllable, it is so inti-

mat.-ly blended with the following vowel, that a kind of squeezed

sound of chi is the result, the voice sliding, aa it were, from

ch k to the next vowel with great rapidity.

Kalian. Pronounced. English.

Chiai-o keeah-ro Clear, bright.

r/iu-sa keeai-zah Church.

Chioilo keeo-do Nail, I nail.

Chiuso keeoo-zo Inclosed, inclosure.

Tarchiato tahrr-keeah-to Plump, fat.

Banch\re bahn-kee6-rai Banker.

Jflchiorr mel-keeorr-roi Melchior.

ConcJiiuso kon-keeoo-zo Concluded.

Vecchio, vek-keeah An old woman.
Secchi s^k-keeai Buckets.

Succhio so6k-keeo Auger, juice.

Schiumo skeeoo-mah Froth, scum.

3. Ohio,, Ghic, Ohio.

The remark made with respect to the syllable chi, followed

by any of the five vowels, is equally applicable to the syllable

ghi followed by a vowel : here, likewise, the syllable ghi is, as it

were, squeezed, and the voice must slide into the pronunciation

of the vowels that follow ghi with great rapidity.

Kalian. Pronounced. English.

Ghtaja gheeah-yah Gravel, sand.

Ghtera gheee-rah A ferrule.

Ghiova gheeo-vah Clod, turf.

Binghiar rin-gheeuh-rai To enarl.

Preghiera

Singhiozzo

The double zz, as well as the single z, may have the mild

sound of the word adze (with which, by the bye, the els in the

word Windsor corresponds), or the hard sound of tz in Switzer-

land. According to modern orthography, the letter z is gene-

rally doubled in the middle of words between two vowels, and

the pronunciation of this zz scarcely differs from that of the

single z. However, before diphthongs as, for example, ia, ie,

and io z must remain single, and has always, in such a case,

the sharp sound. For example, ringraziarc (rin-grah-tseeah-rai),

to thank; pigrizia (pee-gree-tseeah), idleness; inezie (ee-ne-

tseeai), follies; Bonifazio (Bo-nee-fah-tseeo), Boniface.

Cinghio tchln-gheeah Girth.

Unght* oon-gheeai Nails, hoofs.

Ringhio rin-gheeo I grin, grinding the teeth.

4. Cia, Cie, Cii, Cio, Ciu; Oia, die, Gii, Oio, Giv.

Italian. Pronounced. English.

Ctano tchah-no Blue-bottle (plant).

Ciera tchai-rah The look, face,

The vowel t before e, when both follow the consonant c, is

pronounced as though the i was not there, and the whole com'

bination only ce. The same remark, however, made with regard
to the combinations da, do, and du that in a more measured

enunciation the vowel i in these cases is slightly touched holds

good here also.

Cio/o tcho-fo A mean fellow.

Ciuco tchoo-ko An ass.

Giorro jab-rub. Jar.

Gielo je-lo Ice, frost, cold.

The observation just made in the foregoing note with respect
to etc is strictly applicable to the syllable gie. It is always pro-

nounced as though the i was not there, unless slightly touched

in measured pronunciation.

Giove jd-vai Jove, Jupiter.
GKuda j6o-dah Judnh.
Baciara bah tchah-nd To kiss, salute.

ArcUre ahrr-tchA-nd Bowman, archer.

Areione ftbrr-tcho-tuii Saddle-bow, saddle.

Acciuga. aht-tcbuo>gah Anchory.

No observation haa yet been nude in referenoe to the pro-

nnn'-iation of the double c (ee). Thia depend*. M well M the

pronunciation of double g (gg), on the rowel that follows the

latter c. If that vowel is o, o, or u, the <x is sounded like a

double k (Tdc) or ck. For examble, bocca (bdk-kah), mouth; beceo

(bek-ko), beak ; accusare (ahk-koo-zah-rai), to accuse. If, bow-

ever, that vowel which follows the letter e is e or i, the double

c (cc) is sounded something like tch in the English word match,

only perhaps stronger, and with vibration. On that account, I

have tried to imitate the stronger sound of the cc by the letters

itch, placing the first t in the first syllable, and tch at the

beginning of the second, just as I have attempted to imitate

the sound of the gg by placing d in one syllable and j at the

beginning of the next in such words as paggi (pahd-jee), page*,

attendants. The remark with respect to the pronunciation of

the gg, however, holds good of cc ; the voice must not pause too

long on the t of the syllable where the first c occurs, and glide

as quickly as possible to the pronunciation of the second c,

which must be very much vibrated. In this way a more equal

distribution of the sound tch between the two syllables will be

effected, which will produce the correct sound of the cc ; and

my imitation of that sound by ttch has no other object than to

indicate to the reader the necessity of giving a stronger vibra-

tion to the cc. It is obvious that when cc is followed by conso-

nants, it must be pronounced like k, just as the single c in the

like case must be so pronounced. For example, acclamare (ahk-

klah-mah-rai), to elect by acclamation, to applaud; accretcere

(ahk-krai-shai-rai), to increase, etc. When between the cc and

the vowels e or t the letter h is interposed, the cc is also sounded

like k, as well as the single c in such cases and for the same

reasons, the h being a mere auxiliary letter to indicate that cc

before e and i is not to have the sound of ttch, but of kk, as in

chicchera (kik-kai-rah), a tea-cup ; chiacchiera (keeahk-keeai-rah),

chit-chat.

Pogiano fah-jah-no Pheasant.

Rugiero roo-je-ro Boger.

Ingiusfo in-joo-sto Unjust.
Poncia pahn-tchah Belly, paunch.

Specie spe-tchai Kind, species.

Lercio terr-tcho Dirty, foul.

Ciu/o tchoof-fo I catch or snap.

Regia re-jah Royal palace.

Buggio r<5od-jo Roaring.

Giulio j6o-leeo A Roman coin, July.

5. Qua, Que, Qui, Quo; Qua, Que, Qui, Quo.

Italian. Pronounced. English.

Guado gwah-do A ford.

Guclfo gwel-fo A Guelph, an ancient coin

of Florence.

Guida gwee-dah Leader, guide.

Seguo sS-gwo I follow or pursue.

Quasi kwah-zee Almost, as if.

Questo kvai-sto This.

Quito. kw^e-to I acquit, free.

Qtiojo kwo-yo Leather, skin.

Seguoc* sai-gwah-tchai Follower, disciple.

Insegue in-se-gwai He pursues.

Inguina in-gwee-nai Groin.

Liquori lee-qwo-ree Liquors.

Aquaria ah-kwah-reeo Aquarius.

Loquela. lo-kwe-lah Speech,

AquQa ah-qwee-lah Eagle.

^Iquoso ah-qwo-so Aqueous, watery.

Lingua, Un-gwah Tongue, language.

Sangue sahn-gwai Blood.

Pin^ua pin-gwai Fat, plump.

PosQiia pih-skwah Easter.

Cinque tchfn-kwai Five.

Jniqvo ee-neVkwo Unjust, iniquitous.

Adequi ah-d6-kwee Thou comparest.

6. Cla, Cle, Cli, Clo, Clu; Qla, Qle, Qli, Glo, Glu.

Italian. Pronounced. English.

Clava klah-vah Club.

Clro kl*-ro Clergy.

Clima kle^-m&h Climate.

Cloto klo-to Clotho, one of the Fates.

Clugio klo<S-reeo Clusium, a town.

Gladio glih-deeo Sword, poniard.
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This is the first occurrence in these lessons of the important
combination gl. It has two different sounds. When it is not

followed by the letter i it has the sound of gl in gland, glebe,

glory, glue ; and this sound can offer no difficulty. But when
the combination gl is followed by the letter i and one of the

vowels a, e, o, and u, it is pronounced precisely as the double I

(II) in the French words bouilli, fille, gresiller, grenouille, bouillon,

billard, billet, brouillon, feuillu, and, generally speaking, in all

those words where the II has after the vowel i a squeezed sound

in the French language. They who are unacquainted with

French may form a notion of this sound by separating and in-

verting the gl in the enunciation, that is, by pronouncing II

before the g, and changing the latter into y. Only the first I

must go to one syllable, and the second I along with the y, and

with a squeezed sound to the beginning of the next, while care

must be taken that the voice should glide rapidly from one syl-

lable to the other, by which means a more equal distribution of

the squeezed sound lly will be produced, and a correct pro-

nunciation of the gl effected. An approximation to this sound

may be found in the English words million, miliary, biliary, bil-

liards, seraglio, intaglio, and oglio. The letter i, between the

combination gl and the vowels a, e, o, and u, is (as well as in

the combinations cia, do, civ,, and gia, gio, giu) a mere auxiliary

letter, i.e., a mere soundless written sign, to indicate that gl

before a, e, o, and u is not to have the sound of g I in gland,

glebe, glory, and glue, but that squeezed sound, the imitation and

description of which I have here attempted.

GZeba gle-bab. Clod of earth.

Gfli/o gli-fo Glyph (in architecture).
Globo glo-be> Globe.

Gluma gloo-mah Chaff.

.Reclame rai-klah-mo Declamation.

For example : vaglio (vahl-lyo), a sieve ; meglio (mel-lyo),

better; piglio pfl-lyo), I take, seize; miscuglio (mis-kdol-lyo),

mixture ; svegliare (zvel-lyah-rai), to awake ; togliere (t61-lyai-

rai), to take away; scegliere (shel-lyai-rai), to choose; doglia,

(dol-lyah), sorrows ; bigliardo (bil-lyahrr-do), billiards ; biglietto

(bil-lyet-to), note, bill ; imbroglione (im-brol-lyd-nai), a meddling
fellow; fogliuto (fol-lyod-to), full of leaves. Egli, he; eglino,

they ; quegli, that one ; gli (the plural of the article or the pro-

noun), with its numerous compositions, and gli, the final inflec-

tion or terminational syllable of nouns and verbs, have always
the squeezed sound llyee ; while the mere syllable gli, at the

commencement and in the middle of words, always has the

sound of gl in gland, glebe, etc. The only exception is Angli,

Englishmen, (pronounced ahn-glee). For example : ^fZi(fil-lyee),

sons; fogli (fol-lyee), leaves of paper; gigli (jfl-lyee), lilies;

negligere (nai-glec-jai-rai), to neglect ; negligente (nai-glee-jen-te),

negligent; negligenza (nai-glee-jen-tsah), negligence; negligentare

(uai-glee-jen-tah-rai), to neglect.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. VIII.
DIVISION (continued).

DIVISION BY COMPOUND DIVISORS.

[Art. 106, continued"]. EXAMPLE. Divide ac + be + ad + bd,

by a + b.

Here, arranging the quantities for division as we do in com-
mon arithmetic, we have

Divisor a + b)ac + bc-\-ad-}-bd(c-{-d Quotient.
ac + be, the first subtrahend.

* * ad + bd
ad + fed, the second subtrahend.

Here ac, the first term of the dividend, divided by a, the first

term of the divisor [Art. 92], gives c for the first term of the

quotient. Multiplying the whole divisor by this term, we have
the product ac -\- be, which is to "be subtracted from the two first

terms of the dividend. The two remaining terms are then

brought down, as in arithmetical division, and the first of these

divided by the first term of the divisor, as before, gives d for the

second term of the quotient. Then multiplying the whole
divisor by d, we have the product ad + bd, which is to be sub-

tracted from the remaining term of the dividend ; as no re-

mainder is left, the division is complete.
This operation suggests the following rule, which is founded

on the principle that the product of the divisor into the several

parts of the quotient is equal to the dividend. [Art. 92.]
107. Rule. Arrange the terms so that the letter which is in the

first term of the divisor shall also be in the first term of the
dividend. If this letter is repeated as a factor, either in the
divisor or dividend, or in both, the terms should be arranged in
the following order : put that term first which contains this letter

the greatest number of times as a factor ; then the term containing
it the next greatest number of times, and so on.

EXAMPLE. Divide 2aab + bbb + 2abb -f aaaloyaa+ bb+ ab.

If we take aa for the first term of the divisor, the other terms
must be arranged according to the number of times a is repeated
as a factor in each. Thus

Dividend.
Divisor aa+ db + bb ) aaa -f- 2aab -f 2afefe + febfe ( a -f b Quotient

aaa -j- aab -j- abb

aab -f abb + bbb

aafc-f- abb -{-bbb

In division, it is necessary that the strictest attention be paid
to the rules for the signs in subtraction, multiplication, and
division.

EXERCISE 8.

Perform the following exercises in division :

1. xx 2xy + yy x y.

2. aa bb -r a + b.

3. bb + 2bc + cc * b + c.

4. aaa + xxx * a + x.

5. 2ax 2aax Saaxy + Saaax + axy xy -f- 2a y.

6. a -I- b c ax bx + ex + a + 6 c.

7. ac + be + ad + bd + x * a + b.

8. ad - ah + Id - bh + y -H d - h.

108. From the preceding principles and examples we derive

the following

GENERAL RULES FOR DIVISION.

(1.) Division, in all cases, may be expressed by writing the
divisor under the dividend in the form of a fraction.

(2.) When the divisor and dividend are both simple quantities,
and have letters or factors common to each : divide the co-

efficient of the divisor by that of the dividend, and cancel the
factors in the dividend which are equal to those in the divisor.

(3.) When the divisor is a simple, and the dividend a com-

pound quantity : divide each term of the dividend by the

divisor as before ; setting down those terms which cannot be
divided in the form of a fraction.

(4.) If the divisor and dividend are both compound quantities,

arrange the terms according to Art. 107.

(5.) To obtain the first term in the quotient, divide the first

term of the dividend by the first term of the divisor. Multiply
the whole divisor by the term placed in the quotient ; subtract

the product from the dividend ; and to the remainder bring
down as many of the following terms as shall be necessary to

continue the operation. Divide again by the first term of the

divisor, and proceed as before, till all the terms of the dividend

are brought down. If the signs in the divisor and dividend are

alike, the quotient will be + ; if unlike, the quotient will be .

EXERCISE 9.

1. Divide 12aby + 6abz - 18bbm + 24b by 6b.

2. Divide 16a - 12 + 8y + 4 - 20adx + m by 4.

3. Divide (a
-

27i)
x (3m + y) x x by (a

-
27i)

x (3m + y).

4,. Divide ahd - 4ad + Say
- a by Tid - 4d + 3y 1.

5. Divide.aa; ry + ad 4my 6 + a by a.

6 . Divide amy + 3my mxy + am d by dmy.
7. Divide ard 6a + 2r hd + 6 by 2ard.

8. Divide 6ax - 8 + 2xy + 4 - 6hy by 4axy.

9. Divide 16abca; 12a;yab + 24abd 36a7igb by 4ab.

10. Divide 21aaby + 42cda;aa + 14aaa 35aaaab by 7aa.

11. Divide 12abzyz Ghdabxy + 24xyabm by Sabxy.

12. Divide 3aa; - S6bx + 42 - 72ca; + SOax by Zx.

13. Divide 40ab - 4 (x + y) + 72 + 12 (a + b) + 48c by -
4.

14. Divide aba; cdx + 8gx + x by ob cd + 8g + 1.

15. Divide 24yz - 36c<J - 48abcd by I2xyz IScd 24abccJ.

16. Divide ab ad + ax (a + b) 42a:y + ab by a.

17. Divide 6am - 10a7i + 20 - 12cd + 17a by - 2am.
18. Divide xyz + 6x + 2z - 1 + 2a;yz (a + b) by 6xyz.

19. Divide - 6ac 12bc 6ab 10 - 2aabbcc by - 6abc.

20. Divide ISabyx + I6abx 20bbcm + 24ab by 26.

21. Divide I6x - 24 + Sa + 43 - 20a - a by - 4.
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22. Divide (*
-

v)
x (3a + )

x 6 *<y (*
-

v )
x (3a + ).

23. Divide 41U x (4
-

a) x
v_ I

) by (4
-

a) x 41,1.

24. Divide -40*y + 7ab* - Sahnui by
-

40y + 7ab - Sahm.
15, I Mvide 20 (ofc + 1)

- 60 (ab + 1) + 50 (ab + 1) by So.

26. Divide 6a*+2v-3ab-bi/ + 3ao + cy + Ji

27. Divide aab-3aa+2ab-6a -46 + 12 by b-3.
28. Divide bb + 3be + 2co by I* + c.

29. Divide 8aaab - bbbb by 2ab - bb.

0. Divide xxx - SOJSB -t- Sao* - aua by a - a.

81. Divide 2yyy
~ Wyy + 26y

- 1C by y - a
32. Divide xxxxju - I by * - 1.

33. Divide irxwe - 9* + 6* - 3 by 2xx + 3* - 1.

Tho preceding rule may bo thus Hummed np : Divide every
part or term of the dividend by the whole divisor, and oolleo

the results as in addition ; the sum will bo the quotient.

EXERCISE 10.

1. Divide abc* by abc, and z8
!/

4 by **y.

2. Divide a;in + n and xm-n each by *n .

3. Divide ate* - aj3 + aV by at**.

4. Divide 2a -
3a*y

- 6aV by 3a.
5. Divide 3ab3 - ioa b* + SaV by 3a*b - 4a*b3.

vide * - 13aV + 12aV by * + Sax - 4aa.

7. Divide z* - 9xV + 12*y
- 4y by z -

3ry + 2y.
8. Divide ** - 6*" + 5z + 12* + 4 by ** - 3z - 2.

9. Divide ** + a* by x a.

10. Divide o - b* + 2bc - c' by o + b - c.

11. Divide 81z + 2iz by 3*" + 2*.

12. Divide * + as by x* + a8..
13. Divide 10y

-
23ay* + 4ay4 by 5y4

-
4aij + a'y*.

14. Divide 7x* - 2&I3 + 50z3 - 74z + 35 by z3 - 3j^ + 5* - 7.

15. Divide 2** - 3a?y + 2*V + y* by a:
-

4y.

16. Divide * by a;' + 2x + 1.

17. Divide z by z - 2* + 1.

18. Divide z* - 8* + 7 by z' - 3* + 2.

19. Divide 5z< - Goz3 - 2asz - a* by z* cue + a .

20. Divide x' - 3z*c' + 3z"r* - v* by a3 - 3* av -i- 3rt>* - 3
.

21. Divide 3*" - 37z* + SSz3 + 7z + 2 by *3 + 3i - 4x - 2.

22. Divide 9ab + 9a"bc - 4ab + 4b*c - 9abc' - 9bc* by 3a - 2b + 3c.

23. Divide o3 + 3a?b + 3ab + 2b3 + 3bso + Sbc3 + c3 by a + 2b + c.

24. Divide 4T5 - z + 4x by 2z* + 3* + 2.

25. Divide z - 9* + 8z l

by 1 - 2z + zs.

GREATEST COMMON MEASURE.

109. A common measure of two or more quantities is a
quantity which will divide or measure each of them without
a remainder. [Art. 30.] Thus 2d is a common measure of

I2d, 6d, 8d, etc.

110. TJie greatest common measure of two or more quantities
is the greatest quantity which will divide these quantities with-
out a remainder. Thus Qd is the greatest common measure of
12d and 18ci ; and 8 is the greatest common measure of 16, 24,
and 32.

111. To find the greatest common measure of two given
quantities.

Rule. Divide the greater of the given quantities by the less,
the divisor by thz remainder, and every successive divisor by its

own remainder, until nothing remains ; the last divisor will be the

greatest common measure.
112. To find the greatest common measure of three or more

quantities.
Rule. Find the greatest common measure of any two of them ;

then the greatest common, measure of that one and another of the

quantities, and so on, till all the quantities have been employed in
the operation; the last divisor is the greatest common measure.
The greatest common measure of two quantities is not altered

by multiplying or dividing either of them by any quantity which
is not a divisor of the other, and which contains no factor which
is a divisor of the other.

The common measure of ab and ac is o. If either be multi-

plied by d, the common measure of abd and ac, or ab and acd,
is still a. On the other hand, if ab and acd are the given
quantities, the common measure is a ; and if acd be divided by
d, the common measure of ab and ac is a.

113. Hence, in finding the common measure by division, the
divisor may often be rendered more simple by dividing it by
aomo quantity which does not contain a divisor of the dividend.
Or tho dividend may be multiplied by a factor, which does not
contain a measure of the divisor.

EXAMPLE. Find the greatest common measure of 6a* + 11ax
+ So:1 and Go* + Vox 3J.

Here, 6o + lax to* ) 6o + llo* + 8> ( 1

6o+ 7o 8*

4<IX -f 6z

Now dividing this remainder by 2x, wo bare 2a -f 8e for the
next diviBor.

Divitor. Dividend. Quotient.
2a + 3* ) 6a+ 7a 8a* ( 3a

6a* + 0a*

2a* 3*

2ax 3sc*

The first remainder was divided by 20 because it is a common
factor of both terms of that remainder, and it cannot form a
factor of the common measure, not being a factor of every term
in the proposed quantities. As tho division of tho preceding
divisor by this simplified remainder leaves no remainder, there-
fore 2a + 3x is the common measure required.

EXERCISE 11.

1. Find the greatest common measure of * - far and** + 2bz + b.
2. Find the greatest common measure of car + ** and a*e + a'x.

3. Find the greatest common measure of 3** 24* 9 and 2if- I6x - 6.

4. Find the greatest con men measure of a* b* and a* b*a*.

5. Find the greatest common measure of <r* 1 and <ry + y.
6. Find the greatest common measure of

'
a* and ** a*.

7. Find the greatest common measure of a* ab - 2b* and a1 - 3afc

8. Find the greatest common measure of a* - ** and a* - a*z a&
+ z.

9. Find the greatest common measure of a3 - ab* and a* + 2ai + b*.

LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE.
114. A common multiple of two or more quantities is

quantity which can be divided by each of them without a
remainder. Thus 12aZ> is a common multiple of 4a and 66 ; or
of 3a and 2b, etc.

115. The least common multiple of two or more quantities its

the least quantity which can be divided by each of them without
a remainder. Thus 12a&c is the least common multiple of 4a,

3b, and 6c.

116. To find the least common multiple of two or more given
quantities.

Rule. Reduce the given quantities to their prime factort ; find
the product of tlie greatest powers of these factors, and it will fa

the least common multiple required.
EXAMPLE. Find the least common multiple of (a + a:)*,

a2 a*, and (a z)
2

.

Here, tho prime factors of the quantities are (a + x)*, (a + 1),

(a x), and (a x)
2

; now of these factors, which are different

powers of a + x and a x, the first and last contain their

highest powers; therefore, according to rule, (o + sr)
1
(a *)'= (a* a?)

1 is the least common multiple of the quantities

required.
EXERCISE 12.

1. Find tho least common multiple of be, c, and bg.

2. Find the least common multiple of o*b* and a*b*.

3. Find the least common multiple of 2ob. 3bc, 4cd, 5d>, and fttf.

4. Find the least common multiple of (a + b)
J
, (a*

-
6*;, (a

-
6)
1

.

and (o
-

b)
s
.

5. Find the least common multiple of 6a, 9a*, end 4a*.

6. Find the least common multiple of o3 - r1 and a1 - *.
7. Find the least common multiple of (* -a), (x + a), (*

- ^ and

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN ALGEBRA.

EXERCISE 7.

fcr 3-i

7.
- m -

-r.

9. L
10. 1.

:i. i.

12. a + 1.

13. b-1.
14. ry

- 1 + 2i
15. ab + !->,
16. 5.

17. 1.
6. 27 + d + -.
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for yourselves and for your children. For, behold, the days are

coming in the which they will say, Blessed are the barren, and
the wombs that never bare, and the paps which never gave suck.

Then shall they begin to say to the mountains, Pall on us ; and
to the hills, Cover us. For if they do these things in the green,

tree, what shall be done in the dry ?
' '

Little did those who heard these words understand the full

and terrible meaning of them. Little could they have thought,

experienced though they were in national calamities, how sweep-
ing and complete was the destruction in store for their beloved

Zion. Thirty-seven years passed after the crucifixion ; men
remained who had not " tasted death," though they had listened

to the words of the Baptist and of Christ, and had been present

probably at the martyrdom of some of the chief apostles ; the

generation that had cried "Crucify him! Crucify him!" was

yet living in Jerusalem ; many of those who had shouted,
" His

blood be on us and on our children !

" were yet alive to bear the

burden they had clamoured to be laid upon them. Thirty-seven

years, and the Fifth Legion was encamped on the Mount of

Olives ; the spot on which the crucifixion took place was held

by the guards of Titus ; and the Roman army, sixty thousand

strong, encompassed Jerusalem round about, had cast theii

trenches about it, and closed it in on every side.

In the last paper on the subject of the Jews, a sketch was
attempted of the Jewish history down to the time when the
Jews fell under the Persian yoke. Under Persian rule the people
lived in comparative comfort, their religion respected, their laws
and customs allowed, and their independence permitted to a

very considerable extent. So long as they acknowledged the

foreign supremacy, paid their tribute, and kept the imperial
peace, they were allowed to go on much as before, save that they
had no king, and, till Cyrus ruled, were detained in Babylonia.

Theologically they reverted to their former position, in which
God was their King, while they ever looked forward to the

coming of the Messiah who should shake the yoke of bondage
from off their necks, and, re-seated on the throne of David,
govern the Jewish nation, which was then to be the greatest in

all the earth. So mild and equable was the Persian rule, that

Cyrus (B.C. 536) issued a decree authorising the return of the
exiles to their country. Upwards of fifty thousand persons,
under the command of Zerubbabel, grandson of the last King of

Judah, thus returned, and re-established themselves in Jerusa-
lem. This city they had to rebuild, and to renew the temple
which Nebuchadnezzar had razed to the ground. Joyfully they
set to work, and bravely they persevered, till the holy city once
more rose from its ruins, and the Temple, over which three years
were spent by them, was again the glory of Judaea. Succeeding
princes Darius Hystaspes, Xerxes, and Artaxerxes continued
to manifest towards the Jews the same liberal policy which

Cyrus inaugurated. Under the last-named prince, who is called

in Scripture Ahasuerus as well as Artaxerxes, the people were
in jeopardy of their national existence by reason of the malice of

Haman ; but saved from this danger through the intercession

of Queen Esther, they received from the Persian king the most

astonishing concessions. Ezra was allowed to return to Jeru-

salem with as many of the remaining exiles as chose to accom-

pany him, and there to rule, both in matters of state and of

religion, according to his own discretion. He restored the

ancient services in the Temple, re-organised the whole Jewish

polity, and during the thirteen years of his official life conferred

many signal benefits upon his countrymen. In the year B.C. 445

Nehemiah, once cupbearer to the King of Persia, succeeded Ezra.

He fortified the city, and strengthened its great natural de-

fences, without causing jealousy to spring up in the minds of

those at home, who saw also about this time the manifold

dangers, especially on the side of Greece, which threatened the

empire, and were not over-careful what was done in an outlying

province like Judaaa. After Nehemiah's death the province was
included in. the government of Syria, and the high priests ad-

ministered the law in Jerusalem under the eye of Persian

satraps.
Alexander the Great, when he overthrew the Persian empire,

received the Jews to favour ; but after his death, and the sub-

division of his kingdoms, there came a period of trouble and

loss, which reminded the Jews of the days when Nebuchad-
nezzar made havoc of them. In the struggles which ensued

between Alexander's generals for the mastery, Jerusalem

suffered dreadfully ; a hundred thousand captives were sent

into Egypt and Libya, and great numbers of the unfortunate
people were slaughtered at the storming of their city. Between
Syrian and Egyptian and Greek, the Jews had an exceedingly
bad time of it. Internal divisions, fomented by religious dissen-

sions, weakened them still further, and under Antiochus, the
Greek king of Syria, their sufferings culminated in the rebellion
of Jason (B.C. 170). This man having been a renegade high
priest, had been ousted at the instance of Antiochus, and a
report having reached Jerusalem that Antiochus was dead in

Egypt, Jason took the opportunity to rise in rebellion. An-
tiochus was not dead, but returning to Judaea, put Jason to

flight, and marching upon the metropolis, took signal vengeance
for what had been done. Forty thousand of the inhabitants
were slain, and as many more sold into slavery. The Holy of
Holies was entered ;

a sow, the unclean animal, was sacrificed

in mockery on the altar
;
and every part of the Temple was

sprinkled with the water in which the creature had been boiled,
in very wantonness of profanation. The image of Jupiter was
set up in the midst of the inner court, and all who would not

worship it were tortured till they died or adored. The observ-

ance of the Sabbath was forbidden ; the rite of circumcision was
proscribed ; and those Jews who fled into the mountains and
deserts rather than face the fury of persecution, were hunted
out by the Syrian soldiers, and whenever caught were put to

death.

Mattathias, of the Asmonean family, and of the high priest

class, was witness of a forced attempt at sacrifice to Syrian

idols, on the part of some Jews. The poor wretches were driven

to sacrifice at the point of the sword, but Mattathias, disgusted
at the profanation about to be offered, drew his sword, and slew

his renegade countrymen. Instantly the other Jews present
turned upon their oppressors, and having punished them, fled

with Mattathias and his sons to the hills, where they were

speedily joined by all who had courage left to lift hand against
the Syrian. A regular war began. Mattathias, ably seconded

by his sons, Judas and Jonathan, fought many decisive actions

with the enemy, worsting him, and died just as he was contem-

plating the subjugation of Jerusalem itself. Judas Maccabseus,

his son, took the command, and after several great victories,

took possession of Jerusalem, which he restored, and purified

the Temple. In a tremendous battle with the Syrians Judas

was slain, but his brother Jonathan succeeded to the command,
and by his ability and prowess induced the Syrian monarch to

agree to a treaty, by which, Jonathan being high priest, the

province of Judaaa remained in a state of quasi-independence.
So it remained for nearly a century, the Asmonean princes

(descendants of Mattathias) holding the supremacy, though

frequently falling out among themselves, and destroying one

another. About the year B.C. 75 there was a disputed succes-

sion. Hyrcanus and Aristobulus, brothers, each claimed the

throne, and appealed to Pompey, who had just ended his war
with the King of Pontus, Mithridates. Hyrcanus was but a

tool in the hands of Antipater, an Idumsean, who had become a

proselyte, and aspired to the high priesthood ;
and this man, in

concert with the Romans, arranged that Hyrcanus should be

nominal head, while all real power was in the hands of Anti-

pater. So things came about, and as a reward for the services

which Antipater rendered to Julius Caesar in his struggle with

Pompey, Herod, the Idumaean's second son, was made governor
of Galilee. This was the same Herod who some years later,

through the favour of Mark Antony, was made King of Judsea,

and was married to Mariamne, a princess of the Asmonean
house.

The tyrannical and cruel conduct of Herod is well attested,

if by nothing else, by the Massacre of the Innocents, to ensure

that he who was announced as the future King of the Jews
should not survive ; but he murdered also the high priest

Hyrcanus, his own wife, and several of his own sons, and did

other brutal things which stamped him for the fiend he was.

After his death his sons, unable to agree among themselves,
unable also to hold in hand the provinces committed to them,
were deposed, and Judaaa was made an integral portion of the

Roman empire, under a procurator, the first being Pontius

Pilate, who entered upon his government about A.D. 20.

The great event of Pilate's administration was the death of

our blessed Lord. By that act, the Jews, who voluntarily

assumed the responsibility, filled up the measure of their wrath,

and testifying that they were the children of those who killed
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the prophets, were condemned to pay the penalty of "
all the

righteous bloodshed upon the earth, from the blood of righteous
Abel unto the blood of Zaobarias, son of Baraohias, whom they
slew between the porch and the alt:ir."

The warnings given not only by prophets, but by Christ him-

Hi>lf, wore many and distinct. Nothing could bo plainer than
the voice in which the result of conduct like that exhibited by
the Jews continuously was made audible ; indeed, it was the

IilainnoBH of tlio speech that formed the leading feature in the

charge which mot with such ready concurrence from the popu-
lace before the crucifixion. Thirty-seven years after the last

warnings were uttered, the disasters foretold wore accomplished
with dreadful exactitude. A succession of weak governors came
after Pilate, who was disgraced and banished into Gaul for the

misgovornment of his province, and the result was continued
disturbances of the peace in Judiua, a general lawlessness which
accustomed the people to insurrection, and in the end an out-

burst of fanaticism and patriotism combined, which throw down
the gage to the strength of the whole empire. About A.D. 67 the

Jews became desperate under the many insults offered to thoir

religion and nation, and attacking the Roman garrisons in

different parts of Judaea, overpowered them, slew all who sur-

rendered, and made reconciliation, even upon full submission,

impossible. The Roman governor of Syria marched against

them, but was compelled to retreat, and it became necessary to

employ the strength of the empire in repressing the revolt of

the provincials.
Noro was Emperor of Borne at tho time, and, conscious of

the importance of subduing at once and effectually a rising in

so conspicuous a part of the empire as Judaea, directed Ves-

pasian, who was in command of his chief army, to march
against the rebels, and to inflict a signal punishment. Punish-
ment was to bo the more severe that the Roman troops hitherto

sent against the Jews had by their retreat, and by several

battles they had lost, tarnished the reputation of the imperial
arms, and it was of paramount necessity to restore the prestige
of the discomfited eagles. Vespasian accordingly marched with
a large army into Galilee, besieged and stormed several of the

principal towns, and drove the malcontents to Jerusalem for

refuge. When about to take steps for the reduction of the

city, the news reached him that Nero was dead, and that Galba
was proclaimed in his stead ; then that Galba was murdered,
and that Otho had donned the purple. Unwilling to do anything
which might prove of vital imperial importance without specific
orders from Rome, Vespasian stayed his onward march, and
sent his son Titus to learn the commands of the new emperor,
waiting meanwhile his return at Csesarea ;

but Titus stopped
short in his journey, and wont back to his father about the
time that Vitellius seized upon the throne, in the vacancy
caused by the overthrow of Otho. The interval was occupied
in reducing all the remaining posts held by the Jews in

Judaea, and in preparation for the final swoop which was to

make tho city that stoned the prophets
" desolate." Mean-

while the public troubles increased at Rome to such an extent
as to make it necessary to find some "

still strong man," who
should once more save the Capitol, and remove from the seat
of empire the scandal occasioned by the administration of

Vitellius. The officers of the army, who were really the

governing body, held numerous meetings, and declared for

their own commander, Vespasian, to whom they offered, not

only the imperial crown, but their own lives and services in

making good his pretensions to it.

The action consequent upon Vespasian's acceptance of the
offer necessarily took him away from the seat of war in Judaaa.
Jerusalem was for awhile preserved, or rather, was for yet a

longer time given up to those many internal dissensions which
threatened to anticipate the work of the avenging Romans.
For the city was divided against itself in a way that would
have ensured its destruction without the intervention of any
foreign foe. John of Gischala headed a numerous faction,
called the Zealots, but more fitly described as the robbers,
who lived upon rapine, and were a terror to all who had any-

'

thing to lose. These men, driven in from the country by the i

cordon of Roman troops ever narrowing round Jerusalem, were
an enormous drain upon its resources, while the open war they
kept up with other factions made them perpetually a source
of clread and anxiety to the rest of the inhabitants. Opposed
to thorn in about equal numbers were the faction of Simon, son

of Oioru, a body of men gathered from the decpenfioe* who
infested Judtea, and committed to interminable war with the

rest of thoir countrymen who did not acknowledge the

macy of Simon. There was also the faction of Elmiisr. the high
priest, who collected about him a considerable band with which
to defend the upper part of the Temple. These three sets of

marauders possessed tho city, and regardless of the sacred ties

which bound them to one another, regardless of the approach of

the common enemy, waged war upon each other, and slew thou-
sands of those who should have been available for the defence
of Jerusalem. Stores of provisions which the care and prudence
of the citizens had gathered in the city, to guard against such
a day as was coming upon them, were wantonly destroyed by
these domestic foes, the very wheat which would have sufficed

the garrison for many months being burned in one of the

encounters.

It was under circumstances like these that Vespasian directed

his thoughts to Jerusalem, as soon as he felt himself firmly seated
on the imperial throne. To the command of the army in Judtea

he appointed Titus, with orders to press the siege of the capital

rigorously, and to compel it to make submission. Titus forth-

with set his troops in motion, and finding no resistance in the

open country, marched at once upon Jerusalem at the time when
it was filled with strangers and people from the provinces,
who had come up to celebrate the feast of the Passover. All

these persons were so many more consumers of provisions, while

many of them were unable to give the slightest assistance in the

defence of the city.

So swift was the Roman march, that little opportunity was

given for the inhabitants to withdraw themselves. Some, how-

ever, including the Christian part of the community, fled be*

times to Pella, and so avoided the vengeance,
" not a hair of their

heads being injured." Titus marched to Jerusalem, and decided

by the ease with which he penetrated through the adjacent

country, thought to have made it an easy prey. Indeed, so

little did he reckon upon a substantial resistance, that he ad-

vanced, unsupported by his cavalry, and attended only by his

guard, into the Valley of Jehoahaphat, a difficult defile which the
Jews had been wise enough to beset with an ambush, so that
when Titus and his suite entered the place, thinking to recon-
noitre the city in safety, they were attacked by numbers, and
must have been overpowered but for the heroic fortitude with
which each man conducted himself, enabling the Roman general
to cut his way through, and join the body of his main supports.
After this the siege of the city was regularly made ; camps were
formed at tho various vantage-points, and preparations were
made for carrying on the usual siege operations of the Romans.
While so much determination was manifested on the part of

the enemy, scarcely less was shown by the assailed Jews, who
prepared for heroic resistance. No occasion was lost, so long
as the siege was not a close one, of attacking tho posts of tho

enemy, and in some of the encounters the Romans, ignorant of

the nature of the ground, suffered severely once the camp of a

legion was nearly taken. With a courage that has been rarely

equalled, the Jews resisted their mighty foe, though it is to bo
observed that the factions which prevailed in the city did not
diminish in intensity of hatred, even in the presence of the
Romans. Daily fights between the rivals for the mastery took

place inside the city, and hundreds of lives were lost that, if

sacrificed at all, should have been sacrificed in the common
cause.

By degrees, the military engines of the Romans the batter-

ing ram and the catapult were brought to bear upon the

devoted city, and the Jews, rendered desperate by the straits to
which they were reduced, made frequent sallies with the hope
of firing and destroying the inevitable destroyers of their walls.

The difficulties of the besiegers were greatly increased by the
natural strength of the situation of Jerusalem. A glance at any
good chart of Jerusalem will show that for an army to ap-

proach the city within bowshot, much less within battering-nun

distance, was ono of the most arduous feats of ancient warfare ;

and tho Jews were not slow to avail themselves of those natural

advantages. More than once it was only by the personal exer-

tions of Titus that the maclxines for assaulting the walla and
their defenders were preserved from destruction, while the

Roman soldiers began to grow tired of a siege which presented
so protracted a chanco of success. To prevent these sorties of

the Jews, the Roman commanders saw fit to encompass the
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entire circuit of the city with a wall, so as to prevent the egres
of the besieged, and to put a stop to all supplies reaching th

city. Two out of the three lines of defence erected by the Jews
were taken one after the other, with desperate slaughter on
both sides ; but the thii d wall, including the defences of the

Temple, was held with wonderful resolution. Vain wore the

repeated attempts of Titus to bring the inhabitants to terms

they would not listen to any proposals, and the patriotism c:

the people was shown by the divided factions, which had hitherto

weakened the national defences, combining to bring about a
united defence, and by the unparalleled courage of the Jews
who devoted themselves in companies for the common weal. A1

length hunger that most terrible of persuaders -began to tel

npon them. A famine, unprecedented in the annals of war,
aided the pestilence and the sword of the enemy. Several

thousands died of hunger ; there were not left people able to

bury the dead ; the most horrible cannibalism was practised
mothers eating their own children ; and the sewers and dung-
hills were resorted to for remnants of food which might yield
some satisfaction to the miserable seekers after it. Deserters
came into the Roman camp, only to bo slain for the sake of the

gold they were supposed to have swallowed; and prisoners
taken with arms in their hands were crucified, or otherwise

executed, save those who were sold into a slavery worse than
that to which Nebuchadnezzar had subjected their forefathers.

Gradually the last defences were assailed, and after a bloody
contest carried, amid the despairing cries of the Jews an<J the

triumphant shouts of the Romans. The Temple, well garrisoned,
resisted last of all, and by its defence so exasperated were the
Roman soldiers, that, in spite of positive orders from Titus to
the contrary, they fired the gates, and even while the Roman
commanders were in the Holy of Holies, which they were
anxious to save, set the entire Temple ablaze in a great sheet of

flame, which destroyed, besides the garrison, six thousand per-

sons, including women and children, who had taken refuge in

one of the courts. Fierce was the rage of the soldiery, ample was
the opportunity for exhibiting it ; and not all the exhortations,
not all the threats of the officers could stop them in the work
of destruction. For several days the work of death went on ;

neither age nor sex was spared ; the nation, as represented by
Jerusalem, was involved in one common destruction, and it was
never known how many thousands perished after the city was
actually taken. Ninety thousand persons were sold into slavery,
and Josephus estimates the number of Jews who perished by
famine, pestilence, and the sword, during the siege, at upwards
of a million. The anger of the conquerors was not satisfied with
the destruction of the people the very stones of the city excited
wrath. The Temple, which had been burnt with much of the
treasure within it, was thrown down, not one stone being left

upon another, and Roman soldiers drove a plough over the
blood-stained ground which had been the site of the Holy of
Holies. A few houses alone remained to show where had once
been a city, and the captives who were saved were only so

spared to grace the triumph of the Roman conquerors in Rome.

LESSONS IN GREEK. XIX.
THE PRONOUNS.

PRONOUNS express the relation of an object to the speaker,
inasmuch as they present either the speaker himself as the

object (the first person), the person addressed (the second person),
or the person spoken of (the third person) ; as I (first person),
the teacher, give you (second person) the book (third person).

Pronouns may be divided into five classes namely, the

personal, the demonstrative, the relative, the indefinite, and the

interrogative.
I. PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

1. The Substantive Personal Pronouns.

(i.) The simple, namely, fyoi (Lat. ego), I; <rv (Lat. tu), thou;
ov, of himself.

Singular.

Nom. eyca, I ; <rv, thou ;

Gen. fj.ov (ffj.ov), of me ; trov, of thee ; ov, of himself.

Dat. fj,oi (ffioi), to me ; (roi, to thee ; ot, to himself.

Ace. e CejuOi me ; ,
thee j I, himself.

Dual.
N.A. vu, we (us) two ; ff<jxa, you two ;

G.D. v<fv, of (to) us two; crtyyv, of (to)

you two;
Plural.

vfj.is, you ;

vficav, of you ;

vfj.iv, to you ;

vfj,as, you;

two.

of (to) them

Nom. fiftfis, we;
Gen. rifnoiv, of us ;

Dat. rifj.iv, to us;
Ace. rifj.as, us ;

n., artpfa, they,
of them.

ff<f>iff to themselves,

n., ffcpfa, them-
selves.

AUTOS, -ri, -o is sometimes given as the third person, yet it

has the force of the English he, she, it only in the oblique cases ;

in the nominative it signifies not simply he, but he himself. In

truth, the Greeks had no pronoun which exactly corresponds
with our personal pronoun of the third person.

VOCABULARY.

II 2iryxaipw (dat.), I

rejoice with (some
one).

Tpafj.fj.a, -aros, TO, a Aia<f>fp(c (gen.),
letter ; pi., letters, differ from,

that is, learning. Aia<j>9fipu>, I corrupt,

destroy.

EXERCISE 62. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. Eyu p.fv ypaifxa, <rv Se rcaifais. 2. 2e$o/iai fff, eo fj.fya Zfv.

3. fl Trai, anovf fj.ov. 4. 'O TTOTTJO /J.OL <f>i\raros fffri. 5. 'O 8fos

ati fff &\fTTfi. 6. Ei
fj,f /JAcwrreis, OVK ex&p(ai> Siatyfpfis. 7. Eyw

ffov fppu>fj.fvfffrfpos ei/xi. 8. 'HSecos rreidofiai ffoi, w rrarfp. 9.

'Kfj.fis vfj.iv ffvyxa.ipofi.fv, 10. 'H Aupa vfj.as fvtppaivfi. 11. 'O

6tos rjfj.iv rro\\a ayaBa 7rape%fj. 12. 'O rear-rip vfias ffrepyfi.
13. AvtipeKas fj.ax,fff9e, ca ffrpanurai' vf>.<av yap fffri ri]v TCO\IV

<j)v\amiv et yap v/jifis <pfvytr(, rcaffa rj rco\is 5ia(f>6ttpfrai. 14.

'Yficav effrtv, a> rraiSes, ra ypafj.fj.ara ffrrovSaitas fiavQavfiv. 15. *H

jur/TTjp v<a ffrepyfi. 16. Ncav rjv Kaitri voffos. 17. 2</> 6X6Te

<pi\ov mffrorarov. 18. 2(j}CfV o rearr\p xaP'C Tal *

<?<$><>> yap
ffrtovfiauas ra ypafifiara fiavOavfrf. 19. Ii 8eo"7roTO, aKove fj,ov.

The personal pronouns in the nominative are employed only,

then, when a certain emphasis falls on them, especially in con-

trasts. In order to show in what instances they should bo
used in the following Exercises, the words where they are re-

quired are printed in italics.

EXERCISE 63. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. We write, but you play. 2. We two write, but you two

play. 3. I honour you, O ye gods ! 4. O boy, hear us ! 5.

God always sees you. 6. If thou injurest us, thou differest not
from enemies. 7. You rejoice with us. 8. I willingly hear

you, O parents. 9. Father loves thee and me. 10. Mother
loves you both. 11. It is my duty (it is of me) to watch the

house, for I am the guardian of the house. 12. It is thy duty, O
boy, to learn earnestly. 13. The lyre affords pleasure to thee
and me. 14. You two have (fffri, with dat.) a very faithful

friend.

The reflective pronouns, ffiavrov, of myself; fffavrov, of

thyself; favrov, of himself.

Singular.
Gen. ffiavrov, -iis', fffavrov (erauTou),-?;?; favrov (avrov), -175.

Dat. ffj,avrcj>, -rj ; o"eouT^ (ffavry), -y ; tavrtf (avrcf), -77.

Ace. fnavrov, -r]V', fffavrov (ffavrov), rjv; favrov (avrov), -rfv, -o.

Plural,

avrtav ;Gen. avruv
',

Dat. rip.iv avrois, -ais ; vfj.iv avrois, -ais
',

Ace. rjfj-as avrovs, -as ; vfj.as avrovs, -as ;

kavrwv or avrcav, or

<r<p(ov avruv.

tavrots, -ais, or av-

rois, -ais, or <r<f>i(ru>

avrois, -ais.

tavrovs, -as, -a, or

avrovs, -as, -a, or

ffcfias avrovs, -as,

ff<pfa avra.

iii. The reciprocal pronouns.

While the reflective pronouns throw the act back on the sub-

iect, the reciprocals denote the interchange of the act, or the

nfluence between two persons or two sets of persons : thus

a\\rj\cav means of one another; a\\nfrois, to one another; and

a\\r)\ovs, one another.

Plural.

Gen. a\\r)\tav,

Dat. a\\ri\ois, -ais, -ois,

Ace. a\\Tj\ovs, -as, -a.

Dual.

a\\ri\oiv, -aiv, 'Oiy.

a\\r)\oii>, -air, -oiv,

a\\rj\a>, -a, -u.
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ov, free

from envy.
BAa0r0oy, -a, -o, in-

jurious,

r,-o'(gon.),

ovil-'loiiif,' ; as a

noun,anovil-doer.

l, tho in-

habitant* of ovpa-

vot, hoavon ; that

is, tho god*.

<A/UOJ, -Of, UHO-

ful.

VOCABULARY.

Movof, only.

Tltpt(p(pti>, I carry
round ; hence oar

ptritptory,
riAouTi^ai, I enrich.

Ovcria, -at, rj, essence;

property.

EXERCISE 64. GREEK-ENGLISH.
I. *O &ios iroAAa Auirrjpa tv iavrtp (or avrtf) <pipd. 2.

fffaurov (ffavrov). 3. Boi/Aou aptatcttv iracri, /nj ffavrtp fiovov. 4.

'O crocpor ff auTif> irfpt<pfpfi TTJV ovffiav. 5. 4>iAo)i' tiraivov /taAAov
j ffauToi/ A7t. (5. AptTt) Ka0" iaurtjv (per so, in itself) tffTt /taAij.

7. O irAfovKTai aurouf /uv irAot/T^bia'<i', aAAouj 8 fiKairrovaiv.

8. Oux * afpaTjy rojy /av aAAou /3Aa/3fpoi, tourou (or a^nffiv

auToiy) (T< u<pf \tfi.ot tiaiv, aAAa ttaxovpyoi p.tv Ttav a\\uv, tavrtav

(or fftfxav O.VTWV) vo\v KaitovpyoTtpot. 9. 'H^ttis /ttv ^/xiv
OUTOIS ijSifTTa ^'apiy)/u0a. 10. A<f>6ovot OvpatSai KOI (even) cv

aAATjAois (KTii'. 11. O/ KCUCOI aAAfAouy /SAaTrroucru'.

I:RCISE 65. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. Tho wise carry their (tho) property about in themselves.

2. Tho avaricious man enriches himself, but injures others. 3.

Yon gratify yourselves. 4. The intemperate is not hurtful to

others, but useful to himself; but ho is an evil-doer to others,
and a much greater evil-doer to himself. 5. Good children love
one another.

2. Adjective Personal Pronouns, or Possessive Pronouns.

Certain pronouns partake of the nature of an adjective as

well as of a pronoun. For instance, my, in " my book," quali-

fies the noun book, and might, without serious error, be denomi-

nated an adjective ; but since my also represents a noun, a noun
of tho first person, or tho pronoun I which holds its place, my
may also be termed a pronoun. My, consequently, is both an

adjective and a pronoun, or an adjective pronoun ; inasmuch,

too, as my, thy, his, etc., signify possession, they may be also

designated possessive pronouns. The possessive pronouns are

E/xoy, -17, -ov, my,
croy, -tj, -ov, thy,

ffipfTtpos, -a, -ov, theirs,

-a, -ov, our.

-a, -ov, your.

Instead of /*os, the Attics employed the genitive tpavTov, -771,

-oi/, in a reflective meaning, and aurov, -r;s, -ov, in tho signi-
fication of the personal pronoun of tho third person.- for ex-

ample, TvwTet TOV iavTov vlov, he strikes the son of himself, that is,

he strikes his son, or his own son ; you may also say Tim-ret TOV
vlov TOV tavTov ; also Tinrrei auTov TOV vlov, or again TOV vlov

avrov.

The possessive pronoun is used in Greek only for the sake of

emphasis. iWhen no contrast or other marked force is intended,
tho pronoun is omitted, and its place is supplied by the article,
as ij fJiriT-rip ffTfpytt TTJC OvyaTtpa, literally, the mother loves the

daughter, that is, the mother loves her daughter. The person of

the verb and the import of the proposition show what pronoun
you should supply in English. Instead of the adjective personal
pronoun epos, o-os, etc., the Greeks use with the same meaning
the genitive of the substantive personal pronoun, as tjuou, <rov

also fjuat/roi;, etc.

VOCABULARY.

v, -ov, neglectful.

handle, conduct, govern.

EXERCISE 66. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. 'O c^tos iraTTjp ayatios tffTiv or 6 tca.rr\p fj.ov ayaOos tffriv or

/j.ov 6 ira.Tt\p. 2. Tlcurts <rTtpyovo~i TOVS ff<pfTfpov$

vaTtpas' or TOUJ eavriav irartpaj- or TOVS irarpas TOVS lavrtav.

3. Ol untrepoi iratSfs o-TrouSaiws TO. ypafj.ft.aTa ftavOavovfftv. 4. Ol
TraiSts vfiav KaAot eifftv. 5. 'ffj.wv ol iraiSc? cr-jrovSaioi tiffiv. 6.

Ta f]fi.<oi> avrwv TtKva- or TO. Ttuva ra fifiuv avrtav \^fyofj.fv. 7. 'O

4>iAos ffov iriffTos tffTiv. 8. 'O fyi\os fiov aviffros ftmv. 9. 'O

croy rovs TO <rov ff<a/j.a f*.(Taxf'pi*Tai. 10. 'O ntv t^toy fats

inrovSaws eoTu/, 6 5e <rcs nedijuuv.

EXERCISE 67. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. Thy father is good. 2. My father is good. 3. Our father

is good. 4. Their slaves are bad. 5. Our children learn dili-

gently, but your children are neglectful. 6. Thy friend admires
his own deeds, but not those of others.

I TO KXEBCISE8 IN LESSONS IN GDEEK.-XVIIL
.:CIBE8 FROM TUB ClAMICfl. GBEKK-EWOLIHH.

1. Every bard tMnff k "Kb difflcultjr oftenod. 1 H*vra to

brazra externully. 3. Bion nMd to My tbt be WM uiifortuMtU Ui*t

did not bear minfortuue. 4. Philosophy teacbM tbt * ouybt to

be very (oyful
in proiperit/, and not to be greatly excited *ad like wild

beaut* in our poMiocn. 5. How can men who are either thltl, or

careltM, or avricioi, or treacLeroua, or incontinent, become oat

friends? 0. Wealth and external gilt* are profit!*** to those who bar*
tbem without virtue. 7. What bird is sweeter than the nigbttafkl* I

8. Second thought* are somehow wi*er. 9. Darin* and I'ary*ati*

have two sons; the elder is Artaxenes, and the younger i* Cyras.

10. Women are more given to mourning than men. 11. To do in-

justice is worse than to suffer injustice. 12. Agesilaus used to *ajr

concerning the great king, In what respect is be greater than I am,
unless he is more just? 13. Zeno seeing Tbeophnctns wondering at

his having so many disciple*, The band of that one is greater, said be,

but mine is more harmonious. 14. Sophocles was wi*e, Eoripide* wa*

wiser, but Socrates was the wisest of all men. 15. The bee by nature

finds out the smoothest and most useful honey. 16. All men perform

things they know very easily, swiftly, beautifully, and pleasantly.

17. Do each thing well and manfully. 18. O Astyages, be said, yoo
have acted nobly in speaking first. 19. They punish those who
ore caught as bad thieves. 20. It is uncertain whether it will be

better or worse. 21. How can he honour the gods better or more

piously ? 22. Socrates seeing a little boy rich and uneducated, Lo, said

he, a golden slave !

EXERCISE 61. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. Oi aoifai ov fr)TOv<n ra tfa. 2. Tvvaixtt waa\o<Hii /jaXiirra r T

3i/ffirpafiaic. 3. 'O uxpaTiK ov ivvarat i^ntoOat r<7Tot <f.i\or. 4 A )*

tmv n<5iOTf| tu>v opviDav. 5. Kopiut tan unfa \uwri n itut fuvatft. &
'o ffotpia-ratot tart /leyio-Tor. 7. OaK/iafo^ai twi fif e%ttr noXXa xpn/iara.

8. Hiot avtptt Caw/iafOI/ITI M< < ""? 'X*'" oXXa xPHM^Ta. 9. \it\Qot tfiot

can aoipot, 6 iraTrip autfiurcpus, 6 <pi\o<ro^>ot tro^wraTor. 10. Ta rcxra

ipvaiKiat <j>t\ovai tout TOar. 11. Maxe<r8, WO\ITOI, tu T xai a*optitn vp>
tut jroXewr. -

*"

RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
THE LOBSTER AND CEAYFISH.

NEARLY everybody has Been a lobster, either dead or alive.

People living inland may be only acquainted with the red

specimens one sees lying on the fishmonger's slab, bat
dwellers on the sea coast know something about the lire

animal, which is of a dark-blue colour. For many reasons it

is an extremely interesting creature, and for years has been
chosen as an excellent subject for dissection by students of

biology, on account of the lessons that may be learnt from it con-

cerning the structure of the class of animals to which it belongs.
These matters, however, are elsewhere discussed, and it will be
sufficient for our present purpose to learn a few of the more

prominent facts concerning it. First, then, it is worthy of note

that the lobster has no internal skeleton, but is provided with

a hard external covering in many pieces which answers the

same end, forming an outside skeleton. What seems to be the

largest part of this outside skeleton is that which covers the

head and thorax. Then comes the other portion of the body,
in six parts or segments, ending with the tail or telson. These
abdominal segments are every one formed on the same plan,

each carrying a pair of swimmerets. On the last or sixth

segment the swimmerets are more wonderfully developed than

those belonging to any of the other segments. Besides these

swimmerets there are four many-jointed legs on each side of

the thorax, which are known as ambulatory legs, and two largo

claws or chelae. The most notable of the appendages of the

head are the eye-stalks, the very long antennae, which are about

the length of tho whole body, and the four lesser slender

appendages in between, which are known as antennules.

If we were to remove the top portion of its hard covering
from the head to the tail, we should come to the various

organs necessary for lobster life. Under the large piece of

shell we have before mentioned we should observe the stomach,

liver, and heart, and on each side, separated from these organs

by a partition, there would be visible tho gills, or breathing

apparatus, which are attached to the ends of the ambulatory

legs and claws. Various arteries would bo seen carrying

colourless blood, and the alimentary canal leading from the

stomach might be traced to its termination on the nnder-

surfaoe of the telson. And upon removing all these parts the

nervous system would be seen quite at the bottom, consisting

of little knots of white nervous matter at regular intervals,
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connected to each other, and with nerve filaments passing from

the knots to their appointed places in the lobster's body. So

much might be seen by a rough examination of the lobster's

internal economy. Perhaps the prettiest thing in the whole

body is what is known as the gastric mill within its stomach, a

curious mechanical arrangement designed apparently to pound

up its food. The main parts of this crushing apparatus are

three teeth two of them parallel to one another, and the third

occupying an intermediate position. By putting certain parts

of the opened stomach together it is perfectly easy to see the

way in which these teeth are employed to crush material that

may be passed into the stomach. A remarkable feature about

these teeth, and one giving them considerable beauty, is their

colour. Of a yellowish brown on their crushing surfaces, they

gradually become of a delicate bluish green towards the base.

The external colour of animals is usually supposed by
naturalists to subserve some useful end, but it is hard to see

what may be the utility of the hidden colouring of a lobster's

gastric mill.

The common lobster (Homarus vulgaris) is a familiar enough

object around our coasts. It lives at the bottom of the water,

crawling over the bed of sand and rock, ever ready for any

prey that accident may bring in its way.
There is a great demand for lobsters as an article of food,

to supply which the fishermen

lower wickerwork baskets down
into the water, marking their

position by means of buoys.
The lobsters creep into these
<l

pots," as they are technically

termed, in search of the garbage
with which they are baited, and

being unable to get out are

captured when the pots are

hauled up. Perhaps no approxi-
mate estimate could be given
of the millions thus captured

every year for the use of man ;

and the destruction among
these crustaceans is further

increased by the fact that the

female lobsters have usually a
vast number of eggs under their

bodies in a more or less ad-

vanced stage of development, more than twelve thousand eggs

having been counted under the body of one female lobster.

When these little eggs first appear they are extremely small

and black. They afterwards attain nearly to the size of ripe

elder-berries, and turn of a dark-brown colour. At the time of

laying the eggs the female bends up her body, and the eggs
thus become attached to a sticky substance which covers the

hairs of the abdominal appendages. They are thus carried

about until they become hatched. It must, however, be only
a small percentage of these eggs which produce young lobsters,

as it would appear that, although the eggs are laid at all times

of the year, it is only in the w,rm months of July and August
that they are hatched. This looks very much like waste in

nature, but the unhatched eggs may subserve some useful

purpose unknown to us.

There is a marked inconvenience attending the possession of

an outside skeleton, enclosing the animal as if in a rigid box.

The lobster must grow, and accordingly it periodically casts

off its hard coat. According to some authors this moulting
appears to be rather a trying operation ; for when the animal is

going to cast off its old suit, it retires from the open parts of

the sea, and seeks out some retired place among the rocks
where there will be the least chance of interference on the

part of any enemies that may be roaming about. Its activity

ceases, and it is no longer voracious or quarrelsome, but

quietly awaits the favourable moment for effecting the change.
When that moment has arrived, it throws itself upon its back,
every limb seems to tremble, and the whole body is in violent

motion, while it swells itself in an unusual manner. At last

the shell begins to divide and is cast off, along with the cover-

ing of the eyes, the lining membrane of the stomach, and the
teeth connected with it. Even the casings of the legs and
claws are cast off as if they had only been top boots. A state

of exhaustion follows, during which the defenceless lobster lies

LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF LOBSTEK.

a, antenna; r, rostrum; o, eye; , stomach, in, intestine; A, heart;
(. liver; m, nervous ganglia; gl, sills; c,i, chief nervous masses ; ar,
a main blood-vessel.

motionless and helpless, a prey to every marine animal that
considers lobster palatable. In the meantime, however, a rapid
process of restitution is going on ; for in about a couple of days
a new shell has been formed, and the animal has then obtained
a new suit. The number of its moultings per year depends on
its age, there being as many as six moults in the first and
second years of its life, four in the third year, and three in the
fourth year.

In the information given thus far it will be perceived that
there is quite a community of facts respecting the crab,
described in a former article, and the lobster. Both are
animals enclosed in outside skeletons of calcareous matter
which they periodically cast off; both have ambulatory legs
and large claws ; each is turned from its natural colour when
boiled in water to the red so well known to inland dwellers,

many of whom erroneously regard the red colour of a boiled
lobster as its natural colour a belief which has probably given
rise to the well-known expression, "As red as a lobster." But
while there is much in common between the lobster and the

crab, there are many differences, which will be at once perceived
upon comparing the two animals side by side and part for part.
The divergence is much more wide than that which exists

between the lobster and the crayfish (Astacus fluviatilis). All
three animals are sufficiently alike to be included in the same

order, but the lobster and cray-
fish are really so much alike that

the same name astakos, the

Greek for lobster, was applied
to both until Milne-Edwards

suggested an alteration of names,
as the two animals were suffi-

ciently different to warrant it.

The name the lobster then re-

ceived was Homarus vulgaris,
and the crayfish retained its old

appellation of Astacus fluviatilis,
which means river lobster.

The crayfish (Astacus fluviati-

lis) is a tiny little animal, seldom

exceeding four inches in length.
It is a sort of miniature lobster,
as a close examination of it exter-

nally and internally will prove.
Such an examination would lead

to the discovery of certain differences between their gills and
abdominal appendages, &c., but generally they are so much
alike that one can understand naturalists half a century ago
calling them both lobsters, giving the name of "marine lobster"
to the Homarus, and "

river lobster" to the crayfish.
There is a great demand for the crayfish as an article of

food in France, where they are caught in a variety of ways.
The young crayfish is formed within the egg much in the

same fashion as a chick is formed within the hen's egg ; and
when it is hatched, the tiny crayfish presents a general resem-
blance to its parents. It is not so in the case of the crab and
lobster ; for here the young, when hatched, have to go through
certain changes before they attain to the mature form.

Lobsters and crayfish can both see and hear, and are furnished

with peculiar organs for these purposes. The auditory organs
are lodged in the basal joint of the antennules. Here in each

antennule there is a bag containing clear [liquid, and projecting
into this fluid from certain sides of the bag there are a vast

number of minute hairs, which are in communication with

delicate nerve filaments. When a sound is produced, the

sonorous vibrations travelling through the water affect the

liquid contents of the bag, agitate the minute hairs, and con-

sequently the nerve filaments, thus giving rise to the sensation

of sound.

The eye, both in lobster and crayfish, is entirely unlike the

eye of a back-boned animal. The free extremity of the eye-

stalk presents a soft, transparent, and convex surface, which is

divided into minute squares or facets by faint lines. It is one

of those compound eyes so often met with in other Crustacea

and in insects. Each of these facets forms a base for what is

called a visual pyramid, and within each of these pyramids
there are the elements required for seeing, which are probably
in connection with the optic nerve. It is a matter of dispute
how a crayfish sees with such eyes, but that it does so is certain.
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I.KSSONS IN ARCHITECTURE. XV.
RAILWAY ARCHITECTURE. I.

THE progress of railway* has given rise to vast strides in prac-
tical engineering, and been attended by the development of a
kind of architecture entirely novel in its character. The won-
ilcrtul l.ri.k'cs, the huge stations, and the many ingenious con-

trivances of a less imposing bat
not less useful nature, which are

connected with the modern railway

system, will afford us a profitable

subject of study in the next of our

Lessons.

Let us first trace the process of

construction of a railway line.

N the works can be com-

menced, the country has to be

thoroughly surveyed, its principal
features noted with minute accu-

racy, and the course of the lino

finally determined upon, with due

regard, not only to readiness of

transit from point to point, but
also to the avoiding of physical
obstacles where practicable, or over-

coming them by engineering skill.

A line is frequently taken many
miles out of the straight course to

avoid the necessity of the construc-

tion of lengthy tunnels through
hills, of viaducts over precipitous

valleys, or bridges over important
streams. Where the country is

comparatively level, the engineer's
task is easy, and he can go straight onwards ; and where it

departs but little from a certain general elevation, the minor
obstacles it presents are readily surmounted, either by altera-

tion of the gradient or incline of the line, or by cuttings or

embankments, as the ground happens to be too high or too low.

the most eminent engineer* were divided in opinion
the gauge or width between rail and rail of a single line

SECTION OF A RAILWAY TUNKEL.

as to what
.-i. *d4

be. Some contended for a broad, and others for a narrow

gauge, as most desirable ; and the long discussion which took

place on this subject is known as the "
battle of the gauges."

At the head of the broad-gauge party was Isambard Brunei,
who contended for a width of 7 feet from the inside of one rail

to that of the other ; and he con-

structed the Great Western Bail-

way on this principle. In the front

rank of his opponents was Robert

Stephenson, who *"""**"H the

opinion of hi* father, George
Stephenson the founder of oar

railway system that 4 feet 84
inches was the most suitable width;
and the Stephensons carried oat
their opinion in the series of rail-

ways now known as the London
and North-Western. Bat the in-

convenience of different gauges
throughout the country threatened
to become so serious as railway
construction extended, that Parlia-

ment stepped in and enacted, in

1846, that the narrow-gauge of 4
feet 8$ inches should thenceforth

be adopted in all railways laid

down in England and Scotland.

By this means facility of communi-

cation, in the passage of the same

carriages from one line to another,

was secured ; and tha GreatWestern
afterwards brought itself into com-

munication with the narrow-gauge lines, by placing a third rail

within the original two at those points where access to or from
its own line was required, and continuing this third rail as far as

it might be necessary to run the carriages of other lines on their

system. The width of the gauge varies in different countries.

ESTE RAILWAY.

The course having been determined on, it is marked through-
out at the width required either for a single or a double line of

rails, and the removal of the surface earth commences, in readi-

ness for the laying of the permanent way. The width of a line

is now regulated in this country by the enforced adoption of a
uniform gauge. When railway construction first commenced,

69 N.E.

In Ireland it is 5 feet 3 inches ; in India it has been fixed at 5
feet 6 inches.

The chief reasons for the final adoption of the narrow gauge
were the greater economy in construction less land being

necessarily required and the saving of wear and tear by the

employment of smaller and more economical "
rolling-stock," i.e.,
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the engines and carriages. The precise width of the narrow-

gauge approved by Parliament for this country was determined

by its having been already largely used by the Stephensons in

the important lines constructed under their superintendence.

Supposing a double line of railway to be required, a space of

6 feet known as the " six-foot way
"

is usually left between

the two lines, making a total of 16 feet, including the thickness

of the rails. The space left on the outer sides of the rails is

determined by circumstances, but the entire width of a double

line is usually between 28 and 37 feet. Beyond this width a

space is left on either side for the drainage of the line.

The excavators having cleared away the surface earth, the

ballast is next laid down along the line, to form a solid road-

way. The ballast consists of gravel, cinders, burnt clay,

broken bricks, or whatever material of a similar character may
be most readily procured. It is generally laid 2 feet in depth,
1 foot or more being under the sleepers, and the rest around

and above them. The sleepers are blocks of sound, seasoned

wood, laid across the roadway at distances of about a yard

apart, to form a foundation and resting-place for the iron rails.

The sleepers are frequently formed of larch trees cut in halves,

and laid with the flat sides downward. Iron sleepers have

occasionally been employed, but their use at present is rare.

The rails are of wrought iron, usually weighing from 70 to 80

pounds to the yard, and varying in shape in different lines and

countries. We give an illustration of the transverse sections of

some of the rails in most general use. The first is the rail com-

SIDE SECTION OF IRON KAILS.

monly used on English lines ; the second is employed in bridges,
and on the Great Western Railway; the third is largely used in

America. They are made in short lengths, carefully fastened

together by
"
fish-plates

"
at the sides, and are set in cast-iron

chairs. These chairs are affixed to the sleepers by means of

trenails, and when the rails are laid in the chairs, wedges of

compressed wood are employed to tighten them up in their

position ; and the space between rail and rail is carefully

adjusted all along the line by means of a measuring gauge.
The annexed cut will show the relative positions of sleepers,

chairs, and rails.

RAILWAY SLEEPERS, CHAIRS, ETC.

These particulars will be sufficient to enable our readers to
understand the ordinary process of making a level line of rail-

way. Even on a continuous level, however, great impediments
have occasionally to be encountered, from the varying character
of the soil, and the occasional difficulty of providing a secure
foundation for the line. We may mention as a notable instance
that whichwas successfullycontended with by George Stephenson,
in throwing his line for the Manchester and Liverpool Railway
over the Lancashire bog known as Chat Moss. The ground
here was so soft in many places that a man stepping on it would
eink in, and even, in some parts, a piece of iron thrown upon it

would sink by its own weight ; and it was thought by many
persons that it would be impossible to throw a line of railway
across it, much less to make it safe and durable for traffic.

The great engineer succeeded, by throwing huge fagots or
hurdles across the treacherous earth, until he had secured a

tolerably firm basis for his operations ; and then, partly by
drainage, and partly by piling on more and more fagots, he at
last made a sound and substantial roadway.
Where a line of country departs from the level, it becomes

necessary that the roadway should be raised in some places and

1 lowered in others. This is done, when the change of level is

slight, by means of cuttings and embankments ; but when con-

siderable, tunnels, viaducts, and bridges must be constructed.

Cuttings are excavations which form a small valley wherein
the line may run. Wherever it is necessary to carry the rail-

way below the surface of the ground, and the depth at which it

must run does not amount to more than from 50 to 60 feet, a
cutting is the means employed to effect the purpose. For a
greater depth than 60 feet it is usual to make a tunnel, unless

the line runs through solid rock or chalk, as in the case in many
parts of the London and Brighton Railway, where much deeper
cuttings may be employed with safety, and the sides may be
left almost perpendicular. Otherwise, cuttings are made with

sloping sides, which must be carefully formed, so that the earth
does not slip in from above. Some soils are very treacherous,
and the vibration produced by the passage of trains, added to
the disintegrating influence of weather, would soon bring the

upper earth down into the cutting, if the sides were not sloped
at a sufficient angle, and well secured. The drainage of cuttings
also requires attentive consideration.

Embankments carry the line above the surface of the country
by an artificial roadway. They are built of earth, much broader
at the base than at top, to afford a secure foundation. But care
must be exercised to guard against the possibility of any giving

way of the soil below, for serious accidents have occasionally
been caused on embankments by the sinking of the lower strata,

although the engineer's work near and above the surface may
have been perfectly sound.

The slopes of embankments generally have a width of 1J feet

horizontal to 1 foot perpendicular ; but this depends partly on
the material of which they are composed. Every kind of mate-
rial has an angle of its own called " the angle of repose" at

which it will remain most steady, and this has to be studied in

the formation of embankments and cuttings. The sides of both
are more durable when protected by turf, which is generally laid

or sown for this reason.

As before remarked, where the inequality of the ground is so

great that cuttings and embankments would be impracticable,
the engineers have to resort to tunnels and viaducts. Probably
every one who will read these pages has had practical experience
of the nature of a tunnel, but the labour and the skill involved

in constructing one may not be generally known. In the first

place, the earth or rock has to be picked out inch by inch, and
foot by foot, from the hill or mountain, and close observation is

required to ensure that the underground workers will go without

deviation to the point which has to be reached on the other side.

Where the tunnel is of great length, two parties commence the

excavation from opposite ends, meeting in the centre. As the

hollow is formed, and the earth removed, the tunnel has to be
arched over and under with double brickwork, and culverts

must be placed under the roadway to ensure effectual drainage
But before all this can be done, difficulties, and even dangers,
must frequently be met. Sometimes they arise from the friable

nature of the material through which the tunnel must be exca-

vated, causing a frequent falling in upon the works. Sometimes

they are met in the form of an immense quantity of water which

percolates through the hill-side, or is found in the strata of

which the hill is partly composed. As an instance, we may
mention that in the construction of the Kilsby tunnel, on the

London and North-Western line, the quantity of water tapped
in its progress was so great that it was the work of eight

months to exhaust it, although the pumping out proceeded at

the rate of many hundreds of gallons per minute.

The section of an ordinary tunnel in which two lines are laid

will best show the kind of work of which such a structure is

composed. It will be found on the previous page.
While precipitous hills are penetrated by tunnels, correspond-

ing declivities are arched over by viaducts or bridges. Viaducts

are usually formed of brick or stone arches on which the railway
rests ; and sometimes, where a deep valley has to be spanned

over, these arches rest tier above tier, forming a double length.

A fine example of such a viaduct, and of the kind of country
these erections are constructed to traverse, is given in our illus-

tration, which represents the viaduct of Rigole Froide, on the

Semmering Railway, which unites Vienna to Trieste.

Railway bridges over rivers and streams are now most fre-

quently constructed of iron ; and these, in their various forms,

will engage our attention in another paper.
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Deo feer yah"-rei-t li'-ten.

?Ut> roenn'l b$ immer OBinttr blicbe ! fagtt Crnft, ale

a<fc TenM di*$ iiu'-mer viu'-tur blee'-bai ! zah<$'-tai Krrnut, ai*a

tr tintn 'JJJann ton cb.nte gemaeb.t ^attt, unb im Gtylitttn

eyr i'-uoa man ttn shney ga<-ma<f;t' hat'-tai, ftOnt im hlit'-ten

gefatyrtn rear.

gai-fuh'-ren vahr.

fin
v

i?ater fagte, tc mocb.te fciefen 'iOunfct in feine

Ziue fah'-tor zahdj'-toJ, oyr mSy'-tai deo'-zen vodDsh in zi'-nai

<$reibtaftl fcb.reiben, unb tr tb,at tt.

Bhripe"-tah'-fel shri'-ben, Wut oyr taht CBS.

Ter SBintcr verging, tt fam ttr grilling. (Sm|l ftank

Dttir vin'-ter ferr-ghiak', ess kahm dair frU"-link. Errnst chtant

mit fcincm SSatet bet einem SBfumenbeete, auf n>elcb,em

mit zi'-nem fah'-ter by i'-nem bloo"-meu-boy'-tui, oaf vel'-yem

$l?acintb,en, 9turifeln unb Starciffen bluljeten, unb toar

hee-a-tsin'-ton, ou-roe'-keln fidnt narr-tsiss'-sen blU"-hai-teu, tout vahr

vor greufcen ganj auger ftcty.

fore froi'-deu gauts ou'-sser zly.

Da ifl rine greuke be grub,ling, fagte fein 93ater; jit

Dasa ist i'-nai froi'-dai dess frU"-links, zahct)'-tai zine fah'-ter ; zee

rcirb balb nrieter trgeb,en.

virrfc bait vee'-der ferr-ghey'-hen.

2lcb., antiuortete (Jrnft, ftcnn'S bocfc immer grubbing todre.

ac$, ant'-viir-tai-tai Errnst, veass do(^ im'-mer frii"-liiik vey'-rai.

Se^retb kiefen 2Bunfe^ in meine t^reibtafet, fagte fein

Shripe dee'-zen v(5<5nah in mi'-nai sliripe"-tab.'-fel, zahet)-tai zine

aSater, unb er t^at e.

tah'-ter, <Mnt eyr taht ess.

!er Srii^Iing verging, rt fam ber ommtr. drnfl ging
Dair fr\i"-link ferr-ghink', ess kahm dair zOm'-mer. Errnst ghink

mit feinen dlttrn unb einigen efpie(en an einem ioarmen

mit zi'-nen el'-tern <53nt i'-nT-ghen gai-shpee'-len an i'-nem varr'-men

Sommertage nacty bcm nad>ften Dorfe, unb (It blieben

z5m'-mer-tah'-gai nahc^ daim neyy'-sten dur'-fai, Mnt zee blee'-ben

bafetbfi ken ganjen Xag. Stunt um firf> f>cr faficn fie

da-zelpst' dain gau'-tseu tahcf>. E35nt 66m zly heyr zuh'-hen zee

griine aaten unb SDBiefen, mit taufenbfJlltigen Slumen
gr(l''-nai zah'-ten 05nt vee'-zen, mit tow'-zent-fel-tl-ghen bloo'-men

gcfc^mucft, unb ?luen, auf tcelc^en iunge Sdmmer tanjten

gai-shmiickt', Ouut ou'-eu, ouf vel'-yen yddng'-ai lem'-mer tants'-teu

unb mut6,n>U(ige guflcn i^re grunge macfjten.

COnt moot'-vil-llt-gai fill'-len ee'-rai ahpriing'-ai ma4'-ten.

ie a^tn J?irfc^en unb anbereS ommerobft, unt
Zee ah'-ssen kirr'-shen Mat an'-dai-ress zSm'-mer-o'pst, CSnt

tiegen
fic^'S

ben ganjen Sag uber recfjt mo^l fein.

lee'-ssen zly'ss dain gan'-tseu tahd) li"-ber reyt vole zine.

n>a6,r, fragte bet SSater beim 3urucfgeb,en, fcer

Nlyt vahr, frahc^'-tai dair fah'-ter bime tsoo-rack"-ghey'-hen, dair

iommet b.at boc^ auc^ fetne ffreuben?
ziSm'-mer hat do(^ oud> zi'-nai froi'-den?

>, antttjcrtete Srnfl, ic^> reoUte, fca tt immer Sommet
Oh, ant'-viSr-tai-tai Errnst, ly vM'-tai, dass ess im'-mer zdm'-mer

todre! (Jr mugte auc^i fciefe^ in kie @cb.reibtafel feine

y'-rai ! Eyr m&Sss'-tai oucib dee'-zess in dee Bhripe"-tah'-fel zi'-ness

fd(jrci6en.

fah'-terss shri'-ben.

fam ber J?erbft. 35ie ganje Samilie bra<f;te

Ent'-lly kahm dair herrpst. Dee gan'-tsai fa-mee'-K-ai brae^'-tai

einige Sage in einem SOBeinbcrge ju. C roar nidjt meb,r

i'-nl-gai tah'-gai in i'-nem vine'-berr-gai tsoo. Ess vahr nTyt meyr

fo ^eig alfl im ommer, aber bie 8uft njar fanfl unt ber

zo luce alss im zfim'-mer, ah'-ber dee iCWft vahr zanft iWnt dair

&immet Better. 5)te SBeinfKxfe maren mit rcifen Srauben
him'-mel hi'-ter. Dee vine'-stock-kai vah'-ren mit ri'-fen trou'-ben

be^angcn; auf ken SWtftbeeten fab man oblf(^metfenbe
bui-liacj'-en ; ouf ^<n

mist'-bey-ten zah an vole'-ahmock-ken-dai

Wtlonen lieaen, unt tw 3onv Xr 9tumt Mttn m
mai-lo'.nen iM'^bra, Otat dM torT-ffmi <Uir boT-nui

reifen Krfi^ten nieiergejogtn. I>al war rrf tin

ri'-fen fruy'-ten nee"-der-(pu-Uo'-gb*n. Daa* vahr eynt foe rwjf'-tMf

geft fur unfern <Srnft, ler nufetl liefer af til Ofcf. Die
fest fa'r Mu'-zorn Errort, dejrr nlyU lee'-ber abjw alai o'pat. DM
faime 3eit, fagte fein JJJater, wirt balk wr&brr feu, Kt
h6"-nai taite, sahfb'.tai zine fah'.ter, virrt bait fora-ft'-ber line. <Mr

iDinter ift f<$on tor krr Xb,ur, nm ben J&erbft |tt xuuUm
vin'-ter it aho'ne fore dair tu'r, Mm dain barrpet Uoo terr-trf-bea.

c^, fagte (Frnft, ic^ tooUtt, fcaf tr wegWUbt, unt tcf

a4, zahc^'-tai Errnst, ly v61'-Ui, daM eyr Tey.blM.tai, Mat <kj

tt immer ^erbfl reire.

ess im'-mer herrpst vey'-rai.

SDoUteft bu ta totrftie^? fragtt fein SBattr ffiirflic|.
VCl'.test doo dass virrk'-lly ? frahcb/.Ui zino fah'-ter. Virrk'-lJy ,

toot ftine ttnttcort. aber, fub,r fein Stater fort, inketn tr

vahr zi'-nai ant'-vOrt. Ah'-ber, foor zine fah'-ter fOrt, io-derca'eyr

kit 6ebreibtafe( au ter Xafc^e jog. Reft. bo$ cintnal,

dee shripe"-tah'-fel ouss dair tash'-shai tuo'd), zee dficb, lae-tamhT,

ta8 b,ier gefc^ricben fteb,t; Iit8 koc^.

vass here gai-shroe'-beii shteyt; leeu ddcj.

,,3rf; n>of(te, kag tt immer 3D inter to art."

"ly v61'-tai, dass ess im'-mer vin'-ter vey'-rai."

Unb nun lies einmat bier auf tiefer ettt, too* (M|<
JHJnt noon leess ine-mahl' here ouf dee'.zar *i'-tai, van shtevt

ktnn ka?
den dah ?

,3c^ wcUte, bag e immer grueling n>4rt."

"ly vOl'-tai, dass ess im'-mer fru''-link vey'-raL"

Unb toat auf tiefer eite b;icr?

55nt vass ouf dee'-zer zi'-tai here ?

,,34> otlte, fcag tt immer ommtr toare."
"
ly vdl'-tai, dass ess im'-mer zum'-mer vey'-rai."

Jtennft ku, fub,r er fcrt, tie $ant, kie tiefrt gef^rw'xn
Kenst doo, foor eyr fort, dee hant, dee doe'-zee* gai-ahree'-beT

B,at ?

hat?

Ta8 b,atc icb. gefcfjricben, antmortete (Jrnfi.

Dass hah'-bai ly gai-sbree'-ben, ant'-vor-tai-tai Errnst.

33ater. Unk tout roiinfcbteft ku je$t eben?

Fah-ter. Mnt vass vilnsh'-test doo yetst cy'-ben ?

Srnft. 3b unf(b,te, kag tt immer $erbft fein moe^tt.
Errnst. Jy vttnsh'-tai, dass ess im'-mer herrpst zine inoy'-tai.

Da ift koc$ fonterbar genug, fagte ter Safer. 3m
Dass ist do4> zon'-der-bahr gai-noo'cb/, zahcb/-tai dair fah'-ter. Itc

2Dinter tounfc^tefl ku, fcag e SBinter, im grflbling, kaf tt

via'-ter vunsh'-test doo, dass ess vin'-ter, im fru''-link, daat eat

grueling, im ommer, kag tt ommer, unb im $erbft, kaf tt

fra"-link, im zdm'-mer, dass ess zdm'-mer, Mnt im herrpst, daa* em

Denf einmal na*.
Denk ine-mahl' nahc^,

fd^t ttc^t

f51yt role
&erbft bleiben mocfjtt.

herrpst bli'-ben moy'-tai.

tarau?
da-rouss'P

Grnft. Dag al(e 3afire5eitfK gut fink.

Errnst. Dass al'-lai yah
n
-ress-tai'-ten goo't zlnt.

SSater. 3a, bag fie afle rei* an greuten, rric( n
Fah'-ter. Yah, d&ss zee al'-lai ri'y an froi'-den, ri'y an

ntgfaltigen (V.ibcn fink, unb kag ter liebt groft ctt

nly-fal'-tl-ghen gah'-ben zlnt, Mnt dass dair lee'-bai gro'-ai g$t

viel beffer feine SDett eingeric^tet (at, ttt mir armtn

feel bess'-ser zi'-nai volt ine'-gai-xty'-tet hat, alss veer arr'-men

SWenft^en verfteljen.

men'-shen ferr-shtey'-hen.

VOCABULABT.

3abre#<ett, /. season.

(3ab,r,n. year; 3 tit,

/. time.)

3lefj, oh,

2Benn', contraction,

if it

2(Mitten, m. sledf*.
Or tn*te. that he

ahould.
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2Bunfc$,m.wi8h,desire

<Sdb.reibtafel, /. pocket
book, tablet.

(fdbretben, to write.)

SSer, prefix, away.
SBlumenbeet, n. flower-

bed. (SBeet,. n. bed

[in a garden.])

flufer, out of, beside.

33oft>, soon.

(Jtnige, #i. some.

eftriete,m.play-fellow

next.

ot, n. v

Safdbft, there.

run, green, [seed.

@aat, /. cornfield,

2Btefe, /. meadow.

Saufenfc, thousand ;

fdttig, adj. fold.

@c$mucfen, to adorn.

'flue, /. meadow.

3Jhtti|hriu'ig, playful,
wanton.

Sutten, n. colt, foal.

prung, m. spring,

gambol.
Jtirfcfje, /. cherry.

Dbfi, n. fruit.

@td; c tw6,l fctn laffcn,

to make one's self

comfortable.

9Jcd)t, very, right.

Bururf, back.

SKuffen, to be obliged.

J&erbft, m. autumn.

Sufcrtngen, to spend
Jseiji, hot.

Better, serene,cheerful

SBeinflocf, m. vine.

(totf, m. stick.)

9letf, ripe.

rauk, /. grape.
OKiflbect, n. hot-bed.

(3Kifl, TO. manure.)
m. branch.

9licterjte6,en, to bend
down. ($tel;en, to

draw, march,
move.)

ffirft first, only, no
till now.

gcfl, n. feast, festival.

fiieber, rather, dearer;
lieber effen, to pre-
fer to eat.

SBotiiber, past, over.

SSertteiben, to drive

away, to expel,

(tteiben, to drive.)

2BtrHicf>, really.

Jtennen, to know.

8ortfaf>ren, to con-

tinue.

Slafdb. e, /. pocket.

@ette, /, page, side.

@onberbar, singular,

strange.

, to reflect.

, to follow.

SWlannigfattig, mani-
fold.

(Sinricfyten, to arrange,

(ricfyten, to right,

judge.)

HISTORIC SKETCHES. XXXIII
THE PAPACY.

TIME was when there was no Pope of Rome, even though

Christianity had been established in the world's capital for

many years. Time was when, though there was a Pope, or

Father, or Bishop of Eome, there was no pontiff king ; when the

See of St. Peter, as it has been called, was ruled in spiritual

matters by men who came up and more than came up to the

standard of qualifications set by St. Paul for those who would
assume the office of bishop ; men who administered to their

brethren in spiritual things humbly, and with an ever-present
sense of the responsibility of their charge ;

" not making them-

selves lords over God's heritage," but administering soberly,

fatherly, wisely. At this time the Roman Christians were not

under papal scrutiny, and the idea of secular authority

temporal power would have been looked on not only as incom-

patible with true spiritual power, but as preposterous and

entirely out of character with the province of a bishop. Let us

look back a little upon the Rome of former days, and watch

through the telescope of time the gradual growth of that enor-

mous dominion over the minds and consciences of men which is

now included in the Papacy, and the growth also of that other

subsidiary power, which includes the power of the sword, the

power which when St. Peter, in a moment of generous impulse,

arrogated to himself and exercised, he was bidden by his Lord
to forego it, and to put up his sword into its sheath.

Christ died in the thirty-third year of his age, and the apostles

and their successors, beginning from the feast of Pentecost,

preached the Gospel of his kingdom both in the East and West
with singular success. Not without much suffering and perse-

cution did they achieve their work ; many were the witnesses

to truth who were required to lay down their lives for the sake

of Him who had in his own person shown them how to die and
how to overcome death. The noble army of martyrs had in-

creased to a prodigious size ere Constantino, the first Christian

Emperor of Rome, gave relief to its weary battalions. The
Church, during 300 years that it suffered violence, lived a life

purified by suffering, so that dissensions were few and heresies

almost unknown at least in that portion of the Church which
was immediately exposed to persecution. In Rome, for example,
whatever there might be in the Churches of Africa and Asia,
there was, comparatively speaking, unity; the presbyters, or

bishops, were just the heads of congregations, chosen by the

congregations as being the fittest for the post ; and they were

possessed of an authority not aggressive, and which was capable
of being curbed, if need were, by the voice of the other pres-

byters, or of the congregation itself. There was no pretence of

infallibility in any one ; but quietly, with singleness of heart,
in profound humility, and in daily waiting upon the Lord of the

Church, the Roman Christians lived and died, worked and

prayed ; their services being simple and un-Judaized by cere-

monies, their chief and daily service the communion of the body
and blood of their Lord, whose death they lovingly desired con-

tinually to set forth till his coming again.
Between A.D. 324 and 334 the Emperor Constantino built

the city which was called after him Constantinople ; and re-

moving the court thither, made it the seat of government and
the capital of the empire. Rome lay too open to the attacks of
the northern and western men, who were coming down gradually
from their inhospitable homes, and were pressing closer and
closer upon the borders of the empire. The empire, vast and
unwieldy as it was, was beginning to feel the fatigue of sup-
porting its own body, and Constantino was anxious to with-
draw to a spot where his authority was more unquestioned than
in the West. The effect of Constantino's conversion was to

bring about the conversion of many lesser potentates, whose

people, prepared for the change by the zealous, self-denying
Christian missionaries, speedily followed. Thus the kings and

people of Iberia, Armenia, of part of Abyssinia, and of India be-
came Christians, while large numbers of the Goths and Germans
in the Imperial army embraced the same faith. The national

religion of the Roman Empire, or as it was now called, the
Greek Empire, was changed from paganism of various kinds to

Christianity.
The Church scarcely throve so well under prosperity as under

adversity; but one of the first things done for her under the

new regime was to give her the emperor, a layman, for her
head. Constantino was acknowledged to be the supreme head
of the Church, because it was deemed necessary to have some
head ; and the wisdom of the time and of any time could think
of no one better than the man who was the Church's protector
and champion, and who, being a layman, without jj,ny pontifical

attributes, could not be suspected of spiritual despotism. The
Church was administered by 1,800 bishops 1,000 in the Greek,
and 800 in the Roman provinces whose dioceses varied in ex-

tent, according to the population, but whose rank was equal.
These bishops were elected by the clergy and the people of the

diocese, the emperor claiming a right to interfere in their final

appointment if he thought fit. But soon there was established

by Constantino himself a distinct order of ecclesiastics bishops
who, once appointed, were absolute over their clergy, and
who had the power, among other things, to excommunicate
those whom they deemed fit subjects for it. The secular arm
was lent to enforce the sentences of these rulers, who were com-

pared with the other prelates as archbishops to bishops ; but
even among these privileged few distinctions were soon taken,

according to which Rome, Alexandria, Antioch, Carthage, and
afterwards Constantinople, were selected to form patriarchates,
or primacies.

Councils met in the spring and autumn of each year to con-

sider the affairs of the whole Church. Archbishops could sum
mon to council all their dependent bishops and clergy, and the

patriarchs could do the same by the whole of the clergy in their

see ; but an extraordinary council, or grand synod, containing

representatives from all Christendom, could be summoned by the

emperor alone. At the grand synod were discussed matters

affecting the whole Church of Christ, and as it was supposed
that the Spirit of God must necessarily be present among those

who were met to decide upon the affairs of the flock, it came
to be maintained that a General Council was infallible, and

superior to the Pope a doctrine which has obtained in the

Roman Church ever since. As an instance of this, the General

Council of Constance, in 1414, even deposed Pope John XXIII.,
and elected Martin V. in his place.

In the seventh century the followers of Mahomet (Mahomet
died A.D. 631) streamed northward and westward from their

Arabian home, and swept away the patriarchates of Antioch and

Alexandria, establishing the crescent in the place of the cross.

The see of Antioch had never been very powerful, but that of

Alexandria was, perhaps, the first of all first in point of

numbers, first in bigotry, first in power. It was corrupt, and
it fell before the Saracens, and the Christian Church in Africa

has never taken deep root since. Carthage soon followed the

fate of Alexandria, and schism springing up between the

Churches of Rome and Constantinople, the former was left to

pursue that policy of self-aggrandisement which it has labor-

iously carried out, wherever practicable, ever since.

A remarkable chain of circumstances contributed to the

development of the Roman policy. About the year 728 the
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Komana neglected by the emperor at Conntantinoplo, whose
power WM sensibly diminishing yoar by year found them-
Helves obliged to take measures for preventing their community
falling into a state of anarchy, and for putting it in a posture
<>f ill-fence against external enemies. They formed themselves,
therefore, into a sort of dependent republic, much in the same
way that Milan, Venice, and other Italian cities had done;
and as was perhaps natural, they solicited their bishop, as
the most influential man among them, to give them the
benefit of his advice in the conduct of affairs. At first it

was by request that ho took part in their councils ; then, seeing
the political advantage of such a position, the bishop began to

acquire a prescriptive right to be consulted in all the business
of tho city. Ho had spiritual authority over tho whole of the
Western Empire, and in places where tho decree of the emperor
would not have been recognised his order was obeyed without

question by those whom tho zealous missionaries hod taught to

look upon tho Bishop of Rome as their divinely-appointed head.
The half-barbarous kings and princes who ruled in Western
Europe acknowledged him as Patriarch, while all Western
bishops everywhere admitted that whoever was Bishop of
Borne was their Pope, or Father in God. The Romans thought
that such a man, in correspondence with many princes, and of

great influence throughout the West, would be able to save them
from tho evermore threatening invasions of the "

barbarians."

They offered tho Pope tho temporal government of their city,
and ho, not answering them with any assertion that his kingdom
was not of this world, accepted it, and became autocrat of Rome.
The emperor allowed the arrangement, and so things went on,
and in 730 the people saw the effect of what they had done,
when Luitprand, King of the Lombards, flushed with victory
and spoil, waa stopped even at the gates of Rome by the re-

monstrances of Pope Gregory II.

In 754i Astolphus, successor to Luitprand, seized on Ravenna,
the rival see of Rome, abolished the exarchate, or civil govern-
ment there, together with the spiritual, and annexed the city to
his dominions. He thought to do tho same by Rome, which
he summoned to surrender. Stephen II., who became Pope in

752, had foreseen what was coming, and had applied to King
Pepin, son of Charles Mortel, for assistance. That prince,
aa the son of a usurper, was only too glad to arrange an
alliance with so useful a person as the Pope of Rome. Ho
marched to his assistance, drove Astolphus back, and when,
Popin being gone, Astolphas returned, he once more came down
with an army, and utterly routed him. This was no small
matter ; but when in the reign of Desiderins, the next Lombard
king, the attacks on Rome were renewed, and Charlemagne
came down with a force which crushed resistance, destroyed the
kingdom of Lombardy, and annexed it to his own empire, the
benefit to the Romans exceeded all their hopes. In tho year
800 Charlemagne came in person to Rome, and was elected,
at the Pope's suggestion, emperor, by people who had not tho
faintest right to confer the title. But that made no difference.
The title was what was wanted, and the Emperor of the
West was crowned solemnly by the Pope, who in return was
confirmed in his office, and was given in fee and to hold, under
his temporal sway, the territory that was held by his old rival,
the Archbishop of Ravenna.

Fifty years afterwards (A.D. 858) a monk of Mayence, named
Isidore, announced that he had discovered the decretals of tho
Popes of Rome from the time of St. Peter ; in other words, a
set of papal decrees, which pretended to have the assent of the
emperors and tho people, and which contained the most uncom-
promising assertions that if the papal kingdom was of the
other world, it was of this world also, for as Christ was above
all earthly things, so his vice-gerent must be above them too,
and by an easy process of reasoning the kingdoms of this
world were demonstrated to belong to the Pope. Adrian I.

many years before had written to Charlemagne after the
bestowal of his gifts to say that a deed of gift by Constantino
had been discovered, from which it appeared that Constantino,
having been cured by baptism of a leprosy, was so grateful
to St. Sylvester, Bishop of Rome, that he declared his intention
of going to live at Constantinople, in order that the Pope
might possess Rome, and all the Western Empire, spiritually
and temporally.

Belief was given to the decretals, and to the gift of Constan-
tino, though they have long since been disavowed by the Roman

Church. Both documents were shameful forgeries. Upon them,
and upon the actual gift* to the Papacy, WM reared the fabric
of the temporal power, which not only pretended to have

authority within what wore called the State* of the Church
but to be, by divine right, freeholder and lord paramount of all

the kingdoms of the earth, churning even the right to dispOMMM
ni the event of their proving disobedient. Thi sort of

pretension waa bound sooner or later to produce a dutorbanor.
since tho emperor claimed the right which Charlemagne exer-

cised, of confirming or rejecting the election of Pope by th

Roman people. Gradually the patient diplomacy of the Court
of Rome prepared for the contest which came with might about
tho year 1060. In 1058 Nicholas II. took away from the Bo-
mans tho right to elect their Pope, and gave it to the cardinal n

or hinges of tho Church, whose voices alone were to decide the

matter, and who generally selected a Pope from among their

own body. This was a preparatory step.
Tho Emperors of Germany descendants or representatives of

that Charlemagne who had been elected and crowned Emperor
of the West at Rome in the year 800, and who had ever insisted

on his power to approve or displace the Pope of Borne himself

were informed that they must not only renounce their right
in the case of the Pope, but in the case of all the

other clergy in their dominions, and that they must re-

gard themselves as the vassals of the See of Rome. Broadly
stated, this was the issue on which commenced in the year
10G1 the wasteful and cruel faction wars of the Gnelphx
(Welf) and Ghibelines (Waiblingen) which set all western
Christendom by the ears for over two centuries. The Gnelphfi

represented the papal party, which was made up of some
powerful and many minor princes of Europe ; the Ghibelinea

represented the empire and its adherents. Sometimes one side

had tho advantage, sometimes the other ; the emperor waa
more than once utterly defeated, and in peril of his life; at

another time the emperor had the satisfaction of seeing Rome
at his feet. All the quarrels of Europe for a while worked into
this quasi-religious war ; tho malcontents with the emperor
siding with the Guelphs temporarily, till they had attained
their object, and then being quite ready to assist the emperor
against his permanent foes. But, on the whole, the Papacy
sucked out no small advantage from the contest, and in the long
run may be said to have been the winner. In 1076, when Gre-

gory VII., tho famous Hildebrand, waa Pope, the Countess
Matilda gave the whole of her possessions, including the greater
part of Italy between Piedmont and Rome, to the Pope ; and
this gift, with the gifts already in possession, made the spiritual
head of the Church, the " servant of the servants of God," a
formidable temporal power.
The whole of the vast authority wielded by the Roman priest-

hood was made to subserve the purpose of exalting the sove-

reign pontiff over all other rulers, and, as might have been ex-

pected, Christ's work remained undone; "the hungry sheep
looked up and were not fed ;" abuses and corruptions of all sorts

abounded, and the supply of salt was low wherewith to savour

the earth. From time to time men stood forth and denounced

spiritual wickedness in high places, but for the most part dark-

ness covered the hind, and gross darkness the people ; the blind

led the blind, with the inevitable result ; and men became so

accustomed to the dark, that they were confused and annoyed
when the light came. But the very excess of corruption in tho

Papacy brought about the cure of the disease, at least over

great part of Christendom. When Leo X., in 1517, tried to

replenish his coffers by selling, through travelling agents, in-

dulgences for sins not yet committed, the spirit of the German
people rebelled, and Luther fired the train which led to the

explosion of the Reformation. Tho Reformation was a fatal

How to the universal spiritual ascendancy of the Roman bishop ;

but his temporal power remained as before, till Napoleon

Bonaparte overthrew the papal power with that of all the other

princes in the peninsula. The papal administration of the civil

government was oppressive and life-killing in the extreme. The

government had been a scandal to Europe, but so great was the

revulsion of feeling after the fall of Napoleon, the destroyer of

kingdoms, that it was restored, and the Italians were handed

over, bound tighter than before, to the guardianship they hated

and despised. It was reserved for our day, and foe our eyes

to witness, the destruction of the temporal power of the Pope,
and the establishment of a united Italy.
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LESSONS IN LATIN. XXXII.
DEPONENT VEEBS THIED CONJUGATION.

EXAMPLE. Loquor, I speak.

Chief Parts: Loquor, loqui, locutus sum.

Sing.

PRESENT TENSE.

Indtcatioe. Subjunctive. Imperative. Infinitive.

Loquor,! speak, Loquar, I may Loqui, to

etc.

LoquSris.

speak.

Loquaris. LoquSre, lo-

qultor, speak

thou, etc.

Loquitor.

[quiminor.
Loquimini, lo-

Loquuntor.

speak.

Participle.

Loqueus,
speaking.

Persevero, 1, to perse-
vere.

Pestis, -is, f.,the plague.

Quotiescunquei as often
as.

Eevertor (perfect), re-

verti (participle), re-

Semen, senrfnis, n. ,

seed.

Simulatque (simul and

atque), as soon as.

Superior, -Sris, m., a

superior, congueror.

Superior discedo, I

succurri,succursum ,

3, to aid, succour(with

dat.).

Ulciscor, ulcisci, ultus

sum, 3 (with ace.),
to avenge yourself,

punish.

Visum, -i, n., sight, ap-

pearance.

LocuturuB,
on thepoint

o/speaking.

Loquitur. Loquatur.
Pitt. Loquimur. Loquamur.

Loquimini. Loquamini.
Loquuntur. Loquantur.

IMPERFECT TENSE.

Sing. Loquebar,rw)osLoquSrer, I

speaking, etc. might speak.

Loquebaris. Loquereris.

Loquebatur. Loqueretur.
Pin. Loquebamur. Loqueremur.

Loquebamini. Loqueremini.
Loquebantur. Loquerentnr.

FIRST FUTUBE TENSE.

Sing. Loquar, I sJiall Locuturum
speak, etc. esse, to be

Loqueris. on the point

Loquetur. of speaking.
Plu. Loquemur.

Loquemini.
Loquentur.

PERFECT TENSE.

Siny. Locutus sum, Locutus siin,

I spoke, etc. I may have

spoken.
Locutus es. Locutus sis.

Locutus est. Locutus sit.

Plu. Locuti sumus. Locuti simus.

Locuti estis. Locuti sitis.

Locuti sunt. Locuti sint.

PLUPERFECT TENSE.

Sing. Locutus eram, Locutus essem,
J had spoken, I might have

etc. spoken.
Locutus eras. Locutus esses.

Locutus erat. Locutus esset.

.""'. Locuti eramus.Locuti essemus
Locuti eratis. Locuti essetis.

Locuti erant. Locuti essent.

SECOND FUTURE TENSE.

Sing. Locutus ero,
I shall have

spoken, etc.

Locutus eris.

Locutus. erit.

Pitt. Loeuti erimus.

Locuti eritis.

Locuti erunt.

GERUNDS.
Qen. Loquendi, of speaking.
Dat. Loquendo, to speaking.
Ace. Loquendum, speaking.

Ab. Loquendo, by speaking.

After this model conjugate the following deponent verbs :

Sequor, sequi, secutus sum, to follow; fungor, fungi, functus sum
(with abl.), to discharge; labor, labi, lapsus sum, to fall; obli-

viscor, oblivisci, oblitus sum (with gen.), to forget.

versus, 3, to return come off conqueror.

(E. E. reverse). Succurro, succurrere,

EXERCISE 114. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. Salus hominum non veritate solum sed etiam fama nititur. 2.

Gives, cum hostibus pacti, pace frulti sunt. 3. Deum et divinum
animum cogitatione complectirnur. 4. Lacte, carne, multisque aliis

rebus vesclmur. 5. Cavete ne ulciscarnini inimicos vestros. 6. Eomani
Numidis hoc polliciti sunt. 7. Numidi perseveraverunt hello urgere
Carthagiuienses. 8. Eomani adnisuri sunt. 9. Eomani se adnisuros
esse dicunt. 10. Cumulatam gratiam reddiderunt Eomani. 11.

Eomani Numidis polliciti sunt, si perseverarent bello urgere Cartha-

ginienses, se adnisuros esse, ut cumulatam gratiam redderent. 12.

Nemo parum diu vixit, qui virtutis perfectoe functus est munere. 13.

Vi la in somnio contemnunt sapientes. 14. Simulatque experrecti

sumus, contemnimus visa in somnio. 15. Aristoteles, Zeno, innume-
rabiles alii, e patria profecti, nunquam domum reverterunt. 16. Nulla
tarn detestabilis est pestis qiuu non homini ab homiue nascatur. 17.

Non sum uni angulo natus. 18. Patria mea totus hie est mundus.
19. Sunt ingeniis uostris semina innata virtutum. 20. Hannibal cum
Eomanis congressus est in Italia. 21. Hannibal cum Eomanis con-

gressus, semper discessit superior. 22. Hannibal, quotiescunque cum
Eomauis congressus est in Italia, semper discessit superior.

VOCABULARY.
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parent*. 23. The good strive for salvation (literally, safety of soul).

84. Boys and irirls livo ou nulk. . II,.- scholars bare discharged
tli. -ir .lutiee, 28. Pity tho fallen, O God. 27. Succour the poor. 28.

It is peculiar t fully to do good to no oaa.

You may make great progress in a knowledge of syntax, M
you pa>w on through these exercises on the formation of the

if you will carefully mark the various forms and eon-

Btruotions that oomo successively under your notice. With a

view to aid you in this, I mark any considerable deviation : for

example, when a verb has its object not in tho accusative case,

but the objective, I introduce the abbreviation cum dat., which

means that tho verb requires its object to be in tho dative case.

Hut I cannot impress it too deeply on your mind, that it in

mainly by your own observations, by your own reflections, gene-

rally by your own studios and efforts, that you can acquire an

acquaintance with tho Latin, or, indeed, any other branch of

knowledge. There are many, very many peculiarities which I

have not here space to point out. You, too, have difficulties of

which I am not aware. It is only by attention and diligence
on your own part that the one can bo learned and tho other

overcome. Study every lesson in all its parts and relations

with tho utmost care. Go over every lesson again and again.
What you do not see now you will see by and by ; and what

you do not understand now you will understand hereafter.

KEY TO EXEBCISES IN LESSONS IN LATIN.

EXEECISE 110. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. You had scarcely confessed your fault, when your father pitied

you. 2. You had already admitted that you had erred, when you
denied it again. 3. We had not yet entreated your assistance, when

you promised it to us. 4. We had scarcely confessed our want, when

you most freely promised us your assistance. 5. There is great power
in philosophy when it heals our minds, and removes vain anxieties.

6. The arts afford us great assistance when they severally support
themselves independently. 7. Teachers serve their country well (de-

serve well of their country), when they instruct the youth by the study
of useful letters. 8. When philosophy heals our minds, we ought to

give up ourselves wholly and thoroughly to it. 9. All pitied you,
since you were in wretched (circumstances), not in consequence
of wickedness, but on account of fortune. 10. Since the soldiers

feared dangers, they dared not to fight with the enemies. 11. The
covetous (man), though he is extremely rich, will not admit that he
has enough. 12. Take pity on us ; O citizens, relieve our want. 18.

Let each defend his son. 14. No one, beholding the whole earth,
will doubt concerning the providence of God. 15. The citizens,

thinking that the enemies were about to attack the city, strove most
energetically to drive them back. 16. I come to promise (about to

promise) you my assistance. 17. It is the duty of a young man to

reverence his elders. 18. You ought in every way to relieve the want
of the citizens. 19. Who knows not that you have served the republic
well ? (that you have deserved, well of the republic). 20. I hope that

you will pity me.

EXERCISE 111. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Peccata sua fassi sunt. 2. Peccata sua fatebuntur. 3. Fassine

erunt peccata ? 4. Pecoata sua non futebitur. 5. Soror mea peccata
fossa est. 6. Adolescentes negant so peccata fassuros esse. 7. Eeligio
hominum animis medetur. 8. Solum religio vera hominum animis
mederi potest. 9. Beligio semper bonorum animos sanavit. 10. O
mi pater, miserere mei. 11. Deus, miserere nostri. 12. O Deus,
hominum cunctorum miserere. 13. Conjux quisque tuetor uxorem
euam. 14. Adolescentes, milites domos suas oppugnaturos rati, proa

metu se interfecerunt. 15. Artes ipssa singulae artifices tuentur. 16.

Tueuturne artes ipsse se ? 17. Artes artifices tuitra sunt, et tuentur,
et tuebuntur. 18. Intuere coelum, et Deum vereberis. 19. Virtutem

intuentes, homines fiuut sapientes. 20. Prseclare de republic^ meritus

est. 21. Begina prteclare de republica merebitur. 22. Milites pne-
clare de patria merit! sunt. 23. Proeclaro de domo mereri non possum.
24. Intuetur virtutis exemplar. 25. Fatetur peccata, et veuiam impe-
trat. 26. Confess! peccota veuiam impetravcre. 27. Quuui peccata
confess! sitis, veniam impetrabitis.

EXERCISE 112. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. Why do we not fear the veterans ? because not even they them-
selves wish to be feared. 2. We venerate you, Bomans ; and if you so

desire, we even fear you. 3. Let her not be afraid to enter into the
house of another. 4. I fear that I am walking out with this ornament
for the sake of (exciting) love rather (than for anything else). 5. I

shall not cease to be apprehensive about Carthage, until I have
ascertained that it is demolished. 6. I fear that Dolabella will not be
able to benefit us sufficiently. 7. I received your letter, by which I

understood that you were afraid, lest the former (letter) had not
been delivered to me. 8. He was afraid, lest he should hurt the mind
of Divitiacus by the punishment of that man. 9. I fear if I begin to

explain thin thing, I shall Mem not to be narrating a life, bat to to

writing * history. 10. I do not fear that I hall satisfy you by writing.

11. I do not fear you will do anything timidly, anything foolishly.

12. I do not fear that the moderation of my lite will prevail too little

against falM rumours.

EXXBCISB 113. EVOLJSH-LATXX.
1. Verentur parentee, regem timent. 2. Trrmnni timentnr.

rannos timebunt. 4. Parentee meos verebor. 5. Non rereor ae Terbte

te expleam. 6. Timetie in boetium caetra introize. 7. Vereor
ne frustra legam; de patria metnunt ne excidatur. 8. Timeo a*
mater veiiiat. 9. Quid times ne mater veniat? 10. Quia cootrm

pnecepta sua ago. 11. Metuunt ne patrons mortuus Bit. 12. Xetno
ne Dei ira in hanc urbem incidat. 13. Vita toa contra ceJomniam
valebit. 14. Ne verearis ne vita tua contra malorum csJumniam non
valeat. 15. Vereris ut tibi prodeese possim. 16. Ne verearie noquid
stulte facium. 17. Frater meus non veretnr nequid stolte fadara.

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. XIV.
POLYZOA (BBYOZOA) AND TUNICATA.

IN the last lesson we concluded our necessarily short account of

those animals which belong to Cuvier's great branch of articu-

lated animals. We turn from a description of these to review

those classes which belong to the other great collateral branch

of molluscous animals with some degree of regret. For while

the Mollusca present many points of interest, and, like all the

works of God, are well worthy of study, yet their peculiar
excellences are less attractive in their nature than those of the

Articulates. The organs of animals may be classified under two

great divisions, according to the nature and object of their

functions : namely, those which animals possess in common
with plants, and which minister to tho nutrition of the individual

and the reproduction of its kind ; and those which belong ex-

clusively to animals, and subserve the objects of motion from

place to place, the perception of outward objects, and the search

for, collection, and capture of these. The first class, which are,

of course, the more general and necessary, are called the organs
of organic life ; while the last are superadded to the others, and
are called the organs of animal life. It is true that the first

class of organs must lie at the foundation of all life, and are,

therefore, in one sense, tho most important ; but since the other

class seems to be the connecting link between mere vegetative
existence and the self-conscious life of man, with all its mental

phenomena, we cannot but regard these hist as of a higher order.

Now the excellence of the Mollusca is, as we have before stated,

in the perfection of their organs of organic life, while the Articu-

lates exhibit a marked superiority in the organs of animal life.

We are, therefore, now turning from those animals whose organs
of sense, locomotive apparatus, nervous and muscular systems,
and correlated instinct have been such sources of wonder, to

examine animals in which these organs and systems of organs
are made a secondary consideration to those of the alimentary,

secretory, excretory, and reproductive systems. However delu-

sive may be tho analogy between instinct and reason, we cannot

but feel a certain kind of sympathy with creatures endowed
with great active powers, and who adapt these to the attain-

ment of ends which the reason declares desirable. Perception
and volition the power of knowing and acting may, in a certain

sense, be attributed to insects ; and although these powers are.

doubtless, very different in their nature to the powers which

pass by the same name of which we are conscious, yet they
have something in common, and in their manifestation they are

so alike, that it is only by a strict analysis that we can dissociate

them. Prove as we may that the habits and instincts of the

honey-bees, as manifested in their social economy, in the collec-

tion of wax and its application to the construction of their ad-

mirable cell architecture, in storing the pollen of flowers for

feeding their young, and of honey for winter food, are evidences

of no higher perception and powers, BO far as the insects are

concerned, than those which are shown by ourselves when we
wink our eyes when a grain of sand is blown towards them, or

when we snatch away our hands from a scorching flame ; yet
our imaginative faculty will not permit us so to regard the sub-

ject. Perhaps the connection between instinct and reason is

not quite so delusive after all, and probably we may have to

look for the origin of many of the opinions as well as the prac-

tices of men in those instincts which we possess in common
with the lower animals. To say the least of it, the glory and
the wisdom of the great Creator lose nothing by being in part
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attributed to the little winged creature from which they are

reflected.

In the Mollusca instincts are not wanting, and locomotive

and perceptive powers are also evidenced ; but they are wholly
inferior in these faculties to the Articulates, and in turning to

them we feel to be turning from the higher modes of life to the

lower. The body of the in-

sect is so fitted for rapid and
dexterous action that it seems

to have become almost ethe-

real; while in the slug the

very senses seem to be dulled

to suit the requirements of the

coarser material parts.
For a further contrast of

the Articulata and Mollusca
we must refer the reader to a
former lesson. It suffices here

to mention one or two points
of general structure which are

intimately connected with the

habits of these creatures.

First, since the Mollusca are

less adapted for locomotion

than other animals, the re-

quirements which swift loco-

motion dictates are not in-

sisted on with such strictness.

Rapid locomotion necessitates

what is called bi-lateral sym-
metry that is, that the body
shall be precisely alike on both
sides. This, accompanied with
an elongated form, whose axis

is in the line of locomotion, is

the form best suited for ad-

vance. A ship is better than
a tub for locomotion, and the
keel must not only be straight,
but the hold must not be lop-
sided. Thus we found that in

the insect every part, down to

the shape of the nerves in its

netted wings, is accurately re-

presented by its counterpart
on the other side. In the

Mollusca, however, this sym-
metry is not essential, and it

is liable to be dominated by
other requirements. A pecten
(scallop) lies on its side, and
hence has one side flat and the
other rounded. A snail has its

body rolled into a spiral for

compactness' sake, and for the
convenience of having a large
orifice for its respiratory cham-

:
ber ; that spiral is nt equi-

lateral, but twisted to one side.

Secondly, since rapid locomo-
tion is not the first object, the
walls of the body represent a
rounded bag to contain the

is directly from the Hydroid Coelenterata. These creatures are

compound animals that is, the product of a single egg or repro-
duced' animal may grow into a multitude of similar heads or

parts, each one of which has all the essential organs of life, and
can live when detached ; hence their name Polyzoa, or multiple
animals. The plant-like growth of these compound animals is a

process of budding, but it is

carried on in very various

directions. According to these
directions and methods, very
various aggregate forms aro

produced. In many instances
it results in an incrustation

composed of closely-set cells.

These crusts spread from a
point, and often closely invest

sea-weeds and rocks. They
seem to have a special par-

tiality for the shells of other

Mollusca, exercising, however,
a discrimination by affixing
themselves rather to the shells

of the less locomotive bivalve
Mollusca than to those of the
univalves. Thus they have
the benefit of a slight change
of place without being subject

viscera, rather than a fulcrum,
upon which lever-like limbs
are plied; and hence it is al-

*0KU.-1. FLUSTRA.

ways soft and flexible, and the
TO SHOW INTERNAL ORGANS -

limbs are not jointed organs,
but lobes or protrusions of
the bag wherewith to crawl or grasp, not to raise or propel.
Thirdly, since protection is not sought in flight, it is afforded
in a structure which would impede flight, and the creatures,
when on the defensive, retract and nullify all their feeble loco-

motive apparatus, casting themselves wholly on the defensive

efficiency of their shells.

The lowest class of the Mollnsca is widely different from the
more typical classes, and the structure of its representatives
seems to indicate that the starting-point of the molluscous classes

to abrasion by constant loco-

motion. These incrustations

so much resemble the clothing
of moss which spreads over
stones and walls, that some
naturalists have applied the
name of Bryozoa to these

animals, a term which signifies
moss-like animals. The crusts

are to be found by any one
who examines objects which
are generally covered by tho

sea, and, when examined by
the naked eye, they look like

fine lace of different patterns.
So great is the diversity and

beauty of these forms that

they repay even this superfi-
cial investigation. The Poly-
zoa have existed from a very

early period in the history of

the earth, and they then had
the same habits, as a class, as

they now have. This is evi-

dent from the fact that no
one can make a collection of

fossil shells without also col-

lecting many of the Polyzoa
attached to them. In these

cases they are usually attached

to the outside of the shells,

When they are found covering
the inside of the shell, of

course this is a proof that the

shells remained for some time

at the bottom of the ancient

sea after the death of their

owners, before they were cc-
II. PLUMATELLA REPENS (ONE POLYP) CUT OPEN

vered^ ^ mud or gand
III. SCRUPOCELLARIA, SHOWINQ VIBRA- . ,, ... ,. , ,,

TM WT innmMU TWT PT.T IT. f the Deposit in which they
are found embedded. One

comparatively recent forma-

tion is so full of the remains of these creatures as to be called

the Coralline Crag of Suffolk. This name was given when the

creatures were supposed to resemble coral polypes (Actinizoa),
and now that they have been discovered to be of higher standing-

in the animal scale, and, in fact, to belong to an altogether
different sub-kingdom, of course the name is inappropriate.

Sometimes the crusts do not cling closely to the substance

from which they spring, but rise up from it. In such cases the

free frond may be flattened, being, in reality, two crusts placed

TILE ORGANS. IV. ARICULARIUM, WITH MUSCLES THAT PLY IT.
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back to book, and mutually supporting each other. This in the

cao with the ordinary sea-mat (Fluatra maxima), which in one

of the largest of these compound animals, and may hare been

often mistaken for a sea-weod by the casual observer. In other

cases the stems, instead of being wide and flat, may be much
narrower, presenting single or double chains of cells, which
branch and spread freely in the water. In some rarer instances

the whole compound animal is locomotive, the crust, with its

many colls, and their contained simple zooids, travelling, by
common consent, in one direction. It will be seen by the above

description that the outward form of these creatures is closely

paralleled by those of the Coelenterata, and when to this out-

ward resemblance is added the fact that each of the simple
animals which occupy the cells has a head almost precisely simi-

lar to the Hydro-
zoa, it is not sur-

prising that they
should have long
been confounded
with them. A
mouth, surrounded

by a circle of ten-

tacles capable of

motion, is charac-

teristic of both
the compound Hy-
drozoa and the

compound Poly-

zoa; but it was

earlyobserved that

the tentacles of

the latter were

always clothed

with cilia, while

those of the former

were unfurnished

with them. The
reader of these

lessons will re-

member the na-

ture of the organs
called cilia, and the

nature of their ac-

tion as described

when the Rotato-

ria wore treated of.

By the aid of these

organs currents

arc set in motion
and directed to-

wards the funnel-

shaped mouth, and
thus small parti-

cles of food are

procured in addi-

tion to that which
can be obtained by
the action of the

whole tentacle, or
of many of these

acting together, when they seize a larger prey in the same way
as the Hydrozoa obtain the whole of their food. A difference of
this superficial character, founded on organs which clothe the
outside of the animals, did not at first seem sufficient to justify

any great division being constituted between the Polyzoa and
Ccelenterata polypes, and hence they were called ciliated

polypes. But it was soon found that this external difference

was associated with a fundamental difference in the internal

organs. The food collected by the ciliary action is passed not,

into the general cavity of the body, to be there retained, and
the refuse to be ejected again from the mouth, as in the true

polypes, but into a definite stomach, and passed through this

along a complete tube, completely shut off from the general
cavity of the animal, which contains the nutritive fluid, and is

bounded by the hard cell wall. Thus we have, as in all the

higher animals, a tube within a tube, and a distinction and
division between the raw material of nutriment and the changed
and elaborated product of digestion ; and this distinction is

rightly considered to be of high physiological importance, and
quite sufficient to determine that the Polyzoa belong to the

great and distinguished sub-kingdom of the Mollnsca, and may
from henceforth out their acquaintance, the humbler polypi.
The cells which compose the outer skeleton of the Polyzoon

are, of course, all for the protection of the ""*V Whether
they MO tabular, as in the Plumatella, cup or cradle-shaped, M
in the Scrnpocellaria, or like poaches, a* in many other forms,

they always furnish retreat* into which the whole "<"relfifc,
with its delicate tentacles, canbe withdrawn. When BOwithdrawn,
however, the animal has only retired within itself, for the cell,

whether composed of chalky, horny, or gelatinous substance, is

really the external wall of the creature, strengthened by, or con-

sisting of, deposits of their substance*. In order that the

1L

be protruded or

retracted from the
cell at pleasure, it

is, of course, ne-

cessary that some
considerable port
of the outer wall

which joins it to

the hard part of

the same should
be soft and flexi-

ble. A reference

to the illustration

of Plnmatolla will

show the relation

of the flexible to

the hard part of

the wall, and the

muscles by which
the head is pulled
back. This illus-

tration will also

show the character
of the alimentary
canal, and how it

is bent upon itself,

so that the after

part passes up
close to the first

descending por-
tion. This ar-

rangement of the

food canal is very
constant in the

Polyzoa, and is

dictated by the

TUNICATA. I. PEROPHORA LISTERI. II. SALPA MAXIMA (ONE OF A CHAIN TO SHOW CIRCULATION) .

III. DIAGRAM OP A SOLITARY TUNICATE. IV. TRANSVERSE SECTION OP SOUTABT TUNICATE. animal can

Kefs, to Nos. in Figs. I. 1, nervous ganglion; 2, atrial chamber and outlet; 3, respiratory pharynx protrude one end
with its slits ; 4, stomach ; 5, portion of heart ; 6, growing bud. II. 1, front opening ; 2, hind of its body from
ditto; 3, 3, places of attachment to chain of salpee; 4, respiratory band; 5, heart; 6, mass of

viscera. III. 1, tentacles; 2, pharynx; 3, stomach; 4, anus; 5, oviduct; 6, anal opening; 7,

oval opening. IV. 1, test, or tunic ; 2, muscular coat ; 3, third tunic ; 4, the same reflected

on the pharynx ; 5, perforated pharynx ; 6, endostyle ; 7, anus.

the cell, both the
entrance and the

exit must be at

that end. Muscles

originating from

the bottom of the hard part are attached to the stomach and

throat, so as to pull these parts back when the head is with-

drawn. In the re-entering angle between the month and arms &

single ganglion is found, and this sends a few nerves round the

throat and to the body walls, in some, at least, of these crea-

tures. The reader will have gathered from the illustration and

description that while some of these creatures have all the body-
cavities of their simple zooids in communication with one

another, others have these completely separate. In both cases,

however, the simple animals seem, in many respects, dependent
in some measure on the general structure. Thus many of them,

have external organs not possessed by each cell, but only by
some of them, which organs, nevertheless, minister to the wants
of all. These external organs are very singular, and are of

two kinds. One kind is like a vibrating whip, and the other

resembles the head and beak of a bird. Both are endowed with

a power of motion which is apparently automatic. It is sup-

posed that the whips constantly stir the water, so as to bring
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fresh food within the action of the cilia, while the singular
beaka snap up, kill, and hold any small creature till it decays,
and so, by disintegration, furnishes food.

We have indicated the reasons for considering the Polyzoa
superior to the Polypi, and before quitting them we ought to

state in what respects they are inferior to the other Mollusca,
so as to justify us in placing them lowest in the list. Their

inferiority mainly consists in the want of a heart, and any true

blood-vascular system, and also in not possessing a well-deve-

loped liver, which organs are constantly possessed by the other

molluscs in great perfection. The liver in these creatures is

only represented by some scattered brown-coloured glands

placed on the outside of the stomach.

The Tunicata seem to be more nearly allied to the Polyzoa
than the Brachiopoda, and therefore we treat of them next;

although it seems to be also true that they are more closely re-

lated to the Conchifera than the Brachiopoda are. Perhaps the

distinctness of the Brachiopoda as a class may be accounted for

by the fact that they are a very ancient class of animals, having
inhabited the earth from the earliest primary period. Many of

the Tunicata, like the Polyzoa, are compound animals. They
are, however, not exclusively so, and they are usually of a much
larger size. They do not deposit any chalk or shell in their

outer mantle. They have a heart with a single chamber, and
a singular respiratory apparatus.
We will commence by the description of a- simple animal,

such as may be found adhering to the under side of a rock near
low-water mark. The outer form is that of an Eastern leathern

bottle, with a prominent mouth at one end ; but it is unlike

this bottle in that it has another opening on the side a little

below the mouth. The mouth leads into a wide, dilated throat,
which occupies a large part of the centre of the bag-like animal,
and is of a very peculiar structure. It has in its walls a series

of slits which lead into a cavity directly communicating with

the lower orifice. The slits are very numerous and small, and
their edges are fringed with cilia which continually drive the

water from the central throat to the atrial chamber, as the

cavity is called. At the top of the throat is a circlet of ten-

tacles which protrude into it, while at the bottom is an opening
leading by a short oesophagus into a stomach, from which an

intestine, twisted a few times, leads into the atrial chamber
near its orifice. The remainder of the viscera, consisting of

liver, heart, etc., are closely united with the stomach at the

bottom part of the sac. From one end of the heart a vessel

runs off, and is continued as a capacious channel along one side

of the sac-like throat, while another channel along the opposite
side runs to the viscera, and through them to the other end of

the heart. The two channels above-mentioned communicate
with one another by many transverse vessels, which branch in

the membranous walls of the sac. Let us now consider the

relation of these organs to the functions of respiration and
alimentation. First, with regard to respiration. The cilia

which fringe the slits are the prime movers of the water by
driving it from the inner sac into the chamber which surrounds

it. This motion necessitates that a current should set in at

the mouth, or end opening, and another out at the anal or side

opening, and thus fresh water is constantly brought to the

inner, or what may now be called the respiratory sac. In the

substance of this sac the blood is constantly changed by the

motive power of the heart, which, though a simple tubular

organ, contracts at one end first, and by the successive contrac-

tion of its circular fibres drives the blood to one of the channels,
and from thence through the tissue of the sac into the other,
and so, by way of the viscera, into its other end. It is peculiar
to these animals that the current is occasionally reversed. After

working in one direction for some time the heart remains at

rest, and then begins to propel the blood in the other direction.

Next, in relation to food, it will be seen that the current will

bring with it many of those little creatures which are so nume-
rous in the waters of the sea. By some mysterious action the

cilia do not allow these particles of food to pass out by the

slits, but propel them down towards the entrance to the stomach,
and so onward. The excrement is, of course, passed out at the

anal opening by the current. When any obnoxious substance
is introduced by the current of water, it is felt by the tentacles

which hang down inside the throat, and when this is the case

the animal contracts the outer muscular coat so forcibly as to

compress not only the atrial chamber, but also the respiratory

sac, and so drives the water and the substance out again.
This action has procured for the simple tunicate the name of the
Sea Squirt.

Compound Tunicates do not differ much in structure from
the simple ones, but they are connected together in some in-

stances by a stalk, through which the blood is driven from zooid

to zooid. This is the case in the family of the Clavellinidae. In
the family called BotryllidaB the separate zooids are only the

products of a budding process, and though they are at first con-

nected organically and always cohere, yet when mature the
vascular connection is obliterated, and each feeds and respires
for itself. In another family a multitude of zooids are united
in a tube, one end of which is closed and the other open. All

the mouths, or in-current orifices, of these are outside the tube,
and all the ex-current orifices inside, so that the current of water
which passes into the tube, being compelled to pass out at one

end, drives the whole animal along ; these creatures differing
from the foregoing families in being free and locomotive.
Another free and locomotive family is characterised by what is

called an alternation of generations. In these a solitary indivi-

dual gives birth by budding to a whole chain of zooids unlike

itself, and united to one another end to end, not, indeed, organi-

cally, but by simple attachment. These have their in-current

orifices at one end, with a valve attached to them, so as to pre-
vent the water escaping outward. When, therefore, the body
is contracted the water is driven out at the other end, and so

contributes to the onward motion of the chain. Across the

respiratory sac there is a band or ribbon stretched, and this is

the main instrument of respiration. One of these creatures

(i.e., one link of the chain) is represented in the engraving.
Each zooid, or link, gives birth to one solitary form, unlike itself

but like its mother, and so the so-called alternation of genera-
tions is completed. The production of the solitary Salpa is a
true reproductive process corresponding to the rearing of a

plant from seed, but the production of the chain is analogous to

the growth of a branch from a leaf-bud.

LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. XXXII.
CONSTRUCTION OP PROJECTION OF MAP OP ASIA.

THE method to be adopted by the learner in preparing a pro-

jection for a map of Asia is precisely the same in every respect

as that laid down in Lessons in Geography, XXV. (Vol. II.,

page 355), with the exception of the position of the point from

which the arcs representing the parallels of latitude are de-

scribed ; which, however, is determined in a similar manner to

that adopted for finding the centre from which to describe the

arcs representing the parallels of latitude of a map of Europe.
A base line must first be drawn, as c D in Fig. 17 (Vol. II.,

page 356). This line must be bisected in E, and through E a

straight line A B must be drawn, which will represent the central

meridian line of the map. It will be convenient to number this

line as the 85th meridian east from Greenwich. Now take any

space to represent ten degrees, but be careful that the space
thus assumed is not taken too long in proportion to the base

line of the map, and set off from E, the point of intersection

of the base line c D, and the perpendicular A B, fifteen of these

spaces, and number the points, beginning with E, 5, 10, 15. 20,

25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, and through the

point numbered 80 draw the straight line o H parallel to 9 D.

The figure of a projection of a map of Asia, it should be said,

is not given here, as the method of constructing it will be made

sufficiently clear to the learner by directing his attention to

the lettering of Fig. 17, to which reference has been already

made above. Now, as in the projection of the map of Europe,

the straight line G H will be the limit of the map towards the

top, and the points numbered upwards in succession from E will

be the points through which will pass the parallels of latitude

corresponding with the numbers. To find the centre from which

to draw the arcs representing the parallels of latitude, set off

five spaces more, of five degrees each, and bisect the last space

thus set off. The point of bisection of the last space thus

obtained will be distant 12 30' from the point representing the

pole, and which would be numbered 90, continuing the number-

ing from 80 upwards. This will determine the point from which

the arcs representing the parallel of latitude may be described

through the points numbered 5, 10, 15, 20, etc., sufficiently near
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for all practical purposes ; although it should be statod that the
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Name of Place.



LESSONS IN FRENCH.

Six in 56 (in the took of 8) is six in 5 x o T 3, or 46, that U, 7 and 4 over.

.-., HI m,m tho settle of 8) is six in 4 x 8 + 4, or 30, that ii, 6 and over.

Six in 3 I* and 3 over.

Biz in 35 (in the scale of 8) U six in 3 x 8 + 5, or 20, that U, i and 5 over.

Aud similarly for tho other lines.

This operation, in fact, proven that

+3x8 + 5

3x6*
6. One application of the duodecimal scale ia very useful in

ordinary practice.
In finding areaa and cubical content*, as we showed (Lesson

XVIII, Arts. 7 and 8, Vol. I., page 292), we have to multiply tho

numbers indicating the dimensions together. Now, since 1 foot is

12 inches, any dimension given in feet and inches can bo at once

written down in the duodecimal scale. Thus, 5 feet 9 inches

would bo written 5'9, putting a point after tho 5 to express that

tho 9 is fa of the unit, for tho same reason that, in the decimal

notation, we place a decimal point before the tenths' place.

Now suppose we have to find the dimensions of a board, tho

length of which is 5 feet 9 inches, and breadth 4 feet 5 inches,

we should have to multiply 5'9 by 4-5 in the duodecimal scale.

This would be done as follows :

5-9

4-5

24-9

1)0

21-49

We say 5 times 9 are 45 ; that is, 3 X 12 + 9. Write down
the 9, and carry 3. 5 times 5 are 25, and 3 are 28, which is

2 X 12 + 4, and we therefore write down 24.

Again, 4 times 9 are 36 ; that is, 3x12, or in the duo-

decimal scale, 30. Write down the cipher, and carry the 3.

4 times 5 are 20, and 3 are 23, which is 1 X 12 + 11 , or, in

the duodecimal scale, le, which we write down.

Adding, we get 9 ; 4 ; e and 2 are 13 ; that is, 1 X 12 + 1.

Write down 1 and carry 1 ; 1 and 1 make 2.

The result, therefore, is 21 -49 in the duodecimal scale.

Now, 21 is 2 X 12 + 1, or 25 in the decimal scale ; and 49 is

4 X 12 + 9, or 57 in the decimal scale.

Hence, the answer is 25 sq. feet 57 sq. inches.

7. We can verify the process by fractions :

5 ft. 9 in. = 5J ft.

4 ft. 5 in. = 4& ft.

Hence the area of the board = 5J x 4/jsq. ft. = ^JJ* sq. ft.

48 )
1219 ( 25 sq. ft. 57 sq. in.

96
N.B. It will assist the learner,

in multiplying, adding, etc., in

the duodecimal scale, to re-

collect that it is exactly the
same process as multiplying

1 and

adding pence, and reducing
them to shillings. Thus, in the

above example, we might say :

__ 5 nines are 45, that is, 3 and

336 9 pence;

336

48 ) 2736
240

fives are 25 and 3 are

that is, 2 and 4 pence.
And so on.

28,

8. EXAMPLE 2. Find the cubical contents of a room which
is 25ft. 9 in. long, 14ft. 4 in. broad, and 16 ft. 4 in. high.

25 ft. 9 in. = 21-9 in the duodecimal scale.

14 ft. 4 in. = 12-4

16ft. 4 in. = J4-4

21'9

12-4

870
436

219

269-10
14*4

35U-440 = 6028 (Tib. ft. 684 cub. m.

The tame Example worked by fraction*.
The contents in oubio feet is

25{ x ui x IGJ = ij x Y * V " *41*.

36 ) 217021 ( 6028 cub. ft.

216

102

72

801

3 ) 2*404 ( 624 oub In.

tie

n
144
144

13 * 1728 = 22164
Ant. 6028 cub. ft., 624 cub. In.

KEY TO EXEBCISE8 IN LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XLU.
EXEECISK 62.

19. 8l! grains.
20. 281-973.

21. 3s. 2d.
22. 46 taels 1 mace 2

cands. 5 cash.

23. 391 Ibs. 11 oz. 7-296

drams.

24. 25 it. 50 cento.,

nearly.

25. 78 18s. 9jVd.

26. 146 thalers

groschen.
27. 13423 francs

centimes.

28. 939 florins 87!
kreutzers (100

kreutzers being

equivalent to 1

florin) .

1. 9 12i. 2f,d.
2. 5306 farthings.
3. 4 19s.

4. 9 days.
5. 68} Ibs.

6. 2926.

7. 36 19s. 2|d., or

4Js. per yard.
8. 76 10s. Id.

9. French metre is

3-2204 Rhenish
feet.

10. 1800 Ibs.

11. 31JJ? chaldrons.

12. 29061S.

13. 836jV,yds.
14. 285 cwt. 2 qrs.

24 Ibs.

15. 388 dishes 53} Ibs.

16. 14.

17. 818TV.
18. 149 14s. 9>d.

9ft

41

29. 1127 florins 85 '12

30.

kreutzers.

shillings.

31. 15463 grrs. approxi.

mately.
32. H
33. llll
34. 126-295 sovereigns.
35. 6 thalers 20 gros.,

nearly.
36. 9 florins 52 kreutz.

nearly.

87. llfWr florins.

38. 24| francs.

39. 16marks3schUls.,
nearly.

40. The fixed number
for (36) (37) (38)

(40) is HH. and
for (39) W.

41. 25 fr. 63 cents.,

nearly.
42. 4 reis 50 mil-reis.,

nearly.
43. 4-29 mil-reis.

44. The number of pence received for a dollar in each of the five

Hence th 3 4th way is the most advantageous.

45. About 11 francs 82 cents, per oz. dearer in Paris.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. XLVL
SECTION CII EXAMPLES ILLUSTRATING THE VABIOUS

USES OP THE PRINCIPAL CONJUNCTIONS.

A MOINS QUK.

It n'en fera rien, a moins que vous

ne lui parliez.

A moins que vous ne preniez bien

votre temps, vous n'en viendrez

pas a bout.

Quel indigne plaisir peut avoir

1'avarico ?

Et que sert d'air.asser, a moins

qu'on en jouisse ?

BOURSAULT.

Aussi ils n'ont aucune force pour
le possoder surement

PASCAL.

Ma douleur serait trop miSdiocre,

si je pouvais la ddpeindre ; aussi

je ne 1'entreprendrai pas.

MME. DE SKVIONK.

He will do nothing of the kind, urdeu

you speak to him.

Unless you chooso your HTM veil,

you will not accomplish it.

What unworthy pleasure can avarice

oferf
What it the use of hoarding up un-

to* we enjoy /

Therefore, they have no strength to

potMM it safely.

Jly grief would bt too trying if I

could depict it ; o that I will not

undertake it.

C'est ce qu'il y a de plus sage ; au

reste, c'eat aussi de qu'il y a de

plus juste. MABMONTEL.

AU EESTK.

Thu it Oit wiMst way ; 6*id, tt ii

al*o the tnoet just.

CAB.

Voila les perils, voici le moyen de

les Writer ; car eufin, le bras de

Dieu n'est pas raccourci.

MASSILLON.

Thoce are the danger*, (Ate u tte %Mf

of avoiding them ; /or >naUy, tAe

influence of God it not U power-M
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Le peuple se figure une felicite

imaginaire dans les situations

e'leve'es, ou il ne peut atteindre,
et il croit (car tel est 1'homme)
que tout ce qu'il ne peut avoir,
c'est cela meme qui est le bon-
heur qu'il cherche.

MASSILLON.

COMME
Comme 1'ambition n'a pas de frein,

et que la soif des richesses nous
consume tous, il en re'sulte, que
le bonheur nous fuit a mesure

que nous le cherchons.

TH. CORNEILLE.
La reconnaissance est le plus doux,
comme le plus saint des devoirs.

THOMAS.
Comme il sonna la charge, il souue

la retraite. LA FONTAINE.

Votre maitre vous aime; done,
vous devez 1'aimer.

Je suis done un U'rnoin de leur

peu de puissance. RACINE.
Et d'ou peut done venir ce change-
ment extreme ? VOLTAIRE.

Si ce n'est toi, c'est done ton
frere. Je n'en ai pas. C'est

done quelqu'un des tiens.

LA FONTAINE.
Aliens done I repondit-on, et la

transaction n'eut pas lien.

DE CDSST.

The people picture to themselves an

imaginary happiness in elevated

situations which they cannot reach,

and they believe (for such is man)
that all that they cannot obtain,

forms the very happiness which

they seek.

QUE.
As ambition has no limits, and as

the thirst of riches devours us all,

the result is, that happiness avoids

us as we proceed in our search

after it.

Gratitude is the sweetest as well as

the holiest of duties.

As he sounded the charge, so he

sounds the retreat.

Tour master loves you ; therefore you
should love him.

I am, therefore, a witness of their

want of power.

IFTiencc, therefore, can this extreme

change proceed ?

If it is not you, then it is your
brother. I have none. Then it

must be some one of your family.

" Nonsense !
"

replid they, and the

affair did not take place.

DE MEME QUE.
De meme que le soleil brille sur la

terre, de meme le juste brillera

dans les cieux. L'ACADEMIE.

C'est etre faible et timide que
d'etre inaccessible et fier.

MASSILLON.
Une famille vertueuse est un vais-

seau tenu pendant la tempete
par deux ancres, la religion et

les mceurs. CHATEAUBRIAND.
Quel carnage de toutes parts !

On egorge a la fois les eufants, les

vieillards,
Et la sceur et le frere,
Et la fllle et la mere,
Les ills dans les bras de son pere.

KACINE, "Esther."

LORSQUE
Lorsque 1'innocence habitait la

terre. BOSSUET.

Quand vous me halriez, je ne m'en

plaindrais pas. RACINE.

Quand nous n'aurions dgard qu'au
repos seul de notre vie, quand
nous n'aurions point d'autre

intdret ici-bas que de nous pr^-

parer des jours heureux, quel
bonheur de preVenir d'avance
et d'^touffer dans leur naissance
tant de passions violeutes.

MASSILLON.

C'e'tait d^ja la puissance impe'riale

qu'on lui a vue dupuis, mais
avec 1'assentiment universel des

peuples, avec des formes moins

royales, mais plus dignes peut-
etre. THIERS.

L'harmonie ne frappe pas simple-
meat 1'oreille, mais 1'esprit.

BOILEAU.
C'est un parti sage a la guerre de

se tenir sur la defensive, mais ce

n'est pas le plus brillaut.

LA ROCHEFOUCAULD.

.4s the sun shines upon earth, so will

the just shine in heaven.

To be inaccessible and proud is to be

weak and timid.

A virtuous family is a vessel

strengthened during the tempest

by two anhors, religion and
morals.

TPhat carnage on all sides /

They murder at once the children

and the old men, the sister and
the brother, the daughter and the

mother, the son in the arms of his

father.

-QUAND.
When innocence inhabited the earth.

If even you hated me I .would not

complain.

If even we considered merely the

repose of our lives, if even we
had no other interest here than
to prepare for ourselves happy
days, what happiness it would be,

to prevent beforehand, to stifle

in their birth, so many violent

passions.

It was already the imperial power

of which we have since seen him

possessed, but with the consent of
the people, with forms less regal,

but perhaps more dignified.

Harmony does not only strike the

ear, but the mind.

To keep on the defensive is a wise

course in war, but it is not the

most brilliant.

II n'y a point de mais qui tienne ; There is no "
but

"
in the matter ; I

je ne donnerai point ma fille a
un muet. BRUEYS.

Heureux celui qui sait se conten-
ter de peu ! Son sommeil n'est

trouble ni par les craintes, ni

par les desirs honteux de 1'ava-

rice. TRAD. D'HORACE.
Vous perdez ainsi la confiance de

vos amis, sans les avoir rendus
ni meilleurs ni plus habiles.

VOLTAIRE.
On n'est jamais si heureux, ni si

malheuroux qu'on se 1'imagine.
LA ROCHEFOUCAULD.

Cette loi saiute ne counait plus ni

pauvre, ni riche, ni noble, ni

roturier, ni maitre, ni esclave.

MASSILLON.

Or sus, mettons-nous a 1'ouvrage.
Or 93, Gil Bias, me dit-il un jour,

le temps de ton enfance est

LE SAGE.

La fortune, soit bonne ou mau-
vaise, soit passagere ou con-

stante, ne peut rien sur 1'ame

du sage. MARMONTEL.
La libertd de publier ses pensees,

ou la liborte de la presse, doit

etre reglee Bur la libert^ meme
d'agir. B. DE ST. PIERRE.

u-ill not give my daughter to a
mute.

Happy is he who can content himself
with little ! His sleep is disturbed

neither by the fear, nor the shame-

ful desires of avarice.

You lose thus the confidence of your

friends without liaving rendered

them either better or more skilful.

We are never so happy nor so un-
.

unhappy as we fancy.

That holy law fcnows no longer either

poor or rich, noble or plebeian,
master or slave.

Now, then, let us go to work.

"Now, then, Gil Bias," said he to

me one day,
" the time of your

childhood is over."

Fortune, be it good or bad, be it

transient or constant, has no

power over the soul of the wise.

The liberty of publishing one's

thoughts, or the liberty of the

press, should be regulated upon
the liberty of action itself.

PAKCE QUE.

Les grands hommes entreprennent
de grandes choses parce qu'elles

sont grandes, et les fous parce

qu'ils les croient faciles.

VAUVENARGITES.
La tout est beau, parce que tout

est vrai. J. J. ROUSSEAU.

Great men undertake great things
because they are great; and

fools because they believe them

easy.

.Everytliing t7iere is beautiful, be-

cause everything is true.

Le style le moins noble a pourtant
sa noblesse. BOILEAU.

POURTANT.

The least elevated style has, neverthe-

less, its elevation.

PUISQUE.

Pourquoi le demander, puisque
vous le savez ? "RACINE.

Ne vous lassez jamais d'examiner

les causes des grands change-
meuts ; puisque rien ne servira

jamais tant a votre instruction.

BOSSUET.

Puisque vous le voulez, je vais

changer de style. BOILEAU.

Why ask about it, since you know it ?

Never be weary of examining into the

causes of great changes ; for nothing
will ever be of so much service to

your instruction.

Since you will have it so, I will

change my style.

QUE.

Jamais on ne vit nn si grand

exemple, que le courage n'est

point incompatible avec la mol-

lesse. VOLTAIRE.

Nous u'avons que peu de temps a

vivre, et loin d'en proflter, nous

ne cherchons qu'a le perdre.
LAVEAUX.

A quoi vous servira d'avoir de

1'esprit, si vous ne 1'employez

pas, et que vous ne vous appli-

quiez pas ? BOSSUET.

Toutefois, que sert-il de me justi-

fier ? RACINE.

Qu'il fasse ce qu'il lui plaira.

Que le monde est grand ! Qu'il

est magniflque ! MASSILLON.

Que de beaux jours n'out pas de

beaux soirs ! BOISTE.

Sais-tu quelque chose de plus ?

Oh ! que oui. BRUEYS.
C'est une maladie d'esprit, que

de souhaiter des choses impos-
sibles. FiNELON.

.Never was such a striking example

seen, that courage is not incom-

patible with effeminacy.

We have but little time to live, and
instead of improving it, we only
seek to waste it.

Of what use will be your wit, if you
do not employ it, and do not apply

yourselves 'f

However, what is the use of justify-

ing myself?
Let hi.n do what he pleases.

How great is the world ! How mag-

nificent !

How many fine days have not beati-

tijul evenings /

Do you know anything more 1

That, J do.

Wishing for impossible things is a

disease of the mind.

#
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II n'y aura juninii de meilluur

direuteur que l'vangile.
OANOANKLLI.

La veritable convention du cceur

fnit iiiitiint aimer L)ieu <iu'ou

a aim< lei creatures. PASCAL.

Crois-tu qua dans ion occur, il ait

jnr.< ta mart ? KACINJC.

Co n'est poi quo j'ousse mieux
fuit que vous.

MME. DE Siviowl
II a fullu que mes malheurs

ni'nient instruit, pour m'appren-
dre ce que je no voulais pas
croire. FKKKLON. '

There will ntvtr In any letttr yuidt
thin th

The true etmvtrtion of the heart

male* us low God at much at \c

have lovtd the ertaturet.

Do you believe that he ha* worn
your death in hi* heart t

U it not that I might have done
Ittttr than you.

It iraj necestary that my mie/ortunee
should instruct mi, to ttach me
what I uouid not believe.

QUOIQUK QUOI . . QUE.

Quolque Diou et la nature niont

fait tous les homines e'gaux en
les formant d'une mime boue,
la vanit4 hunmino ne pout souf-

frir oette rfgaliW. BOSSUET.

Quo! que vous e'criviez, (Svitoz la

bassesse. DOILEAU.

Quoi que ce soit qu'elle dise, elle

ne me persuadera pas.

QlBAULT-DUVIYlEB.

Si rous le vouliez, uous partirioiis

ensemble.

Si vous le prenez sur ce ton, je me
retire.

Nul empire n'est sur, s'il n'a

1'amour pour base. RACINE.
S'il le font, nous partirons.
Yotre esprit a toujonrs en reserve

quelque si, quelque mais.

DESTOUCHES.

Although God and nature hav made
all men equal in forming them

from the tame earth, human vanity
cannot bear that equality.

Whatever you may write, avoid vul-

garity.

Whatever he may say, the will not

persuade me.

If you wished it, vie would go to-

gether.

If you go on in this way, I with-
draw.

No empire is safe, unless it has

affection for its basis.

If it must be so, ve will go.
Tour mind has always in reserve

some "
if," some " but."

SINON.

Us rdpondirent, qu'il fullait rdtab-

lir 1'tfquilibre europe'en rompu,
qu'il fullait le n;tablir sinon sur
le continent, ou il 6ta.it tout
a fait ddtruit, au moins sur
I'Oce'an. THIEKS.

Soit qu'il le fosse, soit qu'il ne le

fasse pas.
Soit la hardicsse de 1'entreprise,

soit la seule presence de ce

grand homine, soit la protec-
tion visible du cicl, il otount;

par sa resolution. FL^CHIEB.
Soit en bien, soit en mal, nion

ami, la prudence dit, qu'il faut
rarement juger BUT 1'apparence.

CHARON.
Vous le voulez ? ainsi soit-il !

Un mal funeste et contagieux se
ri!

j>!iuilit dans les principales
villes de la Normandie ; soit

que riutemperie des saisons eut
laissd dans les airs quelque
maligne impression, soit qu'un
commerce fatal eut npporte des

pays i'loign<?8, avec de fragiles

richesses, des sentences de ina-

ladio et de mort, soit que
1'ange de Dieu eut (Stendu la

main pour frapper cette mal-
heureuse province. FLIJCHIER.

They replied, that it wa* necessary (o

re-establish the disturbed European
bal'nce; that it was necessary to

restore it, if not on the continent,
tchere it was entirely destroyed, at

least on the ocean.

Whether he does it, whether he does
it not.

Be it the boldness of the enterprise,
be it the presence alone of this

great man, be it the visible protec-
tion of heaven, he astonishes by
his resolution.

Be it for good, be it for evil, my
friend, prudence says that we
must rarely judge from appear-
ances.

Tou will have it so J So be it t

A fatal and contagious disease

spread in the principal cities of

Normandy, be it that the incle-

mency of the season has left in
tl<e air some malignant impres-
sion, be it that a fatal commerce
had brought from distant countries,
with perishable riches, the seeds of
disease and death, be it that the

angel of God had stretched forth
his hand to smite that unfortunate
province.

KEY TO EXEECISES IN LESSONS IN FEENCH.

EXERCISE 137 (Vol. II., page 172).
1. Go nnd see my brother, he has something to communicate to

you. 2. Bun and tell them that I am waiting for them. 3. My
brother has taken good care not to tear his clothes. 4. Has your
cousin taken care not to stain her dress. 5. She took care not to fall,
for in falling she would have spoiled it. 6. Have those little girls gone
into mourning ? 7. They have just put on mourning. 8. For whom
do you put on mourning ? 9. I wear mourning for my mother. 10.

Do yon take U* or coffee in the morning! U. We Uke tea au<l
coffee. 12. Do you not Uke chocolate sometimes? 13. We flht it

ouly when we an sick. 14. What determination has the governor
taken 7 15. He has Ukea the resolution to remain TUtnl 16. Will
you take my part or jour son's ? 17. I shall Uke yours, if I believe
feat you are right. 18. Why do you not Uke the trouble of *rftnr
his letter? 19. Because it is not worth reading (literal^, the trouble,
while). 20. Is not your courier gone on before t 21. He has not been
able to go on before. 22. Are you not wrong to take his part T S3.
I am not wrong to take it. 24. Hare you taken your tern T IS. We
have not taken our tea, we have Uken our coffee.

EXKRCWI 138 (VoL H., page 172).
1. M. votre frore a-t-il pris garde de gater son chapeau ? 2. II a

pris garde de le giter. il n'en a qu'nn. 3. Allez parler a it"" votre
soeur, elle vous appelle. 4. Ne vonlez-vous pas prendre nne tsssn de
th<$? 5. Je viens de prendre le the". 6. Qn'avez-vons dit a votre
petite fille ? 7. Je lui ai dit de prendre garde de deohirer sa. robe. 8
Prenons gsrde de ddchirer ce livre. 9. Mon flls vient de I'spporter!
10. A-t-il pris le thd? 11. II n'a pas encore pris le the

1

,
il est trop tot.

12. A quelle heure prenez-vous le thd chez vous ? 13. Nous prenons
le the a six henres. 14. Prenez-vous du the" on du cafe" a votre d>-
jeuner ? 15. Nous prenons du cafe". 16. Votre counter a-t-il pris les
devants ? 17. II n'a pu prendre les de vants. 18. Quel parti avex-vous
pris ? 19. J'ai pvis le parti d'ltudier ma lecon. 20. Avex-vous pri
garde de de"chirer vos livres ? 21. J'ai pris garde de les tacher. 22.
Quel parti votre frere a-t-i! pris? 23. II a pris le parti de se taire.
24. Avez-vous pris noon parti? 25. J'ai pris le parti de mon frere.
26. Avez-vous raison de prendre son parti ? 27. J'ai raison de prendre
son parti, parce qu'il a raison. 28. N'avez-vous pas penr de prendre
son parti ? 29. Je n'ai pas peur de prendre son parti. SO. Prendrez-
vous le parti de votre soeur ou le mien ? 31. Je prendrai le parti de
ma soeur. 32. Allez lire votre livre, vous ne savez pas votre lecon.
33. Je sais ma lecon, et je sais aussi que vous etes mon I" i 34.
Aliens trouver uotre pure, il a besoin de nous.

GEOMETRICAL PERSPECTIVE. IX.

OUR previous lessons in Perspective have been npon the ground-
plan method ; we will now introduce to our pupils the lineal

method we call it the lineal because its results depend npon
the projection of planes and angles without the intervention
of a plan. It sometimes occurs that a perspective elevation
of a house or other building is all that is required ; in this case
a plan would be useless, and the lineal method would be most
convenient, as it saves the labour of making a plan for the sole

purpose of raising an elevation from it.

The picture plane, the horizontal line, vanishing points,
station point, line of contact, or measuring line for heights, and
point of sight, are common to both methods ; therefore we need
not recapitulate our remarks npon them ; that which will be

especially new to our pupils is that the angle of inclination

which an object makes with the picture plane is described,
instead of drawing it in plan. Visual rays will not be required,
as the retiring length of an object is cut off the vanishing line by
the help of its distance point, marked DP. The nearest approach
to this system which we have yet made is shown in Lesson IV.,
Vol. II., page 359. It is true we have there made use of a

plan, but there are no visual rays (see Figs. 22, 26). The plan
has been introduced solely for the purpose of obtaining by con-

struction the positions of the extremities of the lines upon the

picture plane. Let us take Fig. 23, and we shall here see that
the position of the line H I in the picture is ascertained by find-

ing the positions of the two extremities only. Thus the points h
and i being determined as the perspective representations of u
and I, the completion of the line follows by drawing a line

between the two points. Now these positions can be given
without the necessity of a plan, as we are about to explain.
We think we shall be able to make our explanations clearer,

and better understood by our pupils, if we propose a problem at

once, and during the process of drawing, accompany the explana-
tions of the work with our observations upon the theory, at the

same time employing the figure as we draw it to illustrate oar
remarks.

PROBLEM XXVII. (Fig. 49). A pole 4 feet long is lying on
the ground, and is inclined to the picture plane at on angle of
40 ; its nearest end is 2 feet within the picture, and 1 foot to Ou
right of the eye ; distance of the eye from the PP is 6 feet and 4

feet from the ground; scale 1 inch to the foot.

Draw the picture plane, PP, and the HL parallel with the PP
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and 4 feet above it. Anywhere upon the HL mark the PS (point

of sight). From PS as a centre, and with the distance of 6 feet

in the compasses, draw the semicircle DE 1

, DE2
. Before we go

any farther we will examine this. To assist in understanding
the position and meaning of this semicircle we refer back

to Tig. 21, Lesson IV., Vol. II., page 360. There it will be

seen that E represents the eye, and its distance from the PP
from E to PS. Of course PS is opposite the eye E, and a line

between the two would
form right angles with sc

the PP. Now it is neces-

sary to set off on the HL
the distance of the eye from
the PP, that is, the dis-

tance from E to PS, for a
reason to be explained

presently ; therefore, the

proper way to do that is

to draw a semicircle, and
mark the extremities meet-

ing the HL as DE 1 and
DE2

. In the eidograph

(Fig. 21), the dotted semi-

circle through the eye E

(ending on one side at

DE1 and the other at DE2
)

is in an horizontal posi-
tion ; it is afterwards

supposed to be turned up,
or rabatted, upon the
PP passing through E2

(to

the same points). This
will be the position in which we shall place it for the future,
and as seen in the figures which immediately follow Fig. 21. To
proceed with Fig. 49 : draw a line x x tangential to the semi-

circle, and parallel to the HL or PP. Our problem states that
the inclination of the pole to be represented is at an angle o/40
with tJie PP. Therefore, from E draw a line at that angle with
x x, meeting the HL in VP. There will be no difficulty in compre-
hending this, if we consider that because a; a; is parallel with the

PP, therefore if the plan of an object is known to be at a certain

angle with the PP (as in the ground-plan method), it will form
the same angle with x x.

This, then, is the way a X.
VP is found without the

necessity of a plan. From
PS draw the perpendicular
PS a, and mark one foot

to the right of a, viz., a b,

because the nearest end
of the pole is 1 foot to

the right of the eye.
Draw b PS, and some-
where upon b PS will be
found the position of the

nearest end of the pole,
to be determined in the

following manner : From
6 set off b c equal to 2

feet, draw a line from c

to DE2
, cutting 6 PS in d,

the point required. This,
with the exception of the

plan, is precisely the
same that was done with f
the line A B in Fig. 23,
that is, by making c D equal to c A, a was found to be the
nearest end of the line A B. We now come to a stage of

the proceedings which will demand the closest attention of

our pupils. It is that of cutting off a portion of a vanish-

ing or retiring line, to give the perspective length of the

object, in this case the pole. From d, the nearest end of the

pole, draw a line to the VP (the vanishing line of the pole) ; upon
this line will be cut off the perspective length, as follows :

From VP, with the radius VP E, draw the arc E DVP ; DVP is the
distance of the eye from the VP, and is set off upon the HL upon
the same principle as the other distance points are placed ; the
use of this distance point is to enable us to cut off upon the

P2.

vanishing line the length required, in the same way that we used
the DE2 for cutting off the point d in the line b PS. From DVP
through d draw a line to meet the PP in e, make e f equal to the

length of the pole, 6 feet, and from / draw another line back to
the DVP, cutting the vanishing line from d in h; h d will then be
the perspective length and representation of the pole. We must
dwell upon this for a minute or two, as this cutting (as we term

it) a vanishing line is important. Our pupils will have observed
that we drew a line, com-

x mencing from the DVP,

through d to e, and after

we had marked the given

length e f on the PP, we
drew from / back again to

DVP; in other words, in

order to determine the

space upon the PP which
is to contain the length
of the pole, and at the

same time secure the per-

spective position, we
brought the nearest end,

d, of the pole to the PP
at e, measured its length,

ef, and then ruled back

again to the distance

point. This may be
summed up in very few

words, in the form of a
rule to be remembered
that every vanishing line

is cut by its own distance

point. The ability to draw an object in perspective upon this

lineal system depends principally upon a clear understanding of

the above rule in the several ways in which it may be applied.

We advise our pupils to get this first problem well up, by doing
it again at other angles, and other given distances and propor-
tions. Afterwards they will have very little difficulty in under-

standing all that is to follow.

PROBLEM XXVIII. (Fig. 50). Two lines, each 3 feet long,

form a right angle ; one of the lines is at an angle of 40 with the

PP, nearest point 2 feet to the left of the eye, and 1 foot within the

picture ; height of eye, dis-

X, tance, and scale as in the

last problem.
Draw the PP, horizon-

tal line, and semicircle

through E at the given
distance as before, make
E VP1 at an angle of 40

with x x, and draw E VP2

at a right angle with it.

From each of the vanish-

ing points draw arcs from
E to the HL for the respec-
tive distance points ; pro-

duce E PS to a, and make
a b equal to 2 feet ; join
b PS, make b c equal to 1

foot, and draw a line from
c to DE 1

; where this last

lino cuts b PS in d will be

the position of the angle ;

draw a line from d to

VP 1
. Nowwe must remem-

ber the rule given in the

last problem, every vanishing line is cut by its own distance point;

consequently, as DVP1
is the distance point of VP 1

, we must draw

a line from DVP1
through d to the PP at e, make e f equal to 3

feet, the-length of one of the lines forming the right angle, and

from / rule back again to DVP 1
, cutting d VP1 in h; dh will be

the length of the line. The other line of the right angle must

be similarly treated ; as it vanishes at VP2
,
the distance point of

VP2 must be used for cutting off its perspective length, by bring-

ing a line first from DVP2 through d to the PP at m; make m n

equal to the length of the line, and draw from n back again to

determine o in the vanishing line
;
h d o will be the perspective

representation of the right angle as required.

Fig.
SO.

PP
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l;i:CREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
THE OX FAMILY.

OUR common ox, the pride of every Smithfield Cattle Show, U
known that any notice of such a quadruped may seem

HUJM TiliiuuM ; but aa a study of the most familiar forms of life

Unclose some peculiarity of structure, or to recall

some important historical fact, we may be certain thrt this will

bo the n-sult in tho present case. If one were to ask what
ftiiiuiul has most aided man in his progress to civilisation, the

answer must probably be the ox. In tho first stage of savage
hen food is procured by hunting wild beasts, the dog

may bo tho most valued servant. But when this rude state

has been passed, tho ox becomes man's trusted friend, pro-

viding him with food and clothing, drawing tho plough, and

moving tho wagon. It was not, therefore, wonderful that the

early races of men should exalt this animal to tho rank of a

deity. Thus we see tho wisdom of Egypt and the might of

Assyria bowing
before tho sym-
bolic bull ; and

the chosen

jH'oplo of Hea-
woro de-

Indud into wor-

shipping tho

ncalf, and
:ied with-
-

i^n of hor-

ror to the words,
These be thy

. O Israel."

Few readers

need to be re-

Miindcd that the

ox belongs to

the order Ru-
minantia (ru-

minants), and
to the family
Bovidce* aterm

including the

ox, bison, buf-

falo, and all

other species or

varieties. The
horns of all the

family are hol-

low and perma-
nent, resem-

bling in these

two particulars
those of the

sheep, goats,
and antelopes.
A vehement

dispute has long raged respecting the origin of our common ox.
One naturalist sees the original breed in the wild cattle still

kept in Chillingham Park, Northumberland. Another regards
the formidable urus, or wild bull of ancient Germany, as the
ancestral type. But if we may trust the description given
of these by Csesar, they could scarcely have been the fathers
of our present cattle. The great Roman says these ancient
bulls of the German forests were nearly as large as elephants,
and that their horns were capacious enough to form drinking
vessels, f We shall have a word to say about these large
horns hereafter. At present it may suffice to remark, that
the existing breed of oxen cannot well be traced from the
fierce and gigantic uri of Caesar. The European bison, which is

thought to be still wandering in the wild regions of the lower
Danube, has been regarded by a few as the parent stock. The
examinations of Cuvier and other anatomists show this to be
almost impossible. Ho mentions one structural difference only
in proof of this. Our oxen have thirteen pairs of ribs, but the

This term is derived from botn's, the genitive of bos, the Latin for
oar. The real root is the Greek vt (bow).

t "De Bello Gallico," lib. vi., cop. 88.

70 N.E.

THE AMERICAN BISON OB BUFFALO.

bison or aurochs ban fourteen. Many other anatomical

j.i--uii;iritie completely separata the bUon from oar oxen.
Some writers, despairing of finding the parent race in Europe,
trace it to the buffalo of Asia, while Cuvier himself inclined to

tho belief that the ancestors of our farm-oxen bare become
extinct. We must, therefore, look for the primary types of oar
Devons and Hen-fords in those fossil bones to often found in
tho upper deposits of the tertiary formations. Nor shall we
probably go far wrong if we regard the wild cattle of Chillingham
Park as very closely allied to some of our existing breeds. These
brief remarks may suggest to the reader some notions of the
clilliriiltius encountered in tracing the history of oar most
common animals.

We must not pass on without at least indicating some of
tho more remarkable species of the bovine family. No reader
will wish us to lose time in technical descriptions of the various

improved breeds reared for the market topics suited to an

agricultural journal, but out of place in these pages. Nor can
we describe ail

the widely-ex-
tended species
of this family,
but only those

which are most
remarkable for

peculiarities of

form, habits,
or historical

associations.

The Chilling-
ham wild cattle,

to which refer-

ence has been

already made,
demand a few
words more. It

is probable that

we see in these

thedescendants
of the wild

bulls which in

the reign of

King Henry IL
roamed in the

wide forests

then extending
fararound Lon-
don. They are

cream coloured,
but have block

muzzles, and
ears of a red-

dish tint. The
horns ore short,
block on the

tips, and hove

a slight curve upwards. Some of the bulls possess a short mane.

Those who have seen them for tho first time in the solitudes of

Chillingham, have been struck by their peculiarly wild habits.

No sooner does the herd behold a strange visitor than the

whole body dash away, as if in fright. After running for about

a hundred yards they stop, turn round, and advance, as if to

charge the intruder, then suddenly pause at some distance,

scrutinising the object before them. Should the man wave bis

arms, off they dart again, but to a shorter distance ; then turn-

ing, dash forwards as before, coming nearer than at first.

Thus, by a succession of retreats and advances, the animals

at last come so near that the visitor receives warning to retire,

lest the wild herd should finish by a fatal charge. Here is

indeed a splendid zoological study for all who can gain aa

admission to such a collection. Once or twice the herd ha*

been on tho point of perishing from disease ; but the care now
taken will, it is hoped, long preserve these few remains of

tho wild forms of nature. Readers who have seen Landseer's

famous picture of the Chillingham wild bull ore able to form

some notion of the force and beauty of the living animal.

Far different from these wild cattle of Britain is the bison of

America, with its huge lion-like mane, humped back, and vindic-
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fcive eye. It is singular that our common cattle, the aurochs or

European bison, and the bison of America should each differ in

the number of the ribs. The domesticated ox has but thirteen

pairs, the aurochs fourteen, and the American bison fifteen pairs.

These wild cattle of the New World are sometimes, though im-

properly, called buffaloes, but the name is of small importance,
the chief fact calling for notice being the countless hosts which

spread over the prairies. Some of these droves arc estimated at

20,000 head of majestic cattle, many being eight feet long, and

weighing nearly eighteen hundredweight each. No wonder is

it that the fiercest wars between the Indians and the white races

should arise from the intense desire of the red men to keep the

magnificent hunting-grounds of the bison regions for them-
selves. If the white man should advance, as he surely will, the

bison will depart or perish, for the European slaughters them by
tens of thousands for the hides and tallow only. Nor will this

be matter for wonder, when it is remembered that 150 pounds
weight of fat are obtained from the best animals, and that the

hides are so valuable as to have been called " Californian bank-

notes." Then the white man is grieved at the dearness of meat
in the crowded homes of civilisation, and is forming societies for

preserving bison beef, and transporting it to the meat market
of England. The red man has heard of this, and is gloomily

pondering over the one great article of his creed,
" If white man

comes, bison goes." But the departure or destruction of these

wonderful herds means the annihilation of the red tribes.

Therefore is it that, during the present century, the rifles have
flashed so often along the Indian frontiers. The bison is the

main cause of the contest. " Why don't the red men plough
the ground f then there would be lots of food, and to spare,"
cries the exasperated white settler, whose house has been burnt

by the savages. There is just the difficulty. The Indian will

not plough ; therefore he must hunt ; therefore he relies on the

bison ; and therefore he tries, but all in vain, to stop, even
with rifle and tomahawk, the white man's resistless march.

Such is the importance of one member of the ox family in the

far West.

Every poor man in England has an interest in the matter ;

for already, from the wild herds of the American Continent

vast stores of meat are procured and sent to this cotintry,

preserved by packing in ice, &c. Such meat now finds a ready
sale in Great Britain, and the trade in it bids fair to assume

gigantic proportions.
Another American animal, the musk-ox (Ovibos muschatiis),

is remarkable for three peculiarities the shape and size of its

singular horns, the great length of the fine hair, and the fond-

ness of the animals for the wild deserts of the North American
wastes. These herds wander far within the Arctic circle, dis-

puting for the lichens and northern herbage with their rivals, the

reindeer. Often is a solitary Esquimaux tribe roused from its

torpor by the appearance of a herd of musk-oxen, thirty or forty
in number, which thus offer to the wild people of the Arctic

shores a prospect of high feasting and jollity. Clothing, too,

equal to the highest notion of an Esquimaux belle, is furnished

by the beautiful hair of the musk-ox, which is twisted into

many a curious form by the damsels of the frigid zone. The
name given to this ox by the Cree Indians signifies

"
ugly bison,"

and this, though not complimentary, is much more suitable

than the absurd name of musk-ox. The designation of
"
little

bison," given by some Indian tribes, is much more appropriate.
The scientific name, Ovibos, assumes that the animal combines
the qualities of the sheep (ovis) with those of the ox.

The buffalo of South Africa (Bos Caffer) is immediately dis-

tinguished from his American relative by the absence of the

shaggy mane, the large spreading horns, and the more massive
form of the body. These animals resemble the bisons in two
respects the tendency to associate in large herds, and their

desperate courage when wounded.
We must omit any detailed description of the Abyssinian ox,

having its horns hanging as it were by hooks to the head
;
of the

zebu, or sacred bull of India, as gentle, and yet as impudent, as

a spaniel ; and of various other species, simply from want of

space. The above references will suffice to suggest to the
reader the wide extent of the ox family.
As these animals are classed among the Ruminants, a few

remarks are necessary on the complex stomachs belonging to

each quadruped of the order. Every reader is probably aware
that all ruminants masticate their food a second time ;

or rather,

first swallow, and then, after some time, commence the chewing
process, called "

ruminating
"
by the learned, and "

chewing the
cud "

by the peasant. Let us trace this process in our well-

known friend the cow. We see the tongue collecting a mouth-
ful of grass into a small bundle, which is then nipped off by the
combined action of the teeth of the lower jaw and the grasping
power of the muscular lips. It will be observed that the cow
does not pause to masticate the grass, but swallows, or, as
some would say,

" bolts
"
the whole. The matter, thus speedily

disposed of, is deposited for awhile in the first stomach or

rumen, which serves as a kind of cupboard or store-room, in

which the food is kept till wanted for further operations. It

consists of four small sub-divisions, and the coat is covered
with thousands of little elevations, which doubtless produce
some chemical change on the newly-received food. The
diseases of this stomach often demand the attention of

the rustic
" cow doctor," and even of the skilled veterinary

surgeon. Here are frequently formed dangerous concretions of

hardened vegetable or even mineral matters. The once famous
bezoar stones, supposed to be universal remedies against

poisons, were simply formed by disease in the stomach of

the wild goat of Persia. These masses of phosphate
of lime have been sold for five or six times their weight of

gold !

'

From this first large stomach the food descends into

the second, much smaller, but exceedingly complex in structure.

It is covered with multitudes of small cells, from which it is often

called the honeycomb bag. The food is so acted upon in this

receptacle as to take usually the form of compact and rounded

masses, which are returned from this second stomach, by a pecu-
liar muscular action, through the gullet into the mouth. Then

begins the process properly called ruminating, during which the

cow seems to enjoy the very perfection of animal bliss. As
each portion of the food is re-masticated, it is passed from the

mouth direct into the third stomach. This is accomplished by
the closing of the tube which leads to the first and second

stomachs. This third receptacle is very small, and is called the

manyplus, from the numerous folds, arranged like the leaves of

a book, of which it is composed. Between these active folds

the food rests a short time, and is then passed into the fourth

or true stomach, where the final processes of digestion are

completed. This short description will perhaps suffice to show
how exceedingly complex is the organisation by which grass
is gradually changed into beef. Many other peculiarities of

structure must be passed over for the present, our only reason

being want of space to treat such topics satisfactorily.

Allusion has been already made to the gigantic horns of some
ancient oxen ; and many readers will doubtless recollect those

famous historical drinking horns, still held as heir-looms by
some old families, especially those of Aubrey and Pusey. The
Borstal horn, was the symbol by which Edward the Confessor

conveyed a large estate to one Nigel, who killed a savage boar

which had imperilled the person of royalty in the neighbourhood
of the palace at Brill. From the family of Nigel the treasured

horn has descended, with the Borstal estate, to that of Aubrey.
The Pnsey horn, above two feet long, has an inscription which

declares it was delivered by that descendant of Odin, King
Canute, to "

Wyllyam Puyse." Such ox-horns truly deserve

their honours.

We must not, however, forget the extraordinary veneration

for the ox in ancient days, the solemn worship paid to his

highness while living, the national mourning/or him when dead,

and the embalming of his venerable body, for the admiration of

after ages. It was not, indeed, every ox which was thus

honoured, even in Egypt. That would have been too expensive

even for the Pharaohs. But the homage paid to Apis at Mem.

phis, and his brother Mnevis at Heliopolis,* must have shed a

reflected splendour on all humble bovidae. Nor must we forget

the honours paid to the bull at Nineveh, where the figure of the

animal was combined with the human and cherubic forms. The
man-headed and winged bulls now in the British Museum attest

the extraordinary veneration for the ox " that eateth hay."

Even at this day India regards the white bull as a symbol of

her great divinity, Siva.

In all these rude, wild, and pagan customs we may trace the

feeling of great benefits flowing to mankind from the docility,

strength, and labours of the ox.

* Called Beth-sternest, and also On, in the Old Testament.
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LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. IX.
FRACTIONS.

117. FRACTIONS in algebra, as well as in arithmetic, have
reference to parts of numbers or quantities. The term in

1 from the Latin word fractio, which Miymflaa * breaking
into parts.

Thus, I
is Jaj ^

is J6 ; ^ is fa ; and ~ ia fr.

Kxprossions in tho form of fractions occur more frequently
in algebra than in arithmetic. Indeed, thu numerator of every
fraction may be considered as a dividend, of which the denomi-
nator is a tliuisor.

1 1:. Tho value of a fraction is the quotient of tho numerator

divided by the denominator. Thus, tho value of - is 3 ; the

ao
value of -5-

is o ; and tho value of
o

aa bb

a 6
, is a .+ b.

120. From this it is evident, that whatever changes are made
in tho terms of a fraction, if the quotients be not altered, the
value of the fraction remains the same. For any fraction,

therefore, we may substitute any other fraction which will give
the same quotient.

4 10 46a 8drx 6 + 2
''

2
=

5"
=

26a
=

4dr^
=

3 +T et ' ; f r ^ qu tient "
each of these instances is 2.

1 - 1 . It is also evident, from the preceding articles, that if the

'lor and denominator be both multiplied, or both divided,
by the same quantity, the value of the fraction will not be altered.

Thug, I
= g, each term being multiplied by 9 ; and J

= =
-?,

each term being divided by 3, and the result by 3 again.

a bx abx 36 Ibx kabx .

oo r- = T = sr = , r
=

T~r~ *or tno quotient in each case
o ao oo 50 Jj(t6

is x.

122. Any integral quantity may, without altering its value,
be expressed in the form of a fraction, by making unity or 1 the

denominator; or by multiplying the quantity into any proposed

denominator, and making the product the numerator of the fraction
a ab ad + ah Gadh

required. Thus, a= - = r =
-f-

=
, ; the quotient

1 o a + n ban
ef each of these being a.

dx + hx 2drr + 2dr
Alsod+?i = :[ ;andr+l = .

x 2dr

ON THE SIGNS OF FRACTIONS.

123. Each sign in the numerator and denominator of a fraction

affects only tho single term to which it is prefixed. The dividing
line answers the purpose of a parenthesis or vinculum, namely,
to connect the several terms of which tho numerator and de-

nominator may each be composed. Tho sign prefixed to it,

therefore, affects the whole fraction collectively and every term

individually. It shows that the value of the whole fraction,
and of course every term, is to be subjected to the operation
denoted by the sign. Hence, if the sign before the dividing line

be changed from + to
,
or from to + , the value of the whole

fraction is also changed.

Thus it is plain that the value of j-
is a. [Art. 111.] But this

will become negative if the sign is prefixed to the fraction.

Hence, y + ^-
= y + a. But y = y

6
124. In performing fractional operations there is frequent

occasion to remove the denominator of the fraction; also to

incorporate a fraction with an integer, or with another fraction.

In each of these cases, if the sign is prefixed to the dividing
line, the signs of all the terms of the numerator must be changed, aa
in Art. 64, where a parenthesis, having the sign before it, is

removed.

Thus b
ad + ah , ,=o db d A; andb-

ad aA

Next, if all the signs of all the terms in the numerator of a
fraction are changed, the value of the fraction is changed in the

same manner. Thus, ^= + a [Art. 101] ; but ~^ = a.

-=a c; but
ab + be= a+ c.

Again, V all the tigm of all Out term* in ike dmomtoatar of a
fraction are changed, the value of the fraction it alto changed.

Thu, ^= + aj but-?
6 --.
O

125. If then the tiyn prefixed to a fraction, or the tig** of all

the term of the numerator, or the tiyne of all the termt of the

denominator, be changed, the value of the fraction will be

changed from positive to negative, or from negative to potUiee.
120. // the tame change be made upon the numerator and

denominator oj a fraction at the tame time, they will balance each

other, and the value of the fraction will not be altered. Thus, by

changing the sign of the numerator, tho fraction / = + o

-ab
becomes r = o. Bnt by changing the signs of both the nu-

merator and the denominator* it becomes ==
-f- a, where the

original value is restored. By changing the sign before the frac-

ab ab
tion, the expression y + -r- = y+ a becomes y -j-

= y a. Bat

by changing the sign of the numerator also, it becomes
ab

y = where the quotient a is to be subtracted from y, or

which is th<* same thing [Art. 58], -f a is to be added, making tho
/ ^ . fi A

value y + a as at first. In like manner, -
=__-^ ="

2
~ ~~

2 I 2 2
~

Hence the quotient in division may be set down in different ways
and still have the same value. Thus (a c) -4- 6 is either

a c a c

r + ~iT> or
i: r

b '

b o b

REDUCTION OF FRACTIONS.

127. A FRACTION may be reduced to lower terms, by dividing
both tlie numerator and denominator by any quantity which will

divide them without a remainder; or by throwing out any factor
common to both. According to Art. 121, this process will not
alter the value of the fractions.

EXAMPLE. Reduce -r- to lower terms. Ant. -
CO C

128. If the same letter or combination of letters is in every

term, both of tho numerator and denominator, it may be can-

celled, for this is dividing by that letter or combination of

letters. [Art. 98.]

EXAMPLE. Reduce
,

to lower terms. Ant.
od+oA d+A

129. If the numerator and denominator be divided by the

greatest common measure, it is evident that tho fraction will be
reduced to the lowest terms.

5a*
EXAMPLE. Reduce to its lowest terms.

_ 5a* Saaaa 5aa
Here

'3a-*
= 3a^=lT An -

EXERCISE 13.

Reduce the following fractions to lower terms :

l.
6dm

7m
7mr

3.
bo

(a + be) x m'

am + ay

dky-dj'

bm+ by*

EXERCISE 14.

Reduce the following fractions to their lowest terms .

1. ~
,.

Q^S.1 1O/,

3.

ft.

5.
' ~".
ax a*

. 8a-27b

6ay*

6av + -lay'

y
3s* + So* T -' + 2* + 3

-&* -5r+l

10.

11.

2* - x.- 1
'

18r* - &r + 44* - 5

3** + aOr - 57*' -:- 80r - SO*

l&r* - 53J + 4Sf + f

8t* - 3Oi + SL - It

2ir - 22j - U + 84i- &r

Ifei _ is* _ 14t x 3QK1-Uc
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KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN ALGEBKA.

EXERCISE 8.

6. l - x.

7. c + d +
z-y.
o-b.
b +c.
aa ax + xx.

a; ax + 3aax.

a + b'

y
d-h'

EXERCISE 9.

2ay + ax 3bm + 4. , a
1

2. 4a-3 + 2y + l- Sadx + Jm. 6 yz 3xy 6xyz 3
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of oiijt.yiiu-iit th:it ho cuul.l writi- <.f liiuihclf, in ..no ..f IUM ,-itily

11

Weary of loe, of life. detour
1

d with plen,
I rest a perfect Timon, not nineteen."

Tho imaginary Childe Harold finds no repose in foreign travel,

as the roal Hyron found no solace. Ho passes through the

fairest and moat interesting regions of Southern Europe,

li Germany and Switzerland, without being able to lay

utro of a troubled conscience. But the nominal hero of

:u is li:mlly a character at all, excepting in as far as his

-l.K.uiv Hpirit colours the whole body of the work. In " Childe

Harold" there is literally no story. The poem is simply a

ion of descriptions and meditations, and it is
surprising

that it should so quickly have taken hold of the public mind.

Yet Byron happily and wittily expressed the truth when he said

that, at'i'T tlui publication of "Childe Harold," he awoke one

morning and found himself famous. The third and fourth

canton of the poems were written some years later than the two

first ; and they show an immense and progressive improvement
in the poetic art. The thought deepens ; the personality of the

writer stands out with more force and splendour ; the observa-

tion of nature is more true and original ;
the language is richer,

the versification stronger and more varied. The stanza is that

of the
"
Faery Queene," to which Byron gave a new modulation

and expression, often too rhetorical, but, in the latter portions

of the poem, remarkably powerful.
" Childe Harold

" has many
faults and shortcomings ; but it has taken its place among the

immortals, and from that place it is not probable that it will

bo cost down. ^^^^______

LESSONS IN GERMAN. XLII.
SECTION LXXXVL IDIOMS OP VEBBS.

Soften, when used transitively, signifies "to test, or try by
tasting ;

"
as : Sr fcflct ten Sffiein, he tastes the wine.

3>erfu$cri has sometimes the same signification ; as -. @r t)er-

fucfo. t ten 2Bein, he tries the wine (that is, by tasting).
1. 2d;mccfen, to relish, denotes properly the impression made

by tasting ; OB : Der SBein fcb.mecft gut, the wine tastes good.
< fctymecft miv nicfit (it does not relish to me), I do not relish it.

Die Sfcife fcfcmecft nacb. 9iaucty, the food tastes of smoke (is smoky).

VOCABULARY.

J?er'fcrmeiftcr,m.jailer. teflung,/. situation.

Jtucfycn, ra. cake.

ScS'gcben, to set free,

release.

2JJifi'6raucb,en, to mis-

use.

Seltg, blissful, bless-

ed, happy.

EESUME OP EXAMPLES.

Die 6,at ifl gefcb. e'b,en, unb afle The deed has transpired, and all

9?cicb. 'tfimncr ter Srte fonnen fte (the) riches of this earth can-

nid)t un'gefctycljen macfjcn. not make it otherwise.

Der itrJge n>eifi nirbt, tt>a er ttyun The slothful (man) knows not

Ml (Sect. LXXIV. 2), urn ftcb, what to do in order to drive

tic Sangeroci'le 511 wttei'ben. away (the) tediousness.

Dieter JRtn'tcrfcratcn fctymccft mit This ioast beef relishes (to me)
bcffcr, alS jcne eflu'gel. better than that poultry.

6'4 war ber SUapagei', ter foe'ben It was the parrot that just

genn-ocb. 'en 6.at. spoke.
Dec Singling finite fic$ uber ben The youth felt (himself) deeply

SSerbactyt', ten man auf ib,n tyatte, mortified on account of the

tief geftdnft'. suspicion which rested upon
him.

EXERCISE 166.

1. Da8 Ungtiicf ifl gejtyc^en, unt nicbt mcfyr ju fintcrn. 2. 2Bann ifl

ifirn ticfcS Ungliicf begegnet? 3. 68 gcfdjab, uor einer tunic. 4.

SBaS gefcfyclien fann, full gcf^efien, um tiefcn ?cuten einc beffere Stetlung

ju wrfc^ajfen. 5. <5 ifl fcb.cn oft ber gall gchjcfen, tap ta sBertrauen

gcmiflbraucfyt morten ifl. 6. (58 fanten in fruljerer 3cit mcbr SBunter

unt 3eidjen Statt, al8 in ter iefcigcn. 7. @8 gefrb. ab, i!jm rectyt, etnmal

etne 3ur^tigung emtfamjcn ju fiaben. 8. S gefdjictjt ntc^t cbnc WMci
SBiffen unb 2Bi(len. 9. Dec 9)h"i|ngganger njcifj nid>t, a cr tfiun fell.

10. Dcr fleifitge Jtnabe icujite nic^t, n>a er meitcr tfjun fcflte. 11. Der

Jicrfenncifler fragte, tt>a er t^un fcde, um feltg ju recrben. 12. 2Bie

fc^mecft 3^nen tn emufe? 13. <5 fc^mecft mit sertrefffiej. 14.

Slentem, to alter,

change.
Sitter, bitter.

(Jmpfan'gcn, to re-

ceive.

cmufe, n. vegeta-
bles.

Sefctg, present.

pro-9Serfcb.affen, to

cure.

SBunter, n. wonder,
miracle, prodigy.

Sucfy'tigung, /. chos-

tisement, correc-

tion.

&<$mccft 3bnen tirfrr XuQtn nu$t? 15. O ja. er fdjmerft mir febr gut

16. Ck^medt 3b,nen tat (fffenV 17. Sttnrt, <jerr Doctor; el (^mecft
mir vnilet bitter. 18. 3dji bin eJ, ter tut fpri$t unt pfrcw$< 1)t.

19. ttr ifl el, ter tiefe Sfflcrte u fprec^en magte. 20. Jli^t a$r, Zit

ftnt e, ter gefjqt b,at, man mi-ge tie (Mefangenen (otoxbtn? 21. 3a,

unb ie fmb tt, ter mir mtterfprocben b,at. 22. DiefefflsrU ^obcM unfern

jungeit Jreunb tief gefrJnft 23. 2te fc^etnt gcfrinft wcrten )U ((in.

24. QRan barf fU^ nidjt uber jeie Jtletnigfeit gefranft fublen. 25. OTan

tarf tern (Mctanfen, qefrdnft mcnen ;a fein, ni$t lange in tern frrje*
9taum geben. 26. Jjaben 2ie faon tiefel Cbft rerfu^t? 27. 3a, i^

b,abe e foeben wrfuc^t.

EXEBCIBK 167.

1. When did your friend meet with the accident? 2. It hap-

pened yesterday ; he knows not how to get over it 3. We will

try everything to better his situation. 4. If the circumstances
of those people were to be changed, everything would go well

with them. 5. It has often been the case that hi* goodness
has been abused. 6. The punishment which those idle boj-n

received was right. 7. Happen what will, I shall trust in God.
8. What is done cannot be undone, and what has been said

cannot be unsaid. 9. Do you relish your food ? 10. No, doc-

tor, I relish nothing; everything tastes bitter. 11. It was my
friend who spoke these \rords; they might iwsioi these poor
emigrants. 12. What did your new carriage cost (you) ? 13.

It cost (me) fifty guineas. 14. Have you already tasted this

cake P 15. Yes, I have, but I do not like it ; have you any
other ?

SECTION LXXXVII. IDIOMS OP VEBBS (continued).

i'erfefcen (from ver, against, etc., 97. 3, and fefcen), has a

variety of significations ; as,
" to put in a wrong place, to mis-

place, to remove, to pawn;
1 '

also,
"
to set against, i.e., to fetch,

deal out, or give," as a blow, etc. It likewise signifies "to

reply;" as: 2luf biefe Stagen unb 33efcfyulbigungen wfefcte er Solgentef
to these questions and accusations he replied as follows (follow-

ing). Ct cerfegte tern !pferteeinen Scblag, he gave the horse a blow.

Der (aube wrfe&t 28erge, (the) faith removes mountains.
1. lleber Sclt geb,en (literally, to go over field) signifies,

" to
take a trip across the fields ;

"
as : 2Bir qeb,en morgen fcub, utcr

8elb, we are going to take a trip across the fields to-morrow-

morning.
2. Daft (that) is sometimes used instead of feit, and may then

be translated "since;" as: 3ft eS lange, taji Sie ib,n gefeb,en b,abn?
is it long since you have seen him ?

VOCABULARY.

2lu*'bitten, to beg for,
'

cltflucf, n. gold'
ask for, request. piece,

S3efe'b.cn, to look on, J&ierauf, hereupon.

Slitter, m. towns-

man, citizen.

Sreibtn, to drive.

$erratb.erei', /. treach-

ery.

SBerfeo'en. (Seeabove.)

iu'r'mittag, m. fore-

noon.

SBelttb,eil, m. part of

the world or globe.

at, to view. 2Rangel,m. want, lack,

Daju', thereto, to it. deficiency.

Durf'ttgfeit, /. neces- !poli'tifc$, political.

sity, indigence. ^oft'meifler, m. post-

Stnfacfc, simple, plain.
;

master.

Sangen, to take, seize. @d)ltcb. t, plain, home-

8la$, flat, even. ly.

Sluc^tling, m. fugitive.
;

potteln, to jeer, jibe, SBoru'ber, of what,

8uQe,/.fulness,plenty ,

banter. whereof, whereat.

EKSUME OF EXAMPLES.

Der Ijetm'tucfifc&e SWenfcb, oerfe^'te The malicious man gave mo, in

mir bin'terltftiger SBeife etnen a deceitful manner, a blow

<8c6jag in ten SHiicfen. upon the back.

Der ater geb,t tte|en SJIac^'mittag The father goes this afternoon

uber Selb over the country.
ffr iccifi nidit, njie er )u tiefem 9te' He does not know how he came

genfcfc.irm gcfont'men ifl.

r gebt betna'be alle age

Cant, unb erfrifeb,t' fic^ an

unb Obfl.

auf
by this umbrella.

He goes nearly every day into

the country, and refreshes

himself with milk and fruit.

Da3 i'cv&recb, 'en tiefeft QRanneS ifl The crime of this man has come
an ten ag gefcm'men.

Cr ift lange ni(^t bei un* gee'fen.

Gr ifl ni$t (angc bei unt gewe'fcn.

to light.

He has not for a long time been
at our house.

Ho has not been long at our

house.

EXERCISE 168.

1. (Sr rcrfefcte i$m einen @$laj in ta CMu^t. 2. S^erirceife KT.

fcfcte mir tie Sc^weper einen Scb. lao, mit ter flaxen -Vant. 3. <J
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fid;
ntdbt fiat flnaben, etnanber ju fd;tagen. 4. 3>er SSater ift uber fianb

gcgangen, unb ttrirb erft gegen 2J.benb jurucffommen. 5. SDMit 53ruber roar

biefen SSormittag auf bent Selbe, um ba8 tforn u befetyen, unb biefen STlneb*

mittag gefyt er in l>ie tabt, um feinen franfen letter $u befuctyen. 6. 28ic

ftnb @ie u biefem olbftuc!e gefommen ? 7. 3d) 6.abe e8 gefunben, a(8 id;

auf ba8 Selb gtng. 8. 3Kan n>eip nidbt, mte biefer 3JJann ju feincm

9teidbt6.um gefommen ift. 9. 9leid;e 8eute mofynen ben SBinter uber in

Vr @tabt, unb ben cinmer auf bem Sanbe. 10. 3Benn reid;e unb ftolje

tdbter auf ba8 Sanb fommen, fo fpotteln fie gern fiber bie fd;lid;ten unb

etnfad;en itten feiner 33en>o&,ner. 11. Subioig XVI. tourbe nod) an ben

renjen 8ranfreid;8 burd; bie 33errdt6,evei eine8 SpoftmeifierS gefangen ge

nommen. 12. JDer 3)ieb h>urbe com 9lad;tn>ad;ter gefangen genommen,
al$ er au8 bem -aufe entflieljen njoUte. 13. 2Jian roupte lange nid;t, hxr

bie Sremben toaren, bi8 e8 enblid; an ben ag Iain, bap" e3 tmlitifcbe Stud;t

tinge toaren. 14. (5nbJid; ift e8 an ben ag gefommen, rooruber Safyre

fang ber @c&teier beg c&eimniffe8 tying. 15. @6.e er fid; u mir in

ben SOBagen fefcte, bat er fid; at? sBebingung au8, bap id; tangfam fatyren

ntocfete. 16. 2118 er gefragt tourbe, toarum er biefe entnjurbigenbe ^janbtung

begangen tyabe, Berfefcte er, bap it;n bie 9loty baju getrieben tyabe. 17.

ierauf Berfefcte id; i&,m, bag SUZanget fein runb junt SHebftab.1, unb 9f oil)

fein runb ju einem SSerbrecften fei. 18. 3>a8 cfeicffal verfefcte ityn au8

bcr guile in bie grille !Durftigfeit, iuie e8 mid; oft au8 einer tetlung

in bie anberc, au8 einem Sanbe in ba8 anbere unb au8 einem 2Beltt6,eil

in ben an*ern oerfefcte ;
aber ben JjArteften <Sd;tag serfe^te c3 mir baburd;,

bafj e mir an bem Sage meiner 2lnfunft in Slmetifa ben SBruber fterben

fief.

EXERCISE 169.

1. My brother goes to-morrow morning with his friend over
the country, and will return in the evening. 2. How came you
by this book ? 3. As I went over the country I found it. 4.

The father gave the boy a blow with his hand. 5. Upon the

questions which the judge asked the criminal, he replied that
he had not committed the crime purposely. 6. I have not been
for a long time in Germany. 7. I have not been long in Ger-

many. 8. It is a long time since I have seen my parents and
brothers. 9. He did not know for a long time who it was that
"lad taken his pencil-case, after it was found. 10. Let us take
a pedestrian tour, as we have beautiful weather to-day. 11.

How long is it since you have heard anything of your friends ?

12. I do not know, but I believe it is more than a month since

I have heard anything of them.

SECTION LXXXVIII IDIOMATIC PHRASES.

in (Sect. XXVII.), applied to time, may refer as well to the

future, as to the past ; as : 23i8 ju bem jtuanjigften 3a$r$unbert tyin

fonnen nod; loiete Umtodtjungen, in ber atten SBett fotootyt, ttrie in ber neuen,

@tatt ftnben, up to (between this and) the twentieth century

(thither) there may yet, in the Old World, as well as in the

New, many revolutions take place. 3Kand;er fta\jt nad; einem teid;t

ftnnig ertebten 3ungtingatter, bap nun bie gunftigfle 3eit, um Jtenntniffe

$u erroerben, tyin fei, many a one complains, after a frivolously

spent youth, that (now) the most favourable period for acquiring

knowledge is past (lost, or gone). In this latter sense, baljin is

likewise employed ; as : >ie (Srnte ift ergangen, ber ommer ifl

batyin, the harvest is gone, the summer is past.
1. @inen <Sd;ritt tfyun

= to take a step ; as : 9Betd;e @d;ritte muffen

get^an toerben ? what steps must be taken P @d;ritt fatten
= to

keep step, to keep pace ; as : JDiefer J?nabe eifud;t mit bem SSatcr

gteidjen @d;ritt ju fatten, this boy tries to keep step with his (the)

father. -cinrtd; ift nid;t ffeifjig genug, um beim Srternen ber beutfd;en

@prad;e mit Srnft gteicben ctyrttt fatten ju fonnen, Henry is not 'dili-

gent enough (in order) to enable him to keep pace with Ernest

in learning the German language.
2. Sinen @cbuf) tfi,un = to make a shot, to shoot ; as : S3i8 ju

Mefem Sage ^at fein SOJenfd; eincn fo beru&,mten @d;ufj get!)an, )ie 2Bi(b.elm

Sett, up to this day has no man made so renowned a shot as

William Tell.

VOCABULARY.

Sluftrag, m. order,
direction.

2lu8'beffern, to mend,
repair.

33cfd;d'men, to shame,

confound, con-

fuse.

SBinnen, within.
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&eroiiin U'arcn lie nicfit ^ufricten. 3. Da llna.lucf tici'cr ,.uni!ie tear fo

qroj). l.ifi lie HM-U trout c tffiite uni Untcrflutyuna. baun. 4. 3$ werte

iilbit nut finer 'J'ealfituiuj ni(t>t abirifrn ?>. Tcr 'JJJont giebt unl nicbt fo

cttl 1'ityt, al* tir coiine, I'elbil rerun ft
1 am bellilen fd;etnt. 6. SBal 3$t

grcunt aucb t'fiii 111.13, ie wttttn tt nutt cvliaUcn. 7. 'JOer tiefel junge

Sraulcin aurti fein mag, fie ill febr unb. of lid;. 8. u hftt.j fit audj fein

nu'.U'i. irren fie
lici; uvb juroeilen. 9. So grog aurt; meine '.Irmutb, fein

in M ivatr ill) t$ nictyt mutb.lol rocrtcii 10. 93)a tir 'Jtcuia.fcit and;

fciu nug, tbeile fie mit mit. 11. 3Bal ibm auc$ fur 'iuTtbeile targeboten

werten, tr iwill fie nid;t annebmcn. 12. SBal er aud; fur fabler bea.angen

fiabcn mag, id; lucrtr ibm verjeiben. 13. Sclbft in ter -Vifte ler cbladbt,

unt unter tern Donner ter Aanunen, ritt tcr geltberr rul>ig bjn unb ber.

gruii aiii^ mciit llnglmf fein mag, 9licmant foil e* enabren. 15.

Selbft ter .fa-nig inup tent QJcfe&e geb,urd;en. 10. 2-elbil mein cgiier

pne3 meine lapferfeit.

EXERCISE 120 (Vol. II., page 283).

1. He who is careful iu his youth, need not hare cares in hie old

age. 2. Study thyself, ndfc only in the society of strangers, but also

when them art alone, that thou mayest know thyself. 3. He who
does not always study himself, never acquires self-knowledge. 4. The
ancient Germans used generally to sacrifice to their gods in old groves
of oak. 5. Good children take care of their parents in their old ago.
6. My friends are accustomed to drink water in the morning. 7. He
takes rest morning and evening. 8. We are accustomed to drink

coffee instead of tea. 9. To take care of his health is his greatest con-

cern. 10. He is accustomed to work in the morning, and read in the

afternoon. 11. He who fosters idleness, fosters sin also. 12. Cherish
virtue and not wickedness. 13. He is not accustomed to rise before

eight o'clock. 14. It is not the custom to say in America as in Ger-

many,
"

I wish you a good appetite." 15. Man often troubles himself
about his subsistence more than is necessary. 16. The ant takes

care of its food in the summer against the winter. 17. The German
emperor, Maximilian I., took care to restore the internal tranquillity
of Germany directly on his accession to the government.

EXERCISE 121 (Vol. II., page 283).

1. Sleljmt (Jud) ttor kcnen in 2ld)t, luetcbe glatte 2Burte, bufe etanfen

unb ein falfd;el erj fcaben. 2. (Sr furgt meljr fur feinen eift all fur

feinen Server. 3. 2Bir pflegen, anftatt ke3 Jlaffetl, bce ju trinfen. 4.

Die riecbcn pffegten fcbon lange or (SfjrifU eburt tcr .Runft unb 2Biffen

fd;aft. 5. fir pflegt urn fecbl llfjr aufjufteben. 6. 3d; etbe tiefel S3ud)
in 2lcbt neljmen, bil Sic mieterfommen. 7. Sr pffcgt feincr efunttycit.

8. $abc 2lebt auf ki^, nidjt nur in efeUff>aft, fonkcrn aucb menn tu

afletn bijl. 9. ute Jlinfcec gcben 9l^t auf bn, hxi i^re Item i^nen

fagen. 10. SBir muffen un cor -i/nfern Seinten in 2lc|)t ne^men. 11.

35er -&amfter Torgt int Summer fur feme Staining auf ben SBinter.

EXERCISE 122 (Vol. II., page 315).

1. Those who go walking too often, at lost accustom themselves to
idleness. 2. To take a walk half an hour after dinner is very condu-
cive to health. 3. In Italy many drive out with mules. 4. One gene-
rally sees more gentlemen walking, than riding on horseback. 5. The
visitors (literally, guests under cure) at Wiesbaden often ride on mules
upon the top of the Taunus mountains. 6. Journeys on foot are often
more agreeable than in a coach or on horseback. 7. The Laplanders
ride in sledges, and make use of reindeer instead of horses. 8. He
scarcely took his eyes off his relations, whom he had not seen for so
long a time, and rejoiced at their communications. 9. Most of the
officers have interceded with the general for this young soldier. 10. I

applied to my friends in my troubles ; but wherever I turned, I saw
ouly indifferent looks. 11. He stole my watch and some other articles

without my observing it. 12. He who prides himself on his know-
ledge, thereby proves that he knows less than he boasts and wishes to
make others believe. 13. I hope you will not suppose I offended you
purposely ? 14. God forbid ! I never did or would believe anything so
bad of you. 15. I hope you will not remain at home during this beau-
tiful weather. 16. Oh, no ! I have no inclination to spend such a beau-
tiful day within the four walls of my room. 17. There are several
who have applied for this office, viz., the following. 18. I cannot help
telling you that this treatment does not please me. 19. I cannot help
thanking you very heartily. 20. When I wished to shoot at the wolf

my gun missed fire.

EXERCISE 123 (Vol. II., page 315).

1. (Jr funnte nidbt um^tn, feinen Satcl auSjufprec^en. 2. 33eab>c
un, o err. tser 8unte. 3. 3$ funnte nic$t umfiin, ra Unrest, n>elebe

id; erlitten b.atte. ju wrgeben. 4. Snfcem er J-icfcS fagte, fanf er u^nmicljtig
niefcet. 5. SBie roerten langfam nad) tern ^JJarfc rctten. 6. Sic Jlcmgin
ritt geftern fpajicren. 7. 3)tefer flaufmann t^ut grujj mit feinen 9tei^-
tfiumern. 8. er Nraber reitct mit unglaubtu^er Scbnclle. 9. SQBenn tie

Iten Slitter in ten flricg ritten, fu n>arcn tyre ?Pferte gepanjert. 10.

Jti-nije unb gurflen pflcjen mit fu$ 'JJferten fpajintn ju fabren. 11. IUI

er tyatte entflitbeii fcnnen, mf.igttn ibm fetne Jtcjfte 12. Da* 64| wit*

jum 'i*aufn wni'fiitet 13. Qt bat ten gti-stcn X^til fnwt Gujent auf

n>iffenfc^aftli(^e &tutien wrwentet. 14. tNetfen ture^ tal Sbhntbal flat

angene^mer ju Bug all )u !lferte. 15. 3obann fubtt fei fe^wtfUr fciir^

ten $arf fpa)iercn, reabrent t^r SJater fpajieren rettet.

EXKBCI8X 124 (Vol. II., page 315).

1. The physician hM adriMd me to go oat u little u poMlbto. S.

Emily works as little u poMibla, in order to preserve the <Uliocy of
her bands. 3. Children should be unemployed M littla u poMibl* at

any time. 4. He upoalu so little, in ontor to excite no attention, ft.

Ferdinand is now very little at home. 6. On my hut journey I had
very little luggage with me. 7. Will yon have some meat ? 8. YM,
but only very little. 9. There remain* nothing elite (or him bat to

beg or to work. 10. There remains nothing else, 700 must act now.
11. Of all his property, there remained nothing else for him bat a spot
of hind. 12. Of all the flowers, this rose only remained. 13. Of the
whole regiment, he only remained. 14. I cannot get rid of these sor-

rowful thoughts. 15. In order to get rid of our false friends, we most
lend them money. 16. Grant him his request, in order to vet rid of

him. 17. Now the sport commenced afresh. 18. The plaster of the
wall breaks off. 19. When the war re-commenced, be took the field

with a great army. 20. The gun went off as he was going to take it.

EXERCISE 125 (Vol. II., page 315).

1. er Hrjt rictb mciner Sdjueftcr, fu otel alt mi'gli4> ;u aufe )U Met-

ben. 2. fiin Vcbrcr fullte feme Sebuler fu nxnig all muglu$ unbef$aftig/.

laffen. 3. er SRetner fpracb mit groper iBegeiflerung, um tie iSufmerffain-

fcit fetner Suburer ju fteigcrn. 4. Die meiilen Seifenten ne^imen fo wento,

Oiepacf als muglicb mit ficb. 5. SDuUen 2ie !flepfel tyaben ? 6. 3<^ tanfe

jlnicii, mein -*;crr, irf) babe ganj genug. 7. Sluguft ift je^t fe^r rttl jn

iaufe, tal;cr fcnnen mir ju if)m gcben. 8. Qt bletbt ibm nu^tl ubrig, aU

fid; fetnem @d;icffale ju untertverfen. 9. fil bliefa mir mcfjts 'Antere ubrig
all tor tern Seinte )U flieben. 10. i>cn ad feiner $abe blieb ni^tl ul'ri.j,

all ein arten. 11. 3d; fann meinen 2d;nupfen nid;t tul a-erten. 12.

eaf)re tie iBitte ticfeS falfdjen greuntel, tann ttirft tu tbn lul totrten.

13. 2Ber Bat ten gug tiefel 3:ifd;el abgebrucben ? 14. Die iDiagb bta$
ihn ab, all fie tal Dimmer reinigte. 15. grietricf; ter rcpe jug an ter

Spifce feincr 'Jlrmee in ten Jtrieg. 16. Dal gemebt ging Id, fcnft reurte

er ben $afen gefdjoffcn ^aben.

EXERCISE 126 (Vol. II., page 340).

1. The French conquered Spain by force of arms. 2. The avalanches
in Switzerland often fall into the valleys with tremendous force. 3.

They forcibly drag away the inhabitants of this country. 4. He could do

nothing with all his power. 5. The Greeks defended themselves against
the Persians with all their might. 6. The weaker man must nooopss

rily obey the stronger. 7. Almost all Asia obeyed the will of the

Romans. 8. In order to prolong his life, he was necessarily obliged to

work. 9. Themistocles was forced to seek an asylum at tho Persian
court. 10. My friend confidentially entrusted me with an important
secret yesterday evening. 11. After school was over, the children

played under the trees of the garden. 12. All present dressed accord-

ing to the fashion of 1789. 13. On account of his official duties, he had
little leisure left for pleasure. 14. Schiller could now devote himself

at his leisure to literary pursuits at Mannheim. 15. I have inadver-

tently taken another umbrella. 16. Errors arise throngh misunder-

standings and oversights. 17. Fortunately he could prove himself

right by means of his passport. 18. Fortunately I had discovered the

danger, yet at the right time. 19. Fortunately I met him in the

street. 20. Fortunately no human life has been lost at this great COB-

flagration. 21. In jest, a person may take many liberties. 22. H->

alluded to this scene in a jocular way. 23. I am particularly fond oi

the French language. 24. He was allowed to enter the prince's roon:

without special permission.

EXERCISE 127 (Vol. n., page 340).

1. ie Gtmuotynet fculftein'l wrtbcitigten fid; mit all t$rer 3Rad)t gegen

bie D4nen. 2. SBilfietm ter (Jruberer unterjud;te finglant mit (JVtralt ter

SBaffen. 3. Diefe tapfern Sultaten bafynten fu$ tyren 2Beg mit fun$
barer en>alt turcb tie JReityen tet geinte. 4. 3Nan ^interte ifin gettwtrfam

an ter glucb.t. 5. Sieben Sic tie teutfae prad^? 6. 3a, id; Hebe f.e,

aber rurjuglmeife licbe id) tie italienifd;e prad)e. 7. 3e$t ift er befrnter-3

mit ter tcutfd)cn unb fpanifd)en Sprae^e befcbiSftigt. 8. fucflid;er SBetfe

fant id) meinen grcunb ju Jjaufe. 9. <r ift genJtljigt, ten i'cfeblen feiner

5>urgcfc&ten ju geburd;en. 10. Die meiften Scute fleiten fid; nad; ter franjiv

'Cu JJute. 11. 3d) nafim unnjiffcntliit ten J?ut cinrt Intern. l'_'.

OUucflidicr SBcifc cnttecfte mein Sreunt tie efab>, nxld;e ib;m trubte. 13.

d;ern>eife fagte er mir nund;e SBabrteit. 14. Unter ricr Sugen funncr.

Sic manrbe ^eleitigunaen fagen. 15. Die gurften Deutfd;lantl q"a^rc.i

eigenmad;tt3 iu iRegieren i^rer 8 inter.
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LESSONS IN BOTANY. XXXII.
SECTION LXXXV. MALVACEAE, OR MALLOW-WOETS.

Characteristics : Calyx free; valvate in aestivation; petals

hypogynous, ordinarily slightly joined together at the base ;

contorted in aestivation ; stamens indefinite, monadelphous,
with nni-locular anthers ; seed dicotyledonous ; embryo curved ;

leaves alternate, stipulate.
Stem herbaceous or ligneous, usually supplied with radiating

hairs ; flowers complete, regular, axillary, solitary, or fasciculate,

or in a cyme ; pollen in large grains, globular, hispid ; carpels

ordinarily numerous, some-
times five ; verticillate around
a prolongation of the floral

axis, sometimes agglomerated
into a capsule, either free or

partially coherent. Ovules
inserted into the central angle
of the cells, ascendant or

horizontal, curved.

The styles are free above.
Fruit sometimes formed of

many shells coherent by their

margins to a variable extent ;

sometimes a loculicidal capsule
with septiferous valves, some-
times indehiscent, dry, or

fleshy.

The cotyledons are bent or

mutually twisted. Albumen
fleshy or none.

The Malvaceae abound in the

tropics, their number dimi-

nishing towards either pole ;

their chief property depends
on a mucilage which abounds
in the greater number, whence
the Malvaceae are celebrated

for their emollient properties.
In certain species there exists,

in addition to the mucilage, a
free acid, generally the oxalic,
the presence of which causes
them to be refrigerant, antibi-

lious, and antiscorbutic. The
seeds contain a fixed oil. Some
species possess tenacious fibres,

others seeds which are covered
with a substance resembling
wool.

Among the indigenous spe-
cies of this tribe the marsh
mallow (Althcea officinalis, Fig.

240) is most common.
The plants of the Cotton

sub-family (Gossypium, Fig.

241, 242),which belongs to this

natural order, are indigenous
to Asia and America. Many
species are now cultivated on
a large scale in every part of

the intertropical zone. The
laniferous material which en-

velopes the seeds is the sub-

stance cotton. It has been known and used in Egypt from
times of great antiquity, and is now distributed over the whole

world. Several remains of Greek literature have been handed
down to us written on cotton. Cotton seeds yield on expression
a fixed oil.useful for a variety of purposes.
Numerous foreign Malvaceae are now cultivated in Europe ;

for example, the Malope trifida, an annual of Northern Africa,

the stem of which rises to the height of about two feet, and
which bears flowers of a deep-rose colour ;

the Kitaibelia, a
biennial Hungarian plant, having lobed leaves and white

flowers ; the hollyhock, or Althaea rosea, a Chinesa plant, the

varieties of which are extremely numerous ; the tree mallow, or

Lavatera arborea, a native of France, &c., bearing large leaves

and violet-coloured flowers ; and the hemp-leaved althasa

239. THE INDIAN CKESS (TROP.EOLUJl).

1t Section of flower of the tropseolum ; 2, stamen ; 3, lower petal, with
a hair-like fringe at base ; 4, upper petal ; 5, fruit ; 6, fruit, with
one of the lobes taken away, and another bisected to show seed.

(Althaea cannabina), a native of various parts of Central Europe,
which has purple flowers, and the stem of which yields a good
substitute for hemp. Such are a few of the species of this
natural order now familiar in gardens.

SECTION LXXXVL GEEANIACE^E, OK CEANESBILLS.

Characteristics : Calyx free ; pstals hypogynous or imper-
fectly perigynous, in number equal to the sepals or fewer ;

equal in Geranium, reduced to four or two in Pelargonium;
contorted in aastivation, caducous

; stamens ordinarily double
in number to the petals ; bi-serial

; all fertile (Geranium)
or partly sterile (Erodium,
Fig. 243; Pelargonium, Fig.
244), filaments partially mona-
delphous ; carpels five, applied
to the prolongation of the

axis, and constituting a five-

celled bi-ovulate ovary ; seed

dicotyledonous, exalbuminous,
curved; cotyledons bent or
contorted ; stem herbaceous
or ligneous ;. leaves stipulate,

opposite ; the upper ones some-
times alternate; flowers com-

plete, regular, or irregular

(Pelargonium), occasionally

solitary, arranged sometimes
in twos ;

"
styles joined into a

column, which is longer than
the floral axis ; ovules ascend-

ant, at first curved, then demi-
reflexed.

Species of this natural order

are chiefly found in the extra-

tropical regions, more espe-

cially at the Cape of Good
Hope; they contain tannic

and gallic acids, on which ac-

count they were formerly em-

ployed as astringents in medical

practice. The Pelargoniums
contain a volatile oil, which

imparts to them a very power-
ful but at the same time agree-
able odour. The Pelargonium
roseum and Pelargonium ca,pi-

tatum yield an essence possess-

ing the odour of roses, which is

sometimes employed as a ma-
terial wherewith otto of rosea

is adulterated.

SECT. LXXXVII. BALSAMI-
NACE.2E, OR BALSAMS.
Characteristics : Sepals free,

unequal, petaloid; petals five

hypogynous, unequal; stamina
five ; carpels five, united to

form a five-celled ovary; ovules

superior, pendent, reflexed ;

capsule five-celled, five-valved,

dehiscent; seed dicotyledo-

nous, exalbuminous ; embryo
straight ; stem herbaceous,
succulent ; flowers axillary.

The Balsamincxece are for the most part natives of temperate
and tropical Asia. The genus Impatiens, so called on account
of the elasticity of its seed-capsules, which, on being touched,
dart out the seeds to a considerable distance, has furnished

numerous varieties to horticulture. The common balsam plant,

Impatiens balsamina, is an annual, a native of India, now
rendered double by culture, and furnishing innumerable varieties.

The Impatiens repens is a Cingalese species, the representation
of which is subjoined (Fig. 245). It has only been recently in-

troduced into European culture.

SECTION LXXXVIIL TROP^OLACE^E, OE INDIAN CEESSES.

Characteristics : Calyx five-partite, bi-labiate, petaloid ; petals

five, unequal, inserted at the base of the calyx; stamens eight,
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hypogynous ; ovary throe-celled, uni-ovnlato ; ovules pendent,
reflexed ; frait succulent or dry, compound of three shells, some-
times winged ; seed dicotyledonous ; embryo exalbuininoun,
straight ; stem herbaceous, sncculent, diffused or voluble ;

leaves peltate, the inferior leaves opposite and stipulated,

yellow flowers of no great beauty, and belong to an entirely
different order, namely, that of the Bratncacea, or Crudfers.

SECTION LXXXEL LIlCXAJfTHACBJL

Characteriutic* : Calyx free ; petals inserted upon an

240. MARSH MALLOW (ALTHJEA OFFICINALIS). 241. COTTON PLANT (OOSSYPHJM). 242. SECTION OF FLOWER OP COTTON PLAHT. 243. HEBOV'S Bit

(ERODIUM). 244. STORK'S BILL (PELARGONIUM). 245. CREEPING BALSAM (IMPATIENS REPENS). 246. PINK LIXNANTHES (UIOIANTHBS ROSKA).

the superior leaves alternate and without stipules; flowers

axillary.
The Ti-opceolacece inhabit the entire of Central America. The

genus Tropceolwn (Fig. 239) is cultivated in Europe. The

Trapozolum speciosum, a native of Patagonia, bears a handsome
scarlet flower. The Indian cress, with its broad, buckler-like

loaves and flowers of all shades, from the faintest primrose
to a rich crimson brown, is often erroneously called nastur-

tium. Too real nasturtiums are hardy aquatic plants, bearing

almost perigynous disc, three or five equal ; aestivation convolute;
stamens six or ten ; carpels three or five, coherent, uni-

ovulate ; ovules erect, reflexed ; fruit composed of two or
three achsenia; seed dicotyledonous, exalbnminoua ; embryo
straight.
The members of this natural order are indigenous to North

j

America, generally annuals, growing in marshy places; their

,

leaves soft and glistening, alternate, their flowers regular. The
I Limnanthcs rosea, (Fig. 246) is a native of California. This
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Binall natural order is placed by Lindley with the Tropceolacece,
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LATIN STEMS.

Latin Wordt.

Plata

Meaning*.

( the common

I p#opU
full
I fill

Ifold.

I l'-rlll

SIMM.

}pleb

I place

pliir.-d

the people
I carry
I drink

plunder
tcicfced

I pray

Plenus
Pleo

Plioo

Ploro
Plumbum
POM
I'ositusl

Populua

Poto
1' i a-U
I'mvua
Precor
Prckendo
Preheusus
Protium
Probo
Probus
Pudeus

(pudentis)
Puer a boy

Pugua a fight

( 1 prune, put
Puto

-j

Putris rotten putr

Qutoro I seek, ask quir, quer

Quasitu. arfed
{^

Quassus shafcen.ogviated cuss

Englith Wordt.

plebeian,

plenitude, replenish.

supply, complete, expletive.

I take hold of prehend
taken prehens
a price preci
I prote prob

yood prob

pudent

pugn
prune, put)
in order, > put
thinfc )

plen

ply, plet

piio

plor

plumb, plum plumber, plummet.
pon depone, exponent.

poe, posit impose, position.

popul popular.

port portable, export.

pot potion, potable.

j>r,-i(a predatory, depredation.

pra deprarity.

prec deprecate, imprecate.

Quatuor four
Angulus a corner

Queror I complain

Quiuque five

Radix (radicis) a root

liiunus a branch

Rnsus scraped
Ratio (rationis) reason

Rectus straight

Liuca a line

Rego I rule

Rectus ruled

Rote a net

Rideo I laugh
Risus laughed at

Rigo I water

Rodo I gnaw
liosus grnatced

Rota a iclicel

Rumen(rumlnis) the gullet

Ruptus broken

Rus (runs) the country
Sacer (sacri) sacred

Sal (sails) salt

Salio I leap
Saltus leapt

Salvus safe

Sanctus holy
Satis enough
Satur fM
Scaudo I climb

Scindo I cleave .

Scio I know
Scribo I torite

Scriptus written

Scrutor j
I sear

f
diU'

\
\ gently j

Scurra a scoffer scurr

Sectus cut sect

Sedeo I sit scd, sid

Sessus seated sees

Semen (semlnis) seed semin
Semi half semi

apprehend,

apprehension,

appreciate,

probable, probation,

probity.

impudent.

puerile,

pugnacious, impugn.

amputate, reputation, dis-

pute.

putrefaction, putrid,

query, inquire,

question, inquest,

inquisition, requisition,

discuss, percussion.

quat, quadr qualeruion, quadrangle.

angl, angul angle, angular.

quer querulous.

quinqu, quinquennial.
radic radical, eradicate.

ram ramification.

ros (raz) erase (razor).

rat rational, rate.

recti rectilineal, rectify.

line linear, lineament.

rg regal, regulate.
rect rector, director.

reti reticulate, retina.

rid deride, ridicule.

ri risible, derisive.

rig irrigate.

rod corrode, erode.

ro corrosion, erosion.

rota rotation, rotary.
rumin ruminate.

rupt bankrupt, eruption.

rus, rur rustic, rural.

socri, sacer sacrifice, sacerdotal.

sali saline.

sali salient.

sault, suit assault, insult.

salt) salvation, salvage.
sanct sanctity, sanctuary.

satis, sati satisfy, satiate.

sotur saturate.

satnA ascend, descend.

scind rescind.

sci science, prescience.
scrib scribe, inscribe.

script scripture, postscript.

scrut scrutiny, inscrutable

scurrility,

dissect, sectarian,

sedentary, preside.
.I.

1 ion.

disseminate, seminary,

semicircle, semivowel.

Expletives are words not needed for the sense, but used merely
to fill up and round off the sentence. Of course expletives are
to be avoided :

" While expletives their feeble aid do join,
And ten low words oft creep in one dull line." Pope.

The term depone, in law phraseology, is used by the Scotch
where we use depose. The distinction is arbitrary, for we speak

of the deponent while we *ay he depotet, not deponti t though of

old deponet was tued in England :

" And further Bprot deponeth," etc. -" .Slate Trial*."

The retina, or eye-net, the immediate teat or rather instru-

ment of Twion, in the net-like expansion of the optic netre, on
which object* are drawn, and from which they are made ruible

by the mind.

Reticulated denotes that which w made like net-work. Henoe
tho meaning of reticule or little bag made of net-work, Home time
since much in use among ladiea.

To ruminate in to pass and repass the food through the rumen
or rju.Uet in order to ita repeated chewing. Hence the phrase to

chew the cud. Metaphorically, to ruminate u to muae, to reflect

calmly :

" Aa when a traveller, a long day put,
In painful search of what he cannot find,

At night's approach, content with the next cot,
There ruminates awhile his labour lost."

In prose we say to ruminate on, that is, to meditate upon :

" He practises a slow meditation, and ruminate* on the subject."

Watts,
" On the Mind."

Bankrupt, a term of French extraction, properly denotes a
trader or money-dealer whose bank or bench is broken, the last

condition of commercial destitution :

" A bankrupt is defined a trader who secretes himself, or doea certain

other acts tending to defraud his creditors." Blockstone.

The terms rustic and rural differ in their application, the first

being said of persons, the second of things. Rustics are often

insensible to the loveliness of rural scenes.

COMPOSITION.

Form into a sentence each of these with their proper preposi-
tions :

TFords. F. R.
Confide in, fldo, I trust.

Conform to, forma, form.
Congenial with, genus, kind.

Congratulate on, gratulor, I congratulate
Connect with, necto, I bind.

Conscious of, scio, I know.

Consecrate to, sacer, sacred.

Consent to, sentio, I feel, think.

Consign to, signum, a sign.

Consist of, in, with, )

Consistent with, f
** J stand-

Consult, and consult with, consul, a counsellor.

Contend with, against, tendo, I stretch.

Contiguous to, tango, I touch.

Contrast with, traho, I draw.

Contrary to, contra, opposite.

Conversant in, with, about, versor, I am engaged in.

Convert to, into, verto, I turn.

Convict of, )

Convince of, f
nnco, I orercome.

Copy from, after copie, a transcript.

Correspond to, with, respondeo, I answer.

Covenant with, for, venio, / come.

Care of, cura, care.

To consist of, to consist in, and to consist u-ith, have each
different meaning. To consist of has reference to the materials

of which an object is made up ; to consist tn has reference to
the substance or essence of a thought ; to consist with has
reference to the character or dignity of an agent or actor. It

consists mth the character of a wise man to expound doctrines

in which the welfare of bis fellow-men consists : that exposition
he makes by words which consist of sounds, or by books which
consist of letters. The wealth of a nation consists not so much
in, the number as the heart, the intelligence, and the sinews of

its inhabitants.

LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY. XXIIL
METALS PROPER continued.

CHROMIUM.
STMBOL, Cr-COMBINING WEIGHT, 52 '5.

THE chief ore of this metal is chrome iron-stone, whose compo-
sition (FeO,Cr,O3) is similar to that of magnetic iron ore, but
where the sesquioxide of iron is replaced by the correspond-
ing oxide of chromium. The metal may be reduced from ita
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choride by carbon at a high heat, or by sodium. It proves to
be most difficult of fusion, even more so than platinum. When
obtained by the latter process, it appears in crystals of the
first system. It is only of value on account of the colour of its

oxides and salts, which are used as pigments.
The oxides of chromium are four : Chromous oxide (CrO) ;

chromic oxide (Cr2 3) ; an intermediate oxide, which may be
considered as a compound of the CrO,Cr2O3 ; and the only acid

oxide, chromic acid (CrO,).
Chromous Oxide is only obtainable as a hydrate. When

caustic potash is added to a solution of chromous chloride, it

falls as a brown powder.
Chromic Oxide is a sesquioxide (Cr2 3). When ammonia is

added to a solution of chromic chloride, this oxide falls as a

hydrate. When heated to render it anhydrous, it becomes a

green powder, which is used as a paint. Chromic oxide forms
. two sets of salts one green, which is amorphous ; the other

violet, which crystallises. The emerald owes its colour to the

presence of this oxide.

Chromic Acid (Cr03) may be obtained in many ways one is

by mixing four measures of the solution of potassium bichro-

mate with five of sulphuric acid. As the mixture cools, the
oxide separates out into crimson needles. It exhibits an acid

reaction, forming with bases chromates, which are yellow or red
salts. Neutral chromates are yellow, as potassic chromate

(KzO,Cr03). Potassic bichromate (KjO^CrO,,) is the salt

chiefly manufactured, and from which the various pigments are
derived. It exists in large red transparent four-sided tables.

" Chrome Yellow
"

is lead cnromate (PbO,Cr03), and is pro-
cured by precipitation from a dilute solution of lead acetate by
a solution of potassic bichromate. When chromic acid is heated
with strong sulphuric acid, it gives off half its oxygen, thus

2CrOs + SH^SOi = Cra3SO + 3H,O + 30.
" This mixture affords one of the most powerful means of oxi-

dising carbon at comparatively low temperatures." (William-
son.) The chromic sulphate formed in this reaction is the

compound which forms with potassium and ammonium sulphates
a series of alums.
A peculiar dark strongly-fuming liquid is obtained when a

mixture of a chromic salt, sodium chloride, and sulphuric acid
is heated. It comes off as a red vapour, and may be considered
as chromic acid, where one atom of the oxygen has been replaced
by its equivalent two atoms of chlorine. Hence its formula
is CrO2Cl2 , and its name chloro-chromic acid.

There are two known chlorides chromous chloride (CrCl 2), and
chromic chloride (Cr2Cl9). The latter is obtained as violet-

coloured scales, when a current of dry chlorine is passed over an
intimate mixture of chromic oxide and charcoal heated to red-

ness. This variety is insoluble ; but it becomes green and loses
its insolubility when a very small quantity of the chromous chlo-

ride is added to it suspended in water, or the soluble chloride
is more readily obtained by boiling the solution of a chromate
with hydrochloric acid and alcohol.

The chromous chloride is a white powder procured by heating
the chromic chloride in a current of hydrogen. The other salts

of this metal do not present any great interest.

Chromic oxide imparts to glass or a borax bead a good green
colour. The salts of chromium give insoluble precipitates with
lead and silver compounds, of a yellow colour. All the chro-

mates, when treated with dilute sulphuric acid and a little

alcohol or sugar (organic matter), become reduced to the green
oxide of chromium.

UEANITJM.

SYMBOL, U COMBINING WEIGHT, 120.

The chief ore of this rare metal is pitch-blende. The metal is

of a whitish colour, and does not oxidise when exposed to the alir ;

but if heated in air, it burns vividly. Two oxides are known,
and both are used in glass-staining.

Uranous Oxide (UO), or the protoxide of this compound, ap-
pears analogous to chromous oxide. When heated in a current
of hydrogen, it refuses to give up its oxygen. If this oxide be
heated to bright redness, and then suddenly cooled, the intense
black is furnished with which porcelain is coloured and glass
stained black.

Urania Oxide (U2O3) is a yellow powder which is soluble in
mineral acids and ammonium carbonate. This peroxide imparts
to glass that peculiar yellow-greenish tint which characterises
uranium glass, which is also romrlirfcls for its fluorescence.

ARSENIC.
SYMBOL, As COMBINING WEIGHT, 75.

Arsenic is considered a non-metallic element by certain French
chemists, on account of its striking analogy to phosphorus and
nitrogen ; but seeing that it conducts electricity readily, and
possesses a metallic lustre, it is generally classed among the
metals. Probably its true place is between the classes, being
the "transition" element. Like phosphorus, its vapour offers
an exception to the rule. Its density, instead of being repre-
sented by its combining number, is just double, or 150. This
may be expressed by saying, that the volume occupied by an
atom of arsenic in its gaseous condition is just one-half that of
the other elements. The reason of this has not yet been dis-

covered. The metal occasionally is found native, but generally
as an alloy with iron, cobalt, nickel, etc.

"
Eealgar

"
is the sul-

phide, and "
orpiment

"
the tersulphide, both of which are rare

minerals. The metal is chiefly obtained from mispickel, an
arsenical sulphide of iron. The fumes from the furnace are
conducted into chambers where arsenious acid (As2O3) is con-
densed. When heated with charcoal, this oxide is reduced, and
the metal which vaporises is got by condensation. It has a
brilliant steel-like lustre, and is very brittle. It refuses to melt,
but readily volatilises, the vapours condensing on the first cold
surface they meet into rhombohedra of the metal. The vapour
of arsenic possesses a strong odour of garlic. When heated in

air, the metal burns with a blue flame into

Arsenious Acid (As2 3). This is the virulent poison
"
arsenic,"

the wliite arsenic of the shops. It is obtained from the ore, as

already stated, as a crystalline white powder. When heated, it

fuses into a semi-transparent vitreous mass, which gradually
becomes opaque, like a piece of white porcelain. It is soluble
in hot hydrochloric acid or hot ammonia, and these solutions, as

they cool, deposit arsenic in transparent crystals. If the process
be watched in a dark room, light is emitted as each crystal is

formed. Arsenious acid is soluble in alkaline solutions, soluble

arsenites being formed. When to such a solution in potash
copper sulphate is added, the much-used pigment

"
Scheele's

green" is precipitated.
When silver nitrate is added to the solution of potassium

arsenite, the yellow silver arsenite (3Ag,As03) falls. When a
solution of arsenious acid is acidulated with hydrochloric
acid, and sulphuretted hydrogen passed through it, the yellow
arsenious sulphide is precipitated.
The best antidote for this violent poison is magnesia, which

forms with it an insoluble arsenite, and thus the poison passes
as a foreign substance through the body. Ferric oxide has the

same effect.

Arsenic Acid, (As2O 5)
is obtained by oxidising arsenious acid

by an excess of nitric acid, and evaporating to dryness in a

platinum vessel. It is more soluble than arsenious acid, but
does not volatilise when heated, being decomposed into the

lower oxide and oxygen. This acid, in forming arsenates, be-

haves as phosphoric acid, being tri-basic (H 3AsOJ, and one or

two or all the atoms of the hydrogen may be replaced. Arsenic

may be readily distinguished from arsenious acid by the red-

brown precipitate it affords with silver nitrate. Its poisonous

properties are even more decided than those of arsenic. The

sulphides of arsenic have been mentioned. Realgar is made

artificially by heating together 198 parts of arsenious acid and
112 of sulphur. It is one of the ingredients in "

ivhite Indian

fire," which is a mixture of seven parts of sulphur, two of

realgar, and twenty-four of saltpetre. Orpiment is the chief in-

gredient in King's yellow. There is a penta-sulphide also known.

Arsenic combines with chlorine, bromine, and sodium, forming

compounds of but little interest.

The Tests for Arsenic. If a slip of clean copper-foil be im-

mersed in a solution of arsenious acid in hydrochloric acid, a

grey film of metallic arsenic is deposited on the copper.

Marsh's Test is : Introduce the liquid suspected of contain-

ing the poison into a bottle in which hydrogen is being generated
in the usual way. Set fire to the escaping gas, and if the flame

burn blue, arsenic is present. When a cold surface is depressed
into the flame, a film of metallic arsenic is found upon it.

The gas which thus burns is Arseniuretted Hydrogen (AsH3),

which corresponds to NH3 and PH 3. It is capable of condensa-

tion, and at 40 Cent, becomes a liquid. The gas is absorbed

by copper sulphate, copper arsenide being precipitated. It is a

deadly poison. The inhaling of a bubble has been attended
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with fatal results. Tho metallic ring of arsenic, most ooneliuiive

of all testa, may be shown by using a tube of the ihapo of

Fig. 52, which may be made out of the ordinary tent-tube. Into

Fig. 52.

the bulb introduce the arsenic mixed with powdered charcoal

and a little sodium carbonate. Upon heating this, the metal
will deposit itself on the cool part of the tube.

ANTIMONY.

SYMBOL, Sb COMBINING WEIGHT, 122 SPECIFIC GRAVITY, 6*71.

This metal is invariably procured from grey antimony ore,

which is a native sulphide and tolerably abundant. To extract

the metal, the ore is purified and reduced to coarse powder. It

ia then raised to a dull red-heat on the hearth of a roverbo-

ratory furnace, by which most of the sulphur is driven off,

and a red mixture of tersulphide and antimonic oxide remains.

This is mixed with one-sixth of its weight of powdered char-

coal, and made into a paste with a strong solution of sodium
carbonate. When submitted to heat in crucibles, the reduced
metal collects at the bottom. Its colour is bluish-white, and it

is very brittle. Like arsenic, if heated strongly, it takes fire

in air, and readily ignites in chlorine. Hydrochloric acid has no
effect on it ; nitric acid converts it into a white insoluble oxide ;

whilst strong oulphuric acid, with the aid of heat, makes it a
sulphate, sulphurous acid coming off. Type metal is an alloy
of four parts of lead and one of antimony.

Antimonic Oxide (Sb2 3) may bo prepared in a hydrated state

by pouring a solution of the terchloride of antimony into one
of sodium carbonate. Carbonic acid is given off, sodium chlo-

ride is formed, and antimonic oxide falls as a white powder.
When this oxide is dissolved in cream of tartar, and the solution

concentrated, crystals of tartar emetic are procured.
Antimonic Acid (SbjOJ is the white powder formed by the

action of nitric acid on metallic antimony before alluded to.

It combines with the alkalies, forming antimoniates. When
heated to redness, antimonic acid parts with some of its oxygen,
and thus the only other oxide of antimony is produced, which

may be considered as a compound of the other two (Sb2O3,Sb sO8).

nwniuretted Hydrogen (SbH 3 ) is produced exactly as

arseniuretted hydrogen, and burns with a blue flame into anti-

moiiio oxide. If this gas be passed through a small glass tube
heated to redness like arseniuretted hydrogen, it is decomposed,
metallic antimony being deposited. This, however, can be dis-

tinguished from arsenic by heating it in the air ; and the oxide
thus formed will not dissolve in water as arsenious oxide will.

Terchloride of Antimony (SbCU) may be obtained by the
action of chlorine or an excess of the metal. Water decom-

poses it into hydrochloric acid and a basic chloride which was
known as the powder of algaroth.

Perchloride or Pentachloride (SbCl 6 ) is produced by the action

of chlorine on the terchloride. It is a fuming liquid. There
ore also two sulphides, Sb2S 3 and Sb2S 5

. The saltb of antimony
in acid solutions give a characteristic orange precipitate with

sulphuretted hydrogen.

READINGS IN FRENCH. VIII.
UN BIENFAIT N'EST JAMAIS PERDU.

SECTION IV.

LA nnit etait devenue (a) si epoisse,
1
qu'ils furent contraints (b)

de s'arreter. DCS quo le jour parnt (c), ils renouvclerent leurs

recherchea,
2 helas ! avec anssi peu de succes quo la veillo, quand

tout a coup le son d'un cor se fit (d) entendre.*
" D'ou vient ce signal ?" 4 s'ecria aussit&t M. Derambert en

pretant uno oreille attentive.

Une seconde fois le son du cor retentit.5

" Ce bruit vient de 1'habitation ; courons tous, mes amis."6

A ces mots la troupe se dirige en toute hate vers la maison. 7

A peine (e) y furent-ils arrives, qu'ils apercurent lo marchand
ambulant8 dont (f) il est parle au commencement de cette his-

toire. A cette vue, 1'espoir qui s'etait fleve dans le cceur du

pauvre pfere fit place (g) a un amer dcsappointement.
9

"Ht'las!" lui dit-il, "je croyais (h) quo c'etait mon petit
Alfred10

qui nous e"tait rendu."
"
Pardonnez-moi, Monsieur, si j'ai interrompn (t) vos recher-

ches,"
11

repondit le marchand;
" mais si jo 1'ai fait, c'est quo

je penaaia peut-ctre pouvoir TOM etre utile dan cette dou-
lourenae ciroonatanoe. Veuillez (j) je Toon prie, me laiaam- faire ;

u

j'ai 1'enpoir quo noun aaorona (k) bientot oe qu'eat detenu
rotro enfant."

AnguMto et Fanny etaient la ; le maroband frappe dam aea

mains," et aussitot on entendit 1'aboiement" joyeuz d'on baa
I... n <lo Terre-Nouve qui bondit a oe signal. C'etait Moustache,

qui s'en alia tout d'abord careMer1* lea deux enfant* qa'il re-

oonnut (/), en tonrnant autour d'eux et ayant 1'air de ae rappeler
qa'il y en avait (m) on troisieme.

" Voila qui va (n) Men," dit le marchand ;

" Moiutache re-

connalt les enfanta ; a son air inquiet, je vein qa'il s'etonno de
no point voir celoi qui eat absent.u Veuilloz me donner lea

derniers vetementa quo le petit Alfred a portea.""
Quand ces objeta furent la, il lea montra a son chien,

11 lea lid

fit flairor ; puis, prenont la maison poor centre d'un rayon, il

decrivit (o) autour d'elle nn cercle d'un quart de mille," en
ordonnant a Moustache do queter partout oil il le menait. Le
cercle n'ctait pas ontierement parcouru lorsque le chien se mit (p)
a aboyer.

40

Le son de sa voix rendit nne lueur d'esperanco au pere et a la

mere,*
1

qui etaient inconsolables. Le chien, en suivant le

emanations du corps de 1'enfant, aboya de nouveau ; chacnn

s'empressa de le snivre, mais on le perdit bientot dans les bois.1*

Ce fut un moment de terrible anxiett', car pendent one demi-
heure environ, 1'on n'entendit plus rien.

COLLOQUIAL EXERCISE.

1. Ne faisait-il pas tres-obacur ?

2. Qne firent-ils au point du jour ?

3. Qu'entendirent-ils toutacoup?
4. Que dit M. Derambert ?

5. Qu'entendit-on encore ?

6. Qu'ajouta M. Derambert ?

7. Que fit alors la troupe ?

8. Qu'aper9urent-ils en arrivant ?

9. Que se passa-t-il alors dans le

coaur du pauvre pre ?

10. Que dit le pere en reconnais-

sant le marcband ?

11. Quelle excuse offrit le mar-
chand?

(a) From devenir.

(b) From contraindre.

(c) From parattre.

(d) Se fit entendre, vas heard.

(e) A peiue, scarcely.

(/) Dont, of whom.

(g) Fit place, gave way.

(li) From croire.

12. Que demanda-t-il au pere t

13. Que fit ensuite le marcband ?

14. Qu'entendit-ou auesitot !

15. Oil s'en alia d'abord le chien ?

16. Que dit le marcband de 1'air

inquiet du chien ?

17. Que demanda-t-il?

18. Que fit-il de ces objeU P

19. Quelles preparations fit-il en-

suite ?

20. Que fit alors le cbien ?

21. Quel fut 1'effet de la voix da
cbien ? [bois f

22. Put-on suivre le cbien dans le

m
(t) From in<rrompr.
(j) Veuillez, have the goodnesa to.

(fc) From saroir.

(1) Beconnut,*aic,fromrec<mntfr.
(m) II y en avait, t?ir tea*.

(n) From alter.

(o) From dtcrirt.

(p) Se mit, began.

SECTION V.

Le front du marchand ^tait soncienx ;* renferme dans nn
silence que personne ne songeait (a) a interrompre, il s'etait

mis (b) le visage centre terre* et recueillait (c) les moindres
bruits que la brise apportait. Tout a coup on le vit (d) treseaillir.

" Le chien revient," s'eoria-t-il ;

3 " dans un instant il sera pros
de nous et nous saurons le resultat de sa course."

Quand lo chien reparnt, (e) sa contenance etait visiblement

changee,
4 un air de gaiete et de satisfaction semblait 1'animer ;

ses yeux brillaient, ses oreilles etaient droites ; il fremissait, tons

ses gestes indiquaient que ses recherches* n'avaient pas e"te

infructueuses.
" Je suis sur qu'il a retronve 1'enfant,"

8
fit (/) son maitre.

" Mais vit-il(^) encore ?" 7 s'ecria la mere.

Le marchand remna la tete8 et s'elanca sur les traces de son

chien, qni avait repris sa course a travera la for^t, en s'ar-

rdtant de temps a (h) antre9 pour donner a son maitre le temps
de le rejoindre. Enfin 1'animal s'arrcta an pied d'un gros

arbre,
10 et poussa (t) un long aboiement. Le marchand redoubhi

de vitesse, et bientot il fut a cote de lui. n aper^ut (j) alors

1'enfant couche sur un tas de feuillage
11 ct ne donnant aucun

signe de vie. II le prit (fc) dans ses bras et reconnnt (1) qu'il

n'otait pas (m) mort,
'3 mais senlement dons un otat de faiblesse

tol, que quelques instants plus tard, il aurait sans aucun doute

expire. Le marchand le soulova avec precaution
1 * dans ses bras

et 1'apporta a ses parents.
Ils etaient heureusement en qaelque sorto prepares a^

oet

evenement, et s'utaient munis (>i) de tout ce qui etait neces-

saire14 pour le restaurex. Bientot il ouvrit les yeux
1* et tous lea
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chagrins de cette cruelle journee furent oublies. M. et Mme

Derambert, Auguste et Fanny etaient fous de joie;
16 c'est a

peine si dans lea premiers moment ils songerent a remercier

celui qni leur avait rendu leur enfant ; mais apres avoir baigne
de larmes le visage du petit malheureux, apres 1'avoir presse

mille fois centre leur cceur, ils se jeterent
17 au cou du marchand

en le comblant de benedictions.

Mais, Moustache ! de quelles caresses ne fut-il pas 1'objet !

c'etait a qui (o) le choierait,'
8 le flatterait, 1'embrasserait. L'in-

telligent animal paraissait (p) prendre part .au bonheur gene-

ral ;

19
il courait d'Auguste a Fanny, de Fanny a Alfred dont il

lechait les petites mains aveo un air de contentement inexprim-

able. On aurait dit qu'il se rappelait le service20 qu'aupara-

vant, les trois enfants lui avaient rendu, et qu'aujourd'hui il se

trouvait heureux d'avoir puleur temoigner sa reconnaissance, en

sauvant 1'un d'eux.

COLLOQUIAL EXEECISE.

1. Comment paraissait alors le

marchand P

2. Oil s'e'tait-il place"?

3. Que dit-il tout a coup ?

4. Quello etuit la contenance du

chien lorsqu'il reparut ?

5. Qu'est-ce que ses gestes indi-

quaient ?

6. Que dit le maitre ?

7. Quelle fut la question de la

mere?
Quelle
chand ?

rcponse fit le mar-

9. Que faisait le chien aprea avoir

repris sa course ?

N<X

(a) Ne songeait, dared not.

(b) From mettre.

(c) Eecueillait, listened to; from
recueittir.

(d) From voir.

(e) From reparattre.

(f) Fit, from faire ; is often used

instead of dit, said.

(g) From vivre.

(h) De temps a autre, from time to

iime.

10. Ou s'arreta-t-il enfin ?

11. Qu'aper9ut alors le marchand ?

12. L'enfant 6"tait-il mort ?

13. Que fit ensuite le marchand ?

14. De quoi les parents s'dtaient-

ils munis?
15. Ouvrit-il bientot les yeux ?

16. Les parents montrerent-ils

beaucoup de joie ?

17. Que firent-ils apres avoir em-
brass^ le petit garcon ?

18. Moustache fut-il oublie" ?

19. Que faisait-il alors ?

20. Qu'aurait-on dit en voyant le

chien ?

(i) Poussa, gave.

(j) From apercevoir.

(h) From prendre.

(I) From reconnaitre.

(m) Mort, dead ; from mourir.

in) Ils s'e'taient munis, they lead

provided themselves.

(o) C'e'tait a qui, they vied with on*

another,

(p) From paraitre.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN FEENCH.

EXERCISE 139 (Vol. II., page 173).

1. What do you wish us to do ? 2. I wish you to pay attention to

your studies. 3. Do you not fear that the rain may prevent your
going out ? 4. We fear very much lest the rain may prevent us from

fulfilling our engagements. 5. Do you doubt his being at home now ?

6. I doubt his being there, it is already ten. 7. Do you require him
to set out early ? 8. I am astonished that he is not yet gone. 9. Do
you prefer that I return those bracelets to you ? 10. I prefer that

you pay me for them. 11. Does your neighbour fear lest his child

may go out ? 12. He fears lest he fall in the street. 13. Do you not
wish that your pupils may obey you ? 14. I wish them to obey me,
and to obey their professors. 15. Do you not fear lest that mechanic
be sick ? 16. I fear his being sick, for his workshop is very unhealthy.
17. Do you not regret his being obliged to work ? 18. I regret his

being obliged to labour above his strength. 19. Do you not wish that
he be acquainted with this news ? 20. I wish him to be told of it as

soon as possible. 21. Does not your father wish you to buy a ware-
house ? 22. He wishes me to buy a saw-mill. 23. Do you wish me
to leave you ? 24. I wish you to remain with me. 25. I wish you to
start this morning.

EXERCISE 140 (Vol. IL, page 173).

1. Voulez-vous que je parle a 1'artisan ? 2. Je de"sire que vous lui

disiez de venir ici demain matin. 3. Que voulez-vous que je fasse ?

4. Je ddsire que vous m'apportiez un livre. 5. Ne de'sirez-vous pas que
je lise votre lettre ? 6. Je desire que vous la lisiez et que vous la

donniez a mes scaurs. 7. M!le votre soeur ne craint-elle pas que la

pluie ne 1'empeche de sortir ? 8. Elle craint que la pluie ne nous em-

peche de sortir. 9. Doutez-vous que M. votre pere soit a la maison a

present? 10. Je doute qu'il y soit. 11. Exigez-vous que je fasse mon
travail a present ? 12. Je ddsire que vous fassiez votre travail avant
de sortir. 13. Ne regrettez-vous pas qu'il soit obligd de travailler?

14. Je ne regrette pas qu'il soit oblige" de travailler. 15. N'etes-vous

pas e'tonne' qu'il le sache ? 16. Je suis ^tonue" qu'il sache tout. 17.

Exigez-vous que je le paye aujourd'hui ? 18. Je desire que vous le

payiez demain. 19. Que voulez-vous qae je fasse ? 20. Je veux que
vous le payiez imme'diatement. 21. Craiguez-vous que le maitre ne

punisse votre fils ? 22. Je craiiis qu'il lie le punisse pas. 23. Que

voulez-vous que je dise ? 24. Je veux que vous disiez la ve'ritd. 25.
M. votre pere ne desire-t-il pas que vous achetiez une maison ? 26. II

desire que j'achete un magasiu. 27. De'sirez-vous que nous vous quit-
tions ? 28. Je desire que vous partiez demain. 29. Voulez-vous que
je reste avec vous ? 30. Je desire que vous restiez ici. 31. De'sirez-
vous que je lui dise cette nouvelle? 32. Je desire que vous la lui

disiez. 33. De'sirez-vous que vos enfants obdissent a leur instituteur ?

34 Je ddsire qu'ils lui obeissent.

EXERCISE 141 (Vol. IL, page 173).
1. What must I say ? 2. You must say what you have heard. 3.

Is it not necessary that I finish that history ? 4. It is not necessary
for you to finish it. 5. Is it not proper for me to satisfy my creditors ?

6. It is proper that you do it. 7. Is it not right that I pay you what
I have borrowed from you ? 8. It is right that you pay it to me. 9.

Can it be that your brother has forgotten his family ? 10. It cannot
be that he has forgotten it. 11. Is it certain that your brother has
forgotten himself to such a degree ? 12. It is certain that he has for-

gotten himself. 13. It is very sad that he has forgotten himself so.

14. Will you remain until I have put my affairs in order ? 15. I shall
remain until you have settled them. 16. Will it not be necessary for
me to furnish that family with provisions ? 17. It will be necessary
for you to furnish them, provided you have them. 18. Will it not be
better that you lend him money, than to let him want for necessaries ?

19. It will be better that we lend him some. 20. What must we do ?

21. You must carry this linen to my house. 22. Is it not time for me
to retire ? 23. It is time that you go to bed. 24. Must I rise ? 25.

You must rise.

EXERCISE 142 (Vol. IL, page 174).
1. Que faut-il que notre ami fasse ? 2. II faut qu'il reste chez nous

jnsqu'a mon arrive'e. 3. Que faut-il que notre voisin fasse ? 4. II

faut qu'il mette ordre a ses affaires. 5. N'est-il paa juste que vous

payiez vous creanciers ? 6. II est juste que je les paye. 7. Est-il

temps que votre petit garon aille a 1'e'cole ? 8. II est temps qu'il aille

a 1'e'cole, il est dix heures. 9. Fant-il que j'e'crive a votre correspon-
dant aujourd'hui ou demain ? 10. II faut que vous lui ^criviez demain
matin. 11. N'est-il pas facheux que votre frere ait dechire^ sa cas-

quette ? 12. II est facheux qu'il 1'ait dechire'e. 13. Faut-il que Mme
votre mere fiuisse sa lettre ? 14. II n'est pas ne'cessaire qu'elle la

fiuisse. 15. Est-il certain que M. votre fils ait oubli^ son argent ?

16. II est certain qu'il 1'a oublie'. 17. II n'est nullement certain qu'il
1'ait oublie'. 18. Faut-il que vous fournissiez de 1'argent a cet artisan ?

19. II faut que je lui en fournisse, il u'en a pas. 20. Quoi que vous

fassiez, vous ne re'ugsirez pas. 21. Quoi que dise M. votre frere per-
sonne ne le croira. 22. Faut-il que je vous derive ? 23. II faut que
vous m'e'criviez. 24. Desirez-vous que je sois malade ? 25. Je ne'
desire pas que vous tombiez malade (que vous soyez malade). 26. Exigez-
vous que je vous dise cela ? 27. II faut que vous me disiez tout. 28.

Desirez-vous que j'aille chez vous. 29. Je de'sire que vous y alliez.

30. Faut-il que je me leve ? 31. II faut que vous vous leviez a 1'in-

stant. 32. Faut-il que M. votre frere se couche ? 33. II faut qu'il se

couche a 1'iustaut. 34. II est temps qu'il se couche, il est miuuit.

EXERCISE 143 (Vol. IL, page 174).

1. Do you think that this cloth will last long ? 2. I think that it

will wear well, for it is strong. 3. Do you think that our porter will

be long coming back ? 4. I think that he will not tarry. 5. Do you
wish us to stand (to remain standing) ? 6. On the contrary, I wish you
to sit down. 7. Do you believe that those students' can learn five

pages by heart in two hours ? 8. I believe that it is impossible. 9.

Do you hope that our friend may come early ? 10. I hope that he
will arrive soon. 11. What kind of a decanter must you have ? 12. I

want one which holds (may hold) a litre. 13. I have a crystal one

which holds two litres. 14. Do you think that that merchant grows
rich at your expense ? 15. I know that he grows rich at the expense
of others. 16. What parasol do you think of lending me ? 17. I

think of lending you the best I have. 18. Will the tanner succeed in

earning a living ? 19. I do not think that he will succeed. 20. Do
you think that this money will suffice for your father ? 21. I think

that it will be sufficient for him. 22. Do you believe that those gentle-

men depend upon me ? 23. I know that they depend upon you. 24.

Do you think that the concert will take place to-day ? 25. I think

that it will not take place.

EXERCISE 144 (Vol. IL, page 174).

1. Croyez-vous que le concert ait eu lieu ? 2. Je crois qu'il a eu

lieu. 3. Croyez-vous que la robe de Mlle votre soeur dure bien ? 4. Je

crois qu'elle durera bien, car la sole en est tres bonne. 5. Croyez-vous

que notre ami reussisse a gagner sa vie ? 6. Je crois qu'il y re'ussira,

car il est tres diligent. 7. Pensez-vous que le tanneur s'enrichisse a

mes depens ? 8. Je pense qu'il s'enrichit aux depens d'autrui. 9. Le
marchand s'enrichit-il aux depens de mon pere ? 10. II s'enrichit a

vos de'pens. 11. Quelle sorte de maison vous faut-il ? 12. II me
faut une maison qui ait dix chambres. 13. J'ai une bonne maison

qui a douze chambres. 14. Quelle sorte de carafe cherchez-vous ?

15. J'en cherche une qui contieune trois litres. 16. J'en ai

une qui contieut deux litres; je vous la preterai. 17. Quel habit
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EXERCISE 145 (Vol. II., page 202).

1. Would you with me to buy a coat half worn out P 2. I wish

that you should buy a nw one. 3. Did they wish that sick soldier to

to his post P 4. They wished that he might repair to bin

regiment. 5. Would it bo uecossary for me to dwell on the sea-shore 'f

11. It would bo necessary, for the recovery of your health, that you
should n-i'iiir to Switzerland. 7. Do you not thiuk Unit this child

resembles his mother P 8. I do uot think (that) he resembles her. 9.

Whom does ho resemble P 10. Ho resembles his eldest sister. 11.

Would you couseut to your daughter's marriage with that druukurd ?

12. Would you have us die with want ? 13. I feared lest those ladies

might die with the cold. 14. Will you not fire at that hare ? 15. I

would fire at that woodcock, if my guu were loaded. 16. How muuy
shots would you have me fire ? 17. If you had powder, I would have

you fire at that partridge. 18. Do you wish me to cast a glance upon
that letter ? 19. I would have you read it. 20. What would you
have me do P 21. I would have you pay attention to your studies.

J_'. Would it be necessary for me to go out ? 23. It would be neces-

sary for you to remain at home. 21. What would you that I should

do to that horso ? lio. I would have you strike it with the whip.

EXERCISE 146 (Vol. II., page 202).
1. Quo voudii -/.-voiis que je fisse? 2. Je voudrais que vons jetas-

siez un coup d'ueil sur cette lettre. 3. Voudriez-vous que je doniiasse

des coups de baton a ce chien ? 4. Je voudrais quo vous donnassiez

des coups de fouet a ce cheval. 5. Exigeriez-vous que nous revins-

sions a cinq heures ? 6. J'exigerais que vous revinssiez de bonne

heure. 7. Pensez-vous que votre frere ressemble a M. votre pore ? 8.

Je ne pense pas qu'il ressemble a mon pere ? 9. A. qui peusez-vous

qu'il ressemble ? 10. Je crois qu'il ressemble a ma mere. 11. Com-
bien de coups (de fusil, Ac.) avez-vous tire's ? 12. J'ai tir cinq coups
sur cette Wcasse. 13. Ne voudriez-vous pas quo je tirosso sur cette

perdriz ? 14. Je voudrais que vous tirassiez sur cette perdrix, si votro

fusil ^tait charge". 15. Ou faudrait-il que je demeurasse ? 16. II

faudrait que vous demeurassiez au bord de la mer. 17. Voudriez-vous

que je mourusse de foim ? 18. Je ne voudrais pas que vous inourus-

siez de faim. 19. Voudriez-vous que votre frere mourut de froid ?

20. Je ne voudrais pas qu'il niourut de froid ou do misere. 21. Que
youdriez-vous que fit M. votre flls ? 22. Je voudrais qu'il opprit ses

lecons. 23. Voudriez-vous qu'il apprit Vallemand ? 24. Je voudrais

qu'il aprit 1'allenmnd et 1'espagnol. 25. Avez-vous tird sur ce lievre ?

26. Je n'ai pas tire
1

sur ce lievre. 27. Faudrait-il que je sortisse ? 28.

II faudrait que vous sortissiez. 29. Faudrait-il que je rcstosse ici ?

30. II faudrait que voas allassiez a I'^glise. 31. Que dtteiriez-vous ?

32. Je voulais que vous m'ccrivissiez. 33. Vouliez-vous que j'ache-

tasse un habit a demi-usd ? 34. Je voulais que vous achetassiez uu
bon chapeau.

are bineoted by the arrow perpendicular to them, is another

instance, the arrow being the axis of ymmt-try. Whererer

MECHANICS. VII.

AXIS OF SYMMETRY STABLE AND UNSTABLE EQUILIBRIUM.
AXIS OF SYMMETRY.

THERE is a large number of cases in which, though we may not

be able actually to find the centre of gravity, we can say it is

on some line in reference to which the body is symmetrically
formed. In an egg, for example, the line joining the round and

pointed ends is an axis of symmetry. If we make cross sec-

tions of it perpendicular to this line, they will be all circles

through the centres of which the line will pass. The elliptic

oval at a, Fig. 33,* and the cylinder at c, and the right cone

at d, are instances. The cubical box at e is another, in which
the cross section is a square, the line joining the meetings of

the diagonals on the upper and lower faces being a symmetrical
axis. The oval board at b, also, in which all the dotted lines

It will be noticed that some of the figures which have been em-

ployed in Lesson VI. in Mechanics have been introduced a second

time in the present lesson. This has been done to spare the reader

the trouble and annoyance of bavin? to turn from one page to another

when reference has been made in the course of a lesson to any figure

which has been used before as a means of illustrating the text. When-
ever, therefore, any figure is given a second time, it must be under-

stood that this is the reason for its repetition.

a

Fig.

two such axes exist, of course the centre of gravity is their

point of intersection ; but if there be one only, aa in the

/\ portion of the ring in Fig. 34, the posi-
tion of the centre on it most be ascer-

tained by other means.

STABLE AND UNSTABLE EQUILIBRIUM.

In the last lesson, I showed yon that

when a body rests in equilibrium on a
horizontal plane, the perpendicular from
the centre of gravity falls within its base.

Fig. 34. Thig condition being satisfied, it will not

upset of itself, but may be overturned from without by a force

acting sideways. What are the conditions on which depend
the ease, or the difficulty, with which it can be so upset ? Let
three cylinders, a, b, c, Fig. 35, be taken in illustration ; the

first of broad base and small height, the other two of equal

heights and bases, the

latter narrow in each.

Suppose that a force, say
of one pound, represented

by the dotted arrow

pointing to the right, is

applied transversely to

each, and let the weights
of the bodies be repre-
sented by arrows pointing
downwards on the ver-

tical lines in which their

centres of gravity lie.

Now, the resultant in

each cylinder of these

two forces, represented F .

35
by the arrows slanting to

the right, is the upsetting force. If this arrow strikes the

ground outside the base of any cylinder, it will overturn ; if

uithin, it will remain standing as before.

1. Now, taking any one of the cylinders, say a, it is evident

that the transverse force remaining the same, and the height

at which it is applied the same, the greater its weight is the

longer will the arrow o P be, and therefore the more will the

resultant o R slope downwards towards o p, tending to fall

within the base. Therefore, everything else being the same,

the greater the weight of the body the less easily is it upset,

that is, the more stable it is.

2. Again supposing the weights of the two cylinders, a, c, to

be equal, but the base of the former greater than that of the

latter, if equal transverse forces be applied to both at eqnal

heights, then o R being also equal in both and equally inclined

to o P, the resultant will tend more to fall within the base 11

than in b, that is, everything else being the same, the broader

the base the greater the stability.

3. Further, if, as in 6 and c, the bases and weights being the

same, and the transverse force applied to each cylinder being

still one pound, the force is applied higher up in one cylinder

than in the other, then the resultant is more likely to meet 1

ground within the base in the latter than in the former ; that

is, the lower doirn the transverse force is applied, everything

else being the same, the greater the stability.
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. 4. Lastly, as is evident from d, e, f, in Fig. 35, when the

bodies incline to one side, the perpendicular from the centre of

gravity meets the base nearer to its circumference on that side ;

and, if the transverse force is applied in that direction, the

resultant tends more to fall outside the base ; that is, everything

else being the same, the stability is least when the upsetting

force acts in the direction in which the body leans.

These are truths known to everybody from experience, but of

which here you see the "reason why," and, what is of no less

advantage, you obtain a rule by which you may measure the

amount of stability or instability in any case that may come

before yon. If you draw figures for bodies of different weights,

different bases, different transverse forces, and their heights of

application, you
will by trial feel

your way, and
soon clearly

understand the

subject.
But the cases

to which the

terms "sta-

bility" and "in-

stability
"

are

\ more commonly
) applied, are
"

those in which
there is onlyone

point of sup-

port, and the

slightest force

from without

causes disturb-

ance. In Fig. 36, as was shown in Lesson V. (page 152), tho

body supported at the point o is in equilibrium in the two

positions o A B and o c D. Now, the first of these is one of

stability, the second of instability. What do these terms

denote ? This : that if you pull the stable body out of its rest

into any other position to right or left, say o E F, back it will

return to A o B, as though by a free choice. In the disturbed

position o E F, the weight acting downwards at G pulls it back ;

it can descend, but not ascend. Try the same on the position
o c D ; the body, no longer supported from below, cannot re-

ascend ; down it will rush to the stable position; and, after

oscillating there for a few turns, come to rest. We see thus

that in stable equilibrium the centre of gravity is in the lowest

2>ossible position ; in unstable in the higliest.

Now, take the same body attached to the post at its centre

of gravity, G, Fig. 37. How-
ever you turn it round, G is

supported, and the body rests.

The equilibrium, therefore, is

neither stable nor unstable.

It neither returns on disturb-

ance to the first position, nor
rushes away from it. This is

termed " neutral equilibrium ;"

the centre can neither ascend
nor descend.

Now take the egg-shaped
bodies, Fig. 38 ; that represented at b is stable, for the centre
of gravity, supported from below, is in the lowest possible

position. Dis-

turb it into the

position a, this

centre ascends,
and the weight
pulling down-
wards brings
it back to b.

C. - The body in

the position c

is unstable. It

is in equili-

brium, but on
disturbance rolls through the position c into the position b. In
this case also you see the centre, for stability, must be in its

lowest position ; for instability, in its highest. But perfectly

Fig. 40.

Fig. 38.

Fig. 39.

-U.

round balls, such as in Fig. 27 (page 200), are neutral, their

centres, as you roll them on the ground, can neither ascend nor

descend.

Take now the balls in a, Fig. 39, which represents a geological
section of hills and valleys. Those on the tops of the hills are

unstable, because their centres of gravity are in their highest

positions. Disturb them, and
down they roll into stable positions
in the valleys, the lowest positions
of these centres. But here now a

new principle is brought to light.

A body may admit of several

positions of equilibrium, but an
unstable is always between two

stables, and a stable between two
unstables. The ball in the valley
has a ball perched on the hill on
either side, and the ball on the
hill has a ball in the valley on
either side.

Take another illustration. Let
it be a convex body, like a sea-shore pebble, with one side, as
in Fig. 39, b, flatter than the other. I showed yon in the last

lesson that such a body should have as many positions of

equilibrium on a plane as you can draw lines from its centre of

gravity piercing its surface at right angles. Let such points
in this pebble be A, B, c, D, the first and
third more distant from the centre G than
the other two. If I now try to make it

rest on the ground at A, the centre being
higher than it would be if the body touched
the ground on either side of that point, it

will roll down to either B or D, which are

two stable positions. We thus learn that,
The Positions of Equilibrium of a con-

vex body, supported from below, are

alternately stable and unstable.

As a further illustration of the peculiarities of the centre of

gravity, take an egg. Why does it generally rest with its

pointed end downwards, as at d, Fig. 39, while an egg, as at c,

turned in wood of tho same size and form, rests broad-end down ?

Explain, also, the reason the prancing-horse toy, represented at

Fig. 40, supported at the edge of a table,

and having a wire attached to him, which
carries a heavy ball at its other end, does

not fall on the ground, but, when disturbed,
rocks backwards and forwards. Also, how
a rocking-horse is set rocking by the child

on his back. The four-oared boat and
crew in Fig. 41, supported by the point of a

needle on the iron upright below, imitates

a boat's motion at sea, rising, and plunging,
and going round, if the oars are loaded at

their ends; explain this. Also, how the

harlequin, Fig. 42, is balanced on his

pedestal, as he twirls round and bows,

leaning forward and falling backward at

the imminent peril of coming to the ground. Instances of this

kind could be multiplied without end, but as much as our space
allows has been said on the centre of gravity, which we shall

now leave to apply the principles so far set forth to practice,

commencing with the Mechanical Powers.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN LESSON V.

1. To prevent the perpendicular from his centre of gravity falling

outside his base as he springs on the fore-foot to advance. On coming
down to counterpoise the centre of gravity's falling forward.

2. He draws his feet under the chair, in order to get a base over

which, by leaning forward, he brings his centre of gravity, and lifts

that centre upwards by his muscular strength.
3. He leans to the opposite side in order to keep the common centre

of gravity of himself and bucket over the base of support.
4. Else the perpendicular from his centre of gravity would meet the

ground in advance of his feet.

5. Because the resultant of the forward motion, and the weight of

horse and rider acting at their common centre of gravity, is then more

apt to meet the ground outside the base of support of the horse's legs.

6. Because in that case the perpendicular from the centre of gravity,

being lower do\ru, is less apt to meet the ground outside the base

when the road slopes to one side.

Fig. 42.
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CAMBRIDGE. I.

WE purpose in this, and other articles which will follow, to

ir roodora aomo alight sketch of the University of Cam-
. and of ita modo of proceeding to degrees, coupled with a

l'.".v hints on tho general course, and the method of paesing
through its curriculum with the least possible expense. Our
i-.-m irk -i will form, ao far aa onr space will allow, a brief prac-

lide to the student who desires to obtain from this Uni-

versity the degree of B.A., as well aa to candidates for the

local examinations for young people of both sexes, and the

I<.I_'!I.T examinations for women, which thia University waa the

first to institute.

Let na first of all distingniah between the colleges and tho

University. Of tho former (not reckoning Cavendish or Selwyn
Colleges) there are seventeen, and these together form the Uni-

versity, which has its own proper officers selected from tho

resident members of tho colleges, except in tho case of non-

collegiate students. To be "attached," a student must first of

all become a member of a college, and then, on going into resi-

dence, matriculate as a member of the University. To become
a member of a college, it is necessary to produce a certificate,

signed by some Cambridge M.A., to the effect that he believes

the candidate to be a person qualified,
" both as to learning

and moral character," to be a member of the college. At some
of tho colleges there is also an entrance examination. This, of

course, is only intended 'to exclude such aa are not np to the
standard of the lecturea delivered in the college. At some
colleges also the baptismal certificate is required.

It is advisable that tho student should decide, either before

or immediately after commencing residence, as to the course of

reading which he intends to pursue. He may take his degree
either in honours or in the ordinary examination. If he decide

for the former, he will pass the previous examination in his first

term, and there will lie open to him the mathematical, classical,
moral science, natural science, and law triposes. The examina-
tion for each of these is held once in the year ; and the whole of

the student's reading should be specially arranged with a view
to the final examination. On this part of the subject we shall

make a few remarks further on. If the student decide for the

ordinary degree, he will have to pass three examinations :

i. The previous examination, or "
little-go," in the first or

any later term of residence.

ii. The general examination, not earlier than the end of the

second year.
iii. The special examination, not earlier than the end of the

third year.
For the ordinary or poll degree it is only necessary to reside

from October in one year to the following May two years.
This is the shortest possible time, inasmuch as the University
requires a residence of nine terms (of whioh there are three in

each year) before granting the degree of B.A.

On the subject of terms, it may be sufficient to say that there

are three in the course of the year : the Michaelmas or October

term, from October 1 to December 19 ; the Lent term, from

January 8 to the Thursday next before Easter Day ; the Easter
or Midsummer term, from the Tuesday after Easter Day to

June 24. To keep any term the student must reside in college
or in a lodging-house licensed by the University, and must dine

in hall and attend chapel during two-thirds of the above speci-
fied periods.
We have now to make a few general remarks upon the honour

triposes, and the examinations for the ordinary degree. Ac-
cording to the new scheme, first in force in 1883, the examina-
tion for the mathematical tripos consists of three parts, lasting
for three days each. Part I. commences on the Thursday
before the last Sunday but one in May ; it is elementary, and
embraces Euclid, arithmetic, algebra, plane trigonometry, and
the elementary parts of conies, statics, dynamics, hydrostatics,
optics, Newton, and astronomy. On the eleventh day after the
conclusion of Part I., the moderators and examiners declare
what persons deserve mathematical honours, or an ordinary
B.A. degree, or to be excused from the general examination for
the B.A. degree ; and those persons only can present them-
aelves for examination in Part II. who are declared deserving
of mathematical honours. The examination in Part II. (in

higher mathematics) begins the Thursday following the last

71 N.E.*

Sunday in May. On the seventh day after the termination of

1'urt II., a list of candidate* in published, in which account i*

taken of the examination in Part* L and II., and arranged in

throe claasea wrangler*, aenior optima*, and junior optiflM*
each clam being in order of merit The wrangler* only are

eligible for examination hi Part III., which begin* the first

Monday in January, and ia divided into four group* of

advanced aubjccts. On the tenth day after the end of the

examination in Part III., a diviaion lilt i* published, arranged

alphabetically in three division*. The moderator* and ex-

aminers may place in tho first diviaion any candidate showing
eminent proficiency in any one group.
A student who goes up to Cambridge with a fair knowledge of

mathematics can scarcely fail to paaa the second of the honour*
examinations by merely uaing the lecture* of hi* college. Bat to

obtain a good place it ia decidedly advisable to hare the as-

sistance of a private tutor, in undergraduate language celled

a " coach." To any one considering the question of expense
thia will be a serious drawback, and more will therefore be said

on the subject under the head of
"
tuition." Suffice it here to

say that, starting with a fair knowledge of Euclid, algebra,

trigonometry, and perhaps a little conic sections, a man of

ordinary ability may reasonably expect to place himself, by the

aid of the college lectures alone, amongst the senior optime*.
At St. John's and Trinity the college lectures are said to be

sufficient to place a man amongst the wranglers.

According to the new regulations, the firat examination for

the classical tripos commences on the Monday after the last

Sunday but one in May, not sooner than the fifth term ;

the second is held not sooner than the eighth term, and
commences on the Monday after the last Sunday in May. The
examinations comprise papers in Greek and Latin, proee and

verse, composition, translation from the standard Greek and
Latin authors, and ancient history. To take a good place, it is

absolutely necessary to have undergone a thoroughly sound

classical training and grounding while at school. For the

mathematical tripos a man may prepare himself by diligent
"
coaching

"
after going into residence, but this cannot be done

in the case of the classical. It will be useless for any to

attempt it who have not a sound groundwork of Greek and

Latin knowledge before entering the University. The examina-

tion ranges over the whole field of classical literature, and ita

object is to test the knowledge rather than the memory of the

candidate. It is with a view to this that the pieces are selected,

and it frequently happens that students of very extensive read-

ing have not previously seen more than one- half of the pieces

set. In the second part the candidate may take not more than

two of the following subjects history, philosophy, philology,

and archaeology.
The examination for the moral sciences tripos (which was esta-

blished as recently as 1851) is held in May, and embraces moral,

mental, and political philosophy, logic, metaphysics, and poli-

tical economy. This tripos, in contradistinction to the classical,

requires no school training, and students will therefore start more
on a level with their competitors. To it is appended a pass ex-

amination in moral philosophy, history, and political economy,
which also, with the three classes of the tripos, entitles to the

degree of B.A. The natural sciences tripos was also instituted

in 1851, and the examination embraces chemistry, physics, mine-

ralogy, geology, botany, zoology, comparative anatomy, human

anatomy, and physiology. Of course it is obvious that when so

vast a field of study is included in one examination, only general

principles and their application can be expected of the student.

The examination, which is held in May, is made as practical aa

possible by requiring the candidates to analyse certain sub-

mit^-ed specimens from the various departments.
The examination for the law tripos is held in May, and

embraces Roman, English, and International Law, English

History, and English Constitutional Law. This tripos entitles

to the degree of B.L., or Bachelor of Laws, and it is, of course,

invaluable to those whose destiny is the profession of the law,

enabling them to prepare themselves while at Cambridge for

their future reading, and without any unnecessary waste of

time to pass from the degree of B.L. to that of M.L. and

LL.D.
In addition to those already mentioned, there are also the

Theological, Historical, Indian, and Semitic Languages triposes,

full details of which may be found in the University calendar.
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We have thus passed in review all the honour triposes. We
have now to consider the ordinary or poll examination, which

confers, probably, as many degrees as all the triposes put to-

gether. To take this, which is called the Poll degree, the

student will have to pass, as we have mentioned above, three

examinations. The first, or "Previous Examination," occurs

about the end of the first year of residence. This is required
of all, whether candidates for honours or for the ordinary degree.
But the former are required to pass in what are called

" Ad-
ditional Subjects," as well as in the ordinary subjects, which
are common to all, and consist of the following, viz. :

The accidence of Greek and Latin Grammar.
One book or more of some Latin classic.

The same of some Greek classic.

One of the four Gospels in the original Greek.

Paley's
" Evidences of Christianity."

Euclid I., II., HI., VI. 119 and A.

Arithmetic.

Elementary Algebra.
It is obviously necessary that the student should have some

knowledge of these before going into residence. The additional

subjects for those who intend to graduate in honours are

Algebra and Logarithms, ) /

Elementary Trigonometry, > or < French and German.

Elementary Mechanics, ) (

Of this examination it may be enough to say that, as it is

intended for all alike, the standard in the ordinary subjects is

necessarily low, the chief difficulty being found in the Grammar
paper. The standard in the additional subjects is, of course,

higher ; and it is important to remember that a minimum of

marks must be obtained in every paper, or the candidate will

not pass. After this examination, candidates for honours are

not called upon again by the University until the time of their

tripos. But for poll men the General Examination occurs about
the end of the second year of residence. The subjects are

(1.) The Book af the Acts of the Apostles in Greek. (2.)

One of the Latin classics. (3.) One of the Greek classics. (4.)

Elementary Algebra. (5.) Elementary Statics. (6.) Elemen-

tary Hydrostatics. (7.) Elementary Heat. (8.) English Prose

Composition. (9). Latin Prose Composition. (10.) A Play of

Shakespeare.
The last three papers, however, are not compulsory, but the

marks obtained in them are added in to the sum total, which
determines the order in the list. This, when published, is divided

into four classes, the names being arranged alphabetically.
After passing this examination there lie open to the student

six different subjects in which he may obtain his B.A. degree

i.e., in theology, moral science, law and modern history, natural

science, mechanism and applied science, music ; and the

University desires, in thus extending their range of the final or,

as it is called, Special Examination, to enable a man to read in

his last year those subjects which may be most useful to him
in after life. This examination is held at the end of the third

year of residence ; and the list, when published, is divided into

two classes, of which the first only is arranged in order of

merit.

The theological branch consists of papers in

(1.) Selected books of the Old Testament in English.

(2.) One of the Gospels in the original Greek.

(3.) One or more of the Epistles in the original Greek.

(4) The History of the Church of England down to 1830,
and selected subjects or periods of English Church
History.

The moral science branch is divided into the two heads of

logic and political economy ; and the candidate must pass in
one of these heads.

The law and modern history branch is divided into two
heads, in one or other of which the candidate must pass :

Law. (1.) Lord Mackenzie on Eoman Law, or the elements
of Hindu and Mohammedan Law. (2.) Blackstone's
Commentaries.

History. (1.) Outlines of English History from the Norman
.

Conquest to the Accession of George IV. (2.) Hallam's
Constitutional History. (3.) A specified period of

European History.
The natural science branch is divided into four heads, in one

of which the student must pass viz., chemistry, geology,
botany, and zoology. The mechanical science branch consists

of papers on the practical application of mechanics, hydrostatics,
hydraulics, heat, electricity, magnetism, etc.

It will be useful for the student to have previously attended
a course of lectures on that subject in which he purposes to

take his degree.
These are the various methods by which a student may attain

the object of his residence at Cambridge. In our next paper
we shall consider the general subject of expense, under which
tuition will be included, and give some account of the various
emoluments and rewards which the University and colleges
hold out for the encouragement of successful competitors.

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XLIV.
CEOSS MULTIPLICATION.

9. A METHOD much used in practice by workmen in finding
areas, is called Cross Multiplication. In theory it is the same
as the method of duodecimals, but the operation is arranged in

a rather different form.

The dimensions used are : A foot ; faot & foot, which is an
inch (sometimes also called a prime) ; fa of a prime, called a
second ; fa of a second, called a third. Primes, seconds, and
thirds, etc., are denoted by one, two, or three, etc., accents

respectively written above the numbers, and a little to the right.

Thus, 5 feet 2 inches (or primes) 4 seconds and 25 thirds

would be written
5ft. 2' 4" 25"'.

EXAMPLE. (1.) Find the area of a rectangular board 12 ft. 7 in.

long and 4 ft. 3 in. wide.

12 ft. r
4 ft. 3'

50
3

53 sq. ft. 5' 9"

The reason of the above process will be seen by exhibiting it

in the following form :

12 ft. r - 12 ft. + A ft.

4 ft. 3' = 4 ft. + A ft.

Now, first * multiplying the multiplicand by 4 feet, we get

4 ft. x A ft. = ?| sq. ft. = 2 sq. ft. -5- A sq. ft.

and 4 ft. x 12 ft. = 48 sq. ft.

Adding these together, we get

(1) 50 sq. ft. + A sq. ft., or 50 4' square feet.

Again, multiplying the multiplicand by ^ feet, we get

A ft- x A ft. = & sq. ft. = A sq. ft- + T?J sq. ft.

and A ft. x 12 ft. = 3 sq. ft.

Adding these last together, we get

(2) 3 sq. ft. + A sq. ft. + r? sq. ft. or 3 1' 9" square feet.

Adding (1) and (2) together, which must give the whole area,

we get
53 sq. ft. + A sq. ft. + T!i sq. ft.,

which is 53 5' 9" sq. ft.

5 here are A of a square foot,

that is, A x 144, or 5 x 12 square inches.

9" is r* of a square foot, or 9 square inches.

Hence, to reduce the square primes and seconds in the pro-
duct to square inches, multiply the primes by 12, and add the

seconds to the product.
Hence the result is 53 square feet 69 square inches.

10. It will be seen from the above that feet X feet give

(square) feet, feet X primes give (square) primes, feet X seconds

(square) seconds, and so on. Primes X primes give (square)

seconds, primes X 'onds (square) thirds, seconds X seconds

give (square) fourths, and so on.

Hence we see that, in multiplying any denominations together,
the denomination of the product is got by adding together the

accents placed above each number which we multiply, observing
that the numbers expressing feet have no accent or index above

them.
The above remarks will sufficiently explain the following
Rule for Cross Multiplication. Place the several terms of the

* We speak here, for shortness, of multiplying feet by feet ; but let

the reader refer to, and bear in mind, the observation following Art. 7,

in Lesson XXII., Vol. I., page 380. ^
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inultiplior iindor the corresponding terms of the multiplicand.

.Multiply eoh term of tin- multiplicand by each term of tho

multiplier xtpanktely, beginning with tho lowest denomination in

:m multiplic.iiKl iui'1 tho highest in tho multiplier, and plin-in^

the first iiguru of eaah line one pluoo to the right of that of tin-

preceding lino, under ita corresponding denomination. J''in:illy,

uld tlio Hcvi-nil lines together, carrying 1 for each 12 both in

multiplying and adding. The Hum will be tlioanswor required.
I tho area of a board 9 ft. 7' 2" long, and

3 ft. 4' 7" wide.

9 ft. T 2*

8 ft. 47*
SW sq.ft. 9' 6"

8 sq.ft. 2* 4" 8"
5* 7' 2-* 2"

32 sq.ft. 5' 5* 10" 2" Antvier.

Wo now subjoin some other examples connected with square
and cubic measure, such as are of frequent occurrence, not con-

fining ourselves to the method of duodecimals.

EXAMPLE. (3.) Find the oost of carpeting a room 24 ft. 6 in.

long by 18 ft. 4 in. wide, with carpet which is 2 of a yard broad,
and costs 3s. ltd. a yard.

24; x I8i = number of square feet in the floor,

and tho breadth of the carpet is * of a foot.

Therefore the length of carpet in feet x ft. = area of floor in sq.

feet = 24} x 181.
241 x 181

Therefore the number of feet of carpet required = .

And each foot of carpet costs Is. 3d., or 1,8.
241- x 18l- 5

Therefore, required cost = x -
shillings

49x55x4x5_ 13475

2x3x9x4
-2-T =-^ Bhillings

= 12 9s. 6Jd.
5t

EXAMPLE. (4.) What is the height of a room which contains

223 cub. yds. 7 cub. ft. 624 cub. in. of air, the area of the

floor being 41 sq. yds. 12 sq. in. ?

Since the cubical contents are obtained by multiplying the

three dimensions of length, breadth, and height together, and
the area of the floor is obtained by multiplying the length and
breadth together, we shall evidently get the height of tho room

by dividing the cubical contents by the area of the floor.

223 cub. yds. 7 cub. ft. 624 cub. in. = 6028^ cub. ft. = 6028-J-J- cub. ft.

41 sq. yds. 12 sq. in. = 369^ sq. ft. = 369^ sq. ft.

Hence required _ 60281* _ 217021 12 _ 217021

height in feet

~
369A 36

X
4429

~
3

4429 ) 217021 ( 49

17716

39861
39861

4429.

Hence required height = V feet = 16 feet 4 inches.

EXEBCISE 63. EXAMPLES IN SCALES OP NOTATION, DUO-
DECIMALS, CROSS MULTIPLICATION, ETC.

1. Transform 12345678 from the decimal to the duodecimal scale, and
also to the scale of 7.

2. Transform 58367 from the decimal to the duodecimal scale.

3. Transform 57(39 from the duodecimal to the decimal scale.

4. Transform 67535 from the scale of 8 to the scale of 6.

5. Transform 79658 from the duodecimal scale to the scale of 8.

6. Transform tetet from the duodecimal to the decimal scale.

7. How many square feet are there in a beard 15 ft. 7 in. long, and
1 it. 10 in. wide ?

8. How many cubic feet are there in a block 18 ft. 5 in. long, 4 ft.

2 in. wide, and 3 ft. 6 in. thick?
9. Find the area of a space 16 ft. Sf 4" by 6 ft. 5' 8" 10"*.

10. Find the area of a space 18 ft. 0' 5" 10'" by 4 ft. 8' 7" 9"'.

11. What will it cost to plaster a room 20 ft. 6 in. long, 18 ft. wide,
and 10 ft. high, at 6jd. a square yard ?

12. How many brick* 8 in. long, 4 in. wide, and 2 in. thick, will make
a wall 50 ft. long, 10 ft. high, and L> ft. <> in. thick ?

13. Find the cost of carpeting the following rooms :

(a) 18 ft. 4 in. long, 13 ft. 6 in. broad, with carpet { of a yard
wide, at 2s. 9d. a yard.

(b) 11 ft. 6 in. long, 10 ft. 4 in. broad, at 10s. 6d. a square yard.

(c) 16 ft. 11 in. long, 13 ft. 3 in. wide, with carpet 2 ft. 3 in.

wide, at 4s. 7d. a yard.
14. A Turkey carpet 11 ft. 6 in. long by 9 ft. 8 in. wide is laid down

In a room 14 ft. long by 12 ft. 6 in. wide; find the amount of oil-clot Ji

necessary to complete the covering of tho floor, and its cost at 5s. par
square yard.

15. Tho length of a room is twice ita breadth, and ita ana is 1152

square foet
; what Is ita length ?

10. Find the cost of carpeting a room 17 ft. in. loom; by 13 ft. 9 in.

wide, with carpet } yard wide, at 4s. 84. a yard.
17. If a cubic foot of water weighs 1000 oonoes, what most b* Uta

depth of a rectangular tank, which is 35 ft. Ions; and 10 ft. broad, that
it limy JUKI <.,,,! uii 1000 tons of water /

'

roller being ft. in. in circumference and 2 ft. 3 in. wide,
makes 12 revolution* as it moves from one end of a grass-plot to th
< .! !i< T, and passes 10 times from one end to the other ; find tho area, of

the grass-plot.
19. What length must be cut off a plank 1{ ft. broad and 9 in. deep,

in order that it may contain 11-J cubic feet?

20. A block of wood in the form of a rectangular parallelepiped*
measures along ita edges 18} ft., 5i ft., and 3 ft. respectively ; And ita

value if a cubical block of the same wood, whose edges are all 11 in.

long, is worth 3s. 6d.

21. On laying down a bowling-green with soda 2 ft. 6 in. long by 9

in. wide, it is found that it requires 75 sods to form one strip the whole

length of the green, and that a man can lay down one strip and a

quarter each day ;
find the area laid down in 8 days.

22. If a cubic foot of water weighs 1000 oz., find to what depth a
ton of water will cover an acre.

23. A square foot of paper weighed 104*68 grains, and when 320

figures had been written on it, weighed 105*155 grains. If a strip of

this paper 5j inches wide be taken to have written on it the circulating

period of Too'nn (which contains 100102 figures) in two lines at the

rate of 5 figures in an inch, find the weight of the whole, and the length
of the paper, and express this act in terms of the height of Salisbury

spire, which is 400 feet.

Errata.. In page 142 of this vol., col. 2, line 40, for "2j" read "\ ;"
line 41, for "1 : 1 : j," read "1:1: J;" and in line 42, for "7 Ibe. of the

third," read "5 Ibs."

SKETCHING FROM NATURE. IV.
THEORY OF SKETCHING.

THE previous lessons upon Sketching from Nature have been
almost entirely devoted to the practice ; we must now say some-

thing upon the theory, and offer our pupils some advice upon the

course they must pursue amongst the difficulties they will find in

the principles and application of the art. During their progress

they will meet with many perplexities, for which technical rules

can afford but little assistance, because the theory of art depends
upon laws of quite a different nature. The rules we have given
will help them over grammatical difficulties and assist them in

the work of construction, and for these reasons they cannot be

dispensed with ; but they are incapable of giving those charms
to a picture which it is the province of theory to impart, founded

upon a right feeling for the beauties and effects of nature. Our
pupils have now at their command a sufficient supply of geome-
trical information, as well as directions where to find it in these

pages, and of which we hope and trust they will make good use:

it will prove to be the best and most solid foundation whereupon
to build other principles to be derived from a close observation

of nature, and from a careful study of the numerous works of

our most eminent artists. The few remarks we made in our
first lesson upon the choice of a subject were offered with a view
of cautioning our pupils not to overburden themselves with too

many details at first, but to make their early essays from the

most simple subjects they could find. It is remarkable, but very
little experience will make it evident, that many subjects which
at first sight appear to be easy, from the fact that they are com-

posed of few prominent objects, will upon close examination, and

especially during the process of drawing, seem to expand into a

quantity of detail beyond all previous anticipation. Very fre-

quently a feeling of discouragement is the consequence. We
make this last observation, knowing from experience that in the

majority of cases the cause of the discouragement did not arise

from the unexpected amount of details, but because too little

value was placed upon them. The results were failures ; indeed,
how could they be otherwise ? As the pupil progresses his con-

fidence will increase, and he will thus decide for himself t.ie kind

of subject, and its extent, that he may feel capable of undertak-

ing. Whilst allowing this, a few words of advice may be useful.

There are various reasons why, in our individual estimation, one

* A parallelepiped is a six-sided rectangular figure whose opposite
sides are of equal dimensions.
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subject appears preferable to another. It may be the composi-
tion of the subject, or perhaps the display of colour it exhibits ;

or it may be owing to the effect of light and shade. Each
of these circumstances is sufficiently important to create a

preference.
When we sit down to draw an out-door scene, the first ques-

tions that occur to us are : Does it compose well ? Are the

principal lines of the subject harmoniously arranged and con-

nected with each other ? Do any of the less important parts
obtrude in such a way as to offend the eye with their masses and

angles, to the detriment of other parts of greater consequence ?

These questions, and others of a like nature, will suggest them-

selves ; and in the course of our experience we shall find out

that we have the liberty, or licence, as it is termed, to modify the

composition in such a way as to make it agreeable, without

sacrificing the truthfulness of the whole. To apply these re-

marks, let us suppose we are about to draw a scene of which the

view is limited ; in other words, there is very little choice of

position from which to take it. For instance, it might be a

the subject rather the contrary. It is admitted to be correct
in principle and in practice to make the sky subservient to the
rest of the picture, as it is capable of every variety of change
in form, light and shade, and in colour, and yet it need not be
false to nature. Besides, a sky can be made exceedingly service-

able in giving effect, by increasing the mass of dark in a
picture where it is required, or as a background to throw up
objects that are in light. For instance, after a shower, when
the sun has broken out, and its rays are lighting up buildings
and objects in the distance, the retiring dark mass of clouds, as

they dip below the horizon, give, by contrast, additional bril-

liancy to the effect of the sunlight.

Fig. 6 is an example of the right-angular form, of which a line

in the direction from A to B (taking the lines of the hills and the

trees) forms the hypothenuse ; the ground, the base, and the up-
right trees on the right, form the perpendicular. In a subject
like this the above arrangement assists the perspective, and
many artists do not hesitate in the least to make such altera-

tions in the disposition of the parts, that they may be able to
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tower or ruin, having its most interesting part concealed by
trees. The licence we speak of would permit that the position
of the trees might be changed, or their branches directed
another way ; or they might be thinned or cut out so as to
admit a view of the part we wish to preserve. Much of this

may be done without in the least altering the character of the

subject. We give this simply to supply an instance where the
taste and judgment of the artist must be exercised.

One of the most pleasing forms of arrangement in the com-

position of a subject is that of a right-angled triangle. Whether
we employ this form to include the whole subject, as in Fig. 6,

or in parts or in groups, as in Fig. 7, certain it is that it affords

an opportunity for great contrasts, with an harmonious blending
of intermediate forms and proportions to combine them. With
regard to preserving the triangular form of composition, if

desirable, much may be done by slight alterations to make the

picture more effective. The growth of a particular tree may be

improved, and another, much in the way, may be carried
back in the picture. Sometimes the massing of clouds in certain

parts will assist; and we may observe here that clouds and
skies in general are great resources when difficulties arise in the

composition of a landscape, because many liberties may be taken
with their arrangement which cannot in the least interfere with

preserve this character. If a couple of poplars stood in the

foreground, at c or d, of the same height as the tree on the right,

and on the same plane, they would either leave them out, or put
them further back with different heights ; or, with the help of

the sky as a background, modify their prominence, so as not to

destroy the general character of tlie composition. Some will

even venture to remove trees and buildings to other situations

altogether. It was the frequent practice of an eminent English

landscape painter to take great liberties with his subjects in this

respect. He would remove a large group of trees to the opposite
side of a river, rather than they should interfere with the lines

he wished to preserve ; and especially if they were useful in

their new position to give additional improvement to his picture.

But a wholesale interference with the true portraiture of the

landscape is dangerous without long previous experience ;
in

youthful hands it may act prejudicially in the practical part of

the work. It is only they who know well what they are about

who can venture to such an extent as we have just mentioned.

At first, let our pupils bear in mind that they must proceed step

by step ; copy Nature closely until they can copy her well ; then

afterwards they may be able and at liberty to adapt or alter as

they find necessary, or as their improved taste and judgment

may dictate. Mr. John Bumet shows what a master-mind ia
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Fig. 7.

capable of, in a pasnago to bo found in bin work upon landscape

planting in oil. It is thun : "In rxiiniining the pioturoa of

(Jlumlo Ixirraine, and especially tho work of tho ' LilT V .

containing print* from those pictures, wo aro Mtruck witli tho

varioiiH ways in which his studio* from nature wore applied and
dovetailed in, as it wore, to tho composition of u complete work.

The coitm-'-t iir,' links which his own taste made necessary for

this purpose, give us a clear insight into tho mode of generalis-

ing his ideas. The strong passages from nature aro interwoven
juul t<>nod down in their harshness by the extension of tho forms
in more delicate linos, and their abruptness swallowed up by
bringing the softening influence of shadow to come in contact

with them."
In our choice and treatment of a subject, we must bear in

iiiind that there should bo always one leading object to form tho

central attraction of the composition, and wo must devote suffi-

cient care and attention to its character and details, that tho

cyo may have something to rest upon at onco, before it is allowed

to wander off to other parts. It is a practice, or rather a habit

of which few aro aware, but all follow without any predeter-

mination, first to look for something upon which tho eye may
repose ; and, however

interesting tho details

may be, the principal

object will certainly
;be the last the eye
rests upon before it

leaves the picture.
This being the case,
the theory of composi-
tion teaches us to pro-
vide for this result.

Very frequently a few

figures will give an in-

terest to the subject,
and afford an oppor-
tunity for concentra-

ting the attention of

the spectator upon the

picture.
A view which an in-

experienced eye would

pass by without any
especial remark, may
be made exceedingly

interesting. Let . us

go out and sketch a

view on a common :

there may be nothing
much in it ; it may
'be very dull and flat ;

but something, we
trust, will turn up as
we proceed to make
it more lively. The one we have chosen has no trees upon it,

except one, old and dead, possessing only a few angular and leaf-

less branches. Its trunk, almost totally stripped of the bark,
Jbas still clinging to it a piece of ivy ; and even that is weak and

straggling. On the left of the tree, and at about the centre of the

picture, is an unused gravel pit, in which we perceive the leavings
and rubbish of a recent gipsy camp. These are the principal fea-

tures, and we might have passed it by, but as we have sat down
to draw it we will try to make a picture out of it. We begin by
marking in the general lines of the gravel pit, place tho position
of the tree on the right of the picture, and indicate its trunk
and branches. We also arrange some of the lines of tho furze,

brambles, and other wild shrubs, whose forms, wave-like, rise and
fall, gradually blending both in form and colour into the distance,
until the eye is arrested by a low line of far-off lulls. This is

the arrangement. Now we must trust to details in the drawing
to make up the rest, re-commencing with the gravel pit, the

top of which makes an incline from the tree, and dips into a
hollow partly out of sight. The left slope of the pit is covered
with brambles and honeysuckles, and we now perceive for the
first time a stream of water, running under the shelter of some
dock-leaves and foxgloves. Whilst we are drawing these a
donkey approaches, and stations itself upon the bare spot under
the old tree, and its foal lies down by its side. These are valu-

able additions to our picture. Two ragged children, wondering
what wo are about, come oat of curiosity to watch our proceed-
ings. Soon finding no amusement in thin, they go into the gravel

pit, and turn over tho rubbish the gipsie* have left. These afford

other suggestions, and are added to our picture. Home duck*,
from off the common, come and dabble in the little stream

amongst tho dock-leaves. We take advantage of these also.

We then devoto our attention to the mid-distance, amongst
patches of purple heath and yellow furze ; and here we avail

ourselves of tho pictorial licence already mentioned by removing
a cottage, partly surrounded by apple-trees, which is placed

beyond the limits of our picture. Wo see only iU white gable,

pierced with one small window, and it thatch and chimney ;

but this is enough, and we place it peeping above the furza in

the mid-distance. This object helps to break a long monotonous

line, and adds another idea to the whole. Beyond this some peat-

gatherers have lit a fire, and its curling smoke amongst the dark
heather affords another kind of contrast. The whole surface

of tho scene is broken up by passing lights and cloud-shadows,

which, as they float along, bring out alternately brilliant bits of

colour, backed up by shades of various tones to relieve them.
Thus a sameness is

avoided, and what is

very important, they
assist the perspective.
The sky also helps us ;

its patches of blue,

broken up by a few
dark clouds, with

their thousands of

semi-tones and white

masses, form an ex-

cellent background,

against which we put
in the sharp and care-

fully drawn tendrils

and leaves of the ivy
on the old tree. We
finish with the weeds
and wild flowers in the

foreground, brighten

up the children's

dresses, put a few
more brilliant touches

to the ducks, the

sparkling water, and
the most prominent
of the leaves and
branches of the bram-

bles, tone down the
shadows on and near
the donkeys, and

having finished our

sketch, we exclaim,
" All this comes of a dead tree and a gravel pit !"

A repetition, of extreme contrasts must be avoided. They
would render the picture, if in outline, angular and harsh; if

in colour, or light and shade, the result would be "
patchy."

Such effects are startling, but they are not pleasing when re-

peated. They must be accompanied by middle tones of vari-

ous grades. Black and white in juxtaposition are not agree-
able ; but place combinations of them in conjunction with the

extremes, and a very different effect is produced. The same

may bo said of colours without their combinations ; lines also.

Suppose a perpendicular line cuts an horizontal one (and where
there is a repetition of these the effect becomes worse), it will be

necessary to take off the harsh effect they produce by adding
inclined lines (see Fig. 7, where the stooping and inclined figures

unite the two extremes, the one on the ground and the upright

figure).

We must now say something about the introduction of figures
and other objects, all of which contribute largely to the interest

of a picture. If we draw a view of a river and its surroundings,
and there is a towing-path at the side, there ought to be boats

and barge-horses. A farm-yard is not complete without cattle

and pigs ; or a sea-coast without its boats and fishermen. In

short, whatever may be the character of the landscape, the

character of the figures must be in unison. To qualify, there
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fore, in this branch of drawing, we advise our pupils to take it

separately ; that is, to make especial drawings and studies with-

out any additional landscape. They will find that figure-draw-

ing will . require a very close and undivided attention. After-

wards, from a well-stocked portfolio of these studies, selections

may be made and employed according to the nature of the sub-

ject for special purposes. Many artists are never without their

pocket sketch-book and pencil, with which they are always
prepared to note down groups of figures, animals, boats,

wagons, farm implements, or anything that may be considered

of sufficient importance to introduce into a picture. As a pre-

paration for this course of study, we strongly recommend the

practice of drawing from simple objects, which can be conveni-

ently and readily obtained. With regard to the practical treat-

ment of trees, which to beginners are the most difficult passages
in landscape, we would refer our pupils to Lessons in Drawing,
XIII., Vol. I., page 391 ; No. XIV., Vol. II., page 7 ;

No. XV..

page 39 ; and No. XVI., page 72. They will there find all the
instruction that is necessary for their guidance.

In conclusion, we wish to say a few words to those who really

possess a desire to excel in drawing from Nature, and to urge
them never to let an occasion pass by which can afford them an

opportunity for gathering facts and ideas in reference to their

art. Constant observation is highly important. It is not abso-

lutely necessary to be always drawing. The mind can at all

times gather hints which are valuable. It is not the forms of

objects only which must engross their attention. There are

effects and combinations everywhere to be seen, which must be

thoughtfully contemplated and stored up for practical use ; and
if a free and correct manner of drawing has been acquired, the

pleasure of being able to use it successfully for the purpose of

depicting the beauties of Nature will far more than compensate
the student for the labour he has bestowed, or the trouble and

anxiety he has experienced in overcoming the difficulties en-

countered in his progress.

LESSONS IN GEEEK. XX.
II. DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS

A.RE so called because they demonstrate (Lat. de and monstro, I

enow) or point out persons and things, showing what particular
person or thing is in any case intended. They are <58, that

person here ; ovros, this person ; avros, he himself.

Singular. Plural.
M. p. x. M. r. w.

Nom. 6Se, ^8e, roSe. o/Se, aide, raSe.

Gen. rovSe, rijcrSe, rovSe. rcavSe, rwvSe, rcavSe.

Dat. rtiiSe, rrjSf, rcaSe. roiffSf, raiffSf, roiffSe.

Acc. rovtie, rnvSe, roSe. rovcrdt, rao-St, raSt.

Dual.
M. F. N.

N.A. roiSe, raSe, rtaSe.

G.D. roivSe, raivSe, roivSe.

Singular. Plural.
M. F. N. M. F. N.

Nom. ouros, avrti, rovro. ovroi, avrai, ravra.

Gen. rovrov, ravr-qs, rovrov. rovrcav, rovrwv, rovrwv.
Dat. rovrca, ravrri, rovrta. rovrois, ravrais, rovrois.

Acc. rovrov, ravrijv, rovro. rovrovs, ravras, ravra.

Dual.

N.A. TCUTW. ravra,
G.D. Toy-row, ravraiv,

Singular.
M. F. N.

Nom. avros, avri], avro,

Gen. avrov, OVTTJS, avrov.

Dat. avry, avrrj, avrcf.
Acc. avrov, avrrjy, K.VTO.

M.

TO I/TO).

TOUTOIJ'.

Plural.
F.

avroi, avrai, avra.

Kvrcav, avrwv, uvnav.

avrois, avrais, avrois.

avrovs, avras, avra.

Dual.
M. F. N.

N.A. avrca, avra, avrea,

G.D. avroiv, avraiv, avroiv.

The pronoun 6Se, 7786, ToSe, is made up of the article o, rj, ro,
and the particle tie.

Like OUTOS decline roffovros, roffcanr], roffovro, so great;

roiovros, roiavrij, roiovro, such; rri\iKovros, r-ri\iKovrr], TTJ\I-

Kovro, so old, so great. Eemark, however, that the neuter sin-

gular, besides the form in -o, has a form in -ov.

Singular.

Nom. roffovros,
Gen. roo~ovrov,
Dat. roffovrca,

Acc. TOCTOUTOV,

Nom. raffovroi,

Gen. roffovrcav,

Dat. ToirouTots,

Acc. roffovrovs,

roffavrrj,

roffavrrjs,

roffavrnv,

Plural.

roaovrcav,

rocrovro (v),

rovovrou.

TliVUJTCf.

roffovro (v).

roffavra.

roffovrwv,

rocrovrois.

roffavra.roffavras,

Dual.
N.A. roffovrta, roffavra, TOOOVTW.
G.D. roffovroiv, roffavraiv, roffovroiv.

The pronoun avros, -r,, -o, signifies either he himself (ipse,

ipsa, ipsum), or performs the office of the oblique cases of the

personal pronoun, third person, singular and plural, as him,
her, it, them. In union with the article, thus forming b avros,

77 OUTTJ, TO avro, it signifies the same (in Latin, idem, eadem,
idem). The article by crasis mingles with the pronoun, making
one word thus, 6 avros = avros, and in the feminine and neuter

avrr], ravro, commonly ravrov; but as the crasis does not ex-

tend throughout, I give the pronoun in full.

6 avros contracted into avros.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. OUTOS, avrr], ravrov. avroi, avrai, ravru.

Gen. ravrov, rr)S avrrjs, ravrov. rwv avrtav, etc.

Dat. ravrcfj, ravrr], ravrtp. rois avrois, etc.

Acc. rov avrov. rrjv avrvv, ravrov. rovs avrovs, etc.

Here you must pay attention to the difference of accent thus,

ravrrj, to the same (woman), is to be distinguished from ravrri,

to this (woman) ;
and ravra, the same things, is to be distin-

guished from ravra, these things.

III. THE RELATIVE PRONOUN 6s, T), 6, who.

Singular. Plural. Dual.

Nom. os, 77, b. ot, al, a. &, a, u.

Gen. ov, r]s, ov. &v, &v, &v. olv, aiv, olv.

Dat. if, r),
d. ois, ais, ols. olv, aiv, olv.

Acc. 6f, ijv, b. ovs, as, a. u, a, &.

IV. INDEFINITE AND INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS.

Declension of ris, some one ; and ris, who ?

Indefinite ris, some one. Interrogative ris, who ?

M. & F. N. Singular.

Nom. ris, ri, somewhat, ris, who, which ? ri, what?
Gen. rivos,or rov, rivos, or TOV.

Dat. nvi, or rtf, rivi, or rtp.

Acc. riva, n, riva, rl.

Plural.

Nom. rives, riva, or OTTO, rives, riva.

Gen. nvwv, rlvtav.

Dat. riffi, riffi.

Acc. rivas, riva, or arra, rivas, riva.

Dual.

N.A. rive, rive.

G.D. nvoiv, rlvoiv.

The indefinite ns is an enclitic that is, it inclines or

throws back its accent on the foregoing word. In general the

indefinite pronouns are distinguished from the interrogative by

being enclitics, and by their coming after, while the interro-

gative stand before, other words.

By uniting 6s with ris, we obtain 6ffris, }m, bn, who, wlio-

ever ; which is declined thus :

Singular. Plural.

Nom. bffns, TJTJS, bn. olnves, alnves, anva, or O.TTO.

Gen. ovnvos, or brov, 7]ffnvos. aivnvwv, br<av.

Dat. ainvi, or brta, rjnvi. olffriffi (rarely oVois), olffriffi.

Acc. dvriva, r/vnva, bn. Canvas, affnvas, anva, or TTO,

Dual.

N.A. unve, arivt. Q-.D. olvnvotv, olvnvair-
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The interrogative pronouns, such a* voior, of what kind ?

roans, }u>w great If wartpm, n'lm-li (<-J tu-u)9 in becoming indefi-

nite and dependent, take 6 before them : thus, owoioj, of whatever

: ovoirui, of whatever // uwortpui, whicltever.

The negative oompounda of rt namely, ovris, ovrt, ^TJTIV,

pirn, n ou'', in'tliing follow the simple Tij, thua : turns, ourwos,

UUTIVI, ouriva, ovrt, ovrtvts, >urtva, etc.

VOCABULARY.
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EXERCISE 64. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. Life brings many painful things with it. 2. Know thyself. 3.

Wish to please all, not thyself alone. 4. The wise man carries about
his property in himself. 5. Utter the praise of thy friends rather than
thine own. 6. Virtue is honourable in itself. 7. The greedy enrich

themselves, but injure others. 8. The incontinent are not only
injurious to others without being profitable to themselves, but are

doers of evil to others, but most so to themselves. 9. We gratify
ourselves most. 10. The gods are free from envy, even amongst one
another. 11. j'Jad men injure one another.

EXERCISE 65. ENGLISH-GREEK.
L O: <ro<j>ai ircpu/iepoi'iri TO irpayyuara v iavToit. 2. 'O jrXeove/CTrjf taurov

T \OKTifei aXXour ie /SXajrrei. 3. "Yfiaf xap<fe(70e. 4. 'O aKparnt ova e<ni roit

fie* aXXoir /3Xa/3epov, favriu ie <i)<j>e\inot, aXXa KaKovpfot /uei/ ruv aXXaic,
taurov ie vo\o KaKuvpfotepot. 5. Afatiot iraider, aXXijXovy a-repyere.

EXERCISE 66. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. My father is good. 2. All men love their own fathers. 3. Your

children learn their letters earnestly. 4. Yur children are beautiful.
5. Yonr children are excellent. 6. Our children blame our condition.
7. Your friend is faithful. 8. My friend is faithless. 9. Your intellect

governs your body. 10. My boy is diligent, but yours is remiss.

EXERCISE 67. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. lor iraTffp eartv afaOot. 2. 'O irurnp pov eanv ayaOor. 3. 'HyuaiK 6

c-uTrjp ftrrtv afaDot. 4. 0CT6poi iov\oi er< KOXOI. 5. 'H/j.srepot fie* iruifitf

<riroviai<at (lai/Oavovn, vfjLerepoi ie ei<n juefrijuovEr. 6. 'O <pt\os oov tuiiToy

fiev ra cpyu tiavfiafei, av ie TO TUV aXXwv.

THE HISTORY OF ART.
XVI. THE ENGLISH SCHOOL.

ART, im its westward progress, at last reached the shores of

England. During the mediaeval period, we in Britain had

already possessed a large school of native architects and deco-

rators, who raised for us the great piles of Lincoln, Salisbury,
and Liohfield, of Windsor, Warwick, and Durham, of Oxford,
Cambridge, and Glastonbury. But our domestic artists had
never turned largely in the direction of painting and sculpture
in thoir highest forms. At best, they had been satisfied with
shrines and decorative frescoes ; they seldom attempted any-
thing in the way of high art, as practised even then in Italy
and Flanders. Moreover, from the Reformation onward, one

great stimulus of painting and sculpture was gone from Eng-
land. The old creed had encouraged art by encouraging
pictures and statues of saints and martyrs : the devotional

spirit of the people had been turned into a more or less

distinctly aesthetic channel. The new creed swept away almost
all church decorations at once, and the Puritan reaction, which
carried further the work of the first reformers, made many
people look upon art in any form as little short of sinful.

Thus for some time in England there was hardly any native
artistic movement of any sort ; and when an artistic movement
at last arose, it owed its origin rather to the wealthy few than
to the popular masses. In Italy and the Low Countries,

painting sprang from the many, and ministered to the wants
and sentiments of the many ; in England it was at first a
special product to meet the tastes of the few, and to those
tastes often artificially acquired abroad it entirely devoted
itself. Hence English art was originally a costly exotic, tended
with care by wealthy hands, and it only slowly acclimatised
itself to our peculiar circumstances. It began by being a

foreign import, a luxury for the noble mansions, and gradually
made its home among us, coming down at last in our own day
to the level of all.

As early as the days of Henry VII., Italian artists found
occupation at the English court. Under his son, Henry VIII.,
the famous German portrait-painter, Hans Holbein, came to
London by invitation of Sir Thomas More, and his pencil has

preserved for us many of the bearded statesmen and court
beauties of that stormy period. In Elizabeth's reign, a general
Italianising tendency became marked in England ; and the

great nobles began to build themselves large palaces in the
Italian style, with gardens and terraces, of which Knowle,
Audley End, and Somerset House are examples. A row of

such houses lined the whole length of the Strand, from the

City to Westminster. These mansions were decorated within
with painting, and presented a great contrast in their open
galleries and broad staircases to the dark rooms and narrow

winding turret steps of the old-fashioned feudal castles.

Charles I. was a great patron of foreign art ; he invited over

Rubens, who painted several of his finest pictures here, and
Vandyck, who spent the best part of his life in producing
portraits of the king and his cavaliers. During the Puritan

triumph of the Commonwealth, the nascent feeling for art, as

yet unnaturalised in the native English mind, died down again
in great part ; and it only revived with the Eestoration. Sir

Peter Lely, a Dutch painter, born in Westphalia, but taught at

Haarlem, came to England in the reign of Charles I., and
became so thoroughly an Englishman by adoption that he may
almost be considered as the first great English artist. He
painted a portrait of Cromwell, and managed to exist through
the Commonwealth ; but with the return of Charles II. he rose
at once into the greatest eminence. He has kept alive for us
the fair faces and lissome figures of the beautiful women
who crowded the licentious court of the Eestoration. His

style is extremely refined, but very much marked by the pre-

vailing loose tastes of his times. The hands in his portraits
are especially famous for their grace and delicacy. Lely's

feeling is quite unlike that of the Dutch school, and is very

English in many of its characteristics. He caught exactly the

tone of the aristocratic world in which he mixed, and produced
such paintings as would please its refined and somewhat over-

delicate taste. In this he struck the key-note of the early

English school of painters, who lived as the clients of lordly

patrons. Sir Godfrey Kneller, a native of Liibeck, and pupil
of Eembrandt, took up the succession after Lely. He was

painter by appointment to all our sovereigns from Charles II.

to George I., and his portraits represent for us the round-faced,

periwigged, close-shaven nobles of that comfortable time with

some technical ability, but with very little power or feeling.

His attitudes are wooden, and his faces lack expression or

character.

The first really English-born artist of any eminence, and the

true founder of the English school of painting, was William

Hogarth. This singular genius was born in London, in 1697, and
studied under Sir James Thornhill, the decorator of the dome
of St. Paul's, Blenheim Palace, Greenwich Hospital, and several

other public buildings. After trying his hand, without much
success, at portraits and historical painting, he at last struck

out that peculiar style of satirical and domestic art which has

made his name so famous. His principal works are the three

celebrated series of the " Eake's Progress," the " Harlot's

Progress," and "
Marriage a, la Mode," each consisting of

several pictures, arranged so as to tell a consecutive story.

Hogarth's painting is English in the extreme more charac-

teristically English, indeed, than that of almost any among
his successors ; for he exhibited in the highest degree many of

our original national faults, which have been carefully toned

down and partially eliminated by subsequent taste and study.
He is coarse in sentiment and too powerful in satire, but he

invented a totally new department of art, and made his pictures
detail a plot as no one before him had ever succeeded in doing.

They might almost be described as novels on canvas. He loved

to take the common objects of low life around him a gin-shop,
a street musician, a drunken soldier, an election scene, a group
of strolling actresses and to reproduce them in vivid carica-

ture, with great humour and unsparing fidelity to the truth at

its very worst. Though at first but ill received, he slowly fought
his way up against prejudice and incredulity, amassed a con-

siderable fortune, and died painter by appointment to the king.

Altogether, it was Hogarth who first revealed the popular side of

modern English art. He left alone the portraits of kings and

duchesses, or the adventures of heathen gods and mediaeval

saints, to paint the subjects that he saw and knew the world

around him, with ail its loves and hates, its virtues and its

foibles, its mean vices and its genuine pathos. It must be

acknowledged, however, that the satirical and humorous view

of life was uppermost in Hogarth's mind, and that his pictures
often shock us as much by their brutality and coarseness as

they please us by their power and force.

Very different in tone and feeling was our great national

portrait-painter, Sir Joshua Reynolds, the second founder of

the English school. Reynolds was born at Plympton, in

Devonshire, 1723, and studied under Hudson, then the leading

portrait-painter of his day, in London. He visited Italy, and
there made a personal acquaintance with the works of Raphael
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and Michel Angolo, which he carotuliy ntud.od; and <>n iui

return ho Moon rose to eminenoo in his own art. Hi* social

position i.i- wan the MOM of a Dovonnhiro rector gave him un
foil notion to society; and when tho Itoyal Academy of

Painting was found.-d, in 1768, Reynolds was mado its (ir-t

id, :iiul received the honour of knighthood. Tim
foundation of the Academy in it>i-lf marked tho growing
import i i in England. Sir Joshua devoted himself
almost entirely to portrait-painting, and was particularly happy
in Ins treatment of children. There is something peculiarly

idyllic and touching in his handling of such themes. lli-i

"Strawberry Girl," his "Infant Samuel," and many others
of his childish pictures arc universal favourites. They have
an unspeakable purity and gracefulness of their own. Ho
knew how to represent the innocence and roguishnesa of

beautiful. Tho < famous "Dachas* of
Devonshire

"
are among bin best-known work*. A* a landscape-

p.unt.-r, ii.uMMborough struck the key-note of the i

school in bin love for typical and purely Kugluh scenery, as
well as in the simplicity and quiet delicacy of his tn$a

His works are redolent of the truly English feeling of home
and country peacefulness. He had also an extraordinary
knack of hitting off striking effects with a few casual touches
ot Ins hasty brush.

We can find room for only one later name, that of Joseph
Turner, the moat distinguished amongst all oar great masters of

landscape-painting. Turner was born in London about 1 T'/J,

and lived till 1851, so that his life links together a past and a
present generation to a remarkable extent. The son of a hair-

dresser in Coveut Garden, ho picked up his love for nature among

VENICE. (By Turner.)

childhood with exquisite tenderness and fidelity, and his
delineation of female beauty in "Kitty Fisher" and other

portraits is unsurpassed for grace and truthfulness. Sir Joshua
died in 1792. His name still perhaps remains the very greatest
in all tho annals of English art.

Not unlike Reynolds in style and sentiment was George
Romney, born at Dalton, in Lancashire, in 1734. He also
devoted himself largely to portraits, though he likewise pro-
duced many historical and fanciful pieces. His delicacy and
softness are scarcely inferior to Reynolds', and his tone is

perhaps even more poetical and graceful. The dancing group
of the children of the first Marquis of Stafford gives a very
good idea of his half-classical, half-English fancy.

More strictly contemporary with Reynolds was Thomas
Gainsborough, who was born in Suffolk in 1727. Gainsborough
was one of our earliest great landscape-painter?, and he also

largely devoted himself to portraits, which indeed have
always had a tendency in England, till very lately, to mono-
polise too much the time and attention of our greatest artists.
His portraits of children are almost as famous as Sir Joshua's
for their airy lightness, and his women are often surprisingly

the cabbages and carts of the great market. He began painting
in water-colours, and though he afterwards produced most of his

greatest works in oils, yet he always retained his love for his

earliest medium. Turner's landscapes are quite unique in their

peculiar wealth of colour, their extraordinary glow, their bold

effects of light and shade, and their keen sympathy with
natural beauty. He had an ardent imagination which led him
to idealise whatever he saw, while at the same time his

idealisation was always wonderfully subordinated to the truth-

ful delineation of external nature. He copied exactly what ho

saw, yet he managed in doing so to transfuse it with his own
brilliant fervour so as to make it something very different from
what it appeared to the common or untutored eye. His sea

pieces are especially grand and striking. In his later years a
defect of vision seems to have somewhat blurred his fine eye
for nature, and some of his last pieces are extremely hazy with

yellow light, and very lacking in distinctness of form. Their

originality often reaches the length of positive eccentricity.

Many of his finest works he left as the property of the nation.

Since the end of the last century, English art has blossomed

out so fully that it would be impossible to follow it farther in
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detail. Our school has widened in numbers and in styles till

we now reckon probably more great living painters tha.n any
other country in Europe, France alone excepted. Our national

faults and excellences in art are those which spring from our

national character ; and while we are doing our best to pre-

serve and increase the latter, it is hoped that by watchfulness

and intercourse with the wider world of art we are gradually

overcoming the former as well.

LESSON'S IN ITALIAN. VII.

V. PRONUNCIATION OF THE LETTERS C, G, S, IN COM-
BINATION WITH OTHER LETTERS (continued).

7. Gna, One, Gni, Gno, Gnu.

Chi is a combination almost as important as gl. G before n
must never be omitted to be sounded, as in the English words

gnaw, gnat, etc. ; but Englishmen are apt to forget this, and to

sound the combination gn in several foreign languages as if no

g was before the n. The combination gn must, likewise, never

be sounded as gn in the English words signify, malignity, assig-

nation, physiognomy, cognisance, and so on. Those who know
French will be able to sound gn at once by bearing in mind the

correct pronunciation of gn in the French words mignon. mig-

nard, peigner, oignon, etc., with which the Italian pronunciation
of gn exactly agrees. Those who do not understand French

may form a notion of the sound by the same operation pointed

out in my explanation of the sound of gl. They must, as it

were, sound the n before the g, and change the latter into y;

only taking care that the voice should glide rapidly from n to y,

and squeeze, as it were, these two letters into one very mild

enunciation. Indeed, this very mild enunciation of the squeezed
sound gn is a peculiarity of the Italian language, and among
foreigners, Germans, who have no corresponding sound, rarely

arrive at a correct pronunciation of the gn. The English have

words, the pronunciation of which may be said to be an ap-

proximation to the Italian sound; as, for example, bagnio,

seignior, poignant, champignon, Spaniard, and, perhaps, most
of all, in the word cognac; and therefore Englishmen may,
without much difficulty, arrive at a correct pronunciation, never

losing sight of the peculiar squeezed and mild sound of the

Italian gn.
I shall try to imitate the sound gn by the letters nny in a

similar way to that in which I have imitated the sound g I before

i and another vowel by the letters lly ; 'and where in Italian

words the gn occurs in the middle and at the end, the first n
must go in some respect to one syllable, and the second n along
with the y to the next ; the voice rapidly gliding from one of

those syllables to the other in the way I have already stated.

For example, campagna (pronounced kahm-pahn-nyah), country;

vegnente (ven-nyen-tai), future, next ; Giugno (joon-nyo), June ;

gnocchi (ny6k-kee), small dumplings, clowns ; scrigno (skrin-

nyno), bunch, a coffer ; Spagnuolo (Spahn-nyooo-lo), a Spaniard.
I must not omit the remark that foreigners, in Italian pronun-

ciation, are apt to confound the two combinations gn and ng as

though they were the same. This is not the case. In uttering

gn, the g must be converted into y and sounded after n ; while

in uttering ng, the g retains the natural sound depending on the

vowel that follows. In uttering gn, the n, which is heard before

the g, has its natural sound
; while in uttering ng, n has a kind

of nasal sound. Further, the combination gn always retains its

peculiar sound irrespective of the vowels that may follow, which
is illustrated in the pronouncing table below ; while in the com-
bination ng, g has the sound of the English g in get before the

vowels a, o, and u, and the sound of the English j before the

vowels e and i. For example : Giugno (joon-nyo), June, and

giwngo (jodn-go), I arrive, I join ; agnolo (ahn-nyo-lo), angel, and

angelo (ahn-jai-lo), angel ; pugno (podn-nyo), fist, cuff, I fight,

and pungo (poon-go), I sting. As a last remark on the gn, I

have to note that when gn is followed by the letter i, it is a sign
that gni is to form a syllable by itself ; and the i in such cases

is never a mere auxiliary letter never a mere soundless written

sign to indicate that gn is to have a squeezed sound, because, as

I have stated, gn has naturally, and without any exception, a

squeezed sound. This is quite different in the combination gl,

and makes the essential difference between the combinations gl

and gn. The reader will not have forgotten my remarks in the

preceding lesson, that when gl is followed by the vowela a, e, o,

and u, ard the letter i is interposed between these vowels and
the gl, i is & mere auxiliary letter, and denotes the squeezed
Round of '.il, somewhat similar to that of gl in the English
word sefagtio. For example, compagnia (pronounced kom-pahn-
nyee-ah), company, certainly differing from the word com-

pagna already stated.

Italian. Pronounced. English.

Gnao nyah-o Mewing of cats.

Gneo nye-o Gnejus.
Gnido nyde-do Gnidus, a town of Caria.

Gnome nyo-mai A gnome.
Gnuno nyoo-no Nobody, not one.

Bagno bahn-nyo Bathing-place.
Segno se'n-nyo Sign.

Cigno tchm-nyo Swan, cygnet.
Sogr.o son-nyo Dream.
Pugno poon-nyo Fist, cuff, I fight.

Cognoto kon-nyah-to Brother-in-law.

Pignere pin-nyai-rai To push.
Cognito kon-nyee-to Known.
Signore sin-nyo-rai Sir.

Ognuno on-nyoo-no Everybody.

8. Sea, See, Sci, Sco, Scu.

Italian. Pronounced. English.

Scabro skah-bro Rough.
Pesca pai-skah Fishing, fishery.

Pesca pe"-skah Peach. [minish.
Scemo shai-ino Diminution, diminished, I di-

.Bisce be"e-shai Snakes.

Scipa she'e-pah An ignorant man.
Fasti fah-shee Bundles, fasces.

Sccglio skol-lyo Shell, rock, danger.
Bosco bo-sko Forest, wood.
Sc-ucio skoo-tcho I undo something sewn, I rip.

Scuro ek6o-ro Obscure.

9. Sch, Scia, Scie, Scio, Sciu, Scr, Sg, Sgh, Sq.

Italian. Pronounced. English.

Schiatta skeeaht-tab. Issue, progeny, generation,
race.

Schietto skeee't-to Pure, unmixed, candid, sin-

cere, ingenuous.
Whistles.

Gun.

Froth, scum.
Swarm of bees.

Science.

Stupid, a fool.

He wastes, spoils.

Camp-stool, folding-chair.

Discord, quarrel.

Bunch, coffer.

A sow.
I scrutinise.

Error.
A hector, bully.
I sneer.

Spot of ink.

I get tired of.

I shell.

A square (instrument), squadron.

fee'-skee

skeeop-po
Bkceoo-mah
shiih-mai

ehen-tsah

shok-ko

shoo-pali
skrahn-nah
skre-tseeo

skrin-nyo
skro-fah

skroo-to

zgahrr-ro

zghi?rr-ro

zghin-nyo
zgorr-beeo

zgoo-sto

zgoo-sho
skwah-drah

Fischi

Scliioppo

Schiuma
Sciamc

Scienza

Sciocco

Sciupa
Scrannct

Screzio

Scrigno

Scrofa
Scruto

Sgarro

Sgherro

Sghigno

Sgorbio

Sgvsto

Sgiiscio

Sqiiadra

I have repeatedly in these lessons marked the combinations

gua, gue, gui, guo, and the combinations qua, que, qui, quo, with
"
gwah . . ." and " qwah ..." I must, however, warn the

reader not to give to the w in these cases the full and legitimate

sound of the English w, which is peculiar to the English lan-

guage. I might have marked these combinations "
gvah . . ."

and "
qvah . . . ," and so they are marked by the distinguished

grammarian, Abate Flario Casarotti, and other writers on Italian

grammar ; but the Italian v is a softer sound than the English

a kind of medium sound between the w and the English v.

On this account I have thought it more advisable to mark these

combinations with w instead of v, and if the reader will avoid

the peculiarity of the pronunciation of the English iv (pro-

nounced with a forward motion and instant withdrawal of the

lips), pronouncing it more like a softer v, he will approach the

true sound.

Squtllo skwil-lo Sound, gimlet.

Squoja skwo-yah He flays.

Pasquale pah-skwah-lai Paschal.

Risqwto ree-skwo-to I exact, I redeem, I shudder.

Inclito in-klee-to Renowned. %
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Keclutu rui.klo.-tah

An ji'.,'unj

t'-;,-l
i .'.ill

,11 !.. .-v.Mi

icherf-lee

stfo-klo

fata
C.Vli

Si'cto

j4n./li ahn-glee

Anglo ahn-glo
Ci'luiiii* gloo-tee-nai

10. alia,

Pronounced,/(alum.

.

Ontglia

Fami>;lia

Jnvoijlta

PagUt
Veglia

fiylie

Uoglie

Guy !ii)

Vaglio

Vglio
Giglio

Loglio

Lujlio

Ra.jlv

Fgli
Tijli

Sogti

to-v.ilil-lyah

o-iii 1-lyuh

f.i]i-,::il-iy.ih

in-v61-]yuh

ah-gool-lyah

pdhl-lyoi

Tail-lyoi

fil-lyoi

mul-lyai

gool-lyai

viihl-lyo

vrl-ly o

jfl-lyo

161-lyo

lool-lyo

rahl-lyee

vM-lyee
tQ-lyee

sol-lyee

foul-lyee

QTeleps,
K. .niiuii.r.

Englishuum.
10UU.

Vor.i

Thecla (a woman's name).
Ski.-s. [weight).
Shekel (a Hebrew coin and
Egla, a uame.

Englishmen.
Englishman.
Glue, birdlime.

Give, QUo, Gli.

English.

Table-cloth, towel.

Oueglia, a town in Sardinia.

Family.

Wrapper.

Straws.

Vigils, evening parties.

Daughters.
Wife.

Obelisks.

Siovo, I sift.

An old man.

Lily.

Cockle-weed.

July.

Bays.
Old men.
Linden-trees.

Thrones.
Was to him.

In the previous pronouncing table, the reader will have re-

marked that two vowels, when i is the first, may come together
in one syllable without constituting a diphthong. The reason
of this is, that in such cases the i is not heard, or scarcely per-

ceptibly touched in more measured enunciation, and only serves
the purposes of an auxiliary letter, to denote to the eye that
the preceding consonants c, g, or gl, in such combinations as da,
do, du, eia.,gia, gio, gin, eta.,glia, glio, gliu, etc., are to have what
may be termed the squeezed sound. The letter i is not heard,
or scarcely heard, and why should it form a diphthong simply
because in juxtaposition with another vowel ? The same obser-
vation is applicable to such combinations as sda, sdo, sdu, etc.,

pronounced shah, sho, shoo, etc. In all these cases a diphthong
is seen, but not heard, or scarcely heard. And even three vowels
in combination, when i is the first, may meet in one syllable
without constituting triphthongs ; because in such cases as well,
i is preceded by the letters c, g, and gl, not being pronounced,
and only serving to denote the squeezed sound of these conso-
nants. For example : libricduolo (pronounced Iee-brit-tchoo6-lc),
a small book ; muricduolo (moo-rit-tchoo6-lo), a small wall ;

uomicduolo (ood-mit-tchood-lo), a little man ; giuoco (joo6-ko), a
game ; figliuolo (fil-lyoo6-lo), a child, son ; cavigliuolo (kah-vil-

Iyoo6-lo), a little peg or pin. In these examples, the three vowel
combinations, or, more correctly speaking, associations, are

diphthongs, and not triphthongs ; and it is only by confusion of

signs written for the eye, with literal representations of sound,
that grammarians have been led to class them as triphthongs.
In taking this view, I venture to differ from many authorities ;

but I think I have shown reason for so doing.
I have now explained the elements of Italian pronunciation.

Exceptions, philosophical reasons, delicacies, and refinements, I
shall on future occasions explain in " additional remarks " on
pronunciation ; and any necessary further remarks that may be
considered elementary, I shall likewise add from time to time.
The remark that these explanations only contain the ele-

mentary principles of Italian pronunciation, will serve to show
bhe student really desirous of acquiring a knowledge, and not
a smattering, of Italian, the importance and necessity of fol-

lowing me closely and carefully throughout. The pace may be
tiresome, but, if taken now, will spare much labour for the
future. The ingenious reader cannot fail to have noted that
the tables I have given are not expanded examples of words,
but systematic exercises, illustrating in natural order all vocal

combinations, and thus giving an insight, from the very first,
into the structure of the language.

It may bo here seasonably remarked, that many persons in

England learn Italian for musical purposes only. The /tern
of pronunciation here given will be of peculiar advantage to

them ; for in tinging Italian airs, and in reading the toon* of

Italian operas, nothing it no puzzling a* the necessity of giving
to one note what to the eye seems two, and sometime* even

three syllables ; and nothing is so hideous as to hear Mozart's
or Bossini's musio distorted by a failure to vibrate doable con-

sonanta, by the neglect of the two e't and the two o't, by hard
enunciation of the yn and gl, by improper syllabic distribution

of vowels and diphthongs, etc.

Two more tables will finish my lessons on pronunciation, and

satisfactorily initiate the student into the difficulties of this

part of the language. In the concluding table I shall give
a general mirror of the pronunciation, to which the student who

may have a doubt as to the proper pronunciation of a word

may always refer, and thus obviate the necessity of constantly

imitating the pronunciation of words by signs throughout the

grammar.
I have already explained the importance of mastering the

difficulty to foreigners of giving the proper vibrated sound to

double consonants.

LESSONS IN GEOLOGY. VII.

EARTHQUAKES AND ALTERATIONS IN LEVEL.
THE next phase of igneous action which we shall consider divides

itself into two divisions.

(1) Earthquakes proper, that is, when the hind is shaken by
a series of upheavals and corresponding subsidences; and (2)

the gradual change of level which the land undergoes, whereby
those rocks which are formed on the bed of the ocean by
aqueous action are elevated so as to become dry land, and

again, those parts already above the ocean level are depressed,
so that, in process of time, another layer of stratified rock is

deposited on the submerged surface.

These two classes of action are most closely allied. In all

probability, an earthquake is one of the results of the great

igneous action which produces a change of level ; that is to say,
when the fluctuations of the temperature of the earth's crust

cause the rooks to expand or contract, a corresponding altera-

tion of level takes place in the surface immediately above
the locality, which experiences a change in its temperature.
When this process is rapid which seems to be the exception
and not the rule and if, by any means, water finds access

to the heated region below, a large generation of steam is the

result, and a sudden shock is imparted by the explosion to the

rocks in the neighbourhood. This is propagated on all sides

From the centre of disturbance in a wave, which reaches the

surface, and as it rolls wider and wider from its centre, causes

all the phenomena exhibited in an earthquake, gradually do*

creasing in its power until it becomes imperceptible.
Mr. Robert Mallet, C.E., of Dublin, very satisfactorily

accounted for the earthquake motion on this supposition, fol-

lowing out tho theory on mechanical grounds. The earthquake
in South Italy in 1857 afforded him an opportunity of testing
the truth of his conclusions, and he found observation fully

supported his anticipations. A reference to the diagram (Fig.

11) will enable the reader to comprehend the process of earth-

quake disturbances.

F F is tho surface of the earth, c is the point, it may be

many miles beneath, where the explosion which caused the dis-

turbance occurred. The shock would be transmitted upon all

sides of c in a spherical wave. The lines do not represent a

succession of waves which can only take place when there are a

succession of shocks, but the same wave in various positions.

E c is the seismic-vertical. The effect of the earthquake in the

mmediate neighbourhood of E will be a vertical rising and

ailing, as if the ground had received a blow just beneath the

surface. By tho records of many earthquakes this motion

appears to have been constantly experienced. The mode in

which the wave passes along the surface is shown at F (Fig. 12),

where it appears as a ripple running along the ground. The
effect which this wave has on the objects built on the surface

will bo evident by considering the behaviour of the pillar at

F while the wave is passing beneath it. In the diagram the

)illar is thrown out of its perpendicular by the advance of the

ore-slc-io of the wave. If it cannot bear this disturbance, it
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falls exactly along the path of the wave. If it be not thrown
down as the wave passes underneath it, it assumes its perpen-
dicular position as it stands on its crest. Then it slopes the
other way as it stands on its rear flank ; and when the dis-

turbance has quite passed, and
the surface has subsided to its

original level, the pillar, left

by the wave, suddenly totters

back to its perpendicular with
a kind of jerk. This motion
has a more destructive effect

than that which first threw
the shaft from its position ;

ftnd if the capital did not fall

off in the first instance, most

probably it will be thrown off by
the return of the pillar to its

upright posture. In any case

the line drawn from the fallen

object to the base of that which

supported it must be in the
direction of the wave. By pass-

ing through the visited district,

Mr. Mallet was enabled to map
very many of these lines, and
on their production he found
that they all intersected within

half a mile. Thus he determined
the position of the point E

(Fig. 13), directly under which
was the centre of the disturb-

ance.

To find the exact depth at

which the explosion took place,

observations of fissured walls

were taken. It will readily

appear, on inspecting the dia- COLUMNS OP THE TEMPLE OP SKKAPIS.

gram, that if the wave moved in

the direction of the line c s, the wall of the house, being bent

by the emerging wave, would be fractured at right angles to its

path. Therefore, a line perpendicular to the fracture would indi-

cate the angle
of emergence.
This being
found, the

depth of the

point c is at

once given. In
the instance of

thisNeapolitan

oarthquake,tho
centre of the

disturbance
was not more
than seven or

eight miles be-

neath the sur-

faoe. The
above state-

ment is but a

very crude out-

line of the sub-

ject, as somany
disturbing
causes inter-

fere with the

direct results.

For instance,
the origin of

the shock may
not be a point,
but the dis-

turbance may
be distributed over an area. This has received confirmation by the
loud rumbling subterranean noises, which sound as if a number
of violent explosions had succeeded each other in vast cavities
far in the bowels of the earth. These frequently precede the

earthquake-waves. Then, again, these latter waves have
different velocities in various rocks, and therefore the coseismal

lines that is, the lines which mark the emergence of the wave
are not always circular, but may extend much further in one

direction than in another. Hence
it happens that areas disturbed

by an earthquake shock are fre-

quently of very irregular shape.
Varied and peculiar phenomena
are recorded as preceding and
accompanying earthquakes,
such as irregularities in the

seasons, deluges of rain, the un-
usual haziness of the air, sud-
den calms, etc. ; but as these
are not general, they must be
considered as accidental cir-

cumstances. It would be much
beyond the limits of our space
to attempt to chronicle even the
remarkable earthquakes which
have brought sudden destruc-
tion on thousands of human
beings. There is little or no
variation in the accounts, save
as to the amount of damage
produced by the shock. We
allude to the Earthquake at

Lisbon, which happened on the
1st of November, 1755, as an
example of all earthquakes.
The shock was preceded by no

premonitory symptoms, but
with a tremendous roar the city
reeled and fell.

It seems from observations
made on the principle above re-

ferred to that the centre of

disturbance was some eighty miles out at sea. The actual
scene of the gaseous explosion must have been deep-seated, for

the effects of the shock were felt over an area four times as

large aa Eu-

rope. The
water rose sud-

denly twenty
feetintheWest
Indies. The

greatCanadian
lakes felt the

movement. In

Scotland, Loch
Lomond rose

on one beach
more than two

feet, the water
not participat-

ing inthe lutcu

which the land

gave. To the

very north of

Europe the
waves of dis-

turbance ex-

tended.

In six mi'

nutes 60,000
people in las'

bon perished.

Many had col

lected on the

wide expanseof
the new marble
quay, out of

the way of the falling houses, when suddenly the quay, with its

living crowd, sank, with many ships in the harbour, and not a

body, nor the splinter of a wreck, ever rose up from the watery

^ r depth. We can only suppose that a fissure opened beneath the

shocks, the sound-waves being able to travel faster than the I harbour, and after e^gulphing the whole, as suddenly closed,
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In this rarthquuko a remarkable proof won offered of the fact

above alluded to, that tho wave is moro readily propagated in

HOIDO strata than in <.t li.-r-. Tin- <limtructivo effect was confined

to those houses which were built on thu Tertiary strata. Tho
lower part of the city, which rest* on blue clay, was moat

Bororely shattered ; whereas that part of the city which was
built on tho limestone or basalt escaped. Tho undulatory
movement passed along tho earth's surface at tho rate of

twenty mile* HI. hour. Tho sea-wave rolled about four miloa in

that tim<>. This wave is generally tho cause of at) much loss of

life as tho actual violence of tho shock. This may well bo sup-

posed from tho fact that at Cadiz the wave was sixty feet high.
This wave is largest when tho point of disturbance u under the

sea; then tho sea-bound towns are subject to a double inunda-

tion. Tho undulatory movement, when it reaches the shore,

causes a groat commotion, as, when a basin of water it moved,
the water does not at once participate in the motion, and there-

fore washes up the sides of tho vessel. This disturbance no
sooner subsides than tho sea-wave, which haa followed tho
"
ground

"
wave at a slower pace, rushes in upon tho shore, its

waters black with tho sediment of the ocean-bed.

South America has for centuries been the scene of repeated

earthquakes. A few years after Lima was first built, in 1582, the

city was ruined, and since then the catastrophe has been re-

peated some twenty times. In all the cities of that neighbourhood
tho ecclesiastical year is full of anniversaries commemorating
terrible overthrows or marvellous escapes. But none of these

calamities seem comparable to that which paralysed the country
a few years ago. Two shocks, on the 13th and 16th of August,
1868, passed over Peru and Ecuador, ruining every town and

city, and leaving between two and three hundred thousand dead
to putrify in the tropical sun. Arica, a seaport town, was com-

pletely covered by the wave. The writer of these pages hears
from one who survived that, upon tho first shock, at 5.15 in the

afternoon, he, with some others, jumped upon a barge, when tho

great wave carried them on its crest completely over the town
above the spire of the church, and left them unharmed nearly a
mile inland.

The chief geological effect of earthquakes is shown in the

permanent alteration of the level of the land. In 1822 the coast

of Chili was raised some two feet, while further inland the ele-

vation was more than double this quantity. In 1855 the coast
of New Zealand for ninety miles evidenced a rise of nine feet.

(For many other facts illustrative of the alteration of level a
result of an earthquake in all parts of the world, chap, xxviii.

of Vol. II. of Lyell's
"
Principles

"
may bo consulted.)

But that gradual alteration of level which is not accompanied
by convulsive movements is more important than these local

variations. It is difficult to establish these facts, because we
have no standard which is not itself subject to alteration. Care-
ful investigation of the coast of Sweden has shown that most of

the Scandinavian peninsula is rising at the rate of four feet a

century. The coast is favourable for the observation. There
are no tides in the Baltic, and the cliffs descend perpendicularly
into the sea ; the water-level has been repeatedly marked, and
the rise judged by its change. In few other places arc the
same advantages. Mr. Darwin has suggested an ingenious
proof of tho sinking of the ocean-bed in the Pacific. It is known
that the coral insect cannot live below twenty fathoms, the

pressure of the water beyond that depth being too great for its

existence. How, then, can the fact be accounted for that many
of tho coral structures have their foundations resting on the
ocean-bed at profound depths ? There is only one reasonable
solution of the difficulty, that they build upon a sinking founda-

tion, and this very fact impels their labour and increases the
domains they conquer from the sea.

We have reserved one well-known proef of this repeated
oscillation of the earth's crust, that of the Temple of Serapis,
near Pnzznoli, in the Bay of Naples.
Tho ruins of this temple consist of three pillars of marble

hewn out of solid blocks. They are rather more than forty feet

high.
The history of this remarkable temple seems to be this :

From certain inscriptions discovered in tho neighbourhood we
learn that, in 105 B.C., a temple dedicated to Serapis existed
on the sea-shore. In 1828 the handsome mosaic pavement
of this temple was discovered five feet beneath that from
which tho pillars rise. The existence of this pavement indicates

that the land most hare dunk, and the prevent floor hare
raised above tho level of the water. In the early part of the
third century, the Emperor Alexander Severn* beautified the

temple, of which thews are the pillar*.
At what time the temple was deserted we cannot conjecture ;

but in 1740 the following facts were brought to light by exca-

vating : That when tho sea broke in, the salt-water oaued a hot-

spring which existed to throw down a dark calcareous deposit,
two feet thick ; above this a layer of volcanic tufa reposed, which
must have been ejected from a neighbouring volcano; this deposit
is not regular, varying from five to nine feet in thickness. The
eruption seems to have formed a barrier which kept out the
waters of the sea, so that the hot-spring continued to deposit it*

carbonate of lime, but without any marine admixture ; thus
about two feet more were added to the matter which embedded
the bottom of tho columns. More volcanic tufa was now placed
upon the lime deposits, either by a storm or another eruption,

making a total deposit of eleven feet. All this time the land had
been sinking. Tho sea now surrounded tho pillars, which finally
sank nine feet moro; thus half their height was above the water,
and of that which was beneath the surface eleven feet was
embedded and nine exposed to tho water ; in this apace the

pillars were perforated by a bivalve, Lithodomus, which is indi-

cated in the figure by the dotted parts. Thus, if we include the
lower pavement, the hind must have sunk twenty-five feet from
the commencement of the Christian era. When the upheaval
began we cannot say, but we know it was in progress in 1530,
and in 1838 the pavement was again above the sea-level. The
downward movement has again commenced at the rate of about
one inch annually.

Here, then, wo have an evidence of a structure which has

undergone an upheaval and subsidence of at least twenty feet,
and still stands to attest the quietness and regularity of the
movement.
From the cases cited, seeing the difficulty of proof on account

of the peculiar circumstances of position requisite for such proof,
we may consider that this motion of the earth's crust is far
more general than we suppose, and may fairly be required to

account for the successive upheaval and depression necessary
for bringing the aqueous rocks to form the surface of continents.

READINGS IN FRENCH. IX.
F (E D O E A.

SECTION I.

C'ETAIT en mil huit cent douze ;

!

Napoleon, a la tete de ses

troupes victorieuses dans les plaines de la Moskowa, etait entro

dans 1'antiquo capitale de 1'empire des czars, et de la meuacait
la nouvelle ville fondee par Pierre-le-Grand.2 Pousse par nn

patriotismo fanatique,
3 le gonverneur do Moscon, Rostopchin.

prit alors cette resolution qui a porte un coup si fuueste au
succes de nos armes, celle d'incendier4 la ville, dont 1'emperenr
Alexandre lui avait confie la garde. Nous ne raconterons pas
toutes les circonstances de cet cpouvantable drame. Chasaes de
leurs demeures5 en feu, croulant sous les efforts des flammes,

c'etait un spectacle affreux que de voir tons les habitants mele*

a nos soldats, forces de fnir en emportant ce qu'ils pouvoient
derober a la violence de 1'incendie.6

La petite fille d'un negociant, a peine ogee de six ans, se

trouva perdue dans le tumulto.7 Abandonnee, transie de froid,

elle errait <;a et (a) la8 a travers les rues que le feu epargnait
encore. Son pere et sa mere avaient disparu,

9 et pereonne no
semblait vonloir la recueillir. La nnit se passa oinsi touto

entiere ; et quand le jour commenqa a poindre, Foedoro, extenuee

de fatigue et de faim, s'affaissa devant la porte d'une eglise
10 et

st prit (6) a dormir.

Sans donte elle ne se serait plus reVeillee,
11 la mort seroit

venue la snrprendre, si une vivandiere, qui par hasard vint (c)

etablir son petit marche de vivres1*
pres de cette eglise, ne 1'ent

apercue et ne se fut sentio touchee de compassion
11 pour la

malhenreuse enfant. Elle anssi avait des enfants! 14 C'est

ponrqnoi elle s'empressa de prodiguw ses soins a la petite

orpheline.
15 Fcedora ne savait comment lui temoigner sa

reconnaissance. 16 Elle devint bientot pour sa seoonde mere une

aide fort intelligente. Pen a pen, elle apprit (d) a comprendre
sa bienfaitrice1

"
et put (e) lui exprimer tout oe quo son coeur

renfermait de reconnaissance et d'amour.
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Cependant 1'armee de Napoleon commen9a sa retraite,
18 et la

vivandiere dut (/) quitter Moscou. Leg parents de Fceclora

existaient-ils encore P C'est ce que rien n'etait venu reveler.19

Fcedora parfcit done avec 1'armee fra^aise.
20 Qu'on juge de ce

qu'un enfant de cet age cut a endurer pendant une pareille

retraite! Au passage de la Berezina, Fcedora eut encore le

malheur de se. trouver separee de sa bienfaitrice,
21 soit (</) que

celle-ci eut peri dans les flots, soit qu'elle crut (h) la jeune enfant

egaree ! Quoiqu'il en soit, 1'orpheline ne la trouva plus,
22 et elle

se Tit de nouveau delaissee.

COLLOQUIAL EXERCISE.

1. En quelle amide NapolcSon; 12. Que vint faire la vivandiere

entra-t-il dans Moscou
2. Quelle ville 1'Erapereur mena-

9ait-il de la ?

3. Par quoi Kostopchin fut-il

poussd ?

4. Quelle resolution prit alors le

gouverneur ?

5. Oil dtaient les habitants ?

6. Que s'eft'orcaient-ils d'em-

porter ?

7. Qu'arriva-t-il a la petite fille

d'un negotiant ?

8. Que faisait la petite ?

9. Oil dtaient son pere et sa

pres de I'dglise ?

13. La vivandiere eut-elle pitid de

la petite malheureuse ?

14. Pourquoi eut-elle pitie" de

Foedora ?

15. Que fit la vivandiere ?

16. Fcedora parut-elle recounais-

sante ?

17. Qu'apprit-elle peu a pen ?

18. Que fit 1'amide quelque temps
apres ?

19. Avait-on ddcouvert les parents
de Foedora ?

20. Que fit-elle alors ?

mere ? 21. Qu'arriva-t-il au passage de

10. Dans quelle situation se
|

la Bdrdzina ?

trouva-t-elle a la pointe du 22. L'orpheline retrouva-t-elle sa

jour ?

11. Se serait-elle rdveillee ?

(a) Ca et la, here and there

(b) So prit a dormir, fell asleep;

from prendre.

(c) From venir.

(d) From apprendre.

bienfaitrice ?

NOTES.

(e) From pouvoir.

(/) Dut, was compelled to; from
devoir.

(g) Soit, be it ; from etre.

(h) From croir*.

SECTION II.

Cependant Fcedora parvint (a) jusqu'en Pologne avec un de-

tachement de troupes ;* plusienrs de sea compagnons de voyage
avaient succombe, moissonnes par le froid ou par la faim, et los

autres se disperserent
2 tout a coup, de sorte (6) que la petite

Moscovito se trouva seule, abandonnee au milieu d'une foret.3

Mourante de froid, ayant de la neige jusqu'aux genoux, elle vit

soudain un ours se diriger vera elle ;
4 alors elle recueillit (c) ce

qui lui restait de forces (d) et voulut s'enfuir.5 Mais, helas !

comment une enfant si faible, et dont tous les membrea sont

presque engourdis, pourra(e)-t-elle echapper a ce danger ? Deja
Tours est sur le point de 1'atteindre, Fcedora pousse un cri,

appelant au secours. Par une favour inesperee de la provi-

dence,
6 au moment ou la bete feroce se precipite sur elle, un

coup de feu (/) part, et 1'ours tombe. Bientot un etranger
arrive a la place ou Foedora s'etait arretee, a peine revenue de

son effroi.
7 II regarde avec bonte et d'un ceil de compassion

cette enfant8 dont le ciel venait de lui Conner le salut.

C'etait un gentilhomme polonais appele Polowski ;

9
il tira de

sa gibeciere de la viande froide, du pain, du vin, et en offrit a

Fcedora,
10 ce qui la ranima bientot. Puis il prit 1'enfant par la

main et 1'emmena dans son chateau," eloigne d' environ deux

lieues.

La, Fcedora accueillie (g) aveo bienveillance par la femme du
noble Polonais,

12 ne tarda pas a se retablir de13 toutes ses

souffrances. Elle put alors leur raconter tout ce qu'elle saVait

do son histoire. 14 mus jusqu'aux larmes par le recit de

1'enfant, Polowski et sa femme la comblerent des plus touch-

antes caresses,
15 et Fcedora n'eut bientot plus que le souvenir de

EOS maux.
Plusieurs annees s'ecoulerent 16 ainsi sans qu'on apprit (h) rien

des parents de Fcedora. Cependant, elle avait grandi en sagesse

et en beaute ; rien n'avait etc neglige
17
pour former au bien son

cceur et son esprit. Elle avait alors quinze ans.18 Chaque

annee, le jour de sa delivrance etait un jour de fete. 19 Durant

1'une de ces reunions, tandis que Foedora racontait de nouveau

les accidents de son enfance20 si agitee, et passait en revue tous

les bieufaits dont la comblaient tous les jours ses parents d'adop-

tion, on entendit 1'explosion d'un coup de feu21 parti a quelque
distance du chateau.

Le vent soumait avec violence,
22 la neige tombait a gros

flocons et obscurcissait le ciel de maniere a ce qu'on ne put rien

voir a trois pas devant soi.
" C'est quelque voyageur egare qui demande du secours ou qui

est attaque par les betes feroces,
23 car il est impossible de se

livrer au plaisir de la chasse par un temps semblable," s'ecria

Polowski, et il donna 1'ordre a ses gens d'aller a sa recherche.

Lui-meme se mit (i) a la tete du cortege,
24

qui se dirigea vers la

fore't. Quelque temps apres, il reparut. Les domcstiques por.
taient sur un brancard lo corps d'un Russe ensanglante.25

Fcedora se precipite au devant son compatriote ; elle-meme
veut panser sa blessure. Bientot celui-ci put ternoigner sa
reconnaissance aux hotes du chateau et leur rs center son
histoire.

COLLOQUIAL
1. Oil Foedora fut-elle conduite ?

2. Qu'etaieut devenus ses com-

pagnons ?

3. Oil se trouva la petite Mos-
covite ?

4. Que vit-elle soudainement au
milieu de la foret ?

5. Que fit Foadora a 1'approche de
1'ours ?

6. Comment dchappa-t-elle a un
si grand danger ?

7. Que vit alora Fcedora ?

8. De quelle inaniore 1'dtranger

regarda-t-il 1'orpheline ?

9. Qui dtait 1'dtranger ?

10. Que fit alora le gentilhomme
polonais ?

11. Que fit-il pour 1'enfant ?

12. Par qui Fcedora fut-elle ac-

cueillie ?

13. Fut-elle longtemps a se rd-

tablir ?

EXERCISE.

14. Que raconta-t-elle a ses bien-

faiteurs ?

15. Comment Polowski et sa

femme traiterent-ils notre hd-

roine ?

16. Apprit-on bientot des nou-
velles de ses parents ?

17. Prit-on soin de son dduca-

tion?

18. Quel age avait-elle ?

19. Que faisait-on chaque annde ?

20. Que faisait Foedora dans une
de ces rdunions ?

21. Qu'entendit-on alors ?

22. Quel temps faisait-il dans ce

moment ?

23. Que dit Polowski en entendant
le coup de feu ?

24. Que fit-il alors ?

25. Que portaient les domes-

tiques ?

(a) Parvint, reached; from par-
vcnir.

(b) De sorte que, so that.

(c) From recueillir.

(d) Ce qui lui restait de forces,

her remaining strength.

() From
(/) Coup de feu, shot,

(g) From accwillir.

(h) From apprendre.

(t) From mettre.

KEY TO EXEECISES IN LESSONS IN FRENCH.

EXERCISE 147 (Vol. II., page 237).

1. How many rooms do you intend to take ? 2. We intend to rent

a parlour on the ground floor, and two closets on the third story. 3.

Do you not prefer renting a bed-room on the second floor ? 4. We
prefer living on the ground floor. 5. Can you not remain and dine

with us to-day ? 6. I thank you, I prefer coming to-morrow. 7. Will

your father come and breakfast with us to-rnorrow? 8. He intends to

come to-morrow early. 9. What do you wish to say to them ? 10. I

wish to beg them to do me that favour. 11. Do you intend to do my
brother that favour ? 12. I hope so (to do tt to him). 13. Do you
prefer living up stairs or down stairs? 14. We prefer living down
stairs (below). 15. What do you think of doing with that young phea-
sant ? 16. We think of sending it to your brother-in-law. 17. Can

you not play on the violin? 18. I can play on it. 19. Can your
cousin play on the piano ? 20. She can play on the piano and on the

harp. 21. Can you not write ? 22. We can read, write, and cipher.

23. Can you play the guitar ? 24. We cannot play it. 25. We wish

to find a suite of rooms on the ground floor.

EXERCISE 148 (Vol. II., page 237).

1. M. votre beau-frere compte-t-il louer le rez-de-chaussde ? 2. II

compte louer deux chambres au second. 3. Combieii de chambres M.

votre fils compte-t-il louer? 4. II compte louer deux chambres au

second. 5. Prdfere-t-il demeurer au second ? 6. II prdfere demeurer

au rez-de-chaussee. 7. M. votre pere veut-il venir diner demain avco

nous ? 8. II compte venir demain a deux heures. 9. Prefe'rez-vous

demeurer en haut ou en has? ]0. Je prefere demeurer en haut. 11.

M 110 votre scaur sait-elle toucher du piano? 12. Elle sait jouer du

piano (toucher du piano). 13. Oil comptez-vous demeurer ? 14. Nous

cornptons demeurer chez M. votre pere. 35. Voulez-vous nionter dans

ma chambre ? 16. Je descendrai chez votre pere. 17. Ddsirez-vous

demeurer au rez-de-chaussee ? IS. Je desire demeurer au second. 19.

Faut-il rester ici ? 20. II n'est pas ne"cessaire d'y rester. 21. Que

pensez-vous faire de votre livre ? 22. Je pense le donner a mon fils.

23. Que voulez-vous que je dise a ce monsieur ? 24. Je veux que vous

le priiez de me faire un plaisir. 25. Voulez-vous envoyer ce faisan a

Mine votre mere ? 26. Je ddaire le lui envoyer, elle est malade. 27.
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Mlle votre scour no mut-ello put jouer du violon ? 83. Elle ne nit DM
Hi, mats ell suit jouer d In k-mUro. 89. M" votre

i-iir !..!!- : r iiu li.iui ': :'<. Elle prtUuro demeurur en
VOIIH

i
m* inn fuiru cu pl.iinir '.' :;.'. Jo le (erai

\.-l-nji.-i 33. M. votr ; ii il pun restc-r a
ir.rinii ? :i. 11 u proutia u inou poro do vouir

ivoo lul. 35. Notre ami Bait lire, <Scrire et oompter.

EXERCISE 149 (Vol. U., pago 2U7).

1. Why do yon nrtt cease reading ? 2. I should bo wrong to cease
before knowing my lesson. 3. Havo you forbidden your

iMr.l-ti.ir to water those flowers? 4. On the contrary, I had ordered
him to water them. 5. Why has he neglected doing it? 6. Boeause
he has forgotten to bring the watering-pot. 7. What does Mr. F.
wish to du ? 8. He longs to continue the study of medicine. 9. Are

wrong to viait that goutlomau ? 10. I should be wroug to

neglect linn. 11. Have you not refused to render that service to your
fill-ill v '! !_'. 1 shouM liuvo been wrong to refuse rendering it to him.
13. What i-.Mivoyauce have you advised us to take? 11. I have advised

you to take the steam-boat. 15. Havo you threatened to strike that
child? 16. I have threatened (him) to correct him. 17. Have you
refused to sell goods to my brother ? 18. I have refused to sell them
to him (any to him) on credit. 19. Have you told my son to repair to

my house? 20. I begged him to go straight there. 21. Do you
propose coming on Christmas-eve ? 22. We propose to come ou the
next day. 23. Does your companion propose to keep silent (to keep
this *cret) ? 24. He proposes to impart it to every one.

EXERCISE 150 (Vol. II., pago 238).

1. Avez-vous deTendu a mon cousin do purler au jardinier ? 2. Je
ne lui ai pas dt<fendu de lui parler. 3. MIUI> votre mere a-t-elle com-
mando au jardiuier d'arroser ses roses? 4. Elle lui a command*? de
lea arroser. 5. A- t-il oublie' de le faire ? 6. II a ndgligd de le faire ; il

ne 1'a pas oublie. 7. Quelle voie prendrez-voua pour aller a Paris ? 8.

Je TOUS cousoillo de prendre la voie du chemin do fer. 9. Avez-vous
<Ht a M. votre flls de preudre la voie du bateau a vapour ? 10. Non,
Monsieur, je lui ai dit de prendre la diligence. 11. Votre frore n'a-t-il

pas tort de uegliger de faire visite a sou beau-frere ? 12. II a tort de
lo ne'itliger. 13. Ce jeune Allemand ne brule-t-il pas de lire cetta
lottre? 14. II brule de continuer ses Etudes. 15. Vous proposez-
vous de lui confier cet argent ? 16. Je me propose de le lui confier.

17. Ne'gligez-vous de lui reprocher ses fautes ? 18. J'eVite de les lui

reprocher. 19. Avez-vous menace
1

de punir votre ftls ? 20. J'ai
menace

1

de le frapper. 21. Ne manquez pas de presenter mes compli-
ments aux amies do ma soeur. 22. Je n'y manquerai pas. 23. Avez-
vous refus^ de lui vendre des marchaudises ? 24. J'ai refuse

1

de lui

vendre des merchandises a credit. 25. Quelle voie me couseillez-vous
de prendre ? 2t>. Je TOUS conseille de prendre hi voie du chemin de
fer. 27. Lui d<Sfendez-vous de venir ? 28. Je lui ai de"fendn d'e"crire.

29. Avez-vous inanqu*5 de payer votre jardinier? 30. Je n'ai pas
uiauque de le payer. 31. J'ai oubli<5 de vous payer. 32. Ne ndgligez
pas da m'^crire. 33. Dites-lui d'aller trouver mon pere. 34. Ne cessez

pas de travailler. 35. Dites-lui de venir la veille de Noel. 36. Je lui

ai dit de veuir le lendemain.

EXERCISE 151 (Vol. II., page 266).

1. Does that arrangement suit you? 2. It does not suit me, but it

suits our relation. 3. Does not that displease the painter ? 4. Your
conduct displeases him much. 5. Do you not fear abusing your
friend's patience ? 6. I fear to abuse it. 7. Do yon never think of

your duties ? 8. I think of them every day. 9. Have you thought of

your brother to-day ? 10. I have thought of him, and have remem-
bered his goodness. 11. Has he taken care of his father, and has he
obeyed him ? 12. He obeys him constantly. 13. Has he never dis-

obeyed him ? 14. He has disobeyed him several times, but he grieves
for his fault (bewails his fault). 15. Do you not tlmiik them for their
kindness? 16. I thank them (for it) with all my heart. 17. Has the
Baddler congratulated you for your success? 18. He has congratu-
lated me (for it). 19. Have you not laughed at our misfortune? 20.
We have not laughed at it; we never laugh at the misfortunes of
others. 21. Do you not remember the news which I have told you ?
22. I do not recollect it. 23. Has not your father forbidden your

Ing ynur neighbour? 24. He has forbidden it (to me). 25. We
have inquired iuto all the circumstances of that affair.

EXERCISE 152 (Vol. II., page 26G).

1. N'avez-vons pas abuse
1

de la complaisance de votre ami ? -. .1.'

n ai pas abuse! de aa complaisance, j'ai abuse
1

de sa patience. 3. Votre
couduite ue <U'-pluit-elle pas d vos parents? 4. Ma condnite ne leur

plait pas. 5. Fourquoi n'avoz-vous pas obel d M. votre pere? 6. Je
lui ui obci. 7. N'avez-vous pas ri de mes erreurs? 8. Je n'ai pas ri

de vos erreurs. 9. Le jeune homnie a-t-il ri des erreurs du peintre ?

10. II u'a pas ri de MM errenrs. 11. Votra Milter a-t-il ri dM malhenn
de votre cotuiu

'

U. II u'a pa* ri d nialbeun. IS. Biex-vooa

jamais des mulhoui* d'autrui ? 14. Nous ue rious jamaia dM malban
de notre prochain. 15. Voua nouvenez-voua d* la boon qu* vow vez

apprise bier? in. J ne m'ou souviens pM. 17. Otto daaotMlli
reMemble-t-ell a aa mire ? 18. Kilo no raMemble pM a M men. 10.

Avuz-vous ronierciii votre ami do M ootnplaiaauoe ? 20. Je I'm ai

remerci.'-. -'!. M " votre mire voos a-t-ll dlfendu de lire ce livro T

me 1'a defcndu. 23. Pourqnoi ne pirdonnoz-voiui pas a vo

eunemic ? 24. Je leur pardonne de tout mon coeur. 25. Ne penMf-
vous pas a vos devoirs ? 26. J'y pne too* IM jour*. 27. Avez-vona
U\iait votre ami ? 28. Je 1'ai feliciW da Me eneoea. . N'avez-voa*

pa* medit de CM maMieurs ? 30. Je na mddis jamais do moo prnBhehi
31. Cette maiaon vous convient-olle? 32. Elle me convient, mais elle

ne convient pas a mon pi-re. 33. Cutte maiaon convient-elle Ml

peintre? 34. Elle lui convient tret bien, male elle Mt trop ptite
pour inoi.

EXERCISE 153 (Vol. II., page 267).

1. Was not that hero enamoured with liberty and glory? 2. Ha
was enamoured with them. 3. Was not that king beloved by hi*

people ? 4. He was beloved by them. 5. Are not those merchant*

pleased with their purchase ? 6. They are not pleased with it. 7.

Are you not vexed not to be able to accompany us ? 8. I am grieved
at it. 9. Do you know with what the innkeeper has filled this cask ?

10. He has filled it with wine. 11. With what will yon have that

bottle filled, when you have bad it cleaned ? 12. It is already filled

with ink. 13. Are you not very sorry to have had your apple-trees
cut down ? 14. I am very glad of it, for they were good for nothing.

15. Is it not necessary to have those plum-trees pulled up ? 16. It is

not necessary to have them pulled up. 17. Is it possible to split that

piece of wood ? 18. It is possible to split it. 19. Are you exact

(regular) in cleaning your clothes? 20. I am very exact in it. 21.

With what have you filled your purse? 22. I have filled it with

money. 23. Is it necessary to have your fire-wood sawed ? 24. It is

necessary to have it sawed. 25. Aie you not grateful for the services

which are rendered you I 26. I am very grateful for them.

EXERCISE 154 (Vol. II., page 267).

1. N'etes-vons pas faclie
1

d'avoir perdu votre argent? 2. Je snis

chagrind d'avoir perdu ma bourse. 3. De quoi remplirez-vous cette

bouteille ? 4. Je la ferai remplir d'encre. 5. N'est-il pas necemaire

de faire scier notre bois ? 6. II est m-cessaire de faire scier notre

bois a bruler. 7. Votre jardin est trop petit; n'est-il pas necesaaire

de faire arracher des prnniers ? 8. II est necessaire de faire abattre

des pruniers. 9. Avez-vous rempli d'argent la bourse de votre ami ?

10. Je 1'ai reniplie d'or. 11. Toutes vos bouteilles sont-elles remplies
de vin ? 12. Elks sont toutes remplies d'encre. 13. tes-vous fache*

d'avoir rempli d'encre vos bouteilles ? 14. Je suis bien aise de IM
avoir remplies d'encre, car j'ai beaoin d'encre. 15. tes-vons content

de ce livre ? 16. J'en suis content. 17. Cette terre est-elle bonne a

quelque chose ? 18. Ello n'est bonne a rien. 19. Cette dame est-elle

cherie de ses enfants ? 20. Elle est chtfrie de ses amis et de ses

ecfants. 21. Etes-vous reconnaissant de ses services ? 22. J'en snis

reconnaissaut. 23. N'est-il pas possible de fendre ce morceau de bois ?

24. II n'est pas possible de ie fendre. 25. Est-il agreable de voyager
en hiver ? 26. II n'est pas si agreable de voyager en hiver qu'en e"W.

27. II est facile de blimer les autres. 28. N'est-il pas glorieux do

mourir pour son pays ? 29. II est glorieux de vivre et de mourir pour
son pays. 30. En avez-vous rempli 1'encrier ? 31. Je Ten ai rempli.

32. Ne serait-il pas ndcessaire d'arracher tous ces arbres ? 33. II no

serait pas ndcessaire de les arracher tous, car mon jardin est ti*

grand. 34. Henri quatre tHait aimtf de son peuple.

EXERCISE 155 (Vol. II., page 277).

1. Have you not shut the front door P 2. We have shut it, but we

have not shut the back door. 3. Who arrived before me ? 4. The

gentleman who is sitting before the window. 5. Who livet behind

your house ? 6. There is no house behind ours. 7. Do you not think

that by dint of working (by constant labour) he will grow rich ? 8. I

do not believe that ho will grow rich, if he sells his goods so cheap.

9. Does he learn music without the knowledge of his parents ? 10.

He learns it without their knowledge. 11. Did yon marry without

your sister's knowledge P 12. I married without her knowledge. 13.

Our friend is not in the house, he is out (ictffcout, outMt). "U. He in

not out of the city, he is within. 15. Have yon money about yon ?

16. I have no money about me. 17. Do you live in the back or in

the front of the house ? 18. We live in the front. 19. Has the cook

put the plates upon the table, or under ? 20. She his put the plates,

dishes, spoons, and forks on the table. 21. How much do those

potatoes cost you? 22. I bought them at the rate of five franca

the hectolitre. 23. Have you had the inside or the outside of

the house repaired P 24. I have had the interior and the exterior

repaired.
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MECHANICS. VIII.

INTRODUCTION TO THE MECHANICAL POWERS.

IN the account given of parallel forces in Lesson IV., such only

were considered as act in the same direction, pull or push

together, each adding to the effect of every other ; and of these

the subject of the centre of gravity in Lessons V. and VI. fur-

nished numerous exemplifications, the forces all pulling towards
the earth's centre.

A Q Now you have
-^* ****- to consider two

forces, unequal
and parallel, but

acting in opposite
directions.

Suppose two
such applied to a

body, as in Fig. 43,
where A and B are

the points of ap-

plication, and the

arrows A P, B Q,

represent their

magnitudes and directions. Let A p be 7 pounds and B Q
3 pounds ; how can we find their resultant ? From a very

simple consideration. Whatever it be, or at whatever point
it acts, it must be such that a force at that point, equal and

opposite to it, will balance it, and therefore make equilibrium
with its components A P, B Q. Now, that point cannot be

inside the line A B, for in that case the resultant of the two
which pull together could not be opposite to the third. The

point must, therefore, be outside A B, and on the side of the

greater force A p. Let the point, therefore, be o, and o R the

resultant, o s being the force equal and opposite to it, which
makes equilibrium with A p and B Q.

Then, since there is equilibrium, the resultant of the two that

pull together, B Q and o s, must be equal and opposite to A p ;

and therefore, as proved in Lesson IV., A P is the sum of B Q
and o s. But A P being 7 pounds, and B Q 3 pounds, o a must
be 4 pounds, the difference ot these forces. The resultant in

magnitude, therefore, is the difference of the components.
Now for the point of application. Since the resultant of 4

I
founds at o and 3 pounds at B must cut B o at A inversely as the

forces, if I divide A B into four equal parts, three of them will

be in A o ; or, which is the same thing, seven parts in B o and
three parts in A o, showing that o is the point whose distances

from A and B are inversely as the forces. Putting all together,
wo learn that 1. The Eesultant of two Unequal Parallel

Forces which act at two points of a body in opposite directions

is equal in magnitude to their difference. 2. Its point of appli-
cation is outside of the greater force, at distances from the

points of application of the components, which are inversely as

these forces.

The rule to be observed practically in finding this centre is.

to cut A B into as many equal parts as there are pounds, or

other units, or fractions of a unit, in the difference of the forces,

and then to measure outwards from A along the production of

A B as many of these parts as there are pounds or other units

in B Q ;
the point o so obtained is the parallel centre required.

And you see that what is thus proved for the numbers 3 and 7

must hold equally for other numbers, whatever they be.

There is one particular case of this principle, which I shall

jusfc notice. Suppose A p becomes equal to B Q ; what of their

resultant P how large is it, and where applied P In magnitude
it is nothing, being the difference of the forces ; and the point
of application is nowhere, at least within reach ; for on A B
produced no point o can be found such that A o be equal to

B o. Pairs of forces of this kind are termed "
couples," and

they play an important part in Mechanics, in producing a ten-

dency to rotation ; but we shall not consider them here.

One consequence more : How find the resultant of any num-
ber of parallel forces, some acting in one direction, others in the

opposite ? Evidently by compounding separately, and finding
the centres of, those which act in the opposite directions. Tou
thus get two single parallel and opposite forces the resultants
of the opposing sets, and their centres of application ; and there-

1'ore, by the aid of the principle above established, learn that
1. The Eesultant of a system of Parallel Forces, which act,

some in one direction, others in the opposite, is in magnitude
the Difference of the Sums of the Opposing sets of Forces.

2. Its Point of Application is had by finding the parallel
centre of each opposing set, and taking a point on the side of

the greater sum, on the production of the line joining these
centres whose distances from these points are inversely as the
sums of the opposing forces.

For example : Suppose eight parallel forces are applied to the

eight corners of a box, five of 2, 4, 6, 7, and 9 pounds directed

to the east, and three of 10, 11, and 15 pounds to the west ;

the resultant will be 8 pounds, acting towards the west and at

a point on the line joining the parallel centres of the two sets,

and outside the greater, whose distances from these centres are

inversely as 36 to 28.

These principles, with others previously established, we now
apply to the Lever ; first taking the cases in which the forces,

usually termed the "Power" and the "Resistance," or
"
Weight," are parallel. The principle of leverage may be un-

derstood by the aid of Fig. 44. Two balls, say of iron, connected

by a thin bar,
are supported

by a cord at a

point o. How is

this point to be
selected so that

the balls may
equally balance

each other, the

weight of the rod

not being taken
into consideration? Again, having recourse to numbers, let tho
balls be 13 pounds and 4 pounds, and their centres the points A
and B ; how is o to be found ? Evidently by cutting A B so that
A o be to BO inversely as 13 to 4 ; or, on dividing that line

into seventeen equal parts, so that four of them be in A o and
thirteen in B o. If the bar be supported by the cord from

above, or by a prop from below, at this point there is equilibrium.
This is the principle of the Lever, of which the ball B may be
considered the Power, and the ball A the Resistance. We say,

therefore, that the support, or prop, commonly called the

"fulcrum," must be so placed that the arms A o, B o of the
lever on each side of it be to one another inversely as the
Power and Resistance.

But, as inverse ratio puzzles some persons, I shall put the
matter in another light. You observe that at the end, A,
of this lever, there are only 4 equal parts in the arm, but
13 pounds in the resistance, while in the arm B o the parts
are 13, and the pounds only 4. Now, suppose the parts were
all inches, then if you at either end multiply the number of
inches in an arm by the number of pounds on that arm, you
get the same number namely, 52, for product. Choose any
other numbers different for 13 and 4, and the result is the

same ; the numbers at either end multiplied together give
the same product. Therefore, another way of stating the

Condition of Equilibrium in a lever is, that the product of

the Power and arm on one side should be equal to that of

the Resistance and arm on the other.

But here be careful to be clear as to what is meant by
" the

product of Power and arm, Resistance and arm." This puzzles
some persons extremely, from its never being clearly explained
to them. Strictly speaking, the product of a force and a line,

or of a resistance and an arm, is nonsense. Multiply a bag
of flour by the iron beam from the end of which it hangs, and
who can divine what the result of the operation is to be P

Neither flour nor iron, but something between ! Well, then, to

remove every possibility of confusion on this point, keep in

mind (as tho example above shows) that we multiply numbers

only, not the Power and its arm, or the Resistance and its arm,
but the NUMBER which denotes the units of FOKCE in one, ly the

NUMBER which denotes the units of LENGTH in the other. Then

you can make no mistake ; there will be no confusion ;
and you

can still say, knowing the meaning of your words, that the

Power multiplied by its arm is equal to the Resistance multi-

plied by the other arm. This product is commonly termed the
" Moment" of the Power or Resistance, and the Condition of

Equilibrium is stated as follows :

For Equilibrium in a Lever the Moments of the Power, with

reference to the fulcrum, and Resistance should be equal.
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AFRICA, the mystery of ancient and the problem of modern
times, is the south-western part of the Old World. Thin oon-

ti iif nt is situated chiefly in the torrid zone, the exceptions

''ffypt, Barbary, and the Uriti.ih colonies at the Cape of

Good Hope. The central regions and the coast on the eastern

and western sides were considered as almost wholly uninhabit-

iil'l.' liy the ancients, as far as they chanced to be acquainted
with them, and with regard to Europeans these districts hare
not greatly improved in character in this respect at the present

day; although, judging by the accounts of all the recent explor-

ing expeditions into its interior, there is a bright future yet in

store for the negro races of Africa, who are fitted to endure the

intense heat, the heavy periodical rains, and the fever-fraught
exhalations of the marshy
districts of the land in

which an oil-wise Creator

has placed them, when
intercourse with English
traders shall have awa-
kened them to the bene-

fits that civilisation and
the arts of peace, agricul-

ture, and commerce bring
to every land that uses

them aright.
Extent. Africa extends

from north to south about

5,000 miles ; the most nor-

thern point being a head-

land of Tunis, called Ras-

al-Krun, in lat. 37 20' N.,
and long. 9 48' E. ; and
the most southern point,

Cape Agulhos, in lat. 34
50' S. and long. 19 57' E.

It extends also from west
to east about 4,600 miles ;

the most western point

being Cape Verd, in hit.

14 45' N. and long. 17

S2f W. ; and the most
eastern point, Cape Guar-

dafui, in lat. 11 41' N.,
and long. 51 2V E. The
equator, passing over the

Gulf of Guinea, crosses

this continent over Lower
Guinea on the west, near
the island of St. Thomas
and mouth of the Gaboon
Eiver, and over Zangue-
bar on the east, near the
month of the river Juba ;

it thus cuts off about one-

third of this continent to

the south in the form of a peninsula ; the Tropic of Capricorn
outs off from this peninsula, in like manner, a smaller one, con-

taining Cape Colony and Kaffraria. The Tropic of Cancer
cuts off Northern Africa, crossing Sahara, or the Great Desert,
and the Libyan Desert, and dividing Egypt from Nubia. Be-
tween the two tropics, and between the meridians of 10 and
30 E. that is, nearly those of Tunis and Alexandria there

is a vast tract of unexplored country, especially south of

the equator, which is little less than one-half of the con-

tinent; the only parts of this vast region which have been

partially explored being, firstly, the countrias that lie around
Lake Tchad ; secondly, the regions in which lie the great equa-
torial lakes of Africa namely, Lake Victoria Nyanza, dis-

covered by Captain Speke ; Lake Albert Nyanz-a, discovered

by Sir Samuel Baker ; and Lake Tanganyika, discovered by
Captains Burton and Speke ; and thirdly, the countries between
the parallels of 5 and 25 S. latitude, which have been

traversed in their breadth from the Indian Ocean to the

Atlantic Ocean, and in their length from the Kalahari Desert
to the equatorial districts west of the great lakes about which

72 X.K.

Lon. p from

we hare yet no ranch to learn by the indefatigable and ad-
venturous Livingstone, by Stanley, and by other explorer*.
The surface of the whole continent i reckoned to contain

nearly 11,000,000 square mile*, and about 200,000,000 in-
habitants ; which give* on an average about eighteen to every
square mile.

Boundaries. Africa is bounded on the north by toe Medi-
terranean Sea ; on the south by the great Southern Ocean, or
rather the waste of waters in which the South Atlantic Ocean
and Indian Ocean meet, lying to the north of the Antarctic
< .-.-.in

; on the west by the South Atlantic Ocean ; and on the
east by the Indian Ooean.

Oceans, Beat, Gulfs, etc. The Bed Sea and the Golf of Aden
lie to the north-east of this continent ; and the Mozambique
Channel, 250 miles in width at its narrowest part, to the east,

between the south-east coast and Madagascar. The South
Atlantic and the Indian

Oceans commingle their

waters south of the Cape
of Good Hope ; the At-
lantic washes the shores of

Guinea and Lower Guinea,
in the Gulf of Guinea, and
the Bights or Bays of

Benin and Biafra. The
Strait of Gibraltar sepa-
rates the rooky coast of

Marocco and Spain. In
the Mediterranean are the
Gulfs of Sidra and Cabes,
on the north of Tripoli
and Tunis ; and in the

south, on the shores of

Cape Colony, are 8t Helena

Bay, Table Bay, False Bay,
Algoa Bay, etc. ; while on
the east coast are Delagoa
Bay, Sofala Bay, and many
others of less extent and

importance.
Islands. The principal

of the African islands, Ma-
dagascar of course being ex-

cepted, lie in small groups
and clusters. The Azores,
which are usually reckoned
as African islands, though
they lie above the latitude

of the most northerly point
of Africa, and in the lati-

tude of Portugal, to which

they belong, are about 800
miles to the west of the

last-named part of the

mainland of Europe. Ma-
deira, which also belongs
to Portugal, and Porto

Santo, lij off the west coast
of Marocco. The Canaries, belonging to Spain, of which the

chief are Teneriffe and Grand Canary the former remarkable
for its high mountain, called the Peak of Teneriffe, which
rises to the altitude of 12,180 feet above the level of the

sea, or rather more than 2$ miles of perpendicular height
lie off the north-western corner of that port of the Sahara that

abuts on the Atlantic. Of the Cape Verd Islands, the chief

are Santiago and St. Vincent; the chief town of the former

being Porto Praya, formerly the seat of government, which has

been transferred to Porto Grande, the chief town in the latter.

Among the tropical islands should be reckoned Fernando Po,
Prince Island, St. Thomas Island, and Annabon, all in the Gulf
of Guinea. Ascension Island and St. Helena the spot on which
the Emperor Napoleon fretted through the last few years of his

existence lie out in the midst of the South Atlantic Ooean.

Madagascar, in the Indian Ocean, is about 1.050 miles long, and
about 360 miles broad in its widest part ; it is reckoned to

contain about 228,000 square miles. The population is

reckoned to be about 3,000,000. The Isle of Bourbon, or

Reunion, belonging to France, lies about 400 miles eastward of
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Madagascar, contains about 970 square miles, and has a popu-
lation of upwards of 200,000. Mauritius, belonging to Great

Britain, is about 115 miles north-east of Bourbon, contains

713 square miles, and has a population of about 370,000. At-

tached to it in government are the Seychelles or Mahe Islands,

the Amirante Islands to the north of Madagascar, and Rodri-

gues, about 300 miles east of the Mauritius. The Comoro
Islands are situated in the Mozambique Channel, Pemba Island

and Zanzibar Island off the coast of Zanguebar, and the island of

Socotra about 130 miles east of Cape Guardafui, being about 80
miles long, and having a surface of nearly 1,200 square miles.

Gapes, Headlands, and Promontories. The capes, headlands,
and promontories of Africa form some of its most remarkable

features. On the north is Cape Ceuta (the ancient Abyla), a

high promontory jutting out into the sea, and terminating in

perpendicular rocks ; this promontory lies directly opposite the

rock of Gibraltar (the ancient Calpe), in the Strait of Gibraltar;
and these two rocky headlands, flanking the water-way from the

land-encircled Mediterranean Sea into the open expanse of the

Atlantic Ocean, were denominated by the ancients the Pillars of

Hercules. In the Mediterranean, eastward from these, are Ras-

al-Krun, Cape Blanco, and Cape Bon ; and westward and south-

ward, in the Atlantic, are Cape Spartel, Cape Cantin, Cape Nun,
Cape Bojador, Cape Blanco, Cape Verd, Cape Roxo, Cape Sierra

Leone, Cape Palmas, Cape Three Points, Cape Formosa, all

north of the equator ; south of this line are Cape Lopez, Cape
Negro, Cape Frio, and Cape Voltas ; while doubling the Cape of

Good Hope, are to be seen False Cape, Cape Agulhas, Cape
Natal, and others on the south coast of Africa. Ascending the

oast coast, towards the equator, occur Cape Corrientes, Cape St.

.Sebastian, Cape Delgado, and a variety of other capes called by
the common name of Ras, which signifies head (originally from
the Hebrew), just as cape signifies head, from the Latin caput.
In the Red Sea, the entrance to which is by the strait of Bab-el-

raandeb, there are a variety of capes known by the same appel-

lation, Ras, but they are too minute for a general view ; and of

the Isthmus of Suez, common to Africa and Asia, we have

formerly had occasion to speak.
The mountains of Africa, as far as the interior is concerned,

are scarcely known. In the northern part of this continent are

the celebrated mountains, long known by the name of Atlas,
iiud as having originated the name Atlantic, still applied to the

surrounding ocean. These mountains run through the Barbary
states, and separate them from the Great Desert ; they vary in

elevation from 3,000 or 4,000 to 11,400 feet, the latter being

:'.mong the highest points, and situated near the city of Marocco.

'L'hrough Abyssinia runs another range, separated by deep

valleys and gorges into ranges, groups, and sometimes isolated

peaks, of which the most elevated rise to the height of 15,000
t'eet above the level of the sea.

In Western Africa are to be found the Kong Mountains;
and in Eastern Africa, the mountains Kilimanjaro, Mfumbiro,
and Kenia, each of which is from 10,000 to 20,000 feet high,

and connected with vast interior mountain ranges, called by
some the Mountains of the Moon, and by others the Blue Moun-

tains, the whole forming a rampart round the outer edge of the

inland basin which contains the great equatorial lakes. Within
the limits of Cape Colony there are ranges of mountains rising

from the coast towards the interior in a series of precipitous

steeps and plateaus, that form a succession of what may be

termed gigantic steps. These ten-aces, with the mountain slopes

that edge them towards the south, are three in number, namely,
the Swellendam Mountains, near the coast, of which Table Mpun-
tain, 3,582 feet high, forms a part; the Swarte, or Black Moun-

tains, further inland ; and a third range in the interior, which is

known by different names in different parts of the chain, being
called the Nieuwveld Mountains in the west, Sneewbergen in

the centre, and Drakensberg in the east. Some peaks of the

Drakensberg attain a height of 10,000 feet, and form the

culminating points of Southern Africa.

Table-lands, Plains, Deserts. The table-lands, plains, and

deserts in this continent are immense and to a great extent

unexplored. Sahara, or the Great Desert, is a vast plateau,

varying in elevation from 1,000 to 5,000 feet in height, with

valleys and oases, or fertile tracts of land, intervening at distant

intervals, to relieve the general monotony and sterility. Its

length is about 3,000 miles, and its breadth in some places ex-

ceeds 1,000 miles ; it stretches from the shores of the Atlantic

to the hills which border the valley of the Nile on the west.
Eastward of that river, and stretching to the shores of the Red
Sea, are the deserts of Egypt and Nubia, high plateaus traversed

by ranges of mountains, in which are formed the torrent beds
which create the annual inundations, and fertilise the valleys of
those countries. In the south of Africa, between the parallels
22 and 27 S. lat., is the Kalahari Desert, a vast elevated

plateau 3,500 feet above the level of the sea, from which the

ground slopes on either side towards the sea.

Lakes. In Central Africa lies the great basin of Lake Tchad,
several thousand square miles in surface, varying with the

seasons, and receiving some small tributary streams. This lake
is surrounded by the kingdoms if kingdoms they may be called

of Kanem, Bornou, Baghirmi or Begharmi, and Waday. It is

the centre of a rich, fertile, and prosperous country. To the
east of Lake Tchad is Lake Fittre ; and near Timbuctoo, on the

west, is a small sheet of water through which the main stream
of the Niger runs, called Lake Debo or Dibbie. In Dahomey
are the small lakes Avon and Denham. In the southern part
of the continent are Lake Ngami, Lake Dilolo, Lake Nyassa,
Lake Shirwa, and Lake Shuia all discovered or explored by
Livingstone. On the equator, and to the south of it on the
eastern side, are Lakes Victoria Nyanza, Albert Nyanza, and
Tanganyika, the first discovered by Captain Speke, Tanganyika
by Captains Speke and Burton, and Albert Nyanza by Sir

Samuel Baker. In Abyssinia is Lake Dembea.
Rivers. The principal river in Africa is the celebrated Nile ;

it consists at first of two great arms called the Bahr-el-Azrek, or

Blue Nile, fed by head-streams that rise in Abyssinia, and the

Bahr-el-Abiad, or White Nile, which derives its waters from
Central Africa. It was thought when the Victoria Nyanza was
discovered by Speke that the great reservoir that supplied the
Nile had been discovered. It was, however, found by Sir Samuel

Baker, a few months after, that the Nile issued from Lake Albert

Nyanza, the Victoria Nyanza emptying itself into this sheet of

water by a short broad stream, called the Somerset. The true

origin of this river has occupied the attention of many of the

world's most noted travellers and explorers during the present

century, and foremost in the list of those who have devoted

heir lives and energies to the great work must be placed the

name of David Livingstone, who, after years of unprecedented
toil and sacrifice, died in 1873, just when his labour seemed
about to be crowned with success. The course of the Nile may
be estimated at from 2,500 to 3,000 miles in length. The chief

rivers of Eastern and Southern Africa, following the coast from

Cape Guardafui, are the Juba, Pangany, Zambesi, Limpopo, Ele-

phant River. Great Orange River, Coanza, Congo, and Gaboon.

On the west coast of Africa are the following rivers of considerable

note, and no small value in this part of the continent : The

Senegal of 1,000 miles, and the Gambia of the same length,
both watering the district Senegarnbia, whose appellation ia

formed by their united names ; and the Quorra, Joliba, or

Niger, about 2,300 miles in length, rising in Nigritia or Soudan,
and falling into the Bight of Benin.

With' this lesson we give our readers a map of Egypt, a

country to which the attention of the public has of late years

been frequently directed as, for instance, on the occasion of

the opening of the Suez Canal and in whose fortunes Great

Britain is closely interested.

SUMMARY OF BOUNDARIES.

North : The Mediterranean.

South : South Atlantic Ocean and

Indian Ocean.

East : Red Sea, Indian Ocean.

West : The Atlantic Ocean.

SUMMARY OF OCEANS, SEAS,

GULFS, ETC.

Atlantic, W. and S. of Africa.

Indian Ocean, E. of Africa.

Red Sea, E. of Africa.

Mediterranean Sea, N. of Africa.

Gulf of Sidra, Mediterranean.

Gulf of Cabes, Mediterranean.

Gulf of Guinea, S. of Guinea.

Bight of Benin, Gulf of Guinea.

Bight of Biafra, Gulf of Guinea.

St. Helena Bay, Cape Colony.
Saldanha Bay, Cape Colony.

Table Bay, Cape Town.
False Bay, Cape of Good Hope.
Algoa Bay, Cape Colony.

Delagoa Bay, N. of Natal.

Sofala Bay, Sofala.

Mozambique Channel, E. of Sofala.

Gulf of Aden, S.E. of Red Sea.

SUMMARY OF STRAITS.

Gibraltar, Mediterranean.

Bab-el-Mandeb, Red Sea.

SUMMARY OF ISTHMUSES.

Suez, between Mediterranean Sea

and Red Sea, connecting Asia

and Africa, and crossed by rail-

way and the great Suez Canal,

SUMMARY OF ISLANDS.

The Azores, W. of Portugal.

Madeira, W. of Marocco.
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Porto Santo, N.K. of Madeirn.

Tbe Canaries, 8. of Madeira,
The CapeVerd Is.,\V. of Cape Verd.
Ascension I., 8. of Sierra Leone.

: Ascension.

Fernando Po, Bight of Biafra.

Prince Island, 8. of Fernando Po.

St. Thomas, S. 01 Prince Island.

Annabon, S. of St. Thomas.

Madagascar, . of Sofala and Mo-

Bourbon, . of Madagascar.
Mauritius, N.E. of Bourbon.

Eodrignes, . of Mauritius.

The Comoro Is., N.W. of Mada-

gascar.

The Amirante Is., N.E. of Mada-

gascar.

TheSeycbcllels., N.E. ofAmirante.

Socotra, E. of Cape Guardafui.

SUMMARY or CAPKS.

Kas-al-Krun, Tunis.

Bon, Tunis.

Spartel, Marocco.

Bojador, W. of Africa.

Blanco, W. of Africa.

Verd, Senegnmbia.
Palmas, Quinea.
Three Points, Guinea.

Negro, Benguela.
Good Hope, False Bay.

Agulhaa, E. of Cape of Good Hope.
Natal, Caffnirin.

Corrientes, Sofala.

Delgado, Zauguebar.

Guardafui, Ajon.

SUMMARY Or MoUKTAlMS.
Atlas Mountains, Morocco.
Mountains of the Moon, or Blue

Mountains, Central Africa.

Kong Mountains, S. of Soudan.
Swollonduui Mountains, C. Colon/.
Swarto Mouuta<ns, Cape Colony.
Nieuwveld, Sneewbergen, and Dra-

kensberg Mountains, C. Colony.

SUMMART or DBSCRTS.
Sahara or Great Desert.

Libyan Desert.

Kalahari Desert.

SUMMART or LAKES.

'iviiii'l, Boraou, Nigritia or Soadan.

Fittre, Waday, Nigritia.
I). Mil'.-u, Abyssinia.
Albert Nyanza, Equatorial Africa,

Victoria Nyanza, Equatorial Africa.

Tanganyika, Equatorial Africa.

Nyassa, South Africa.

Shirwa, South Africa.

Ngami, South Africa.

SUMMARY or RIVERS.

Nile, Equatorial Africa, Abyssinia,
and Egypt.

Zambesi, Eastern Africa.

Limpopo, Eastern Africa.

Great Orange River, Southern
Africa.

Coanza River, Western Africa (&.).

Congo River, Western Africa (S.).

Gaboon River, Western Africa (S.).

Niger, Western Africa (N.).

Gambia, Western Africa (N.).

Senegal, Western Africa (N.).

LESSONS IN LATIN. XXXIII.
DEPONENT VERBS (continued) CONSTRUCTION OF TIMEO.

I HAVE spoken of vereor and metuo : I will say a few words
on timeo. Timeo (timere, timui, 2) is given in the dictionaries

as signifying I fear. Is it, then, of the same meaning with
vereor and metuo ? Not exactly. Timere represents a state

of mind, an habitual state of mind, a state of mind habitual
because natural, the state of mind which is designated timid ;

hence timere has for its primitive import to be timid or afraid.

Accordingly timere denotes mental solicitude, to be anxious, to

be afraid, to be apprehensive. Metuere points out a more
active, more decided, and more formidable sentiment. There
is between metuere and timere the difference that there is

between the English to be afraid and to fear we are afraid

harm has come to our friends, and we fear the lightning.
Hence we may understand these words, metui oupiunt, metuique
timent, they wish to be feared, and they are afraid to be feared.
When I add that the words are used of tyrants, you will see

that they are very descriptive.

CONSTRUCTION OF "TIMEO."

Accusative of object. Instead of an accusative, timeo, like

many other verbs, may have as its object a member of a sen-

tence, or a dependent and imperfect sentence ; ne and ut ; with
dative of object for which or whom you are afraid.

Accusative :

" Si coactus csset respicere oc timere oppidanos." The Gallic War.
Lit. Trails. :

" If he had been compelled to regard and fear the
town's people."

Id. Trans. :
"
If he were compelled to regard and fear the town's

people."

Here yon see the literal translation and the idiomatic are

very nearly the same showing you that the Latin and the

English may exactly correspond in both word and order.

With a dependent member :

" Htcc quo sint eruptura timeo." Cicero.

Lit. Trans. .

" These things where they may break out I am afraid."

Id. Trans. .

" I fear what may be the issue of these things."

With ne .

" Timeo ne malefacta mea sint inventa omnla." PlaMttw.

iiu. .

"
I am afraid last bmd daeds my may be disoorered alL*

Id. Trant. -.-" I am afraid that all my bad deeds are dsMorand."

With ut .

" Omnes labors* te excipere video ; timeo ut sustiness." CUtro.
in*. .

" All labours thae to undertake I see ; I fear that tboo

may support."
Id. Tram. .

" I tee that you undertake all labours j I few you will

not be able to support them.'*

With dative :

" Nostne cause nihil nos timere." (JuinWum.
Lit. Tran*. -.

" For our cause nothing we fear."

Id. Tram.:" We (ay that we) fear not at all on oar account."

Angustie, -arum, f.,

narrowneu.

Angustie itineris, the

narrow road.

Circumvenio (circnm
and veuio), 4, I eur-

round (E. R. circum-

vent).

VOCABUI4ABT.

Conor, dep. 1, I endea-

vour.

De suo ac legionis pe-

riculo, concerning (on
account of) hii oiro

peril and the peril of
the legion.

Experior, experiri, ex-

pertussum (dp. 4), I

maielrialo/(E.B.e*.

pertinent, experience).

Objicio, 3, / coet in tJU

way of, I oppose to.

Res frumentaris, corn

for hortu and men.

Supporto, 1, I carry.

EXERCISE 117. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. Csesar timebat tantso ioagnitudiuis flumini exercitum objioen. S.

Cmsar conondum atque experiendum judicat. 3. Cesar, etsi timabat

tontee mognitudinis flumini exercitum objicere, conandum tamen atqua

experiendum judicat. 4. Neque timerent ne circumvenirentur. 5.

Non se hostem vereri dicebant. 6. Angnstias itineris timere sa dice-

bant. 7. Ut satis commode supportari res frumentarU timere dice-

bant. 8. Non se hostem timere, sed angustias itineris, et ut satis

commode posset supportari res frumentoria timere dicebant. 0. Salva

est uavis, ne time. 10. De Republic* valde timeo. 11. De suo ac

legiouibus periculo nihil timebat. 12. Non times ne locum perdas.
13. Timuit ne non succederet.

EXERCISE 118. ENGLISH-LATHI.

1. I fear that thou hast lost thy labour. 2. I am afraid the house
will fall. 3. I fear corn will not be brought into the city. 4. Tbe

general feared that his army would not come. 5. They fear for their

beautiful little girl. 6. Concerning thy fortune, I am not at all afraid.

7. The king and his generals are afraid of being surrounded. 8.

Cicero judges that he must make a trial. 9. I fear he will not be able

to moke a trial.

DEPONENT VERBS. FOURTH CONJUGATION.
EXAMPLE. Blandior, I flatter.

Chief Parts : Blandior, blandiri, blandltus sum.

PRESENT TENSE.

Indicative. Subjunctive. Imperative. In/Snitiee. Participles.

Sing. Blaudior, I Blandiar, I Blandiri, Blondiens,

./latter, etc. may ./latter. to/otter.

Blandlris. Blandidris. Blandlre,orblan-

dltor, ./latter

thou, etc.

Blanditur. Blandiatur. Blauditor.

Plu. Blauilimur. Blandiamur. [diminor.
Blaudimiui. Blandiiraini. Blandimiai.blan-

Blandiuutur. Blandiontur. Blondiuntor.

IMPERFECT TENSE.

Sing. Blondiebar.Itca* Blandlrer, I

flattering, etc. might .flatter.

Blandiebaris. Blandirfris.

Blandiebatur. Blanclirctur.

Plu. Blandiebamur. Blandiremur.

Blandiebamini. Blandiremini.

Blandiebantur. Blandirentur.

FIRST FUTURE TXVSK.

Sing. Blandiar, I shall

Jlatter, eto.

Blondif'ris.

Blandietur.

Plu. Blandiemur.
Blandiemini.

Blondientnr.
PERFECT TEHSB.

Sing. BlandTtus sum, Blanditus sim, I

I have fiat- maiyhare/lattered,

tered, etc. etc.

Blanditus es. Blanditns sis.

Blanditus est. Blanditus sit.

Plu. Blanditi sumus. Blamliti simus.

Blanditi estis. Blanrliti sitis.

Blanditi stint. Blanditi sint.

Blanditu- Blanditn-

rnmesse, rus, on

to be on Ou point

the point

of potter- ing.

is*.

Blandltat,

having
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PLUPERFECT TENSE.

Indicative. Subjunctive.

Sing. Blandltus eram. Blanditus essem.

Blanditus eras. Blauditus esses.

Blanditus erat. Blanditus esset.

Pitt. Blanditi eramus. Blanditi essemug.

Blauditi eratif Blanditi essctis.

Blanditi erant. Blanditi essent.

SECOND FUTURE TENSE.

Sing. Blanditus ero, I shall have flattered, etc.

Blanditus cris.
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glory. 15. Honour follow! diatinyuUhod virtue. 10. Ha proiniaed

me thut hewouM ivtimi. 17. !!< luw n turned. 18. No, ho will return

to-morrow. 19. BoyBittpportaaoh othar. -'>. lloya ouifht to support
:, r. -Jl. 1 |.ii> and Hhull pity tlio wretched. 22. Never forget
, fault*. S3. ] -t out within a fow dyn. Jl. Wli.-n

wilt HI.IM r. turn ? .'.. lioya, ruverunoe the aged.

Observe, that in the ablative absolute construction there are

properly tvvx> sentences, and consequently two subjects : for

rxiimple, sole oriente, tenebrce diffuyiunt ; in the words sole orient*

a subject, namely, sol; and in tenebrce diffuyiunt there

is a subject, namely, tenebrce. The former sentence is incom-

plete, nevertheless there is a subject in it.

Now it is an element in the ablative absolute construction,
tint the subject of the sentence having the verb is not the

same as the subject of the imperfect sentence containing the

liartiriple. You may see this fact exemplified and illustrated

in these instances :

ABLATIVE ABSOLUTE.

1. Ssnescente lund, ostretc taboscere dicuntur.

The moon waning, oysters are said to waste away.
2. GeryotM iiiferoiijito, Hercules in Italian) venit.

mo inlo Italy.

3. Sabini* debellatix, Tarquinius triumphans Bomam rediit.

The Salines being subdued, Tarrjuiji tn triumph, returned to Rome.
4. Chilo, flio tncfore OlyinpitD, preo gaudio exspiravit.

Chilo, his son BEINO conqueror at Olympia, died ofjoy.
5. Apes, acitleo aininso, statim emori oxistimautur.

liees, their sting being lost, arc thought to die at once.

It will be noticed from the fourth of the above examples,
that the participle, especially when it would be the participle
of the verb to be (which is not found in good Latin authors),
is sometimes omitted.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN LATIN. XXXII.

EXERCISE 114. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. The safety of men depends not only on truth, but also on repu-

tation. 2. The citizens, having made a treaty with the enemies,

enjoyed peace. 3. By reflection, we comprehend God and the divine

mind. 4. We live on milk, flesh, and many other things. 5. Take
care that you do not avenge yourselves on your enemies. 6. The Bomaus
promised this to the Nurnidians. 7. The Numidians continued to

harass the Carthaginians by war. 8. The Bomaus are about to strive.

9. The Bomaus say that they will strive. 10. The Romans returned
the favour with increase. 11. The Romans promised the Numidians,
if they would continue to harass the Carthaginians by war, that they
would strive to return the favour with increase. 12. No one hns lived

too short a time who has performed a work of perfect virtue. 13.

Wise men despise the appearances in a dream. 14. As soon as we
have arisen, we despise the appearances in a dream. 15. Aristotle,

Zeno, and innumerable others, having gone out. of their country, never
returned home. 16. There is no plav^ue so detestable, which is not

produced by man against man. 17. I am not born for a corner. 18.

This whole world is my country. 19. The seeds of virtue are inborn
in our nature. 20. Hannibal fought with the Romans in Italy. 21.

Hannibal, having fought with the Romans, always came off conqueror.
22. Hannibal, as often as he fought with the Bomans in Italy, came
off conqueror.

EXERCISE 115. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. The mind of every most excellent man chiefly strives after im-

mortal glory. 2. The enemies were wearied by the length of the con-
flict. 3. The enemies, wearied by the length of the conflict, left the

(field of) battle. 4. He acquired virtue. 5. In whatever part of the
world a good man is, he will be loved by friends. 6. He who has ac-

quired virtue, in whatever part of the world he is, will be loved by us.

7. Courage is eager for danger. 8. Courage does not reflect on what
it may be about to suffer. 9. Courage is eager for danger, and whither
it turns, does not think of what it will suffer. 10. Augustus did not
suffer himself to be called a lord. 11. Some animals nre destitute of

reason, others use reason. 12. The soul having escaped, the body is

worth nothing. 13. The memory of illustrious men, even when dead,
has influence with us. 14. It is worthy of a king to aid the fallen.

15. It is peculiar to folly to perceive the faults of others and to forget
its own. 16. We ought to do our best to benefit very many persons.
17. To be angry with those whom we out-lit to love is wickedness. 18.

Friendships, acquaintances, and neighbourhoods contain some pleasure
(something of pleasure). 19. We understand our advantages better by
being without them, than by enjoying them. 20. What pleasure
friendships, acquaintances, and neighbourhoods contain, we understand
better by being without them, than by enjoying them. 21. Fresh men
always succeeded wearied ones.

EXERCISE 116. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Felicitas virtute nititur. 2. Nititur ne hominibus felicitas? 3.

Non, felicitas Deo nititur. 4. Excolere virtutem eniti debemus. 5.

Pater filium complexua act. 0. Filiw patria mortem ultua act 7.

Bex premium pollioitus eat. 8. Sororl tiue regina polllciU eatna

premium t 9, MUitea cumulatam gloriam adipisci niteotur. ;o.

Mane experrecti aunt, at diaoeaaare. 11. Bena vital offlciia functi aunt.
12. Ariatotelea at Zeno pnaoaptorum offlcJU functi aunt, 13. Qoaado
amici tui domum revertent? 14. Heri domum roverterunt. \L. K
patria protect! aunt, et nunqoam revertent. 16. Peatis bjao bominum
in animia nata eat (bom). 17. Ubi eat patria? U. Patria ma* art
inuudua. 19. In animia morUlibua aunt aemina innat* vitiorum. 20.

Dux cum hoatibua congreaaua aat. 21. QuotieacunqiM ducea Anglici
cum hoatibua congress* aunt, aemper diaceaaere auperioraa. 22. Op-
tirni cujuaque pueri animus muxime parentea auoa amat. 23. Ikroi

in aalutem anitnco nituntur. 21. Lacta pnarl et poelto veacnntor. 0.
Diacipuli officiia auis functi aunt. 26. O Dana, miserere lapaoram.
27. Succurite pauperibua. 28. Proprium oat 3tultiti nulli prodeaae.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. X.
REDUCTION OF FRACTIONS.

130. To REDUCE fractions of different denominators to fraction*

having a common denominator.

Multiply togetlier each numerator and all the denominators

except its own, and the product vnll be the required numerator oj
each fraction ; next, multiply together all the denominators, and
the product will be tht required denominator of each fraction ;

these properly arranged in order will give the answer.

EXAMPLE. Reduce - -, and to fractions having a com-
mon denominator. V

Here, a x d x y = ady,
~)

c X b x y = bey, > are the three numerators,

and w X b X d = bdm, j

Also, 6 X d X y = bdy, is the common denominator.

ady bey , bdm .

Hence, the reduced fractions are , , , rr ana . A.ns.

bdy bdy bdy
The reason of this rule is plain, for the reduction consists in

multiplying the numerator and denominator of each fraction into

all the other denominators, a process which does not alter the

value of the fractions. [See Art. 121.]
131. An integer and a fraction are easily reduced to fractions

having a common denominator, by making the former a fraction.

[See Art. 122.]

Reduce a and to fractions having a common denominator.
c

Here, a and -, are equal to - and -, which are equivalent to
c ic

and - , the fractions having a common denominator.

EXERCISE 15.

1. Reduce , and -to fractions having acommon denominator.
3m' g y

2. Reduce -, -, and
r

- to fractions having a common denomi-

nator.
3 * d + h

3. Reduce -
, and to fractions having a common denomi-

nator.

4. Beduce a, b, - , and - to fractious having a common denominator.
m y

5. Reduce - -, and - to fractious having a common denominator.
b d /

6. Reduce ,
"

, and - to fractions having a common denominator.
a 56 2
x c

7. Reduce b, -, and to fractions having a common denominator.

8. Reduce -
, - -?. and to fractions having a common denominator.

a i y 3

9. Reduce -
, , and

x
to fractions having a common denominator.

a' 4c 5

10. Reduce -
, , --, and- to fractions having a common denominator.

11. Reduce , 17,
y

, x, and
c

to fractions having a common de-

nominator.
'

to fractions having a common denominator.12. Reduce

13. Reduce

denominator.

14. Reduce

denominator.

and -

and . - 1
to fractions having a common

. and to fractions having a
-ox + ix* *+o
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15. Eeduce . , , .and to fractions having a com-
2ab' 3bc 4cd 5de 6ef

man denominator.

132. To reduce an improper fraction to a whole or mixed

quantity.
Divide the numerator by the denominator, the quotient with the

remainder in a fractional form is tlie answer. [See Art. 106.]
133. To reduce a mixed quantity to an improper fraction.

Multiply the integer by the given denominator, and add the

given numerator to the product. [See Art. 122.] The sum will

be the required numerator ; and this placed over the given deno-

minator will form tlie improper fraction required.
If the sign before the dividing line is , all the signs in the

numerator must be changed. [See Art. 124.]

EXERCISE 16.

1. Eeduce to a whole or mixed quantity.
b

_ , am a + ady Jir. , .

2. Eeduce to a whole or mixed quantity.

3. Eeduce a + - to an improper fraction.

4. Eeduce o - to an improper fraction.
c

a c
5. Eeduce ob

6. Eeduce m + d

to an improper fraction,

to an improper fraction.h-d
7. Eeduce a; to an improper fraction.

c

8. Eeduce ax + *
to an improper fraction.

d

9. Eeduce b to an improper fraction.
d y

10. Eeduce & + ax + a3 + to an improper fraction.
x a

11. Eeduce Zx 4a -t- to an improper fraction.
x + 2a

12. Eeduce 3o - 4z + * ~
to an improper fraction.

4a 3x

13. Eeduce 1
*

- to an improper fraction.
tc + a

134. To reduce a compound fraction to a simple one.

Multiply all the numerators together for a new numerator, and
all the denominators for a new denominator.

1. Eeduce ? of ,-=_
7 b + 2

EXERCISE 17.

to a simple fraction.

2. Eeduce - of - of to a simple fraction.
3 5 2a m

3. Eeduce of of to a simple fraction.
o a3 f

4. Eeduce of of ^ to a simple fraction.
b c* d3

_ _, xy ax + as . x + a
5. Eeduce ~- of-- ----

xl + ax + a* x a

6. Eeduce of
a; -4

to a simple fraction.

to a simple fraction.

7. Eeduce - of - of - to a simple fraction.

8. What is the value of
2aay

9. What is the value of
abed/

10. What is the value of x 4 ?
a

11. What is the value of
16a^ -^ 4x ?
a

12. What is the value of ^? when the denominator is multiplied

by 4?

13. What is the value of _.! whenthe denominator is divided by 6ax?

14. What is the value of 'Ll. when both numerator and denomi-

nator are x 2d ?

6abc + 12abi
15. Eeduce

2ab
to a whole or mixed number.

16. Eeduce

itr T> A
17. Eeduce

_
I2x

to a whole number.

, . .

to a whole or mixed number.

18. Eeduce the four next examples to their lowest terms :

(1.)
abc

. (2.)
aac

(3.)

bx +
ab + bn

aaxy aab

ac + abc

19. Eeduce and to a common denominator
V d

20. Eeduce - _, -L, and
X
- to a common denominator.bag y

21. Eeduce a to an improper fraction.

22. Eeduce a + b to an improper fraction.
4m

23. Eeduce - of - of - of - to a simple fraction.
3 b d y

24. Eeduce f of *? of i of
2c

of
4d*

of
abc

to a simple fraction.
7 4b 2 4* 2a 2d

KEY TO EXEECISES IN LESSONS IN ALGEBBA.
EXERCISE 13.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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VOCABULARY.
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To return to our classification of iron railway bridges, we
have first to mention the suspension bridge. Structures of this

kind are usually built in the following manner. A massive

tower of masonry is erected on each side of the stream, these

towers being termed the abutments. Over the tops of the

towers are passed chains formed of bars of iron, the ends of

which chains are sunk to a great depth in the ground, and

firmly embedded therein. From these chains iron rods are

hung, to support the roadway which passes from tower to

tower. Among the good examples of ordinary suspension

bridges may be mentioned that at Hammersmith, on the
Thames ; Hungerford Bridge, afterwards removed to Clifton ;

and the bridge of this kind across the Menai Straits.

In the earlier days of railway construction, this form of

bridge was not considered suitable for railway traffic. The
passage of a train over such a bridge would depress the chain
and roadway at either end, raising it at the centre, and so

This is a form peculiar to railway architecture, the great engi-
neer who designed the first having before him no previous struc-

ture similar in kind although applied to other purposes, as in

the case of the suspension bridges to suggest the idea and guide
him in carrying it out. The first tubular bridge was that
thrown by Mr. Robert Stephenson across the Menai Strait, not
far from the suspension bridge to which we have before alluded.
It was a necessary condition, imposed by the Admiralty, that the
central arches of a bridge across this strait should be of more
than 400 feet span, and 100 feet above the surface of the water
at the highest tide, to preserve the freedom of the navigation.
In studying the problem of how to accomplish this end with
the utmost security, Mr. Stephenson determined, after repeated
experiments, to adopt a tubular form for his girders, and to

make his bridge, so to speak, a tunnel suspended in the air. A
further series of experiments convinced him that a rectangular
tube was the most suitable for the purpose, possessing far greater

KAILWAY BRIDGE AT CHEPSTOW. PROCESS OF CONSTRUCTION.

endanger the security of the entire fabric. But this tendency
was counteracted by various devices to stiffen the roadway ;

and a great engineering triumph was achieved when, in

1848, a railway suspension bridge, spanning a chasm of 800
feet, was built over the Niagara river below the falls. , In
this bridge wire cables are made to support a rectangular tube,
which carries both an upper and a lower roadway, the former for
the railway traffic, and the lower for that of vehicles and foot

passengers. A representation of this very remarkable structure
is given in one of our engravings.
Another kind of suspension bridge is occasionally employed

for railway purposes. In this form the roadway is supported
by chains and rods which hang from wrought-iron tubes, these
tubes passing from tower to tower or from pier to pier, instead
of the chains before mentioned. The great railway bridges at

Chepstow and Saltash are formed in this manner. The method
of their construction will be understood by a reference to our
illustration of the first-named example, on the South Wales
Railway.
We come now to the second classification of iron railway

bridges namely, those constructed on the tubular principle.

strength than tubes either cylindrical or elliptical in form. His

idea, as finally resolved on and carried out, was, therefore, that

of a long tube, in section an oblong square, made of plates of

cast-iron closely riveted together, the chief weight and support-

ing power of the material being massed in a cellular form at

the top and bottom of the structure. Two million rivets were

employed throughout the tube. These rivets, when brought to

the works, were formed with only one end flattened, holes being

punched in the plates to receive them. Each rivet, before- being
fixed in position, was made red-hot in a furnace, then taken up
by pincers and inserted in its place, when the unflattened end

of the hot metal was hammered on the inside until another

head was formed, and the plates were thus securely bound

together.
The Britannia Tubular Bridge, when completed, consisted of

four spans over the Strait, the two central spans 460 feet each

in length, and the two at the sides half those dimensions. A
representation of this structure is given in our illustrations. An
immense bridge of the same character was afterwards erected

across the St. Lawrence at Montreal. It consists of a tube

more than 6,500 feet long, divided into twenty-five spans, the
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control ono of 030 foot ; but tho masonry of tho piers is of tnuoh

. proportion than in the ctno of the

IJnUnni.i Kn>i;-, \ , \ -. i the forco of the great manses of

ioo whii-h in wii.

aro brought down
th.' sln-uin.

liritamiiti

was justly
. iv.l, at tho

of its con-

'.n, a. groat
mitf tri-

iiinph ; but, bril-

liant as was tho

;i great im-

provement has
sinuo boon made
upon it. This im-

provement consists

in tho substitution

of la /

for those of a tu-

bular form. In tho

tubular girders tho

:ro formed of

solid plates. In tho

lattice girders, as

tho name implies,
the sides are com-

posed of a kind of

open lattice-work

A good example of the lattice-girder bridge U seen in that of
the London, Chatham, and Dover Kailk/uy over the Thames at
Blaokfriant, the girders in this ease resting on columns of iron,

which are set on
tone foundations.

Railway bridge*

BRITANNIA TUBULAB BRIDGE ACROSS THE 3IKNAI STRAIT.

formed of bars
or rods of iron, which cross each other diagonally. By this

means, in tho first place, a great saving is effected in the

material employed j next, every portion of that material can

tion are

all of this fora.
Tho riveting is car.

ried out on the
same principle and
to the same extent
an in tho case of U,o

Britannia Bridge,
and the same
amount of strength
which is there af-

forded by the cel-

lular arrangement
of material above
and below, is given
in the lattice

bridges by iron-

beams which, at

frequent intervals,
cross tho principal

girders, both at

top and bottom, at

right angles.
Tho use of iron

girders has greatly
facilitated the construction of what are known as skew bridges,
i.e., bridges tho lino of which ruiia askew or obliquely to

that of tho stream. The peculiar formation which, it was

BKIDOE ACROSS T11K NIA'.i.\i:v UIVER, BKI.'UV !K

be so adjusted as to bear a full share of the strain of the

traffic ; and lastly, the whole fabric presents a smaller surface

to the action of the wind and weather, while at the same time it

can be more easily repainted or repaired.

necessary to give to tho component parts of the arches in
stone bridges, on the skew principle, rendered these difficult

of construction, and they were comparatively unsafe for the
enormous strain of general railway traffic.
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Council of Basle, and the right to dissolve it, the members
took the sharpest of means with him, and anticipated his bull

by a decree, in which they affirmed that the representatives of

the Church militant on earth were invested with a divine and

spiritual jurisdiction over all Christians, without excepting the

Pope ; and that a general council could not be dissolved, pro-

rogued, or transferred, except on its own free deliberation and
consent. Following np this boldness of speech by boldness

of action, they gave the Pope sixty days to repent of his

folly, promising, unless he withdrew his offensive pretensions,

they would suspend him from the exercise of his spiritual and !

temporal functions. Eugenius recanted, and with his own hand
|

rescinded the bull he intended to fulminate against the council.
|

Gradually, with the patience which belongs to an institution '

that considers itself eternal, the Roman churchmen arrogated
j

to themselves a power over the lay prince who was their con-
|

stitutional head, and went so far at the Council of Lyons, held
j

in 1245, under the presidency of Innocent IV., as to depose
the Emperor Frederick on account of the firm stand he had
made against ecclesiastical usurpation and the claim of the

so-called saints to judge the world, as represented by kings
obnoxious to the Church's interests. And so it came about that,
whereas the emperors alone had in former times the right to

summon a council, councils became perfectly independent of

the emperor, and could and did act upon their own authority,
to the complete exclusion of the lay element.

A glance at the following list will show the number, date,
and occasion of the great councils which have been held. Those
numbered in Roman letters are the general or oecumenical

councils ;
but the others are of importance enough, though only

provincial synods, to merit a place in the list :

I. FIRST (ECUMENICAL OB GENERAL COUNCIL, held at Nice, A.D.

in Bithynia. Constantine the Great presided . . 323

At Tyre, against Athanasius of Alexandria . . 335

At Constantinople, when the Arian heresy gained ground 337
At Home, in favour of Athanasius .... 342

At Sardis, attended by 370 bishops. The Arians con-

demned ......... 347
At Kimiiii, attended by 400 bishops. A new confession

of faith drawn up ... . . . 359
II. CONSTANTINOPLE 381
III. EPHESUS. Pelagius censured. Pelagius was an English-

man, who taught that physical death was not a con-

sequence of Adam's fall, but would have happened in

any case ; that the consequences of Adam's sin were
confined to himself; that new-born infants are as
Adam was before the fall ; that the law qualified men
for heaven as well as the Gospel ; and that the general
resurrection did not follow because of Christ's resur-

rection from the dead 431

IV. CHALCEDON. Eutychiauism censured. Eutyches, au

abbot, taught the creed (professed this day by Copts
and Armenians) that there was but one nature in

Christ, the human having been absorbed in the
divine ......... 451

V. CONSTANTINOPLE. Origen's teaching condemned.

Origen, who lived in 185-253, taught that Christ was
the Sou of God only by adoption and grace ; that

souls were created before the bodies ; that the planets
and stars had souls; that the punishment of the
damned was not eternal ; and that the fallen angels
would one day be restored ..... 553

VI. CONSTANTINOPLE, against the Monothelites, or

Eutychians 681

VII. SECOND NICENE COUNCIL, against Iconoclasts, or breakers

of images in churches, the Church having been

violently sundered by the question whether it was
lawful or not to use images in the churches . . 787

VIII. CONSTANTINOPLE, against Iconoclasts .... 870
The Council of Clerrnont, attended by 310 bishops,

authorised the crusades 1095

IX. FIRST LATERAN. The right of investiture, or presen-
tation to ecclesiastical benefices, which had been
claimed both by pope and emperor, and had been the

subject of bitter wars, and was yet to be so, arranged
for a time by treaty between Pope Calixtus II. and
the Emperor Henry V 1123

X. SECOND LATERAN. Innocent II. presided. The chief

subject of discussion was how most effectually to

preserve the temporalities of churchmen . . . 1139

XI. THIRD LATERAN. Schismatics condemned . . . 1179

XII. FOURTH LATERAN. Innocent III. presided, and autho-

rised the crusade against the Albigenses. Doctrine
of transubstantiation promulgated .... 1215

XIII. LYONS, under luuonent IV. Deposed the Emperor A - D

Frederic, on the ground that the saints being com-
missioned to judge the world, kings were not

exempted, and that it behoved the Church to punish
offenders against her, without respect of persons . 1245

XIV. LYONS. A temporary union effected between the Greek
and Latin Churches ...... 1274

XV. VIENNE IN DAUPHINE. Clement V. presided. The
Order of the Knights Templars suppressed . . 1312

XVI. PISA. Of the three claimants of the Papal throne,

Gregory XII. and Benedict called XIII., who held his

court at Avignon, deposed, and Alexander V. elected 1W9
XVII. CONSTANCE Martin V. elected pope in plnce of

John XXIII., deposed. John Huss and Jerome of

Prague condemned for heresy, and burned
XVIII. BASLE. Eugenius IV. deposed from the papacy, and

Amadeus of Savoy chosen .....
XIX. FIFTH LATERAN, against the pragmatic sanction of the

French kings, asserting the rights of the Gallican
Church as agaiust the Pope ..... 1512

XX. TRENT. Satforeighteen years, and condemned, amongst
other tilings already mentioned, the doctrines of

Luther, Calvin, and Zwingle .... 1545-1563

Such are the principal councils held by the Roman Church
till the last meeting of the council of the Vatican, of which the
main object seems to have been to obviate the necessity of

calling councils in future, by declaring transferred to the Pope,
as head of the Church, that quality of infallibility hitherto

supposed to be a peculiar attribute of councils only. This
notion of infallibility, residing somewhere in the body of the
Church militant, was first formulated into an article of faith

by the great architect of the Roman Church power, Hildebrand
(Gregory VII.). It had been mooted before, but never esta-
blished as an essential part of the creed. Until long immunity
from the persecution and adversity in which the Church of
Christ had first grew and flourished, had made the Christian

clergy seekers after new things, and aspire to kingdoms which
are of this world, the Church was content to leave alone such
awful questions as those which now are spoken trippingly by
the tongues of courtiers in the palace of him who in effect sits

in the temple of God, saying,
"
I am God." The rise and

spread of differences in opinion, the schisms which, as will be
seen in reference to the above list, separated into distinct

and even antagonistic churches, large bodies of those who had

formerly
"
lived together in unity," seemed to call for some

authority which should decide all differences, that authority
being guided in its decisions by an unerring instinct directing
it unconsciously to an absolutely truthful conclusion. Such
an authority, it was thought, must be indwelling in the body
of the Cliurch with which Christ had promised to be always,
even unto the end of the world ; in the Church that was
built upon the rock against which the gates of hell shall not

prevail.
Once established that such an authority was necessary, it was

easy to find a place where it might be supposed to dwell.

Start with the belief that truth is not many-sided, that absolute
truth can be found, and that one telescope only can reveal it

all other telescopes, no matter by whom made, being bad and

deceptive and you are driven to seek some infallible oracle

such as that now demanded at Rome. The transfer of the

attribute from council to pope is simply a matter of conve-

nience, and is really no more startling in itself than the original
claim of councils to be infallible. But it has taken the Roman
Church several centuries to arrive at the ultimate consequence
of the claim on the part of any human being, or body of human
beings, to be infallible. It was Gregory VII. who first pro-
claimed the infallibility of the Church. Before his time, Chris-

tians were content to meet in council for the purpose of dis-

cussion, and of agreeing, without intolerance of others who
could not but think differently, upon questions on which it

seemed desirable to have a common faith. They did not declare

all men eternally lost who had different degrees or different

kinds of light. Uniformity, however, was necessary to the

ideal of Christianity which Hildebrand and his advisers formed
in their own minds ; to secure uniformity it was necessary to

proclaim infallibility ;
and infallibility was accordingly asserted

to dwell in the Church of Rome not of Christ, be it observed

which " has been, is, and will continue, infallible."

The effect of this decree has been to justify, as the direct

inspiration of God himself, some of the most blasphemous, some
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of the most inhuman to Bay nothing of undivino act* that
it was possible for sinful nu<n t<> \- guilty of. Tho inordiniit<-

craving after power, temporal a* well lut spiritual, wl.,

1 tlm papacy Hinoe Hildebrand'n time, and which
haa proved to bo the great source of its weakness, WM factored
ini'l encouraged by the doctrine. Religion! wan save the
mark religious hatreds, malice and all unoharitableneM, blood-
xli.-cl, mi.! diurnal delay in the education of the world, have all

out of tlm evil assumption by men of an attribute which
our liloxaed Lord, tempted to assume dominion over all the

kiiiK'tloniH of the world, and the glory of them, stedfastly
renounced. The power hitherto supposed to be inherent in

councils is now to be transferred to the Pope. An infallible

Church is represented by a general council, which is therefore
itself infallible; and being so, is able, without the slightest
shock to any historic sentiment, to depose itself in favour of
one infallibly elected to receive its functions. Such was the
scene which was enacted at Rome at the last council, a scene
which appropriately comes after the scenes formerly enacted
*hrrt\ in which dissentients were burned, the consciences of
men were bound up tightly in bonds from which they have never
since been free, and in which truly men have "

played such fan-
tastic tricks before high heaven as made the angels weep."

LESSONS IN FRENCH. XLVII.

SECTION GUI. ABBREVIATIONS.

THE following is a list of the most usual abbreviations em-
ployed in French :

ABBREVIATIONS.

A. P. A protester.
A. S. P. Accept^ sous protet.
A. 8. P. C. Accept^ sous protet

pour a compte.
B n - Baron.
Ccr- Chevalier.

Ctc- Comte.
Ctcsae. Comtesse.
Dr- Docteur.

Dr- MB - Docteur-mddecin.
E. Est.

J.-C. Je'sus-Christ.

LL. AA. II. Lours Altesses Im-

pe'riales.

LL. AA. BR. Leurs Altesses

Royoles.
LL. AA. SS. Leurs Altesses

Sc're'nissimes.

LL. Em. Leurs Eminences.
LL. Ex. Leurs Excellences.
LL. HH. Leurs Hautesses.
LL. MM. Leurs Majesty's.
LL. MM. II. Leurs Majestds

ImpeYiales.
LL. MM. RR. Leurs Majestc?s

Royales.
M. ou Mr - Monsieur.
M. A. Maisou assurce.
M. A. C. I. Maisou assuree contre

1'incendie.

Md - Marcband.
Mdc. Mrrcbande.
Msr-

Monseignenr.
M' B - IMarquis.
Misc. Marquise.
Mil''- Mademoiselle.
MM. Messieurs.
MHIO. Madame.
Mat. Mumiscrit.
Mtr.-. Maitre.
N. B. Nota bene.

N.-D. Notre-Dnme.
N.-N.-E. Nord-nord-est.
N.-N.-O. Nord-nord-ouest.
N"- Num^ro.
N.-S. Notre-Seigneur.
N.-S. J.-C. Notre-Seigneur Jcsus-

Christ.

N 1 -

Ki'-jcociant.

MEANINGS.

To be protested.

Accepted under protest.

Accepted under protest on account.

Baron.

Chevalier, knight, sir.

Count.

Countess.

Doctor.

Doctor of medicine.

East.

Jesus Christ.

Their Imperial Highnesses.

Their Royal Highnesses.

Their Most Serene Highnesstt.

Their Eminences.
Their Excellencies.

Their Highnessei.
Their Majesties.

Their Imperial Majesties.

Their Royal Majesties.

Sir, Mr.
/{use insured.

House insured against fire.

Dealer, s/iopfceeper, m.
Dealer, shopkeeper, f.

M\j lord.

Marquis.
Marchioness.

Miss.

Messrs., Gentlemen.

Madam, Mrs.

Manuscript.
Master.

Koto, Bene.

Our l.mlj.

North-north-east.

N'irth-north-\ceet.

\ ii in I..T.

Our Lord.

Our .Lord Jesus Christ.

Merchant, m.

Merchant, f.

i). Ouest.

O.-N. Oueat-nord.
O.-8. Onst-sad.
P. 8. Poat-scriptam.

IWvrfrend fin.
8. Bad.
S. A. I. Son Altessa Imperial*
8. A. R. Son AltoMW Royal*.
S. A. S. Son AltMM 84rtniaim0.
S.-E. Sud-est.

S. Em. Son Eminence.
S. Ex. Son Excellence.

S. O. 8a Grandeur.
S. H. 8a HauUMe.

S. M. 8a MajesM.
8. M. B. 8a MojeaM Britannique.
8. M. C. 8a MajesM Catholique.
8. M. I. 8a MajeaW Impdriule.
S. M. R. 8a Majest^ Royalo.
8. M. 8. Sa MajecM Surfdoiae.

S. M. T. C. Sa Majeate- Trvs-Chrt-

tienne.

S. M. T. F. Sa Majeste" TK-s-

Fidele.

8.-0. Sud-onest.

S. P. Saint P6re.

88. PP. Les Saint* Peres.

S. S. Sa SainteW.
S.-S.-E. Sud-sud-est.

S.-S.-O. Sud-sud-ouest.

WM.
it.- ,,/,.

IMA
Hit or Her /mpmol Il]),*tm.
llu or Her Roya lliyhn.m.
Hit Mott Serene ll>vk*ttt.

8outh-e<ut.

Hit JfrninfliM.

Hi* Exettlrnej.
Hit Grace (to a Bishop).
;.' 11,'jhnett (tbo Turklab Et

peror)
Hi* or Her Majetty.
Hit or Her Britannie Jfa>ty.
Hit Catholic Majetty.
Hit Imperial Majesty.
Hi* Royal Maje*tj.
Hit Swedish Majetty.
Hit Mott Christian Majesty.

Hit Mori Faithful MajettV .

South-weri.

Holy Father.

Tht Holy Fathen.
Hit Holinett.

South-touth-eatt.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN FRENCH.

EXERCISE 156 (Vol. LT., page 277).

1. Avez-vous acbeW cette inaison a 1'insu de Totre pere ? 2. Je 1'aJ

acbotee it son iiisu. 3. Avez-vous oubli^ de fermer la porte de deraut ?

4. J'ai ferui(5 la porte de devaut et la porte de deniere. 5. J'ai

apporte' tous mes livres, except^ deux on trois. 6. Votre frere occupe-
t-il le devaut de votre maison t 7. II occnpe le derriere. 8. Qm
uvez-TOUs rencoutrtS derriere cette maison ? 9. Je n'ai rencontr^ per-
sonne derriere la maison. 10. Ce monsieur denienre-t-il derriere otre

inaison ? 11. Personne ne demeure derriere notre maison. 1 . I !

u'y a pas de maisou derriere la votre. 13. Avez-vous an couteau sur
vous ? 14. Je n'ai pas de couteau sur moi. 15. Portez-voug on
couteau sur TOUS ? 1C. Je ne porte jamais de couteau. 17. M. votre
frere n'a-t-il pas d'argent sur lui ? 18. II n'a pas d'argent BUT lui.

19. Voulez-vous mettre ces crayons sur la table ou desaoua. 20. Je
les mettrai dans le tiroir. 21. Combien avez-vous donn^ poor ee ble ?

22. Je 1'ai achutti a raison de vingt-cinq francs 1'hectolitre. 23. La
inaison de cette dame est-elle bors de la ville ? 24. Elle n'eat pu hot*
de la ville, elle est dedans. 25. Votre soaur n'a-t-elle pas mia les

assiettes sur la table ? 26. Elle a mis les assiettes sur la table et les

cuiilers dessous. 27. Avez-vous fait Sparer votre maison ?

EXERCISE 157 (Vol. II., page 298).

1. Is it yon, Madam, wbo have called your servant ? 2. It is not

I who have called him. 3. Is it you, my friend, who wish by all

means to go to Spain ? 4. It is not I, it is my cousin. 5. Is it not

he who has warned that sailor of bis danger ? 6. It is not he, it is I

who have warned him of it. 7. Is it we whom you expect from day
to day ? 8. It is not you, it is they whom I expect. 9. Is it you,

Madam, who have overwhelmed us with benefits ? 10. It is not I,

Ladies. 11. Is it not in Italy, that you have made his acquaintance ?

12. It is not in Italy, it is in Russia. 13. Is it you, Ladies, or your
cousins whom we saw at the ball ? 14. It is we, it is not our cousins

whom you have seen. 15. Do you not know those two gentlemen ?

16. I know him (the gentleman) who id speaking to Mrs. L. 17. la it

you who have received a wound in the war t 18. It is not I, it is my
neighbour. 19. Is it not you who have explained that sentence to ua ?

20. Is it yoa, Sir, who live at No. 18 ? 21. It is not I who live there.

22. Do you hear those musicians? 23. I hear him (the ont) who

sings. 24. I do not hear well him who plays. 25. We hear those who

prelude.

EXKRCISB 158 (Vol. II., page 298).

1. Est-ce vous, inon ami, qui m'avex averti de mon danger ? 2. Ca

n'est pas moi qui vous en ai nverti. 3. Eat-oe eox que voue attendee

do jour en jour? 4. Ce n'eat paa eax qae nous attendons. 5. Est-c*

vous qui avez fait cela ? 6. Ce n'est pas noos. c'eat vons qui Favei

fait. 7. Est-ce en Angleterre que voua avex acbetl c* chapeau t

Co n'est pas en Angleterre, c'eat en Alleuiagne. 9. NVat-ce paa n

Hussie quo voua avez fait counaissanoe avec lui ? 10. C n'eat pas en

Kunip, c'est en Italic. 1L Etait-oe voos qui nous appetie* ? IS. Ce
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u'etait pas nous, c'e'tait lui. 13. No connaissez-vous pas les deux

Polonais qui lisent ? 14. Je conuais celui qui est pres de vous. 15.

Est-ce la la dame que vous attendiez ? 16. Ce n'est pas elle. 17.

Est-ce vous, Messieurs, qui avez comble' mon frere de bont^s ? 18. Ce

n'est pas nous, Monsieur ; nous n'avons pas le plaisir de le connaitre.

19. Est-ce vous qui avez e'te blessd au bras ? 20. Ce n'est pas inoi.

21. N'entendez-vous pas ces deux dames ? 22. Je n'entends pas celle

qui chante. 23. J'entends celle qui joue. 24. Est-ce vous qui etes

venu chez nous ce matin ? 25. Ce n'est pas moi, j'etais a Londres

alors. 26. Est-ce vous, Monsieur, qui nous avez fait ce plaisir? 27.

Ce n'est pas moi, c'est ma soeur. 28. fitait-ce votre fils qui de'sirait a

toute force aller a Londres ? 29. Ce n'e'tait pas lui, il est maintenant

en Allemagne. 30. Est-ce vous qui avez e'crit cette lettre? 31. Nous

n'avons pas e'crit de lettre. 32. Qui demeure au No. vingt? 33. C'est

moi (J'y demeure). 34. Est-ce nous que vous avez vus ? 35. Ce n'est

pas vons que j'ai vus.

EXERCISE 159 (Vol. II., page 298).

1. Do you know these strangers ? 2. Yes, Sir, they are our neigh-

bour's brothers? 3. Are they not Scotch? 4. No, Sir, they are

Swiss. 5. Did not some Scotchmen make you a present of this cap ?

6. No, Sir, they are Swiss. 7. Is it not your servant who stole wine

from you ? 8. It is not he, it is his brother. 9. Is it not he who has

taken your preserves ? 10. It is not he, it is his children. 11. Are

not those the children whom you caught stealing your sugar ? 12.

They are their brothers. 13. Are they not cousins ? 14. They are

not cousins, they are brothers. 15. What are those silk goods? 16.

They are goods which have just been sent to us. 17. Is not Lyons a

fine city? 18. It is a large and beautiful city. 19. Is not that the

handkerchief which you have lost? 20. I think so. 21. Do not your
windows look on the garden ? 22. Yes, Sir, they look on the garden.

23. Is it not our wheelwright who has made that wheel ? 24. It is

not he who has made it. 25. It is our friends who have broken it,

and it is the joiner who has made it.

EXERCISE 160 (Vol. IL, page 298).

1. Cette dame est-elle la soeur de votre ami ? 2. Non, Monsieur,

c'fst une etraugere. 3. Qui sont les deux messieurs qui parlent a

M1 ' votre soeur ? 4. Ce soiit des Suisses. 5. Sont-ce la les messieurs

que vous avez invite's ? 6. Ce sont eux. 7. Ne counaissez-vous pas
cet homme ? 8. Je le connais tres bien, c'est 1'homme qui m'a vo\6

mon vin. 9. Qu'est-ce que 1' Italic ? 10. C'est le jardin de 1'Europe.
11. N'est-ce pas la la lettre que vons aviez 1'intention de porter a la

poste? 12. Non, Monsieur, e'en est une autre. 13. Est-ce que la

ville du Havre est belle ? 14. Oui, Monsieur, le Havre est ve'ritable-

ment une grande et belle ville. 15. N'est-ce pas la 1'homme que vous
avez surpris a voler votre fruit ? 16. Ce n'est pas lui, c'est un autre.

17. N'est-ce pas la la cosquette que vous avez achetee? 18. Oui,

Monsieur, je crois que oui. 19. Les fenetres de votre chambre ne
tie donnent-elles pas sur la rue ? 20. Non, Madame, elles donnent sur

le jardin. 21. Les fenetres de votre salle a manger ne donnent-elles

pas snr la cour ? 22. Non, Monsieur, elles donnent sur le lac (or c'est

sur le lac qu'elles donnent). 23. Est-ce ce petit enfant qui a pris vos

confitures? 24. C'est son frere et sa sceur. 25. Qu'est-ce que ce^s

gravures? (Que sont ces gravures?) 26. Ce sont des gravnres que j'ai

nchetces en Allemagne. 27. Ces messieurs sont-ils e'cossais? (des

ficossais?) 28. Us ne sont pas e'cossais, ils sont italiens. (Ce ne sont

pas des jScossui's, ce sont des /(aliens). 29. Ces dames sont-elles eeos-

saises? 30. Ce sont les dames italienues (les Italienne*) qui sont

arrivees hier. 31. Qu'est-ce que Marseille ? 32. C'est une des plus
belles villes de France. 33. N'e8t-ce pas votre tailleur qui a fait cet

habit ? 34. Ce n'est pas lui, c'est un tailleur anglais qui 1'a fait. 35.

C'est votre ami qui a casse ma inout re.

EXERCISE 161 (Vol. II., page 330).
1. If we remained longer here, we should fear to be in your way.

2. You are not at all in our way (you do not disturb us) ; your society
is very agreeable to us. 3. Have not you and your brother been too

prodigal ? 4. He and I, on the contrary, have been very economical.
5. Are you not wrong to incommode that gentleman ? 6. Wo do not
wish by any means to incommode him. 7. Is my arm in your way,
Sir? 8. No, Sir, we have room enough, you do not incommode me.
9. Should you not adapt yourselves to circumstances ? 10. She and I

(we) do our best to adapt ourselves to them. 11. Does not that young
man persist in his resolution ? 12. He and I (ice) persist in it. 33.

Do you both persist in remaining here ? 14. We both persist in it.

15. Is that man badly off? 16. He was uncomfortably situated a year
ago. 17. Be under no constraint, Sir. 18. I am never under con-

straint, Sir. 19. Does my brother disturb you ? 20. No, Sir, he does
not disturb me. 21. I should not wish to disturb you. 22. Excuse
me, if I disturb you. 23. You and your partner sold your goods at a
loss. 24. You and I sell always at a profit. 25. Your father, your
brother and I have bought goods.

EXERCISE 162 (Vol. IL, page 330).
1. Est-ce que nous vous genons, mon frere et moi ? 2. Non, Mon-

sieur, vous ne nous genez pas ; nous sommes bien aises de vous voir.

3. Ne craignez-vous pas de deranger votre ami ? 4. Nous craignons
de le derauger, il a beaucoup a faire. 5. Est-ce que mon pied vous
gene, Monsieur ? 6. Non, Monsieur, votre pied ne me gene pas. 7.

Irez-vous en Allemagne cette aune'e, vous et M. votre frere? 8. Lui
et moi, nous avons 1'intention d'y aller. 9. Lui, vous et moi, nous
devrions e'crire nos Ie9ons. 10. Ne devriez-vous pas, vous et vos amis,
vous preter aux circonstances ? 11. Nous devrions le faire s'il e'tait

possible. 12. Est-ce que je ne vous de'rauge pas, Monsieur ? 13. Vous
ne me derangez nullement. 14. Mon petit garcon ne vous derange-
t-il pas? 15. II ne me derange pas. 16. II ne de'range persoune.
17. Votre associe' ne vend-il pas ses marchandises a perte? 18.

II ne vend jamais a perte. 19. Lui et moi, nous veudons tou-

jours a profit. 20. Fersistez-vous dans votre resolution ? 21. Votre
ami et moi, nous persistons dans notre resolution. 22. Je ne me gene
jamais chez vous. 23. Ne vous genez pas. 24. N'avez-vous pas tort
de les gener? 25. Je n'ai pas 1'intention de les gener. 26. Nous
n'aimons pas a nous gener. 27. Mon petit garfon et nioi, nous vous

generons peut-etre ? 28. Non, Monsieur, nous sommes bien aises de
votre societe. 29. Est-ce que je vous de'range ? 30. Non, Monsieur,
vous ne nous genez pas. 31. Est-ce que je de'range M. votre pure ?

32. Non, Monsieur, vous ne derangez personne. 33. Excusez-moi,
Monsieur (or pardon, Monsieur), si je vous de'range. 34. N'avez-vous

pas e'te' fort prodigues ? 35. Non, Monsieur j je vous assure que votre
fils et moi, nous avons 6t6 bien e'conomes.

MECHANICS. IX.
THE THREE OEDEES OF LEVEES. THE COMMON

BALANCE.
OF Levers there are commonly reckoned three kinds, of which

Figs. 45, 47, and 49 furnish illustrations, in which the bar

extends to equal distances on either side of the fulcrum, F;
in order that, the centre of gravity being supported at F, it

may not by its weight interfere with the action of the Weight
and Power. In that case

we must consider the true

lever only as so much of the

bar as is between P and w,
or P or w and F, the points
of application and the ful-

D
Fig. 45.

cram. These levers are said to be of three orders.

First Order. When the fulcrum is between the Power and

Eesisting Weight.
Second Order. When the fulcrum is at one end, and the

Weight nearer to it than the Power.

Third Order. When the fulcrum is again at one end, but

the Power nearer to it than the

Weight.
First Order. The Condition of

Equilibrium in this we have

already determined in connec-

tion with the balls in Lesson

VI. (Fig. 44). The Resisting
Fig. 46.

Weight (Fig. 45) is to the Power inversely as w F to P F, or

the weight multiplied by the arm, w F, is equal to the power

multiplied by the arm P F. Of this kind of lever the examples

are very numerous. In Fig. 46 the crowbar is used as a lever,

by means of the fulcrum in the middle, to lift the chest, the

push of the hand and the weight of the chest, both parallel

forces, acting downwards. A poker put into a fire to raise

the coals is also an example, the bar of the grate being the

fulcrum ; the handle by which a pump is worked is another. A
pair of scissors is a double lever of this kind, of which the

connecting rivet is the fulcrum, the force of the finger

and thumb at one end being the power which overcomes the

resistance of the cloth to be cut. A gardener at work with his

spade is also a familiar il-

lustration. After he has

driven it into the ground
he forces the handle down-

wards, making a temporary
fulcrum of the harder earth

at its back. In all the

principle is the same.

Second Order. Ibis is a no less important class ; but the

Power and Resistance, not as in the former case, act in opposite

directions, as in Fig. 47 ;
and this accounts for the fulcrum

having both these forces on one side of it, for, as I have s

in the last lesson, the forces being opposite, the resultant, which,
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for equilibrium, must pom* through tlie fulcrum, cannot Ue between

thorn. M r. .\ r. aa it has been shown there that the distances

of o from A au.i
iff. 44, page 804) are inversely M

roes, no here the distances P r and w r. mvuit be invenely

I.OWIT ami resistance, or, what IB equivalent, the power

multiplied by its arm f r ia equal to tho weight multiplied by
r of

levers, aa in the former, it .sin ml. 1

bo obaerved that thcro ia a
mechanical advantage gained
a larger weight atw ia overcome

by a IIS.SIT ut i', a result always
to be aeonred whore tho larger

arm con bo in von to tho power.
: example of this lover, take the crowbar in tho illustration

18, used differently from that in Fig. 40. The workman
makes tho ground at the point of hi bar hia fulcrum,

throws the weight of the chest about tho middle, and, instead

of i>unhing downwards with his himd, lifts upwards. The
mechanical advantage is clearly on hia aide. The oar of a boat

ia also a lever of tho second order ; tho arms of the oarsman
furnish the powor ; but moat persona at first imagine that the

rowlock is tho fulcrum. This is natural, for it looks very like

one, but that it is not such is evident from the fact that tho

boat is the thing he wants

to move. To spurt tho

water about with tho blade

is not hia object, but with

each stroke ho makes a

temporary fulcrum of the

water, by which he imparts
a smart blow to bis boat,

and Bends it ahead. The fulcrum is then in the water at one

end, the resistance in the middle, and the power at the other

end. A nut-cracker furnishes another instance the fulcrum

t the joint, the resisting nut in the middle.

Third Order. Here again the Resistance and Power, aa in

Pig. 49, are parallel forces acting in opposite directions, and the

condition of equilibrium is the same as in the last order, and for

Fig. 50.

a similar reason ; but the mechanical advantage is against the

power, which from being nearer the fulcrum must be greater
than the resistance. The best examples are found in the limbs

of animals. The leg of a horse is a pair of levers with a joint
in the middle, which he can make into one or use separately as

he likes by means of the muscles attached to them along their

lengths. The fulcrum is in the shoulder-joint or the knee-joint,

and the resistance is at the hoof when he puts forth his strength
to pull a load.

If a man stretches his arm out straight, and so lifts a weight,
that weight is the resistance ; the shoulder Is the fulcrum, and
he must put forth a strength by his muscles in the middle

greater than the weight before he succeeds in lifting it. If he

moves only the lower joint, as in Fig. 50, his elbow ia the

fulcrum, and the power is midway.
It may be asked, Why

ever use a lever in which f

the power is at a mechanical

disadvantage ? The answer
to be given is, that to lift

a large weight by a small

foroe is not the only object aimed at in mechanism, natural

or artificial. It is as often desirable to give the end of a

lever a very rapid motion, and this can be done with most

advantage when it is of the third order. Tho amount of force

Fig. 51.

h in aooh oases u no consideration in comparison to
of action, especially in animal mechanic* To strike

a awift and amort blow with the cloed hand, or with a word
in the hand, aa it ia often ntomnry to do, a lever of the third

order u the moat effective.

Levers of the vorioua order* are often worked together, mo aa
to make compound levern, the resistance end of one working
into the powor end of the other. In thin way the effect of a
amall power ia often rery largely multiplied, and a very great
resistance easily overcome. Such a compound lever is that in

Fig. 51, where all are of the first order, three fulcrums at r, r,, rt,

a power at P overcoming a resistance at P,, and there multiplied

overcoming a second resistance at P,, and this eventually
tho Btill greater weight w. Tho power ia multiplied in the nr*t

lever inversely aa tho length of the arms, also in the second.

and so also in the third. Suppose, for example, the power at v

in one pound, and the short arm of each lever a third of the

long one, then the 1 pound at P produce* at the end of the long
arm of the second lever at P, a force of 3 pounds. This again
produces at P, in the third lever 3 times 3, or 9 pounds; and
thus 1 pound eventually balances a weight of 27 pounds at w, the
mechanical advantage gained by tho combination being 27 to 1.

But suppose that the lengths of the arms were in the propor-
tion of any other numbers in the several levers say 9 to 4 in

tho first, 7 to 3 in the second, 5 to 2 in the third ; what weight
would 1 pound at P support at w ? It is not difficult to discover,
if you know something about multiplying fractions. Now, in

the first lever, by the principle of momenta, already explained, 9
times the 1 pound at P is equal to 4 times the power produced by
that pound in the second lever at P, ; that ia to say, this second

power is J of a pound. But this force, for the same reason,
is multiplied at PS in the proportion of 7 to 3, and therefore

becomes J of J of a pound, and this eventually balance* a

weight at w of of J of f of that unit, or, on making the

calculation, the I pound balances 13 pounds 2 ounces. And,
of course, what ii true of these numbers ia true of all others,
and the rule you arrive at is this

Rule. Multiply together tho fractions which represent the

ratios of the Power arms to the Resistance arms, and the product
obtained is the number of pounds of the Resistance which each

pound of the Power balances. When the Power ia more than
1 pound, multiply this number into that of the pounds and
fractions of a pound in it.

And this leads us to another result, which expresses the rela-

tion between the power and resistance without fractions. Since,
in the above example, we had the resistance equal to | of

I of J of the power, it is evident that the three denominators

multiplied into the resistance must be equal to the three nume-
rators into the power, and thus, extending the principle, we
may say that

The Power multiplied by the several lengths of the Power
arms is equal to the Resistance multiplied by those of the Resist-

ance arms.

And yon thus have a result not unlike that established above
for a single lever. And observe that this, though proved above

only for a combination of levers of the first order, holds equally

good of other combinations, mixed or unmixed, all of the second,

or all of the third, or of two kinds, or of all three together.
The principle of momenta is true for each kind, and therefore

for their combinations. For thia reason I have above avoided,

in the statement of the general principle, the terms "
long arm "

and " short arm," but used instead "
power arm " and "

resist-

ance arm," indicating thereby the arms that work with the

power or \uith the resistance.

The example of a combination of levers which ia most likely

to interest you, is the tsommon weighing machine, used for

weighing loaded market carts, or luggage at railway stations.

In Fig. 52 is a ground-plan of this piece of mechanism,
where at A, B, c, D, the four corners of the bottom of a

shallow box, are the fnlcrums of four levers of the second

order, which meet, two and two, on either side at r, and

are joined across by a stout steel pin, by which they are

also connected with tho lover of the second order, o,

which has its fulcrum at . The end. o, of this lever is

connected by a rod which ascends perpendicularly from the

ground, and ia attached above to the short arm of another

lever one of tho first order, generally a steelyard, to be

afterwards described to tho longer arm of which the weighing
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counterpoise is attached. We thus have a triple combination
of levers, the first four at the bottom, by being united at F,

beir.g virtually one lever. On these four, at a, b, c, d, are

four points of hardened steel,

presented upwards, on which
rests the square wooden platform,
on which the cart or luggage to

be weighed is placed. The weight

pressing at o, b, c, d, tends to

depress the common end, F, of

the four levers, and with it also

the end, G, of the lever E F G.

The latter tries to pull down the

rod, and with it the short arm
of the steelyard above, which pull

is resisted by the counterpoise
on the longer arm of the steel-

Fig. 52.

yard, producing equilibrium, and making known the weight of

the cart or luggage.
For example, taking the four platform-levers as one, suppose

the resistance arms in the combination are each one-fifth of the

power arms, then evidently, as proved above, the resistance is

5 multiplied three times into the power that is to say, 1 pound
above on the steelyard balances 125 pounds, or 1 cwt. and 13

pounds on the platform. If the proportion were one-eighth, it

would balance 4 cwt. 8 pounds, which strikingly illustrates the

mechanical advantage gained in these machines. We will now
consider the common balance, and, in the next lesson, examine

the principles of other weighing instruments, bent levers, and

the wheel and axle, and their combinations.

THE COMMON BALANCE.

Of weighing instruments, the scale, or common balance,

claims the first attention. It is a lever of the first order, in

which the counterpoise, or power, is equal to the resistance, or

substance weighed. There is first the beam, A B, at tho ends of

which (Fig. 53) are the hooks, from which hang the chains or

cords which support the pans or scales below. Since the

weights in the scales are required to be equal, the fulcrum, F,

should be in the middle of the beam, equally distant from the

points of suspension of the chains, else the balance is fraudu-

lent, for the purchaser who has his tea or sugar served to him
from the end of the longer ana is getting less than his money'P

worth. I shall direct your attention to the case in which the

line joining the points, A B, of suspension passes through the

supporting point of the fulcrum, as it is the simplest ; and
balances of this kind, as you will see, have a peculiar advantage
as to their sensibility.

Now, it is evident, since A B is bisected at F, and the scales,

chains, and weights on either side are equal forces, that what-
ever be the position in which I place the beam, the resultant of

these forces must pass through F, and, being there resisted,
leave the whole apparatus at ret. Moreover, if the centre of

gravity of the beam is at F, so far as its weight is concerned,
there will be equilibrium in every position. But such a pair
of scales would be utterly useless, since, for equal weights, the

arms should rest only in an horizontal position.

How, then, is this latter object accomplished ? By having
the centre of gravity of the beam below the fulcrum, when the
arms are horizontal. The desired position is then one of stable

equilibrium (see Lesson VII.), to which the beam will revert
when displaced from it, and in which the line F G is perpendi-
cular to the line A B, joining the points of suspension of the
scales. For a good pair of scales, therefore, there must be

stability as well as accuracy.
But a balance should also be sensitive should indicate a

slight difference of weights in the scales. How is this secured ?

Suppose the scales equally loaded, and that a slight additional

weight (call it P), is thrown into the scale a in Fig. 53,

causing it to decline through some angle agreed upon as suffi-

cient to indicate a difference of weights to the eye. As A de-

scends, the centre of gravity, o, of the beam ascends at the other

side, until its weight (call it w), acting at G, balances p. We
have thus a new lever, A r>, the fulcrum of which also is F, and
at whose ends the forces P and w act. And since in that case,
as proved in the last lesson, p multiplied by A F must be equal to

w multiplied by F D, the length A B, and the weight w, of the
beam being the same in any number of balances in a manufac-

tory, that one which moves through the angle agreed on, with
the smaller additional weight p, must also have F D smaller; or,
which comes to the same thing, since the angles of the triangle
F G D are given, that at F being a right angle, it must have F G
smaller. Everything else, therefore, being the same, that balance
has the greater sensibility, the centre of gravity of whose beam
is as little as possible below the fulcrum. Summing up, then, we
have for the requisites of a good balance the following :

1. For Accuracy. That the arms be equal.
2. For Stability and Horizontally. That the centre of

gravity of the unloaded beam be below the fulcrum, on a line

through its supporting point, perpendicular to that which joins
the points of suspension of the scales.

3. For Sensibility. That the centre of gravity of the beam be
as little as possible below tho fulcrum.
You will observe that the second and third conditions oppose

each other. The lower the centre of gravity is below the

fulcrum, the greater is its stabilHy, but the less its sensibility.
Both qualities are essential, and are therefore secured only by a

compromise; the centre for sensibility may approach the ful-

crum, but not too close ; for stability it keeps off, but not too
far.

Further, observe the consequence of making the line joining
the points, A B, of suspension pass through the fulcrum. How-
ever the pans are loaded,
it is only the difference (p)
of the weights in them that
affects the sensibility. The
resultant of the lesser one
in B, and of as much of that

in A as is equal to it, passes
through and is resisted by
F, and affects neither stabi-

lity nor sensibility. If A B
were not to pass through
F, then these weights would
have influence as regards
these qualities, but that

kind of balance we are not

here considering.
A most important ques-

tion is, how to detect fraud

in a pair of common scales.

Kg. 53.

The arms in that case not being

equal, all the purchaser has to do, if he doubts the honesty of

his tradesman, is, after the first weighing, to make the shop
weight and the substance weighed change pans. If the two
balance each other equally as before, the scales are honest

the arms are equal ; but if not, fraud is proved.
But how, in that case, may the purchaser still get his true

pound of tea, or sugar, or other commodity ? The shop weight

being supposed true, the imperial stamped weight, let the

deficient tea be weighed as before from the longer dishonest

arm. Leaving it then in the scale, let him require the shopman
to remove the weight from the other scale, and fill it with tea

until that in the first one is balanced. He now has a true

pound of tea balancing the deficient pound, as the imperial

weight first did. Let him carry off this pound, and he has his

money's worth.

But there ia another way by which the purchaser may not

only get his due quantity, but turn the tables on the vendor,
and by the very fraudulent balance itself get more than his

money's worth. Suppose he is buying two pounds ; then let

him have one pound weighed in one scale and the other pound
La the other scale ; it so happens that invariably the two to-

gether are more than two pounds. The reason you will under-

stand by an example. Suppose one arm is 14 inches long,

and the other 15 inches. Then, weighed at the latter arm, the

purchaser gets only Hths, which is less, but at the former ifths,

which is more than one pound. But by the latter he gains a

i^th of a pound more than he is entitled to, while at the former

he ..oses only ^th. So on the whole, since a tVth is greater
than a -^th, he is a gainer ; he has caught the vendor in his

own trap. Or, you may add up the two fractions ifths and

Hths, and the sum you will find to be greater than 2 by the

fraction ^5. And what is true of these numbers is true of

all others, which represent the proportion of the arms what

you lose at the long arm is more than recompensed by what

you gain at the short one. #
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LEMONS IN CHEMISTRY. XXIV.
METALS rUOPEIl-continiMd.

Tit.

SYMBOL, Di COMBINIXU WUUHT, 210 Sracinc GRAVITY, 9-8.

Miotul exhibits a resemblance to arsenic and antimony, and
is thoruforo sometimes claused with them in one group. It

rhi.'fly in a native state in quartz rock, and in found in

! ( iiTtuany. To extract the metal from the ore, it u only

necessary to raise the temperature until the binmuth fuses, and
in its li. pi ill condition it leaves its matrix and sinks to the bottom

furnace. The metal has the appearance of load, perhaps
its a little warmer tint ; it is hard and brittle ; at 264

i \-iit. it m?lta. If the crust of a vessel of molten bismuth, par-

tially cooled, be broken, and the still liquid metal poured out,

the cavity will be found lined with peculiar hollow cubical crys-

tals, which present the appearance of " the Greek pattern."
The crystals are not true cubes, but rhombohedra with large

angles, only being 2 20' from right angles.
At the moment of solidification this metal expands consider-

ably, hence it is always used in making alloys which are em-

ployed in taking casts. The well-known fusible metal, which
ni 'Its at a temperature a little below that of boiling water, is

composed of two parts of bismuth, one of lead, and one of tin ;

before this alloy fuses it becomes a paste, and when in this con-

dition if a medal be pressed into it a perfect cast is obtained.

Tno expansion of the alloy on solidifying permits the medal to

uoved with ease. It is in this manner that the cliquee
moulds used in elect-retyping are produced. Nitric acid readily
oxidises bismuth, and dissolves the oxide it forms.

Hydrochloric and sulphuric acids likewise dissolve the bis-

muthous oxide ; but upon adding water to these solutions the

water displaces a portion of the acid from the salt, and the

double salt thus formed falls as a precipitate.
Bismuttwus 0-ride (Bi3O3) is a yellow powder produced when

the metal is roasted in the air.

Bismuthic Oxide, or the Peroxide of Bismuth (Bi 2O5), is pro-
ured by acting on the former oxide by potash. On passing
?hlorine, a red precipitate falls ; this is washed with nitric acid,
to remove any traces of the lower oxide.

This red powder is the hydrated peroxide; when heated it

tfives up its water and becomes brown. As in the case of

antimony and arsenic, there seems to bo an intermediate oxide
which may be considered a compound of the two.

Bismuthic Sulphide (Bi4S3) occurs native as Bismuth Glance.

It may be artificially produced by melting sulphur and the metal

together, and it falls as a black powder when a current of

sulphuretted hydrogen is passed through a solution of a bismuth
Milt.

Bismuthic Chloride (BiCl3) is produced when bismuth is

he.ited in an atmosphere of chlorine. It resembles antimonic

chloride, is very deliquescent, and capable of being distilled. A
large quantity of water decomposes it into hydrochloric acid

and an oxy-chloride of bismuth, known as pearl white, thus

SBiCl, + 4H,O = Bi,O,C!,,2H,O + 6HC1.

The salts of bismuth present no marked characters ; they
become milky when diluted with water. Iron, zinc, copper, and
tin throw down bismuth in a metallic state from its solution.

The metal is easily reduced from its salts on charcooi before the

blow-pipe. It appears as a brittle metallic bead surrounded oy
the yellow bismuthous oxide.

COPPER.

STMBOL, Cu COMBINING WEIGHT, 63-5 SPECIFIC GRAVITY, 8'9.

This useful metal occurs native in many localities, as dendritic

copper, resembling a mass of rootlets ; but in the neighbourhood
of Lake Superior native copper is found in large masses.
The ores of copper are numerous. That which is chiefly

ivorked in this country is copper pyrites (Cu9S + Fe,Ss). Its
chief deposit is in Cornwall.

Extraction of the Metal. This is effected by exposing the ore
heated on the hearth of a reverberatory furnace to the action
of the air. The copper becomes a sulphide, whilst the iron
becomes an oxide. This oxide is removed with the quartz, as a
fusible slag.

During this process the furnaces emit a dense cloud, known as

copper smoke. It contains fumes of arsenious, sulphiiroua, sul-

phuric and hydrochloric acids, and is consequently extremely

73 N.E.

deletorioiw. After too ore hs bean submitted

process for some time the beat in railed, and the futon of the

oro determined. The copper sulphide mixed with come iron

Kulpliido sinks to the bottom of the furnace, forming the malt,
which in then drawn off into water, by which means it is grann-
lated. This coarte metal is again roasted, and the ""^"kf
iron thus oxidised ; oro rich in silica i* added, and the whoU
fused. The oxide of iron and the silica form a slag ; and the

copper in the form of a subsolphide fine metal (0,8) is

drawn off and oast into pigs. It only remains to free the metal
from the sulphur ; thU is accomplished by submitting the pig*
to a heat in a reverberatory furnace just insufficient to fuse

them. The metal at the surface thus becomes oxidised, and
when fusion takes place this action occur*

CutS + 2CnO = 80s
'T *c'

u -

Thug the copper is obtained. It still reqnlres tc be refined.

For this end it is again fused, in order to oxidate the last traces

of foreign metals, which are removed as slags ; and to reduce

any oxide of copper, the trunk of a young tree is thrust into

the molten mass, the gases liberated from it deprive the oxide

of copper of its oxygen, and thus the metal is procured in its

pure state ; this last process is termed poling.
The appearance of copper is well known, but when pore, an

produced by the electrotyping process, it possesses a beautiful

pink colour. It is very tenacious, ductile, and malleable. It

melts at about 1090 Cent., and is capable of some volatilisation,

imparting a green tint to the flame. At ordinary temperatures
air has no action upon copper, but if heated a cupric oxide is

formed, which, as it contracts more slowly than the metal be-

neath, comes off in scales. If ignited, finely-divided copper will

burn like tinder into the black oxide.

Leaves of this metal, as we have seen, will burn in a jar of

chlorine. All the alloys in which copper is a constituent have
been noticed.

Cuprous Oxide (Cn.,0), or the suboxide, occurs native a*
" octahedral copper ore." Its colour is red. It may be artifi-

cially prepared in several ways ; the most ready is, perhaps, by
boiling a solution of copper sulphate, sugar, and caustic potash,
in excess ; the oxide foils as a red powder. It forms with acids

cuprous salts, which readily take oxygen from the air, and be-

come cupric salts. It is chiefly used to stain glass a deep red.

When in a hydrated state it forms with ammonia a colourless

solution, which offers a delicate test for oxygen, for it absorbs

that gas and turns blue.

Cupric Oxide, the Black Oxide (CnO), is formed when heated

copper is exposed to the action of the air. It falls as a light

blue powder in a hydrated state, when potash is added to the

solution of a cupric salt; this powder, when heated to 100,
loses its water and becomes dark brown.

It is of great service in analysis to furnish oxygen in a known

quantity, to complete the combustion of organic bodies.

The cupric salts which this oxide forms with acids are usually

green or blue, and colourless without water. Cupric oxide stains

glass a beautiful green.
With ammonia it forms a blue solution, with which the cha-

racteristic bottles of a chemist's shop window are filled.

Copper Sulphate, or Blue Vitriol (CnSO4 + 5H.O). has the

greatest commercial importance of all the cupric salts. It

crystallises in large blue crystals ; when heated it parts with

its five molecules of water of crystallisation, and becomes a
white powder. This powder is useful in discovering the pre-

sence of moisture, as it turns blue when combined with water.

This salt is formed by the action of sulphuric acid on copper ; it

is largely used by the calico-printer, and is the souroe of all the

copper pigments.
When ammonia is added to its solution, a greenish bv,;c sul-

phate of copper falls which is readily dissolved in an c\

the alkali from the formation of salt of a fine blue K>!OUI,

which may bo got in crystals, and has this composition
CnSO4,HtO,4NH 4

. This salt imparts the mauve tint to pyro-
technic firea.

Cupric Nitrate (Cn,2NOs) crystallises with six molecules of

water in bhie rhomboidal prisms, which are deliquescent. It is

easily procured by acting on copper with nitric a_id ; in this

action nitric oxide is liberated, thus

3Cu + 8HNO, = 3 (Cu.SNO,) + 2X0 + 4H,O.

Cupric Carbonate is found mixed with various quantities of
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hydrated oxide in "
malachite,"

"
chessylite," and other copper

ores-

Copper forma with chlorine two compounds, Cuprous Chloride

(Cii2Cl2) and Cupric Chloride (CuCl2). A solution of the former
salt possesses the property of absorbing carbonic oxide gas. The
latter salt is formed when copper-leaf is burnt in chlorine, and
with two molecules of water crystallises in acicular prisms.

Sulphides of Copper. The Cuprous Sulphide, or Subsulphide

(Cu2S), is the result of the last process but one in the reduc-

tion of copper from its ore. Native cuprous sulphide is occa-

sionally found.

Cupric Sulphide (CuS) may be prepared artificially either by
heating copper and suiphur together, or by precipitation from
a salt of copper in solution. With iron it appears native as

copper pyrites. Peacock ore contains less iron. Tennantite, dark

ffi-ey copper ore, and silver fahlerz all contain cupric sulphide.
There are other cupric salts of less interest.

The salts of copper are poisonous ;
their antidote is albumen,

the white of eggs, with which they form insoluble compounds.
With potash and soda a pale blue precipitate is given. This
is the case also with ammonia, but with this alkali the charac-

teristic blue appears when it is added in excess. If iron be

dipped into a cupric solution it becomes covered with copper.
Since iron deprives the cupric salt of its acid, its surface being
covered with a layer of the corresponding ferric salt, and a coat

of metallic copper overlaying it, on account of the presence of

the salt between the two metals, the coat of copper shells off.

Zinc precipitates copper as a fine black powder, which exhi-

bits metallic lustre when burnished.

LEAD.

STMBOL, Pb COMBINING WEIGHT, 207 SPECIFIC GRAVITY, 11-36.

Galena, the chief ore of lead, is a sulphide of the metal. It

occurs in a cubic crystallisation, and possesses a marked metallic

lustre. In Cornwall it is found in the clay slates, and in Derby-
shire in the mountain limestone. There are mines also at Laxey,
in the Isle of Man. It is usually associated with more or less

sulphide of silver. The more imperfect the crystallisation of the

galena, the more sulphide of silver is present.
The extraction of lead from galena is not difficult ; the ore is

separated from the gangue (the earthy matters in which it is

embedded) by washing, and then spread on the bed of a rever-

beratory furnace. Some of the sulphur burns off, the lead be-

coming an oxide
; some of the sulphide imbibes oxygen and

becomes sulphate, whilst the large portion of the ore remains

unchanged. When this process is sufficiently advanced, the

furnace doors are closed, and the heat raised to determine in a
manner the fusion of the ore. The lead oxide and sulphate
react on the galena, as shown in these equations

2PbO + PbS= 3Pb + SO 2

PbSO4 + PbS =2Pb + 2SO 2 .

In each case the metal is liberated, and the sulphur escapes
as sulphurous acid gas.

If there be much quartz present, which is generally the
matrix of the galena, lime is added to facilitate the liberation of

the metal, by causing the silica to form with the lime a fusible

slag.

Extraction of Silver from Lead by Pattinson's Process. This

operation is based upon the fact that pure lead solidifies sooner
than the argentiferous compound. The lead is melted in an
iron pan set in brickwork, on each side of which are four or five

similar pans in a row. When the metal is fused the fire is

withdrawn, and as it cools the crystals of lead which form first

are removed by a perforated iron ladle, and placed in the right-
hand pan, the argentiferous lead being ladled into the next

pan to the left. The same process is repeated in all the pans,
the pure lead being ladled to the right, the silver lead to the left.

The contents of the last pan to the left are then submitted to

cupellation that is, the metal at a high temperature is exposed
to a current of air ; the lead rapidly oxidises, and the film of

oxide is constantly removed, until the pure silver only remains.

By this process it is found profitable to extract silver when
there is even as little as four ounces of the precious metal in a
con of lead.

Properties. Lead is a bluish-white metal, very soft. It may
be rolled into sheets, or drawn into pipes or wire, but its tena-

city is low. It melts at 334 Cent.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. XXXIV.
LATIN STEMS (continued).

IT is curious to observe what a controlling influence the subject-
matter has in the metaphors employed and the derivations that
are brought into play. We lay down railways ; we set up an inn ;

so we set up a carriage after we have made our fortune in that

shop which we set up when we were poor. As we may set up
a shop, so may we open a shop ; but we must begin business, or
we may set up in business. Having built or rented, we may open
a warehouse, as we may open a shop. So in professions parsons
occupy a pulpit, and solicitors take to the desk, while barristers
hold briefs, and judges Jill the bench. We draw with a pencil
and paint with a brush. Pictures as well as books are composed,
and both must be sketched before they are begur ; but the
one ends in a painting, the other in a treatise ; the one is the

canvas, the other is the volume. If we are charitably inclined
and abound in wealth, we build a church, or found a hospital;
but if we expend our money for our own pleasure or convenience,
we erect a mansion and lay out pleasure-grounds. Probably we
may begin to travel, and then we make a voyage by sea and tribe

a journey by land. A young man entering one of the univer-
sities reads for honour, and studies for the church. If your eon
is a clergyman, he (Zoes duty on a Sunday ; but if he is a dissent-

ing minister, he preaches. A Methodist minister travels, a
minister of the Establishment is an incumbent ; the latter has a
living, the former is on a circuit. Lawyers advise, physicians
prescribe, clergymen admonish, and confessors direct. A ship
impelled by a steam-engine sails, a train drawn by a steam-

engine runs. Handicraftsmen receive their remuneration in

wages, clerks in salaries, lawyers in fees, and ministers of religion
in stipends.

Emolument, a term always applied to the receipts of the

higher classes, reminds one of the time when there was in each
manor or vicinity one mill, the lord or owner of which received
as his pay either a portion of the flour there ground or its

equivalent in money. Hence emolument, properly that which
comes out of the mill-stone, came to denote gain from office or

high employment.
This fact leads to the observation that words to a full mind

are singularly suggestive ; they are also singularly conservative,

keeping and tacitly transmitting from age to age facts and

history which relate to their origin, and have something to teach

respecting ancient manners and customs. Gray has said

" The curfew tolls the knell of parting day."

It is equally true that the word curfew (French, couvrefeu, put
out the fire, or fire-extinguisher) preserves a recollection of a
day long since passed and gone, when the Norman, being sove-

reign lord of England, published his behest that at a fixed mo-
ment the fires of the Saxon peasantry should be extinguished.

Stipulation (Latin, stipula, a straw) preserves an indirect
record of the legal custom once prevalent of presenting a straw
as a token of the delivery of possession to one who had pur-
chased an estate ; and who keeping that straw as a token of
his proprietorship, regarded it as the condition on which he
held the land.

In the phrase "signing a deed," you have a trace of the tunes
when men unable to write their name, made instead the sign
of the cross in attestation of the part which they took in the
matter.

Calculation (Latin, calculus, a little stone) recalls the old
custom of employing pebbles (like the little balls in the abacus)
by which to perform questions of arithmetic (Greek, opi0juos.

a-rith'-mos, a number), or the science of number.
His library may remind the student of tho primitive period

when the rind or bark (Latin, liber) of trees served instead of

the then unknown parchment and paper.

LATIN STEMS.

Latin Words.
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latin ITords. Jfeoiiinjs. Stem*. JfooUs* Word*.
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" Let out the coach instantly, for I have an order to that effect."
"
Oh, sir, 'tis well that you have the keys of the Port and must

answer for it," replied the soldier, and pulled back the ponderous gate
in the arch between the towers. The moment the coach passed out,

a Highlander sprang in, and in the twilight, grasped the sentinel, and

wrested his musket from him. It was the chieftain of Lochiel ; and

immediately the whole Clan Cameron, 900 strong, with swords drawn
and banners displayed, all clad in their native tartan, marched up the

High-street with twelve pipers before them, making the lofty houses

ring, and awakening the terrified citizens with the stirring air of

" We'll awa to Shirramuir,
And haud the Whigs in order."

About mid-day, the main body of the Highland army, making a

circuit by the ancient Tower of Merchiston, inarched west by the

Grange Loan, a narrow road, between old walls and aged trees, and

thus avoiding the castle guns, arrived in the King's Park, where the

young Prince arrayed in the national garb, which displayed to advan-

tage his tall and hauJpome figure, and wearing on his left breast the

Order of the Thistle was received with acclamation by the people.

Surrounded by his Highland guard all veterans of Sheriffrnuir and

Glenshiel, men verging on eighty years of age, and distinguished by
snow-white beards and Lochaber axes the Prince approached the

great gate of the palace, and there he paused ; for, at that moment, a

twenty-four pound shot, fired from the castle, struck the front wall of

James V.'s Tower, near the window that lights the state apartments
of Queen Mary. It dislodged several stones, and they fell together
into tLe court. In this incident there was something so peculiarly

insulting to the descendant of the Stuarts when standing on the very
threshold of their desolate palace, that a simultaneous groan burst

from the spectators ; a shout of acclamation followed, and the Prince

again approached the gate, but again paused, and looked round him

irresolutely, for there was no Lord Keeper, no Earl Marischal, no
Great Chamberlain, no Master of the Household, to usher him into

ancient Holyrood, till a gentleman sprang from the crowd, raised his

hat, and drawing his dress-sword, led the way to the state apartments,
while another shout of applause burst from the people. In absence

of his father, the Prince was proclaimed Eegent of Britain by the

heralds, at the cross, around which Lochiel, with his Camerons, and

several ladies on horseback with drawn swords, acted as guard ; the

first for safety, the last for honour and enthusiasm. The Highlanders

stayed within their camp, or, when in the city, behaved themselves

with the utmost order and decorum; no outrages were committed,
and no brawls of any kind ensued. Memorials of the Castle of Edin-

burgh, pp. 225-228.

LESSONS IN BOTANY. XXXIII.
SECTION XC. LINAGES, OR FLAXWOETS.

Characteristics : Sepals five or four, either free or joined at

the base, persistent ; petals five or four, hypogynous, contorted

in aestivation, caducous ; stamens slightly monadelphous, five

or four, frequently ten, of which the five external ones are

fertile, the remainder barren ; ovary four, five, or three-celled ;

cells bi-ovulate, each divided into two ; ovules pendent, reflexed;

styles three to five, filiform ; stiginaa capitular ; capsule sep-
ticidal ; seed dicotyledonous, exalbuminous ; stem herbaceous
or subligneous ; leaves simple without stipules ; flowers regular.

This small family, composed of a few genera, is dispersed over

the temperate regions of the entire world. The common flax

(Linum usitatissitnum, Fig. 247) is indigenous to Southern

Europe and Northern Africa. In France and Ireland vast tracts

are devoted to its cultivation. The testa contains an abundant

mucilage, which confers on the seed its emollient properties.

The use of linseed meal as a poultice material is very familiar.

These seeds contain a fixed oil, obtainable by expression, and

employed in a great variety of useful operations ; it is especially

useful as a vehicle for mixing paint. It is naturally a drying

oil, and its drying property is further augmented by boiling

with oxide of lead.

SECTION XCI. ZYGOPHYLLACE2E, OS BEAN CAPEES.

Characteristics : Calyx free, five or four-partite ; petals

hypogynous, free, equal in number to the divisions of the calyx ;

imbricated in aestivation ; stamens double the number of the

petals; ovary pluri-locular ; ovule reflexed ; capsule loculicidal or

separating into shells ; seed dicotyledonous, either exalbuminous

or embryo embedded in a cartilaginous albumen; stem herba-

ceous or woody; leaves opposite, pinnate, furnished with stipules.

The principal member of t'.iis natural family is the guaiacum
(Guaiacum ojficinale, Fig. 2-J8 250). It is a large West Indian

tree, the wood of which is exceedingly hard, and known by the

commercial name of lignum viice.

SECTION XCII. EUTACE^E, OE EUEWOETS.
Characteristics : Calyx four or five-partite ; petals equal in

number to the divisions of the calyx, inserted upon a hypogynous
or almost perigynous disc, ordinarily free ; stamens equal in
number to the petals, sometimes double the number ; ovaries
free or coherent to a variable extent ; ordinarily bi-ovulate ;

styles distinct at their base, coherent at their summit ; capsule
many-valved, having a smooth cartilaginous endocarp opening
by its own elasticity ; seed dicotyledonous ; stem ordinarily
ligneous ; leaves without stipules, or provided with two glands
at the base of each petiole.
This order has been divided into two sub-orders, the Rutece

and the Diosmece. In the former the seeds contain albumen,
while the fruit has the sarcocarp and endocarp combined

;

but in the latter the seeds are exalbuminous, and when the fruit

is ripe the sarcocarp is separate from the endocarp.
The Rutacecc are found in all parts of the world, the Rutecu

being chiefly found in the south part of the north temperate
zone, while the Diosmew are for the most part natives of South
Africa and Australia. Their properties are dependent on the

presence of a resin and a volatile oil, occasionally mingled with
a peculiar bitter principle : this is especially the case as regards
the Galipea trifoliata, a tree which grows in vast forests on
the banks of the Orinoco, and whose bark is known in com-
merce under the name of Angostura bark. The leaves of the

Barosma crenata, and other natives of the Cape of Good Hope,
are employed as a valuable medicine : they are known in com-
merce as buchu leaves. Many species of Rutacece are now cul-

tivated in Europe, among which the Lemonia spcctalilis, a native
of Cuba, and the dittany, or Dictamnus Fraxinella (Fig. 251),
are the most remarkable. The latter is indigenous to Germany,
and is noticeable for the large amount of inflammable gas which
it secretes, so that if in the evening of a hot day a flame be
caused to approach a mass of these plants, the combustible

atmosphere around them takes fire, the plants themselves re-

maining uninjured.

SECTION XCIII. XANTHOXYLACEJE, OE XANTHOXYLS.
Characteristics : Calyx free ; petals hypogynous, equal in

number to that of the divisions of the calyx ; convolute or im-

bricated in estivation ; caducous, rarely absent ; stamens

equal in number to the petals, or double the latter ; carpels
elevated on a stipes, free or coherent at their base, or sometimes

completely aggregated into a many-celled ovary, each containing
two or four reflex ovules ; fruit various ; seed dicotyledonous ;

embryo embedded in the axis of a fleshy albumen ; radicle

superior.
The Xanilwxylacece are inhabitants of the tropical and sub-

tropical regions of America and Asia. They are all charac-

terised by pungent and aromatic properties. The fruit of the

Xantlwxylon piperitum, or pepper-like xanthoxylon, a native of

Japan, is used by the Japanese instead of pepper. It is sup-

posed to be an antidote against many poisons.

SECTION XCIV. MENISPEEMACEJE, OE MENISPEEMADS.
Characteristics : Sepals free, caducous ; petals three, six, or

twelve, hypogynous, usually free, sometimes absent ; stamens

equal in number to the sepals, rarely more; filaments free,

sometimes monadelphous ; ovaries many, free, uni-ovulate ;

ovules curved ;
fruit bacciform or coriaceous ; seed straight or

curved; embryo very large, slightly albuminous, or albumen

totally absent ; the stems of members of this natural order are

flexible, climbing ; leaves alternate, simple, without stipules ;

flowers ordinarily diclinous.

The Menispermacece chiefly inhabit the intertropical regions
of Asia and Africa. The Colombo, or root of the hand-leaved

cocculus (Cocculus palmatus) ,
a member of this natural order,

a native of Eastern Africa, is much employed in medical prac-
tice as a tonic, as is also the Pareira Brava root (Cissampelos

Pareira), a native of the West Indies. The Cocculus Indicus of

the druggists' shops is the fruit of the Anamirta paniculata, a

native of tropical Asia, where it is much used as an agent for

stupefying fish. To eat the fish thus stupefied is, however, not

altogether free from danger. The active principle of Cocculus

Indicus is picrotoxine, a crystalline alkaloid body scarcely less

dangerous than strychnine. Many species of Menispcrmacew
are now cultivated in European gardens, amongst which t-ho

Canadian moonseed, or Menispermum Canadense (Fig. 252,

2^3), is most prominent.
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SECTION XUV. SCHIZANDKACEJE, OE KAJ>8UAD8.
Characteristics : Sepals three to six ; petal* hypogyaoni, iix

to inn.-, froo, pluri-Borial ; stamens indefinite; ovuri-t nnmeroun,
borne on a stipes, Tree, occasionally ooherout, bi-ovulate : ovuluH

many year* at Chuwick, in th opn air, and living through th*

winter without protection.
SECTION XCVI.-MYB18TICACE.S. OB NUTMB0S.

Charactcrintict: Flowers dioecious ; calyx three or four-partite;

247. FLAT BLOSSOM (LINUM USITAT1SSIMUM). 248. OOATACTJJC (OOAIACUM OFFICIXALE). 249. FHCIT OF DITTO. 250. 8ECTIOH OF FRCIT OF DITTO.

251. DITTAWT (DICTAMNU9 FRAXIN ELLA). 252. CAHADIAlf KOOKSEED (XEMISPKElCUlf CAHADSBSE). 253. BLOSSOMS OF DITTO. 254. XUTXX0

(MTRISTICA MOSCHATA). 255. SWEET SOP (ANONA SQCAMOSA). 256. SECTION OF FRUIT OF DITTO.

pendent ; berriea capitulous or on a spike ; seed dicotyledonous ;

embryo straight, small, at the base of a fleshy albumen ; stem

ligneous, twipr-like ; leaves alternate, simple, ex-stipulate.
The members of this small family are natives of Japan and

North America. They contain a mucilaginous juice, devoid
both of aroma and of acridity. A specimen of the scarlet-

flowered schizandra (Schixandra coccinea) was to be seen for

corolla absent ;
stamens monadelphous ; ovary single, unilocnlar

;

ovnles one or two erect, reflexed ; berry one-celled, biralred ;

seed solitary, enveloped by a fleshy arillus; albumen ruminate.

The Myristicactce are trees or shrubs growing in tropical

regions ; their leaves arc alternate, simple, entire.

The true nutmeg (Myristica moschata, Fig. 254) is the most
celebrated member of this family ; it is indigenous to the Mo.
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luccas or Spice Islands, but now extensively cultivated in the

tropical parts of America.

SECTION XCVII. ANONACE.E, OR ANONADS.
Characteristics : Sepals three ; petals hypogynous, six bi-

serial ; valvate in aestivation ; stamens ordinarily indefinite,

multi-serial ; carpels numerous, free, or almost free, containing
one or more erect or ascendant ovules ; fruit dry or succu-

lent ; embryo small, at the base of a ruminated albumen ;

stem ligneous -,
leaves alternate, simple, entire, without

stipules.
The Anonacece inhabit almost every part of the torrid zone ;

their bark is aromatic and stimulant, sometimes acrid or

nauseous. The flowers have for the most part an agreeable
odour.

The Anonas produce delicious fruits. The Anona Cherimolia,
a native of Peru, is the most celebrated. The sour sop, or Anona

muricata, and the sweet sop, or Anona squamosa, (Fig. 255,

256), natives of South America and the West Indies, also are

good fruit-bearers ; the fruits not merely gratifying the senses

of taste and smell, but pleasing the eye also on account of their

elegant shape.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. XLIII.
SECTION LXXXIX. IDIOMATIC PHEASES (continued).

THE phrase, "a friend of mine, a friend of his," etc., is rendered

in German by ,,etn Stcunb son mir," a friend of me, or, ctner mciner

Sreunbe, one of my friends, etc. ( 123. 8. d.) ; as : in greunb

son tfym fegette geftcrn nad; Salifcrntcn, a friend of his sailed yester-

day for California, tncr mciner Srcunbe scrfyciratfjcte fid; sor einem

'-incrteliafyre in 2Imcrtfa, a friend of mine got married three months

ago in America.

1. 2luftragcn, with the accusative, signifies
" to put on "

(as

colours), or "serve up" (as food); as: 3Ran t;at bte uw?e aufge

tragcn, they have served up (the soup). With the dative, it means
" to commission, enjoin, instruct," etc. ; as : r fyat mtr aufge

tragen, 36,nen ju fagen, bajj er te morgcn crteavtet, he has instructed

me to say that he awaits or expects you to-morrow.

2. 2lnvid;ten (literally,
" to make right, or ready for") signifies

" to get in readiness, to prepare
"

(as victuals) ; so, Unfjeit an

rid;tcn, to prepare, produce, do mischief ; as : 3lad;bcm bte Jlodnn

tie Reifen angcrtcf)tet fyatte, trug fie btcfelben auf, after the cook had

prepared the food, she served it up. er cij fyat fd;on siet Unveil

angcrtd;tet, avarice has already produced much mischief.

3. &tnrctd;en, when transitive, signifies
"
to hand, te pass ;

"

as : r rcidjte bem Srcunbe ba8 JBud; ^tn, ne handed (reached) his

friend the book ; when intransitive, it means " to suffice, to be

sufficient;" as : cb,r Juentg rctdjt ^in, etncn ffugen 11Jcnfd;cn gtitcfttd;

ju madjen, very little is sufficient to make a wise man happy.

VOCABULARY.

ain'rtcfitcn. (See E. 2,

above.)

3luftragcn. (See E.I,

above.)

Seftre'bcn, to endea-

vour, strive, exert

one's self.

DeSpo'tifcfe., despotic,

despotical.
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Wft'btg.fett, /. weari-

B6M, fatigue.

STO(tnr, notwith-

standing,
llrtbeil, n. judgment.
$ertraut', oonfidon-

tial, intimate.

<5iel(eubt', perhaps,

possibly.

I
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<, l.cfore oon*idcrintf tho constitution of the kingdom of

Israel, nk--t'-li l>ri<>Ily tin- priiH'ipul feature* of Jewish history
no when a kin? wan demanded. Certain Arabs,

known to us in Itihlical writings an the sons of Jacob, fed

t!n< <-mitry westward of Lower Egypt,
lii- life of shepherds in a land barely fruitful

t them. This difficulty naturally increased

with tli.- !!: i-o of population, and at times the chiefs

were straitened to know what to do for food. These chiefs

were non-elective heads of families, exercising despotic power
over children and children's children, their authority being
chocked only by fear of physical resistance in their subjects.

They were what Tartar or Arab chiefs are in the present day
hiiil rulers, governing not according to any fixed law,

hut giving judgment according to discretion upon each case as

it arose.

It so happened that about the year B.C. 1706 a drought of un-

usual severity forced those Arabs to look beyond their own mi-

ni. ,liuto compounds for sustenance for themselves and their little

ones. Many of tho cattle and sheep died, and it was becoming
a question of human lives also. To the neighbouring land of

Egypt the eyes of the Arabs were turned ; the dread of famine
overcame their repugnance to mix with people alien to them-

selves, and some of the great chief's sons were sent down by
their father to buy the necessary supplies in the fruitful land

of Egypt. Egypt was tho market in which they hod been
accustomed to sell the surplus of their own stocks. It was

already known to them commercially and by repute as one of

the most flourishing and richest countries in the world. Peri-

odically it had been their practice to send down thither, and we
have mention mode in the Bible of some of these visits.

Generally, however, they did their business through agents,
merchants who came up expressly from Egypt to deal with the

wanderers, and returned with their purchases in a caravan. To
such dealers, a short while before the famine alluded to, the
sons of Jacob sold their younger brother Joseph, against whom
they had a jealousy ; and from such dealers they would gladly
have bought all the supplies of food they needed. But the
famine was so sore in the land that the merchants would not
come up into it, and those who sought produce from Egypt
were therefore compelled to go down into that land and seek
it there. The sons of Jacob went down, under the circum-
stances so familiar to readers of the Old Testament history,
and found "corn in Egypt." This was sold to them by the

governor of the province, who proved to be their owu brother,
and whose excellent behaviour and able administration had
won for him the rnlership over many cities, and the right of

entry into the joy of his lord.

Political circumstances, which were stated at length in the
Historic Sketch of Ancient Egypt. (Vol. HI., page 206), in.

duced the Pharaoh who at that time roigned over Egypt to
invite the Israelites to settle in that country. He knew what
Joseph had done towards re-organising the kingdom, and he
doubtless thought that a whole nation of such men would be
a splendid leaven to mix with the elements of his own state.

Besides, the Israelites were children of the desert, accustomed
to rough it, and likely to shame the Egyptians out of some of

the efl'eminacy into which they had fallen. They would also,
established on the confines of the kingdom desertwards, act as
a shield between the Egyptians and those marauding dwellers
in the desert who afterwards overthrew the native rulo in

Egypt. Thus we find that, by the space of about 215 years,
the Israelites, invited by the Pharaoh who was Joseph's friend,
abode in the land of Egypt, and suffered all and more than tho

tyranny imposed upon the Egyptians by those Hyksos, or

shepherd-kings, who looked upon the Israelites as traitors to
tho original nomadic mode of life. The history of their ad-

versity is more familiar to us than that of their prosperity, and
we know comparatively little of what they did, or of what
influence they exorcised in the land of their adoption. Probably
their influence was less beneficial than the Pharaoh, who judged
of them by what Joseph was, hoped it would be. They were in

more senses than one " a peculiar people,
' '

living distinct from the
rest of mankind, not likely to weld themselves in with tho mass
of the people, and not calculated, therefore, to perform tho part
of the leaven which Pharaoh had hoped for. But they were treated
with a wise liberality and a uniform kindness till there arose a
Pharaoh "

that knew not Joseph," till the shepherd-kings had

come in from the dcnert and mingled Egyptian and Israelite in

a common ruin. The story of their wrong*, and of the mar-
vellons circumstances under which they wen delivered from the

most galling bondage, w written in the book* of Mo*e*. There,

too, will be found the hwtory of their wandering* for forty

years in the wilderness. Moaos, committed to pocitfo* action

in behalf of his people by the homicide of the Egypt**" "Horn
he slow for insulting a Hebrew, wa* the man under whose

guidance the Inraelite were brought out of the land with a

mighty hand and a stretched-oat arm. The difficult*** he
encountered in getting permiuion to go, the miracle* that had
to be wrought the last with *o much dreadful destruction to
life before the permission wa* accorded, the pursuit by the

King of Egypt, the overthrow of hi* army in the Red Sea, the

entry of the Israelite* into the desert beyond, and their history

during the forty years before they entered the promised land,

we know from the hand of MOM* himself, or of one who wa* hi*

companion and amanuensis. By the light of that bi*tory it i*

not difficult to see that the Israelites were just exactly the

people not to be contented with the theocratic government
which Moses established over them. Though educated enough
to comprehend the folly .of idol worship, and to know that dis-

union in the state meant political weaknes*, they, neverthele**,

under circumstances whi. h made it extreme sin in them, again
and again committed idolatry, and conspired also to overturn

the authority of him under whose solo leadership alone they
were safe. In the same spirit as that of the insulting inquiry,
"Who made thee a ruler over us? "

the Israelite* conspired

against the authority of Moses, who, rigorous a* he neces-

sarily was, in the presence of facts that rendered it impera-
tive there should be "a dictator whom all men should obey,"
exercised his authority with a wonderful amount of self-denial,

and with a constant feeling of intense responsibility to the

visible majesty of Jehovah, who was the Lord and King
of the people. If we sometimes pause as we road the narrative

of Moses' acts, and note that in some cases the punishment
meted out by him to rebels appears to be in excess of tho

offence, we should remember that under circumstance* like

those which surrounded him cruelty is often merciful, and
that he resented not any injury to himself, though he was

insulted, maligned, and provoked every day of his life, but

high treason to Him whose steward and servant he wa*.

When he himself, or when Aaron was in question, he could afford

to let the slanderer speak, to brook the insulting word and

gesture, and to pass by in contempt the murxnnrings of the dis-

contented. But when the words and deeds of rebellion were

directed towards the Almighty, the zeal of God's servant knew
no bounds ; he called down the lightning from heaven upon the

offenders, and bade the earth open and swallow them up ; the

quality of mercy was dried up in him ; he invoked God's

"wrath, anger, and displeasure" upon the people, and prayed
of Him to send evil angels among them. Only when the people
were humbled and cowed would he intercede for them, only
when they had been persuaded by the terrors of the Lord would

he consent to ask God to hold his hand.

A government like that of Moses was new to the people.

They had seen priestly government, or rather the priestly

ascendancy in the government, in Egypt, but there the jealousy

of statesmen and the need for secular aids had prevented the

complete domination of the priesthood. But a pure priesthood,

reflecting the image of the heavenly King, was more than they
could tolerate, if not more than they could understand. They
could not bear the light which as a pillar of fire accompanied

them, they resented the prying gaze of an eye which was unable

to look on iniquity. Moses was the human representative of

that light, of that eye ; tho incarnate expression of that Law-

giver whose laws it was so impossible for poor human nature to

obey ; and therefore the rebellion* against him and his autho-

rity were not many only but desperate, exhibiting a complete
abandon of all the higher and better instincts, such as might be

naturally expected of those who felt they could not attain to the

brilliancy of the light at tho same time that they could not

escape from it. The Jews seem to have been utterly unaware of

the representative part they were destined to play in the history

of the world, and to have looked only to present ease or

advantage in framing their rules of conduct. They walked

by sight and not at all by faith, and they stumbled at every

turn.
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GEOMETRICAL PERSPECTIVE. X.

PROBLEM XXIX. (Fig. 51). A cube 4 feet side has one

of its faces at an angle of 50 with the PP, its nearest edge
touches the picture plane 1 foot to the left of the eye ; height of

eye 5 feet ; distance from, the PP 8 feet; scale 1 inch to the foot,

It will be seen that as the nearest angle touches the PP, it

will commence at b,

1 foot to the left of

a ; and because b is

a point of contact,
its height, b c, may
be measured from b ;

6 d is equal to the

edge of the cube, 4

feet; its perspective

length, b TO, is cut
off the vanishing line

b vp2
by its distance

point DVP2
. The

other face of the

cube must be treated

in the same way ;

it vanishes at VP 1

,

therefore the line

from e to cut off the

perspective length
bn must be drawn to

DVP 1
; the lines of

the horizontal and

upper face of the

cube will be ruled to

their respective va-

nishing points, as in

Fig. 33, Lesson V.,

Vol. III., page 9.

PROBLEM XXX.
(Fig. 52). Draw by
this method the flight

of steps given in

Lesson VIII., page
203. There are three,

each 4 feet long,
1 foot wide, and 9

inches high ; tJieir

front making an

angle of 40 ivith the

picture plane. The
distance of the eye of
the observer from the

picture plane is 6

feet; from the plane
to the nearest point

of the object 1 foot;
the height of the eye
4'5 feet ; scale 1 inch

to the foot.

We will merely go
through the order

of procedure, until

we come to some-

thing especially sug-

gested by this pro-
blem. Draw the
TP ; the HL

; place
the station point,
marked E

; draw the
line from E to find the VP1 for the angle of inclination of the

face with the PP. As the base of the object forms a right

angle, the line E vp2 must be drawn at a right angle with E vp1

for the VP of the ends of the steps. Produce E PS to the PP at

a ; the nearest point within is 1 foot ; make a b equal 1 foot,

and a line from 6 drawn to r>E will cut PS a in c, the nearest

point within ; draw lines from c to each VP, and find their dis-

tance points. A line from DVP2 must be drawn through c to

the PP at e ; the widths of the steps will be marked off at /, g, h.

froouce vp2 c to the PP at m, draw the perpendicular m n for

a measuring line, and upon it mark off the heights of the three

PP

3 e a v ml

steps, o, p, n; rule from these points to vp3
. Prom the widths of

the steps e, f, g, h, draw lines towards DVP'2
, stopping at the

vanishing line from c, from which perpendicular lines, made to

cut the retiring lines from o p n, will give the respective ends
and heights of the steps ; from the angles of the steps draw
lines towards vp 1

. To cut off the lengths of the steps upon the

vanishing line c VP1
, draw the line c v, directed by DVP 1

; make
v w equal to 4 feet,

the length of the

steps ; from w draw
back again towards
DVP1

, cutting the

vanishing line from
c in k ; draw from fc

to r, directed by vp2
,

from r raise another

measuring line for

the opposite ends
of the steps. Make
s t u equal to o p n,
draw lines from them
to vp2

; these last

lines,intersecting the

retiring lines from
the tops of the steps,
will give the further

ends. These slight
directions will be

quite sufficient for

the guidance of

those who have tho-

roughly studied Pro-

blem XXVII.
One of the greatest

difficulties in geo-
metrical perspective
is the treatment of

inclined lines and

planes. The plan
method we have al-

ready given is, no

doubt, as useful as

any, but in some
cases the method we
are about to explain
in this lesson will

be found easier and
more satisfactory.
If the pupil will turn

back to Lesson VI.,
Problem XVIII.,

Fig. 37, page 72, he
will there be re-

minded how the per-

spective of an in-

clined line or plane
is obtained by tho

help of orthographic

projection ; that is,

from a given posi-

tion of the inclined

plane, to produce
its plan and ele-

vation, and after-

wards from both

produce the perspec-
tive projection. We

now propose to draw the perspective of inclinations without

previously constructing a plan. We must start once more

from one of the leading principles of perspective belonging

to every system, and which is well known to our pupils

that all horizontal retiring lines and planes have their

vanishing points upon the line of sight ; to this must now be

added : directly a line or a plane ceases to be horizontal, having

one of its ends raised or lowered, its vanishing point is raised

or lowered also, for, notwithstanding its inclination, it retires,

and has a vanishing point; therefore the vanishing point of

an inclined line or plane is perpendicularly above the point to
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DVP
1

which it retired bcforo it was rained out of iU horizontal posi-
tion in other words, the position of the new vanishing point is

n/ir iif tho inclination of tho lino or piano ;

thw brings us to our object, to show where to find tho vr, lj
i-tin 1 tin- .

PBOHI.I.M \\\1. (Fig. 53). fliiv tho pertpective repwenta-
d> the ground at an angle of 30. Th

plan i >f the pole is at an angle of 50
with the PP. Length of pol<

the end on the ground w 2 feet n-itliin

the picture. The distance of the eye

f,-tn the PP 8 feet ;
its height from

the ground 4 feet. First draw tho

111., and upon it, from tho PS as a
centre, draw the Bemicirolo with a
radius equal to tho distance of the

eye from the PP; raise a perpeudicu-
l.ir Hue from PS to E, and through B

tial to the semicircle draw a
::-;illelto tho iiij. From E draw

ii lino (K VP) at an angle of 50 with
the tangential lino. Draw the BP
(base of tho picture) parallel to tho
HL at a distance of 4 feet. Draw
PS c, and make c d equal to 2 feet ;

draw a line from d to DE, cutting
PS c in o ; this will give the point where tho polo rests upon tho

ground. Now if tho pole were in an horizontal position, its

vanishing point would be at tho VP on tho HL, but being in-

clined, its true vanishing point is above it (if tho inclination had
been downwards, its vanishing point would have been below the

HL). Therefore through the VP on the HL draw an indefinite

perpendicular lino ; find the distance point of the VP by draw-

ing the arc E DVP from VP as a centre, and with the radius
VP E. From DVP draw a lino at an angle of 30, meeting the

perpendicular from VP in VP2
; the VP2 will bo the vanishing

point for the inclined line. Through tho point a draw a lino

directed to VP and meeting the BP in / (the point of contact) ;

from / draw the perpendicular / g It, (the line of contact).

Again, the pupil must bo reminded of a rule we gave in our last

lesson, tJiat every vanishing line must be cut from its own distance

point. Now tho vanishing line in this case is of tho pole only
from a to vp2

, and upon this line wo must cut off a portion
equal to the

length of the

pole, conse-

quently we
mnst first

find tho dis-

point
of VP": thus,
from VP2 as

a centre,and
with the dis-

tance to DVP
on the HL,
draw an aro

from DVP to

DVP. With
tho use of

this dis-

tance point
we now cut

off the
length of tha

pole : draw
a line from
DVP8, through a, to tho lino of contact at g; mark off g h

equal to tho length of tho pole, 6 feet; and from h draw
a lino back again to DVP1

, cutting tho vanishing lino of

tho pole in b ; ab will be the required perspective represcn-
tatio:i of the pole. To prove this, draw anywhere upon BP
the line m n, 6 feet long, and at an angle of 30 ;

the pupil
will see that this is the full length of the pole at the given

angle, consequently its height from the ground at n is shown ;

draw n o parallel to HL in other words, mark the height
of the polo from the ground upon the line of contact ; draw
a line from o to the VP, it -will be found to cut the top of

the pole M previously found in 6. This U ooo of toe
we recommend our pupiLi to repeat several times,
the pole at other angles, and turning it the other way in

the picture. A thorough knowledge of the practice of cut-

ting vanishing lines from their distance poinU ia the key.
stono of the principle contained in this method of representing-

objects in perspective. We purpose now to show how this may
be applied to give the inclination of
a roof, and aa it will be necessary to

draw the whole fignre we will give
out the whole problem, and advise

that it should be done on a larger
scale: our diagram U drawn to a
scale of 60 feet to the inch to econo-

mise space; it should be drawn by
our pupils en a scale of about 10 or
12 feet to the inch.

PKOBLEM XXXII. (Fig. 54).

Draw the pertpective view of a square
tower having wingt: the bate* of the

tower and the wing* are each a tquare

of 48 feet ride ; height of tower 96
feet, and of the walU of the wingt
48 feet : the inclination of the roof

30, HL 10 feet, nearest end 12 feet
u-ithin the PP; distance of the eye

from the PP, 120 feet ; angle of the front of the building with
the PP, 50.
Having repeated in the lost problem the process which waa

explained in the last lesson, of finding the PS, E, and HL, the

vanishing points and their distance points, we will commence by
finding tho position of the nearest corner of the building. Draw
from PS to a; make a b equal 12 feet ; draw from b to DB, the
intersection will give the point required, from which a lino must
bo drawn to vp1

. The next part of the process is the stumbling-
point of most beginners in this branch of perspective, and we
therefore request their attention to it. Find the distance point of
vp 1

, viz., DVP1
. From DVPI draw a lino through the nearest corner

already found to the BP at e ; measure from e to /, from fiog,
and from g to h, each distance equal to the lengths of tho bases

of the wings and tower ; rule from these points back again ia

DVP 1
, we shall then have cut the several proportions of the

front of the building off the vanishing line that is, from the
nearest an-

gle below c

to vp1 by
the help of
the distance

point of VP1
.

We make no
excuse for

repeating
this,because
we know
from practi-
cal experi-
ence how
often this

is forgotten.
The end of

the build-

ing must be
treated in

the same-

way, begin-

ning with a
line from

DVPS to p ; p r ib the width of the building ; VP* its vanish-

ing point ; tho heights on the line of contact aro at n and
o. We presume there will be no difficulty with the rest of the

perpendicular and horizontal lines, and we now proceed with

tho roof. Because the ridge of the roof is over the centre of the

body of the building, there is no necessity in this case for finding

more than ono vanishing point for the roof, viz., tho inclination

s t. Tho vanishing point for that inclination is VP* on the per-

pendicular from vp'-, found by making an angle of 30 from

DVP*. The centre of tho building is found by drawing the

diagonals at the end and a perpendicular through their interseo*
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tion to t ; join i w, and we have the other or downward side of
the roof ; the lines x and y of the roof (in the building itself) are

parallel to s t, and have the same VP, namely, vp3
.

Our next problems will have especial reference to two inclina-

tions, and will require very close attention.

READINGS IN FKENCH.-
F (E T> O E A.

-XI.

SECTION III.
"
jEsuis," dit-il, "un comme^ant de Moscou; 1

j'avais entrepris
(a) un voyage a Varsovie. Avant de m'eloigner (b), j'ai voulu aller
Visitor un gentilhomme que je connais,

2
etqui demeure a quelque

distance ; arme d'un fusil, je me suis rendu & pied
3 & son

chateau, ou je me suis attarde. La neige tombait & gros flocons,
je me suis (c) egare ;

4
je cherchais en vain ma route, quand je vis

venir a moi deux homines* & qui je m'ernpressai de demander
quelques renseignements. Je n'avais aucune defiance, et j'atten-
dais tranquillement leur reponse, quand tout h, coup ces deux
ficelerats, se precipitant sur moi,

6 me terrasserent et me depouil-
lerent du peu d'argent que j'avais. Je poussai un cri

; c'est
alors que 1'un d'eux tira sur moi un coup de pistolet,

7 car ils

voulaient me tuer."

Pendant le recit de 1'etranger, Fcedora avait eu 1'ceil constam-
ment fixe sur lui.

8 II (d) lui semblait retrouver sur son visage
des traits connus,

9 sans se rappeler ou elle 1'avait vu ; toutefois,
eon cceur battait avec violence, un sentiment 10

irresistible 1'at-

tirait vers lui. Polowski pria son h6te de lui donner quelques
details 11 sur 1'incendie de Moscou.

L'etranger parnt eprouver quelque repugnance 12 & satisfaire &
cette demande ; neanmoins, en reflechissant au service qu'il
avait recu, il n'osa(e) refuser. En decrivant le triste spectacle
de ce vaste incendie, sa voix traliissait de vivea emotions. 1 *

Mais quand il commenca a raconter ses propres malheurs,' il

versa des larmes abondantes ;

14 et poussant un profond soupir,
il dit :

" Helas ! ce terrible incendie ne m'a pas seulement enleve une
grande partie de ma fortune,

15 mais encore ce qui faisait(/) tout
notre bonheur, ma fille bien-aimee. Tandis qu'au milieu du
desordre affreux excite par Tepouvantable catastrophe, nous
herchions, ma femme et moi, 10 & soustraire & la voracite des
flammes nos objets les plus precieux, nous perdimes notre enfant,
alors dans sa sixieme annee; sa bonne 1'avait prise avec elle afin
de la conduire dans la maison d'un ami lr

qui demeurait dans
uno rue ecartee, ou le feu ne sevissait pas encore. Mais ni la
bonne ni 1'enfant n'ont reparu, et depuis cet evenement, 18 toutos
nos informations ont etc steriles. Probablement, quelque edi-

fice, en croulant, les aura englouties sous sos decombres."
A ces mots Fcedora, qui avait ecoute avidement toutes les

particularites de ce recit, ne put (g) contenir davantage les
emotions 19

qu'il avait excitees en elle. Elle se precipita au
cou de 1'etranger, en s'ecriant

" mon pere ! mon pere !

"

Ce fut un spectacle touchant. On nous pardonnera de ne
point chercher & peindre la joie et la felicite dont leurs cceurs
etaient inondes. La plume est impuissante 20 en face de tela
tableaux. Que nos jeunes lecteurs se mettent a la place de
Fcedora ainsi que de son pere.

COLLOQUIAL EXERCISE.

NOTES.

Comment le Moscovite com-
1
12

nien9a-t-il son recit ?

2. Qui avait-il voulu visitor ?

3. De quelle maniere s'(5tait-il

rendu au chateau du gentil-
homme ?

4. S*e"tait-il (Sgare" ?

5. Que vit-il venir vers lui ?

6. Que firent les deux hommes ?

7. Que fit 1'uu des voleurs apres
que le commer9ant eut pousse
un cri?

Fcedora e'tait-elle attentive au
re'cit de 1'etranger ?

8.

9. Paraissait - elle (fi) le recon-
naitre?

10. Quel sentiment ^prouvait-elle

n.
en 1'enteudant ?

Quelle demande Polowski flt-il
j

a son liote ?

L'etran?erparut-il(i) satisfaire

volontiers a cette demande ?

13. Paraissait-il e'mu durant son
recit?

14. Que fit-il en racontant ses mal-
heurs ?

15. Que lui avait enlev<$ 1'incen-

die?

16. Que faisaient lui et sa femme
au milieu ttu desordre ?

17. Ou avaient-ils envoye leur pe-
tite fille ?

18. Avaient-ils revu(j) depuis, la

bonne et 1'enfant ?

19. Quo fit Fcedora eu entendant
co recit ?

20. Pourquoi 1'auteur ne decrit-il

pas ca qui se passa e litre le

pere et la fille ?

(a) From entreprendre.

(I) M'eloigner, leaving the neigh-
bourhood.

(c) Je me suis e"gar<$, I lost my
way.

(d) The tl is vmipersonal ; it.

(e) N'osa, dared not.

(/) From fairc.

(g) From pouvoir.

(/i) From parditre.

(i) From the same verb.

(j) From revoir.

SECTION IV.

^

Apres les premiers epanchements, Fcedora raconta a son tour
Tespece de succession de miracles 1

auxquels elle devait(a) son
salut. La bonne vivandiere ne fut point oubliee 2 dans ce recit :

mais avec quelle sensibilite, quelle touchante expression de re-

connaissance,
3

elle exposa tout ce qu'elle devait a la bienveil-
lance du seigneur polonais qui 1'avait recueillie et traitee (6)
comme son enfant.

Au bout de quelques jours, la blessure du pere de Foedora
etait guerie.

4 II dut(c) quitter le chateau de Polowski,
5 et

Fcedora le suivit, non sans assurer a ses bienfaiteurs que sa re-
connaissance 6 ne s'eteindrait qu'avec sa vie.

Us revinrent(d) k Moscou,7 oh leur retour causa nne joyeuse
surprise. L'histoire de Fcedora se repandit (e). Un jeune
seigneur russe, qui occupait un haut grade dans les rangs de
1'armee,

8 demanda la jeune fille en mariage et 1'epousa.
Dix ans s'etaient ecoules. La Pologne avait proclame son

independence,
9 et 1'empereur de toutes les Eussies. Nicolas, mit

une armee en campagne 10
pour comprimer les efforts de cette

heroiquo nation. On sait(/) Tissue de cette lutte inegale.
L'epoux de Fcedora avait pris part h la campagne; 11 Fcedora
1'avait snivi. Sans noua arreter a rappeler les scenes dechirantes
de cette guerre, nous dirons seulement que Varsovie venait d'etre

emporte d'assaut. 12 Dans ce jour nefaste, des milliers de Polo-
nais et de Eusses perirent.

13 Vers le soir, tous les officiers

superieurs do Tarmee triomphante allerent visitor le champ de
bataille,

14 ou gisaient(gf) pele-mele les cadavres des vainqueurs
et des vaincus.

La, gemissaient confondus parmi les morts, un nombre infini
do blesses. 15 Pousse par la charite, emu de compassion pour le
clestin de coux a qui la fortune avait ete contraire, Tepoux de
Fcedora fit transporter dans les h6pitaux et les ambulances,"
ceux & qui il restait encore un souffle de vie. Apres ces soins

pieux, il allait s'eloigner do ce lieu de desolation, lorsque parmi
plusieurs cadavres qu'on allait recouvrir de terre, il apercut un
officier polonais de haut rang

u et tout chamarre de croix et de
decorations. II crut remarquer en lui quelques signes de vie,

18 et
le fit transporter dans la maisoii I

'

J meme ou etait Fopdora. La
tous les soins necessaires lui furent prodigues ;

20
et, peu & peu,

sortant de sa lethargic, Tofficier polonais rouvrit les yeux.
Fcedora etait assise(/i) au chevet de son lit.

21 Tout & coup
elle poussa vm cri, elle avait reconnu Polowski.

Polowski, retabli de ses blessures, n'avait echappe & un peril,

que pour retomber dans un danger plus terrible encore.22 Son
nom fut porte sur la liste des proscrits.

23 Quand Fcedora Tap-
prit, elle se rendit immediatement pres de i'empereur ;

24 elle

embrassa ses genoux, et demanda sa grace, et Nicolas attendri,

prononqa le pardon de Polowski.

COLLOQUIAL
1. Que raconta Fcedora ?

2. Parla-t-elle de la vivandiere ?

3. De quelle maniere parla-t-elle

des bienfaits de Polowski ?

4. Le pere de Fcedora fut-il long-

temps raalade ?

5. Partit-il bientot ?

6. Que fit Fcedora a son depart ?

7. Oil allerent le ndgociant et sa

fille?

8. Qui e"pousa Fcedora?
9. Que se passait-il dix ans plus

tard?
10. Que fit 1'empereur Nicolas ?

11. Oil e'tait 1'epoux de Foedora?
12. Qu'e'tait-il arrive' a Varsovie ?

13. Qu'arriva-t-il dans ce jour
fatal ?

EXERCISE.

14. Que firent les officiers supe
1

-

rieurs ?

15. Que voyait-on sur le champ de
bataille ?

16. Que fit I'e'poux de Foedora ?

17. Qu'apercut-il parmi les ca-

davres ?

18. Que crut-il voir en lui ?

19. Que fit-il du pauvre bless^ ?

20. Comment fut-il trait^ dans la

demeure de Fcedora ?

21. Ou e'tait Fcedora, et que fit-

elle?

22. Polowski e'tait-il en suret

apres sa gue'rison ?

23. Quel nouveau danger le mena-
cait alors ?

24. Que fit alors sc, fille adoptive ?

(a) From devoir.

(b) Traitee, cared for.

(c) From devoir.

(d) From rewiwr.

NOTES.
(e) Se re"pandit, became known,

(/) From savoir.

(g) From gesir.

(7i) Assise, seated; from axseoir.
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1. l)o 71x1 fulfil your duty well? 2. Neither of ui fulflU it. 3.

Do UMJJ both m-.-l. to impose theuiiulvu* ? 4. Nuith. twk to expoao
their hves. 5. Do your father aud mother flud themselves t<

day ? . Neither of them is bettor. 7. Have you found fault with

mj writiuK or with uay secretary'* P 8. I have found fault with
sjtnnr. 9. Does not that author (1ml fault with everything t 10.

Ha fld fault with every book. 11. Do you flud anything to blame
in itP 12. Noithor he nor I find anything to blume (eciutir*) in it.

13. Hu or I will watch over your iuturonta. 14. Neither he nor I
hall ceaiMt watching vur your HOU'H conduct. 15. We will watch over

it, rutbt-r thuu I'm. I fault with it. 16. He uud I found ouraulve* toge-
ther at tho uj>iiititfil |iKu-.-. 17. Will oithor of you be there (b

frmmt tVr) P 18. Ono or the other will bo present. 19. Will either
he alerted president P 20. Neither will be elected. 21. How do you
like this ronst meat ? 22. I flnd it excellent. 23. I like this book (f

faU tint btok good). 24. I do iiot like it (I do not find it good). 25. I

find that well dono (I deem that well done).

EXERCISE 164 (Vol. II., page 331).
1. Comment trouvez-vous ce HvreP 2. Ni ma steur id moi ne

rausooB. 3. MM. voa freres outils trouvii lo diner bon ? 4. L'un et
1'autru Toot trouve' tri-s bon. 5. Le professeur n-t-il trouve' a redire a
rotre condnite P 6. II n'y a pas trouvd a rodire. 7. Ni lui ni mon
pore no trouvent B redire a ma conduite. 8. Veillent-ils a rotre con-

dnite, 1'nn et 1'nutru ? 9. Us veillent 1'un et 1'autru, a ma conduite et
a snea intri-tB. 10. Avez-vous rempli votre devoir, 1'un et 1'autre ?

11. Nona 1'ttvous rouipli. 12. N'avez-voua pas, 1'un et 1'autre, trouvd
a redire a mou Venture P 13. Ni 1'un ni 1'autre, nous u'y avons trouvd
a redire. 14. M" 1

'8 vos scaurs, ne so trouveut-elles pas mieux au-

jonrd'hni ? 15. L'une so trouvo mieux. 16. L'autre ne se trouve pas
si him. 17. Ces dames ne trouveut-elles pas a redire a tout P 18.
Kllee ue trouveut & redire a rien. 19. L'uu ou 1'uutre sera-t-il <Slu

prefet dn d^partement ? 20. Ni 1'un ni 1'autre ne sera e"lu. 21. Com-
ment trouvez-vous ce pain ? 22. Je le trouve fort bon. 23. Vos deux
amis aoot-ils arrives a tomps an rendez-vous ? 21. Ni I'un ni 1'autre

n'y Ataient a temps. 25. Trouvez-vous a redire a cola ? 26. Je n'y
tronve pas a redire. 27. Vous exposerez-vous, 1'un et 1'autre, a ce

danger P 28. Nous ne nous y exposerons pas. 29. Trouvez-vous a
redire a la conduite de mon secretaire ? 30. Je n'y trouve pas a
redire. 31. Trouvez-vous a redire a son ecriture ? 32. J'y trouve a
redire; car elle est tres mauvaise. 33. Ne veillerez-vous pas a mes
iatercta ? 34. Mon frere et moi, nous y veillerons. 35. Nous no

i pas de veiller a vos inte'rets.

EXEBCISE 165 (Vol. II., page 331).
L Did not most of your relations come to see you ? 2. Many came.

3. What has become of the others ? 4. I could not tell you what baa
become of them. 5. What will become of that young man if he does
not apply to study ? 6. I do not know what will become of him. 7.

I know that he will never become learned. 8. How many pictures
have yon left ? 9. I have only one picture left. 10. How much shall

you have Jeft, when you have made your purchases ? 11. I shall only
have a trifle left. 12. Has that apprentice become skilful in his
trade? 13. He has become skilful in it. 14. Was that gentleman
born blind, or has he become so ? 15. He bos become so. 16. Do
yon know what has become of those young men ? 17. They have be-
come physicians. 18. Do you not know what has become of my
books ? 19. They are mislaid. 20. Will you not become lame, if you
walk so much ? 21. I shall become lame and thin. 22. Did not the
crowd lose their way in the wood ? 23. The crowd lost their way in

it, and conld not flud it again. 24. A crowd of barbarians desolated
the country. 25. A crowd of ruined citizens filled the streets of
Stockholm.

EXERCISE 166 (Vol. II., page 331).
1. La pluport de vos amis ne sont-ils pas devenus riches ? 2. La

plopart (de wes amis) sout devenus pauvres. 3. Cette demoiselle n'est-
efle pas devenue savante ? 4. Je pense qu'elle ne deviendra jamaia
aavante. 5. L'armee ainericaiuo n'est-elle pas fort petite ? 6. L'arme'e
nsrthiunne est petite, mais la plupart des soldats ame'ricains sont tri-s

braves. 7. Pouvez-vous me dire ce qu'est devenu ce monsieur P 8.
Je ne saurais vous dire ce qu'il est devenu. 9. M. votre frere est-il

aveogte de naissance ? 10. Non, Monsieur, il 1'est devenu. 11. fites-

TO*S n^ boitenx ? 12. Non, Monsieur, je le suis devenu il y a trois

ans. 13. La plupart de vos heures ne sont-elles pas dSvoue'es au jeu f

14. Non, Monsieur, olios sont ddvouees a I'e'tude. 15. Combien de
rotie argent vous reste-t-il ? 16. II ue m'en resto que vingt-cinq
francs. 17. Savez-vous combien il me resto? 18. II ne vous reste

qu'ane bagatelle. 19. Combien vous restera-t-il domain ? 20. II ne
ioe restora que six francs. 21. II ne me restera que deux francs,
qoand j'aurai fait mes einplettes. 22. Qu'est devenue votre gram-
mairo ? 23. Je 1'ai e'ganta. 24. Savez-vous ce qu'est devenu mou
chapeau ? 25. Vous 1'avez laisstS sur la table. 26. Ce monsieur ne
deviendra-t-il pas aveugle ? 27. 11 ne deviendra pas aveugle, mais
bottom. 28. Votre fils est-il devenu habile dans son ?tat ? 29. II n'y

est DM deveuu habile. 30. Qu'est-il devenu f 31. H s'wt fear* dans
le bois. 81 La foule iWt-elle 4faitfe ? 33. La plupart des soidato ia
sont<gar#s. St. Un nurfe d saaUrilles desoUrtnt notre pays.

Fig. 54.

MECHANICS. X.
THK 8TEELtABD.

ANOTHER weighing instrument U the steelyard, which (Fig. 54)
is a lever of the first order, to the short arm of which U attached
at b a hook from which the substance, w, to be weighed is

suspended, while on the long arm slides the movable counter-
poise P. The object aimed at in this instrument being that a
small weight, P, should balance a large one, w, on the hook, it

is clear that there must be a corresponding disproportion in the
arms the fulcrum, a, must be near one of the ends of the beam.
Further, since it is necessary that the steelyard should take an
horizontal position, both when loaded and unloaded at its hook,
it is essential that its own centre of gravity should lie some-
whore on the short arm ; for then the counterpoise can balance
it when placed in some position on the other arm, such as at O.
For this reason steelyards are made heavy at one end.

To Graduate a Steelyard. The centre of gravity of the beam
being on the hook side of the fulcrum, let it be brought into an
horizontal position,
no weight being on
the hook. Then, as

proved in previous

lessons, the moment
of P is equal to the

moment of the beam,
that is, the weight of

the beam multiplied
into the distance of

its centre of gravity
from a vertical line

through the fulcrum,
is equal to P multi-

plied intothe distance
of o from that line. At the point o so found draw a line
across the beam ; that line represents the zero division of the
long arm, or the division at which P produces equilibrium, the
weight on tho hook being nothing, cipher, or zero.

Now, supposing that any number of pounds, w, of any sub-
stance are hung on the hook, while P is shifted to the left until,
as in the figure, the arm is again horizontal, we have P multi-

plied by the distance of its ring from the fulcrum a equal to w
multiplied by a b (this line a b being supposed horizontal), together
with the moment of the beam. But P multiplied by the distance
of the zero division from a, is equal to the moment of the beam,
as already proved ; therefore it follows that P multiplied by its

distance from the zero division is equal to w multiplied by a 6.

Now, in order to graduate, let us suppose P one pound and w
seven. Then we have in numbers seven times a b equal once
the distance of the counterpoise from o, which tells us the exact

position of P for 7 pounds on the hook, namely, that yon find it by
measuring from o to the left seven pieces each equal to a 6.

Let w be 13 pounds or 3 pounds, then in like manner you
measure 13 or 3 pieces equal to a b. It thus appears that the
subdivisions for the successive pounds are equal to each other ;

and we may therefore lay down the following rule for graduating
a steelyard :

Find first the zoro subdivision by bringing the unloaded in-

strument into an horizontal position by the counterpoise. Put
then on the hook, or in the pan, such a number of even pounds
as will push the counterpoise to the greatest distance it can go
on its arm for even pounds, aud divide the distance between this
last position and the zero point into as many equal parts a*
there are then pounds on the hook. The points of division so
obtained are the positions of the counterpoise for the several

pounds up to that number.
For half and quarter pounds these divisions must be sub-

divided ; and for greater weights than one pound will balance
on the long arm, the counterpoise must be doubled or trebled,
etc. If the steelyard be intended for weighing small objects,
such as letters, tho counterpoise may bo ounces, or tenths of
au ounce, or even smaller weights, as occasion requires.

*
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Fig. 55.

THE DANISH BALANCE.
This is a species of steelyard, in which (Fig. 55) the fulcrum

is movable, and the counterpoise is the weight of the beam
acting at its centre of gravity, p, the substance to be weighed

being suspended from a hook
or placed in a pan, at the ex-

tremity, E, on the other side of

the fulcrum. The question is,

how may yon graduate such an
instrument ? To do this, let us

suppose the beam to weigh 1

pound, and that 1 ounce of some
substance is placed in the scale ;

then it is evidentthatthefulcrum,
x ,

must be shifted to the point in which F R is to F F in the pro-

portion of 16 to 1, there being 16 ounces in the pound. This
comes to dividing the distance R p (which is known) into

seventeen equal parts, as proved in Lesson IV., and taking the

first point of division next to p for the fulcrum. If there be 2

ounces in the pan, RF must be to p p as 16 to 2 ; that is, you
divide B p into 18 parts, and take the fulcrum 2 from p. If

there be 7 ounces, you divide into 23 parts, and take 7 next to

P; and so on for all the ounces from 1 to 16 you may determine
the several positions of the fulcrum, marking them as you pro-
ceed. If the beam be of any other weight, you follow a similar

course, dividing B p into as many equal parts as there are ounces
in the sum of the weights of the beam and substance, and count-

ing off as many divisions from p as there are ounces in the
latter.

From all this it is evident, first, that the subdivisions are not

equal to each other, as in the steelyard ; secondly, that the

operation of graduation is more troublesome than in that instru-

ment. The Danish balance, however, has the advantage of not

being encumbered with a movable counterpoise ; it carries its

own imperial standard weight within itself.

THE BENT LEVER BALANCE.

The principle of this instrument, a species of which is largely
sold for weighing letters, may be understood by the aid of the

accompanying Fig. 56. On an upright stand is placed a quadrant
arc, M o, of which c is the centre. Round c as a fulcrum revolves
a lever, usually bent, but in the figure represented as formed of
two arms at right angles to each other. The arm c B is gene-
rally of small weight, being lightly constructed, while the other,
CG, called the "index arm," is heavily weighted at its lower

end, the centre of gravity of the whole lever thus being nearly
^c at some point, G, on that arm.

On some substance, w, to bo

weighed, being suspended
from B, the index moves from
its zero point, o, up the quad-
rant until the weight of the
lever acting at G balances w
at B, that is, until the mo-
menta of these forces are

equal, which will be when w
multiplied by B H is equal to

1 the weight of the lever mul-

tiplied by G I. The divisions

of the quadrant corresponding
to the several weights 1, 2, 3, 4> etc., suspended from B are,

however, best determined by experiment for each weight.

THE LEVER WHEN THE FORCES ARE NOT PARALLEL.

In all the cases of levers and weighing instruments we have
eo far considered, the forces were supposed parallel in weighing
instruments necessarily so. The treatment of the subject is,

however, not complete until the condition of equilibrium is de-

termined for levers the forces acting on which are not parallel.
This is the most general case that can occur, and indeed it

includes all the others. To clearly understand it, let a lever be
defined a mass of matter of any shape which has one fixed point
in it. It may be a bar straight, or simply bent, or bent and
twisted, or it may be a solid block. So long as there is one

point fixed, we may treat it as a lever, that point being the
fulcrum.

Moreover, the two forces which act on it are supposed to be
euch that their directions when produced meet, and that their

Fig. 56.

E

Fig. 57.

plane passes through the fulcrum. In cases where the two
forces do not meet, or their plane does not pass through the
fulcrum, there cannot be equilibrium. For example, the out-
stretched right arm of a man is a lever, of which the fulcrum is

in the right shoulder. Suppose, as he stretches it before him in
a horizontal position, one force is applied to the hand obliquely
from him towards the left to the ground, while another acts

horizontally at his elbow towards the right and at right angles
to the arm ; these forces cannot meet, and therefore would not
under any circumstances keep the arm in equilibrium ; further,
even were they to meet, they would not so keep it unless their

plane passed through the fulcrum in the shoulder socket. Sup-
I
posing the forces, therefore, to be as described, namely, that

;

their directions meet and their plane passes through the fuicrun:.

j

what is the condition of equilibrium ? In order that you may
olearly understand this, the knowledge of the following geo-
metrical principles is necessary.

FURTHER PROPERTIES OF A PARALLELOGRAM AND TRIANGLB.
1. Tlie area of a triangle is half that of any parallelogram which

has its base for one side, and a line drawn through its vertt . >

to that base 'for tlie side opposite. This

appears from Fig. 57, where A v B is the

triangle, and A B c D any parallelogram
on A B formed by drawing from A and B
any two parallel lines A D, B c to meet the

parallel D c to A B through v. For, draw
v E parallel to A D, and therefore parallel
to B c, to meet A B in E. Then the triangle
A v B is made up of the two triangles A v E
and B v E. But since A E v D is a parallelo-

gram, the triangle A v E (Lesson III.) is

equal to A D v, and is therefore half the

parallelogram A E v D. So likewise is B v E
half B E v c ; and therefore the triangle A v B half A B c D.

2. The area of a triangle is, in numbers, half tJie product of its

base and the perpendicular from its vertex on that base. This
follows from the previous principle. Let the number of inches
or feet, say inches, in A B (Fig. 58) be 6, and in the perpen-
dicular, v E, be 7, and construct on A B a parallelogram,
A B c D, whose sides are parallel to this perpendicular. Such a
parallelogram is termed a "rectangle," on account of its angles
being all right angles. Mark out the inches

on A B and v E, and draw the dotted lines in

the figure parallel to A B and v E, cutting
this rectangle into the smaller ones the sides

of which are all equal to one inch, and which
are therefore so many square inches. Now
there are seven rows of these squares, one row
above the other, and there are six squares in

each row ; and therefore there are altogether
7 times 6, or 42, square inches in the rectangle.
But the triangle being half the rectangle, is

half of 42 square inches, that is, it is, in num-
bers, half the product of the base and perpen-
dicular. Were the numbers 13 and 9, or any other pair whatever,
the reasoning would be the same.

3. If two triangles stand on opposite sides of a common base,
and the line joining their vertices is bisected by that base, the

triangles have equal areas. In Fig. 59, the triangles A B c, A B D
stand on the common base, A B, at opposite sides, and D c join-

ing their vertices is supposed to be bisected at M ; I have to

prove that the areas of the triangles are equal. Draw E F and
H G through A and B parallel

B G toD c, and also through D and
c draw H E and G F parallel
to A B. Then we have a

large parallelogram E F G H,
which is divided into four

smaller ones by A B and D c.

But since D c is bisected

at si, making M c equal to

ill D, and therefore A E equal
to A F, the parallelograms

A F G B and A E H B are equal to each o'ther. But, as proved
above, the triangles ABC and A B D are half of these parallelo-

grams, and therefore are also equal to each other, as was

required to bo proved.

Fig. 58.

Fig. 59.



LESSONS IN FEENCH.

MASONS IN FRENCH. XLV III.

PAET II.

Tins So ..ml Part of tho Lessons in French, which we commence
in in'- jii-i--i-nt k'Hson, tliil'iT, from tin- tirat in containing a more

.IP- ami n.iiiplrto exhibition of tho principles of the

language. The First i'urt, which wan intended to serve as aa
introduction, supplied tho learner with the means of speedily
a--. [Hiring a knowledge of tho most essential forms of speech, so
as to be able to read, writo, and converse in French on all

ordinary subjects. The present port carries him on to the
ni<'< ti'vs l thu language, and qualifies him for understanding
ami employ in?,' it in connection with any topic to which he may
turn his attention, provided, of course, he has a good dictionary
;it. li.iinl. In a word, the First Part was practical, the Second
ia theoretical ; in the former, the student was taught mainly by
examples and exercises ; in the latter, ho is put in possession of
i lie principles npon which those examplea and exercises proceed.
At the Bamo time, it must not be supposed that there is any

lack of examples in this part. On the contrary, every rule is

copiously illustrated by passages from the most distinguished
French writer* ; and when we add that tho rules thus abun-

dantly exemplified comprise the various idiomatic usogae, as well
as tho regular syntax of the language, it will be evident that

nothing more than diligent study and careful practice is needed
to make the self-educating student a good French scholar.

1. PARTS OF SPEECH.

(1.) There are, in French, ten sorts of words or parts of

speech :

Nouns or Substantives, Participles,

Articles, Adverbs,
Adjectives, Prepositions,

Pronouns, Conjunctions,

Verbs, Interjections.

(2.) These arc divided into variable words and invariable
words.

(3.) The variable words are those of which tho termination
admits of various changes ; by these changes various modifica-

tions of meaning are expressed. The variable words are of

six kinds :

The Noun, The Pronoun,
The Article, The Verb,
The Adjective, The Participle.

(4.) The invariable words are those of which the termination
never changes :

The Adverb, The Conjunction,
The Preposition, The Interjection.

(5.) All variable parts of speech have two numbers : tho
'

/, which denotes but one, and tho plural, which denotes
more than one.

(6.) All variable parts of speech, except the verb, have two
genders : the masculine and the feminine.

2. CASES OF NOUNS.

The cases * of nouns adopted by French grammarians are :

(1.) The sujet : answering to the subject of the English, and
to tho nominative of the Latin.

(2.) Tho regime direct : answering to the direct object of the

-li, and to the accusative of the Latin.

(3.) The regime indirect : answering to tho indirect object of

the English, and to tho oblique cases of the Latin genitive,

dative, and ablative.

3. THE NOUN OB SUBSTANTIVE.

(1.) The noun or substantive is a word which serves to name
a person or a thing ; aa, Jean, John ; maison, house.

* The word case is not taken here in the moaning it has in Latin

grammar for instance. French, being an analytic language, its nouns
are not inflected, and it shows the relations that words bear to each
other in a sentence by position and preposition* ; whilst Latin, being a

synthetic language, points out such relations by inflection* or ca*e-eiding.
Thus in the sentence : I.e mnilrc donne un livre A I'en/ant, we know that
mattre is subject, by its position before the verb; that liwe is direct

object, by its position after the verb; and that en/ant is indirect object,

by its being preceded by the preposition a.

74 N.E.

(2.) There are two sorts of nonns : proper and comma*.
(3.) A proper noun is applied to a particular person ot

thing; as, Napoleon, Napoleon; Paris, 1'arit.

(4.) A common noun belongs to a whole class of objects ; as,
livre, l>i*>k ; homme, man.

(5.) Some common nonns, although singular in number, pre-
sent to the mind the idea of several persons or things, forming
a collection : they are for this reason denominated collective
nonns ; as, troupe, troop ; peuple, people.

(6.) Collective nonns are general or partitive : general, whan
they represent an entire collection ; as, 1'araee des Francais,
the army of the French : partitive, when they represent a partial
collection ; as, un troupe de soldats Francais, a troop of French
soldiers.

(7.) A common nonn composed of several words, as, chef-

d'oeuvre, masterpiece, avant-coureur, forerunner, is called a
compound noun.

4. GENDER o NOUNS.

(1.) There are, in the French language, only two genders:
the masculine and the feminine.

(2.) The masculine gender belongs to men, and .nim^lq of
the male kind ; as Charles, Charles ; lion, lion.

(3.) The feminine gender belongs to women, and animals of
the female kind ; as, Sophie, Sophia ; lionne, lioness.

(4.) The masculine and feminine genders have been given,
in French, to the names of inanimate objects : thus, papier,
paper, is masculine, and plume, pen, is feminine. Most nouns
which are masculine and neuter in Latin are masculine in

French ; most nouns which are feminine in Latin are feminine
in French.

5. RULES FOR DETERMINING GENDER BT THE MEANING.

Masculine Nouns.

(1.) Male beings ; as, homme,
man; lion, lion.

(2.) Objects to which male

qualities are attributed : ange,

angel ; gdnic, genius (a spirit) ;

soleil, sun.

(3.) The names of the seasons :

le printemps, the spring, Ac. ; and
of the months : juuvier, January ;

fiivrier, February, Ac.

(4.) The days of the week :

luudi, Monday; mardi, Tuesday,
Ac.

(5.) The names of the cardinal

points anil (lie wiu<ls : us, 1'cst, the

.East; 1'ouest, lite West, Ac. [See
exceptions opposite.]

(6.) The names used in the

French decimal system ; as, cen-

time (hundredth part of a franc) ;

kilogramme (1000 grammes, about

two pounds) ; metre, Ac.

(7.) Metals : le fer, iron ; 1'acier,

steel, Ac.

(8.) Colours: le vert, gr*n; le

jauue, yellow.

(9.) The names of empires and

kingdoms when ending with a con-

sonant : le Dauemark, Denmark ;

le Bresil, Brazil.

(10.) Mountains : le Jura, Mount
Jura ; le Puy-de-D6me,t 0* PV de

Dome; le St. Bernard, Mount St.

.Bernard.

(11.) The names of riven when
ending with a consonant : le Rhiu,
the Rhine ; le Xi\, the Nilt,

Feminine Nauru.

(1.) Female beings; as, femme,
woman ; lionne, lionets.

(2.) Objects to which female

qualities are attributed : fee, /airy ;

lune, moon.

(3.) Virtues; la charitl, charily;

except courage, courage; mlrite,
merit, which are masc.

(4.) Vices: la nu'chnuceU?,
wickedness ; except 1'orgueil, prid,
masc.

(5. ) Festivals : la Saint-Jean,
i.e. la fete de saint Jean, St.

John's-day ; la Chondeleur, Candle-

mas; except Noel, Chrutmis,
masc.

Bise, a poetical term for North
wind. Tramontane, a term applitd
on the Mediterranean to the Aorta
vtnds. Brise, b. <<; mousson,
monsoon.

(G.) Tho names of countries

when ending in mute: la France ;

1'Espagne, 1'Amerique, Ac.

Exceptions : Beugale, Hanovre,
Mexique, Pelopones*.

(7.) Chains of mountains in the

plural: les Alpea, the Alp*; le*

Pyrenees, tht JV**** ; les Vosges,
las Cevennes, Ac.

(8.) The names of rivers when

ending with mute : la Seine, tin

Seine ; la Loire, the Loir*.

Exceptions : Le Rhone, (*

Rhoiu; le Danube, le Tibre, le

Cocyte, masc.

t The word Puy, from the Celtic pinch, mountain, is applied to a

number of places in France ; Puy-en-Velay, PUT -notr*-Dame, Ac.
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LESSONS IN GREEK.

to ciiiiiiniiui.-.it., th.it i,. him / 1 1. I leavu you a free choice
with nxanl t<> ih.it .) , >/uiy Jo a you pUatt). 15. UM not tha

-I Kivt-n u). hid bad hubiu P 16. He ho* riven them up. 17
Mr. I,, left the gown (tht late) for the nword (the army) ? 1&

Yen, Sir ; be ii no longer a judge j be is a captain. 10. Do the*
peaches louvo the stone easily P 20. No, Sir, the/ an cling-stones
-i. 1 will let you have that coat for fifty francs. 22. At what price
will you lot me have it ? 28. I will let you have it for ton francs. 24.
I let you hare it cheap, I cannot let you have it for less.

EXERCISE 168 (Vol. II., page 832).
1. Le flls, la fille, et la couaine ont quittd Paris, 'i. Won pre, ma

in, re, et nrn soBur, ra'ont laissrf lei. 3. Aimcz-vons a quitter yotre
l '>-- :

"
"< mes amis et mon pays. 5. Mos

parents n'niment pas a me kisser ici ; je suis trop jenne. 6 Pourquo
re ne laisse-t-il pas parler son flls P 7. Parcequ'il na rien

8. L'avez-vous luiss<$ tranqnille P 9. Je 1'ai laisrt trnnquille
10. Pourquoi ne me laissez-vous pas tranquille P 11. Je les laissera
tranquilles. 12. Votre ami a-t-il qnittt le lit ? 13. II n'a pas encore
nuitt.- le lit; il ost encore tres malade. 14. Le capitaine O. a-t-i
itiitt,: le service ? 15. II n'a pas quitte" le service. 16. Ce monsieur
n'a-t-il pas quitW I'dpee (le itrvict) pour le barreau P 17. II a quitM le
service pour Jo barreau. 18. Mon ami a quitW le barrean. 19. A quo
prix me laisserez-vous cette soie P 20. Je vous la laisserai a raison de
deux francs le yard. 21. Ne ponvez-vous me la laisser a moins P 22.
Je vous la luisso a bon compte. 23. Voulez-vous me laisser ce livre

pour vingt francs ? 24. Je vous le laisserai pour vingt-deux francs,
25. Je ue saurais vous le laisser a moins. 26. A qui avez-vous laissi

mon livre P 27. Je 1'ai laissi a votre soeur. 28. Pourquoi ne 1'avez-
vous pns laissi a mon domestique ? 29. Parce qu'il avait quitW votre
maisou. 30. Aimez-vous a quitter vos amis ? 31. Je n'nime pas
les quitter. 32. Ou avez-vous laissi votre livre ? 33. Je 1'ai laissl
chez mon pore. 34. Ce n^gociant a-t-il quittd le corimerce ? 35. I]

ne 1'a pas quitte. 36. Cos peches ne quittent pas facilement le noyau ;

ce sont des pavies.

EXERCISE 169 (Vol. II., page 365).
1. Do you not recognise your friend ? 2. I recognise her by her

light hair. 3. By what do you recognise that young lady P 4. I re-

cognise her by her graceful walk. 5. Would you not have known
your friend by his voice P 6. I should have recognised him by it. 7.

By the work we know the workman (mechanic). 8. Will you not
recognise him by these marks? 9. I shall recognise him by them.
10. Is not that goldsmith a judge of this P 11. He is not at all a

judge of it. 12. Are you as good a judge of it as the blacksmith ? 13.

I am quite as good a judge of it as he. 14. Are you not a judge of

poetry ? 15. I know but little about it. 16. Is the manufacturer as

good a judge of cloth as of grain ? 17. He is a better judge of that
than of this. 18. Do you not know that gentleman by his vehement
gestures ? 19. I know him by bis curled hair. 20. Have you not told

your name (made yourself known) ? 21. I told my name. 22. Shall we
not tell our names ? 23. You will tell your names. 24. They will

make themselves known by their virtues.

LESSONS IN GREEK. XXL
THE NUMERALS.-KECAPITULATORY EXERCISES.

THE numerals express the relation of number. According to
their import they may be divided into fire classes : 1, the
cardinals ; 2, the ordinals ; 3, the multiplicatives ; 4, the pro-
portionals ; and 5, the substantive numerals.
The foundation of the whole are the cardinals, or the chief, so

called because they are the hinge (in Latin, cardo) on which the
others turn. The cardinals answer to the question how many f
as one, two, five, etc. Of the cardinals, the four that come first,
and the round numbers from 200 (Sio/coo-oi) up to 1 0,000 (favptoi),
as well as the compounds of pvpioi, have the inflections of adjec-
tives ; all the rest are indeclinable. The thousands are formed
by the help of numeral adverbs : for example, Tpts-xtAtoi, 3,000.
The ordinals denote the order in which the numbers follow, or

the place in the series held by a particular number ; as the fourth,

rfrapros. They are all inflected like adjectives of three termi-
nations.

The multiplicatives denote how often a quality is repeated, as

twofold, fourfold ; they are compounds of irAouj, and have three

adjectival terminations, -ovs, -TJ, -ovv, as Siir\ovs. Then there are
numeral adverbs in -o/cti, which answer to the question how
often ? as fKa.Totna.Ki3, a hundred times.

The proportionals are compounds of ir\atriot, -a, -ov, and
denote so much the more than some other object, as 8nr\curios,
twice as much.
The substantive numerals express the abstract idea of number,

as I) 5u, gen. -a5os, duality.
The alphabet furnishes signs for numbers, as well as supplies

the element* of words. Ueooe, with the Greeks, UM four-sod-

twenty letters of UM alphabet an so many ciphers. In the
series, however, three obsolete forms are introduced, namely,
after < the letter $au or digamma, r, or 1-n, that is, T, as UM sign
for 6 ; also KOTYO, that is, ?, as the sign for 90 ; aiad lopvt, ^,
as the sign for 900.

The first eight letters, from alpha to theta, bau or rtt included,
make the first series oonsisting of units; the ensuing eight,
from iota to pi, including boppa, form the second series, or UM
succession of tens ; and the remaining eight, from rho to osdfra,
together with xampi, make up the hundreds. Eleven U to

7
, or

10 and 1 ; twelve is iff, 10 and 2, etc.

Up to 999, the letters when used as figures hare an accent
over them each, thus a

1

. When more than one sign stand to-

gether, the mark is over the last, thus r/. With 1000 UM
alphabet begins afresh. In order to indicate this the mark is

placed under the letter thus a' = 1, but ja.
= 1000 ; i = 10, but

,t
= 10,000. The year 1869 in Greek numerals is written thus,

1869.

I here subjoin lints of the cardinals and the ordinals, accom-

panied by our numbers and the corresponding Greek signs.
The English words, one', two, three, etc., need scarcely be

added, and of course first, second, third, tenth, etc., will readily
be supplied by the student.

Cardinal*.

tls, uta, iv.

8i>o, or 8i/o).

Tptis, rpia.

irra.

OKTia.

fvvta.

SfKO..

ivStKa.

(lKOffl(v).

tiKoviv fit, fjiia, iv.

Ordinal*.

irpetTot, -TJ, .rtv.

Sftrrtpof, -a, -or.

T/JtTOJ, -TJ, -OV.

-a, or Tto~o~ap-. rtTapros, -TJ, -ov.

irtfjanos, -TJ, -or.

iicros, -TJ, -or.

j08o/jof, -TJ, -or.

078001, -TJ, -or.

*vi>crros, -TJ, -or.

-TJ, -or.

i, -TJ, -or.

u, -ij, -or.

rpiTKaiSiKa. TptffKaiSfKaros, -TJ, -or.

TfTT-apfffKaiStxa, OlTfffff-. TtTTopaKatSfKaros, -TJ.-O*.

KaiJtKOToj, -TJ, -or.

-TJ, -or.

iirraKaiStKaTos, -TJ, -or.

OKTUKtuStKaTOS, -TJ, -Or.

(vvtajtatStKOTOS, -TJ, -or.

IKOO-TOJ,-TJ,-Or. [-IJj-O).

tlKOffTOS, -TJ, -OV, VpttTOS,

Tpiajto<rTos, -TJ, -or.

TfTTOf>a/cooToj, -TJ, -or.

-TJ, -or.

-TJ, -or.

-TJ, -or.

-TJ, -or.

rerTjKo<rroj, -TJ, -or.

iaTO<rroy, -TJ, -or.

&iajcoo~toffTos, -TJ, -or.

TptaxoffiofTos, -TJ, -or.

TT0aKOO-|OffTOf, -TJ, -Or.

rTa*too"io<rroj, -ij, -or.

loKoo~iocrTos, -TJ, -or.

iwrajtoo"iooTOj, -TJ, -or.

OKTOKOlTtOffTOS, -TJ, -Or.

-TJ, -or.

-t|, -or.

Stffx'Aioo-roj, -TJ, -or.

'Tj, -or.

, -Tj,-or.

,-TJ, -or.

jfaxia-xiAtooTOf, -TJ, -or.

rfTT-apaKovra
irfJTTJKOJTa.

1. a'

2. ff

3. y'
4. 8'

5.
'

6. 7
7. C'
Q /

9! tf

10.
'

11. ta'

12. iff

13. r/
14. tS'

15. it'

16. t-?'

17. if
18. tTj'

19. iff

20. K'

21. ca

30. A'

40. i/
50. v

1

60. ^
70. o'

80. V
90. ?'

100. P
'

200. *
300. T>

400. i/

500. $'
600. x
700. +'

800.
'

900. ^
1000. /i

2000. ft

3000. ,7

4000. ,5

5000. ,e

6000. T
7000. ,C

8000. ,TJ

9000. X
9

10,000. t

20,000. K

100,000. jf

In forming compound numbers yon may put the smaller first

and the larger second, interposing KOI, and; as, irtvrt ittu t

IKCITOV.

Sicucoffiot, -01, -a.

TpinKoaioi, -a, -a.

rerpaKOffioi, -eu, -a.

WOTCWCOO-JOI, -at, -a.

ifaKo<rioi, -, -a.

lirraKotriot, -cu, -a.

OKTCIKCKTIOI, -ou, -a.

(vvaKOffioi, -at, -a.

- -o.

ioi, -a, -c.

-<u, -a.

Trtrroicto-xtAtoi, -at, -a.

j(aK<0x<Aio<, -at, -a.

JirraKi(rx<^tO(, -ai, -a.

OKTaxio'xiAiOi, -at, -a.

twciKi(T\t\iot, -at, -a.

fjLVpioi, -at, -a.

Sifffivfioi, -at, -a.

01, -at, -a.

i-rraxKrxtAtooToi, -TJ, -or.

orrajcto-xtAio<rToy, -TJ, -or.

*vvaKio-\i\io<rros, -T), -or.

ftVplOffTOS, -TJ, -Or.

TJ, -or.

-TJ, -+V.

fivc-and-hcenty ; or yon may reverse the order, still, however,
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keeping the conjunction, as et/co<rt /cat irevre, twenty and five, 25.

Thus, 345 will be either vevrt /cat TeTTapa/coj/ra /cat rpiaicoffioi,

or Tpia/comot /cat TerrapaKovTa, /cat irevrf.

DECLENSION OF THE FOUR FIRST NUMERALS,

Namely, ets, one; Svo, two; rptis, three; rerrapes, four.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

__ Ace.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Ace.
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months, its popularity had increased in a degree which must
bare satisfied the expectation* of tho author, had thee been far

more sanguine than ho ever entertained.'' The structure of

tho story, as tlm \N nt .-r subsequently admitted, showed signs of

immaturity ;
Imt. tho public were attracted by its freshness, its

I'i.-t unique power, and tho novelty of the icenes of Scottish

lit, to which it introduced the reader. Within the next four

yean, "Wavorloy" wa followed by "Ouy Mannering," "Tho

Antiquary," "The Block Dwarf," "Old Mortality," "Bob
Boy," and "Tho Heart of Mid-Lothian :

"
many others came

All these tales, like tho first of tho set, were published

anonymously, and tho stories were known as "Tho Waverley
Novels," or

" The Scotch Novels." Considerable curiosity was
manifested to know who the author really wan, and the mystery,
which was well sustained, may possibly have added to the

success of tho works. Tho original motive for concealment

was that the author was doubtful of tho reception which ho

would meet, and did not care to bo identified with failure.

Afterwards, tho inank continued to be worn out of a certain

whimsical feeling, which found a pleasure in tho wonderment
of tho public. Numerous wero the guesses as to the personality
of the author of "

Waverley ;

" some plausible, others ridicu-

lous. In time, Scott came to be generally regarded as tho

creator of these interesting fictions, and ho was sometimes pat
to awkward straits by being asked in direct terms if such was
not the fact. It is rather unpleasant to learn, on his own

authority, that he used to meet these questions by a positive
denial. He considered (and, indeed, rightly so) that no one

was entitled to drag from him a secret which it was his plea-

sure to keep ;
and he placed his denial on the same formal and

purely defensive footing apart from all questions of truth or

falsehood as the plea of " Not Guilty
"
advanced by a criminal

on his trial. Byron is said to have told a friend that Scott,

talking with him one day in the office of Mr. Murray, the

publisher, inadvertently admitted, by implication, that the

Scotch Novels were his ; and to all the author's friends and
associates it was an open secret. The fact, however, was not

specifically divulged until February, 1827, when Scott himself

avowed his long-veiled authorship at the anniversary dinner of

the Edinburgh Theatrical Fund Association.

Scott was forty-three years old when the story of "Waverley"
was published. It is not often at such an ago that a man
who has for many years been labouring with the pen strikes

out a new line of imaginative creation, achieves in that line

the most brilliant and lasting success, and, though dying at

the comparatively early age of sixty-one, lives to produce an
immense number of works in the particular class of literature

to which, until middle life, he had been a stranger. The great
novelist expired on the 21st of September, 1832, and ho continued

writing up to within less than two years of his decease, alter-

nating fiction with historical, biographical, and other literature.

For a long time, however, ho had been overworking himself,

owing to pecuniary embarrassments, and his later novels are

generally allowed to have been far inferior to his earlier. But
the best of these works are a gain of a very high order to the

world of fiction. The author of "Waverley" had a deop

knowledge and keen appreciation of Scotch nature and Scotch

manners, and was especially at homo when depicting them.

But he was too cosmopolitan a man to confine himself to one

circle, and his reproduction of the England of past times is

vivid and sympathetic. It was in tho past that he mainly lived,

and this it was which made him the greatest writer of historical

romance that we have had. His imitators were numerous, and
some were distinguished ; but not one has attained his eminence,
with the exception of Lord Lytton. For several years after

tho death of Sir Walter Scott, historical fiction continued to

form one of the principal branches of novel-writing ; but it has

recently fallen into disrepute. After a while, tho style degene-
rated into a trick ; the art became vulgarised by inferior hands ;

critics discovered an element of untruthfulness in what had
once been so highly admired ; and even the uncritical began to

fear that their conceptions of actual history ran some danger
of being vitiated by the kaleidoscopic effects of the romance-
writer. The tendency of tho present day is towards realism in

art ; but it is possible that future times may witness a reaction

in favour of the kind of story-telling of which Scott set the

example in " The Waverley Novels."

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. XL
ADDITION OP FRACTIONS.

To ADD fractional quantities together.

Rule. Reduce the yiven fraction* to fraction* having a
common denominator if necessary / then add their numerator*,
it >i.l I'lace the turn over the common denominator.

2 + 4

1G 16
"* " *""* """

"TflT
oi

EXAMPLES. (1.) Add 7a and ,
of a pound.

3
of a pound.

(2.) Add
*
and

^ together.

Here, reducing them to a common denominator, they become
1 **A be u *u . ad + bc
- and - whence their sum is rj . Ans.

bd bd bd

136. For many purposes, it is sufficient to add fractions in the
same manner as integers are added, by writing them one after
another with their proper signs.

_ o 1

EXAMPLE. Find tho sum of , -, and -_

by 2m
_ o J

Hero the sum is simply -
-J . An*.

b y 2m

137. To odd fractions and integers together.

Write them one after another with their signs ; or convert the

integers into fractions, reduce the fractions to a common denomi-

nator, and then add as before.

EXERCISE 18.

1. Find the Bum of -
m

and _ 2r+ d

d

2. Find the sum of - and -
d

3. Find the sum of - and
V *

4. Find the sum of - and
o + b a I

5. Add to -lA.
d m r

6. Add
~ 4

to L6.

2 7-3
4a 6c

7. Add , , and together.
b d

8. Add,,and + together.
2 y o a

9. Add a +
\,

c + ?, zy, and
a b

together.

10. Add 42 - ,a
-

, and a + togetLw.
c Sx 3*

f toother.
4o

** *

11. Add - *-Zl,.f*y.
2c c 2c zy

12. Add2+,*L, Md -
together.

13. What is the sum of a and - t
m

14. What is the sum of 3d and - t
'

'

,'

15. What is the sum of 5* and
a-*P

SUBTRACTION OF FRACTIONS.

138. Rule. Change the sign of the subtrahend, that is, oj

tin; fraction to be subtracted ; and then proceed a* in addition

offractions.

EXAMPLE. From ? subtract
o m

Here, reducing the fractions to a common denominator, they
_ ii_

become
,

and
, Now, changing the sign of the subtrahend,

bm bm

we have
"m

-
; then, proceeding as in addition of fractions.

bm bm

we have
""* ^
bm

6*

bm
Ant.
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EXERCISE 19.

1 From
a + y subtract

h
* v,nm + 3d Q,lTltlHl^ 3a - 2d



1:KAD1N(JS IN OKKMAN.

'.'In ftiiicm Ort )U frnh,

AJI ki'-uuin orrt Uoo fru',

?ln ftintm Ort ju frit b,at man tub \t gtfeben.

An ki'-aem orrt Uoo shpeyt bat man dly yoy gai-xey'-htm.

D greunb! verirrft tu bid) benn nit?

Oh froint I ferr-irrst' doo dly den DM t

(Stamp, bid; fnb.rt ein gutig toeifct SBtftn.

Gai-viss', dly* fu'rt ine gtt"-Uy rl'-zew vey'-zen.

IIIUH tt gutig ft in :

Vole mddss H gti"-tly cine :

<t>u leud;teft freunilut ia bent unbanfbaren S9ofen

Doo loiy'-test froiut'-lly yah daim KSu"-diiuk-bah'-rcn bu"-zen

Sliest
bent (Srfenntlid^tn alltin.

Nlyt daiiu err-kent'-lly'-yen al-liuo'.

lint bod) gtfcbttbt'*, bafi i])ttnfd;en, tie (4 fefytn,

oSnt d6d) gai-sheets', doss meu'-shen, dee ess zoy'-hon,

2Bit : u fo fwltrtuft bill,

Vee d..K> zo hWlt'-ri'y bist,

3m Jjtrjtn 9ltib unt -Sap, in ttintm ilicfite gebtn,

Im herr'-tseu nite Mnt hats, in di'-nem lly'-toi ghey'-hen,

9luf SXad)e

Oaf ru4>'-l$o

ftnnent unt auf yifl.

ziu'-neut 80ut ouf list.

34) abtr toitt an tic tin SBeifpiel nebmeii,

Jy ah'-ber vill on deer ine by'-shpeel ney'-men,

aSott QJhlbe ftin, h>ie tu,-

Fiil mll'-dai zine, vee doo;

3c& toifl turd) Sitbe ttn, ttr mid) nid)t liebt, befd)flmen

Iy vill d&flrry lee'-boi deyn, deyr mly nly't leept, bai-shey'-men

lint frieblid) fdrbtrn feint 5Rub.

odiit froet'-lly for'-dern zi'-uai roo.

JDu iwrft t8 feb,n son beinem ^trnnicl oben,

Doo virrst ess zeyii fou di'-nem bim'-mel o'-ben,

Du Bolbtl Sidbt ber Sftad)t;

Doo hul'-dess lly't dair uad;t;

9JHt greubt toirfl bu' ftbn unb beinen @d)o|jfer (obcn,

Hit froi'-dai virrst doo'ss zeyn C5nt di'-neu shop'-fer lo'-ben,

3)et bid) unb mid) fo gut gemad)t.

Deyr dly Sent mly zo goo't gai-mod;t'.

VOCABULARY.
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RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
SHEEP.

IT is, perhaps, unnecessary to inform any reader that the sheep

family belong to the great and most useful order of ruminants,

having, therefore, the same complex digestive system as the

oxen and deer. For a description of the fourfold stomach of

rwr^Jnating animals, we must refer to the paper on the ox

family.* Sheep resemble the goats so closely that Baron
Cuvier actually classed the two species in one tribe the Ca-

pridce.f The Englishman who compares a goat with a South
Down or a Leicester sheep, may marvel much at such a

zoological arrangement. But those who have obsei-ved the

wild goat (JSgagrus) of the Caucasian highlands, and also the

Mouflon, or wild sheep of Southern Europe, will be fully aware
of the little difference between the two races. One means of

certainly distinguishing the two has of late years been repeatedly
noticed ; but
this would be
of no use to

the casual ob-

server. It is

simply a struc-

tural peculia-

rity in the foot

of the sheep,
found in all the

domesticated,
and in, at least,

two of the wild

varieties, but
never detected

in any of the

goats. This is

a small canal

opening at the

pastern joint,

the true use

of which is

i> present un-

known. Some
diseases of the

hoof arise from
this " sao

"
be-

cominginflamed
by sharp bits of

gravel entering
the opening.
Such a mark

may bo suffi-

cient to enable

an anatomist to

distinguish any
variety of the

sheep from every kind of goat, but is no guide at all to the tra-

veller, who is unable to institute a minute examination.
One high honour seems to belong to the sheep : it was

probably the earliest animal brought under subjection to man,
and thus became the first link between the human and the
brute creation. Abel was " a keeper of sheep," and the ancient
Sabaaans exalted this first shepherd to the rank of a deity. The
Egyptian divinities, Ammon and Cneph, are represented with
rams' heads, the statues of Jupiter Ammon have rams' horns,
and the flatterers of Alexander the Great placed the same sym-
bols on the heads of his statues. The starry zodiac does honour
to this animal, for almost every one knows the rank which Aries

(the ram) holds among the constellations. Then we have the

mysterious voyage of the Argonauts to recover the famous

golden fleece a story which is yet a puzzle to historian and

geographer. Thus, if the sheep has not received the honours
of heathen worship paid to the ox, it has been highly exalted

by the reverence of early ages.
No records enable us to state the period in which these

* See page 273 of this volume.

t From capra, a she-goat. In such names as caprida, etc. , the
termination idai denotes relationship ; thus, capridce includes all animals
rtloted to the goats.

animals were introduced to Britain. The Eomans, probably,
brought them to our island, and seem to have even established
manufactories for making and dyeing woollen cloths. Venta

Belgarum, or Winchester, is one of the places where the short
wools of ancient Britain were manufactured by Celtic or Latin
weavers. Thus, if the Eomans massacred the Druids, they
favoured sheep and encouraged looms. These primary British

sheep are thought to have resembled our present South Downs,
upon whose black muzzles and legs we may now look with ad-

ditional interest.

We must omit, in a paper of this brevity and character, all

minute descriptions of the numerous varieties of sheep pro-
duced by the care of the scientific breeder, and found in both

English and foreign folds. The hornless and long-woolled
Leicesters were brought from their original coarseness to their

present beauty and value by the perseverance of Bakewell
and his successors. The old portrait of the South Down sheep

is by no means

attractive, but
this variety has
now become, by
good manage-
ment, the pet
of our Southern
and Midland
farmers. One
hundred pounds
of mutton from
a two-years' old

South Down,
and four pounds
of good comb-

ing wool, may
well make this

contented and
well-behaved
sheop a favour-

ite. We say
well - behaved,
for be it known
unto all that

some of these

animals are by
no means the

quiet and docile

creatures which

pastoral poets

delight to paint.

They will break
bounds with
the utmost de-

termination and
scatter them-

selves, in par-

ties, far over an open country, driving both dogs and shepherds to

their wits' ends. The South Down disdains such conduct, and

therefore gives little trouble when pasturing on the open downs

of Sussex or Hampshire. The Dorset white-faced and black-

horned sheep is called by Mr. Bell " one of the handsomest in

any part of England." Wo are bound, however, in candour to

state that beauty, pure and simple, does not form the main at-

traction of the Dorsets with the farmer, but the early period
of the year at which the lambs are ready for the market. Lamb,

eight weeks old in December, will fetch no small price from an

epicure, and therefore is the Dorset variety prized. The " battle

of life" influences the fortunes of sheep and men. The once

esteemed Eyeland breed cf Herefordshire, the Morfe variety

of Shropshire, and the Tedderly short-woolled sheep of Stafford-

shire have been unable to answer the calls to produce both

abundance of meat and wool. The Leicesters have triumphed
in the fierce competition. No nation consumes so much mutton

as the English, and so it has come to pass that a sheep pro-

ducing the finest wool, but little meat, is rejected for one yield-

ing an abundant supply for the butcher, and also a fair quantity
of wool, though not the finest. Thus a good South Down,
though the wool might only sell for two shillings the pound,
would be preferred in England to the once famous Merino, the

j
wool of which might fetch four shillings the pound. The

THE MOTJFLON AND THE COMMON SHEEP.
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. .tlued CotawoMtt of UlouwHtorshire havo gradually ap-
.;itcd to tho Leicester*, and oven the hardy and useful

i')i. -M.it, sh. .

],
I .wo f.-lt tho influence of the pot breed. We

<>t stop to doHoribo the former Jersey whoop, uid to have
had five and oven six horns on the head ; nor can we perplex
the reader by attempting to answer the question, how black

cheep originate in a flock. Wo shall also resist the strong

temptation to discuss the evidence for

L I imt a primitive roco of black

lint tinTO is a question which cannot

be passed over entirely. Oo wo know
in of all our domesticated sheep ?

Most naturalists now agree in tracing all

these varieties to tho Moujlon orMumont

the wild sheep still found in tho thinly-

peopled regions of Southern and Eastern

Europe. Tho traveller and tho hunter

may yet meet them in the mountains of

Corsica, Sardinia, Crete, and perhaps
in tho highlands of Murcia. This is a
bold and active, though small animal, measuring about thrco

and a-luilf feet long, and a littlo above two feet high. Tho

sharply-curved horns are usually about two feet long, and
the body is covered, according to Mr. Bell, with a close,

short, and fine hair, over which falls tho long and coarse wool.

Kvt'n upon this simple matter there is a dispute. Many
naturalists assert that tho wool id the short and first covering
of the skin, and the long overhanging mass is really hair. This

dispute can be settled by tho microscope only, and we must
tako Mr. Bell's side

Mountain breed (Ovit Montana), baring large horn* ana a long

hairy covering. Whether these four wild rarbtia* hav* been

unreclaimed from tho beginning of Urn*, U a question not likely

to be answered in a satisfactory manner. It may even bit

questioned whether one or two of toe four do not belong to the

goat instead of the sheep family. Thu may prore to be the

oaae when now Cuvien and Owen* hall be able to examine mot*

folly the structure of the Aryali, or of

the bearded sheep. It doe* not, however,

appear very probable that oar present
cUvMJfication will be disturbed by duoo-

FIBRES OF WOOL (HIOHLT MAGNIFIED).

in this controversy
the outer cover-

ing of the Mouflou ia

woolly. We must
inform the reader

that Colonel Hamil-
ton Smith seems to

question the Mou-
flon's claim to be the

ancestor of all the

common varieties.

He regards this wild

kind as really de-

scended from indi-

viduals of the domes-
ticated sheep, which
have at some time

escaped from tho

dominion of man.
Another wild

sliesp, the Argali
(Oifis Amman) of

Central Asia, is

sometimes five feet

long, and often pos-
sesses horns of an

extraordinary size.

It appears to have

an under-coat of

wool and an upper
of hair. Tho Argali
has an exceedingly
wide range, extend-

ing from tho east of

Siberia across the

wild uplands of

Mantchuria and

Mongolia to tho shores of the Caspian Sea.

Tcrie* yet to be made.
Curious deviation* from the oraal form

aro found in tome breed* of sheep. The
Calmuck variety exhibit* two Urge hump*
of fat over each hind leg, giving to the

animal an appearance at which Euro-

pean* laugh. In the Syrian sheep, we
havo tho mas* of fat collected in a tail

eighteen inches wide.

Observation of sheep in their wild state

completely refutes the notion that these animals are a stupid

and helpless race. They will find their way up and down pre-

cipices inaccessible to lunian foot, and manage to provide for

their subsistence and safety without the care of shepherd* and

dogs. We know that the domesticated Syrian sheep will answer

to its name when called, just like a dog, running oat from the

flock to the shepherd at his summons.
We have already alluded to the double covering of wool and

hair on the body of the wild sheep, and a few reader* may not

know that the fleece* .

of our domesticated

breeds have hair

mixed with thewool.

The result of culture

ia a decrease of the

hair and increase of

the wool, and the

quality of the bitter

itself is materially

changed by the food

and training of the

animal. The colder

the climate the finer

and closer, is the

wool, as a general

rule, while in warm
regions the hairy

covering predomi-
nates. All this ia

in exact accordance

with the require-
ments of the animal

temperature. The
hair can sometime*
bo distinguished
from the wool in c,

fleece by the eye

only, but tho aid of

the microscope is

usually employed.
Under such inspec-
tion the peculiar or-

ganisation of wool-

len fibre and it* ad-

mirable fitness for

felting are clearly

seen. Let one of oar

Some naturalists i readers examine for himself a thread of wool, under a strong

THE AROALI OF CENTRAL ASIA (Ol'lS AmmOn).

look upon this as the parent of our domesticated sheep, while

others regard it as a variety of the Mouflon. This diversity of

opinion proves that wo are really ignorant of the primary race.

Africa also has her wild breed of sheep, which are called
"
bearded," the long hairs depending from each cheek having the

appearance of a double beard. Tho wool of this animal seems

to be very short, while over it falls a mass of hair, fourteen

inches long.

microscope. He will see that the fibre i* not smooth, bat

marked by a multitude of projections, crossing the thread in

zigzag or wavy lines. So numerous axe these points that more

than 2,000 have been counted on one inch of woollen fibre.

The reader will easily understand that, when a masa of wool

is beaten together, all these projections act like so many hooks,

holding fibre to fibre, and binding the whole into a /<!<. This

peculiar structure of the wool is, doubtless, of use to the sheep,

Americaj too, has her wild sheep, sometimes called the E-joky
(
rendering its covering closer than it oould otherwise be. But
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this property is of such vast importance to man, in the manufac-
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Annullare

Aiilo

Amllo
At.,,.

Atteiine

(' It

C.'i/ii/i. '.i

Fuetlii

Faccttt*

Soitto

li(JJOltlj

alm-uool-lih.rai

ab-zte-lo

ahs-.il-lo

ah-W-nai
aht-U'n-nai

ko-iuil-Uh

fah.tche-tsh

faht-tch,H-tah

ro-ziii-to

rou-Bct-to

To abolish, annul.

Asylum.
Hone- fly.

Athuua.
t hit word.

I'. .in. I.

He may commit (a crime).
Facetious, droll (t

Faot (on out stones).

Eoso-guruon, bud of rosos.

Reddish.

VII. THE ACCENTS.

I shall now proceed to an explanation of the Italian accents
as they are used in Italian writing and printing ; for I have

already remarked on the accent of tone (an accent not marked
in Italian writing and printing), and its primary importance in

the enunciation of each word. This is, properly speaking, rather

a part of orthography than of pronunciation ; but I speak of it

here because it is so intimately connected with the rules of pro-

nunciation, and, indeed, with the whole grammar, that I prefer
to explain it at the beginning of these grammatical instructions,
instead of at the end of them, as grammarians generally do.

1. THE GRAVE ACCENT.

Strictly speaking, there is only one Italian accent, which is

the grave accent, marked with a stroke from the left to the

right, thus ("), Its use is not left to the discretion of the writer,
but is regulated by invariable rules ; its omission is therefore

on infraction of grammatical laws. A characteristic of this

accent is, that only final letters of Italian words can be marked
with it. It is placed

1st. On the last vowel of those words of more than one syl-

lable, the pronunciation of which requires a very emphatic stress

to be laid on that vowel: as, for example, pietd (peeai-tah),*

piety, pity; bontti (bon-ta), goodness, Jifcerfci (lee-berr-tah),

liberty ; caritd, (kah-ree-tah), charity ; virtii (virr-tod), virtue ;

gioventii (jo-ven-tod), youth ; perd (poi-ro), for that reason, still:

umd (ah-mo), he loved ;
crede (kra-diti), he believed ; udi (oo-dee),

he heard; ameru (ah-mai-ro), I shall love; costi (ko-stee), here;
costa (ko-stah), there ; cosi (ko-see),t thus.

2nd. On some monosyllables, where, to avoid ambiguity and
confusion, the grave accent is used as a means of indicating the

difference of signification. For example :

With the Grave Accent.

A (ah), has (for ha).

Chi (kai), to the end that, or in

order that; for (conjunction).
Dd (dah), gives, give.

Di (dee), day.
Die (dee), he gave (for diede).

(e), is.

Fe (fai), faith (for/ede).
Qid (jah), already, indeed,
id (lah), U (lee), there).

Ni (n6), nor.

(6), I have (for ho).

Pie (pe6), foot (for piede).
8e (sai), a pronoun.
SI (see), yes, so.

Without the Grave Accent.

A (ah), to (preposition).
die (kai), who, which, what, that

(conjunction).
Da (dah), from, by.
Di (dee), of.

Die (dde-oi), day.
E (ai), and.
Fe' (fai), he did (for fece).

Qia (jee"-ab), he went (for giva).
La (lah), It (lee), articles and pro-

nouns.
Ne (nai), a pronoun.
O (o), or.

Pfo (ped-ai), pious.
S (sai), if.

Si (see), a pronoun.

3rd. It is placed on those monosyllables which have more
than one vowel as termination, to indicate the necessity of pro-

nouncing them as monosyllables ; as, for example : cid (tcho),

that, what ; pud (pood), he can ; pih (peeod), more ; giii (joo),

below ; qul (kwee), here ; sie (seee), he is seated (for siede).

Other monosyllables offer no ambiguity, and must therefore

be considered as naturally unaccented, as they can neither be
confounded with other words of the same spelling, nor can their

* For the sake of consistency of system, I shall not deviate, in these

cases, from my usual practice of marking every syllable which has the

accent of tone by the acute or circumflex sign. The reader will, of

course, understand that these are mere arbitrary signs used for the

purpose of instruction, and which must not be imitated when he may
have occasion to write words requiring the grave accent.

t This is another of those exceptional words where the must be

pronounced with a sharp, hissing sound, though it is placed between
two vowels. It is obvious, from its meaning, that, like COM (ko-sah),

thing, it is of the most frequent occurrence.

pronunciation offer any difficulty. To mark thsss, M i* some-
times dona, with a grave accent, manly because they an mono-

syllable*, is not only a grammatical fault, hot nssltss, serving
no purpose whatever, and encumbering Italian writing with

superfluous signs ; for example : re (rai), king ; /it (foo), was ;

yru (groo), crane; u (oo), above; ee (tchai), ns, here; ma
(mah), but ; mo (md), now ; no (06), not ; to (aft), I know ; M
(mai), mo ; etc.

of the monosyllable qua (kwab), here, it may be r<Msu1rd
that it is more frequently written without than with the grave
accent, and of M (ste), he stood (for itetU), that being aa ab-

breviated word, it is always written with the grave accent.

I shall terminate these remarks on the grave accent with two

important rules, of very frequent application in Italian grammar.
1. When any monosyllable, written with the grave accent or

unaccented, or when any word of more syllables than one, having
the grave accent on its final vowel, is joined to another word so

aa to make a compound with it, the initial consonant of the

latter word (unless an with another consonant to follow) most
be strongly vibrated in pronunciation, and therefore doubled in

writing, and the grave accent of the first word taken of. For

example :

6 (e), is, and vi (vee), there= mi (ev-vee), there is.

Piu (peeoo), more, and toU> (to-sto), soon = j>iutto*to (peeoo-ti-ito),

sooner, rather.

Gid (jah), indeed, and mai (mahee), never = giammai (Jihrn mihen),
never.

Dd (dah), give, and mi (mee), to me = dammi (dihm-me), five Die.

Fa (fab), do, and mi (mee), to me = /amm( (tthm-mee), do me.
Ami) (ah-mo), he loved, and (a (lah), her = amoUa (ah-mol-Uh), he

loved her.

Ford (fah-ro), I shall do, and to (lo), it = /aroUo (fah.rC.Uo), I shall

do it.

Fra (frah), between, and (anto (tahu-to) , so much or so long a time=
frattantio (fraht-tuhu-to.i, in the meantime.

Da (dah), from, and lo (lo), the = dallo (dthl-lo), from the.

Su (soo), upon, and lo (lo), *.he = sMo (sool-lo), upon the.

2. Monosyllables, though naturally unaccented, must be marked
with the grave accent when, as last syllables of a compound,
they are joined to participles or other words. For example :

Per (per), through, and cht (kai), which = jxreW (pert-kai i, why
because.

A (ah), to, and do (do), I give = addo (ahd-do), I apply myself to.

Contra (kun-trah), against, and/o (fo), I make =s ccntnjfi) (koo-trahf-

fo), I counterfeit.

Hi (ree), a particle, and ho (ho), I have = riho or rib (ree-6), I have
or get again.

JRi (ree), a particle, and *o (so), I know = ritd (ree-s6), I know by

hearsay, I learn.

Sopra (so-prah), upon, and sto (sto), I stand = topnuti (so-pra-sto), I

am above.

Tras (trahs), a particle, and ro (vo), I go =tra*ro (trahs-vo), I past

beyond or exceed.

Qua (kwah), here, and u (soo), above = ftiasrii (kwahs-sou), up here

Mat (mahee), never, and no (no), not = matno (mahee-no), no, not

at all.

Oi (oee), ah! alas ! and m (mai), me = oinw (oee-mai), alas I unhappy
me !

Vice (vee-tchai), substitute, and r (rai), king= ricrri (vee-tchai-rii),

viceroy.

And so all the numerous and similar compounds of che, the oon>

pounds of su, and of the verbs do, fo, ho, so, sto, vo, etc.

LESSONS IN MUSIC. XIX.
MENTAL EFFECTS OF TE AND RAT (co!iu*d).

WE must now ask our pupils to diligently study the three

following tunes
"
Cyprus,"

"
Spanish Chant," and "

Clifton

Grove
"

in order to recognise perfectly and familiarly the

mental effects of TE and BAT.
It will be encouraging to those who have faithfully followed

our course thus far, to know how much of the journey they
have yet to travel. The present lesson will be followed

by one on the varieties of the human voice pitch, quality,

strength, force, etc. which will be illustrated by several aong

arranged for three voices. Next will come a lesson on the

deeply-interesting subject of transition or "
modulation," illus-

trated by several short pieces arranged for fmtr voices. The

subject of
" minor

"
tunes and the

" minor scale
"

will follow.
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We now give our readers the continuation of the words that

may be sang to the Exercises in the preceding pages, those to
"
Cyprus," Exercise 33, being from the pen of Mrs. Mary

Howitt :

2. To him they are but as the stones

Beneath his feet that lie,

It entereth not his thoughts that they
From him claim sympathy ;

It entereth. not his thoughts that God
Heareth the sufferer's groan,

That, in his righteous eye, their life

Is precious as his own.

The following are the second and third verses of the words to

the
"
Spanish Chant," Exercise 34 :

2. See to the harvest field

Gleaners have hasted,

Gathering the scattered ears,

None should be wasted.

FREELY WE ALL RECEIVE,
FREELY THEN WE SHOULD GIVE,

On Him " in whom we live"

All our care casting.

3. Spring came and passed away,
Summer is ending ;

Autumn will soon decay,

With winter blending.

"While time is given us here,

Oh, may we prize it dear,

In love and godly fear

Each moment spending.

The following additional verses are to be sung to the air

called
" Clifton Grove," Exercise 35. The words to this Exer-

cise were written by Joanna Baillie :

2. The lady in her curtained bed,
The herdsman in his wattled shed,
The clansman in the heathered hall,

Sweet sleep be with you, one and all !

We part in hopes of days as bright
As this gone by ; good night, good night 1

3. Sweet sleep be with us, one and all!

And if upon its stillness fall

The visions of a busy brain,
We'll have our pleasure o'er again,
To warm the heart ! to cheer the sight !

Gay dreams to all ! good night, good night I

MECHANICS. XI.

THE MOMENTS IN THE LEVEE OF FORCES. THE WHEEL
AND AXLE. THE COMPOUND WHEEL AND AXLE.

WE now return to Mechanics pure and simple, applyirg the

geometrical principles enunciated in previous lessons to
determine

THE MOMENTS IN THE LEVER OP FORCES NOT PARALLEL.

Two such forces, A p, A Q (Fig. 60), being supposed to meet at
some point, A, to which they are transferred, and there com-
pounded into a resultant A R, represented by the diagonal of the

Fig. 60.

parallelogram, A p R Q, and o being a point taken at random
on that diagonal, we can prove the following very important
proposition:

The moments of two intersecting forces in reference to any point
on their resultant are equal to each other Now the moment of a

Fig. 61.

force in reference to a point, as has been already explained, is

the product of the force by the perpendicular dropped on it

from that point. In Pig. 60, therefore, the moment of A p in
reference to o, a point on the resultant, is A p multiplied into
O x, the perpendicular from O on A p. So likewise is the
moment of A Q in reference to O equal to A Q multiplied into
o T, the corresponding perpendicular. What I have then to

prove is that these products are equal. But they are equal ;

for, from the second geometrical principle above, tho areas of

the triangles A o p, A o Q, are -half these products ; and, by the

third, since these triangles stand on the common base A o, and
the line p Q joining their vertices, being a diagonal, is bisected

by A R, that is, by that base, their areas are equal. Tho
moments of A p and A Q, therefore, in reference to o are equal,
as I undertook to prove.

Now, to apply this to the lever, using the same figure, let us

suppose the two forces to be A p, A Q, meeting, as I have stated

to be necessary, at some point A. Then it is evident, since there

is but one point fixed in the body, that there cannot bo equi-
librium unless the resultant of A p and A Q passes through that

point, and is there resisted by the supports that fix it. Tho
fulcrum, therefore, you see, must be on the resultant, and there-

fore taking o to be the fulcrum, we must have A p multiplied into

o x equal to A Q multiplied into O Y, that is,

the moments of the forces in reference to

the fulcrum must be equal. We arrive

thus at the two following modes of stating
the condition of equilibrium in a lever,

either of which may be selected for use as

the occasion requires :

1 . In a lever, the forces not being parallel,
the power multiplied by the perpendicular
from tho fulcrum on its direction is equal
to the resistance multiplied by the perpen-
dicular on its direction.

2. The power and resistance are to each other inversely as the

perpendiculars dropped from the fulcrum on their respective
directions.

THE WHEEL AND AXLE.

This useful mechanism, of which several forms are given in

Figs. 61, 62, and 63, is a kind of lever, or succession of levers,

revolving round an axis, from which they project at right angles.

Corresponding to this central axle

line is a cylindrical axle of some

thickness, round which winds the

rope which bears the resistance, or

weight, to be raised. In Fig. 61 is

the simplest form of the instrument,

consisting of an horizontal axle and
four levers, which are worked in

succession by the power. In the

ship's capstan for raising the anchor

(Fig. 62), the resistance acts horizon-

tally, a man pushing also horizontally

at the end of each lever, the power being multiplied in the pro-

portion of the number of levers and men. Wo have in Fig. 63

another form, where the levers are the spokes of a wheel, and the

power A works in succession on them along

the tire as they come round.

The principle in all is the same, whether

tho resistance and power be parallel or not,

and may be understood from Fig. 64, which

represents a transverse section, the outer

circle being the wheel and the inner the

axle. The central line of the axle, which

you must conceive perpendicular to the

paper at the centre of these circles, is the

fulcrum, represented by the point o. The

line A B thus is seen to be the lever, at the

ends of which the power, p, and resistance,

W, act ; and, as already proved, these forces

must be inversely as O A to o B, which lines

are the radii of the wheel and axle respectively. When the power
and resistance act parallel to each other this is evident ; but the

same holds good were they not so to act, as in the capstan, where

the power is continually changing direction as the sailors go round;

for, referring again to Fig. 64, if the power were to act not in the

Fig. 62.
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line A r, but along any other tangent to the large circle, the per-

pendicular from thi! fulcrum o on it* direction would (till be the

radio* of the wheel ; and, by the general principle of the lever

established in this lesson, the power and
resistance would be still invertely a* the

radii of wheel and axle.

A treadmill, used for punishment in prison*,

4
>

1">"1 B I is another instrument of this kind, the power
{ I being the weight of the prisoner* ascending
l\ J the steps placed on the outside of the wheel,
I N^^ j/ and the resistance the weight of the water

Q ~~

w pumped, the corn ground, or other work done.

P {tt The windlass is another, turned generally by

p. M a winch handle, and used to raise water from

wells, or lift goods into stores. In Fig. 21

(page 152) the reader will find an example of the utility of the

wheel and axle as a mechanical power in the crane, by which two

men, by turning the winch-handle attached to the axle, are able

to lift o horse out of the steamer alongside of the quay.
A particular form of the windlass, which was first invented in

China, and which may therefore be called the " Chinese windlass,"

ia given in Fig. 65, where only the axle is represented, consisting

of two ports, one thicker than the other, but both forming one

solid piece. The winch handle,
or wheel, is to the right con-

nected with the larger axle. The

weight to be raised is suspended
from a hook attached to a pul-

ley, round which the lifting rope

passes, one part winding round

the thick axle while the other

unwinds from the thin. The

weight with each turn of the

wheel ascends by the difference

between the length of the rope
that winds and unwinds, that

is, by the difference between

the circumferences of the

two axles. Moreover, since

the weight is equally divided

between the two ropes which
ascend from the pulley, the

Tig. 65.

force acting at the circumference of each axle is half the weight.

It is evident, moreover, that the power applied to the winch
handle has to balance the difference of the actions of these

forces at the axle, or the moment of the power must be equal to

the difference of the momenta of these forces. But each force

being half the weight, its moment is half the weight multiplied

by the radius of the axle at which it acts ; and therefore their

difference is equal to half the weight multiplied by the difference

of the radii of the axles, or, which comes to the same thing,

to the weight into half the difference of these radii. But the

moment of the power being that force into the radius of the

wheel, we immediately learn that

In the Chinese windlass the power multiplied

by the radius of the wheel is equal to the resist-

ance multiplied by the difference of the radii

of the axles.

THE COMPOUND WHEEL AND AXLE.

This is a combination of wheels and axles, of

the kind already explained, made for the same

purpose as the similar combination of levers in

Lesson IX., namely, the mechanical' advan-

tage of a multiplication of the effect of the

power. The wheel and axle being once clearly

understood to be a lever, there con be no

difficulty in extending the rule which holds

good of the compound lever to this combina-

tion. In Fip. 66 is such a combination. By
cogged teeth the axle of each wheel works on the circumference

of the next succeeding, the power, P, being applied by a &* to

the circumference of the first wheel, which does not
requir^Blh.

It is evident that, as explained of the compound lever, the condi-

tion of equilibrium must be that

In the compound wheel and axle, the power is to the resistance

as the product of the radii of the axles ia to the product of the

radii of the wheels.

Fig. 66.

LESSONS IN GEOLOGY .

ATMOSPHERIC, ORGANIC. AUD CHEMICAL AOEHCIES.

TBI direct action which the atmosphere exorcise* ia UM altera.

tion of the earth's crust is through the agency of wind. Tim
atmosphere aUo act* widely and continually upon rock*, attack-

ing them chemically ; hot this motion most U reserved for iU
proper place. The power of wind can only be felt by movable

particle* that is, by sand. As the wind* sweep orer tb*>

deserts, they urge before them cloud* of fine *and, which drift

here and there, continually altering the feature* of the land*

scape, and extending the detest domain by covering the fertile

tract* which border on the sandy waste. Bat the change* which
occur in such region* are of little or no moment, for the ab-

sence alike of water and vegetation preclude* the possibility of
these sand-hill* ever becoming fixed. Bat thi* i* not the oa*e
with that belt of sand which line* the ooa*t* of many maritime
countries. Here considerable and permanent change* are effected

by the alteration of the sand dunei by the wind. The shore* of
the Bay of Biscay are celebrated for these dune* ; the wind blow*
the particle* of sand over the erect of the hill in constant

succession, and thus the hill is moved- The done* of Biscay
often advance sixty or seventy feet in a year, covering with irre-

sistible encroachments farm* and villages, and are sometime* a*
much as 300 feet high. In many part* of the world thi* procee*
is in action. When a covering of vegetation spring* up on the
surface of the hill, all further advancement i* prohibited, and
the dune becomes permanently fixed. Such hill* are distin-

guished by the name of sub-aerial or jF.olian accumulations (so
called from JEolus, the god of the winds, according to the old

Greek and Roman mythology).
Frost is generally reckoned an atmospheric agent. It* power

is very great, and it would be difficult to limit the geological work
it effects. "When water freezes, at the moment of it* solidi-

fication it expands, with an almost irresistible force, one-tenth of

its volume that is, ten measures of water, when frozen, would
become eleven measures of ice. The first frost of winter

solidifies all the particles of water with which the rock* are

soaked, forcing the particles of rock from each other, and when
the thaw comes, much of its surface crumbles down. Thi* action

is not very visible, because the rain easily transport* the fine

particles thus separated from the moss. Yet when we consider

the vast surface which is annually exposed to a temperature below

freezing point, we shall have some idea of the great effect which
frost has in assisting the general degrading action which the

surface of the earth is ever undergoing ; and our estimate will

be increased when we know the force which is exercised by the

solidifying ice. If a hole be bored in a cannon-ball, then filled

with water and plugged with a fine-threaded screw, upon causing
this water to freeze by immersing the ball in a freezing

mixture, the expansive force will be found sufficient to break

the ball. In the Canadian forests, often the stillness of the

night is broken by a loud report, as some giant tree is rent by
the united power of the watery particles expanding on their

solidification, under the influence of the first frost of winter.

Frost also acts geologically by means of avalanche*, glacier*,

and icebergs.

An avalanche does not play a very prominent part, seeing the

sphere of its action is very limited. When large masses of ice

and snow collect on the inaccessible heights, and become either

overbalanced by their own weight, or loosened by the warm
sun of the spring, the mass foils into the ralley beneath, bearing

with it rocks, etc. ; and the traveller, as he passe* through the

mountain vnllcys in Switzerland, often finds piles of delnris which

have been brought down by an avalanche from the height*

above. This the valley stream carries down into the lake oc

river, and thus material from the summit of the chain mingle*

with the sediment which the stream erodes from the valley

through which it passes. It occasionally happens that an

avalanche in its fall dams up the channel of a stream ; the pent-

up waters gather in great volume, and at last burst their

barrier, ploughing the valleys in their course, thus doing great

geological work.

Glacier* are some of the most interesting feature* of Alpine

scenery. They are, in fact, river* of ice, not frozen rivers,

but vast quantities of ice, which is formed amid the eternal

snows, and by a peculiar motion, known as that of a VIKCOU*

body, descends down the valleys until it reaches such a point
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that the temperature melts the ice. Thus glaciers are, in fact,

overflow-channels, by which the accumulation of snow, which is

continually increasing above the snow-line, discharges itself.

Were it not for the glaciers, the snows would increase without

any limit, and the summits of elevated mountain-chains would
be an anomaly in nature continual recipients of condensed and
frozen aqueous vapour, without any means of giving it off again.

Many of the Swiss glaciers are thirty or forty miles long,
in scmo places as much as three miles wide, and often 600 feet

thick. The cause of their motion was for many years a subject
of debate. Many theories were broached only to be refuted.

The discovery of what is believed to be the true explanation of the

motion is due to Principal J. D. Forbes. He carefully measured
the progress of the different points of the glacier, and found

that its flow corresponded very closely to that of a river. The
motion was greater in the centre than at the sides, and at

the surface than at the bottom. It did not vary day or night,

and therefore whatever might be the cause of its motion, that

cause resided in itself, and did not depend on any external cir-

cumstances. All theories had hitherto looked for some motive

power either in gravitation, or the expansion of the ice, conse-

quent on the heat of the sun, and its clinging to the sides of the

valley prevented a return to its former position, and so it crept
down to the lower regions. However, Forbes showed that

ice is a viscous or plastic body, capable of yielding to great

pressure, so that the mass of ice on the incline of the mountain

slope flowed downwards. But although ice in one sense is

not viscous that is, it cannot bear a strain, and will not allow

itself to bo pulled out into threads yet it possesses another

remarkable property which compensates for this. When two

pieces of ice are pressed together, they freeze to each other.

They will even do this in warm water ; so that when the glacier
comes to a narrow part in the valley, it does not refuse to

pass the projecting point, but the enormous pressure behind
forces it through, the ice breaking to accommodate itself to its

constrained position, and then joining anew. After the narrow

place is passed, the glacier spreads out again just as a river

would do, and again occupies the whole of the valley. Most

glaciers progress at the rate of 400 or 500 feet a year. The
termination always occupies much the same position, though
in winter the glacier comes down further into the valley. Yet in

summer it is melted off. As the ice-river flows dovrn from the

heights, it brings rocks and debris which fell upon it as it

tore the flanks of the valley. These lines of rocks are termed
in Switzerland moraines. When two valleys meet each other,
their glaciers unite ; one of the lateral moraines of each joining

together become the medial -moraine of the main glacier. By
this means boulders are brought down from the inaccessible

heights, and piled up in huge heaps at the termination of the

glacier. The rocks of the valley over which the ice passes
are all smoothened and scratched, thus indicating the direction

in which the glacier flowed. Wo shall find many rocks exhibit

this grooving, thus telling of the existence of a glacier many
ages after the last vestige of the ice had melted.

Icebergs. When there are glaciers in the Arctic regions, it is

evident that they can never melt, the snow-line being at the
sea-level. Therefore the flow continues until the sea is reached,
and then as the glacier proceeds over the coast cliffs, enormous
blocks of ice fall into the sea and are borne away ; but these

bergs carry on them part of the glacier moraine, and by this

means the fragments of the rocks of the Northern regions
are dropped in warmer seas, where the berg melts. Of this

operation we shall find many illustrations in the Pleistocene

epoch.
THE ORGANIC AGENCY.

It is difficult to realise the prominent part which life has

played in the formation of rocks. We do not allude only to the
beds of coal which represent the forest growth of vast lapses
of time, but to the limestone rocks and many of the siliceous

deposits. The reader may be aware that chalk or carbonate of
lime is not soluble in water, but it becomes so if carbonic
acid gas be present. Now Bischof states that there is so much
of this gas in sea-water, that five times more chalk could be
contained in it than it at present holds in solution. Hence it is

evident that no chalk could ever be precipitated from the sea
in the ordinary manner. How, then presuming the present
state of the sea to have existed with but slight alteration iu

past ages can the deposition of the chalk and limestone rocks

be accounted for ? It is of little avail to assert that tho
cretaceous seas were overladen with chalk. They could only
have been so by wearing down some already existing chalk cliffs,

so that the difficulty is not solved, but only placed back in an
earlier period. The solution is offered by our observing the great
accumulation of chalky material which composes the coral reefs.

The coral zoophyte has, in common with all shell-fish, the power
of separating from the sea-water its carbonate of lime, with
which it builds its domain. It is in vain to attempt to con-

ceive the number of these little animals on one reef ; and yet
there are reefs on the Australian coast 1,000 miles long, and
from ten to ninety broad ! Tho " bottom "

around these reefs

was found to be covered sometimes with broken shells, but in

other places with fine mud, which proved, on microscopic ex-

amination, to be minute foraminifera. Several similar accumu-
lations have been discovered to be in progress in many other

parts of the world. From these facts, and from an examination
of the chalk itself, which reveals under the microscope many
thousand perfect shells in a cubic inch, tho conclusion is drawn
that the limestone rocks have been built up by the agency of

living creatures.

Professor Ehrenberg, of Berlin, was the first to turn the

attention of the geological world to the accumulation of matter

by minute organisms. Ho examined the tripoli, or polishing

slate, which occurs near Bilin, in Bohemia, in beds many fathoms
thick and many miles in extent, and found it to be wholly com-

posed of the siliceous coverings of organic beings. They are

so minute that, in a single grain of the tripoli, there are no
fewer than 187 millions of individuals ! It is still a disputed

point whether these are animal or vegetable organisms. Those
who place them in the animal kingdom term them Infusoria,
because they are generated in any infusion which is left un-

disturbed for some time. Those naturalists who believe in

their vegetable origin call them Diatomaccce. From the Berlin

Professor wo learn that, in the harbour of Wismar in the Baltic,

no less than 17,946 cubic feet of these siliceous organisms
arc produced annually, though it takes 100 millions of them
to weigh a single grain ! However, their extreme minute-

ness is in somo measure compensated by their extraordinary

power of production.
" A single one of these animalcules can

increase to such an extent during one month, that its entire

descendants can form a bed of silica twenty-five square miles in

extent and a foot and three-quarters thick !

" The mountain-

meal of tho Swedes and tho edible clay of the North-American
Indians are accumulations of this kind. From these remarks,

probably, the reader will gather some idea of the geological

organic agent.
THE CHEMICAL AGENCY.

The chemical agent is not great in accumulating, but it would

be impossible to over-estimate tho work which this power does

in altering the earth's surface.

First, the gases in the atmosphere that is, the oxygen and
the carbonic acid are constantly employed in weathering rocks
- that is. in attacking the exposed surface, and so affecting it as

to render it capable of being acted on by the rain and gradually
worn away. The most casual examination of any old building

or long-exposed rock will show this.

Deposits from mineral springs may fairly be considered a

chemical result. In all volcanic countries this species of depo-
sition is carried on to some extent. In Italy the well-known

building stone, travatine, or Tiber stone, is of this kind of

deposit. This is the stone of which the Coliseum is built. The

Carlstab springs, it is calculated, produce 200,000 cubic feet

of calcareous matter every twenty-four hours.

Stalactites and stalagmites are formed on much the same

principle. The water is charged with carbonate of lime, whick

is held in solution by the presence of free carbonic acid gas.

When this water drops from the roof of a cavern, the gas

escapes, and the water being no longer capable of supporting
the carbonate of lime, deposits it, forming a stalagmite, an

icicle-like pendant from the roof.

All saline deposits are to be ascribed to chemical agency,
such as the beds of sulphate of lime, the layers of common

salt, the deposits of nitrate of soda and potash. Under this

hea<^ also some geologists would class all such exudations as

petroleum or rock-oil. We shall treat of these various mate-

rials more particularly when we speak of the formations in

which they severally occur.
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LESSONS IN ARCHITECTURE. XVII.
RAILWAY ARCHITECTURE. -III.

roof above, as seen in the illustration. Thus the weight of tho
roof is divided between the pillars at the sides and the tie-beam*

which run across, and tho different members of the trust or
HAVING described the chief features of a railway line, with its framework mutually support each other. The meeting-point*
viaducts, etc., we come now to its stations and terminal points.
Here we find endless variety in construction, according to the
wants of the traffic and the means available for the work. Common
railway stations of brick or wood differ so little from ordinary
buildings as to reqinre no particular comment ; but tho use of

iron has given rise to some distinctive features in railway archi-

of all the rods are pn >v;.l. i with plates and sockets, which aro

fastened with bolts and nuts.

A similar method is adopted in the construction of all roof*

of the ridged form, whether the material be wood or iron, and
tho chief portions of the truss always bear the name* here

mentioned. More complicated arrangements are frequently
tecture, quite as striking in their way as the bridges before seen, double rafters and additional struts or braces being em-
described.

Commencing
1 with the simplest forms

of construction in which iron is the

manorial employed, we give in the

annexed engraving an illustration of

the framework of an ordinary station

available for the stoppage of trains.

The walls of the building consist of iron

pillars more or less ornamental, and
either entirely open at the sides, or with
the spaces between the pillars filled in

with brickwork, etc.

It is in the formation of the roof

that the skill and knowledge of the
architect are especially displayed, it

being necessary to combine durability
with lightness, and tho greatest pos-
sible saving of material with perfect strength in the structure.

In the ridged roof before ns, rods of wrought iron, called tho

">is, are placed horizontally from th piihrs OTI one
those on the other, and servo as a support for the rafters which
form the roof, as well as to tie or bind the walls in their proper

ion.

FF.AHKWORK OF AN OBMNAUT IKON RAILWAT STATION.

ployed ; but in ridged roofs of larger
dimensions the general principles of

construction are in all cases the same.

In some of the more important
stations, and especially in the ter-

mini of onr principal lines, the
arc-lied form of roof is frequently em-

ployed ; and in some instance*, as in

the termini of the Great Northern
anil Midland Railways at King's

I and St. Pancras, these

are of great span and proportions.
\Yc \\-.\\ Jir-t .iescribe the str..

forming the terminus of the Great
TII. This roof in supported

by large semi-circular gin:-

of battens of wood jointed by iron bolts.

and crossed transversely by horizontal iron rods, which com-

plete the framework for the covering. As an example of the

use of wood in this frrtn. thin station is rery remarkable ; bnt
in later constructions of i kind, iron has quite super-
seded the other material, and in the reconstruction of the roof

Tho apex of the roof, formed by tho meeting of the wrought iron was mainly employed. Massive plates, formed in

rafters, is supported by vertical rods of iron called king-potts, segments of a cirrle, are bolted together, and thus arc formed
which arc securely fastened to the tie-beams below. To give roofs of the largest span and the mot durable character.

additional support to the roof, and to relieve tho sides of the a fundamental principle in the construction of all roof*, that

building from too great other rods, tcrino<l ftn'!.<, nro their weight shonid be so disposed as to exert only a rfrlital

fixed diagonally between the bottom of each king-post and the pressure upon the walls, and not in any decree a force that

75 X.K.
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would tend to thrust them outwards. In the case of the
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iffucutinr.

/
Jittli) ;

tooco,

.ij, tract-

<t, cnnign-btarcf (oa-

Mfc

. a married couple.

rap*.

: male pupil; an animal
nwri'il.

Enseigne, ensign (standard-bearer).

Knpiice, s/'iu-< .

Kxcinplf, i ample.

Faux, _/i>i ;;cri/ ; /uUehood.

Koret, drill (!'..,: j instrument).

Foudre, (elevut. .style) thunuer-bolt,

lightning ; (paint. sculpt.) thunder-

bolt, Jupiter'* i:f tribute ; j!g.) ir-

resistible eloquence ; great general,

orator, hero ; dit'ine anger ; ven-

geance ; /nlmintition <>/ excommu-

nication, Ac. ; artillery, mine*,

) catastrophe, destruc-

tion. .1 fun (larg* oak).

Kniirbe, a knave.

, keeper, a guard (man).

<j;irde-robe, apron.

(ireffe, record office of a court of

justice.

Guide, a guide (person).

Hyinne, ode, hymn.
Interligne, space between printed
and written lines; (mus.) space
between the lines of the stave.

Laque, lacker, lacquer.

Livre, look.

Mauche, handle.

Manoeuvre, labourer, journeyman
mason; bungler; cra/ty person.

Memoire, memoir ; memorandum ;

bill (for goods, <tc. ).

Mestre de camp (antiquated),
colonel ; general.

Mode, mood, mode, method.

Moule, mould (to cast iron, <fc.).

Mousse, cabin-boy, apprentice sailor.

(Envre, the philosopher's stone ;

(arch. )
walls ; the whole of the

works of an engraver or of a com-

poser of music ; argenti/erous
lead ; (jur. ) summons to one

who builds upon another man's

ground.

Office, duty ; divine service.

Ombre,* umbra, chromis, corvo ;

umber, grayling, char ; om6re

(card-game) .

Page, a male attendant, a page.

Paillasse, clown, merry-andrew.

Palme, palm, hand (measure).

Pantomime, pantomimist, panto-
mime.

Pique or Paques.t .Easter (Chris-
tian Religion).

Parallele, comparison; parallel (of

latitude).

Part, (jun.) new-born child, infant ;

birth.

Peudule, pendulum.
IMriode, acme, height, highest point.

J'orsoune, (pronoun) nobody, any-

body.

I'hysique, man's natural conslitu-

' ion exterior.

1'i'ine, spade (cards).

>'*mtnins.

Clomque, common utter (Roman
andij.).

Cache, tow (female fig) ; notch.

Coruetta, moboap, cornet ;

colour* o/ a troop o/ cavalry;
cometcy ; (nan.) broad pendant.

Couple, a pair, two, a brace, a

couple.

Crpe, pancake.

i'nti.|iio, critioim.

Eleve, a female pupil ; br*e**g of
horses, cattle, 4c.

Kuaeitcue, sign-board.

Bspartr. *pace (printing).

Example, writing-copy.

Faux, Mythe.

"rest.

Foudre, thunder-bolt, lightning ;

(fig.) divine anger, vengeance;

/ulmtnation of excommunication,
Sc. ; superior eloquence ; artillery,

mine*, Ac.

Fourbe, deceit, era/lines*.

Garde, guarding, guard ; watching ;

keeping.

Garde-robe, wardrobe.

Greffe, graft.

Guide, rein.

Hymne, hymn (church).

Interligne, lead (to separate lines in

printing).

Laque, lac, lake, gum-late.

Livre, pound (weight, money).

Manche, sleeve; the English Channel.

Manoeuvre, manosuvre (militarv,

navy) ; running rigging, cordage*

(of ships).

Memoirs, the memory.

Mestre de camp (antiquated), the

first company of a regiment.

Mode, fashion.

Moule, mussel.

Mousse, moss, froth, foam.

CEuvre, wort, deed, action ; -ajorfc of
the hand ; handiwort ; (jewel.)

bezel ; (nav. )
hull of a ship ; the

works of a writer.

Office, servants' hall, pantry.

Ombre, shade, shadow ; spirit, ghost.

Page, a page (of a book).

Paillasse, straw-mattress, straw-bed

ticking.

Palme, palm ; the advantage.

Pantomime, dumb show, panto-
mime.

Paque, Passover, Easter (Jewish

.Religion).

Parallele, parallel line; (milit.)

trench.

Part, share, part, portion ; concern,

interest ; part, side.

Pendule, time-piece.

Pth-iode, period, epoch.

Persoune, personne (noun).

Physique, natural philosophy.

Pique, a pike (weapon) ; ti/T,

(owirrel).

* Ombre (card-game) is also spelled hombre.

T Pdques is often used in tho plural, and is then feminine.

i

I'latiii.-, j MlMM,
Po*l. etow; fHttl.

Poate, place, ojlct. pct.

Puurpre, purpie (colour) ;

purpure ; (efcem.) purple

purple*.

(her.)

(md.)

Prttext*, pretence, pretext.

I'upille, a male ward.

R<*1, an organ pip*.

Bfjlah0, non-per/orman ; rest.

Remise, a cab, 4 fly.

BhingraTe, Count of the Rhine.

8cytale, a kind of make.

Serpentuiro, 8*rpenfaritu ;

lary-bird, make-eater.

SolJe, balance of account.

Somme, nap, dumber, dot*.

Souris, smile.

SUtere, stater (gold and
Greek coins).

Statuuire, a sculptor.

*ilvr

Tour, tour ; turn ; trick ; lathe.

Trompette, trumpeter.

Vague, space, emptiness ; vagueness.

Vase, a vase.

Voile, a veil.

-.

Poiirpre, j/"j,i (eolovrinf

edfrom bne<*

**f. ftbric, iyU purjWe
M4 red *>nr

Pr^tecte, Horn** Iraie.

I'uplll*. a /male vevd ;

(fi,.)

(/

IWrmlo, (Jut kimg't rigU. to rear.* (Ju

rtvtniu of vacant buKoi/ric.

B*14chi-. port.

RmiM, coacn-hoiue ; (com.) remit-

tance.

Khingrare, imatt-dalkm.

ScyUle, a eta/ toed at S/arl a

Serpentain, drayo+'f-itort.

Sold*, pay (of toUitn).
8omme, eum.

Souri*, mouM.
SUU-re, fioman balance, >tel-yard.

Statuaire, the art of making itatvt*,

tatuary.

Tour, lower.

Tronpetto, trumpet.

Vague, ware ; in trumeiU for krt*.

ing beer.

Vase, mire, slime.

Voile, a sail.

Amour, love ; d&ice, dclvihl ; and orgue, origan ; are maaea-
line in the singular and feminine in the plural.

Enfant is masculine when it means a boy, and feminine when
it means a girl ; but in the plural it ia only used in the maacn-
line.

Gent, iribe, is feminine ; but gens, people, its plural, ia mas-

culine. See 95 (2) (3) (4).

Orge, barley, is feminine ; bnt in the expressions, orge perle,

pearl barley, and orge monde, hutked barley, it is masculine.

On'ie, feminine, in the singular means the sense of hearing ;

ottfes, feminine plural, the gills of fishes.

LESSONS IN GEOGUAl'HV. XXXIV.
AFBICA (continued).

AFRICA, unlike the other great continents on the world's sur-

face, is not divided into great independent states and empires,
or territorial districts of considerable size, which are depend-
encies of European powers. It is true that the French hare
obtained a footing in the north, and have established there the
colony of Algeria, and a protectorate over Tunis ; that the
French and Portuguese hold portions of the east and west
coasts, and profess to hare a claim, by right of priority of dis-

covery, over immense tracts in the interior ; that the British
have acquired flourishing colonies at the southern extremity of
Africa ; and that tho Germans, Belgians, and Italians are now
endeavouring to gain a hold of various parts of the continent.
Bnt while the nations already named have planted thernaelvev
on the coast at various points, the fierce and savage races of the

country have, with a few exceptions, prevented free ingress into
the interior by force of overwhelming numbers, nature aiding
the native owners of tho soil in the defence of their territoriw.

by the desert wastes that stretch for miles in the north and
south, and the dense forests that line tho tropical coasts on the
east and west, which act as barriers to binder ready intercom-
munication between the inland regions and those on the coast
to say nothing of the fevers and diseases that are engendered
by the miasma of the swamps and marshes at the mouths of the

navigable rivers, for ever lurking, like an invisible foe, to strike

down the white pioneer of civilisation.

The civilisation of Africa by conquest, as in the case of North

America, has been prevented by tho causes already mentioned,
and its inhabitants that is to say, the barbarous black races of

the interior ond couth have never, like tho European, and the
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Asiatic in a lesser degree, shown any signs of ability to work out

the great problem of civilisation lor themselves as a race, or

indeed to improve by the example and under the tuition of the

European. Tne apologists of the negro, who would place him on

the same level as the white man in every respect, urge that their

statement is true, because Fabre Geffrard, the ex-president of

Hayti, and a few others, have evinced considerable administra-

tive ability, and because Africa has produced one negro bishop
of great learning, and exemplary worth and piety the Rev.

Samuel Crowther, Bishop of Sierra Leone. But here, as in other

cases, the exception goes only to prove the rule, and the great
fact remains the same, that the Africa of to-day is much the

same as the Africa of a thousand years ago a vast country

teeming with natural wealth, which the inhabitants are unable

to turn to good account, and cut up into districts nek1 by petty

tribes, whose chief purpose and pleasure of life seems to bo to

injure, plunder, kill, or kidnap one another for sale to

traders as slaves, whenever a fitting opportunity offers.

Hence it is impossible to give the student, as in the case of

ot.hpr continents, a clearer or more trustworthy summary of the
divisions of Africa than the following divisions which are for

most part arbitrary, and separated from each other by no natural

landmarks, or political boundaries laid down and defined by man.
It must be remembered, as in the summary of the chief divisions

pf Asia, that the figures relative to areas, population, etc., are

only approximately stated, while the cities whose names are

printed in italics are only the most important or most populous
towns in the divisions after which they stand.

THE CHIEF DIVISIONS OF AFRICA THEIR CAPITALS, AREA,
POPULATION, ETC.

Marocco, an empire in the north-western corner of Africa, is

one of the Barbary States, the others being Algiers, Tunis, and
Tripoli. It is divided into four provinces, Fez, Marocco, Sus,
and Tafilet. The chief sea-ports are Tangier and Mogador.
Among the manufactures of Marocco, the leather which takes its

name from the country deserves especial mention, being remark-
able for its extreme softness and pliancy, and its peculiar bril-

liancy of colour. The Barbary States, and the oases or fertile

islands in the sandy sea of the Sahara, are famous for dates,
which form the principal vegetable food of the wandering tribes.

Algeria, lying on the sea-board of the Mediterranean, to the

east of Marocco, is a large and important French colony, taken
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advanced in civilisation of the aborigines of Africa, possessing
a knowledge of agriculture and the method of irrigation of land

from rivers and lakes, and manufacturing cotton cloth and iron

implements of various kinds.

Upper Guinea extends from the northern confines of Liberia to

the mouth of the Calabar river ; Lower Guinea from the mouth
of the Calabar river to the mouth of the river Nourse. The
coast of the Gulf of Guinea, from Liberia to the Bight of

Benin, is divided into portions called the Grain Coast, Ivory

Coast, Gold Coast, and Slave Coast. The chief native states

are those of Ashantee (chief town, Coomassie), Dahomey (chief

town, Abomey), Yarriba (chief town, Abbeokuta), Benin (chief

town, Benin), Eggarah (chief town, Iddah), and Old Calabar

(chief town, Bongo). The principal British possessions on this

part of the African coast are the Gold Coast Colony, the chief

settlement in which is Cape Coast Castle, and Lagos, an island

not far from the embouchure of the Niger. Elmina is the capital

of the Dutch possessions on the coast of Upper Guinea. The

negroes of Ashantee and Dahomey are a cruel and ferocious

race, frequently sacrificing the prisoners they take in war.

A great part of Lower Guinea is claimed by the Portuguese,

who possess some settlements on the coast, St. Paul de Loanda,
the capital of Angola, being the chief of them. The remaining

provinces of importance are Biafra (chief town, Biafra),

Loango (chief town, Loango), Congo (chief town, San Salvador),

and Benguela (chief town, San Felipe de Benguela).
Eastern Africa, stretching from the Arabian Gulf to the

northern confines of Natal, may be divided into two districts,

north and south of the equator. The former comprehends the

country of the Gallas on the southern frontiers of Abyssinia,

with Ajan, and the country of the Somaulis, in the tongue-

shaped peninsula terminating in Cape Guardafui. The chief

towns in these districts are Zeyla and Berbera, on the Arabian

Gulf, and Harar in the interior. Zanguebar, comprising the

provinces of Magadoxo (north of the equator), Jubb, Melinda,

Zanzibar, and Quiloa, is under the control of a Sultan, whose

capital is Shanganny, a town on the island of Zanzibar. Mo-
zambique and Sofala nominally belong to the Portuguese.
Between Sofala and Natal lies a district called Amazula, or

Kaffraria. To the west of Amazula lies the Transvaal, settled

by Dutch boers, or farmers, annexed to the Cape Colony in

1877, but in 1881 re-ceded to the boers.

To the west of the Transvaal territory, between it and the

Atlantic sea-board north of the Orange Eiver, lies the country of

the Hottentots and Bushmen, a race apparently but little re-

moved above the brute creation, so ignorant are they of the

rudest arts and filthy in their habits. They offer a marked con-

trast to the fierce and warlike Kaffirs, who have given consider-

able trouble at various periods to the government and inhabitants

of Cape Colony.
South of the Orange Eiver lie the British dependencies called

Cape Colony and Natal, and the district known as the Orange
River Free States, a republic of Dutch boers, who retired thither

from Natal when it was made a British colony, in 1843, in con-

nection with Cape Colony. Great Britain resigned all jurisdic-

tion over the Orange Eiver Free States in 1854. Natal was erected

into a colony distinct and separate from the Cape in 1856. A
continuation of Kaffraria lies between Natal and Cape Colony.

In 1866, British Kaffraria, on the east of Cape Colony, was

incorporated with it. The colony of the Cape of Good Hope is

divided into the eastern and western provinces, which are sub-

divided as follows :

WESTERN PROVINCE.
District.

Clanwilliam

Beaufort .

Malmesbury
Tulbagh
Worcester .

Paarl ,

District.

Uitenhage .

Graaf Reynt
Colesberg .

Albert . .

Cradock
Somerset .

Gold was discovered to the north of the Limpopo river in

1868, in a district bordering on the Transvaal Eepublic.

Copper, lead, cobalt, silver, iron, coal, and tin are also found in

the Transvaal. Its chief riches, however, consist in cattle and
various agricultural produce, wheat, for example, growing very

luxuriantly in the watered districts, and peaches, grapes, and

oranges also flourishing.

READINGS IN GERMAN. XL
14. 93i)ron unb

2Bte Sorb SStyron felbft erjdtylt, fanb fotgenbeS efprdd; $nrifd;eit ttym unb

SpoUbori, einem feljr etteln,
1

ttafientfcfjen 2lrjte roafyrenb etner 3f fyetnretfe
2

ftatt. ,,28aS fimnen ic benn tfyun, too$u id; nicijt itn @tanbc n>are ?
' 3

fragte bet Slr^t. ,,3)a @te mid; brdngen,"
4

antoortete ber td;ter, ,,ft>

twit id? (S 36,nen fagen ; id) glaube, e8 gtcbt bret fotcfje $>tnge." ^olibort

beftanb barauf, bag er fie nennen fottte, unb Sorb SBtyron fprad; : 3d; !cinn

uber btcfen @trom fd;nrimmen ; id; fann ein 8td>t auf etne ntfernung son

jWanjig @d;ritt mit eincm ^tjMenfdjuffe auSblafen ;

5 unb id; fyabe tin

ebidjt gefd;rteben, con bem an einem Sage 14,000 dremplare
6

cerfauft

niorbcn finb."

VOCABULARY AND NOTES.

(
1

) (Sttet, adj. vain, frivolous.

(
2
) SRIjetnretfe, /. a journey on

the Ehine.

(
3
) 3m tanbc fetn, to be able.

(
4
) $>rdngen, to urge.

(
5
) 2lu8blafen, to snuff out.

(
6
) (Sremptar, n. copy.

15. <ehmcfj ber unb 9Kore.

Setnvid; ber 2ld;tc on ngtanb unb granj ber rfte son granftetd;

toarcn bcibc guvften wn fefyr feurigcm temperament.
1 3^un imtnfd;te

rfterer cine argetltctye 93otfd;aft
2 an Sefctcren

3
ju fenben, unb toStylte

feinen .Ranker iHjomaS QRore baju auS. !>ftad;bctn 3JJore fetne SBetfung
4

empfangen b,attc, fprad; er: ,,<tte, njenn id; biefe 33otfd;aft einem jo fyeftt.

gen
5

SDJanne, wie bem JJonige von granfretd; ubcrbnnge, fo nnrb e6 mir ben

Jtcpf !oftcn." ,,@etn <2te unbeforgt,"
6 antrcortete ber Jlonig; ,,n)enn 3ran

S^nen ben Jlopf abfiauen taft, fo njerbe id; jeben granjofen, ber je^t in

metnet 5DIad;t ifl, cincn Jtopf
7

fitrjcr mad;en taffen." ,,3d; 6tn @tt>.

SOJajeflat fe^r ocrbunben," verfc^tc ber Jtanjler; ,,abcr id; bejttietffe fefyr, bap

trgenb einer on ttefen Jlopfen auf meine @d;u(tern paffen
8

nsirb."

VOCABULARY AND NOTES.

Chief Town.
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(
7
) !Ter flntere, tho Kecond.

(") (Atcijbate, miner, grasping
man.

(*) Cab 511,
looked on.

(
lu

) sNei -vauren, in crowds.

(") U<roib.infen, Krt'ud-HhopH.

('-) Utbitrmen, compassion.

(
w

) @amnulii. l>o collected.

(
u

) Ctytune, /. barn.

|
u
) <$lop cr tic ibur ju, be shut

tho door ; pros. \d> fd;Ure

JU ; imp/, id) fd;lo? )U ; J>.

yo( jugefdjlpffen.

(") Mnfttden, set fire to.

(") feammt, together with.

:iunmen, were whining.
i

1

'-'.i 'i'dim-ii'ii-. inijif. of Txtmiam,
to bo able.

(
90

) id; }u friften, to have a

respite.

17. 3ofepl; II., flaifer on Deflreief;.

II., flaifec son Deftreid;, roellte einem alttn Cfrijier jur Unter

unf 'JJficae'-' von teffon fraufer rtt.ni feme lefcten 24 OMtihirfe

geben. ,,!Ta ift ^u viel," unterbrad;
3

ein Jjoflhuj,'
1

,,24 (Mullen fmb genug."

H -&aben ic ticfc Y
" Qn Ditnftftrtige

4
jiefyt fold;t emfio. out In

iHinnit in. nut KIIU- U 1 oVUftucfc Innai. unb giebt fit tern Offijttr

niit ten iBorten : ,,!8etanfen ie fid; bei tern ^errn, ter iel't

wr.jnii.]t tariiber ifl, aui$ (5tma jut I'mterung* 3f>rer 9U'tf> beigetragen
7

JU 1)1.1

VOCABULARY AND NOTES.

(') llntcrfultitiiij, /. sustenance.

(*) $flege, /. nursing, care.

(
s
) UmeTbradi, tlio imperfect of

the verb untcrbrccijcn, to in-

terrupt.

(
4
) J&ofling, m. courtier.

(
4
) Dienflfertige, officious, (liter-

ally) ready to serve.

(
6
) I'interung, /. lessening, relief.

(
7
) !i?eitragen, to contribute.

18. ftrtebricfy ber rope unb fein Qlrjt.

3immcrmann, cin auigejetd;neter 5lrt l fam von Hannover, urn Sdetrid;
ten @ropcn in feiner lefcten Jtranffitit 511 bebanbeln. 2 Sine* Iage fagte

ter Jtonig ju ibm
; ,,@ie 6>6en, roic id; vermutb.e,

3 2Wand>em in tie antere

Jffiett geftolfen."
4 Sie roar eine grobe JReteweife

5 unb eine unangenetymc

J)itle fur ten Doctor; abcr tie S)ofi, weldje er bent Jlonige wieter gab, iuar

<tn frf;arrTtnntgc
f>

emifd; von 2Bab,rf>eit unb @d;meid;etei :
7

.Slicfjt fo

ielen, aU @. ajfajefldt, unb aud; nid;t mit fo viel ttb,rc."

VOCABULARY AND NOTES.

Q
l

) Distinguished physician.

(
2
) JBefcanbeln, to treat.

(
8
) SQBie id; vermutl;e, as I guess.

(
4
) e^olfen, p. p. of I)clfen,to help.

(
8
) iobe ajetemeife, rude

speech.

(
6
) @d;arffinnig, clever.

(
7
) @d;meid;elei, /. flattery.

19. Garl ber 3^'eite unb fein 9Bifd?of.

Sari ttt 3roeite fragtc ben iBifcfjof tiUingffeet, trie tt juginge,
1
tap tr

<jett>ofmlid; c^ne 23ud; vretigte,
2 aber bei t>fe feine i^retigten immer

ablafc.
3 Dtr 'J3ifd;of antworttte : ,,!Die Sfjrfurd;!

4 vor einem fo gropcn
unb roeifen Surften mad;t, tap id; mid; nid;t traue. 3t6er toolkit ffiu.

aJiajefiiit mir tagegcn
6

aud; tine 8rage etlauben? SBarum lefen fie 3bre
JHctcn im Sparlammtt?" M ffiarum?" emicberte ber Jtonig, ,,ta will id;

fcir aufrid;tig
c

fagen. 3d; ^abe ftc fo oft urn elb gebtten,
7

bap id; mid;

(d;ame, i^nen in eftd;t ju fe^en."
8

VOCABULARY AND NOTES.

(') Suginge, happened ; subj. (

4
) (5^rfurd;t, /. reverence.

imp/, of }iigeh,en ; pres. id;

gele 511 ; impf. id; ging ju ; p.
.

(2) '^retigtc, preached (from Lat.

prcedicare).

(
3
) 9lbldfe, read.

(
s
) iDagegen, in return.

(
6
) ?lufvid;tig, plainly, openly.

(') Urn elb gebeten, begged
money.

(
8
) Sfinen in efid;t ;u feljen, to

look them into tho face.

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. XV.
BIVALVE MOLLUSCS : BEACHIOPODA (= PALLIOBRAN-
CHIATA) AND CONCHIFEHA (= LAMELLIBRANCHIATA).

THERE are two classes of soft-bodied animals which secrete a
hard, chalky substance in the form of two hollow saucer shaped
pieces, that fit more or less closely together along their edges,
and which, therefore, when drawn together, can completely
protect the animal, that lies wholly between them, from all

injury. These are called Bivalve Molluscs. The shells are

usually so united at one point in their circumferences as fa> play
upon that point as a hinge, while the remainder of the two shells
can be separated so as to gape more or less widely on the side

opposite the hinge. In this manner the creatures can keep open
bouse when their guests are likely to be those upon which they

can prey, and can that their folding doom when tiuj we thrav
Mire* likely to be rictimued. TheM hell* are tuoally thick
and heavy, especially in thote pecim which an marina, Cor the
wear and tear of the sea u greater, and the predatory ert^uu
more powerful than those in freah water. Moreover, the box or
honae mu>t be tolerably capacious, otberwiM the creator**
coul'l not breathe while they were in a state of siege, and most

.r at discretion to the expectant lobster or other free-

booter of the deep. It follows that this arrangement is not
well suited to locomotion ; and not being locomotive to any
great degree, they are not endowed with those perfect organs of
sense that must be possessed by those animals which chase
their prey. When organs of sense are possessed, they are

usually collected on a protruded part of the body, and placed
above tho mouth, which opens at the front part Such a pro-
jection, which Bupj>urU tho eyes, feelers, ears, and smelling
capsules, and contains a nervous centre conveniently and closely
situated to these gateways of knowledge, is usually called a
head. Now these bivalve molluscs are distinguished from the

higher orders in having no heads, and are called acephalous.
They have mouths, and a nerve-knot above this ; but the mouth
is not prominent, and lies far within tho shelly box, and often
between soft projections of the body, which extend some
distance beyond it. Thoir organs of sense are also very poor
and imperfect; and when they are possessed at all, they are

placed in other parts of the body. The two classes which

together compose the group of headless, two-shelled Mollusca
are extremely different in structure throughout. There is, how-

ever, an external difference by which they may be distinguished

by a superficial observation. In the Brochiopods the shells are

secreted on extensions of the membrane of the body on the
bock and front of the animals ; while in the Conchifera the shells

are placed upon membranes which are developed from the side*

of tho animal. Thus, if both animals were split down the

middle by a cutting instrument, which should leave the divided

halves more or less alike, that instrument would pass through
both shells of the Brochiopods, dividing them both into two
equal parts, while it would not cut the shells of the Conchifer
at all, but only sever them the one from the other. This

arrangement of the animal to the shell is contrasted in the

illustration, in which it will be seen that the separate shells of

the Brachiopod are bisected into two absolutely aimi'lm- halves

by a line running down the middle. On the other hand, a line

dividing the Brachiopod so as to sever the shells leaves two

portions, which are unlike, both in size and form. A similar

line, separating the conchiferous shell, leaves two equal and
similar parts. It should, however, be remarked that the ordinary
position occupied by both classes of bivalves, resting as they
do on tho bottom of the sea, sometimes interferes with the
bilateral symmetry of the Conchifers, while it leaves that of the

Brachiopods untouched. In the Brachiopods the double shell is

flattened as if the back and front of the animal hod been

squeezed together, and this kind of flattening is technically
called depression. In Conchifera the double shell is usually
flattened as though the creatures hod been squeezed by pressure

applied to its sides, and this flattening is called, in the language
of Comparative Anatomy, compression. Now, as these passive

creatures, whether fixed or free, usually rest on the floor of the

sea, it follows that they must lie, not on the edges, but on the

flats of their shells ; and when thus lying, they rest habitually
on one shell, and this shell is often PO modified in relation to the

other as to suit the lying posture. The Brachiopodd rest on
their ventral shell, with the back or dorsal shell uppermost, and
therefore this modification does not interfere with the symmetry
or equality of their two halves ; but it does interfere with the

symmetry of the Conchifera, because they rest on their sides.

A similar instance of this effect of habit on tho two-sided

arrangement of the body is seen in the soles, turbot, otc., which
constitute the family of fishes called PleuronectidiB, as con-

trasted with the equally flat rays. The depressed rays, lying
with their backs i;pj> TH>-'-'. are quite symmetrical ; while the

soles, resting on their sides, are quite distorted in shape, and
the two sides differ in colour. Notwithstanding tnis tendency
to one-sidedness in the Conchifera due to habit, most of them
have nearly equal valves ; and in none is the internal arrange*
ment of organs much interfered with.

Having thus drawn attention to the superficial contrast

between the classes, we proceed to describe the Brachiopoda,
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which are far inferior to the Conchifera, and bear a stronger
relation to the Tunicata and Polyzoa than they do to the other

class, which will come under our notice in the after-part of the
lesson.

Brachiopoda. These creatures are, for the most part, fixed to

the rocky bottom of the sea, either by a fleshy stalk, which

passes out from the body through a hole, a slit, or a passage in

the ventral valve, or else by having this under-valve fixed to its

support directly. In the first case the connection is organic,
r.nd the creature can move
itself upon its stalk by the

aid of muscles, which are

placed inside the shelly

box; and in the latter case

the connection is inor-

ganic, and the creature ia

entirely immovable. Tak-

ing the Waldheimia as a

type, because it is the

genus which has been best

studied, not only by Con-
tinental anatomists, but
also by Hancock, Huxley,
and Owen, we proceed to

describe its structure. The
reader should, however, be
warned that though this ia

a good typical Brachiopod,
all that will be said about
it does not apply to every

species of the class, and
that the structure has
been very differently in-

terpreted and explained by
the great naturalists above
named.
The shells are best un-

derstood from the illustra-

tion. It will be observed
that the ventral shell is

^ery concave and globose,

lodging the animal as in o.

cup, while the dorsal shell

is nearly flat, and acts as

a lid to the cup. The
ventral shell has a round
hole in one end through
which the stalk passes.
Between this hole and the

great opening of the shell

is a triangular space, and
at the angles at the base
of the triangle are two
little teeth. These teeth

fit into sockets in the flat

shell, which has also de-

veloped from it a large
calcareous loop. This loop
consists of two arms,
which run forward en
either side, and then, leav-

ing the shell, are turned

back to unite almost above

(or below, in the natural

position of the animal) the

point from which they spring. When the two shells are placed to-

gether as when the animal occupies them, they look not unlike the

Eastern oil-lamps which are always represented as being carried

by the ten virgins in pictures of the parable ; the hole in the ventral

shell, of course, corresponding to that through which the wick

passes in the lamp. Hence, these shells have been called lamp-
shells. When the valves are united on the hinge as in life, this

hinge does not allow them to be parted from one another, except
for a short distance. The soft parts of the animal occupy a

very small par- of its hard box, being confined almost exclusively
to the part between the arms of the loop, and to about the one-

third of this space nearest the hinge. This restriction applies
to the visceral and muscular masses. There are, however, large

and long extensions of the body stretching beyond this confined

space. Thus, two large vascular membranous sheets lino the
valves right up to the very edge of the shell, where they are

fringed with strong and numerous bristles. There are also two
long arms, which stretch away from the mouth on each side.

These are so long that, if unfolded, they would stretch beyond
the limits of the shell

; but they are supported by the calcareous

loop, and follow its bendings. These arms have a delicate fringe-

of little fingers, which arise all along their outer sides ; and
these little fingers are

clothed with cilia, which
create currents of water
towards the mouth, and
thus the animal is fed.

The mouth has no hard

parts or jaws, but only
two lips, of which the arms

may be considered the

sidelong extensions. It

opens towards the gaping
part of the shells, and ateo

downward. The stomach
is rounded, and receives-

the passages from the liver

which surrounds it, aad
the intestine bends down-
ward and ends blindly be-

low. At the back and above-

the stomach ia the simple
saccular heart,which sends
off from each of its sides

two vessels, one of which

goes to the stomach and
viscera, and the other to-

the mantle lobes. These-

lobes of the mantle are so

well supplied with blood,
and the vessels are so large-

which traverse them, that

it is supposed that the

blood is there aerated, and
hence these creatures have
been called Palliobran-

chiata, or breathers by-
means of the mantle.

Bound the edge of each
lobe of the mantle which
lines the valves is a circu-

lar channel, and this first

receives the blood from
the heart, and from there

it passes back through the

more central parts of the-

lobes, being first conveyed
through fine vessels, aad,.

then collected into larger
and larger vessels until it

is returned by large sinuses

BRACKIOPODA. I. WALDHEIMIA. H. DITTO, SIDE VIEW. III. DITTO, VENTRAL
VALVE. IV. DITTO, DORSAL VALVE. V DITTO, SHOWING THE MUSCULAR SYS-

TEM. VI. DITTO, TO SHOW ARRANGEMENT OP VISCERA.

Befs. to Nos. in Figs. III. 1, aperture through which pedicel is passed ; 2, impres-
sion of capsular muscle ; 3, teeth of the hinge 4, impression of the adductor
muscles ; 5, impression of pedicel muscles ; 6, impression of cardinal (adductor)
muscles. IV. 3, posterior adductor and (3') anterior adductor impressions ; 7,

carbonate of lime loop to support the arms. V. 3, 3', adductors ; 4, pedicel
muscles ; 5, pedicel ; 6, cardinal and (8) ventral pedicel muscles ; 7, loop. VI.

1, mouth ; '2, stomach ; 3, intestine ; 4, anus ; 5, heart ; 6, entrance to pul-
satile vessel ; 7, adductor muscle ; 8, loop ; 9, arm-fringes.

to the central parts. When
the blood has arrived at

these central parts, some
of it goes to supply them

directly, whilst the residue-

runs along the vessels of the

arms and the membranes

connecting the arms, and so returns from them after having'

passed through the fine fringes. Thus it is probable that these

ciliated fringes of the arms are efficient, and perhaps the most:

efficient, instruments of aeration of the blood. After the return

from the arms and viscera, the blood on both sides of the body
is collected into a vessel which runs along above the stomach,
and then enters the heart again.
Two organs, each with two compartments, and situated one

on each side of the body, have sometimes been considered as

hearts ; but they seem more probably to belong to the water-

vascular system, as they open externally to the animal, and

convey away the generative products.
The nervous system of the animal is very simple ; the central
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ganglion being situated above and in front of the stomach. The
to winch it .-.-.I, M. rvos is very complicated.

the only system in which tho liroohiopods seem to have
a more comp uoturo than thu Conohifera. A pair of
muscles called adductors run from the ventral to tho dorsal shell.

They are attached to depressions, which are close toge:
the ventral sln-11

; and at their other ends to other depressions,
which are wider apart in the donal shell. These in contraction,
of com-... .(.-.- tho valves. Arising from the outside and front
of these are two i>nir.-d muscles, which are inserted in the dorsal
Talve behind the hin^'o-joint, and which thus open tho shell
when contracted. Othor muscles go from the ventral and donal

to tho stalk, and those, aa well as the pair laiit named,
have smaller muscles to assist their action. The position .f

these muscles, and of the pits in the aholl to which they are
attached, vary in the different speoioa of the class, and form good
distinctive characters. Tho
calcareous loop also is very
different in different spe-

^ * '^^

oies, and sometimes wholly
absent. In one whole fa-

mily, now extinct, it is

twisted into a regular

spire of many whorls,
which grow smaller and
smaller aa they proceed
from tho place of attach-

ment outward. They are

called, from these organs,

Spirifers. The arms in

these were closely bound
to the spires, and little

spurs of chalky matter
also supported tho ele-

ments of tho fringe. Tho
Brachiopoda are now rare,

especially in the British

seas ; but at an earlier ago
of the world they swarmed
in immense multitudes,
then taking the place of

the cockles and mussels
which we now find.

The Conchifera are main-

ly characterised by their

breathing organs. They
have no fringed arms

stretching away from the
sides of their mouth ; and
their mantle not being
sufficiently effective as an

organ of respiration, they
have, developed from the

body, and lying between
the mantle-lined shells and
the body mass, two sheets

of membrane on each side.

The relation of these

breathing plates is best

seen in tho illustration, whero there is

is drawn out into two long tabes, on* of wfaiou oocunMuueate*
w,th the chamber in which the gilU lie, and the other with Uw
mailer lined chamber into which the anas opens, and into

also, the gill-tubes disoharge the water. This last

arrangement is carried to an extreme in

barrow and lire in holes of the rook or mod of the

The only communication which these hare with the <

is by means of their extended tabes or nphvnt, as they are

called. In their case the two tabes are united into one sheath,

although a partition passing down the doable tabe always keeps
them functionally distinct. In these oies>tures the action of

the cilia drives the water in one continuous stream from the

gill chamber to the atrial chamber through the tabes; and this

motion necessitates a flow down one tabe and up another. By
this means floating food is passed along the gills to the month,
which is situated at the lower end of the buried molluscs, and

thus we have a similar

mode of life to that of the-

tunicate*, though the

breathing apparatus is of
a different structure.

The mantle being thi*
relieved from the duty of

exposing the blood to the-

oxygen dissolved in the

water, is wholly employed
in its proper function of

secreting the ahell. It

performs this office in a
very efficient manner, so as

always to allow for the

growth of the animal and
for the strengthening of

the shell as the contained
animal becomes more-

weighty, and therefore lia-

ble to experience more-

violent collisions. The-

method of secretion is the-

following : Bound the

edge of the mantle lobes,

or at that part where they
leave the sheila, are sitn-

ated a great number of

glands, whence secretions

of different substances are-

poured out and mingled
together. These gland*
secrete horny matter, a

II.

a section

the animal as it would appear if it wero cut across

to divide both shells. These gill-plates secure that the blood

shall bo well aerated, not only by exposing as large an

amount of surface aa possible, but also by having gill-

tubes, which run through tho plates from one edge to the

other, through which the water passes. As is usually the case

with breathing surfaces in marine animals, the plates are

covered with cilia, whoso motion secures a constant change in

the water. Tho gill-plates are very variously modified in the

different families of Lamtllibranchiata ; but they are constant

throughout tho class.

In some, as the oyster, the mantle simply lines the shells and
ends at their edges, so that the water has free entrance from all

sides. In other families the mantle of one side passes across

tho aperture of the shell to be united at certain points, or along
almost its whole length, to the mautle of tho opposite shell. In
others tho animal is not only almost entirely walled in by
the union of tho t ,vo lobes of tho mantle, but part of this mantle

large quantity of carbonate

of lime, and some pigment.
Thua a fresh rim of hard
matter ia added at inter-

vals to the shell. The
size, shape, markings, and
colours of the ahell are all

determined by the edges
of this mantle; and the

whole of these characters

given of
]

differ so greatly in the different species, and the result is so

CONCHIFERA. I. CARDIUM. II. DITTO, SIDE VIEW. ITJ. CYTHKRKA. IV. DIA-
GRAMMATIC TUANSVEUSK SECTION OF A CONCHIFEB (LAMELUBKANCH). V.
ISOLATED ALIMENTAKY CANAL OF A SOLEN.

Kefs, to Nos. in Figs. III. 1, uuibo or elbow ; 2, external ligament ; 3, cardinal

teeth of the hinge ; 4, lateral ditto ; 5, anterior adductor ; 6, posterior ditto ;

7, mantle lining; 8, the siur.s. IV. 1, shell; 2, mantle; 3, gills; 4, heart

traversed by the intestine ; 5, foot inclosing folds of the intestine and vessels.

V. 1, mouth ; 2, stomach ; 8, blind sac containing the endostyle ; 4, intes-

tine ; 5, heart ; 6, anus ; 7, T, membranous lips.

beautiful in many, that a collection of shells ia very interesting.
The nucleus, or starting-point from which the formation of the
shell proceeds, is called the umbo ; and the manner in which the
additions are made ia very various. Sometimes the rwtk edge
secretes a great deal of matter at one time of the year, and is

nearly inactive, or only pours out a thin secretion, at another ;

and this will produce a shell with ridges and furrows pamlM to

the edges of the shell, which are called mica. If the mantle
secretes at certain points, in larger quantity, and but little

between these points, or if it be folded or puckered, and the fold*

remain so during the whole of the growth, then ridges- and
channels are formed, stretching continuously from umbo to>

margin. If the margin of the mantle ia much folded and thrust

out during secretion, it sometimes results in long points or projec-

tions, which reach far beyond the rest of the outside of theshelL
In the same way it will be seen that the lining and colouring of

the shell into patterns may be effected by the partial and inter-

mittent secretion of colouring matter. The shell, while it isbeing
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extended, is also thickened by a thin secretion poured out all over
the external surface of the mantle, and therefore all over the
internal surface of the shell. This latter secretion is always
smooth and colourless, or with only a faint unvariegated pink or

purple tint. It is, however, sometimes of a pearly lustre ; but
the rainbow-like tints of pearl are not caused by the absorption
of the other kinds of light, as is the case with coloured surfaces,
but from the way in which it is reflected from a very fine ridge
and furrow surface, the undulations of which are too small and
too close to be seen by the naked eye. The nacre or lining of

the shell feels perfectly smooth, and contrasts with the rough
outside of the shell. The polished internal surface is no doubt
constructed as much with reference to the comfort of the
animal as the rough and spined outside is to its defence. In-

deed, the smooth secretion in somo species will soon encrust any
foreign body introduced between the mantle and the shell, and
hence the origin of pearls, which usually have as their nucleus
a grain of sand. Thus the pearl oyster has supplied to the

poetical moralist another instance to corroborate the dictum of

our greatest poet
" Sweet are the uses of adversity."

The two valves of the shell are united by the mantle, and at or
near the umbo of each valve there is a hinge surface upon which
the valves open. This hinge has often a complex system of teeth,
which, while they allow the valves to gape, will not permit them
to be shifted or wrenched aside on one another. Very powerful
muscles run directly from shell to shell, and can, when con-

tracted, hold them together with such force that it is impossible
to open them without the assistance of an oyster-knife ; and as
none of the natural enemies of the molluscs, except man, possess
oyster-knives, they are tolerably safe from this kind of forcible

entry upon their fortresses. In most Lamellibranchs there are
two muscles to close the valves, one in front and the other
behind ; but in the oyster family there is but one, and this is

near the centre of the shell, and represents the hind muscle of
the others. Opposed to these muscles is the ligament which
runs from shell to shell on the outside of some species, and lies

in a pit in the hinge surface in others. These ligaments have
no power of active contraction as the muscles have, but are pas-
sively elastic. In the case of the external ligament, it is in a
state of strain when the valves are closed, and opens them when
the muscles relax ; while in the case of the internal ligament, it

is compressed when the muscles are contracted, and presses the
valves apart when they relent.

The mouth is without hard teeth or jaws ; but it often has
large flattened lips. The throat is short, and leads into a
roundish stomach, which receives the biliary ducts. The great
peculiarity of the stomach is the long blind sac which is attached
to it, in which is enclosed a cartilaginous rod, the function of
which is not known. The intestine twists about in several

folds, entering the foot in those bivalves which have feet, and
always ending at the opposite side to the mouth and in the
atrial chamber. Singularly enough, in many species the intes-
tine passes directly through the heart a little in front of the
anus. The foot is an organ of very various development and
very various functions in the different species. In some its
main office seems to be the secretion of threads by which the
creatures moor themselves to rocks. These threads are formed
in a groove in the foot, and one end of the thread, while yet
viscid, sticky, and unconsolidated, is applied by the foot to the
rock. To this it adheres ; and when the foot is pulled back, the
thread is pulled out of its groove and a fresh one made, so that,
at length, a bundle of very strong threads passes from the sup-
port to the base of the foot. In other cases, as in the solen, the
foot is large and broad, and passes out in front of the long razor-
like shell by a slit in the mantle, and with this foot the creature
burrows in the sand. In the cockle the foot is long, and can be
thrust out and applied to the earth so as to jerk the animal along.
In other species it is little else than a muscular investment of the
viscera.

The heart is always systemic, that is, it drives the blood, not
to the respiratory organs, but to the system, leaving it to return
unaided by mechanical force to the gills, and from thence to the
heart again. In all species the heart shows a higher develop-
ment than in the Mollusca hitherto treated of, inasmuch as
there are always two compartments, one less muscular, to re-

ceive the blood, and the other more so, to drive it through a

system of vessels, where its course is impeded by their elastic
wails. In some species there are two auricles or receivers, and

in some very wide Conchifers there are two distinct hearts, each
with its receiving and distributing chambers, or auricle and
ventricle as they are respectively called.

For a classification of the bivalve Mollusca the reader is re-
ferred to Woodward's excellent manual, for the families are so
numerous that their characters cannot all be given in this
limited article, and a list of names would be little instructive.

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XLY.
VARIOUS ARITHMETICAL PROBLEMS.

1. WHEN will the hour and minute hand of a clock be first

together after 4 o'clock?

The minute hand moves over 12 minute divisions while the hour
hand moves over 1; therefore the minute hand gains 11 minute
divisions in this time. Hence, when the minute hand has gained 1

minute division, the hour hand will have moved over tV of a minute
division ; and when the minute hand has gained 20 minute divisions

(which is the case of the question), the hour hand has moved over ??
of a minute division, and the minute hand over 12 x f J of a minute
division. Hence the answer is 21i

9
f minutes past 4 o'clock.

2. When will the hands of a clock be 15 minutes apart
between 11 and 12 o'clock?

There will evidently be two positions : (1) when the hands are 15
minute spaces apart, measuring in the direction of the revolution of
the hands, and (2) when they are 45 minute spaces apart, measuring iii

the same direction. The hands started 5 minute spaces apart ; there-
fore in case (1) the minute hand has gained 10 minute spaces upon the
hour hand ; iu case (2) the minute hand has gained 40 minute spaces
upon the hour hand. These correspond respectively [see last example]
to distances travelled by the hour hand equal to } and JJ minute
spaces; or, by the minute hand, |J x 10 and i? x 49 minute spaces.
Hence the required times will be 101? and 43/T past 11 o'clock.

3. Two clock hands turn upon the same centre. One revolves
in 12 hours, and the other in 18 hours. In how long will one
have gained a complete revolution upon the other ?

The first performs t*j of a whole revolution in 1 hour,
The second tV ,, ,, ,, in 1 hour;

Therefore the first gains -fe rV, or a
l
j of a revolution in 1 hour ; hence

it will gain |J- of a revolution, that is, a complete revolution, in 36 hours.

4. A clock gains a minute a day. If it is set right at 12
o'clock to-day, what will be the correct time when it points to
12 o'clock to morrow ?

When it points to 1 minute past 12 to-morrow, the true time will be
12 o'clock. Hence 60 x 21+1, that is, 1441 of its minutes, are equivalent
to 1440 true minutes. Therefore, when it points to 12 o'clock, the
true time will be -J-J-J of a minute to 12.

5. When gold is at 20 per cent, premium, a person buys
goods marked 135 dollars, and offers gold to the amount of 125
dollars. What change ought he to get in notes, 5 per cent,

being abated for ready payment ?

125 dollars in gold are worth 13 x 125 dollars in notes. A deduction
of 5 per cent, on 135 dollars leaves i

9
u
s
o x 135 dollars. Hence he receives

in change notes to the amount of 150 128'25 dollars, or 21J dollars.

6. A and B run 100 yards race, and A wins by 2 yards ;

C and D run over the same course, and C wins by 6 yards;
B and D also run over it, and B wins by 4 yards. If A and C
run, which will win, and by how much ?

A runs 100 yards while B runs 98 yards ; C runs 100 yards while D
runs 94 yards ; B runs 100 yards while D runs 96 yards.
Hence A would run W x 100 yards while D runs 96 yards ; and C

would run V x 96 yards while D runs 96 yards.

Hence A would run \a9 x 100 yards while C runs *g? x 96 ; hence A
would run J x vs x 100 yards while C runs 100 ; or A would run

JlfJ x 100 yards while C runs 100 ; hence A loses by Iffo of a yard.

7. A person invests in the Three per Cents, so as to receive

3 per cent, clear after paying an income tax of 9d. in the pound.
What price does he buy at, and what clear per-centage will he
receive if the income tax be raised to a shilling ?

9d. in the pound reduces 1 to 191 shillings. Hence, to find what
actual per-centage he receives before the deduction of the income tax,

we have
As 19} : 20 : : 3. This gives 3j\.

Q
The price he gives therefore is x 100, or 96J.

SjV

When the income tax is raised to a shilling, he receives clear on 100

invested 5
x 3T

B
f) which is 2'96 per cent, very nearly.

8. A man bought a house, which cost him 4 per cent, upon



the purchase-mom-y to put into repair. It then stood empty
for a year, duriutr which time he reckoned he was losing 5 per
cent, upon his total outlay. He then Bold it for .1192, by
which means he gained 10 per cent, upon the original purohase-

money. Wliat did ho give fur the hooM ?

The expeuto of repair wan l
{ of the cost price ; therefore the total

was It of the ooct price.

By the house standing empty he lost A x f! of the ooet prico.

Therefore, before he sold the home, hi* expenses bad been fi x |{ of

the oost price, and by selling it (or 1192 be gamed fs of the ooet price.

Henoo, ?i x J of the cost price + & of the ooet price is Jt:

Jtf of the cost price is jBl 192; or T}J of tbe cost price is 8. Therefore
the ooet price was 1000.

9. A person buys an article, and soils it BO as to gain 5 per
cent. If he had bought it at 5 per cent, less, and sold it for

IB. leas, he would have gained 10 per cent. Find the co--

181 of the cost price is tbe selling price. If he bad bought it for

he cost price, and sold it for {"I of tbe cost price Is., he
would bare gained 10 per cent.

Therefore }J of iVo of the cost price is JgJ of the cost price
- Is. ;

or HI (IJ x iJ) of the cost price is Is.; or TJ3 of tbe cost price is Is.

Tbe cost price was therefore .10.

10. A man allows his agent 5 per cent, on his gross income
for collecting his rents. He spends } of his net income in in-

suring his own life, and this part of hifl income is in consequence
exempt from income tax. The income tax being lOd. in the

pound, and his income tax amounting to .38 19s. ; find his

gross income.

After paying 5 per cent, to his agent, i of his gross income is left,

which is bis net income ; but since } of this is exempt from income
tax. be pays tax on f

x '

J of bis gross income.

Now since .38 19s. = Vo*, if he paid tax upon his gross income, it

would amount to

Hence, as

6x19
: 1 : :

Hence gross income

7x 41
:

g
: gross income.

_ 7 x 41 x 24

6
1148. Amvtrr.

11. Suppose the cost of working a train to be directly pro-

portional to the speed, and the number of passengers. Then,
if the ca-st be .37 for conveying 18-c passengers 53-J miles in If
hours, how far can 1070 be conveyed in 2J hours for .161 ?

Suppose tbe speed be reckoned by tbe number of miles travelled in
rol 21 -t

one hour. This, in the first case, is *, or- miles per hour ; and,

in tbe second case, if z represent tbe required distance, tbe speed will

be represented by -,

Hence [see Lesson XXXIII., Art. 10, Vol. II., page 326] we have

161 1070 x-
2J, from which x is found to be 51| miles.

185 x *f
12. A cistern has two pipes, A and B, which singly could fill

it in 9 and 10 hours respectively. It has also two taps, C and
D, which could empty it in 12 and 8 hours respectively. When
the cistern is half full, A and D are turned on for 3 hours ; then
B is also turned on for 2 hours ; next A and D are turned off,

and C is turned on for 8 hours. Then, all being shut, it is found
that the cistern contains 95 gallons more than the half content.

Find the capacity of the cistern, and how much the cistern

could lose or gain in an hour if all four pipes were set open
together.

A can fill i of the cistern in 1 hour ; B can fill & hi 1 hour ; C can

empty -ft in 1 hour ; D can empty ^ in 1 hour.

A is open altogether 5 hours ; B is open altogether 10 hours ; C is

open altogether 8 hours
; D is open altogether 5 hours.

Hence the effect will be to add | + {-&- |, or fI of the whole

cistern, and this by the question is 95 gallons.
Hence the cistern holds }J x 95, or 360 gallons.
If all the pipes were set open at once, in one hour the cistern would

gain I * A ^, J, or *}; of its contents, that is, 1 gallon.

13. The time between the firing of two guns at a railway
station is 6 minutes, and a passenger in a train which i?

approaching the station at a uniform rate hears the second 5m.
after the first. Now, supposing that the sound of the

train when it is two miles off will reach the station, how long
after it is heard approacuing will it pass the station, the velocity
of sound being 1125 feet per second

If the passenger had remained stationary at the place where be heard

the first m. he would have beard the second minutes afterwards.
But since he bears it S51 seconds afterwards, be has fa Uus
travelled over a space which send womld BMTMI to 9
Therefore tbe velocities of tbe train sad of sound sse to fee ratio of
9:351. Hence tbe speed at tbe train is rf f x ll feet per ssnnsjil.
that is, ,V feet per second.
Tbe noise which tbe train makes at a distance of 2 miles win take

f>

seconds to reach tbe station. During this time tbe train will

travr 1760 X

1125

Hence, when tbe truiu is first heard it will be actually at a
of 1760 x 6 - A * 1760 feet, or **Jl* feet from the station.

therefore, pass tbe station L&H** * M seconds after that,
56-7 seconds afterwards.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN AmiTHJCETIC.-XLIV.

It will.

1. 41745(6,206630142.
2. Mfc
3. 117261.

4. 335553.

5. 7335344.

6. 227950.

7. 28 sq. ft. 82 sq.

in.

8. 268 cub. ft. 996 cub.

in.

EXERCISE 63.

9. 105 sq. ft. 5' 4" 5~

5,4.
10. 85 sq. ft. 1' 11" 0"

5, -

-. *id.

12. 33750.

i;.. (a) 5 Os. lOd.

(I) 8 14 9|.

(e) 7 12 21'}.

14. 1 15s. 5;d.

15. 48 feet.

16. 8Ce. 4,*,d.

17. lOBffeet.
18. 195 square yard..
19. 12) feet.

2l! 1406 sqsmn feet

36 in.

22.

23.

Erratum. Lesson XLII., Example 6. Answer should be 100 Is*.

HISTORIC SKETCHES. XXXVL
THE JEWS. IL

FOB a while the Jews bore with the theocracy, especially when,
as under Joshua, it was associated with the warrior element in

their leader ; for a term, after their advent into the promised
land, they consented to remain under the guidance of judges,
who were the avowed lieutenants of the heavenly King himself,
the self-denying

" servants of the servants of God." But the

temptations to which the people subjected themselves, and before

which they fell, were too strong to be counteracted by the severe

law of unswerving right ; the sins and follies of the people in-

fected the judicial office also, till at length it became question-
able whether aught was gained, whether something was not
rather lost, by the continuance of the regime which had been
tried and found wanting. The scandal presented by some
bearers of the judicial office, both as regards their life and

doctrine, was such that no good, humanly speaking, could

possibly accrue from the continuance of the office ; experience
had proved that the pure priestly government, even the visible

presence of God between the cherubim, would not suffice to keep
the people in the straight but narrow path ; it was better, there-

fore, to withdraw the presence which overbore the people, and
which could not adequately be represented by ordinary men, and
to substitute for it a system of government, lower in kind and

{
degree, which yet might be under guidance, and confess the

Lord Jehovah as supreme. Thus it happened that Saul wms
made king over Israel, and thus it happened that Samuel, pre-

serving the character but not the local power of his predeces-

sors, exercised a sort of irresponsible control over him, even an-

nouncing to him at the end how that the Lord repented he had
made him king. Successors of Samuel there were in the long
line of illustrious prophets, of some of whom mention is made
so frequently in the Old Testament, men who fully accepted
the new position which spiritual influences were to occupy in

relation to man, who ceased to terrify by govennental acts, and
looked to uncarnal weapons as best befitting the servants of

Him, who not being of this world was yet to come into it Suc-

cessors they had and ever have had, both before and after the

advent of the Redeemer whose witnesses they were, and who
came to restore once again in his own person the functions of

the priest and king. To preserve pare and nndefiled the word
of God to man, to warn, to exhort, to threaten, as fathers oaring
for their own children this became the function of the prophets
as representatives of the Lord Almighty. The duty of the kings
whom God gave the people was to lead them by means which

they could understand to that goal to which prophets and

judges, acting directly, had pointed in vain, and to show them,

by precept and example, the sort of life which the chosen people
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should lead to entitle them to the actual sovereignty of the

Messiah.

When a king was first given to Israel, it was clearly understood

that he should be under the tutelage of prophets, who should

communicate to him the will of the King of kings, in whose name
and in whose stoad he wore the crown. This tutelage was exer-

cised by the prophets in a way that was not likely to be accept-
able to princes, especially to princes who preferred to reign in

their own names to the name of the ultimate King of Israel ; and
we find early instances of dire conllict between the spiritual and

temporal powers confl cts which went to the extent of deposi-
tion on the one side, and of sanguinary persecution on the other.

For a time, however, Saul was king, in spite of the murmurs
of those who objected to the elevation of an equal ; and in

his successful wars with the Philistines and the Amalokites

justified the choice which had appointed him king. His valour

and personal prowess, seconded by the gallant efforts of his

sons, especially of Jonathan, won for him a renown which no
amount of subsequent misfortune could extinguish. Even in the

wrong he did by not obeying the express commands of the

prophet who had anointed him king, he was credited with an
amount of generosity that went far in the people's sight to

excuse him, while as a leader and prince he enlisted their entire

sympathies. The disobedience of which Saul was guilty in the

matter of Agag was but one of many instances in which, while he

showed himself a man of whom an army of Philistines might have

been proud, he showed incontestably that ho was not fit for the

post of vice-regent for Jehovah. For these acts of unfaithful-

ness Saul was deposed, though he was allowed to die the death of

a warrior instead of falling into the hands of his enemies, and
the kingdom was given to another. Judged by any other than

the highest standard, Saul would have been considered guilty of

at least venial offences in what he had done, and there was a

certain something about him which, in spite of his brutality,

made him admired of his subjects a soldierly feeling which has

been portrayed in the well-known Hebrew melodies of Lord

Byron
" Warriors and chiefs, should the shaft or the sword

Pierce me while leading the hosts of the Lord ;

Heed not the corse, though a king's, in your path ;

Bury your steel in the bosoms of Gath."

The kingship which was taken from Saul was conferred upon
David, of the tribe of Judah, in spite of an opposition mani-

fested by the northern tribes in favour of Ishbosheth, a younger
son of Saul. The splendour of David's reign, his success in

war, and the faithfulness with which he accomplished his

mission to destroy the heathen who hemmed in the chosen

people, and set them examples which they were too prone to

follow, are matters well known to all who are familiar with the

Bible narrative. During the reigns of David and of Solomon,
tho feeling of dissension between the northern and southern

tribes which had shown itself at Saul's election, and again at

his death, did not express itself in any national way. The re-

bellions against David were encouraged and fed by it, and the

fact of its existence was vouched for in several independent ways,
but not nationally. On the death of Solomon, however, this dis-

sension took an active form. The expenses of Solomon's govern-
ment had pressed sore on the people, who complained that the

wealth of the nation was centered in one city, that the general
welfare was neglected for the sake of Jerusalem, and that the

king cared little what happened to other borders of his kingdom
so long as the borders of Judah and Benjamin were respected.

This feeling was so far from being wisely dealt with by Eeho-

boam, Solomon's son and successor, that he openly declared his

intention of governing yet more severely than his father had

done, of chastising with scorpions instead of whips, and of

holding himself accountable to no one, but to his own will only.
In vain did Jeroboam, as representative of the northern tribes,

request redress of grievances ; the king refused to believe in tho

extent of the disaffection towards him, and dismissed the

remonstrants at the same time that he sent out collectors to

gather in his taxes. The tax-gatherer in this as in other cases

proved to be the solvent for loyalty ; the ten tribes in the north

of Palestine revolted from the house of David, asking,
" What

part have we in Jesse ?
' ' and crying,

" To your tents, O Israel."

From this moment began not only a disunion, but a hostility,

that proved the death-wound of the Israelitish power. A king

reigned in Jerusalem over the tribes of Judah and Benjamin,

and was called the King of Judah, while " the son of Nebat "

made Israel to sin in the country north of Judah, and established
in his capital of Samaria, and in all the high places, an idola-

trous worship of the gods of the surrounding nations. He was
called the King of Israel.

Between the two kingdoms the most bitter rivalry prevailed
a rivalry which was perpetuated down to the time of our Lord
himself, when it might have been thought that the common
subjection to a common enemy the Roman -would have wiped
out the enmity anciently existing between them. This enmity
showed itself in wars, in secret machinations of each against
the other's interest, and in a dissension which ultimately proved
the downfall of both the divided kingdoms. Instead of com-

bining, as a chosen people should have done, against the assault
of foes not only to themselves, but to the God who was their

ancient Lord, they strove which should be the greater, and alike

disregarded the warning voices which that God sent from time
to time to admonish them of the evil of their ways. Israel from
the first seemed to think that revolt from the King of Judah
involved also revolt from the God of Judah, and accordingly
instituted a worship of images and of the god Baal, which form
so many denunciations in the prophetical writings. A con-
tinuous line of princes who defied as it were the God of their

fathers, and a line hardly so continuous, of prophets who testified

to the wrath of God against the children of disobedience this

is the sight presented to the student of Israelitish history
during many decades of years. Intrigue, rebellion, murder
these were the concomitants of the royalty of Israel, and the
outcome of the religion which the people picked up from the sur-

rounding nations. Under Jeroboam Israel was made to sin,
and under his successors continued to do so, now more, now
less ; now excelling in wickedness as under Ahab and Jezebel,
and Jehoram ; now appearing to strive for a while, as under
Jehu, to enter in at the strait gate. The faithfulness of

Elijah and of Elisha in testifying to the God of Israel was
exhibited in vain before them ;

in vain were wonderful miracles

wrought by Elisha in their sight ; in vain were the national

enemies driven back from the land by the direct interpo-
sition of the Almighty. Given over to "do evil in the sight
of the Lord," king and people no more regarded the law of

their God than their forefathers had done when the Divine

presence was daily with them. They early forsook the temple
of Jerusalem, and so severed the one common link that bound
them to Judah. On Mount Gerizim they built a rival temple to

that of Solomon, and used it as occasion served for the honour of

Jehovah or of Moloch. Occasionally, but rarely, there was peace
between Israel and Judah. Alliances were broken as soon as

made, by the spirit of jealousy which animated either people,
and by the want of real community of interest. Sometimes the
two states combined to resist the encroachments of a Syrian

king or a Ninevite ruler, and learned in adversity to remember
Him who had wrought such wonderful things in their behalf.

But secret disagreement, if not open hostility, was the chronic

relation between the brother kingdoms ; and when the measure
of Israel's sin was full, and Shalmaneser smote Israel with tho
sword and took away the people captives beyond the Euphrates,
Judah stood aloof, and witnessed the overthrow of his brother

with calmness if not with satisfaction. The children of Israel

were scattered abroad, Assyrian colonists were thrust into

their pleasant places, and tho throne of Samaria was held as

tributary to that of Assyria by a lieutenant of the foreign king.
In the year B.C. 719 the kingdom of Israel was thus destroyed,
and was never reconstructed.

The kingdom of Judah survived, a small but compact state

a sort of Belgium owing its existence, humanly speaking, to

the jealousy of the great kings of surrounding nations, who
could not annex it without exciting wars which for many reasons

they could not afford. At the same time its advantageous geo-

graphical position, its good seaboard, and its great natural

strength, made it a most desirable place to have and to hold.

It was clear that its annexation must come sooner or later,

being dependent only upon the balance of power abroad

being destroyed by the overthrow of one of the great empires
and the domination of another. Judah was to learn, as Israel

had learned, that it is not in princes that trust must be placed :

Was yet to learn has yet to learn that until she can choose as

her king, not Saul, not David, not Solomon, nor another, but

Him whose royal authority she renounced these many centuries
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-it for tho scion of her feet, no slumlx i

!emp'..-i of hrr head. As it purely M-.-iiUr st.it,-. having kings
lik.- other :. . i.s, she wan woak in Hpito of tin- culture <>f her

.ruling temptation to tie- great prine,--

to swallow ln-r up. Tin- history of u :..T domMtio
trouble*, <>f IUT Huliji-etion, rcrovery of independence, ninl final

ilflcti.-- - a hi.-tiiry full of general intci-

:
- full of pity ; but it in tin-

whom Hi.- .-tud.-iit .MM f.-i-l litti,' parti. -mar lympati
who .-. -, -in to have provoked HO thoroughly tho wrath that

MM., uj". ii tin-in as almost to make oue approve tbo acts of

iiciiiies in thein.selves reprehensible.
:

.ylon. Syria those were the states against wni.-h

. In. 1. ill had at \ :irioii-< time* 1. t.-ii.l. The Kdomitcs, 1'hilis-

.nid Ammonites were les-.-r foes, let loose upon her from
time to time, with tho intention apparently of bringing her back
to IUT allegiance through the medium of sorrow. Heedless of

the warnings given to her, thankless for help lent, she was
,-illowi'il to aceompliHh the mini of her transgressions by crucify-

ing the King to whom .; . had look.-.! forward for redemption.
The I'rinee whose coming had been foretold with increasing

; y prophet after prophet, tho assurance of whose

Burning had I., -i! the comfort of the people when by the waters
\ Ion they sat down and wept, was betrayed by his friends

and put to death by his subjects, who could not recognise him
through tho mist which centuries of disobedience and unfaith-

fulness had cast before their eyes. Scattered throughout tho

world, no more a nation though a people, the Jews still hesitate

to ask for the King who shall reign over them. When the Jews
are assured that tho kings they have had, from Saul to Caesar,
were no kings, and acknowledge the wrong their fathers did in

renouncing the King of kings, looking upon their punishment
through these long ages as a just retribution, they will be
restored to their own land. Later on it is to be hoped, in God's
-own time, they will recognise the means by which the days
were shortened so aa to allow of the remnant, which they repre-

sent, being saved. As it is, they sing the Lord's song in a
-t range laud.

MECHANICS. XII.
TSE PULLET.

IN the machines we have so far considered, the essential parts
were rigid. It was a beam, or a spoke, or a complete wheel, or
an axle we had to deal with ; and if a rope was used, it was
only with a view to connecting the power or resistance with
these rigid parts. But it may have escaped your notice that, in

usintr a rope for this purpose you had fallen on a veritable
machine. Such is the case ; a rope is a machine a most con-
venient machine which possesses the peculiar property of not

only transmitting a force from one point to another in its

original di-

rection, but
also sending
it, very little

impaired,
round any
number of

corners, into

a correspond-

ing number
of successive

new direc-
tions. This

practical advantage everybody is familiar with ; nobody more
than the British sailor, whoso daily work consists in no small

in sending the muscular power of his arms round all

manner of corners for the benefit of the good ship he navigates.
The Pulley, the third of tho mechanical powers, is the instru-

ment by which this object is gained in practice. In its simplest
form it consists of a rope which passes round a small solid wheel
which is itself mounted in a block. In theory, neither wheel
nor blork a: sable parts of the machine; the single
essential is the rope which is supposed to be perfectly flexible,

and to turn round a mere point without experiencing any resist-

ance from rubbing against it, that is, from friction.
The theory of the pulley, thus based on the suppositions of

perfect flexibility and absence of friction, may be understood

Vlg. 08.

from the upper part of Fig. 67. Let A, B. c, D, be any number
(nay four) of rings, representing *> many point*, through which

a rope paiwe, enabling a force, p, at
one end to balance a renistanoe, w, at
the other. The flexibility being per-

ring, v is transmitted unimpaired, and
we have therefore the power equal to

the resistance, whether the ring* are
all fixed in position, or aome be mov-
able.

But in practice, the roppoi.it i JIM made
do not hold good, neither i* the rope

perfectly flexible, nor tho friction nothing. For the former
reason each corner must be rounded off to relieve the rope
from tho sharp bends at A, B, c, D ; and for the latter, these
rounded corners are made into small, wheels, as at B, r, O, H,
which move round with tho

rope, and prevent the power
being diminished by the fric-

tion that would result, were
the rope allowed to slideround
them. Thus the theoretical

pulley in the upper pai
'

,.!'

Fig. 67 becomes tbo practical
one in the tower, where the

rings are replaced by wheels ;

and though some friction re-

mains, and default of flexi-

bility to impair p in its trans-

mission, we say practically,
as we did before theoretically,
that still the power is equal to

the resistance.

The relations of the power
and resistance in the various
forms and combinations of pulley can now be easily determined
There is first the Single Pulley, which is of two kinds, fixe 1 and
movable

;
and of these in various combinations, the more com-

plex forms, termed Compound Pulleys, are made. At . \

we have a single fixed pulley, round which a rope passes, to the
extremities of which the power and resistance are applied. The
rope being equally strained on both sides, these forces must be
equal ; but, as both pull in the same direction downwards, the
strain on the beam which is their resultant is twice as much as
either the power or tho weight, that is, double the resistance.

At b, iii tho same Fig , is the Movable Pulley, sometimes termed
a " Runner." The rope attached at one end to the rafter above
is thence carried downwards and round the pulley, and the

power is then applied acting upwards, to the other end. At c

is another form of this Runner, but the power is a weight, p,

acting downwards, but round a smaller fixed pulley, producing
thus the same effect as at 6. In both these the forces are

parallel, and the weight is evidently double the strain on either

string ; whence, since the power is manifestly equal to the

strain, we infer that the power is equal to half the resistance, or

weight raised.

If the two portions of the rope be not parallel, as in the
movable pnlley represented at Fig. 69, the resistance, \v, is

equal and opposite to the resultant of the two equal strains on
the portions of rope attached to the hook a, and turning round
the fixed pulley I. The angle between these portions is bisected

by tho vertical lino w t ; and if we measure on the rope
portion, w g, equal to the power, and draw from g a line, ;/ /.

perpendicular to w t, to meet that line in t, twice u- 1 will repre-
sent the resistance.

Fig. 69.

LESSONS IN LATIN. XXXIV.
DEVIATIONS FROM THE MODEL CONJUGATIONS

THK four conjugations are only so many classes into which
Latin verbs are put. These classes are determined by the

tokens alroady stated, and the verbs in thorn are formed ac-

cording to the models already given. But the verbs which
make up these classes do not exhaust the whole stock of Latin
verl'-i. There are others that more or less depart from the

models. The verbs that depart from the models may in
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general bo ranked under three descriptions. 1. They differ

from the model verbs in the perfect and the supine. 2. They
differ from the model verbs in other parts. 3. They lack

several parts which are possessed by the model verbs. As these

three classes do not conform to the rule or standard afforded in

the four conjugations, they might all bo termed irregular. The

epithet irregular, however, is commonly applied only to the

second class, and as no good reason compels us to depart from
the ordinary usage in this case, we shall specially apply the

denomination of " the irregular verbs
"

to those verbs which
differ from the models in other parts than the perfect and the

supine. The verbs which differ in the perfect and the supine

may be called deviational, as in a marked way deviating (de,

from, and via, a way) from the ordinary forms ; and those that

are without certain parts may be termed defective (de, from,
and facio, I make). Thus we obtain four classes of verbs :

1. The regular, or those which mair.ly follow the paradigms
of the four conjugations.

2. The deviational, those that depart from those paradigms
in the perfect tense and the supine.

3. The irregular, those that depart from the paradigms in

other parts.
4. The defective, those that are wanting in mood, tense, and

person.
The verbs that follow the forms of the four conjugations are

dignified with the term regular, because such verbs exist in

greater number than any other class. The same facts may be
set forth in this

VIEW OF THE LATIN VERBS.

VOCABULARY,



1.
" Teoti* ignos oircumdat<> .,." Oietro.

it fire* put ruuud we extinguished."
in.; " Wo extinguished the fire* which had boon iet to the

bssjMs."

I a in vallo ot fossA ." Cicero.

-"Tlie town with a ruinpurt uud ditch I have ur-

"
I have surrounded the town with a rampart and ditch."

I'ircuuiiluto me brachiis." Plauttu.

/'ran*. .

" Surround inr with uruis."

/'ran*. .-

" Put thy arms round me."

CONSTRUCTION OF " QUOMINU8."

QuomTnns is mado up of quo, in order that or to that ; and
minus, less (least, lest) or not} consequently, quominus ia equi-
valent to so that not; a more simple way is to render it by to

prevent. Quominns takes a subjunctive mood. If you use
" to prevent

"
you must in English use also the idiomatic con-

struction of
"
to prevent ;" but in putting that construction

back into Latin and so employing quominus, you must employ,
of course, the proper Latin construction; as in the following

example :

1 de mo tulistis quominus in civium essem numero." Cicero.

Lit. Trans. :" Nothing from me you bore so that not in of the

citizens number I should be."

Id. Trans. .

" You got nothing from me to prevent my being in the

number of the citizens."

VOCABULARY.

Brachium, -i, n., Un-

arm.

Canoelli(cancellornm ),

m., limits (E. R.

chancel, chancellor,

chancery).
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GEOMETRICAL PERSPECTIVE. XI.

PROBLEM XXXIII. (Fig. 55). A stone slab is inclined at an

angle oj 35 with the ground; it is resting on an edge of one of its

ends, which is paral-
lel with the picture

plane; tlie edge on
the ground is 4 feet
within ; length of
alab 9 feet ; breadth

8 feet; thickness 2 -5

feet. Height of the

eye 4 feet ; and dis-

tance from the PP 8

feet.

Although the slab

is on an incline, yet
its ends are parallel
with the PP, there-

fore it may be con-

sidered a case of

parallel perspec-
tive ; had it been
flat on the ground,
its vanishing point
would have been tho

PS ; but being an
incline of 35 its VP
is perpendicularly
above the PS, found

by drawing a line

at 35 with the HL
from DE' (we hope
ourpupilsnow clear-

ly understand that

the vanishing lines

for inclinations are

always drawn from
the DP of the VP, to

which they would
retire if they were
horizontal ; we beg
them to turn back
and examine the

figures of the pre-
vious problems to

confirm this). Tho
first thing to be
done is to find the

point b within the

picture ; make c a
and c d each equal
to 4 feet (these distances are

gether equal to the width of

slab) ; and r-
'

is 4 feet within
will use the point a again, and rule

a line to DE 1
; where this line cuts

the line c PS gives the point b : join
d PS and a PS ; through b draw e f.

Now, as the face and end of the stone are at

right angles with each other, it is very evident
that if the vanishing line of the face is at VP1

,

the vanishing line of the end must form a right

angle with it and terminate at VP2
. Find VP%

and its distance point DVP2
; through d draw

the perpendicular h d g in i. Now we must draw
the end of the stone o e p f thus : because it

vanishes at VP2
, therefore we must draw a line

from DVP2
through e to the measuring line in h ;

mark off the thickness of the stone 2'5 feet from
h to g, and rule g back again to DVP*, this gives
the perspective thickness of the slab o c directed

to VP2
. To obtain the opposite corners p, f will

present no difficulty ; from e draw to VP1
,
and from the distance

point of VP1 draw a line through e to in on the measuring line ;

makem i equal to the length of the slab ; a line from i to DVP 1

will cu<; the vanishing line e to VP 1 in n ; draw n s towards VP2
,

and s t meeting a line fsom y> to the VP1
,
this will complete the

VP

perspective of the slab. We will now draw tha same slab not

having any of its sides parallel with the PP.

PROBLEM XXXIV. (Fig. 56). The slab of the last problem,
having the same dimensions; the position only different; one of its

edges is at an angle
of 40 with the PP ;

the remaining con-

ditions as before.

Draw the HL, BP,
distance E and semi-

circle. Find the

VP for the end, viz.

VP 1

, by a line from
E at an angle of 40
with the tangent
line. VP2 is found

by drawing a line at

a right angle with
E VP 1

; draw E PS b;
b c is the distance

of the nearest point

within, determining
a (remember DE is

the distance point
for cutting the line

b PS to find a). Tho

vanishing point for

the face of the slab

will be VP3
,
found

by drawing a line

from DVP2 at an

angle of 30; VP
will be the vanish-

ing point for the

end. For their dis-

tance points, draw
from VP4

, with a
radius to DVP2

,
an

arc to DVP4
. From

VP3
, with a radius

to DVP2
, draw an

arc to DVP3
. To

draw the horizontal

edge a o, draw a
line from a to VP1

;

draw from DVP1

through a to g;
make g h equal to

the width ; from h

rule back again to

DVP', giving the re-

quired length of the

end a o. Through a draw from

DVP4 to e on the measuring line,

e f is equal to the thickness of the

slab ; draw from / to DVP4
, and

through a directed to VP4 draw an;
draw from n to VP1

. Through o

draw o p directed to VP4
, this will

be the end of the slab. Draw from a to vp3
;

through a from DVP3 draw a line to i ; make i m
equal to the length of the slab ; draw from m

back again to DVPS
,
this will produce a r. Draw

a line from n to VP3 for the inclined edge. A
line directed from VP4

through r. meeting the

line from n to VP3 in s, will be the termination

of the length. From s to t
,
directed to VP', will

be the upper edge of the face of the slab.

If these two problems upon the same slab, in

the same position, and having the same dimen-

sions, but viewed from different points, are well
v

|

r~
studied, with regard to that especial reason

which suggested their introduction viz., the

principle of finding vanishing points for inclined lines and

planes, and the method of treating them according to the

characters and proportions of the objects, and the view we

have of them they will help to make our future problems) pos-

sessing more details easy to be understood.



.

I.KSSONS IN ENGLISH. XXXV.
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"Are you at ease now, is your heart at rest,

Now you have got a shadow, au umbrella,
To keep the scorching world's opinion
From your fair credit ?

" Beaumont and Fletcher.

The latter passage makes it very clear that the umbrella, at

the time it was written, was intended not, as now, to keep off the

rain, but to cover the face from the sun. But what are we to

cay of the description in the former quotation, in which it clearly

appears that the umbrella was "flat" when "spread?" The
explanation is offered in the fact that the first kind of parasol
was a large fan. I cite a few words from Miss Strickland's
"
Queens of England" (Vol. VIII., p. 355) :

" The courtly belles

v,sed the gigantic green shading-fans which had been introduced

by the Queen (Catherine) and her Portuguese ladies, to shield

their complexion from the sun, when they did not wish wholly
to obscure their charms by putting on their masks. Both the
mask and the fan, or umbrella, were in general use in this reign.
The green shading-fan is of Moorish origin, and for more than
a century after the marriage of Catherine of Bragauza was
considered an indispensable luxury by our fair and stately
ancestral dames, who used them in open carriages, in the pro-

menade, and at prayers, when they ostentatiously screened their

devotions from public view, by spreading them before their faces

when they knelt. The India trade, opened by Catherine's

marriage treaty, soon supplied the ladies of England with fans

better adapted, by their lightness and elegance, to be used as

weapons of coquetry at balls and plays. Addison has de-

voted several papers in the Spectator to playful satire on these

toys, from whence the now general terms of flirt and flirtation

have been derived."

Undoubtedly the practice of flirtation grew and prevailed in and
before the days of Addison : but as to the origin of the word
flirt Miss Strickland is in error. Derived from to fleer, flirt or

flurt, signifying a light and silly tossing, is of Saxon origin, and

may be found in some of our earliest writers. This flirting of

the fan is termed by Addison, flutter. The piece in which he
describes this flutter is in his best style for quiet satire, and I

shall therefore transcribe it as your lesson in composition, re-

questing you to send to some friend an account both of the

ensuing and of my observations on the umbrella, the parasol,
and the fan.

EXEECISE IN COMPOSITION.

MR. SPECTATOR, Women are armed with faus, as men with swords,
and sometimes do more execution with them. To the end. therefore,
that ladies may be entire mistresses of the weapons which they bear, I

have erected an academy for the training up of young women in "the
exercise of the fan," according to the most fashionable airs and
motions that are now practised at court. The ladies who "

carry
"
fans

under me, are drawn up twice a day iu my great hall, where they are
instructed in the use of their arms, and exercised by the following
words of command :

Handle your fans !

Unfurl your faus !

Discharge your fans !

Ground your fans !

Recover your fans !

Flutter your fans !

By the right observation of these few plain words of command, a
woman of tolerable genius, who will apply herself diligently to her
exercise for the space of but one half year, shall be able to give her fan
a)l the graces that can possibly enter iuto that little modish machine.

But to the end that my readers may form to themselves a right
notion of this exercise, I beg leave to explain it to them in all its parts.
When my i'emale regiment is drawn up in array, with every ope her
weapon in her hand, upon my giving the word "to handle their
fans," each of them shakes her fan at me with a smile, then gives her
right-hand woman a tap upon the shoulder, then presses her lips with
the extremity of her fan, then lets her arms fall in an easy motion, and
stands in a readiness to receive the next word of command. All this
is done with a close fan, and is generally learned in the first week.
The next motion is that of "unfurling the fan," in which are com-

prehended several little flirts and vibrations, as also gradual and
deliberate openings, with many voluntary fallings asunder in the fan
itself, that are seldom learned under a month's practice. This part of
the exercise pleases the spectators more than any other, as it discovers
on a sudden au infinite number of cupids, ga-lands, altars, birds, beasts,
rainbows, and the like agreeable figures, that display themselves to
view, whilst every one in the regiment holds a picture in her hand.
Upon my giving the word to "

discharge their fans," they give one
general crack that may be heard at a considerable distance when the
wind sets fair. This is one of the most difficult parts of the exercise ;

but I have several ladies with me, who at their first entrance could not
give a pop loud enough to be heard at the farther end of the room, who
can now "

discharge a fan
"
in such a manner that it shall make a

report like a pocket-pistol. I have likewise taken care, in order to
hinder young women from letting off their fans in wrong places or un-
suitable occasions, to show upon what subject the crack of a fan may
come in properly. I have likewise invented a fan with which a girl of

sixteen, by the help of a little wind which is inclosed about one of the
largest sticks, can make as loud a crack as a woman of fifty with an.

ordinary fan.

Wheu the fans are thus "
discharged," the word of command in

course is to "
ground their fans." This teaches a lady to quit her

fan gracefully when she throws it. aside in order to take up a pack of

cards, adjust a curl of h;iir, replace a fallen pin, or apply herself to*

any other matter of importance. This part of the exercise, as it

only consists in tossing a fan with an air upon a long table (which,
stands by for that purpose), may be learned in two days' time as well
as in a twelvemonth.
When my female regiment is thus disarmed, I generally let them,

walk about the room for some time; when on a sudden, like ladies-

that look upon their watches after a long visit, they all of them hasten
to their arms, catch them up in a hurry, and place themselves in their

proper stations upon my calling out " Recover your fans !

" This

part of the exercise is not difficult, provided a woman applies her

thoughts to it.

The "
fluttering of the fan

"
is the last, and indeed the master-

piece of the whole exercise ; but if a lady does not mis-spend her time
she may make herself mistress of it in three months. I generally lay-

aside the dog-days and the hot time of the summer for the teaching-
this part of the exercise, for as soon as ever I pronounce" Fluttro

your fans," the place is filled with so many zephyrs and gentle breezes
as are very refreshing in that season of the year, though they might
be dangerous to ladies of a tender constitution in any other.

There is an infinite variety of motions to be made use of in the
" flutter of a fan :

"
there is the angry flutter, the modish flutter, the

timorous flutter, the confused flutter, the merry flutter, and the
amorous flutter. Not to be tedious, there is scarce any emotion in

the mind which does not produce a suitable agitation in the fan ;

insomuch that if I only see the fan of a disciplined lady, I know very
well whether she laughs, frowns, or blushes. I have seen a fan so

Tery angry, that it would have been dangerous for the absent lover

who provoked it to have come within the wind of it ; and at other

times so very languishing, that I have been glad, for the lady's sake,
the lover was at a sufficient distance from it. I need not add that a
fan is either a prude or a coquette, according to the name of the person,
who bears it. To conclude my letter, I must acquaint you that I have
from my own observations compiled a little treatise for the use of my
scholars, entitled " The Passions of the Fan ;

" which I will communi-
cate to you, if you think it may be of uje to the public. I shall hav&
a general review on Thursday next, to which you shall be very welcome,
if you will honour it with your presence. I am, etc.

P.S. I teach young gentlemen the whole art of gallanting a fan.

N.B. I have several little plain fans made for this use, to avoid

expense.

READINGS IN FRENCH. XI.

J A C O P .

SECTION I.

ON aime a recueillir, comme un religious souvenir, tout ce qui

appartient (a) a la vie 1 des hommes illustres. A. ce titre 1'anec-

dote suivante ne sera pas sans interet,
2 car vous connaissez tous

son principal heros : Napoleon !

Par un beau jour d'etl, deux jeunes enfants, un garon et une

petite fille s'amusaient a courir dans un magnifique jardin

d'Ajaccio en Corse. 3 Tous les deux, armes d'un filet pour prendre
des papillons,

4 se livraient avec ardeur a la poursuite de ces jolie

insectes.

C'etaient Napoleon, 1'un des fils de Charles Bonaparte et de
Loetitia Ramolini, et la petite filisa, sa so3ur.5

Les deux enfants se dirigerent vers un bouquet (6) de lilas

situe a 1'extremite du jardin, qu'une simple haie separait de la

campagne.
6

Presque au memo instant, les deux filets se pose-
rent (c) sur un branche ou venait de s'arreter un papillon ;

7 mais

celui-ci, faisant un ricochet, s'echappe,
8

et, s'elevant en zigs-

zags dans les airs, prend sa course par-dela la haie et s'elance

dans la campagne. 9

"Ah ! Napoleon, qu'est-ce done que tu viens de faire ?" 10

" Je viens de franchir un defile pour gagner la bataille. Suis-

moi." n

Alors ecartant les branches, prenant sa sceur par la main, il

lui facilite le passage de 1'autre c6te du jardin.
12 Libres alors,

ils s'elancent a la poursuite dii fugitif et ne tardent pas a so



IN IM.

trouver en raxe(<i) oampagne.
1* Tout a coup, liaa pooaae uo

cri ;" (liUia BOD a . i\ -:i:.n.- .|.i

ipli .in-. i'.. * II" 1'a nmveraee aveo

lit tout ban Elisa a Napouk>n,
|r>

! tiuu-4 I-IM nnna Tito fr In. m^jypri ) m^tr^n
n'en H .

i..- in.- MoreifJ :, moi," fit Napoleon: "je reate.u Voia
oette pauvro petite, com.uo elle so dcsole ; c'est nous qoi aommea
la cause du malhcur ijui lui i vons le

r." ly

rougit et baissa los yeux ;

M
maia, oommo olio

.ivait boa oGonr, elle H'approoha do la petite qui oontiiiuait a
i HO in it a ramaaaer les u)ufn"

.1 point aoutfort ; he-las ! plus do.s deux tiers ctaient

oajw^8.n
COLLOQUIAL EXERCISE.

1. Qu'aiiuo-t-ou a r.;iMi,-iilii-:> 13. Oil ullcrout alors les enfants ?

dit 1'auteur de I'auecdotx) ? 14. Que fit tout a coup f.liua

3. c^
1

.< jeunes eufants

par un boau jour d'6W ?

4. Que faisaiout-ils do leurs

filets ?

5. Qui etaiout les deux enfants ?

6. Vers quel endroit se diri-

gerent-ils
'

7. Quo fireut-ils en m6me temps ?

8. Prirent-ils lo papillon ?

9. Oil s'en alia 1'insecte ?

10. Quo dit alors Elisa ?

11. Que lui ropoudit le jeuue
Napoleon ?

12. Que fit-il en ecartuut lea

branches ?

15. Pourquoi poussa-t-ello un cri ?

16. Quo dit-ollo a son frcro ?

17. Que lui proposa-t-ello de
faire ?

18. Que lui re'poudit Napoldon ?

19. Qu'ajouta-t-il en lui uioutruut
la I'.iuvro petite ?

20. Qucl fut 1'offet des parules du

Napoleon ?

21. Quo fit alors Elisa ?

22. Quo ramassa-t-ello P

23. Y avait-il boaucoup d'ceufs de
cassds?

NOTES.

(e) From gisir.

(f) Sauvons-nous, let us run ausoy.

(g) From satwr.

(a) From appartoin'r.

(b) Bouquet clump.

(c) Se poserent, were lowered.

(d) Ease campagne, open country.

SECTION II.
" Helas !" disait lo petite en sanglotant,

"
quo (a) devenir F1

en voiLI (b) au moins pour un petit ecu (c) de perdus ! Que
dire (d) in maman qnand jo vais etre de retour ? Je vais etre

battue, et le produit de ces oeufs qui devait faire vivre notre
famille pendant trois jours !

"*

"Aliens! calme-toi," dit Napoleon,
3 en lui donnant deux

petites pieces de monnaio qu'il avait dans sa poche ; "voili,

deja nne partio du prix de tos cauf3 ; suia-nous pour le reste." 4

Elisa s'approcha ot lui dit mysterieusement a 1'oreille :

" A quoi penses-tu done, Napoleon? Nous allons ctro au moins

pour trois jours au pain sec et a 1'eau." 4

" Nous avons casse les ceufs," repliqua Napoleon,
"

il faut les

payer."
4

En ce moment on entendit la voix per^ante de la bonne qui
faisait retentir 1'air dos noms de Napoleon ot d'filisa.7

" Nous voici ! (e) nous voici !

"
repondirent ensemble les deux

enfants.8

" Ah ! o'est bion heureux ! depuis deux houres quo je vous
cherche. Quelle eat done cette petite?"

9
ajouta la bonne en

voyant la paysanne qui marchait derriero Napoleon.
"C'est nous," dit Napoleon, "qui avons casse sea ceufs en

courant apres les papillons ;

10 et je meno cotte petite a mamau
pour qu'ello paie (/) le de^at quo nous avons fait." u

Feu d'instants apres, la bonne et les deux enfants, snivis de la

petite paysanne, entrerent dans nno salle ou etait reunio la famille

Bonaparte.
12 Madame Loetitia prit la parole :

"Napoleon, Elisa, je vous avais fait cadeau d'nn filet;
13 mais

vous m'avez dcsobui en franchissant la haio et en courant plus
loin a travers le, campa^na ; rendez-moi vos filets, cela vous

eparansra 1'occasion do me desobeir encore." 14

"
Maman," fit (g) Napoleon,

" c'est moi qui suis coupablo ,

c'est moi qnl ai entraJnt'- filis i." I5

La petite fillo ne dit mot, mais elle aauta au oou de son
frere.'

" Ma sceur," dit 1'archidiacre d'Ajaccio,
"
pecho avoue eat

& moitie pardonne : je demande grace pour Napoleon."
17

" Oh bien ! mon oncle," dit lisa, "demandez grace aussi

pour moi, je vous en prie, car j'ai fait bien plus de mal qne
lui.""

.

lurjl i groc p&jha M-ta dona ooauaia f
" u dit le

Yealnble en aoun . irle franchameot, et j to pwoieU
>ur Ui."

L Que diwit 1* petit* fill* en
auglotaut

2. Quo dit^Ila 4 1'erml du pro.
ilM (BUf* ?

lui dit NupoWon ?

4. Qua lui donna-t-il poor la

5. Que dit flira i Napo^on?
6. Quo lui ripondit NapoUonP
7. Qu'entendit-on en 00 mo-
ment P

8. Que nipondirunt ! enfanU ?

'.;r .lit l.i bonne ?

10. Quo dit alon NapoMon ?

11. Qu'ajouta-t-il en parlant du
-

KXKIU;II:.

ntrcnmt IM

ditMadMMLoUtte
14. Qa'ajoaU-t^U* 4

JUV Q.ujlU, nj,c X.poWoontil
i. tit, tnereP

10. Que fit alom la pet: U ?

17. QIM dit 1'arcbidimora d'/-

J*eeio i la nitre d Napoleon r

18. Que dit f.lua a oo oocto ?

10. Quelle qtuvtiou lui At Ycr
. icre /

'lit encore le TicilUrd e
onriant /

:.'. 1 1.-.

(a) Que deremir, w/iat wilt lecomt

ofmtf
(b) En voila, htrt are.

(c) Petit ^cu, half a French
three francs.

(d) Qne dire, what can I say f

(e) Nan* void, ha* w or*.

.

IM often, in Uiuiliur but*

guage, used for dit.

(h) From u>

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSON3 IN 1

Btftfc Ul 17n iV.-i. 11., ;,:,-.-
:;

1. No connaissez-Tous pas cet homine ? 2. OuL Monsieur, je le

counais a son grand chapenu. 3. A qnoi me reconnaii>*cz-rons ? 4.

Je vous reconnais i votre ddinarche. 5. BeconnaiMez-vous mon ami
i ses gestes ? 6. Non, Monsieur, je le reconnais a sou habit uoir. 7.

Le conuaissez-vous bien '( 8. Je le connais de rue : uiaU je no lui ai

jainais parle. 9. Vous oonnaissez-vous en fer ? JO. Nou, Monsieur :

le forgerou se connait eu fer. 11. A quoi couuaittez-Tous rot re litre ?

12. Je le conuaitrai a ces uianim-H. 13. V.ivez-vous pas connu Totre

amio a la voir? 14. Non, Mi<lini'-, je 1'ai couuue i M cherelure
blonde. 15. Vous etes-vous fait connaitrc ? 16. Je ne me suU paa
fait connaitro. 17. Avcz-vous recouuu 1'amie de M"'' rot re sceur i Me
cheveux bouclds ? 18. Je 1'y ai reconune. 19. Le umrchaud *e eoo-
nait-il bien en drap ? 20. II s'y couuait miens qua moi. 21. S'jr con-
nait-il inieux que lo fabricant ? 22. II s'y connait tout aussi I.

lui. J. i.'orfi rre ne se couuuit-il pas aussi bien qne TOUS en ,

- *? 21. II s'y couuait uiioux que moi. '>. Eu quoi rous
conuaissez-vous ? 26. Je no me coiiuais a rieu. 27. M' !'** TO* soon
ce se connaissent-elles pas bieu eu i>oesie ? 28. Elles ne s'y connais-

suut point du tout. 29. Ne connaissez-vous pas cette demoiselle a sa

robo ? 30. Jo la connais a sa demarche gracieuse. 31. Se sout-ils fait

contiaitre ? 32. Us so hout fait counuitro par leur lurriu-. 33. N'eat-

oe pas a 1'oenvre qu'on couuait I'artiaan? 34. A 1'oeuvre on connait

1'artisan. (la. FONTAINE.) 35. II s'y connait.

EXERCISE 171 (Vol. II., page 365).
1. Are you displeased with your uncle for what he has said ? 2. I

am not at all displeased with him for it. 3. Would yon not be thank-
ful (obliged) to mo if I took you with me ? 4. I should be exceedingly
obliged to you (for it). 5. Are you not thuukful to them for having

kept that secret ? 6. I am very thuukful to them (or having kept it.

7. Have you not recommended them to keep silent b. I hate (re-

commended them to keep o). 9. Does that patieut still kep his bed F

10. He no longer keeps his bed, but he is still obliirtd to keep his

room. 11. Is your hair well tied ? 12. No, Sir; it flies at the will ot

the wind. 13. Will you keep your servant ? 14. I will keep him, he
doos every thing to my fancy. 15. Whatever offers may be mad* to

him, ho will not leave me. 16. However good those ladies may be,

they are not to my fancy. 17. Whatever the consequence* of this

affair may bo, I am thankful to you for your intentions. 18. Beauti-

ful as she is, she is not to my mind. 19. Have you done it against

your wish (in spite of i/ourse)/) ? 2". No, Sir; 1 h .% .inn.- it willingly.

21. Willing or not willing, he shall go away. 22. Will you keep my
secret ? 23. I will keep it. 21. Ho changes his opinion with every event.

EXERCISE 172 (Vol. II., page
1. Se mariera-t-il centre le gre

1

de .- . 11 no se mariera

pas centre le grl de ses parents. 8. De quoi me savez vous mauvai*

grl? 4. Je no TOUS sais mauvais pro de rion. 5. La cbvelure da

votre petite fille est-elle noute ? 6. Ell* n'est pas nonet-, elle flotte as

gn' du vent. 7. Que penses-vous de mon livre ? 8. C'eat a mou grt
le meilleur livre que j'aie hi. 9. Ne me sauret-vous pas manvaia gre

de ne pas veuir aujourd'hui ? 10. Jo ne vous on Murai pas mauTmis

gre
1

. 11. Ne lirez-vons pas oette lottre? 12. Quelque bieu ecrito

qu'ello soit, je ue la lirai pas. 13. Ces dames bout-elles belles? 14.

Quelque belles et bonnes qu'elles soient, elles ue sont pas a mon gre.

15. Etes-vous fachtf centre mon frere? 16. Nou, Monsieur ; J* lui as,*"
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bon gr6 de ses intentions, quelles quo soient les suites de sa conduite.
17. Me garderez-vous IB secret ? 18. Je vous le garderai de bou gre.

19. Votre soeur gurde-t-elle le lit de bon gre"? 20. Elle ne garde pas
la chiiuibre <le bou gre". 21. Bon gre", ma) gre", il faut qu'elle garde la

chambre, quaiul elle est mulade. 22. G ."derez-vous le secret sur ce

point ? 23. Je le gaiderai de bou gre. 24. Je vous sais bon gre de
vos bouues intentions. 25. Lui savez-vous bou grd de cela? 26. Je
lui en sais bou gre. 27. Le juge gardera-t-il son domestique ? 28. II

le gardera. 29. Fait-il sou travail a sou gre
1

? 30. II le fait a son gre.

31. M. votre frere est-il oblige de garder la tnaison ? 32. II est oblige*

de garder le lit. 33. N'a-t-il pas quitto sa chambre? 34. II n'a pas
encore quittd sa chambre ; il est trop malade pour la quitter. 35.

Si TOUS vouliez faire cela, je vous en sauraia le meilleur gre du moude,

Fig. 70.

MECHANICS. XIII.
PRINCIPLE OP VIRTUAL VELOCITIES THE THKEE

SYSTEMS OP PULLEYS.

IN our last lesson we noticed the two kinds of single pulleys,
the fixed and the movable. In the fixed pulley there is no gain
at all in power : a force of 1 pound will only support a weight of

the same amount. What, then, is the use of it ? Simply that it

enables us to change the direction in which any force acts often

as great an advantage as an increase of power would be.

Suppose, for instance, a man wants to raise a heavy bale to

the top of a warehouse. He might go to the upper story, and
lift it by pulling in a rope tied round it ; but this would be a

very bad way of applying his force, and would soon tire him,

and, at the same time, there would be a great danger of his

overbalancing himself and falling. Instead of this, the rope is

passed over a pulley fixed to an arm which projects from the

warehouse, and he stands within, or

on the ground, and by pulling down-
wards raises the bale.

In the single movable pulley there

is, as we saw, an actual gain, a power
of one pound balancing a weight of

two pounds. The single fixed pulley,
or runner, is often used with this, not
that it increases the advantage gained,
but merely to change the direction, it

being usually more convenient for the

power to act downwards than upwards.
No vy, if we turn our attention to the

figure, we shall learn from it a new
and very important principle, which,
though it strictly belongs to dynamics,

time being taken into account, we had better inquire into now,
as it will help us more clearly to understand our subject.
We have supposed that there is equilibrium in the system,

that is, that the power exactly balances the weight, being, in bhis

case, just one-half of it. Now, let the power be slightlv in-

creased so that P falls
; the weight, w, will then be raised ; and let

this continue till it has been raised through a space of, say, two
inches. Now, since it is supported by the cords, or rather the
two parts A B, A c of the same cord, it is plain that each must
be shortened by the same quantity namely, two inches and to

effect this, p must move through four inches, or double the space
passed over by w. Thus while, on the one hand, a power of

|

one pound will balance a weight of two, the power must, on the

other hand, be moved through four inches in order to move the

weight through two, or, in other words, the power is only one-hal/
the weight ; but in order to raise the weight any given distance,
it must move over twice that distance. This rule is frequently

expressed as follows :

Whatever is gained in power is lost in time ; that is, if by any
of the mechanical powers we are enabled to overcome a larger
resistance than the power could if directly applied, in just that

proportion will the space through which the power moves be

larger than that through which the weight moves, and therefore

the time occupied will be proportionally longer.

This, simple principle applies to all the mechanical powers, and,
when fully understood, clears up many difficulties, and removes

apparent paradoxes. It is, therefore, important for us to be
clear about it. A machine cannot create force; it merely
modifies the force or motion of the power, so as to cause it best

to produce the resistance or motion required. The power must
be supplied by some "

prime mover," as it is called, such as

Pig. 71.

the force of the wind or the tide, the strength of men or

animals, or the force of heat, which converts water into steam.
But when we have the force wo can store it up, as is the case
in a clock or watch, where the real driving power, which is the
force or the hand exerted in winding it up, is laid up in the

1 spring and used gradually ; the spring not being, as it is

|

commonly called, the moving power, but merely a kind of

reservoir in which it is stored up for future use. Or we can

modify and change the mode of action of our force, as in a
water-mill, where the onward force of the stream is changed
into the circular motion of the millstone, or applied in any other

way that may be desired.

If by the movable pulley a man can lift a weight of two

hundred-weight to any given height say, for instance, four feet

when without it he can only lift one hundred-weight, it will take
him twice as long to do it, and the practical result will be the
same as if he divided the weight into two of one hundred-weight
each, and lifted each separately ; the only difference being one
of convenience, for by it he can lift a weight which otherwise
would be too heavy for him to move.

If we for a moment retrace our steps, and see the application
of this principle to the mechanical powers we have already
considered, we shall perceive more distinctly its full meaning
and importance.

Let us take again the case of a lever of the first kind.

Suppose the power to act
at a distance from the ful-

JJ
1

crum, F, five times as great
as the weight does ; let p F

be, for instance, 10 feet,

and F w 2 feet. Then a

power of 3 pounds will

balance a weight of 15

pounds. If P be now
slightly increased, w will be raised that is, a weight of 15

pounds will be lifted by a force only slightly greater than 3

pounds. This at first sight seems very strange, and a contra-

diction of our principle that a machine cannot create force.

But let us suppose that p has moved to P', so that the lever is

now in the position of the dotted line p* w7

, w having likewise

moved to w' ; p will have passed over the arc F p', and w over
w w7

; and since F p is five times as great as F w, p p' is also, by
the laws of geometry, five times as great as \vw'. You can

easily satisfy yourself of this by actual measurement. And so,

though the power has lifted a weight five times as great as

itself, in order to do so, it has had to pass over a space five

times as large as that passed over by th weight.
We thus get another way of expressing our principle, which

should be carefally remembered : The power multiplied by the

space through which it moves is equal to the weight multiplied

by the space through which it moves. Of course, as before

explained, when we speak of the power multiplied by the

distance, we mean the product of the two numbers which

represent the number of units of weight in the power, what-
ever they be, and the number of units of length in the distance.

In the case above let P P' bo 5 inches, w w' will be 1 inch,
and 3 (the number of pounds in the power), multiplied by 5 (the
number of inches through which it has passed), is equal to 15

multiplied by 1. This equation, as it is called, is plainly true,

each product being 15.

This principle, which is called the LAW OF VIRTUAL VELO-
CITIES, is the fundamental principle in mechanics, and holds

good in all the mechanical powers. On account of its import-
ance, it has been called the Golden Eule of Mechanics.
We will now trace its application to the wheel and axle,

which is, in reality, only a modification of the lever, being an

arrangement whereby an endless succession of levers may be

brought into play, for any two radii of the wheel and axle in

the same straight line may be considered as a simple lever.

If the power be slightly increased it descends, and, when tho

wheel has turned just once round, will have fallen through ;;

space equal to the circumference of the wheel. In the same
time, the weight will have been raised through a space equal tc

the circumference of the axle. But tho circumference of circles

always bear the same ratio to one another that their radii bear.

If, then, the radius of the wheel be 12 inches, and that of th"

axle 3 inches, the power will pass through four times as great u

space as the weight, but will only be one-fourth of it.
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IT WM a in HMUO that w:n d. i ! ! on th<- Lint day
of that .*',. MI days' liattli- brtwr.'n tin- S.u.ic, mo host mid tho

.vnuy i-f Kurop.'Hii Christians undur t'harliM tii.- Ham
'ulli'd from tin' way in whidi hn smote tin- i-iu-my on thin occa-

sion), whioh wits fought on thn hanks .if tin- l.oip-, at

now .-lands tii'- I'Hy of Tours, on October 1"

nvilly wiii whether or uot the domi-

nion of tin' Saraoenn, who had already conquered so far and
so thoroughly, should be extended to northern and western

Kurop,-, and whi'th.-r Christianity should bo subverted by the

religion <>f Muuoinet, whose intolerant disciples and zealous

nroselytisera the Arabian Saracens were. To tho < i

i or tiir Koran |" There is but one God, and M.ihom.-t

is tlm prophet of God !" cries whioh were the knell of hundreds
of thousands of Christians the Saracens burst from their desert

home in Arabia, and swept in one strong tide of conquest
through northern Africa, western Asia, and eastern Europe, till

tin y |>;n! fd on the Morocco shoves of tho Mediterranean Sea.

They looked northward ; they were full of energyand restlessness,

and they thought to gratify their ambition and to spread the

religion of their prophet by further conquests on the continent

of Europe. While in this frame of mind a renegade Christian

knight, Count Julian, displeased with the treatment he hod
received from his master, tho Gothic Kin},' of Spain, invited the

strangers to invade his master's kingdom. Under the conduct
of Tank (whoae name is preserved in that of the rock of Gib-

raltar, called by the Saracens Gibei-at-Tewifc), a resolute band
crossed tho straits, landed in Spain, and, assisted by reinforce-

ments of their countrymen, conquered the country, and reduced
the Christians to a condition of dependence, if not of slavery. As
aoon as they had settled their new gain into something like order,

they looked round for fresh conquests, and marching across the

Pyrenees, pushed on as far as the Loire, overcoming the very slight
resistance that was opposed to them. Their plans included the

conquest of France, Italy, and Germany, the seizure and dis-

memberment of tho Greek empire being reserved as a sort of

bonne-bonche for the last. The effect of this would have been,
in all human probability, to drive Christianity into tho cold

regions of tho extreme north, where the remnants left of the

European nations would have found a home, secure by virtue

of its climate, from the attacks of the cold-dreading sons of

Arabia. There seems, however, to be a rule of nature that the

south shall not prevail over the north, but contrariwise, that

in the long run the north shall be master. So it proved at the

battle of Tonrs in 732. Though the accounts we have of the

oattle, and of the circumstances attendant upon it, are chiefly
from Christian writers, whoso record bears upon the face of it

strong marks of exaggeration, especially in point of numbers,
the Saracen host being computed at near half a million of men,
we may yet gather that the contending hosts were vast, consider-

ing tho populations which furnished them, and also we may
believe that the Christians were in the minority. For seven

days the fight lasted ; scarcely was night allowed to break the

continuance of the fray ; tho cross and the crescent struggled
for the mastery, and the iron-clad warriors of the Church struck

hard and thrust deep against the lighter-armed Moslems, whose
skill and bravery had brought so many nationalities to their

feet. May we not join with the valiant and pious men who, having
fought and conquered with Charles the Hammer, ascribed the

victory, not to the strength of their own arms of flesh, but to

the mercy of the Lord, who fought on his people's side ?

Some accounts have it that 300,000 of the Saracens were

slain, an almost incredible statement when we consider the

gunpowderless weapons with which all the butchery must
have been done ; but however that may be, the Saracens were
routed with such tremendous loss that they never afterwards

attempted an invasion of France. Their shattered army re-

crossed the mountains, and sought in the quiet of its Spanish
provinces to bo healed of the wounds which " so bloodily did

yawn upon its face." Charlemagne, grandson of tho Ham-
mer, recovered from the Saracens a large portion even of their

Spanish territory, and established a military colony in the

acquired districts to serve as a bulwark to Christendom against
further encroachments from the south.

But who were the Saracens, and whence came they ? The

answer involve* omo mention of the origin of th-

Al.out the year of ,,0v there WM born at
M.-o-a on.- Mah.jm.rt, th.j xon of a. < hn-'. ,:.,-,.! .],.,-. ^,1 ]., r

I Abdullah, who WM an idolater. Mahomet's parent*
>;n he WM a lad, and from the ago of thirteen till be WM
nan forty ho WM engaged in trade, having hem instructed

and brought up by bin unclon, Ah
till a young man he married Kadgab, a rich widow, old

enough to be his mother, and being by the marriage placed in

affluence, gave himself to contemplation and to study. Every
year he retired to a oavo near Mecca in order to spend a monUi
in solitude and prayer, and he announced that during then-

periods the angel Gabriel appeared to him and told bun hidden
things. Then he related how ho had been taken by the angel
into tho presence of God, who had told him he WM to be bis

prophet, that prophet which should unite all men un :

religion of which the one indivisible God WM head. The Koran,
or liook that ought to be read," contained the revelations
which the angel Gabriel, as the mouthpiece of the Almighty,
was supposed to have made to Mahomet.
Tho first to believe in Mahomet as the prophet of God was

his wife Kadijah, whose example WM followed by several of
Mahomet's kinsmen and acquaintance ; but the people were
slow to accept him, and tho authorities at Mecca were so scan-
dalised at his professions, that after a short time spent in

preaching to the people he was forced to fly to Yatreb, now
Medina (the city), where he had many disciples. Medina became
tho nucleus of the prophet's power, ard thither flocked the dis-

contented and the converted to enrol themselves under his

banner. Bands of armed men belonging to his sect infested the
road to Mecca, hostilities broke out, and Mahomet succeeded,
after several encounters in which fortune did not always favour

him, in arranging for peace, one of the conditions of which woo
his public entry into Mecca in his capacity of prophet. From
this time Mahomet became the most powerful prince in Arabia,
converts by tho thousand were made to his religion, and h

began to turn his thoughts towards spreading his doctrines

beyond the limits of his own country. For " the people of the
book "

that is to say, people who claimed to have had special

revelations, as the Jews and the Christians he allowed his

followers to have toleration on payment of tribute, but for

idolaters of all kinds the message brought by Mahomet con
tained only a choice between the alternatives, Death or the
Koran. Mahomet, beyond sending a few military missionary
expeditions under enthusiastic commanders against some of the
southern provinces of the Greek empire, does not appear to have
done much more than to acquire for him*elf and his religion a
complete supremacy in Arabia. All foreign rule was abolished

by him, all other religions systems were forced to yield pre-
cedence to his within tho borders of Arabia, and ready to do
hid bidding was on army of 100,000 hardy warriors, unener-
vatcd by civilisation, and entirely possessed with the belief

that it was their duty and their privilege to spread the know-

ledge of Mahomet and his teaching.
On the 8th of June, A.D. 632, the prophet died from tho effects

of poison, administered, it is said, by a Jewess who wished to

try whether he actually was, as he asserted himself to be, the
Messiah that should come into the world. Discord sprang up
among tho chiefs upon the question of a successor, but the

supremo command over tho faithful was at length accorded to

Abubeker, the father of Ayesha, Mahomet's favourite wife.

Abubeker crushed by force of arms tue efforts of rivals to

depose him, assumed the title of Khaliph, or Vicar, and pro-
ceeded forthwith to enlarge the borders of the Saracenic empire.

Making wise choice of commanders, chief of whom was the

mighty Khaled, "the sword of God," he invaded Syria, Baby-
lonia, and the nearest provinces of the Greek empire, and
covered the Saracen arms with the laurels of victory. Damascus
and Jerusalem were both attacked, and the former, though
defended by a numerous garrison, and though the Emperor
Horaclius sent an army of 100,000 men to relieve it, was cap-
tured on the very day that Abubeker died (A.D. 634). Under
Omar, the successor of Abubeker, Persia, Egypt, and Syria fell,

Jerusalem itself falling into tho Khaliph's power in the year of

our Lord 637. Upon tho spot where Solomon's temple had

tood, the great mosque of Omar was built ; the Christians

were allowed to retain tin ir churches, and were promised pro-
tection in return for tribute, and at first it seemed as if the
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change of masters would prove beneficial the change from the

slothful mis-government by provincial governors appointed by
the emperor, to the strong, just, and wise government of the

K'haliph.
Prom the death of Omar, who was assassinated in 643, till

the invasion of Spain in 710, the Saracen empire had extended
its borders with little intermission. Besides establishing itself

all along the coast of northern Africa, it had mastered the

islands of Sardinia, Sicily, Rhodes, and Crete, and had effected

a lodgment on the Italian peninsula. But during that time also

divisions had sprung up among chiefs who each claimed the

throne, and who appealed to the sword to decide between them.
The Arabian simplicity and hardihood became diminished b.v

contact with civilisation and refinement, and it was found by
the middle of the eighth century that the authority of the

Khaliph at Bagdad was practically set at nought, and his

dominion confined to the limits of the city itself. Quasi-inde-

pendent kingdoms were erected in Tunis, Tripoli, Egypt,
Morocco, Damascus, and Spain, each under some successful

soldier chief, who owned only a nominal allegiance, if any, to

the Commander of the Faithful at Bagdad.
This decline in power, these splittings up of the unity of the

empire, were the salvation for a while of the Greek empire.

They were the causes, too, coupled with the establishment of

the Christian kingdoms of Leon, Castile, the Asturias, and
Navarre, and the continuous bearing down from the north upon
the south of the large nationalities of the German and Sclavonic

families, why the Saracenic wave of conquest did not sweep
northwards after it was first stemmed by Charles the Ham-
mer at the battle of Tours.

There was another and more deadly cause for the break-up
of the Saracenic power, at least in the East. In the wars which
the Khaliphs waged from time to time upon the barbarous people
who dwelt on their north-eastern frontier, there had been cap-
tured rnaTiy stalwart men, of large frame and sturdy constitu-

tion, who were allowed their freedom from labour and from the
other incidents of conquest on condition of entering the military
service of their captors. These men were from Turkestan,
Tartars of the roughest, strongest kind. They accepted the

conditions, and they formed the household troops of the

Khaliph about the time when the energetic brethren of their

master were establishing themselves in their newly-gained
Spanish possessions. From guards they soon learned to become
Blasters, and to dispose of the succession when that came in

question according to their own liking. The Kaliphate declined

visibly. Al Eadi, who died in 940, was the last of the real

Khaliphs ; after him there was no head of the empire, and the

Turkish soldiers seized for themselves the provinces imme-

diately surrounding the capital city of Bagdad. The title of

Khaliph was, however, maintained by the Turks for some
nominee of their own, in order to give them a sort of title

to commit the acts of government they wished. In the year
1258 it was finally abolished, the slave-masters having by that
time become sufficiently strong to dispense with assistance, aiid

to hold their possessions by the help of their own swords.
Reinforced by large additions from Tartary, the Turks took

some time to consolidate their power. They borrowed from the
Saracens most of what was valuable in their system, they
adopted their religion, and they imported from home certaia

hardy principles and practices which gave solidity and robust-
ness to tiie state. Now and again they had to endure the
attack of some unusually energetic Greek emperor, who 'led hia

armies from Constantinople for the purpose of winning back
some of the lost ground that had been wrested from feeble

governors. But not unfrequently they gained the advantage
in this strife, and whether they did or not, they noted down the

aggression as a thing to be paid back with interest some day.
That day came when Constantinople fell before their assault ;

but that event did not happen for more than three centuries
after the Turks had become a power in the world.
The separate kingdoms of Saracenic foundation remained in

statu quo for long periods of years, excepting that the Sultan of

Egypt assumed the lead among them, and, as it fell to pieces,
absorbed such provinces of the Bagdad empire as the negli-

gence or the impotence of the Turks suffered to drift away. It

was with the Sultans of Egypt, most famous of whom was
Saladin, that the Crusaders had to reckon when they endea-
roured to recover the Holy Land. Syria had fallen to Egypt,

and the Sultans of Egypt protected it, succeeding, ere they in
due time fell before the westward march of the Turks, in

driving the Christians out of the whole of Palestine, and in

rendering barren of results all the work of the Crusades.
In Spain the Saracenic, or, as it was called from its

identity of interest and from its origin, the Moorish kingdom,
long remained in spite of the strenuous efforts of the Christian

princes of the north to destroy it. Not until several of the
small Christian states had been rolled into one, and made one
in interest, one in political purpose, one as a nation, was an im-

pression made on the kingdom of Granada, and even then the

impression was, so to speak, a slight one. From indolence, in-

capacity, from whatever cause, the Christian princes who strove

from the year 1100 downwards, with some prospect of ultimate

success, to oust the Moors, proved unequal to the task. It was
reserved for Ferdinand the Catholic, whose marriage with

Isabella of Castile had welded into one the Christian power in

Spain, to overthrow without hope of restoration the throne of

the Moslem in Cordova. Many strong towns had been gradually

won, the bulwarks of the kingdom had been sapped since many
years, but on the 2nd of January, 1492, the Spanish king had
the satisfaction of receiving as conqueror the keys of Granada,
the last stronghold of the Moors.

Forty years had not elapsed since every echo in Europe had
resounded to the crash of the Greek empire as its capital fell tc

the Turks. Fresh influxes of men, fresh leaders, new dynasties,
had come to swell the might and to develop the resources of

those invaders. An irrepressible ardour burned in their hearts

to burst their bounds and to achieve conquests, and the weak-
ness and the riches of the Greek empire proved an irresistible

bait. With a multitudinous army, supplied with everything for

the siege of the greatest city of the world with skill, courage,
and confidence in himself Mahomet II. pitched his camp
around the fated city, and carried it at last by assault. Con-

stantinople passed into Turkish hands, by which it has been

retained ever since ;
and for a while it was feared that the

Moslem faith which had been kept out of Europe, save Spain,
would be forced upon it by the Turks. Vienna was twice be-

sieged by the Turks, the last time in 1683 ; and it was but

owing to victories like the naval one of Lepanto in 1571, to

those in which the king aud people of Hungary so frequently
sacrificed themselves, and to heroic efforts like those which ena-

bled John Sobieski, King of Poland, to rescue Vienna in 1683,

that the Turkish power was kept from encroaching further

westward in Europe.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. XII.
MULTIPLICATION OP FRACTIONS.

141. BY the definition of multiplication, to multiply by a

fraction is to take a part of the multiplicand as many times as

there are like parts of a unit in the multiplier.
q

Thus .- Suppose a is to be multiplied by -. Here, a fourth
4

part of a is -: and this taken three times is - + -
-f-

-

4 444
=

; and so of other cases.
4

142. To multiply one fraction by another.

Multiply their numerators together, and also their denomi-

nators ; the products are respectively the numerator and denomi-

nator of the answer.

143. The multiplication may often be shortened, by rejecting

the same factors from the numerators and denominators of the

given fractions. a h
,

EXAMPLE. Multiply -, -> and -
together."a y

Here, a being in one of the numerators, and in one of the

denominators, may be omitted. The answer is then If a
ry

be retained, the product will be -
; atad this reduced to lower

dh ary

terms, will become , the same answer as before.

ry
144. To multiply a fraction and an integer together.

Rule. Multiply the numerator of the fraction by the integer,

and the product with the same denominator is the answer; or

divide the denominator by the integer, and the quotient with the

same numerator is the answer. *
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ExAMPLE8.-(l.) Multiply
m

by a.

m in ii a, . A tn atn
, Xa= '. Fora= i5

and
7 X = ---. Ant.

i ivy
Multiply

'"

byo.
" ''

TO
ili\iiliiii,

r tho d. uoiuinator bya, wo have -
, which ix tho

j

(>r, by tho former part of tho rule, mu
am -r . am TO

wo have . But =
,

, , cue ax x

.

the denominator.

\.MiM.r. Multiply
n
- by />.

>,

,

*
x b = a. For ~ X I = "

But since the q00
h tho numerator and denominator, it may bo cm

it for tho product as brfniv.

1 t't'i. On tho same principle, a fraction is multiplied into any
/; by cancelliny that factor.

EXERCISE 21.

1. Multiply - by
d

.

c 2m

2. Multiply
a +-d by -

*

y w - -

l,v1 J .3.

4. Multiply
a-? by

' ~
J 3+d c + y

5. Multiply _L by -.
a-rSr 8

6. Multiply
a -

, and '- together.
b' d y

7. Multiply ^, '-
d

, -.and -i- together.
nt v c r -I

. Multiply
3 "*" b

,
\ and --

d
g together.

9. Multiply , *iIL-,aDa together.
.'/

d + 1 7

10. Multiply '**, , and
a?t

together.
:;-i 2d

11. Multiply
a-J by '"".

y "''

12. Multiply
om + d

. i, wd lr together.
ft m 5a

13. Multiply - by (a
-

y).
a-y

14. Multiply
3 + m by (8-t-m).

15. Multiply - by y.
by

16. Multiply -

h
- by 6.

EXERCISE 22.

1. Multiply -,
4a

, and
10a

together.25 21

2. Multiply - by

8. Multiply

4. What is

5. Multiply

by

pro

tt
.

lid,: + iVo/

4. What is the product of
3j: + v x g.

by 5r.

. Multiply
3

,

*x
, and - together.

x 3 b

7. Multiply

8. Multiply

by
*V

3x + y abed

by a-b
0. What is the product of - x-

' x ? x 5.
b d 4 a

10. Multiply
a
-
+ b

by
a

.

11. Find the product of a x
"
x 6*.

12. Find the product
" x

13. Multiply
*~ 4""

-a + *

1*. Multiply
u *

bjr JL.
rb * -

x

.,

10. Multiply .

v
by _

-
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ovules one or many, ascendant and erect, reflexed ; capsules
t'ollicalar or bacciform, free or coherent , seed dicotyledonous,

small, at the base of a fleshy albumen, with a pulpy aril.

The DillcniacocB are allied to the Magtioliacece, from which

they are separated by the characteristics of the number and

lateral position of their stamens, the qui-

nary division of their floral envelopes,

always urn-serial, and theirastringent pro-

perties. They differ from the Ramvncu-
lacecB in their general aspect, their often

unilateral stamens, their seed, arillus,

and their astringent qualities. They are

for the most part inhabitants of Asia and

America, south cf the equator. The
bark of many species is employed by
tanners. The fruit of many species i3

sour. The Hibberlia vohibilis (Fig. 258)
is an evergreen climbing shrub, indi-

genous to Australia.

SECTION C.-CABOMBACE^:, OB
WATERSHIELDS.

Characteristics : Sepals three or four,

iu aestivation ; stamens equal in number to the petals, or
some multiple of that number ; anthers extrorse

; ovary
free ; placentas parietal, three or ten ; ovules reflexed :

styles free : stigmas capitate ; capsule loculicidal with
seminiferous valves ; albumen fleshy ; stem herbaceous,

occasionally sub-ligneous ; leaves alter-

nate or radical, ciliated and without
stipules ; flowers solitary or in one-sided
racemes.

The principal genns belonging to this

natural order is Droscra, all the species
of which are acrid, bitter, vesicating, and
generally dangerous.

The Dionaea muscipula, or Venus's
Fly-trap (Fig. 2G1), is a biennial plant
of Carolina, the excitability 01 which is

fatal to flies and other insects. Its leaves
are each terminated by two rounded
plates fringed with sharp spikes. Be-
tween these two plates is a hinge on
which they turn, closing together like the
two sides of a book-cover. On the upper
face of each leaf there are three hairs.

25?. THOMPSON'S MAGNOLIA (MAGNOLIA
THOMPSONI iNA). 258. TWINING
HITiBERTlA (H'.BBEBTIA VOLUBI-

LIS).

petaloid ; petals hypogynons, equal
i n number to the sepals ; imbricated
in aestivation, persistent; stamens
double or multiple the number of

the petals ; carpels two or more
free

;
two or three superior ovules,

pendent, reflexed ; fruit indehiscent ;

-.tern floating ; lower leaves, oppo-
site, submerged, with capillary seg.
rnents ; the upper leaves alternate,
;md floating, orbicular or peltate in form. There are only two
plants in this family, the Cabomba aquatica and Hydropeliis
purpurea, the latter of which is a pretty plant for a large aqua-
rium.

SECTION CI. DROSEEACEJE, OE SUNDEWS.
Characteristics: Sepals five, free, or almost free; petals

hypogynous, five, alternate with the sepals; imbricated

259. DIIUMMOND'S SIDE-SADDLE FLOWER
(SARRACENIA DRUSIMONDIl). 260,
itHtBARB (RHEUM BHAPONTI-

CUM).

which secrete a saccharine liquor.
This attracts flies and other insects,

which, however, no sooner touch the

leaf, than the two sides, turning on
their common hinge, close upon the

insect, which is thus caught in a trap.

SECTION CII. SARRACENIACEJE.
OE SAREACENIADS.

Characteristics : Sepals three to six ;

petals hypogynons, equal in number to the sepals, alternate with

them, and unguiculated, or absent ; stamens indefinite ; ovary
three to five-celled, pluri-ovulate ; ovules reflexed ; capsule locu-

licidal
; embryo dicotyledonous, very small, lying at the base of

a fleshy albumen ; aquatic herbs, perennials ; leaves radical and
petiolated, petiole tubular or cornet-shaped ; limb smal'. ordina-

rily inflected upon the orifice of the petiole. This North American
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family is compound of two genera, now well known in
'. ban ooriH-t -liaji

;iud Vi'iitrii-oM', tinifi-d I--.1 almnf tli i-

and on tln margin* ; flowers ivd, purplo without, and gr<
I nllV/l III 1>: i Fig.

irs purplo (lowers, has vry
elegant grotesque i-ornota, and ita

height is about two foot.

SECTION CIII. -CARYOPHYLLA-
OLOVEWOBT8.

i-istics : Sepals five or

four, frrt< or coherent ; petals five

or four, hypogynoua or sub-prri-

is, frequently joined together
:::;! with tho boHO of the stamens;
stamens double in number to tho

, and arranged in two *
thy interior ones opposite to the

petals ; sometimes equal to

them in number ; pistil on a

stalk, two or three carpelled, co-

herent into one single ovary;

European I opkyllacea are very general favourite* on account of their

ad leaves, floral beauty and their sweet odour. A representation of tare

the veins, favourite varieties of the sweet-william (WotUAiu toroofau)
n within. I

is subjoin-d ,

i :/ _.

. .

BUCKWH1
Characteristic* : Perianth her-

baceous or petaloid ; sepals three,

four, or six, coherent to a variable

extent; stamens perigynous or hy-

pogynons, four to ten ; ovary nni-

locular, uni-ovulate, triangular or

oompreMed; ovule, erect, ctraight;

ntyles two or three ; fruit, an
achamium or oaryopeia; aeed dico-

tyledonous, inverted ; embryo
Htraight or curved, embedded in a
I'.trinaceouH albumen ; stem ordi-

nurjly herbaceous; leaves alter-

nate, stipulate, the stipules form-

ing an ochrea which envelopes the

stem ; flowers minute, arranged in

cymes, spikes, or corymbs.

261. VEKUi'S FLY-TRAP (l)IONA. MUSCIPULA) .

262. THE SWEET-WILLIAM (DIANTHUS
BABBATUS).

styles free, stigmatiferous on their in-

ternal side ; ovary pluri-locular in the

young plant, ordinarily becoming nni-

locnlar by the absorption of commis-
sures ; ovules curved ; fruit capsular
and dehiscent, or bacciform and inde-

hiscent ; seed dicotyledonous ; embryo
curved, surrounding a farinaceous albu-

men ; stem herbaceous or sub-ligneous ;

loaves opposite, entire, rarely stipuled ;

inflorescence definite.

The Caryophyllacece are cosmopolites,
but inhabit for the most part the extra-

tropical repiona of tho northern hemisphere. Tho soapwort,
or Saponaria officinalis, is a plant indigenous to England, the

root of which contains a soapy matter, lathering with water
almost like soap, a soft resin, and gum.
The carnations which belong to tho natural order Cewy-

263. THE CAMPHOR TREE (CAKFHOKA UTWl-

fINALIS). 264. TUB CIHMAMOH TUW
(CIHNAMOXUM DCLCE).

The members of this natural family
have a similarity of chemical and phy-
siological properties, which confirm.-

the propriety of botanical classifica-

tions. The herbaceous portions of

many species contain oxalic, citric, and
malic acids, and are for the most part
both medicinal and alimentary. The
farinaceous seeds of many species serve

as good substitutes for the cereals.

The roots of many species contain

astringent matters, united sometimes
to a resinous and uittor principle, in

virtue of which they possess medical qualities. In the first

rank amongst the medicinal Pvhjijonacfct! is rhubarb, celebrated

from times of remote antiquity as a medicine. Rhubarb owes
it* valuable properties to the presence of a substance deno-

minated by chemists rhubarbarint^ a fixed oil, a little gum.
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Btarch, and oxalate of lime; the latter material constituting
one-third of its entire weight. The botanical origin of rhubarb
is still enveloped in gre&t obscurity. The Arabs received it

in the tenth century from the Chinese, and made it known in

Europe ; but the Chinese indicated with considerable vagueness
the locality of the plant, and altogether refused to supply any
of its seeds or cuttings, even though an equal weight of gold
was frequently offered as a premium. Three sorts of medicinal

rhubarb are known in commerce ; that of China, which comes
to us from Thibet and Cantou ; that which comes to us through
Russia (commonly known as Turkey rhubarb) ;

and the rhu-

barb of Persia. Of the various species which have been

brought to Europe and planted in our gardens, the Rheum
palmatum is the only one which yields a result at all like

that of the Oriental rhubarb ; but it is still distinguishable
from the latter. The Rheum australe, procured originally from
the mountains of Thibet, and cultivated in Calcutta, still more

closely resembles the Chinese rhubarb ; probably, therefore,
the medicinal root is obtained from this species, though the

subject is enveloped in much doubt.

The Rheum Rhaponticum, another species of rhubarb, grows
spontaneously in Thrace and on the shores of the Black Sea.

This is the species which was known to the ancient Greek
and Roman physicians, who gave to it the name of Rha. Subse-

quently this name was expanded into Rha-ponticum, for the

purpose of distinguishing the vegetable from another Rha, the

produce of Scythia, and designated Rha-barbarum, whence our
modern word rhubarb. A representation of the Rheum Rha-

poniicum is annexed (Fig. 260).

SECTION CV. LAURACEJE, OR LAURELS.

Characteristics : Calyx four to six partite, bi-serial, tri-

nerved, imbricate ; stamens perigynous, inserted upon a fleshy

disc, springing from the base of the perianth, and persistent,
in number double, or triple, or quadruple that of the sepals,
sometimes equal and then opposite to the sepals ; filaments

free, the internal ones provided with two lateral glands ;

anthers adnate, bi-locular, or qnadri-locular, sometimes all

introrse ; sometimes the interior ones introrse, the others ex-

trorse ; carpels, three united into one : ovary unilocular ;

ovule single, pendent, reflexed ; style simple ; stigma tri-

lobed ; fruit bacciform, protected by the base of the perianth ;

seed dicotyledonous, straight, exalbummous ; stem ligneous ;

bark aromatic ; leaves alternate, aromatic ; flowers axillary, or

in a cyme, panicle, or umbel.

The bay tree (Laurus nobilis), indigenous to Central Europe,
is a tree or shrub, with persistent leaves, coriaceous, smooth,
and possessing an agreeable odour. The sassafras (Laurus

Sassafras) is a native of Virginia, Florida, and Brazil. Every

part of this tree is endowed with a peculiar odour, something
like a combination of fennel and camphor. The wood of this

tree is employed in medicine. The Cinnamomum dulce (Fig.

264), or true cinnamon, furnishes the aromatic bark known by
the name of cinnamon. It is cultivated in Ceylon and other

inter-tropical countries. The cassia (Cinnamomum Cassia) is

a native of Cochin-China, Malabar, and some parts of Chine,

Proper. Its bark is thicker than that of the true cinnamon

tree, and its colour deeper. Camphor is another valuable pro-
duction from one of the laurel tribe, the Camphora officinalis

(Fig. 263), a native of Japan. The substance known as camphor,
however, is not found in this vegetable only. In small quan-
tities it exists in many plants of the natural order Labiates.

or distant ; as : 3d; fyoffe, in fcer nacfyften S93od;e bicfcS S3ud; beenbigen

311 fonnen, I hope to be able by (in the) next week to finish thia

book. @r ttntb in funfttgcn 3al;ren sorftd;tiger fetn, in coming years
he will be more careful.

VOCABULARY.

SSefor'gcn, to manage,
attend to, take

care of.

rft. (See R. 1,

above.)

ettn'gcn, to succeed,

prosper, speed,

cfcfyaf tig, busy, bu-

sied, active.

au8tid), domestic.
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at tin i>riMnut <lay, now-a-days. Hnfcrt 2>itten njerteu ter *Jtad;rotlt

riiirt el'rii K' iTuKuifii, line mi* brut 511 Ta.jf tie unirrr Uu'rujbicn, our

custom* oin- (..
.u- to p

loestora to us at tlm piv-rnt, day. !it oltgier tveibt

b,cuiigc J.i-r* "''f laufnuc narii (Saliforiiten, the immoderate desire

id drives, at the present day, many thousands to Call-

VOCABULARY.
(Sin'boUn. (See above.)
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lank. 8. 2113 vuir Ijmfamen, fpciftcn fte gerake ju 'JHttag. 9. ie

Dffegtcn nicbt efyer i6,r 2lbeitkbrok
jit effen, al bi fie alle SageSgefcbdfte

etrid;tet fatten. 10. llnter einer alien Sinke, iveWje in kem -ofc flank,

bielten fte tm ommer, bei fcbunem Slktter, ifyr 9Jlittag8mal)l. 11. 2118

bie Sfjolera in S$ariS lietifctjte, ftavbcn Suufenbe nnb aber Saufcnke an

berfelfaen. 12. $ie olcaren jiefycn ju Selke. 13. Set bcm lefcten

turme ftnb mefyrere cbiffe 511
runke gegangen. 14. 35er Settler gefyt

on Sfwr jit b,ur, unk on JDcrf 511 2>orf. 15. 3)a8 gereid;t mir jitr

(&,, ifym ur djanke. 16. 2>Ur ju efaflen fonnten @te e8 tfyun. 17.

)er Seinb fleuert mit alien egeln nacb Often ju. 18. !Da8 ift fur u)n

ju gut. 19. 3d; tin nur u gennp, fcajj e8 fo fcmmen niirk. 20. (3

fann and; ka^u SJatb, nxrken, roenn nnr erft itnfere eigenen 2lngelegcnb.eiten

gcorknct fyaben roemn. 21. 5)a8 Scben ift, Sreunb, ein ernfteS efdjaft,

bulke fetn Ungemad; ; fo nur roirk kit kie Steifc fanft. 22. (Snklid;

lankeft ku bod; fidget am lifer, in kunein -$afen ;
ct 6,eijjt ka8 ra6. 23.

(5r ljut fid) unk feine greunte ju runke gerid;tet. 24. @r ^at bet kiefen

Slrbciten feine @efuntfi,eit u rttnke gertcfytet. 25. Stelfon rid;tete kie fran*

jofifdje Slotte ju runke. 26. SBenn er nicfjt orfid>tig tft, fo fann in

fur$er 3eit fein ganjeS @efcb,aft ja runke gefyen.

EXERCISE 183.

1. Are you listening to what I tell you ? 2. Yes, I am listen-

ing to what you say. 3. Do you think that he will listen wil-

lingly to that proposal ? 4. If you listen to what the teacher

tells you, you will acquire knowledge. 5. Can wo remain with

you until the storm has ceased ? 6. As soon as the rain ceases,

we shall continue our journey. 7. As soon as we saw our

teacher, we stopped playing and began to write. 8. Hundreds

upon hundreds lost their lives by the revolution in France. 9.

After his imprudent speculation had ruined him, he became
more careful. 10. It redounds to the honour of a king, to

govern his dominion in peace. 11. Do not despair when for-

tune does not smile on tliee, or even when thou art sunk in the

deepest misery ; for it may happen, ere thou thinkest it, that

thou mayest be providentially disburdened of all thy troubles.

KEY TO EXERCISES TO LESSONS IN GERMAN.
EXERCISE 134 (Vol. II., page 405).

1. Excuse me, sir ; it was not done intentionally. 2. If be did it

intentionally, he is by no means to be excused. 3. Although you did
not do it purposely, still it is culpable. 4. Had you done it purposely,
then you ought to be ashamed of yourself. 5. They have liberated the

prisoner on purpose. 6. This man has not intentionally brought on
this delay. 7. As long as such men are at the head of the State we
cannot expect an improvement. 8. As long as I have no employment,
I cannot be contented. 9. As long as you are well-behaved, you shall

have everything that you require. 10. As long as the world has stood,
no one has made such an assertion. 11. I will work for you as long
as you are ill. 12. As long as he was absent we took care of his whole

family. 13. You can lodge iu my house as long as you like. 14. If

lie does not stay so long, he cannot receive my letters any longer. 15.

This man works from day-break till late at night. 16. From this time
forth I shall take a walk every day from the river to the mountain.
17. I have now received a letter, and shall go to my friends as soon as
I can. 18. I shall have arranged all my affairs till the twentieth of

January. 19. As I have now arrived, I shall speak to him as soon
as I see him. 20. When tb:-y came at last, it had become night.
21. From this time forth we shall be friends. 22. We intend to re-

main in town till it grows evening. 23. The merchant put ever3'thing
on one account. 24. What you have done is now placed to my ac-

count, and I must suffer for the wrong which you have committed.
25. The heat is suffocating to-day. 26. The unfortunate man was
suffocated by the smoke. 27. The weeds choke the tender plants. 28.

The town was given up to be plundered by the infuriated soldiers. 29.

He was left to his fate. 30. He gave especial importance to his gal-
lant behaviour, and publicly praised him. 31. In his embarrassment
he could not utter a word. 32. She produced an old book after a long
search.

EXERCISE 135 (Vol. II., page 405).

1. S)te SSiicfjer, itieldje icb, bet Sfynen gefauft liabe, fonnen @ie auf meine

JRedjnung fefccn. 2. Die Sieger macfyten ftcf; auf 9led;nung iftrer Seinke

lufttg. 3. o lange ker 2Jienfd; 33efd;iifttgung fiat, fann er $ufrieken feiit.

4. @o fange fcte 2Bclt ftefyen roirfc, ttirb otteS 2Bort nicfyt ttntergefien. 5.

3d; njerke fur meincn Sreunk arbciten fo lange er franf ift. 6. o lanje
tie Sdjuler fleiptg ftnt, rairfc tfjr Sefyrcr fte loben. 7. <Sie fimnen bei

inciner gamilie bleiben fo lange @te roollen. 8. SBcnn <Ste bleiben rwden,
btJ id; kiefe Srtefe fertig Ijabe, fo fonnen <2ie kiefelben meineni Sreitnkc mit*

i.efimen. 9. 93on nun an n>erken tvir mefyr 3eit auf fcaS tufciren ern>en*

ben. 10. S)a8 cfjiff war kern SSBtnbe unb ben SBellen $rei gegeben.

11. SSon UageSanbmd) bis fpat in kie 9lacf)t mar bie tabt bcm Sfeuer be8

SeinkeS aitSgefcfct. 12. !Die cnne bricJjt 5iifd)en ken SQolfen

13. !Die Sltljeitet erflarten, Sfttemanfc als Supiter foUtc ocn nun an in 2ltl?en

regicren. 14. o lange mein 3nnevfte3 tnein 33etragen billigt, mirk (foU)

kaS llrtfyeil ker Seute mid; nid;t beunrufjtgen. 15. @r fyat ben lefcten

$unft fciner JRere lefonkcrS fycnjorgefjoben. 16. ie marten fid; auf fcir.e

9Jed;nung lufttg, unfc er nafnn e3 nidjt iual;r.

EXERCISE 136 (Vol. II., page 406).
1. The teacher loves and praises the diligent scholar. = The diligent

scholar is loved and praised by the teacher. 2. The huntsman shoots,
not only wolves and bears, but also birds. = Not only wolves and bears,
but also birds, are shot by the huntsman. 3. The mother warned the
son. = The son was warned by ths mother. 4. The letter-carrier

brought a letter. =The letter was brought by the letter-carrier. 5.

The Jew has bought the poor man's horse. = The poor man's horse
has been bought by the Jew. 6. The Swiss has sung the songs of the

Alps beautifully = The songs of the Alps have been beautifully sung by
the Swiss. 7. The child has forgotten the book. =The book has been

forgotten by the child. 8. The butcher h is killed the calf =The calf

has been killed by the butcher 9. The commander-in-chief will praise
his soldiers. = The soldiara will be praised by their commauder-in-
chief. 10. God will reward the good. = The good will be rewarded by
God. 11. The neighbour will have assisted the friend. = The friend

will have been assisted by the neighbour. 12. The heathen priest will

have sacrificed the poor girl.
= The poor girl will have been sacrificed

by the heathen priest. 13. Coesar was murdered with the co-operation
of his friend Brutus. 14. The steepest rocks are climbed by the
chamois-hunters. 15. The favourable moment is seized by the prudent
man. 16. There was more done in half an hour than at other times
in an hour. 17. The quarrel was carried on with great animosity ou
both sides. 18. Already many a valuable hour has been mis spent
(literally, unused). 19. The work is finished at last, and will appear
in a few days. 20. At List it has been ascertained who is the thief.

21. The bridge was carried away by the ice. 22. The camels are ofteu
killed by the travellers iu the desert, in order to obtain water. 23.

The sons of Brutus had been condemned to death by their father. 2t.

Prometheus had been bound by Jupiter with chains to a rock. 25.

The affair will become very interesting. 26. It is to be hoped that
the enemy has been beaten. 27. A solemn judgment will be held some
day after all people have been assembled. 28. Many will be praised
who expected censure, and many be censured who expected praise.
29. This youth had been calumniated. 30. His innocence will b*
recognised, after his honest actions will have been perceived.

THE UNIVERSITIES. IV.

CAMBRIDGE. II.

WE resume our remarks upon this University, by endeavouring-
to give our readers some idea of the expenses which a student

will incur in the course of his residence. These will divide

themselves into three heads fees, tuition, and general expenses.
Of these, of course, the last is by far the greatest, the second

will vary according to the requirements of the student, and the

first will form but a small item in comparison with the whole.

Both university and college fees are made to vary with the

position or rank of a student, according as he is a nobleman, a
fellow-commoner, a pensioner, or a sizar. Three of these names
it may be necessary to explain. The great majority of students

at the University are called pensioners. They pay the ordinary

fees, and the full value of the accommodation which they receive

from their college. They dine at the common table in hall, and

enjoy no especial privileges. Sizars are distinguished from these

in that, on first going into residence, they declare themselves to

need some help towards the expenses of their University course.

Formerly the name carried with it an inferior position, but in the

present day the avowal of poverty is a protection against many
temptations, and is despised by none whose acquaintance is

worth cultivating. The fellow-commoner, on the other hand, is

one who, either from being older than the majority of under-

graduates, or from some other reason, is desirous of mixing
rather with the fellows of the college. He pays higher fees, and
dines with the fellows in hall, but is allowed no other privileges.

The principal college fees which a man must pay while an

undergraduate, are the caution money, the admission fee, and
the fee for tuition. The first is paid to the college, and remains

in its possession so long as the student's name remains upon the

books. Sizars pay .10, pensioners .15, fellow-commoners .25,
ana noblemen .50. The admission fee varies at the different

colleges between 3 and .5. The terminal payment for tuition

that is, for the care which the tutor of the college takes of

the interest of the student and for attendance at the lectures

varies with the position of the student. A sizar pays ,2, a pen-
sioner 6, a fellow-commoner .10, and a nobleman .13 6s. 8d.
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nobleman, .L7S Iti.s. 8d. On pasi-ing the previous examination,
every student pays 'J. 10s., and for every m-ries of professors'
Iretures one reries of \vhirli is required from tin; eaiididates
for tho ordinary decree; the fee is _t:5 ;>s. On taking the degree
of I: A., which is tho only one of which wo shall speak, every
student pays 1 to the University, and a sum varying from
-13 to .LI; -ge.

At present we havo mentioned only the tuition afforded by
tho college to all students alike. This, as we hue pointed
out in our former article, is in most cases insufficient for
those who are desirous of taking a good place in any of the
honour triposes. It is, of course, almost impossible that a
lecturer, who has to deal with perhaps forty or fifty men in the
course of an hour, can devote much attention to individuals,
however much he may exert himself in his endeavours to do so.

Moreover, the course of reading which will be most suitable
will vary according to the powers or previous reading of the
various students, and a course of lecture* cannot therefore be
made to suit every one. Honco the necessity for obtaining the
assistance of a private tutor in addition to the lectures provided
by tho college. The average charge per term is about .9.
An addition of 'M to the year's expenses is a very important
item, and weighs considerably with tho poorer class of students
in their choice of reading. The above charges are considered
to entitle the pupil to one hour's private tuition every other

day. But those tutors who take a large number of pupils,

usually read with them in classes, which has, at all events, one
beneficial effect in exciting

1 a feeling of competition.
The professors' lectures and other sources of instruction

remain to be mentioned. Our space would fail us if we
attempted to speak of those individually, and we therefore
content ourselves with remarking that it is by means of these
that the University proper that is, as distinct from the colleges

gives its instruction. One course, at least, is required of

every candidate for the poll degree at the theological examina-
tion. In the latter case, the course must be that of one of the

divinity professors.

These, then, are the three methods of acquiring knowledge
while residing at Cambridge : By college lectures, which aro

compulsory, and paid for in the terminal payment to the college
tutor ; by private tuition, which is voluntary, and ought not to
be required by any but candidates for high honours ; and by
university lectures, which are voluntary except in the case of

poll theological men, for whom one course is compulsory.
We pass on now to the question of general expense, apart

from fees and tuition. On going into residence, the first

question which arises is that of obtaining rooms, tho second
that of furnishing them. The question is often raised as to
the comparative economy of living in college or in lodgings in
the town. t<o many collateral influences affect the matter that
it cannot be satisfactorily settled in a general answer. The
rent of lodgings is undoubtedly higher, but the outlay in fur-

nishing is avoided, and a man of quiet tastes may certainly lead
a more retired life in lodgings than he can in college. But the
student must remember that out of college ho never really ,

tastes the true flavour of university life.

The rent of lodgings varies from .7 to j15 per term; the
rent of rooms in college from .4 to .10 per annum

; tho

average being about G. In addition to this there is in college
the charge for attendance, .1 per term for a bcdmaker only,

1 10s. to 2 10s. for a gyp and a bedmaker. Furniture is

generally taken on valuation from the preceding occupant of

the rooms, but the new-comer is not obliged to take any
article which ho may not wish for. In this way the expense of

* In addition to the nbove, non-affiliated students, that is, men who
are not members rf any college, aro i:ow admitted to the ]>rivile(?cs of
the University. Various expenses connected with the colleges are

thereby avoided, the student residing in some of the various licensed

lodging-houses, under the surveillance of the University officers. The !

oost of living in this cise may perhaps be estimated nt about three-
j

fourths. The fees, however, to the University remain the same.

furnishing is sometimes exceedingly small, 415 being sufficient

ily of course, a -

n, a bed-room, and a
gyp-room. Thin will not i ,lote.

All studentH who are members of a college dine in hall, a
un number of dinner* there per week being compulsory.

-co for this varies in the different colleges from Is. 6d.
to '.'8. Gd. per day. This comprises a certain dinner, and any-
thing had which is not comprised in tho college provision is

supplied from the kitchen and charged for separately. A*
regards breakfast and tea, the student may supply himself if he

-os from shops iu tho town, but more usually bread, butter,
and milk are dealt out from the college butteries every morning
to tho various bedmakers or gyps for their respective matters.
Other things will be kept iu stock by the student himself. To

up briefly the annual expenses while at Cambridge, and

Uvkiug a very low estimate, wo may compute them i* follows :

FOB A PEHSIONEU.
Tuition
Booms .......
Attendance, Gyp and Wife ....
Couls, about ......
Cost of living for 25 weeks, at 25s. per week
Sundries, about ......
Shoe-cleaning ......
Extras

K, .

18

8
4 10

3
31 5

Under the heading
" extras

"
are included all fines, library pay-

ments, etc. A sizar's expenditure will be diminished by 12 in

the tuition, by 1 10s. in the gyp, and possibly by 3 in the

rooms, making the total about .57 6s. This, again, is a very
low estimate, and does not include private tuition, clothing,

pocket-money, the cook's bill, or any expenses except those which
are absolutely necessary during a residence of 25 weeks at the

University. Taking everything into consideration, except the ex-

penses of living while away from Cambridge, we should say that

the very lowest amount upon which a man can live with any-
thing like comfort is 140 for a pensioner, and 120 for a sizar.

We havo now to consider the various means by which a
student may partially, and in some cases wholly, defray the

expenses of his University course. We have said sufficient on
the subject of sizarships. We shall therefore pass on at once
to scholarships and exhibitions, whether from the school, the

college, the University, or from some mercantile company. To
take first the mercantile scholarships. The.-e are given by some
of the great City companies to young men, generally sons of

freedmen, on their going up to the University, and a prior claim
is usually given to those who ask for them on the ground of

poverty. They range from 30 to .50 a year.
All the large public schools, and many private ones also, are

endowed with exhibitions for the benefit of their elder boys on

leaving school. They are given for proficiency in various

branches of education, mostly in classics or mathematics. They
are the means of sending to the University many boys who, but
for the assistance thus given, would be debarred from the

privilege. They range from ,30 to .70, while some few ore

even as high as JB100 a year.
The pecuniary rewards given by the colleges to undergradu-

ates are of three kinds : minor scholarships, scholarships, and
exhibitions. Of these, the first are of recent establishment.

They aro offered for public competition amongst intending
students before going into residence, and are really probationary
scholarships, usually lasting for two years, and varying in value
from 50 to 70 a-year. The holders of them enjoy all the

privileges of scholars. Scholarships are usually given by tho

colleges for competition amongst their own members. A .scholar

differs from an exhibitioner in that he is on the foundation of

the college. His position is higher than that of the ordinary
undergraduate, and he receives a certain -..mount of income,
generally 50 a year, from the college revenues. Ac exhibitioner,
on the other hand, even though he may receive more money
from the college, is not on the foundation, and his exhibition is

only given at the option of the master and seniors. A scholar-

ship is usually tenable till the student is of standing to take
the degree of M.A.
The highest honour which a student can gain during his

undergraduate course is that of obtaining one of the University
scholarships or prizes. These vary very much in vn'i:
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are given for proficiency in various subjects, among which
classics, mathematics, Hebrew, theology, law, and poetry are
included. They are competed for by the best men of all years,
and their value to the successful candidate consists as much in

the distinction which they confer as in the pecuniary emolument
which they bring
We have thus endeavoured to give our readers some slight

sketch of the University and of its internal dealings with its

own members. We shall consider in another article the local

examinations which it holds, both for youths and young women,
in various parts of the country.

LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY. XXY.
METALS PROPER confnucd.

LEAD continued.

DRY air has no action on lead ; but if moisture be present, the

bright surface of the metal is soon tarnished by a closely-adher-
ing film of oxide. Lead, on account of its pliability, is much
used for water-pipes and cisterns ; but it should never be used
for storing rain-water, for this is pure water containing air, and
in such water the oxide of lead is soluble, rendering the liquid
poisonous. Well-waters, containing nitrates and chlorides, act
on lead, forming soluble salts, therefore they should not be
brought in contact with it ; but hard waters have little or no
action on the metal, for a thin deposit of sulphate or carbonate
is formed on its surface, preserving it from further attack
However, water charged with carbonic acid gas is capable of

dissolving the lead carbonate to a dangerous extent.
Lead is used in several alloys : shot is composed of lead, which

is alloyed with a little arsenic, to render it hard and more easily
granulated. The other important alloys have been mentioned.

There are three other oxides of lead.

Plumbic oxide, or litharye (PbO), is a yellow powder formed
when lead is heated in a current of air. It is soluble in caustic,
potash, or soda ; and if the solution be allowed to stand, car-
bonic acid is gradually absorbed from the air, the alkali rendered
a carbonate, and the lead oxide deposited in transparent dode-
cahedral crystals. Litharge is capable of fusion, and then com-
bines with glass, etc., forming fusible plumbic silicates. It is

largely used as a flux, and for glazing earthenware. A solution
of it in lime-water is prepared for a hair-dye. The lime par-
tially decomposes the hair, when the lead with the sulphur in
the air forms lead sulphide, staining the hair black.

Peroxide of Lead, or Plumbic Dioxide (PbO,), is a brown
powder obtained by digesting red-lead in nitric acid. It can
be decomposed by a high heat, becoming litharge, and giving
off oxygen. With sulphuric acid a sulphate is formed, and
oxygen comes off ; with hydrochloric acid chlorine is evolved,
and a plumbic chloride is made.
Minium or Red Lead (PbO,Pb02) is a compound of the other

two oxides
; it is obtained by heating plumbic oxide or massicot,

but not sufficiently to fuse it into litharge ; it absorbs oxygen,
and becomes bright red. Its chief use is in the manufacture of
flint glass ; it is also employed to colour inferior sealing-wax
and in paper-staining. At a high temperature it parts with
some of its oxygen and becomes litharge.

Plumbic Carbonate, or Wliite Lead (PbO,C02), is the well-
known paint ; it may be obtained in a state of purity by pre-
cipitation from a solution of a plumbic salt by an alkaline car-
bonate. To procure it in large quantities, sheets of lead are

exposed to the simultaneous action of acetic acid and carbonic
acid. This is effected by placing the sheets rolled into coils in
earthenware pots, at the bottom of which is some crude vinegar
(acetic acid) ; these pots are packed in manure, from the fer-

mentation of which the carbonic acid is supplied. The acetic

acid, volatilised by the heat of the fermentation, attacks the
metal oxidised by the air, forming acetate of lead (sugar of

lead). The carbonic acid gradually displaces the acetic acid
from its combination, and thus the plumbic carbonate is formed.
Lead Sulphide (PbS). Galena has been noticed as the chief

ore of lead. Artificially, this compound may be produced by
passing a current of sulphuretted hydrogen through a solution
of a lead salt. Dilute nitric acid causes this compound to

deposit its sulphur ; but if the acid be strong, both the lead and
the sulphur are oxidised, forming a lead sulphate.

Plumbic Chloride (PbCl2)
is precipitated from a solution of

the nitrate by the addition of sodium chloride. It combines

with lead oxide in several proportions ; with 7 molecules of tho
oxide it forms Turner's yellow ,-

with one molecule a white paint
is produced, which is prepared by Bell of Newcastle. Cassel's

yellow is still more basic.

Iodide of Lead (PbI2) falls as a beautiful yellow precipitate
when an iodide is added to a lead solution.

The other salts of lead afford nothing of peculiar interest.
The oxalate is the most insoluble, and therefore its precipitate
offers a good test for the presence of the metal.

Besides the characteristics of these salts, already mentioned,
lead may be reduced with ease on charcoal ; thus its presence is

by no means difficult to ascertain.

The Noble Metals have already been defined to be those which
are capable of being reduced from their oxides by heat. They
are nine in number : Mercury, silver, platinum, gold, palladium,
rhodium, ruthenium, osmium, and iridium.

MERCURY OR QUICKSILVER.

SYMBOL, Hg COMBINING WEIGHT, 200 SPECIFIC GRAVITY, 13-59

DENSITY OP VAPOUR, 100.*

Occasionally mercury is found native, disseminated in small

globules through the rock. Its chief ore is cinnabar (mercuric
sulphide). The extraction of the metal is simple, and is effected

either by heating tho ore in retorts, burning off the sulphur, and
distilling the mercury ;

or by mixing the ore with some body
like quicklime, with which the sulphur combines, the metal as
before distilling off.

Cinnabar is mined in many parts of the world : Almaden, in

Spain, and Idria, in Carniola, are the most important European
mines.

The metal is imported into England in iron bottles. With most
metals it forms amalgams ; but the film of oxide, ever present
on the surface of iron, prevents the amalgamation of that metal.

At 40 it becomes a solid, crystallising in octahedra ; at 350
it boils ; but at all temperatures it seems to give off vapour.
In the Torricellian vacuum, the space above the mercurial
column in a barometer, globules of mercury may often be found
condensed on the tube.

Hydrochloric acid has no action upon it; with sulphuric acid a
sulphate is formed, sulphurous acid coming off. The action with
nitric acid is violent, nitrous acid gas being copiously evolved ;

when triturated with sulphur or iodine, it will unite with them.
Its action on the human frame is serious, producing saliva-

tion ; and the workmen are subject to " mercurial palsy," a
peculiar form of nervous debility.

Black Mercurous Oxide (Hg2O) and the Red Mercuric Oxide

(HgO) are tho only oxides. The former is obtained by tho
action of potash on mercuric nitrate or on calomel. It is a dark-

grey powder, and when heated is decomposed into metallic

mercury and
Red Mercuric Oxide. This oxide may be prepared by heating

the metal in the air to a temperature of 300" ; but this process
is slow, and the one generally adopted is the decomposition of

mercuric nitrate by cautiously heating. In a state of fine sub-

division it is yellow ; such is the case when it is precipitated by
potash from a solution of the nitrate.

The sulphides correspond to the oxides.

Mercurous Sulphide (Hg2S) is a black powder, and may be

procured by the action of sulphuretted hydrogen, or a mercurous
salt.

Mercuric Sulphide (HgS) is the ore cinnabar, or vermilion.

It is prepared artificially by heating together sulphur and 6
times its weight of mercury ; the black mass thus formed IB

placed in tall earthen pots, the lower parts of which are red-

hot. The top is then closed, and after thirty-two hours the vessel

is opened ; the sublimation being complete, the vermilion is

found deposited on the upper parts of the vessel.

Mercurous Chloride, or Calomel (Hg2Cl 2), is usually prepared by
triturating 17 parts of corrosive sublimate, moistened with 13

parts of mercury, and then subliming. It is a white powder
decomposed by the alkalies, but insoluble in water. It is

largely used in medicine.

Mercuric Chloride, or Corrosive Sublimate (HgCl2), is formed
when mercury burns in chlorine, or when mercuric oxide is dis-

solved hi hydrochloric acid ; it is usually prepared by subliming a

The density of its vapour is 100, being an exception to the rule.
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SYMBOL, Ag COMBINING WEIGHT, 108 SPECIFIC GBAVITT, 10'5.

Silver, the most beautiful of the metals, is frequently, though
n.>t plentifully, met with in a native state ; it is often combined

with mercury, antimony, and gold ; but usually is found aa a

sulphide, with the sulphur ores of lead, antimony, copper, and

iron.

The chief silver mines are those of Peru and Mexico ; Kongs-
berg, in Norway ; and Schneeberg, in Saxony.

i r.ietion from lead has been already noticed.

To liberate tho metal from its ores the method of amalgama-
often resorted to, which consists in reducing the silver

to the state of a chloride by roasting the crushed ore with salt ;

then it i.s placed with pieces of iron in barrels of water, which
tde to revolve. Tho iron becomes a chloride, and the

motulli'! silver is liberated. Mercury is now added, with which
mates. The mercury is then distilled off, and

-ilver remains.

The metal is the best conductor of heat and electricity, and

exhibits extraordinary ductility.

Silver is largely used in the arts, but is then usually alloyed,

to give it the requisite hardness for wear. Standard silver, of

which coins are made, contains 7'5 per cent, of copper. Since

it is capable of receiving the highest polish, it is much used for

reflectors. When melted it possesses the remarkable property
of absorbing oxygen from the air ;

this it liberates again on

cooling, and hence the surface of a cooled mass is covered with

bubbles, from which the oxygen has escaped.
There is reason to believe that three oxides exist : the sub-oxide

(Ag4O), the silver oxide (Ag20), and the neutral peroxide (Ag,O2).

The Silver Oxide (Ag2O) is precipitated as a brown powder when

potash is added to a solution of argentic nitrate.

When this powder, freshly precipitated, is digested for some

hours in ammonia, fulminating silver is the result, which must be

carefully dried in small quantities on pieces of blotting-paper.

Argentic Nitrate (AgNOs) is produced when the metal is dis-

solved in nitric acid. It may be obtained in tabular crystals ;

it is soluble in its own weight of cold water. When fused it is

sold as lunar caustic. With organic matter, in sunlight, it under-

goes decomposition, staining tho body with black suboxide. This

property is the foundation of photography.
Argentic Chloride (AgCl) falls as a white, curdy precipitate

whenever a chloride is added to a silver solution :

AgNO, + NaCl = AgCl + Na.NO,.
When heated strongly it melts ; and when cool it is named horn-

silver from its appearance. To reduce the silver from the

chloride, it is only necessary to moisten it with dilute sulphuric

acid, and place a piece of zinc in contact with it ;
a gradual

transfer of the chlorine from the silver to the zinc takes place.

In sunlight it changes colour, becoming purple, with a loss of

chlorine. It is readily soluble in ammonia.
.'tic, Iodide (Agl) is tho most sensitive to light of the silver

suit .-
; this is tho reason why the collodion of the photographer

is iodised, so that when the plate is immersed in the bath of

argentic nitrate, on its surface may bo formed a lilm of iodide

of silver.

'.
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RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
THE HAKE AND KA

THE hare (Lepus timidus) ia a timorous animal, and all ite

characteristics are in keeping with its timid disposition. It

has no canine or tusk-like teeth wherewith to tear np other
animals more defenceless than itself. It is a harmless animal,
and from those that are harmful it tries to escape by its fleet-

ness of foot. In a hunt.ng country like England it is well

known, because it can run so well for short periods of time
that it outstrips both horse and hound, thus affording sport to

the hunters as they dash over miles of hill and dale. It haa
other enemies besides man cats, weasels, birds of prey, Ac.
Like the early American trapper, who was used to sleeping with
one eye shut and the other open, while a finger was on the

trigger of the gun he held, so these hares, ever alive to the dan-

ger they are in, sleep with both their eyes open, ready to start

off at the first sign of danger, seeking for safety only in precipi-
tate flight. Sometimes when hunted the hare has been known
to practise various devices in order to elude its pursuers such
as returning on its own scent ; betaking itself to furze bushes,
and leaping from one to another ; getting up into the hollow of

a tree ; throwing itself into a river and floating with the stream
for some distance, or swimming out into a hike with only
the nose above water. It also seems to prefer to run uphill,

which it manages with undiminished speed seeing that its

fore-legs are shorter than the hind ones while the speed of i
l
s

pursuers is considerably retarded. The animal would no doubt
be :iMo to escape from the hunter, were it not for the folly it

exhibits in doubling back to the place whence it started from.

Sometimes, when far ahead of its pursuers, it will stop, and,

rearing itself on its hind legs, look back to assure itself that it

has escaped from the harriers. They are soon within sound
and sight again, and finally overtake it. When seized by the

hounds, the poor hare utters a sharp loud cry, not unlike the

ory of a child. It is only in time of pain and danger like this

that its voice is ever heard.

The common hare is found throughout Europe, and in some

parts of Asia. It is of a tawny red on the back and sides, and
white on the belly. Its ears are long and tipped with black ;

its eyes large and prominent, placed backwards in its head so

that it can nearly see behind it as it runs. It is not so prolific

as the rabbit. The female goes with young abont a month, and

generally has three to six in a litter. The young are born with

their eyes open, are suckled for twenty days, after which they
leave the dam to procure their own food.

There are many kinds of hares, the common hare (Lepus
tim idus) being regarded as the typo of the family of them.

One of tho more remarkable members of this family is the

Alpine hare (Lepus variabilis), which changes the colour of its

coat with the seasons, a peculiarity which probably is of some
benefit to it. In summer its soft fur is grey, with an inter-

mixture of yellowish brown ; the ears are tipped x^ith black,
and the tail is grey above and white beneath. On the approach
of winter the fur gradually becomes white, except on the points
of the ears and on the lips, where the fur remains black. It

will be observed that in winter it takes the colour of the snow,
like the arctic fox and ermine a change which may subserre

the two ends of (1) enabling it the better to escape from

enemies, which will not bo so well able to distinguish it against
a white ground as they would have been had it retained its

summer colours ; and (2) making it warmer *nd more comfort-
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able, the white fur being probably warmer than the grey and

yellowish brown.

Belonging to the family of hares, we have also the rabbit

jLepus cuniculus), which is so common an animal that there is

probably no one who is not familiar with it. A craze for

rabbit-keeping among lads is about as common a complaint as

the measles, and probably many a reader of this article will

remember the interest he used to take in the inmates of the

hutch when he paid his periodical visits to see after their

welfare, and the solicitude he felt for the cases of pot-belly,

snuffles, scurf, &c., that he may have had on his hands during
his rabbit-keeping experience. The knowledge he then gained
would make it difficult for us to tell him anything new about
the ways of these pets, and we shall therefore confine ourselves

to an account of some facts which he may not know.
The rabbit is not so big as the hare, and its hinder legs are

shorter. It is supposed to have been introduced from Spain into

the various countries of

Europe in which it is

now found. In the wild

state, rabbits have a

great uniformity of

colour ; in the domesti-

cated state, the greatest

diversity. The colour

of the fur of the wild

rabbit is brown, with
its tail black above and
white beneath ; but
domesticated rabbits

are white, black, fawn,
yellow, grey, or slate

colour, &c. With the

uniform colour of the

wild rabbit there is

associated nearly un-

conquerable wildness ;

with the varied colour

of the domesticated

rabbit, a state of ex-

treme tameness. On
this matter of tame-
ness of the domesti-

cated animal, Darwin
remarks :

"
Hardly any

animal is more difficult

to tame than the young
of the wild rabbit ;

scarcely any animal is

tamer than the young
of the tame rabbit.

We must
attribute at least the

greater part of the
inherited change from
xtreme wildness to extreme tameness to habit and long-con-

tinued confinement."
The doe commences to breed when from six to eight months

old. It would perhaps be hard to find any back-boned animal
that is more prolific. Naturalists generally assert that it will

breed seven times in a year ; but a rabbit-fancier, with an eye
to producing a fine breed, will not allow a doe to have more
than four litters a year. Thre are generally about eight'young
ones in a litter. If we suppose, then, that the guiding hand of

the fancier is not over them, a pair of rabbits would have fifty-
six young ones in one year. These would pair in the following
year, and have a numerous progeny, so that there would soon
be quite a colony. A lively conception of their rapid multipli-
cation will be obtained if the reader make a rough calculation
of how many descendants a couple of rabbits would have in

four years, supposing they had seven litters a year, with eight
young ones in a litter in equal numbers of males and females.

Upon making the calculation, it will be found that the original
pair have, at the close of the fourth year, over a million descen-

dants, consisting of sons and daughters, grandchildren, great-

grandchildren, and great-great-grandchildren. A truly patri-
archal pair !

Babbits have lots of enemies the cat, dog, and man himself,

THE ALPINE PIKA.

&c. So numerous, indeed, are their enemies, that if they were
not so prolific they might soon become extinct. Of extinction,

however, there is not much fear, for if climate and surroundings
are suitable, their numbers steadily increase, notwithstanding
the ravages of their enemies. Goldsmith relates that in Spain
and some of the islands of the Mediterranean, where their

numbers were not sufficiently checked by man, they multiplied
to such an extent as to become a positive pest to the natives.

The aid of soldiers was demanded to destroy t em, for they
were becoming a plague, but an efficient check was found in

the introduction of the ferret.

In our own times, indeed, a similar experience is being now
passed through. Babbits have been introduced into Australia

and New Zealand, and there is now a loud outcry against
them.

These rodents are vegetarians in the strictest sense of the

word, living on nothing but vegetable products. Hares, for ex-

ample, live upon roots,

leaves, fruits, and corn,

quenching their thirst

with dew, and during
winter they will eat

the bark of trees. The
domestic rabbit is fed

on grain, meal, hay,

clover, vetches, com-

frey, dandelion, &c.

There are several

varieties of rabbits.

The lop-eared breed is

highly esteemed by
fanciers. In this breed
the ears appear abnor-

mally long, measuring
across from tip to tip as

many as twenty inches.

In some other breeds

the ears are erect. Any
striking peculiarity in

any breed is made more

pronounced by a dis-

creet process of selec-

tion in breeding.
The so-named calling

hares, or pikas (Lago-

myidoB), differ in many
structural points from
the Leporidoe, or hares

and rabbits, the most
manifest of these differ-

ences being their much
lesser size, apparent
absence of tail, shorter

ears, and their possess-

ing four limbs of nearly

equal length. The pikas, or calling hares, have also a habit of

whistling, which has earned for them their latter appellation.

Nearly a dozen species have been described.

The Alpine pika (Lagomys alpinus) is a small animal, from

nine to nine and a half inches long, which inhabits Siberia. It

is of a greyish brown colour above and yellowish grey beneath.

It generally burrows in the ground, and is nocturnal in its

habits, seldom coming out in the day-time, except on a dull and

cloudy day. It feeds on the scanty herbage of the higher

regions of Siberia, and displays a wise foresight in providing
for the long and dismal winters, when food would be unpro-
curable because of the covering of snow, by piling up small

stacks of herbage for winter use.

Taking them altogether, the hares, whether Leporidce or

Lapomyidce, are a poor defenceless class of animals, harmless,

and nearly helpless, preyed on by every kind of bloodthirsty

animal, and preying on none. Such of their characteristics as

are protective to the race have been gradually improved by
nature's selecting hand, so that now there is nothing so fleet of

foot as the common hare, and nothing so prolific as the rabbit.

Our pity for them may be misplaced, as no doubt their lot,

such as it is, best tends to their own and other animals'

welfare.
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LESSONS IN GEOLOGY. IX

LITHOLOGY-PETBOLOGY GEOLOGICAL TERMS.

UNDER the general term Geognosy is included all that can be
said in relation to the structure of the matter composing the

earth's crust. Such a description readily permits of a sub-

division.

The rock-masses may be treated of as to their mineral,
their internal structure, and those characters which may be

determined by handling specimens, such as texture, construction,

hardness, etc. All this is Lithoiogy.

Petrology describes the larger charac-

teristics of rook ; the relative positions they

occupy, and the disturbances they have

larger quantity war* treated in the same manner, the b**alt
returned to its former stony appearance; bat in doing to, it

WM observed that the molten mass congregated into little boll*.

Neither of these sub-divisions treats of

rocks urranirt'ii in geological groups. Hence
this forms a third part of the subject, and
to enable us to classify rooks chronologi-

cally that is, to determine which rocks were

deposited at or about the same time we
mast appeal to their organic contents. The
mineral composition is of little service.

For instance, two sandstones, identical in

their composition, may be found, which we
know must have been formed at two periods

separated by vast intervening ages; and
this wo discover by their fossil contents. Hence a study of

fossils is of the greatest importance, and this has received the

name of Palaeontology.

Mineralogy is a further sub-division of Lithoiogy.

Lithoiogy, as wo have said, treats of the mineral composition
of the rooks, but does not enter into the chemistry, etc., of these

mineral elements. Thus we find the remark we made in the

opening lesson is true. To be a perfect geologist we must
begin with Chemistry. This t3aches us the elements whereof all

bodies are composed, and the laws of their combination. A
step higher, and we reach Mineralogy, by which we are taught
how those elements are arranged in bodies contained in the

solid crust of the earth ; the forms in which minerals appear,
and their characteristics. Lithoiogy groups these minerals into

rocks, and forms the third division of our

subject ; Petrology tells how the rocks lie on
the surface, their contortions, interstratifi-

cations, etc. ; while Palaeontology, from the

fossils the rocks contain, groups them ac-

cording to their ages, and writes a history
of the animal life of the globe. Minera-

logy will be treated separately; and for a
further description of the minerals we shall

have occasion to name, we refer the reader

to the forthcoming lessons.

Technical Terms descriptive of the Struc-

ture and Internal Characters of Rocks.

Although the particles of a mineral may be

arranged in a symmetrical order, forming a

crystal, this formation never extends to large
masses. No crystal has been discovered

more than one or two feet long ; but when
a rock is composed of particles which are either crystals or frag-
ments of crystals, it is said to be crystalline. Such is the struc-

ture of loaf-sugar. The granites and many of the primary
rocks exhibit it. Occasionally a uniform structure is developed
in large masses of rock ;

this is always columnar (Fig. 14), as in

the basaltic rocks of the Giant's Causeway, in the north of Ire-

land, and in Fingal's Cave, on the opposite shore of the Isle of
Staffa.

The number of the sides of the columns varies from three to
ten. They fit so closely to each other that the blade of a knife

,

is with difficulty inserted between them. When broken hori-

zontally they exhibit a mnchoidal fracture ; that is, the surface
of one piece is concave, the corresponding surface of the other

being of course convex like a ball-and-socket joint.
The origin of the columnar structure of rocks was proved ex-

perimentally by Mr. Gregory Watt. He caused a quantity of

basaltic rock to be fused in a blast furnace. When a small

portion of this was removed and allowed to cool, it assumed a
vitreous character ; that is, like glass, but not transparent. If a

77 *

it.

and these increased in size by the continuous addition of
matter to their external coating. In doe time these
touched each other; bot M their increasing capacity still

tinued, they were squeezed together ; and M the expansive force

progressed, their curved surfaces were flattened. Presuming the
force in each ball to be exactly the MUM, by this promo

(six-sided) short prisms would be produced. Thu will

be sufficiently evident from Fig. 1 .'..

For some reason or other these spheral
arranged themselves one above the other, so
that a straight line would paes through their

centres. This explains the formation of the
columnar structure.

Certain green stones are found which ap-

pear in spherical masses. When exposed to

the weather they are liable to exfoliate-,

that is, one coat after the other peels off,

thus demonstrating their concretionary cha-

racter, or that they were made by successive

layen accumulating round a nucleus, pro-

bably in the same manner as the globules
of basalt, in which the columnar structure

originated.
All masses of rock are intersected by

regular sets of cracks, which are termed jointt. Without these

it would be difficult to quarry stratified rocks, and impossible to

hew out hard primary rocks.

Joints generally traverse rocks at right angles to each other.

In granite quarries three seta frequently cut the stone into cubical

masses.

Their existence can only bo accounted for by supposing they
result from the shrinkage of the mass upon its consolidation.

When those joints are very close to each other, and pass

through the rock-mass in the same direction, the phenomenon
is termed cleavage, and the rock splits into slates. Some
stratified rooks readily divide into horizontal slabs, the pianos
of division coinciding with those of stratification. Such slab*

are called flags or Jlagstones.
When the rock exhibits a disposition to

break up into thin leaves, it is said to be
U> minated. Shales are clayey deposits which
were once soft and plastic, but upon drying
became intersected by numerous joints,
which cause the mass to split up into small

pieces.

Crystalline rocks are frequently found

possessing a laminated structure ; they are

then schists, or of a schistose structure.

Occasionally the term foliated is applied to

rocks of this nature, from the leaf-like man-
ner in which the layers overlieeach other.

Fi.^i'c is a general term which characterises

all rocks which show any tendency to break

up into small parts.
When a layer of rock reposes on a stratum

of different material, its under surface must

partake of smoothness or inequality of that stratum ; this is de-

nominated bedding. A stratum of rock is sometimes called a bed,

but the word is becoming geologically obsolete. Seam, unfor-

tunately, has two meanings ; sometimes it is used to indicate the

lino which marks in a section the junction of two strata, and
also it is applied to thin layers of mineral matter which traverse

a series of strata. For example, thin beds of coal, a few inches

or even feet thick, ore frequently found at intervals in many
strata ; these would be called seams of coal. It is evident how
the word has become applicable to each ease. The thin bed was
considered the line which divided the two layers of strata.

The above terms are descriptive of the structure of rock-

masses. On examining a specimen in the hand, a closer inspec-

tion reveals to us its internal characters. If it be made up of

the same kind of matter, the rook is homogeneous ; when its

particles are in grains, perceptible to the touch or plainly visible,

the specimen is yranular. Occasionally the material is arranged
in fibres, as asbestos ; it is then Jibroiu. When the fibres are

distinct, long, fine crystals, it is said to be acicuiar (needle-like)

15.
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A compact rock has its particles in close and firm proximity, but
one which is friable permits of being crumbled. A porous speci-

men is full of holes, like pumice-stone, but when the pores are

small it is said to be cellular or vesicular. Rocks are hard or

soft, but beyond a general application these terms are not much
in vogue. In mineralogy we shall find that much stress is laid

on the comparative hardness of minerals.

Hocks which are composed of water-worn pebbles cemented

together are conglomerates. If angular fragments take the

place of the pebbles, a breccia is the result, which word is the

Italian for "
fragment." A pebble is a small piece of mineral

matter, worn round by the action of water. When the sea-beach

is not sand, but stones rounded by the waves, the accumulation
of pebbles is a shingle.

If the size of the pebble exceed a few pounds in weight, it

becomes a boulder.

A stratum which has been deposited by aqueous agency is of

one of three characters. It is either of an arenaceous quality
that is, a sandstone ; or it is argillaceous that is, a clay ; or it

is a limestone.

In each of the great systems in which rocks are classified,

these three species of rocks appear. Each system has its lime-

stone, its sandstone, and its argillaceous rocks, or its clay beds.

Sand, of which arenaceous rocks are composed, is properly
small particles of quartz, which is the hardest constituent of

granite, and therefore most successfully resists the process of

attrition.

Quartz is pure silex or flint, and may at once be recognised in

a specimen of granite, as those clear, semi-transparent grains.
When granite decomposes, these grains remain intact, or nearly
BO ; for silex is most difficult to dissolve. Particles of sand are

always rounded, as if by the action of running water.

Sandstone is an aggregate of these particles, which are held

together in some cases without any apparent cement ; but often

calcareous or siliceous matter is present in a small quantity,
which binds the arenaceous particles together. Sometimes clay
or the oxide of iron forms this cement, and to this latter sub-

stance the red colour which frequently tints sandstones is due.

Some fine-grained sandstones are found which contain minute
scales of shining matter ; this is mica, another constituent of

granite, and such rocks are termed micaceous sandstones. These
sandstones are found among the earlier formations.

Grit is applied to sandstones whose grains are very coarse.

Argillaceous Rocks. Any earth which is sufficiently plastic to

be kneaded by the hand is, in common language, a clay. Strictly

speaking, clay is composed of siliceous and aluminous particles.

Kaolin, or porcelain clay, is the finest of the clays. Its composi-
tion is given in this table, in which it is compared with other

specimens :
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aorov {awoTox. 15. (I ayaBt, pr) ayvoti otavro*. 16.

aituTOTO/jLov fjm> i/iuj Tjf, y8o(oraTOf 5. Otrroj <w vpos
run tuytvtav TO /up /*o*> ytvot air' /tov opx T <<. TO 5 a
aoi wautrat. 17. BoAijj pa>T7)0(5, TI KOIVOTO.TOV ;

A$- oi 70? oh aAAo /ufSfp, awr> wapTT4<. 18. Olov TO

Tjfloi 4*affTou TOIOUTOS o /3ioj. 19. <frpTai 6 NuAoi awo
AiflioTiKaii' dpcD!/ fXf" TT * (I 0aAa<ro-a*> K/9oAt)t trra&ta fivpia
Kai 8rxA<a. 20. T 8* *>T 8/ca for**. 21.

Aavpi o-raO/jouj 8uo, ^0^01707701 mm, tin tov 'iapov
ow i\v tvpot Tpia irA0pa.

VOCABULARY.
1. A{<os, -a, -ov, u>orh, worthy; iroAA. a(., of great value.
'2. '\vvQ>v, -<vos, 6, Hanno, the Carthaginian genoraL Ew

(from Ttpos, beyond), transported, carried over; ntfav (from
f 0$), o//oo<-soWiers; iVirm ('inrf/j), horsemen, cavalry.
3. 2r)paj (2jp, -01), the Seres, an Eastern people who produced

filk; s,V (intin. of (aw, / live), to live; XaASaiour, <he Chaldeans;
TO tKarov tTTj, literally, above </i hundred years (so with either
number the article is used when a whole is contemplated ; in con-

struing into English you must drop the article in such oases) :

0iow (from /3io6>, I live, /3ioj, life), to live.

4. Bioxroi, to have lived ; \tytTai, is said.

5. ETAirr7j(T (from TtAos, an. end), came to an end, died;
O\v/jLirias, -0801, T>, an Olympiad, a period of five years (the
Greeks reckoned time by Olympiads, aa we date from the birth
of Christ, A.IX); /3<oi/*, having lived; tros tv, etc., one year to

eighty, that is 81 years.
6. Etw(, said; Ncpwy, -wvos, 6, the Roman emperor Nero;

airfiAfir (from airciAeco, I threaten), threatenest.

7. 2oAaoTiKos, -ov, 6, an idler, a witling; awopuv, being in

difficulties ; cimrpaa/ct, sold.

8. EpwTT/fltis (tpuraia, I ask), being asked; pr), said, answered.
9. At<7/ua, -UTOS, TO, a specimen; irepie<pp< (ircpi and tpcpco),

carried about.

10. ViyvuffKf, pronounce the same judgment ; irpoj xa/"v TOJWJ',

nothing for favour.
12. Ap07esi/, to please ; jSouAou, ttnsTi (<ry).
13. Aio-xui/ou (aio'xffo^iat), reverence.

14. E^oiraraj', to deceive, cheat.

15. A7vo, fce <ftou ignorant.
16. 2/curoro/uoy, -ov, o, a leather cutter (from ffxvros, -ovj, TO, a

hide, leather) ; tiryti^js, ^eJl-born ; opx T - tar. C/AOV, literally
begins from me, that is, with me ; irouTaj, comes to an end.

17. AirtKpivaTo (awo and Kpivta), answered; tAiru, ftope;
(ca 7ap, for.

19. *pTa, carries itself (middle voice), flows ; ticfaXi), -jjj, y,
a falling out of; juxP'> UP t> down to, until.

21. E^cAauvct, marches.

EXTRACTS FROM THE NEW TESTAMENT.
1. Eiir 8e & \T\ffovs, Tloinffarf rovs avQpwirov; wttnrtfftiv. HP

8< ^opro3 iro\vs tv ry Toiry. fwiirfffov ow ol ai/Spc? TOV aptd^ov
warti ir(vraKiffxt\ioi (John vi. 10). 2. IloAAoi 5 TWV OKOUO-OVTCDI'

TOV Ao70i tiriffTfv<rav KCU rytitr)0ri o aptdfj.os rwi> avfipuv uffd

XiAiaSej irtmf (Acts iv. 4). 3. Kai tioov KCU rjKOvffa <pwrni>

ayyf\uv iroAAau' KUK\O> TOV Qpovov Kai Ttav {wwv KCU TUV irpttr-

Pvrtpuv Kai i\v & apiOfios avruv fnupiaSts fj.vpta.Sui> Kai x'^'oSts
XiA(a8a>c, A70'TJ (puvr) ptyaty, A(iot/ tffTi TO apviov TO fff<f>a.yo-

ptvov \a$tiv TI\I> 8uva.fjui> Kai -irAowroi/ KO.I ffo<piay Kai I<TXUV KO.I

Ti/xiji/ Kai $oav KUI (v\oytai> (Rev. V. 11, 12). 4. 'O tx<av now
jrr)<piffaT(ii TOV apiQ^ov TOV Ovpiav apiO/j.us yap avOpuirov fffTi,
KO.I 6 api6fj.os avrou (understand fffTiv) xt* (Rev. xiii. 18).
5. 'O 5 Iccavvrjs Si(KU\vfv a\rrov, \(y<av, Eyta xp(iav *X
f}airTiff6i)t/ai, Kai crv tpxp irpos /x; (Matt. iii. 14). 6.

TO Ripri /3affTafTf, Kai OVTWS avair\i]p<affaT( TOV vofiov TOV

XpurTov (Gal. vi. 2). 7. 'H 70^ Kai/x7? "'* ii^tav aurr; tori, TO

paprvpiov TTJS arvvtiSrifftus i]p.iav, OTI tv airAoTrjTi KOI ci\iKpivna
Qtov, OVK fv

ffotyicf, ffapKiKr) oAA" tv XaP'Tt 0ou, atxarpaQriniv tv

Tip Kofffj.tf, irtpiffffortpus at irpoi v^toi (2 Cor. i. 12.) 8. E TJJ
ow iropoKAnffis tv XpHTTt?, ti TI irapa/J.vdwi' ayairr)s, ti TIS KOivuvia

*vtv(t.aTos, fi Tiva ffir\ayxva Kai oiKTipft.oi, irATjpawroTt ft.ou TI\V

Xapav, Iva TO avro <ppoyi)Tt, TTJV avnjv ayain]v txovrts, <n/^ix<",
TO tv (ppovovvrts, fj.t)8fi> Kara tpiBtiav TJ KtvoSoiai>, aAAa TTI Tairti-

voippoffvirp oAAT/Aoi/s i)yov/j.tvoi inrtptxavras tavrtav, fjiri
Ta iaurtav

ffKOirovvTfs, aAAa KO< TO tTtptav SACOCTTOJ (Philippians ii.

14).
VOCABULARY.

1. ITJO-OUJ, Jesut ; iroir)<raTf (iroitu, I make, do), make, cause to;

(wtwrv, 1 fall), to lit down; xoprot, -ov, I, yrau ;

, tltey tat dovmi rof api9., at to number, that is, *

number, or to Uu number ; tta*t, about.

'.: Vuv aKOvtrav. (axov*, I hear), of those who heard i twurrfv.

aav (wioTit, faith), believed} rftmjtoi (yipo/uu, / become), oo,
roc to.

.'i. Ki8of (<8oi, appearance, thape), I taw ; TJKOWTO, / heard i

apviov, -ov, TO, lamb ; fffayoptvov (ayayiov, a victim).
4. 'O 'X"* vow, let him who hat; tyrftuTanw (<fa$ot,

the Greek* usually reckoned with beiuu, as UM Latiu
did with pebbles, calcuti, whence calculate), calculate.

5. A(Av (xwAiMtf, / hinder), tried to hinder i fanmetofm,
to be baptised ; frrrrw, I dip ; *pxP> comett thou t

6. Bao-To^tT* (Qatnafa, I carry), bear; ovrttt, thut j ajtnrAi;.

(avo, up, wATjpow, I Jill), Jill up, fulfil.

7. Kaux^ffis, -tut, ij, boasting ; ffwtiSrjtrit, -tut, ij, contdenee;

'oirAorrji, -rrroi, r), simplicity ; iAtxpii/ia, -at, q, sincerity ;

aapKiKos (ffaplfjteth),fleshly ; a^taTpaiprjutv, u-e have behaved (con-

ducted) ourselves, we have acted; wtpiffaoriput (**pi, denoting

abundance), more exceedingly.
8. riapcwtATjffij, -tut, i\, exhortation, comfort ; vapapvOior, -ov,

TO, solace, soothing ; KOivvna, -at, fi, community ; winvfia, -OTOI,

spirit ; <7irAo7Xfov, -on, TO, bowels ; onTipfLOt, -ov, o, pity ;

TrArjptDffOT* (w\npov, I fill), fulfil ; Qptinrrt (ipptftt, the mind),
that ye desire, aim at, love ; <ru/x^ux01 (^"X 7^ "** w>u^)> being of
the same soul, of one soul ; tpiBua, -oj, rj, strife ; tttvooo^ta (Ktvot,

empty), vainglory; TatrnvotypoffwTi, -rjs, r) (raftivot, humble),
lowliness of mind ; iryovp-tvoi, thinking, considering ; vrtp*xtu>t

to be superior ; anoirowTts (axoirtiv, to look, hence <tia*a*tu>, to

overlook, whence oar word bishop), looking at.

REMARKS.
The pronounH are among the oldest words in every language.

Consequently, if in two languages the pronouns are found to

have strong marks of resemblance, we may safely conclude that
those two languages are akin to each other. Such marks of

resemblance may be found by comparing the Greek and the

English personal pronouns together. Thus the Greek ryw,
through the Latin ego, is clearly the English I (also the German
tch and the French je). Look at the Greek accusative /M, the
Latin me, and the English me. Again, compare the Greek ov,
the Latin tu, and the English thou ; also the accusatives,

namely, at, te, thee. The i (the c aspirated and so made he) is

obviously our he.

Similar remarks may be made with regard to the numerals.

Obviously in structure, as well as in individual numbers, the
Greek numeral system is the same as our own.
The student, if he has well attended to these lessons, may now

rejoice in having made some considerable progress ; and the

progress he has made he may in a measure estimate by the com-

parative ease with which he has just read passages from the
Greek New Testament.

GENERAL VIEW OF WHAT HAS BEEN SET FORTH.

JVbun SwbsfatUiue, used to name objects, as or/wrumjj, soldier

(a soldier).

Article, used to determine nouns, as <5 orpariwrq*, the soldier.

of quality,
of number,
of order,

demonstrative,

interrogative,

relative,

possessive,

070601
8tt OTpOTIWTOl,

OVTOS 6 avOporrot,
tKtifot 6 avdponros,
b avro* avOpttiros,

avros 6 axtfpanroj,

cn>0p<i>iroi Ttvts,

6

o tpos

6s,

good soldier,

ten soldiers,

tenth legion.
this ""an

that man.
the same man.
the mfln himself,

some men.
which man P

the man who.

my father.

Pronoun, tyu, I ; crv, thou ; ov, of himself.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GREEK. XXI.

EXKRCISB 70. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. The river Euphrates is four stadia in breadth. 2. The stadium

of the Romans contains one hundred and twenty-fir* stop*, or
six hundred and twenty-fire feet. 3. To Cyrus there were present

thirty-fire ships from Peloponnesus. 4. The breadth of the Saras, a
river of Cilicio, was three plethra. 5. The plethron contains a hundred
feet. 6. Crdaus, a river of CUicia, is two plethia wide. 7. The
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breadth of the Meander, a river of Phrygia, is twenty-five feet. 8. Tha

parasang, that is, Persian measure, contains thirty stadia, or eighteen
thousand seven hundred and fifty feet. 9. The calculation of the

entire journey, the expedition and retreat, which is described by

Xenophou, was two hundred and fifteen stadia, one thousand one

hundred and fifty-five parasangs, thirty-four thousand six hundred and

fifty stadia. ; and the length of time of the expedition and retreat was
a year and three months. 10. The friendship of one intelligent person
is better than the friendship of all unintelligent people. 11. This was
vhe number of the army of Cyrus : of the Greeks there were ten thou-

sand four hundred hoplites, two thousand five hundred targeteers ; but

of the Barbarians with Cyrus, there were one hundred thousand, and

scythe-bearing chariots about twenty.

EXERCISE 71. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. Elf oweToc <pi\o; ton '

kpr 2. Ta errj

rcfT. 3. 'OXo? 6 api0/AO? Trj? 6<3ou OTTO TIK MaX1? v Ba/SuKuvi it ra Kort/aipa

%aKo?tot ciKotri <rra6ia ftvpia oKTaK*crx(X*a efcuccxrta, xpofov 6c TO TrX^Cov

OKTW firivev. 4. *O apitffjiov TOW o-Tpareu/naTo? ean Tpr/iup(0( eciaKmx(A(o<

TOW uTpaT(a>Taii/ Tpttr/it/pfwi* evi'uicoa'<a)y Ka< f e^MKoi'Tit. 6. llopri<Tav v rt;

/la^t? Tpiv Tpter/jiMptot Kai c^uKKrxt^iot t uKu<T(oi Ka< TrevrrjKoi'Ta TU*** aT^uTfafTU)^

KUU UpUCtTCt <3pt7Tat'fl0OpU Q,fJL<f>t
tKUTUV KCIi 7TfT^JKUfc-TU.

GEOMETRICAL PERSPECTIVE. XII.

IN proportion as the number of lines and angles increase, which

compose the subject to be represented in perspective, so there

will follow a greater amount of working lines, drawn in various

directions from the picture plane. Under these circumstances

it will frequently be necessary to use more than one line to

represent the PP, in order to prevent the confusion which must
occur when working all the details from one PP only. Therefore

we are at liberty to use any number of lines as picture planes
an advantage fully

appreciated by
every draughts-
manwhen engaged
in making highly-
finished drawings
of very elaborate

subjects. The kind

of work to which

these lessons are

but an introduc-

tion, and which

must fall to the

lot of those who
have studied per-

spective for some

practical purpose,
will not be re-

Btricted to cubes,
blocks of wood,
and the simple

objects wo have
elected for our

practice, and to

assist us in ex-

plaining the prin-

ciples. We know h -n, J T f a-

the same rule for

drawing a block in perspective is applied again in drawing a
church or a palace; but respecting the latter, that which
increases the labour, and not unfrequently perplexes the stu-

dent, is the increased amount and the great variety of details.

We intend still to confine ourselves to simple examples, so

long as we have any new rule to give or fresh principle to

explain ; let these be well learnt, then the application of

them to more extensive and important subjects will be easy.
We now, therefore, introduce the practice of additional picture

planes, and that our explanations may, we trust, be clearer,
we will simplify the process by proposing a problem with
reference to two slabs or bloclcs only, of the same size, and each
in the same position with regard to the PP. By this time our

pupils will be prepared with the fact, that if an object touches

the picture plane its real length is represented upon the picture;
and as it retires from or beyond the picture, the space it occupies

upon the PP diminishes. Turn to Fig. 24, Vol. II., page 360,
where the slabs of the pavement touching the PP are drawn to
the size given by the scale ; also / e, the perpendicular edge of

the cube in Fig. 33, Vol. III., page 9, is another example. Af ti-r

this remark, it will be seen that the object may be made to touch
the PP in more than one place, if it is placed at a distance from
the PP, by means of one or more of its lines being produced to
the PP as points of contact. Therefore, if we have the option of

placing a line representing the PP anywhere in conjunction with
one of these points of contact, besides our usual practice of

putting it below the drawing, we have the advantage of distri-

buting the measurements, which might be crowded upon this

one line, upon other lines similarly placed for the same purpose.
Any further remarks will be made as we proceed with the method
of drawing the following problem :

PROBLEM XXXV. (Fig. 57). Two slabs or rectangular bloclcs,

each of the same dimensions, 6feet long, 4 feet broad, and Ifoot thick.

One block is above the eye, the otJier below, resting on the ground;
in every other respect the conditions of each are tlie same. Their

long sides are 40 with the PP; their nearest angles 3 feet to the

left of the eye, and 2 feet within tlie PP. Height of the eye, 4
feet, and distance of nearest angle to the eye 10 feet. The vertical

space between tlie blocks is 6 feet.

Our motive for employing two blocks of the same dimensions
and position, with the one exception named, is that we shall find

it easier to explain ; and we hope our pupils will more clearly
understand the use of the PP when placed above the eye, and by
which we intend to show that the proportions of the object can
with equal capability be arranged upon a line above the HL, as

upon one below it. By this use of two lines to represent the

PP, the base of a column can be worked from the PP below, and
the capital from the one above. The same may be observed
when representing windows, balconies, etc., in the upper storeys
of a large building. From PS on the HL draw the semicircle

DE I E r>E2 . (We
have stated the

distance of sight
in away frequently
done in some of

the military exa-

mination papers,
for the purpose of

drawing attention

to it. It is said

that the distance

from the nearest

angle to the eye is

10 feet, and that

the object is 2 feet

within or beyond
the PP

; therefore

the eye will be 8

feet from the PP,
which length will

be the radius for

describing the
semicircle through
E.) The distance

of the nearest an-

gle of the object

S to the left of the

eye will be at b; c

the nearest point of the object to the PP, from which lines

must be drawn to both vanishing points ;
the perspective

lengths of c d and c e must be cut off by lines to their

respective distance points in the way already explained in

Lesson IX., Vol. III., page 271. The line c d, which has been

drawn to vp 1
,
must be produced to the PP in h. The thick-

ness of each block is 1 foot, that being added to the verti-

cal space between them will be 8 feet ; therefore the perpen-

dicular line, or line of contact, must be 8 feet from 7*. to i.

Another PP through i must be drawn parallel to the HL. Now,
as the blocks in this case are the same in their dimensions and

positions, the upper one could be very quickly and conveniently

drawn from the lower one, by raising perpendicular lines from

the angles ; but we avoid this for a special reason : that is, we
wish our pupils to go through the construction again, upon and

from the upper PP, in the same way as they did from the lower;

PP
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vards, a repetition of tho process, when, in a future
. iirios in size and form from the ono below, the

<lit!iculti"< will not be so great. Probably it will bo advisable to
nhito H..III.I of the work, to prevent failure. Hake a b

< .;u:il :.. tho diHtunoe tho object in to tho left of the eye; draw
tuuku 6 /equal to tho distance

tin- in are.st auglo in within tin- ]>i<-ture;

iin.l because tho line from b vanishes
at PS, thoroforo tho lino from /, to out

it. within, must bo drawn to

m: 1

,
tho distance point of K or P8, to

.li-t.-niiiM- the nearest part of the ob-

(Somo writers on Perspective
all tli.' DK tho DPS, meaning the dis-

of the point of sight. It makes
no i>r:u-tii-:il ( 1 i nVrenop, because DE I or

DEa
represents tho space between tho

oyo and tho picture plane, that is, be-

tween x and PH ;
rs being on the pic-

ture plane, which is supposed to be in

a perpendicular position ; the line

below, marked PP, being its base. See

Fig. 21, Vol. II., page 360.) Through
<, directed from DVP 1

, draw a line to

r ; make r s equal to the length of the
block ; draw from
s back again to

DVP 1
,

which will

cut the vanishing
line from c to vp 1

in tn; cm will

then be the per-

spective represen-
tation of tin-

length of the
block. Through
c, directed from

DVP*, draw a line

to n; make n o

equal to tho width
of the block, and
rule from o back

again to DVP* ;

this will cut the

line from c to vp2

in v; c v will be
the width of the

block. We trust

the remainder of

the work, includ-

ing the thickness

of tho block, will

present no difficul-

ties.

We will make
further use of this

problem, by chang-
ing tho proportions
of tho upper block

to 4 feet long, and
2 feet wide ; its

plan being in the

centre of the plan
of the lower one.

In this case a plan
must be drawn
both of tho blocks
and the PP, to show
how tho former are
situated and con-

nected with the latter, and from which we obtain the propor-
tions and distanceo of tho several parts from ono another
and from the PP. Therefore Fig. 58 is the first considera-
tion ; it is a plan constructed according to tho particulars
given in the question. Draw the PP. Anywhere, say from
o, draw tho line a I, at an angle of 40 with tho PP. Upon
this last line find the point d, the nearest angle within the

Pr; draw d c perpendicularly with tho PP; place PS 3 feet

Fig. 60.

to the right of c d. Upon d draw UM plan of th* lower
block ; afterward! the plan of the upper one, e k i kt ail iU
idea being one foot within the larger plan. la Fig. 59 we
hawe represented only UM upper block ; UM lower OM will be
imply a repetition of the one in Fig. 57, which oar pupils

most not omit repeating when drawing
Fig. 59. We will raw eommeiM* with
the n L, and proceed upward*. Tbe
n, DB, PP, and n will b* UM same
as in Fig. 57. The dutanoe of UM
nearest angle a from the tr must be
measured from b to e on UM vr, and
equal to n e, taken from Fig
The distance ef, of the pointa within,
mast be equal to/ e (Fig. 58). Draw
from a to VP', and also the other way
to the PP in m j a line from n perpen-
dicularly to PP will be the line of eon-

tact, upon which to measure the thick-

ness, m n, of the block. Tho length
and breadth to bo cut off on the line*

which vanish to VP1 and VP* mutt be

taken from the plan, viz., e K for

the length, and e k for the breadth,
as shown in e h and o k (Fig. 59). It

will be noticed

that the difference

of dimensions be-

tween the two
blocks, and the

greater distance

of tho lower block
from the PP, causes
a change of posi-
tion for the line of

contact, or rather,
another line of

contact mostbe in-

troduced. Tho per-

pendicular from i

is the line of con-

tact for the lower

block, whilst the

one from m will be
the line of contact

for the upper;
proving that in all

cases the first part
of the construction

to be considered ia

the position of the

nearest point of

the object, with

regard to the eye
and the PP ; leav-

ing the rest to

whatever may re-

sult from thework,
according to the
varied character

of tho subject, and
the conditions
given in the state-

ment.
Before we mako

any further appli-
cation of tho rule

and process of the

above problem, wo
will explain ano-

ther important step connected with this part of our subject,

and afterwards combine the two in an especial case.

Our next consideration will bo tho way in which we can make
use of a dinyonal line for determining retiring distances and re-

tiring proportions ; that is, tho angle which the diagonal makes
with tho PP (we will suppose it to be the diagonal of a square).
The diagonal is obtained by bisecting tho angle formed by the

vanishing lines from to VP 1 and VP : its VP and distance point
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DP found, and in all respects treated as are the vanishing lines of

retiring sides.

PROBLEM XXXVI. (Fig. 60). Two square slabs of different

dimensions, the smaller of ivhich is lying v/pon the otlier ; the

plans of their centres coincide; the nearest angle of the lower

(me touches the pp. The side of the larger slab is 4'5 feet ; the

smaller, 3 feet. Thiclmess of each, 1 foot. Angle of sight, distance,
and height of tlie eye, as in the last problem.
A portion of the subject represented by the plan A must be

constructed, for the purpose of obtaining the length of that part
of the diagonal line between a and b. As the angles of the

object are right angles, therefore the angle formed by the

vanishing lines from E to the HL will be a right angle. Bisect

it by the line E o ; E o will then be the vanishing line of the

diagonal of the slabs, and o the VP. Find its distance point by
drawing from o the arc E DO. After the lower slab, m c d e,

is drawn according to previous instructions, produce the per-

pendicular m c through v ; make m c and c v equal to the

thickness of the slabs ; in other words, mark their heights on the

line of contact from m. Draw the diagonals m o, c o, and

wo; also the diagonal d e. Our object now is to determine the
nearest angle of the upper slab. Upon the diagonal of the base,
m o, we must cut off the distance of a b, in the plan A. Make
m n equal to the lino a b, and from n draw a line to DO,

cutting the retiring diagonal m o in h; m h will then bo the

perspective distance of a b. From h draw the perpendicular
hsr; this perpendicular, cutting the diagonal from c, gives the

nearest angle of the upper slab in s ; c v being the measured
thickness of the upper slab, therefore s r is the perspective
thickness. The diagonal d e, cutting the retiring base of the

upper slab from s each way, gives the perpendicular edges at I

and fe. The remaining retiring lines must be directed to their

respective vanishing points.

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XLVL
EXERCISE 64. MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

1. Eeduce to a proper fraction

^? v fc_nrf ^ HLIx -
-

2. How many bricks 9 inches long, 4^ broad, and 4 thick,
will be required for a wall 30 feet long, 20 feefe high, and 4 feet

thick, allowing 6 per cent, of the space for mortar ?

3. When hay was 5 per ton, a well-to-do farmer hid him-

self in a load, and his weight, of course, was added in that of

the hay. Before the hay was shipped, the trick was detected ;

and after another weighing, 7s. 6d. was deducted from the price.

Find the farmer's weight.
4. A room is 20 feet long, 16 broad, and 12 high. If pure

gold be worth .4 5s. per oz. Troy, and a cubic foot of gold

weigh 19260 oz. avoirdupois, what is the value of the gold
which will exactly fill the room ?

5. A wine-merchant buys 12 dozen of port at 84s. per dozen,
and 60 dozen more at 48s. per dozen ; he mixes them, and sells

the mixture at 72s. per dozen : what profit per cent, does he
realise on his original outlay?

6. How many cubes of which the sides are 2| inches can be
cut out of a cube of which the side is 22 inches ?

7. A young lady desires to paper her room with postage-

stamps, but being herself unable to calculate the number which
will be required, she supplies the following data : Her room is

14 feet 9 inches long, 9 feet 3 inches broad, and 10 feet 6

inches high ; it contains two windows, each 5| feet by 4 feet,

and three doors, each 6 feet by 3 feet ; a postage-stamp is
-J-jj

of

an inch long, and f of an inch broad. Make the calculation for

her.

8. The daily issue of the Times is 60,000 copies. Three days
of the week it consists of 3 sheets, and for the remaining three

of 4 sheets. If a sheet be 3 feet long and 2 feet broad, find the

number of acres which the weekly issue of the Times would
cover.

9. Express n Of 7s. 6d. + -625 of 10s. -545 of 9s. 2d. as a
decimal fraction of .10.

10. Among how many men must .73 be divided in order that
the share of each may be ,4 17s. 4d. ? And among how many
must .79 17s. 6d. be divided in order that half of them may
have 10s. 7d, each, and the other half 7s. 2d. each ?

11. Find the length of the side of a square which is equal in
area to the rectangle, the sides of which are 513 yards 1 foot
11 inches and 1628 yards 11 inches.

How much would it cost to cover the area with turf at 4Jd.
per square yard ?

12. If 100 Ibs. of tea be bought at 4s. 4d. and sold at 5s.,
and 100 Ibs. of sugar bought at 6d. and sold at 7d., what profit
per cent, will be realised on the whole outlay ?

13. The removal of a quantity of brick earth, 32 square yards
in area and of a uniform depth of 2 yards, costs ^62 2s. 8d. ;

what is tho cost of the removal of a cubic yard ?

14. A person's average annual expenditure, from the year
1830 to the year 1850 inclusive, is .391 9s. 2d. He finds that
in 1830 he spent ,391 16s., and in 1851, .445 8s. 9d. What
was his average annual expenditure from 1831 to 1851 in-

clusive ?

15. In Austria 120 gulden (paper currency) are worth 100
silver gulden. What amount of paper money should be obtained
for 10 sterling if the value of 1 be 9 gulden 30 kreutzers in
silver (60 kreutzers = 1 gulden) P

16. What sum at .4 per cent, compound interest will amount
in two years to .405 12s. ?

17. A room is 60 feet long by 29 feet wide; how many people
can be seated in it on chairs 1^ feet wide, and placed 2 feet

apart from back to back, allowing a clear passage 3 feet wido
down the middle of the room and a space of 15 feet deep at one
end?

18. Divide 296-293 by 41-967 so as to have six decimal places
in the quotient.

19. Find the length of the longest chain in terms of which 88
yards 2 feet 5 inches and 1 19 yards 2 feet 1 inch can both be
expressed as integers.

20. By selling at 4 per cent, profit, a tradesman gained
.47 14s.

; what was the prime cost of his goods ?

21. The interest on a certain sum of money for two years is

.71 16a. 7^d., and the discount on the same sum for the same
time is 63 17s., simple interest being reckoned. Find tho
rate per cent, and tho sum.

22. A barters some tea with B for flour which is worth
2s. 3Jd. a stone, but uses a false pound weight of 15f oz.

What value should B sot upon his flour that tho exchange may
be fair ?

23. A garrison consisting of 2000 men, finds during a siege
that it has provisions for six weeks

;
at the end of a fortnight

400 men are killed in a sally. How long will the provisions last ?

24. Find the expense of painting a room 23 feet 6 inches

long, 12 feet 7 inches high, and 17 feet 6 inches broad, at

3s. 6?d. a square yard.
25. The gold procured from Australia in nine months in 1851

amounted to 313644 ounces. In 1861, the New Zealand gold-
fields yielded 314438 ounces in the same time. What is the
excess in weight and value (at .3 17s. lO^d. per ounce) of the

average monthly return from New Zealand over that from
Australia ?

26. Find tho difference between the amount of .247 10s. for

two years, and the present worth of the same sum due after two

years at 5 per cent.

27. How many bricks, of which the length, breadth, and
thickness are 9, 6, 3 inches respectively, will be required to build

a wall whereof the length, height, and thickness are 72, 8, and

lifeet?
28. Express as the fraction of .10 the difference between

-8jj and .8 X ; and find the value of f of a ton of sugar
when T| of a ton is worth 6 5s.

29. Find two numbers whose greatest common measure is

179, and least common multiple 56385.

30. In which way had one better buy sugar, at 3 guineas per

cwt., or at 2 16s. 4d. per quintal of 100 Ibs. ? and how much
is one buying when the gain by the more advantageous way is a

guinea?
31. On what sum is the daily interest at 4 per cent, one

penny ?

32. If 16 darics make 17 guineas, 19 guineas make 24 pistoles,

31 pistoles make 38 sequins, how many sequins are there in 1851

darics ?

33. Which way had one better buy coffee, at 6 guineas a cwt.,

or at 5 12s. 4d. per quintal of 100 Ibs. ? And how much is one

buying, when the loss on the less advantageous way is 1 it
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34. If 2 guineas make 3 napoleon*, and 15 fix-dollar* make 4

napoleon*, and 6 ducaU make 7 rix-doUaw, bow many duoaU
aro tla.ro in JJ1DO ?

I liroo per Cents, are offered at 90J, Fire per Cento, at

1504 ; in which nlumld one invent? And how much u ono in-

vesting when tin- ditt'.-n-uoe of inoome in Jtl '<

30. llmv much oro muttt one raise that, on losing JJin roast-

ing, und
{.;

uf the residue in smelting, there may result 500 tons

of pure inntal ?

37. An analysis of the Board of Trade returns for 1861 re-

specting .-liiiiwrn-k. .1 lives gives the following results : Saved

by lifeboats, 13i per oent. ; by rocket and mortar apparatus, K

it.
; \>y Chips' boats, etc., 62 per oent. ; by individual

exertion, i per cent. ; lost, 10 per cent. Determine the number
uf lives -:i\ , (1 by the several moans enumerated, corresponding
to a loss of 8C4 lives.

38. A monolith of red granite in the Isle of Mull is said to be
about 108 feet in length, and to have an average transverse

section of 113 square foot. If shaped for^an obelisk it would

probably lose one-third of ita bulk, and then weigh about 600
tons. Determine the number of cubic yards in such an obelisk,

and the weight in pounds of a cubic foot of granite.

39. A person invests .5187 10s. in the Three per Cents, at

83, and when the funds have risen to 85, ho transfers three-fifths

of his capital to the Four per Cents, at 96. Find the alteration

in his income.

40. Find the square root of 767376, and the length of the

side of a square whose area is equal to that of a rectangle, the

sides of which are 47 1 4 yards and 210 yards.
41. A and B contract to execute a certain order for .1245.

A employs 100 children for 3 months, 80 women for 2 months,
and 40 men for 1 month ; B employs 120 children for 2 months,
<!(> women for 14 months, and 80 men for '2

l

, months. If tho

work done in tho same time by a child, a woman, and a man be

in the ratio 1:2:3, find the sum of money which A and B must
ach receive.

42. The area of tho coal-field of South Wales is 1000 square

miles, and the average thickness of the coal is 60 feet. If a
cubic yard of cool weigh 1 ton, and tho annual consumption of

coal in Great Britain bo 70,000,000 tons, find the number of

years for which this coal-field alone would supply Great Britain

with coal at the present rate of consumption.
43. If the coal annually consumed in this country (70,000,000

tons) were piled up into a pyramid, having for base the great court

of Trinity College, Cambridge, the dimensions of which ore 110 by
90 yards, find the height of the pyramid. (N.B. The volume of

a pyramid is equal to the area of the base multiplied into one-

third of the height.)
44. A man invests .4297 10s. in the Three per Cents. at95j.

He sells out one-third of his stock when tho funds have fallen

to 94, JJ1600 stock when they have risen to 96J, and the re-

mainder at par. What sum does he gain ?

If he invest the proceeds in the French Three per Cents, at

<>7'50, what is the difference in his income, 25 francs being token

AS equivalent to .1 ?

45. Guntor's Chain is taken along the lineAD (920 links) in the

six-sided field ABCDEF ; the distances of the points B,C,E,F
from A D aro 182, 250, 190, 136 links, meeting it at points 120,

560, 750, 95 links from A. Find the acreage of the field.

(N.B. The area of a triangle is half the rectangle contained by
its base and its height.)

40. A ring weighs 1 dwt. 4 gr., and is worth .1 2s. If 1050

such rings be packed in a box weighing 3J Ibs., what would it

cost to convey them 144 miles at the rate of 5s. per ton per

mile, insurance being demanded at the rate of J per cent. ?

47. If .1 exchanges for 24'8 francs, and the French Three

per Cents, are selling for 70'2 francs, what amount of the latter

stock will .539 buy ?

48. A contractor engaged to make 2i miles of road in 84

days ; but after employing 60 men for 54 days, ho found they had

only finished 880 yards. How many additional men must be

employed to finish the work within the prescribed time ?

49. The fall in the price of paper was l^d. per lb., and
the weight of a certain book 14 Ibs. The paper manufacturer

realised 10 per cent, on hia sale, and the publisher 20 per
cent, on his ontlay. What reduction might be made in the

price of the book on the fall in the price of paper, allowing to

each tradesman the same rate of profit as before ?

50. How toon will a mm doobl* itself at 12| per cent, com-

pound interact '(

51. The external length, breadth, and height of a rectangular
wooden cloned box are 18 inche*. 10 inane*, and 6 inane* respec-

tively, and the thiokneM of the wood u i inch. When the box
u empty, it weigh* 15 Ibe. ; and when filled with sand, 100 Ibs.

Compare the weight* of equal balks of wood and eand.

52. Thesumof XI 77 U to be divided among 15 men, 20 women,
and 30 children in nuch a manner that a man and a child may
together receive a* much as two women, and all the women
together receive 60. What will they re*pectiYely reoatTe P

READINGS IN FRENCH. XII.
JACOPO.

SECTION III.

LIBA, un pen rassuree par la promewe de eon oncle, commenca,
d'une voix tremblante, son recit. Elle raoonta1 comment elle

avait renverse hi petite paysanne, et comment se* OBof* avaient

ft* Ms*.
" Allons ! c'est tres-bien, filiaa, tu a* e"te franche ;* commc ce

n'est pas trop ton habitude, je veux t'en(a) recompenser en me
chargeant(b) de sollicitor aussi ta mere en ta favour."*

"Hainan," dit alors Napoleon,
"
j'ai encore one grace a rooa

demandcr.4 Vous me donncz dix sons par(c) semaine poor mee
menus plaisirs.(d) Eh bien! achevez de payer le* ceofs* de oette

pauvre petite qui attend la ce quo tout cela va devcnir,() et TOO*
ne me donnerez plus rien jusqu'a ce que nous soyons qoitte*."

" D'accord," (/) dit Madame Lcetitia en faisant approcher la

petite paysanne, et lui donnant un petit e'en.
"
Napoleon,* en

voilft, pour six semaines."

L'enfant courut a, Napoleon, et voulut lui remettre 7 lea deux

pieces de monnaie qu'elle avait recues de lui an moment oil

1'accident etait arrive ; mais il refnsa.*

Cette probite plut(^) a Madame Bonaparte,' qui alors inter-

rogea la petite paysanne.
10 Elle apprit que c'etait la fille d'un

pauvre pt'cheur, quo sa mere etait malade, 11
qu'elle demenrait

dans une chetive cabane,
11 BUT le bord de la mer, a quelque

distance 11 de 1'endroit ou son panier avait etc renverse.

"Ta mere est malade, dis-tu, mon enfant ?' elle n'a paa de

m6decin qui la soigne, sans doute. J'irai la voir."
" Oh ! maman, je vous en prie," s'ecria Napoleon,

"
allons-y

tout de suite. 15 Nous reconduirons Charlotte."

"Volontiera," repondit Madame Bonaparte. "Allons, 1* me*

enfants, partons."
Les enfants ne se le firent(/i) pas r^'peter. Qnelqnes instants

apres, ils arriverent au pied d'nn rocher."
" C'est la," dit Charlotte, en designant nne miserable cabane. 1 *

Lorsqu'ils entrcrent, un jeune garcon de douzo an* etait

occupr i\ faire un filet ;' uno toute petite fille etait assist- a

terre(i) et mangeait une croute de pain ; uno enfant, beancoup

plus jeune encore, dormait dans un berceau casse,** couvert

d'une vieille courtepointe presque en lambeaux.

COLLOQUIAL
1. Que raconta la. petite lisa ?

2. Que lui dit alors sou oncle ?

3. Que promit encore 1'archi-

diacre P

4. Que dit Napolfkm it sa mi-re ?

5. Qae proposa-t-il a 1'lgard dea

oeufs cassis P

6. Que lui repondit Madame Lo3-

titia?

7. Que fit alors la petite pay-

ganne?
8. Napoleon accepta-t-iH'argent?

9. Quel fut 1'effet de cette action

de la petite fille ?

10. Que fit alors Madame Bona-

parte?
11. Qu'apprit-elle de la petite fille ?

EXERCISE.

12. Oil demeurait la Camilla da
pi-cheur ?

13. Oil leur cabane lUit-elle

situcfe?
*

14. Que dit Madame Bonaparte a

I'enfant?

15. Que dit alors NapoWoa P

16. Madame Lostitia lui

t-elle aa priero ?

17. Oil arrira-t-on quelqua temp*
pres?

18. Que dit Charlotte et que
d^igna-t-elle ?

19. Que virant-il* en entrant dan*
la maison du pohenr ?

20. Ou dormait le pin* jeone d*S

enfant* P

M.TKS.

(a) En, for it.

(b) En me chargeant. in talcing

upon mv'/-
(c) Par, a.

(d) Menus plaislrs, poel;t-m<my.

() Ce qua tout cela va devenir,

what wtU bt On wult 9faU Uu.

(/) D'accorfl,

(g) From plaire.

(h) Ne se le ftrrat pa* rfptfter, dU
not wait for rr?*ttf* f
Uu.

(i) 1 terra, <m tJU gmmd.
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SECTION IV.

La cabane contenait & peine quelques meubles l
indispensables.

L'enfant endormi, quoique ses joues fussent pales* et ses braa

maigres, etait bien range(a) dans sa couchette. Sur uu mauvais

grabat, etait etendue(6), malade et souffrante, une femme jeune

encore,* mais dont les traits fletris faisaient peine a voir. La
misere de ces pauvres gens toucha profondement

4 le ccEur de

Madame Bonaparte; rien de pareil encore ne s' etait offert a ses

regards.
' Vous etes malade, ma bonne femme,"

* dit Madame Loetitia

en s'approchant ; "un medecin vous donne-t-il des soins?"
" Ah ! Madame, de pauvres gens comme nous ne doivent6 pas

reclamer des soins qu'ils ne peuvent payer."
Pendant ce dialogue, Napoleon s' etait approche

7 de 1'enfant

qui faisait du filet, et n'avait pas tarde a faire avec lui plus

ample connaissance.

Depuis ce temps, la cabane etait souvent 8
le but des prome-

nades de Madame Loetitia et de ses enfants.

Jacopo,
9 tel est le nom du fils du pficheur, s'etait surtout

concilia les bonnes graces
10 de Napoleon, qui, sur ses menus

plaisirs, trouvait toujours le moyen de mettre quelque chose de

c6te pour lui. Aussi etait-il devenu pour Jacopo 1'objet d'une

eorte de culte 1 ' et d'adoration; pour Napoleon, Jacopo aurait

tout sacrifie,
12
jusqu'i sa vie.

Cependant, lorsque Napoleon cut atteint(c) 1'age de dix ans,"
il dut(tl) quitter Ajaccio. Avant de partir, 1'enfant alia faire

ses adieux14
h. la tamille du pecheur, et ce ne fut pas sans verser

qnelques larmes qu'il se separa do Jacopo. II avait une tres-

jolie boite en ebene,
15 de la grandeur a peu pres d'nne tabatiere,

a laquelle il(e) tenait beancoup ; il y grava son nom avec la

pointe d'un canif, t 16 en fit cadeau & Jaccpo, qui la rec,ut en

sanglotant, et la plai-a immediatement 1 ' sur son cceur. Jamais

ce souvenir ne devait le quitter.

Nous ne suivrons point Napoleon dans les differentes phases
do ea prodigieuse fortune.

Le deux decembre mil huit cent cinq,
18 1'armee francaise etait

campeo dans les plaines d'Austerlitz. Le soleil se leve ; entoure

de ses marechaux, 1'Empereur attend,
19
pour donner ses ordres,

quo 1'horizon soit tout il fait eclairci.

"Soldats," s'ecria-t-il,
"

il faut finir cette campagne par un 20

coup de tonnerre!" Et le combat s'engage aux cris de Vive

1'Empereur!
COLLOQUIAL EXERCISE.

10. Avait-il obtenu 1'amitiiS de1. Que contenait la cabane ?

2. Que dit 1'auteur a 1'tSgard de

1'enfant endormi ?

3. Que voyait-on sur un inauvais

grabat?
4. Quel sentiment Madame Lce-

titia ^prouva-t-elle ?

5. Que dit-elle en s'approchant ?

6. Que r^pondit la pauvre ma-
lade?

7. Qu'avait fait Napoleon pen-
dant ce dialogue ?

8. Ou Madame Lcetitia et les en-

fants allaient-ils souvent depuis
cet instant ?

9. Quel etait le nom du fils du

pecheur ?

Napoleon ?

1 1 . Qu'^tait devenu Napoleon pour
Jacopo ?

12. Qu'aurait fait le petit garden
pour son bienfaiteur ?

13. Quand Napoldon dut-il quitter

Ajaccio ?

1 4. Qu'olla-t-il faire availt de partir?

15. Qu'avait-il alors ?

16. Que fit-il de la boite ?

17. Ou Jacopo pla?a-t-il le cadeou ?

18. Quel jour 1'arm^e fraix;aise

etait.-elle campde dans les plaines
d'Austerlitz ?

19. Qu'attendait 1'Empereur ?

20. Que <?it-il aux soldats ?

(o) Bien rang^, neatly arranged.

(b) Etendue, lying; from Jtendre.

(f) From atteindre.

NOTES.

(d) Dut, teas obliged to; from devoir.

(e) A laquelle il tenait beaucoup,
which he valued much..

HISTORIC SKETCHES. XXXVILL
THE ITALIAN REPUBLICS.

THE existence of the Italian Republics is one of the most

curious facts of the Middle Ages. When it is considered that

until a comparatively recent time, republican institutions were

nowhere tolerated, and that in what we are pleased to call the

Dark Ages the one-will system of despotism was all but univer-

sal, it is matter for wonder that in the very centre of the

civilised world there should have been suffered to grow up and

to flourish states four-ied upon universal suffrage, institutions

which lacked in every particular, even in the matter of order,

the elements of public policy which were in common use

throughout the known world.

Yet the many independent tiny states which sprang tip in

Italy about the beginning of the tenth century, and multiplied,

replenishing the earth immediately around them, and subduing
it until the end of the twelfth century, answered exactly to this

description. They were the outcome of decaying princely impe-
rialism, which was not strong enough to crush out their life ;

they were the vanguard against nascent priestly imperialism,
which failed to thrive so long as they stood true to themselves
and to the princi-ples on which they were founded.

It may sound strange, but imperial Rome herself was the

exainple by which the republics guided themselves ;
in this as

in many other matters she was the model for the world. After

the departure of the emperor and the government to Constan-

tinople (A.D. 334), the Romans, left to themselves, had to

improvise a ruling system, and to organise the means of resist-

ance to those external foes who daily threatened to destroy
the empire, and who did, in fact, again and again come down in

force upon its frontiers and offer violence even to the Eternal

City. The Romans, accordingly turned back to an old page in

their history, and deeming that the republican times were- those

of greatest past strength and glory, moulded their new govern-
ment upon the old, and for a while presented the spectacle of

democratic institutions in the very cradle of despotism. They
were not strong enough, not united enough, to establish them-

selves en permanence on this basis, and in a very short time

their bishop, who had been invited to take a share in the

government, acquired royal prerogatives in it, and subverted

republicanism while retaining the form of it. Whether but for

this the Romans would have preserved their independence it is

hard to speculate, impossible to say ;
the German emperors and

French kings were too much interested in possessing her, and
in winning the prestige which possession of Rome gave to

allow her to remain in peaceful enjoyment of independence ;

but she set the example which was largely followed by cities of

less seeming importance than her own she was the model on
which were founded the mediaeval Italian Republics.

It may be as well to mention here how Italy came to bs
under the dominion of the French emperors, a dominion from
which she emerged into the republican phase of her existence.

After the decline of the Western Roman empire at the end of

the fifth century, eight Gothic kings in succession held sway-
over Italy, but the last of these being expelled in the year 553

by Narses, acting in behalf of the Greek emperor, the southern.

portion of the peninsula reverted to the imperial rule, while the^

northern part remained under the kings of Lombardy. Over
districts of the recovered south the Greek emperor appointed

governors, called exarchs, the chief of whom had his seat of

government at Ravenna
;
and these viceroys held1 a sort of

authoritative place for over a century and a half, the Bishop of

Rome having equal authority with them, or rather superior

power, for half-savage princes in the north, who paid no atten-

tion to, showed no respect for the imperial lieutenants, forbore

at the bidding of the Roman bishop to use that violence they did

not scruple to show to the arm of flesh that pretended to hold

them off. Time, however, wore off the fear which belief or

superstition inspired, and Lombard kings began at last to think

that ecclesiastical princes were no more to be respected! than

lay princes, seeing that they combined the secular element with

the clerical in a union that admitted of no distinction between

themselves and others. About the year A.D. 712, therefore,

Luitprand, King of Lombardy, began to turn his attention

southward, and was only dissuaded by the strongest solicita-

tions of the Pope from sacking the city of Rome. Forty years

afterwards, his descendant, Astolphus, urged by suggestions of

conquest, was undeterred even by religious considerations, and
was only kept at bay by the intervention of foreign arms. The
Greek emperor having been appealed to in vain the exarchate

of Ravenna had already fallen the Pope applied to the

Frankish emperor, the most powerful prince in Western Europe,
for assistance. Pepin the Short quickly responded to the

invitation, and the mere terror of his threats kept the Lombard
hands off. Desiderius, the son of Astolphus, however, relieved

by the great monarch's death from the dread of immediate

danger, led an army to the south, and intended to acquire for

himself the Eternal City. Charlemagne, the successor of Pepin,
anxious to obtain for himself recognition as ths arbiter in Italy,

and solicitous also of acquiring the imperial dignity, listened

attentively to the requests from the Pope; and when Desiderius
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troublesome, nd actually Met out fur Borne, be pat himseli

nt ruble army, and, descending from the

Alps, )r. mbiinl lia<-k hit In-. I the north
i.-nc retirmj-, 1 ).->. l.-iu, r- t , r.vd, and onoo more draw
oh < injM i,, r tV. .in hia Transalpine neat. Doiidoriun WAS

Ttlin.wn uitli (.T.MI loss; tin- I'Vaiikiah army marched t

iic, uiul it* leader receive<l fn.m tin- Imn.U .f the (.-.

I 'ope tin- iiii|MTial crown, with all the sanction that prioathoot
in a supercilious ajro could confer. A similar title hod beer

granted to Pepiu, but Charlemagne won the first t

acquire it to the full extent. Italy paused under FrankU!,
<1< minimi, but Borne, with its bishop, obtained special terms;
ami tlui l.islmp obtained more special term* utill for himself

being raised to the dignity of a temporal aa well as spiritual

prince, independently of the li i:ia;i people and of tlio ci:i;>en r

who was BuppoKetl to rule over them. Kor ;i century this stata
. 1 thing* continued, UK- Popes getting inrrea-r.l \,,,v.,-r :n tin

power of the. emperors declined, till the

Fat, when the political confusion mentioned in thin u

caused the Popes to bo left to their own devices, and tho

Mipremacy in Northern Italy to bo disputed among tho uutru;>x
i tin- am]
\Vhen Charles tho Fat, last reigning monarch of tho house

of Charlemagne, died, in the year 888, Italy which was included
in his empire, was parcelled out among a few nobles who had

gradually arrogated to themselves royal powers. They had
taken advantage of tho impotence of the last Carlovingian
kings to carve out for themselves kingdoms over which they
ruled with an authority that admitted of no appeal. They paid
nominal obedience to tho French king, but in reality never
heeded the least of his commands. Chief among them were the
Dukes of Tuscany and Spoleto, the Marquises of Ivrea, Snsa,
and Friuli, and the Lord of Benevento. Ten years of inter-

necine war and of striving for the mastery ended in the coro-
nation of Guy, Duke of Spoleto, not as emperor, but as lord
over his brethren in the northern part of Italy. Then came
war again, bitter and disastrous ; there was no one to strike in
and to restore order with supreme authority, and in tho end
there happened what must always happen when co-equals are

pitted against one another a third person was called in, who
suppressed the wranglers. In the year 962, Otho the Great,
Emperor of Germany, was elected by general assent to take
the place for which the Frankish monarchs were proved to be
inadequate. He received the allegiance of the West, and con-

ceding to the Pope something more than he had already
acquired, won the support of that prelate, while ho at tho same
time assisted to build up the edifice of priestly power that
afterwards became so great, overshadowing even the imperial
force that made it. Of course the emperor, ruler of so vast a
domain as he was called to govern, could not have an equal eye
to all his subjects ; he was unable to rule in his elective foreign
states as in his own home territory, and there was, moreover,
in the former an element of disunion which militated strongly
against any idea of universal comprehension. There was in the
Italian districts, especially in the cities, a spirit of resistance
to German domination quite equal to tLat which has charac-
terised Italians in the present day ; there was in tho Italian
mind a consciousness of superiority which no amount of brute
force . auld overcome ; and there was also a determination to
make this consciousness apparent in every possible way.
Under these circumstances it was that the Italian Republics,

so famous in the history of arts, literature, and commerce,
sprang into being, and entered upon a career which was more
or less glorious, until selfishness asserting itself, and treachery
becoming rampant, reduced them into a final state which was
worse than the first.

"
It is impossible," says Mr. Hallam,"

to ascertain the time at which the cities of Lombardy began
to assume a republican form of government, or to trace with

precision tho gradations of their progress." But it may be
stated generally that about the end of the tenth century re-

publicanism began to find expression in tho cities of Northern

Italy. Milan, if not tho earliest, was the first important city
which made itself independent. It not only maintained itself

against imperial tyranny, but repelled (aa in tho year 991) the
insolence of priests by expelling its archbishop. Milan, as the
centre of Lombardy, and as the seat of government under the
Lombard kings, had a prestige and a vantage point which wore

.lacking to the other cities, and when it came to be a question

of the cities making head againt king, emperor, or pope, Milan
was naturally looked to an the leader in the straggle, MM! quite
as naturally accepted the port. It WM Milan that, in the year
1167, organised the League of Lombard/ against the Emperor
Frederic Barbaroitsa, and after suffering enormously from the

brutality as much as from the power of his attacks, succeeded
in extorting from him, after bis overthrow at the battle at
Legnano, the Peace of Constance, whereby the cities in the
league were maintained in the enjoyment of all the royal righu,
whether within their walls or in their district, which they could
claim by usage. Tho right of levying war, of raising fortifier,

tions, and of administering justice were specially conferred.
together with the right to elect magistrates ; while the emperor
was allowed to retain one or two privileges which denoted kit
sup. -riority. and was to receive an oath of allegiance from the
cities every ten years. But for jealousies which sprang op is>

all directions the .Lombard cities might have established once
and for ever a federal union which would have defied all external
powers whatever. Jealousy, however, entered to a most in-

jurious extent, and thu result was a never-ending series of wars
and rivalries which on several occasions gave emperor, duke, and
count an opportunity, of which they availed themselves, to step
in and take revenge for past slight*.
The great republics, besides the republic of Milan, were

those of Genoa, Florence, Pisa, Cremona, Pavia, Parma, Lodi,
Alessandria, Verona, Padua, Bologna, Ferrara, and Faenza.
Later on, Venice, more famous than any of them, rose into

power, but under different circumstances and with different

interests. One form of government seems, with slight modifi-

cation, to have been general to all the earlier republics. By
universal suffrage one or more consuls were elected to preside
over tho council of safety, a sort of ministerial committee
chosen by the people and charged with the actual government*
The consuls wore appointed annually, and were invested with

large powers, but were not made absolute except in case of war,
when they were in the nature of dictators for the time being.
Tho abuse of power by these rulers, or, perhaps, rather the

jealousy of natives, who misliked that one family or one man,
where all were equal, should be so greatly in the ascendant,
led, about the end of the twelfth century, to the institution of

podestas, as they were called, that is to say, governors selected
from some one of known eminence in Italy ; it might be in tho

neighbourhood, it might be at the other end of the peninsula.
The podesta acted as general, criminal judge, and preserver of
the peace. The proper discharge of the duties of this office

required a man of no ordinary power, and demanded above all

an upright and clear-minded man. It was manifestly difficult for

any native citizen to exercise such power ; the foreign element
was found to be most advantageous as avoiding favouritism, and
the danger of tyranny on the part of the podesta was avoided

by making bis office an elective one, and tenable for a year
only. It was the business of the podesta to lead the forces of

the republic, to act as general in the field, and as negotiator
after the battle. He was more or less absolute.

It is evident that such a power as this was likely to be

abused, and in effect there grew out of it those oppressive
dominations by powerful families which caused so much jealousy
and so much suffering, and which ended in the ruin of the*

republics. As time went on, men were chosen for podestas who
bad signalised themselves in some especial manner in respect
of some of the special attributes of a dictator, and as war wa
one of these, it followed that men were chosen who were skilled

in the military art. Such men were the commanders of the

mercenary foreign troops who made war a trade, and sold their

services to the highest bidder. Once elected to fill a civil and

military post, these men filled it in a way wholly military, and
established a despotism backed by professional force which no
citizen power could withstand ; coups d'ttat followed, and then

Hereditary tyranny, till at hut the spirit of freedom which erst

prompted the foundation of the little states was entirely crushed

under a vulgar and mere soldier ruler. Thus the house of

Sforza came to rule for years in Milan, and thus other name*

equally well known in Italian history came into notoriety. In

some cities the same thing happened at the hands of native

citizens, and men* like the Medici at Florence, the Doria of

Genoa, the Malateati of Rimini, and, after the downfall of

Sforza, the Visconti of Milan, rose into a power, which was not

ar short of that enjoyed by princes. Popular government was
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of course quite incompatible with this state of things, the

people passed under the yoke from which their forefathers

escaped, their only satisfaction being that their tyrant was one

of themselves and within reach.

All the larger republics held, by treaty or conquest, districts

of land and cities apart from their own. Tribute, contributions

of men and material were exacted from these, and in war-time

they suffered all and more than the hardships borne by the

owning republic. Sometimes they were a source of weakness,

choosing the time of their master's trouble to pay out some iU

will and to requite some oppression ; but generally the deterring
influence of fear of punishment after the war kept them loyal,
in deed at all events. The civil and foreign wars endured by
the republics were continuous, and when very bitter, ruinous.

This was the case with the wars between Genoa and Venice,
until the latter prevailed in what proved to be at once a fatal

struggle for Genoa, and one from which the other state emerged
stronger than before. In 1378, Venice, which by her wealth and

power had excited the cupidity and envy of other republics, drew
down the united forces of Genoa, Padua, and Hungary upon her.

The Genoese admiral, Doria, blockaded the city with a fleet of

which the strength seemed overwhelming ; distress made Venice
ask terms of peace, which were refused by Genoa ; and the

ambassadors who went to sue, returned to Venice with the

assurance that there should be no peace till the allies had put a
curb " in the mouths of those wild horses that stand upon the

place of St. Mark." Desperate men do desperate things ; and the

Venetians, under the conduct of their admiral, Pisani, thereafter

attacked the Genoese, and fought so well that they destroyed
the enemy's fleet, and compelled the Genoese to fall back upon
their allies in order to save themselves from annihilation. From
this time Genoa declined in power, and Venice began to acquire
it. For the moment, Venice had to make concessions to the

King of Hungary and the Lord of Padua ; but she grew yearly
in strength, and the time came when she reduced Padua to the
condition of a dependency, and made the Hungarians anxious to

secure her alliance. Long after all the other republics had been

overthrown, or absorbed in the territory of some grand duke,
Venice remained, for wealth and influence, one of the most

important states in Europe. Though shorn of much splendour,

stripped of almost all her mainland territory, and no longer the

entrepot for commerce between Europe and the East, she con-
tinued to elect her doge or head magistrate every year, and to

preserve a kind of independence, until Napoleon Bonaparte
executed the threat of the Genoese admiral, and put a bridle in

the mouths of the horses of St. Mark. In 1797 the Republic of

Venice ceased to exist, and in 1814 was by treaty embodied in

the Austrian empire, a disposition which, though familiar enough
historically to all the other republics, was as utterly unknown
historically as it was uncongenial to Venice. Hence the deep
hatred, deeper than in Milan or other Lombard cities, felt by the

Venetians for the Tedeschi during the whole period of occupa-
tion ; hence the delight with which, after the battle of Sadowa,
the Venetians found that the restoration of their city to Italian

hands was one of the articles in the Austro-Prnssian treaty of

peace. For the rest, the many other republics to which allusion

has been made herein, fell one by one under the authority of a
few of the strongest among their brethren ; and these again,
as the progress of larger kingdoms in the west and north

became more marked and their condition more settled, were
found to be incompatible with the new order of things, and
were accordingly taken to form parts of grand duchies (for

the most part under German grand dukes), till these again fell

to pieces under the disintegrating Italian policy of Napoleon
III., and became, after Magenta and Solferino, part and parcel
of the present kingdom of Italy.

LESSONS IN ITALIAN IX.
VH. THE ACCENTS (continued).

2. THE ACUTE ACCENT

THE acute accent has been adopted by modern authors as the

mark to show the difference of meaning in some words of the

same spelling, though differently pronounced, which words,
without the acute sign, might occasion confusion and ambiguity,

particularly in the case where words of more than one syllable

terminate in the diphthongs ia, ie, and io, and from the use of

the acute sign over the i. and the necessary stress laid on the

syllable thus accented, acquire a different signification. But
even in words ending in io and ia, and presenting no ambiguity,
the acute sign is not unfrequently placed merely to indicate

that the letter i does not make the two terminating vowels o

and a in conjunction with the i diphthongs, but that they are

separate syllables. It is a characteristic of the acute sign that it

can never be used in final letters, like the grave accent. But
the use of this accent is, generally speaking, not regulated by
invariable rules, and is frequently left to the discretion of the

writer. The acute sign, which I have adopted in these gram-
matical instructions, exactly answers the purpose for which it

has been introduced by Italian writers, with this difference only,
that I shall use it throughout the whole course of the grammar,
while they place it merely on some words to avoid ambiguity.

I shall only give a list of words where it is more generally

used, some of which I have already quoted in the preceding

pronouncing tables : NaUo (nah-tee-o), natia (nah-tee-ah), natal,

native ;
restio (rai-stee-o), restive, stubborn ; stantio (stahn-

tee-o), old, stale, fruitless ; leggio (led-jee-o), reading-desk, a

painter's easel ;
ubbia (oob-bee-ah), bad presage ; malia (mah-

lee-ah), sorcery, enchantment ; bastia (ba-stee-ah), bastion ;

strofinfo (stro-fee-nee-o), scouring, rubbing ; mormorlo (morr-

mo-ree-o), buzzing, murmur ; rovinio (ro-vee-nee-o), great noise ;

fidcine (feed-tchee-nai), skin of raisin-stones ; ztifolo (tsdo-fo-lo),

a whistle ; mdrgine (mahrr-jee-nai), scar, edge, margin.

With the Acute Sign.

Balia (bah-led-ah), power.
Gia (je<$-ah), he went.

Ni (ne-ee), moles, patches.
Ancora (ahu-ko-rah), anchor.

Without the Acute Sign.
Balia (bah-lee-ah), nurse.

Gid (jah), already, indeed.

Nei (nii-ee), in the (pi.).

Ancora (abii-ko-rah), again.

Strvpiccio (stro-pit-tcWe-o), fric- Stropiccio, (stro-p(t-tcho), I rub.

tion, rubbing.

3. THE CIRCUMFLEX ACCENT.

The circumflex accent is of more recent use, particularly

among poets, to distinguish words of the same form, but of

different signification ; as, for example :

With the Circumflex Sign. Without the Circumflex Sign.

Torre (tor-rai), to take, seize (for Tom (tor-rai), tower.

iogliere).

C6rre (kor-rai), to gather (for Cone (kor-rai), he runs.

coyliere).

Amdro (ah-mah-ro), they loved (for Ammo (ah-mah-ro), bitter.

amorono).
FSro (fai-ro), they did. Fero (fe-ro), fierce, wild.

Ora (6-rah), breeze, zephyr. Ora (6-rah), now.

AllSr (ahl-lor), laurel (for aUoro or Allora (ahl-16-rah), then.

allori).

Udtr (oo-dee"r), they heard (for Udire (oo-dee"-rai), to hear.

udlrono).

The reader will have remarked that the circumflex 6 in the

above examples has the open sound ; and thus this marking of

those words on the part of modern Italian authors agrees with

the sign that I have uniformly adopted to mark the open or

second sound of o.

I cannot begin my exposition of the grammar of the language
without first offering some remarks or the use of the apostrophe

in Italian, which, with the general table, will conclude for the

present my lessons on pronunciation. Some supplementary and

important pronouncing tables will be given at the end of the

grammar.
VIII. THE APOSTROPHE.

The apostrophe is essentially different from accent, and

indicates that the word on which it is placed has been deprived

of a vowel or of a syllable. Where, therefore, for the sake of

harmony, at the beginning or end of a word, a vowel is omitted

because the preceding word terminates with a vowel or the

subsequent word begins with one, the apostrophe must be placed.

It can never be used in the middle, and all omissions and con-

tractions in the middle of words must be written without this

sign. For example : V amore (pronounced lah-md-rai), love (for

Io amore) ; dell' anima (del-lah-nee-mah), of the soul (for della

anima) ; doll' uomo (dahl-loo6-tno), from man (for dallo uomo}. ;

capo d' opera (kah-po d6-pai-rah), a masterpiece, an odd man

(for capo di opera) ;
s' io posso (see-o-p6s-so), if I can (for se Io

posso) ; pens' io (pen-see-o), I think (for penso io) ; sopra 'I letto

(sd-prahllet-to), upon the bed (for sopra il letto) ; sotto 'I eieZo

(sdt-toltche-lo), under the sky (for sotto il cielo) ; e 'n questo, e 'n

quello (en qwai-sto, en quel-lo), as well in the latter as the former
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(for o in questo, in quello) ; tra 'I ri e 'I no (trahl Me el no),

between yea and no, that U, hesitating (for trail ri e il no).

I may bore remark, that the UM of the apostrophe at the

beginning of a word U more frequently found in poetry than in

proae.
It ia necessary to bear in mind the dintine tion between the

apostrophe as a sign of elision, and the abbreviation of word*
whom letter* are omitted without the use of this sign. I con-
- iilrr it necessary to state some elementary rules with respect to

the abbreviation of words.

1. The final vowel of any Italian word may be, and always
without the use of the apostrophe, omitted, if it is immediately

preceded by one of these four consonants, I, m, n, and r, the so-

called liquid consonants or liquids, and if, at the same time, the

Hubsequent word should commence with a consonant, except the

s impure, as the Italians call it ; that is, s followed by another

oonsonant ; as, apirito, spirit ; sccltro, sceptre. For example : ti

carneval paasato (il kahrr-nai-viihl pahs-sah-to), the last carnival

(for il carnevale passato) ; a man destra (ah malm do-strah), on
the right hand (for a niano destra) ; ogni uom tacea (on-nyeo
oodm tah-tchai-ah), every man was silent (for ogni uomo tacea) ;

vuol far questo (voodl fahr kwai-sto), ho wants to do this (for

vuole fare questo).

2. In words ending with llo, and having the accent of tone

on the syllable preceding lo, it ia customary to omit the whole
of the syllable lo, if the subsequent word begins with a con-

sonant which is not the s impure. For example : b6l for be llo,

beautiful ; quel for quello, that, the former ; val for valle, valley ;

cavdl for cavdllo, horse ; uccel for uccGllo, bird ; fratdl for frate'llo,

brother ; tranquil for tranquillo, tranquil ; cervtl for cerv6llo,

brains ; rusc&l for ruscello, brook, etc.

3. The abbreviations or omissions of the final vowels men-
tioned in the two preceding rules can never take place in that

part of a sentence which requires a pause, that is, before a

comma, colon, or period. It is, therefore, not allowable to say
Ella ha una bella man, she has a fine hand, but mano ; not chi

J quel Signor ? who is that gentleman ? but Signore, etc.

Other important rules with respect to abbreviation I shall

state and comment upon as examples occur in the course of the

grammar, and I shall now content myself with this concluding

remark, that all abbreviations in the Italian language, whether
made with or without the apostrophe, are made merely for the

sake of harmony and to avoid hiatus, that is, a prolonged open-

ing of the mouth by the recurrence of vowels. But as per-

spicuity is of greater importance than harmony, this general
rule may be safely laid down, that abbreviations should not be
used without absolute necessity, and that those should be

specially avoided which would tend to ambiguity.
I will here give a general and concluding pronouncing table,

showing the most complicated combinations of vowels with con-

sonants of the whole of the Italian language :

Italian.
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MECHANICS. XIV.
COMPOUND PULLEYS.

WE are now in a position more clearly to understand the

remaining mechanical powers. We have explained the principle
of the simple pulley, and seen how to find out the advantage

gained by it, both when the cords are parallel and when they
are inclined at an angle. But there are various combinations
of fixed and movable pulleys which are caUed compound pulleys,
and are very frequently used in ships and in raising heavy
weights, or exerting powerful strains. We must examine the

principle of these, and see how to ascertain the advantages
gained by using them.

They are usually classed in three systems.
In the first system, which is represented in Fig. 72, each

pulley hangs by a separate cord, and all

are movable, at least all that have any
effect, the runner, D, being introduced

merely for the sake of reversing the direc-

tion in which the power acts.

Now let us try and see what is the

ratio the power bears to the weight when
the system is in equilibrium. We will

suppose, for the sake of simplicity, that

the power applied to P is 1 pound. The
strain or tension of the cord P o is the

same throughout its entire length (we
are not taking into consideration now
friction and the imperfect flexibility of

the ropes). The pulley c is therefore

kept at rest by the tensions of the three

cords, a c, DC, and B c, and as these are

parallel forces, the strain on B C is equal
to the sum of the other two, each of

which is 1 pound. The tension of each

part of the cord c F is therefore 2 pounds.
In the same way we see that the tension

of the next cord, B E, is double that of

c F, that is, 4 pounds. But the weight,

w, is supported by the two cords, B A,

A E, or rather by these two parts of
'
fco same cord, and as each has a strain of 4 pounds, the

total weight supported is 8 pounds. In this case then, there

is a gain of 8, a power of 1 pound balancing a weight
of 8 pounds. Similarly, if ar.other pulley were added, a power
of 1 pound would balance a weight of 16 pounds, each additional

pulley doubling the weight supported; and thus we have the fol-

lowing rule for determining the gain in the
first system of pulleys :

Multiply 2 by itself as many times as there
are movable pulleys ; the result will show
the mechanical gain.

Thus, if there are five pulleys, the gain is

2x2x2x2x2, that is, 32. You must be

careful, in calculating this, not to count the
fixed pulley, as that has no effect.

In the second system of pulleys, instead of

each having a separate cord, the same one

passes round all, and they are arranged in

two blocks, one of which is fixed, and the
other (usually the lower) is movable. Fig.
73 represents this system. One end of the
cord is here fastened to the hook A on the
fixed block, and it then passes in succession
round the pulleys B, c, D, E, F, and G. In
this case, the weight is supported by six folds

of the same cord, and each bears an equal

part, the cord being equally strained through-
out. Each part, therefore, sustains a portion
of the weight equal to P, and w is therefore
six times as great as p.

If we take away one pulley or sheave, as

it is called, from the lower block, leaving
two only, the weight will be divided be-

tween four folds of the cord, and thus only
four times the weight of P will be supported.

Similarly, were we to add another sheave to each block, we
should have a mechanical advantage of 8. We see then, that

IV 72.

Fig. 73.

Fig. 74.

in this system, the advantage is always ttrice as great as the
number of pulleys in the movable blocks.
We have in this calculation supposed the cords to be

parallel. They are not, however, strictly so, still the dif-

ference is so slight that we need not notice it.

A trifling loss of power, however results from
it.

Now there is one disadvantage about this sys-
tem when made as shown in our illustration, and
that is, that the weight must, on account of the

length of the blocks in which the pulleys are set,

be a long way below the point to which the

upper block is fixed. If we are using it, for

instance, to strain a telegraph wire or to tighten
a rope in the rigging of a ship, purposes for

which blocks are constantly employed, we should

fasten our rope to the hook from which w hangs,
and fasten the fixed block to the " dead eye" OH
the side of the ship ;

but then we should not be

able to bring the rope within some considerable

distance of the eye. Another form of this sama

system has therefore been contrived which ob-

viates this difficulty. This is shown in Fig. 74.

Here the required number of sheaves, three in

the present case, are fixed side by side in each

block, and the cord is fixed to a hook or staple A
in the upper one, and then passes in succession

over each sheave. The weight is, of course, as

before, divided between the six ropes. In all

these cases it must be remembered that, as the

lower block is suspended from the cords, it

forms a part of the weight lifted, and the

weight W is therefore less by this amount than

our calculation makes it appear.
There is a third plan for arranging this system

of pulleys which has the advantage of greatly

reducing the amount of friction, there being

only one sheave to turn on the axis instead of

several. This will bo understood from Fig. 75.

Each sheave is here a compound one. as if several

simple sheaves increasing in size were laid on

each other. A little attention will show that

for every inch the weight is raised 1 inch of cord

will pass over the smallest pulley, and as the

cord from this to No. 2 must also be shortened

an inch, 2 inches will pass over No. 2. In like

manner 3 inches must pass over No. 3. Their

sizes must therefore bo in the proportion of the numbers 1, 2, 3,

etc., or else the cord will grate on the pulleys. This is another

illustration of our fundamental law
;
and we see further that, if

the weight is to be raised 1 inch, each of the cords supporting
it must be shortened by that amount, so that in this case P
must fall 6 inches to raise w 1 inch ; but a power of 1

pound will balance a weight of 6 pounds ; therefore, here also,

the power multiplied by the distance through which it moves
is equal to the weight multiplied by its distance.

These two systems are those in most general
use. We must, however, just look at the third

system, which is represented in Fig. 76. B is a-

pulley fastened to the cord B D, which passes
over the runner A, and is made fast to the

weight at the other end ; c is likewise fixed to

a cord which passes over B to the weight ;

a third cord passes over c, and P acts at the

extremity of this. Each cord is thus fastened

to the weight. Now in this case it is rather
more difficult to find the advantage gained, as

the weight is not shared equally by the three

cords. The first cord is stretched by p, which,
as before, we will call 1 pound ;

the part c F,

therefore, supports 1 pound of the weight. The
next cord is stretched by the tension of the

two parts of the first, and its strain is there-

fore 2 pounds, which is the portion of the

weight it sustains. Similarly the tension of

the cord which passes over the pulley A is 4

pounds, and therefore the entire weight sup-

ported by P is the sum of 4, 2, and 1, that is, 7 pounds. Were

75.

Fig. 76.
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another pulley added, r would in like manner support 8 + 4

-f- 2 -|- 1, or 15 pounds.
This, then, completed the description of the different systems

of i-ulli-ys. Try now and work out tho following example! of the
different im-diai.. as far M we hare gone. In me-
.li.mii->, us urll ,n in everything clue, practice make* perfect,
ami tho only way to become fully acquainted with >U prin- -iplr*

is to try their application to the various oases in which you
meet with them. You can easily find plenty of example* to try
in addition to those given here.

EXAMPLES.
1. With what force mutt a man press on a lerer, the total length of

wlu.-li is 4 feet 4 inches, iu order to ruise a weight of 888 pounds, the
fulcrum IMMIU; 4 iiK-lies from the end?

-. Two boys arc on a see-saw, one weighs 72 pounds, the other 54

pounds ;
if the pluuk be 14 feet long, where must the fulcrum be placed

fur them to balauce each other f

3. Three tncn are weighing on anchor with a capstan. Two have

spokes 4 feet loug, the third lias one 5 feet 8 inches long. The radius
of the axle ia 6 inches. How much strain do they exert on the cable

when each presses with a force of 100 pounds ?

4. A man with a winch 18 inches long turns a pinion with 6 teeth,
this works iu a wheel of 60 teeth, carrying another pinion with 8,

which drives a wheel with 54; round the axle of this the cord passes.
If the radius of the axle be 4j inches, what foice must be exerted
to raise a weight of 2 tons?

(Tho radii must here be considered as proportional to the number
of teeth.)

5. In the simply pulley (Fig. 69), if the angle a 10 b is 90 degrees,
and the power is 49 pounds, what weight can be supported ?

6. In the second system, wheu there are four movable pulleys, how
many pounds must I pull with to overcome a resistance of 7 hundred-

weight, and how far must the power move to raise the weight 6 inches?

7. In the third system, with 5 pulleys, what weight will 5 pounds
support ;

aud how strong must the middle rope be ?

8. If a cask weighing 150 pounds be suspended from a pole 8 feet

long, aud carried between two men on their shoulders, if the point of

suspension be 3 feet from the front man, how much of the weight will

each bear ?

LESSONS IN FRENCH. L.

8. FORMATION OF THE FEMININE OF NOUNS.

(1.) NOONS referring to persona and animals generally alter

their termination in the feminine.

(2.) Many nouns form their feminine by adding e to the mas-
culine, whether the latter ends with a consonant or a vowel :

Masculine.

Voisin, Jteiy/ibour.

Ours, bear.

Marquis, marquis.
Ami, friend.

Mahometan, Mahometan.

Marchand, merchant.

Feminine.

Voisiue.

Ourse.

Marquise.
Amie.
Muhome'tane.
Marchande.

Note. Tho compound noun nouveau-ne, first-born, has for feminine,
nouveau-nee.

(3.) The following form their feminine by adding esse, with
or without a modification of the masculine ending :

Masculine.

Dieu, a god.

Devin, a soothsayer.

Larron, a thief.

Fair, a peer.

Due, a duke.

Feminine.

Di'essn.

Devineresse.

Larronnesse.

Pairesse.

Duchesse.

(4.) Nouns ending in teur (not deriving from present parti-

oiples) form their feminine by changing eur into rice :

ifoscultne.

Accusateur, accuser.

Bienfaiteur, bent/actor.

Actenr, actor.

De'biteur,* debtor.

Tuteur, guardian.

Conducteur, conductor.

Feminine.

Accusatrice.
Bienfaitrice.

Actrice.

D^bitrioe.

Tntrice.

Conductrice.

(5.) Nouns ending in eur, derived from present participles,
form their feminine by changing r into se :

* This word is not derived from the present participle oVbitant, but
from the Latin noun debitor.

,1 J'u

CbanUat,
ChasMDt,
Pollssant, i

1
. ..,.-.,.

DebiUut. LMbiUur,
Demandant, D*maadur, one vto o/ltn MS*.

Veaoaut, Vndur, tetttr. V,

Devinaut, Devineur, one vho pMSM.

(6.) Nonas ending in * form their feminine by d**gjng
into and adding ; those ending in / change it into v and
add :

Masculine. Pfi4ti<a

poux, husband. Cpoase,
Veuf, widower. Vuvf .

Chartreux, CartAtufcm. CbartrmiM.
Gueux, wretch. Oneas*.

(7.) Nouns ending in en, et, on, ot, doable the last consonant,
and add :

ParUien, Parisian.

Chien, doy. ChimM.
Sujet, ntbjeet. SajMU.
Vigneron, '

Lion, lion.

Sot, fool.

(8.) Others form their feminine by adding to the

either e mute or a syllable ending in e mute, with or without
the dropping of the whole or a part of the masculine termi-

nation :

Masculine. Feminine.

Czar, Ciar. Czarine.

Heros, hero. Htfrofne.

Sylphe, sylph. Sylphide.

Doge, doge. Dogaresse.

Compagnon, companion. Conipgne.
Vieillard, old man. Vieille.

Cochon, pig. Coche.

Canard, drake. Cane.

Poulaiu, colt. Ponlicbe.

Taureau, bull. Taure.

Mulet, mule. Mule.

Loup, tool/. Louve.

(9.) Many have different forma for the masculine and the

feminine :

_}fti.sculttie. Feminine.

Pt-re, /athr. Mrre.

Frere, brother. Sarar.

Oncle, uncle. Xante.

Gouverneur, goeemor. Goavernanta.

Cheval, horse. Jument.
Empereur, Bmperor. Imp^ntrice.
Ambassadeur, ambowodor. Ambassadrice.

Boi, King. Kim>.

Serviteur, servant. Serrmnte.

B^lier, ram. Brebis.

(10.) Nonns expressing professions and trades generally car-

ried on by men have no feminine :

Graveur, enjrarer.

Sculpteur, sculptor.

Imprimeur, printer.

Peintre, painUr.

Ecrivuin, icriUr.

Docteur, doctor.

MMeeia,

Auteur, author, etc.

(11.) T6moin, witness ; adversaire, adversary ; impostenr,

impostor ; artisan, artoan ; and partisan, partisan ; have no
feminine either.

When the nouns mentioned above (10-11) are used in refer-

ence to females, the words depending upon them remain in the

masculine :

Cette dame est un bon peintre, un poite /amux, n ^crirain ro.
Cette femme est un imposteur, un /aiu t^moin. La princess* <tait

pour lui un advensire gfnJreux.

(12.) Some nouns referring to animals hare only one gender,

either masculine or feminine :

Castor, batMr.

ficurcuil, sfwirrtl.

l<(phant, J*p>uMt.

Crocodile, crocodile.

Vautour, cuiiur*. etc.

Girmfe. giro/*.

Panthers, panther.

Hyene, kym.
Souris, mouM.

PwntrU, pcrtridf*. etc.
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To such nouns the word male or femelle is added when it is

necessary to mention the gender : un eldphant femelle ; une

girafe m&le.

EXCEPTIONS TO THE RULES

(1.) Many nouns ending in e do not

(see Rule 1) :

Masculine.

Un Eusse, a Russian.

Un artiste, an artist.

Un camarade, a comrade.

Un e'leve, a pupil.

Un compatriote, a compatriot.
Un esclave, a slave.

Un pupille, a ward.

Un pensionnaire, a boarder.

Un malade, a sick man.
Un locataire, a tenant.

GIVEN ABOVE.

change in the feminine

Feminine.

Une Eusse.
Une artiste.

Une camarade.
Une e'leve.

Une compatriote.
Une esclave.

Une pupille.
Une peusionnaire.
Une malade.

Une locataire.

(2.) However, the following which end in e or in e, add sse in

the feminine :

Masculine.

Abb<5, abbot.

A lie, ass.

Chanoine, canon.

Comte, earl, count.

Druide, druid.

Hote, host, guest.

Maitre, master.

Negre, negro.

Pretre, priest.

Prince, prince.

Prophete, prophet.

Suisse, a Swiss.

Tigre, tiger.

Traitre, traitor.

Feminine.

Abbesse.
Anesse.

Chanoiuesse.
Comtesse.
Druidesse.
Hotease.

Maitresse.

Ne'gresse.

Pretresse.

Princesse.

Prophdtesse.
Suissesse.

Tigresse.
Traitresse.

and poete, poet, which has a feminine, poetesse, that is rarely
used (see Rules 10, 11).

(3.) Paysan, peasant, and chat, cat, form their feminine by
doubling the last consonant and adding e : Faysanne, chatte

(see Rule 2).

(4.) The following, although derived from present participles,
form their feminine by changing cur into rice and eresse (see

Rule 5) :

.Masculine. Feminine.

Eie'cuteur, executor. Exe'cutrice.

Inspecteur, inspector. Inspectrice.

Inventeur, tnnentor. Inventrice.

Perse'cuteur, persecutor. Pers^cutrice.

Eucliauteur, enchanter. Enohauteressc.

Pe'cheur, sinner. Pecheresse.

Vengeur, awenger. Vengeresse.

N.S. The /our /allowing are laio terms .-

Bailleur, lessor. Bailleresse.

D^fendeur, defendant. D(5fenderesse.

Demandeur, plaintiff. Demauderesse.

Vendeur, nendor. Venderesse.

(5.) Chasseur, hunter, has another feminine, chasseresse,
which is only used in poetry ; and chantenr, singer, has also a
second feminine, cantatrice, which is applied to eminent pro-
fessional singers (see Rule 5).

(6.) The feminine of bailli, bailiff, which was formerly spelt
baillif, is accordingly baillive (see Rule 6).

(7.) The nouns bigot, bigot ; cagot, hypocrite ; devot, devotee ;

idiot, idiot, form their feminine regularly, i.e., by adding e :

Bigote, cagote, devote, idiote (see Rule 7).

LESSONS IN MUSIC. XX.
OEGANS OP THE HUMAN VOICE PITCH QUALITY

STBENGTH FOECE, ETC.

WE propose to collect together in this lesson a large amount of

information on the subjects of the different kinds of voices,

singing in "
parts," and good enunciation. We must refer our

readers for fuller information on these topics to Miiller's "Phy-
siology;" Power's " Human Physiology ;" Dr. Bristowe's Essay
on the "

Throat, Voice, and Speech," in the " Book of Health;"

Sir Charles Bell's article on the voice in the "Philosophical
Transactions "

for the year 1832; and works on the Human
Voice, by Dr. Rush, Dr. Lennox Browne, and others.
The CHIEF INSTRUMENT of voice is the larynx, which we may

feel with the hand outside, as a little lump, in the upper part
of our throats, moving with almost every utterance of voice. It
is a small box placed at the top of the trachea or windpipe. Its
walls are of cartilage or gristle. Its upper opening is protected
by a little valve, called the epiglottis, which falls back upon it
in every act of swallowing. At the lower opening are two elastic

membranes, one depending from each side, which can be stretched
to any degree of tension required, and can be made to meet each
other (closing the lower opening) through their whole length, 01

through any part of it. Various muscles, attached to the walls
of the larnyx, in obedience to nervous action and the mind's
will, regulate these movements.

These elastic membranes, sometimes called the vocal chords,
are the source of voice. During ordinary breathing they rest,
relaxed, against the walls of the larynx, but in the production
of voice they are brought into such a position as to vibrate
freely in the air, as it ascends from the lungs (much like the
tongue of any reed-instrument), and this vibration makes the
breath vocal.

The voice of one individual differs from that of others in

PITCH, in quality or TIMBRE, as the French call it, and in

power or STRENGTH.
The PITCH of a sound depends on the degree of tension given

to the vocal membranes, and on the length of the parts which
are left free to vibrate just as in the harp, violin, and guitar.
In females and boys, whose voices are naturally higher than
those of men, the larynx is placed higher in the throat, and is

also smaller, so as to make the vibrating membranes shorter.

When a boy's voice "
breaks," the larynx gradually takes a lower

place in the throat, and also enlarges in size, so that the voice

necessarily becomes about an octave deeper. Miiller states that
the vocal membrane in the male is half as long again as in the
female as three to two. To produce a given note (say D below
the treble staff), the male voice, especially if a bass, would
require strong tension of the vocal membranes, but the female
voice would produce the same note with very little tension,
because its vocal membranes are shorter.

The TIMBRE, or quality of a note (which is so different in

individuals), is much affected by the form of the air-passages
above the larynx. Thus we are sometimes able to imitate the
voice of another person, not only in reference to its peculiari-
ties of pitch and inflection by movements of the larynx, but
even in its

" timbre
"
by certain conformations of the mouth. It

is this difference of shape in the resonating tube which makes
the difference between well-known bass instruments of the same

length, and yielding sounds of the same pitch, as between the

thick euphonium and the thin baritone, and between the thick

sax-horn and the thin trumpet. The discoveries of Professor

Helmholtz have thrown much light on this subject of timbre or

quality of tone. By altering the shape of the mouth you can

produce the sombre and clear resonances of which Garcia

speaks.
The general STRENGTH of a voice appears to depend upon the

vibrating power of the vocal membranes, the size of the organ,
and the capacity of the chest. We know how easily a slight in-

flammation, or other affection of the mucous membrane lining

the larynx, weakens the voice. The voices of old persons are

made tremulous by the loss of nervous and muscular power.
The special FORCE or loudness given to an accented note maj

be occasioned, Miiller thinks, by relaxing the tension of the

vocal membranes while we increase the force of the air-current.

Sir Charles Bell speaks of the back of the mouth and the veil of

the palate (the soft palate) as playing a most important part in

giving the delicate impulses of accent.

Correct tune requires a mental effort.
" Man," says Miiller,

"
like the singing bird, learns unconsciously the different internal

changes in the state of the larynx, and the different muscular

actions necessary for each note. Sounds accidentally uttered,

and the muscular actions which accompany them, become asso-

ciated in the sensorium, and afterwards readily excite each other

when a melody is to be imitated." Correct tune, therefore,

depends upon the skill with which the sound is perceived and

its
" idea

"
retained, and upon the accuracy with which the mind

can command and combine the various muscular movements
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neoesRary for its prodaotion. Hence it may be oanily nndenitood
liow tho voice will flatten when, from inattention or wearinoM,
the singer does not give prompt and firm tennion to the proper
mnscloa of tho larynx or cheat. The loud singer is especially
liable to this, because, as noticed above, hio notes are made to

depend lens upon the easily-governed tension of the vocal chords,
and more upon tho regulated force of air from the chest the
muscles of which are less easily commanded with accuracy.
Hence tho importance of cultivating a medium force of voice,

such as is consistent with tho easy action of tho lungs.
Tho VOICES or WOMKN AND CHILDREN are, on an average,

about eight notes higher than those of men. They are very
various in character, but may bo conveniently classified accord-

ing to their
"
compass," or tho extent of notes which they can

reach on the standard scale.

a. The First Soprano Voice has its extremest

compass from K- (above the staff) down to n,,

(below tho staff). Its easy compass is from
A1 down to c. It is weak in the lower

sounds, but light and brilliant (if well de-

veloped) in the higher ones above a The
organ has not much muscular strength, and
cannot easily give effect to sustained sounds,
but is very flexible.

6. The Second Soprano Voice reaches, in its

extreme compass, from c2 down to GI. Its

easy compass is from F1 down to A,. It is

generally full and round in its qnality, and
flexible. The organ is of a stronger muscular
construction.

c. The Contra-Alto Voice sometimes reaches
from B I flat down to EJ. Its easy compass
is from D1 to FJ. Its organ is large, and
of a very strong muscular construction. It

is not very flexible. The upper sounds are

harsh or weak. It is, however, sometimes
full from D 1 down to o. It is most powerful
from a to QI.

The VOICES OF MEN are classified as fol-

lows :

a. The Tenor Voice is of two sorts. The
first is that very delicate, light, and rare

voice for which the "alto" part was written

by Handel and writers of a much more recent

period. Like the first soprano voice, among
females, it is not adapted to sustained sounds.
Its compass is about a tone higher than that
of the common tenor voice. The stronger
tenor voice has for its extreme compass from
B flat down to B2 flat (in tho bass oleff). Its

easy compass is from A down to ci. It is full,

round, and capable of sustaining and ex-

panding sounds with firmness. Great care

should be taken not to force the higher
sounds. They should be sustained firmly
though lightly, changing into the thin, light

register between E and F or thereabouts.
The thick or chest register should never bo
forced up.

6. The Baritone Voice has its extreme com-

pass from o to
F._, sharp (below the bass

cleff). Its easy compass is from F down to
Aa. It partakes in some degree of the quality of both bass
and tenor. It is more soft and flexible than the former.
From the ease with which it takes the notes D E F (treble

cleff), it may sometimes be taken for the tenor. But from tho
different position of the organ in the throat, these sounds,
instead of being full, will be of a hollow quality being the ex-

treme sounds of the baritone, whilst they are in tho middle and
fullest part of the tenor. If the voice is at all strained on this

part, instead of gaining the soft and full baritone quality, it will

become an imperfect mixture of the baritone and tenor.

c. The Bass Voice reaches its extreme sounds in E (on the
lowest line of the treble cleff) and E3 (below the bass cleff). Its

easy compass is from D down to Fa. It is naturally of a hard
and inflexible quality, but very full and powerful in sustaining
sounds. Those who understand the old notation will like

to see the following diagram :

Pi

B

A,

0,

E,

STANDARD HCAL.K.
"' >D lc> A r C B.A

OOKFAM or VOICES.

i;

The statement of the extreme compass at voice*, and Mine
of the remark* on the different voices, are either eocdensart

or extracted from the "Art of Singing," by D. Crevelli, a work
which is

" the result of study and experience for nearly thirty

years" of a gentleman, who was the most oooescfal vocal

teacher of his time in England.
It should be noticed that boys' voices, especially for some

time before they begin to break, are of a different timbre from
those of girls they are heavier and less flexible.

The term REUIHTEU is used to denote a certain number
of sounds in a voice, which differ in quality or timbre from
another number of sounds in the same voice. This change of

register is probably occasioned by some difference in the manner
in which the notes are produced. It may be that the lower notes
are successively produced by somewhat relaxed membranes,
which are shortened ah the notes rise, and that note* of the

higher register are produced mainly by the tension of the mem-
branes without any shortening of the chords. If so, there will

be a note or two, at the junction of tho registers, which may be

produced on either principle, and an uncultivated voice may not
decide with sufficient promptitude which principle is to be used,
or on which note the new register should begin. This would
account for the great difficulty, which many have, in making the

notes of one register follow smoothly with those of the other.

Such persons require considerable practice and care to "blend"

the registers. They should be instructed to keep the notes of

the lower register down in strength or force, while they seek to

strengthen those of the higher one.

All the tones of the voice are really produced in the larynx,
or " Adam's apple," but in producing the strong vibrating lower
tones of the voice, the singer feels as though his chest were called

to a special effort. In producing other more weak and soft tones,
he feels that the back part of the throat is exerting its muscles ;

and in producing certain clear, ringing tones, beyond the range
of his ordinary voice, he is conscious of vibration in the head.

Hence the names of the three registers the chest register, the
throat (sometimes called the medium, sometimes the falsetto)

register, and the head (also sometimes called the falsetto)

register. Each register has its peculiar quality of tone, and is

produced by a peculiar management of the vocal organs. On
this last point, recent discoveries have confirmed the conjectures
of the Italian, Bennati. Miiller shows that the throat roflirtoj

of tones is produced by the vibration of the thin borders only of

the vocal membranes, while for the chest register those mem-
branes vibrate in their whole breadth. For the head tones it is

believed that a third part (in length) only of the membranes
vibrates.

More recently still, the invention of the laryngoscope, and ita

skilful use by Garcia, and others, hare given us many details

of the manner in which tones are produced. From these it

appears that above a certain place in absolute pitch, the capa-
bilities of tension in the material called flesh and muscle

require that tones should be most easily produced in the

manner above ascribed to the throat register, and below that

pitch in the manner of the chest register.
The place in pitch thus referred to lies between D below the

treble staff, and a on its second line a point only just reached

by the basses, and very little exceeded by the baritones;

huving above it one-third of the tenor voice, half the contralto,

two-thirds of the second soprano, and nearly all the first

soprano.

Many of the tones of the chest register could also be produced
in the throat register, and vice versa. But the head register of

tones never coincides is never changeable with the tones of

the other registers. Where the throat tones cease, the head

tones begin. The chest tones are naturally prefemd by the

lower voices (bass and contralto), and fill nearly the whole of

the bass compass. They are less used by tenors and baritones,

and still less by the first and second sopranos. The throat tones

are preferred by the sopranos, and form the chief part of their
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voices. The tenors and baritones use them in the higher parts

of their voices. A baritone wishing to sing a tenor "
part,"

must necessarily have recourse to his softer throat voice, else he

will produce hard, iviry tones, very unpleasant when contrasted

with the soft, round chest tones of the tenor voice. The same

remark applies to second sopranos singing the air or soprano
"
part." Conductors of choirs should be exceedingly careful in

this matter, if they would secure a good blending of the vocal

mass.
The head tones are exclusively used by the sopranos. In men
all authorities agree these head tones are effeminate and

disagreeable. Garcia says that the head register is not improved

by much exercise. Nearly all men speak in the chest voice.

Nearly all women, including the contraltos, speak in the throat

voice ; and the cries of women and children are in the head

voice. Teachers should be warned against allowing boys'

voices to be forced upwards in the chest register. Garcia says
that this often occasions the loss of voice in chorus children.

At "the change of voice" in boys, their voices should have

entire rest, often for a full year. Many voices, says Bassini,

are irretrievably ruined by the neglect of this precaution.
Bassini recommends the following test exercise to tenors, bari-

tones, and contraltos, for the discovery of the throat register.

The third tone, sung piano, is almost sure to be delivered with

the throat voice. Then, having once found that register, it is

easy to keep it in the descending phrase.

pp.

KEY C.

d:-

--sf
THROAT .., .. CHEST.

pp.

:- s:f m:r d:- d:-
Use of the Registers. As the registers produce different

qualities of tone, it is better, when you have commenced a musical

phrase in one register, to conclude it in the same. If this is not

possible, then care should be taken, in passing from one register
to the other, to maintain regularity in volume of tone. Bassini's

rule is : in ascending phrases, when you have begun with the
chest register, keep it

;
in descending phrases, keep the throat

register.

The voices of women and children are commonly called

"treble voices." The highest female voice is often called simply
"soprano," and the second voice is then called the "mezzo
soprano." The "

part
"

adapted to the second soprano or
contralto is sometimes called the "

seconds.'
1 The "

alto
"

is a

very high man's voice, reaching very nearly to the lowest of

women's voices, which is called, on that account, the contralto.
But the two voices differ greatly in character the one being
light and flexible, the other not so.

Every pupil should mark the extent of his own voice on the
scale above given at the side of the page.

The pupils need scarcely be warned against the common fool-

ishness of boasting
" how high they can sing." Let them

remember that God has made their voices differently ; that it is

the honour of some to sing the lower parts for which their

voices were made, as it is of others to sing the higher parts ;

and that the medium sounds of every voice are not only its

easiest, but its very best.

Vocal music is commonly so written that several melodies

may be sung together each melody being adapted, in its com-

pass, to one particular voice. The leading (or most striking)

melody is almost invariably, and very properly, that which
is sung by the highest voice. Each of these concurring
melodies is called a "

part ;

"
the highest is commonly called

the "air."

Those who sing in parts should seek to attune their voices

one to the other, and to maintain the several parts with an

equal volume of voice, so that one part may not overpower the

others. Each singer should also take care to sing the part
proper to his own voice.

We have music "in two parts," written for soprano and
contralto voices, or for tenor and bass (like the exercises in

this work), or for soprano and bass; music "in three parts,"
written for three equal voices" (that is, for three female or

three male voices), or for soprano, contralto, and baritone, or

for soprano, tenor, or bass, etc.; music "in four parts," for

soprano, contralto, tenor, and bass, etc. (like most psalin tunes);
also music in five, six, and eight parts.

There is no harmony more perfect than the " concord of sweet
voices." "All musicians knew," says General Thompson, "tlitb

by practising together, and, as it were, mutually rubbing down
each other's asperities and defects, a quartett of performers on
instruments of the viol kind arrived at a perfection of execution
in point of harmony, or what is popularly called '

being in tune,'
which nothing could excel, and no known thing, except aquartett
of singers, equal. In short, there was no doubt that by follow-

ing the directions of the ear as to what was most harmonious,
and each labouring to accommodate the other with this common
object in view, they did practically break in upon the thing so
much sought for under the title of correct harmony. .

But nobody could tell what it was they did." The General then
shows that the thing they did was to sing or play notes which
were mathematically correct according to the scale which the

human ear requires to free themselves from the temperament of

keyed instruments and to observe the double form of KAY
which he calls its

"
duplicity." Let the singer make full use

of the advantage he thus possesses.
The "

balancing
"

of parts is important. . For a congregation

containing every kind of voice, music in four parts soprano,
contralto, tenor, and bass is most appropriate. The second

soprano and the baritone voices, in such music, would have to join
with the parts above or below according to convenience. But
in the Sabbath-school, where the immense preponderance of

voice is that of females and children, to divide the voice of the
male teachers into bass and tenor would make them out of all

proportion weak. A far better distribution and more equal
volume of voice is obtained by using music written in three

parts two for the voices of females and children, and one (of
medium compass) for the united voices of the men. A similar

proportion is desirable for boys' schools with a master, but the

parts should be so written that the two upper melodies may bo
harmonious when the bass is absent. In girls' schools music in

two parts is desirable. If, for Sabbath-schools, the two men's

parts are retained, they should be very simple and "
steady,''

sounding rather like an accompaniment than like
"
parts."

After these explanations, it is scarcely necessary to warn the

pupil against the absurd practice of women attempting to sing
the tenor, or that of males sullying, with their tenor or baritone

voices, the purity and brightness of the "
air." If men are

obliged to pitch the air of a tune, let them do so ; but let them
leave the women '' to sing it, while they return to the part
which is proper to their own voices."

In "
leading

" a tune, it is advisable first to let all the school
or congregation distinctly hear the key-note. If necessary, the
first note or two (not more) may be sung by the leader in the
"
air." The leader should then take his own part. He will find

himself able to keep up the pitch or the rate of movement much
better by means of a firm bass or a clear tenor, both well accented,
than by singing the air, however loudly or however angrily.
When a "clerk" or "precentor" will sing the "air," it takes
the spirit from the female voices ; but if, perchance, for a line,

he leaves them to themselves, they seem to rise with new vigour,

sweetness, and brilliancy.
A good enunciation of words is most important to the singer.

He cannot use that accent and inflection on each word which so

much help us to distinguish the words of the speaker, however

badly uttered. It is therefore the more necessary for the singer, .

if he would be "
intelligible and edifying," to use an articulation

strong, distinct, and correct. Care should be taken to make
the vowel sounds most clear and accurate, and to deliver the

consonants both quickly and forcibly.
For this purpose, the words should be read aloud by the

teacher, so as to show the feeling and proper expression belong-

ing to them, and to exhibit a "
pattern

"
of good utterance.

This the class should imitate, in one voice, taking the teacher's

pattern line by line. The practice of reading together in a loud

whisper will be found very conducive to the end sought.
It will sometimes be convenient to shorten a note when it

falls on an ill-sounding syllable, and sometimes to throw the

sound of a final consonant on to the following word.
If we were to pursue this important subject further, we should

be tempted into a course of lessons on elocution, which would be

beyond our province here.

(The Exercise* attached to this Lesson will be given in our next. )
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RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
THE DEEB FAMILY.

A HISTORY of field sports would bo an instructive as amusing.
It mu-t, ine\ it .!. v il.-xi-li'p I mill tho evil and tho good of human
nature, xh.iwiu.' much courage and daring associated with no

.si>lunhni!*M anl cruelty. Hunting would, beyond doubt,
take up tho ^renter portion f such a work, from tho chase of

;
> tho rather inglorious pursuit of a har.

: devote. I to the various tiold sports of tho UniUid King.
loin woul.l tir-t treat of the nUitf-himt before condescending to

tho lini.l fox-hunter or the skilful manager of harriers.

( >ur present object

is not, however, to

write il treatise On

hunting, but to give
some account of an

important family of

animals whieii have

in all ages been the

special objects of the

hunter's craft.

This being our third

paper on the Rumi-

nants, no special re-

marks on this order

of mammalia are re-

quired. It may be
sufficient to call at-

tention to the fact

that all the Cervidce,

or deer family, have
solid horns, a marked
distinction between
them and the ox,

sheep, and antelopes.
The deer alone, of all

the Ruminants, shed ^
their horns yearly, a B^^H
physiological change M^HT
of sufficient import-
ance to give the ani-

mals a prominence in

natural history.
Some brief descrip-

tions of the more re-

markable Bpecies are

necessary before we
examine into the

growth and structure
of the horns and other

peculiar organs.
The epecies of the

so-called Irish elk is

now extinct, though
some writers assert
that individuals ex-
isted up to the middle
of the sixteenth cen-

tury. The bones of
this gigantic deer are

frequently found in

the bogs of Ireland
and in the Isle of Man. A perfect skeleton is in the Museum
of the Royal Dublin Society, and the spread of the vast antlers,
no less than six feet, may give some notion of the magnificent
power of this stag when living. Mr. Mantell possessed a pair
of horns which extended " thirteen feet from tip to tip." Can
the reader picture to himself a deer, six feet high and nine feet

in length, carrying aloft such a forest of spreading antlers ?

The animal is improperly called an elk, the form of the horns

proving it to bo closely allied to our elegant fallow-deer.

The best living example of the true elks is the moose-deer

(Alces Americanus) of North America. The noble horns of

this species expand towards the summit in a manner somewhat
resembling those of tho fallow-deer, but without antlers at the
base or in the middle of the stem. The great weight of these

head-weapons, often about fifty pounds, compels the elk to hold

78 N.E.

up its head when running, to M to throw the heavy mass boob*
ward- orer the nock. The great length of the legs, the heigh*
of the shoulders, the heavy, shambling trot, huge sise of the
animal, sometimes seven feet high, and the odd snapping sow*'
of tho joinU, giro to the motions of this deer a peculiar awk-

H. The moose spreads far orer the northern regions
ica, poshing its journeys, at some point*, within the

Arctic circle, and offering, in the depth of winter, a splendid
prize to the Indian huntor. The elks of Norway and Swede*
iitl'.-r I, ut little, if at all, from the moose ; bat they are rapidly
diminUhing in number before the rifles of enterprising sporU-

Even deer-stalking in the Scottish Highlands mast yield
to sulking the elk in
the (fraud nolitudes of

the Norwegian

THE RED DEER, OR TRTTE STAG (Cervus Elaphus).

It may be supposed
that fable has left

these deer alone. Not
so : the men of old
times were too food
of the marvellous for
that. It was believed

that the legs of the elk
were without joints;
that antlers grew from
the eyelids ; and that
the animal was forced
to walk backwards as
it fed. The very pe-

digree of the crea-

ture was involved in

mystery. It wae said

to be descended from
the camel and the

deer; thus being, in

fact, a most wonder-
ful mule. Such an
Animal could not be
allowed to live a very
happy life ; it was
therefore made sub-

ject to severe epileptic

fits, which were con-

stantly bringing its

tall form to the

ground. No wonder,

then, that the old

Germans named tho

animal "
Elend," ot

the wretched one '.

Amidst all these cala-

mities, one comfort

remained ; the elk

always had ita medi-

cine at hand. When
prostrated by a fit,

the patient had only
to smell or lick ita

hoofs to ensure

speedy recovery.
The Rein-deer can-

not be entirely passed
over by us, though it has been so often described that we shall

be pardoned for not entering hugely into minute details. We
must also be excused for declining to discuss the much-disputed
mode of spelling this deer's name, whether Ehen-deer, Rain-

door, or Rein-deer, leaving that important matter to the taste

of each reader. The various Indian and Esquimaux names are
too many for enumeration, amounting to a dozen at least. It

is also a question whether the rein-deer, or Caribou, of North
America is not a different species from that of the Laplanders.
The two are, probably, only varieties of the same species. No
inference can be justly drawn from the diversities in the horns,
for in no animals are these variations so numerous as among
the rein-deer ; indeed, it has been said that it is difficult to find

two individuals with horns exactly alike. The American rein-

deer was probably called Caribou (Carre-boraf) by the early
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French settlers in Canada, from the resemblance which the

massive body bears to that of the ox.

The size of the animal varies much ; the Norwegian are the

smallest, and those of Lapland are far inferior to the deer which

frequent the polar regions of America and Asia. This quadru-

ped is indeed well fitted to flourish in the lands of snow and

tempests. The thick hair defends the body from the most

piercing cold, while the hard end of the muzzle and the iron-

iike hoofs are admirably adapted for removing the frozen snow
which covers the white lichens, the favourite food of the animal.

These cryptogamous vegetables, which in England rank with

the smallest forms of botanical life, and only serve to give a

rich tinting to old walls and the trunks of ancient trees, grow
luxuriantly en the mountains of Lapland, and cover the

barren-ground regions of North America. Among them is the

well-known, though wrongly named, Iceland moss, so frequently
used by consumptive invalids in England. This is really a

lichen, the Citraria Icelandica. The rein-deer sometimes perish
from inability to obtain a supply of this food, and terrible

then is the condition of the Esquimaux and Laplander. These
famines occur when, instead of snow, an impenetrable pavement
of thick ice covers the lichen districts, defying all the attempts
of the deer to remove the fatal covering.

In the American regions where these animals abound, they
form the chief support of the Indians and Esquimaux, who piti-

lessly and recklessly slaughter vast multitudes in autumn, when
the fat herds are migrating from their summer homes. Many
readers may know what pcmmican is, others :

'may never have
even heard the word. It is simply deer's flesh cut small, packed
tightly into a skin, and an abundance of melted fat poured into

and over the whole, to keep the food from the air, and to give a
due richness and flavour to the preserved meat.

These destructive huntings of the reindeer only happen
among the wild and wandering Indian tribe* of America. Tho

Laplander knows too well the value of the animals, and pre-
serves the providers of his food and clothing with all care. With
two or three hundred deer, and a well-situated lichen tract, he
cares little for the rise and fall of the foreign food markets, and
still less, if that be possible, for the rise and fall of kingdoms.
He wants neither railways nor thorough-bred horses ; his

trained deer can bear him, if necessaty, .over the glistening
snow-tracts at a rate equal to the speed

'

of tho swiftest horse.

His daughters' marriage portions and the estates of his sons

are to be found in his antlered flock. If he wants a winter coat,
the rein-deer skin will defy a frost capable of freezing the

mercury in the barometer. Is the Laplander an epicure, he has
but to order a dish of deer's tongue, properly cooked by his

wife or eldest daughter, when ho will have a dinner which is

both savoury and nutritious.

The horns are five or six feet long, flattened at the upper
parts, and having antlers projecting from the base of each horn
in front, a.nd also antlers springing from the middle of the
" beam "

or horn-shaft, and directed backwards. Thus tho

whole mass may be divided into four parts : tho beam, the base
or lower antlers, the middle antlers, and the wide-spreading

palmated summit. We must not forget that the female of this

species is horned.

The Musk-deer demands a few words, before proceeding to

notice our native species. We admit that this animal can

scarcely be ranked with the deer family ; but as popular
zoology places them here, and scientific naturalists are unable
to class the Moschidce (musk animals) satisfactorily, we shall

here regard them as a peculiar species of hornless, but tusked,
deer. The true musk animal is found in the high and bleak

regions of Thibet ; it is about three feet high, and of a pale
yellow tint. The musk is a thick brownish fluid, contained in

a fleshy bag about the size of a hen's egg, situated on the ab-

domen of the animal. The dried musk in each bag averages
about one-third of an ounce, and is worth a sovereign in

the market. As 5,000 are sometimes imported in a single

year, this involves the destruction of 15,000 animals. The
odour of the new musk is so powerful that the dealers are

forced to cover their nostrils with thick cloths while inspecting
the bags or "

pods." This extraordinary perfume is said to

retain all its energetic pungency after exposure to the air for

a hundred years. It has proved a puzzle to the analytical

chemists, who, after detecting ten elements in its composition,
ore unable to explain the nature of the perfnme.

Let us now give a little attention to our native species, the
Red Deer, the Roebuck, and the Fallow Deer of our parks.
The Red Deer, or true stags (Cervus elaphus), are still wild

in Scotland, where they give the
"
stalker

"
many an oppor-

tunity for testing the strength of his muscles and the steadiness
of his nerves. The horns of this species are conical, with
antlers springing from the bottom and middle of the " beam."
They have none of those expanded surfaces which characterise
the elks, rein-deer, and fallow-deer. Every part of these for-

midable weapons has its appropriate name : the main stem ia

the beam ; the great branches springing from this are the
antlers ; the projections near the top are the branches ; and
those at the tip of the beam are called the sub-royal, or crown.
The antlers themselves have distinct names : the first being
called the frrow antler, the second the bez-antler, and the third
the royal. The bony ring at the bottom of the beam is known
as the burr, of which we shall have something to say. The
whole of this horn-system is not produced in the first, second,
or even third year of the red deer's life. In the first year the
horns are but small bumps on the head ; in the second they
assume a pointed shape, and are then called dags ; the third

year developes the brow antler ; in the next the bez-antler ia

produced ; and the fifth year sees the royal antler bud forth, and
then the animal becomes a stag. But the horns are not perfect
until the sixth and following years form the successive branches
of the crown. The number of antlers increases with tho ago of

the stag; ten or twelve is, in general, the extreme, but some"
heads have borne horns of thirty antlers.

These stags, in the wild state, are almost extinct in the south
of England ; for those turned out to be hunted by the Royal
hounds at Windsor are really half-domesticated. A hundred

years ago they were numerous in the southern forests ; but
these were only the relics of the stately herds for which Wil-
liam I. made the New Forest, and for whose protection the
ferocious forest laws were enacted. For them, chiefly, nearly

seventy forests, and about seven hundred royal parks, were

jealously kept, until the irritated baronage, gentry, and com-
monera of England insisted upon having their share also in tho

hunting of the deer. This animal must, indeed, have a place
in the national records, if only for his former importance. Par-

liament no longer passes acts for his protection; rebellions

are not organised under colour of a stag-hunt ; noblemen have
ceased to glory in the privilege of killing a deer on their way
to and from Parliament. But we cannot even yet forget that

"Chevy Chase " was fought in the -stag's honour, and that the
" stark

" William of Normandy " loved the red deer as if he
had been their father."

The Roebuck (Cenms capreolus), the smallest of our native

deer, has but two antlers on the short horns, lives in small herds

of five or six, frequents mountain districts, and must now bo

sought in Scotland, where their watchfulness will tax all the

hunter's skill.

Tho Fallow Deer (Cervus dama) is the best known English

species, being that usually kept in parks, where their beauty
and gentleness are in harmony with the quietude of sylvan

scenery. The horns have two antlers directed forwards ; but
the upper parts expand into what is called the "palmated"
form, which is not fully developed till the animal is six years
old.

The spotted variety is said to have been brought from the

South of Europe or North Africa; but the brown kind were

introduced by James I. from Denmark. The name fallow is

descriptive of the light reddish-brown colour of the most ancient

variety, and is derived from a Saxon word signifying a light red.

A few words on the growth and shedding of the horns are

now requisite, as the production of such masses of bony matter

every year must have a great influence on the vital functions

of the animal. The new horn is at first but a soft and highly-

sensitive knob, protected by a fine skin covered with hair,

called the "velvet." If the "knob" be gently touched with

the finger, it will be found to possess all the heat of inflamma-

tory action. As the horn grows, the skin or " velvet
"

dries

up, and is gradually rubbed off by friction against trees. The

whole system of blood-vesseis, which nourished the tender-

growing horn, cease to act, and, finally, leave nothing but the

faint marks of their presence on the solid horn. The burr, or

bony ring at the base of the horn, has been the last formed,

and we must now consider the influence of this on the shedding
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of tlw horns. The continued pressure of the burr on the blood-

vessels tends to obliterate those, and therefore to atop the flow

tinif thin failure of nourishment
fio horns at the frontal joint, and

ultimately t<> th.'ir falling oil'. A fow blood-vessels are even

tli. u turn iisnn.l.-p, as the part where the horn separates from

the skull generally blood* for a nhort time.

Tho lflii-ijin<il rinu (tear-channel) in an opening under each

most species of deer, the UBO of which i yot unknown.

Tlu-y iiro not "tear-channels," notwithstanding tho name; nor

an- thoy "breathing places," as Gilbert White supposed, for

Hunter has shown they have no connection with the nostrils or

I. Those organs arc, therefore, at present a mystery.
i) of our roadcra who wish to know something of tho

numerous deer parka still kept up in England, and the modes
of managing tho animals in such enclosures, will do well to

read Mr. Shirlry'H book on tho door parks of England.
The necessary limits of this paper have prevented us from

referring to several foreign species, from entering into the

details of "
hunting science," and from describing tho various

modes in which tho horns and skin of the deer are made
" useful

"
to men.

If deer have hod little direct influence on human civilisation,

they, nevertheless, have contributed in all ages to tho support
of numerous rudo tribes, and havo offered, in feudal times, the

temptations of the chase as a more innocent amusement than

the battle-field. Does the man of the nineteenth century ask

which is better, the hunting-field or the music-hall ? An English-
man has but one answer.

LESSONS IN LATIN. XXXV.
DEVIATIONS IN THE PIEST CONJUGATION.

2. Perfect, -ui; Supine, ITOM.

i. Crepo, crepui, crepare, crepitum, 1, to croak.

ii. Cubo, cubui, cubare, cubitum, 1, to lie down.
iii. Domo, domui, domare, domitum, 1, to tame, subdue.

iv. Mico, micui, micare (no supine), to glitter; so emico,

emicui, emicare, emicatum, to dart forth ; but dimico, I fight,
has dimicavi, dimicare, dimicatum.

v. Plico, plicui, plicare, plicatum, and plicitum, to fold;

implico has implicui, implicatus (Cicero), and implicitus; cx-

plico and applico, in Cicero, have always -avi, -atum ; replico,

also, is regular.
vi. Sono, sonui, sonore, sonitum, to sound ; part, fut. sona-

turus.

vii. Tono, tonui, tonare (no supine), to thunder.

viii. Veto, vetui, vetare, vetitnm, to forbid.

Let me impress on the student the necessity of committing
these forms to memory. Only by committing them to memory

only by retaining them in your memory can you become

thoroughly master of them, and so have them in your possession
for all necessary purposes. Be not deluded by any representa-
tions which may aim to make you think that you can become
familiar with the Latin or any other language, unless at the

expense of very considerable and very close labour. Again
and again, twice or thrice over, must you acquire and repeat to

yourself or to a friend all the forms I give ; nor be satisfied

that they are yours until, by repeated examinations and trials,

you learn that yon havo them in your mind. You will act

wisely to call in to your aid the principle of mutual stimulus

and mutual instruction. Go over these forms aloud, several

persons reciting them at once. For this purpose, it would be
well to have a leader or drill-sergeant, to givo the word, and

keep the recital correct. When you have repeated a form or a

Vocabulary sufficiently, then proceed to examine each other.

You would do well to call into play the same impulse and aid

in writing and correcting the examples and exercises. If yon
are unable to get several to join you in the task, undertake to

teach Latin to some poor boy who cannot afford to purchase
the POPULAR EDUCATOR, or who may be neglected by his

proper guardians. If two persons, with equal time and equal

talents, began together to study Latin, the one teaching

another, the other confining all his attention to himself, the

former would outstrip the latter very easily, and make such

progress ae in a few months to defy competition. Vocendo
disce.

VOOABULAKT.

Aoonbo, 1. to In up to.

to IK (lit) at tai>U.

adtetum, 3, to Mt on

Jtr, burn.

Age, earn*.

ApjiUco, 1, to Itan

Ofabut.

ComplicatuM, eomplv-

c(d, dark.

CompHoo, 1, to fold to-

Cremo, 1, to burn.

Uiscedo, 3, to depart, go.

Kvolvo, volri, falu*

turn. 3. to roU onl.

Excubo, 1, to k*v

".*. ID . a

Imcrepo, 1,

Nntas, &*, m., a mod.

hither <m4

thither, tvcrychrrt.

Porcrepo, 1, to ruound.

?<, 1. to (MM
UoivufU*.

Ploratw, -As, *
yfafai. VMS**.

tejptio. 4, te/Utf.

feplieo, I. to /oU,

Be sppliaai*. to onf
%**. SMM, mffif
to ttmi M, to t*r

n*

EXCBCIBE 129. LATIX-ENULUH.
1. Quis venitf 2. Pore* cwpoerunt. 3. Dux militoa

increpuit. 4. Tota urbs vocibus cirium do victoria ex

portuta ciHultautium porcropuit. 5. Age, cubltam
Roman! mulUs gente* ac nationes armi* perdomuerunt 7.

auctoritato uutuque legnm, domltas habere libidinM, coeretre os

cupiditates. 8. Ex hoc fouto ingente* scaturigines aqute emicaeruut.

9. Indoram uapicntes ad flammam se applicant. 10. ludoram (aptoato*
sine gemitu aduruntur. 11. Indorum sapientes, quum ad Hmmnnn M
applicavorant, sine gemitu a luruntur. 12. Cicero ad MoIoiMi pbilo-

afiphum BO applicavit. 13. Sapiens atudet animi ui comptteatam
notionem ovolvoro. 14. Quum memoriam tempCrum replieatwrto, et

virtutum et vitiorum multa exempla reperie. 15. Quum urba xyug-
nata cssct, ornnia passim inu lieruin puerorumque plormtitm* i

16. Tenrcmur qunm eerena tempeatate (weather) tonuit. 17. Nitimur
invotltum. 18. Augustus carmina Yirgilii creinari vetuit. 19. AugnsiM
cariniua Virgilii cremari contra testamenti ejus verecundiam Tetoit.

EXERCISE 130. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. The hinges of the door creaked. 2. The mother scolded bet

iuuocent son. 3. The soldiers kept watch all night. 4. The sailors

will subdue the enemy's fleet. 5. I shall apply myself to Cicero (ttmdy
under him). 6. I forbid you to study under Aristotle. 7. We
strive for what ia forbidden (vtitum). 8. The whole house
with the groaning of the sick men. 9. The city sounds with

10. Jupiter subdues the other gods by his nod. 11. Everywhere groaa-

iugs and weepings sound. 12. I have thoroughly tamed the lion.

DEVIATIONS IN THE FIRST CONJUGATION.

3. Perfect -ui ; Supine, -TUH.
i. Prico, fricui, fricare, fricatum, to rub; refrioo, refricui,

refricare, refrictnm, to rub up, revive (p. f. refricatorns).

ii. Ncco, necui, necare, necatum, to kill; encco, cnecni, ene-

care, enectum, to torture in killing.

iii. Seco, secui, secare, sectum, to cut, flog (p. f. aecatorus).

4. Perfect, -i ; Supine, -TUM.

i. Juvo, juvi, juvare, jutnm (juvaturus), to help; adjuvo,

adjuvi, adjnvare, adjntum, adjutnrus.
ii. Lavo, lavi, lavare, lautum, to wash.

VOCABULABT.
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EXERCISE 132. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Boys, rise, wash, and when you have washed (2nd fut.), apply to

your business. 2. These women have tortured me with their chatter.

3. I do not doubt that these women have tortured thee with their

chatter. 4. These talkative girls will kill ine with their tongues. 5.

I shall forbid iy son to chatter. 6. Hast thou washed thy hands ?

7. Come! wash thy hands well before you sit to table (accumbo). 8.

They will not (nolo) wash their feet. 9. The father's word assists the

son. 10. Ships are coming to assist the besieged city. 11. There is

no doubt but the army cf our general will speedily assist the city. 12.

Hast thou cut thy thumb ? 13. I have cut my leg. 14. Thou hast

revived my grief. 15. Not willingly (willing) have I revived thy grief.

16. Fortuno nirls the brave. 17. The slave is bound. 18. The father

forbids his son {.<> be bound.

You ought iijw to be able to translate, at least with the aid

of a dictionary, an easy Latin sentence. Make the trial. Here
is a fable by JEsop. I have marked the order in which the

words should be taken. Can you translate it ?

Accipiter et Columbce.
1 32 & 488 7

ColmnbtB, milvii metu accipitrem rogaverunt, ut eas dsfenderet.12 134 2 8 6 7 6

Ille annuit. At in columbare receptus uno die majorem stragem edidit,
1') 11 14 15 IS 13 194

quam milvius longo tempore potuisset edere. Fabula docet, malorum
3 67

patrocinium vitandum esse.

Have you read the whole carefully through ? There are words

you do not know the meaning of ? Well, there are several

with which you ought to be familiar. I will supply you with
the signification of such as I suppose you do not know.

VOCABULAEY.

Accipiter, -tris, m., a Milvius, -i, m., a kite. Possum, posse, potui,
hawk. Patrocinium, -i, m., I am able.

Edo,3,rput/orth,cause. patronage. Strages,-is,f., slaughter.

With this aid you ought to be able to make out the whole.

Here, then, you have a test of your progress. If you cannot,
after sufficient study, make it out, you may feel assured that

you have not attended to my instructions as you should have
done. However, I will supply you with a nearly literal trans-

lation, as another means of assisting you.

The Hawk and the Wood Pigeons.

The wood pigeons, through fear of the kite, entreated the hawk to

defend them. He assented. But, being received into the dovecote,
he committed more slaughter in one day than the kite could have
done in a long time. The fable teaches you that the patronage of the
wicked should be shunned.

I will also show you the grammatical connection of some of

the words, and the reason of the condition in which they severally
are ; that is, I will give you in it a specimen of what is called

Parsing.

Columbae, from columba, columbce, a wood-pigeon or dove ; a
noun feminine of the first declension, in the nominative case,

plural number, being the subject to the verb rogaverunt.
Milvii, from milvius, milvii; a noun masculine of the second

declension, governed in the genitive case by metu.

Metu, from metus, metus ; a noun masculine of the fourth de-

clension, in the ablative case, the cause, manner, or instru-

ment being put in the ablative.

Accipitrem, from accipiter, accipitris ; a noun masculine of the
third declension, in the accusative case, being the object of

the verb rogaverunt, which requires its object to be in the
accusative.

Rogaverunt, from rogo, rogare, rogavi, rogatum, to ask ; a transi-

tive verb of the first conjugation, in the perfect tense, third

person plural, to agree with its subject columbce.

Ut, a conjunction, which, when, as here, it signifies a contem-

plated result, requires its verb to be in the subjunctive mood.
*7as, a demonstrative pronoun, referring to columboe, from is,

ea, id ; the accusative plural feminine genJer to agree with
its noun, and governed by defenderet.

Defenderet, a transitive verb, from defendo, defendere, defendi,

defensum, of the third conjugation, subjunctive mood, imperfect
tense, third person singular number, agreeing with its subject
ille understood, and governed by the conjunction ut.

Ille, from ille, ilia Mud ; a demonstrative pronoun referring to

accipiter, the subject to the verb annuit.

Annuit, from annuo, annuere, annul, annutum; an intransitive

verb of the third conjugation, in the perfect tense, indicative

mood, third person singular, to agree with its subject ille.

Annuit is made up of ad and nuo ; nuo is connected with the
noun nutus, a nod ; so that the exact meaning of ille annuit
is he nodded assent.

If we view the first sentence logically, it will stand thus :

Columbee

PREDICATE.

Verb. Object,

rogaveruut accipitrem.

You thus see that milvii metu are accidental terms, terms not

necessary to the sentence. Ut eas defenderet is equivalent to eas

defendere, to defend them. Accordingly, rogo has two objects :

first object, accipitrem; second object, ut eas defenderet. Intho

grammars it is said that rogo, with other verbs of asking, governs
two accusatives, the one of the person, the other of the thing.
Now in the parts thus parsed nothing occurs but what you

ought to know and be able to explain. Nay, more than this,

you ought to be able to give the stems of the nouns and verbs.

At any rate, I must enjoin it on you, in the attempts which I

now recommend you to make in parsing, to go through every
noun, every tense, etc., according to the models already sup-

plied to go through all the parts carefully in every instance.

Remember, "practice makes perfect."
Two verbs in the fable may give you some trouble, namely,

edidit and potuisset. Edidi, from edo, edere, edidi, 3, in the

perfect tense, third person singular, is, like dedit, from do, formed

by reduplication from the present edo. Potuisset, from the

irregular verb possum, potui, posse, to be able, is in the sub-

junctive mood, pluperfect tense, third person singular, English,

might liave been able, or could have done.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN LATIN. XXXIII.
(Continued.)

EXERCISE 124. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Heri amicus meus mortuus est. 2. Metuo ne aanieus tuus mori-

turus sit. 3. Ne largitor nrnlis pueris. 4. Deus piis largietur. 5.

Aditus in coelum semper bonis patet. 6. Metuo ut aditus in coelurn

Alexaudro pateat. 7. Quamdiu patria tua pace fruebatur ? 8. Quam-
diu regis exercitus in patria nostra erit, pace fruemur. 9. Esne munere
functus ? 10. Ne abutere patris gratia. 11. Loquar tecum, sed nou
tibi blandiar. 12. Eegi blauditus, laudem adeptus est. 13. Filius ne
lauuea adipiscotur ? 14. Filius meus gloriam maximam adeptus est.

15. Gloria virtutem eximiam sequitur. 16. Se rediturum esse, mihi

polh'citus est. 17. Ille rediit. 18. Non, eras redibit. 19. Pueri se

ipsituentur. 20. Pueri se ipsi tueri debent. 21. Misereor etmiserebor
miserorum. 22. Ne obliviscere vitiorum tuoruui. 23. Intra paucos
dies proficiscar. 24. Quaudo revertes ? 25. Veremini senes, O pueri.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN LATIN. XXXIV.

EXERCISE 125. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. God has given us a mind than which nothing is more excellent.

2. The victory cost us much blood. 3. The mother of all good arts

is wisdom, than which nothing more productive, nothing more excellent

has been bestowed by the everlasting God on the life of men. 4. God
has placed the body as a garment round the soul (God has surrounded

the soul with the body as with a garment), and has clothed it outwardly.
5. Those whose fathers or forefathers were distinguished by any glory

(glorious deeds), endeavour for the most part to excel in the same sort

of praise (praiseworthy deeds). 6. We ought to hold our parents very

dear, because by them life has been given to us. 7. He has not con-

ferred a benefit who unwilling has done good (who has done good un-

willingly). 8. Who are more yours than those to whom you have

restored safety, when they were destitute of hope ? 9. The citizens

showed themselves most energetic defenders of liberty. 10, A great
multitude surrounded the orator in the market-place. 1L Eloquence
has been given by nature for the safety of men. 12. Eloquence has

been given by nature for the preservation of men. 13. A wicked

orator turns eloquence to the ruin and destruction of the good. 14.

What is so inhuman as to turn eloquence, given by nature for the

safety and preservation of men, to the ruin and destruction of the

good ? 15. Pay had not been given to the soldiers for a long time.

16. Sedition arose among the soldiers 17. Because pay had not been

given for a long time, sedition arose among the soldiers. 18. You,

my friend, will evince fidelity to me. 19. I know for certain that you,

my friend, will evince fidelity to me. 20. Nothing hinders us. 21.

Nothing will hinder us. 22. We may obtain a victory. 23. I believe

that nothing will stand in our way so that we may not obtain the vic-

tory (to prevent our obtaining the victory). 24. The victory cost the

death of many brave men. 25. We did not doubt that the victory-

would cost the death of many brave men. 26. Will you persist in your

opinion ? 27. I know not whether you will persist in your opinion.
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COMPARATIVE ANATOMY.

(7.) Compound noons of which the second word indicate*

plurality, take * in the singular an 1 plural :

ular. r/iiroZ.

porte-clgares, cij/ur-caM. porte-rlicarei, cujar-eiutt.

porte-clefs, tuntky. portc-clefs, turnkey*.

(8.) Words composed of two verbs, or of a verb joined to

an adverb, or a preposition, are invariable :

Sin-julif. Plural.

passe-partout, mcuter.kiy. passe-partout, matttr-keyi.

j>our buire, coachman's fee. pour-boire, coaohman*. /M..

11. NOUNS WHICH HAVB NO PLURAL.

(1.) The nouns of motals considered in themselves ; an or,

juld; argent, sih;-,- ; plomb, /(. I; etain, pewter; fer, iron;
cuivre, <-C^I/KT; vif-argent, </iuV/.-.M/r<T, etc.

(2.) Aromas ; such as, baume, baltam ; eocene, incense, etc.

(3.) The namoa of virtues and vices, and some names relating
to physical and moral man ; as, la jeunesse, youth ; la beaute,

i ; la bonte, goodness; le courage, outrage.

(4.) Adjectives used substantively ; as, le beau, Ut beautiful ;

1'utile, the useful, etc.

12. NOUNS WHICH HAVE NO SINGULAR IN THE 8EN8K
HEBE GIVEN.

Arrhes,

Auuales,

Appas,
ArK'rages,

Arrete(tHreaux),
Assises,

Broussaillcs,

Catacombes,
CistMiux,

Confius,

Dennis,
Vivres,

Decombres,
trennes,

Environs,

Aleutours,

earnest money.
annaU.
charms.
arrears.

to be under arrest.

assizes.

Irtw/urood.

catacombs.

siisora,

confines.

> prom'*ion.

rutrw, rubbish,

new year's presents.

Kntraves,

Funt' rallies,

Fr.iis,

dog**,
Oens,

Lunettes,

Moeurs,

Moucbettes,
Pierreries,

Pincettes,
Pleurs,
Seinallies,

Tenebres,

Tenuillcs,

Vitraux,

difficulties.

betrothing.

funeral.

expenses, costs.

wages.

people.

spectacles.

manners.

snuffers.

jewels, diamonds.

tongs.

(Mrs,

seeding time.

darkness.

pincers.

window-glass.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN FRENCH.

EXERCISE 173 (Vol. II., page 386).

1. Sir, to what shall I have the pleasure of helping you? 2. I will

ask you for a slice of that ham. 3. Have the goodness to help those

gentlemen. 4. I will thank you for a slice of that boiled meat. 5.

Shall I offer you a slice of that roast meat ? 6. I am much obliged
to you, Sir; I have enough. 7. Miss (Madam), shall I have the

honour of helping you to a wing of this partridge ? 8. I thank you,

Sir, I would prefer one of those ortolans. 9. Sir, shall I send you (a

little) soup ? 10. Madam, have the goodness to help this young lady.

11. I will ask you for a little afterwaris. 12. John, present thU
cutlet to that gentleman. 13. These vegetables are d-jlicious. 14. Sir,

1 am very glad that you find them good. 15. Sir, will you not sit

down? (Will you not sit down, Sir ?) 16. I am exceedingly obliged to

you, Sir, my father is waiting for me at home. 17. Have you not
wished them good morning ? 18. I have wished them good evening.
19. Have you bid them adieu (farewell) ? 20. I have bid my brother

adieu (farewell). 21. I have taken leave of them. 22. Have you
desired them to walk in ? 23. I hare (desired them.). 21. Gentlemen,
the dinner is on the table. 25. Have the goodness to sit here.

EXERCISE 174 (Vol. II., page 386).

1. Madame, que vous servirai-je ? 2. Je vous demauderai un mor-
ceau de ce jaiubou. 3. Vous enverrai-je une ailo de cetto volatile? 4.

Je vous reraercie, Monsieur. 5. S'il vous plait, Monsieur. 6. Mon-
sieur, aurui-je le plaisir de vous servir une tranche (un morcau) do oe

jnmbou ? 7. Je vous remercie, Monsieur, je prendrai de preference un
morceau de cette perdrix. 8. Vous offrirai-jo un petit morceau de ce

bouilli ? 9. Je vous rends graces, Monsieur ; j'en ai. 10. Madame,
vous enverrai-je un pen de potage? 11. Mille remerciments, Mon-
sieur. ) 2. Monsieur, oserai-je vous prier de servir Mademoiselle ?

13. Avec beaucoup de plaisir, Monsieur. 14. Jean, presentez cette

soupc P. Monsieur. 15. Ces ortolans sont delicieux. 16. Je suis binu

aise quo vous les trouviez bous. 17. A-t-ou servi ? 18. Non, Monsieur ;

on u'a pas encore servi. 19. II est trop tut 20. Vous plait-il d'y
oiler ? 21. II ne me plait pas d'oller chez lui ; mais j'iroi si vous le

desirez. 22. Irai-je avoc vous? 23. Comme il vous plain. 24.

Votre ami ne veut-il pas s'asseoir ? 25. II vous est fort obligl ; il n'a

pas le temps aujourd'bui. 26. Ave^-vous souhaite
1

le bonjour a votre

ami ? 27. Je lui ai souhoitt* le bonsoir. 28. Ne lui avez-vous pas dit

adieu? 29. Je lui ai dit adieu. 30. Ayez la complaisance de Tons

mettre (..<>.>) )<rf. 81. J'ai pris eongtf d****. M. J'ai pris
too* mes amis.

EXIRCICB 176 (Vol. II., page 887).
1. What hotel does your brother keep ? 2. He keep* the hotel of

Europe (Korean Hottl) street. 8. Dos* yo*r BtUe bey
keep himself very clean ? 4. He keep* bimsrU very dea*. 5. What
will be your decision ? (Oy waat aWwum 01 yo thilet) c

abide by what I have told you. 7. Do you not know what to decide ?
8. I know perfectly what to decide (to aM* by). 9. Why do yea
remain standing? 10. Because we have so time to sit down. 1).

Have you not forbidden those young men to as* such language? IX.

I have forbidden them (lit it to them). 13. Has not your coachman
used very insolent language ? 14. Are you not afraid of getting cold,

by keeping the doors open? 15. We would prefer keeping them shut.

16. Does your master (ttaehtr) recommend yon to keep your bead
upright? 17. He recommends me to keep my feet outwards. 18.

Why does not your friend keep you company? 19. Hi* sister i*

indisposed ; be is obliged to remain with her. 20. Has not yoar node
filled the place of a father towards you? 21. He bos bee* to me a
father and mut)i>-r.

EXERCISE 176 (Vol. II., page 387).
1. Ce monsieur tient-il table onverte ? 2. II tient un hotel a Paris.

3. Pourquoi tenez-vons les fenl-tres ouvertes? 4. Nous les tenon*
ouvertes parce que nous avons trop cbaud. 5. Votre ami n'a-t-il pa*
tenu so parole ? 6. II a tenu sa parole ; il tient toujours sa parole.
7. N 'avez-vous pas dit a votre Icolier de tenir la Wte droite? 8. Je
lui ai dit de teuir la ti-te droite et les yenx ouverts. 9. Pourqnoi ne
tenez-vous pas compagnie a votre noeur? 10. Parce que /ai prosmis
d' oiler chez mon cousin ce matin. 11. Avez-vons detendu a vote* petit

garton de tenir de tels propos? 12. Je le lui oi dlfendu. 13. Tient-il

un langoge insolent? 14. Non, Monsieur. 15. A quoi vous en tfsB-

drcz-vous? 16. Je m'en tiendrai a ce que j'si dit a M. votre pere.
17. Avez-vous fait tenir cet argent a votre smi ? 18. Je ne le lui si

pcs encore fait teuir. 19. Le lui ferez-vous tenir demain? 20. Je le

lui ferai tenir, si j'ai une occasion. 21. Pourqnoi ne vous tenez-vone

pas debout ? 22. Parce que je suis fatigue. 23. Pensex-vous que la

couleur de votre habit tienne ? 24. Je crois qn'elle tiendra ; ell*

parnit trcs bonne. 25. Ne regarderez-vous pas de prea snx affaire* de
votre frere ? 26. Je ii'y regarderai pas de pres. 27. Je m'en tiendrai
a votre opinion. 28. Ne tenez-vous pas a votre opinion ? 29. Je n>
tiens pas trop.

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. XVL
GASTEROPODA.

THE classes of the Mollusca hitherto described have been
sivo in their habits and methods of feeding. We hare
that, for the most part, they are fixed or moved about at the

mercy of the waves. Even when locomotive, locomotion is

with them rather for the purpose of change of place than for
definite progression. They are not pursuers of other mim^la
nor do they graze on the copious vegetation of the ocean, but

they are dependent on what the current, which their cilia create,

brings them for nutriment. With them the obtaining of freak
water for breathing and food for nutriment is one and the
same act. In conformity with their habits they are almost
devoid of organs of sense, and wholly without instrument* for

seizing prey. They have, it is true, a double nerve-knot above
the mouth, but this, though in the position of a brain, can

hardly be said to have the function of perception which we
usually associate with the brain. Two other pain of nerve-
knots generally communicate with this, and they are often
much larger than it. One of them has the two halve* which
compose the pair more or less removed from one another, each

lying at the point of junction of the mantle and gills on it*

own side, and sending nerves to these organ*. The othei
double knot lies in the foot, and i* more or le** developed
according as the foot is large, small, or rudimentary. Thee*
three double nerve-knots are called respectively the cephalic
(head), parieto-splanchnio (mantle and visceral), and pedal
(foot) ganglia. In the case of the pecten, fringe* of feeler*

and of eye-spots run round the mantle, and these imperfect anil

perhaps questionable organs of sense are supplied from the

parieto-splanchnio ganglia; and this pair of ganglia no doubt

represent the only nerve-knot which exist* in the Tunicata and
Polyzoa. In their case, also, it supplies nerve* to the tentacle*

and other organs of sense which they posses*. This pair of

ganglia may therefore be considered to be the seat of perception
rather than the cephalic. Another of the functions of the brain,

however, may be assumed to belong to the cephalic pair of

ganglia, and that is the function of volition. All the other
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ganglia of the body are in direct communication with the

cephalic pair, but not with the other two pairs. We may there-

fore consider that the cephalic pair is the originator of the

voluntary actions, or is concerned in all those actions which

the creature performs as a whole and individual. This pair is,

BO to speak, the central telegraph-station, and therefore may be

considered to be
in direct commu-
nication with the

manager.
We have dwelt

BO long on the

nervous system
of the conchifer,

partlybecausewe
had not space for

it in our last les-

son, and partly
to indicate the

contrast which it

presents to that

of the gastero-

pods or headed
molluscs. In
these, though the

nervous system
no doubt consists

of the same ele-

ments, they are

more closely as-

sociated ; andthe

ganglia, situated

over the throat,
behind the cavity
of the mouth, are

in direct commu-
nication with the

organs of sense ;

and this is the

same arrange-
ment as is found
both in verte-

brates and arti-

culates.

The Gastero-

poda derive then-

name from the

usual form of the

locomotive or-

gan, which is so

constantly found,

though so vari-

ously developed,
in the different

members of this

class. We found
the foot in the

Conchifera to be
an organ which,
in some, secreted

the byssua or

anchor-cable, in

others bored
holes, and yet
in others accom-

plished jerky
movements of
the body. In the

swan-mussel of our rivers this instrument is applied to more
regular and definite locomotion, and with the foot they may be
seen ploughing their way through the soft mud which falls to

the bottom of the stream. In their case, however, the foot is

a rounded organ, and at its end is something like the human
tongue, both in shape and structure. In the gasteropods, or

II.

12

PULMOGASTEROPODA. 1. ARION (THE BLACK SLUG). II. AGATHINA MAURITANICA. III. CYCLOSTOMA
ELEOANS. IV. DIAGRAM OF THE CIRCULATION IN A SNAIL.

Kefs, to Nos. in Pigs. I. 1, orifice of lung-chamber ; 2, anus. II. 1, throat ; 2, stomach ; 3,

intestines; 4, anus ; 5, liver; 6, 6, pulmonary diaphragm ; 7, main vein ; 8, chamber surrounding
the heart ; 9, auricle (receiver) ; 10, ventricle (distributor) ; 11, kidney ; 12, generative organs.

(N.B. In this diagram the shell has been removed and the skin cut along the back and opened ;

the floor of the lung also is thrown aside.) III. 1, operculum. IV. 1, lung vein; 2, auricle;

3, ventricle ; 4, main artery ; 5, liver artery ; 6, foot artery ; 7, stomach artery ; 8, buccal

cavity ; 9, salivary gland.

teropods ; but in function, of course, the foot of the gasteropoda
is much more like a foot than the same organ in the lower class.

Usually the foot is a muscular, elongated sheet, broader and
longer than the body of the animal, and acts at the same
time as the wall of the body and the means of propelling it

along. The whole rim of the foot all the way round is usually

thickened, and
can be closely ap-

plied to a smooth

surface, while the

central parts can
be thrown in

wrinkles. Thus
the whole acts as

a kind of sucker

or holdfast, while

all the middle

parts, being al-

ternately applied
to the ground
and dragged over

it, effect a move-
ment in which
the whole animal

participates. If

the reader allows

a slug to crawl

up a pane of

glass, and looks

at it through the

transparent me-

dium, he will see

successive waves

moving all along
the foot, show-

ing that, while a

series of points
are fixed, the

parts in between
are moving, and
the moving parts
then become
fixed, allowing
the previously
fixed parts to be

pushed or pulled

along by the con

traction of the

muscles embed-
ded in the skin.

Such a mode
of progression,
which may be
called piecemeal,

is, of course,

very alow, but
it is sure; and
how should an
animal without

limbs move over

a solid surface

otherwise ? As-

sociated with this

power of definite

locomotion, slow

as it is, the whole

organismis modi-

fied.

Let us suppose that a Lamellibranch had the under part of

its foot flattened into a broad muscular sheet, capable, not of

pushing through soft mud, but of gliding over smooth rock :

how could it make use of its new power of locomotion ? It

would, in the first place, be hampered with two immense shields,

which, being ample enough to close upon its whole body, would

belly-walkers, the foot is a flat broad surface placed along the
] certainly have their edges dragged over and ground upon the

under side of the body, by means of which the animal can cravd. rock over which it passed, and thus wrenched about in relation

over solid bodies. In some of the conchifers the shape of the foot to one another and to the soft parts of the animal united to them.

is much more like that of the human foot than in any of the gas- I Then its large sheets of unprotected membrane, called gills,
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would bo liable to be torn and brained. Add to these incon-

vemonouH tho fact that it would be without eyes or fooler* in the

fore-part of tint body to direct ita course, or to take observation*

of what occurred, and we may judge that the benefit* of travel

would bo (|iiito outweighed by its dangers and trouble*. In the

gastoro|>ii<K tiirn-fore, both sheila are consolidated into one, and
drawn out in an npward direction, HO that, while tho more deli-

cate organs are securely lodged, the edge* of the shell's mouth
toe withdrawn from tho ground.
Tho gills are removed out of harm's way in a singular manner.

IV

into the gasieropod by placing, side

forms between the more typical turbo and the rirer-muMel

(Uni.,). In patella (the limpet) it will be sera that the gills are

still on both sides of the animal, a* are also the muscles, though
these hare no longer the office of cloning the shell, which, in this

case, is consolidated into an equilateral eoae. In the bonnet

limpet one side of the breathing organs has been aborted, while
in turbo both the breathing apparatus and mnsele* of one side

are gone, and the whole animal is twisted, in its upper part,
into a one-sided spire. In this ease a rounded horny plate if

I., II., III., IV. DIAGRAMS OF UNIO, PATELLA, CALTPTREA, AND TURBO, TO SHOW THE STAGES OF TRANSITION FEOJI THE COXCHIFEE TO TH rrrtCAi

GASTEROPOD. V. A SINGLE SET OF TRANSVERSE TEETH FROM (1) A SEPHORATED GASTEROFOD AND (2 AND 3) UNSEPHOEATED GASTEROPODS. VI.

SHELL OF CASSIS. VII. PALUDINA. VIII. SECTION OF CERITHIUIC.

Eef. to Nos. in Figs. I., II., III., IV. 1. 1', lips or tentacles; 2, mantle; 3, shell muscles ; 4, gills; 5, foot; 6, position of the livor; 7,

byssus; 8, operculum. VI. 1, spire; 2, suture; 3, aperture; 4, outer lip; 5, inner lip; 6, anterior canal for passage of the siphon; 7,

posterior canal ; 8, varices. VII. 1, umbilicus. VIII. 2, columella.

Those on one side (usually the right) are brought right up and

placed on the animal's back, and there enclosed by a fold of the

leathery skin, being placed partially in tho last or largest part

of tho shell cavity, while those of, the other side are entirely

aborted or dispensed with. This arrangement gives a one-

eidedness to the animal, and, perhaps, is the determining cause

of the shell being made more compact in the method peculiar to

gasteropods, namely, by being twisted into a one-sided spiral or

helix, as it is technically called. The head, with ita feelers,

eyes, and ears, can be thrust out from the shell and stretched

well forward, so aa to gain some acquaintance with those external

objects which come within the line of march. In tho illustration

it is shown how the conchife? may possibly have been modified

developed on tho upper part of the foot, or rather tail of the

creature, and this, when the animal pulls back its head and
thin foot into the shell, closely closes the aperture. This

operculum, as it is called, is supposed to be the representative

of the horny byssus of the bivalve, being, as will be seen,

similarly situated.

The alimentary canal commences with a month armed with

hard parts. These are different in different creatures ;
but in

all there is a fibrous plate, bearing teeth, placed on a cushion on

the floor of the mouth. These teeth are usually directed back-

wards ; sometimes the plate in which they are set is very long

from point to back, the teeth being disposed in small cross

rows set in parallel lines from one end of the plate to the cthec.
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This is more especially the ease in the carnivorous sea-snails, in

which it is associated with a long extensible proboscis. In the

land and fresh-water gasteropods belonging to the order

Pulmonifera, the number in a cross direction is very great, but

the lingual ribbon is much shorter. This tooth-bearing ribbon

is set on a muscular pad, which can move it backward and

forward, so that the little flinty teeth act as a fine file. It is

curious that these teeth are composed neither of horn nor shell

(CaCO3), but of silica (SiO2 ) or flint. They are, of course, liable

to be worn away ; but the ribbon is formed from behind as fast

as it wears away in front ; and in some species, a considerable

length of it lies coiled up in a sao or pouch, which stretches

away from the mouth, ready to supply the place of the continual

wear and tear. A few examples of the pattern of the teeth are

given in the engraving, in which only one transverse row of

three different species is given. The mouth is very muscular,
and has on its front and upper wall a broad horny jaw, which
is flat, with a cutting edge directed downward. It is of various

shapes, and is often toothed on its lower edge. In some sea-

Bnails the mouth-cavity is furnished with a long trunk, which
can be unfolded from within, and used to grasp objects while

they are played upon by the file-like tongue. Inside these

trunks there is sometimes a toothed circle or collar of pointed

fangs, which very much strengthen the hold that the creature

has on its prey. It is singular that this tooth-bearing tongue
is found universally, not only among the gasteropods, but also

among all the higher orders of the Mollusca, so that some
classifiers have associated these together as the Odontophora, or

tooth-bearers.

We proceed to describe the alimentary canal as it occurs

in the arion, or common black slug, noticing such marked dif-

ferences as occur in some other orders. A very small throat

leads from the roundish buccal cavity, and this gradually dilatea

until it ends in a wider stomach. On the sides of the throat

are situated two large glands for secreting saliva ; but, though
bound to the exterior of the throat by vessels, they discharge
their secretion into the back part of the mouth by two ducts,

which pass between the nervous collar and the attenuated

portion of the throat. The stomach is of various shapes in the

slugs ; but in the example before OB the hind part forms a kind
of globular bag, and the two ducts from the liver enter just
before this rounded portion. The intestine leads from the globe

directly forward, so that this globular part occupies an acute

angle in the course of the alimentary canal, and then, after being
bent backwards and forwards two or three times, runs to a small

orifice situated at the neck of the animal on the right side, close

to the aperture of the breathing chamber. The stomach and
intestine are closely embraced by lobes of the very large liver,

which is so bound to them as to be with difficulty unravelled.

In the case- of the spirally-coiled and shell-bearing gasteropods,
the largest masses of the liver are situated in the small end of

the spiral shell. In the aplysia (the sea-hare), and some other

of the gasteropoda allied to it, the interior of the stomach is

studded with shelly plates and spines, thus converting it into a

gizzard.
The breathing organs of the Gasteropoda are very various,

and they have been made use of to divide the class into sub-

classes and orders. Thus there are four main sub-classes

founded mainly on these organs. In the Opisthobranchiata the

gills are branched like a tree, or gathered together in bundles

and placed on the hind parts of the body behind the heart, and
are either naked or only partially protected by a fold of the

mantle or shell. In the Pulmonifera there is a chamber
situated over the neck, and covered completely in by a thick

fold of the mantle. It only receives air through an aperture,
which can be closed by a muscle running round it. The walls,
and especially the floor, of this chamber have large blood-vessels

in them, and so constitute a kind of lung in which the blood is

aerated. In the Prosobranchiata the arrangement as to the

chamber is much the same, but in the chamber lie one or two

gills, usually of a comb-like or feathery form, and in these, and
not in the walls of the cavity, the blood becomes oxygenated.
In the carnivorous sea-snails the aperture is converted into a
canal or siphon, which is often very long, and which has an
anterior canal in the aperture of the shell for its accommodation,
thus constituting the difference between the round-mouthed

(Holostomata) and channelled (Siphonostomata) shells, as shown
in the illustration.

All the land, and most of the fresh-water snails have lungs,
and belong to the sub-class Pulmonifera, while the sea-snails
have gills, and belong to the other sub-classes. Thus we see

repeated in the Mollusca the two different kinds of breathing
organs which are suited to aquatic and aerial life, which, in the

vertebrates, are represented by the gills of fish and the lungs of
the higher orders. From this we may infer that a gill is the

necessary form of a water-breathing apparatus.
There is yet another sub-class of gasteropods called

Nucleobranchiata, or Heteropoda, which have various forms of

breathing organs; but these are so different in the whole of

their structure from the rest that it becomes a question whethei

they should be classed with the gasteropods at all.

The central organ, which aids the circulation of the blood, is

situated in the typical gasteropods in the partition or diaphragm,
as it is called, which lies between the breathing chamber and
the chamber containing the viscera. It is always at the hind

part of this, and receives the blood from the gills, or central

vessel of the lungs, into a chamber or auricle. From this it

passes through a valve to the more muscular ventricle, and is

driven by this into a vessel which almost immediately divides

into two, one of which goes forward to the mouth and foot, and
the other backward to the liver and all those organs which are
situated in the recesses of the shell or hind cavity of the abdo-
men. The blood, thus distributed by vessels, is said to escape
from them into the general cavity of the body, and from thence
enters by wide openings to the veins which convey it to the gills

or lungs. In the case of the lung-breathers it enters the

diaphragm from behind, and runs in two main vessels along the

margins of this organ, and then sends off smaller vessels or

sinuses towards the central vessel.
,
In the Prosobranchiata the

sexes are distinct; but in the Pulmonifera and Opisthobran-
chiata the sexes are united in one individual, and the organs in

the former are of very complicated and peculiar structure. In
the neighbourhood of the heart there is an organ which is con-

sidered to be a kidney, which eliminates the azotised products
caused by the wear and tear of the vital action. This organ
seems also, in some species, to have the office of introducing
water into the blood-system from without, as it has an opening-
on the one side into the breathing-chamber, and on the other

into the pericardium or external heart-chamber.

The front part of the' mantle-fold, which covers in tho

breathing-chamber, is thickened into a collar, and this is the

instrument for secreting the shell. The shape and foldings of

this edge of the mantle give rise, in the process of growth, to all

those beautiful shells whose variety of colours and shape must
be known to the reader.

One of the characteristics of the gasteropods is the immense
amount of sticky mucus they are constantly exuding, and which

makes, in the land-slugs, a serious draught on their nutritive

system. This is secreted by glands all over the skin, but also,

in some species, by special larger glands on the back of the

neck.

The 'nervous ganglia, though they probably consist of the

same elements as in the Conchifera, are gathered together so

as to form a ring round the throat, situated at the narrow part

just behind the buccal mass. The muscular system is almost

wholly confined to the skin, except that a broad muscle arising

from the lower part of the body runs to the head, and slips of

this muscular sheet also go up the tentacles, so that, when in

contraction, the tubular tentacle and eye-stalks are pulled into

the body at the same time as the head is withdrawn. In the

common snail the eye-tentacles are the longest, and are set

highest on the head, while the lower pair is simply tactile. In

many sea-snails there is only one pair of tentacles, the ends of

which are feelers, while the eyes are set on the sides or bases of

these. The eyes, themselves, are not highly organised, being-

little more than a nerve expanded in front of a dish of black

pigment, and placed behind a transparent cornea. Ear-sacs,

with round ear-stones in thein, are found in many Gasteropoda.

The Gasteropoda are the most typical class of the Mollusca

that is, they are the central group, showing fewer points of

relation to the other sub-kingdoms than the other classes, and

possessing a very large number of species nearly allied to one

another, so that there are fewer gaps in the series. They, in

fact, occupy a similar position with regard to the Mollusca as

the insects do to the Articulata, or the osseous fishes do to tha

Vertebrata.
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l-i:i V A IK HOUSES.

HOMEH, in hu "
Odyusey," informs u that the hoiuet u.

ilio pahir, 'A ,.i :ui. i. nt Greooo were coiwtxuotod of wood ; and
among others ho purtioularly describes that of Ulysses, at Ithaca.

that tho private houses of tho early Roman* wen
small, and that tho doom were left uuulonod daring the principal
meal. As wealth and luxury increased, the size of theb houses
became HO great aa to accommodate, in no very extraordinary
casea, no less than four hundred slaves under a single roof. The
height of private houses at Borne was restricted by tho Emperor

> seventy feet ; but the irregularity of tho city bo-

oame HO great, that in OHO sense its conflagration by Noro turned
out u public good. For, being passionately fond of building,
this mode way for his an-hitccturol plans, and rendered Borne

a regular and splendid city. Notwithstanding these

improvements, there was a great want of conveniences in the

private architecture of the Romans. There was a general ab-

sence of chimneys and of windows ; and the only light received
in tho rooms was through an aperture formed in or over the
door. In these respects, therefore, they were little removed
from tho rude cottages of tho poor still to be seen in the remote

parts of our own country. One reason for the neglect of com-
fort in their private dwellings was, that they were not a do-

i< 1 people ; they lived in public and for the public, and
their society was to be found in tho Forum and public porticoes.
A military people are sure to bo thus circumstanced ; and France,
at least in Paris since tho first revolution, has presented a simi-

lar spectacle to the observer. Her inhabitants live in cafes, and
in clubs or societies, but not at homo.
The arrangement of ancient houses greatly differed from the

modern in the formation of their internal courts. These were

usually constructed so that each was surrounded by apartments
which, when lighted from within, prevented the domestic con-
cerns of the family from being overlooked by any one not
included within the walls. From a passage in Plautns, it does
not appear that this construction always answered the purpose ;

and in Seneca mention is made of the annoyance to which the

neighbours were subject from tho disorderly conduct of those

persons who changed night into day by indulging in the false

refinement and late hours of the age in which he lived. In
the Roman houses, also, there appears to have been, after the
Eastern fashion, a remote or inner court for the apartments of

the females, accessible only by an outer court for those of the

males, and of the servants. Tho information conveyed to us in

tho works of Vitruvius has received singular illustration and
confirmation within a period less than a century, from the exca-

vations at Pompeii, Herculaneum, and Stabia, cities which were
overwhelmed by a tremendous eruption of Vesuvius in A.D. 79,
and which contained houses built and inhabited by Romans
belonging to the age of Vitruvins. These excavations exhibit

curiously paved streets, having the tracks of carriage-wheels
marked on them, and houses built of brick and rubble-work put
together with mortar, all tho materials being of very inferior

quality, except the interior coating of plaster, to which they
appear to have been chiefly indebted for their durability. This

plaster was composed of lime and pounded marble, a substitute

for stucco, and by its use a perfectly smooth and polished sur-

face was obtained, nearly as hard as marble. With this kind of

stucco the smallest apartments at Pompeii are found to be

lined; and this lining is painted with various and brilliant

^colours, and embellished with subjects either in the centre or at

equal distances, like panels. Painted imitations of variegated
marbles, forming, perhaps, a species of scagliola, also decorate
the walls of their houses. Few blocks of real marble are found,

except in monuments and public buildings ; though, in imitation
of tho wealthy Romans, the Pompeians inserted pieces or slabs

of this material in their walls, and employed art to give them
higher tints than those they possessed by nature. They also

discovered a method of reining slabs with gold ; and leaves of

this metal covering the beams, walls, and even roofs of the

houses, were introduced in great profusion. They covered their

floors with cement, in which small pieces of marble or coloured

stones were regularly embedded in geometrical forms ; and in

their best rooms they used mosaic (inlaid work) with ornamented

margins and a device in tho centre. Tho doors of their houses,

being formed of wood, have been reduced to charcoal by tho

burning lava, and of ooorse are found ia an incomplete state j

they turned on pivoU, aad were fiwteued by bolt* whiob bane
upon chain*. Bedsteads are found, made both of wood and
iron ; but their bods were mad* generally of oarpeU and vU,
spread upon the ground. The article of household furniture
and convenience found in these rssnsrlrshln rain* an utensil* of

every kind in nilvur, brass, atone, and earthenware, with vases
of every aizo and adapted to every UM; trumpets, bells, (rid*

irons, colander*, sanonpans (some lined with ilver), kettles,

ladles, moolds for jelly or pastry, urns for keeping water hot on
the principle of the modern tea-urn, born-lanterns, spiU, and,
in fact, every article of kitchen or other furniture used by as,

except forks; chains, bolts, scourges, dice (some said to be

loaded) ; a complete toilet, with combs, thimbles, rings, paint,

pins, earrings, pearls, etc. Bat for more enlarged details, we
muat refer to the work of Sir William Oell and J. P. Uandy,
entitled

"
Pompeiana," in which there is given a detailed **f

of the excavated houses of Pompeii.
The excavated towns above mentioned being small, furnished

specimens chiefly of bouses inhabited by Romans of the middle
and lower classes. At Borne itself, the excavations of the villa

Negroni have made us acquainted with the nature of purely
Boman houses, and of the higher class. To this may be added
the following description, by himself, of the winter residence of

Pliny the Younger, at Lanrentinum, situated at the distance of
seventeen miles from Rome, which gives us a more
cept^u of the villa of a wealthy nobleman of that city:

" My villa is large enough to afford all desirable

tion without being extensive. The porch before it is plain, bat
not mean, through which you enter a portico in the form of the
letter D, which includes a small but agreeable area. This
affords a very commodious retreat in bad weather, not only aa
it is enclosed with windows, but particularly as it is sheltered

by an extraordinary projection of roof. From the middle of

this portico you pass into an inward court, extremely pleasant,
and thence into a handsome hall, which runs out towards the
sea. On every side of this hall there are either folding-doors
or windows equally large, by which means yon have a view
from tho front and the two sides, as it were, of three different

seas ; from the back you see the middle of the court, the portico,
and area ; and by another view you look through the portico
into tho porch, whence the prospect is terminated by the wood*
and mountains which are seen at a distance. On the left-hand
side of this hall, somewhat farther from the sea, lies a largo
drawing-room, and beyond that a second of a smaller size, which
has one window to the rising and another to the setting son.
The angle which the projection forms with this drawing-room
retains and increases the warmth of the sun ; and hither my
family retreat in winter to perform their exercises. Contiguous
to this is a room forming the segment of a circle, the windows
of which are so placed as to receive the ann the whole day; in
the walls are contained a set of cases, which hold a collection of
such authors whose works can never be read too often. Thence
you pass into a bed-chamber through a passage which, being
boarded, and suspended over a store which runs underneath,
tempers the heat, which it receives and conveys to all parts of
this room. The remainder of this side of the house is appro-
priated to the use of my slaves and freedmen ; but most of tho

apartments are neat enough to receive any of my friends. In
the opposite wing is a room ornamented in a very elegant taste ;

next to which lies another room, which, though Urge for a
parlour, makes but a moderate dining-room. Beyond is a bed-

chamber, together with its ante-chamber, the height of which
renders it cool in summer, as its being sheltered on all side*
from the winds makes it warm in winter. To this apartment
another of the same sort is joined by a common wall. From
thence you enter into the grand and spacious cooling-room be-

longing to the bath, from the opposite walls of which two round
basins project, sufficiently huge to swim in. Contiguous to this

is tho perfuming-room, then the sweating-room, and next to that
the furnace which conveys the heat to the baths. Adjoining
are the two little bathing-rooms, fitted up in an elegant rather
than a costly manner. At the other end is a second turret, in

which is a room that receives the rising and setting sun. Behind
this is a largo repository, near to which is a gallery of curiosi-

ties, and underneath is a spacious dining-room. It looks upon
the garden and the ride which surrounds the garden. Between
the garden and this ride is a banqueting-room. Two apart.
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ments run round the back of it, the windows of which look upon
the entrance to the villa, and into a pleasant kitchen-garden.
From thence an enclosed portico extends, which, by its great

length, you might suppose erected for the use of the public. It

has a range of windows on each side,
*""* on that which looks

towards the sea they are double the number of those next the

garden. Before this portico lies a terrace, perfumed with violets.

On the upper end of the terrace and portico stands a detached

building in the garden, which I call my favourite ; and, indeed,
it is particularly so, having been erected by myself. It contains
a very warm winter room, one side of which looks upon the

terrace, the other has a view of the sea, and both lie exposed

kind of architecture ; and there are some also in Germany and
Italy. In the thirteenth century the Gothic style was used aa
much in private as in monumental or public architecture. In
the town of St. Yrieix there is a very fine house built in this

style ; and others are found at Montpazier, in the department of
the Dordogne. Rural constructions, farms, and granges arc-

found at Meslay in Touraine, and near Coulommiers. Both in

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries wooden houses were com-
mon all over Europe. In the accompanying illustration is a
representation of one of these, of which many specimens may be
seen in England. The storeys of these houses were executed in

corbel, that is, projecting one over the other an arrangement
to the sun. Through the folding-doors you see the opposite by which the upper rooms were enlarged, but which rendered

chamber, and from the window is a prospect of the enclosed
j

the lower storeys unwholesome, the light and the air being pre
portico. On that si'de next
the sea, and opposite the mid-

dle wall, stands a little ele-

gant recess, which, by means
of glass doors and a curtain,
is either laid open to the ad-

joining room or separated
from it. Adjoining to this is

a bed-chamber, which neither

the voice of the servants, nor
the murmuring of the sea,

nor even the roaring of a tem-

pest can reach. This pro-
found tranquillity is occa-

sioned by a passage which

separates the wall of the

chamber from the garden ;

and thus by that intervening

space every noise is excluded.

Annexed to this is a small

stove-room, which, by open-
ing a little window, warms
the bed-chamber to the de-

gree of heat required. Be-

yond this lie a chamber and

ante-chamber, which enjoy
the sun, though obliquely,
from the time it rises till the

afternoon."

The houses of princes and
the palaces of emperors occu-

pied a great extent; and be-

sides baths, gymnasiums, and
gardens, they had sometimes
attached to them a basilica,
a theatre, or a circus. Be-
fore the establishment of the
Roman dominion in Gaul,
the inhabitants, according to

Vitruvius, lived in huts of a

cylindrical form, covered with

shingle or thatch ; and in Nor-

mandy many vestiges of these are still to be found. The Eomans
gave to those people whom they conquered their religion, laws,
and customs ; and the Gauls then built their houses like those
of Rome. Numerous villas or country-houses, and rural en-

gineering residences, were to be seen in Gaul ; many of these

houses, as well as those built in towns, were constructed of wood
placed on foundations of stone. Erected in a climate different
from that of Italy, the Gallo-Roman houses, especially in the
northern parts, were warmed by subterranean flues, called hypo-
causts. During the first ages of the monarchy, houses in Gaul
or France were made of wood, exactly similar to those of the
Eoman period. In a description of the palace of Attila, given
by the Byzantine historians, some valuable information is to be
found on this subject. Some houses in stone, erected during

GABLED HOUSES OP THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY.

vented from entering freely
into the rooms they contained
This system of projecting

1

storeys is proved to be of

Oriental origin, from the cir-

cumstance that it did not
make its appearance in

Europe until after the time
of the Crusades. This sys-

tem, which was proper in

the East, for defending the
lower part of the house from
the light and heat of the

sun, was absurd in climates

where these were always wel-

comed as delightful visitors.

After the thirteenth century
houses were constructed so

that the gable-end of the
roof fronted the street ; and
in the Middle Ages

" to have
the gable to the street

"
in-

dicated the right of citizen-

ship. Built without a regu-
lar plan, these houses were,

owing to the arrangement of

the windows, both dark and
inconvenient within ; the
stairs were constructed out-

side, and in front of the

building ; and in the recesses

thus formed, turrets were

built, which in the fifteenth

century were greatly multi-

plied, and added to their de-

coration. Wooden facades
were generally more deco-

rated than those constructed

of stone ; the posts,the beams,
and the panels wore covered

with a profusion of sculp-
ture in wood; the roofs were

decorated with elegant crests and graceful spires, surmounted

with whimsical weather-vanes. During the Renaissance period,

the outward appearance of houses, as well as their internal

accommodations, were greatly improved ; the faades became

more regular, and wood more rare ;
and when used, it was

mixed with brick and stone. From this period, sculpturec

were spread over the fronts of houses with less profusion, and
with more taste. There are many specimens of houses built

in the Renaissance style, in France, Germany, and Italy, aa

well as in England. The ancient towns of Rouen and Moret,
in France, furnish some of the finest examples. From that time

to the present day, private architecture has extensively im-

proved ; the outward appearance of our houses has become lesa

fantastical, and the interior arrangements more convenient.
the Roman period, are still to be found in France, with fagades Since the mediaeval period the improvements in private edifices,

very similar to those of modern erection. In the towns of the

south, and in the centre of France, such as Nismes, Perigueux,
and Cluny, there still remain some ancient specimens of this tnre in England will be traced in future lessons.

both in decoration and adaptation to the comfort of human life,

have been considerable ; but the progress of domestic architec-
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The D*>lft Jus. My First Cruise. Tiie Little Peace-

maker. The Boat Club.

Arithmetical Test Cards, The Modern School. By
G. Ricks. B.Sc. Loud. For .ill the Standards. Sev.ru Sets of 40 Cards,
each set. (See a/m is.)

CasseU's Historical Readers, specially prepared to meet the

Stories for Children from English History. Standard 3, iod.
The Simple Outline of English History. Standard 4, is.

The History of England for Elementary Schools. Standards
5,6,7,2s. (5iwi/Mn.andM. For UPPBR STANDARDS.)

Part I. Prom the Earliest Times to Elizabeth, is
Part II. From Elizabeth to M irtrrn Times, is.

THE 'WORLD'S WORKERS.
New and < Iriyiual Volumes by Popular Authors. With Portraits. Each.
The Earl of Shaftesbury.
Sarah Robinson, Agnes
Westoii, \- Mrs. Meredith.

Mary Carpenter aud Mrs.
Somerville.

Thomas A. Edison & Samuel
F. B. Morse. By lit.

and J. Marsh Parker.
General Gordon.
Charles Dickens. [Moore.
Sir Titus Salt and George
Florence Nightingale, Ca-
therine Marsh, Frances
Ridley Havergal, Mrs.
TJa.lTra,.^ ! T V O "I

Dr. Guthrie, Father Mathew,
Elihu Burritt, Joseph
Livesey.

Abraham Lincoln.
Sir Henry Havelock and
Colin Campbell, Lord
Clyde.

David Livjngstone.
George Mailer and Andrew
Reed.

Richard Cobden.
Handel.
Turner the Artist. [son
George ami Robert Stephen-Ranyard ("L.N.R."). | Benjamin Franklin."

HELPS TO BELIEF
Edited by the Rev. T. Teiifiimouth Shore, M.A.

Creation, liy tlie Lord Bishop ol" Carlisle.

Prayer. By the Rev. T. Tdgnmouth Sh..rt-. M. \.

The Divinity of Our Lord. By the Lord Bishop of Derrv
Miracles. By the Rev. Brownlow Maiuand, M.A.
The Atonement. By the Lord Bishop of Peterborough.

31d Testament. By the R*v. .NewmanThe Morality of the Old
Smyth. D.I).

SHILLING STORY BOOKS.
Bunty and the Boyf
Tue Heir of Elmdale.
The Myste.y at Shoncliff
School.

Claimed at Last, and Roy's
Reward.

Thorns and Tangles.
The Cuckoo in the Robin's
Nest.

John's Mistake.
The History of Five Little
Pitchers who had very
Large Ears.

"LITTLE FOLKS"
Each containing Outline lUustratio
A Book of Fruits and Blos-
soms for " Little Folks " to
Paint.

Pictures to Paint.

All Illustrated, cloth gilt. Each.
Diamonds in tne
t-urly Bob.
The Giant's Cradlp.
Shag and Doll.and other stories.
Aunt Lucia's Locket.
Among the Redskins.
The Ferryman of Br.Jl.
Harry Maxwell.
Magic Mirror, The.
The Cost of Revenge.
Clever Frank.
A Banished Monarch.
Seventeen Cats.

PAINTING BOOKS.
ns for Painting on nearly every pa^e.

I

" Little Folks "
Illuminating

Book.
The " Little Folks " Proverb
Painting Book. (.-Ilsoatx.)

Containii
BOOKS FOR THE LITTLE ONES.

Pictu
ith Full-page
Boards. Each.

In handsome

TJp and Down the Garden.
AU Sorts of Adventures.
Indoors and Out.
Some Farm Friends.
Ttiose Golden Sands.
Our Pretty Pets.

Our Sunday Stories.
Our Holiday Hours.
Little Mothers and their
Children.

Our Schoolday Hours.
Ci eatures Tame.

Creatures Wild.
THE LIBRARY OF WONDERS.

'

Boys. Cr, wnSvo, cloth. (See also is. 6d.)

Wonderful Balloon Ascen s.

Wonder* of Bodily Strengtn
and Skill.

Wonderful Adventures.
Won ers cf Animal In-

stinc .

Winderlul Escapes.

CASSELL'S CHILDREN'S TREASURIES.
With Full-page Pictures aud accompanying St-ries, .

Cock Robin, and other Nur-
sery Rhymes

The Queen of Hearts.

Old Mother Hubbard.
Tuneful Lays for Merry
Daya.

Cheerful Songs for Young
Folks.

The Children's Joy.

Pretty Poems lor Young
People.

Pretty Pictures and Pleasant
Stories.

Our Picture Book.
Tales for the Little Ones.
My Sunday Book ot P. ctures.
Sunday Garland uf .Pictures
and btories.

Sunday Readings for Little
Folks.

EDUCATIONAL.
Modern School " Test Cards. Forty Cards

Test Cards. Six Sets.

Cassell s "
lor each St.-i

Cassell's "Combination
Flowers, Studies in. In

Flowers, Each Packet.

Complete Tot Book for all Public Examinations.
By W. S. Thomson. M.A.

History, The Simple Outlines of, Illustrated.
Spelling, Morell's Complete Manual of.
English Spelling and Reading Book, illustrated.

Euclid, Cassell's. I-'ir,t Six books, u.th the nth and mill of Euclid.

Drawing Copies, Cassell's Modern School. 1

F
Music, An Elementary Manual of. By Henry l

Shakspere Reading Book. Iu i Hooks. Each. (:>,,.German Reading, First Lessons in. By A. J.i-st.New Code of Regulations, Handbook of. liy John F.

Drawing Copies, Cassell's Modern School Freehand.
First Grade, i ,v .,. .. -js. >

Cassell's Historical Course for Schools.
1. Stories Horn Enghsa History, is.

2. The Simple Outline of English History, is. 3d.

3. Thp Class History of England, is. 6d.

Cassell's Miniature Library of the Poets, Monthly
Edition, is,-,,,/,,,,,. 64)

Cassell's Miniature Shakespeare. Illustrated. Complete

CASSELL'S POPULAR LIBRARY. In cloth. Each.

History of the_Free Trade Our Colonial Empire.
Movement in England.

Boswell and Johnson.
Kev. Rowland Hill.

Domestic Folk-lore.
Story of the English Jacobins
John Wesley.
Russian Empire, The.

English Journalism, and th ;

Men who have Made it.

Religious Revolution in the
Sixteenth Century.

Young Man in the Battle of
Life, The. (S>- also zs. 6d.l

CASSELL'S RED LIBRARY.
Mill covers. Each. i.S,r,;A<. 2s

Ingoldsby Legend,.
Tower of Londi.ii.
'i he Pioneer-.
Charles O'Malley.
Barnaby Rudge.
Cakes and Ale.
The King's Own.
People I have Met.
The Pathfinder.
Evelina.
Scott's Poems.
Last of the Barons.
Adventures 01 Mr. Ledbury.
Ivanhoe.
Oliver Twis*.
Selections from Thomas
Hood's Works.

Longfellow's Prose Works.
Sense and Sensibility.
Lord Lytton's Plays.
Bret Harte Talcs, P
Sketches.

Martin Chuzzlewit.
The Prince of the House of
Sheridan's Plavs. [David.
Uncle's Tom's Cabin.
Eugene Aram. finan.
Jack Hiuton, the Guards-

Rome and the Early Chris-
tians.

Thackeray's Yellowplush
Papers.

Deerslayer. ,Book.
Washington Irvine's Sketch
Last Days of Palmyra.
Tales ol the Boruers.
Pride and Prejudice.
Last of the Mohicans.
The Old Curiosity Shop.
Rienzi.
The Talisman.
Tne Heart of Midlothian.
The Last Days ol Pompeii.
Sketches by Boz.
American Humour.
Macaulay's Lays and Se-
lected Essays.

Harry Loriequer.
The Pickwick Papers (2 Vols.i

Scarlet Letter.
Handy Andy.
The Hour and the Man.
Old Mortality.
Edgar Allan Poe. (Prose and~

.-try. Selections fi

Margaret Lyndsay.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Summar Tide : "Little Folks" Holiday Number.
Yule Tide ; Cassell's Christmas Annual.
Pre-Raphaelites, The Italian, in the National

Gallery. ByCouno Monkhouse. Illustrated.

Souvenir of Macbeth produced at the Lyceum Theatre, In

Iriiiu,'. 1 Itisti-ated by Charles Cattermoie R.I..

d Partridge.
Local Government in England and Germany. By the

Rt. Hon. Sir Robert M irier, i,. 1 Mi.. -*tc.

How to Avoid Law. By A. J. \\ ill.a.n,.

Town Holdings. V..N Land II. Each.
The Post Office of Fifty Years Ago.
Practical Kennel Guide. By Dr. Gordon Stables. (A
Cookery, Cassell's Shilling.
Choice Dishes at Small Cost. By A. G. Payue.
Cassell's National Library. First Sixty-lour \ ol,. I

IF, J.i

Irish Parliament, The. wh.n. it Was, and what it Did.

Female Employment in Government Office; ,Guide to.
Colonies and India, Our. How we Got Them, and Why we

f. Cyril Kausome. M.A. dxou.
Crown Colonies. ("Cobden Club" Pamphlet.)
Distribution Reform. By Thomas lllingw-orth.
Dante Alighieri. By the Very Rev. Dean Plumptre. D.D.
Etiquette of Good Society, i Cloth, is. od. >

Five Pound Note, The, and other Stories.
Co-operators, Working Men : What they have Done,

and What they are Doing.
Photography for Amateurs. By T. C. He-,." \\ith

Sd.
nd 366 Woodcuts.My Diary." with Colo .

The Old Fairy Tales. Illustrated. Boards, (set also is. 6d.)

ILLUSTRATED OFFICIAL RAILWAY GUIDES.
In Paper. (Steals,,

Sou'h Eastern Railway Guide
London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway Guide.
London and South Western Railway Guide.
Great Northern Railway Guide.
Midland Bailway Guide.
London and North Western Railway uid.
Great Western Railway Guide. .Vw aiiJ (tevistti EditUn

confd.

Ca sell <; Company, Limited, Ludgate Hill, London ; Pat is. New York and Melbourne.
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RELIGIOUS.
.T CHORDS

M 1 ,!

i Divine Life.

!ior.
: God.

.n Llfff

My Soul
"I Must." .-/! 6d.)
Sent Back by the Angels, and other Dulla is.

Shortened Church Services and Hymns.
Shall we Know One Another 7 Hi- tlir Kt. Rer. J. C. Ryle.

Voice of Time, The
School Registers, Casswll's.

Twilight of Life, The. Words of Counsel and Com-
fort for the Aged, i

German of To-day.
Citizen Reader, i: i!

Laws of Evory-Day Life, l

Marlborough Arithmetic Rules.
Little Folks' History of England. ;. Ivi Cralg-Knox.

French, Key to Cassell's Lessons in. c Mh.
IChlva, Burnaby'a Ride to.
Photography for Amateurn.
Experimental Geometry, First Elements of. By r.iul

Principles of Perspective as Applied to Model
Drawing and Sketching from Nature, The.

The Making of the Home.
Energy and Motion t A Text Book of Elementary

Mechanics. By W. Paice. M. A.

Etiquette of Good Society. Cloth. (In stiffrnvrs. is.)
Handbook of Nursing. i/.ois.)

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
I'h.- I Illustrnt.-d thr

Playful Hours.
Joyful Da-H.
Pleasure for All.

Good Times.
Jollv Little Stories.
Our Little Friends,

i.aisy Dell's Sto -.

SUNDAY SCHOOL REWARD BOOKS.
By Popular Authors. With l-..ur Illu- rations in

Seeking a City. ):,

Sv:n:

Rhoda's Reward ; or " If
Wishes were Horses."

Frank's Life-Battle; or. The
Three Friends.

Jack Marston's Anchor.
Fritters ; or," It's a LoneLane
that has no Turning."

Major Monk's Motto ; or,
"Look before you Leap."

Ursula's Stumbling Block;
or,

" Pride comes before a
Fall."

Ruth's Life Work; or, "No I

.tains, no Gains."

EIGHTEENPENNY
All Illustrated !'

Wee Willie Winkle.
Ups and Downs of a Don-
Key's Lite.

Three Wee Ulster Lassies.
Up the Ladder.
Faith's Father
By Land and Sea.
The Young Berringtons.Tom Morris's Error
vVo'th More than Gold.
Jeff and Leff. [Fire.
Through Flood Through
The Library of 'Wonders, lllnst

Rags and Rainbows : a Story
or Thanksgiving.

Uncle William's Charge; or,
The Broken Trust.

Pretty Pink's Purpose ; or,
The Little Street Mer-
chants.

Trixy; or, "Those who Live
in Glass Houses shouldn't
Throw Stones."

The Two Hirdcastles; or,
"A Fripnrt in Need is a
Friend Indeed."

Tim Thomson's Trial ; or,
"All it not Hold tht
Glitters."

STORY BOOKS.
/..I in cloth Kilt.

CJirl with the Golden Looks.
Tue Chip Boy; and other
Stories.

Ros<-8 from Thorns
Haggles, Baggies, and the
Emperor.

Stories of the Olden Time.
Dick's Hero ; and other
Stories.

T'i* Old Fairv Tiles, with
Original Illustrations. Cloth.
(Set also is.)

d Lift Hooks f T Boys.

O. MANVILLE !

Diver ; or, * Man's

CAHHELL'S RAILWAY
A QII-.-J Kii.-.-

The Phantom City

* of the Thorsh. liy

.'.

Nl
sack |

.1-. .

MV Puienta. Beta* ike Ness*

I >Orty Corner.
LIBRARY. --. too. i-i-t

uwtd Man's Hock
An American Pcnmau- By

HVotlon BM; or. The Fatal
Lett*'. I'r lulun H.tK//.f.~ Bo'- "

The Tnmdr
The Red Library

Illustrated OfHcla

kwater

A Tragic My .lery. By Jutes

Tbe Or**i Psn<< Robbery.
ByJsBan lUwlhoriM.

mmd
y Ouidns.

_. . EDUCATIONAL.
Historical Cartoons, Cassell's Coloured. iSue 45 in.
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Cassell $ Company's Classified Price List.

POPULAR VOLUMES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.
Cheap Editions. Crown 8vo size.

5e.

C1Slve Events in History. By Thomas Archer. Illustrated.The True Robinson < rusoes. Cloth giltPeeps Abroad for Folks at Home. Illustrated.
Early Explorers. By Thomas Fro-t. lllustr.ted.
G. Manyille Fenn's NoveTs.~(7/7/V>- List at as. ;

also The
Vicar's People and Sweet Mace.

EDUCATIONAL.*ner Class Readers, Cassell's. Illustrated. Each. (See

Numerical Examples in Practical Mechanics andMachine Design. By R. G. Blaine, .M.E. With Diagrams.
1 loth,

(crown 8vo.

S. Conrad.
French Grammar, Marlborough. Arranged and Compiled

by Rev. J. K Bright. M. A.
( .S><-

"
Exercises." 35. 6d.)

c TwlT
8

"'

(

ManUal *' By l 'all "'aith and Haughton. Part I.

Optics'.' B/Galbrait^'a^dHauHln, ,n.

Euclid. Books I.. II., HI. Bv Galbraith and Haughton.m -Books IV., V., VI. By Galbraith and Haughton.
ie Trigonometry. By Galbraith and I lauihton. Cloth.

French, Cassell's Lessons in. Parts I. and II. Cloth, each.
(Complete, 4s. 6d.)

Natural History Wall Sheets (Cassell's). Ten Subjects.
Separate Sheets. zs. 6d each. I 'nnwunted, ---s. each.

M^m ,1

y C<-'LOUK!'
:" Wall Sheets, CasselTs.

MISCELLANEOUS.
metropolitan Year Book, The. CK.th. (See also 25.)

5er e
?,?r Every-Day Life. By Lama Lane. Illustrated. Cloth.

Short Studies from Nature. Illustrated Cheat' Edition.

uthuVs*nionV*
Introduction to the Study of. By

Stromata. Short Essays on Crucial New Testament Passages,
n._ aIKe IfBp MM Latin Hymns. By Archdeacon Sheringham.The England of Shakespeare. .v<. Edition. By E.

Goadby, with Full-pa-c Illustrations. Crown 8vo.Behind Time. Bv George Parsons Lathropar
j?
n ' tne Cold. By Lieut. Schwatka.

^Sraelee's Curse. By Julian Hawthorne.

ra
>e
d
South Pole. By W. IH,. Kingston. .\eiu Edition. Illus-

ram
"*t

S
1

aUors of Dormer Times. By Clements Markham.

Wn
i-\l?tf

*"
'

I
."!"

;

.

Knivcrsal Telegra|,liic Phrase Book. Desk and Pocket

What Girls Can Do. By Phyllis Hn.wne.

J; 'Jr .nber Room, The. By Selina Gaye. Illustrated.
Twilight Fancies. Full ,.{ Pu tun--,

S?^Vi'?epJi A Jreaaunr for the Little Ones. (See 35. 6d.)aandford and Merton. In WordsofOne Syllable. Nr*> Edition.The Pilgrim's Progress.
Irish Union, The ; Before and After. HvA K. Council. M.A.Lay Texts for the Young. By M^. KH hard Str,

i
I
Vi
e8

,
t
&.
Paint and Texts' to Illuminate, tin,.

Practical Kennel Guide. By Dr. Gordon Stables. (Secalso is.)Dog, The. By idsi.me. With Twelre fuU-page Illustrai
Commentary on Numbers. (.s><- also &. an,<
Commentary on Deuteronomy. [Su altt a, and >-,. 6d.)Commentary on Romans, i.sc,- ,//>,> 5-,. and . 6d 1New Testament, An Introduction to the.Secular Life, The Gospel of the. Sermons pi,Oxford. By the H..n. i:,m n 1-rrmantle.

JfeClOUS Promises, The. By Cunningham Geikii-, D.li.
Ulories of the Man of Sorrows, The. Sermon by the Kev.

H. (,. HniiiivU Hunt. Mii--.li.. I'.k S. l-,lin.

TECHNICAL MANUALS (IlkThe Elements of
Perspective.

Model Drawing.
Drawing for Stonemasons

Lii-uwing lor Cabinetmakers.
Drawing for Bricklayers.
Drawin? for Metal - Plate
Workers.

Gothic Stonework.

Elementary Flower Painting. With Eight Coloured Plates

Sepia Painting, A Course of. Two Veto. Each. (See also 55.)
Marlborough Arithmetic Examples.
Book-keeping for the Million. Cloth. (See also vs.)

Book-keeping for Schools. ByT. |,.n.-s. (Seealsoss.)
Tides and Tidal Currents. By Gubraitb and Hanght.m.
SCHOOL COMMENTARIES. Edited by Bishop Ellicott.

Genesis. (35. 6d.)
Exodus, (as.)
Leviticus, (p.)
Numbers. us. oil.

Deuteronomy. (2s. 6d.)

St. Matthew. (35. 6d.)
St. Mark, (js.)
St. Luke. (ss. 6d.)
St. John. (3*. 6d.)
The Acts of the Apostles.

(3s. 6d.)

Romans. (25. 6d.)
Corinthians I. and II. (3$.)

Qalatians, Ephesiaiis, and
Philippians. 135.)

Colossians, Thessalonians,
and Timothy. (3s..i

Titus, Philemon, Hebrews,
and James. (35.)

Peter, Jude, and John. (35.)
The Revelation. (35.)An Introduction to the New
JTesJSament. (25. 6d.)

British Empire, The. By Sir George Campbell.
Bible Work at Home and Abroad. Yearly Volume.

EDUCATIONAL.
Technology, Manuals of. Edited by Prof. Ayrton. F.R.S., and

Richard Wormell, D.Sc., M.A. Illustrated throughout with original
and practical illustrations.

DYEING OK TEXTILE FABRICS. .

PRACTICAL MECHANICS. By Pror Perry, M.E.
CUTTING TOOLS WORKED BY HAND AND MACHINE. By Prof. Smith
DESIGN IN TEXTILE FABRICS. 45. 6d.
STEEL AND IRON. 55.
SPINNING WOOLLEN AND WORSTED. 43. 6d.
WATCH AND CLOCK MAKING. 45. 6d.

Laws of Every-Day Life. By H O. Arnold Forster. Presenta-
tion Edition. Half Persian calf, giit top. (See also is. 6d. )

Miniature Cyclopaedia, Cassell's. Cont.iininy 30,000 Subjects.
(See aUo 45. 6d. )

Colour. By Prof. A. H. Church. New ami Enlarged Kd,Hon.
English Literature, The Story of. By Anna Buck-land.
Guide to Employment in the Civil Service. Cloth.

Shakspere Reading Book, The. By H. Courthope Bowen,
M.A. Illustrated. (See also IS.)German Grammar, The Marlborough. Compiled and
Arran-cd by the Rev. f. F. Bright. M.A. Cloth.

French Exercises, Marlborough. By the Rev. G. \V De
Lisle, M.A., French Master in Marlb<rout,'h College.

Handrailing and Staircasing. By Frank O. CressweU.
Hydrostatics. By Galbraith and Haughton. Cloth.
Steam Engine. By Galbraith and Hamilton. Cloth.
Mathematical Tables. By Galbraith and Hauglitun.
Mechanics. By Galbraith and Hau.nhton. Cloth.
Linear Drawing and Projection. Two Vols. in On.-.

French-English and English-French Dictionary. Re-
T'/W l;.ditu<ii, \\itli ^,000 new words. (See also 4S. 6tl.|

Latin-English and English-Latin Dictionary. Xew
Edition.

Drawing for Carpenters and Joiners. By E.living for Carpenters
Davidson. With 253 Engravings.

Natural Philosophy. By Prof. Hau-ht.m.
Alphabet, Cassell's Pictorial, and Object

Sheet for Infant Schools.
Lesson

THE FIGUIER SERIES.
Cheap Editions. Illustrated th

The Insect World.
The Ocean World.
Keptilcs and Birds.
Vegetable World.

ct Biojiraphy of William I.,

a. By Archibald Forbes.

Illustr

The Human Race.
Mammalia.
The World before the
Delusre.

Germany, William of.
German Emperor and King of Prussia.
Crown 8vo, cloth.

Shakspere, The Leopold. With
Cloth. (See also 6s. and 7S. 6d.)

Imperial White Books. Four Vo's. Each. 'See also los 6d.)
Atter London ; or, Wild England. By Richard Jefferies.
The Eye, Ear, and Throat. By II. Power, F.R.C.S. ;

G. P.

Field
; and J. .S. Bristowe, F.K.S.

Entering on Life. By Cunningham Geikie, D.D.
Vicar of Wakefteld, The, and other Works by Goldsmith.

Illustrated.

Gladstone, Life of. By G Barnett Smith. Cheap Edition. Cloth.

Culmshire Folk. By the Author of "John Orlebar,
'

&c.
Civil Service, Guide to Employment in the. With an

Introduction by J. L>. Morell. I. L.I).

Steam Engine, The Theory and Action of the. 1 OR
PRACTICAL MtN. Hy W. H. Northcott, C.E.

Land Question. By Thomas I. Elliot. M.R.A.C.
On the Equator. % H. Me W. illustrated.

A Year's Cookery. By Phyllis Brown,-.

Phrase and Fable, Dictionary of. By Rev. E. C. Br.-aer.

LL.D. Twentittlt Edition, Enlarged. i.SVv also 4s. 6d.)

Sports and Pastimes, Cassell's Complete Book of.

Cheap Edition. With.nn goo llhutrBtions, Cloth.

In-door Amusements, Card Games, and Fireside
Fun, Cassell's Book of. Illustrated.

Poultry-Keeper, The Practical. By Lewis Wright, \\ith

-N. Con I'la i.l ..ti Illustratii

The Half Sisters.

Peggy Oglivie's Inheritance.
The Family Honour.
Esther West.
Working to Win.
ICrilof and his Fables.
- W. R. S. Ralston, M.A.

By Prof. Morley.
i also be obtained hound in mo

By

Pigeon Keeper, The Practical. Bv Lewh Wright.
Rabbit Keeper, The Practical. Bv Cunicului.

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, Cassell's. Witn iou

Original Illustrations. 410. \Alto cloth fill, &.\
Gospel of Grace, The. By a Liudrsie. ci,.tii.

AMERICAN LIBRARY OF FICTION.
The Yoke of the Thorah. Bv Sidney Lu-,ka.

Who is John Neman? By Charles II,-my 1;

The Tragedy of Briukwater. By Martha L. Moodey.
An American Penman. By Julian llawthonu-.
Section 558; or, The Fatal Letter. By Julian Hawthorne.
Another's Crime. By Julian Hawthorne.
The Veiled Beyond. By S. B. Alexander.
Orion the Q-old Beater. By Sylvanus Cobb, Ju:ir.
"89." By Edjfar Henry.
Karmel the Scout. By Sylvanus Cobb, Junr.
The Ounmaker ol Moscow. BySylvanus Cobb, Junr.

THREE-AND-SIXPENNY SERIES OF STANDARD
TALES FOR FAMILY READING.

All Illustrated and bound in cloth gilt. Crown 8vo.

Jane Austen and her Works.
Mission Life in Greece and
Palestine.

The Komance of Trade.
The Three Homes.
Deepdale Vicarage.
In Duty Bound.

Fairy Tales.
** The first two of the above ca

cloth sides, full jfilt, 6s - each.

BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.
JEsop's Fables. Cheap Edition. Cloth. (See also ss. )

The Cost of a Mistake. By Sarah. Pitt. Illustrated.

Rhymes for the Young Folk. By William Allinyhain. With
Beautiful Pictures in Colour. Illuminated boards.

A World of Girls: A Story of a School. By L. I. M< uU.

Lost among White Africans. A Boy's Adventures
on the Upper Congo. By D.nid K,;r.

Perils Afloat and Brigands Ashore. By Alfred EI-.\.-,.

Freedom's Sword : A Story of the Days of Wallace
and Bruce. By Annie S. Swan.

On Board the "Esmeralda;" or Martin Leigh's Log.
By John C. Hutcheson. With Fun-page Tinted Illustrations.

Queen and King, For; or, the Loyal 'Prentice. By
Henry Frith. With Full-page Tinted Illustrations.

In Quest Of Gold. By Alfred St. Johnston. Illustrated.

The New Children's Album.
My Own Album of Animals.
Album for Home, School, and Play. Containing Four

Stories by popular Authors.

Bo-Peep. A Treasury for the Little Ones. With

Original Stories and Verses by the best Authors. Illustrated through-
out. Cloth gilt. (See also 2^,. 6d.)

Little Folks' Holiday Album, illustrated.

Little People's Album, The. With Illustrations.

Robinson Crusoe, Cassell's. Profusely Illustrated.

Swiss Family Robinson, Cassell's. illustrated.

Favorite Album of Fun and Fancy, The. Illustrated.

3/6
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Little Folks :'.y Vok. Wtth

"Little Folka" Album of Music, The.
Cheerful Clatter.
Home Chat Herlua, The.

POPULAR BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.

' .;ilt

The Palace Beautiful.
For Fortune and Glory. A Story

" Follow my Leader |" or. The Boy* of Templeton.Pollovr my

d Clock Making. ll> l> <.! ^ -

Textile Fabrics. By T. K. Akhenhunt. With

Fre

Spinning Woollen and Worsted. )

Phrase and Fable, Dictionary of.
i. i!y t!.- K.-> :

nch - English and English French Dictionary.

French, Cassell's Lessons in.

Drawing for Machinists and Engineers. Hy I >'>

Miniature Cyclopaedia.. ::>:...,.:,

ADVENTURE BOOKS.
Lady Biddy Fane, The Admirable. /'./..

By I-I..HK li.in.-it. Crown
The Secret of the Lamas. A I .l.-..f Thil>et. Crown 8ra.

The Astonishing History of Troy Town. By y, Author

The Black Arrow. A I ale ..I th,- r.i Roses. By R. L. Stevenson.
Commodore Junk. . .lie l-'oim.

Ily W. \
Dead Man's Rock, it

A Queer Race, liy W. Westall. \,vffDead Man's Rock.
Captain Trafalgar. ByAVectall asd Laurie, niustr.i-

Phantom City. The. ISy W. Westall.

King Solomon's Mines. Hy 11. Kiilt-r II i.:, :

. ; i,l. \\,

Kidnapped. Iiv R. 1.. SK-vms.,,,. lllusir.itr.i.

Treasure Island. 87 R. L. Stvranaon. nil.. 1

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.
Flora's Feast. A M.,-,.,,,,- ( l-luwcrs. 1!> W.,li,-r ( r.inc. With

ib Coloan.
Legends for Lionel. Wilt, r t r.mi-'s New Picture Hook. With

i.olcmr,:,! lilt:

Bible Talks about Bible Pictures. Illustr.iu-.l

Uoreamlothrr .

Ships, Sailors, and the Sea. By R. J. CorncwaU-Jones.
niu

JESOP'S Fables. Illir-trati-il t!ir,.,,ti;li .tit . . ct. Cheap
Kdituvi. (C'l ith, yilt edge . 6dJ

The Tales of the Sixty Mandarins. By 1'. V. K
Raju.

Under Bayard's Banner. Hv Henry Frith, llhiv,

The King's Command. A Story for Girls, lllustr.it.-. I.

The Romance of Invention.
['

'

Champion of Odin, The ; or, Viking Life in the Days
of Old. ByJ. Fredei . With Tiiitr.l Ilhist;

Bound by a Spell ; or, The Hunted Witch of the
Forest, liy the Hon. Mrs. Gret-ne. With Tinted Illtis-i

The History Scrap Book. With ne.irly 1,000 iinyravin^s.
. ;s. oil.)

The Merry-go-Round. I'-ms for Children.

The Sunday Scrap Book. Beiiu; Scripture Stories in Pictures.
With al..,u: 1,000 Illusti ui ins. ISee also-js. ix\. i

Myself and my Friends. Iiv olive l'at,.h. Illustrated.

A Parcel of Children. Hy ' Hi^e Patch. Illn-.

lodorn Explorers. I!y 'I'. l
; mst. l!!.:

Painting In Water-Colours.
'. i't

latine Book. By R. K L*s*h, WUb

pla Pai g, A Coursa of. v. . . i .,
,

r

Neutral Tint. A Cour.e of Pointing la.

China Painting. MOTMK* Lwi>. Wub

Flowers, and How to Paint tfceam. By M.ud SanM. Wfc*

Technical Educator, Cassell's. Four Vote. Each. Ite^w
.

Flower Painting In Water Colours. -

Popular Educator, Cassell's NEW, With Revised T
ew Type. Ac. To'

Popular Educator, Cassell's. Complete in Si* Vote. Each.

Geometry, Cassell's Course of Practical. Cfinilsnsg of
.'..x- ,

: ,1 I-.IIU A. Davidson.

Astronomy, Manual of. ".d lUughtoa.

Reading Sheets, The Modern. In Three Seriev Mounted
rolle .'.' M.)

THE FINE ART LIBRARY. Edited by John Spwkn.
I !l

The Education of the Artist.
Hy I r.'iest Chesneau.

Tapestry, A Snort History

Art Schools. with about MO IBus-

Greek Archaeology. A Man-
ual of. KyMt.irueCollijpoo.The English School of Paint-
ing. By Eraest Chesneati.
Introduction by Ppef Rutkio.

The Flemish School of Paint -

The DutchSchool ofPainting

laving Pages from Many Ages. Illustrated.

Happy tattle People. Illustrated,
Little Folks Out and About Book, The. :

Wild
1

Adventures in Wild Places: . i: .k i.u Boys. By
Dr. Gc.i :

Little Doings of some Little Folks, The.
Cliccrfiil. Dustnted thr-m-limit.

Heroes of Britain In Peace and War. I <> \

Ii. (Set ./..!> i

Gulliver's Travels. Cheap /-.iW.w. Witli highiy-eight lin-

Kraviiitfs by Morten. Crown 4111, cloth, gilt ,

Little Folks' Picture Album. Containing >'> !-"; Piaun-s.
Id type.

Fairy Tales Told Again. lllnstr.iti-il !> Cu-.t ,-.. Dore.

Sunny Spain. By Olive Patch. Illustrated.

Little Folks. Half-yearly Vols. Each containing nearly 500
Cloth. ilt edt;es. (Hoards. JS. 6cl. )

ts' Picture Gallery. 'With i

A Dosen and One ; or, The Boys and Girls of Polly's
Little Folks' Picture Gall
Dozen am
Ring. Uy.M.iry I). II

'With i

Hull of filuktrauona,

"HOME CHAT" SERIES.
Illustrated throughout, lix. fcap. 410, cloth gilt. Kilt edges.

and their
[Foes,

nd Fjust

Home Chat with Our Youug
Folks.

Peeps Abroad for Folks at
Home.

Around and About Old Eng-
land.

Paws and Claws.
Stories about Birds.
Jungle, Peak, and Plain.

* The first four of the above books

price ss. od. eaclu

EDUCATIONAL.
Historical Cartoons, Cassell's Coloured. Six. Mounted

(Srtalstn.*

Dyeing of Textile Fabrics, The. By Prof. HummeL
Steel and Iron, liy IW. w. 11. ( ,r.-,-im,xl, F.C.S., &c.

Tiuv Houses
Boilders.

Field Friends
Odd Fo ks at Home.
Tim Trumble's " Little
Mother."

ChiKIr, n of all Nations.
Rambles Round London
Town.

also be had in boards.

ckuvt.jr, A Duwm
of. By Eugene MUma

Engraving, Its Origin, Pro-
cess* s, and History. By
I.e Vicorcte Henri Delaborde.

Artistio Anatomy.
RELIGIOUS.

St. George for England t
"

Children. By the Rev. T. Teu,']mi ..uth Sl...ie. M.A.

Life of the World to Come, The, and other Subjects.
Hy the Rev. MA

Family Prayer-Book. The. 1 ! by Rev. Canon Gilbert.
M.A id Kev. S. Martin, \.\te aha l8k.)

English Relormation, The. By Cunningham CeOde. D.D.

Bible, The Pew. < > :.., red c<lrs. sx ; I-rrnch morocco, red
... calf, gik edges.

i . Yapp," gilt edges, 8s. ; morocco, gift edges. 9. 60,

Reconciliation. Hy a Undesie,

Oliver Cromwell i The Man and his Mission. By
]. All

American Authors at Hom>-.
Modern Shot Guns. Hy w. v.

Gum Boughs and Wattle Bloom. r-> !>. Micdonild.

Sonnets and Quatorrains i . Oxon.).

English Writers. Hy 1'rof. II. Morlcy. Vols. I.. II.. III., and IV.

Free Trade versus Fair Trade. Hy '" 1 H. I irrer, Bt.

Cannibals and Convicts. Hy Julian Thomas i"The Vaga-
bond"). Ulf.l/i / :

Vacc nation Vindicated. Hv John C. McVail. M.D., D.P.H.

Year Book of Commerce, The. .

;

. .ric B. Murray.
Year-Book of Treatment, The. A Critical Review for Prac-

Medical and Clinical Manuals, : >r rractitionen sad Sn-
t fast Jrtt on affixation. (.S* lt

6s.. 7S. (id., 8s. od., and os.)

Gardening, Cassell's Popular. Illustrated. Complete m

Technical Educator, Cassell's. Complete in Four Vok.

Forging of the Anchor, The. Hy Sir Samuel Ferguson. LL.D.
With l

Russia. Hv S>r I. maid Mackenzie u . : V

Local Government and Taxation in the United
Kingdom.

Field Naturalist's Handbook, The. By tSe Rev. I. G.
A'ood.

Brahma Fowl, The. I. With Chromo Plats*.

St. Paul, The Life and TATork of. Hy the Vrn. Archdeacon
UI>. I.R.s. /'.,- loth. (Sft <Uu> T*. 6d..

ros. 6d., 155., sis.. i'4v. a>t'i fay*.)
Early Days of Christianity. The. Hy thr \Vn. Archdeacon

l-arr.ii. Ii|l. <

. ,th. (St< alst 7*. tiA..

i os. 6d., ics., 34S., and 3 as.)

Life Of Christ, The. Hy the Yen. Archdeacon Farrar. D.D..
i K l . 7*. 6d.. las. od,. iy..

Hours with the Bible. ByObGeflds. SizVob, Each.

Old Testament Characters. By Dr. Ceflrle.

Hand and Eye Training. By C. Rkk*. aSc. Two Vote., with
ich Vol. Cronn 4(0. Each.

Bible Educator, The. I

P.I)
:ditd by the Very Rev. Dean Phoaptre.
in Four Vote, Cloth, each.

"

Moses and Geology I or. The Harmony of the Bible
with Science. .muel Kimu. l-h.lv. 1 R.
With no Illustrations.

Marriage Ring, The. A Gift Book for the Newty Married and for

leatherette. (.

Ame.ican Yachts and Yachting. With over no IBustra-

tiontk l loth gin.

5A
confd.
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Cassell fy Company's Classified Price List.

Shakspere, The Leopold. Cloth gilt, gilt edges.
3-;. 6u. ana 75. 6d. )

Cassell's Pocket Guide to Europe. (Size si by 3

Leather.
Choice Poems by H. W. Longfellow, Illustr.

Paintings by his Son, Ernest W. Longfellow.

Dog Stories and Dog Lore. By Col. Thomas w. Ki

Technical Educator. Cassell's. Complete in F
Each. (See a/so 55., 245., and sis. 6d.)

Cobden, Richard, The Political 'Writings of.

Co-operation in Land Tillage. Hy M. A.

Ostrich Farming- in South Africa.
Ladies' Physician, The. By a London Physician.

Medical and Clinical Manuals. A List post free
cation. (See also 55., 75. 6d., 8s. 6<i., and 95. )

EDUCATIONAL.
Medical and Clinical Manuals. A List fast free on appli-

cation. (See a/so 5*., 6s., 8s. 6d., and 95.)

Practical Electricity. By Prof. W. V.. Ayrton. Illustrated.

Electricity, The Age Of. From Amber Soul to Telephone. By
Park Benjamin, Ph.D.

German-English and English-German Pronouncing
Dictionary. New and Enlarged Edition.

Shorter English Poems. By Prof. Henry Morley. Popular
Edition. {See also us. 6d. and I2S. 6d.)

Figure Painting in Water-Colours. With Sixteen Coloured
Plates. With Instructions by the Arties.

English Literature, A First Sketch of. By Prof. Henry
Morley. Revised and Enlarged Edition.

Algebra, Manual Of. By Galbraith and Haughton.

English Literature, Library of. By Professor Henry
Morley. With Illustrations taken from Original MSS. Popular
Edition. Vol. I.: SHORTER ENGLISH POEMS. Vol. 2.: ILLUS-
TRATIONS OF ENGLISH RELIGION. Vol. III.: ENGLISH PLAYS.
Vol. IV.: SHORTER WORKS ON ENGLISH PROSE. Vol. V. :

SKETCHES OF LONGER WORKS IN ENGLISH VERSE AND
PROSE. Each. (See also us. 6d. and I2S. 6d. )

Shaftesbury, the Seventh Earl of, K.G., The Life
and WorK Of. By Edwin Hodder. In One Volume, cloth. With
8 Illustrations. (See also 365. )

Fresh-water Fishes of Europe, The. By Pro). H. G.

Seeley, F.R.S. With -2,4 Illustrations.

France as It Is. By Andr<? Lebon and Paul Pelet. With Three

Maps. C mvn8vo, cloth.

Health at School. By Clement Dukes, M.D., B.S.

The Chess Problem t Text-Book with Illustrations. Containing
400 Positions selected from the Works of C. Planck and others.

Christmas in the Olden Time. By sir Walter Scott, with
Illustrations exquisitely reproduced.

Cookery, Cassell's Dictionary of. With Coloured Plates

and numerous Engraving!, Containing about 9,000 Recipes. (See
also los. 6d.)

Domestic Dictionary, Cassell's. Illustrated. 1,280 pages.
Royal 8vo, cloth. (See also i

Subjects of Social Welfare. By the Kt. Hon. Sir Ly .,n Play
fair, M.P., K.C.B.. 1. 1.. I)., l-.K.S. Crown 8vo.

Christopher Columbus, The Life and Voyages of.

By Washington Irving. Three Volumes. The set.

Sunlight and Shade. With Exquisite En-ravings.

Changing Vear, The. Being Poems and Pictures of Life and
Nature. With numerous Illustrations.

Ballads, Illustrated British. With original Illustrations.

Two Vols. Each. (See also i 5 s.|

Nimrod in the North; or Hunting and Fishing Ad-
ventures in the Arctic Regions. By 1 . Scnwmtka.
lllu ated.

Saturday Journal, Cassell's. Y.-arly Volume.

Cities Of the World. Illustrated throughout with tine Illustrations

,in<l Portraits. Complete in Three Vols. Each.

Peoples Of the World, The. By Dr. Robert Brown. Illus-

trated. Six V. Each.

By Kobert Brown, M. A. .Ph.D.,
x Vols., with 750 Illustrations.

Countries of the World, The
F.L.S. E.R.G.S. CmnpK-te in

Each. (See also yjs. 6d.)

Horse Keeper, Practical. Bv George Fleming, LI..D.,
F.R.C.V.S.

Sunday Scrap Book. Cloth, gilt edges. (See also $s.)

History Scrap Book. Cloth gilt. (See a/so 55.1

Daisy Dimple's Scrap Book. Cloth gilt.

Our Own Country. Complete in Six Vols. With 200 Original
Illustrations in each Vol. Each.

Great Industries of Great Britain. Complete in Three
Y..!s. Each. (See also 15*.)

English Literature, Dictionary of. By w. Davenport
Adams. Cloth- (See also IDS. 6d.)

Shakspere, The Leopold. Roxburgh. (Secalso 35. 6d. and (*.}

Sea, The : Its Stirring Story of Adventure, Peril,
'

I. By F. Whymper. Four
" 'and Heroism

Illustrations. 75. 6d. each. (S,

World of Wonders, The. \ wo \ ois.

World of Wit and Humour, The.
tions. (See also IDS. 6d.i

Natural History, Cassell's Concise. By Prof. E. P
Wright, M. A. Illustrated. (Koxlnir^h, los. 6d-l

Insect Variety. By A. H. Swinton. Cheap Edition.

Ongii

Illustrated. Each.

With about 400 Illustra-

val

RELIGIOUS.
rds of 250 Original Con-

i Engravings.
Life and Words of Christ, The. By Cunningham Geifcie, D.D.

Cheat Edition in i Vol.

Farrar'S Life Of Christ. Papular Edition. Cloth, gilt edges.

"Sunday:" Its Origin, History, and Present Obli-
gation (BamptHi Lee ures, ido<>). By the Veil. Archde.icon
Hessey, D.C.L. Fifth Edition.

Child's Life Of Christ, The. With about ... original Illus-

trations. Cloth (Set also ios. 6il. and'2K.)
Child's Bible. Cheap Edition. Illustrated. Cloth. ( v<- Iso ios. 6d.)

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress. Illustrated.

Medical and Clinical Manuals. A List post fr,
i-aeio-i. (see also 55.. 6s., 75. 6d., aiii ps.)

affli-

Queen Victoria, The Life and Times of. Complete in

JVoVoK Illustrated. Each.

Our Earth and its Story. By Dr. Robert Brown, F.L.S.
Vols. 1. and II. With Coloured Plates and numerous Wood Engravings.
Each

Gleanings from Popular Authors. Complete in Two Vols.
With original Illustrations by the best artists. Each.

Natural History, Cassell's New. Edited bv Prof. P.
Martin Duncan, M.D., F.R.S. Complete in Six Vols. Illustrated

throughout. Extra crown 4to. Each.
Universal History, Cassell's Illustrated. Vol. I.. Early

and Creek History. Vol. 11., I he Roman IVriod. Vol. III., The
Middle Age*. Vol. IV., Modern History. With Illustrations. Each.

England, Cassell's Illustrated History of. With about
2,000 Illustrations. Complete in Ten Vols. Xew and Revised Eduion.
Vols. I. and II. Each.

Protestantism, The History of. By the Rev. J. A. Wylie,
LI-D. Three Vols. With 600 Illustrations. Each.

United States, History of the (Cassell's). Complete in
1 bra V< ,1s. About 600 Illustrations. Each.

Family Magazine Volume, Cassell's. With upwards of
inal Contribution.;, and about juo Illustrations.

British Battles on Land and Sea. Three v ,ls. With
about 600 Engravings. Each. i-Str /.>,; 3,*.)

Battles, Recent British. Illustrated. (See also ios.>

Franco-German War, Cassell's History of the. Com-
plete m Two VoK. Containing 500 Illustrations. Each.

Russo-Turkish War, Cassell's History of. with about
500 Illustrations. Two Yols. Each. (Ste also iss. )

London, Old and Now. Complete in Six Vols. Each containing
about 200 Illustrations. Each. |.V,- a/,o 3. 1

Edinburgh, Cassell's Old and New. Complete in Three
Vols. With coo Original Illustrations. Each.

London, Greater. Complete in Two Yots. By Edward Walford.
With about 400 Original Illustrations. E,,ch.

Science for All. Revised *</?>. Complete in Five Vols. Each
containing about 350 Illustrations and Diagrams. Each.

Medical and Clinical Manuals. . / List postfree on appli-
cation. (See also 5*., 6s., 7 s. 6d., and Ss 6<1.)

School Registers, d-ardesi

Battles, Recent British.
7 at is. 4d.)

ry Edition. (See al'se 95.)

RUSBia, Truth about. By W. T. Stead. Demy l-vo. cloth.

Farrar'S Life of Christ. Popular Edition. Persian morocco.
(See also 6s., 75. 6d., 155., cis., 24s., and \j*. )

Farrar'S Life and Work of St. Paul. Popular Edition.
Persian morocco. (See also 6s., ?s. 6d., 155., 215., 245., and 425.)

Farrar'S Early Days of Christianity. Papular Edition.
Persian morocco. (See /.,-,> 6s., 7s. 6d., 15*., 24s., and 42*. I

Child's Life Of Christ, The. With about - .

Original Illus-

trations and Six Coloured Plates. Cloth, gilt edges. ( ">,-- alto 7S. 6d.
and 2is.|

Child's Bible. New Edition. With 200 Illustrations and Six
Coloured Plates. Cloth, gilt edges. (V<r </ 75. 6d.)

Domestic Dictionary. The. Roxburgh, i Sec also 7$. 6i,U

Cookery, Cassell's Dictionary of illustrated throughout.
Roxburgh. (See also 75. od. )

Bible Dictionary, Cassell's. Cheap Edition. One Vol.

Roxburgh. (.See also 7*. Sd.l

Architectural Drawing. By Phenrj Spiers. Illustrated.

Encyclopaedic Dictionary, The. A .New and Original Work
Of Reference to all the Words in the English Language. Complete
in Fourteen Divisional Vols. Each. (Sec also 2is. ,..,.. -

5 s.)

Bismarck: an Historical Biography. By Charles Lowe. M.A. Cheap
Edition.

English Literature, Dictionary of. Roxburgh.

World of Wit and Humour, The. With about 400 Illustra-

tions Cloth, gilt edges. (Sec also 7*. 6d.)

Arabian Nights Entertainments, The. With Illustrations

by Gustave Dore. and other well-known Artists. AV?c Edition.

Natural History, Cassell's Concise. By Prof. E. Perceval

Wright, M.A. Illustrated. Roxburgh. (SaaltfJ3.A.)
Poultry, The Illustrated BOOK of. By Lewis Wright, with

50 Coloured Plates. Popular Edition. With Illustrations on Wood.
(See also sis. 6d. and -j.as. )

Gun and its Development, The. With Notes on Shooting.
By W. W. Greener. With Illustrations.

Heroes of Britain in Peace and War. with 300 Illustra-

tions. Library binding, Two Vols. in One.

India: the Land and the People. By Sir James Caird,
K.C.B., F.R.S. Kevised Edition.

English Literature, Library of. By P'of. Henrv Morley.
Vol. II. Illustrations of English Religion. Vol. III.-Eng'lish Plays.
Vol IV. Shorter Works in English Prose. Vol. V. Longer Works
in Prose and Verse. Each. (See also 7s. 6d., 125. 6d., and 5 5s.)

(-SY, also 6s.,

Farrar'S Early Days of Christianity. Popular Edilio,

Cloth, gilt edges. (See also 6s., ios. 6d., 155., 245., and 425.)

Farrar'S Life and Work of St. Paul. Popular Editio,

Cloth, gilt edges. (See also 6s., ios. 6d., 155., 2is., 245., and 425.)
Bible Dictionary, Cassell's. With nearly 600 Illustration

(See also ios. 6d.)

Parliaments, A Diary of Two. By Henry W. Lucy. Two
Vols. Vol. I., The Disraeli Parliament, 1874-1880. Vol. II., The
Gladstone Parliament, 18801885. Each.

Cassell's Miniature Shakespeare, Complete in 12 Vols.

7/6
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15/-

16/-

18/

20/-

21/

Ci>ni/>in <i/it ;/ I'.

Great Painter* of Christendom, The, from Clmabua
to Willci.i.

Along Alaska's Great River.
Familiar Trees.

Garden Flowers, Familiar.

Dante's Purgutorio and Paradi.o. h

Wild Birds, Familiar.

Wild Flowors, Familiar.
Hull:.

Poeuis, Shorter English. Hy I'roie,

Stock Exchange Yttar-Book, Tho.

Representative Poems of Living Poets.
Farrar's Life of Christ, The.

Farrar's Life and Work of St. Paul. /'/<

Farrar's Early Days of Christianity.

Bible, The Crown. . Witli ,.. i

'I, i,'ill e.l^es.

Magazine of Art, The. \ ..-. n. .,,.! ill. ]:.,. I.. (See aiu

Our Homes, and How to Make them Healthy. \Vii!i

IllUStl

Cassell's Concise Cyclopaedia. With '.. , Illir

Sketching from Nature in Water Colours. Hy Aaron
With lllustr.i.

Shakspere. The Royal. Complete in rhreo Veto. Witli Steel

British Ballads, with n;.. .n.ni.,,.,.

Great Industries of Great Britain. \\it1i .i-.ut 400 IIIus-

tnd

India, Cassell's History of. Bytfw 'int. With
aboul

Russo-Turkish War, Cassell's History of the. Ilh.s-

tr.ite.l. I.ibr.iry IJin.lin;; in i >ne Vol

Magazine of Art, The. Y.-.r'y Vol. With 13 Etchii.

unvn,. -,ever;il Ilimili.

Corn and Cattle Producing Districts of France, The.
xe ilibson Ru:li;ir.U.m. Illustrated. Cl..th.

Life and Words Of Christ. I'.y Cunningham (leikie, 0.1).
Shuitn

Longfellow's Poetical Works, illustrated throughout (Also

The Woman's World. Edited l.y Oscir WiMe. Vi-.trly Volume.
Illustrate! throughout with hi:;l>-i l.iss W, ..,1 Engrai

Cassell's Concise Cyclopaedia. Roxburgh. i/-Vr </n cription

Picturesque Europe, rofnlar l:.Jitin. Complete in Five Vols.
With Thirteen ex^n numerous ..ri.i-in.il Wood

i ich. (See also yi. M., 10 los., and fflft S-s.)

Bible, The Crown. NnoKdition. \\v.\\ 900 Illustrations .m.l n
FuR-page 1'Utes. rersi:m:iir;

Family Prayer Book, The. liiliie.il l>y Kev. C.in.m (i.irbetr,

M.A.. .f/.v,>5s.|

Our Homes, and How to Make Them Healthy. K..\

burgh.

Cassell's Household Guide. With m:iiier..u, lllustr.iti.m-.

C..I. an Edition, lomi.lete in Four Vols.,
Clotfl .fl us. 6(1.)

Natural History Wall Sheets. Set .,( Ten n.ne.. in.

Celebrities of the Century. Ileiin,- ,-i Hi. ti.m.iry ..t'tlii- Men .m.l
W..ine:i ol tl --ntiiry. Hditeil by Lli.yil C. Sanders.
CL.th. (.SVr,.

Thackeray, Character Sketches from. Sli

ii.irii.inl, reproduced in 1'hoi,,

Shakespearean Scenes and Characters, liy A. I!reret..n

With EngravliiKS.
Modern Printing Machinery and Letterpress

Printing, liy !'. J. F. WltoooandD uglas Grey. Illusti.ue.l.

Memorials of the Craft of Surgery in England.
II!u>tr.ilO(l. Hy John 1-lint South.

Dickens. Character Sketches from, rii .t. Se. .u.i. .m.l

Tliinl S.-ri.-s. Hy l-'re.l.-ri. k Harnanl. H.icll coiitaillillK Si\ IM.ites

printed OB lll.li.i piper. In r.,rtli.li...

Abbeys and Churches of England and Wales, The.

The Magazine of Art. Vob. [V., v
, VI.. VII.. \ III..1

With :ili.iui 5 ,. lllustr ill , .\eeatso iss. ,///./ icr-.i

nch

RELIGIOUS WORKS.
Dictionary of ll. ii t: i.,,,, Th..

Farrar's Llfu of Chrlnt. Th*.
;inal IlkMiraliMu. Clutli, vllt eiivce. i-ttr /.. e%.,

Farrar's Life and Work of Ht. Paul.

Old Testament Commentary for EnglishTh.
3w Testament Commentary.

Child's Life of Christ, The.

Bible Educator, The.

The.

Dran Ilumplrt:, D.D. Com-

Holy Land and the Bible. Tho.
'

Times. l)y Fetor Biyne.

,
I). I i. With

'

Luther, Martin t His Life and Ti

Early Days of Christianity, The. H> . V<-n. Archdeacon
J/ta (n.. TV 6(1..

Life Of Christ, The. Hy the Veil. Arclxleacon I .rnr, lt.lt.

, -th. (. also M., 7*. <*:., 101. 6d.. 151.. ait..

and
Farrar's Life and Work of St. Paul, /.-'.j-

li. (%<< o/io te.. ;v !., is.-.
Bible Educator, The. ! !'; l.y Dean lluinjxre. Complete in

Technical Educator, Cassell's. Complete in Four Vote., cloth.

(Stt at

17 of the Men and

William P^^l^"_

Encyclopaedic Dictionary, The. Bi

Vols.,
Celebrities ol the Century. 1:

Women of the .Nineteenth Ccllturj
Roxburgh.

Dictionary of Religion, The. liy th
B.D. Roxburgh.A Course of Lessons in Landscape Painting in Oils.

With Nine I HI Colour, and numerous
exarapli

Family Physician, The. Xrw anJ RtviirJ l!Jn.
mor

Sea, The i Its Stirring Story of Adventure, Peril,
and Heroism.

Health, The Book of. Roxburgh. (5a/wzis.)
Natural History Wall Sheets. Ten Subjects. SUc 36 by

20 ir. od.i

Protestantism, The History of. Hy the ke. I. A. Wylie.
1. 1.. D. t/oiiMiiiinj; up\\.inis of Ufj Oricin.il Illustrations. 1 hree \ ols.

British Battles on Land and Sea. Three Vols. Cloth.

United States, History of the. 1 ta Edmund OUicr.

Edinburgh, Old and New. i inpJete in Three Vob. {Steals*

9S. an,-

Life and Words of Christ. : xii.im i;tic. I>

rrf ^,,!.,!,<<,i !,<i:i-n. Two\ 'l68.t

Edinburgh, Old and New, Complete in Three V. .

l.inilinj;. l

Protestantism, The History of. Library Edition. (F*r

British Battles on Land and Sea. With about 600 lUustr .-

lions. I.il.r.iry l-:liti..n. Thn '.'9.l
United States, History of the. :. :he Lite Edmund Oilier.

l.ibr:.ry ]- ( litiun. Tin- /.<$&)

Encyclopaedic Dictionary, The. s.->. n :

Dairy Farming. Hy Prot. Sl..-l.l..n. With Twciity.fi\e
I'l u.-.. I )rmy 41 ..

Floorer Garden, Paxton's. ( 'mnplcte in Three '.

TUrt]
Trinidad. n> I . A. \. IV Vertei.il. M.D.I'.

Ferns. European: their l-'.-rm. Il.il.it, .m.l I'ultnie. :

liritten. !'. L.S. With Thirty Coloure '

Health, The Book of. i s^ .-/, j5s.)

Family Physician, The. A M . l.-n. MI:., il f Do
M.

Milton's Paradise Lost, llln-tr.ue.l with

by i

stic

St Cuthbert's Tovrer. Hy Ftotoee \\'aiden. Three Voh..

Lady Biddy Fane, The Admirable. !'> 1'r.mk Barrett.
.

Music, Illustrated History of. Hy 1'nnl \ .,.:..

Heavens, The Story of the. H>- Mr K Stawdl H

F.K.S., F.K.A.S. i

. ; Mites.

Picturesque Europe. Two Voh. to One.

Miming the Hnii^li Isles. {Sff alit> IDs., 10 lot., >S >S*-. "'

Poultry, The Book of. liy l.e

I'l.i:- .fJIOS.*

Pigeon*, The Book of.

by i

Technical Educator, Cassc

. \\ ^ht. With Fifty Coloured

too. Edited and arranged
wed Plates, i.wr a/j.' a*.i

Complete in Two Vob..

Household Guide. The. laTo Vobk. ssWoK
Bible, Cassell's Illustrated. I > tther, iti< conen.

Horse, The Book of the. Hv s.umiri SMney. wit:.

.1 H.1U--. IVill) 4t.'. ' >"

Butterflies and Moths, European.

Bj \eroStiaw, RA. Cantab.
to. Ueuy 410, cludl

, s and Cage-Birds, The Illustrated Book of.

liy \V

ii.ie Coloured fUtes. and numerous \Voud bognrisfs. i^f
als* 45*- >

Dog, Illustrated Book of the. Bj \e
With 1 HWI lla

Ccusell d: Company, Limited, LuJgate hill, Lomion ; Paris, New York and Mtlbeurnt.

24

25,-

27/-

30/-

31 6

35



36/-

37/6

42/-

45/-

50/-

60/-

Cassdl fy Company's Classified Price List.

Shaftesbury, the Seventh Earl of, K.G., The Life
and Work Of. By Edwin Hodder. With Portraits. Three Vols.

(See also 75. 6d. i

Voutn's History of the United States, The. From the

Discovery of America by the Northmen to the Present Time. By
Edward S. Ellis. With Several Hundred Illustrations. Four Vols.

By Robei
Library

Countries of the World, The. By
Ph.D.. F.L.S., H.R.G.S. Three Vols.

description, see 75. 6d.)
Our Own Country. Three Vols. Library Bi,

script-ion, see 75. 6d.)

(J-'o

(For de-

Cathedral Churches of England and Wales, Edition
de Luxe. Descriptive, Historical, Pictorial. Roxburgh.

Royal River, The : The Thames from Source to Sea.
With Descriptive I ext by Prof. Bonney, F.R.S., &c., and a Series of
beautiful Engravings from Original Designs. With Etching for

Frontispiece.

Dore Gallery. The. Popular Edition. With 250 Illustrations by
Gustave Dor?. Cloth gilt, bevelled boards.

Egypt t Descriptive, Historical, and Picturesque.
t>,'pular Edition. By Prof. G. Ebers. Translated by Clara Hell,
with Notes by Samuel Birch, LL.D., D.C.L.. F.S.A. 2 Vols. With
about 800 Original Engravings. (See also 455.)

Picturesque America. Complete in Four Vols., with Forty-
eight Exquisite Steel Plates and about 800 Original Wood Engravings.
Each.

The Life of Christ. By the Ven. Archdeacon Farrar, D.D. Two
Vols. morocco. (See also 6s., 75. 6d., ics. 6d., 155., 215., and 248.)

St. Paul, The Life and Work Of. By the Ven. Archdeacon
Farrar. Library lidition, morocco. Illustrated Kdition, morocco.
(See also 6s., ?s. 6d., los. 6d., 15*.. and 2is.i

Farrar's Early Days of Christianity. Library Edition.
Two Vols. Morocco. (See also 6s., 75. 6d., IDS. 6d., 155., andiif..)

Poultry, The Book Of. By Lewis Wright. With Fifty Coloured
Portraits, half-morocco. (See also IDS. 6d. and 315. 6d.)

Pigeons, The Book Of. By R. Fulton. With Twenty Coloured
Plates, half-morocco. (See also ros. 6d. and 315. 6d.)

Popular Educator, The. In Three Double Vols.. half-calf.

(See also 5s.)

i Descriptive, Historical, and Picturesque.
Vol. I. By Prof. G. Ebers. Translated by Clara Bell, with Notes by
Samuel Birch. LL.D. With the Original Magnificent Illustrations.

Cloth gilt. (Vol. II., 7. ix. 6d.) Or the Two Vols. in cardboard
box, 4 175. 6d. {Ste also 425.)

Horse, The Book Of the. By Samuel Sidney. With Twenty-
right Fac -simile Coloured Plates. Kntarged Edition. Half-morocco.
(Clotit, 3$s.)

Canaries and Cage-Birds, The Illustrated Book of.
Half-morocco, (i-or description see 355.)

Doe. Illustrated Book of the. By Vero Shaw, H.A. with
Twentty-eight Coloured Plate 1 35s-)

Bible, CasselTs Illustrated Family.
Leather, gilt edges. (See also 705. and 75*.)

London, Old and New. Complete in Six Vols. With about
1,200 Illustrations. Library Edition. (See also 95.)

Longfellow's Poetical Works. Fine Art Edition. Magnifi-
cently Illustrated throughout with Original Engravings. Handsomely
bound in cloth gilt, gilt edges. (See also i6s.)

Shakespeare, Royal Quarto. Edited by Charles and Marv
Cowden Clarke, and containing about 600 Illustrations by H. C.
Selous. Three Vols. , cloth gilt. (See alsc66s.)

Picturesque Canada. A Delineation by Pen and Pencil of all

the Features of Interest in the Dominion of Canada, from its

Discovery to the Present Day. With about 600 Original Illustrations.

Complete in Two Volumes. Each.

Bible, CasselTs Illustrated Family. Morocco antique.
(Also 505. in leather, and 755. best morocco. )

The International Shakespeare. Edition de luxe. (See
"
" Km|

S

'Henry IV." Illustrated by Her. Ecl'uard Griitzner.

"As You Like It" Illustrated by Mons. I/mile Bayard.
/ 'flumes in preparation :

" Othello." Illustrated by Frank Dicksee, A.R. A.
"
King Henry VIII." Illustrated by Sir James Linton, P.R.I.

"Twelfth Nitjht." Illustrated by G. H. Boughton, A.R.A.

Etching : Its Technical Processes, with Remarks on
Collections and Collecting, liy S. K. Koehler. With
Thirty Full-page Plates by Old and Modern Etchers, and numerous
reproductions in the Text.

New Testament Commentary, The. Edited by Bishop
Ellicott. Three Vols. in lialf-iimroro.. <Stf /.-.- is.)

England, Cassell's History of. With -j.ooo Illustrations.

Library Edition. Ten Vols. (See also 9s.)

English Literature, Library of. The Set of Five Vols.,
half-morocco. (See also 75. 6d., us. 6d., and 125. od.)

"Romeo and Juliet." Illustrated by Frank Dicksee, A.R.A.
Forming a Volume of "The International Shakespeare." This Vol.

was originally published at .3 IDS., but on account of the growing
scarcity of copies was raised in price to .5 56. (See also 705.)

Shakespeare, Cassell's Quarto.
tion, see ,?, )s.|

Mo (For descrip-

Old Testament Commentary, The. Edited by Bishop
Ellicott. Five Vols. in half-morocco. 15r also 2is. I

Picturesque Europe. 1 ar-.-e 1'afer Edition. Complete in Five
Volumes. Each containing 'I hirteen exquisite Steel Plates, from

Original Drawings, and nearly 200 Original Illustrations, with

descriptive Letterpress. Royal 410, cloth gilt, 10 IDS. ; half-morocco,

15 155. (See also i8s., 31*. 6d.. and 26 $s.|

itish Fossil Reptiles, A History of. By Sir Richard
Owen, K.C.I!.. E.K., Sic. With M Plates. Complete in Four

Holy Bible. The. Illustrated by Gustave Dore. Two Vols., best

polished morocco. (Also in clotli, 8. }

Picturesque Europe. I.an;e Paper Edition. With Sixty-five
Steel Plates, and 1,000 Original Wood Engravings. Fin- Vols. in

MONTHLY SERIAL PUBLICATIONS.
Adventure, The World of. 7d.

Art, Magazine of. Is.
Bible^omen and Nurses. 2d.

Bunyan, Cassell's Illustrated. 6d.

Butterflies and Moths, European.
ML

Cassell's Magazine. 7d.
Cathedrals and Abbeys. 7d.

Celebrities of the Century. 6d.*

Cities of the World. 7d.

Conquests of the Cross. 7d.

Crown Bible. 6d.

Dog, Book of the. Is.

Dore Bible. 3d. (And Weekly, d.)

Electricity in the Service of Man.
6d.

Encyclopaedic Dictionary. Monthly
Part, Is. Monthly Vol., cloth,

10s. 6d. ; Bi-monthly Double
Vol., half-morocco, 21s.; half-

russia, 25s.

England, History of. 7d.

English Literature, Library of. 6d.

Farrar's Life and Work of St. Paul.

7d.

Gardening, Cassell's Popular. 7d.

Household, Book of the. 7d.

Little Folks. 6d.

London, Old and New. 7d.

Music, History of. 7d.

National Library, Cassell's

Weekly.* 3d. and 6d.

Natural History, Cassell's. 7d.

Old Testament Commentary, The.*
Edited by BISHOP ELLICOTT. 7d.

Our Earth and Its Story. 7d.

Our Own Country. 7d.

Paradise Lost. Illustrated by DOR.
7d.

Peoples of the World. 7d.

Pictorial Scrap Book, Cassell's. 6d.

Picturesque America. 2s. 6d.

Picturesque Australasia. 7d.

Pigeons, Illustrated Book of. 6d.

Popular Educator, Cassell's NEW.
M.

Poultry, Illustrated Book of. 6d.

Protestantism, History of. 7d.

Quiver, The. 6d.
Russo-Turkish War. 7d.

SaturdayJournal, Cassell's.
6d. (And Weekly, Id.)

Sea, The. 7d.

Shakespeare, Cassell's Illustrated.
7d.

Story of the Heavens. 7d.

Technical Educator, Cassell's. 6d.

Universal History, Cassell's. 7d.

Wild Flowers, Familiar. 6d.

Woman's World. Is.
Work. 6d. (And Weekly, Id.)

Cassell's Railway Time Tables and
Through-Route Glance Guide.

"

Price 4d.

All are Illustrated except those indicated by an asterisk.

Letts9s J>iaries and other Time-Saving Publications are now published by CASSELL

& COMPANY, and particulars will be forwarded post free on application to the Publishers,

CASSELL & COMPANY, Limited, Ludgate Hill, London; Paris, New York and Melbourne.

O/-

84/-

94/6

5

5/5

6/6

7/17/6

10/10

12/12

15

26/5
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